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The Chesapeake Bay Bibliography was initiated seven years 
ago by the Virginia Institute of Marine Science in response 
to growing resource management problems of the Chesapeake Bay 
and its tributaries. With these problems carne the realization 
that planning and management of such a great natural resource 
is an overwhelming task requiring the best available information. 
This bibliography, therefore, was undertaken to document existing 
sources of information, to help identify research and data gather-
ing needs, and to develop a comprehensive research and information 
services progr-ams for individuals interested in research on, and 
management of the natural resources of the Chesapeake Bay region. 
By January, 1975, three volumes of the bibliography had 
been published. Volume I (1971) summarized information sources 
dealing with the James River, while Volumes II (1972) and III 
(1975) focused on the Virginia and Maryland segments, respectively, 
of the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 
Compared to previous volumes, the Chesapeake Bay Bibliography -
Volume IV: Virginia addresses a larger geographic and subject 
study area. Not only does this volume include and update the 
water resource-oriented citations contained in Volumes I and II, 
but it also identifies information sources dealing with the land 
resources of Virginia's nine coastal planning regions. This 
enlargement reflects the growing concern over land and water 
resource interrelationships, and was made to help meet the 
information needs of government and citizen groups involved 
ii 
in Virginia's Coastal Resources Management Planning Program. 
Subsequent volumes of the bibliography will seek to update and 
improve this information base. 
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GUIDE TO USERS 
The Chesapeake Bay Bibliography: Volume IV - Virginia 
is a subject index of literature concerning the land and water 
resources of the Commonwealth's portion of the Chesapeake Bay 
region. Books, periodicals, published and unpublished govern-
mental, academic, and private reports, theses and dissertations 
have been consulted to determine their suitability for in-
clusion in the bibliography. Each pertinent publication was 
read and a maximum of ten descriptors were assigned. In 
addition, geographical codes were added to the descriptors to 
indicate the geographical area to which the publication applies. 
Each completed source citation, therefore, includes standard 
bibliographical information, descriptors and geographical codes. 
The descriptors used in the Bibliography were developed from 
the Water Resources Thesaurus, published by the U.S. Department of 
the Interior. Geographical locator codes were developed by Institute 
personnel. A complete listing of the content descriptors and 
geographical codes begins on page viii. 
Upon completion, each source citation was assigned an 
accession number, keypunched onto computer cards, and then 
loaded and stored on computer tape record. This information 
record is computer searchable by subject, author and geo-
graphical locator code. In addition, practically all information 
sources cited in the Bibliography are available from VIMS library 
vi 
or on microfiche from MERRMS. 
Volume IV is divided into three sections. The first 
section is the subject or descriptor index. In this section, 
all descriptors listed separately, in alphabetical order, 
and each descriptor heading is followed by a list of the accession 
numbers of the sources which address the particular subject 
in question. In addition, each accession number listed is 
accompanied by the descriptors and geographical codes assigned 
to the citation it represents. The second section gives the 
complete citation listed numerically by accession numbers. The 
third section lists citations, alphabetically, by author. 
The user can approach the bibliography in two ways: by 
subject or by author: 
(1) If the user wants information on a particular 
subject, "blue crab", for example, he can go 
to the Subject Index (Section 1) where he will 
find accession numbers for ~11 citations con-
taining information on the subject. "blu~ crab". 
Since descriptors are presented with each 
accession number, the user can more easily 
discriminate among the various listings to 
identify specific articles of interest. Thus, 
if he is interested only in molting of the 
blue crab, he can select only those accession 
numbers which give "molting" as a descriptor. 
Then, taking these accession numbers, the user 
can refer to the Numerical Index (Section 2) 
to find the complete citations. 
(2) If the user knows the author of a particular 
report, he can go directly to the Author Index 
(Section 3) where he will find the complete 
citation and descriptors for that document (as 
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SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA 
SOUTHEAST U.S. 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 
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2, b-D ICHLOBENIL 
SUBJECT INDEX 






u8l2 Ati!OTIC ENVIRONMENT, AQUATIC PRODUCTIVITY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, 




1298. AOST~ACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, SALINITY, 
~UNAVAILABLE FOk KEVIE~ 
Z937 ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPUlATIONS, ~ARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BlGHTt 
2994 ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH HJGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, 
. TAGGING 
3030 . ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HISTORIC ~LOOD, STORMS 
3490 ABSTKACTS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, GEOLOGY, GEOPHYSICS, PROFILES, YORK RIVER 
3731 ABSTKACTS, EASTEKN $HORE'PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROGRAMS, 
PROJECTS, WASTE WATER IPOLLUTIONI, WETLANDS 
~«~··~·*~***************************************•······························· ABUTMENTS 
* •·••• 9-**** •***** *=**$: •••***************············································ 
j~JO ABUTMENTS, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHO~E PLANNING DlST~ICT, VA, BEAC~ 
EK05!0N 1 E~OSION CONTROL, HURRICANES, HARYLANO, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
t!IGMT 
2 
3935 ABUTMENTS, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FLOOD PROTECTION, 
FLOODING, HURRICANES, STORMS, VIRGINIA 
··························································~····················· ACCESS ROUTES 
*•*••················~··***********~*********~···••*********••·~···~~···•****••• 
1443 ACCESS ROUTES, CHARTS, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), HISTDKYt LEGISLATION, 
MAPS, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
···***************~****************************~********~~··············~··~····· 
ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA 
***************¥***~*~*******¥******~******************~**********•*c***•***•~** 
3775 SHORELINE EROSION, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VAt EA~TERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, 
VA, MANA~EHENT, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATIO~ DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3926 ACCOMACK :OUNTY, VA,. EASTERN SHORE PLANNIN.G OISTKICT, VAt. VIRGINIA, lUNINC 
3930 ABUTMENTS, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLA~Nl~G DISTilCT, VA, bEA:~ 
EROSION, EROSION CONTROL, HURRICAN~S, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
3932 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, fUTUkE PLAN)jJ\IG 
IPRUJECTEDlt GEOLOGY, G~OUNDWATER, VIRGINIA, WATE~ QUALITY, WAJtR 
RESOURCES 
3936 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SH6RE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
POPULATION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT . 
3937 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT~ VA, EDUCATION, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PJPULATIONr 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3975 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNfNG DISTRICT, VA, N~RTHAMPTON. 
COUNTY, VA, NEWPORT NEWS, VA, NORFOLK, VA, DELAWARE, INUJ~TRIES, LAND USE 
NORTH C_AROLINA, POPULATION ·DYNAMICS, RECREATION, MIDDLE ATLANTlC oiGrlT 
3 
4019 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTJN 
COUNTY, VA 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 




0355 AOMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
0365 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER 
PRJOUCTION, POWER PLANTS 
0437 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
0438 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
0439 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER 
MANAGEMENT lAPPLIEDl 1 WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
062J ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, STATISTICS 
0624 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, STATISTICS 
0683 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA, 
.0784 A~MlN!STRATIVE AGENCIES, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, STATE GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA, 




0115 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CONSERVATION, FISHING, RESEARCH FACILITIES, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
4 
0558 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, Vl~GINIA, "AiER 
MANAGEMENT .!APPLIED), WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
0594 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1063 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 




0140 ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY HETALS,-
HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTUlUA, VIRGINIA 
0968 ADSORPTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, DEPOSITION !SEDIMENTS), 
RADIOACTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
··········································································~··~ AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
.............................................................................. , 
1537 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CROPS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, 
SATELLITES IARTIFlCIAL), ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, WATER TREATMENT 
1538 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, REMOTE SENSING, SHORE 
PROTECTION, WETLANDS 
1539 AERIAl PHOTOGRAPHY, CITIES, REMOTE SENSING, URBANIZATION 
154~ AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, PARKS, PLANNING, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING 
1609 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CROPS, FORESTRY, PLANT 
DISEASES, REMOTE SENSING 
1698 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATER)o DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, NORTH CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVERo REMOTE SENSING 
3395 AE~IAL PHOTOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, 









3729 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, 
ISLANDS, PLANT GROUPINGS, VEGETATION 
3742 AGE, A~ERICAN SHAD~ ANADROMOUS FISH, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 




0579 AGING IBIOLOGICALI, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITE 
Pf.KCH_, YGRK. RIVER 
Ud31 AGING IBIULOGICALI, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, MARINE FISH, 
~EPRUDUCTION, SEASONAL DISTR~BUTION 1 YORK RIVER, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
Sl A1<Dtll NS 
Od11 AGING ldl0LOGICALI 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, GROWTH RATES, MARINE 
fLrl, SPORT FISHING, SPOT, YOKK RIVER, LENGTK-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
~113 A~I~G !BIOLOGICAL), GROWTH RATES, MARINE FISH, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
,pA"NII'<C., VIRGINIA, SEAROBINS 
6 
0930 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATiu~~. 
GROWTH RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
0979 AGING (BIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GO~•us, GRO~lH 
RATES, PUFFER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, YORK· RIVER, LENGTH-FRE~UtNCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
0980 AGING IBIOLOGICALI, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIHUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
GONADS, SPAWNING, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, LE~GTH-FREUUENCY DISTRIBUliUNS, 
SEAROBINS 
0983 AGING IBIOLOGICALlt CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, SPOTo YJKK RIVERo 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
0984 AGING IBIOLOGICAL), GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, PERCHES, RAP~AHANNUCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-fREUUENCY OIST~IBUTIJN~ . 
lOll AGING (BIOLOGICAL), GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, PtRCHES, RAPPAHANNOC~ 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FRE~UENCY OISTRioUTIJNS 
1027 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, MOKTALITY 1 VIRGINIA, "HlTE 
PERCH, YOKK RIVER 
1092 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, 
MIGRATION, SPAWNING, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, FISH SCALES 
1254 AGING IBIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRI~UTION, Fl~H 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GKOWTH RATES, SPA~NING, HAMPTON K8AOS 
2161 AGING IBIOLOGICALlo CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, G~EY SEA TROUTt 
VIRGINIA, FISH SCALES 
2221 AGING IBIOLOGICALJ, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH MATES, VIRGINIA, YOM~ KIVtK 
2481 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY, ,FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RA1E:S 1 
PUFFER, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA 
2935 AGING IBIOLOGICALI, CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, fiSH POPULATION~, fiSHE:RIES, 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, YO~K RIVER 
7 





011B AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HUMAN POPULATION, JAMES RIVERo 
REC~EATION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
ObOO AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
0607 AdRICULTUREo ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
IPROJECTEDio GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, MINERALOGY, RECREATION, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
ObO~ AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER . 
0755 AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
1609 AERIAl P.HOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CROPS, FORESTRY, PLANT 
DISEASES, REMOTE SENSING 
2536 AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DOMESTIC WATER, LIVESTOCK, 
MAR¥LANll, RURAL AREAS, "VIRGINIA 0 WATER RESOURCES 
:1010 AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISOICTION 1 POTOMAC RIVER, WAT£11. 
R~SOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
.3450 AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAYo EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD)o ECONOIUCSo VlRGINIA 
i6l2 AGRICULTURE, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONONICSy EMPlOYKE~T, 
lAd OR, PROGitA.KSo UNE:MPLOVKENT, VI RGlNIAo IU.J,ER RESOURCES 
8 
3651 AGRICULTURE, RlCH"OND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PlANNINGt POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3652 AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTYo VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PlANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3653 AGRICULTURE, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo ECONOMICS, E~PLOYKENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION, TOURISM, UNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA 
3727 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, COMMERCIAL FISHING, 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDl, FISHERIES, SPORT Fl5HING, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
3928 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CliMATIC DATA, MAPS, 
SOIL SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
3980 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CHEMICAL WASTES, 
CONSERVATION, LAND USE, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SEWAGE, WATER UTILIZATIO 
ZONING, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
~017 AGRICULTURE, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, 
GROUNDWATER, RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, STREAHS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
YORK RIVER 
4033 AGRICULTURE, ESSEX COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
EMPLOYMENT, FISHERIES, INCOME, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
··~··········································································· AIR POLLUTION 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
0702 AIR POLLUTION, EROSION CONTROlt MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL WASTES, SEWAGE 
lREATMENT, STATE GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
1535 AIR POllUTIONo CHESAPEAKE BAY, INCOME, POPULATION, WATER QUALITY 
15~2 AIR POLLUTION, DATA PROCESSING, REMOTE SENSING 
H70 
9 
AIR POL.LUTIOI'l, ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, URBANIZATION, 
VI~GII'liA, HAMPTON ~OADS 
AIR POLLUTIOI'l, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DRILLI~G, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLORATION, LEGAl 




3244 AIR TEMPERATURE, CHESAPEA~E BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURBIDITY, 




3721 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 AIRPORTS, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDI, 




09JB CATFISHES, OISTRltlUTION PATTERNS; FISH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI RIVER, 
PAMU~KEY RI~ER, VIRGINIA, AlBINISM 
215d CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOJ, RAYS• VIRGINIA, 
MUTATIUN, ALBINISM 
*#*·······~*~~~··~··****~···························· .. ····················**••• ALEWIVES 
···~******~***~**********•····························•••**•···················· 
J'•74 ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAI<.E BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, OISTRIBUfJO!to FISH TAXOIIOIIIYo 
hi. KRINGS 
10 
0573 AlEWIVES, BlUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRISUTION, POTO~AC RivE~, 
SAP'IPLI NG 
1007 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, ATLA~TIC MENHADEN, ELECTROPHORESIS, ENZYMES, ~~~: 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RI~ER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YJ~K 
RIVER . 
1166 AlEWIVES, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, YQRK RIVER 
1284 AlEWIVES, ANAOROHOUS FISH, CHICKAHOMIN~ RIVER, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, fiS 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, liFE HISTORY STUDIES, PA~UNKEY RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, SEINING 
1l91 ALE~IVES, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, OISTRioUTION PATTERNS, FISH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1311 AlEWl~ES, AMERICAN SHAD, CATFISHES, FOOD H4BITS, HERRINGS, JAHES RIVER, 
JUVENILE FISHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA 
1413 ALEWIVES, ALOSIOS, ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DDT, JAMES klVER, 
PESTICIDE RESIDUES, POTOMAC kiVER, RAPPAHANNuCK KIV[K 
1611 ALEWIVES, ALOSIOS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FiSH, MURTAllTY, POTu~AC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RI~ER 
2131 AlEWIVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
fiSH POPULATIONS, MJDEL STUUIES, MORTALITY, ~OwER PLANTS, THERMAl 
POLLUTION, THERMAl wATER 
3082 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, fiSHERIES, 
UNA~AILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3100 ALE WIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, Fl SH EGGS, HERRINGS, SE TTL! N:; 
VELOCITY, WHITE PERCH 
1301 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, ~ETTLI~v 
VELOCITY, STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH 
3556 ALEWIVfS, 6LUEBACK HERRING. CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH TAXONOMY, LARVAe 
11 
·········~···························**·············•**********•················ ALEXANDRIA, VA ·············~······························~··································· 
~9~9 ALEXANDRIA, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EHPLOYHE~T, LABOR SUPPLYt LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECKEATlON, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3989 ALEXANDRIA, VA, ARLINGTON COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 
CHANNELS, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDRAULIC MODELS, VIRGINIA 
***********************••························································ ALGAE 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
01~0 ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
03B2 ALGAE, BENTHIC FLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, REPRODUCTION 
04~2 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIURNAL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING 
D444 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFl~ATIONo DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELl~TESo PLANKTbN, 
SALINITY, SAMPLI:~G, WATER TEMPERATURE 
Dd01 ALGAE, AHPHIPODA, BRYOZOA, ECOLOGICAL DJSTRIBUTIONo HYDROZOA, PORIFERA, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0883 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fUNGI, MARYLAND, PAKUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVEa, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVEII. 
ll5b ALGAE, ECOLOGY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, Vl&GINIAo YOR~ RIVER 
1431t ALGAE. AQUATIC LIFE, BACTERIA, EFFlUENTS, .U.tU:S RIVER, POU.UTANJS, 
PKOThlOA, STREAMS, VIRGINIA 
li.>Zl ALGAE, BACTERIA, CtlESAPE.U.E &AYo l'lSJ&lU.• LE&al. ASPC.C.J.S. M&aANO, 
VIRGINlA, WAJEII. QUALITY 
12 
1795 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAYo DISTRJ8UTJON 
2210 ALGAE 1 CHLOROPHYTA, CLASSIFICATIONo DISTRIBUTION, JAMES ~IVER, RIVER 
BASINS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2211 ALGAE, CHLOROPHYTA, ECOLOGY 1 JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINSo VIRGINIA 
2212 ALGAE, VIRGINIA, WATER SUPPLY, WATER TREATMENT 
21t96 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
NITROGEN CYCLE, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2702 ALGAE, BIOLOGY, V(RGINIA, 
3546 ALGAE, APPOMATTOX RIVER, CLASSIFICATION, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION~ 
V IRGI Nl A, 
3699 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ALGAEo SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
3759 ALGAE, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION, 
SYSTEMATICS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3795 EASTERN SHORE PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, ALGAE, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, 
BENTHIC FLORA, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENTo SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ~IRGINIAo 
BARRIER I SLANOS 
························································~······················ ALKALI Nl TY 
······················································*·················$····· 
2355 ALKALINITY 1 AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, E.C.OLOGY, GROWTH RATES, HYOiWii 





OJb8 ALOSIDS, AMERICAN SHAD, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVERo PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
RAPPAhANNGCK RIVER, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
0093 ALOSIDS, ANAJMOMOUS FISH, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, 
02b7 ALOSIDS, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
0364 ALOSIOS, BLUEBACK HERRING, GRU~TH RATES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, 
VJRGJ;>,IA 
Od55 ALOSIDS, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK 
RIVER 
1413 ALE~IVES, ALOSIDS, ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DDT, JAMES RIVER, 
PESTICIDE RESIDUES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1611 ALEWIVES, ALDSIOS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC 




0401 ALUMINUM, CLAMS, OYSTERS 
~·••**~*********~***********************•································*······ AMERICAN SHAD 
*******·~·~·•***********;****$******************************••••••••••••••••*••• 
~068 ALOSIDS, AMERICAN SHAD, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY iiVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
Jill AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, VIRGINIA, 
JZ~l Alil5IDS 1 AMERICAN SHAD, ANADRUMOUS FISH, SPAWNINGo VIRGINIA, 
JIJ4 A~f~ICAN SHAD, FOOD HABITS, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA, 
14 
0475 AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROHOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL fiSH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
D847 AMERICAN ~HAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHIN~ ~EA~, 
MIGRATION, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0855 ALOSIDS, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, VIRGINIA, t~ATER TEMPERATURE:, YJK.i<. 
R l VER 
1007 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, ELECTROPHORESIS, tNlYMES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVERo RAPPAHANNUCK RIVEil., VIRGINIA, Yuti.i<. 
Rl VER 
1050 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, REPRODUCTION, lRIBUTARIES, 
UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1087 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, MATTAPJNI 
RIVER, PAMUNi<.EY RIVER, TRAWLING, VIRGINiA 
1092 AGING lSIOLOGICALI, AMERICA~ SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTIU~, 
MIGRATION, SPAwNING, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, FISH SCALES 
112b AMERICAN SHAD, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI RiVER, PAMUNKE~ 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1198 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1291 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAO, ANADROMOUS FISH, OISTRidUTION PATTERNS, FISH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1311 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CATFISHES, FOOD HABITS, HERRINGS, JAMES RiVER, 
JUVENILE FISHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA 
139b AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH HATCHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILAoLI 
FOR REVIEW 
1643 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PUTO~AC RIV~~ 
15 
1931 AMEKICAN SHAD, CHESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH POPUlATIONS, FISHERIES, 
HEKRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2029 AMEKICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, UNITED STATES 
2432 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPulATIONS, FISHERltSt MANAGE~ENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
2653 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SPAWNING 
2657 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC KIVER 
2o5o AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2661 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE HAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, HERRINGS, 
LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAWNING 
2662 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2663 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, 
MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
2665 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC 
Rl ~ER, SPA .. NING 
2666 ~HERICAN SHAD, C~ESAPE&KE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2667 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, UNITED 
STATES 
l670 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPUlATIONS, UNITED STAlES 
2t>ll'J ANERICAN SHAD, CARP, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPUlATIONS, JAJIIES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2u~O AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISH POPULAli~S, FJSMERIES, HERRINGS, 
MUijJACK BAY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
16 
2762 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAYt COM~ERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, Jo\11ES RIVfR, 
MOBJACK BAY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YOkK RIVER 
2Bl3 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVEK 
2815 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEo\KE BAY t FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVEK 
2dl9 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, NORTHEAST u.s.' POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST u.s., 
SPAWNING 
3041 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, .MARYLAND, TREMATODES, 
VIRGINIA 
3082 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
UNAVAILABlE FOR REVIEW 
3095 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, HERkiNGS 1 PJTQMAC 
RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3198 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
3300 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, HERR! NGS, SEJ.TUNG 
VELOCITY, WHITE PERCH 
3301 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING 
VELOCITY, STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH 
3495 AMERICAN SHAD, ANAOROMOUS FISH, CATCH, CULTURES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
HERRINGS, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
3557 AJIIERICAN SHAD, DELAWARE RIVER, FISH BEHAVIOR, SPAWNING 
3742 AGE, AMERICAN SHAD, ANAOROMOUS FISH, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 





0063 AHIN6 ACIDS, 6ARNACLES, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0065 AMIHO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, 
Vl~GINIA, YOR~ RIVER 
0226 AMINO ACIDS, JA~ES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAl ECOLOGY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
063] AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIR~I~IA, 
0657. AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SAliNITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
YORK RIVER 
0668 AMINC AC~DS, CRABS, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL·INVESTIGATIONS 
0747 AMINO ACIDS, BIOASSAY, BIOCHEMISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SOFT CLAM 
0752 AMI~O ACibS, BIOCHEMISTRY, diOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, JAME5 
RIVER, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS, RAPPAHANNOCK. RIVER, VIRGJNIA, BLUE CRAB 
Od44 AMINO ACIDS, CHROMATOGRAPHY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK. RIVER 
OH56 AMINO ACIDS, ION E~CHANC~, SEA WATER 
Od58 AMINO ACIDS, ION EXCHANGE, SEA WATER 
09ld AMINO ACIDS, AQUATIC BACTERIA, ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
193~ AM!Nn ACIDS, SEA WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
J'l'<4 A"'INO ACIOS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JELLYFISH, SAL1NITYo SALT TOLEII.ANCEo 
!>C YPHUZOA 
18 
0963 AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, MOLLUSKS, RADIOACTIVITY 
0972 AMINO ACIDS, 8IOCHEM1STRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATUkE, 
YORK. RIVER 
1122 AMINO ACIDS, LARVAE, OYSTERS 
1721 AMINO ACIDS, .CHROMOSOMES, OYSTERS, PEPT IDES 
2632 AMINO ACIDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA NETTLES, FEEDING 
3558 AMINO ACIDS, BACTERIA, CHEMISTRY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, NORTH CAROLINA, 









0445 CRABS, AMOEBAE 
053S CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, MO~TALITY, PARASITISM, 
PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, AMUEuAE 
1626 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRABe AMOEBAE 
3992 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CHESAPEAKE bAY, UIVERSIFILATION, 




025b AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFICATIJN, FROGS, JAMES RIVER, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
S~AKES, TURTLES, VIRGINIA 
1L93 AMPHIBIANS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MARYLAND, 
REPTILES, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1617 AMPHIBIANS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
18J3 AMPHIBIANS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, REPKUuuCTIDN 
2646 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), REPTILES 
2981 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, REPTILES, VIRGINIA, 
*************************************************••····························· AMP~IPODA 
***•*************~~*****************************************•··················· 
0064 AMPHIPUUA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGIC~L DISTRIBUTION, 
JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
0067 AMPHIPODA, JAMES RIVER, ~YSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
0268 AHPHIPODA, VIRGINIA, 
0~11 AMP~IPODA, JENTHIC FAUNA, Bl0DEPDSITION 1 VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
un~~ AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
J12l AMPHIPUD~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
JAM~~ KIVER, PAMuNKEY RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
lO 
0734 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAM~S RIVEKt PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATIC~, YJR~ RIVER 
0801 ALGAE, AMPHIPODA, BRYOZOA, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, PURIFERA, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2183 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, OISTKIBUTIUN, EA~TER~ SHORE 
IVA-MOl, VIRGINIA, wACHAPKEAGUE,VA 
233d AMPHIPODA, GASTROPODS, OIL WASTES, POLYCHAETE$, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 








00~2 ANADROMOUS FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo STRIPEU BASS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0093 ALOSIDS, ANADROMOUS FISH, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, 
0231 AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, VIRGINIA, 
0252 ANAOROMOUS FISH, CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAM~S RIVt!l, 
OYSTERS, RIVEN BASINS, VIRGI~IA 
0267 ALOSIDS, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
0396 ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, HABITATS, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA, 
YO~K RIVER 
21 
0~11 ANAOROMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COM~ERCIAl FISH, 
DISTRioUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
0473 AN~DRUMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRidUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
0475 AMERICAN SHAD, ANADKOMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COfiHERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
0478 ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
04S~ ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LAMPREYS, MARINE FISH 
048~ ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAYt COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPORT FISH, STRIPED BASS 
08~7 AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEARo 
MIGRATION, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0855 ALOSIDS, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROHOUS FISH, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK 
Rl VER 
128.4 ALEWIVES, ANADKOMOUS FISH, CHICKAHOHINY RIVER, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH 
POPUL~TIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, LifE HISTORY STUDIES, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
VIKSINIA, SEINING 
ll~l ALEWIVES, AMERICA~ SHADi ANADROHOUS FISH, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH 
l'!lf'JLAfiONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1386 ANADROMOUS FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, 
STRIPED ilASS, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-fREQUENCY 
OISTklt3UTION5 
l'tl.l ALF>IJVlS, ALOSIDS, ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DOlo JAM.ES lliVER, 
Pl~flCIUE RESIDUES, POTOMAC RIVERo RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
2231 fl'liAclt<OMllUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, KIGRATIOH PATTERNS, SPAWHING, VIRGihiAt 
22 
3145 ANADROHOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH STOCKING, MORTALITY, SPAwNl~G, 
STRIPED SASS, VIRGINIA, 
3435 ANADR~OU~ FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH STOCKING, ~TRIPEO ~ASS 
3495 AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, CATCH, CULTURES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
HERRINGS, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
35oB EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ANAURJMJUS FISH, ~HESAPEAKE BAY, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, C + 0 CANAL 
3742 AGE, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISfR!CTo VA, 








OdoO ANALOG MODELS, DIVERSIFICATION, LA&ORATORY TESTS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
MEfHODOLOGY, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVIT¥ 0 SEASONAL DISTRldUTION, VIRGIN! 




0589 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONNATE WATER, IRON, NITROGEN, 




J65~ CRA~S, ANGIOSPERMS 
J&d~ OYSTERS, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, ANGIOSPERMS 
J~33 RIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, ECOLOGY, MARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
ANGIOSPERMS, PURUPUTANK RIVER 
3181 ?ENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, 




0022 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, SUMMER, TURTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
071~ ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, ANIMAL PARASITES, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, REPRODUCTION 
09~8 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, CRABS, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, LETHAL LIMIT, SALINITY, SALT 
TOLERAN~E, ZOOPLANKTON 
0973 ANIM~L BEHAVIOR, GASTROPODS, GONADS, PLANKTON, REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
09d7 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, ISOPODS 1 LIGHT INTENSITY, MOTIVATION, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
J9~' ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, MOLTING 
1011 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, AQUATIC ANIMALS, DISTRIBUTION, HABITATS 
11/o ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, TURTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 





0785 ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIDES, BRUSH CUNTROL, CHLORINATED 





0230 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, SHELLFIS~ 
0330 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, FUNGI, VIRGINIA, YJRK RIVER, SluE CRAo 
0367 ANIMAL PARAS1TES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, 
PROTOZOA, YORK RIVER 
0575 ANIMAL PARASITES, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA, 
0581 ANIMAL PARASITES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, JAMES RIVER, MICROORGANISMS, 
OYSTERS, SPORES, VIRGINIA 
0710 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELASMOdRANCHS 
0711 ANIMAL PARASITES, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOlOA, SPORES, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
0714 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, ANIMAL PARASITES, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, REPRuOUCTlON 
0726 ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRtNTS (~ATERI, OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PlANKATANK RIVER, PCLLUTANTS, PULP wASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0895 ANIHAL PARASITES, GASTROPODS, GONADS, OYSTER DRILLS 
0926 ANIHAL PARASITES, CRABS, LETHAL LIMIT, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PE~TfCiuES 
25 
J929 ANI~AL PARASITES, CLAMS, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, 
ZOOSPORES 
1091 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, 
TRidUTARIES, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1170 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, GROWTH RATES 
1574 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRUSTACEANS, PROTOZOA, SYMBIOSIS 
1613 ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 




0242 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, MSX, 
OYSHKS, .. PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
OJ78 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERHOCYSTIDIUM, OYSTERS, PATHOGENIC 
FUNGI 
0654 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CRABS, DERMUCYSTIDIUM, MARINE FUNGI, OYSTERS, SCAVENGERS 
0&63 ANIMAL rATHOLOGY,.CHES~PEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SPORES 
0D65 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, WHITE PERCH 
J6&6 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, CRABS 
0.726 ANIMAL PARASITES, AtHMAL. PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS IWATERir OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANII. RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
klVER 
26 
0733 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
0927 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, JAMES RIVE~r ~OkTALJTYo 
HSX, OYSTER~, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER 
101b ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PIANII.ATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, 
PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RI~ER 
1509 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, SULFITE LIQUORS, BLUE CRAB 




0105 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEULOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPO~TATION 
VIRGINIA 
Obb2 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BENTHOS, SEDIMENT OISTRlBUTION, SEDIMENTS 
0~24 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BARNACLES, PALEONTOLOGY, PRESERVATION, VIRGINIA, YOKII. 
RIVER 
l591 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, MARYLAND, MOoJACK BAY, 




2328 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, ANIMAL SOUNDS, AQUATIC ANIMALS, ChESAPEAKE BAY, 
*************************************************************************$****~ 
ANIMAL WASTES IWILOLlfEI 
*************************•·····~··········~···*·'·······••**********~·····~*••~ 
27 
00/.0 ANIMAL ~ASTES IWILDLIFEI 1 BIOOEPOSITlONo JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA 
0317 ANIMAL WASTES IWILDLIFEI, FAKH LAGOONS, FARM WASTES, POULTRY, RAPPAHANNOCK 




ldl3 ANNELIDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLYCHAETESo WORMS 
2241 ANNELIDS, ARTHROPODS, BRYOZOA, ECHINODERMS, ENTOPRUCTAo INVERTEBRATES, 
MOLLUSKS, NEHERTEANS, PLATYHELMINTHES, VIRGINIA, 
2494 ANNELIDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLYCHAETES, SYSTEMATICS 
3146 ANNELIDS, BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, WORMS 








3 1 3U ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, APPLICATION 
M~fHODS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROJECTS, REMOTE SENSING, RESEARCH EQUIPMENT 
-•*~************•································································ APPOMATTOX RIVER 
··~····~*********••····························································· 
2B 
0221 APPOMATTOX RIVER, DA~S, IMPOUNDED WATERS, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS, 
VIRGINIA 
3546 ALGAE, APPOMATTOX RIVER, CLASSIFICATION, ECOLOGICAL DISTR!dUTlO~, 
VIKGIN!A, 
***************************~***********************************~···~~~···~·-··· AQUATIC ANIMALS 
······~•*****************************************************~~***~*·~·~**•·~·· 
0316 AQUATIC ANIMALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL u!STR!BUTION, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PLANKTON, PLANT POPULATIONS 
0463 AQUATIC ANIMALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION 
1071 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, AQUATIC ANIMALS, DISTRIBUTION, HABITATS 
1131 AQUATIC ANIMALS, BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION 
14~9 AQUATIC ANIMALS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 




0928 AHINO ACIDS, AQUATIC BACTERIA, ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, VlkGINIA 1 YORK RlVtK 




OB02 AQUATIC FUNG1, VIRGINIA, VIRUSES, YORK RIVER, ZOOSPORES 
29 
OtiJil AQUATIC fUNGI. ElECTRON MICROSCOPY, IUCROBIOlOG:'fo MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
YORK Rl VER 
0955 AQUATIC FUNGI, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, ZOOSPORES 








1149 AQUATIC LIFE, EEL GRASS, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
13114 AQUATIC· LIFE, CHESAPEAKE B~Y; SCUBA DIVING, UNAVAILABLE FJR REVIEW 
1434 ALGAE, AQUATIC LifE, BACTERIA, EFFLUENTS, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANTS, 
PROT~ZOA, STREAMS, ~IRGINIA 
1435 AQUATIC LIFE, CHEMICAL WASTES, COOLING WATER, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
ENVIRONMENTAL ~FFECTS, JAMES RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PUBLIC UTILITIES, 
RAniOACTIV~ WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
:o:••••¥'b.$***************************••··········································· AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS 
***********************#*****************•······································ 
..!363 A\lUATIC MICROORGANISMS, EEL GRASS, MARINE FUNGI, PLANT PARASITES, 
VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER 





0298 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAP~At<E BAY, PATHOLOGY, PLANT POPULATIJNSr PLANT 
VIRUSES 
0402 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HERBICIDES, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 2,•0 
052b AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATION, WATER POLLUTION, wATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, wETLANDS 
0577 AQUATIC PLANTS, HERBICIDES, 2,6-DICHLOBENIL~ VI~GINIA, 
05Bo AQUATIC PLANTS, EEL GRASS, HABITATS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0813 AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EEL GRASS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
15bB AQUATIC PLANTS, EROSION, LEGAL ASPECTS, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
RECREATION, SHELLFISH, WATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, INOUST~IAL FISH 
1608 AQUATIC PLANTS, CENSUS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, 
SHELLFISH, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1797 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRUSES 
1798 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
1799 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HAR~H PLANTS, WETLANDS 
1801 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
1627 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIHRIBUTIONr LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
POPULATION DYNAMICS 
2107 AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, HARSH PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
31 
2157 AQUATIC PLANT~, CHE~APEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, VIR~INIA 
2~78 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MO), EEL GRAS~, 
HAoiTATSr YORK RIVER 





0271 AQUATIC PO?ULATIONS, BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA 
1762 AQUATIC POPULATIONS, SlOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SAMPLING 
************************************••·········································· AQUATIC PRODUCTIVITY 
*4$$***************************9•************************************$********** 
Odl2 ABIOTIC ENVIRONMENT, AQUATIC PRODUCTIVITY, ESTUARINE ENVIRO~MENT, 
NUTRIENTS, VIRGINIAo YORK RIVER 
0865 AQUATIC PRODUCTIVITY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, 
MtTHODOLOGY, RESPIRATION 
0~6~ AJUATIC PRODUCTIVJTY, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
4*********************·~··························*····························· AQUATIC WEED CONTROL 
********~******~********•···································-··················· 
lfl56 A~UATIC wEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HERBICIDES, POTOMAC 
k~VER 
Ld7~ A~UATIC wEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
32 
2865 AQUATIC WEEO CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HERbiCIDES 
3069 AQUATIC WEEO CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, UISTRIBUTIGN, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1719 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, A~UATIC ~EED CONTROL, BEACH E~OSIDN, 
E~VIRONHENTAL EFFECTS, FLOOD CONTROL, PROJECT PLANNING, P~UJECI PUKPJ~t~, 




1555 AQUATIC WEEDS, BEACHES, GEOG~APHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY, WETLA~DSr 
WINTERKILLING 
ld28 AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION 1 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
POPULATION DYNAMICS 
l856 AQUATIC ~EED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HERBICIDES, POTOMAC 
HIVER 
2355 ALKALINITY, AQUATIC WEEDS, LHESAPEAKE dAY, ECOLOGY, GROwTH ~ATES, HYU~O~E~ 
ION CONCENTRATION, MINERALOGY, PJTOMAC RIVER, wiCOMICO KIVEK,MO 
2d75 AQUATIC WEEO CONTROL, AUUATIC WEEDS, CH~SAPEAKE dAY, MARYLAND, VIKGINIA 
2865 AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, AQ~ATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HE~BICIDES 
3069 AQUATIC WEEO CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE 8AY 1 DI~TKIJUTIDN, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 





1572 AQUICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OELAW~RE 
BAY 





0141 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0142 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
GROUNDWATER, HYDROGEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
0143 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
CHESAPEAKE. BAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0156 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
Ol7b AQUIFER CHARAC~ERISTICS, ATLANTIC. COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
CHLORIDES, GRUUNDWATER 1 VIRGINIA 
0185 ,\QUIFEK CHARACTERISTICS, AQUIFERS, ARTESIAN WELLS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY,· GEOLOGIC FORHATIONS, JAHES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
Ol'lj AQUifER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
flUORIDES, GROUND~ATER, VIRGINIA 
Gl04 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEHICAL ANALYSIS, 
GKOUNO~ATERr WATER WELLS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
34 
3933 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNO~ATE~. 




0185 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, AQUIFERS, ARTESIAN wELLS, ATLANTJ~ COASTAL PLAIN 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, GEGLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
$****************************************************************************** 
ARLINGTON COUNTY, VA 
•************************~****************~*****************¥****~*******0**~*~ 
3989 ALEXANDRIA, VA, ARLINGTON COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT 




0785 ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIOES, BRUSH CONTROL, CHLORINATED 





01B5 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, AQUIFERSo ARTESIAN ~ELLSt ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAit 




22~1 ANNELIDS, ARTHROPODS, BRYOZOA, ECHINODERMS, ENTOPROCTA, INVERTEbRATES, 




3538 ASSESSMENTS, EROSION, PLANNING, SHORES, VIRGINIAr YORK RIVER 
J731 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNIN~ DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH 
klYER 1 tNVIRONMENTAL EfFECTS, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHE~ATICAL MODELS, SEWAGE 
T~EATMENT, ~ATER QUALITY CONTROL 
3999 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, ECONOMIC IMPACT, 
fSTUARINt iNVIRONMENTo MANAGEMENT, RECREATION DEMAND, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, 
STR~SS, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER RESOURCES 
4061 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, COST ANALYSIS, RIVER BASINS, 
RIVERS, STREAMS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
******************~**************~*****•********************************•******* 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
~···~~*~···~·~****~********************~**************************************** 
0141 A~UJFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
GROUNDwATER, VIRGINIA 
0142 A~UIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
GROUNDWATER, HYDROGEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, WATER .ELLS 
0143 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
CHESAPEA~E dAY, G~OCHEMiSTRY, GROUND~ATER 1 VIRGINIA 
0141 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAI~, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
~TRATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0150 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STKATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
01~3 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BIBLIOGRAPHIES 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
36 
0156 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA, WATER ~ELLS 
0160 ATLA~TIC COASTAL PlAINt CHESAPEAKE BAY, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, MINERAL I~DUSTkYr PALEONTOLOGY, 
SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
0161 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROUNDriATER, SUBSURFACE ~ATE4Sr 
VIRGINIA, WATER WELlS 
0162 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE bAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIUNS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0163 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEQCHEMISTRY, 
GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0164 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, G~OUNDWATER 
MOVeMENT, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MIDDLE ATlANTIC biGHT .. 
0169 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FuRMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
TERTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
0170 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, SEDIMt~TARY 
PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
0175 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GRAVELS, SANDS, STRATIGRAPHY, 
VIRGINIA 
0176 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE uAY, 
CHLORIDES, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0183 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GeOLOGIC fORMATION~ 
MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
01B4 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOG!t FO~MATIONS 
MARYLAND, MESOZOIC ERAr VIRGINIA 
0185 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, A~UIFERS 1 ARTESIAN WELLS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAIN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
37 
1Ub ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLANTS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ·ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1193 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
1194 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAYt GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS,- MIOCENE 
EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
1204 AQUIFER CHAKACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL ~AIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GROUNDWATER, WATER WELLS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
B15 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, .BA·NK EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EROSION, SEDIMENT 
DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 
1321 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAtN, EARTHQUAKES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
L 730 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, SYSTEK.ATICS, IUDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
2603 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, MARYLAND, 
STRATiGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
J968 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt CONTINENTAL 
~HELF, ECONOMIC IMPACT, MANAGEMENT, OIL, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
COASTAL· ZONE 
3970 EASTERN SHORE PLANNLNG,OISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAINt GEOLOGIC 
MAPPING, GEOLOGY,.MAPS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
·~···~·········································································· 
. AlL ANTIC MENHADEN . 
******************************************************************************** 
0231 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, JAMES RIVERo JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, VIRGINIA 
u2dl ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAl FISKt GROWTH RATES 
38 
0471 ANAOROMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
0733 ANIMAL I'ATHOLOGY, ATlAf'ITlC MENHADEN 
0764 ATLAIHIC MENHADEN, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, Vlli.GINJA, OSTEOLOGY, OEFORHITIES 
0836 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUEN.:Y 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
OB85 ATLANHC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
OB87 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, MIGRATION, 
SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, LENGTH-FREQUEN~Y DISTRIBUTIONS 
1007 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, ELECTkOPHORESIS, ENZYMi:So FP.;H 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK KIVU., Vl:{GLNIA, YORK 
Rl VER 
1567 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAV, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MIDDLE ATLANTLC BIGHT 
1753 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, DISTRIBUTION ~ATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
1754 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES 
2073 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, FISH, HEAVY METALS, MERCURY, 
NORTH CAROLINA, PLANKTON 
2301 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
2820 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, NOKTHEAST 
u.s., SOUTHEAST U.S., LENGTH-FREUUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 





2140 ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, 
MARINE FISH, PERCHES, VIRGINIA 
2142 ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA 
COLLeCTIONS, DIATOMS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
2348 ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, 
DIVERSIFICATION, OSTRACODS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
3o93 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, V~r ATLANTIC OC~AN, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
3961 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
ECONOMICS, NATURAL GAS, NATURAL RESOURCES, OILr RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
~IDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
~041 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr ATLANTIC OCEAN, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISHING, 




3370 AIR POLLUTION, AlMOSP~RlC PHYSICS, CH~SAP~AKE BAY, URBANIZATION, 








1583 AUTOMATION, FOODS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
······················································~············*·········· A VIC IDES 
******************************************************~*********~=•**********~ 
0785 ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIDES, BRUSH CONTROL, CHLORINATED 
HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES, DOT, DIELDRIN, LeGAL ASPECTS, PESTlCIJES, 
VIRGINIA, 
*••·········-····················~··••****************•~····~··~~************' ~ACK RlVERrVA 
············~··········~·********~**********************»*~·····~···•******~*' 
Ol9l BACK RlVER,VA, PETROLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, TERRACES IGEULOGICAL), 
VIRGINIA 
·······································································~····· BACTERIA . . .. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
0665 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, FISH 0 FISH DISEASES, WHITE PERCH 
0666 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, CRABS 
1017 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN 1 HEAVY METALS, MANAGEMENT, 
NUTRIENTS, PESTICIDES, SURFACE WATEKS 1 VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1094 ~ACTERIA, DIATOMS, MARINE AlG~Er PLANKTON 
1123 BACTERIA, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, LARVAE, OYSTERS 
1434 ALGAE, AQUATIC LIFE, BACTERIA, EFFLUENTS, JA~ES RIVER, POLLUTANTS, 
PROTOZOA, STREAMS, VIRGINIA 
41 
1~41 ~ACTERIA, BENTHOS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, OilY WATER, O~GANIC 
COMPOUNDS, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QUALITY 
l5b9 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, 
wATER QUALITY 
1621 ALGAE, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISHKILL, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, 
VIRGINlA 1 WATER QUALITY 
1672 BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLJFORMS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, SEDIMENT-WATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, wATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1699 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYCLING NUTRIENTS 
172o BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAYo COLIFORMSt EPIZOOTIOLOGY, OYSTERS, TANGIER SOUND 
1759 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, MICROORGANISMS, VIRUSES, YEASTS 
2441 BACTERIA, fOODS, ISOLATION, BLUE CRAB 
2439 BA:TERIA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, BLUE CRAB 
2521 BACTERIA, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA~ 
2522 BACTE~IA 1 BEDS U~DER WATER 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTR1, WATER 
POlLUTIO~, HAMPTQN ROAD~ 
£j~Y BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, INVERTEBRATES, OYSTERS 
21/S ~ACTEKIA, CRAB l~DUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
JU9l HACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HEAVY METALS, HERCURY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
J4~d ilACTE~lA, CHESAPE~KE BAY 1 COMPUTERS, HICROORGANISMS, BLUE CRAB 
42 
3558 AHINO ACIDS, BACTERIA, CHEMISTRY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, NORTH CAROLINA, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3619 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, BACTERIA, BACTERIOPHAGE, PARASlTlSM, 
YORK RIVER 
3660 SOUTHEASTERN PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3708 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BACTERIA, BIODEGRADATION, CHESAPEAKE SAt, 
OIL 
3993 NJRTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, dACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 









0315 ATlANTIC COASTAL PLAIN. BANK EROSION• CHESAPEAKE BAY, EROSIONo SEDIMENT 




0063 AMINO ACIDS, BARNACLES, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0079 BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA1 FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYUKOZOA, lNVtkTtdKATES, 
JAHES RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
43 
u24~ BA~NACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DIST~IBUTION, VIRGINIA 
0732 BARNACLES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SALINITY 
uB17 BARNACLES, FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0924 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BARNACLES, PALEONTOLOGY, PRESERVATION, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1861 BARNACLES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, PREDATION, WORMS, TRED AVO~ RIVE~ 
211S BARNACLES, BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDROZOA, MOLLUSKS 




0647 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), PLANTS, VEGETATION, BARRIER ISLANDS 
2712 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ISOBARS, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLA~DS 
2~41 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, 
VIKGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE 1 VA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
7~13 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MARSH PLANTS, PLA~TS, VEGETATION, 
VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
}563 EASlfRN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt BATHYMETRY, ENERGY TRANSFER, 
VIRGINIA, WAVES IWATERlo BARRIER ISLANDS 
t/15 ~A~TERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH EROSION, EASTERN SHORE iVA-MOJo 
MARYLAND, RtCREATION FALILITIES, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
44 
3725 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION, RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, bARRIER ISLANDS 
3795 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt ALGAE, NORTHAMPTJN COUNTY, VA, 





0327 BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, SPORT FISH 
1053 BASSo FISH PHYSIOLOGY, MORPHOLOGY, STRIPED BASS, ~HITE PERCH, HISTOLOGICA 
INVESTIGATIONS 
1148 BASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, TRIBUTARIES, 
VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH 
1158 BASS, PAHUNKEY RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, ~HITE PERCH, YURK 
RIVER 
2229 BASSo CHROMOSOMES, FISH POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, RAPPAHA~NUCK RIVEI, 




0407 BATHYMETRY, BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, ¥0RK RiVER 
0652 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, MARINE GEOLOGY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2027 BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER CHEMISTRY 
2192 BATHYMETRY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENT~, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA 
45 
2217 BATHYMETRY, CHEMICAL PROPERTIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2643 ~ATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORDPHYLLt ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 
SATELLITES IAKT!fiCIAL), SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA 
3455 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3510 BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, CONTINENTAL SHELF, MAPS, VIRGINIA 
3562 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, ENERGY TRANSFER, SHORES, WAVES IWATERI, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3563 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, ENERGY TRANSFER, 
VIRGINIA, nAVES (WATER), BARRIER ISLANDS 
3599 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT~ VA, BATHYMETay, ENERGY TRANSFER, EROSION 
CONTROL, MODEL STUDIES; REFRACTION !WATER WAVES!, WAVES IWATERI 
-~020 EASTERN SHORE PLANNlNG DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 









?dotl t1AYS.. BiROS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DISIRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
ES TUAR I E5, MARYLAND, 'I IRGI.NIA 1 WATERFOWL 
46 
.................................................................. ,. ............ . 
BEACH I:ROS ION 
............................................................. ,. ..•.•....... ,. ..... 
0331 BEACH EROSION, VIRGINIA, 
0346 BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
044l BEACH EROSION, CHESA~EAKE BAY, HURRICANES, TIDES, WAVES IWATERI 
0526 AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATION, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, •ETL~~OS 
0585 BEACH EROSION, MATHEMATICAL STUDIES, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, 
1323 BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, SHOKE 
PROTECTION, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1324 BEACH EROSION, BEACHES~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, HA~AGEHENT, SHORE 
PROTECTION, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
261-l SEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2612 BEACH EROSION, FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, lEGISLATION 
3139 BEACH EROSION, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH AND DEVELUPMENI, 
VIRGINlA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
3595 SOUTHEASTERN "PLANNING DISTRI-CT, VA, B1:ACH EROSION, BREAli:WATERS, COASTAL 
STRUCTURES, SHORE PROTECTION, V-IRGINIA, WAVES IWATERI 
3115 EASTERN SHORE PLANNJNG DISTRICTo VA, BEACH EROSION, EASTER~ SHORE-~ VA-"IDI 
MARYLAND, RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA_, BAKRIER ISLANJS 
3719 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAJ AQUATIC WEED CONTKOL, 8EAC'i E:kuSION, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT5, fLOOD CONTROL, PROJECT PLAN~ING, PROJECT PU~POS[5 1 
PROJECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
lt7 
3930 ABUTMENTS, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA 1 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH 
EROSION, EROS10N CONTROL, HURRICANES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
!liGHT . 
··············~*····················~·~········································· BEACHES 
....... , .•..................... , .......•........................................ 









BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION FACILITIES, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
BE'ACHES, GROUNDWATER MOVEMENT,, MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, SHORE 
PRUTECTidN, UNITED STATES, VIRGIN!~ 
BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, SHORE 
P~UT~CT!ON, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA. 
AQUATIC'WEEDS, BEACHES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH, WA~TE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, 
W INTE:<KILL lNG 
BEACHES, COMPUTER MODELS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, GROUNDWATER MO~EMENT, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL EFFECTS, WATE" TABLE 
BEACHES, EQUIPMENT, WATER TABLE 
BEACHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
BEACHES, DATA COLLECTIONS, PROFILESJ VIRGINIA, 
367& VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACHES, 
CHESAPEAKE tlAYr COASTAL. ENGI"EERING, DREDGING, EQUIPMENT 
48 
·····························································*·················· BEDS UNDER WATER 
********************************$******•*•*****~*•**********$#**********#••••o~i 
0004 BEDS UNDER WATER, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, JAMES RIVER, MOi<-TALITY, 'MSX, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA 










BEDS UNTJ'ER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE "ATEitS, PULLUTIOi~ 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
BED~ U~D~R WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, .PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA, 
BEDS UNDER WATER, BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, VIRGINIA 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SE~AGE, VIRGINIA 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHOKE IVA-MUir JAMES RIVER, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OWNERSHIP OF BEDS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS, VIRGINIA 
BED~ O~DER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDJSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS, .VIRGINIA 
0050 BEDS UNDER WATER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER lNDU~TRY, 
PUdLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
49 
0053 ilEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROl;, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER LAW 
0071 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0111 BEDS UNDER WATER, CATCH, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0135 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEASES, lEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
0137 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA, 
0228 BEDS UNDER WATER, ECONOMIC IMPACT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0337 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MORTALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
0359 BEDS UNDER WATER~ CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, OUSTS 
03o8 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
0<3o1 iiEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, Pt:STlCIDES 
Qij92 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
.TRAPPING 
0893 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, OYSTER ORILLS 1 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
.Til.APP lNG 
1143 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1415 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, OREOGING 1 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, OYSTERS, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
1'>52 MDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
t<l VER 
50 
l4bo BEDS UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, EAST RIVER, VA, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, 
VA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGIN1A, 
YORK RIVER 
1498 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, UNAVAI(ABLE FOR REVIEW 
1B58 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDU5TRY, OYSTtRS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1859 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
OYSTER SETTING 
18o4 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC kiVER 
2043 BEOS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
2190 BEDS UNDER WATER, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE [VA-HOI, 
GASTROPODS, LETHAl LIHITr OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTERS, PESTICiuES, 
WACHAPREAGUE, VA 
223o BEDS UNDER WATER, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
2251 BEDS UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNuCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
22o3 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
OYSTER SETT lNG 
2522 BACTERIA, BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATER 
POLLUTION, HAMPTON ROADS 
2569 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, MORT ALl TY, OYSTERS 
2654 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, POTOMfiC RIVEK 
2908 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
51 
3093 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE C VA-MD,, OYSTERS,· 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
32!l4 BED.> UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNITED STATES 1 UNAVAIL.ABLE FOR REV lEW 
3285 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
32Bo BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
················~······························································· BEHAVIOR 
******************************************************************************** 
08Sl ~EHAVIOR, COMPETITIJN, MATHEMATICAL StUDIES 
1243 ~EHAVIOR, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, 
PATUXENT RIVER, PORIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
3560 BEHAVIOR, SALINITY, SCALLOPS 
3760 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEHAVIOR, CLEANING, f.ISH BEHAVIOR, 
VIRGINIA 













0079 BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEti~ATES, 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
0140 ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTuZOA, VIRGINIA 
0238 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, 
GASTROPODS, INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA 
0249 BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FdULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
0250 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ClASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEti~ATES, 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTil.IilUTION, VilRK RlVEK 
0254 BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVE~TEBRATES, JAMES RIVERo 
VIRGINIA 
0255 BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIV£:1{, VIRGINIA 
0271 AQUATIC POPULATIONS, BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA 
0272 BENTHIC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVE> 
SALINE WATER INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
0304 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH BEHAVIOR, YORK RIVER 
0307 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING, SEASONAL OISTRitlUTION 
0308 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 FOULING 
53 
031& BENTHIC fAUNA, BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAll'• MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
0394 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAYo MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
0405 BENTHIC FAUNAo EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, PREDATION, SAL1NITY 1 TURBIDITY 
0544 BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOMASS, GROWTH RATES, MARINE ANIMALS, PONDS 
0572 AMPHIPODA, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIODEPOSITION 1 VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0576. B_ENTHIC FAUN_A,_ FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0590 BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAE, PLANKTONo POLYCHAETE$, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0&37 BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, OYSTERS, POLYCHAETE$, WATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
0&70 AQUATIC INSECTS, BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SAMPLING 
0685 BENTHIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY, THEKHAL WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0735 BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
0852 BENTHIC FAUNA, D~TA COLLECTIONS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 1 YORK RIVER 
1080 BENTHIC fAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, 
JAMES RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1131 AQUATIC ANIMALS, BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION 
1742 BENTHIC fAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, POTOMAC RIVER 
ld06 BENTHIC fAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES 
ld08 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 INVERTEBRATES, WORMS 
54 
1837 BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
2141 BENTHic· FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE !VA-MDI, MORPHOLUGY, 
PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
314Z BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRISUTION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT, 
3419 BENTHIC FAUNAo CONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH POPULATIONS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC alGHT, 
'3534 BENTHIC FAUNA, INTERTIDAL AREASo OIL, VIRGINIA, YOkK RIVER 
3&07 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt BENTHIC FAUNA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DISTRIBUTION, INV~RTEBRATES 1 SEASONAL DlSTRlBUTlON, VIRGIN!~. MIDJLE. 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3749 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt BENTHIC FAUNA 1 • CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, YORK RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
3759 ALGAE, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRlBUTIONr 




0382 ALGAE, BENTHIC FLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, REPRODUCTION 
OliO& BENTHIC FLORA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MARINE ALGAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVtR 
099B BENTHIC FLORA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MARINE ALGAE, VIRGiNIA, YORK RIVER 
2165 BENTHIC FLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt MARINE ALGAE, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
2230 BENTHIC FLORA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOlt LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MARINE ALGAE, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
55 
2584 BENTHIC FLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE ALGAE, PATUXENT RIVER 
3795 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ALGAE, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, 





0090 BENTHOS, CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION 
0421 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, NEKTON, PLANKTON 
Oo62 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BENTHOS, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS 
0996 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, PAMUNKEY RIVER, YORK 
11.1 VER 
1008 BENTHOS, :HESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, DIVERSIFICATION, 
JAMES RIVER, POPULATION, YORK RIVER, SHANNON$ THEOREUM 10, HAMPTON ROADS 
1325 BENTHOS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, PLANKTON, 
POWtR PL4NTS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, YORK RIVER 
1541 BACTERIA, BENTHOS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY WATER, ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS, PQLLU~ANTSo•REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QUALITY 
15Bd BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DREDGING, MARINE FISH, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1766 BENTHOS, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAl, POPUlATION 
DYNAMICS 
21WO BEDS UNDER ~ATER, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE iVA-MOl, 
GASTRQPOUS, LETHAL LIMIT~ OYSTER ORlLLSo OYSTERS, PESTICIDES, 
wi\CHAPRt:AGUE,VA 
56 
2311 BENTHOS, CHANNEL-ING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ENVIRONME;>~TAL EFFECH, 
SEOIMENTATION, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA, SPOIL DIS~OSAL 
2857 BENTHOS, ESTUARIES, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SEA 
NETTLES, SHELLFISH, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3137 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, 
SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, SPOIL DISPOSAL, HAMPTON ROADS 
3144 BENTHOS, CHANNELING, DREDGING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINIA, SPOIL 
DISPOSAL 
3402 BENTHOS, SAMPLING 
3447 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DR~DGING, SEDIMENTS, 
HAMPTON ROADS 
406B RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHOS, CHESAPeAKE BAY, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFrECTS, JAMES RIVER, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SALINE 




0099 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOUR:ES 
0101 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
0145 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, PALEONTOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
0153 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, VIRGI~IA 
0154 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OCEANOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
0171 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, VIRGINIA, 
57 
0285 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, 
YORK R! VER 
042d BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANNING 
0534 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, BLUE CRAB 
0614 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HYDROZOA, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
0634 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FISH PAaAS!TES, KILLIF!SHESr LABORATORY ANIMALS, MARINE 
FISH, TREMATODES 
0650 91BL!OGRAPH!ES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
09~7 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0956 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
1178 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA, 
1269 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ESTUARIES, HlD!)LE ATLANTIC BIGHT, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1440 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, 
VIRGINIA 
15J4 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY,. NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
1619 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CYANOPHYTA, DIATOMS, MARINE ALGAE 
1917 i:!IBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAy, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
£1!() OlilliOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE .BAY1 HYDROGRAPHY 1 HYDROLOGY, MORPHOLOGY 
£?53 BIBLIOGRAPHIE:S, CLASSIFICATION, MARINE ANIMALS, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS 
58 
2363 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CLAMS 
2421 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 
MAGNETIC STUDIES, MORTALITY, RADIATION, SOUND wAVES 
2642 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SPORT FISHING 
3436 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA, 
3454 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH fACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, 
VIRGINIA, MIDDLt ATL~NTIC BIGHT 
3679 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOLOGY, GHESAPE:AK~ 
BAY 
3981 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, iHBLIOGRAPHIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
4021 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ECONOMICS, LEGAL 




0132 BIOASSAY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS 
0140 ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
0282 BIOASSAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, COPPER SULFATE, SPOT, VIRGtN!A, YORK RIVE~ 
0349 BIOASSAY, CHESAPEAKE SAY, EELS, FISH POPULATIONS 
0747 AMINO ACIDS, BIOASSAY, BIOCHEMISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SOFT CLAM 
0751 BIOASSAY, CHLORINE, COPEPODS, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL STRESS 
59 
0941 BIOASSAY, COPEPODSt ZOOPLANKTON 
17&1 BIOASSAY, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LETHAL LIMIT, TOXICITY 
Z343 ~IOASSAY, DISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
2367 BIOASSAY, BIOTA, CHEMICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, UNITED STATES 
3426 BIOASSAY, CRUSTACEANS, EFFLUENTS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, 
SHRIMP, TOXICITY 
******************************************************************************** 
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND 
*•~~********~*******************************************~***********••••******** 
0309 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
2169 BIUCHF.MICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVERo VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY CONTROL 
2170 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDRODYNAMICS, JAMES RIVERo 
VIKGINIA, WATER UUALITY CONTROL 
2171 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, COMPUTER MODELS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, 
HYDKuUYNAMICS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 





JoJ2 UIOCHEkiSTKY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, 
O~JJ AMINn ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, 
60 
0657 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATUR~, 
YORK RIVER 
0747 AMINO ACIDS, BIOASSAY, BIOCHEMISTRY, MOLLUSK~, SOFT CLAM 
0752 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, BlOlNOICATORSr CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, JAMES 
RIVER, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
0833 BIOCHEMISTRY, CHROMATOGRAPHY, ELECTROPHORESIS, OYSTER UR!LLSr VIRGINIA, 
WACHAPREAGUE,VA, YORK RIVER 
0972 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERAtURE, 
YORK RIVER 
1360 BIOCHEMISTRY, ECOSYSTEMS, ESTUARIES, HEAVY MEDIA SEPARATION, SHELLFISH, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2262 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, 
MORPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
2291 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYfiSH, MURTALITY, 









0020 ANIMAL WASTES JWILDLIFEI, BIODEPOSITION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPURT, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA 
0335 BIODEPOSITION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, YORK RIVER, HAMPTUN RUAUS 
61 
Oi7Z AMPHIPODA, BENTHIC FAUNA, 610DEPOSITION 0 VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0646 BIODEPOSITION, DYE RELEASES, OYSTERS, SEDIMENTS 
0915 BIODEPOSITION, INVERTEBRATES, OYSTERS 
0.959 BIODEPOSITION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, MORPHOLOGY, 
YORK RIVER 
1016 BIODEPOSITION 1 JAMF.S RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1204 BIODEPOSITION, FEEDING RATES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA 
1321 BIOOEPOSITION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, RADIOACTIVE WASTES, 
SEDIMENTATION, YORK RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
220~ BIODEPOSITION, SEDIMENTATION, SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
******************************************************************************** 
BIOGRAPHIES 
** .. ** *"'** ... ** **** **** ** *********"'**** *** **** **** •••••••.••• ** ******************** 




0152 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, C~LORIOES, JAMES 
RIVER, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, BLJE CRAB 
3697 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOINDICATORS 1 DISTRIBUTION, ENERGY 





0096 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLnGJC DATA, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0211 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER 
INTERFACES, VIRGINIA 
D822 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
EEL GRASS, GASTROPODS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Od28 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MONOMOLECULAR FILMS, OIL WASTES, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, YORK RIVER 
OB49 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0933 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, ECOLOGY, MARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
ANGIOSPERMS, POROPOTANK RIVER 
0939 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, OATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1025 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, NANSEHOND 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1079 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTON, YORK RIVER 
1164 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, PHYTOPLANKTON, VIRGINIA, YOkK RIVER 
············································································*··· BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 
··············································································*· 






1•0s BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUAR(ESo JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR PO~ER 




0612 BIOLOGY, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, MIGRATION, SCHOOLS CFISHl 
0728 BIOLOGY, CHESAPeAKE BAY, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WILDLIFE 
0956 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
0989 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FECUNDITY, FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, YORI( RIVER 
10.6 BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PEST CONTROL. 
UNITED STATES 
1090 BIOLOGY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSfERS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1214 BIOLOGY, CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
l:iH BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, PEST CONTROL, SEA NETTLES 
1834 BIOLOGY, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND 
RETRIEVAL, INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, SYSTEMATICS 
2375 OIOLOGY, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT 
24o9 BIOLOGY, BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SYSTEMATICS 
64 
2564 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MOLLUSKS, MORPHOLOGY 
2702 ALGAE, BIOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
2869 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, MANAGeMENT 
2946 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GROWTH STAGES, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, MOLTING 
3032 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEA 
ICE, SHRIMP, SPAWNING 
3146 ANNELIDS, BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, WORMS 
3617 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OlSTRICTo VA, BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, EELS, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 









0544 BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOMASS, GROWTH RATES, MARINE ANIMALS, PONDS 
0842 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, OISTRI&UTION, ENERGY 
CONVERSION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVERo 
SHANNON$ THEOREUM 10 
0851 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, DISTRIBUTION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON,· 
STATISTICAL METHODS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
b5 
1069 BIOMASS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1437 BIOMASS, CATFISHES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH MANAGEMENT, JAMES RIVER,. 
MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, LE~GTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1337 BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
2276 BIOMASS, CRUSTACEANS, CTENOPHORES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, CNIDARIA 
2831 BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, NANNOPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
37~5 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDICATORS, 




0936 BIOTA, DISTRIBUTION, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, MERCURY, OYSTERS, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDII~ENTSt VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1174 BIOTA, BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTIONo FISH, INVERTEBRATES, MAMMALS, 
PLANTS, PROTOZOA 
1229 BIOTA, MORPHOLOGY, UNAVAILA~LE fOR REVIEW 
1230 BIOTA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1/5d BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
17&1 BIOASSAY, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, lETHAL LIMIT, TOXICITY 
lf&Z AYUATIC POPULATIONS, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SAMPLING 
lib~ UIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
b6 
17b4 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT 
1765 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
1766 BENTHOS, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS 
1820 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, 
SEDIMENTATION, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1822 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HEAVY METALS 
1824 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PESTICIDES 
1825 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTERS, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STOKAGE AND· 
RETRIEVAL, INFORM~TION RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
1B34 BIOLOGY, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE ANU 
RETRIEVAL, INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, SYSTEMATICS 
22B8 BIOTA, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, 
2375 BIOLOGY, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT 
2387 BIOASSAY, BIOTA, CHEMICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, UNITED STATES 
2397 BIOTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MOR~ALITY, OYSTERS 
2421 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 
MAGNETIC STUDIES, MORTALITY, RADIATION, SOUND WAVES 
2422 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTR14L 
WASTES, MORTALITY, STRIPED BASS, WATER POLLUTION 
2477 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, MOKTALlTY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
67 
zq6d BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE HAY 1 DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
H50 ~IOTA, ELECTRIC POWER PROI>UCTlON, HEATED WATER, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
NUCLEAR PO~ER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
3329 BIOTA, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, GEOLOGY, LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, U~BANIZATION, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3511 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EfFLUENTS~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, cSTUAR!Nt ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS, 
SEWAGE TREATMENT, ~ASTE WATER IPOLLUTIONl 
3539 BIOTA, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, POWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
3794 HIDOLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINE, 
EEL GRAS~, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, OIL, 
OYSTERS, WATER "QUALITY 
39o3 SOUTHEASTERN PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY 
4021 SHORELINE EROSION, RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FLOODING, HURRICANES, NATURAL RESOURCES, NAVIGATION, WEEDS, WILDLIFE 
* *. ** ............ ,. .... * * .... * ...... "***"'*** ......................................................................................... .. 
. . . . BIRd EGGS 
***••···~·~*~****~*******~····················*~••••*•*••···········•••********* 




U~95 BIRDS, BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NESTING, REPRODUCTION 
ll7~ biOTA, BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, MAMMALS, 
PLANTS, PROTOlOA 
68 
1262 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERII SHORE IVA-MDI, MAKYLA'ID, SH:JKE 
BIRDS, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1744 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1746 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, POPULATION DYNAMI(;S, 
VIRGINIA 
1926 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, SWANS 
2750 BIRDS, CONSERVATION, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
2841 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUM~IA, ~ARASIT1SM, 
PATUXENT RIVER 
2B67 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARSHES, MARYLAND, 
VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
2866 BAYS, BIROS, CHES~PEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT UF COLUMBlAt 
ESTUARIES, MARYLA~O, VIRGINIA, WATERFO~L 
2997 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt MAMMALS, 
VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
................... *********** .......................... ""*** .................................... ~ ...... ********* ....... ~ 
BLOOD VALUES . . . 
**•••••**********************************~*•••i•••i•····~~··•*********••··~··•' 




0325 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB 
0328 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
69 
OHO ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, FUNGI. VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
0534 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHES.APEAKE BAY, BLUE CRAB 
Ob'>O CRABS, SALT TOLEKANCE, BLUE CRAB, OSMOREGULATION 
0&78 HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEHERTEANS, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
BLUE CRAB · 
Ob81 CRABS, NEMERTEANS, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
0716 CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, REPRODUCTION, BLUE CRAB 
0752 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, JAMES 
RIVER, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, SLUE CRAB 
0111 CHESAPEAKE BAY," EGGS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
0778 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, BLUE CRAB, 
MOLT lNG 
077Y CRABS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, BLUE 
CRAB 
Od20 RECIRCULATED WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVERo BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
0872 BLUE CRAB, GLYCOGEN 
08/9 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, BLUE CRAB 
O~OY EGGS, FUNGI, PARASITISM, BLUE CRAB 
0911 EGGS, HATCHING, BLUE CRAB 
0~1l [GGS, FUNGI, BLUE CRAB 
10 
0913 LARVAL GROWTH STAGEo MORPHOLOGY, BLUE CRAB 
0986 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OSMOSIS, SALT TOLERANCE, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
1054 CHLORIDES, CRUSTACEANS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB, 
OSMOREGULATION 
1055 CRUSTACEANS, PROTEINS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
1214 BIOLOGY, CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOM~CS, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILA8LE FOR REVIEw 
1310 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1329 OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, clUE CRAB 
1509 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, SULFITE LIQUORS, BLUE CRAB 
1595 CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB 
lb26 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, SLUE CRAB, AMOEBAE 
1627 CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
1628 CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
1771 FOODS, BLUE CRAB 
1B38 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 1 CRABS, FOODS, BLUE CRAB 
1B65 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
2213 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY 
STUDIES, BLUE CRAB 
11 
?..114 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH-ERIES, MARYlAND, VIRGINIA, BlUE CRAB 
2224 DDT, METABOLISM, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
2228 CONSERVATION, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAl GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, BLUE CRAB 
22}7 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATlONr CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, lEGISLATION, liFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, BLUE CRAB 
2256 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, CONTINENTAL SHELF, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, BLUE 
CKAB, HOlliNG 
2257 HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
2260 :RABS, DOT, LETHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, BLUE CRAB 
2284 GONADS, SPAWNING, BLUE CRAB, HISTOLOGiCAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2300 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAYr CRAB INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
2304 MORPHOLOGY, BLUE CRAB 
2321 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING, MARICULTURE, HAMPTON ROADS 
2343 &IOASSAY, DISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
1149 CALCIUM, ~HESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, HEAVY METALS, MAGNESIUM, POTASSIUM, 
SALINITY, SODIUM, ZINC, BLUE CRAB 
2393 GUNADS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, BlUE CRAB, SCYPHOZOA 
£·<41 hAl.I:ERIA., fOODS, ISOLATION, BLUE CRAB 
~4d9 dACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, BLUE CRAB 
72 
2517 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH STAGES, MARYLAND, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, BLUE LRAB 
2526 CHESAPEAKE BAYr CLAMS, FISH, HERBICIDES, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 
2 1 40, VIRGINIA, BLUE CKAB 
2547 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MORPHOLOGY, BLUt CRAB, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, 
GLYCOGEN 
2641 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
2717 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2718 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODSr PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2719 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2720 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, SLUE CRAB 
2721 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRA~ 
2722 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PU~LIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2759 DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, MIGRATION, BLUE CRAd 
2775 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, ~LUE CRAB 
277B CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, BLUE CRAB 
2779 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SOUTHEAST U.S., BLUE CkA~ 
2780 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, LABOR, BLUE CRAB 
2793 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLut CRAU 
301~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDieS, BLUE CRAB 
3073 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3118 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DDT, PESTICIDES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3362 CRABS, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
3404 CALCIUM, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTASSIUM, SEASONAL, SODIUM, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, bLUE CRA~ 
3445 CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
3460 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, BLUE CRAB 
3468 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTERS, MICROORGANISMS, BLUE CRAB 
3550 CONSUMPTIVE USE, OXYGEN, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
3573 EASTERN SHORE: PLANNING OISTRIC·T, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POPULATION, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, BLUE CRAB, DeLAWARE BAY, C • D CANAL 
3577 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DOT, METABOLISM, PESTICIDES, 
VIKGlNIA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
3602 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, 
YO~K RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
JI>05 tASTEK.N SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYSIOLOGICAL 
ECOLOGY, POLLUTANT IDENTIFtCATION 1 STRESS ANALYSIS, SERUM PROTEINS, BLUE CRAd . . 
74 
·············································$·································· BLUEBACK HERRING 
·············································································~·· 
0364 ALOSIOS, BLUEBACK HERRING, GROWTH RATES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo SPAWNING, 
VIRGINIA 
0473 ANAOROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHtSAPEAKE BAY, COM~EkCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
0573 ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SAMPLING 
3556 ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH TAXONOMY, LAKVAE 
3786 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FISH EGGS, HEATED WATER, LARVAE, MORTALITY, POHER PLANTS, STKIPEO BASS 
******************************************************************************~ 
BLUEF l SH 
********************~*****************~*****************~*******~*****$·~~~***~ 
0450 BLUEFISH, DISTRIBUJION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH., SPORT FISH 
3572 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BLUEFISH, DELAWARE RIVER, FISH 
PARASITES, ISOPOD$, PARASITISM, FEEDING 
3608 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BLUEFISH, DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH 





Ol24 BOATING, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0419 BOATINGt CHESAPEAKE BAY, ISLANDS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECRtATION 
FACILITIES 
75 
0430 OOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE RIVERS 
06d2 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, ~ECREATIONr TRANSPORTATION 
1264 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION, SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3175 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3422 bOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION 




0725 BOATS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
0743 BUATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, SHIPS 
1227 BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORr, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1549 BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARINE AIR 
MASSES, VIRGINIA 
199! BOATS, CHESAPEA~E BAYr LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
2752 BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 






0146 BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABET~ RIVER, JAH~S RIVE~, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, VOKK ~IVER 
0165 BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIHENTA~Y 
PETROLOGY 
0212 BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, 









0601 BORON, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE~, SALINITY, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 





0310 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NUTRIE~iS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SAMPLING 
0406 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 
INVESTIGATIONS, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
17 
0407 BATHYMETRY, BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, YORK RIVER 
0408 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTiONS 
0409 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1b95 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, IRON, OXIDATION, 
PHOSPHATES, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
~163 BOTTOM SEDIM~NTS, CLAM INDUSTRY, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
*'"*** *** ***** *"'·** * *** ** "'** ** ** * **** ** ** **"'****"'*******"'****"'************* ****** * 
. . BOUNDARIES !PROPERTY) 
**********~********************•************************************************ 
0036 BOUNDARIES IPROPERTYI, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 




3000 BOUNDARIES ISURFACESI, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTE~N SHORE 
IVA-HOI, HI~TORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
3001 BOUNDARIES ISURFACESI, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MOl, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
3002 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES), BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL 
A~PECTS, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 




3000 BOUNDARIES (SURFACES), BOUNDARY DISPUTE~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MOl, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA . 
3001 BOUNDARIES (SURFACES), BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MOlt LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
3002 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES), BOUNDAR~ DI~PUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL 




044B BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DIST~lBUTIQN, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0454 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, ~ARI~c 
FISH, MULLETS 
0457 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FLATFISH, MARINE FISH 
0458 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, STICKLEBACKS 
0459 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SILVERSIDES 
0461 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
0462 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
KlLLIFlSHES 
0463 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHE~APEAKE BAY, OIS~RlBUTlON, FISH TAXONOMY 
0464 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
79 
047J BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
f I Sti 
0472 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
0476 BkACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FKESH~ATER FISH, GARS 
0477 BKACKISH-~ATEK FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
04Ba BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPORT FISH, WHITE PERCH 
0490 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
0499 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY 
0500 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPOT 
0501 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, 
OISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
0502 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAAONOMY, SPOTTEO SEA "TROUT 
O;OJ R~ACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXuNOMY, GREY SEA TROUT 
0509 DRACKJSti-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
LJ'>l'>, URACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
80 
0516 BRACKISH-WATER FISti, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FlliH 
0517 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0516 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, KARINE FISH 
0519 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0520 BRACKISH-~ATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
. 2839 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRioUTIONr FISH POPULATIONS, FISH 




0599 BRACKISH WATER, ~UTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE~, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, WATER ~IRCULATION 
0704 B.RACKISH WATER, FUNGI, MARINE FUNGI, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
3561 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRACKISH WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EtLS, 
FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ~ATtl 




3595 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH EROSION, BKEAK~ATERSr COASTAL 




0289 BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DUCKS IWILD~ EAStERN SHORE (VA-HOI 
81 
0376 BENTHIC FAUNA, BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
J395 ijiROS, BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NESTING, REPRODUCTION 
3136 BREEDING, DUCKS IWlLOl, UNITED STATES, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 




0217 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS 
073b BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION, VIRGINIA 
ilBB BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, BRIDGE DESIGN, BRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEL 
CONSTRUCTION, TUNNEL DESIGN, TUNNELS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAiLABLE FOR REVIEW 
1190 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, BRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION, 
TUNNELS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1253 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, TUNNELING, TUNNELS, 
HAMPTON ROADS 
.3744 NORFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, 
CLAMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, OYSTERS, POPULATION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
******~'¢*~*********************************************************••··········· 
BRIDGE DESIGN 
4·$~ •• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lldH BRiDGE CONSTR~CTION, BRIDGE DESIGN, BRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEL 





0037 BRIDGES, JAMES RIVER, lEGAL ASPECTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
071B BRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA 
1188 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, BRIDGE DESIGN, BRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEL 
CONSTRUCTION, TUNNEL DESIGN, TUNNELS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAlLABl~ FOR REVIE~ 
1190 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, BRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION, 








0785 ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIDES, BRUSH CONTRJL, CHLORINATED 





0801 ALGAE, AMPHIPODA, BRYOZOA, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, PORIFERA, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1922 BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
2115 BARNACLES, BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDROZOA, MOLLUSKS 
83 
2241 ANNELIDS, ARTH~OPODS, BRYOZOA, ECHINODERMS, ENTOPROCTA, INVERTEBRATES, 
MOLLUSKS, NEMERT~ANS 1 PLATYHELMINTHES, VIRGINIA, 
23~1 ~RYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
2469 BIOLOGY, BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SYSTEMATICS 
2474 BRYOZOA, EM~RYONIC GROWTH STAGE, GROWTH RATES, INVERTEBRATES, LARVAL 
GRO~TH STAGE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3618 NO~THERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIETS, 




2708 BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITROGEN, 




0027 BEDS UNDER WATER, BJLKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, VIRGINIA 
0023 BULKHEAO LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIPARIAN 
KIGHlS, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
0031 BULKHE40 LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SHORES, 
VIKG1NIA 
02ld BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
VIMGINIA 






0412 BUOYS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS 
**************¥******************************~*********•~······~·••*******#***** 
C + D CANAL 
*****************************************************************~**********~*** 
0922 CHES4PEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POLYCHAETES, C ~ 0 CANAL 
1270 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE fOk kEVIEW 
1483 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SALINITY, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABL~ FOk MEVIE~ 
2535 :ANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, INLAND WATERWAYS, C + D CANAL 
2854 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EfFECTS, C + D 
CANAL 
3098 CANALS, C~ESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILAblE 
FOR REVIEW 
3215 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, VELOCITY, WATER TEMP~kATURE, C + 0 
CANAL 
3465 CHESAPEAKE SAY, MODEL STUDIES, C + D CANAL 
3568 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKe ~AY, 
DISTRIBUTION, fiSH EGGS, LARVAE, SPAWNING, STRIPtO tlASS, C + D CANAL 
3573 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POPULATION, SEA~JNAL 




2349 CALCIUM, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, HEAVY METALS, MAGNESIUM, POTASSIUM, 
SALINITY, SODIUM, ZINC, BLUE CRAB 
"2930 CALCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAGNESIUM, 
POTASSIUM, SODIUM, WATER CHEMISTRY 
3404 CALCIUM, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PAHUNKEY RIVER, POTASSIUM, SEASONAL, SODIUM, 




0860 ANALOG MODELS, DIVERSIFICATION, LABORATORY TESTS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
McfHOODLJGY, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTiVITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, 
YORK ~IVEK, CALORIMETRY 
*******************~********************••·····································* CANALS 
*******************~************************************************************ 
OD37 CANALS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER RIGHTS 
0198 CANALS, ESTIMATED COSTS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDir JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, SURV~YS, ViRGINIA 
1~4~ CANALS, DAMS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, 
lNGINEERIN~, EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
253) CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, INLAND WATERWAYS, C + D CANAL 
!U2? CANALS, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, NAVIGABLE 
~AfER~, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
86 
2854 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + D 
CANAL 
309B CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + 0 CANAL, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3325 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-HOI, INLAND nATERWAY~, 
MARYLAND, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA, DELAWARE BAY 




0723 CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, SUSPENDED 
LOAD 
0752 AMINO ACIDS, BIO~HEMISTRY, BIOINOICATORS, CARBOHYDRATeS, CHLORIDES, JAMES 




3451 CARBON, MARSHES, TIDAL EFFECTS, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, wtTLANuS, YuKK 
RIVER 
************0********************************************~***************~*****) 
CAROLINE COUNTY, VA 
*********************************~**~********************~************~******~*' 
3940 CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAl GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL KESOJRCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPbRTATION, VIRGINIA 
4056 INDUSTRIAl DEVELOPMENT, CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, GOVERNMENTS, MANPOwER, MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, TKANSPORTATIUN, 





0469 CARP, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1978 CARP, CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPUlATIONS, GARS, 
HfKRINGS, JUVENILE FISHES, lARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SUCKERS 




0100 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISH, MARKET VALUE, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
Dill dEDS UNDER ~ATER, CATCH, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER IND~~TRY, VIRGINIA 
0252 ANADRUMOUS FISH, CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAMES RiVER, 
OYSTERS, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
0327 BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, £RABS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, SPORT FISH 
032d CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, BlUE CRAB 
0~53 CATCH, ESTUARIES 
0379 CATCH, ~ASTERN SHORE IVA-HDl, SPORT FISHING 
0416 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISHING, FISHERIES, SPORT FISH 
J~~7 CATCH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VlRGIN.IA, YORK RIVER 
0711 lATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA 
88 
0874 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH PUPULATIO~S, MARINE FISH, SPURT FISH, 
VIRGINIA, 
0897 CATCH, GROWTH RATES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTrKS 
0898 CATCH, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, NETS 
0936 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH, SCUP, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, LENGTH-FREQUENCY UIST~IdUTIONS, HAMPTON MUADS 
0993 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1018 CATCH, COMMERCIAl FISH, CONSERVATION, CRABS, FISHERltS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
SPORT FISHING, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER POLLUTION 
1088 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE bAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERiES, HERRINGS, YORK RIVER 
1157 CATCH, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VlkGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1567 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MIDOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1606 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS 
1611 ALEWIVES, AlOSIDS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, PUTOM~· 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1615 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, NORTH CAROliNA, VIRGINIA, 5URf CLAM 
1678 CATCH, COMMERCIAl FISH, FISH POPUlATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED bASS 
2244 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS 
2275 CATCH, CRUSTACEANS, FISHERIES 
89 
2282 CATCH, CHESAPEA~E SAY, CLAMS, VIRGINIA 
2300 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
2487 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC biGHT 
2651 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
2763 CATCH, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2809 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
UY5TE~ IND~STRY, PuTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
2873 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, tOMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER 
2935 AGING IBIOLOGICALI, CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2953 CATCH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
2972 CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
~APPAHANNOCK RIV~R, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
ll47 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE .BAY, CRABS, VIRGINIA 
34lj LATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES 
3445 CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, BLUe CRAB 
34~j AMtKICAN SHAD, ANAOROHOUS FISH, CATCH, CULTURES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
HERKINGS, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
90 
3758 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CATCH, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, EELS, FOOD 




0133 CATFISHES, CO~HERCIAL FISHING, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0465 CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, F~ESHWATER FISH 
0908 CATFISHES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI RIVER, 
PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, ALBINISM 
1311 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CATFISHES, FOOD HABITS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, 
JUVENILE FISHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA 
1437 BIOMASS, CATFISH~S, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH MANAGEMENT, JAMt5 KIVER, 
MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1978 CARP, CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GARS, 
HERRINGS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SUCKERS 
3206 CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, POTOMAC RIVER 




2930 CALCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAGNESIUM, 





Old3 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
0184 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
MARYLAND, MESOZOIC ERA, VIRGINIA 
1305 CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 




0792 CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMCTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
lbOa AQUATIC PLANTS, CENSUS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, 
SHElLFISH, ~ILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
3b59 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CENSUS, 




0J7J CHAETOGNATHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DATA COLLECTIONS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
0~74 (HAETOGNATHS 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, PHYTOPLANlTON, SEASONAL 
Ol~fkibUT!ON 










0051 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL A~PECTS, VIRGIN!~ 
0087 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTUKE PLANNING lPROJECTEDl, 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES KIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, ~ATEk RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
0108 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, VIRGIN!~ 
0109 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECDNOr\IC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RlVEk, VIRGINIA 
Oll4 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, HARBORS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0131 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0210 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, SURVEYS, 
VIRGINIA 
0214 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST ALLOCATION, ESTIMATED COSTS, JAMES RIVEK, 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 0 VIRGINIA 
0215 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, ~ILDLifE 
CONSERVATION 
0594 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIG~&LE RIVERS, PAMUNKE¥ RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
10b3 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGABLE WATERS, PAHUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
93 
1409 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, CHANNELING, CHANNELS, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, JAKES 
RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
1412 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVERo HAMPTON 
ROADS, COMMERCE 
1415 AEUS UNDER wATER, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, OYSTERS, SALINE wATER INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 




1317 CHANNELING, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BEDS, VIRGINIA 
1357 CHANNELING, DISCHAkGE (WATER), ENGINEERING, ENVIRO~MENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION 
CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, wASTE DISPOSAL 
1408 CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, HARBORS, JAMES RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
!409 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, CHANNELING, CHANNELS, COST-BENEFIT AN~LYSIS, JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
1412 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, HAMPTON 
ROADS, COMMERLE 
1426 CHANNELING, ESTUARIES, HYDRAULIC HODELSt JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
<311 ~ENTHQS, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
SEDIMENTATION, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2d2~ CANALS, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, NAVIGABlE 
WATERS, SH~LLFISH, VIRGINIA 
94 





1409 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, CHANNELING, CHANNELS, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
1430 CHANNELS, DOCKS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, RIVER FLOw, SHOALS, TIDE$, 
VIRGINIA 
2156 CHANNELS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), PROFILES, SEDIMENT TRANSPOKTo 
SHOALS, TIDES 
2218 CHANNELS, JAMES RIVER, HODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
2969 CHANNEL IHPROVEHENf, CHANNELS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
3149 CHANNELS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEDIM~NTS, VIRGINIA~ 
YORK RIVER 
3989 ALEXANDRIA, VA, ARLINGTON COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 




0207 CHARTS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0208 CHARTS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1010 CHARTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
10b5 CHARTS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
95 
1lld CHARTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1443 ACCESS ROUTES, CHARTS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDit HISTORY, LEGISLATION, 
MAPS, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
3501 CHARTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3762 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHARTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, 




0001 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERI, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0002 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERI, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATURE 
0007 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATURE 
0008 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERI, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE 
wATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0004 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERlt SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, wATER ~EMPERATURE 
0010 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERI, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIR~INIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0011 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIKGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0021 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVERo SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
96 
0059 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS IWATERI, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES R!VtR, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0077 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIV~R, SESTUN, VIRGIN!~, YOR• 
RIVER 
0086 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVtR, NUTR!~NTS, 
VIRGINIA 
0088 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECT!O~S, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, wATtR TEMPERATURE, W~ATHER DATA 
0090 BENTHOS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS,~JAMES RIVER, PLANKTQN, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION 
0098 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC OATA, JAMES RIVE~, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0119 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE PATTERNS IGEOLJGICI, GROUNJWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
OATA, JAMES RIVER, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WAlE~ 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0130 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGIN!• 
0143 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0163 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE 8AY, GEOCHEMISTRY, 
GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0164 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, G~OCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER 
MOVEHE~T, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC diGHT 
0204 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GROUNDWATER, WATER WELLS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 81GNT 
0240 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
97 
0293 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, PETROLOGY, SEDIMENTATION 
RATeS, SEDIMENTS 
0310 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SAMPLING 
0601 BORON, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
0632 BIOCHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, 
0633 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, 
J~39 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, JAMES RIVER, ~APPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0944 AMINO ACIDS, CH~MICAL ANALYS(S, JELLYFISH, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, 
SCYPHOZOA 
0963 AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, MOLLUSKS, RADIOACTIVITY 
J99J CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, LIPID$ 1 OIL-WATER INTERFACES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
1025 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, NANSEMDND 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
lv69 BIOMASS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
!085 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1090 BIOLOGY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYST~RS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES 1 TOXICITY, VlRGINIAi YORK 
kiV[~ 
1Hl8 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, fOODS, BLUE CRAB 
98 
2710 BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OXYGEN, PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES 
2930 CALCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAGNESIUM, 
POTASSIUM, SODIUM, WATER CHEMISTRY 
















1435 AQUATIC LIFE, CHEMICAL WASTES, COOLING WATER, COST-~ENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PUBLIC UTILITIES, 
RADIOACTIVE WASTES, T~ERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
2387 BIOASSAY, BIOTA, CHEMICAL ~ASTES, OIL WASTES, UNITED STATES 
3980 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CHEMICAL WASTES, 
CONSERVATION, LAND USE, PULLUTANTS, RECREATION, SEwAGE, ~ATER UTILIZATION, 





0541 CHE~1CALS 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
0709 CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING, MARICJLTURE 
3737 SUUTHF.ASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFECTS, 
FISH, HYUROGEN SULFIUE, METALS, OYSTERS, PHOSPHORUS, SEDIMENTS, SEWAGE 




0247 CHEMISTRY, ~FFLUENTS 1 INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, JAMES RIVER, ORGANIC WASTES, 
VIRGINIA 
3558 AMINO ACIDS, BACTERIA, CHEMISTRY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, NORTH CAROLINA, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3561 CHEMISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SALINITY 
3603 rASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH 




3702 CHESAPEAKE, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCUME, LABUR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 





1913 CHESAPEAKE BAYt CHESTER RlVERt JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, 
WATER QUALITY 
2934 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS (WATER), JAM~S RIVER, 




0070 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPUNI RIVER, PAMUNKtY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, STklPEO tlASS, VIRGINIA 
0216 CHlCKAHOHINY RIVER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LAND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, 
WETLANDS 
0236 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPA~NING, STRIPrD bASS, VlkGINIA 
0257 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, HISTORY, VIRGINIA 
1239 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, COASTAl PLAINS, FORAMINIFERA, &EULOGY, VIRGINIA 
124B CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, JAMES RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, VIKGINIA, WATER SUPPLY, 
DISMAL SwAMP INC-VAl 
1264 ALEWIVES, ANADROMOUS FISH, CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, DISTRIBUTIO~ PATTERNS, Fl~H 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTURY STUDIE~, PAMUN<cY KIVER, 
VIRGINIA, SEINING 





0176 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHeSAPEAKE ~AY, 
CHLORIDES, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0752 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOJNDic.ATORSy CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, JA"ES 
RIIIE:R, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
1054 CHLDRlOES. CRUS TAC.EANSe SEASOmL DJS_TRIBUTIONe VIRGINIA, BLUE Cti.Afio 
US'MGREC>ULAT I ON 
40li GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, 1/A, CHLORIDES, 
C>ROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
*·* **** ** ** * •• *** **** *,. * ••.• * ** **** **** **** •••• ** •••••••••••••••••• *************** 
CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES 
** *"*** ** ** ** * *'* ** *** * * * * ** ***~·*~*•* **#* '¥-*************** ** ... ** ********·** *****"**. 
0.785 t.N·lMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIDES, BRUSH CONTROL, CHLORINATED 
HYDRDCAR~ON PESTICIDES, DDT, DIELDRIN, LEGAL ASPECTS, PESTICIDES, 
VIRGINIA, 
2979 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES, LIPIDS, OIL WASTES, 




1428 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE BACTERIA, SEWAGE 
DISPOSAL~ SEWAGE EfFLUENTS, TIDAL EFFECTS, HAMPTON ROADS 
1d99 CHESAPEAKE 6AY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY• HYDROLOGIC 
OATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1900 CHESAPEAKE 6AY, CHLORJNATION 0 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY• HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1901 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITYo WATER TEMPERATURE 
1902 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY• HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES. TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
102 
1903 CHESAPEAKE BAY• CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY. WATER TEKPERATURE 
1904 CHESAPEAI(E BAY, CHLORINATION. DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1905 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOG1C 
DATAo PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
l90b CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOG1C 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
2520 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHELLFISH, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
2942 CHLORINATION, CHL.;:';OPHYLL, CURRENTS I WATER I, HYDROGkAPHY 0 HYDROLOGIC DATA, 




0751 tiiOASSAY, CHLORINE, COPEPODS, TEMPERATURe, THERMAL STRESS 
llbl CHLORINE, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
RESPIRATION. VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
3~52 CHLORINE, MARINE ANIMALS, TOXICITY 
3794 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRJCT 0 VA 0 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE· BAY, CH(ORINE, 
EEL GRASS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIESt ~ANAGEHENT, OIL, 




OD55 CHLOROPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
103 
0086 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
VIR.;INIA 
Ol40 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVERo NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0324 CHESAPEAKE oAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, NUTRIENTS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
0548 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS (WATERWAYS), HAPPING, PHOSPHATES, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0550 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
0597 CHLOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENT), PHYTOPLANKTON, PkODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
0609 CHLOROPHYLL, DATA COLLECTIONS, NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK 
kiVER 
0723 C~RBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, SUSPENDED 
LOAD 
0842 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DISTRIBUTION, ENERGY 
CONVERSION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SHANNONS THEOREUM 10 
Od51 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, DISTRIBUTION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
STA!ISTICAl METHODS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1o97 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERl, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
kiVER, PHOSPHATES, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
~Jut CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, 
PHO~PHATES, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
lll5 :HLOkOPHYLLo DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARINE 
ENVIRUNM~NT, LIGHT PENETRATION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, TIDAl EFFECTS, 
VI~~INIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
104 
2496 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MUD(LS 
NITROGEN CYCLE, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC ~IVER 
2643 BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 
SATELLITES IA~TIFICIALl, SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA 
2942 CHLORINATION, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS !WATER), HYDROGRAPHY, HYUROLObiC DATA 




2210 ALGAE, CHLOROPHYTA, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RIVER 
BASINS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 




1876 CHESAPEAKE SA¥, CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGEN !UN CONCENlKATlON, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
··················~···························································· CHROMATOGRAPHY 
********************~***********•**********~¥*************~*****~*************~ 
0833 BIOCHEMISTRY, CHROMATOGRA~HY, ELECTROPHORESIS, OYSTER DRILLS, VIRGINIA, 
WACHAPREAGUE,VA, YORK RiVER 
0844 AMINO ACIDS, CHROMATOGRAPHY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 





0574 CHROMOSOMES~ PROTOZOA 
1721 AMINO ACIDS, CHROMOSOMES, OYSTERS, PEPTIOES 
2229 BASS, CHIWMOSOMES, Fl SH POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, HYBiUOS, OSTEOLOGY 
******************************************************************************** CHRYSOPHYTA 
·······················~························································ 
D555 CHRYSOPHYTA, DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, OCEANOGRAPHY 
* ** **** ** * •·•••• * * ** **** **** ************* ............................... ** ••.•••• * 
CILIATES 
**********************************************************••···················· 




04~b CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEWAGE 
EFflUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
1698 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER!, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, NORTH CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
?.'>fl.. CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CURRENTS !WATER), 
VIKGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
J496 Cl~CULATION, CURRENTS (WATER!, MODEL STUDIES, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TKtATMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDES, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
106 
3528 CIRCULATION, ESTUARIES, MODEL· STUDIES, SALINITY, TIDAL WATERS 
3529 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
3743 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CIACULATI~ ELiZABETH RlVER• 
PHOTOGRAPHY, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINJA 
3997 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, COMPUTER 





0681 CITi~, ECONOMICS, VIRGINIA, 
1539 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CITIES, REMOTE SENSING, URBANIZATION 
3728 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CITIES, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING 




0688 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CITY PLANNING, FUTURE PLANNING lPROJECTEDl, LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, URBAN RENEWAL, HAMPTON ROADS 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• **** ******** ****** ****"'***** ** ** ••••.•••••••••••• ** **. 
CLAM INDUSTRY 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
0040 CLAM INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SHELLFISH, 
VI RGI NJ A, 
0046 CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCAlLOPS, SHElLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
107 
0359 BEDS UNDER WATER, LLAM INDUSTRY, LOMMERCIAL FISHING, DUSTS 
0423 LHESAPEAKE ~AY, (LAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, LRAB INDUSTRY, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
0950 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERHOCYSTIDIUMr DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, MSXr OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1009 (HESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIDlUM, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1272 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1451 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDU~TKY, CLAMS, F1SHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1455 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1458 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1671 CLAM INDUSTRY, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR, SHIPS 
2359 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
27~7 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
NORTHEAST U.S., SOFT CLAM 




OOvb CLAMS, JAMES RIVER, LARVAL GROWTH STAGEr SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
108 
0244 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION 1 HABITATS, JAMES RIVER, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
0372 CLAMS, FINANCING, OYSTERS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
0401 ALUMINUM, CLAMS, OYSTERS 
0592 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, 
VIRGINIA 
0611 CLAMS, MUSSELS, NUTKITIUN, STARCH, GLYCOGEN 
0651 CLAMS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE 
0657 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIKGINIA, WATEK TEMPERATUKE, 
YORK RIVER 
0700 CLAMS, DlSTRl~UTlONt SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE 
0701 CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, HYBRIDS 
0844 AMINO ACIDS, CHROMATOGRAPHY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGI~IA, YORK RIVER 
0919 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, INVERTEBRATES 
0929 ANIMAL PARASITES, CLAMS, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PARASITISM, MD~~HOLOGY, 
ZOOSPORES 
0950 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, OISTRI~UT!ON 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0952 CLAMS, MUSSELS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, OYSTERS, SALINITY 
0972 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
YORK RIVER 
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1005 CLAMS, GKOWTH RATES, JAMES fi.IVEJl, DSMOSJS, SALIJilHY .. SPAIINUIG 1 VJR.G!NlA, 
COm>l TJON INDEX 
1009 CHES~PEAltE 8A:t, CLAM IMDUSHtY, CLA"S' DERMOCfSTIDlUM., DJSTolU8UTIIJI!l 
PATHRNS, MOLLUSKS, MSX4 OYSTER lNOUSJU', OYSTERS 
1056 CLAMS, CULTURES, GROWTH RATES, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, MARlCULTliRE 
1173 PHYSIOLOGY, CLAMS, OIL WASTES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION 
1177 CLAMS, JAMES RIVER, LAIWAE, MOLLUSKS, REPRODUCTION, SPllfNlNG, Vl&GlNIA 
1330 CLAMS, HEAVY METALS, JAMES Rl~ER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
POLLUTION 
1451 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POT<JMAC Rl VER, RAPPAHANNOCK RJ VER, YORK RIVER 
1455 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RI~ER, YORK RIVER 
1458 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JARES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1573 CLAMS, PHOTOGRAPHY, SAMPLING 
1672 BACTERIA, CLAMS, ~OLIFORMS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, SEOIHENT-WATER 
INTt:kFACE:S, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1722 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER 
1HZ BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAHS 0 POTOMAC RIVER 
I TTl CHESAPEAKf BAY• CLAMS; OYSTERS, PIGMENTS 
178J CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, 
~H[LLFISH 
110 
2018 ClAMS, GROWTH RATES 
20:U CHf:SAP£AKE BAY• (;l.AM~, GaOWTN RATES, .aLLIJSXS~ UNITED STATES 
2153 CHESAPEAKE BAY, Cl.A'I!IS, EASTERN SHORE I 'IA-MO), LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
2159 CLAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS, GASTROPODS, POLYCHAETE$, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SEDIMENTS, STATISTICAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
'2176 CLAMS, FOULING, INVASION, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
218Q CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOlt lARVAL GROWTH STAGE. MOLLUSKS, SPAWNING 
2185 CLAMS, SEASONAL uiSTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2181 CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, SHELLFISH 
2269 CLAI1S, CUL Tl VAll GN, MARICUL TURE 
2282 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, VIRGINIA 
23~5 CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2359 CLAI1 INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
2363 BIBLIOGRAPHJES, CLAMS 
2509 CLAMS, DISEASES, MARlNE BACTERIA., MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
2526 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, FISH, HERBICIDES, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 
2,40, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
2711 CLAMS, LARVAL' GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
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2797 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
NORTHEAST u.s., SOFT CLAM 
2069 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST 
U.S., VIRGIN I A 
J400 CLAMS, OREDGING, FISHING GEAR, SAMPLING 
3570 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DIST~ICT, VA 1 CLAMS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, LARVAE, 
MORTALITY, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER, TIME 
3117 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLAMS, MANAGEMENT, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS, 
POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SE~AGt, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3744 NORFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, 




023d BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, EASTERN SHO~E (VA-MOI, 
GASTROPODS, INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA 
02j0 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER. 
0251 CLASSIFICATION, J.AMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, VIRGINIA 
U2~~ ~ENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
VIR(;INIA 
025~ BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
Ol>D AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMES RIVER, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
SNA~ES, TURTLES, VIRGINIA 
0292 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, MOLLUSKS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
ll2 
0320 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, PARASITISM 
0444 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, DlNUfLAGtLLATES, PLANKTON, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, WATER TEMPERATUi\E 
0562 CLASSIFICATIO~, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
0567 CLASSIFICATION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
0705 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHURE lVA-MDlo 
MARINE ALGAE 
0815 CLASSIFICATION, LARVAE, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, SPAWNING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0Bl6 CLASSIFICATION, LARVAE, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, YOi\K RIVER 
0869 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
HABITATS, NEMERTEANS, PHYLOGENY, SY~TEMATILS, YO~K RIVER 
0949 CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
0954 CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, 'LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEASONAL DISTKIBLJTION 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
0969 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, LAlVAL GROWTH STAGE 
PAMUNKEY RIVER, MOKPHOLOGY, YORK RIVER 
1020 CLASSIFICATION, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
1080 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTILlN, HYDROZOA, 
JAMES RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
2210 ALGAE, CHLOROPHYTA, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RIVE~ 
BASINS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
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2232 CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION. INVERTE&aATES 
l234 CLASSIFlCATlOM,. DIATOMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, SYSTEJIATlCS. VlllSUI.IA, 
2235 CLASSIFICATION, INl/ERTEBRATESo M~RINE ANHlALS. ~lNE f>LANfS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, VIKGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
2246 CLASSIFICATION, FISH 
2253 Bl~LIOGRAPHlES, CLASSIFICATION, MARINE ANIMALS, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS 
2254 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CLASSIFICATION, MARINE ANIMALS, SHELLFISH 
2255 BARNACLES, CLASSIFICATION, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
2127 CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EASTEaN SHORE (VA-MOI, ENTOMOLOGY~ 
INSECT BEHAVIORJ'INSECTS, SYSTEMATICS 
3016 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, BLUE CRAB 
3523 ~.CLASS IF !CATION, CONSERVATION, "ilRGINlA, WETLANDS 
3542 AER lAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASS IFJCAIION, MARSH MAtiAGEMENT, 
VfGETATlUN, WETLANDS 
j54b ALGAE, APPOMATTOX RIVER, CLASSIFIC·ATION~ ECOLOGICAL D.JSTR18UTION, 
VIRGINIA, 
37il9 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTII.ICT. VA, CHESAPEAKE aAY, CLASSif'ICAflDN, 
DATA TRANSMISSION, ELIZABETH Rl VER, FUTURE PLANNING I PROJECT EO I, 




09-8B ADSORPTlOih CHESAPEAKE BAr, CLAY MINERALS, OEPOSIJIOtl !SEDII'\fNTS), 
RADIOACTIVITY, YDRK RIVER 
1321 SIOOEPOSITI~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINEAALS, RAOIGACTIVE ~ASTES, 
SEOIMENTAT ION, YORK RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
1971 CLAY MINERALS, CONTINENTAL MARGIN, OISJ&lBUTION, ESTUARIES, UNITED STATES 
2220 CLAY MINERALS, DIAGENESIS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS~ VIRGINIA 
2221 CLAY MINERALS, MINERALOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2365 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, CLAYS, DIAGENE:SIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, JAMES 
RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
•••••••••• •••••• ******* **** •• *************** ••••••••••••• ** ***** *******•••······' 
CLAYS 
*******************************************************************************' 
0182 CLAYS, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLDGI~ 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2365 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, GtOCHEMISTRY~ JAMES 
aiVER, PATUXENT RIVER, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LUAD 
2810 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAYS, DELAWARE, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, 















0603 CLIMATIC DATA, FLOw CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1043 CLIMATIC DATA, DATA COLLECTIONS, VIRGINIA, 
392d EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CLIMATIC DATA, HAPS, 




4016 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr CLIMATOLOGY, CONSERVATION, 
ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, HANAGtMENT, HAPS, POPULATION, VIRGINIA~ WASTE WATER 








ld05 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA, CNIOARIA 
116 
2151 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEA NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, CNIDARIA 









3676 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr BEACHES, 




1070 COASTAL PLAINS, DISTRIBUTION, EGGS, LARVAE, SALAMANDER~, VIRGINIA, 
1D98 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGY, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WELLS 
\239 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, COASTAL PLAINS, FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
124Z COASTAL PLAINS, GROUNDWATER, SUBSURFACE WATERS, VI~GINIA 1 wELLS 
1337 COASTAL PLAINS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1339 COASTAL PLAINS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLt FOR REVIEW 
2890 COASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
117 
2891 tOASTA\. PLAINS, GEOl.OGY, VIRGINIA, 
······~**********•*******"''"*********··-*···----··--··-··----·-·· ... tOASJAl STRUCTURES 
.............................................. ********'***--··•••*****-·-·-····-··· 
35~5 SCUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEAtH EROSION, 6REAlWATERS, tOASTAL 
STRUCTURES, SHORE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WAVES IWATERI 
.... *"' ... **** ** .... ** *** * *"' * ....................... ** ** ****** ** ................ ******"'******* COASTAL ZONE 
.. *** *** ** **" *"'* ***** *** .... **** ******* ...... *****************•**'"'-** ............. ***** 
1089 MANAGEH~NT, SURFAtE WATERS, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
1141 COMMERCIAL FISHING, EROSION, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, MARSHES. li.ECREATIOih 
WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
2&9& MANAGEMENT, COASTAL ZONE 
3329 BIOTA, ECONOKlCS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, GEOLOGY, LAND USE• 
MANAGEMENT, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
31t5.Z PLANKTON, REMOTE SENSING, SUSPENDED LOAOo COASTAL ZONE 
31t~lt EROSION, MARSHES, ~ETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
3711 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EAST Elm SHORE .t'itA-IIDJ, LllCAL 
GOVERNMENTS, MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3711 fA STERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRitT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-1'10) t 
ECUNOMI CS, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND USE 0 MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PESOUkCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
37lb EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOt, ISLANDS, LAND 
MANAGEMENT, LEG 1 SLATl ON, MANAGEMENT, NATIONAL SEASHORES, PRESERVATION, 
Vl~GINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
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3717 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLAMS, MANAGEfiENT 1 I'IOLLUSII.S, OYSiERs, 
POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3722 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo CONSERVATION, EASTER~ SHORE IVA-i'WI, 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MAR1LAND~ NATlONAL StASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
~ATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZUNE 
3723 EASTERN S~ORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL StASHUREs, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
372~ EASTERN SHORE PL~NNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-~01 0 
ECOLOGY, lAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLANu, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3741 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA~ DREDGING, lAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, 
MANAGEMENT, SURVlYS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
39b0 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE,·LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, 
WETLANDS, COASTAL ~OiiE 
39b8 EASTERN SHORE PU.;;1HNG DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTit COASTAL PLAIN, CONTINENTAL 
SHELF, ECONOHit l~PACT, MANAGEMENT, OIL, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
tOASTAL lONE 
lt021 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, IIAt Bist.lOGRAPHIES, tCDNOMlCS, LEGAL 




0781t A!HIJNIST-RATIVE AGENCIES, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, STATE GDVti!.NMENTS, VlRGI.NlA 
1323 BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, 5HURE 
PROTECTION, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
132ft BEACH EROSION, 8EAtHES, CHESAPEAKE 8AY, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, SHORE 
PROTECTION, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
119 
2934 C~ESAPEAKE BAY, CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS (WATER), JAMES RIVER, 
PLANKTON, REMOTE SENSING, SUSPENDED LOAD 




04B5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT 
FISH 
0653. CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, EGGS, JUVENILE FISHES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
S~A~NING 
0930 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, 




1672 BACTERIA, CLAMS, COL!FORHS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, SEDIMENT-WATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, WATER PSLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE . 
1726 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COLIFORM$, EPIZOOTIOLOGY 1 OYSTERS, TANGIER SOUND 
2832 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ CpLiFORHS, DYE RELEASES, HARYLANO, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER 
~UALITY 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA 
***************************$**************************************************** 
3~41 COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EUUCAT!ON, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPuLATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
120 





1058 HARBORS, MATTAPONI RIVERo NAVIGABL~ WATERS, VIRGINIA, COMMERCE 
1412 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, HAMPTON 
ROADS, COMMERCE 
2195 HARBORS, PORT AUTHORITIES, VIRGINIA, COHHERCE 
2196 HARBORS, PORT AUTHORITIES, VIRGINIA, COMMERCE 
2949 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, COMMERCE 
2955 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLIMATES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT 
IDENTIFICATION, COMMERCE 
3979 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OISTkiCT, VA, COMMERCIAL 





0100 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE dAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, MARKET VALUE, SHELLFISH, VIKGINIA 
0232 COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARtES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA, 
0281 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, GRO~TH RATES 







BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CcntMER.CIAt. FISH, DISTRHIUT"IONo FISt! 
TAXONOMY, MAKlNE FISH 
ANAOROMOUS FlSii, AH.ANTJC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE S.U, COMHER.l:lAi. fiSl'l• 
DI$TR18UTION, FISH JAXUNOMY, HERRINGS 
ANADROMOUS FISH, ~LUESACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FJSH TAXONOMY, 
HERRINGS 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH 
T~XONOMY, ~~RRINGS 
0482 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH 
04.8tl 
04d'l 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPORT FISH, WHITE PERCH 
ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, O!STRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPORT FISH, STKIPED BASS 
049~~ CHESA~EAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, 
SCUP 
0499 BRACkiSH-WATER FISH, CH~SAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY 
ll500 BRAC.KISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TA XUNOMY 1 SPOT 
O'>Ol BRACKISH-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
122 
0502 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CC~ft!tal.CIAL FISH, DISTRIBUHOI'h FISH 
lASONOKY, SPOTTED SEA TROUT 
0503 BRACitiSH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, tOMMEii.CtM. FISH, DISTRUlUTIOIII, FiSH 
TAXONOMJ. GREY SEA TROUT 
0871 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, GREY SEA TROUT, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK, YORK ~lYEK, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
0874 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, MAkiN£ FISH, SPD~T FISH, 
VIRGINIA, 
0875 COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SPOT, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0877 AGING IBIOLOGICALlo CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, GROWTH RATES, MARINI 
FISH, SPORT FISHING, SPOT, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
0885 ATLANTIC MENHADEN. CflESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, VIRGIN!A, YORK RIVER 
0887 
. 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISHE~IES. MIGRATION, 
SPAwNING, VIRGINIA, LENGTH-FRE(JUENCY DISTKIBUTIONS 
0934 COMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, DISTRISUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MI~RATlON 
PATTERNS, TAGGING 
0936 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH, SCUP, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, HAMPTON ROADS 
1018 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, CONSERVATION, CRABS, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
SPORT FISHING, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
1254 AGING IBIOLOGICALI, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, SPAwNING, HAMPTON ROADS 
1567 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1H 
1606 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS 
1678 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, fiSHING GEAR, 
StASONAL OISTRitlUTION, STRIPED BASS 
2038 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHr DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT 
FISH, STRIPED BASS 
2238 COMMERCIAL FISH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BluHT, 
2292 COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH, MANAGEMENT, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, 
2762 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, f ~HERIES, JAMES RIVER, 
MOBJACK oAY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK ~ •ER 
2764 CHESAP~AKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY. FISHERIES, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
28J9 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, fiNFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
uYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, SHEllFISH 
2812 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHr DELAWARE, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA, MIUDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2820 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL fiSH, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST 
U.S., SOUTHtAST u.s., LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
2d39 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, COMMERCIAL fiSH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
281i CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, fiNFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER 





0133 CATFISHES, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0227 COMMERCIAL FISHING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
0229 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
0303 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, SCUP, TRAwLING 
0329 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, FISHERIES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SPORT FISHING 
0338 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRABS 
0359 BEDS UNDER WATER, CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, DUSTS 
0361 COMMERCIAL FISHING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
0416 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, fiSHERIES, SPOKT FISH 
0423 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, tRAB INDUSTRY, OYSTER · 
INDUSTRY 
0613 COMMERCIAl FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, SEASUNAL 
DISTRIBUTION, TRAWLING 
0642 COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRABS, HISTORY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
0682 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAl WASTES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
0745 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, QY~TE~ 
INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
125 
0771 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, RAPPAKANNOCK RJV£R, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA 
0773 COMMERCIAL FISHING, LARVAE, SCALLOPS, 'l'tARICULTIJRE 
0843 COMMERCIAL FISHING. DISTRIBUTION, GREY SEA TROUT• MlbRATION, PAMUNLEY 
RIYER, TRAWLING• YIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1039 COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES, FORESTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESOURCES 
1141 COMMERCIAL FISHING, EROSICN, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, MARSHES, RECREATION, 
WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
1754 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES 
2238 CO"'MERCIAL FISH, COM14ERCIAL FISHING, DISHllBUTION, FISHERIES, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2487 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING• FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2578 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHER!rS, GROWTH RATES, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 
3154 COMMERCIAL ·FlSHJ/IiG, FISH, FISH HARVEST, FISHERIES, FISHING, SPORT FISHING 
3417 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCI~L FISHING, CONTINENTAL SHELF, FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
FISHERIE~, LABOR, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3511 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL 
E.HECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS, 
Sf~AGE TREATMENT, WASTE WATER (POLLUTIONI 
l7Z1 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, COMMERCIAL FISHING, 
~ASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, FISHERIES, SPORT FISHING~ TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
126 
3977 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING IHST.ii.ICT, VA, CDMHERC!Al 
FISHING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EMPLOYMENT, MINERAl. .INDUSTRY, RECKEATION, SOCIAl. 
IMPACT, TOURISM, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
3979 INDUSTRIAL OEVELOPI'IENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DlSTRIC T • VII, i:OMMERC I AL 
FISHING, ECONOMIC JHPACJ, R£CREAJJON DEMAND, TOU~lSJII, HIODLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, COMJoiERCE 
4041 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, CuMMERCIAL 
FISHING, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISHING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
******************************************************************************** 
COMMUNI CAT I ON 
******************************************************************************** 
3442 COMMUNICATION, JAMES RIVER, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL• 




0642 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DISTRIBUTION, ENERGY 
CONYERSION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGI~IA, YORK RIVER, 
SHANNONS THEOREUM 10 
3447 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DREDGING, SEDIMENTS. 
HAMPTON ROADS 
3658 lANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VAo NORTHERN· NECK PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNITY UEVELOPMENT, ECONOMICS, GRO.TH kATE~• INUUST~I£5 1 
MAPS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3669 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VAt NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNITY 








0411 COMPUTER kOOELS, FR~SHWATER, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MODEL 
STUDIES, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, STATISTICAL MODELS, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2144 COMPUTER MODELS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, VIRGINIA 
2171 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, COMPUTER MODELS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, 
HYDRODYNAMICS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER UUALITY CONTROL 
2278 BEACHES, COMPUTER MODELS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, GROUNDWATER MOVEMENT, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL EFFECTS, WATER TABLE 
3778 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CANALS, COMPUTER MODELS, ESTUARIES 
3q23 NDlTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER MODELS, FLOODING, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, lAND USE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, RAINFAlL-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, 




0542 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA PROCESSING, PATH 
Of POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SATELLITES !ARTIFICIAL), SOLAR RADIATION, 
TUKdiDITY, ~ATER QUALITY 
0~1~ COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN DEMAND, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
128 
0706 ANALOG COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, FISrl, GKUWTH STAGES 
0783 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVLR 
0977 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLlECTIONS, DISSOLVED SOliDS, SEA WATER, SILICA 
1021 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, FLOW MEASUREMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANNING, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, YORK RIVER 
2278 BEACHES, COMPUTER MODELS, COMPUTER ~ROGkAMS, GROUNDwATER MOVEMENT, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL EFFECTS, wATER TAblE 
3363 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, CONTINENTAL SHELF, REFRACTION (wATER 
WAV~SI, VIRGINIA, WAVES IWATERI 
3~36 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, JAMES RIVER, HODEL STUDIES, STOCHASTIC PROCESSES, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATER POLL~TION, WATER UUALITY CONTROL 
3517 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, JAMES RIVER, SEwAGE EFFLUENTS, WASTE 
DISPOSAL, HAMPTON ROADS 
39q7 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, COMPUTEH 
PROGRAMS, DISPERSION, ESTUARIES, HYDRODYNAMICS, MATHeMATICAL MODELS, WATt~ 
QUALITY 
4047 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, MARYLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER ~ASIN COMMISSIONS, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
QUALITY, WEST VIRGINIA 
4051 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, ECOLOGY, MUUcl 
STUDIES, PLANNING, V!RGINIAo· ~ATERSHtDS IBASINSI 
·························································$····················$ COMPUTERS 
··········································································$···· 
1407 COMPUTERS, fLOOD ROUTING, HYDRAULICS, JAMES RIVER, LOW fLOW, NUMERICAL 
ANALYSIS, OPEN CHANNEl FLOW, RESERVOIR STAGES, RIVER fLOw, VIKGINIA 
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1625 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTERS, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND 
RETRIEVAL, INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 




2157 CONDEMNATION, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA, MARINAS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
VIRGINIA, 




0997 MEASUREMENT, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1005 CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, OSMOSIS, SALINITY, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
CONDITION INDEX 
1150 JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
KIVER, CONDITION INDEX 
1453 Jtii'IES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONOITION 
INDEX 
1454 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 1 VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONOITION 
INDEX 
l45o JAI'IES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1459 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVERo CONDITION 
INDEX 
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1460 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1462 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1463 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
14&4 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VlRGlNlAr YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1468 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
14b9 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRIYINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1470 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1472 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CO~DITION 
INDEX 
1473 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITIO~ 
INDEX 
1490 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 





2132 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONDUCTIVITY, DEPTH, EQUIPMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC 





0589 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES, CHESAPEAKE SAY 1 CONNATE WATER, IRON, NITROGEN, 
OXIDATION, SAMPLING, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
**********9********************************************************************* 
CONSER VA Tl ON 
******************************************************************************** 
0105 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAM~S RIVER, RECRtATION, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION, 
VIRGINIA 
0115 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CONSERVATION, FISHING, RESEARCH FACILITIES, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0410 CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY~ FRESHWATER FISH, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, WILDLIFE, 
DISMAL SnAMP INC-VA) 
0427 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION 
0437 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
D438 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
POwER PLANTS, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
059~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
I APPL lEU I 
J7H CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
0~0& CONSERVATION, EDUCATION, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, TIDAL WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
U9l0 CONSERVATION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDAL 
WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
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1016 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, CONSERVATION, CRABS, FISHERIES, OYSTER IN~USTKY, 
SPORT FISHING, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
1310 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, SLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1499 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILAd~E 
FOR REVIEW 
2226 CONSERVATION, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATIUN, BLUE CRAB 
2237 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, LEGISLATION, LifE 
HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, BLUE CRAB 
225& CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, CONTINENTAL SHELF, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, BLUE 
CRAll, MOLTING 
2&15 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER QUALITY, 
WATER RI::SOURCE S 
• 2&2& CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLNSERVATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLI=~lt WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2750 BIRDS, CONSERVATION, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
3523 CLASSIFICATION, CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
3631 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3642 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CONSERVATION, EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINI4 
3645 RICHMOND COUNTY, VAt NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3670 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CONS~RVATION, EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
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3713 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
ECONOMICS, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3722 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, 
tCOLDGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3723 EASTERN SHORE PLANNIN; DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
ECOLOGY, LAND USEr MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3724 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3725 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOJ, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION, RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
3726 tASTERN SHORE PLA~~ING DISTRICT, VAr CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION, RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, WATER YEAR 
3980 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CHEMICAL WASTES, 
CONSERVATION, LAND USE, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SEWAGE, WATER UTILIZATION, 
ZONING, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
4J01 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
LEGISLATION, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, HARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
4013 MIDDLE P~NINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
VIRGINIA 
4vl8 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr CLIMATOLOGY, CONSERVATION, 
ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, POPULATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
4U41 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, CONSERVATlONr ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISHING, 
NATURAL RES0URCES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
4048 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, LAND USi, 
MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN CQMMISSIONS, WATER RESOURCES 
4053 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LONSERVATION, DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RiVER, RECREATION 
4054 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER ~ASINS 
******************************************************************************** 
CONSOLI OAT I ON 
******************************************************************************** 




1445 CONSTRUCTION, COSTS, EROSION CONTROL, JAMES KIVER, RIVER ~ASINS, ROAD 
CONSTRUCTION, SEDIM~~T CONTROL, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, UR~ANIZATION, VIRGINIA 
4046 RADCO PLANNING DISTRlCTr VA, CONSTRUCTION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, 
WATER DEMAND, WATER STORAGE, WATER SUPPLY, WATER TREATMENT 
4050 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, DAMSITES, IMPOUNDHtNTSt 




1023 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, DEEP WATER, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PO~T AUTHORITIES, 
UNITED STATES 
1024 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTSr EXPORT, IMPO~T, 
INDUSTRIES, PORT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 
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1026 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES 
3927 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FACILITIES, 
MUNICIPAL WASTES, PLANNING, SEWAGE TREATMENT, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
TREATMENT 
4<)12 GlOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 













0322 CONTINENTAL SHELF, WATE~ TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
03L3 CONTINENTAL SHELF, SALINITY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0652 ~ATHYMETKY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, MARINE GEOLOGY, HlODLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
U7l4 CONTINENTAL SHELF, CURRENTS (WATER), RUNOFF, TEMPERATURE, WINOS, MIDDLE 
ATL~NTIC BIGHT 
0U50 HldLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
~IVEK, K~~PAHANNOCK RIVtR, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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OB70 CHAETOGNATHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DATA COLLECTIONS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
0974 CHAETOGNATHSo CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
0980 AGING IBIULOGICAL), CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
GONADS, SPAWNING, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, LtNGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, 
SEAROBINS 
1008 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, DIVERSIFICATION, 
JAMES RIVER, POPULATION, YORK RIVER, SHANNON$ THEORtUK 10, HAMPTON RJAuS 
1943 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CORES, SANDS, StDIMENTS 
2142 ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA 
COLLECTIONS, DIATOMS, ~EASONAL DISTKIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
2146 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, COPEPODS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TE~PERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
2162 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CC~TINENTAL SHELF, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, EASTERN ;rlORE IVA-HOI, VIRGINIA 
2164 CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT. SEINING 
216B CONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, 
REPRODUCTION, SKATES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2256 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, CONTINENTAL SHELf, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, BLUE 
CRAB, MOLTING 
22B5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA 
2314 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, LITHIFICATION, SEDIMENTS, TOPO~KA~HY 
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2339 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, FISH REPRODUCTION, LARVAL 
GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
2340 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
REPKODUCTION, URUCHORDATES, VIRGINIA 
2701 CONTINENTAL SHELF, ZOOPLANKTON, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2967 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISCHARGE (WATER), FRESHWATER, 
NORTHEAST U.S., RIVER FLDNt SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
2976 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIRCULATION, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CURRENTS IWATERI, 
VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BiGHT 
3363 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, CONTINENTAL SHELF, REFRACTION (WATER 
WAVESI, VIRGINIA, WAVES lWATERI 
3417 CHESAPEAKE BAY, .COMMERCIAL FISHING, CONTINENTAL SHELf, FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
flSHEKIES, LABOR, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3418 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELf, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MAKINE ALGAE, 
MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3419 BENTHIC FAUNA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, FlSH POPULATIONS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
1455 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, HYDROGRAPHY, SAL1NITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
MluDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3510 BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, CONTINENTAL SHELFt MAPS, VIRGINIA 
3562 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, ENERGY TRANSfER, SHORES, WAVES IWATERI, 
MIUDLt ATLANTIC BIGHT 
J~b~ EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELf, ENERGY TRANSFER, 
REFKACTION IHATEK WAVESI, WAVES iWATER), MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
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3607 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, SE~THlC FAUNA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SEASONAL Dl$TRIBUTlON, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3688 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, wATER CIRCULATION, wATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3689 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELf, HYDROGRAPHY, 
NERITIC, SALINITY, wATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3961 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
ECONOMICS, NATURAL GAS, NATURAL RESOURCES, OIL, RESOURCE UEVELOPMENT, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
396B EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CONTINENTAL 
SHELF, ECONOMIC IMPACT, MANAGEMENT, OIL, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTlL BIGHT, 
COASTAL ZONE 
3991 AIR POLLUTION, NnRTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNiNG DISTRICT, CONTINENTAL SH~LF, 
DRILLING, ECONOM'C IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLORATION, LtGAL 
ASPECTS, NATURAL GAS, OIL, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
4020 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 




3571 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, CRUSTACtANS, 
DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
3751 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, FISH, LIFE HISTORY 
STUUIES, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3756 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CATCH, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, E~LS 1 FOOD 
HABITS, JUVENILE FISHES, MORPHOLOGY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
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******************************************************************************** -
0276 CONTROL STRUCTURES, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVeR, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
******************************************************************************** 
COOLING ;.ATER 
•* ****** :O.:<t**.!Wt*:O.:* ** ********** .. **·****:(c.******************************************** 
OOB9 COOLING ~ATER, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
CHEMISTRY, WAlEk ~UALITY 
0)65 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER 
PRODUCTION, POWER PLANTS 
OJB7 COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANlS 1 PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
0635 BEt;THIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTSt PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PRuOUCTIVITY, THEkMAL WATeR, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1435 A~UAT!C LIFE, CHEMICAL WASTES~COULING WATER, COST-BENEfit ANALYSIS, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PUBLIC UTILITIES, 
kADIOALTIVE WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION• VIRGINIA 
!6o0 COJLING wATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION 
2004 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COOLING WATER, ElECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, 
THc~MAL POLLUTION 
2604 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, 





0319 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPODS, CRUSTACEANS, INVERTEBRATES 
0404 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPOOS, ?ISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
0715 COPEPOOS, FISH PARASITES 
0751 BIOASSAY, CHLORINE. COPEPODS, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL ~TRESS 
0827 COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0941 BIOASSAY, COPEPODS, ZOOPLANKTON 
1.B14 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPODS, ZOOPLANKTON 
2146 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, COPEPODS, SEASONAL DISTkltlUTION, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
2369 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~OPEPOUS, MORPHOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
2562 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~JPEPOUS, DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
2563 CHESAPEAKE BAT, COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HlSTukY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBU!ION, SYSTEMATICS 
3b14 NORTHERN NECK ?LANNING DISTRICT; VA. CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPODS, FISH 
PARASITES, LIFE CYCLES, REPRODUCTION, ~EASONAL DISTRIBUTION 




•••••• ** ***** *** **** •• ** •••••. ,. **** ****** **** **·***** •• **** ** •• *** "'*. ** ** *" .. ¥ *" ·~ 
2349 CALCIUM, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, HEAVY METALS, MAGNESIUM, POTA~SIUM, 
SALINITY, SODIUM, ZINC, BLUE CRAB 
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3601 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DIST~ICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, DISTRIBUTION, 




0282 BIOASSAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, COPPER SULFATE, SPOT, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2243 COPPER SULFATE, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, PESTICIDES 




0406 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 
I~VESTIGATIONS, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 





040d BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
0409 oOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1000 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE DRILLING, CORES, DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS, HAMPTON 
ROADS 
1~43 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CORES, SANDS, SEDIMENTS 
z;d~ LHE~APFAKE BAY, CORES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
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2495 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, HEAVY METALS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
3149 CHANNELS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEDl~E~TSr VIRGINI'' 
YORK RIV!:R 
3678 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BORON, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, 
SALINITY, SEDIMENTS 





0261 CORIOLIS FORCE, ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY~ VIRGINIA 
*******************~**~**~****************·~··~********~*****************~****1 
CORROTOHAN RIVER . 
**********************~*****************~*************************************' 
l33b CORROTOHAN KIVER, j"MES RIVER, OYSIE?.S, VIRGINIA, OYSicR SETTING 
l'6b BEDS UNDER WATER, CORROTOHAN RIVER, EAST RIVER, VA, G~EAT ~lCOMICO RIVER 
VA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVeR, VIRGl~lA 
YORK RIVER 





0594 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YOKK RJVEK 
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10b3 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGABLE hATERS, PAMUNKEY RIVEA, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1409 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, CHANNELING, CHANNELS, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, JANES 
RIVER, !IIAVIGABLE RIVERS, VIA.GINIA 
1416 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, DREDGING, EttVIRONME!tlTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, 
LONG-TERM PLANNII'<Go PROJECT FEASIBILJTY, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
·1435 AQUATIC LIFE, CHEMICAL WASTES, COOLING WATER, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PUBLIC UTILITIES, 
RADIOACTIVE WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA . 
2884 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-t;ENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, 
wATER QUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
3007 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, £CONOMl.CSo FEDERAL JURISDICTION. 
FUTUKE PLANNING I PROJEC TEOh POTOMAC RIVER, II AT ER KESOURCES 
3017 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD 
PROTEC Tl ON, ICED LAKES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALI JY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT~ WATER SUPPLY 
***** *"' ** ** ** *** * *** ****** ** ************ **** ****** •• ···-······••f'···-······ .. ··· COST ALLOCATION 
• *"' ***"' * *** ****** •••• ** ***** ****************************** ••.•• ·······-·*··········· 
0214 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST ALLOCATION, ESTIMATED COSTS, JAMES Rl VER, 




401>1 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, COST ANALYSIS, RIVER BASINS, 





1445 CONSTRUCTION, COSTS, EROSION CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, .RIVER BASINS, ROAU 




0038 CRAB INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
0046 CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
.03.28 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTR:t, BLUE CRAB 
0334 CHESAPEAKE BAY., CKAB INDUS TRY, FIStllNG GEAil., YORK RIVER 
0423 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUST.RY, COMKERtiAL FlSHlNG, CRAB INDUSTRY., OYSTER. 
.INDUSTRY 
0625 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR, TRA-PPING 
Ob26 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRASS, SHELLFISH 
0627 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR 
0631 CRAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, HISTORY, OYST.ER. INDUSTRY, SHIPS 
0730 CRAB INDUSTRY, OKEOGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULAT.ION, THI::KHAL 
POLLUTION, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
0879 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES., FISHING GEAR, BLUE CRAB 
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11B4 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FRESHWATER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAIN, 
RAINFALL-~UNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
12~4 BIOLOGY, CRAB INDUSTRY, ECO~OMICS, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REV1EW 
1215 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FOODS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1549 BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARINE AIR 
MASSES, VIRGINIA 
lb03 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
POLLUTANTS, RECKEATION 1 SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1b27 CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
1b2B CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
1865 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
2237 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABSt LEGISLATION, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, BLUE CRAB 
2244 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS 
2300 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, VIRGJNJA, BLUE CRAB 
l482 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
~641 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
>117 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
~/ld CRA~ INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
ill~ LMAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
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2720 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2721 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2722 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CKAB 
2724 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2725 BACTERIA, CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2761 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, YORK RIVER 
2775 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, BLUE CRAB 
2776 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, FISHERIES, SOUTHEAST 
u.s. 
217B CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, BLUE CRAB 
2779 CRAB INDUS TRY 1 FbnERIES, SOUTHEAST U.S., BLUE CRAll 
2780 CRAB INDUSTRY, FiSHERIES, LABOR, BLUE CRAB 
2793 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2B01 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR 
3126 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNA'JAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3127 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FUR 
REVIErl 
3151 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, HISTORY, SHELLFISH, UNITED STATES 
1~7 
31B3 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
Rf.VIEW 
3445 CATCH, CRAB I~OUSTRYo FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, BLUE CRAB 




0080 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, JAMES RIVER, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK 
kiVER, YORK RIVER 
0230 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, SHELLFISH 
0325 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB 
0327 BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, SPORT FISH 
0330 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, FUNGI, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER~ BLUE CRAB 
0338 CHESAPEAKE OAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRABS 
0445 CKABS, AMOEBAE 
0538 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MORTALITY, PARASITISM, 
PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, AMOEBAE 
J~69 CRABS, HOSTS, MUSSELS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, 
0~93 CKABS, DISTRIBUTION, HARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, YORK RIVER 
0625 CHAR INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR, TRAPPING 
14B 
0626 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, SHELLFISH 
0627 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR 
0628 CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION 
0629 CRABS, LOBSTERS, SHRIMP 
0632 BIOCHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRASS, VIRGINIA, 
0633 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, 
0642 COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRABS, HISTORY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
0649 CRAdS, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA 
0650 CRABS, SALT TOLERANCE, BLUE CRAB, OSMOREGULATION 
0654 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CRABS, OE~MOCYSTIOIUM, MARINE FU~GI, OY~TERS, SCAVENGERS 
0658 CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUAklES, FISH, OYSTERS 
0659 CRASS, ANGIOSPERMS 
0661 CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, SALINITY, MOLTING 
0666 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, CRABS 
0667 CRA~S, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0668 AMINO ACIDS, CRASS, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
06B1 CRABS, NEHERTEANS, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, SLUE CRAB 
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0696 CKAS5, MORPHOLOGY, FEEDING 
0699 CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PLANKTON, MOLTING 
071& CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, REPRODUCTION, SLUE CRAB 
U779 CRABS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, BLUE 
CRAb 
0805 CRABS, FOULING, SESSILE ALGAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0834 CRAdS, OlSTR18UTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0857 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, PORES, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK Rl VE:R 
088'> CRAil$, OYSTER IND.USTRY, OYSTERS, PARASITIS,.., VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0914 CRABS, FUNGI, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
0920 CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS 
092& ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, LETHAL LIMIT, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PESTICIDES 
OY47 CKABS, ECOLOGY, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORTALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
0~4ij ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LETHAL LIMIT, SALINITY, SALT 
TULtRANCE, ZOOPLANKTON 
0~64 CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, ZOOPLANKTON 
0~&i CRABS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY 
<Uo5 CRABS, r~ORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, FEEDING 
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0994 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, MOLTING 
1018 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, CONSERVAT10No CRABS, FISHERIES, OYSTER INOUSTRY, 
SPORT FISHING, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POllUTION 
1048 CRABS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
1061 CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, VIRGINIA. YORK RIVER, F~EDING 
1077 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS 
1093 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRASS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MARYLAND, 
TRIBUTARIES, VIKGINIA 
1147 CRABS, OYSTERS, ~ARASITISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1170 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, GROWTH RATES 
1403 CH~SA?EAKE aAY, ~RABS, DiSTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MuilJACK BAY, 
YJRK RIVER 
1595 CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB 
1658 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, DISTRIBUTION 
1815 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, SHRIMP 
1838 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, FOODS, BLUE CRAB 
2124 CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, ReSeARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
2162 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, VIRGINIA 
151 
2176 CRABS, LEGISLATION, PUBLIC HEALTH, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, 
2181 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, EASTeRN SHORE IVA-MO), GROWTH STAGES, lARVAL GROWTH 
STAGe 
l237 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, lEGISlATION, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDieS, MANAGEMENT, BLUE CRAB 
2244 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS 
2259 CRABS, FOOD HABITS, LARVAE, MICROORGANISMS, PLANKTON 
2260 CRABS 1 DDT, LETHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, BLUE CRAB 
2l6l CRABS, DDT, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, VIRGINIA 
2309 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, GROWTH RATES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA 
2323 C~ESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, BLUE CRAB, MOlTING, MARICULTURE, HAMPTON ROADS 
2397 BIOTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
2482 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
2483 CRAdS, OXYGEN REQ~!REHENTS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2946 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GROWTH STAGES, 
StASUNAL UISTRIBUliON, VIRGINIA, MOLTING 
2980 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CRABS, LARVAE, PLANKTON, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1147 CAfCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, VIRGINIA 
Jl85 CHE~APEAKf BAY, CRABS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABlE FOR REVIEW 
152 
3362 CRABS, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
3540 CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, REPRODUCTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3565 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3590 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, ESTUARINE 
ENVIRONMENT, LARVAE, POPULATION DYNAMICS, SHRIMP, YORK RIVER 
3709 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CRABS, SYSTEMATICS 
3787 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEHAVIOR, CRABS, REPRODUCTION, 
VIRGINIA 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 
·~******************•···~············~·••***********~¥***********************¥** 
3943 CRATER PLANNING DI"TRICT, VA, GREENVILLE COUNTY, VA, rCONUMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR ~UPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREA ION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 









0234 CROAKER, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA, 
153 
0264 CROAKER, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0501 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, 
DISTRibUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
0658 CRAB~, CROAKER, CURRENTS IWATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 





1537 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CROPS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, 
SATELLITES IARTI~ICIALl, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, WATER TREATMENT 
1609 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CROPS, fORESTRY, PLANT 




007d CRUISES, JAMES RIVER, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLJNG, VIRGINIA 
Oj24 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, NUTRIENTS, 
PHYTfJPLANKTUN, SA~PLINu, SESTON, YOH.K RIVER 
0406 HDTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 
INVESTIGATIO~S, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
~407 BATHYMETRY, BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, YORK RIVER 
0~Utl BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
o.J~ HOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
lS'o 
0527 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, ON-SITE DATA CULLECTIONS, 
SAMPLING 
1137 CHESAPEAI<.E BAY, CRUISES, DATA COLLECTIONS, PLANKTON-,. SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
** ****** ** **** ** ****·***** ** *"'·* ******"'****•••• ** ***'"*"'* **""'* *****'** ** .... ** *"' ****** 
CRUSTACEANS 
* *****'** ******** **** ** :CW:*~.:C: ** :!Ct* **** ****** **** **** $* **~*~¥ ** 09-~ ** ** 'lt~ ~* ****** ~0 •• ** :t 
0080 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAbS, CRUSTACEANS, JAMES RIVERo PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, YORK RIVER 
0230 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS,. SHELLFISH 
0319 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPODS, CRUSTACEANS, INVERTEBRATES 
0432 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNI<.EY Rl \IE H., POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRidUTJQN, VIRGINIA, WATERfLtAS 
0529 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
0762 CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
0803 CRUSTACEANS, DIUH.NAL DISTH.IBUTIUN, PAMUNKEY RIVER, ¥ERTICAL MIGRATION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, MYSIDS 
0857 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, PORES, SYSTEMATICS, Vlk~lNIAt 
YORK RIVER 
0925 CRUSTACEANS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YURK H.IVER, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
0931 CRUSTACEANS, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
0969 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL ~ROWTH STAGE, 
PAMUNKEY RIVER, MORPHOLOGY, YORK RIVER 
155 
1054 CHLORIDES, CRUSTACEANS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB, 
OSMOREGULATION 
1055 CRUSTACEANS, PROTEINS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
1077 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS 
1574 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRUSTACEANS, PROTOZOA, SYMBIOSIS 
1815 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, SHRIMP 
1930 CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, ISOPODS 
2162 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORe IVA-MDI, VIRGINIA 
2181 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH 
STAGE 
2183 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MDI, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2245 CRUSTACEANS, LARVAE, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, ZOOPLANKTON 
2275 CATCH, CRUSTACEANS, FISHERIES 
L21b BIOMASS, CRUSTACEANS, CTENOPHORES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, CNIDARIA 
22Bl CHESA~EAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, SHRIMP, 
VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
2ld9 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, LARVAL ~ROWTH 
~TAGl, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
241'1 CHESAPEAKe BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, ISOPOOS, UNITED STATES, 
VIR~INIA, DELAWARE bAY 
156 
2714 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY 
3426 BIOASSAY, CRUSTACEANS, EFFLUENTS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, 
SHRIMP, TOXICITY 
3571 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, C~USTACEANS, 




0366 CTENOPHORES, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, PLANKTON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YOKK KIVER 
075B BIOLUMINESCENCE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CTENOPHORES, DINOFLAGELLATE$, SCYPHOZOA 
0958 CTENOPHORES, ZOOPLANKTON 
1072 CTENOPHORES, LARVAE, OYSTERS, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES 
1714 CTENOPHORES, EQU;~IIENT, JELLYFISH, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
180t CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~7ENOPHORES, JELLYFISH 
2276 BIOMASS, CRUSTACEANS, CTENOPHORES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, CNIOARIA 




0709 CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING, MARICULTURE 
2274 CULTCH, HATCHING, OYSTERS 
157 
******************************************************************************** CULTIVATION ' 
******************************************************************************** 
22b9 CLAMS, CULTIVATION, MARICULTURE 




0814 CULTURES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PHYLOGENY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, ZOOSPORES 
105b CLAMS, CULTURES, GROWTH RATES, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, MARICULTURE 
1119 CULTURES, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON ~ICROSCOPY, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, 
STRUCTURE 
1121 CULTURES, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PROTOZOA 
3495 AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, CATCH, CULTURES, FISH POPULATIONS, 




00,4 LURRENT METERS, ESTUARIES 
******************************************************************************** 
CURRENTS l WA TERJ 
~*~**•**~~~*********•*********************************************************** 
<>Old CURRENTS lWATERl, UATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, WIND VELOCITY 
158 
0059 CHEMICAL ANALYS.IS, CURRENTS IWATERJ, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0060 CURRENTS IWATERJ, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES ·RIV.ER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, HEATHER DATA 
0061 CURRENTS IWATERlr DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIKGIN1Ao HATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER OATA 
0088 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS !WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, HYDRO~RAPHY, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, HEATHER DATA 
0096 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CURRENTS IWATERJ, TIDES, TRIBUTARIES 
0262 CURRENTS lWATERl, ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0566 CHESAPEAKE BAY, Cl~RENTS lWATERl, OILY WATER, POLLUTANTS, SURFACE WATERS, 
WINDS 
0658 CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS l WATERJ, ESfUARIES, FISH, OYSTEttS 
0117 CURRENTS !WATER), JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA 
0724 CONTINENTAL SHELF, CURRENTS IWATERJ, RUNOFF, TEMPERATURE, WIND~, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC B 1 GHT 
0726 ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS IWATERJ, OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, _VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1012 CURRENTS (WATER), HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
1075 CURRENTS !WATER), FEEDING RATES, OYSTERS, TURBIDITY 
1165 CURRENTS IWATERI, STORMS, STREAMFLOW, TIDES, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS (BASINS!, YORK RIVER 
159 
1341 CURRENTS !WATER), DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVER, NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, 
PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS, PHYTOPLANKTON, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK, SALINITY, 
TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1367 CJRRENTS IHATERJ, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1388 CURRENTS IWATERI, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, 
kAT~K TEMPERATURE 
1432 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERl, DREDGING, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, 
TIDAL EFFECTS, TUNNEL HYDRAULICS, TUNNELING, TUNNELS, HAMPTON ROADS 
1698 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER!, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, NORTH CARuLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
1897 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERJ, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
RIVER, PHOSPHATES, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, HATER TEMPERATURE 
1898 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS !HATER), POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
2134 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IHATERJ, DATA COLLECTIONS, HODEL STUDIES, POTOMAC 
RIVI::R, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
2156 CHANNELS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERI, PROFILES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
SHOALS, TIDES 
2227 CURRENTS IWATERJ, DENSiTY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
24JU CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, SEDIMENT 
TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA 
2101 CURRENTS (WATER!, EQUIPMENT, HYDRAULICS 
l7o0 CURRENTS (WATER), DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER CIRCULATION 
160 
2794 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERI, DENSITY CURRENTS, DYE ~ELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
2900 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), DENSITY, HYDROGRAPHY, NORTHEAST U.S., 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2934 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS (WATER), JAMES RIVER, 
PLANKTON, REMOTE SENSING, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2940 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CU~RENTS IWATERJ, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL wATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
2942 CHLORINATION, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER), HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATURE 
2943 CURRENTS I~ATERl, HYDROGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUT l'QN, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, WINTER 
2976 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, CONTINENTAL SHElF, CURRENTS IWATtRI, 
VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ~TLANT!C BIGHT 
3249 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERJ, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3434 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CU~RENTS IWATERJ, ESTUARIES, SAND ~ARS, SEDIMENT 
TRANSPORT, SEDIMEN .. ATION, SHOALS, SHORES, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
3437 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERl, ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFeCTS, 
GEOLOGY, PLANNING, SEA WATER, WAVES (WATER), WIN~S, HAMPTON ROADS 
j439 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDRODYNAMICS, HYDROGRAPHY, MOBJACK BAY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
3448 CURRENTS IWATERJ, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, 
3449 CURRENTS IWATERI, DYE RELEASES, HYDROLOGY, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, 
3459 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERJ, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, INLETS 
IHATERWAYSlt TIDAL EfFECTS, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
le>l 
3~67 CURRENTS I~ATERJ, ELIZABETH RIVER, SALINITY, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMP~kATURE 
3~96 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATERJo MODEL STUDIES, SE~AGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, SHELLFISH, TIOES, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
3597 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CURRENTS !WATER), EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MOl, FLOW MEA~UREMENT, HYDRAULICS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL WATERS, 
VIKGINIA 
J782 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS !WATER), DATA 








0876 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DIATOMS, 
DINOfLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, POPULATION, YORK RIVER 
1699 BACTEHIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYCLING NUTRIENTS 
21~2 ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA 




~830 CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, JELLYFISH 
111~ CULiUKf.S, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA 
STRUCTUKE 
162 
1121 CULTURES, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PROTOZOA 
2163 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, EASTERN SHeRE IVA-MOlt PARASITISM, 
PHYLOGENY, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, MORPHOLO!>Y, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 





3513 DAMAGES, EEL GRASS, VIRGINIA, 
************************~******************************************************' 
DAMS 
* * ** ***** ** ** ** ** ** **** ** * * ******** ******* •••••••••••••.••• ****** ********** *****' 
0091 DAMS, FLOOD CONTRJL, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTlO~ 
0113 DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC PlANTS, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0221 APPOMATTOX RIVER, DAMS, IMPOUNDED WATERS, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS, 
VIRGINIA 
02~8 DAMS, ENGINEERING, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, INDUSTRIAl WATER, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0299 DAMS, DESIGN FLOOD, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, RAPPAHANNOCK KlVER, 
REGIONAL FLOOD, VIRGINIA 
0373 DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1006 DAMS, FLOOD CONTROL, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, wATER REQUIREMENTS 
1189 DAMS, FISH, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA, WILDLIFE, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1&3 
1545 CANALS, DAMS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC PD~ERPLANTS, 
E~GINEERING, EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
2268 DAMS, HYOROGRAPrlY, MARINE ANIMALS, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGULATION, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 
3412 OA~S, FISH POPULATIONS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA 
*********************~********************************************************** 
DAMS I TES 
***********************~******************************************************** 
0024 DAMSITES, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
4050 RADCU PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CONSTRUCTION, DAMSITES, IMPOUNDMENTS, 




0018 CURRENTS !WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, WIND VELOCITY 
0058 DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, STATISTICS, SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
0059 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS [WATER), DATA COllECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
UJ&O CUKKENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
lcM~£RAIUKE, WEATHtR DATA 
JJol CURRENTS !WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
OJBB C.tltMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS IWATERlt DATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES 
~IVck, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
164 
0542 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, OAiA COLLECTIONS, DATA PROCESSING, PATH 
OF POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SATELLITES !ARTIFICIAL), SuLAK RAOI~TION, 
TURBIDITY, WATER QUALITY 
0555 CHRYSOPHYTA, DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETklEVAlr HYDROLO~IC 
DATA, OCEANOGRAPHY 
0595 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSI~t 
MATHEMATiCAL MODELS, OXYGEN DEMAND, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0602 DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
0604 AMMONIA, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITRATES, STATIONS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0606 DATA COllEC.TlUNS, ENERGY BUDGET, SEDIMENT LOAD, SESTON, SUSPENSION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RlV:R 
0609 CHLOROPHYLL, DATA ~OLLECTIONS, NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YO~K 
RIVER 
0841 DATA COLLECTIONS, rHYTOPLANKTON, STABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0852 BENTHIC FAUNA, DAIA COLLECTIONS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0865 AQUATIC. PRODUCTIVITY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMeNT, 
METHODOLOGY, RESPIRATION 
0870 CHAETOGNATHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DATA COLLECTIONS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
0873 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTIO~, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
087& CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DIATOMS, 
DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, POPULATION, YURK RIVER 
165 
0939 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYS(S, DATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, JAMtS RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0942 DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES 
09b1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DENSITY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
09b2 DATA COLLECTIONS, UISSOLVED OXYGENe HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY ~IVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0977 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED SOLIDS, SEA WATER, SILICA 
1000 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE DRILLING, CORES, DATA COLLECTIONS, S[DIMENTS, HAMPTON 
ROADS 
1D01 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALI~ITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1043 CLIMATIC DATA, DATA COLLECTIONS, VIRGINIA, 
lOdl DATA COLLECTIONS, VIRGINIA, WA1ER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1082 DATA COLLECTIONS, SOLAR RADIATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1137 CHESAPfAKE BAY, C.RUISES, DATA COLLECTIONS, PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1~24 DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, FINANCING, JAMES RIVER, 
PROJECT BENEFITS, PROJECT PURPOSES, VIRGINIA 
1425 DATA COlLECTIONS, ENGINEERING, FlOOD CONTROl, FLOOD PLAINS, JAMES RIVER, 
MAPS, MAXIMUM PROBABLE FlOOD, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIAi WATERSHEDS 
ltlASINSI, ZONING 
ilJJ CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRI~UTIONt NITROGEN,.NUTRIENTS, 
UN-~ITE DATA COllECTIONS, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
166 
2134 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, HODEL STUDIES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
2142 ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA 
COLLECTIONS, DlATOMS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
2159 CLAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS, GASTROPODS, POLYCHAETES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SEDIMENTS, STATlSTtCAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
2348 ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, 
DIVERSifiCATION, OSTRACODS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
345& DATA COLLECTIONS, OCEANOGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT, 
3537 BEACHES, DATA COLLECTIONS, PROFILES, VIRGINIA, 
3539 BIOTA, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, POWER PLANTS., VIRGINIA, 
3782 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), DATA 




0542 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA P~OCESSING, PATH 
OF POLLUTANTS, RlHOTE SENSING, SATELLITES (ARTIFICIAL), SOLAR RAD!ATIUN, 
TURBIDITY, WATER QUALITY 
1542 AIR POLLUTION, DATA PROCESSING, REMOTE SENSING 
1825 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTERS, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND 
RETRIEVAL, INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
1834 BIOLOGY, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND 
RETRIEVAL, INFORMAl ION RETRIEVAL, SYSTEMATICS 
167 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
J555 CHRYSUPHYTA, DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, OCEANOGKAPHY 
0942 DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES 
1424 DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, FINANCING, JAMES RIVER, 
PROJECT BENEfiTS, ~RDJECT ~URPOSES, VIRGINIA 
17bb BENTHOS, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS 
1825 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE .BAY, COMPUTERS, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND 
RETRIEVAL, INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
1~34 BIOLOGY, BIOTA, ChESAPEAKE BAY, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND 




ll84 DATA TRANSMISSION, LARVAE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MEASUKEMENT, SHELLFISH 
37d9 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, 
OATA TRANSMISSION, ELIZABETH RIVER, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJtCTEDl, 




0185 ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIDES, BRUSH CONTROL, CHLORJNATED 
HYPROCARBON PESTICIDES, DDT, DIELDRIN, LEGAL A~~ECTS, PESTICIDES, 
VIKGINIA, 
168 
0978 DDT, PESTICIDES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, YOR~ 
RIVER 
1~13 ALEWIVES, ALDSIDS, ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DOT, JAMES RIVER, 
PESTICIDE RESIDUES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAP~AHANNOCK RIVER 
2224 DDT, METABOLISM, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CKAU 
2260 CRABS, DOT, LETHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, BLUE ~RAB 
2261 CRABS, PDT, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, VIRGINIA 
3118 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ODT, PESTICIDES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3577 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DDT, METAaOLISM, PESTICIDES, 









1023 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, DEEP WATER, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
UNITED STATES 
3752 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DEEP WAlEK, fiSH, SYSTEMATICS 
···········································································~···· DEER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 








0663 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SPOKES 
1183 CHESAPEAKE BAY, D~LAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MARYLAND, 
VIRGINIA 
1262 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MARYLAND, SHORE 
biROS, VIRGINIP, WATERfOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEH 
1293 AMPHIBIANS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MARYLAND, 
REPTILES, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILAoLE FOR REVIEW 
1433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 
MAIHEMATICAL MJDtL~, POTOMAC RiVEK, SALINE HATER INTRUSIO~, WATER QUALITY 
1679 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OELA~ARE, FROGS, MARYLAND, .MORPHOLOGY, VIR~INIA 
ltlll CHESAPEAKE BAY, D.ELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ALGAE, MARYLAND, NORTH 
CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
2536 AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DOMESTIC WATER, LIVESTOCK, 
MARYLAND, RURAL AReAS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
2603 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, MARYLAND, 
STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
l121 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
VlRviNIA, WATERFOWL 
170 
2810 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAYS, DELAWARE, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2812 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DELAWARE, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2867 BIROS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARSHES, MARYLAND, 
VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
2925 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAliARE, FROGS, MARYLAND, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
·3325 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MOl, INLAND WATERWAYS, 
MARYLAND, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA, DELAWARE SAY 
3418 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ALGAE, 
MARYLAND, NORTH CAKULINA, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3475 CHESAPEAKE BAY, u~LAWAR~, EASIERN SHORE IVA-MDI, MARYLAND, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, VIRGI~'Ar WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
3971 EASTERN SHORE PL.:.;;;;HiG DISTRICT, VA, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, 
GROUNDWATER, MA~~. MARtLAND, VIRGINIA, WATER KESOURCES 
3975 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NOKTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, NEWPORT NEW~, VA, NORFOLK, VA, DELAWARE, INUUSTKIES, LANU USE, 




1572 AQUICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MORTALITY~ OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, DELAWARE 
BAY 
1602 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
SHIPS, TRANSPORTATION, HAMPTON ROADS, DELAWARE BAY 
1645 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE 
FISHES, PATUXENT RIVEK, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE BAY 
171 
2479 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, ISOPODS, UNITED STATES, 
VIRGINIA, DELAWARE BAY 
2713 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GULFS, JELLYFISH, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA, 
DELAWARE BAY 
3325 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), INLAND WATERWAYS, 
MARYLAND, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA, DELAWARE BAY 
3513 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POPULATION, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, BLUE CRAB, DELAWARE BAY, C + D CANAL 




3557 AMERICAN SHAD, DELAWARE RIVER, FISH BEHAVIOR, SPAW~JNG 
3572 EASTERN SHOKE PLANNING OlSTRICT, VA, BLUEFISH, DELAWARE RIVER, FISH 
PA~ASITES, ISOPOD$, PARASITISM, FEEDING 
3742 AGE, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt 
UELA~ARE kiVER, SIZE, SPAWNING 




0961 LHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DENSITY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
ll~U CHeSAPEAKE BAY, DENSITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
172 
2227 CURRENTS IWATERI 1 DENSITY, ESTUARINE ENVlRONHE~T, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
2519 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DENSITY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, GROWTH RATES, HAoiTATS, 
MORTALITY, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, MARlCULTURE 
2900 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERI, DENSITY, HYDROGRAPHY, NORTHEAST u.s., 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• UENSITY CURRENTS 
······························································~················ 
2758 DENSITY CURRENTS, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SALINITY, 
VELOCITY, VIRGINIA 
279~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERio DENSITY CURRENTS, DYE RELEASES, 




Ol2Z DEPOSITION ISED:~~NTS), GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMOKPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, STRATlGR~.nf, VIRGINIA 
Oll3 DEPOSITION ISEDIMENTSJ, GEOLOGIC lNVESTIGATIDNSt GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
02B0 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DEPOSITION !SEDlMENTSI, SAND 8ARSo SEDIMENTATION 
0333 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION !SEDIMENTS), DIAGENESIS, SEDIMENTATION 
0341 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DEPOSITION !SEDlMENTSI, SESTON 
098B ADSORPTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, DEPOSITION !SEDIMENTS!, 
RADIOACTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
173 
2829 DEPOSITION (SEDIMENTSI, EROSION, GEOMORPHOLOGY, HISTORIC fLOOD, 




0018 CUR~ENTS (WAlEK), DATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, WIND VELOCITY 
2132 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONDUCTIVITY, DEPTH, EQUIPMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC 




0004 bEDS UNDER WATER, DERMOCYSTIDIUH, JAMES RIVER, MORTAliTY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SAliNITY, VIRGINIA 
0378 ANIMAl PATHOlOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTlDlUM, OYSTERS, PATHOGENIC 
FUNGI 
0648 DERMOCYSTIDIUM, MSX, OYSTERS, ViRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0654 ANII~Al PATHOlOGY, CKABS, OERMOCYSTlDIUM, MARINE FUNGI, OYSTERS, SCAVENGER~ 
0708 DERt~OCYSTlDlUM, OV.STERS; PATHOlOGY 
U731 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCVSTIDIUM, MORTAliTY, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
Ot129 DERMOCYSTIDIUM, MARINE FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POlLUTANTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK KIVtK, OYSTER SETTING 
J95U CHESAPEAKf BAY, ClAM INDUSTRY, ClAMS, DERHOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOlLUSKS, HSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
lOu£ DEK'IIlCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION, fUNGI, MORTAliTY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
174 
1003 DERHOCYST!OIUH, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VJRGINIA, 
1004 DERHOCYSTIDIUHt DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS. VIRGINIA, 
1009 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIOlUM, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOlLUSKS, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1015 DERMOCYSTIDIUM, FUNGI, JAMES RIVERo MORTAliTY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNQCK 
RIVER, SHEllfiSH, VIRGINIA 
1028 DERMOCYSTIDIUH, FUNGI, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SHELlfiSH, VIRGINIA 
1342 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OERMOCYSTIDIUH, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK R1VER 
2242 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERHOCYSTIDlUM, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
FUNGI, PARASITISM; VIRGINIA 
224ij DERHOCYSTIOIUM, FU~Gl, OYSTERS 
2250 DERMOCYSTIDIUH, fUNGI, MORTAliTY, MUD, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 





3637 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, DESIGN 





0299 DAMS, DESIGN FlOOD, FLOOD CONTROL, FlOOD PlAINSo RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
kEGIONAL FLOOD, VIRGINIA 
~-·············································································· DESIGN STANDARDS 
····································································*••••••••••t 
~643 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DESIGN 




2706 BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITROGEN, 




0333 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION ISEDIMENTSJ, DIAGENESIS, SEDIMENTATION 
2220 CLAY MINERALS, DIAGENESIS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2365 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, JAMES 
RIVER, PATUXENT RIVeR, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
**********************•························································· OIATOMACEOUS EARTH 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ol7Q ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAINt CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, SEDIMENTARY 
PrTKOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
0162 LLAYS, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
fORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
176 
019o DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 




0444 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLAN~TON, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, WATER TEMPERATURE 
OB76 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DIATOMS, 
DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTIUN, PHYTOPLANKTON, POPULATION, YORK RlVEK 
1094 BACTERIA, DIATOMS, MARINE ALGAE, PLANKTON 
1566 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, PLANKTON, 
PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1619 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CIANOPHYTA, DiATOMS, MARINE ALGAE 
2I15 BARNACLES, BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDROZOA, MOLLUSKS 
2142 ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA 
COLLECTIONS, DIATOMS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
2234 CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
2945 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, MOBJACK BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, YORK 
RIVER 





07~5 ANIMAl CONTROL, AKSENIC COMPOUNDS, AYICIDES, BRUSH CONTROL, CHLORINATED 





3618 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIETS, 


















0326 DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL UISTRISUTION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0444 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLASSIFJCATION, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATE~. PLANKTON, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, WATER TEMPERATURE 
075B BIOLUMINESCENCE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CTENOPHORES, DINOFLAGELLATES, ~CYPHOZOA 
0800 DINOFLAGELLATES, FISH PARASITES, KILLIFISHES, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0821 DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, REO TIDE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0873 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0876 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DIATOMS, 
DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, POPULATION, YORK RIVER 
1116 AEROBIC CONDITION~, DINOFLAGELLATES, ENZYMES, MSX, OYSTERS, PAkASITlSM 
2296 ANIMAL PARASITES, DINOFLAGELLATES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl 
2945 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, HOBJACK SAYr PHYTOPLANKTON, YORK 
RIVER 
3993 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
DINOFLAGELLATES, FISHKILL, GRO~TH RATES, PHYTOPLANKTON 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• OIPTERA 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





OSB2 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIQUAT, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT CLAM 
~··············································································· DISCHARGE IWATERJ 
******************************************************************************** 
J001 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0002 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERlo SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0007 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERlo SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VI~GINIA, WATER TEMPeRATURE 
0008 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE !WATER), JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE 
wAitRS, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0009 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
Vl~GINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0010 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, SURfACE WATERS, 
VI~GINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0011 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERI, SEDIMENT lOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VI~G!NIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0097 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE !WATER), STREAMflOW, TRIBUTARIES 
0174 DISCHARGE IWATERl, STREAMFLOW, SUBSURFACE WATERS, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
019~ CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISCHARGE (WATER), MARYLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, SALT BALANCE, 
VIRGINIA 
1BO 
0393 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE (HATER), ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, EUTROPHICATION, 
MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, PATUXENT RIVEKt POTOMAC RIVER, SHELlfiSH 
0557 DISCHARGE (WATERI, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, SURFACE RUNOFF, VIRGlNIAt YORK 
RIVER 
1357 CHANNELING, DISCHARGE (HATER), ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAl EFFECTS, EROSION 
CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
20B9 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISCHARGE IWATERl, GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVEK,MD, 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,MO, 
STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
2967 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISCHARGE (WATERl, fRESHWATER, 
NORTHEAST U.S., RIVER FlOW, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
3967 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE (WATER), MAPS, REGIONAl 





0081 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLO~, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
0082 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
0083 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
0206 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, 
0616 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATE~ 
QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
181 
1041 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1051 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES 
1096 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
1101 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, MATTAPONI RIVER, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
1102 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, PAMUNKEY RIVER, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
1241 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIKGINIA 
1246 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1250 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
1251 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
3790 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, 
GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGY, HAPS, 3EDIMENTS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER 




0447 DISEASES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1591 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, MARYLAND, HOBJACK BAY, 
MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1626 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB, AMOEBAE 
l13~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDio EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MORTALITY, 
MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
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2509 CLAMS, DISEASES 1 MARINE BACTERIA, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
3549 DISEASES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
3754 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, FISH 
DISEASES, MORTALITY, PARASITISM, PATHOLOGY, STRIPEQ BASS 
******************************************************************************** 
DISMAL SWAMP INC-VAl 
*****************************~··~********************************•************** 
0410 CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, FRESHWATER FISH, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, WILDLIFE, 
DISMAL SWAMP INC-VAl 
ll3b JAMES RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, DISMAL SwAMP 
INC-VAl 
1237 JAMES RIVER, SURF~CE WATERS, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, DISMAL SWAMP 
INC-VAl 
1248 CHICKAHOMINY RIVE~, JAM~S RlVEM, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WAlEk SUPPLY, 
DISMAL SWAMP INC-V~l 




0110 DIFFUSION, DISPERSION, FLOH CHARACTERISTICS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATtR 
POLLUTION 
3997 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, COMPUTER 





3664 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLAN~ING, SOLID WASTES, VIRGINIA 
3665 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLAN~IN&, SOLID WASTES, VIRGINIA 
3666 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA 1 NOKTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLID WASTES, VIRGINIA 
3667 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLID wASTES, VIRGINIA 
4009 KING WilliAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
FINANCING, HYDROLOGY, lANDFILLS, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, SOLID 




0093 ALOSIDS, ANADROMOUS FISH, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, 
030~ biOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROl.OGIC 
DATA, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
0156 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
D!STRitlUTIONo SEDIMENTATION, TEMPERATURE, THERMAl WATER 
0783 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOlVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
UH3d DISSOLVED OXYGEN, lARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARlNE FISH, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
184 
0665 AQUATIC PRODUCTIVITY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, 
METHODOLOGY, RESPIRATION 
0961 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DENSITY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE; YORK RIVER 
0962 DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY KIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
1017 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HEAVY METALS, MANAGEMENT, 
NUTRIENTS, PESTICIDES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1069 BIOMASS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1084 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
RESPIRATION, WATE~ TEMPERATURE, YORK RivER 
1161 CHLORINE, DJSSDlVcO OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
RESPIRATION, VlRC:-~HA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1175 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GROWTH RATES, HERRINGS, JAMES 
RIVER: RESPIRATION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPlANKTON 
1341 CURRENTS IWATERl, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVEK, NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, 
PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS, PHYTOPLANKTON, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1410 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVER, LIMNOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
WATER QUALITY 
1565 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, MAKYLANO, NUTRIENTS, 
PlANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
1569 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAl WATER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WA~TE WATER TREATMENT, 
WATER QUALITY 
185 
1895 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, HATER TEMPERATURE, HEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1899 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DAfA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITr, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1900 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, OISSOLVED OXYGEN, HrORDGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURdiDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1901 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, HATER TEMPERATURE 
1902 ~HESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROlOGIC 
DAfA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
l9D3 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1904 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
190, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLO~INATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIOITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1906 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, HATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DJSSULYED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, MAPPING 
200! CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, 
PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2lb9 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN OEMANO, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
~UALITY CONTROL 
2170 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDRODYNAMICS, JAMES RIVER, 
VIMGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
186 
2171 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, COMPUTER MODELS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, 
HYDRODYNAMICS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
2175 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RiVER, VIRGINIA, HATEK 
QUALITY CONTROL 
2318 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDRODYNAMICS, HYDROGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, HATER QUALITY 
2320 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, EUTROPHICATION, NITRATES, 
NITRITES, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, VIRGINIA, 
2325 CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARINE 
ENVIRONMENT, liGHT PENETRATION, PHYTOPlANKTON, SALINITY, TIUAL EfFECTS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2383 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGKAPHYo 
SALINITY, TIDAL W~TERS, wATER TEMPERATURE 
2496 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NITROGEN CYCLE, p;~SPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
3116 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRECIPITATION INTENSITY, SALINE WATER, VERTICAL 
MIGRATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 








0232 COMMERCIAL flSH, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA, 
187 
0233 DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA, 
0234 CROAKER, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA, 
0244 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, HABITATS, JAMES RIVER, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
0286 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
0326 DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0340 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES 
0397 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0404 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPODS, lliSTRIBUT ION, ZOOPLANKTON 
0448 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE fiSH 
0449 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRlBUTlON, flSH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT fiSH 
0450 BLUEFISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT FISH 
0451 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0452 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0453 DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE fiSH 
04~4 3RACKISH-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
r ISH, MULLETS 
0455 CHESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
18B 
0456 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0457 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FLATFISH, MARINE FISH 
0458 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, STICKLEBACKS 
0459 BRACKiSH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SILVERSIDES 
0460 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0461 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
0462 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBuTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
KILLIFISHES 
0463 BRACKISH-WATER FI:H, CHESAPEAKE BAI, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
0464 BRACKISH-WATER FI~H, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
0465 CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
0466 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OJ STRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0467 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FKESHWATER FISH, PIKE, TROUT 
0468 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHwATER FI-SH, SUCKERS 
0469 CARP, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
0470 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE UAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXO~OMY, MARINE: 
Fl SH 
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0471 ANADROMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
0472 BRACKISH-HATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION~ FISH TAXONOMY 
0473 ANADROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY• COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
0474 ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
HERRINGS 
0475 AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
047b BRACKISH-HATER FIStl, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FRESHWATER FISH, GARS 
0477 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
0478 ANADROMOUS FI Sli, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
0479 CHESAPEAKE BAY, Dl STR !BUT ION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE fiSH, SHARKS 
U480 CHESAPEAKE OAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SKATES 
0481 CHESAPEAKE 8 AY, Dl S TRI BUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
048J AiJUA TIC ANI MAL So CHESAPEAKE BAY, Dl ST R I BUT ION 
04B4 ANADROMOUS Fl SH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LAMPREYS, MARINE FISH 
048~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT 
HSH 
D4d& CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
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0487 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, SUNFISHES 
0486 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
lAXONOMY, SPORT FISH, WHITE PERCH 
0469 ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPORT FISH, STRIPED BASS 
0490 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, M~RINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
Q491 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0492 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0493 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0494 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
O't95 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0496 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, 
SCUP 
0497 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
049B CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0499. BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY 
0500 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPOT 
0501 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, f.ROAKER, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
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0502 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPOTTED SEA TROUT 
0503 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, GREY SEA TROUT 
0504 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0505 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0506 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0507 DISTRIBUTION, FIS.H TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
050il . DISTRIBUTION·, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0509 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DI STRI BUll ONt FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FIS.H 
0510 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0511 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT FISH 
0512. CHESAPEAKE 8AY 1 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
05l3 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIOOTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0514 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0515 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
0516 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0517 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
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0518 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0519 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0520 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0521 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0522 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0545 DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0573 ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION,· POTOMAC RIYEK, 
SAMPLING 
0584 DISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHES, VIRGINIA, 
0593 CRABS, DISTRIBUTiON, MARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, ~ETLANDS, YORK RlVER 
Oo02 DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
0604 AMMONIA, DATA COLLECTiONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITRATES, STATIONS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
06~5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
063o DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0655 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
0700 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE 
0705 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-M01 1 
MARINE ALGAE 
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0713 DISTRIBUTION, PLANT GROUPINGS, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 1 
0722 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHOSPHATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
0744 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ON-SITE DATA COLLECilONS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
.0757 BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
TEMPERATURE 
0821 DINOfLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, RED TIDE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0834 CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0839 DISTRIBUTION, DIVERSifiCATION, ENERGY BUDGET, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODU~TIVITY, STABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0842 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DISTRIBUTION, ENERGY 
CONVERSION, PHUTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SHANNONS THEOREUM 10 
0843 COMMERCIAL fiSHING, DISTRIBUTION, GREY SEA TROUT, MIGRATION, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0851 BIO~ASS, CHLOROPHYLL, DISTRIBUTION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
STATlSTICAL HETHUDS, VIRGINIA, YORK RiVER 
DB53 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, SPA~NING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0~69 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION 1 DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
HABITATS, NEMERTEANS, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
0371 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
f 1 SHERI E:., GREY SEA TROUT, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK Rl VER, YORK Rl VERt 
LEN~TH-F~EQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
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0873 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0875 COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SPOT, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
OB76 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DIATOMS, 
DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, POPULATION, YORK RIVER 
OdBO CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH 
08B7 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, MIGRATION, 
SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
08B9 DISTRiBUTlON, F!2H POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH 
OB90 DISTRIBUTION, MQ~TALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0916 DISTRIBUTION, UKuCHORDATES, ViRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0930 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), COBIA, DISTR!BUT!ON, FECUND!TY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
~RJWTH RATES, LJF~ HISTORY STUDIES 
0934 COMMERCIAL FiSH. CROAKER, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION 
PATTERN5, TAGGING 
0938 BIOTA, DISTRIBUTION, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, MERCURY, OYSTERS, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0959 BIODEPOSITION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, MORPHOLOGY, 
YORK RIVER 
0966 DISTRIBUTION, FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, PHYLOGENY 
09BO AGING !BIOLOGICAL), CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
GONADS, SPAWNING, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, 
SEAROBINS 
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0996 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, PAHUNKEY RIVER, YORK 
RIVER 
0~99 DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
1002 DERMOCYSTIOIUM, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1003 DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1.004 DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1008 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE aAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, DIVERSIFICATION, 
JAMES RIVEK 1 POPULATION, YORK RIVERo SHANNONS THEOREUM 10, HAMPTON ROADS 
1046 BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PEST CONTROL, 
UNITED STATES 
1047 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1050 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, REPRODUCTION, TRIBUTARIES, 
UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1052 DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1070 COASTAL PLAINS, DISTRIBUTION, EGGS, LARVAE, SALAMANDERS, VIRGINIA, 
1071 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, AQUATIC ANIMALS, DISTRIBUTION, HABITATS 
!078 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TRIBUTARIES, 
VIRGINIA 
lOBO BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, 
JAMES RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1087 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, MATTAPONI 
RIVE~, PAMUNKEY RIVER, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA 
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1091 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, 
TRIBUTARIES, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1092 AGING IB10LOGICALl, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTIONo 
MIGRATION, SPA~NING, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, fiSH SCALES 
1093 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MARYLAND, 
TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
1126 DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, SNAKES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1129 DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES, VIRGINIA, 
1131 'AQUATIC ANIMALS, BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION 
1139 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, TURTLES 
1142 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, 
1146 BASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIO~St TRIBUTARIES, 
VIRGINIA, WHITE r~RCH 
1152 DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, 
1174 BIOTA, BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, MAMMALS, 
PLANTS, PROTOZOA 
1163 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MARYLAND, 
VIRGINIA 
I210 DISTRIBUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1232 DISTRIBUTION, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1254 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, SPAWNING, HAMPTON RUADS 
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1298 ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, SALINITY, 
UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1326 DI STRI BUT.l ON, GASTHOPODS, MOLLUSKS, VIRGINIA, 
1328 D I STR IBUTI ON, fUOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, HERRINGS, JAMES Rl VERt OXYGEN 
REQUIREMt::NTS, VIRGINIA 
1334 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAJLASLE fOR REV lEW 
1335 Dl S Tl<l !:I UTI ON, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1338 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
l3B9 DISTRIBUTION, SNAILS~ VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1645 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE 
fiSHeS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE BAY 
1658 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, DISTRIBUTION 
1722 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, DISTRIBUriON, POTOMAC RIVER 
1730 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DISiRlBUTION, FROGS, SYSTEMATICS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BiGHT 
1746 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
VIRGINIA 
1/59 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MICROORGANISMS, VIRUSES, YEASTS 
1/&J CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fUNGI 
l/6"1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
l/19 ClitSAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, NANNOPLANKTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
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1795 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION 
1811 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ALGAE, MARYLAND, fiORTH 
CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
1826 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1827 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OJSTI!.IBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDI'ES, 
POPULATION DYNAMICS 
1828 AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTO~Y STUOIES, 
POPULATION DYNAMICS 
1tl29 CHESAPEAKE BAY• DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
REPRODUCTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1831 CHESAPEAKE BAY, t·iSTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MOLLUS><-S, POPULATimJ 
DYNAMICS 
1832 CHAETDGNATHS. CHfSAPEAKE BAYo DISTR!BUTIONr LENGTH, PLANKTON, POPU~ATION 
DYNAMICS, loiOR~S 
1833 AMPHIBIANS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STJDIESr POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, REPRODUCTION 
1862 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIPTERA 1 DISTRIBUTION, INSECTS, MOSQUITOES 
1910 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1915 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, TRAWLING 
1922 BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
1929 DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
1930 CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, ISOPODS 
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1931 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1970 CHeSAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FORAMINifERA, PATUXENT RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER 
1971 CLAY MINERALS, CONTINENTAL MARGIN, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, UNITED STATES 
1984 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, HALOPHYTES, MARSH PLANTS, PLANTS 
2012 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
2038 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTIONo FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT 
fiSH, STRIPED BASS 
2107 AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
2109 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2133 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2137 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDl, MARINE ALGAE, PLANT 
POPULATIONS, VIRGINIA 
2158 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOt, RAYS, VIRGINIA, 
MUTATION, ALBINIS~ 
2183 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MOl, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE 1 VA 
2188 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOJo MORPHOLOGY, SHARKS, 
VIRGINIA 
2189 CHESAPEA.KE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FUNGI, VIRGINIA 
ll93 DISTRIBUTION, MOLLUSKS, MORPHOLOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
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2200 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FOOD HABITS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSlE•i. 
DRILLS, REPRODUCTION, HAMPTON ROADS 
2205 CHESAPEA¥E BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
2210 ALGAE, CHLOROPHYTA, ClASSIFICATIONo DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RIVE~ 
BASINS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2213 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY 
STUDIES, BLUE CRAB 
2214 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, BLU'E CRAB 
2232 CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES 
2238 COMMERCIAL FISH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, DISTRISUTIONo FISHERIES, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2242 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIDIUH, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE I VA-MD), 
FUNGI, PARASITIS~, VIRGINIA 
2258 DISTRIBUTION, FI~H POPULATIONS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, SEINING 
22&4 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, VIRG1NIA 
2289 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, LARVAL GROWTH 
STAGE, PAHUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
2301 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, 
FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
2302 OISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2315 OI~TRIBUTION, FISH BEHAVIOR, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, SKATES 
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2339 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, FISH REPRODUCTION, LARVAL 
GtHJWTH STAGE, MARINE fiSH, VIRGINIA 
23'3 BIOASSAY, DISTRIBUTION, FR~SHWATER~ JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
23'' DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAKINifERA, JAMES RIVtR, MARSH 
PLANTS• MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
2357 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
2356 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DeER, DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
2369 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
2391 BKYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
2'13 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVERJ SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER 
5ETTING 
2'32 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
PuPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
2'38 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
2419 CH~5APEAKE BAY, C~USTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, lSOPODS, UNITED STATES, 
VIRGINlA, DELAWARE BAY 
2499 CHESAPEAK~ BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA 
2500 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, WATERFOWL, WINTER 
2~11 CH=SAPEAKE dAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
KIVEM, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
2~bJ CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD 
HAtiiTS, GROWTH RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION, STRIPED BASSo 
UN! H:O STATES 
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2562 CHESAPEAKE BAYo COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
2563 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPOOS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOlOGY, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS . 
25BO CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, MARYLAND, PLANTS, VIRGl'UA 
2619 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, MARYLAND, PLANTS, 
VIRGINIA 
2636 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MOBJACK SAY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, YORK RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
264~ DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, VIRGINIA, 
2645 DISTRIBUTION, FER~S, PLANTS, SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
2646 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTiON, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), REPTILES 
2654 BEDS UNDER WATER, ~HESAPEAKE BAY, DiSTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RiVER 
2667 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUV~NILE FISHES, UNITEu 
STATES 
2669 OISTRIBUTION, fiSH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
267D AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATiONS, UNITED STATES 
2676 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH PARASiiES, FOOD HABITS, 
GROWTH RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
2689 AMERICAN SHAD, CARP, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2695 DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, SHELLFISH 
2714 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY 
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2738 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
2739 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
2759 Dl5TKIBUTIDN 1 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, MIGKATION, BlUE CRAB 
27ou CURKENTS !WATER), DISTRI~UTION, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, lARVAE, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER CIRCULATION 
2782 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EQUIPMENT, POTOMAC RIVER 
2785 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MUS~RATS, POPULATION 
2786 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, SALINITY 
2796 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, SPORT FISHING 
2804 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
2839 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
2841 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, PARASITISM, 
PATUXENT t<IVER 
28o7 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~ELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARSHES, MARYLAND, 
VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
2obd BAYS, BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT Of COLUMBIA, 
ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
~869 CllESAPtAKE BAY, CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVERo SOUTHEAST 
U.S., VIRGINIA 
2~J7 ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
204 
2968 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
2974 DISTRIBUTION, MOSQUITOES, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
2977 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, VIRGINIA 
2981 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, REPTILES, VIRGINIA, 
2984 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, VIR&INIA, 
·2994 ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
2997 BIROS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MAMMALS, 
VIRGINIA, WATERFOwl 
3005 CHESAPEAKE B~Y, DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER 
SETTING 
3066 DISTRIBUTION, ~~SKS iWILD), WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
30o9 AQUATIC WEED CONIROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR PEVIEW 
3142 BENTHIC F~UNA, DISTRIBUTION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH PUPULATIONS 1 
FISHERIES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC ~IGHT, 
3146 ANNELIDS, BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, WORMS 
3399 BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
3418 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ALGAF, 
MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3458 AGING IBIOLOGICALI, DISTRIBUTION, DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, 
VIRGINIA, 
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3526 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUIIONr POTOMAC: RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS 
3532 015TkiBUTIONr SKATES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3540 CRABS, DISTRIBUTI0i1, REPRODUCTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3544 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, DISTRIBUTION, EGGS, LARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3545 DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, OSTRACODS, SPECIFICATIONS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3548 CiENOPHG~ES, DIST~IBUTION, PREDATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3568 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
DISTRIBUTION, fiSH EGGS, LARVAE, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, C + 0 CANAL 
3571 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, CRUSTACEANS, 
DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3601 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, DISTRIBUTION, 




EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OISTRIC~, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DISTRIBUTION, lNVERTESRATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINiA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC biGHT 
fASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BLUEfiSH, DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH 
STAGES, LARVAE, S~LINIT¥, SPAWNING, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC: 
BIGHT 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, EELS, 
LIFt HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
i697 f'i:NINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOINOICATORS, DISTRIBUTION, ENERGY 
bUuGEI, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINifERA 
3750 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTR1CT 1 VA, COPEPODSr DELAWARE RIVER, 
DI5TkiUUTION, MORPHOLOGY 
20b 
3759 ALGAE, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA., BENTHIC .FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION, 
SYSTEMATICS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3994 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CHESAPEAKE oAY, DISTRIBUTION, 
PHOSPHORUS, TROPHIC LEVEL 
4072 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTION, 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), FISH MIGRATION, GROWTH RATES, MULLETS 
******************************************************************************** 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS 
................................................................ ,. ....................... . 
0064 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OlSTRIBUTlO!'; PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
0242 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OISTRISUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, MSX, 
OYSTERS, PROTOZO~, VIRGINIA 
0243 DISTRIBUTION PATlERNS, JAMES RiVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL 01STRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA, OYSTER ~ETliNG 




AMPH!PODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION· 
JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
BARNACLES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRISUTION PATTERNS, SALINITY 
AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, J~MES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
0B06 BENTHIC FLORA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MARINE ALGAE~ VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
OBLO DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YbRK RIVER, SEINING 
0811 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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0813 AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EEL GRASS, VlRGlNlAt YORK RIVER 
Oo22 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
EEL GRASS, GASTROPODS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0826 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, ORGANIC 
LOADING, SPOT, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0627 COPtPODS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0848 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GASTROPODS, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, POROPOTANK RIVER 
0854 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
0868 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS 
0902 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH 
0908 CATFISHES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI RIVER, 
PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, ALBINISM 
0917 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, PERCHES 
0919 CLAMS, OISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, INVERTEBRATES 
0950 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIDIUMo DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
099d BENTHIC FLORA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MARINE ALGAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1009 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAHS 1 OERHOCYSTIOIUH, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, HSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
108d CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, YORK RIVER 
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1175 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GROWTH RATES, HERRINGS, JAMES 
RIVER, RESPIRATION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
1243 BEHAVIOR, CHESAPEAK~ BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MA~INE FISH, 
PATUXENT RIVER, PORIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK ~IVER 
1267 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAMlmKEY RINER, 
PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1284 ALEWIVES, ANADROMOUS FISH, CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, SEINING 
1291 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1306 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGI~IA, YORK RIVER, SEINING 
1313 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1403 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, HO~JACK BAY, 
YORK RIVER 
1437 BIOMASS, CATFISHES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH MANAGEMENT, JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, LENGTH-fREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1441 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
1447 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1475 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGiNIA 
1482 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, HAPS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1617 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ZOOPLANKTON 
209 
<7~3 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPUlATIONS, SEASONAl 
DISTRIBUTION 
Zl~G ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPUlATIONS, 
MAKINE fiSH, PERCHES, VIRGINIA 
21~2 CHESAPEAK~ BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, EASTERN SHuRE IVA-MD), VIRGiNIA 
2to4 CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT, SEINING 
2lQ7 CHeSAPEAKE BAY, D!STRIBUT&ON PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-HOI, FISH 
POPULATIONS, GONADS, KILLIFISHES, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2293 CHESAPEAKE BAY, D!STKIBUTION PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt KllliFISHESo 
WACHAPREAGUE,VA, OSTEuLOGY 
2327 CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ENTOMOLOGY, 
iNSECT BEHAVIOR, INSECTS, SYSTEMATICS 
2348 ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, 
DIVERSIFICATION, OSTRACODS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
~**~*~************************************************************************** 
DISTRICT D: COLUMBIA 
**********************•********************************************************* 
i2d7 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DiSTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2622 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, lEGAl ASPECTS, MARYLAND, POTOMAC 
KIVtR, VIRGINIA, WATER MANAGEMENT CAPPllEDlr WATER POLLUTION 
2623 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, 
SeDIMENTS, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEOI 
2661 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, HERRINGS, 
LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAWNING 
210 
2803 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, FISH POPULATIONS, MARYLAND, POTOMAC 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2841 BIRDS, Cf!ESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, PARASITISM, 
PATUXENT RIVER 
286B BAYS, BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRiBUTION, DISTRICT Of COlUMBIA, 
ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
4053 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, DISTRICT OF 




0442 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE GAY, DIURNAl, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRIMARY 




0179 DIURNAL DIST~l3UTiONo JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, VlRG!NlA 
0610 DIURNAl DISTRIBUTION, INDUSTRIAl WASTES, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
ASSiMILATIVE CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, YORK KIVEK 
0612 BIOLOGY, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, MIGRATION, SCHOOLS IFISHJ 
0803 CRUSTACEANS, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, PAHUNKEY RIVER, VERTICAL MIGRATION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, HYSIDS 
1022 DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, LARVAE, LIGHT, OYSTERS, VERTICAL MIGRATION 
1911 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
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2325 CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARINE 
EN~IKONH~NT, LIGHT PENETRATION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, 




0597 CHLOKOPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
0839 DISTRIBUTION, DIVERSIFICATION, ENERGY BUDGET, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
PHYTUPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, STABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
OB60 ANALOG MODELS, DIVERSIFICATION, LABORATORY TESTS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
METHODOLOGY, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, CALORIMETRY 
1008 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, DIVERSIFICATION, 
JAMES RIVEK, POPULATION, YORK RIVER, SHANNONS THEOREUM lOr HAMPTON ROADS 
2348 ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, 
DIVERSIFICATION, OSTRACODS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
3992 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIVERSIFICATION, 
MARINE MICROORGANISMS, SYSTEMICS, AMOEBAE 
4070 RICHMOND KEGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIVERSIFICATION, 




0219 DOCKS, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
143J CHANNELS, DOCKS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, RIVER FLOW, SHOALS, TIDES, 
VIRGINIA 
212 
······································································*········ DOMESTIC WATER 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2536 AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DOMESTIC WATER, LIVESTOCK, 
MARYLAND, RURAL AREAS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DRAINAGE 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
OOB1 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
0082 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLO~, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
0083 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
0084 DRAINAGE, JAMES ~IVER, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
1241 DISCHARGE MEASUReMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, S~RFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
··············································································~ DRAINAGE DISTRICTS 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
0318 DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, RIVER BASINS, V1RGINIA, 
WATERSHEDS !BASINS! 
2970 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, HYDROGRAPHY, LAND USE, SOIL 
CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER UUALITY CONTROL, wATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
2971 DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, ~SOIL 
CONSE~ATlON, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
213 
................................................................................ 
DRAINAGE PATTERNS (GEOLOGIC) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
0119 CHEMICAL ANALYSISr DRAINAGE PATTERNS IGEOLOGIClr GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 





0252 ANADROMOUS FISH, CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAMES RIVER, 




0030 DREDGING, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, lEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
VlRGINIA 
0050 BEDS UNDER WATER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUdLlC LANDS, ViRGINIA 
0051 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
0131 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0216 LHICKAHOMINY RIVER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LAND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, 
WETLANDS 
OL11 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS 
0222 DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA 
Jll? CHESAP~AKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
INuUSTRY, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
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0337 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING 1 MORTALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
0369 DREDGING, RAPPAHANNOCK Rl VER, RIPARIAN R1 GHTS, VI RGJNIA 
0371 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MARINAS, SPOIL BANKS 
0561 DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
Rl VER 
0728 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WILDLIFE 
0730 CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, THERMAl 
POllUTION, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
140B CHANNELING, CHESA~tAKE BAY, DREDGING, HARBORS, JAMES RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
1415 BEDS UNDER WATER, :HANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL t~FECTS, 
JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, OYSTERS, SALINE WAlE~ INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
1416 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, PROJECT FEASIBILITY, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINll 
1432 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATERlr DREDGING, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES KIVEK, 
TIDAL EFFECTS, TUNNEL HYDRAJliCS, TUNNELING, TUNNELS, HAMPTON ROADS 
1545 CANALS, DAMS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, 
ENGINEERING, EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
1570 DREDGING, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER ANALYSIS, 
WINDS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
15BB BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MARINE FISH, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1602 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
SHIPS, TRANSPORTATION, HAMPTON ROADS, DELAWARE BAY 
215 
lb7l CLAM INDUSTRY, DREDGING 1 FISHING GEARo SHIPS 
1780 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, 
SHELLF l SH 
2143 DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2148 DREDGING, ELIZA~ETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, SPOIL 
DISi'USAL 
2149 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), PROJECT PLANNING, 
Vltl.GINIA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2240 DREDGING, fiSH, fiSHING GEAR, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, 
2311 BENTHOS, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
SEDIMENTATION, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2359 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
2422 BIOTA, CHESAPE-AKE BAY, DREDGING, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL 
WASTES, MORTALITY, STRIPED BASS, WATER POLLUTION 
2435 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
243b CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, OYSTER 
INUUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2437 CHESAP~AKE BAY, DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2598 LHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERiES, LEGISLATION, 
MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
2Bbb CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, DUCKS (WILD), MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SEOIMENTATION, SILTING, WATER POLLUTION, WATERFOWL 
21b 
2889 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT 
3137 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, 
SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, SPOIL DISPOSAL, HAMPTON ROADS 
3144 BENTHOS, CHANNELING, DREDGING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, SPOIL 
DISPOSAL 
3163 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CLAM INDUSTRY, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
3400 CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR, SAMPLING 
3447 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DREDGING, SEDIMENTS, 
HAMPTON ROADS 
367b VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING OISTR£CT, VA, BEACHES, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTAL ENGINEERING, DREDGING, EQUIPMENT 
3741 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DREDGING, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, 
MANAGEMENT, SURVE~~• VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
3757 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNlNG DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DREDGING, 




3991 AIR POLLUTION, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DRILLING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLOtl.ATION, LEGAL 




0272 BENTHIC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FOkAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, 





1606 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS 
"655 CHESAPEAK~ SAY, DRUMS, FlSH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2l47 CHESAPEAKE 8AY 4 DRUMS, fiSH EGGS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, 
SEASONA~ DISTRioUT!ON, SPAWNiNG, VIRGINIA 
2205 CHESAPEAKe BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DRUHS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 





023~ BREEDING, CHESAPeAKE BAY, DUCKS (WILD), EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD) 
1255 OU~KS lwlLDl, MIGRATION PATTERNS, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1997 CHESAP~AKE BAY, DUCKS IWILDl, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MOJ, GEESE IWILDI 
2433 CHE5APEAKE BAY, 6UCKS IWILDJ, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MIGRATION, POTOMAC 
RIVER, WATERFOWL 
2~6b CHESAPEAKE SAY, DREDGING, DUCKS IWllDl, MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
>tDIMENTAi!ON, SILTING, WATER POLlUTION, WATERFOWL 
J0b6 DISTRIBUTION, DUCKS IWILOI, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
JO~l CHESAPEAKt BAY, DUCKS IWILDJ, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVltW 
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0062 DYE RELEASES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
0555 DYE ~ELc~SES, HARBORS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
0595 COMPUJ~R PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MJDE~3, OXYGEN DEMAND, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0646 BIODEPOSITION. DYF RELEASES. OYSTERS, SEDIMENTS 
l43t QYc RELEASES, HYDRAULIC MODELS, RIVER FLOW, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE 
~F~LUE~iS, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, WARWICK RIVER 
1433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 
MATHEMAT!CAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINE WATER I~TRUSION, wATER QUALITY 
1698 AERIAL PHOTOGP.APHY, CiRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATERI, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARi~S, NORTH CAROLI~A, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
1968 CHESAPEAKE UAY, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SE"AGE EFFLUENTS, 
SEwAGE !REATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
2794 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERJ, DENSITY CURRENTS, DYE R~LEAStS, 
ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
219 
2812 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COLIFORHS, DYE RELEASES, MARYLAND, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
POTUMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY 




0,60 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC 
FOKMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMOkPHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEQNTOLOGY, 
SEDIMENTAkY PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
0182 CLAYS, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 




0321 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTHQUAKES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EAST RIVER, VA 
******************************************************************************** 
1466 BEDS UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, EAST RIVER, VA, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, 
VA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
YUKK RIVER 
******************************************************************************** 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI 
******************************************************************************** 
UJ41 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, JAMES RIVER, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTEK INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
J~3d DENTiiiC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, EASTERN SHORE iVA-MDJ, 
GA~TKUPODS, INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA 
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02S9 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, HISTORY, NAVIGABLE WATERS, SHIPS, 
VIRGINIA 
02B3 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HISTORY 
D289 BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DUCKS (WILD), EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl 
0379 CATCH, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), SPORT FISHING 
D405 BENTHIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), PREDATION, SALINITY, TURBIDITY 
D431 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, FISH MIGRATION, MARINE FISH 
0538 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MORTALITY, PARASITISM, 
PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, AMOEBAE 
0592 CHE~APEAKE BAY, CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE !VA-MDI, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
VIRGINIA 
0647 EASTERN SH~RE IVA- ,OJ, PLANTS, VEGETATION, BARRIER ISLANDS 
0674 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, 
POPULATION OYNAM~SS, VIRGIN~A 
0693 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MD), ECONOMIC PREDICTI~N, EMPLOYMENT, 
POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
0705 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHURE IVA-HOI, 
MARINE ALGAE 
0738 EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, RECREATION, TOURISM 
0742 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE !VA-MOI, HISTORY, MARYLAND, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
0759 EASTERN SHORE !VA-HOI, HISTORIC FLOOD 
221 
0765 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOlt HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
016b CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
Ocl69 CHESAPEAKe BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
HABITATS, NEHERTEAN~, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1203 EA~TERN SHORE !YA-MDlr UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
i262 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, MARYLAND, SHORE 
BiROS, ViRGINIA, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1279 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OSMOTIC 
PRESSURE, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
1293 AMPHIBIANS, ~HESAPEAK~ BAY, OELAWA~E, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDlo MARYLAND, 
REPTIL~S, VIMGIN!Ao UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1)05 CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDlr GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
GEOLOGY, MARYLANO, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
!3~Z CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTiOIUM, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDlr JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1358 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE {VA-MD!o VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1921 EASTERN SHORE IVA~MDJ,,GEOLOGY 
1g97 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DUCKS IWILOl 1 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, GEESE IWILDI 
2L37 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, MARINE ALGAE, PLANT 
PUPULATIUNS, VIRGINIA 
/.139 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MORTALITY, 
M~X, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
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2141 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDlr MORPHOLOGY, 
PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2149 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD.lr PROJECT PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2153 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
REPRODUCIIDNr SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
2158 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, RAYS, VIRGINIA, 
MUTATION, ALBINISM 
2160 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE lVA-MOJ, JOINTS ICONNECTlONSlr MARINE FISH, 
RAYS, SHARKS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2162 CHESAPEAKE BAY• CONTINENTAL SHELF, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION 
PATIERNS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, VIRGINIA 
2163 CHESAPEAKE BAY, C~TOLOGICAL STUDIES, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, PARASITISM, 
PriYLOGENYo PHYS!L1CHEMICAL PROPERTIES, MORPHOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
21~5 BENTHIC fLGRA, ~H~~AgEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt MARINE ALGAE, 
~oA~ONA~ DiSoRr3Uf'ON, VIRGINIA 
2167 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DiSTRIBUTiON PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, FISH 
POPULATlONS, GONADS, KILLIFISHESo VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2180 CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLLUSKS, SPA~NlNG 
2181 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, GROWTH STAGES, lARVAL GROWTH 
STAGE 
2182 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), LIFE HISTORY STUUIES, PARASITISM, 
MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SPORES, TREMATODES, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2183 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTiON, EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MOl, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
223 
ZlBb CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 EASTERN SHORE (VA-HDj, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, 
VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2187 CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, SHELLFISH 
2188 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, MORPHOLOGY, SHARKS, 
VIRGINIA 
2190 BEDS UNDE~ WATER, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 
GASTROPOUS, LETHAL LIMIT, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTERS, PESTICIDES, 
WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2191 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, 
VIRGINIA, WACHAPRtAGUE,VA 
2202 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HDl 1 SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2230 BENTHIC FLORA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOlt LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MARINE ALGAE, 
SEASONAL D!STRI~UTION 
2231 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, MARINE ANIMALS, VIRGINIA 
2242 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OERMOCYST 1 OIUHt 01 STRI BUT ION, EASTERN SHOR_E I VA-HDlr 
FUNGI, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
2293 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EASTEKN SHORE (VA-Hul, KILLIFISHES, 
WACHAPREAGUE,VA, OSTEOLOGY 
229b ANIMAL PARASITES, DINOFLAGELLATES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI 
2301 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
FISH fGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
2321 CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, ENTOMOLOGY, 
INSECT BEHAVIOR, INSECTS, SYSTEMATICS 
2.14 7 EASTERN !:>HURE I VA-MDI 1 MORTAL lTV, OYSTERS 1 PARAS ITI SH 1 SPORES 
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2353 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, MARINE ALGAE, MORPHOLOGY,; VIRGINIA 
2354 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), PRE-IMPOUNDMENT, PROTOZOA, 
SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, WACH~PREAGUE,VA 
2478 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), EEL GRASS, 
HABITATS, YORK RIVER 
2518 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOlt EPIZOOTIOLUGY, MORTAliTY, MSX, 
OYSTERS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
·25.19 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DENSITY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, GROWTH RATES, HAlliTATS, 
MORTALITY, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, HARICULTU~E 
2524 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MUSSELS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
MARICUL TURE 
2619 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, MARYLAND, PLANTS, 
VIRGINIA 
2646 AMPHIBIANS, DISTP18UTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HDI 1 REPTILES 
2712 CHESAPEAKE BAY, tASTERN SHORE IVA-MO), ISOBARS, VIRGINIA, BAKRIER ISLANDS 
2759 DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE .IVA-MD), MIGRATION, BLUE CRAB 
2776 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, FISHERIES, SO~THEASl 
u.s. 
2784 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
SOUTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
2d99 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE •vA-MOl, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2932 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HUJ, FISH HATCHERIES, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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2936 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ENZYMES, GASTROPODS, 
WACHAPREAGUE,VA, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2936 CHESAPEA~E BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, LARVAE, 
MOLLUSKS, MURTALJTYr WACHAPREAGUE,VA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2941 CHESAPEAKe BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, 
VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA, BARRIER ISlANDS 
2944 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGY, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, 
StDIMENT TRANSPORT, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2946 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GROWTH STAGES, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, MOLTING 
2950 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), SALT MARSHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
VIRGINIA 
2951 CH~SAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNDCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2952 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL, 
OSPREYS 
2963 ~HeSAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2973 CHESAPEAKE dAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDI, MARSH PLANTS, PLANTS, VEGETATION, 
VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
2982 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HO), GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIME, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2~63 CHESAPEAKE dAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGYo LAGOONS, VIRGINIA, 
WACHAPkEAGUE,VA 
2~97 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, MAMMALS, 
Vl~GINIA, WATERFOWl 
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3000 BOUNDARIES (SURFACES), BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MDlr HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LE~ISLATION, MARYLAND, POTOMAC-RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
3001 BOUNDARIES ISURFACESl, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKt BAY, EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MDI, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
3093 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE SAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, OYSTERS, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3138 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, 
VIRGINIA 
3325 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DElAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, INLAND WATERWAYS, 
MARYLA~~. NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA, DELAWARE SAY 
3361 CHESAPEAKE BAY, eASTERN SHORE IVA-MDl, ISLANDS, MARYLAND, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
3443 CHESAP~AKE SAY, ~ASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
3.50 AGRICULTURE, CH~S~DEAKE BAY, EA~TERN SHORE IVA-MOt, ECONOMICS, VIRGINIA 
145~ CH~SAP~~KE SAY, CURRENTS I~ATER), EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDI, INLETS 
l~AlEKW~YSl, TiDAl EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, WACHAPKEAGUE,VA 
3475 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, MARYLAND, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
3535 CHANNEL FLOW, EASTERN SHORE (VA-HOI, SALT MARSHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
3597 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CURRENTS (WATER), EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MOl, FLOW MEASUREMENT, HYDRAULICS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
3710 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
227. 
3711 EASTE~N SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS, MANAGEMENT, VI~GINIAt COASTAL ZONE 
3712 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, ECONOMIC 
IMPACT, FINANCING, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOI, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION FACILITIES, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
3713 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 
~CONOHICS, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND USE, MAI>lAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3715 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH EROSION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
MARYLAND, RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
3716 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE (VA-HOI, ISLANDS, LAND 
MANAGEMENT, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, NATIONAL SEASHORES, PRESERVATION, 
VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3718 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), ECONOMICS, 
INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA 
3721 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo AIRPORTS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION, EROSION CONTROL, SHORE PROTECTION, TANGIER 
SOUND, VIRGINIA 
3722 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARVLANO, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3723 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 
cCuLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, YIRGINlAt 
hATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3/24 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
J125 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 
NATuRAL RESOURCES, RECREATION, RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
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3726 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA~HOI, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION, RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, WATER YEAR 
3727 EASTERN SHORE· PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, COMMERCIAL FISHING, 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, fiSHERIES, SPORT FISHING, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
4072 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, FISH MIGRATION, GROWTH RATES, MULLETS 
******************************************************************************** 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 
******************************************************************************** 
3563 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, ENERGY TRANSFER, 
VIRGINIA, WAVES (WATER), BARRIER ISLANDS 
3564 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, ENERGY TRANSFER, 
REFRACTION (WATER WAVES!, WAVES (WATER), MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3565 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, 
SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
3566 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POPULATION, 
REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SHRIMP, wATER TEMPERATURE, VORK RIVER 
3567 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, 
SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, TRACE ELEMENTS 
356B EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, C + D CANAL 
3570 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLAHSo ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, LARVAE, 
MORTALITY, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER, TIME 
3571 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, CRUSTACEANS, 
DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3572 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BLUEFISH, DELAWARE RIVER, FISH 
PARASITES, lSOPUOS, PARASITISM, FEEDING 
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3573 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo CHESAPEAKE BAY, POPULATION, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, BLUE CRAB, DELAWARE BAY, C • D CANAL 
3577 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, OOT, KETABOLISM, PESTICIDES, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
3578 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHOSPHORUS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
3580 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, 
MODEL STUDIES, WATER QUALITY 
35~1 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRACKISH WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, 
FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
3584 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAE, OYSTERS, 
PLANNING, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL CAPACITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
35H5 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, 
MARYLAND, NUTRIENTS, OIL, PLANNING, WATER QUALITY, WATER UUALITY CONTROL 
3586 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, 
PRESERVATION, RESOURCES 
3597 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CURRENTS IWATERJ, EASTERN SHORE 
(VA-MDI, fLOW MEASUREMENT, HYDRAULICS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
3599 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, ENERGY TRANSFER, EROSION 
CONTROL, MODEL STUDIES, REFRACTION IWATER WAVESJ, WAVES IWATERJ 
360i fASTEKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, DISTRIBUTION, 
NORTH CAROLINA, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, ZINC 
3602 EASTE~N SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, 
YURK RIVER, SLUE CRAB 
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3603 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH 
STAGES, JELLYFISH, SCYPHOZOA 
360'o EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ES TUARIES• lEGISlAT lON., MANAGEMENT, 
PRESERVATiON 
3605 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYSIOLOGICAl 
ECOLOGY, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, STRESS ANALYSIS, SERUM PROTEINS, BLUE 
CRAB 
3606 EASTERN SHORE PLANNI.NG DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISH TYPES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER 
3607 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OISTRlCTo VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3608 EASTERN SHORE PLA~miNG DISTRICT, VA, BLUEFISH, DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH 
STAGES, LARVAE, SALINITY, SPAWNING, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
3699 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT 9 VA, ALGAE, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
3701 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, KEPONE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INSTITUTION~ 
LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
3710 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MO), LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
3711 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS, MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
371Z EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), ECONOMIC 
IHPACTr FINANCING, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION FACILITIES, TOUkiSM, VIRGINIA 
3713 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
ECONOMICS, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, 








EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, STATE 
JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH EROSION, EASTER~ SHORE CVA-MO), 
MARYLAND, RE~REATIO~ FACILITIES, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ISLANDS, LAND 
MANAGEMENT, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, NATIONAL SEASHORES, PRESERVATION, 
VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLAMS, MANAGEMENT, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS, 
POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), ECONOMICS, 
INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, BEACH EROSION, 
ENVIRONMENTAL eFFECTS, FLOOD CONTROL, PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECT PURPOSES, 
PROJECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER ReSOURCES DEVELOPMENT 






EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AIRPORTS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION, EROSION CONTROL, SHORE PROTECTION, TANGIER 
SOUND, VIRGINIA 
EASTeRN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMeNT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 
ECULOGY 1 LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 








EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CO!IiSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION, RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HDI 1 
NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION, RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, WATER YEAR 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, COMMERCIAL FISHING, 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt fiSHERIES, SPORT FISHING, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CITIES, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING 
IPROJECTEDl 1 GROWTH RATES, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOMO~PHOLOGY, 
ISLANDS, PLANT GROUPINGS, VEGETATION 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, APPLICATION 
METHODS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROJECTS, REMOTE SENSING, RESEARCH EQUIPMENT 
3731 ABSTRACTS, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROGRAMS, 
PROJECTS, WASTE ~ATER IPOLLUTIONit ~ETLANDS 
3761 SHORELINE EROSION, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3762 EASTERN SHORE PL~NNING DISTRICT, VA, CHARTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, 
FLO~ MEASUREMENT, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, PLANTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
3767 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 CHESAPEAKE BA¥ 1 EFFLUENTS, 
MANAGEMENT, PROJECTS, REVIEwS, SHORES, WASTE WATER IPOLLUTlONlt WATER 
QUALITY, WETLANDS 
3768 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, MANAGEMENT, PERMITS, PROJECT PLANNING, SHORE PROJECTION, SHOKES 
3775 SHORELINE EROSION, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, 
VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
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3795 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt ALGAE, ·"NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VAt 
BENTHIC FLORA, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, 
BARRIER ISLANDS 
3d77 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt ENVIRONMENT, EXPANSION, LEGISLATION, 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, RECREATION, STATE GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA 
3.926 ACCOMACK COUNT¥, VA, E:ASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3927 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FACILITIES, 
MUNICIPAL WASTES, PLANNING, SEWAGE TREATMENT, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
TREHMENT 
3928 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CLIMATIC DATA, HAPS, 
SOIL SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
3929 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, HAPS, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
3930 ABUTMENTS, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH 
EROSION, EROSION CONTROL, HURRICANES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
j931 E.<VIRONr~ENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN•SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE 
PLANNING IPROJECTED1 1 HAPS, RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
3932 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt FUTURE PLANNING 
IPROJECTEOI, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
RESOURCES 
193j EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNDWATER, 
HAPS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
l9j4 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VAt FLOOD PLAIN 
IN5URANCE:, flOODING, INSURANCE, MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA 
j93S ABUTMENTS, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FLOOD PROTECTION, 
FLOODING, HURRICANES, STORMS, VIRGINIA 
23'1t 
3936 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OISTRlCT, VAt ECONOMICS, 
POPULATION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
3937 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3938 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, HAPS, PLANNING, 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
3965 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, ECONUHIC 
IMPACT, FUTuRE PLANNING !PROJECTED), PUBLIC BENEFITS, S~wAGE DISPOSAL, 
SIZE, VIRGINIA, WATER SUPPLY 
3966 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION 
FACILITIES, VIRGl~IA 
3967 EASTERN SHORE PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE (WATER), MAPS, REGIONAL 
ANALYSIS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, 
WATER QUAL! TY 
3966 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CONTINENTAL 
SHELF, ECONOMIC IMPACT, MANAGEMENT, OIL, VIRGINIA, H!DDLE ATLANTIC tllGHTt 
COASTAL ZONE 
3969 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
PHOSPHORUS, RADIOISOTOPES, TIDAL MARSHES, YORK RIVER, RHODE RIVER 
3970 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC 
HAPPING, GEOLOGY, HAPS, HIODLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3971 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, 
GROUNDWATER, MAPS, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES 
3973 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3974 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo ECONOMIC IMPACT, HISTORY, PLA~NING, 
SOCIAL IMPACT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
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3975 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE_PLANNING OISTRICTo VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, NEWPORT NEWS, VA, NOR~CLK, VA, DELAWARE, INDUSTRIES, LAND USE, 
NORTH CAROLINA, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RECREATION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
397b EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, OIL INDUSTRY, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, TRANSPORTATION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3977 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMERCIAL 
fiSHING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EMPLOYMENT, MINERAL INDUSTRY, RECREATION, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, TOURISM, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
397B EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EDUCATION, LABOR 
SUPPLY, POPULATION OYNAMICS, RECREATION, SOCIAL IMPACT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
3979 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr COMMERCIAL 
fiSHING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, RECREATION DEMAND, TOURISM, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, COMMEkCE 
3980 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CHEMICAL WASTES, 
CONSERVATION, LAND USE, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SEWAGE, WATER UTILIZATION, 
ZONING, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3981 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
~982 EASTEkN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENERGY, INDUSTRIAL PLANTS, OIL 
INDUSTRY, TRANSPORTATION, USE RATES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3983 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 
RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MIDDLE 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
GEOLOGY, GRAVITY STUDIES, MAPS, VIRGINIA 
39Bb ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, ~ATER SUPPLY 
~~U7 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo KEPONEo CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH TAXONOMY 
236 
3995 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FLOOD 
FORECASTING, FLOOD PLAIN ZONING, FLOODS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOl, 
HURRICANES, HAPS, STORMS, VIRGINIA 
399b EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FLOOD PLAINS, MANAGEMENT, PROJECTS, 
RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, wATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
3997 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, COMPUTER 
PROGRAMS, DISPERSION, ESTUARIES, HYDRODYNAMICS, MATHEMATICAL MODELSr WATER 
QUALITY 
3998 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, 
LAND RESOURCES, LAND USE, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, 
RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
3999 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, ~CONOMIC IMPACT, 
ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, RECREATION DEMAND, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, 
STRESS, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER RESOURCES 
4000 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LEGAL ASPECTS, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, 
WETLANDS 
4001 ENVIRONMENTAL QUh-lTYr EASiERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATIJN, 
LEGISLATION, LOC4~ GOVERNMENTS, MARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
4002 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINANCING, LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, POPULATION, RIVEk BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE 
CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY 
4003 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAPS, RIVER BASINS, 
STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
4019 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
HISTORY, RECREATION, SHELLFISH 
4020 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, HODEL STUDIES, WAVES IWATERI, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
237 
4021 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ECONOMICS, lEGAL 
ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, COASTAL ZONE 
··~···~········································································· ECHINODERMS 
**** *** * ** * ** ** ** .... **** ************** ********************* •• **************•**-**** 
2241 ANNELIDS, ARTHROPODS, bRYOZOA, ECHINODERMS, ENTOPROCTA, INVERTEBRATES, 




0064 AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTRlBUilON PATTERNS. ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
0089 COOLING WATER, ~~OLOGJCAL D!STRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
~HEMISTRY, wATER ~UALITY 
0235 ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, SHELLFISH, SHRIMP, VIRGINIA 
0316 AQUATIC ANIMALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRI8UT10Nt FISH 
POPULATIONS, PLANKTON, PLANT P8PULATIONS 
0421 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, NEKTON, PLANKTON 
059~ LHESAPEA~E BAY, E'OLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PlANTS, HOBJACK BAY, PLANT 
PGPulAfiONS, ~ALi MARSHES 
0727 AM~HlPODA, CHESAPEAK~ BAY, D!STR!BUT!ON PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
JA~ES KlVER, PAMUNKE¥ RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
0739 ECOLOGICAL DiSTRIBUTION, ISLANDS, JAMES RIVER, MARSH PLANTS, VEGETATION, 
Vli<SINIA 
0~0t ALGAE, AMPH!PODA, BRYOZOA, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, PORIFERA, 
VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER 
23B 
0822 BIOLOGICAL COHHUNH!ES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL OISTRIBUTION, 
EEL GRASS, GASTROPODS, LIFE HISTORY STUDiES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1566 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND. PLANKTON, 
PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1640 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RlVER 1 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 





0087 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING CPROJECTEDI, 










.......... ~ ........... . ECOLOG!~AL I~PttT, JAM~S RIVER, VIR~INIA. WilDLIFE 
CONSERVATION 
CTENOPHORES, ECOLOGICAL IMPACTr PLANKTON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIV~R 
CHESAP~AKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDRAULIC 
MODELS, PROJECT FEASIBiliTY 
ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAl EFFECTS, TOURISM, UNITED STATES 
BENTHOS, ECOLOGiCAL iMPACT, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, PLANKTON 1 
?OWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITYe YORK RIVER 
l CANALS, DAMS, DR=DGLNG, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC PO~ERPLANTS, 
ENGINEERING• EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, 
SEDIMENTATION, SUSPENDED LOAD 
239 
2159 CLAMS, DATA COLLECT IONS, ECOLOGICAL IHPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
f-REQUENCY ANALYSIS, GASTROPODS, POL YCHAETES, RAPPAHAimOCK RIVER, 
SEOIMENTS, STATISTICAL HbOELS, VIRGINIA 
2854 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + 0 
CANAL 
2978 ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, OILY WATER 
348B ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, JAMES RIVER, SILTING, VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL, ZINC 
3585 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, 
MARYLAND, NUTKIENTS, OIL, PLANNING, WATER QUALITY, WATER QUALifY CONTROL 
4041 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISHING, 




0105 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, Rf:CREATitJN, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT,. TRANSPORTATION, 
VIRGINIA 
0410 CONSERVATION, ECOLUGY, FRESHWATER FISH, VIRGINIA,· WETLANDS, WILDLIFE, 
DISMAL SwAMP INC-VAl 
0933 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, ECOLOGY, HARSH PLANTS, VIRGIN!Ao YORK RIVER, 
ANGIO~PtRMS, PORUPUTANK RIVER 
0947 CRA!3S, ECOLOGY, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORTALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
0%1J CRAtJS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY 
U969 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLASSIFICATION, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
PAHUNKEY Rl VER, MO!l.PHOLOGY, _YORK RIVER . 
240 
1156 ALGAE, ECOLOGY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1333 ECOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1908 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, ECOLOGY, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1979 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER QUALIT.Yt WATER 
SUPPLY 
1980 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER 
QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
2172 ECOLOGY, JAHES RIVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2211 ALGAE, CHLOROPHYTA, ECOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
2262 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, 
MORPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
2291 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHeMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, 
PHYLOGENY, VIRGIN:A, SCYPHOZOA 
2355 ALKALINITY, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, GRO•TH RATES, HYDROGEN 
ION CONCENTRATION, MINERALOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, WICOMICO klVER,MD 
2889 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT 
3032 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MOKPHOLOGY, SEA 
ICE, SHRIMP, SPAWNING 
3174 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3470 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, HISTORY_, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3512 BOATING, ECOLOGY, HISTORY, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
241 
3515 ECOLOGY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, JAKES RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
3520 ~~OLOGY, VIRGINIA, DISMAL SWAMP INC-VA) 
3554 ECOLOGY, FISH, fiSH BEHAVIOR, HA~ITATS, SCALlOPS, SY~BlOSIS, MlDOlE 
ATLANTIC SIGHT 
J.5Bb EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOG'I', 
PRESERVATION, RESOURCES 
~5~~ '.J~-H~RN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, B!OlOGY, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, EELS, 
;_;:=:;; ii~.)/Ji<'.' SI~DIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCi!ON, tHDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3692 SJ0THEAS7ERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECOLOGY. EEL GRASS, GASTROPODS, 
HJLlUSKS, S~ASONAL UlSTalaUT!DN, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3723 
:~srERN SHCRE PLANNlNG DiSTRICT, VA, CON~ERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-KDir 
~COL:;;;;•, L•iND JSE, MANAGEMENT, MARYlAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
~AT~R POLLUTIQ~, COASTAL ZONE 
EASTfRN S~ORE PLANNING DISTRICT. VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE (YA-MDir 
cC:JLJGY, LAND J:lc, H4iliAGaiEtH, ~1A::!.¥LANJ, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGIN! A, 
~~~~K PULLUT!JN, COASTA~ lONE 
312~ ~ASTERN SHJRE PLANNiNG DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
E:OLOGV, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3~63 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEA~E BAY, ECOLOGV 
~051 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER PROGRAHS, ECOLOGY, HODEL 
STUDIES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS (BASINS) 
******************************************************•························· ECONOMIC FEASIBiliTY 
**~**~~***~*****~**~***************************************************~~~****9* 
DU14 ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
INUU~IKY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
242 
0109 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY• JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0114 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, HARBORS, JAMES RIVER, VIKGINIA 
2825 
3965 
CANALS, CHANNEL!NG, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC FEASIBILIT't, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, SHELLF!SH, VIRGINIA 
..... 
EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VAo ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, ECONDH:f; 
IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, PUBLIC BENEFITs, SEWAGE DISPJSAL, 
SIZE, ViRGINIA, wATER SUPPLY • 
~·••*************************~·················································· ECONOMIC IMPACT 
·······················~········*············~·································· 
C22fl SEiJS UNDER WATER, ;:;:;;:N::n:::; lMPACT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA• YORK RIVER 
0422 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECJNOMIC IMPA:T, PORT AUTHORIT!~S, SHIPS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
0559 <:t:ONQ"'!C IMPACT, 'I:'='JN!HIIC PREOICT!ON: H!Sfr::!RY, JA'!!:S R!'!ER, PROJECTS, 
VIRGINIA, HATER Q~._~:~;_:-;-\' ~ONTROL~· ~AT~R RES!JL:R:E.> OEV2LQ?MENi 
1697 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECGNOMIC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFfECTS, HAPPING, POTOMAC KIVER, POWER PLANTS 
3533 ECONOMIC iMPACT, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3712 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, ECONOMIC 
IMPACT, F!NANCING, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOI, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION FACiliTIES, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
3965 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 ECONOMIC FEASibiLITY, ECONOM<C 
IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED!, PUBLIC BENEFITS, SEWAuE DISPOSAL, 
SIZE, Vl~;INIA, WATER SUPPLY 
3968 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CONTINENTAL 
SHELF, ~CONOMIC IMPACT, MANAGEMENT, OIL, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANT~~ ~IGHT, 
COASTAL ZONE 
243 
3974 EASTERN SHO~E PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, HISTORY, PLANNING, 
SOCIAL IMPACT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3976 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, OIL INDUSTRY, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, TKANSPORTATION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3977 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EMPLOYMENT, MINERAL INDUSTRY, RECREATION, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, 10URISM, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3978 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EDUCATION, LABOR 
SUPPLY, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RECREATION, SOCIAL IMPACT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
J979 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE 9LANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, RECREATION DEMAND, TOURISM, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, COMMERCE 
3991 AIR POLLUTION, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DRILLING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLORATION, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, NATURAL GAS, OIL, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
3999 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, ECONOMIC IMPACT, 
ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, RECREATION DEMAND, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, 




0075 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
VIR~IhiA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0118 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HUMAN POPULATION, JAMES RIVER, 
ReCREATION, SALINITV, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
052~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
05S9 ECONOMIC IMPACT, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PROJECTS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
244 
0672 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
VIRGINIA, HAMPTON ROADS 
0673 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0674 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE CVA-M0) 0 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, 
POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
0675 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0676 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0677 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0689 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0690 ECONOMIC PREDICTluih EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0691 ECONOMIC PREDICTIJN, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS r VIRGINIA, 
0693 CHESAPEAKE BAY, Ei<Sicii.N SHORE I VA-MOI, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, 
POPLILATION OYN:OMIC\ 0 VIRGINIA 
0694 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0738 EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT10Nr RECREATION, TOURISM 




0094 ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING CPROJECTEDI, IRRIGATION, JAMES 
RIVERo NAVIGATION, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
2ft5 
0136 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, HANAGEHENJ, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
PUBLII,; LANDS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT r VI RGINlA 
Ol€12 ClAYS, DIATOMACEOiJS EARTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECONOIUCS, GEOLOGIC 
f-ORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGIN.IA 
0201 CU~LS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MESOZOIC ERA, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
0209 ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVERo RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, SURVEYS, 
VIRGINIA 
:>332 c:;E5APEAKE 8:.-lo ::::ONJ;-nc:;, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECiED), MANAGEMENT, MODEL 
5TUulE5, PATUXENT RIVER, WATER QUALITY, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
0600 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
~f::V!:LOPMENT 
0607 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMiCS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
!PROJECTED), GEOLOGY, GROUNDwATER, MINERALOGY, RECREATION, SURFACE WATERS, 
ViRGHIA, YORK RIVER 
0608 AGRICuLTURE, ECONOMICS, FINANCtAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0686 ECONOMICS, LOCAl GOVERNMENTS, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0687 CifiES, ECONOMICS, VIRGINIA, 
1024 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPORT, IHPORT, 
iNOUST~IES, PORT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 
1026 CDNSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENJAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
iKAN~PORIATlONr UNITED STATES 
i~l4 tiiOLOGY, CKAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, SLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2ft& 
lft42 ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LOCAL GGVERNKENTSo POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
1582 AQUICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FISH, PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POllUTION, 
WASTE DISPOSAL 
1602 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
SHIPS, TRANSPORTATION, HAMPTON ROADS, DELAWARE SAY 
1932 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MAN-AGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1981 ::HESAPEAK= BAY, ECONOMICS, EHPLOYHENTr POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
2377 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONUMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER PLANTS, SOCIAL 
ASPECT~~ THERMAL PQLLUT&ON 
2386 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECQND~ICS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
2589 cu!:$A 0 !:Ai<.!: llA't, ECu.'~;:HHCS, .'~ANAGEMENI, NATURAL RESOURCES, RE.SEAR(.H AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
2763 CATCH, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHEllFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2778 CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, BLUE CRAB 
2800 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, 
SHEllFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
2884 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVERr 
WATER QUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
2958 ECONOMICS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
2985 CHESAPEAKE BAYr ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RECREATION, SOIL EROSION, WATER POLLUTION 
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3007 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, 
FUTuRE PLANNING IPRUJECTEDI, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
3118 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, ECONOMICS, fiSHERIES, HISTORY, 
VIRGINIA 
3315 ECONOMICS, NATURAL RESOURCES, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
332~ BIOTA, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), GEOLOGY, LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 






AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), ECONOMICS, VIRGINIA 
ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LARVAE, POWER PLANTS, WATER QUALITY, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION FACILITIES, SEWERAGE, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
AGRICULTURE, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
LABUR, PROGRAMS, UNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES . 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, PLANNING, 
POPULATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
3616 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt ECONOMICS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
FACILITI~S, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
3622 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
LAND USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
164/ RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND 
USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
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3648 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3649 WESTMORELAND COUNTt, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3650 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3651 AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 







AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTV, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LAtiOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
AGRICULTURE, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION, TOURISM, UNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, COMMuNITY DEVELOPMENT, ECONOMICS, GROwTH RATES, INDUSTRIES, 
MAPS, PLANNING, v·~GJNIA 
WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CENSUS, 
ECONOMICS, GROWTH RATES, INDUSTRIES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, FINANCING, 
INDUSTRIES, RECREATION FACILITIES, TAXES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESOURCES 
3713 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt 
ECONOMICS, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3718 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, ECONOMICS, 
INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA 
3728 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CITIES, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING 
IPROJECTEDI, GROWTH RATES, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
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3792 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, HAPS, METEOROLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, SURFACE 
wATERS, VIRGINIA, wATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
3936 AC~OHA~K COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
POPULATION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, wASTE WATER TREATMENT 
3939 ALEXANDRIA, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATIOh, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
39~0 CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTR! T, VA, ECONOMICS, EDU~ATION, 
EMPLUYME~T, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOV~RNMENTS, NATU~AL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, KECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGIN!• 
3941 COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNH~NTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULA1ION 1 RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3942 GOOCHLAND COUNTY, VA, RICH~DND REGIONAL PLANNING UlSTRICTo VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL G~VERNHENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, Rc~~EAIION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
394j CRATER PLANNING DISTRICi, VA, GREENVILLE :oUNTY, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVER~MENTS, NATURAL RESOuRCES, 
POPJLATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTAiiON, VIRGINIA 
3944 HENRICO COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENi 9 LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, REC~~AllON, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
394~ LOJDOUN COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
1~4b POdHATAN COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
~OUCATION, EMPLOYM~NT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPUlATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
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3947 RICHMOND COUNTYo VAt NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES 
POPULATIONo RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3948 RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REG!ONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCAT1QN, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3949 SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOM!CS, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, lOCAl GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3950 ~REDER~:KSBURGo VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RADCO 
PlANNIN~ DISIRl~T. VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3'ol5l S!JC"JL:<., v:., ~J'; 7 :l!:ASTERN PtANNlNG D'STR!CT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLO'IHENT, LA&Q"R SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURC.ES, 
POPULAilON, A~G~~~iiONt iRANSPORTAT!ON, ViRGINIA 
3952 FREDERICKSBURG, ~A, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RADCO 
PLANNING OiSTRTrL VA, ~CONOH!CS, PLANr>!!NG: \IIRG!NLll. 
3953 KING GEORGE COUNTWo VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA 
3954 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMiCS 
LABOR SUPPLY, lOCAl GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, VIRGiNIA 
3955 NORFOLK, VA, PORTSMOUTH, VA, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 1 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3956 COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECDNUMICS, PLANNIN~, 
VIRGINIA 
3957 RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3956 SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
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39bl SOUTHEASTERN PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATlANTIC OCEAN, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
ECONOMICS, NATURAL GAS, NATURAL RESOURCES, OIL, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
J98b ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAl RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, WATER SUPPLY 
4005 MATHEwS COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
FISHING, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, OCCUPATIONS, VIRGINIA 
4010 KING WilliAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), LAND USE, NATURAl RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, UTILITIES, VIRGINIA, WATER UTILIZATION 
4014 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), LAND USE, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
4015 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, HISTORY, MANAGEMENT, 
kAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, R!VtR BASINS, STREAMS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
401b MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, 
GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
4017 AGRICULTURE, MIDDLE PENINSULA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, 
GROUNDWATER, RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
4018 MIDDLE PENINSULA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CliMATOlOGY, CONSERVATION, 
ECONOMICS, GEOLOGi, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, POPULATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
UISPUSAL, WATER QUALITY 
4019 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VAt EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
HISTORY, RECREATION, SHELLFISH 
4021 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIBliOGRAPHIES, ECONOMICS, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, COASTAL LONE 
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4022 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, eMPLOYMENT, GOVERN~ENTS, •LAND U~t 
NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
4024 RAOCO PlANNiNG DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLAN~ING IPROJECTE01 1 LAND 
USE, MAPS, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
4025 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, HISTORY, 
INDUSTRIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
405b INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, GOVERNMENTS, MANPOWER, MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, TRANSPORTATION, 
UTILITIES, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
••••••••••• ***** *** •• ** ** ** ****************** *"'*****"'"'**** ****"' •• "'****"'*** *·*** * 
ECOSYSTEMS 
******************************************************************************* 
0597 CHLOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
1380 BIOCHEMISTRY, ECOSYSTEMS, ESTUARIES, HEAVY MEDIA SEPARATION, SHELLFISH, 
UNAVAilABLE FOR R~··rEW 
2978 ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, OILY WATER 
J437 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERlt ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 




0753 EDUCATION, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, VIRGINIA, 
090b CONSERVATION, EDUCATION, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, TIDAl WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
2124 CRASS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, .RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
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3b36 NORrHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt EDUCATION, FACILITIES, PLANNING, 
SEWAGt, VIRGINIA 
3651 AGR!CULTURE, RICHMOND COUNT¥, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, ViRGINIA 
3652 AGRICULTURE, RiCHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
EC~!OMICS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULAT!ONo 
TRANSPORTATION, VlKGINIA 
3654 LANCAS-EK COUNTY, VA NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ED~CATION, 
~M?LOYMt~T, LABO~ SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATiON, 
R~CREATIUN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3657 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3660 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT 0 VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, FINANCING, 
INDUSTRIES, RELREATION FAC!L~Tl=S• TAXES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESOURCES 
3662 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMEN~, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3663 WeSTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOJRCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, HAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTAliON, VIRGINIA 
3702 CHESAPEAKE, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES 0 PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3703 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, iNCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNINGo POPULATION, 
KECREAIIGN, TRANSPORTATION. VIRGINIA 
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3704 HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, lABOR SUPPLY 0 NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3705 ISLE OF w!GHT COUNTY. VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMeNT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURLES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3706 JAMES CIIY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3937 ~:=J~~::: :JUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
iNCOM~, LA90R SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, 
RECREA~iJ~, iRAN~PORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3939 ~~~XA~!~~!~~ VA; ~~RTHERN VIRGINIA 7~A~l~~~~ ::STRICT9 ECONOMICS. EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENIS, NATURAL ReSOURCES, 
POPULATiON, REtR~·TIUN, TRANSPORTArlON, VIRG!NIA 
3940 CAROLINE COUNTr. VA, RADCO PLANNING DiSTRiCT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLQYM~N!~ LA~aR SUPPLY: LOCAL GOVERNMENIS1 NATURAL RESDUkCES, 
POPULA;IQN, RECRE~Tl~N, IRAN~?ORJA;IJN, VIiGINIA 
3941 COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3942 GOOCHLAND COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATIO~, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL HESUURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3943 CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GREENVILLE COUNTY, VA, ECONOMICS, EOUGATIUN, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3944 HENRICO COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONUHICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATiON, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
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3945 LOUDOUN COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONDHICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3946 POWHATAN COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3947 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3948 RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3951 SUFFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt ECONOMI:S, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATIO~, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3978 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EDUCATION, LABOR 
SUPPLY, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RECREATION, SOCIAL IMPACT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
******************************************************************************** EEL GRASS . 
***************************************•········································ 
0301 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EEL GRASS, PLANT POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK 
RIVER 
0363 A~UATIC MICROORGANISMS, EEL GRASS, MARINE FUNGI, PLANT PARASITES, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0566 AQUATIC PLANTS, EEL GRASS, HABITATS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Qf>l3 AUUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EEL GRASS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0622 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
EEL GRASS, GASTROPOD!>, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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11~9 AQUATIC LIFE, EEL GRASS, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2478 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, EEL GRASS: 
HABITATS, YORK RIVER 
3513 DAMAGES, EEL GRASS, VIRGINIA, 
3692 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECOLOGY, EEL GRASS, GASTROPODS, 
MOLLUSKS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3794 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINE, 
EEL GRASS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, LIFE HISTORY STUUIES, MANAGEMENT, OIL, 




0066 EELS, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPArlANNOCK RIVER, 
VARIABILITY, VIRC NIA, YORK RIVER 
0349 BIOASSAY, CHESAPE~KE BAYo EELS, FISH POPULATIONS 
09B9 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FECUNDITY, FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVEK, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1~46 EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3095 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3401 EELS, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3441 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FECUNDITY, FISH MIGRATION, GONADS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
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3581 EASfERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRACKISH WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, 
FDO~ HABITS, JAME5 RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL OlSTRlBUTION, WATER 
TEMP~RATURE, YORK RIVER 
3bl7 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BXDLOGYt DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, EELS, 
L!f~ HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3758 SOUTHEAST~RN PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CATCH, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, EELS, FOOD 




3505 EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISH, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEDIMENTS, 
lOGi'LANKTON 
3551 EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
3737 SOUTHEASTERN PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFECTS, 
FlSH, HYDROGEN SULFIDE, M2TALS, OYSTERS, PHOSPHORUS, SEDIMENTS, SEWA~E 
EFFLUC:i<TS, "A5Ti: WATER IPOLLUTIONl 
37d8 MIJDLE PeNINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EFFECTS, EFFLUENTS. FISH, 




0129 EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, JAMES RIVEa, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE 
CAPAC!TY, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
Ol4D ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDII.UlOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOlOA, VlttGINIA 
~247 CHEMISTRY, EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, JAMES RIVER, ORGANIC WASTESo 
VIRGINIA 
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0329 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, FISHERIES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SPORT FISHING 
0426 CHESAP~AKE BAY, CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SAliNITY, SE)AGE 
EFFLUE~TS, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
0976 EfFLUENTS, 
MYSiOS 
PAMUNKEY RlVER, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
1057 EF~LUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, YORK 
RIVeR 
1085 CHeMICAL ANALYSIS, EFfLUENTS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, 
V!RG!~i:A 1 YORK Ri1E~ 
1090 CIOLOG~, CHF•'~AL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, HVD~OGRAPHY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
O~STERS, PU~P AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YOR~ 
RIVER 
1160 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~FFLUENTS, MARYLA~O, PULP ~ASTES, TIDAL WATERS, VIRGINIA 
1163 EFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1167 E~fLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POllUTANT IDENTIFICATION, PULP AND 
PAPER ~NDUSTRY, PUL? WASTES, VIRGIN~A, YORK RIVER 
1434 A~GAE, AQUATIC LIFE, BACTERIA, EFFLUENTS, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANTS, 
P~OTO!OA, STREAMS, VIRGINIA 
2606 CHESA?=AKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), 
WATER QUAL!TY 
3426 s:OASSAY, CRUSTACEANS, EFFLUENTS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, 
SHRIMP, TOXIClTV 
35li B[OTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FiSHING, EFFLUENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS, 
SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE WATER IPOLLUTIONl 
259 
J1bZ EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHARTS, CHESAPEAKE 8AYo EFFLUENTS, 
FLOW MEASUREMENT, MANAGEMENT, PlANNING, PlANTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
37o7 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAYr EFFLUENTS, 
MANAGE~ENT, PROJECTS, REVIEWS, SHORESi HASTE HATER IPOllUTIONl, WATER 
QUALITY, WETlANDS 
3788 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EFFECTS, EFFLUENTS, FISH, 
FRESHWATER FISH, MANAGEMENT, MARINE FISH, REVIEWS, SEWAGE TREATMENT 





0653 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, EGGS, JUVENILE FISHES, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, 
SPAwNING 
0777 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EGGS, HATCHING, lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, BlUE CRAB, MOLTING 
0909 EGGS, FUNGI, PARASITISM, BLUE CRAB 
0911 EGGS, HATCHING, BlUE CRAB 
0912 EGGS, FUNGI, BLUE CRAB 
1070 COASTAL PLAINS, DISTRIBUTION, EGGS, lARVAE, SALAMANDERS, VIRGINIA, 




0710 ANIMAl PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ElASMOBRANCHS 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ElECTRIC POWER DEMAND 
******************************************************************************** 
0279 ELECTRIC POWER DEMAND, GROUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION DEMAND, 
VIRGINIA, WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 
******************************************************************************** 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION 
******************************************************************************** 
0365 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY~ COOLING WATER, ElECTRIC POWEM 
PRODUCTION, POWER PlANTS 
0607 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
IPROJECTEDt, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, MINERALOGY, RECREATION, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1083 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATEO WATER, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PlANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1697 CHESAPEAKE tlAYo E~ONOMIC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAl 
EFFECTS, HAPPING, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PlANTS 
2004 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CODLING WATER 0 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EfFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH POPULATIONS, HODEl STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PlANTS, THERMAl 
POLLUTION, THERMAL HATER 
2329 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, THERMAL POllUTION, VIRGINIA 
2377 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER PlANTS, SOCIAL 
ASPECTS, THERMAL POllUTION 
23B0 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ElECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL 
POllUTION, HATER TEMPERATURE 
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2604 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVERo THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TE~ERATURE 
2886 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFfECTS, HEATED 
hATER, MARYLAND, NORTHEAST U.S., NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOUTHEAST U.S., 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
3·090 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PLANKTON. POTOMAC RIVER, POWER 
PLANTS, UNAVAILAtlLE FOR REVIEW 
3150 BIOTA, ELECTR:C POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
NUCLEAR POwER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
3326 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR 
POwER PLANTS, POTOMAC kiVER, POWER PLANTS 
332? ELECTRIC POwER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LEGAL ASPECTS, POWER 
PLANTS, VlKGINIA, 
3425 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, JANES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANKTON, POWER 
PLANTS, VIRGINIA 





03d7 COOLING wATER, ElECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
0393 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE IHATERlt ELECTRIC POHERPLANTS, EUTROPHICATION, 
MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
Ob85 BENTHIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PK~DJST!ViTY, THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2b2 
1545 CANALS, DAMS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, 
ENGINEERING, EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, RE·MOTE SENSING 
1557 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHING, POTOMAC 
RIVER, THERMAL WATER 
3570 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLAMS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, LARVAE, 




2421 oiBUQ<,RAPHIES, BIOTA, ElECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 
MAGNETiC 3TUDiES, 10RTALITY, RADIATION, SOUND WAVES 
******************************************************************************** ELE~fkuN MICROSCOPY . 
••••***$**************~~~*~*******************•********************************* 
C~C~ ~ ... , .. "~ !'Ai'.k:5ioc.>, <::..ECTRON MiCROSCOPY, JAI1c5 RIVER, MICROORGANISMS, 
UlSTERS, SPORES, Vi . .>lNIA 
0712 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0808 AQUATIC FUNGI, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MICROBIOLOGY, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0814 CULTURES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PHYLOGENYt VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, :OOSPORE~ 
0830 CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, JELLYFISH 
0918 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, GROWTH STAGES, PROTOZOA, REPRODUCTION 
092! ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, GROWTH SiAGES, LiFE HISTORY STUDIES, PROTOZOA, 
ZOOSPOR!:S 
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0929 ANIMAL PARASITES, CLAMS, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, 
ZOOSPOKES 
0945 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MARINE FUNGI, ZOOSPORES 
0955 AQUATIC FUNGI, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, ZOOSPORES 
0957 AQUATIC FUNGI, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, ZOOSPORES 
1119 CULTURES, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, 
STRUCTURE 
1121 CULTURES, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PKOTOZOA 
2699 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MORPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SCYPHOZOA 
2ij30 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS, SCYPHOZOA 




2421 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, SlOTA, ~LECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 




083> biOCHEMISTRY, CHROMATOGRAPHY, ELECTROPHORESIS, OYSTER DRILLS, VIRGINIA, 
~ACHAPREAGUEtVA, YORK RIVER 
264 
1007 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, ELECTROPHORESIS, ENZYMES, FISH 





0015 ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA 
D027 BEDS UNDER WATER, BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, VIRGINIA 
0026 BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
0030 DREDGING, ELIZABETH ~iVER, JAMES RlVERe LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
VIRGINIA 
0031 BULKHEAD LINE, EL'ZABETH RiVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SHORESt 
VIRGINIA 
0032 ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGA~ ~~o~:TS. RiPARIAN KJ&HTS, SHGRES, VIRGiNIA 
014o BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, YORK RIVER 
0218 BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
VIRGINIA 
0220 BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
VIRGINIA 
0620 ELIZABETH RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
0621 ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PlEISTOCENE EPOCH, 
VIRGINIA 
2t>5 
142~ OJKES, Et.IZABETH RIY'ERo liYDi>.AUL'It: :JIODE1:S, 1C::IYER f'J.DW. $AL.I1tJTY, SHOALS.. 
T ([lES, 1/lRGlNIA 
llt79 ELIZABETH RIVER., Vlii.GJI!lll.t., -VATER l:IUAL.lTY 
2148 DREDGING, EllZABETH RIVER, JAMES .R'lVHi,, PP.UaECT -PLANNlliG. VlRGHH-JL, SPUU .. 
OJ SP.OSAL 
2931 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETfl Jl.lVER·t HA'RBORSo ~ASTE DISPOSAL. tiAitPTON it DADS 
34b7 CURRENTS (WATER), ELIZABETH RIVER, SALINJT·Y, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, WAYElt 
TEMPERATURE 
3733 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EllZAB.ETH 
RIV~R, ENVIRONMEI~TAL Ef'f.ECTS, HYDROGRAPHY, MATH..EHATlCAL MODELS, SEWAGE 
TREIITMENT, WATER .QUALITY CONTROL 
3143 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICh VA~ CIRCULATifiNr ELIZA6ETH RIVER, 
PHOTOGRAPH'/, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGHUA 
3789 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLAiliNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFIC-ATION, 
DATA JRANSMI SSION, ELIZABETH RIVER, FUHIJi.E PLAKNII-IG lPROJECJ£D), 
MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
4031 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNlNG_DlSTRICT 1 VA, CORES, ELIZABETH RIVER, METALS, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
*******"*********************"******************-******-···········-·**"'******** EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE 
... **** ** ... "* .... *** •••••• * ********** .... ·····················-······****'*••••••••**** 
Ob41 EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYftES 1 O'ISTERS 
Ob43 EMBRYDNlC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
Ob44 EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
-26.6 
1~ ~tiESAPE'IIltE BT, EMBRYUIUC GROWTtf ST.AIOE, 'FlSH ·"E'GGS., FJSH P.OPULAT.IONS, 
.J..Ali.Vllt. GRDIA'H Sl.AGC-. ~URPHDLOGY 
24l7o .SltYDZUA., Elt&I!.YONIC GRmiTH STAG£~ JOB.DWlll &-ATES, Jli¥£-RT.EBII.ATES.:t L·AR\IAL 
GROWTH ST"AbE, IIHlGINJA, YORK RIVER 
2938 CHESAPEAKE BlY.t EASTERN SHORE IVA-HDh EM8RYOJU.C GRDliTH STAG"Er Lt.RVAE, 
MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, WACHAPREAGUE,VA, ~AJER TEMPERATURE 
""""***********************"*********•••••••••••**'***-···············-···*···-EJIIIPLOYMENT 
.......................................... ~ ........................... ,. ........ . 
0672 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOM-IC PREDIC liON, EMPLOYMENT, PO PULA liON DYI\IA:ollCS1 
VlRGl.NIA, HAMPTON ROADS 
Ob73 ECONOMIC PREDIC-TION, EltPLOYMBH, POPULATION OY'NIIMICS. VIRGINIA, 
0674 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHOI<E {VA-MD), ECONOMI(; PRE Dl CT 10~ EMPLOYMENT, 
POPULATION DYNAH!CS, VIRGINIA 
0675 ECONOJIIC PREDlCTiOH, EMPLOYMENT, POP.ULA T I 0111 DYNAMl~St VIRGINIA, 
0676 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULAUON DYNAMICS• VIRGINIA, 
0677 ECONOMIC PREDICTION. EMPLOYMENT, POPULAilON OYNAltlCS_, VIRGINIA, 
0669 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPUl.ATI ON DYNAKJ.CS., VlAGINlA, 
0690 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYttENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0691 ECONOMIC PREDICT ION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 111-I!.G IN IA, 
Ob93 CHESAPEAKE BAYo EASTERN SHORE lVA-K0) 0 .ECONOMIC PREOICTION, EMPLOYMENT, 
POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
069'o ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION OYNAMJLS, VIR&INIA, 
Z67 
0775 EMPLOYMENT, FACILITIES, LABORATORIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA, 
1099 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
136~ EMPLOYMENT, URBAN SOCIOLOGY, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1~42 ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, R~GIONAL ANALYSIS, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
1961 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENTo POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
361Z AGRICULTURE, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
LABOR, PKUGRAMS, UNEMPLOYMeNT, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
3634 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMENT, INCOME ANALYSIS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3653 AGRICULTURE, NURTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION, TOURISM, UNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA 
3654 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, NATUIML RESOURCES, PLANNING, POP\)LATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3661 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMENT, 
INDuSTRIES, MAPS, MARKETING, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3662 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, HAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3663 WtSTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYM~NT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3702 CHESAPEAKE, VAt SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
fKAN~PORTATION, VIRGINIA 
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3703 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING OISTRlC"To 1!/J.-, EDUC-ATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOlJRC.ES., 'PLANNING, POPULATION 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3704 HAIIPTONt VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOIIE, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAi. RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RE:CREATION 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA . 
3705 ISLE Of WIGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLA!ImlNG DISTR'ICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3706 JAKES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOU~CES, PLANNING, POPULATION 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3939 ALEXANDRIA, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3940 CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3941 COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3942 GOOCHLAND COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENiS, NATURAL RESOURCES 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3943 CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GREENVILLE COUNTY~ VA, ECDNDMICS 1 EDUCATION 
EHPLOIIIENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
39~4 HENRICO COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3945 LOUODUN I:OUNTY, VA, ffORTHERN VIRGINIA :PLANI!llNG DI:STRICT, Et.ONDWitS~ 
E DUCA T1 01!1, EMPLOY,.El'tl, LAI:iOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOliERNBElH-S,, NATUJYU. li.~URtES,. 
PUPUt.AJION, KECREATJOJII, TRANSf>OR'l'AT-IDN-. VIRGINIA 
39/ol> POWHATAN COUNf'V'_, VA, RICHI'IONO REGIMAL PLidiNING Dl:SlRlCT" VA, :EUlMOKl'CS-. 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY~ lOt.AL GOVERNJ!ENTS_, NATUIUil.. .RESUURCES.o 
POPULATION, RECKEATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGIItlA 
39%7 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DlSTRLCh VA, ECOltD1'tJ.t,S, 
E:OUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOC-Al GOVERNMENTS, N-AJUllAl -RESOIJ&t:'ES, 
POPULATION, RECKEATION, TKANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3948 RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LAt;OR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVEKNMENTS, N-ATURAL RES-OURCES, 
POPULATION, RECKEATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3949 SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING .OJSTRJ.CT, -w.,,. 
ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LABOk SUPPLY, LOCAL GOYERNKENTSo NATIJilAL -1\ESDU.RCES, 
POPULATION_, REUEA-TIUN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGHUA 
3950 FREDERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, V'A, .>lAFFORD COUNTY~ VA, :RADGO 
PLA~NING OISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYM~T, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL 
GOVER~MENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION~ JRANSPORTAHONo VIRGINIA 
3951 SUFFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS_, EDUCAHO.N, 
EMPLOYMENT., LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, liATURAl. RHOURCESr 
POPULATION, RECKcATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3977 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CDMMERCJAL 
FISHING, ECONOMIC IMPAGT, EMPLOYMENT, MINERAL INDUSTRY, RECREATI-oN, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, TOURISM, ~IDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT . 
4022 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT., GoYERNMENTS, LAfliD USE, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, TRANSPORTATIOHw VlRGJN.IA 
40H AGRICULTURE, ESSEX COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
(MI'LOYMENT, FISHERIES, INCOME, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
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·-·--·lli:ll1--······-**"'*'*******--·*····-·*-**••-··· EJU>LOYMENT OPPOII.nm1 T n:s 
_..,.'l.,l--->1<··-··-·--*·--····-·••-.o<••••--:··--········ 
Oi13B EASTERN SKOR.E tYA-MDh ECONOJIIJt PREOlCtiO~ HIPl.OWI:UT OPPORTUNUHS, 
-GEOGRAPKICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRl'llL PROD.W:TlUl'h .RECitEATJDJ\l, TOUR-IS'M 
................................................. ~**************** .. **********•*•* ENERGY 
*·******'***-****************-****••·•••••*****-.-··-*····-········-····-··-···~ 
39B2 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENERGY, l~OUSTRIAL PLANTS, OIL 
INDUSTRY, JRANSPOkTAtlON, USE RATiOS, MIDDLE ATLANTH; l:iiGHT 
·-··-··-,..··················••***********·•·••••"'**********•-·····-··-······· ENERGY BUDGET . 
*******•*•"'··········-·--**'************---··-··•-•**•--·-.. ····--··-·· 
0606 DATA COLLECTIONS, ENERGY BUDGET, SEDIMEIIIT LOAD, SESTON·, SU~P£NSION, 
V.IJi.GlNIAo YORK -Rl VER 
0839 .DJ.STRJBUTJON, OIVERSIFICATIOI'lo ENERGY BUDGET, -llATHEMATJCAl MilDELS• 
PHVIOPLANKTDN, PRODUCTIVITY, STABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3697 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOINDICATORS, DISTRIBUTION, ENERGY 
BUDGET., ESTUAR'INE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA 
·-···· .•.......•.•.... ** ** ••..•.•.... ·····························-·· .......... . ENERGY CONVERSlON 
. ......... __ ....... -.................................... *"'******•····-·-.. ·······-* 
08~2 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, CUHMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DISTRIBUTION, ENERGY 
CONVERSION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS~ PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIAo YORK RlliER, 
SHANNONS THEOREUH 10 
································-···········-············-··-··••***"'******* ENERGY TRANSFER 
·-····· .. ······································-·-····-············-·········· 
211 
35b2 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF 1 ENERGY TRANSFER, SHORES, WAVES IWATERit 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
35b3 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, ENERGY TRANSFER, 
VIRGINIA, WAVES IWATERJ, BARRIER ISLANDS 
3Sb4 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, ENERGY TRANSFER, 
REFRACTION !WATER wAVESI, WAVES IWATERio MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3599 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, ENERGY TRANSFER, EROSION 




0248 DA~S, ENGINEERING, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL WATER, JAMES RIVER, 
NAviGATION, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1357 CHANNELING, OL~iCHARGE I WATER), ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION 
CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, JAKES RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
1425 DATA COLLECTIONS, ENG!NEERING 1 ·FLODD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS~ JAKES RIVER, 
MAPS, MAXIMUM PROBABLE FLOOD, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS 
(BAS!NSI, ZONING 
l545 CANALS, DAMS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, 
EhGINEERING, EROSJON CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
3014 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENGINEERING, FEDERAL JURlSOICTION 1 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
RESUURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
******************************•···························*····················· 
ENTOMOLOGY 
* •• ** *******************•********•·····························*··············*•• 
£3L7 CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, ENTOMOLOGY, 
INScCI BEHAVIOR, INSECTS, SYSTEMATICS 
272 
·····································*··············· .. ············*···········~ ENTOPROCTA 
·······················································••************•••••••*·*~ 
22~1 ANNELIDS, ARTHROPODS, BRYOZOA, ECHINODERMS, ENTOPROCTA, INVERTEBRATES, 




1405 BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWEk 
PLANTS, POWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
lb96 ENVIRONMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNITED STATES 
2637 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, 
REMOTE SENSING, SEASHORES 
3b12 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRICT 1 VA, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNiNG, PARKS, PLANNING, PRESERVATION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
3714 EASTERN SHORE PLANN!NG DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, STATE 
JURISDICTION, Vl~GINIA 
3877 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, EXPANSION, LtGlSLATION 0 




0524 CHESAP.EAKE BAV, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER MANAGEMENT t.APi'LIED! 1 WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
05bl DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
213 
0770 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIROHHENJAL EFFECTS, HYDRAULIC 
MODELS, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
1023 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, DEEP WATER, ENVlRONHENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
UNITED STATES 
1024 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECON~ICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPORT, IMPORT, 
INDUSTRIES, PORT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 
1026 CONSTJ<.UCTI ON COSTS, ECONOM !CS, ENV IRONIIENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHOR ITI ESt 
TRA~SPORTAT!ON, UNITED STATES 
1029 ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, TOURISM, UNITED STATES 
1156 AlGAE, ECOLOGY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1357 CHANNELING, DISCHARGE !WATER), ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION 
CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOJr JAMES RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
1415 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, ENVIRO~ENTAL EFFECTS, 
JAMt:S RIVER, HODEL STUDIES, OYSTERS, SALINE IIIATER INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
1416 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, PROJECT FEASIBILITY, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
14J5 AQUATIC ll FE, CHEIHCAL WASTES, COOLING WATER, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ~AMES RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PUBliC UTILITIES, 
RADIOACTIVE WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
1601 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1697 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, MAPPING, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1!157 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
HURRICANES 
274 
.2131 ALElollVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVJllOJ!»fEJllTat. ffFECTSe ofiSM EGGS, 
FISH POPULATIONS, MUOEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, PQII£R PLANTS, TH.ERHAL 
POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER 
2159 CLAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, EtlYlliONMENTAL EFFEC.TS 0 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS, GASTROPODS, POL YCHAETESt .RAPP.AWANNOCK RIYEJl, 
SEOlJIENTS~ STATISTICAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
2311 BENTHOS, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, Oil. EDGING, ENYI RONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
SEDIMENT-AUON 1 TURBIDITY, 1/lRGINIA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2854 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + .0 
CANAL 
2B86 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTIOr-., ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS., HEATE:U 
WATER, MARYLAND-. ttORTHEAST u.s., NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOUTHEAST u.s.~ 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
2916 ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, OILY WATER 
3096 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONKENTAL EFFECTS, C ,. D CANA.L 1 UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3326 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, EJ!IVl.aQNKENTAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
3327 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LEGAL ASPECTS, PO~ER 
PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
3437 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONHENTAL EFFECTS, 
GEOLOGY, PLANNING, SEA WATER, WAVES IWATER), WINOS, HAMPTON ROADS 
3't8l ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FUNGICIDES, HEAVY METALS, HERill.CIOES, INSECT 
CONTROL, LETHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, 
3492 ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LARVAE, POWER PLANTS, WATER QUALITY, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
275 
3511 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVERo POWER PLANTS, 
SE~AGE TREATMENT, ~ASTE WATER (POlLUTIONJ 
3643 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VAt DESIGN 
STANOAKOS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FACILITIES, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, 
SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA 
3719 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, BEACH EROSION, 
ENVIRONMENJAl EffECTS, FLOOD CONTROL, PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECT PURPOSES, 
PROJECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
3721 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AIRPORTS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT~, EROSION, EROSION CONTROL, SHORE PROTECTION, TANGIER 
SOUND, VIRGINIA 
3733 SOUTHEAST=RN P~ANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 ASSESSMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH 
RIVER, ENVIRONMENTAL EffECTS, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
3744 NORFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, 
CLAMS, ENVIRO~ENTAL EFFECTS, OYSTERS, ?OPUlATION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
3757 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PROJECT-BENEFITS 
3768 EASTERN SHOR~ PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EfFECTS, MANAGEMENT, PERMITS, PROJECT PlANNING, SHOkE PROTECTION, SHORES 
3991 AIR POLLUTION, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DRILLING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ~XPLORATIONo LEGAL 
ASPECTS, NATURAL GASo OIL, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
4042 KAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, IMPOUNDMENTS, NUCLEAR 
POwER PLANTS, RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
4068 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EF~ECTS, JAMES RIVER, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SALINE 
~ATEK-fRESHWATER INTERFACES, SALINITY, STORMS, YORK RIVER 
276 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 
................................................................................ 
0074 ECONOMIC fEASIBiliTY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, JA~ES RIVERo OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
2154 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, HYDRAULIC MODELS, 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
3299 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES; 
NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHORUS, PHYTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ENVIRONHENiAL QUALITY . 
········································••*•••·································· 
3730 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, ~TERN SHORe PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt APPLICATIO~ 
METHODS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROJECTS, ~~MOTE SENSING, RESEARCH EQUIPMENT 
3791 ENVIRONMENTAL QU''.ITYt MIDDLE PENINSULA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, VIRGI .A 
3931 ENVIRONMENTAL QU~llTY, EASTERN SHJRE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE 
PlANNING IPROJELIF.DI, MAPS, RECKcATiilN ~ACiLiiiES, ViRGINiA 
3966 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE 
BAV, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAl RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, WATER SUPPLY 
3998 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 FINANCING, 
LAND RESOURCES, LAND USE, lONG-TERM PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, 
RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
4001 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
LEGISLATION, lOCAL GOVERNMENTS, MARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
277 
......................................... ~ .............. ~_. .............. . 
HlZ¥MES 
···············***"'*************"'*---·---··.._.... __ ..._....._ ...... . 
Qh4.l EJtSR.¥0NiC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, tlYSTERS 
Ob4.i EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, 'RESPIRATION 
0644 EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATI~N 
0707 PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, MSXo ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
0931 CRUSTACEANS, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
1007 ALEIIIIVES, AMERICAN SHAD 1 ATLANTIC :MENHADEI'h ELECTROPHORESIS, ENZY'KESo FISH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOC~ RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1116 AEROBIC CONDITIONS, OINOFLAGEl.LAJESo .ENZYMES, liSX, DJ'SHRS,. PARASIHSM 
2239 ENZYMES, GONADS, OYSTERS 
2936 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-M0) 1 ENZYMES, GASTJI.DP09So 
"'ACHAPREAGUE,VA, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIUNS 
3472 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENZYMES, PHOSPHATES, SEA KETJLESoo SCYPROZOA 
........................................... .,.. ............... __ ...... _ ...... _____ _ 
EPIZOOTIOLOGY 
...... ** •••••••••••••• ** ············-··*····················••••****************** 
0927 ANIMAL PATHOLO!>Y, CHESAPEAKE BAY., EPIZOOTJOLOG¥ 1 JAMES IU\IER, KORTALITY, 
MSX, UYSTtRS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RlVER 
l34b ~PIZOOTIOLOGY, JAMES RI\IER1 KORTALUY, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGll\llAw OYSJEJI. 
SETTING 
ll'Z6 M.CT£RH, ~SAP'EAKE BAY, -cmiFOIOlSt EPIZOOTIOLtJG;J, UYSJfii.S~ T>tltGJER SUUND 
21.39 CJtl:S'APEAKE B<AY., OISEASES, £ASTERN SNORE ~VA-JlDJ. EPlZ1JO'Hili.:OGJ, MORIALlTY 1 
JIISX, OY!>Tf:RS, VIRGllitA 
22~9 CHESAPEAKE BAY • EPI ZOOTIOLOGT, J!IOBJACX ~AYo -i'!ORl'A\.lH',. llS.l, OYSTER·S, 
POTOMAC R.IVER, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SET.llNG 
25111 CHESAPEAKE liAT • EAST ERN SllORE { VA-MDh E.PlLOOUDl.Jl~, MOR J Al..ll\', MSX, 
OYSTERS, PAII.ASITISM, VIRGINIA 
353b EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
.................................... _ .................................. *--*********•• 
EQUIPMENT 
................. ...,.. ................. -.........•...•....... - ..... --··········· 
0865 AQUATIC PRODUCTIVITY, DAT'A COLLECTIONS.~ DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HlUlPMENT, 
METHODOLOGY, RES PI RA Tl ON 
0991 .CHESAPEAKE BAY, EQUIPMENT, PAI'IUNKEY Rlli.ER, PLAHK.Hl8 1 SAHPLIN(>y YORK RIVER 
1084 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUC1lV.lTY., RADIATION, 
RESPIRATIO~, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1161 CHLORINE, DIS.SOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RAOlATlON, 
RESPIRATION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPER.ATURE 1 YORK RIVER 
1714 CTENOPHORES, EQUIPMENT, JELLYFJ.SH, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
2132 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONDUCTIVITY, DEPTH, E.QUI:J>MENJ., HYDROGR.A.P.HY 1 POTOMAC. 
RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE 
2697 BEACtlES, EQUIPMENT, W-ATER TABLE 
2703 CURRENTS I~AJEJU, EQUIPMENT, ltYORAULICS 
279 
2782 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, EQUIPMENT, POTOMAC RIVER 
3&75 NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, EQUIPMENT, EVALUATION, TECHNOLOGY, 
THERMOMETERS, VIRGINIA 
3676 VIRGINIA HEAtH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACHES, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTAL ENGINEERING, DREDGING, EQUIPMENT 
******************************************************************************** 
EROSION 
.-. ** •• ** ** ** ** ** **** ** ****** ***************************** •• ***"' ******"'**** ** •••• 
0315 AlLANT!C COlSTAL PlAIN, BANK EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EROSION, SEDIMENT 
O!STRIBUTION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 
0776 EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, HARSH PlANTS, TIDAL 
MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1141 COMMERCIAL FISHING, EROSION, FlSHERlESo MANAGEMENT, MARSHES, RECREATION, 
wETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
1543 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EROSION, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, SILTING, SUSPENDED 
LOAD 
1568 AQUATIC PLANTS, EROSION, LEGAL ASPECTS, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
RECREATION, SHELLFISH, WATER QUALITY, HETLAND$, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
2629 DEPOSITION ISEDIMENTSJ~ EROSION, GEOMORPHOLOGY, HISTORIC FlOOD, 
HURRICANES, JAMES .RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
3494 EROSION, HARSHESt WETLANOS, COASTAl ZONE 
3519 ERO$ION, SEDIMENTATION RATES, VIRGINIA, 
3536 ASSESSMENTS, EROSION, PLANNING, SHORES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
280 
3721 EASTER!\! SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT. VAe AIRPORTS, EASTERN SHORE IYA-MDJ, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION, EROSION CONTROL, SHORE PROTECTION, TANGIER 
SOUND, VIRGINIA 
3756 SHORELINE EROSION, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
EROSION, MARSHES, PHOTOGRAPHY, MORPHOLOGY, SHORE-liNE COVER 
3924 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, EROSION, lAND USE, MANAGEMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 




0053 6~0S ~~JER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVI~ABLE 
W~lc~~. POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER LAW 
0702 AIR POLLUTION, EROSION CONTROL, MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAl WASTES, SEWAGE 
TREATM!:NT, SIAl!:" ;,Q¥"E~NMEi-<oS, VIRGli'HA, wATER POLLUTlON CONTROL 
0703 EROSION CONTROL, •.EGAL ASPECTS, SEDIMENTATION, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA, 
1357 CHANNELiNG, DiS,~iRGE IWATERl, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION 
CONTROL, FUIURE P.ANNING IPROJEC7EDit JAMES RIVER, RESOURCE OEVELOPM~NT, 
VIRGINIA, WASTE O<SPOSAL 
1445 CONSTRUCTION, COSTS, EROSION CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER dASINS, ROAD 
CONSTRUCTION, SEDIMENT CONTROL, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA 
1545 CANALS, DAMS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ElECTRIC POWERPLANTS, 
ENGINEERING, EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
3507 EROSION CONTROL, SHORES, VIRGINIA, 
3599 EASTERN SHaRE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, ENERGY TRANSFER, ERO~ION 
CONTROL, MODEL ~TUDIES, REFRACTION !WATER WAVE~J, WAV~S.IWATERI 
Z81 
3b3l LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECtt 9l.Al'IBiftG DISTRI.CT • VA~· CDNS£RVATIOfh 
EROSION CONTROL, LAND US-E, LEGISLATJDNo PLAli!lllmt,. II'JR.Glltl-A 
3b42 NORTHU116ERLANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANiilMG o·ISTB.iCT, VA, 
CONSERVAJION, ERUSIO.\j CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATlON, J'lANIIIll>lG., :Vl&Gl·NIA 
3b45 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DiSTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
EROSION CONTROL, LAND U~E, LEGISLATION, PLANNiNG, liiRGiNIA 
3b70 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA~ 
CUNSERVAT ION, Ef<OSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGIJilA 
3721 EASTERN SHOKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AIRPORTS, EASTERN SHORE IVA--HOh 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION, EROSION CONTROL, SHORE PROTECTION, TANGIER 
SOUND, 1/IRGINIA 
3930 :ABUTMENTS, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT • VA,. BEACH 
EROS! ON, EROSIDN CONTROL, HURRICANES, MARYl.Af'IDo \llRGlNlA, HI DOLE A TLANTJ C 
81 GHT 
4007 GLOUCESTER COUNT¥, VA, HIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING OISIRltT, VA, EROSI.DN 
CONTROL, PLANNING, SEDIMENT CONTROL, VIK.G.JNIA 
************"'**·*"'******************-************"'**********'**•~················· ESSEX COUNTY, VA 
............................................................................................ 
4033 AGRICULTURE, ESSEX COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, 1/A, 
EMt>LUYMENT, FlSHE_RIES,, INCOME, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
............ ******** ****** .......................................................... .. 
EST IKATED toSJS 
................................................................................... 
01'18 CANALS, ESTIMATED COSTS, FUTURE PLANNING lPROJECT.ED), JAMES RIVER, 
~AV1GATION, SURIIEYS, VIRGINIA 
0214 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT t COST ALLOCATION, ESTIHATED COSTS, JAI!ES RIVER, 




0054 CURRENT .METERS, ESTUARIES 
0056 ESTUARIES, JAMES Rl VERt 5-Al.liiiE WATER-FRESHiiATER INT ERf'.ACES, SALINE !OATE~ 
INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
0057 ESTUARIES, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER JNTERFACES 
·0070 CHICKAHOMIN¥ RIIIER,. ESTUARIESo .JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAJIIUN~EY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER., SPAIIINING, STRIPED BASS, Vik.GINIA 
0232 COitfiERCIAL f'ISH, OISTRJilUIIONo ESTUARIES, JUVENILE HSHES. 1/li!.GJNl.A-. 
0233 DISTRIBUIIONo ESTUARIES, MARl~ FISH, VIRGINIA, 
023'o CROAKER., OISTAIB!JTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES_, V:IR.G-INIA-. 
0236 CHICJ<AHOMlNY RIVER• ESTUARIES, .JAHES RIVER• HAJTAPlJNI RIVER, PA"UNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPA~ING, STRIPED BASS, V!RGlNIA 
02b1 CORIOLIS FORCE, ESTUARI.ES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATIOR, JAMES RIVER, PHYSiCAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SA.LlNJTY, VIRGINIA 
0262 CURRENTS IWATERI, ESTUARHS, HYDROl.OGIC EIJUATION. JAMES RIVERo PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINII·¥, \IIRGINJA 
0263 ESTUARIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, 
02b6 ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALT BAL-ANCE, VIRGINIA 
0311 ESTUARIES, LAND DEVELOPMENT, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, 
0353 CATCH, ESTUARIES 
2B3 
059b ESTUARIES, J>t.ANKTOIIb P.U·I!IAilY .P.RODUCTIVITY, llESPIRATIOHt SAitf>LlliiGt 
V.JRGINIA, YORK Rf·VER 
05'i8 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION .. ESTUARIES, POTDHAC RIVER, if.AJER MANAGEMENT 
(APPLIED) 
11601 BOROI'h CHEMI!>AL ANALYSIS, .ESTUAR.JES, AAPP.AHA:NH.OtK RJVEil, SALINITY .. 
SED1~ENTS, VJAGlNIA 
G"60Z OATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, FORAM.INJFER·At RAPJ>AHANNO.CK 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
0658 CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS IWATERI 1 ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
0728 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE; liAYt DREDGING, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WAT.ER 
QUALITY, WILDLIFE 
0783 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, ~ATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0928 AMINO ACIDS, AQUATIC BACTERI-A, ESTU:t.RIESr PLANKTON, VIJI.GlNJA, YORK RlVER 
0946 ESTUARIES, HEAVY METALS, JAMES -RIVER, MERCURY, RATES, SEOIHENTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
099b BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, PAMUNKEY RIVER, YORK 
Rl VER 
1149 AQUATIC LIFE, EEL GRASS, ESTUARIESo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1269 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ESTUARIES, HlDOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT., UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE.ti 
IJ09 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
QUALITY CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1114 ESTUARIES, JAMES Rl VER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGIN.! A 
ZB4 
1315 ESTUARIES, flY.DRAULJC IIDOELS, JAMES lU.VER, LlUtnE, gi'.ST£RS., s·JRATIFICATION 
VIRGINIA 
l3BO BlOCHEIUSTRY, ECOSYSTEMS, ESTUARIES, HEAVY MEDIA SEP,ARATIBN, SHELLFlSH, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1.3-92 CHESAPEAKE ltAY, ESTUARIES.. GEOLOGY, HISJtlRY, UJ\IA.VAI.LABLE FOR REVIEW 
1405 81ULOGICAL TREATMENT, ENVIRONI'JENT, ESTUARIES, JAl!IES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, PDiiCA PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1426 CHANNELIHG, ESTUARIES, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER., SALINE WATER HITRUSION, WATER QUALITY 
1548 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES,, SAL1NlTY, TIDAl. EFFEl:JS, TURBIDITY 
1601 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1603 CR'AB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIE.S, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING.., 
POLlUTANTS, RECREATION~ SHIPS, WATER QUALJTY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1607 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, GEOfiORPHOLOGYt MEANDERS, PATUXENT RIVER, TIDAL 
WATERS 
1698 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATERJ, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, NORTH CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REHOTE SENSING 
1857 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, f.LOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
HURRICANES 
1968 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, PO.TOftAC RIVER., SEWAGE EFFLUE.NT5t 
SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREAHtENT, WATER IJUALITY 
1971 CLAY MINERALS, CONTINENTAL HARGIN, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, UNITED STATES 
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1976 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, ,ftANAGEffENT:o ACSEARClt UID D.E"Y.EUIPJlEJU 
2021 B-ATHYMETRY~ CHESAPE-AKl: B:U, ESTUAIU.ES,. HJDROOhAAYo» PHYSlC:S,. SY:S911lti. 
DlSTRJSUTIO!II, WATER CliEHlSTR¥ 
2013 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHES.APEAKE 8-AY~ ESTUARIES,. FISH, HE&V:Y METALS., -1'1ERtUA1f• 
NORTH CAROLINA, PLANKTON 
21 Sit CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENV 1-RONHENTAL ENGINE£8.1 NGo. ESTUARIES, HYDRAULI-C 1WDElS, 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
2215 ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANN-OCK RIVE&, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, S.EOl~ENTATlDJil, ll'l-IUiUil.A 
2219 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, FISH, JAHES-JUVER, :NEKTON, YORX RIVER 
2222 ESTUARIES, SEDIMENT TRANSP.ORT, SEDIMENTS, SOil. -MECHAtUCS, Yl.RGlliiU, YDilK 
RIVER 
2247 CONDEMNATION, ESTUARIES, MORTALITY-. PESTI-CIDES• VUU>UIIA, 
2io80 CURKENTS IWATERJ, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANttOCK RIVER, S.U.lNHY, S£D1JIIENJ 
TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAU, JURSIOITY, VIRGINIA 
26lo3 BATHYMETRY, CHESAP.EAKE BAY, CHlOROPHYLL, ESTUAIUES, J-AIIES RIVER-. 
SATELLITES I ARTIFICIAL), SUSPENDED l.OADr VJRGllUA 
2695 DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIII.OWIENT, SHELLFISH 
l708 BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHI,ATION, -MARSHE_S, NJT&OGEa, 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARSHES, WAlEK QUALITY 
275B OENSI TY CUKRENTS, ESTUARIES, JAMES -RIVER, -MATHEJUJlC-41. MODELS, SAl.lNHY~ 
VELOCITY, VIRGINIA 
21~4 CHESAPEAKE 6AY, CURRENTS !WATERI, DENSJTY CURRENTS, OY·E REL£ASES, 
E!>TUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL., WATER POl.LUTION 
2851 8El!ITHOS, ESTUARIES, F-ISH PDPULATHJlllS,, mY'EilTEBRATES, ~T•Alll'T-• SEA 
NETT1.£S, SHEUFISH-, w.ATEII. TEHYERATURE 
.Z8&8 BAYS, BIRDS.. CHESAPEAKE BAYw DISJ"RlaiJTJDJh »lSTRlU -Of -tOUI!!.&J-11., 
ESTUARIES, JtARYLAND, VIRGINIA, tt.AT£RF-IDIL _ 
28~ BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY., DREDGING, Et:OLDGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, l'lANAGEMENT 
3D08 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, WAT£R POLl.UTIO!Il, --IIATEil QUALIT-Y .CONTROL 
3099 ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, UNAVAILABLE FOR RElllEW 
3299 CHESAPEAKE BAY, .ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, ·HODEL SJUDlES, 
NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHORUS, PHYTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
3339 CHESAPEAKE aAY, ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, REGIME 
3431o CHESAPEAKE 8A y_, CURRENTS OIA TER l• .ESJUARI:ES.. -S1UW .B-ARS, :SEOJ'IIIENJ 
TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SHOALS, SHORES, :riDES, ViRGINIA 
3528 CIRCULATION, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, SALlNIJY, TJDA·L ltllTERS 
3529 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
3601o EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTIU-GT, VA, ESTUARIES, l.EG-JSLATION, MAN.AGEMEl\IJ, 
PRESERVAJION 
3672 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRDbiHEIH, ESTUARIES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, PARKS, PLANNING., PRESERVATION, VIRGINIA, -W.ETLANDS 
36"91 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT. VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, F.LDW 
PROFl.LESr KATHEMAJICAL MOOELS, NUMER1CAL ANALYSIS 
37-la .PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CANALS, COMPUTE-R "ODEl.Sr ESTUARIES 
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3~1 EASTERN SHORE PlANNlNG DISTRICT, VA, CHEScAPEAKE BAY, ClRCULAH'ONo COMP.UTEil. 




0272 BENTHIC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINE WATER INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
0812 ABIOTIC ENVIRONMENT, AQUATIC PRODUCTIVITY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, 
NUTRIENTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1474 ESTuARINE ENVIRONMENT, FROUDE NUMBER, HYDRAULIC MODELS, HYDRAULICS, JAMES 
RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA 
2227 CURRENTS IWATERl, DENSITY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HYDROGRAPHY~ PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
2286. ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PIANKATANK RIVER, SALINITY, SEOIJifENTOLOGY, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2317 ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MATHEMIHICAL MODELS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SAl.tNITY, 
TIDES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2320 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, EUTROPHICATION, NITRATES, 
NITRITES, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, VIRGINIA, 
232:> C.HLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARINE 
ENVIRONMENT, LIGHT PENETRATIOth PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
2344 DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARINE ENVIRO~NTr FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, HARSH 
PLANTS, MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
243.:1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DUCKS IWILDI, ESTUARINE ENVHI.ONMENT, MIGRATION, POT.OMAI: 
RIVER, WATERFOWL 
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2695 Dl STRIBUT1Ul'l, ESTUARIES, ESTUAIUI'i£ ENVl.WNMENT, SHELLfl SH 
3030 ABSTRACTS, 'HESAPEAKE BAYo ESTUARINE ENVIRONHElH,. HISTORIC FLOOD, STORMS 
3505 EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, fiS~ PHYTOPLANKTON, SEDIMENTS, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
3511 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIROJIIMENT, ltANAGE.HENT, PGTDMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS, 
SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE WATER I POLL UTI ONI 
3558 AMINO ACIDS, BACTERIA, CHEMISTRY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT 1 NORTH CAROLINA, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
.3590 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, .Cl!.A'BS, ESTIJ-ARJNE 
ENVIRONMENT, LARVAE, POPULATION DYNAMICS~ SHRl'MP1 YORK RI,VE.R 
31>97 PENINSULA PL-ANNING DISTRICT, VAt BIOINDICATORS, DISTRIBUTION, ENERGY 
BUDGET, ESTUARINE ENV.IRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA 
3794 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLAI\INING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINE, 
EEL GRASS, ESTUARiNE ENVIRDNMtNT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIE~, MANAGEMENT, OlLo 
OYSTERS, WATER QUALITY 
3795 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ALGAE, NORTHAI',PTON COUNTY, VA, 
BENTHIC FLORA, ESTUARINE ENVJRONHENT, SEASONAL OISTRIIlUTION, VIRGINiA, 
BARRIER ISLANDS 
3999 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, ECONOMIC IMPACT, 
ESTUARINE ENVIRON ME NT r MANAGEMENT, II.ECREATION DEMAND, RESOURCE ALLOCA T1 ON, 
STRESS, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER RESOURCES 
4041 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA~ ATl.ANTIC OCEAN, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGICAL HIPACT, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISHING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
*****.-**•**"'"**·-··-···----.-.ti* __ ._ . _._&Qil .. NIIIQ*Jl*ll!l .... -llnn•·-·-~liiiiiJIOII·I!IJOI .. ~l~~ll*l-·· E'!JJIWPH IUT JON 
....... ,. ........ "******••-----···~---~~·q·"'···~·~~~·Jl·lll-lllb ___ ............... Oilf<llll _____ ........  
0393 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE IWATERJo ELECTRIC POiiERPL·'ANTS~ EUT.RtlJ>ltiQT.UJih 
MUL TJPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, PATUXENT RIVERo PDUWAC .&JVER, StiELLF.ISH 
0760 EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE RE~OY.ll.~ ·POU.UTANTSo 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, IIIAJER QUALUY, .WATER IRE'AJJ!ENJ 
1541 BACTERIA, BENTHOS, EUTROPHJt:ATlilNo NUTRIENTS·, OILY WAJEJl, 0Rla1Ut 
COMPOUNDS, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QlJ~LIJY 
15'o3 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EROSION, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, SllllNG 1 SUS·PEMD£D 
LOAD 
1565 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHII:AilOfh MARYLAND~ IIIUTRJ'ENTS~ 
PLANKTON, PDJOHAC RIVER, SAI.HHJY 1 TEMP.ERATURE, VIRGI'I!IIA 
1695 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAP.EAXE BAY, EUTROPHICAfl.Ofio IROH, .rutlDAUml,. 
PHOSPHATES, WATER POLLUUON SOURCES 
1B21 CHESAPEAKE BAY., EUTROPHICATION, NUT&IENTS• PHY:fOPLAIUif:lN 
2320 DISSOL\'ED OXYGEN, ESTUARINE E-NVIROiiMENJ 1 EUTRoPJUCAJJOlio Nlr·RUES,. 
NITRITES, NUTRIE~JS, PHOSPHATES, VIRGINIA, 
2o39 CHESAPEAKE BAY, (UTROPHICATI.ON, MANAGEMEI!tT., Jt.UKEMATICAl fWDEJ..S, 
NUHIENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, •ASTE WATER T&E.ATH£NT, .teATt:R POLLUJION .COIIIJl!.ru..., 
WAr ER QUALITY 
270.8 BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, ·EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, lUJJUJGBi. 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARSHES, 'WATER QUALITY 
332B CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHlCATIOM. MANAGEMENT, POJOJtAC RIVER, SEJIAGE 
TREATMeNT, WATER POLLUJlOl\1 1 IIIA-TER QUALITY 
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-··---·---···-·-···~·--·-··- ------·· EVAUIJITION ·-··---,..·------·--··----·---·~ 
.361.5 WRTHERIII l'tECK Pl.~l!IMNG .O.LSTlll.CT,. V~ .E:QUIPIERT·.r £Al.U'ATIOI'h -T:EttiNOUlGcY, 
fHERJiiOJ!EJERS 1 VJRGIN·Jjl 
··~~····**·······~·--· ... ·-··· ............. *-* .... ***********•••••• EXPANSIO)j 
-·-**············-·-···-*··-·-·-·-·-··"*"'-·*···-·········-····•••***• 
3877 EASIERN SHORE PLANNING 01 STRICTo VA, ENVIROilHEJ'IT~ EXPAI!lSION, .LEG.J SLATIOI'i,r 
LOCAL GO\IERNIIENTS, RECREATION, ST:AT£ GDVfli.IIIKENTS, .YIRGHIIA 
...•. ,.. ......................... .,.. ......... -...................... _ .._ ... ._ ....... .. 
EXP.LDAATJON 
······---····-··-· .. ·············-··---···-·•***-****'*"'***********t 
3991 AIR POLLUTlliNo NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DlST'RltT, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DRILLING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLORAT I ON 1 LEGAL 
ASPECTS, til AI URAL GAS, OIL, V IRGlN lA, WATER POLLUTION 
..................... ~ .......................... **************************' EXPLOSIONS 
·········-·················•••*************•***************-····················· 
1595 CRABS, EXPLOSIONS~ EXPLOSIVES, FISH, IUUtTALI'TY~ BLUE CRAB 
2397 BIOTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, KORT-ALIJY,. OY.ST.E&.S 
.2421 BlBLlOGRAPHlES, BlOTA, ELEt:TRICUY, ELEC-T.RilNI.tS, ·EXPLOSIOiiiS, LIGHT, 
KAGNETIC STUDIES, ~ORTALITY, RAOIATJON 0 SOUND WAVES 
21t22 BlOT/., CHESAPEAKE BAY, OREDGJNG0 EXPJ.OSlDNS, FISH POPULATlDNS, lNDUSHU4L 
WASTES, fiORJALITY, STRJPED BASS, .WAT£11. PQU.UT10N 
30lt7 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULAJIDNS. *DR tAU TY.r POJDJIAC iU VEil, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
Z-91 
..................................... -................ ,... ...................... _ .... . 
EXPLOSIVES 
•••••• ,. ........ - ......... *·********-**********·•··········**···-········-********** 
1595 CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, SLUE C.R,AB 
·····-~******************************·····-····--·····--·····*--··-··-·· EXPORT 
******************************-*************************-******······--········ 
1024 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPORT, IMPORTy 
INDUSTRIES, PORT AUTHORITIES, UN1TED STATES 
****************************************************•······· ............. ,... •••• _. 
FACILl Tl ES · 
***"'********************••·········••*******************:II<************************ 
0775 EMPLOYMENT, FAC Ill Tl ES, LABORATORIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RES.EARCH 
FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES~ VIRGINIA, 
3592 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA., FACILITIES., RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA 
3b36 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRIC:r~ 1/A, EDUCATION, FACILITIES~ .PLANNING., 
SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
3638 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
FACILITIES, FEASIBILITY STUDIES, PLANNING, SENERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
3643 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DESIGN 
STANDAKDS, ENVIRONMENTAL EH'ECTS, FACILJTIES, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, 
SE~ERAGE, VIRGINIA 
3927 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FACILITIES, 
MUNICIPAL WASTES, PLANNING, SEWAGE TREATM.ENT, VIRGINIA, WASTE JIIATER 
TREATMENT 
<tOOb YORK COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA~ FACILITIES, MAPS, 
POP~JlAT ION, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE WATER TREATMENT, tfATER QUALITY 
·4052 RAotD PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, fACILITIES, FUTURE PLANNING fJ>ROJECTEOI., 
SEWERAGE, VJRG1NIA 0 WATER DEMAND, WATER SUPPLY 
····-····**********•·-········*·······················-···******************** FARM LAGOONS 
*******"**************************·*********-*********'****-*'********·*********** 
0311 ANIMAL WASTES IW·IUlLIFElo FARM LAGOONS, FARM WASTES, POUlT"RY, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE TREATMENT 
...................... *************************************·••******·** .. ************ FARM WASTES 
................................................................................ 
0317 ANIMAL WASTES IWILDLIFElo FARH LAGOONS, FARM ~ASTESo POULTRY, RAPPAHANNOCK 




3638 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt 




0930 AGING IBIOLOGICALI, COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
GROWTH RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
0989 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAYo EELS, FECUNDITY, fOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATiCS, YORK RIVER 




2612 REACH ERllSION.o FEDERAl. GO-VE:RliiBENT,, .lEG-Al. .ASPEC~ l..EGISUITdllN 
2630 CHESAPEAKE SAY, FEO.ERAL GOVEJllllllElllh LEGlll. .ASPE.CTS, P.DT:OHAC Rl V£·R~ i&T:Ell 




2969 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, CHANNELS, FEDERAL .JURISDICTION, JAMES RIVER, VIRGUH.A 
3006 CHE.SAPEAKE BAY, fEDERAL .JURJSOICTIDN, FISH, N·AJU&AL RESOURCES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RECREATION, W11.DLTFE 
3007 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS., ECONOKJCS., FEDERAL JURISDJCT.lONo 
fUlURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDJ. POT-OMAC RIVER, -oWAT.ER .RE . .SOURCES 
3009 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fEDERAL JURISOICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, VATER QUALITY 
COFHROL, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPf'lYr WATER USERS 
3010 AGRICUL iURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL J.URISDICTID/11, POT.611A.C RIY·Ell~ .»AT.EB. 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WA~ER USERS 
3011 CHESAPEAKE BAYo FEOERAb JURISOICTIONr GEOLDGY.o GllOU!WWATER, POT.OitAC RJYER, 
SEDIMENTOLOGY, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3012 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fEDERAl JURISDICTION, FJJTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), POTOMAC 
KIVER, RESERVOIRS, WATER RESOURCES, ~ATER SUPPLY 
3011 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fEDERAL JURISDICTJONo FUTURE PUNNING (PJUlJECTEOJ, lEGAl 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, POTOMAC IUVER, WATER QUAlifY .COIHRDL, WATER RESOURCES, 
WATER SUPPLY, PUBLIC O-PINIONS 
3014 CHE!;APEAKE BAY, ENGINEERING, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOitAC RIVER, lllloTER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3Di7 OtEU.PEUE BA-Y~ COSJ-BENEFU ~Yn~ Faff&Al. ;ilUit'ISlllCIUI&o amiD 
l!'II.OTECTIOillr 1££0 .L.'AKES, PDTIJJlAC JUIIER., ·lit&ltll -QlJALlJY C.IDlllUJL~ 11A'nl!. 
RESOUiU:ES.. lfATER RESOURCES DEliELOPJIENh .lillHER s·uN>U' 
3z-!lt ."CitE:S.&PEAK£ &Al',. FEDEll.l. JWUSDl.tTlOI'i• J>.Q:fQAM; R1VE&o $.'GitAG.E "'ll-:SHt.ENT ~ 
»AiER 'P01.1.UT;Il)lol10 -VATER ,QUALITY, ,l!ATERSI!ED t!AllllUiEI\BII1 . 
396~ SOUTHEASTERN PL.AHNING DISTRICT, YA 7 t:HESAPEAKE .BAY, FEDEII.U Jllll.s.DI.CTI.tm, 
HYDRAULIC MOOELSo ~ANAGEMENT4 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
--*******·*******•····---.. -············ ..... --.. --···--·-·····**" FEEDtNG 
·-·---******·--··--··-····-·-----····-·--····-··-··········--·· 
069b CRABS, HORPHO.LDGY, ·FEED ll'liG 
1>935 CRABS, J!ORPHOl.DG:V, lllRGIMlA,. YDBK 'RIVE&~ FEEDI:NG 
-1061 CilASS:o l.A.RIIM. GROWTH STAGE, YIRGlNlAo YORK RIVER, f'EEDI:NG 
21>32 .AMllllO ACIDS~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA NETTLES, FEEOINI> 
3572 EASTERN SHORE PLA'NHING DJSTRH:;.J, VA, .BLUEFISH, DELAtiARE RIVE&, FISH 
PARASHES, ISOPOO.S, PARASIJISH, FEEDING 
..... -..................... -....... -.......•. - .. JI<··--·*-··-··-·····*···· FEEDING RATES 
···················--······••**********************'*·····-~····•*********' 
1.075 CURRENTS IWATERI, FEEDING RATES, OYSTERS, TURBIDITY 
120~ BlO-DEPDSITION, FEEDING RATl:S, JAMES RI.V.fll, OY'STERS~ TURBJDlJY'., VIRGINIA 
............... ._ ....................................... ***************--********" FERNS 
···--···--··-··························---···**'***-·••********-·········· 
2645 DISTRIBUTION, FERNS, PLANTS, SEASHORES, VIRGIHJA• 
295 
.................................... _ ........... -............................... . 
FER Tl L llfRS 
.................................................................................... 
0190 FERTILIZERS, JA·MES RIVER, MARL, VIRGINIA 
····················*************·**************-****••--*•*••·············-····· FILTRATION 
........................... ************·*******************••••••·················*'**** 
0570 FILTRATION, FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1944 CHESAPEAKE SAY, FILTRATION, jAMES RIVER, LIGHT, NANTICOKE RIVER, 
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, WATER, WICOMICO RJVER,MD 




0&06 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3o37 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT~ VA, DESIGN 
DATA, fiNANCIAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WASTE TREATMENT 
3&~3 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, 'VA, NORTHERN NECK .PLAIIINING DISTRICT, VA, DESIGN 





v31l CLAMS, FINANCING, OYSTERS, RESEAR-CH AND DEVELOPMENT 
0631 CKAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHIPS 
Z96 
1424 DATA COLLECTIONS., DATA STORAGE 'AND RETRIEY.AL, FHiAtltiHG, JAMES RIVER, 
PROJECT BENEFITS, PROJECT PURPOSES, V.JRGINIA 
3609 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, Y;A, FINANCING, JIAI*AGEHENT:o PLANNlNb, 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 1/IRGJNJA, WATER .QUALITY 
3blob WESTMORELAND COUNTY, YAt NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, V-At FJNANCING, 
PLANNING, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, w·AT£11. QUALITY 
3&60 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA~ ECONOM-ICS~ EDUCATION, FINANCING, 
INDUSTRIES, RECREATION FACILITlES, TAXES, TRANSPORTATION, .1/lRGINIA, WATEII. 
RESOURCES 
3712 EASTERN SHORE PLA'NNING 01 STRICT 0 VA, EASTERN SHORE I VA-MD~, ECONOMIC 
IMPACT, FINANCING, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION FACILITIES, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
3996 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHOll£ P-LANNING DIST-RICT. YA 1 FINANCING, 
LAND RESOURCES, LAND USE, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RECREAT10N DEMAND, 
RECREATION fACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
4002 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING ·DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINANCING, LAI!ro USE, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, POPULATION, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE 
CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY 
4009 KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
fiNANCING, HYDROLOGY, LANDFILLS, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, SOLID 
WASTES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
4012 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FINANCING, MAPS, POPULATION, SEiotERS 1 -1/IRGINlA, WATER 
DE HAND 
4045 KING GEORGE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PL-ANNING DISTRith VA, FINANCING, 
GROUNDWATER, POPULATION, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGIN! A., WATER !I.E SOURCE So WAH:R 
SUPPLY, WELLS 
291 
.................................. .,., ....... --····---···-.... ·-·--
Fl:I!IFISii IfiDUSIRY 
............. __ ._ ...... .,., ...... -.-· ... -···-·--·.,...·---··--····--··· 
0039 F-INFISH INDUSTRY. LEGAl. ASPECTSw VIRGINIA;, 
0046 CLAM INDUSTRY .. CRAB INDUSTR:r, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, LH'STER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
0052 fiNfiSH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
07io5 CHESAPEAII.E BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAJl, OYSTER-
INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0910 CONSERVATION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, f'ISHERI.ES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDAL 
~ATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1088 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTRlBUTION PATTERNS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH 
POPULAT IGNS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, YORK :RIVER 
ll9B AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
F 15HERI ES, POTOMAC kl VER, UNAVAILABLE fOR REV IEH 
2292 COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH, MANAJ>EMENTr TAGGING, V.IRGHllA., 
2651 C·ATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, .MARYLAND, SHELLFISH., 
VIRGINIA 
2763 C~TCH, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
27o4 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COI'IMERCUL FISH, FiNFISH INDUSTRY. FISHERIES, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
2o09 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY., COMMERCIAL FISH, FUIFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
£813 CATCH, lHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH 1 FJ~FISH INDUSTRY~ FISHERIES, 
MAN~GtMENT, POTOMAC RIVER 
298 
2935 AGING lB10LOG1CALh ,CATCH, F.tNf'ISH lNt>IJSTRY, r]'Stl ,pQPULATJONS. .. FI.SHE1ti£S, 
JAMES 1lHfER, RAPPAHANN(){.K Rl V:ER, SJIUP.EO BASS. Yl:RGlNl'A• YORK RIVER 
2·•n2 .c.ATCtb FlNFlSH lNOUSJRl'., FISHERlES~ ;n~MES !ll~R., DYSH:R 1NDtlSTR)' .. 
RAPPAHANNOCK RJIIER, St:tELLflSH, 1/lRGHHAJ Y,OilK RU•ER 
3082 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE 8li.Y, f'TNF ISH 1NDUST&Y.1 F 1SHERIFS 1 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3133 CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 fiNFISH INDUSTRY, FISH PDPULATlONS., OYSTER INOUSJRY, 
POTOMAC Rl VER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEM 
3142 BENTHIC FAUNA, OlSTRlBUTION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, SEASUNAL OJSIRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3153 FINFIS1i IIWUSTRY-. FISHERIES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SHELLFISH., VlRGil'UA, 
3413 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOI'IICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES 
3417 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CONTINENTAL SHELF, FINFISH INDUST11.Y, 
FISHERIES, LABOR, VIRGINIA, 14IOOLE ATLANTIC .;{GHT 
3&81 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, 1/A, CHESAPEAKE 8AY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLfiSH 
'oD19 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAHPTON 
COUNTY, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
HISTORY, RECREATION, SHELLFISH 
.................................................................................. ,. .... 
FISH 
························-································*-****"'*.*********** 
0&58 CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS !WATER), ESTUARIES, f.ISH, OYSTE-RS 
0665 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA. FISH, FISH DISEASES, ·WHlTE PERCH 
0706 ANALOG COMPUTERSo COMPUTER PROGRAMS, FISH 1 GRO.WTH STAGES 
299 
0810 DISTRIBUTlOH PAJTERNSy FJSH1 TIDAL EFFECTS, VUI.GJNlA, YORK IUVER.o SEUUNG 
0811 'DIS TRI BUTI.ON PATTERNS 1 FISH, TIDAL EFFECTS, 1/.JRGINIA, YORK Rl VER 
O.BZ6 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FlSih FISH POPUl.AflONS, FOOD HASITS, ORG;ANIC 
LOADING, SPDT, VIRG!tHA 1 YORK RIVER 
0837 FISH, .LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LETHAL LIMIT, SALINITY, SPA.WIUHG, VIRGINIA, 
YORK fll VER 
0846 FISH, GROWTH RATES, LENGTH, VIRGINIA~ YORK RIVER 
1174 BIOTA, BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DIS TRISUTION~ FISH, INVERTEBRATES, RAitMA.LS, 
PLANTS, PROTOZOA 
1169 DAMS, FISH, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, .YIRGlNIA, WILBl.IFE, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1276 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, FISHERIES, NAMAGEMEttT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1320 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, l'lORTALITY, PARASITISM, POTOI'tAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo SESTON 
lSOZ CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISH, FISHERIES, FOODS, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
INDU5fRIAL FISH 
1532 AQUICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FISH, PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
WA!> TE DISPOSAL 
l5'i5 CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB 
1596 BEIDELLITE, FISH, REPRODUCTION, SKATES 
2073 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, FISH, HEAVY METALS, MERCURY, 
NORTH CAROLINA, PLANKTON 
300 
2124 CRABS" EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY• NATURAl. RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND .BEVELOPH£NT, ·WEATHER 
2lb4 CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRI8UtiDH PATTERNS, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHh SEII'UNG 
2219 C*IESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, F1SH, JAMES RIVER, NEKTOI'iy YORK RIVER 
2240 DREDGING, FISH, FISHING GEAR, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, 
2246 CLASSIFICATION, FISH 
2292 COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH, MANAGE·MENT, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, 
2397 BIOTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
2526 CHESAPEAKE BAV. CLAMS, FJSH, HERBICIDES, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 
2o4D, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
2593 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK AlliER, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK .RIVER 
2646 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, INDUSTRIAL ·WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, 
STREAMFLOW, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2126 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELlfiSH 
3006 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEO.ERAL JURISDICTION, FISH 1 NATURAL RESOURCES, PO.TOMAC 
RIVER, RECREATION, WILDLIFE 
3154 COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH, FISH HARVEST, FISHERIES, FISHING 1 SPORT FISHING 
3222 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, HISTORY, NATURAl RESOURCES, POTOMAC AIVER, 
WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3505 EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISH, PHYTOPLANKTON, SED.IMENTS, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
3554 ECOLOGY, -FISH, FISH &EHAVIOR~ HABUA:TS., SCAllOPS, SfllBlOSI'L HJ.DGLE 
ATLANJIC BIGHT 
"H37 SOUTHEASTERN Pi.ANNING DISTRICT, Y.A, CHElllCALS,. CMESM'EAK.E :&A·Y1 FF.FECTS, 
FISH, HYDROGEN SULHDE, MET-ALS, OYSTERS, PHOSPHORUS, SEDIMEN:TS, SEWJ.GE 
EFFLUENTS, WASTE WATER IPOLLUTIONl 
3749 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA., CHESAPEAKE ,BAY, FISH, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUC TIVlTY, SHELLFISH, YORK RIVERo ZOOPLAftii.JON 
3751 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONJINENTAL SLOP.E, FISH, LIFE HIStORY 
STUDIES, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3752 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DEEP WATER, FISH, SYSTEMATICS 
37B8 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EFFECTS, EFFLUENTS, FISH, 
FRESHWATER FISH, MANAGEMENT, MARINE FISH, REVIEWS, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
4071 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING O.ISTRJ.CT, YA, CHESAP-EAKE _SAY, Fl SH, LARVAE, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
......................................................... -.. ·-······ .. ····· ... -··· 
FISH BEHAVIOR 
............................ _ ...................................... -•.•...•••.... 
0304 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH BEHAVIOR, ·YORK RIVER 
2315 DISTRIBUTION, FIStj BEHA'VIOR 1 FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABJTS., SKATES 
2824 FISH BEHAVIOR, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, POPULATION OYNAIIICS 
3553 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH BEHAVIOR, F"lSH EGGS, FISH -REPRODUCTI:DN, SPAVNING 
3554 ECOLOGY, FISH, FISH BEHAVIOR, HA8.1T.ATS 1 S{iALLOPS, SYMBIOSIS, l'UDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1557 AMERICAN SHAD, DELAWARE RIVER, FISH BEHAVIOR, SPAIIHING 
302 
l760 SDUTHEASlEIPI PL:ANMING DISTRICT, VA, ~EftAVfDil-. Cl-E~1HG, FlSI:l -BEHAYJU&, 
MlRGiliiiA 
---·..-···---···-·---····----·--·· ... -·········· FISH Dl SEASES 
·*·-···-······---··--··---·····-·-······· ... -·-·············· 
0665 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, .WHITE PERCH 
375/o SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT-. VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSEAS.ES., FISH 
DJSEASES, MORTALITY, PARASIT!5M, P~THOLOGY, STRIPED BASS 
·-··---··-·******·************·"·*-*************************"**"***--····*· FISH EGGS 
............................................. - .............. ********-•**************· 
0970 FISH EGGS, SMPLING 1 STRIPED BASS, VIRGHU·A, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1648 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, Fl SH EGGS, ·FISH POP.JLA.TJONS, 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY 
1978 CARP, CATFISHE.So CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS .. bARS, 
HERRINGS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SUCKERS 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH POPULATIONS, MODEL STUDI£So ~ORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, THERMAL WAT£R 
2147 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DRUMS, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, HARINE FISH, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
2168 CONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH EGGS, LARV·AL GROWTH STAGE, JIARINE FlSH, 
REPRODUCTION, SKATES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2301 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-JUH, 
FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, JIARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
2669 DISTRIBUTION, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
2813 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2815 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONSo POTOMAC Rl V.ER 
2819 AMERICAN SHAD~ FISH EGGS, NORTHEAST u..s •• POTOMAC RIVERo SOUTHEAST U.S., 
SPAWNING 
3300 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING 
VELOCITY, WHITE PERCH 
3301 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHADr CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTUNG 
VELOC lTV, STRIPED tiASS, WHITE PERCH 
3401 EELS, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3553 CHESAPEAKE BAYo FISH BEHAVIOR~ FISH EGGSo FISH REPRODUCTION, ·sPAWNING 
3568 EASTERN SHORE . .o.PLA.NNING DISTRICT, VA, ANADII.OMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
OlSTRlBUTIONo FISH EGGS, LARVAE, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, C + 0 CANAL 
3 786 MIDDLE PEN INSULA PLANN lNG Dl STRICT, VA, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAK£ BAY, 
FISH EGGS, HEATED WATER, LARVAE, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, STRIPED BASS 
*******************************••··············································· FISH HARVEST 
···········································-···································· 
)154 COMMERCIAL FISHINGt FISH, FISH HARVEST, FISHERIES, FISHING, SPORT FISHING 
••••• *. * *. *** ** * ***** •••••• * •••• ,. ............................. - •••••••• •••••••••• 
FISH HATCHERIES 
•*·**********************************-·····························-···-······ 
1~9b AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH HATCHERIES, POTOMAC RIV£R, UNAVAILABLE 
FOK REVIEW 
l432 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTRIBUTIONo FISH HATCHERIE.So FISH 
POPUlATIONS, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
2653 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH HATCHEftlESy FISH POPULATUlNS, POTOMAC 
Rl VER, SPAlmlNG 
2665 AMERICAN SHADo CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIGNS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SPAWNING 
2932 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IYA-MD)o FISH HAT.CKEklES, .P.AMUNKE·Y RIVER, 
SALI~ITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2933 CHESAPEAKE BAY, Fl SH HATCHERIES r FISH POPULAJlDNS, SPAWNING, VJR.GIJiiiA 
3435 ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH STOCKING, STRIPED BASS 
***************************••••·•••••••*****************************************' fiSH MANAGEMENT 
*******************************************·***************************·*********' 
0046 CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRYr SCALLUPS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
1437 BIOMASS, CATFISHES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, fiSH AANAGEMENT~ JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, VIRGINIAr LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
·····················-·*······························-··*········-·········· FISH MIGRATION 
·······························································*················ 
0013 FISH IUGRAJION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0342 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER. S.EASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
0431 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, FISH MIGRATlONo MARINE FISH 
1126 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPUlATIONS, MATTAPONI RIVERo PAMUNKE 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
305 
1929 DIST~BUTI0~1 .Fl.SH PllGRATIOI'!l-, .FISH P.OPULATUJNS, HSitElU.ES. ST.B.IP£0 1lA.cSS., 
TAGGING 
233.9 CHESAPEAKE aAY, FISK lt-IGRATHI8_- FISH.E&:IES,. .li·Ff ·tUSTWO' STUDl.ESco 
MANAGEMEt;T, NORTH CAROLJW. 
2~·85 CHESAPEAKE BAY" FISH l+lGRATIUN. ':Ft.SH POPUl.ATIOIII~ STRIPED .BA·ss., TAGGiliG, 
UN IT ED STATES 
2Sb0 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DJSTRIBUJJON, FISH I'IIGRATJDNo FISH POPULATIONS·, FOOD 
HABITS, GROWTH RATES, .Lif'E HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION, STRIPED .SASS, 
UNITED STATES 
Z5741 CHESAP'EAKE BAY, CDMMEltClAL FlSHH'IG, FISH MIGIUTIOU, FISH POPULA1'l:ONS-, 
FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED .BASS 
2676 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSIRl.BUT!Of!i, f'IS!i MIGRAHON, FlSli PARASHES, FOOD H·ABIJS,o 
GROWTH RAJ.ES, UF.E HISTORY .STUDIES., SPAWHIHG, SJli.IPED .&ASS., .UIHTEO .Sl'AJES 
2994 ABSTRACTSo, DlSTRIBUJlON., FISH 'RIG&ATlOK. FISH POPULAJJONS, STcRIP£0 BASS, 
TAGGING 
30~4 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH HILRAJl!lH., SI.RIP£0 BASS., UIIIAY.AlLA'Bl.E FOR REVIEW 
3441 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FECUNDlTY, FISH MIGRATION, GONADS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
·B I GHJ 
4070 RICHI'IDND ll.EGIOJIIAl PLANNING DlSHtlt;T, VA, CHtS:Af>EAKE BAY, DIV.ERSlFICATION, 
fiSH 'I'UGRAHON, FISH TYPES, 'PIANXATANK RIVER 
4072 R ICHPIOND REGIONAL PlANNING .DISTRICT, YAy Clif.S·APEAKE BAY,, DISTRI.8UJION.t 
EAST ERN SHORE I VA-MDI, FISH MlGUT.JDN 1 GROWTH RATES, MULLETS 
30'6 
.,._. ................ , ............... -.. --.... ----·----···-···-·········· FISH PARASITES 
'***************************·**'***-···-··*•••----·---··-··········· 
0181 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PAR:ASlTES, T-RH!AT.ODES 
0:3.83 CHESAPEAKE BAY,. FISH PARASITES, TREJIATODES 
.O!;BD FISH PARASITES, LARVAl GROWJ:it STAG.E, TREA'ATODES, .VU!.G'l-NJA., YORK RiVER 
063.4 Bl&LHlGRAt>HIES, FISH P.ARASlJES, XlllUISHES, .LiABORATORY ANHIALS, JUIUNE 
FISH-. TRHtAJOD.ES 
071§ COP.EPODS, f'ISH PARASITES 
.OB(}() OINOF!.AGELLATES, FISH .t>ARASIT.ES, Klt..LJFJSitES.. PAR:ASIJlSK.. YlR.Gil'UAr YORK 
RIVER 
0966 DlSTRlBUJlOI'it FlSB J>ARAS.JJ:ES• PARASITlS-K, PHYLOGCIQ" 
1120 FISH PARASITES, LARVAE, PARASIUSfl, TRffi-ATOD£5 
1809 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, PARASil.JSI'b TREMATODES 
267·6 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION-• FISH KIGRATIO!lh FISH PARASITES, f'ODO HABITS, 
GROWTH RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED aAS$, t~N1TEO STATES 
2823 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, PARASITISJI, RAPPAH'ANI!IotK RIVER, SJRIPEO 
BASS-, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3.01tl :AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE &AY, FISt! PARASITES .• MARYLAND, TREMATODES, 
VIRGINIA 
31t5l CATFISKES, FISH PARASITES, FISH POPULATJONS, LEECHES, VIRGINIA, YOIIK .RIVER 
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3572 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BLUEFISH, DELAa!ARE Rt·VER, 'FISH 
PARASITES, ISOPODS, PAR.ASJT1SM 1 FEEDING 
3&14 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT~ VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY., COPEPDDS .. FISH 
PARASITES, LIFE .CYCLES, REPRODUCTION, SEASO»AL 01 STRI.BUiJ.ION 
··········*******'***······················-············••·**••••·••••**••-·-·-··"' FISH PHYSIOLOGY 
····················•***** ************··-·· **••····--·-.. --,·--····---** 
· 00&6 EELS, FISH PHYSIULOGlf. FISH POPULATIONS, JA·JIES RIVER, .RAPPAitANNOCK R1VEil, 
VARIABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0102 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, VARIABILITY, V-lRG·lNlA 
0666 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY 
1053 BASS, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, 'MORPHOLOGY, STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH.t HISTOl.OGICA1. 
INVESTIGATlONS 
1717 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, GONADS, STRIPED BASS 
1736 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PHYSIOLOGY,· FISH POPULATIONS, PAT.UXENT .RIVER, 
RADIUACTIVITYr VITAMIN B 
1781 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PHVSIOLOGY 1 TEMPERATURE, BLOOD VALUES 
2333 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, NERVE CELLS~ SEAROBINS 
··········•***************···················-···················-················ FISH POPULATIONS 
* ... ***. * ** ..... **. **** ** ••.•••.•.• *********** ...................................... . 
0Gb6 EEL:>, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, J.lJIES RIVfR, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
1/ARIABILITY, VJRGINlA, YORK .RIVER 
0251 FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
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02-" CROAKER, fi.Stl P.OPULATI.ONS, JAMES RIVER., VlJt"GlNtA, Y'OilK RIVER 
0286 CHESAPEAKE &AYo DlSTRlBUTION. 'FISH POPJJ.LATt.GitS, STRIPED !lASSo T·AGGING 
G291 CHESAPEAKE BAY .. flSH POPULATlON.S., STUPED 8ASS" TAGGJ·N.G 
0316 AQIJ-A'UC AJ'IfltA!.S, CHESA"PEAKE BAY, ECOLOGI'C..ML DISTRIBUTION, fiSH 
POPULATIONS, PLANKTON, PLANT POPULATHiltS 
.0327 BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE -BaY, CRABS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTE&S,, SPORT FISH 
03~2 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH HJGR·ATION, FISH POPULATlONS, PDTOHAC RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
0349 BIOASSAY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FISH POPUl.ATJONS 
0396 ANAOROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, HABITATS., .JUVENI-LE fiSHES . , VIRG11\11A, 
YORK RIVER 
0613 CDI!MERCIAL .FISHING, FISH POPULAHONSo ,MJGRATIO,. PATTERNS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, TRAWLING 
0809 FISH .POPULATIONS~ GB.OiiiTH RATES, SEASONAL D1SJR:I8UTJOI'i, VlRGUUA, YORK 
RIVER 
0818 FISH POPULATIONS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0823 FISH POPULATIONS, JIIARINE fiSH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0826 DISTRIBUTION P-ATTERNS, FISH, FISH POPULAHJlNS, FOO.D HABJT.S, ORGANIC 
LOADING, SPOT, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0835 FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, VIIlGHtlA, YORK RIVER 
0847 AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROI'IOUS .FISH, FISH POPUL.AJlONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
MIGRATION, TAGGING, VIRGINIA., YORK RIVER 
0853. D ISIR lilUTION, F 1 SH POPULAT-IONS, LARV'Al GROWTH STAGE, Ml£RAT1D~ PAMUJitKEY 
RJ.VEih SPAWNING, V'lRGINIA.o 'fORK Rlli£R 
.0854 DIS TR IS UTI ON PATTERNS, Fl SH POPULA T HHIS~ F J SH T:AXOKOMV, 1'1dWNKEY :Rl VEB., 
VIRGUilA 
01168 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISM POPULATIONS 
Oil71 CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DlSTRISUTION, FIS.H POPULATIONS, 
FISHEII.IES, GREY SEA TROUT, J.AMES RIVER, RAPP·AHANNOCII. •RIVER, YORK IUVER,. 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
081ft· CATCH, COMMERCIAL fiSH, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, SPORT FISH, 
VIRGINIA, 
0875 COMMERCIAL FISH, OISTiUBUTJON, FISH POPULATIONS, Ml.GRATIDN, RAPPAHANNOCK 
R l VER, SPOT, TAGGING, V IRGI NlA.o YORK RIVER 
0880 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH J>OPULATIOHS_, MARINE FISH 
08il5 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BA'i, COMERCIAL FISH, FISH ·POPULATiONS., 
FISHERIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
088'1 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATION.S, MARINE FISH 
0902 DISTRIBUJION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS.:t SPaRT FISH 
0908 CATFISHES, DISTRIIiUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS., IIATTAPDflll RIV£R, 
PAMIJNKI:Y RIVER, V IRGINlAo ALBINISM 
0917 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOHY, PER'CHES 
0930 AGING· I BIOLOGICAL), COBIA, Dl STRIBUTION, FECUKOI TY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
GKOwTH RATES, LifE HISTORY STUDIES 
J914 CUMMERC I AL FISH, CROAKER, DISTR 16UTION 1 F ISM POPULATIONS, MIGRATION 
PATTtRNS, TAGGING 
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0960 FISH POPULATIONS, s·PAWNING 
0967 Fl'SH POPULATIONS, .fLATF1SH. JUVENJLE GROI'TH StAGE, LIARVAL GIHlWTii STAGE, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, OSTEOLOGY 
0975 CHEMICAL REACTIONS, ·FISH P.OPIJLATlOJIISo FISH REPROOUI:l'ION 0 SPAWNING 
0979 AGING 1610LOGICALI 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GONADS, GROWTH 
RATES, PUFFER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
0980 AGING IBIDLOGICALI 1 CONTINENTAL SHELF, OISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
GONADS, SPAWNING, MIDOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, LEN~TH-FkE~UENCt DISTRIBUTIONS, 
SEAROBINS 
0992 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROiolTH STAGE, PAMUKKEY RIVER, 
PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0993 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH P9PULATIONS, SAMP~ING, YORK RIVER 
1007 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, ELECTROPHORESIS, ENZYMES, Fl SH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES Rl VER, RAPPAHAMWCK Rl VER,, Vi RGJNIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1047 DISTRISUHON, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1078 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATJ.ONS, STRIPED BASS, TRIBUTARIES, 
VIRGINIA 
!OB7 AMERICAN SKAD, DISTRIBUTION, FlSH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, MATTAPONI 
RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA 
1088 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRISUJION PATTERNS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, YORK RIVER 
1126 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNKEl 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1136 FISH POP.UlATIONS 1 JAlt'ES &lYEil, R:APl'AHANNOCK RIVERo SEASDRAI. DISTRIBUHOJI, 
STRiPED BASS, TAGGING, VIRGHIIIA1 YORK RIVE~ 
lllt-2 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, TRIBUTAIUESo Vm.GINIA-. 
L148 BASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, .FISH POPULATIONS, T&IBUTARIES, 
VIRGINIA, ~HITE PERCH 
1166 ALEwiVES-. fiSH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1183 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAwARE, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JtARYl.AND 1 
VIRGINIA 
119B AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH I~DUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
fiSHERIES, POTOMAL RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1244 FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SURFACE HATERS, VlRGJNIAo 
1245 FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SURFACE WATEAS, VIRGl~IA, 
1252 FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, :RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1254 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMHER.ClAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERI-ES, GROWTH RATES, SPAWNING, HAMPTON ROAD_S 
1267 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RlVEk, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
PERCHES, RAPPAHANNQCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1284 ALEWIVES, ANADROHOUS FISH, CHICKAHOMINY RIVERo DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH 
PUPULATIUNS, HERRINGS, JA~ES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, SEINING 
12~1 ALE-wiVES, AMERICAN SHAD, ANAOROMllUS FISH, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS_, f'lSH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES AIVERo VIRGINIA 
1113 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
312 
1325 BENTHOS, ECDLOGICAL I'IIPACT, FISH POPULATIONS~ INVEitTEBRATESt i'LANK.TONo 
POWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WATER ~UALITY, YORK Al¥ER 
1333 ECOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONSt "LAJI.VAE, liFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1382 CHESAPEAKE BAY, F 1 SH POPULATIONS, .IA'KES Rl VEJI., POTOHAC RIVER., kAPPAHANNOCK 
-RIVER, YORK Rl VER 
1383 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POUllltAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK. 
RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1418 FISH POPULATIONS, UNA~AILABl.E FOR REVIEW 
1441 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
14lt6 EELS-• FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1475 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES -RIVER, VIRGINIA 
l'oBb FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILA8LE FOR REVIEW 
1493 CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 fiSH POPULATIONS, MORT Al.ITY, POTOMAC Rl VEt!. .. UNAVAILABLE 
FOR AEVlEW 
1557 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULA liONS, Fl SHING, POTOMAC 
RIVER, THERMAL WATER 
1567 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMEilCIAL FISH, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES~ MIDDLE ATLANTI~ BIGHT 
1606 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS 
1643 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
1645 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION_, FISH POPULATIONS, JAKES RIVER, JUVENILE 
FISHES, PATUXENT RIVERo POTOMAC RJVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE BAY 
313 
1648 .CHESAPEAKE !lAY, EMBR'fWHC GROWTH STAGE·o t=·I:SH EGGS, FISH ~JJPUl.ATlDI\IS . , -
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, HOkPHOLOGY 
1655 C!tESAPEA'KE BAY, DRUJC>, F1SH POPULATUlHS;o S'E:ASOtHd. .l).Js:TRl&J.JTUHi 
1657 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RAT£:5_, LARVAl. GROWT.a STA.GE,. 
MORPHOLOGY 
1678 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, .FISH POPULATIONS, FlSHERIE!O-. ·FISHING GEAR, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
1736 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIQ.IIS, PAJUKENJ RlV£11, 
RADIOACTIVITY, VITAMIN 8 
1753 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERteiJ FJS~ 'POPULATIWS 1 SEASONAl. 
DISTRIBUTION 
1768 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, G\J.NPmiO.E-R .RI VER,-MD 
1785 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULAJIONS, P-UFFER, TOXIC I H' 
1792 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CREEL CENSUS, FISH POPULilHONS, SP.tJRT .fls.Hl~ 
1Bl6 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS 
1915 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMilTJCS, JAAWLING 
1916 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, PHYlOGENY~ ll:NGTtl-fR.EQUE!tC.Y 
01 S TR I BUll ONS 
1917 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BA·Y, FISH PWULATIONS., PDJ.OJ!lAC RIVEA 
L'1l9 DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH P()PULATIONS 1 FISHERIES, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
l'Hl AME~ICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTR16Uil01h FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
HER~INGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
197B ~lt'RP• C.A:rFI SHES. LIU:SSP'Blt:E etY~ FJSH E.GG'S., J'.I'Stt iPOP.IlliAf IONS.. GAllS, 
1'1ERIU-NGS, .JUVElHL"E .-FISHES, i.AR»>.L ·GROIIJ:ii li.J.&Gf.- ~£RS 
2.005 CHESAPEAKE ftAY, FISH POP\JLAUONSo GII.OWTH 'RAoE£. STRJ,PED BASS,. 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS~ .FISH SCALES 
2ll29 A-MER-ICAN SHAD, C-HESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULAJll'lNS, «DllPHOLOGY. UNITED STATES 
2030 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MlGR:ATllllh FISH .PllPULAJIDNS. STRIPED .BASS, TAGGING 
2038 CHEs-APEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FJS!-l, DISTRI.BUTION, FISH PDPULATIONS, SPOR-T 
FISH, STRJPED BASS 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRl:C POWER PiWOUCliON, ENIIJIH1!01EIU11.l £FFECTS, FJSti EGGS. 
FISH POPULATIONS, MODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER P~ANTS, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER 
2138 CHESAPEAI!.E SAY, FISH POPULAUONS.. FRESiftiATER ·FJStt. SALT TOLERANCE, 
V lRGl-NIA 
21<\0 ATLANTIC OCE»!, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION p-AJlERt.!So FISH POPUL.ATlONS, 
MARINE FISH, PERCHES, VIRGINIA 
2161 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY,, FlSJi POPULUlONSo .GREY SEA T-llOUT. 
VIRGINIA, FISH SCALES 
2U>4 CONTINENT·AL S.HELF, DISTRlBUTIDN PATTERNS, FJSH0 FJSH POPULATlOtiS, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT, SEINING 
21~7 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS~ EASTERN SHORE lVA-MDlo FISH 
POPULATIONS, GONADS, KI'LllFISHES, VJRGINIA, WACHAPRf,AGuE,VA 
2189 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTRHlUTUlNo FISK POPULATIONS~ JIARIHE FUNGI~ VlRGINU 
22()5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DRUMS, fiSH POPULATIONS, jAJU:S RIVEtt, 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
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2223 AGING lSlOLDGlCALJ, F-ISH .P:IJPULATIOitSo GROtiTH .RATES, VlRGUfl&o YORK Ro!YER 
2229 BASSo CHROMOSOMES. f' ISH POPULAHOtiSo MORPKOUlGYr RAP-PAHANI\IOC.K B..IVER, 
VIRGJijJA, HYBRIDS, OSTEOLOGY 
Z233 ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH POPUU\HOI\IS, HIGRAIION PAHaNS, SPAIIIHNG., VlAGlNIA, 
;!258 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, RAPPAHANN~K RIVER, VIRGINIA, SEI~I·NG 
2279 FISH POPULATlONS, JUVENILE FISHES, S.ALI'NITY, STRIPED BASS, Y1RG1N1A, -MAJ.EA 
TfMP ERA.TURE 
2301 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY., DISTRIBUTION, .EASTERN SHORE IVA-~0), 
FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARV-AE, ·KAIUNE FISH, VIRGINI-A 
2315 DISTRISUTION, FISH SEHAVIOR, FISH· POPULATIONS-. FOOD HABIT£-. SKATES 
2333 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, NERVE CELLS, SEAROBUJS 
2416 FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH STAGES, STRIPED BASS 
2'o22 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, EXPLOSIONS, f1S1i POPULATIUNS, INDUSTRIAL 
WASTES, MORTALITY, STRIPED SASSo WATER POLLUTIOIII 
2412 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTRIBUTJON, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES; MANAGEMEKT, NORTH CAROLINA 
2449 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
WATER TEMPERATURE, WINTER 
2481 AGING I BI OLOGICAU, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 FISH POPULA-TIONS, GROWTH RATES, 
PUFFE~, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA 
l4B'> CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, 
UNITED STATES 
316 
Z·'oS7 CATCH, .CKE5-APEAK'E -BAY, t.OJIIRERCUL FISHHIG, -FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
'lt.l'bllLE ATLANTI:C 1HGHT 
2SJ.l CHES'AJ>EAKE BAY~ OJSTRIBUTION., FISH POJ>UUT'fDNS~ JAiMES RIVER• POTOM~ 
-RJVER, RAPf>AMANI!IOCK RIVER, STRIJ>£0 .:sASS, YaRK ·RI··VSI. 
2!i.o0 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ DISTRIBUTION, I=ISH fUGRATIGN, FISH POP\lLATIONS, fOOD 
HABITS, GROWTH R4TES, LIFE HlSl{)RY STUD1-ES~ REPRODUCTION, SJRIPED tUS·s, 
UNITED STATES 
2518 ·cHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISliiNG, f'ISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED IIASS 
2598 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, LfGISLATlON 1 
MANAGEMENT, POTO"AC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
2609 . CHESAPEAKE 6AY, FJ SH POPULATIONS, F1SHEIUES, PO.To-MA(; Rli/ER1 SPORT FISHING, 
STRIPED BASS 
2636 CHESAPEAKE SAY, OJSTRIBIJTION, FISH POPULATIONS, M08JACK SAY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, YORK RIVER, HAKPTDN ROADS 
2644 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPUl.ATJOijS, VIRGINIA, 
2653 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SPAWNING 
2663 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, 
MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
26&5 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH ·POPUl-ATIONS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SPAWNING 
2667 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRISIJJION, FISH POPULAJ.lON$, JUVENILE FISHES, UNITED 
SlATES 
2.669 DISTRISUTIOI!I, FISH EGGS, FISH POP.ULATIONS 1 UNITED STATES 
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2670 AHERlt:AN SHAD, DISTRlBUTIOR, FISH POPULAT10NS, IINlTEO STATES 
2689 AMERICAN SHAD, CARP, OIST.RlBUTIOI'h FISH POPUL'AtH:mS, .JAMES Rl-'IElt., VIB.1i1N;IA 
2690 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS., FISHERIES, HERRINGS, 
MOBJACK BAY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2693 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GREY SEA TROUT., LARVAE, 'MARINE FISH, 
Vl~GINJA, lOOPLANKTON 
2738 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
273~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTiON, FISH POPULATIONS 
27.65 FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVERo RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRONTIUM 
RADIOISOTOPES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2769 CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH itEPRUOW:TJUNo POTOMAC RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPA~NING 
2796 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, SPORT FISHING 
2800 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2803 CHE~APEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUHBIA, FISH POPULATIONS, MARYLAND, POTOMAC 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2804 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
2813 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
ldi5 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2d21 F-ISH POPULATIONS, VIRG1NlA, YORK RIVERo LENGTH-FREQUENCY DlSTRISUTlONS 
2824 FISH BEHAVIOR, FISH POPULATIDifSo FISH REPRODUCT'Imlo 1>0PULATION DYNAMICS 
2B36 CHESAPEAKE BAY, :FJSH J>OPULAYIDHS~ O.YSTERS, P-OTOMAC RiVER 
2839 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, COMMERCIAL FlSHo DI.STRWUTION.., FiSH POPULATIONS, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MAkl NE H SH 
2657 BENTHOS, ESTUARIES, FISH P'OPULATIONS.o INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SEA 
NETTLES, SHELLFISH, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2933 CHESAPEAKE SAY, F 1 SH HATCHERJ ES, FISH POPULATIONS, SPAWNING, V lRGUH A 
2935 AGING IBIOLOGICAU, CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY., FISH .·POPULATIONS,. FISHEIUES, 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RJVER0 STRIPED BASSo VIJ<GINIA, YORK RiVER 
2937 ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
29b6 FISH POPULATJDNS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, VIRGINIA, 
2977 CHESAP.EAK€ BAY, DISTRIBUTlONo FISH POPULATIONS, VIRGINIA 
2984 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA• 
2994 ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH IUGRATlON, f'ISH -POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
3045 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, FISH SCALES 
3047 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3048 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3061 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3J:9 
3095 AMERlCAI!I Sli"AD, CHESAPEAII.E BAY. ·EELS, FlSoH PDPUUTlDii.S• ME&alNGS,, PDJmat 
RIVERt UNAVAILABLE HlR lU:·YIEW 
3129 CHESAPE.AKE BAY, FISH POP.UL-ATlONS, PQ.TOMAC ,'fl.IVER, STRIPED &ASS-. .UNAVA:tLABL'E 
fOR REV lE.W 
3133 t.HES.APE·AKE BAY, FINFI£H lNO!JSTRY., FISH POPULATJONS, OYSTER lNDU&l"JlY, 
POTOHAI: Rl VEil., UNAVAILA:Bl£ FOR REII lUi 
3l't2 BE:NTHlt FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION• fl~lSH HIDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, SEASONAL DI.STRlBUTION, MIDDLE AT:LAliTI-C BIGHT, 
3145 ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH STOCKING .. , MORTALITY, SPA»KlNG, 
STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, 
3198 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS~ JUVENILE FISHES, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
3206 CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 'FISH POPW.AllONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, PiJTQ:HAC RIVER 
3235 Fl SH POPULAH.ONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE 'FOR REVIEW 
3242 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PoPULATlOKS, UNAVAILABLE FOil. REVIEW 
3259 CHESAPEAKE BA·Y, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POJDMAC RIVElh .WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUAUIY., UNAVAILABLE FOil REVIEW 
3268 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
3412 DAMS, FISH POPULATIONS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA 
j41\l BENTHIC FAUHA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH PDPUL.AJJQHSy tUDDl.E ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
H23 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONSo MORTALITY, UNlTED STATES, VIB.GINIA, 
lolA TER POLLUTION 
:JZO 
3453 CATHSHES., FISH PlUt:ASITESo FISH POPUI.ATI'OBS, LEECMa.o VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3.lt'SB ACIN.G IBIOLOGICAL), DISTRI8UTIOH, OIUJMS., fiSH POPULATIDI6, GROVTH RATES, 
VIRGUHA, 
31E6'3 CHESAPEAKE 3AY . , ·FISH POPULATIONS, PDTOIIAC RIVER 
3~95 AMERICAN SHAD, :AHAORO~OUS fISH, CAICH, CUL lURES r rlS1:1 POPUl:ATlUNS. 
HERRINGS, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RIVERS~ VIRGINIA, 
3500 IHSSOLVED OXYGEN, FISH POPULAJHINS, LARVAE, VUlGIJIIIA, YORK RIVER 
3.606 EASTERN SHORE PLAJIINING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE ~AY 1 fiSH POPULATIONS, 
FISH TYPES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER 
, ............................................... _ ••..••• _,._***********'****'"'*•••••·• 
FISH REPRODUCTION 
··-··································••*-***********---.... --········**·•••* .. *** 
0975 CHEMICAL REACTIONS, fiSH POPULAUON.S, FISH REPRoDUCT11lH 0 SPAWNING 
2339 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELf, .DISJRIBUTlON, FISH RS'RODUCTION, LARVAL 
GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH 1 VIRGINIA 
2769 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULAJIONS., FISH REPRODUCTION, ·POTOMAC RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTIHBUTION, SPAWNING 
232~ FISH BEHAVIOR, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
29Bit DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REf>RODUCTI~ VIRGIIHA, 
320f> CATFISHES, CliESAPEAKE BAY-, FISH POPULATIONS,, HSH ·REPRODUCTION., LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
3553 CHESAPEAKE &AY, FISH BEHAVlOilr FISH 'EGGS, FISH REPRODUCTION~ SPAWNll'iG 
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·········•**************************** .. ****** ... *********·"*····-··-··-··--· FISH St.-ALES 
•·•***************·*********-**************-***'*-··-··-·-·----····-
1092 AGlfiiG I BlOLOGI CALl, AKER ICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAU: 8AY, DlST·'Rl&HlUII, 
MIGRATION, SPIIWNING, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGII'liAt FISH SCALES 
2005 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RAT.ES:o STRIPED BASS, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DlSTRIBUTIONSt FISH SCIILES 
2lbl AGING IBIOLOGICALl, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GREY SEA .t&OUT1 
VIRGINIA, FISH SCALES 
3045 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, FISH SCALES 
**"'****************************************************************-············ FISH STOCKING 
·························*······················-···-·········*····-·-······· 
3145 ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH P.OPULATIONS, FISH STOCKI.NG, -MORTALITY, SPMHilNG, 
STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, 
31035 ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH HATCHEINESo FISH STOCKING, STRI·PED.8ASS 
--···*·························································-·····-······--· FISH TAXONOMY 
•••• **** ** * ***** •••••••••• ***************************** ............................ .. 
0252 ANAOROHOUS FISH, CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEKSo FISH TAXONOMY, JAKES RIVER, 
OYST.ERS, kiVER BASINS, VIR~INIA 
0253 FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH,. JAMES RIVER .. VIRGINIA 
044<1 BRACKISH-WATER Fl SHt CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTR18UTlON, Fl SH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
J449 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT FISH 
0450 BLUEFISiio DISTRIBUTION, Fl·SH TAXOifOJlY, 1URJ.HE f.J~ .:SP{JIU :F'I.SH 
Olt51 CHESAPEAKE i!AY.o DlSTRl~IJJlON, H.Sfl TAXOWMY, 'KAfi.HE Fl'SH 
O!'t52 D.IST.R.IBUTlON, FISH TAXONOitYt 'MARINE FISH 
0453 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MA&I~E FJSH 
0454 BRACKISH-WATER FI SHo CHE£APEAKE .BAY~ DISTRIIlUHmt~ Fl SH 'fA'XONOffY, l'IAlllNE 
.FISH, MULLETS 
.0455 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH l'AXONOMY-, IUB.llE FISH 
045b CHESAPEAKE BAYt OlS·JR:l"BUTJ.ONt FISH TAXONOMY, JIARINE :FISH 
0457 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY., .DISTRIBUT10fh FISH TAXONORY, 
FLATFISH, MARINE FISH 
0458 BRACKISH-WATER F!SH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTJON, FISH ·JAXOliiOMY, MARINE 
FISH, STICKLEBACKS 
01059 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY .. DJSTRlBUTlDNt :FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SILVERSIOES 
OIObO CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTION 1 .FISH TAXOIIIOl1Y, MRINE FISH 
04bl BRACK! SH-WAT.ER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRI81JT:l01h FISH TAXONOitY, URINE 
FISH 
0462 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY .. DlSTRJBUTlON, :FlSH TAXONOitY, 
KILLIFI SHES 
04b3 BRACKISH-HATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
04bl0 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE ftAYo DISTRI8UTION 1 FISH TAXONOMY, HARINE 
FISH 
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0465 CATFISHES, .CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTJUiWJJDMo FISH TAXONOMY, FaEsmtATEit FISH 
Oiob6 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OIST&.I BUltill\1~ fISH l'AXONOI'IYoo MARI-NE FISH 
04f>7 CHESAPEAKE BAY, D.ISTRlBUT-lOtb FISH TAX8RllMYt FltESHWAT-Ea flSH, 'PIKE-. TR.OUT 
0468 CHESAPEAKE BAY, Dl ST·R I!WT I ON, FISH TUONDI!IY, ,f&ES:HWAJ-ER FISH, SULKERS 
0469 CARP, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHfiTER FISH 
0470 BRACKISH-WATER Fl.SH-. CHESAPEAKE BAY, IHSTRJBUTION-. FISH TAXONOMY• MARINE 
FISH 
0471 ANADROMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
0472 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
0473 ANADROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRlNGS 
0474 ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COM-MERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, 
HERRINGS 
0475 AMERICAN SHAD, Af'oADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL fiSih 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
0476 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEA-KE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FRESHWATER fiSH, GARS 
041"1 BRACKISH-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAK£ :BAY, OISTRIBUTIDN, FISH TAXONOPtYo MARINE 
fISH 
Oto78 ANAJROMOUS FISH-, CHESAPEAKE BA1' 1 COMKERCIAL FiSH_. DIST.RIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
0419 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTIONo FISH TAXONOMY, 'MARINE FISH, SHARKS 
04.80 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION. FISH TAXONOMY, 1U.RHJE .F.lSllo S:K-;UES 
.0481 CHESAPEAKE :BAY, DISTRIBUHSII, 1'1SH TAXONOMY, MA&lNE FISH 
0485 CHESAPEAKE SAY • COBJ,A., 00 STR1:BUT:10N, r1 Stl T:AXONDIIJo~ 'ltA!UtllE l'1'SH, SPOilT 
FISH 
0486 CHESAPEAKE .WAY., -DISTJtiBUTUJI!I, FISt! TAXONOMY, FRESiftli\'J.£1!. ·FISH 
0487 CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 DISTRIBUTION, .FISH TAXONOMY, F&ESKWATER FISii, SUNFISHES 
.P488 BRACKISH-WATER FISH 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, t:OMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FlSN 
TAXONOMY, SPORT FISih ·1iHITE PERCH 
0489 ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COM-MERCIAL FI.SH, OJSTRIBUHONo FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPORT FIS-H, STRIPED .BASS 
049.0 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTLON-. FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
0491 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0492 DISTRIBUTION• FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0493 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0494 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONaMYt MARINE FISH 
0495 Dl SlRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY.-. MAR.lNE FISH 
0496 CHESAPEAKE BAY_, COMMERCIAL FISH, DJSTRIBUTlONt FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FJ.5J-l. 
SCUP 
0497 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HARINE FISH 
0498 CHESAPEAII:.E BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOitv, MARIM: FISH 
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0499 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAJtE BAY, COKMfRCIAl FISH, DISTRIBUJIONt FISH 
TAXONOMY 
0500 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LDMIIERCtAL FISHy DISTRI.BUTI.ON, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPOT 
0501 BRACKISH-.WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHy CROAKER, 
DISTRIBUTION, FlSH TAXONOMY 
I 
0502 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXUNO~Y, SPOTTED SEA TROUT 
0503 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, GREY SEA TROUT 
0504 CHESAPEAKE tlAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, J4ARINE ·f1SH 
0505 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONO~Y, MARINE FISH 
0506 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0507 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0508 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0509 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
0510 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
O!>ll CHESAPEAKE BAY, OJSTRIBUT U>N, FISH TAXONOMY, llARlHE FJSHt SPOR.T FISH 
O:H2 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTIONo FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0'>13 lllE5APFAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOllY 1 MARINE FISH 
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05l't CHESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH T:AXON.DRY, MARINE FISH 
1)515 BRACKISH-WATER f' ISH• CHESAPEAKE BAY t D lSHUBU:T ION. FISH TAXDl'UIJIIIY, ~II.I~E 
FISH 
0516 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DiSTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONUIW, MARINE f.ISH 
0517 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
051B BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBU.TION, FISH TAXONOJIIIY, MARINE FISH 
0519 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0520 BRACKISH-WATER ~ISH, DIS.TRIBUT!ON, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0521 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH .TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0522 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DJS.TRIBUTION, FISH T A XOI'IDM Y, MARl NE FISH 
OB5it DIS .TR I BUT ION PA.TTERNS 1 FISH POPULA.TIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, PAMUNKEY RIIIER, 
VIRGINIA 
0917 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH .TAXONOMY, PERCHES 
2333 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, FiSH TAXONOMY, NERVE CELLS, SEAROBI'oiS 
2839 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH·POPULATIONSt FISH 
TAXONOMY, ~ARINE FISH 
355& AlE .. IVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH TAXONOMY, LARVAE 
3987 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISH!.IC.T, V.A, KEPUNE, CtiESAPEAKE BAY, FISH TAXONOMY 
-~.27 
**********~**************~ .. ~-.. ····~-··------···•••***** ................. . 
F.ISH TYPES 
................ - ............... _._ •• ,.. ................... -·**"**********·"***-·--· 
lbOb EASTERN SHORE PLANNl!U> lllS TRl CT • VA, CHESAPEAKE B4Yy Fl SH PDPULAT JDNS, 
FISH TYPES, SEASOWIL. D1ST.RJ:BUTJON, _YDRK &IVER 
4070 R ICHJilDI'lD REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, V·A., CHESAP:EME SAY, OIVERSIF lt:.A11GI'h 
FISH MIGRATION, FISH TYPES, PIANKA-TANK A1V.ER 
·······'********"*'*******"****************l**·-·•********--··••*•••-••••••-*·--· FISHERIES 
............................... "'***************"'*******************************······ 
0329 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS• FISHERIES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SPORT FISHIN.G 
0355 ADMINISTRAJIV.E AGENCIES, CtiE:sAPEAK:E BAY. FISHERIES, RESEARCH AliiD 
DEVELOPMENT 
0416 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMBERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES, SPORT FJSH 
0482 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ COMMERCIAL FISH, -F-ISHERIES, MARINE ·fiSH 
OB47 AMERICAN SHJ\0 1 ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
MlGRATlON 1 TAGGING, VIRGINIA, VDRK RIVER 
OB71 CHESAPE"AKE BAY, t;OMMEKCIAL FISH• DISTRHIUTIOH, FISH POPULATIONS:o 
FlSHERIES, GREY SEA TROUT, JAMES RIVERo RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo YORK RIVERo 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
Od79 CHlSAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEARw BLUE CRA& 
Otl85 t.H.ANTlC MEWiADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, Cmtltf.RCIAL FISK, FISH PDPULAJJGNS, 
FISHERIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Ot1117 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, COMMERCIAL FISH 1 OISTRIBUTlONo FISHERIES, MIGRATION, 
SP.A.wNli'lG, VIRGINIA, LENGTH-FREllUENCY DlSTRl.BUTIONS 
328 
0898 CATCH, FISHERl.ES., FISHING GEAR, "NETS 
0900 FISHERIES, fllANAGEitENTr RESEARCtl FAcCU.ITIES, SCtE!l'Uf'lt ·PEoRSONNEL 1 
VIRGINIA, 
.89:06 CONSERVATlOH, EDUCATION, F.JSHEJUES. •MANAGS!El\llJ 0 Ui!D.t. 41ATERS, VJRGJNtA, 
0907 FJSH.ERJES., l..IFE HISTORY STUDIES~ 'MUSSELS, U.DAt. 'IIIA"iJ.£1lS 0 VIRGINIA~ 
0910 CONSERVATION-. FINFISH INDUSTRY~ FlS·ttrRIES~ MANAGEI!ENT, SHtL·LFI.SH, TIDAL 
,WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
0936 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COHHERC·IAL FISH., ·FISHERloES, ftAJI.JNE FISH, SCUP, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, LENGTH-FREQUENc·y OlSTRlBUJIOillS., HAMPTON ROADS 
I018 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, CONSERVATION, CRABS, FJStiERl.ES, OYSTER JNOUSTRY, 
SPORT FISHING, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POL.UJJIOIII 
1039 COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES, FORESTS, NATUR.U. :RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESOURCES 
108B CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH 
POPULATIONS~ FISHERIES, HERRINGS, YORK RIVER 
1141 COMMERCIAl FISHING, EROSION, FISHERIES, MANAGEK.Et'iJ., BARSHES 1 RECREAJlON, 
WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
ll81t CRAB INDUSTRY, Fl"SHERIES, FRESHWATER, MORTALITY, DJ'STER INDUSTRY, RAIN, 
RAINFALL-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, SHELLFISH, VIKGlNlA. UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1191 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, RESEAR~H AND DEVELOPMENT, ~IDOLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1198 AMERICAN SKAD., CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, F-1SH POPULATIONS, 
FISH£RIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1215 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FOODS, SHE.LLFISH., uttAVA.ILAW.£ FUR REVIE• 
-329 
1244 FISH P.OPULATIONS, FJSHERlESo SURFACE WATERS, 1/IRGINIA~ 
1245 FISH P.OPU1.AJlON.S, FISHERIE.St SURF'A"CE WATERS, VlRGINl"l\o 
1.252 FISH POPULAT-IONS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIIIERo RAPPAftANNOCK RI\IER-. VIRGINIA 
.1254 AGING IBIOLOGICALJ, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
POI"o.JLATIONS., FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, SPAWNING, HAMPTON ROADS 
1273 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FlSHE:R!ES, POTOMAC RIVERo UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1276 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH., FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER., SHELLFISH, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1280 CHESAPEAKE B.AY, FISHERIES, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REI/lEW 
1356 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERI.ES 1 LEGISLATION, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, UNAIIAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
1386 ANAOROMOUS FISH, FISHERIES 1 JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER., SPAWNING, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-fREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
1451 CHESAP~AKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1455 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM I-NDUSTRY, CUHS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
i458 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1499 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION~ FlSHERIESo NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE 
F()R Rf:VIEW 
1'.>02 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, FISHERIES, FOODS, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
lNOVSTi\lAL FISH 
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1525 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES_, WATER POLLUTION 
15&7 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CATCK, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL of!SH, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGKT 
1643 AMERICAN SHADo CHESAPEAKE BAY, F.lSH "POPUlATIONS, FISHERIES, PO.J.OMAC RIVE~< 
1678 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
1754 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES 
1780 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CL·AHS, DREDGING, FISHERIES, MORTALITY~ SEDIMENTS, 
SHEllfiSH 
1929 DISTRIBUT.IONo FISH MIGRAT10N, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
1931 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAYo DtSTR1BUTlON 1 fiSH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2111 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES_, GULFS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOUTHEAST U.S. 
2213 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES~ JAMES RIVER, LIFE H!STORY 
STUDIES, BLUE CRAB 
2214 CHESAPfAKE BAY o DIS TR !BUT ION, F JSHERJ ES, MARY .lAND., VIR.GlNlAo BLUE CRAB 
2238 COMMERCIAL FISH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, OlSTRlBUTlON, FISHERIES, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC. BIGHT, 
2275 CATCH, CRUSTACEANS, FISHERIES 
2330 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, FISHERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
MANAGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
2'o32 A-MERII:A-N StiAih CHESAPEAKE &AYt · DISTIU&UTJON• FISH HAT,liERJES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, fiSHERIES, MANAGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
2itB7 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY~ COI'ti!IEilC I·AL :FISHING• FlSH PilPIJl."TlDMS. .•. FISHEII.l.ES.o 
~IODLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 





CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS~ 
FlSHEIUESo GROWTH RATES., SPORT FISHING, STR-IPED BASS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, 'FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, PDT-DIIAI: 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, WATER POllUTION, YORK RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, 
MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PUTGMAC RIVER~ SPORT FISHI'N.G:o 
STRIPED SASS 
2b51 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, flSHElUES, lltARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
2bH AMERICAN SHAD; CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2b58 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RJVEil 
lob2 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISHERIES, ijERRINGSt POTOMAC RIVER 
lbbb AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSHERIES, HERKINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2b90 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY~ FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, 
MO~JACK BAY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
212b CHESAPEAKE BAY, Fl SH, FISHERIES~ MANAGEMENT, SHEllfiSH 
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2727 C.HESAPE-AKE ·&JtY~ DELAW.ARE, F JSHERIES, M.ANA.SEMENT~ oJ'JliR'YLAND, SttEllfi SHo 
VIRGINIA, ~ATERFDWL 
2740 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ FISHERIES, l'A'l!IO USE.t LEGAL ASP.EC:J$., ·'IIIAJ"UU:L RESOURCES, 
PLANNING, URBANIZATION, ~ASJE WATER DlSPllSAt., i'IAJ:fl:B -QUALHY 
21b2 Ai'IERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY~ COAMERtlAL FISH, Fl~lJERIES~ JA-MES RIVER, 
.HOBJACK SAY, RAJ>l>AHANNOCK RI-VER, VJ&GINIA, YORK RIVER 
271>3 CATCH, ECONIJIIIICS, fiNFISH IUOUSTRY• FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, V1RGINIA, 
'27b4 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CDHAERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, ,fiSHERIES, OYSTER 
I~DUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
2765 FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, .JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRONTIUM 
RADIOISOTOPES, ViRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2775 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, BLUE CRAB 
2776 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD)~ FISHERIES, SOUTHEAST 
u.s. 
211B t:RAS INDUSTRY, EC~NOHICS, FISHERIES~ BLUE CRAB 
2779 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SOUTHEAST u.s • ., SLUE ~ilA8 
2780 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, LABOR, &LUE CRAB 
2791 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES. HISTORY, MANAGEMENT 
2797 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ ClAN INDUSTRY~ CLAMS, FISHERIES, UFE HISTORY STliDIES, 
NORTHEAST U.S., SOFT CLAM 
2800 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERI-ES, HARYt.ANO, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2B01 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR 
2i109 CATC~ CKESAPEAKE :11-AY,. WltllERCl'Al FU~ J'J:Rf'lSll llifDIJS"'fll'Y~ FJ·'StfEJtlEi,,, 
OY5JEA INOUST.R:W', J>OTOB.'C RIVER, SRE:U.FTSH 
2812 CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH~ OELhAilE-. H-£MER.1E~., \JtAR•YU\Illn, SHE'LLFI<Stl:o 
VI RG I NJA~ HI DOLE A TLANH C 8-l GI*J 
2320 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE B'AY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHER-IE'S, WJRTtf&AS'f 
u.s., SOUTHEAST u.S., LE•NGTH-FREQUENCY OISTRIBUJIOI!I'S 
21173 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY. COI!HERCUl. FISH, FUiFJSH JIWlJ.STRY, F-lSHEJtlES~ 
MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RHI.ER 
2892 FJ SHERIES, FOODS, LIFE HlST.ORY STUDIES, MANA,Gl;.MENT, OYSTER HIDJJS-T-li.Yco 
OYSTERS, SHEllFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2935 AGING IBIOLOGICALJ. CATCH-. FH*-IS.H l~DUSt>Rl'-1 FISH POPW.ATIONS., $!IS~, 
JAMES R-11/ER, RAPPAiiANNO.CK !liVER, STR-IPED fi.ASS_, V.-1-RGINlj~,, YORK RlVE'R 
2953 CATCH., FISHERIES, II!ANAGEHErH, STAT:IST lCS, YJRGJ•fiiliA., 
29&2 FISHE-RIES~ FUTURE ·PlANNiNG IPROJECTEDJ.-o SHELU=ts.H~ VlRG!Nl.A:t 
29bb FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, VlRGHI-IAt 
2972 CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY., FISHERIES, .N\li!ES RlVElh -OYSTER INDUS•J.M., 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, ·YORK RJVER 
2985 -CHESAPEAKE SAY, ECONOMICS~ FISHERJ ES, HISTORY, ·.P.oPULAT-lDlh PCHOR-AC 1UV£R-. 
RECKEA Tl ON, SO ll EROS I ON., lo!IAT .ER POl..lUTl ON 
3026 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, 'MARYLAND, ·PaTOffA:C RJYf-R, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SUSilUEHANNA ·Rl,VER, 1/JRGlNl-A, YORK ·IU-1/ . ER 
30o2 ALE WI liES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE SAY, FlNFISH INOUSJRY, FISHERIES, 
UNAVAILAULE FOR REVIEW 
312& CHESAPEAKE SAY-, CIU:B 'INDUSTRY, FISHERlES, -SHELLFISH, UNA\/AILASLE FOR 
Rt::VlE:.II 
33~ 
aJ.2l CittEStl:l'EAK·E &AY, CR'A11 INDUS-I:Il'Y., Fl SHERJ'ES, SltEl.l\f'l St\, UltAVA ILAS.LE fOR 
REVI:E~ 
-3J.3'B CHESAPEAKE IJA-'Y.r EAST£11.N 'SJIDRE I V-11-MD:l., EC.ONOJil.CS, F I SHERI :ES, HI STORY, 
·JIJR~lN:IA 
31-42 -BENTHIC l''AUNA., DISTRlBUTlON, l'lNFI.S·H INDUSTRY, 'FJSH :POPUL'ATHJNS., 
FISHERIES, SEASONAL OISTRl6UllON0 MIDDLE AUANTl:C BIGHT, 
3Vt3 ·FISHERIES, OYSTER INOU'STRY, SHELU'TSH, VIRGHH'A-1 
31:5.1 CRAB lNDUST-ItY:o FISHER-IES, HISTORY, SHEl..lFISth UNlT,EO STATES 
3153 :F:JNFISH INDUSTRY~ FJSHERI.ES, RE.SEARCH ·JC-AC..J.llH.ES. SHELLf'.l.SH, Vol:RG.JNJA, 
3J.51t COMMEIU:ll\1. FISHING, FlSI!, ·FISH HARVEST., :FISI:IERIE~, .F.JSHING, SPORT FISHING 
3163 CHESAPEAKE :SAY, CRAB INDUSTRY~ FJSH.f-lliESoo SHEU.FTSI'I~ UNAVA.LLABLE ·FOR 
REVIEW 
3.195 CH E SAP EAK.£ .8-AY, FISHERIES., HARYLAHih NORTH CAROUNA, VlRGlNU 
3203 CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISHERIES, UNAVA'ILABLE FOR REVlE~ 
3252 F l SHER.I ES., STATISTICS, UNUED :STAT'ES, UNAVAILA6LE -FOR RE:VIEW 
325-8 Fl SHERI ES., HISTORY, POTDMAJ: RIVER~ S·TA-TI STJCS:o UI!IU£1> STATES., UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
32dl CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES-. .POTOMAC ·&HIEtt, UNAVA~LABl.E fOR REVl£lli 
33b.2 CRASS, FISHERIES., SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
31tl3 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY. ECONOMICS, FlHFJSH lNOU.STRY:. .FISHERI£.5 
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3417 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, COJIUI.NENTAL SHl:LF, FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
F ISHEH.I ES, LABOR, VIRGINIA, HlDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
j424 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST ~.s., PUBliC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
3445 CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHlNG GEAR, TRAWLING., VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
: 3531 FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, OlL, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3~81 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
FISHERIES, KANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
3~93 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 ATLANTIC OCEANo FISHERIES, HANAGEHENT, 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
3727 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, COMMERCIAL FISHING, 
EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDlt FISHERIES, SPORT FISHING, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
4019 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
HISTORY, RECREATION, SHELLFISH 
4033 AGRICULTURE, ESSEX COUNTY, VA, HIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
EMPLOYMENT, FISHERIES, INCOME, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
********************************************•··································· 
. FISHING 
** ............... ** *** ... - ............................................................ . 
0115 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CONSERVATION, FISHING, RESEARCH FACILITIES, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0~01 fiSHING, FISHING GEAR, SAMPLING, TRAWLING 
1172 Fl5HING, SPORT FISHING, VIRGINIA, 
1557 CttESAl'EAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POVERPlANTSo FlSI'I POPULATIONS, Fl·SHING, PJTOMAC 
·RDIER, THERMAL VATER 
2U.5 .Fl.SHING, FISHING GEAJi.o SPORT FISK:. SPORT FISHING., V.lii.GINIA, 
3154 COM8ERCIAL FISHING·• FISK, FISH HARVEST, FISHERIES, FISHING.o SPORT HSHlltG 
3748 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FISHING, TOURIS"' 
VIRGINIA 
4005 MATHEWS COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
FISHING, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, OCCUPATIONS, VIRGINIA 
4041 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISHING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
·········*··········································**************************** FISHING GEAR 
.................................................................................... 
0052 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
0334 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, YORK RIVER 
0625 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR, TRAPPING 
0~27 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR 
0745 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFIStt INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, OYSTE~ 
INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
OB47 AMERICAN SHAD, ANAOROI'IOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, F.ISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
MIGRATION, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0879 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, BLUE CRAB 
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089.8 CAl:Cti, FlSHERUS, FlSH'ING GE·AR, 'NETS 
09il.l. ,f 1 SH 11\lG., F 1 SHI N.G GEAR, S<A:MPl.lliiG, UUIW1.UiG 
1&71 ·CLAM INDUSTRY,. DREOGlN.tn .FISHING G.EAll, SI:U·P-S 
1&78 CATCH, :COMMERCIAL FJSH, FISH POPULATIONS., FlSHERIES, f'ISH1NG G:E'i\lh 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUT-ION, STRIPED BASS 
2240 DREDGING, FISH, F ISHlNG GEAR_, :IN\IERTEJIRAT£S, MORTALITY~ VIltGUUA., 
22&5 FISHING, FISHING GEAR, SPORT FlSHt SPmlT FISHING, VHI.GlNlA,. 
2313 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHING GEAR, GIU NETS., NETS 
2359 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMSo DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
2502 FISHERIES, FISHING .GEAR, OYSHofl. INDUSJRII' 
27&1 .CHESAPEAKE BAY .. CRAB INDUSTR-Y, FJSHING .GEAR,. YO&K ,ti,;IVEJl 
2801 CHESAPEAKE BAY2 Cll.AB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FJSHJH.G GEAR 
31&3 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, UAM 1NDUSJRY1 DREDGlNG, FISHING GJ:AR 
3400 CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR, SAlff>LIHG 
3't45 CATCH, CRAB INDUS'fR'h FISHERIES, FlStUN:G 'GEAR, TRA1111.1Hl>-t ·VIRGIII\Jlc:Ao, Y-ORK 
Rl I/ER 1 SLUE CRAB 
**"***********************"**·········--···**· .... ···········-··············-·-···· FISHKILL 
...................................................... -·-··············-·······********* 
Lbll ALGAE, SACT.ER JA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, Fl SHKlU.-. .LEGAL ·ASPECTS, MARYLAND, 
VIKGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
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3'993 NORHtERN VIJlC71N1A PLAIIINUIG OJSTRICTt BI\CTERlA.., :CHESAPEAKE BAV, 
DINOfLAGELLATES, FJSHULL~ GROVJH RAJ:ES, -PHYTOP.LANKTON 
ll<··--.. -... - ....................... -·--·---·~---·-*-•'*-****"'********·' 
-FLATFISH . 
**********·***·*-·****·*****"**'"'*****'-·--···-*-•-·-*'*·'**->~<****·*-*-•************•*• 
0451 BRACKJ.SH-l!IA TER -F I SH 0 CHESAPEAKE BAY-, Ol STRIBIJT10N 1 FISH TAXONOKY 1 
FLATFISH., MAR-HIE FISH 
.09.&'1 FISt! POPULATIONS., FLATFISH, JUVENILE GIWWTI'f ST;AGE, .LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
MIOOLE ATLANJlC BIGHT-. OSTEOLOGY 
*****-*************»'*'***********-**·-·-.. ·····---**"'*-·········--··••••*" HJJUD CONTROL 
*****·********************"'-··**-~-***'*-*'***---··*-·-····--·······-· 
0091 DA'JIIS, FLOOD CONTROL, JAJot.ES RIII.ER, VIflGIN1At HAT.Eii POLLUTION 
009/t ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL-. fUTURE PLANNING J,PRQJ.ECT.ED) 0 IRRIGATION, JAMES 
RIVERo NAVIGATION, RIVER BAS.INSo VIRGINIA 
0103 FLOOD CONJROL, JAMES RJ VER, VlRGIN1A, JotATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0209 ECONOHI.CS, FLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER-• RlliER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, SUIWEYS 1 
VJRGINIA 
0278 CONTROL STRUCTURES, FLOOD COHlROL., HYDROELECTRlt PGwER-, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
0299 DAMS, DESIGN FUJOD, FLOOD .CONT.ltDLco FLOOD P!..AJNS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGI.ONAL FLUOO, VIRGINl·A 
1006 DAMS, FLOOD CONTROL, RAPPAHANNOCK ·Rl-VER. VIRGINIA, wATER REQUIREMENTS 
1059 FLOOD CONTROL, NAVIGABLE WATERS~ PAfiUNKEY RIVER. RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1411 FLOOD CONTROL, fLOOD DAl'IAGE, FLOODS, FLDII COIIITROL, .JARES &lVE&, VIRGJ1111A 
1425 DATA COLLECTIONS, ENGINEERING, FLOOD CONTROL, f.LOOD PLAINS, _JAMES RlV~ 
MAPS., ·MAXIMUM PR06A6LE FLOBD~ REGIONAl. AttALYSIS. VIRGINIA, MATERSHED.S 
!BASINS), ZONING 
2971 DRAII';AGE DISTRICTS, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDROGR'APHY, JAMES R'.IVER, SOIL 
CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY UJNTROl.~ WATER 
RtSOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3719 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, BEACH EROSTON, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FLOOD CONTROL, PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECT PURPOSES, 
PROJECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
3922 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, FLOOD CONTROL, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND 
USE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATERSHED 
MANAGEMENT, WATERSHED PROTECT. AND FLOOD PREV. 
3989 ALEXANDRIA, VA, ARLINGTON COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 
, CHANNELS, FLOOD CONTRUL, HYDRAULIC MODELS, VIRGINIA 
*******************************************••····················-········-···· FLOOD DAMAGE 
**** ********* *** *** ************ ............................. ····-·····-········· 
01lo FLOuD DAMAGE, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLICY 
0224 FLOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGIN1At YORK RIVER 
1038 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODING, FLOODPROOFING, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES, JAMES 
RII/EK, VIRGINIA 
11-44 CHeSAPEAKE SAY, fLOOD DAMAGE, Fl.OODPROOFlNG, l..EGJSLATION, RIVER BASINS, 
VIRGINIA 
1235 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOOD DAMAGE, HURaiCANES, JARES RIVER, REAOTE SENSING, 
SUSJUEHANNA RIVER, ~EATHER DATA 
140o flOOD DAMAGE, fLOOD FORECASTING, .HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
340 
l#tll FLOOD CONT-ROL, FLOOD DMAGE, FLOODS, ·FLOW ·coNTROL, .JAMES Rl VER, VlRGI IIIlA 
1444 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES, JAl'lES RlVER, RIVER 
BASINS, RUNOFF, VIRGINIA 
1476 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODING, HURRICANES, RJVERS-t VIRG:JIUA, 
2179 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODl'NGr FLOODS, H1 STORIC FLOOD, STORMS, UNITED STf<TES 
2476 FLOOD DA1'1AGE, FLOOD ·pLAHlS, FLOOD .PROTECT ION, -FLOODING, lH S TORlt; fLOOD, 




1406 FLOOD DAMAGE, flOOD FORECASTING, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, VI-RGINIA 
3995 EASTERN SHORE PL:'.'JNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FLOOD 
FORECASTING, FLO~J PLAIN ZONING, ~LOODS, FUTUKE PLANNihG IPROJECTEDlt 
HURRICANES, HAPS, STORMS, VIRGINIA 
••.••••••• ******** •• ******** ................................. ** "'*** •• **** •••••••• 
FLOOD PLAIN INSU~ANCE 
········································~·······~······················******* 
3934 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FLOOD PLAIN 
INSURANCE, FLOODING, INSURANCE, MANAGEMENT, 1/lRGINIA 
··························-··········-···-···---······················••**** FLOOD PLAIN ZONING 
***************·************************•*******************************'******** 
3995 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING Dl STRICT t VA, NORTHA.HPTON COUNTY, VA, fLOOD 
fORECASTING, FLOOD PLAIN ZONING, FLOODS, fUTURE PLANNING rPROJECTEDI, 
HURRICANES, MAPS, STORMS, VIRGINIA 
***************>1<**'**********'****"'*····-·-·-----···-·-···-· FLOOD PL.AlNS 
"'*·**'"'**'~<****»*****"*************-·-·-·-****"*******"**"****"**-*•****•--·---··· 
OZ99 DAMS, DES" Gill FLOOD, FLODD C!DIT-R.OL.. FLOOD P:L.Al NS:t -RAPP'AttANNOCK .RHJER, 
REGIONAL H.ODD, VIRGINIA 
1'>.25 DAT.A COLLECTIONS, ENGINEERING, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, JAMES ·RIVER, 
MAPS, MAXII'IUM PROBABLE FLOOD., REGIONAL Ar.Al.YSIS_, VIRGINIA, ~ATERSHEDS 
IBASINSJ. ZONING 
241b FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOOD .PLAINS, FLOOD PROTECTION, FLOODING, HISTORIC FLOOG., 
JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
399b EASTERN SHORE PLANNING Dl STRICT, VA, fLOOD PLAINS, MAIIlAGE .. ENT, .PRO.JECTS,, 
RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
***********·*********************************lt*"**********************"**·********* FLUDD PROTECT ION 
** *** *>~< ••.• * ** * *·* ** ** ** * * ** *****-** *********** ···-·••*******-********•-*•---
0199 FLOOD PROTECTION, FUTURE PLANNING I PROJECTED·), JAMES RIVERo RESERVOIRS, 
V lRGlN I A_, .WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMHIT 
247b FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOOD PLAINS., FLOOD PROT.ECJION, FLOODING, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
3017 CHESAPEAKE SAY, COST-SEIIIEF.lf ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD 
PROTECliON, ICED .LAKES; POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL-. WATER 
~ESUURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATER SUPPLY 
3935 ABUTMENTS, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FLOOD PROT£CTION, 
FLOODING, HURRICANES, STORMS, VIRGitHA 
................................................................. _ ........................... . 
FLOOD ROUTJNG 
•• .. * ** ...... * ... **** •• ** * ................................. ._._ ......... - •••••• ,. •••••••• 
14\lT CIJMI'UTERS, fLOOD ROUTING, HYDRAULICS, .JA~ES RI·VER~ LOW FLOW, NUMERICAL 




1038 FLOOD DAMAGE• -.F.lOODJNG, FLOODAWOF:n&., RlSlUR-lC 'FL1lOD 1 HURRH;·ANES., JA'HES 
RIVER, V1RG1Nl4\ 
1448 FLOOD lNG, HURRICANES, .JAI!lES &IVE&o 0¥-S'I'.E-.ii.S,. -V1-RG1-N1A 
147b FLODD DAH"-G~ f'LOOOINih HURRl~S-t . .RIVERS, YlRGUilA., 
2179 .FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODING., .FLOODS, 1-HSTORI.C ..FLOOD~ STORMS~ UNITED STATES 
2476 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOOD PLAI-NS, -Fl.OOD l'ROTECTJ.ON, <FUl.O.DJIIIG, HlST.oRlC FLOOD~ 
.JAMES RIVER-. VIRG.lNlA 
3923 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING OISTRICh COMPUJ€R 1(0D£t.S, fLOODING, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, LAND USE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, RAINFALl-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, 
VlRGlNlA, IIIATERSHED PROTECT. AND fLOOD PREV. 
393(t EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRJCT, VA, NORTHAftPTON COUNTY, YA, .fLOOD PLAlN 
INSURANCE, F.l .. OODING, INSURAN.CE~ MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA 
3935 ABUTMENTS., EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT• VA, ·FLOOD PROJ-ECTION• 
•FLOODING, HURRIC-ANES, STORMS:o VIRG-INIA 
4027 SHORELINE EROSION, RADCO PLANNING OIST.RICT, V.A, SlOTA, CH.ESAP.EAKE SAY, 
FLOODING, HURRICANES, l'tATURAL RESOURCES, NAVIGATIDN, WEEDS, wiLDLIFE 
403'> HANOVER COUNTY. VA, RICHMOND REGIONAl ·PL-ANNING D!STIUCT-1 · y,A.., FLOODING, 
FLOODS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, -VIRGHUA 
····································-·*•*******••••-··*'"*"'*******************,. 
FLOODPROOFING 
................................................ _ _. .. ,...._ ....... ,. ...................... . 
1038 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODING, FlOOOPRODFING 1 liiSTORU; FLOOD, HURRICANES, JAMES 
-RIVER, VIRGINIA 





0126 FLOODS., HISTORIC FLOOD, JAKES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0178 FLOODS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAlNFA.U., STORMS, VIRGINIA, 
0202 FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1153 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, GROUNDWATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAKES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STREAMFLOW, UNITED STATES~ VIRGINIA 
1411 FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD IlAHAGE 1 FLOODS, FLOII CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1444 FLOOD DAMAGE, flOODs, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, RIVER 
BASINS, RUNOFF, VIRGINIA 
1851 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
HURRICANES 
.2179 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODING, FLOODS, HISTDRIC FLOOD, STORKS, UNITED STATES 
2L8d BIOTA, FLUODS 1 HISTORIC fLOOD, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, 
L411 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2"1'>4 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVERt RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
2oMij CHESAPEAKE BAY, fLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, POTOMAC RIVER 
3995 EAST£RN SHOilE PL·ANNJNG 01 STRICT, VA• 'NOR.TKA·MPTDN COUNTY., VA, FLOOD 
FORECAST} NG, FLOOD PLAIN ZOlttNG, FUJODS, FUTUitE PLANNJNIJo IPROJECTEOI, 
HURRICANES, MAPS, STORt4St VlRGlNl·A 
403<r. HANOVER COIJNJY, VAt RICHMOND REGJONAl. PLANNING DlSTRJCT, .YA., l'-LOUOlNG, 
fLOODS., PAMUNKEY RIVER, V.IRGINlA 
, .................. - ........................... - ....... __ '**"'-·*-···--·-·· ****. 
FLWI CHARACTERISTICS 
****************.*******************.****·****·*******************************······· 
0110 DIFFUSION, DISPERSION, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
POLLUTION 
0603 CLIMATIC DATA, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNDWATER., HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF., VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3527 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, POTO~AC RIV.ER 
***********************"'*********.**"'********************************"'··········· fLOW CONTROL 
******************************************************************************• 
0640 FLOW CONTROL, FLOW RATES, LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, OYSTERS 




1021 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, FLOW MEASUREMENT, MATHEMATICAL HOOELS,.PLANk!NG, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, YORK RIVER 
3597 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CURRENTS (WATER), EASTERN S.HORE 
CVA-KOI, fLOW MEASUREMENT, HYDRAULICS, SEDIMENT TRANSPOKT, TIDAL WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
3762 EASTERN SHORE "Pl-ANNING OIS'rRICTo -V-Aw CHARTS-. CHESAPEAK-E BAY, EFFLUENTS-. 
fLUll MEASUREMENT, !>IANAGE-MEkT, PLANJUNG, PLANTS, SEWAGE TJtfATMENT 
............................................ _ .. ,............... _. .... ~ .... _ .•..•. -.--... . 
FLOW PROFILES 
...................... -. ........ " ll<il< ·-·-il<·····*·······---··---**-*'*"'**•··· **************-* 
3691 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, FLOW 




0640 FLOW CONTROL_, FLOW RATES, LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, OYSTERS 
···························•************************'****··················*"'******* F.LUCTUAT ION 
*** * *** * •• * ** ** ** ** ** ** * * ** ** ** *** * ** ** ** ** ••.••••••••••••• ******** •••• ***• ..... ** 
0605 FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS:, METHODOLOGY., ORGANIC MATTER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SE~TON, ~IRGINJA, YORK RIVER 
••••••• ***** •••• **** •• ** .......................................... ~····· ••••••••.• 
FLUORESCENCE 
............. ,. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _._ •••••••••••• ***•-······· 
0663 ANI MAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS_, 
SPOKES 
••••••• * ••• **** ••••• * ••.•••• *'********* ........... ·-· *********'******** ................ . 
FlUORIDES 
.... * ••••• "' ** ...... ,. ......... ***********-********************•·-······· .......... ****** 
015o AQUIFER CHARACTEiUSTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAl PlAINo CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
fLUORIDES, GROUND~ATER, VIRG1NIA, WATER WElLS 
0193 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAlth CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FLUJkiDES, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
···········-·-·--··············--·····-······-····-······*·****************• 
FOOD HABlTS 
........................................................... _ ......................... . 
0106 FOOD tiABITS, .JA-MES Rlvt:R, SPORT F.ISH, VlRGHflA 
0374 FOOD HABITS, J'AMES RIVERo RAPPAHANNOCK RiVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
03B4 AMERICAN SHAD, FOOD HABITS, JUVENll.E FISHES~ VIRGINIA, 
0570 FILTRATION, FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
0817 BARNACLES, FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, PLATYHELIUNTHES.~ VlRGlNlA, YORK RIVER 
0826 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HA&ITS, ORGANIC 
LOADING, SPOT, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0989 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FECUNDITY, FOOD HAIIIT.S, .JAMES RIVER., 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, S.YS.TEMATlCS, YORK RIVER 
-1123 BACTERIA, FOOD HABJTSo GROWTH RATES, LARVAE, OYSTERS 
1124 FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YEASTS, YORK RIVER 
1301 FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCl( RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, YORM 
RIVER 
1311 AU:WIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CATFISHES, FOOD HABlTSo HERRINGS-, JAMES RIVER, 
JUVENilE FISHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA 
1328 DISTRIBUTION, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, OXYGEN 
REQUIREMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2ZOO CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FOOD HABIJS 1 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTE~ 
DRILLS. REPRODUCTION, HAMPTON AOAOS 
2§4:0 CHESAPEAKE SAY., D.ISTR1·8UT10N., FISH M1GaaT1'1lJih 1=1Stl P:OPUL&TlUNSt FDDI) 
H~SHS, GROtoiJH .kAlES, LI-FE MISJ.Ol!.Y SJ.UllJ.ES~ -&f:PROD.U.tJIOI!b SJJUP.ED •ss:o 
UNITED STATES 
i676 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DJSTRIBUTION~ f'JSH tUGJ!.:AJfON~ FISH .f>:ARASITES, FOOD lfAliiTS. 
GROiolTH RATES, :LH'E HISTOR\' STUDJ-ES, SPAlil\'ilNG, STJUPED BASS, WUT.ED ST·ATES 
3581 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING .DISHtiC:r, VA, BRACKISH MATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS-. 
FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER-. RAPf>*tt&liNOCK IUVER, Sf:ASONAL DISJRI6UJION 1 WATER 
TE~f>ERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1758 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRlt:T, VA, CAoTCH• .CONH:KENJ·AL SLOPE:. .EELS, FOOD 
HABITS, JUVENILE fiSHES, Moli:PHOLOGY, MIDDLE All:ilrNUC BIGHT 
............................. **"'**••······ .. --··--···-·---···-·····---FOODS 
·····-·*'~<****'*"•······················-······-··-*******------.. --. 
0377 fOODS, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH, SJARCH 
1215 CRA.B :INDUSTRY, -FJStiERIES, -f.DDDS., SHEI.U:JStl1 .lJ~lLULE FOR II.EVl.EW 
1502 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, fiSHERIES, FOODS., JtAII.l':L:AND, SHELLFISH, VIR(;I'NIAw 
INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1583 AUT0!'14TlON, FOODS, LAB[)II., OYSTER lNDUSTR.Y 
1771 FOODS, BLUE CRAB 
lil38 CHE'IICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, F.OODS, BLI:I£ CRfi 
24,.1 BACTERIA, FUOOS, ISOl.ATION, BLU£ CRAB 
21"11 ~B lNDIJSl'KY., FOODS, -DYSTER UW.USntr.,, .PtJ&L.t~ iJJUU'lt, .SttEU.'FlSK. BUJE CRAB 
'2721 CRAB 1 NOUS TRTo FOODh PUBLII: HBU.Tit, SHELJ.F.ISH,, Bl.\lf C.JI.AB 
2722 CRAB INDUSH!.Y, fOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SW:UFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2724 CIWdl lNDUSTlt'h FOODS, OYSTEII. INDUSTJI"Y, PUBl.'lC HEALTH, SJiELLFlSH 
212-5 BACTERI-At Cll.AB Jl!iOUSTRY-. FOODS, OYSTE.Il HWUSTRT, P.UB1.ll: liEALTKt StiEU.FlSH 
,2730 CHESAP.E.AKE .BAY, FOODS, OYST£RS, ·ll.A.OlDACTlVITYo ll~ 
2793 CRAB lliOOSTRY, FDODSw HEAT IN(;, PIJIU. lit ·H.EALTU.. SMEL'l.USM, .W..Uf :C.ltU 
2892 FISHERIES., FOODS, LIFE HISTDRY STUDl.ES• fUMAb:EAE.NT-. OYSTER IJWUSJ-IU'., 
OY~JERS, SHELLFISH, Vlii.GINIAo 
3055 CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 FOODS, UNAVAILABLE .FOR REV lEW 
::-.: 
31to0 C'AAB INDUSTRY, .fOODS, PUBLIC HEAl.J}f, BLUE CRAB 
············----···············--·-·······-··,.,···----··**··-·······--·· FDRAIUNJFfRA 
.......................... ,., ............................................... ,., •..•.. "'"'*****' 
0019 FORAtiJNJF-.EilAo JAftES RIVERo Vl·RGUtlA 
U144 FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATHINS, .tAMES -RIVER, :IUO.c.atE EPOCH, MOLLUS.KS-, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY~ STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0148 FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RlcVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, llfll.l.USKS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, V.lRGINIA, YORK 11.1 V'ER 
0150 ATLANTlC COASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, 
5TRATI£KAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANJJC BIGHT 
0151 CHESAPEAKE SAY, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, KIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS., 
PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EP.OCH, STRATIGRAPHY, Y.ORK RIVER 
0271 AIJUATIC POPULATIONS, BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, SALINIT'I't 
VIRGINIA 
0272 BENTHrC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINE WATER INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
0576 BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMiNIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK .fl.JV.Eil, :VlRGUHA 
Ob02 DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, FORAHllliiFERA, RAPP-AHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1034 FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNDCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1035 FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
t239 CHICKAHOHINY RIVER, COASTAL PLAINS, FORAMINI-FERA, .GEOLDGYt VIRGINIA 
178!1 CHESAPEAKE .BAY, FORAJUNIFERA, ltA:MilALS, MAAYL-AN:D, MIOCENE EPOCH, ·VIRGINIA 
1789 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
L 79u CHESAPE-AKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, MAHKALS, ltARYLAND_, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1803 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA 
350 
1970 ·cHCS,AP£AKE ·BAY, DISTRISUTUIKo FORAMINIFERA-. -PATll'l{B!IT ·RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER 
2D82 CttES.A'PEAKE BA-Y, HlRAMilii1F6&A, -JIARY:l.Al'llfh STAT16R'APHY~ SYSTEMAHCS, 
VIRGINIA 
2344 DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT~ FoaMUNlf'.ERA, JAKES RIVER, J!AltSH 
-PLANTS, MARSHES~ VIRGINIA 
3697 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOINOICATORS, IHSTRIBIJTION, ENERGY 
BUDGET, ES TUAIUNE ENV IRONilENT, FORAMINIFERA 
··-···········••*********·····-···••*****************•-···········-······-··· FORESTRY 
··············•••************************************************-**************·** 
0750 FORESTRY, INDUSTRIES, LUKBERING, VIRGINIA, 
0155 AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, GEOGRAPHICAL ·REGI-ONS, H.ISTDRY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
~ATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
11>09 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. AGRICULTURE~ CHESAPEAJ<.E SAY, CROPS, FORESTRY, PLANT 
DISEASES, REMOJ.E SENSING 
··············································-·········-···*******·*-'"*"'********** 
FORESTS 
••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ******'*******·* •••••••••••••.•••• 
1039 COMKERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES, FORESTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, WAlE~ 
RESOURCES 
····························'*******************"*******************-*********** FOSSILS 
•••••••• ·········-........ ************* ·········-·*****-****·******** ... ** ....... *. 
234(> SYSTEMATICS, -VIRGINIA, FOSSILS 
2438 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS. FOSSILS 
3lo0 .CHESAPEAKE l:lAY, fUOtEME .EPOCH, FOSSU.S .. UNAV.Ul.l<&LE FOR llEVIEW 
***-******·*********************************************** ....................... . 
FOUL IlliG 
********************·***************···-···.._ ................. **-·········-·-· 
0079 BAKNACLES, BENTHIC fAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES., 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
D?3~ FOULING, SHIPS 
0249 BARNACLES., BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL UlSTRIBUJION, V.lRGlNIA 
0307 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING, SEASONAL DISTR·IBUTION 
0308 BENTHIC ·FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING 
OB05 CRABS, FOULING, SESSILE ALGA,E, VIRGINIA, YORK lUYEll 
OB25 FOULING, SESSILE ALGAE, .UROCHORDATES, VIRGINIA, YOR:I. RIVER 
2115 BAKNACl.ES.1 BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, FOULIJIIG, HYDROZOA, MOLLUSKS 
217o CLAMS, FOULING, INIIASION.t JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
** •• **** ** •••••• ***************************************·******** ••••••••••••••••• 
FRANKLIN, VA 
••••••• ** ** "**** *"'******* ****** ******* ............................................ * 
3949 SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, 1/A, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
£i.:ONfJMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3'J5tl SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ELuNUMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
352 
······-······---·······-····-·--····------···--··············"'* FREDERI.CKSBURG1 VA 
······················********·***********················-··············--······· 
3·950 FREDERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY7 VA, STAFFORD LOUIHY, .YA, &AilCO 
PLANNI111G OJST·RICT 1 VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, l.A:BOR SUPPLY, LOCAL 
GOVERNMEI'HSo NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION, TII.ANSPDKTATION, VIRGiNIA 
3952 FREDERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RADCO 




2159 CLAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, ECOLOGICAl. IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS, GASTROPODS, POLYCHAETE$, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SEDIMENTS, STATISTICAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
**·********"*****************"**********************************************"'*** FRESHWATER 
············-····-····"'******·***************************·******-***************** 
0012 FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVER, KORTAl.ITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY• VIRGIN.IA 
0411 COJtPUTER HODELS, FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVERo MATHEMATICAL MODELS, HODEL 
STUDIES, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, STATISTILAL MODELS, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
llB4 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FRESHWATER, MORT ALl TY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAIN, 
RAINFALL-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE fOK KEVIEW 
2343 BIOASSAY, DISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, .BLUE CRAB 
2499 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA 
29o7 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISCHARGE IWATE.RJ, FRESHWATER, 
NORTHEAST u.s., RIVER FLOW, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
353 
****************'***'***-···--···--------· .. -··'*·--·····-· FRESHltArER FlSI:I 
*****-***********·*********••···-···---·--·---·-·····-·--·--·-· 
0<>95 fRESH.itATER FISH, JM!ES .RJVE&» SPO&T FISHING., Y'JRGlNI:A 
0133 CATFISHES, COJUIIfRCIAL FISHING, FRESHWATER .fiSH~ .JAMES RIVER, VlRG!NlA 
0253 FISH POPULATIONS, FJSH TAXONOI4V, FRESHWATER FISI'I. JAMES RIVER, YJRGHUA 
0410 CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, FRESHWATER FISH, VJRGIH1Ao WETLANDS, ·WILOLIF.E., 
DISMAL SWAMP INC-VA) 
0465 CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTRIBUTIONo FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
0467 CHESAPEAKE !SAY, DISTRIB.UTION, FISH TAXONofltY, .FRESHWATER FlSH, PIXE, TROUT 
0468 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISJRIBUTIOK,. FISH TAXONOMY_, .FRESI:tltATER FlSH, SUCKERS 
0469 LARP, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRJBUTIDN, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
04lb BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE- BAY·o DISTIU8UT10N~ .FISH JAXONOHYw 
FRESHWATER FlSH, GARS 
0466 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRlBUJION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER F.ISH 
0487 CHESAPEAKE 8>\Y, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOHY,, FRESHWATER FISH., SUltFlSHES 
1306 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS., FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK Rll/ER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SEINING 
l138 CHESAPEAKE 8A¥, FISH POPUUHIOHS, l'RESHIIfA;JER FISH, SALT TOLERANCE, 
VIRGINIA 
3514 fKESHWATER FISH, VIRGINIA, 
-
35~ 
3786 HIOI>LE Pet INSULA •PLANNING DISTRICT" liAo EFi'ECTS, Ef'Fl.UENTS., F 1 SHo 
FRESKWATER F1 SH.. MANAGEME,.T., JtAJttNE Ff SH~ REVIEIIS, ,S:biAGE TREAHIE.NT 
-··-·----···-····-·--··-·---··-!11··---.-.*'"'····-······ FRESH»ATER JIARSI:IES 
-··-·············---·····-· .. ·---···-·-·-··-········--·····--··-············· 
3509 FRESHWATER MARSHES, PLANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, 
............................................. '1<··-············--**••••**************** 
FROGS 
.............................. - ••••.•.•••••••••••••.•••••.• --*·•·•••••*-*******'"****** 
0256 AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMES RIVER, REPTILES, SALAKANDER-Sr 
SNAKES, TURTL£St VIRGINIA 
1679 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FROGS, MAR'tl.A!W, KORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1730 ATLANTJC COASTAL .PLAJN, DISTRIIWTION, FRDGS, SYSTEMATJCS, MIDDLE ATLANTII: 
BIGHT 
2925 CHESAPEAilE JIAY, naAilARE, FROGS, 1\ARYLANO, SYSJE!IATJCS., VIRGINIA 
......................................... --··················-......................... . 
fROUDE NUMBER 
** **** ** * * ** ** *·* * ** ** *"' ••• * *********••·•• * **** ** •• ***** ***-** **** **-******* * * ** .. * 
1474 ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, .fii.OUOE NU.H8ER, HYDRAULIC MOI>ELS, HYDRAULICS, JAMES 




0330 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS., FUNGI, VIRGINIA, YORK RJV.ER, BLUE CRAB 
07()(o BRACKISH WATER, FUNGI, MARINE FUNGI, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0663 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUNGI, MARYLAND, PAMUNKEV RIVER, PATUXtNT RIVER, 
PHYTQPLAfiKTON, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0868 FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH 
0691 FUNGI, MOLLUSKS, MORT ALlTY, SHELLFISH 
0694 FUNGI, HORJAL.ITY, OYSTERS 
0909 EGGS, FUNGI, PARASITISM, BLUE CRAB 
0912 EGGS, FUNGI, BLUE CRAB 
0914 CRABS, FUNGI, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, PAII.ASITISM 
1002 DERMOCYSTlDIUM, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALJJY~ OYSTERS·• lllRGINIA~ 
1003 DERMOCYSTIDIUMo DISTRIBUTION, FIJNGI, MORTALITTo OYSTERS, YUI.GlNIAo 
1004 DERHOCYSTUHUM, DISTRIBUTION., FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1015 DERMOCYSTIOIUM, FUNGI, JAHES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVERo SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1028 DERMOCYSTIDIUH, FUNGI, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY .. OYSTERS, II.·APPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SHELLFISH~ ViRG1NlA 
1760 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI 
1826 CHESAPEAKE !lAY, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, J..IFE tliST.DIU' STliDU:S 
Zl42 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIDIUM 1 DISTAIBUJIOK1 EASTEAN SHORE lVA-HDJ, 
fUNGI, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
2248 DERMOCYSTIDIUM, FUNGI, OYSTERS 
356 
2250 DEii.IIOCYSTIDIUH, f'UN.GI, •MORTALITY., MUD, OYSTERS, &ld>P.AttANNOCK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
22l>~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI., MORPHOLOGY, JtROT020:A., VIRGINIA 
2126 CHESAPEAKE BAY·• FUNGI. MANAGEfi~NT, PATUXENT RIVER., liORJ>HOLOGY 




3483 EN\II.RONMENTAL EFFECTS, FUNGICIDES, HEAVY METALS, HERIHCIDES.1 INSECT 
CONTROL, LETHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDES, TOXICITY., VIRGINIA, 
********************* .. ***~***************************** .. ** .. *"'**************• FUTURE PLANNING I PROJECTEDJ 
.................................................................................. ~ ..... 
0087 CHANNEL IMPROVEHa.lh ECOLOGlt.AL 1 HPACT 1 FUTURE PLANNING J PROJECTED!. 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAKES RIVER, DYSTER INDUSTRY., YIRGINlA, WAfER RESOURCES 
DE VELOPM.ENT 
0094 ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING IPR03£CTEOJ, IRRIGATION, JAHES 
RIVER, NAVIGATION, Rl VER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
0117 FUTURE PLANNING I PROJECTED'), JAMES RIVER• s.ALIIUTY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0128 FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, RIVE~ &ASIN DEVELOPNEl\IJ, 
VIRGINIA 
0139 FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECT£DJ, .JAMES &IVER 1 RIVER .6ASIN UEYELOPMENT, 
VlitGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELDPHENJ 
0198 CANALS, ESTIMATED COSTS, FUTURE PLAN!tJNG CPROJECTEDI, .JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
357 
0199 FlOOD PROT"ECTION, .FUJ"URE PlANI>IING I'Pti.OJECJc££1;)., JAitES fll'YE'lto -&~Ylli<RS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER -KESOORCES DEVElOPMENT 
0332 CHESAI>EAKE BA·Y, ECONOMI-CS-. FUTURE PL'ANIHIIIG 1J>RO.:JEC'T£DJ., lfANAGI!RENT., -lWDE.L 
STUDI-ES, PATUXENT RIVER, IIAJER QUAU-J.J, -'d.T.ER ~LJTY CJINTROL 
Ob07 AGI!.I CULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWE-R PRODUCllDI'h -FUTURE PLANNING 
IPt!.OJ.E.CTED), GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, -l'IINERALOGY.-, RECREAJ"lON., SURFACE WATERS" 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Ob88 CHESAPEAKE !lAY, CITY PLANNING, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDh LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, POPULA Tl ON DYNAMICS, URBAN RENE-WAl.., HAAPTON ROADS 
07B1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLANNING I PROJECTED), MANAGEMENT, PROJECT P.l-ANNJr-.G, 
RESOURC.E DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1193 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDl, HISTORY, POTOMAC RJV.ER, 
UNAVAILABLE fOR -REVIEW 
1357 CHANNELING, DISCHARGE IWATERl, -ENGINEERING~ ENVIRONMf.NlAL EFFECTS, .EROSION 
CONTROL, fUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDl, JAMES RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
1443 ACCESS ROUTES, CHARTS, fUTURE PLANN1NG .IPRDJECTEO)., HISTORY, LEGlSLATl.DN, 
MAPS, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
29bl FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED!, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, ·M-ANAGEMENT, OYSTER 
INDUS lRY, VI RG I NlA, 
29&2 FISHERIES, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), SHELLFISK, VIRGINIA, 
3007 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-BENEfiT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS~ ·fEDE-RAL JURISDJCTJOM-, 
f'UTUKE PLANNl NG I PROJECTED), POTOMAC RIVER, WAT-ER RESOURCES 
3012 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTHJN, FUTURE P.LANNING IPROJECTEDh PDTOitAC 
RIVER, RESERVOIRS, WATER RESOURCES, !tATER SUPP-LY 
.. 
3S8 
3013 CHE5'AP£AKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISOIOlON,. FUJUllE iP,L:tdftUNG IPROJECTEOh LEGAL 
ASPECTS., PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVE-R.-, l!ATER .QUAUJY UllliTROL, wATER RESOURCES, 
-loiATER SUPPLY, PUSLIC OPlNIOIIIS 
332"9 BIOT.A, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNitlG tPlWJE.CTEDh GEOLDGY, L'AliD US.E'" 
MANAG.EMENT, URBANilA TlOlll-. V IRGHiiA~ COAST A1. ZOIIIE 
3712 EASTERN SlillRE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EAST_ERN SHORE IVA-MD), .ECOJilORIC 
IMPA.CT, f1NANC lNG, .FUT.URE PLANNING IPRIJ.JECTHlh l'"OUSTRIES, POPUJ..ATI.ON 
.DYNAMICS, RECREATI-ON DEMAND, RECREATION FACH.HlES, TOURISI'I, -VIRGHH.A 
3728 EASTERN SHORE PLANNI!iG DISTRICT, VA, CHIES, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING 
IPROJEC.TEO), GROWTH RATES~ PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3"1'89 MIOOJ...E PENINSUL-A PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE B.AY, CLASSIFICATION-, 
DATA JRANSM.JSSIQN,, ElllABEHl RIVER, FUTURE PLAtmlNG ~PROJECJ:EDJy 
MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
3931 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE 
PLANNING IPROJECT.EOl, HAPS, RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
3932 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING 
IPiWJECTEOl~ GEOLlli>Y, GROUNDWATER~ VlJI.GHilA 1 WATER QU.AllTY.r WATER 
RESOURCES 
3965 EASTERN SHORE PLANNIN-G DISTRICT, VA 1 ECOIIIOIUC FEASIBILITY, ECOI'tOMIC 
IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), PUBLIC liENEFUS, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 
SIZE, VIRGINIA, WATER SUPPLY 
3995 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OlSTRlU., VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA.o FLOOD 
FORECASTING, flOOD PLAIN l.ONlNG, FLOODS, f'UTURE P-l..ANNIN{; _IPROJECTEOJ., 
HUR~ICANES, HAPS, STORMS, VIRGINIA 
4010 KING WILliAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, 1/A, 
ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECJEOl, LAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES~ 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, UTillTIES, VIRGINI-A, WATER UTILIZATION 
4014 GLOUCESTER COUNT'I', VA, Ml DOLE PENJNSUl.A PLANNING OIS T.RICT, VA-. ECONOMICS, 
FUTURE PLANNING tPROJECTEDl, LAND USE, POPULATHlN~ VIRGINIA 
359 
4024 RAOCD PUU.INlNG DISTRICT, VA, ECIJNOIIJJCS, FUTURE RLANNJNG lPROJECTEDh LAND 
USE, HAPS, POPULATIO!i, ·VlRGitilA 
40'>4 KING GEORGE COUNTY, IIA, RAOCO PL'AlilHllG DlSTIUCT.. VA., FUTURE PLA'NNlNG 
I PROJECTED I, I'IAPS, SEWERAGE, VIRGUII.At WATER DEK:AND 
4052 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT 1 VA, FAC.ILJTIES, FUTURE PLANNUIG CPROJECTEOI, 
SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER DEMAND, WATER SUPPLY 
4064 RAOCO PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEO), IHDUSJRlAL 
WASTES, MANAGEMENT, IJlRGINIAt WASTE lUTER TREAHl.ENT 
404& RAOCD PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDJ, ~AND USE, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
**.*******************************************************-***··-···-_.,._ •••• GAGING STATIONS 
**********"'**"'"'**********************************************************---•* 
Oolo DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS .. SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, <VATER 
QUALITY, WATER SUPPlY 
1051 01 SCHARGE MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES 
2089 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE IWATER), GAGING STATIONS, GUNPO¥DER RI~ER,MDo 
PATAPSCQ kiVER,MO, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOU.T.H RlVER,MO, 
STREAMflOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
**********"'********************************************-****•·············-··· GARS 
*********************·*******************·•••••***************"'**************"'**** 
047& BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE 8AY 1 DlSTRISUTIONo FISH TAXONOMY• 
FRESHWATER FISH, GARS 
1970 CARP, CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE .BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POP~ATIONS, GARSt 




0079 aARNACLESt BENTHIC FAUNA01 FDULll'lG, GASTROPODS, lfTDROZOAo INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION~ VJRGIBIA 
0158 GASTROPODS, PALEONTOLOGY, PlEISTOCEN.E EPOCH, Vl-RGlNlAo 
0173 CHESAPEAKE 8AY, GASTROPODS, MOlLUSKS, l>iORTH CAROl. INA, PAlEONTOl.llGY, 
TERTIARY PEJUOO, VIRGINU 
023.8 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 
GASTROPODS, INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA 
0714 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, ANIMA.L PARASITES, GASTROPODS~ OYSTER DRILLS, REPRODUCTION 
0822 BIOLOGICAL C~NITIES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
EEL GRASS, GASTROPODS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
084.0 GASTROPUOS, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, II IRGINIA., X-RAYS, YORK Rl VER 
0846 DIS TRI BUTIDN PATTERNS, GAS TROPOOSo KARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, POROPOTANK RIVER 
0.661 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRll.LS, PESTICIDES 
061>2 GASTROPODS, LETHAl LIMIT, MARINE ANIKALS, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
0.6.86 GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRIU.So OYSTERS, TRAP.Pli\IG 
0692 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRll.LS, OYSTER INDUSTRY• OYSTERS• 
TRAPPING 
0893 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRU.LS 1 OYST£11. INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
TRAPPING 
0695 ANIMAL PARASHES. GASTllDPODS. GOJ!IADS• OYSTER DlllLLS 
0932 GASTROPODS, (}fSTER DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY, 'PR~TIOih S-l'STEM:ATl.t·S 
09 73 AN I MAL BEHAVIOR, GAS TROPOD.S, GO ~'aDS • .PliANKTON .. :RE'PROnUC:'ITON., :S1>ai~Nl«G;. 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0999 DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSJEHATlCS 
132b DISTRISUTIDN, GASTROPODS, MOLLUSKS, VlRGINlAt 
1331 GASTROPODS, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, SAllNITY, VIRGIMIA 
149'> GASTROPODS, RESPIRATION, WATER TEMPERA-TURE, UNA-IIAILABLE FOR REV.IHI 
17b1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
2012 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATI-CS, UNITED ST'AT£.S 
2017 GASTROPODS, RESPIRATION, SNAILS, TEMPERATURE 
2159 CLAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVUI.OHMENTAL EFFECTS, 
FRE~UENCY ANALYSIS, GASTROPODS, POLYCHAETE$, RAPPAIIANNOCK RIVER, 
SEDIMENTS, STATISTICAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
2190 BEDS UNDER WATF.R, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN £MORE IVA-"0)• 
GASTROPODS, LETHAL UMIT, OYSTER DRILLS, OYS·JERS, PESHCJO.ES, 
WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2331 GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY,, HISTOLOGICAl. IHVESTIGATJONS 
2Hb GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, ljORTH CAROLHlA, .OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY, KAHPTON 
ROI\DS 
2338 AMPHIPODA, GASTROPODS, OIL WASTES, POLYCHAETES. SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
25'90 .CHESAPEAKE BAY, GASTJWPODJi. SY.STEIUI71LS 
2~36 CHE.SAPE-A~ fiAY .. EASTERN SHO&£ lll-<l-Ji!OI., E»U'H.ES, GAST-ROPOD.::.,. 
WACHi\PREA'b.UE, VA, HI S.JOLOGICAL INYESTl GAJHlltS 
3265 .GASTROPODS~ lltORPHQLOG-Y;r H1S1Dl.OG1CA1. IJ!IliEST.ll.>lHONS~ UI\IAVAU.ASLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3b92 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING OlSTII.ICJ., VA• ECOLOGY, -EEL GRASS, GASTituPQDS, 
MOLLUSKS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA., YORK R-IVER 
.................................................... ****"***-**--*"'****"'********' 
.GEESE I WiL 01 
***********·*********************·*"*********·********"*******········-.-···-····-· 




2207 CHROMATOGRAPHY, GENETICS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
***************************************"'********************·•··-·••******"'***** GEOCHEMISTRY 
*********************************·******************•······•******'************** 
Ollt3 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ·ATLANTIC .COAS,fAL PLAIN, CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOCHE.IIISTRY, GROU.IWWATER. VlRGINlA 
0163 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEKlCAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOCHEHISTRY, 
~ROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
016'> ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY., GROWtDwATER 
MOVEMENT, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RIDDLE ATLANTI.C BIGHT 
Ol93 C.HEM-IC.AL. ANALYSIS~ Cl'lESAPEAk£ BAY, GEOCHEIUSTRYt PETRQUJt;Y., SEO.lWENTAT.fiJN 
RATES, StDIMENTS 
236!> CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY fUNERALS, .CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, GEOCHEHISTlt'f• J.AI!IfS 
RJ VER, PATUXENT RIVER, SEDHtENTS, SUSP-EliDED LOAD 
***********'~<****"*******************************·-·····--··-······--·· GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS 
********************"****·**********************************-··············-... •••·• 
0738 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), .ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNIT-IES,. 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, RECREATION, TOURIS~ 
0753 EDUCATION, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, VIRGINIA, 
0755 AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HI STORY, INDUSTRIES-, .JH.NJNG,. 
NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
0769 CHESAPEAKE BAY.t GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, GEOLOGIC FQJlM·ATlONS 
1555 AQUATIC WEEDS, BEACH.ES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PlANNING, B.£SDlmCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH, liiASTE WATER TREATMENT t iiATER QUAi..ITY, liETLA,.O.S, 
Wl"'TERKlLLING 
3515 ECOLOGY, GEOGRAPHI-CAL REGIONS, HISTORY, JAMES RlVER 1 VIRGINIA, 
*********************************************'**************"'*******"'*******--· GEOLOGIC. FORMATIONS 
** ••••• * *. * ** ** * ***. *. *** ••• ****** ****** •• ** ****** ** ****** ••••••••.•••• ********** 
0144 FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS. JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY• STRATIGRAPHY~ VIRGINJA 
0148 FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGHIIA., YORK RIVE& 
OI49 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER 1 MIOCENE EPOCH, OSJII.ACODS, PA1.EONTOLOGY 1 
STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
364 
0152 GEOLOGIC FOJlltATlOtiS 1 ,JAftES IU¥ER, P..U.EONTOl.OGY. STRAJl.GRAPHY, VIRIO.'INlll. 
YORK RIVER 
0159 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, Gt:OLOGY, GEOMORPHQl.OGYo JAMS RLVER, STRATIGRAPHY, 
VIRGINJA, YORK RIVER 
01&0 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAt Nr CHESAPEAKE BAY .• EARTH 'MAT:E&IALS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOHORPHDLOGY • .-fUNERAL 1 iiOJJ.SI-ftY, J'ALEDNJOLOGY, 
SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, VIRGI~IA 
01&2 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt CHESAPE-AKE BAY., GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY~ V-IRGINIA 
OI69 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESA:PEA.KE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOUlGY, 
TERTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
0182 CLAYS, DI·ATOHACEOUS EARTH, EARTH -MATERIALS, ECOiliOMlts, GEOlOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0183 ATLANTIC COAS+Al P.LAIN,. CENOZOlC EB.A., CHESAPEAKE BAY 7 GEOLOGIC FDJlHATIONS 1 
MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
0184 ATlANTIC COASTAL PlAINt CENOZOlJ: ERAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FOJlMATIONS, 
MAII.YLAND, MESOZOIC ERA, VlRGINlA 
0185 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, AQUIFERS, ARTESIAN WELLS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATlDNS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
018& ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLANTS,. 
STRATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 81GHJ 
0194 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE 
EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, NORJH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0201 COALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MESOZOIC ERA 1 PALEONTOLOGY• 
STRATIGRAPHY 
0203 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVEll1 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATlGRAPHY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
365 
02~6 ·GEGI..OGJC FORMATIONS,. GEOUJGY'" .lAMES ·at.VEB.o Rl·l1ER SYSTERs, VlllG:IN1iJ. 0 
WATERSHEDS iBASINSJ 
0621 Ell ZABETH Rl VER, GEDLO&JC l'OR:JtA.TI D!'iS, HlOCENE EPOCth 9i..EJS:TDCENE EPUC~ 
VIRGINIA 
0769 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIIDtS, GEOLOGIC· FOifMAHDNS 
1019 GEOl.OGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PALEONTOLOG.Y, VlRGINI'A, YORK RIVE.& 
1049 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
1154 GEO.LOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
121& CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, POTOtlAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REYlal 
1247 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, JAMES RIVER, YiR61NIA, WATER 
QUALlTYr YORK RIVER 
1270 CHESAPEAKE BAYr GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, C + 0 CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOK REVIEW 
1305 CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MUir GEOLQGJC FDRHATIONS, 
GEOLOGY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2715 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
21lb GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY.o STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2 1bb GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES Rl VER, PLE.ISTOCENE EPOCH·, SEA L~VEL, V'IRGINIAo 
2962 OtESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-KDI,. GEOLOGIC FORilATIONSt GEOLOGIC TIME, 
SEOIMENTS, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
JZ'H BORES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONSo GEOLOGY., PlEISTOCENE EPOCtt, 
SEOIMENTATIONr VIRGINIA 
-- .. - - ""' 
U6 
··-···············-······-·-··········-·····----·-··-·······-······ GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS 
..................................................................................... 
0105 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY~ GEOUJGtC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, .!AHES RIVER, RECKEUION, RIVER 8AS1111 DEVELUPJIENT, TRANSPORTATION, 
VIRGINIA 
0120 GEOLOGlC INV.ESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOlOGY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0122 DEPOSITION ISEOIMENTSI. GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS .. GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMt:S 
RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0123 DEPOSITION ISEOIMENTSl, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOHORPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
040& BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE OR I LLlNGr CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 




3970 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC COASJAL PLAIN, GEOLDGIC 




1049 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
1154 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIMEr GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA~ 
2962 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIME, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
··········--·-··-··**······**-*********************--.. -·····--··· GEOLOGY 
......................................... .,,.. ............... -................. ,. ... .-.""'. 
0145 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, PALEOI'lTOI.UGY, VIRGINitl, 
0153 ATLANUC COASTAL PLAIN, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, VI-RG.fNU, 
0159 GEOLOGIC FORMAT IONS, GEOLOGY, GEOPIORPHOLOGY, JAMES Rl VER, STRATI·GRAPHY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0160 -ATLANTJC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE SAY, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC 
FORI"IAHONS, GEOLOGY, GEOIUli<PHOLOGY, MINERAL JIWUSTRY, P·ALEONTOLOGY, 
SEDI~ENTARY PETrtOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
0162 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VlRGlHIA 
0171 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, VIRGINIA, 
02106 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, RINER SYSTEPI£, V.lllGlNl'A, 
HATERSHEDS !BASINS) 
0607 AGKICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC PffiiER Pli.DDUCTIDN, FU.T!JAE PLAHHING 
IPROJECTEOl, GEOLOGY, GROUNJ)WATER, MINERALOGY, RECREATION, SURFACE -WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0729 GEOLOGY, MEASUREMENT, S£0IHENT-WAT-.ER INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, STREI'iG-THr 
VIRGINIA, . 
104'l GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TI-HE, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
1096 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASlAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, HYORDL~GY, PAHUNKEY 
RIVER, PUTOMAC RIVER, VIRGII'iiA, WELLS 
1154 GEllLUGI C FORMAUONS, GfQLOGJC TIME, GEOLOGY, VI-RGINIA, 
Jlj9 C.HICKAHOMINY RIVER, COASTAL PLAI-NS 1 FORA.IillNlFERA, GEOLOGY, VlRGINl.A 
!J.z.\·7 GEtll:OGit: FDKMATIONS, GliDLOGY, GROUNDkAl".ERo .JAIJES iR'IY:EJI., V 1-RGJNIA, WATtll. 
QUALJT:Y 1 YORK RIVER 
1305 .C-ENOZOIC ERA, CHEsAPEAKE BAY, -EASTERN SHI:JR£ lYi\-'JIIDl, GEOLOGIC FOIUtATIONS• 
.GEIJLOG-Y, MARYLAND~ VlRGifiiA, UNAV.AilAtlLE -f'Oll REVIEW 
1392 CKESAPEAI!:E B'AY,. ESTUARIES, GEllLDGY-. lUSTOR!', U!IA.V,A;IU81.E FOR REVI'f:W 
,1534 -siBLlOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY., MINERALOGY, NATURAL R'ESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
1'9:21 EASTERJ\1 SHORE lVA-.HOJ, GEGLOGY 
21!103 ATLAHTIC COASTAL PLAlft 1 CHESAPEAKE BIIY,, DELAWARE, .GEDLOGT-. KARYLAJIIO, 
STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
2715 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, JAMES RIVER-. SlRAJIG&APHY, VHlGlllllA 
2716 GEOLOGIC FORMATIO-Ns, GEOLOGY, STRAT1GRAPHY-. VIRGiUUA:o YORK -RIVER 
ZJIB9 BlllLOGY, .CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ECOLOGY, EST<UARIES, GEDLDG·Y, MANAGEMENT 
-2890 t.OASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY, VlRGll'iiA 1 
2891 COASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIAJ 
2~ CHESAPEAKE BA.Y, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD) t GEOLOG-Y, SEDHtENJ DISJlliBUT ION, 
SEDIJIENT TRANSPORT, VIRGI-NI.\ 0 WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2-955 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLIMATES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, NATURAL RfSO'JRCES 1 POLLUTANT 
IDENTIFICAT!ON, COMMERCE 
29.8) CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE lYA-MD-J, GEOLOGY, LAGOONS, l/IRGINIA, 
WACHAPREAGUE, VA 
3011 CHESAPEAKE BAY., f EOERAL JUR lSD I CTHDh G.EOLOGY, Gll.OUNDWA TER, POTOMAC RIVER 1 
SEDIIIENTOLOGY, WATER RESOURCES, ~ATER SUPPLY 
3293 BORES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOl.OGJt FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY~ Pl.ElSlDC"EME ·el>O~ 
SEDiftf:iUATION, VIR~INJA 
33.29 BlUTcA~ ECONOMICS~ FUTURE PLANNING IPRo.JEtl'EDh GEOL-OGY• LA11D U'St:,. 
MANAGEMENT, URBANIZAJION, V.}.R.GlNlA, COASTAL ZONE 
343-7 CHESAPEAKE SA"Y, CURRENTS 1 WATER) o ECOSYSTEMS,. ENVIROMMENTAL EFFECTS, 
GEOLOGY, PLANNING, SEA WATER, WAVES {IIAT:ER) o WINOS, ·HAMPTON ROADS 
3438 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, SEDIMENTATION 1 VUI.GJN.lAo 
3490 ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, GEOPHYS.ICS, PROFILES, YORK RIVER 
3929 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, "MAPS_, NAJUR'I.L 
RESOURCES., V 1 RGI NJA 
3932 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OISJRICT, YAo FU'JURE Pl-ANNING 
IPROJECTEOJ, GEOLO.GY, GROUNDIIAT.ER, VIRG.INIA, \tAT-ER QUALITY., WATER 
RESOURC'ES 
3970 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DIS TRJCT, VA, ATLANT JC COASTAl. PLAIN, GEOLOGIC 
MAPPI.NG, GEOLOGY, HAPS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3911 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OlS.TRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAYo DELMIARE• GEOLOGY, 
GROUNOWATE-R, MAPS, MARYl..ANO, VIRGINIA, WA.TER RESOURCES 
3963 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo NORTHERN VIRGlNIA PLANNING DISTRICT-, 
RA[JCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MIDDLE 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
GEOLOGY, GRAVITY STUDIES, MAPS, VIRGINIA 
40011 KING rilLLI AM COUNJY, VA, ·HI DOLE PENINSULA PL:AI'UtlNG DISTRICT., -VA, GEOLOGY, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, SOILS, TOPOGRAPHY, V.lRGIHIA 
4016 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, 
GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, RIVER BASINS, ST&EAMS, SURFACE WATERS, lllRGJNU 
370 
toOH :AGRlCUt.T\JRE, MIDDLE PE-tUH~ULA Pl.ANJllNti OISTR.l~'l"-• VA, ·RONCJftH:.S-. G.EOLGG-Y, 
GROUlmWATEil_, 11.ECR£ATlON-. Rl·li·EII. BASJ,NS-. SIREA'RS-. S.UitFACE WAIERSo Vl!UilNlA, 
YORK RIVER 
40l:a MIDDLE PENIN£ULA PLANitlNG DIStil'.fC'T., 'VA-, 'tll'MAT.DUlGY."" CON:S.E&VATION, 
ECONOM.ICS, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, -HAPS, P-OPIJ.LAT-10~ VlJI.IOINI-A, ~AS.TE WAl'£R 
~ISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
4026 RADCO PLANNING DISTRJC·T, VAt CHESAPEAKE B.AY, GEOUlGY., GROUNDWATER, 
HYDROlOGY, LAND USE, RECREATION, SEDI-MENTATHtN-. SOIL-S-, •WAJ:EII. QUALITY. 
.WAT Eli SUPPLY 
***************•····························*··-**-·**--""*"'*···-··-········· GEOMORPHOLOGY 
••••• ** •••••• **** •• **** ***. *** **************. **** ****·-···· -·················· 
0120 GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATlONSo GEOMORPHOLOGY., JAMES RIVER.-. SEDH,ENTARY 
PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0122 DEPOSITION 1SEOIHENJSJ, GEOlOGIC INVESJIG·ATIONS., t>EOMORl'HOLDGY~ JAMES 
RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY• VIRGINIA 
01-23 DEPOSITION !SEDIMENTS I, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS 0 .GUlfUIR1>HOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0159 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAI!I·ES Rl'ifi{ 0 SJ~AHGRAPHY• 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0160 ATLANTIC COASJAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EARJH MA.TERlAl.S, GEOLOGIC 
FORHATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOHORPHOLOGYJ HIIIIERAl INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, 
SEDIMENTARY PET-ROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
0162 ATLANTIC COAS.TAl. PLAINt CHESAPEAKE SAY, GEOUJGIJ; FIIR'HATIONS, GEOLOGY·o 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINI:A 
0166 GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MEANDERS, RIVER BE05 1 VIRGl.t.II·A 
0276 GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAKES RIVERo VIRGINIA, YORK Rl-YER 
371 
1271 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOMOR·PHOLOGY, SHORES, SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1607 CHI::SAPEAK.E BAY, ESTUARI.ES, GEOHORPtiOLOGYJ MEANDERS, PATUXENT R1VER, TIDAL 
WATERS 
24B4 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, SEDil'lENTS, VIRGINI·A 
2629 DEPOSITION ISEDIHENTSl, EROSION, GEOMORPHOLOGY, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
3 729 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, V·A, AGE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, 
IS.LANOS, PLANT GROUPINGS, VEGETATION 
4020 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 




3490 ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, GEOPHYSICS, PROFILES, YORK RIVER 
·····················································-·-········~···-·········· GILL NETS 
................................................................................. 
2313 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHING GEAR, GILL NETS~ NETS 
•• *** ••• * .......... ** ................................................................. . 
GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA 
........... * • .,., .... "'*** ...... ***·*********** ························-··············· 
41107 GLOUCESTf:R .COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EROSION 
CONTROL, PLANNING, SEDIMENT CONTROL, VIRGINIA 
4011 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE P.ENlNSUlA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHLORIDES, 
GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
372 
4012 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VAt MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FINANCING, MAPS, POPuLATION, SEWERS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
DEI'IAND 
4014 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DJ·STRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
FUTURE PLANNING tPROJECTEDlt LAND USE, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
4035 SHORELINE EROSION, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, lAND USE, HAPS, PLANNING, ~ECREATION 
4038 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, HAPS, HARSH PLANTS, TIDAL MARSHES, WEJLANDS 
.................................. ., ............................................ . 
GLYCOGEN 
.................... ., ........................................................... . 
0411 CLAMS, MUSSELS, NUTRITION, STARCH, GLYCOG.EN 
0872 BLUE CRAB, GLYCOGEN 
2332 OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, GLYCOGEN 




0435 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GONADS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, HISTOLOGICAl. INVESTIGATIUN~ 
0895 ANIMAL PARASITES, GASTROPODS, GONADS, OYSTER DRILLS 
0973 AN.IHAL BEHAVIOR, GASTROPODS, GONADS, PLANKTON, RE:PRODUt.TION, SPAWNING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0979 At>INC 'tBIDLOGIC:Al·lt CHESAPEAKE ·&AY., 'Fl"SH P.OPtniAl'l~ .GfiiDoDS-. GRI11tffl 
RATES, PUFFER, RtiPPAHANIIIOCK R.IY.Eilo S.P.JdiiNING., YWlK il.ll:v£11.-, l.l:NG<Ttt-F.il£WSIC;v 
Dl STRlSUTlONS 
09.80 ACING I B IOLOCJCAU, CONTINHiiTAl SI'I'ELf'.t D ISTit.i.BlJTln&. -FlSH POPULAT.IONS~ 
GONADS, SP "-ld'll NG 1 ·HI DOLE A-Il. ANTiC .S I.GHJ, .LEMOT!i-.fllE.QUEt.ICY Dl STRI BUTl ONli-~ 
SEAROBINS 
-1073 GONADS, OYSTER DRill.S, MORPHOLOGY, REPROOU.CTION 
l717 FISH PHYSIOLOGY., GONADS, STRI.P.EO .BASS 
2lo7 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATT:E'RNS., EASTBU'l SHORE TVA-ItO), FISH 
POPULATIONS, GONADS, KJlllFISHES, VIRGINIA, WACHAPR-EAGUE,VA 
2239 ENZYMES, GONADS, OYSTERS 
2264 GONADS, SPAWNING, BlUE CRAB~ HISTOLOGICAL llliVEST.IGATlONS 
2393 GONADS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, BLUE CRAB, SCYPHOZOA 
3ttU CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FECUNDITY~ FISH IUGRATIOH. GONADS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
• **'** •• ** •• ** •••••• ** ............................................................. . 
GOOCHLAND COUNTY, VA 
*** *·* **. * * ••• ** * * •• *. ** ** * ••• ** *** * ** ••••••••••••••••• ·····-**** ••••••••• ** ***** 
3~42 GOOCHLAND COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNI~ DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULA~ION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
************************"'**********************·*****•-·················-······· GOVERNMENTS 
******************************************************************************** 
103b GOVERNMENTS, HISTORY, VIRGINIA, 
1D37 G.O.YERMIEIIlTS, KIST.IJR'Y." Vf&Gl.NlA-• 
'4022 cRAllCD P.LANNING DISTRICT~ VA~ Eammo:J:'S, £MP1.0YMENT, -GOVI?.atutEJtTS, 1..411&0 1l:SE, 
NATURAL gESOURC.ES, POPULAT1QN, TRAN.SPm!.TATJ~ -Vi'&GllltlA 
"'o056 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, CAROLINE COUNTY,, VA, kADCO -PLANNII'IG DJST&l.t::T ~ 'Vi\, 
ECONOMICS, GOVERNMENTS, MANPOwER, -MAPS, TOPOGRAPiiY• TRAlliSPORTAUUN• 
UTILITIES, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
........................................ - .............. ,.. .... _ •••• *·-·-"*·**-*'"'*-·' 
GRANITES 
··-········***********************-************••••--···············-······' 
0182 CLAYS, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RlVER, VIRGINIA 
***"'*****************************************************••••···················-GRAVELS 
****************************************************************·•••••••••*•··-· 





39B3 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PlANNING DISTklCT 0 
RADCO "PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHEIW NECK PlANNING DISTRICT . ., VA., MID.DL.E 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAl PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
GEOLOGY, GRAVITY STUDIES, MAPS, VI~GINIA 
................. ,.. ................................................. -....... ,. ... . 
GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA 
..................................................................... ,.. ••.•• *********** 
1465 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA, JAKES RIVER, MOSJACK BAY, 
NANSEHONO RIVERo PIANKATANK RIVERo RAPPAHANNOCK .&lVtR 1 YORK RI\IER, OYSTEN 
SETTING 
375 
l46b BEDS UNDER WAlE~, CORROTOHAN RIVER, EAST RIVER, VA, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, 
VA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
1411 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GREAT WICUMICO RIVER, VA, JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK "BAY, 
PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPP-AHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SET-TING 
Zl57 CONDEMNATION, GREAT WICOMIGO RIVER, VA., MARINAS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
VIRGINIA, 
~ •••••••• * ****** ********** ************ ** ......................... ····-·········· GREENVILLE COUNTY, VA 
* * * * ***,. ** ***"'*** **** ** *** ************** ****** .................... ,.. -··-······ ** 
3943 CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GREENVILLE COUNTY, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LA&OR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
*******************"'*******************"'************************'**************•* GREY SEA TROUT 
••••• *** * * ** ** ** * ** ** ** •••• * ******** ••• **** ** ........ ,.. **** ** ** •• ** .............. . 
il!>03 BRACKISH-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMEII.CIAL FISH, OISJRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, GREY SEA TROUT 
0843 COMMERCIAL FISHING, DISTRIBUTION, .GREY SEA TROUT, MIGRAJION, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Oo1l CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMEREJAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION., FISH POPULATIONS, 
HSH~RIES, GREY s·EA TROUT, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVERo 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
21bl AGING loiOLOGICAU, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FJ"SH POPULATIONS, .GREY SEA TROUT, 
VIRGINIA, FISH SCALES 






0119 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE .PATTERNS IGEOLOGICt, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, JAMES RIVER, HETEOROLOGlCAL DATA, SALINITY-. YJRGINIAt WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
OHl AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, AllA1\ITIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
Ol~Z AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAl PlAIN, CHESAPEAKE SAY, 
GROUNDWATER, HYDROGEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, WATER ~ELlS 
0143 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0156 AQUIFER CHA~ACTERJSTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FLUURIDES, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
0161 ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROUNDWATER, SUBSURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
0163 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, 
GROUNDWATER, VIRG:NIA 
0176 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
CHLORIDES, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0193 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0204 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATlANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 1 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GROUNDWATER, WATER WELLS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0279 ELECTRIC POWER DEMAND, GROUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER~ RECREATION DEHANU 
VIRGINIA, WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 
0295 GROUNDWATER, RESERVOIRS, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, WAT.ER TEMPERATURE 
1}603 Cl111AT1C DATA.. Fltnl (;tflaRM:TQiS,n..t:I.. -GillJtlliOilAl'D.~ ,:llnlll:OUIGll: ,'A~&, 
LONG-HRM PlAt.INiN.G,. &I¥€& 'B'AS<I-&S, ~ '&DIIWF.F;r <Yl--&G.11'U'Ao l'WlX ·1U;VSI. 
0&07 AGR ltUL TU&E, ECUNOHIC s~ ElJ::CHUt: J>OliER J>BiODUCTJ:DN.o F.UTUR£ Pi. ... 'fiNU!li 
I.PROJECTEDJ, GEI1LOGY, GROUMlbfli:T£&J ~lltclfAL.OGY, RE.C~Ji.Qto&. SWLFAC'£ ¥A·T£RS,. 
YIRG1Nl.1o, YORK lill~ER 
lOblt GKOUNDHATER 1 SURFACE WATERS, VlRGII\IlA~ }jAT.ER QUAllT¥., .WAJ.ER RESOURCES 
.J 098 CriESAPEAX.E BAY, COASTAL PLAINS~ GEOLOGY,, GROUNDWAlER.., HYDRD!.DGY,. .PAllumtEY 
RIY.ERJ PDJO{'IAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, MELI.S 
1153 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, GROUNDWATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, Ji\IJES RIVER~ POTOI\At 
·RlVt:K, RAPPAHANNOCK K1-VER, STREAMFLOW, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
121t2 COASTAL PLAINS, GROUNlliotATER., SUBSURF-ACE WA'TERS~ V-loR-GlltiA, iiiE:Ll.S 
l21t7 GEOLOGIC FOIHJATIONS, GEOLOGY., GRQI#NDWATER, JA'BES RlliEll.., l/IRG:I-NlA., .WATER 
UUALITY, YORK RIVER 
1471 GROUNDWATER, L EGISLAJlON., STAT£ JURlSDICHON, SURFAC£ VAT-ERS., VJRGHIJlA, 
1478 GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC CYCLEi LEGISLATION., S'TAT£ JURlSDll:TlON, YIRli'UUAo 
2306 GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA, WATER 'QUALITY, WATER .RESOURCES 
3Dll CHE:>APEAKE BAY, fEOE&JtL JURI.SDICTHIIh GEOLOGY, Gll.OlUIIDWATER, POJSMAC il.'IYE&. 
SED!M£NlOLOGY~ WATER RESOURCES, WAT£R SUPPLY 
319.> MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DIS·T~ICT• Ylt, Dl.>GMARb.E ftE11SU&'EKEtih 
Gi<.OUNilliiATER, HYDROLOGY, MAPS-. SEDlMEtHS. SURFACE WAJ£AS, VIRGINIA., IIAJER 
LEVHS, -WATER QUALITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3 f'll Ml ODLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT • VAr ECONOIUCS• GROUNDWATER, HYOROl.O.GIC 
OA TA, HAPS, -KETEOA.OLOGl, POTOMAC RIVER 1 RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT., SURFACE 
wATi:'RS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVEUlJ>MENJ 
3711 
3.929 :E:ASJ-ER'H SliiORE P.l..~:Bii D<lS3lt~&Joo VA, G-Etll.Bii'Y. 'GRtniNO'ffAJ':El\_" UP . :;., -NATURAl 
-usouRC>ES~ ll'lAGt'ttU 
3'93.2 A'CCOJIIAC.K :C<OUNT'V'oy VL BSTER'N S·HQJI,£ P.LA'JmtBG DI.5'T-11:U:1",. =.VA, FunlRE P.LANNING 
I:PRO.IECTEOJ, '.GfillLOGl'J l>RDUliP.WlHCB., VJRGINI~ :w:A-JEil- ~UAllTY-. irfAIJ:Il 
R-E.S:fiURCES 
3933 EAS TEilN SHOBE PLANNING DISTRICT • V•• AQUl FEll. CtiARAC TERIST-J CS, GROUND-WATt:R, 
.MA.PS, B.fSQURCE DEYELDP1tEJ\Il~ V.lRGl'NJA 
3971 EASTERN StiORE PLANNHIG OISTRfCT• YA, Ct.IESAPEAKE liAr, -DELAWAllE-. GEOLOGY~ 
GRDUNUWATE:R_. NIPS, JtARY!.AND. VIRt;lNHI., iiJIJ"£R &.ESOWU:ES 
401~ GLOUCESTER .COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA -.PLANNING DISTRICT, VA-. C-HLORI-DES., 
GROUNDWATER-. VIRGINIA 
lt016 .MIDDLE PENINSULA PLA111NlNG DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY., ECONOMICS.~ 
GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
4011 AGRlCULTUB.Er HIDOLi: PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, 
GROUNDtfATER~ RECREATION, RIVER BAS.INS, STREA-I'IS, SURFACE .WATERS-. VIRGINIA, 
YORK Rll/ER 
olo02"6 RADCO PLANNING OJSTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE !lAY, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, 
HYDROLOGY., !..AND USE, RECREATl.ON, SEDIIIENTATI.QN, SOILS, -wAJER ~lJ-ALITY, 
.WATER SUPPLY 
4028 SHORELINE EROSION, RAOCO -PLANNlNG DISTRICT, V-A, CHES-APEAKE BAY, 
GROUNDWATER, LAND USE, .JIAPS. NAVIGATION, REC.-REAJION, WATER SUPPLY, WEEDS, 
i<f I L(}L tFE 
4039 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING D1S1RJCT. VA~ .GIW.lJNmiA'I"EII.• MANAGEilENT~ VlRGli\IIA 
40lt5 KING GEOiGE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLAI!tlillNG Dl STRU:t, VA, FIN.ANCI NG, 
GROUNDWATER, POPULAJION, SURFACE WATERS_. VJRGlNIA, ti!ATER RE!>OURCES, wATER 
SUPPLY, WE.LL S 
4059 RAUCD PJ.;vwJNG DISTRICT, VA, t.KEJUCAl ANALYSIS• GIHlUND~ATERo lllRGlldA 
379 
·······-------... ·------·-------··-GRGUNDW~TER ft0V£HENT 
........................... ,.,. ...... ---·--·-·--····,··-·---····--
0164 ATLltoNTIC COASTA.L PLAIN, CHEMIC·AL ·AfiALYSISo GEOCHEtllST.R·Yy .GROU&O .. :OiT£11. 
HOVEMENTco HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC D.U::A, 'fUDDLE ATL-ANTIC BIGHT 
0763 BEACHES, GROUNDWATER ~OVEMENT, MATHEltAUCAl ·I'IODaS 
2216 BEACHES, COMPUTER MODELS, COMPUTER PROGUHS, GROUNDiiiATBl MD11HtEH1', 
SEDIMENT T.RANSPORTo TIDAL EFFECTS, WATER TABLE 
************************************************-****"************"**-----·· GROWTH RATES 
····•••**************************************·········-····-··········*'*****-·*'** 
0261 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, GROWTH RATES 
0364 ALOSJOS, BLUEBACK HERRING, GROWTH RATES, RAPPAHAJIIMOCK RlYERo S.P>A~JNG, 
VIRGINIA 
0412 BUOYS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS 
0544 BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOMASS, GRlliiHI RATES, MARlHE AH.IMLS, PONDS 
0579 AGING IBlOLOGICAll, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVERo MORTALITY, YIRGlNlAo 'WHITE 
PERCH, YORK RIVER 
u645 GROWTH RATES, MEASUREKENT, OYSTERS, SIZE, ·WEIGHT 
0/01 CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, MORT.Al.lTY, HYBRIDS 
Jl:ll>9 F l SH POPUL A Tl ONS_, GROWTH RA-TES, .SEASONAL DISTIUBUTlDN~ V IRGUIUt YORK 
RIVER 
Otll9 PHYSIOLOGY, GROWTH RATES, OYSTf:RS, VJRGl.lllA, YDRK IUYER 
380 
0831 AGING IB1llLUG1{;ALl. CHESAPEAKE BAY-. GlmiTM UT£Soo ltARlNE FISI:t, 
JtEPRaDUCTION, SEASONAL DJSTRI·BUTl6111, YOJUt iii.IVJ:a-. -Ml:UOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
SE-AROBINS 
"OM& .FJ SH, GROiiTH RAT£S.o LENG-T.Ii, Vl'RGINIA. Y:oRK RIVER 
.. 01}77 AGING iSUILOGICALJ, CHESAPEAKE JtM', CDI!IRllRClAL 'FISH., GRO!IITlil 'RATES, KARl~£ 
FISH, SPORT FISHING, ~OT, YORK RlV.ER . , l.El\16Jt,HF-&E.QU£NtY DISTRIBUTIONS 
o·a97 CATCH, GROWTH RATES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0923 AGING tBIOLOGICAl.l, GROWTH R-ATES, MAR1N.E F!Srt 1 st:ASOI'!AL DISTRJ.JIUTION, 
SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, SEAR081NS 
0930 AGING IBIOLOGICALI, COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, F.EC.IJMliTY-. ,FISH t>OPULATlONS, 
GROloiTH RATES, ll·FE HISTORY STUDIES 
0919 AGING IBIOLOGICAU, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PQPUL'ATIDHS, GONADS, 'GROWTH 
RATES, PUFFER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER~ SPA.WNJNG. VORII. iUVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
D I SJ il.l BU T1 DNS 
0983 AGING IBIDLOGICALJ, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RAJ.ES, SPOT 1 YORK RlVER, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
098• AGING !BIOLOGICALJ, GROWTH RAT.ES, JAMES RIVER, PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, VORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DJSTRIBUJIONS 
1005 CLA14S, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RiVER, OSI'!OSIS, SALINITY, SPAWNING, YIRGINlA 1 
CONDIT ION INDEX 
lOll AGING (BIOLOGICAL), GROWTH RATES, JAMES JU.V.Elh PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
Rl VER, VIRGI Nl A, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY OISTR I BUTliJNS 
1027 AGING IBIOl.OGICAll, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, V1RGI~IA1 11/HITE 
PERCH, YORK RIVER 
1056 CLAMS, CULTURE'S, GROWTH RATES, SCALLOPS., VIRGIM.lAr YORK RlVER, MAH.JCULTUil£ 
381 
1066 ANTI610TICS I PESTICIDES), GROWTH RATES, LARVAL GRBWTH STAG£-. OYST£1lS 
1123 BACTERIA, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, LARVAE, OYSTERS 
1157 CATCH, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY~ OYSTERS, VlRGJNlA, YORK 
RIVER 
1170 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, GROWTH RATES 
1175 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GROWTH RATES, HERRINGS, JAMES 
RIVER, RESPIRATIO~, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPlANKTON 
1254 AGING [BIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
POPULATiuNS, FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, SPAWNING, HAMPTON ROADS 
1328 DISTRIBUTION, FOOD HA~ITS, GROWTH RATES, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, OXYGEN 
RE~UIREMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1657 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
MORPHOLOGY 
2D05 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, 
LENGTH-fREQUENCY OISTRidUTIONSr FISH SCALES 
2018 CLAMS, GROWTH RATES 
l033 CHESAPEAKE BAY, q.AMS, ·GROWTH RATES, MOLLUSKS, UNITED STATES 
2l23 AGING (BIOLOGICAL), FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2309 CHESAPEAKE 6AY, CRABS-, GROWTH RATES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONIU. DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA 
2)45 CLAIIS, GROWTH RATES, VIRGJNJA, YORK RIVER 
23S5 ALKALINITY, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, GROWTH RATES, HYDROGEN 
ION CONC..ENTRAT ION, MINERALOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, ·WICOMICO RIVER,MO 
3B2 
247ft BRYOZOA, EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE~ GROWTH RATES, lltVEII.lEBRATES, lARVAL 
GROWTH STAGE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2~81 AGING IBIOLOGICAU, CHESAPEAKE flAY, FISH :PDPULATl!lHS, "GIUlVTH RATES, 
PUFFER, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA 
2519 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DENSITY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MOl, GROWTH RATES, HABITATS, 
MORTALITY, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, MARICULTURE 
2560 t:HESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD 
HABITS, GROWTH RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION, STRIPED BASS, 
UNITED STAT.ES 
2578 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH MIGRATION, fiSH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED SASS 
2676 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HAS!TS, 
GROWTH RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
3045 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, FISH SCALES 
344& GROWTH RATES, LARVAE, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, OYSTER 
SETTING 
3458 AGING fBIOLOGICALl, DISTRIBUTION, DRUMS-. FISH PDPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, 
VIRGINIA, 
3618 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 8RYOZOAo CHESAPEAKE bAY, DIETS, 
GROWTH RATES_, MORPHOLOGY 
3658 lANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, YA, NORTHERN NECK Pt.ANNII\l.G 
DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, ECONOMICS, GROWTH RATES, INDUSTRIES, 
MAPS, PlANNING, VIRGINIA 
3659 WESTMORElAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CENSUS, 
ECONOMICS, GROWTH RATES, INDUSTRIES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3.83 
37l8 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING Dl.SJRU:J, VA, CITIES, ECONOMICSJ FUT·URE PLANNING 
I PROJECTED) t GROaTH RATES, PLANNING, POPULA-TION, VIRGINIA 
3993 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DlSTRlCTo BACTERIA, CHESAP£-AKE BAY, 
DINOFLAGELLATES, flSHKILLr GROWTH RATES, PHYTOPLANKTON 
4072 R!Co-tMONO REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTII.IBUTIONr 
EASTERN SHORE lVA-MU), FISH MIGRATION, GROWTH RATES, MULLETS 
* ******* ..... ** ** *** ** *"'**** **** ***>~<** *** ···-······* ****************************** GROWTH STAGES 
* ********** **"' ** ** ** ****** ***** *** ******* ********"'**'*******·****·******** **··--· 
0568 GROwTH STAGES, HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
Rl VtR 
0588 GROWTH STAGES, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SCYPHOZOA 
0628 CRAdS, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION 
0661 CRASS, GROWTH STAGES, SALINITY-, MOLTING 
0706 ANALOG COMPUTERS, COHPUTER PIWGRAJIS-J flSHr GROWTH STAGES 
0918 ELECTRON-MICROSCOPY, GROWTH STAGES, PROTOZOA, REPRODUCTION 
0921 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PROTOZOA, 
ZOOSPORES 
0947 CRABS, ECOLOGY, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORTALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
013l GROWTH STA{;ES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, 
Ht~KOUUCTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
09'14 ANI MAL SEHAVI OR, CRABS, GROWTH STAGES~ REPAODUCUON, SPAWNING, VIRGI NlAo 
YOKK RIVER, MOLTING 
384 
2181 CRABSo CRUSTACEANS., EASTERN SKORE IVA-MOJo GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH 
STAGE 
222'8 CONSERVATION, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAG£• -Ml.GR'ATJl»>y BLUE CRAB 
2340 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF-, GROWTH ST-AG~ 'LJ,'Ff HISTORY STUDIES, 
REPRODUC Tl LIN, UROCHDRDA TES, VlRGI Nl A 
2416 FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH STAGES, STRIPED BASS 
2517 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH STAGES, MARYLAND, SPAWNING, liiRGINlA, BLUE CRAB 
2946 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAHS, EASTERN SHORE .IVA-MOl, GROWTH STAbES, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, MOLTING 
3016 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GRO_IHH .STAGE, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES• BLUE CRAB 
3266 ANNELlDSr GROWTH STAGES, POLYCHAETES, WORMS, UNAVAILABlE FOR REVIEW 
3565 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OISTRICT., VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY;o CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3603 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEHIST-.RY, CHESAPEAKE 3AY• GROWTH 
STAGES, JELLYFISH, SCYPHOZOA 
3608 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BLUEFISH, DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH 




2I11 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, GULFS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOUTHEAST U.S. 
2713 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GULFS, JELLYF!Sth VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOlOA, 
DELAWARE BAY 
3as 
........................................................................... -...•.•. _,. 
GULLS 
................................................................................... 




1768 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MO 
2089 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE IWATER), GAGING STATIONS, GUNPO~DER RIVER,HD, 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,HD, 
STREAHFLO~, SUS~UEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,HD 
2753 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GUNPOWDER RIVER,HD, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCO 





0244 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, rlABITATS, JAMES RIVER, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
0396 ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, HABITATS, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0~86 AQUATIC PLANTS, EEL GRASS, HABITATS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0776 EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, HARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, TIDAL 
MARSHES, VIRGINIA, )IETlANDS 
Oil69 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSifiCATION, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl., 
HArli TATS, NEHERTEANS, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1071 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, AQUATIC ANIMALS, DISTRIBUTION, HABITATS 
386 
2478 AQUATIC PLANTSo CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE 1\f:t.-Jftll-• EEL GRASSo 
HABITATS, YORK Rl VER 
2519 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DENSITY, EASTERN SHORE tvA-folD), GBOWTH RATES, HABITATS, 
MORTALITY, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, MARICUUURE 
2691 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HABITATS, HISTORY, HOBJACK 6AY~ ~ORK RIVER 
2698 HABITATS, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 








3704 HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EHI'LOYHENJ, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3776 SHORELINE EROSION, HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECKEATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
·····································································**········' HAMPTON ROADS 
............................................................................... 
0335 BIOOEPOSIT JON, CHESAPEAKE SAY, INVERTEBRATES, YORK RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
0337 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DREDGING, ~ORTALJTY. HAHPTON ROADS 
387 
06 72 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOJIUC PREDICT 10", EMPLOYMENT, POPULAT.ION DYNAMU;s, 
VlRGli'HA, HAMPTON ROADS 
0688 CHE~APEAKE BAY, CITY PLANNING, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOJ, lAND 
DEVELOPMENT, POPULAJION DYNAMICS, URBAN RENEIItAL., HAMPTON ROADS 
0936 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, Fis-HE&lES, MARINE FISH~ SCUPt 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, HAMPTON ROADS 
10.00 CHE~APEAKE BAY, CORE ORil.UNG, CORES, DATA COI_LECTIONS, SEDIMENTS, HAMPTON 
ROADS 
1008 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAI<.E BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, OIVERSIFICAJIOI'h 
JAMES RIVER, POPULATlillh YORK RIVER, SHANNONS THEOREUH 10, HAMPTON ROADS 
1234 CHESAPEAKE BAy, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEitAGE EFFLUENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
1253 I:IRIOGE CONSTRUCTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, TUNNELING, TUNNELS, 
HAMPTON ROADS 
1254 AGING IBIOLOGICAllt CHESAPE-AKE BAY, COMMERCIAL flSH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, SPAWNING, HAMPTON RDAUS 
1321 BIODEPUSITION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, RADIOACTIVE WASTES, 
SEDIMENTATION, YORK RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
1401:1 CHANNELl NG.r CHESJIPEAKE' BAY, DREDGING~ HARBORS, JAMES Rl VER, H.\llPTON ROADS 
1412 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, CHANNEL lNG, CHESAPfAK.E SAY, JAMES RIVER, HAMPTON 
iWAJS; COMMERCE 
1428 CHESAPEAI(E SAY, CHLORINATION, JAMES RIVERo SEWAGE BACTERIA, SEWAGE 
01 SPOSAL, SEWAGE EFFLUI::NTS, TIDAL EFFECTS, HAMPTON ROADS 
1432 CHESAP fAKE BAY, CURRENTS I WATER), OR EDGING, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES Rl VER, 
Ti UA.l EFFECTS, TUNNEL HYDRAULICS, TUNNELING, TUNNELS, HAMPTON ROADS 
388 
143.6 CHESAPEAKE BAYo OIL-WATER INTERFACES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POLLUTANTS, 
WATER .QUALITY ACT, WATER QUALllY CONTROL, HAMPTON ROADS 
l602 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ DREDGING, ECDNOMlCS, OIL INDUSTRY, POkT AUlHORlTIES, 
SHIPS, TRANSPORTATlON, HAIWTON ROADS, DELAIIARE BAY 
1718 CHESAPEAKE BAY, METEOROLOGICAL OAT·A, PATUXENT Rl.VER, STORMS., HAMPTON ROADS 
2200 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FOOD HABITS, LIFE HISTORY STUDl~S, OYSTER 
DRILLS, REPRODUCTION, HAMPTON ROADS 
2323 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, BLUE CRAB, MOLT lNG, MAIUCULTURE·1 HAMPTON -ROADS 
2336 GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, NORTH CAROLINA, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY_, HARPTot.l 
ROADS 
252-0 CHESAPEAKE SAY, Clt...OR !NATION, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SE-IIA&E DISPOSAL, SHELLFISH, 
WATER POLLUTION, ~ATER QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
2522 BACTERIA, BEDS UNO"ER IIATEH., CHESAP.EAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, -WATER 
POLLUTION, HAMPTON ROADS 
2-636 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OlSTRIBUTlON, FISH POPULATIONS, MOBJACK BAY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, YORK RIVER, rlAHPTON ROADS 
2700 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, SHIPS, VIRGINIA, HAMPTON ROADS 
2931 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH Rl~ER, HARBORS, WASTE UlSPOSAL, HAMPTON ROADS 
3137 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, HEAVY METALS, J-AMES RIVER, 
SED IHENTAT ION, SILT lNG, SPOIL DISPOSAL, HAHPHIN ROADS 
3.370 AIR POLLUTION, ATMOSPHERiC PHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY., URBANIZATION, 
VIRGINIA, HAMPTON «OADS 
3437 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATf:Rlo ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
GEOLOGY, PLANNING, SEA WATER, WAVES (WATER!, WINDS, HAMPTON ROADS 
- a 
38~ 
H47 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY • COMUNUY DEVELOPMENT, DREDGING, SED IMENTSo 
HAMf>TON ROADS 
3517 CHESAPEAKE BAY·• COMPUTER P.il.OGRAMS, JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE EH'LUENTS, ~.SH: 
01 ;)f>OSAL, HAKP JON ROADS 
369b PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA. 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, MAP~, POllUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, WATER CIRCULATION, 
WATER ~UALJTY, HAMPTON ROADS 
******************************************************************************** 
HANOVER COUNTY, VA 
********************~*********************************************************** 
4034 HANOVER COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL ·f>LANNING DISTRICT, VA, FLOODING, 




0053 BEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, POllUTION ABATEMENT, Rlf>ARIAN RIGHTS, ~IRGINIA, ~ATER LAW 
0114 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, HARBORS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0430 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE RIVERS 
0526 At.;l.IATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE SAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATION, WATER POLLUT~ON 1 WATER RESOURCES DE~ELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
0555 DYE RELEASES, HARBORS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
10~a HARBORS, MATTAPONI RIVER, NAVIGABLE WAJERSo VIRGINIA, COMMERCE 
1408 CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAYt DREDGING. HARBORS, JAMES RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
2195 HARBORS, PORT AUTHORITIES, VIRGINIA, COMMERCE 
390 
2196 HARSOilS, PORT AUTHORITIES, VIRGINIA, COMMERCE 




0678 HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEMERTEANS, REPRODUCTION~ VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
BLUE CRAB 
0777 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EGGS, HATCHING, lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, BlUe CRAB, MOLTING 
0776 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HATCHING, lARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY~ BLUE CRAB, 
HOLT lNG 
0779 CRABS, HATCHING, lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, BLUE 
CRAB 
0911 EGGS, HATCHING, SLUE CRAB 
0951 HATCHING, LARVAE, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SPAWNING 
2257 HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAS, MOLTING 




10B3 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWEK 
PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2004 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED •ATER, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
391 
2&04 CHESAPEAKE SAY, COOLING ~tATER, ELECTRIC PONE& .l'RODUCTI;Otl-, .ttE"ATED VATER., 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTlillh .WATER. TEifl>~fi.I"URE 
ltl8b CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PROOUCTIONr EHVIRONitENT·Al -EFF-ECTS, liEAUD 
~A HR, MAR YLMlD, NORTHEAST U.S., NUCLEAR ·POWER P.LAfaS, SDlTHlEAST UASA., 
THEiU4AL J'OLLUJION, VIRGINIA 
3150 BIOTA, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, .lAMES RIVER., 'MORTALJ:nt,., 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGlNlA~ ZOOPLANKTON 
3 736 Ml DDLE PENINSULA PLANNING 01 STRICT, V'll, BLUEBACK HERR.INt>, CHESAPEAKE .B<AY., 
FI.>H EGGS, HEATED WATER, ;LARVAE, MORTALITY, POWER PlANTS, STAJ.PED MISS 
*******************>~<********************"'****"'*******************»*-***-·-··­HEATING 
*****************************************************"'*·****.*******"'************ 
2719 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLU.E CRAB 
2720 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUe CRAB 
2793 CR~B INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
**************"'****•·•••••••******--************'************-·····-···-··· HEAVY KED lA SE:Pt.RATIOl-1 
******************"'***********************'***********"'***"'*'**-*-******'*****'***** 
l380 tlillCHEMISTRY, ECOSYSTEMS, ESTUARIES, HEAVY MEOlA SEPARATION, SHELLFISH, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
"'"' ** ***. * ****** * '""'** *****"' .... '~<*·*****************************•·····-·····*·****** HEAVY METALS 
**** ** ** **** ***" ********•****'*·*****************-·************••··--*·····-
0140 AD\ORPTION, ALGAE, SENTHlC fAUNA, BIOAS!>AYr EfFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYOROLOGl C DATA, JAMES Rl VER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
0938 iiiOTA, DISTRIBUTION, HEAli·Y HETALSt JAMES RIVER, ·MERCURY, .O.YSTERS., 
KAPr'AHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VlRGINIAr YORK RIVER 
392 
'0946 ESTil-ARlESr ·1i£A'VY 'HETALS, JAMES IUVE~ Al:RCUR:r, II.ATJ::S,. SEDHifNTS., :VlkGHUA, 
YOAA JUVER 
1011 B:ACHRIA, .tHES'APEAl<E BAY·.r DlSSOLVE.D .OXYi>'~ HEAV!V' ifJETA:LS, 'MANAGEMENT., 
'MJTAlENTS, .f-J:SJ.lC.J.OES, S.URFACE WATE~, .Y1fi.GINI'A, itAU:'.fl. ·l.lUAUl:t 
'1'330 .Cl.·AHS, HEAV:Y ·MEJ:ALS,. JAJt£5 Rl:vE&., RAP.P.A:Iil:.:NNDCK RIVER.._ V1RGHUA., ·liiATtfl 
POLLUTION 
U12.2 ,BIOTA~ CHESAP:EAK£ BAY" HEAVY METALS 
2071 ATLANTIC MENHADEN., CH.ESAPEAK.E BAY~ ESTU:t.R.U:s, fiSHy HEAVY 'METALS, HERCUR·'I'·co 
·NORTH '-·AROLINA, PLANKTON 
234'9 CALCIUM, CftESAPEAKE BAY, COPPEit, HEAVY ~ET:ALS, 'HA.Glllt.SHIMt POJASSIUH., 
SALlNIJY, SODIUM, ZINC, BLUE CRAEI 
2495 CHESAPEAKE SAY • CORES, HEAVY METALS, P-OTOHAC Rl VER, SEDI1'1ENTS 
.2975 CHESAPEAKE BAY" HEA.VT METALS, tUSTORI·C FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS• 
PESJIC1DE .RESl.DUES~ RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STORMS• -lllkGJNIAr YORK RlY£R 
3091 SACTERlA,· CHESllPEA!lE BA.Y, HEAVY METALS, MERCURY, UNAVAJLABLE ·FOR REYIE• 
3137 BENTHOS, CHESAP-t:AKE SAY., DREDGUiG., HEAVY HETALS,, .lAkES RIVER., 
SEDU!ENTATION, SUTl!>iG, SPOIL DISPOSAL, W\ltPJON RDAD.S 
3483 ENVIRONMENTAL EFfi:CTS, fUNGI'-.IOES, HEAVY 8HALS, HERBlCIDES, lNSEi:T 
.CONTROL., lETHAL LIMIT, PESJICIOES, JOXICIJY., VlRGlNIA, 
*******************·****'"'***********·********************·************************* HEliiRICO CO.UNTY, VA 
******'***********************************************·***********--****'***·***** 
394't HENRICO COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DI STRI'CT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GO.VERNKENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
393 
..................................... ****••••····-·-····-····-········--···-·· HERBICIDES 
............... ,. ••••. ,. .... *••••••···········Q********'********"'-············--··--
o4o2 AQUA T1 C PLANTs, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HERBICIDES, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY • 2,.JoD 
0577 AQUATIC PLANTS, HERBICIDES, 2,6-DICHLOBENILt VIRGINIA, 





AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDSt CHESAPEAKE BAY, HERBICIDES, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, FlSHt HERBICIDES, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 
2,40, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
A~UATIC WEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HERBICIDES 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FUNGICIDES, HEAVY METALS, HERBICIDES, INSECT 
CONTROL, LETHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, 
.......... ********************************************************················· HERRINGS . 
•••••••••••• ,. •••••• ,. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ********** 
047l ANADROMOUS FISH, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
0473 ANADROMOUS FISH, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
OISTRIBUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
0474 ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY. 
HERRINGS 
()47a Ai'<ADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY. COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXUNOMY, HERRINGS 
.J1b't ATLANTIC MENHADEN, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVERo YlRI>lNIAo OSTEOLOGY, DEFORMlTJ.ES 
39lt 
1007 Al.EWIYES, AMERICAN SHAD, ATLANTIC 'MENHADEN, ELECT1l$HDRESIS, ENZYMES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, .JAKES RIVER7 RAPPAHANI!JOCK 1Ul/£R, VIRGINlA, YUM 
RIVER 
1088 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OlSTR16UT10N ·PATT·:ERN"S, FlliFl·SH lNOUSTRY, FISH 
POPULAJIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, YORK IUVER 
1175 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GKOWTH RATES, HERRINGS, JAMES 





ALEWIVES, ANAOROHOUS FISH, CHICKAHOM1NY RIVER, DISTRIBUTION PATTERHS, FISH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PAMUNKEY B.lVEll., 
VIRGINIA, SEINING 
ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, ANAOROMOUS FISH, .OISTRISUTJON PATTERNS, FlSH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CATFISHES, FOOD HAIIITS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, 
JUVENILE FISHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA 
DISTRIBUTION, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, HERRINGS, .J-AMES RiVER, OXYGEN 
REQUIREMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1931 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1978 CARP, CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GARS, 
HERRINGS, JUVENILE FISHES, lARVAl GROWTH STAGE~ SUCKERS 
2657 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2658 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2661 AHER !CAN SHAD., CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBJA 7 HERRINGS, ~EGIS~ATIOH, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAWNING 
2662 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
395 
2666 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOIIAC RIVER 
2690 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, 
MOaJAC~ BAY, VJKGIN1A, YORK RIVER 
l095 AMEii.ICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, .EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, HERRINGS., POTOMAC 
RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOK REVIEW 
"330J ALEdiVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING 
V£LOCJTY, WHITE PERCH 
3301 ALE..IIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING 
VELOCITY, STkiPED BASS, WHITE PERCH 
3495 AMERICAN SHAD~ ANADRUMOUS FISH 1 CATCH, CULTURES, FISH POPULATIONS, 




3669 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNITY 




0435 CHESAPEA~f. BAY, GONADS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
v4't 7 0 I SEASES, MORTALITY, UYSTERS 1 HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0~3d CHtSAPEAKE SAY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-HOI, MORTALITY, PARASITISM, 
PROfOZOA, VIRGINIA, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, AMOEBAE 
05~1 MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0667 CRAr>S, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
396 
066S liM I NO AC lOS, CRASS-. SALIN1TY, HI STOLOG!CAL H~VES Tl GATIONS 
0684 OYSTERS, HISTDLUGJCAL INVESTIGATIONS, ANGIOSPERMS 
0711 ANIMAL PARASllES~ OYSTERS, PARASITIS·I!, PROTOZOA., SPuRES, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
0712 ELECTRON IIICROSCOPY, MSX, OYSTERS_, .PATHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATI!JNS 
074B JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, STRUCTURE, HlSTOLOGICAL 1i\IVESTIGATIONS 1 SCYPHOZOA 
OS59 MORTALiTY, OYSTERS, SPAWNING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
.1053 BASS, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, MORPHOLOGY., STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
2284 GONADS, SPAWNING, BLUE CRA&, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2331 GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2547 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MORPHOLOGY, BLUE CRAB, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, 
GLYCOGEN 
2699 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MORPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SCYPHOZOA 
2S30 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS, SCY~HUZOA 
2936 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, ENZYHES 1 GASTROPODS, 
WACHAPREAGUE,VA, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 




••••.••••• * ***** * *"' ** ****** **********"************·**************················· 
0126 FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD~ JAMES RIVER, VI&GINIA 
0202 FLOODS, HlSTOiUC FLOOD., JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0759 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, HISTORIC FLOOD 
1036 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODING, FLOODPROOFING, HISTORIC F.LOOD, HURRICANES, JAMES 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1153 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, GROUNDWATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STREAMFLOW, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1444 fLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, RIVER 
BASINS, RUNOFF, VIRGINIA 
1857 CHESAPEA(E BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
HURRICANES 
2179 FLOOD OAMAGE, FLOODING, FLOODS., HISTORIC FLOOD, STORMS, U_NITED STATES 
22~8 BIOTA, FLOODS, HISTORlC FLOOD, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, 
;!.476 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOOU PLAINS, FLOOD PROTECTION, FLOODING, HISTORIC FLOOD., 
JAMES RIV~R, VIRGINIA 
2477 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JANES RIVER, MORTALITY~ 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
270~ HISTORIC FLOOD, ~AMES RIVER, SEDIKENTS, VIRGINIA 
r/44 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORIC FLOOD, MOl.l.USKS, SAl.IHJTY, SHELLFISH 
398 
2829 DEPOSITION ISEDHIENTSl, EROSIOit, GEOMORPHOLOGY, HIS'fORlC FLODi1, 
HUIUllCANES, JAIIES RlVERy SEDIMENT TRANSPORT• SURF.AC.E WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
2BBS CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOO., POTIJitAt RIVER 
2975 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HEAVY METALS, HISTOR-IC FLOOD, .I.A:HES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
PESTICIDE RESIDUES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STORMS, VI-RGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3030 ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HISTORIC FLOOD, STOKMS 
·•******** ******-**************** "'***** ** ** ** ** ** ·····-·······-······••••****** *"' "'* •• HISTORY 
*"'****************************•···································••************* 
0104 HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, Vl&GJNIA 
0105 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION, 
VIRGINIA 
0127 HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0111 BldLIOGRAPHIES, SIOGRAPHtES, GEOLOGY, rilSTORY, ViRGINIA, 
0257 CHICKAHOHINY RIVER, HISTORY, VIRGINIA 
0259 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-HOI, HISTORY~ NAVIGABLE WATERS, SHIPS, 
VIRGINIA 
0283 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE tVA-MOl, HISTORf 
02B4 CHESAPEAKE SAY, HISTORY 
0296 HISTORY, PAHUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0297 HISTORY, MATTAPONI RIVER, VIRGINIA 
!99 
0300 HISTORY, RAPPAHANNOCK ,RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0344 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES 
0j52 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HLSJORY 
Oio25 CllESAi'EAKE SAY, HIS TORY, PLE1STOCENE EPOCii., SEDIMENT AT I'DN RAJES.o 
SU~QUEHANNA RIVER 
0559 ECUNO"'IC lMPACT, ECONOHIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PROJECTS, 
VHGINIA, wATER "UALITY CONTROL, >lATER RESOURCES .D.EVELOPMENT 
0562 CLASSIFICATION, HISTO~Y, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
Ob15 GHESAPfAKE tlAY, HISTORY, LEGr.L ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGH-TS, SlATE 
JURISDICTION 
Ob1~ HISTORY, PLANTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, TREES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Ob31 CRAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHIPS 
0642 CGMMERCIAL FISHING~ CRAbS, HIS-lORY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
OHO H1STORY, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0742 CHESAPEAKE SAY, E.ASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HISTORy, MARYLAND, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
0743 BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, SHIPS 
0/54 HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRG1NIA 1 
0755 AG:<ICULTURE, FORESTRY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
NATUKAL RESUURCES, VIRGINIA, 
U7b5 CHl~APEAKE ~AY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI 1 HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
400 
0766 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD)-. HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1U36 GOVERNMENTS, HISTORY, VIRGINIA, 
1037 GOVERNMENTS, HISTORY, VIRGINIA, 
1040 HISTORY, NATURAL RE.:.OUR.CES~ VIRGINIA, 
1067 HISTORY• VIRGINIA, 
·U25 HlSTOR:Y, VIRGINIA, 
1140 HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTI:RS, SILTING, VlRGlNIAw YORK tUVER 
1193 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTUKE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVE& 1 UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1221 CHESAPEAKE SAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1227 BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR ~EVIEW 
1263 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
126b CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1317 CHANNELING, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BEDS, VIRGINIA 
1320 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, HISTORY, JAMES RJVER 1 MORTALITY, PARASITISM, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SESTON 
13&3 HISTORY, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1392 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE I'OR REVIEioi 
1421 HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA 
Ft43 ACCESS ROUTES, CHARTS~ FUTURE PU.lll}j'ING IJ>ROJECTED"h iilSTORY, t.EGISLATION, 
MAPS, PHYS1CAL PROPERTIES• SPOIL D'ISPOSAL 
1489 CHESAPEAKE dAY, HISTORY, UNA'IIAILA8l.E FOR fi.£Vi!EM 
1545 CANALS, DAMS, DRI::DGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC P!»>ERPLANTS, 
ENG!NEERII'<G, EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, RE-MOTE SENSING 
2096 CHESAPEAKE BAY t HIS TORY, MARYLAND, PATUXENT RIVER, POT014AC RIVER, I!.OC-KS, 
VIRGINIA 
2'o3b CHESAPEAKE BAYo DREDGING, HISTORY~ LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, POTOMAC KJVER, VIRGiNIA 
2437 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, fiARYLANDo OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2535 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, INLAND WATERWAYS, t • 0 CANAl 
2608 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HI STORY, LEGAL AS1'-ECJS, LEGI SUIT ION, POTOMAC RIY.ER 
2688 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER 
26':11 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HABITATS, HISTORY, HOBJACK BAY, YORK RIVER 
2698 HABITATS, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2Hl0 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, SHIPS, \I.III.GltUAo HA"MPTON ROADS 
2791 CHESAPEAKE SAT, FISHERIES, HISTORY, _.,.NAGEMENT 
.l901 CHESAPEAKE SAY, HISTORY, LABOR, REC41.EATION, Vl.RGINU 
.l~47 CHESAPEAKE SAY~ HISTORY, SHIPS 
294~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, CO*MERCE 
Z95_1 CH€:>APEAKE BAY 1 EASTERN SHORE lV.A-f!DJ r HIST!llt'f• .1Mlf.:S 4t'l·YE-R~ ·paJOMAC 
RIVER_, ·RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEk, 111RGUIIA, YORK RIVER 
2955 CHESAPEAKE BAY,. CL 1MU£S, GEDL.OGY3 HlSTJJin'• lUTliltt.L AfSUUJU;'E~ POLLtJ'TANT 
IOENTIFICATJON, COMMERCE 
29&1 FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEtl}, lHSTURl'., JAMES ltlV'Elh MANAGEMENT. OYSTtR 
INDUSTRY • VIRGINIA, 
29f>b FISH POPULATIONS~ FISHERIES, H1STO.RY, VIRGtNl3.1 
·2985 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, F-ISHE.Rl"ESo HISTORY:. PGPUl..ATION, POTOMAC RIVERo 
RECREATION, SOIL EROSION, wATER POLLUTION 
3000 BOUNDARIES ISURFACESlo BOUNDAkY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE 
(VA-MDI, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, MARYL-AND~ POTOMAC RIVER_, 
VIRGINIA 
3002 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES), BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAI(£ BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
3021 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, UNITED STATES 
3026 CHESAPEAKE BAYr FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POJDMAC RIVEQ, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVERo VIRGINJA 1 'I'DRK RIVER 
3054 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, lEGAl ASPECTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE• 
3138 CHESAPEAKE BAY • EAST ERN SHORE I VA-MD)., ECONOMICS, Fl SHERU:S, HI STORY 1 
VI RGlNlA 
3151 CRAB INilUSTRY, FISHERIES, HISTORY, SHELLF-ISH. UNHED STATES 
3222 CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISH, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURC£S, .POTOMAC RlVER, 
WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3258 FISHERIES, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVEil, STATISTICS, UN.-JTEO STATESo UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3409 CHESAPEAK-E BAY, HISTORY, NORTHEAST u.s •. , VIRGJN"IA 
3470 CHESAPEAKE ilAY, ECOUJGY, HISTORY, PUTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUE-HANNA RIVER 
3512 BOATING, .£.COLOGY, HISTORY, SOCIAL .ASP£J:JS 
:!515 ECOLOGY, GEOGKAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
3745 SOUTHEASTERN P.lANNING DISTRICT., VA, BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HIST()fi.Y, 
P.HUTUGRAPH¥ 
3974 EASTERN SHORE PLANNiNG DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC HlPACT, HISTORY, PLANfUI!i.G, 
SOCIAL JMPACT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
4005 MATHEfiS COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNI-NG DISTRICT~ VA, .E~DNOMICS, 
FISHING• HI~TQRY, INDUSTRIES, OCCUPATIONS, VIRGINIA 
4015 MIOULE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, HISTORY, MANAGEMENT~ 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
4019 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES. 
HISTORY, RECREATION, SHELLFISH 
't025 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, HISTORY., 
!NOU~TRIES, NATURAL RESOU~CES, POPULATION, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
'<040 MIDDLE PENINSUL4 PLANNING DISTRICT. VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, tiiSTOKY 1 NATURAJ. 
RESOURCES, PHOTOGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, PRESERVATION 
***********************•••···········~········································· 
HOSTS 
** ...................................... ****** •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••·•••••••••••••• 





OllB :AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC PREOICTION~ HUMAN POPULATION, ·JAMES RlVER, 
RECREAJION, SALINITY, VIRGINI-A, ~ATEK .RESOURCES Oc·v:ELOPMENT 
1575 HUMAN POPULAT'ION 1 NUC'..EAR POWER PLANTS, SOLID WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
WASTE ~ATER TREATMENT 
...................................................... *"'****"'"************"**"*********************** 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
"***** *****"*****. *****"** ** ** "'************·**·** ** *******·****"' **'"*** ...... **'********* 
1442 ECONOMJCS, EMP.LOYMENT 1 HUMAN RESOURCES, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, POPULATlDN 
DYNAMICS, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
3662 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING 01 STR lCT, VA, EDUCA'flON, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN R~~OURCES, LAtiOR ~UPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATiON, TRANSPORiATION, VIRGINIA 
3663 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANN'ING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN R2~DURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATJON, 
RECREATION, TRANSPuR;ATlON, VIRGINIA 
·******************************************************************************** HUNTJNG 
*******"******************************~***************************************"* 
2802 CHESAPEAKE SAY, HUNTING~ WATERFOWL 
**********"'******************************•···········••••***"***"'******"'***"'****** HURRICANES 
*********************************************************"********************** 
0191 HURRICANES, VIRGINIA, 
0224 FLOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
405 
0290 CHESAPEAKE aAY 1 HURR !CANES, METEOROLOGICAl. DATAo TIDAL EFFEC·TS 
0443 BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE aAY~ HURRICANES, TlOES~ l!IAVES llfAJERJ 
0557 DISCHARGE !WATER), HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, SURFACE RUNOFF, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
. 1038 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODING, FLOOOPROOFINGo HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRI.CANES, JAMES 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1235 CHESAPeAKE BAY, FlOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, REMOTE SENSING, 
SUS~UEHANNA RIVER, WEATHER DATA 
l3lb CHESAPEAKE 8AY, HURRICANES, JAMES Rl VER, MORTAll TY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RiVER, VORK RIVER 
1322 HURRICANES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, VIRGIN1Ao YORK RIVER 
l40b FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOOD FORECASTING, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1444 FLOOD DAMAGE, flOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER., ti.IVER 
BASINS, RUNOFF, VIRGINIA 
1448 FLOODING, HURRIGANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1476 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODING, HURRICANES, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
1857 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
HURRICANES 
ld29 DEPOSITION !SEDIMENTS), EROSION, GEOMORPHOLOGY, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
HUi<.RlCANESt JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
l24b CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
FUR REVIEW 
40b 
3930 ABUTMENTS, ACCOMACX ·COUNTY, VA, ·EASTERI!i SHORE P"L.*NWW> 1)1SJR l C T ~ VA, BEACH 
EROSION, EROSlON CONT-ROL, HURtl.lCANES, MARY'LAW>t VlRGJNlll." IUODLE ATLANJlC 
BIGHT 
3935 ABUTMENTS, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT,. VA• -FLOUD PRDJECT10N 1 
FLOGOING, HURKICANES, STORMS, VIRGINIA 
3995 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FLOOD 
FORECASTING, FLOOD PLAIN ZONING, FLOOO·S, FJJTURE PLANNING I PROJEC TEDJ, 
HURRICANES, MAPS, STURMS, VIRGINIA 
4027 SHORELINE EROSION, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 




0701 CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, HYBRIDS 
0749 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VlRG1NIA, HYBRIDS, WHITE BASS 
2229 BASS, CHROMOSOMES, FISH POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, HYBRIDS, OSTEOLOGY 
******** ***** * ** •••••••• ** ****** ** •••••••••.••••••••••••••••.•• ** **** **** **** •• ** * 
HYDRAULIC MODELS 
................................................................................ 
0075 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL HOOtLS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0087 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTED), 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, wATER RESIJURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
0138 HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA.0 ·WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
.ft07 
0420 .CHESli.P.EAKE BAY. H~DilAULlC. HOOELS., INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, ·WA-TER 
RESOUKCES OEVELOP~ENT 
0770 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAl IMPACT, ENVlRONJIE.NTAl .EFFECTS, HYDRAllt.lC 
HDJELS, PROJECT F.EASlBlLITY 
1012 CURRENTS (WATEtO, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAHES RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, ·1/IRGINJ·A 
1315 EST&JARJES, HYDRAULIC MODELS., .Jll.f!ES RIVERo LARVAE, OYSTERS, SUlAT!Fli;ATION-• 
VI RGIJ'H A 
1419 DIMENSIONS .. , HYDRAULIC ·MODELS, JAMES RIV.ER, RESOURCE OEVELOPMENT7 1/.IR'GINIA 
142b CHANNELING, ESTUARIES. HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGIN1A 
1429 DIKES, EllZABE TH Rl VER, HYDRAULIC MODELS, RIVER Fl. OW,. SALINITY, SHOAlS, 
TIDES, VIRGINIA 
1430 CHANNELS, DOI:KS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, RI\/Eil Fl.Oii, SHOALS, TIDES 
VIRGINIA 
1431 DYE RELEASES, HYDRAULIC MODELS, RIVER Flffij, SEWAGE DISPOSAl, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, TllJAL EFFEC.TS, 1/IRIOINIA, WARWIC·K RIVER 
1432 C.HESAI'EAI\E BAY, CURRENTS LWAJERI.. DREDGING, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES IUV.ER, 
TIDAL ~FFECTS, TUNNEL HYDRAUlll:S, TUNNELING, TUNNELS, HAMPJON ROADS 
1474 ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FROUDE NUMBER, HYDRAULIC MODELS, HYDRAULI-CS, JAMES 
RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, \IIRGINIA 
1540 CHESAPEAKE SAY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, SURVEYS 
2144 COMPUTER MODELS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, HYDROGRAPHY, .JA~ES RIVER, MAJHEHATICAl. 
MODELS, VIRGINIA 
Z154 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAl. ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, HYDRAULIC 'AODELS, 
NA1URAL RESOURCES 
408 
2329 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUC.nolll, HY~RA!Jllt Monas, J~MES Rl-VE~ NUCLEAR POMER 
PLANTS., THERMAl. POLLUTION, \llRGIN'IA 
23~ CHESAPEAKE BAY., HYDRAULIC MODELS, AA·IUGE.MENl~ 'R.E.SEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
3580 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT. VAco CHESAPEAKE BA¥., HYDRAULiC ·MODELS, 
MODEL STUD1ES2 ~ATER QUALITY 
39b4 SOUTHEASTERN PlANNING DISTRICT., VA, CHESAPEAKE tlAY., FEDERAl JURISDICTION, 
HYDRAULI(; MODELS, MANAGEJU:NT.. RESEARCH AND DEVELOP-MENT 
'3989 ALEXANDRIA, VAw AIU.INGTON COUIHY, VA, NORTHERN VlRGINlA PLANNING DiSTRICT 
, CHANNELS, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDRAULIC MODELS, VIRGINIA 
·••*************************************'**"'*****"'***********'*******"'********·**** HYDRAuliCS 
*****************"************·****"'***-*********"'"'**"'****'********'''"''*'*****"'*•*** 
1407 COMPUTERS, FLOOD RUUTII!IG, HYDRAULILS, JAKES RIVER, lOW FLOt<l., NlHIEII.ICAL 
ANALYSIS, OPEN CHANNEl FLOW, RESERVOIR STAGES, KlVER rlUW, VIRGINIA 
1474 ESTUARINE EN\IIRONHENT, FRUUDE NUM&ER, HYDRAULIC ~GD£l.S, HYDRAULICS, JAMES 
RIVER, HODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA 
2703 CURRENTS IWATERl, EQUIPMENT, HYDRAULICS 
3597 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CURRENTS IWATERl, EASTERN SHORE 




217G BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDRODYNAMICS, JAMES RIVE~, 
VIRGINIA, WATER QUAliTY CONTROl 
2171 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, COMPUTER MODELS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, 
HYDRODYNAMICS, JAMES RIVER, \IIRGINIA, MATER QUALITY CONTROL 
409 
2318 DISSULV.ED UXYGE"No HYDRODYNAI!1C5., HYDROGRAPHY., _.APPAliANNOClt AlYEA• 
SAL1NITY 0 VlRGIN1At )lATE& l.lUALITY 
2379 CHESAPfAt<.E BAY 7 HVDAOOYNAMICSo MANAGEJIENT 
3439 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS !WATER), HYDRODYNAMICS, HYDRD&RAPHY, MOSJ'ACK SAY~ 
RAPPAHANr.OCK i<lVER, SALl'NITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
3997 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT. VAo CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, COMPIJTER 
PROGRAMS, DISPER~ION, ESTUARIES, HYDRODYNAMICS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, WATER 
QUALI T\' 
******************************************************************************** HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS 
** ** *** ~* ** ** ** * * ** ** *¥ ~*~************************* Cl********•••••••***•********·• 
0113 DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0248 DAMS, ENGINEERING, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL WATER. JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
***** ** ** ** * *** * ***** ********** ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• ******* 
HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
* ... **** ** ** **** ** .... * *** *** **** **"'****'*** **** *******·*** **** ****** ************* *** 
0113 DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0278 CONTROL STRUCTURES, FLODD CONTROL, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, RECREATION; VIRGINIA 
0373 DAMSr HYDROELECTRIC POWER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
***. **** *** ** ** ** *** * ********** ****** ** ** ***********************·•• **** **** ****** HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION 
............................................................... _ ......................... .. 
l~bl CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT 
RIVE~, ~ALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
410 
1.866 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION COM: £NT-RAT HlNr lfl'DROUJGlt: DJ.J A, ·SAllHJTT, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1867 tHESAPEAKE BAY, tiYilROGEN lON CONCEtiTRATIONt HYOROLtlblC OAT A, SAL I NJTY • 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1869 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN. ION CONCENTRAT10N, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1S70 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1871 CHESAPEAKE 8AYr HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALJNITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1872 CHESAPEAKE BAYt HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC OATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1B73 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1B7~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAL!NITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1875 CHESAPEAKE SAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
ld76 CHESAPEAKE BAYr CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC 
DATAr RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1877 CHESAPEAKE SAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGlC DATA, SALINITY, 
NATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN~ HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, NAPP1NG 
2001 CHESAPEAKE BAYr CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN !UN CONCENTRATION, 
PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
·411 
2355 ALKALINITY, II.Q.UA TIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE .BAY, ECOLOG-Y t GROWTH RATES, l:tYUR.OGEN 
ION CONCENTRATION, .MINERALOGY, POTOftAC RIIIER, .WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
23S3 CHESAPEAI<.E tiAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN lON CONCENHI.AllON, HYDROGRAJ>HJ', 
SAL! Nl TV, T lDAL ·}II A TERS, HATER TEMPERATURE 
******************************************************************************•* HYDROGEN SULFIDE 
*****************'"*************'"*************'"*"'*******•*'"****-******************* 
37H SOUTHEASTEKN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICALS, CH-ESAPEAKE BAY, EFFECTS, 
.fiSH, HYDkQGEN SULFIDE, "M!'TAU;, OYSTERS, PHOSPHORUS, SED.!·.MENTS, SEwAGE 
EFFLUENTS, WASTE WATER lPULLUTlONl 
******************************************************************************** HYDROGEOLOGY 
**** *** * ****** ** **** ********************•****·****"' **** *****"'**** **"****** ...... **"'** 
0142 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANlJC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
GROUNDwATEK, HYDROGEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
0164 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNO.ATER 
HOVEM~NT, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
* ******* ** *"**** ****** * ***** ****** ****** "'************************** ****** ** •••.•• HYDROGRAPH ANAL YS.I S 
*** ****** ******* "'" ....... **** ** ***** ********* ******"'*************••······-······· 
0595 COMPUTfR PROGRAMS_, DATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRI.PH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN DEMAND, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Oll4~ BIDUJGICAL COHHUNITI£S, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON~ 
PRUOUCTlVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
**************************************************************"'*"'*************** HYDROGRAPHS 
* ** ** ** * ......... *** * **********************************************************•····· 
3~lll HYDROGRAPHSo JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, RIVER FLOW. VIRGINIA 
lt12 
.••• ,. ....................................... ***-******"'•*********************"'"'****** 
HYDROGRAPHY 
**"'****"'**********************'"'*******************"'*******"'**********'*********·*4 
0018 CURRENTS IHATERh DATA COLJ.ECTIONS~ .DEPTH., JJYDKOGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, >ilND VELOCITY 
008b CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
V IRGHU A 
0088 CHEMICAL ANII.LYSIS, CURRENTS UIATERJ, DATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES 
RIVER., SALINITY, VIRGINIA, .WATER H:MPERATURE, wEATHER DATA 
0211 BIOLOGICAL COI'IMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES .KIYER, SALINE OIATER-FRESHWilifER 
INTERFACES, VIRGINIA 
D2B5 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES R1VER, POTOMAC RIVER, 
YORK RIVER 
0597 CHLOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRDDUCTIVITY, SESTUN 
0183 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
09bl CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DENSITY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
0962 DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER~ SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVEK 
1090 BIOLOGY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
lb40 CHESAPEAKE BAY• ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, 














CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYOROGR~PHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINJTY, WATER TEMPERATURE. 
WEATHER DATA, ~!NUS 
CHESAPEAKE !:lAY, tiYDROGRAPHY., HYDROLOGl..t DATA, SALINITY, .WATER TEMPERATURE, 
1oit:ATHER DATA, loi~JDS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JA~ES 
R !YEK, SALINITY, TUKtllDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TUkBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATIGN, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PhOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HfDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, ~URBIOITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
CHESA~t:AKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
UATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES~ HYDROGRAPHY~ PHYSICS, SEASONAL 
OJSTRIBUTION, ~ATER CHEMISTRY 














CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, .HYDROGRAPHY, NAT1JRA1. ttESGWU:"ESt OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
ANO DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONDUCTIVITY, DEPTH, EQUIPMENT, ltYOROGRAPHY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SALINITY~ TEMPERATURE 
COMPUTER MODELS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, HYOROGRAPt.IY:. JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, VIRGINIA 
CURRENTS (WATERI, DENSITY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGI~IA, 
DAMS, HYDROGRAPHY, MARINE ANIMALS, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGULATION, RlVEk FLOW, VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, LARVAL GROWTH 
STAGE, PAMUNKEY klVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, hATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDRODYNAMICS, HYDROGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY 
SALINITY, TIDAL WATERS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, GUNPO~OER RIVER,MD, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCO 
RIVER,MD, POTOMAC RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOw·, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER 
HYDROGRAPHY, JAKES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCD RIVER,MD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED &ASS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT . 
27b0 CURRENTS (WATER), DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER CIRCULATION 
415 
2900 CHESAPE'AKE BAY, CURRENTS {WATER)., OENSHY~ HYDROGRAPHY, NORTHEAST U.S~, 
UCE:ANOGRAPHY 1 SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2942 CHLORINATION, CHLORQPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER.)., HYDROGRAPHY, HYOROLO.GI.C DATA, 
JAMb 1<1 \I~R, OYSTERS., PHOSPHATES, TURillOITY, V IRG1NIA, WA TE~ TEMPE&ATURE 
2943 CURRENTS 11!114TER1, HYDitOGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINIT¥, SEASONAl. 
DISTRibUT1DN, VIRGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, WINTER 
2970 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, HYDROGRAPHY, LAND USE~ S1lll 
CONSERVATION, 'J IRGIIHA, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER QlJALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESDURCES4 WATEk SUPPLY 
2971 DKAJNAGE DISTRICTS, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, SOIL 
CGNSERV·ATION, VIRGINIA, >IATE:R POLLUTION, HATER QUALITY CONTROL, ,IIATER 
RESuuRCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3099 ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, UNAYAU .. ABLE FOR REV lEW 
3215 CHESAPI:AKE BAY, .HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY~ VELOCITY, WATER f.ENJ>ERAHJR.E, C + D 
CANAL 
3244 AIR TEMi'ERATURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC R.JYER, TW!.BlOITY, 
~ATER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABL~ FOR REVIEW 
3439 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERJ. HYDRODYNAMICS, HYDROGRAPKY.o I'IOBJACK BAY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, flOES, VIRGINIA 
3455 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITV, WATER TEHPERAJURE, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3b69 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, HYDROGRAPHY, 
NEKITIC, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3733 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH 
KIVER, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECI"S, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SEWAGE 
TK EA TM~NT, WATER QUAL! TY CONTROL 
~16 
·******************-**"*********************-************·····-··**·*******·*"'*••• HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS 
**************************************•*****************-********"'***********"'*' 
0603 CliKATIC DATA, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNDWATER, .HYDROLOGIC ASPECT~, 
LONG-TERM PJ.ANNlNGt RIVER BASlNS, SURFACE: RUNUFF, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
** ** ****** * * **~******"*** ** ********::0:** **;(c.***** *#*:C.**** **'*lO:.**** :~;&"****••••• *** *****:1 
HYDROLOGIC CYCLE 
*****************************************"'***"'*************"'****************"'**' 
1478 GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC CYCLE, LEGI~LATlON, STATE JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA, 
**·***"'*********************"'******************"'****"'***********************"'***. HYDROLOG 1 C OAT A 
··**** **"'*******"'*********•*************** ** *******"'*"'"'*"'*"'* **"'* "'*"'*"'"'******* *****· 
0098 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, Vl.RGlNlA, YORK RIVER 
0119 CHENICAL ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE PATTERNS !GEOLOGIC), GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA~ JAMES RIVER, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0140 ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC fAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HeAVY METALS, 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZJA, VIRGINIA 
016~ ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNO~ATER 
MOVEMENT, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MIOuLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0177 HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, STATISTICAL METHODS, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, 
0178 FLOODS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, STORMS, VIRGINIA, 
0240 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0309 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN OEHAND, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
-
417 
0324 -tttESAPEAKE S11 Y, CHUJROPHY.ll, CRUJ SES., tiYDIWl.OGI C DATA, MJTJUENTS t 
PHYTDPLANK TON, SAMPLING, SESTON, YORK Rl VER 
.0527 CHES-APEAKE BAY, CRUlS:ES, HYOll.QLOGIC DATA~ DN-SlJ£ DAT:l tOU.'ECTl.DN.S, 
SA1'4Pll NG 
05>55 CHRYSOPHYTA, DATA COLLECTIONS., DATA STOKAGE AND RETRIEVAL, HYDROLOGH: 
OAT A, OI.:EANOGRAPHY 
0939 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS'" OATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHA1'<l'WCK RIVER, &IVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YO&:K RIVER 
1025 BIOLOGICAL C0:1MUNIHES, CtiEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, NANSE110ND 
RIVEo<, VIRGINIA 
1390 HYDROLOGIC OATAr PAMUNK~Y RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
ld63 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT 
RIVER, SALINITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1866 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTllATlON, HYORO:LOGIC DATA, SAllNlTY• 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1867 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
~ATER TEMPERATURE 
lt!b!l CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WAJ.ER TEMPERATURE 
1869 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION. HrDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
~ATEk TEMPERATURE 
1870 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCE~JII.AJION• HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WAT~K TEMPERATURE 
ld7l CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCE~HlAHON, HYDROLOGIC DATA-. SALINHY. 
~ATER TfMPERATURE 
~lB 
1872 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, tiYOil.'\IU)l.;ii; DAJlq SAllNIT:Yw 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
18,73 CHESAPEAY£ BAY-. HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION. Hl'DROl.OGit DATA'" SAI..INUY• 
"JfR TEMPERATURE 
187~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN lOti CONCEN:T&ATION .• H'YOROL!;t;IC DATA• SALJNITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1875 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROlOGIC OATAy SAllNlT.Y-. 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1876 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1877 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALHHTY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
11178 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY-. HYDROU)GIC DATA .• SALINITY, WATt:R TEHPERATUk.E, 
WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1883 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY~ HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1895 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
RIVER, SALlNilY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1897 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS !WATER), HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAHES 
RIVER, PHOSPHATES, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEHPERATJRE 
1899 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDkOGRAPHY~ HYDRDLUGI~ 
OAT A, PHOSPHATES. TURBJ OilY, liMIER TEMPERATURE 
1900 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDkOGRAPHY, HYDROLO.>IC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBJOITYr WATER TEMPERATURE 
1901 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYD~OGRAPHY, ~YOROLUGlC 
DAT At PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER THIPEitAlURE 
lt-1'9 
1902 CH£ S.A.PE AK E BAY_, l:HLOR I lilA HONe DIS SOL VEO W:Y~GE111. HYDROGRAPHY -t Wf-DilOLOGli: 
DATA~ -PHOSPHATES, :JURSIDITY-t -WATER TEMPERATURE 
1903 CHESAPEAKE BAY, .Clil.ORI"<AllUN, DISSDLV.EO OXYGEN~ HYDROGRAPHY,. KJDROl.OGI-t 
OAJ A, PHOSPHATES., T Uil.SlDlJY, lilA TEll THlPERAlURE 
1904 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED .OXYGEN., HYDROGRAPHY~ HYDKOLOGJC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TUiHIIDITYo WATER TEMPERATURE 
1905 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGHh HYDROGRAPHY., HYDROLOGIL 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURI31DlTY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1 '106 CHESAPEAKE !lAY, CHLOR INA.T ION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYOROl.OGlt 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURdlUITYo WATER TEMPERATURE 
2290 CHESAPEAKE BA¥, HVDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA-. VIRGINIA 
23!2 CHESAPEAKE BAY, H¥DROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
2942 CHLORINATION, CHLOK OPHY!.L, CURRENTS I WATER), HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, 
JAMES R!Vf:R, OYSH:H.5 9 PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3792 MIOLlLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, MAPS, Mt: TEOROLOGY, POTOMAC Rl VER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, SURFACE 
~ATEKS, VIRGINIA, wATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
3~23 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER MODELS, FLOODING, HYDROLO~IC 
DATA, LAND USE, MATHEMATICAL HOOELS, RAINFALL-RUNOFF RE.LATIONSHIPS, 
VIRG1NJA, WATERSHED PROTEtT. AND FLOOD PREV. 
******************************************************************************** HYDROLOGIC EQUATION 
******************************************************************************** 
Jl6l C.(.;klOLIS FORCE, ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
lJLlAN!lGKAPHY, SALINITY, \IIRGINJA 
.it.20 
OZ6Z WRilENTS ·1 WATERJ, ESTUAiliES, HYDJl.O.L'OGlt .:fWAT1-0J'i3 .JA'P.IES Al~ER, PHY,SlCA1. 
OCEA-NOGRAPHY, SALINI·TYt V'l.RGJNlA 
·····-·······*'**•·-••*******"'*·**·*******-*"'********-*"'******-****'****"'"'*'"** HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES 
******"'***'"*****************"'"'************·****"''******'*'"'"******"*'*·*•·•••*•******** 
0130 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES~ JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINI-A 
************'********·***********•*'******'*********************'****'***************** HYDROLOGY 
**·******·********'-************************"'*****'**'"*********"'**"'***'"***'********"' 
lD~S CHESAPEAKE BAY~ COASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY., GROUNDwATER, tn'Di<.OLOGY, PAHUNKEY 
RIVEK, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRG1NIA, w~LLS 
2110 BIBLIOGRAPHIE'S, CHESAPEAKE SAY, HYDROGRAPHY"' HYOKOLOG¥", MORPHOLOGY 
3449 CURRENTS IWATEJI.), DYE RELEASES, HYDROLOGY, TIDAL EFFECTS, VI RGJNIA, 
3lt84 HYDil.OlOGY, RESERVOIRS, SE~AGE TREATMENT, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, 
3790 MIDDLE PENINSULA PlANNll'lG UISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, 
GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGY, MAPS, SEDIMENTS, SURFACE wATERS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
LEVELS, WAJER QUALITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
4009 KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DlSTRlCT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
FINANCING, HYDROLOGY, LANDFILLS, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, SOLID 
WASTES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
4026 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY., GEDLUGY, GRuUNUWATER, 





0079 8ARfliAC.lE5,. BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPOUS, HYOB.OZ~, INVERTEBRATES., 
JAMES &IllER, SEASONAl OISTKIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
0249 BARNACLES, BENTHlL FAUNA, FOUi.JNG, HYDROZOA, HIVElU.EBIUITESo JdES JUY.ER, 
SEASONAL OlSTKIBUllON, VIRGlNlA 
0250 BENTHl.C FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIF1CATION, HYDROZOA, INVER.TERRATES, 
JAMES RIVEK, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, YORK ~lVER 
0254 BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAfi!ES RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
0545 DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, VlRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
056B GRGio~TH STAGES, HYDROZOA, JELUFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, VIRGINIA, YORX 
RIVER 
0571 Ol5TRlBUTlON PATTERNS, HYDROZOA, PAMUNKEY .RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
0614 BIBLIOGRAPHIE5, HYDKOlOA, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
U80l ALGAE, AMPHIPOOA, BRYOZOA, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, PORIFERA, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVI::R 
lOBO bF.NTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, 
JA~ES RIVEK, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1447 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS• HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1605 CHESAPEAKE BAY• HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA, CNlOARlA 
21U• BARNACLES, BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDROZOA, MOLLUSKS 
2273 LHESAPEAKE BAY, HYORUZOAo JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NEJTLES, STJNGJNG 
NEJTLESo SYSTEHATlCS 
422 
......................................... _ ..,... ..... __.. ..•.. .-. .......... -.. -..... . 
!CEO LAKES 
............................. ,. ..................... -................ , ................ . 
3017 CHESAPEAKE BAY., COST-BENEFIT ANAlYSIS, FEOER:Al. JUKlSIHCTlON, FLOOD 
PROTEtTIOI'I, ICED LAKES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY .CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCES, WAIER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATER SUPPLY 
.................................................................... -........... . 
IMPORT 
..................................................................................... 
·1024 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECJS, EXPORT, IMPORT, 









4042 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, lMPOUNUMfNTS• NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS, RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA, WAJER QUALITY 
4050 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSf.RUCTlON, OAHSlTES, IMPOUNDMENTS. 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS. VIRGINIA, WATER STUKAGE 1 WATER SUPPLY 
...................................................... *********************"***** 
INCOME 
** •••••••••.•••••••••••• ************** *** ******************•···· ... ** ******** '"* **. 
1535 AIR POLLUTION, CHESAPEAKE 8AV, INCOME, POPUlATIDNt ~ATER QUALITY 
'-23 
3102 .{.tiESAPEAKE, VA, SuUTHEASTE&N PLANNllllG OISTRlCT, VA, EDUCATlO""' EMPLOYMENf;o 
.INCOJ>IE, lAtiOk. SUPPLY., NATUKAL RESOURCES, PLANMll\IG, ·POPULATION~ RECREATION, 
TRANSPUKTATION, VIRGINIA 
3703 VIR(;INIA BEACH, VA~ SOUTHEASTERN PLANNiNG DlSTRI:tJ, VA, EDUCATlOf\h 
(MPLOYMfNT, JNCOfoiE, LABOR SUPPlY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING., POPULAJIOH, 
REL~EATlGN, TRAN~PORTATION, VIRGlNJA 
3704 HAMI'TlJN, VA, PENIN:>UlA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCLlME, LABUK SUP~LYo NATURAl RESOURCES, PlANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRA~SPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
J705 ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DJSTRIC-h VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYt4HH, INCUME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAl RESOURCES, PLAN!oiiNG, POPUL-ATION, 
REC~EATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3706 JAMES CITY COUNT¥, VA, PEtilNSULA PLANNING DISTRICT-, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMeNT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES~ PLANNING, POPULAT10No 
KECREATluN, TRANSPO~TATION, VIRGINIA 
1937 ACCOMACK COUNTY. VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION~ 
INCUME, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
4033 AGRICULTURE, ESSEX COUNTY, VA,·MIDDLE PENINSULA PLAHNlNG QIST~ICT• VA, 









ub.H BF.NTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, OYSTERS, POLYCHAETES, WATEll_ POLLUTION EFFECTS 
424 
-0670 AQUATlC INSECTS, BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS., L-AND DEVELOPMENT, SAMPLING 
3735 SDUTHEASTERN PL:ANI'dl'l.G DISTRICT, VA, BIOMASS, i:HESA:PfAKE BAY, INDICATJRS, 
PLANKTON. PRI-MARY PROOVC Tl VITY, SEI'IAI>E .EFFLUENTS., ZOOPLANI\ TON 
** *'*"**** **'**•***"**** ** **** *"**"**"********# *·******** :Cr:¢:¥*****-"*• **** **#"* ** ** ** ·~··'$:· * INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
*******-*****lljl:***:t:*****-*·**********:9-*********"*************~JI::****.IiC*********-*#~·•***'* 
3954 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTH.Il.:T., VA• ECONOMIC.:>, 
LABO~ SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NAIURAL RESJ0RCESr PLANNING, VIR~INIA 
3917 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, C.UMHERCIAL 
.FISHING, ECONOMIC. IMPACT. EMPLO'fflENT, MINERAL INDUSTKY, ;;.E(;Il.EAT ION, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, TOURISM, M!ODLE ATLANTiC SIGHT 
3979 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COI'IMERCIAL 
FISHING, EtUNOH! C IMPACT, RECKEAT I ON DtMAND, TOURISM, MIDDlE ATLANTIC 
Bl GHT, COMMERCE 
•056 IN~USTRIAL OEVE~JPMENT, CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNIN(; DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, GOVERNMENTS, HANPO•ER, HAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, TRANSPORTATION, 




0730 CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, PuPULATION, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1502 CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISH, FISHERIES, FOODS, MARYLAND, SliELLfiSH, VIRGINIA, 
INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1568 AQUATIC PLANTS, EROSION, LEGAL ASPECTS, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
RECREATION, SHELLFISH, WATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, INUUSJKJAL FISH 
1603 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
POLLUTANTS, ~ECREATION, SHIPS, WATER ~UALITYr INDUSTRIAL FI~H 
425 
1606 AQUATIC. PLANTS, CENSUS, CHESAPEAKE BA·Yco REC&E'AJION, RSIWT£ SENSING, 
SHELLFISH, lrULOLlfE. INDUSJII.IAL FISH 
**"'"*'*·•*********.*'~<****"******'"'********"'"'***'****"*************"'*•****·"'*********-• INDUSHUAL PLANTS 
"'**"'*************************************************"************ .... *"'******** 
39d2 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT~ VA, £NERGY, INDUSTRIAL PLANTS, OIL 
INDUSTRY, TRANSPORTATION, USE RATES, fUDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
............. *·* ** ** ** *** ............ **** ****** **** **************** ****** •• *****-*''""******" INDUSTRIAl. PRDDUCT 1 ON 
* .............. "' .. *** ** **** ****** ** .. * .. * ** **** ** ************ ***************** ••••••••••.• 
0247 CHEMISTRY, EffLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, JAKES RIVER, ORGANIC WASTES, 
VIRGINIA 
073d ~ASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, ECONOMIC PR~DICTIONw EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEOGMAPHIGAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL PkODUC.TlON 1 RECREATION, TOURISM 
* ** ** ** ** ** ***** * **"' * * ** ... ** ************ **********"'*******·••• ** •••• ** ** ********* INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
*******.****************************************'********************************* 
0129 EFfLUENTS, 1NDUSTRIAL WASTES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE 
CAPACITY, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
0610 DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
ASSIMILATIVE CAPA~ITY,,WATEk QUALITY CONTROL, YORK RIVER 
0682 !lOAfiNG, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, lNOUSTRJAL WASTES, LONG-TERK 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
Z362 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, RUNOFF, SEDIMENTATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 
S~wAGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
L4Z2 BIOTA, CHeSAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL 
WASIES, MORTALITY, STRIPED SASS, WAT£R POLLUTION 
426 
2-!>lll iNDUSTRIAL WASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMEN'h S'E.W'AG . .E 'fRE!l1"MENT, SLUD&E, w~:rE 
DISPOSAL, WATER .POLLUTION, WA.JER POLLUTlON UiNTROL 
2!>21 tHESAPEAII.E SAY, INDUSTRIAL VASTES., I'DTOKt.t RBIElh •AT-ER 1'\ANAGE'ftt:NT 
I APPLIED), WATER I'OLLUT.ION, WATEJI. QUALITY 
2629 CHESAPEli.KE BAY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES~ PLANNHIIG., PDifOM'At RJVER, RFCliATION 
FACILI Tl ES, lil.INOFF, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, ~Ali:R QUALITY 
2648 CHESAPEAKE i!AY, FISH, INDUSTRIAl. iojAST£5, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, 
STREAMFLOW, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2660 CHESAPEAKE BAYo INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOI'IAC RIVE&, iiATE& POLLUTiON 
2bb3 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIQNS• INDUSTRIAL ~AST£S, 
MORTALITY. POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
4062 RADCO PLANNING Dl~TRiCT, VA, INDuSTRIAL WASTES, MANAGEMENT, MUNICIPAL 
WASTES, PLANNING, POLLUTANTS, RIVER 8ASINS, VIRGINIA, WATER ~UALlTY, YORK 
RIVER 
4064 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VAw FUTURE PLA~NING !PROJECTED), INDUSTRIAL 
WASTES, MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
********** ... **** ******* ** ************ ** ** ****** **** ** ** ** ** ...................... ** INDUSTRIAL WATER 
**** ............... ********** *****************•******** ****** "'* ******** **** "'******** 
0246 DAMS, ENGINEERING, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL WATER, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1569 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 





041!! CHESAPF'AKE BAY., INDUSTRIES, URBA.NIZATION 
UbOB AGRICULTURE, ECUNGMICS~ FINANCIA.L ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNA"'!CS, KECREATIUN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, YORK II.IVEil 
0750 FORESTRY, INDUSTRIES, LUMBERING, VIRGINIA, 
U755 AGRICULTURE, fORESTRY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
NATuRAL RESOURCES, VIKG!NIA, 
102~ CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECGNOM!CS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPORT, IMPORTo 
INUUST~IES, PORT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 
2386 CHESAPEAKE SAY, ECONOMiCS, INDUSTRIES, ·POPULATION 
3620 WESTMORElAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, INDUSTRIES, 
lAND DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, VIRGINIA 
3651 AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, V1RGINIA 
365.2 AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND CWNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING D.ISTRICT. VA, 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULA.TION, 
TKANS~ORTAT!ON~ VIRGINIA 
3656 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNIT~ DEVELOPMENT, ECONOMICS, GROWTH RATES, INDUSTRIES, 
MAPS, PLANN!Nu, ViRGINIA 
3659 WESTMORI::lAND COUNTY·, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CENSUS, 
ECONOMICS, GROWTH RATES, INDUSTRIES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
JbbO NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, FINANCING, 
INDUSTRIES, RECREATION FACILITIES, TAXES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
Ht~OURCES 
J&6l KI~HMONO COUNTY, VA 1 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMENT, 
I~UUSTRIES, MAPS, MARKETING, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
428 
3712 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD) t ECONO'IJC 
IMPACT, FINANCING, fUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION FACILITIES, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
3975 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VAt EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, NEwPORT NEWS, VA, NORfuLK, VA, DELAWARE, INDUSTKIES, lAND USt, 
NORTH CAkOliNA, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RECREATION, MIDDLE ATLANTiC BIGHT 
4005 MATHEWS COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSUlA PLANNING DISTRiCT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
FISHING, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES~ OCCUPATIONS, VIRGINIA 
4025 RADCO PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, HISTORY, 









1825 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKf BAY, COMPUTERS, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND 
RETRIEVAL, INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
1834 BIOLOGY, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DATA PROCESSING, OATA STORAGE AND 
RETRIEVAL, INFORMATION RET~lEVAL, SYSTEMATICS 
*** **** ****** ******** **** ** **** *********** ***************·* ****** ****** *** **** ** * 
INFRARED RADIATION 
***********************************************************************••~······ 
1537 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CROPS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, 
SATELLITES IARTIFICIALI, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, WATER TREATMENT 
............... ·-·······-*-******************""---····-··-··-**••-· INLAND WATERWAYS 
* ******* ***** ** * *. *,. ******* .. *****-** ............ ._. *****-**-·*·--·**•*·**••--· 
2535 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE SAY,. HISTORY, INLAND WATER.1fA'FS,. C + D CAl&L 
H25 CANAlS, CHESAPEAKE BAY., DELAWARE, EASTER~ SHORE (Y:A-l!Dlt INLAND WATERWAYS, 
MAI\YLANIJ, NAVIGAJ>LE IOATERS, VIRGINIA, DELAWARE BAY 
******************************************************************************** INLETS l~ATERWAYSJ 
***************~**************************************************************** 
05tB CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS I~ATERWAYSit MAPPING, PHOSPHATES, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3459 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERl, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDI, INLETS 
!WATERWAYS), TIDAL EfFECTS, V1RGlNIAt WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
******************"*******************************"'****************************** INORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
******************************************************************************•• 
Ob05 FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNflS, METHODOLOGY-, ORGANIC I'IAT_HR, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SE:STON, VIR~INIA, YORK RIVER 
*****************************************************************•~············· INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS 
***************************************************************** .. ************* 
371-6 E:ASTHlN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE lVA--MDh ECONOMICS, 
INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA 
******************************************************************************** INSECT BEHAVIOR 
*******'"*****"'*"**********************************•******************************* 
lj27 CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt ENTOMOLOGY, 
INS~r.;T tlEHAVIOR, INSECTS, SYSTEMATICS 
-··--"*'*******·---······**·····-··••*•·······----... ·-·-·········" INSECT CONTROL 
·········-············*·········:c.-••····--·*--····-··--··-····••**** 
34.83 ENVIRONHEl!TAl. EH'Et:TS'" FUNG1Cl0£S~ HEAVY 'SETALS 7 ~SltJDESw iNSECT 




l8b2 CHESAPEAKE BAYo OIPTE&A, DISTRIBUTION, INSECTS, HDS~UITOES 
2327 ClASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EAl)T-ERN SHORE lliA-MDl 1 ENTOIIIOLOGY, INSECT BEHAVIOR, INSECTS, SYSTEMATICS 
*************************~·~~~~~············************************************ INST ITUTIDNS 
·~·************************~******************************•********************* 
3701 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OlSTRICT, VA, kEPONE, CHESAPEAKE tlA¥ 4 1NSTITuTlONS, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
*********************************"**********·••-****************************"**'"'*** INSTRUMENTATION 
**************************·**************"*******"'***********"'**************"'***" 
Ob80 INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIV£k, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTI~NS, THERMAL WAlEK, VIRGINIA 
1182 INSTRUMENTATION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORJ, STB.AIN GAGES, VlRGIJiilA, 
2287 INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, Nutl.EAR POWER PLANTS, ON-SUE 
DATA COLLECTIONS. THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA 
3119 INSTRUMENTATION, PROFilES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3120 INSTRUHENTATION, PROFILES. UNAVAILAB-lE FOR REVIEW 
............ ,. ............... _ ... ,. ............................. __ ....... _ .......... _. 
INSUUM:E 
.................... ,. ......................... ************--·-"***·······-·--····-
3934 EASTE.RN SHORE PLANNING 01STRICh V~, NORTHII'"PTON COUNTY, -~~ .FLOOD PL.'IN 
I NSJRAIIU.;t:., .FLOOD! NG, INSURANCE~ KANAGE,.ENT., V lRGlNl A 
****"'**"'******"'***"'"'***"'****************************·*********·**************-•** INTEK-AG.ENCY .CUOPERAHON 
**"'*********"'*****"'********·****"'*>~'•************·••'*···-··"'**•*•**••••·*******-· 
0420 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDRAuLI-C 140DE1.S, lNTER-AGE.NCY COOP8RATION, .WATER 
RESUiJKCES DEVELOPMENT 
0433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INTER-AGENCY LOOPERATIO!'i, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS~ 
PROJECT PLANNING, RESEARCH AND .DEVELOPMHH, UNIVERSITIES 
****************"'*************************************************************** INTERTIDAL AREAS 
*****************************************"'*******************************••··--· 
35H BENTHIC FAUNA, INTEtl.TIDAL AREAS, OJL, VIRGIN0\.0 YORK RIV.ER 
*****"'*****************"'************************-····················-····-·-INVASION 
******************************************************************************** 
2176 CLAMS, FOULING, INVASION, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
,. ** .......... ***"** ********** •••••••••.••••• *******************"*************•-···· 
INVERTEBRATES 
···········~******************************************************************** 
0079 BAKNACLtS, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RivER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VJRGlNIA 
Ol)d BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
GASTR~PODS, INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA 
·432 
0249 BARNACi.ES, SENTHIC .fAUNA. FOULiNG, HYDROZOA., .INVERTEBRATES, .JA11ES M.IVEih 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VJjtGllliU. 
0250 BENTii'IC FAUNA, CHESAP.E.A:J.£ -BAY, CLASS1cFltAJIONJ HYDROZOA, l'NVERTEB~AJES, 
JAI\IES R I VER 1 RAPPAHANNOCK Rl·!IER, SEASDNAI.. DlSTltllHJH.of\1, YORK Jlll/E.k 
.0254 BENTHIC FAUNA,, C.LASSIFICAriOM~ HYDROZOA, lN\IERJES.RAlf.S~ .lAMES R11/Ek, 
VIRGINIA 
:0.255 BEI!ITHlC FAUNA. C·LASSIFICATlOI!b INVERTEBRATES, JAftES -RIVER, VlRG:INIA 
·0312 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ lN!tERTEBRA11:S~ Jl:.L·LYFI.Stt, STINGINJ; -NETTLES, TOX1NS 
0319 CHESAPEAKE B-i\Y~ COPEPODS, CRUSTACEANS, INVERH:BRATc'S 
0335 BlOOEPiJSITION~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, JNVHITEBRAT.ES, Yilillt ll.l·V£R, tiAMPTON RO.Al>S 
0915 SIOOEPOSIT I ON, INVERTEBRi\T ES, OYSTERS 
0919 CUII'IS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, INVHlTEBRATES 
0949 CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEASONAL DlSTIUBUilON, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
0954 CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEASONAL OlSTRIBUTION, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
0959 BIODEPOSIJIQN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION• !~VERTEBRATES, MORPHOLOGY, 
YORK. RIVER 
1174 BIOTA, BIROS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FJS~, INVERTEBRATES, HAHHALSo 
PLANTS, PROrDZOA 
1325 BENTHOS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, fiSH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, PLANKTON, 
POWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, YORK RIVER 
1547 INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
180b !lENTHlC fAUNA·• CHESAPEAKE BA¥, .lNVERTEllRIL'n:S 
ldfl1 CHESAPE.A.r.E B:U,. HlVEKTEll&.UES 
180d BENTHIC fAUNA. CHESAP 8AK£ flAY., lNV.E.RTEBRATE.$.9 ~ORMS 
1922 BKYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, UJSTRI BUT 101'1-. 1NVERTEIIRATES, SYSJEJ!AJ1CS 
1930 CKUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEIIRATES, ISOPODS 
2232 CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES 
2235 CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, MARINE ·ANIMALS, MARINE PLANTS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
2240 DREDGING, FISH, FISHING GEAR, lNVERTEBRAT.ES, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, 
2241 ANNELIDS, ARTHROPODS, BRYOZOA, ECHINODERMS9 ENTOP.ROtTA, INVERTE.BRATE.S, 
MOLLUSKS, NEMERTEANS, PLATYHELMINTHES, VIRGINIA, 
2288 ~IOTA, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, 
2l02 DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA, YORK. RIVER 
2391 BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
2474 uRYOZOA, EMBRYONIC GR~TH STAGE, GROWTH RATESY INVERTEBRATES, LARVAL 
l>Ru~TH STAGE, VIRGINIA, YORI(. ·RIVEil 
l5S9 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, OYSTERS 
ld57 8ENTHOS, ESTUARIES, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBAATES, HORTALJTY, SEA 
lllfTTLES, SHELLFISH, WATER TEMPERATURE 
36D.7 'EASH31.l'l SHORE PLAftNING .DISTRICT, VAo BBfTtn~ FAWSA, CtlNTINE'NTllll.. SHELF~ 
OISJRIBUTIOO. lNVERTEiiRATE!>~ SEAS.Otal. OI!>TR.IBUTIOl'h VUU;INIA~ MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
·-·********-**-****"'****-***•*_,._,_ .•• _ I 11 I II--•*****"'-******** 
IODINE RADIOlSDTGPE.S 
Ji<·-·······•·•****'*********"'"'*********··-··-····"'*-***----**"'*-········$.#•***** 
1117 lODllliE RADIOISOTOPES, JELLYFISH, VlllGlHIA, YOIUr. RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
............................................... - ••.•••••• _ ................ ,. •••• ************* 
ION EXCHANGE 
·••**************·•••••••••********"***·***************************"'•**********·**** 
085b AMINO ACIDS, JON EXCHANGE, SEA WATER 
0858 AMINO ACIDS, ION E~~HANGE, SEA ftATER 
1168 CONSOLIDATION, IUN EXCHANGE, SEDIMEhTS, SILTS., VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
...................................................................... ~ ...........•....... 
IRON 
.................................................................................................. 
0589 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES, CHESAPEAKE BAY r CONNATE WATER, I RON, .I:\I.ITROGfl'A~ 
OXIDATION, SAMPLING, SEDIMENTS, ~ATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
lb95 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY., EUTHOPHICATlONo IRON, OXIDATION• 
PHOSPHATES, ~ATEK POLLUTION SOURCES 
*********************************************************************-**-******• IRRIGATION 
......... "***** •••••••••• *"'***** **** ****** ** ** **************** .............. "'** **"**' 
0094 ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING IPR.OJECTEDJ, lRRlGATlOI'-1 1 JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGATION, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
·-··************···-·***'"'"'_"...__~·---··-·--­
ISLANDS 
-"'*****'*******·•··-·····*'"'****._._ ... ..,. • .--·-*--·-·····-~ 
O't1'9 BDAfl<NG, l:H£S·APE-liKE &Alr, JSL->\blOS. ~ARK.S.. .RECR.EA:Ti.lilti DBIAB.Ih aEL~!DII 
fA1:1ll TIES 
0739 ECOLOGlCA1. .DlST.Rl&lT tOll!. 151.-AHDS. •. JAI!l.f.S Rl YJ:R,. iRAR£1'1 PLAlHS~ -VfGl:Ttt.TlliW. 
Vlil.GJNl.A 
3361 CHESAPEAKE -.B'l'>•:V• :fA.!>J.fRN ~E elV.t.-MDh .ISL .. Al!IDS• jtAJly~ SHORES~ ViRGlNl& 
3716 EASTERN SHORE ·PLANNING DlSHUCT., VA, .E-ASTERN SIWRE {VA-ttDJ.,. l£UNDS, l.AtiD 
MANAGEI'IENT, i.EGl S.L.Al JON, -MANAGEMENT-~ -.HAT lONM. S.EASHOII.£5, .PRESERVAUON, 
V!RGINJA, COASTAL Li.JNE 
3729 EASTERN SHORE PLliNNiNG DIST-RIC'J, VA., .AGEo l:tiESAPEAilE &:n, GEOMORPHOLOGY,. 
l SLANOS. PLANT GROUPINGS, VEGETAJlON 
******"'****************"'**"'***************-*******--······-··----*··-· l SLE Of loll GHT COUNTY, VA 
********************'"*************"-**************************•-············-·· 
3705 ISLE OF wiGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUlHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRltTo.YA. EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, li~jCQME, LAJ:>OR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PlANNING, POPULATION• 
RECREAT-ION, TRANSPORTATION, VlRGINlA 
378.J SH·l~EllNE: EkOSlON, ISLE OF WIGHT .COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
DHTRICT, VA, KA~AGEMHH, HAPS, PLANNING, R.ECREATlON OHlAND, YlRGINU 
****"'***"'*******************-*******************-*****************·*****--··* ISOBARS 
*"'*"**************"'***************'***********---········•************"'******·• 
.1712 CHESAPEAKE BAY-• EASTERN StiORE IVA-MOl. ISOBARS~ VlRGINJA, IIARRlEll ISLANDS 
--·-····*·---···-----·-··---··-*'*****--***"'"'-*****'***"'** I SOL.ATHlli 
··-·-·--·"'·-·-·-···*-·*-·····-·'*******"'*-***""****"'********"'**'*** 




0987 ANHIAt. BEHAVl OR, l~ODS~ llGlff l!TTEN,U<U, -tiOTI VAUUN, V.l R.Glt~lA, YORK 
Rl-l/ER 
1930 .CRUST-ACEANS, DIST-R'lBUTHJI'i, IlliVE'IHE6RATES~ ISOJ>ODS 
2.;19 CHESAPEAKE HAY., CRUSTACEA'NS., DISTR1.81Hl01h ISOPOOS, UNITEil S1"•A'JES, 
VIRGINIA, DELAWARE SA¥ 
3572 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo .BLUEFISH, OELAWARE KI:VER• FISH 
PARASITES, ISOPODS, PARASlT!SMo FEEDING 
************************************************"'**********'****'***************** JAMES CJTY COUNTY, VA 
·····-···················**·**************************************************** 
3706 JAMES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNJNG DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
E MPLOYMENJ, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNHIG. POPULA liON, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3746 SHOREL !NE EROSION, JAMES CHY COUNTY, VA, PENI.NS1JLA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECKEATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
•••••••*••••·•••••••***************-***-*********'******'******"'*****--*******'"**** JAAES Rl VER 
*************************************'***********'*******"****"'***********••······· 
OOO't &EDS UNDER WATER, DERMOCYSTID!UM, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, MSXw OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0005 .JAHES RIVE&, MOLl.USttSo 1WSS£LS, V.JRG1·NlA 
0008 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, iJlSCHARGE lH-ATERJ, JAMES RHI.ER, SHllt!ENJ LOAD,. $11RrAU 
WAHRS, VIKGINIA, ftATER TEMPERATURE 
0012 FRE SHI1ATER, JAMES RI VERt MORT61.1T'I, fi-'/STERS, S.AllNlTY~ VlRGltil:A 
0013 FISH MIGRATION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED SASS, TAGGING, 
VIRGINIA, YOR~ RIVER 
0015 ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASON-Al DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA 
0016 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIIIER, OYSTER lNDUSTR'f., VIRGINIA 
0017 JAMES RIVER, SELF-PURlFICAT ION, VIRGINIA, .,ASH: ASSIMilATIVE CAPACllY 
OOla CURRENTS (WATER), OATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH. HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES 1UVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TE~PERAT~E, WIND VELOCITY 
0019 FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
01.120 ANIMAL WASTES IWILDLIFEI, BIODEPOSIT1DN1 JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
SUSPENDrO lUAO, VIRGINIA 
002l CHEHlCAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, SEOUIENT l.OAllt SURfACE WATERS~ VIRGINIA, 
0022 ANIMAL dEHAVIOR, JAMES RIVER, MORTAliTY• SUMHER-. TURTLES, VJ·RGlNlA., l'ORK 
RlVER 
0023 t>CDS LINDEK WATER, JAMES RIVER, lEGAl ASPECTS.o NAVlGABl.'E "ATExS, POl..lUTlOB 
ABATrMENT, iHPAIUAN RIGHTS, StiiAGE, VlRGII'HA 
0024 DAMSilE5, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, Vl~GINIA 
002'9 JAMES RIVER, LEG14L ASPECTS, NAVIGA•Bl.'E !WAXER.So PU8Ll.(; LANDS~ kl.P.A1UAN 
RIGlUS.o SHORES, v·U.GJNIA 
0030 DREDGJI\IG, EL 1ZAllETH RlYER, JAMES .RIY£.1!., .L£.GA1. !ASPEirs~ Rl P-ARI All R lGHJS, 
VIRG.INIA 
0033 SEOS UNDER WATER, JA~E'S RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS~ NAIIlGABL£ MITEii.S, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN R.iGHTS, SE~AGE, VIRGINIA 
0035 CANALS, JAMES RIVER, lEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WAT.ER RIGHTS 
0036 BOUNDARIES I PROPERTY), .JAHES RIVER, lEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
.003'7 BRIDGES, JAMES RIVER, LEGAl -AS?ECTS, RAPPAHANNOCK. tl.IVER, V1RGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
00~1 BEDS UNDER WATER, .CHESAPEAKE i3:AY, EASTERN SHORE I VA-MOI, JAMES Rl VER, 
lEGAL ASPECIS, OYSTEi INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VJRGJNIA 
0042 JAMES RIVER, LEGAl ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
0044 JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUST~Y, VlRGHHA 
0045 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, lEGAL ASPEt.TS, OIINERSHIP Of BEDS, IJVSTER 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
0048 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER. LEGA·L ASPECTS, OYST-Ek lND.USTRY, .P.UIILIC 
LA'NOS, VIRGINIA 
0049 BEDS UNDER 'tiATERt JAKES RIVER, LEGAL ASP.ECT~. OfSTER INDUSTRY, 'PU.SLH. 
lANDS, VIRGINIA 
0050 BEDS UNDER WAJER, OREDGI NG, JAHES RI V£Ro t.EGAl ASPE~lS, OfST ER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
0052 Fl.NflSH HIDUS1"RY., Ft:iitllNt:; .{;EAR.., . .t-AMES RIVEII.~ l.EGAL -ASPEC"JS, -YJ4\Gl1UIA 
00'!>6 EST!JAR1ES, .. UIM-.ES -iUl'/.EII.,. SAL<i~£ .WAJ.ER-FRESHIIIATE-R \INJERFt.CES., S-Al.ll!lf $~TER 
INTRUSlOTII. VIRGIN'l'A 
005-8 DATA .CDU.ECJIONS~ JAMES RIVER, S'A1.1NlT"i',. STAHSTICS, SURY£1fS, VlRl>INl:A 
0059 CHEI'IICAL ANALYSIS, CURcRENJS I-WATERJ7 DATA CULL·ECJlONS., 6AHES RIV-E&, 
-VIKGINIA, . ft.AJER TEMI'.EKATUR£ 
OObU CURRENTS I WATEkl, DATA COLLE.CT-HJNS, JAMES RIVER,. S4L1Nl<TY, VIRGINIA~ ttAT'ER 
TEII?ERATURE, ~EATHER DATA 
0061 CURRENTS I WATER!, DATA COLLE-CTIONS-, JAMES -RIVER, :iALHillYoo V1RGI1U.A, illiAial 
T~MPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
00o2 DYE RELEASES, JAMES RiVER, VllU>lNlA., WASTE ASSIIU.LAilVE C.llf>AC:U¥ 
0063 AMINO ACIDS, BARNACLES, JAMES RIVER,. SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0Ub4 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATT.ERNS, ECOLObiCAL OISTRUIUTlONt 
JAMES Rll/ER, PAI'\LINKEY klVEii., RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
u065 AMINO ACIUS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSiOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, S-AL1Nl1J', 
VIRGINIA, YORK Rl~ER 
OObb EELS, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, fiSH POP.ULATIONS-t ~AI!ES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOC1t RIVER:~ 
VARUtHLllY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
<.>0&7 AMPHIPODA, JAMES RIVER., SYSJEfUTICS, VIRGINIA 
OObd ALUSIOS, AMERICAN SHAD, JAMES RIV.ER 1 ·MATTAPONJ 'RIVER, PJJIUNKEY RIVE&, 
RAPPAHAI~NOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, VIRGINI-A 
·1)D.J11 't:flJCI!.-AfiiJKJ10' 1ll¥Ea, ESTUARlEl>-o J:A11l'ES R1lrER. tU~l"JA'f>.{)Nl <ltllf-Et\., -PAliUN"-tY 
'il.IVE~ R•A·PP:AHAMIIIXJt RIVER., Sf>DtHI!lG, S'l.:RlP'E-D i>ASS,y ,Y.JJ!:G:ll'li-A 
0071 1ll"DS UNDER ~TER.o .JAllES il.'l<Y£R,, UJSTER DUllS, S-aLftil:n, VlRGl NU 
-.0072 .JAl'!ES RlVEll., aYS'f,ER Oli.1LL!n OYST-Eil l!IIDUSTR-Y, 'VJRG'J:IillA 
0073 .MilE'S RIVE&,, ·Ril/Ell BASIN D.'EVELOPMEN'l-, Y.IRGlilllA., -liiAJER ·RESOURCES 
D£VELOPHENJ 
0074 E.Co.NOPHC FEAS18U1TY,. ENVIRONMENTAL El-IGJ·NEERING~ JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
lllOUSTRY-., VlRGlNJ.k, .W:ATEK RESOURCE-S .D:E VELDPMENT 
0015 EC.ONOMIC .Pil.EOI.CTI.ON, HYDRA11LI-t MODELS,. JAHES ,R.UI£i4 'ffATHE-f'IATlCAl. MOOELSr 
VIRGINIA, •MTE-R RESOURCES .DEVELOP~ENT 
007-6 JA-ItES -RIYER~ MORT-~!.UY., UYSTE'RS, -YliRGlNU•, tllliTER 
0077 CHEMICAL -ANALYSIS, JAKES RIVER'" RAPPAHANNOCK 'RlVEI!.., .SESTON-. ·VIRGil'UA, YORK 
-RIVER 
0078 CRUISES, JAMES RIVER, ON-SITE DAT'A COLl.ECJIONS, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
0079 .BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA., FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDKOZOA, INVERJEtliUJES, 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAL UI5TRIBUTION0 VJRGINIA 
0080 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRA6So CRUSTACEANS. JAMES RIVER, PARASITISM, RAPP-AHANNOCK 
RIVER, YORK RIVER 
008.1 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE~ JAl'IES fU~R, Sl'REAMF1.0W 1 _ SURfAtE WAlE.l.S, 
VIRGINIA 
0(}82 01 SCHAII.GE MEASURE-MENT-. DRAI:NAGI:, JAMES RliiEilo STREAMFLDI .. SURF ALE VATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
0083 01 SCHARGE f\EASURHIEIIIT, DRAJtiAGEo JAMES Rl VER, Sl'REAMF'LOW, SURfACE lilA HKS, 
VIRGINIA 
Oil64 ORAl N.lGE • .JAMES RIVER·, RIVE: X BASINS~ VIRGINIA 
0085 JAMES RLVER, 'AOR:JAUT.Y~ OYSTE:R INDUSTRY, Vl.RGHUA• Y.o&«. RHIEfl. 
OJ66 CHEi'll CAL AN1U. YS Is. CttLBROPHYl.:L, HYllROGRAPHY t JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
VIRGPHA 
0061 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL lMP.ACT, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, 
HYDKAULIC MODELS, JA~ES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRV, VIRGINIA, wATER RESOURCES 
DtVELOPME:NT 
0086 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS I.WATERit DATA COLLECJIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAI'IES 
RivEt\, SALINlTY, VIRGINIA, HATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
008~ COOLING wATER, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, VlKGINJA, WATER 
CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITY 
{)090 BENTHOS, CHEMICAL ANALYStS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP WASTES, VlRi>INlAt 
WAfER POLLUTION 
0091 DAMS, flOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
0092 ANADROMOUS FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER. STRIPED ~ASS, VHlGlNU, 
YUR~ kiVER 
01)94 E CDNDMI CS, FLUDD CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECT EDlo IRRIGATION, JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGATION, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
.0095 fRESHWATEi< FISH, JAHES RIVER, .SPOilT FISHING, VIRGINIA 
Oll96 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNlT I ES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC D.AT~ . ..JAMES RI-VER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SVSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Olu2 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, VARIABILlTYo VIRGINIA 
lllJ:S HOLJD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER 1 VIRGINIAt WATER RESOURCES DEVELOP!tENT 
OlM HISTORY, JAES .JU\IER, VlRGI:NIA 
DlOS ANI MAl. POPUt.A Ti.DNS., Ct:INSERVAJJON~ ECOLOGY, GE:Dl.OGIC HIVES I lGATIONS, 
HISTORY, .JAKES .RIVER• RftR£AUOfllo lUYER aAS1i1 DE!I£1.0PMENT. JlUibiSPORTATION, 
'VJRGlllllA 
OlOb FOOD liJIBITS, JAMES RIVER, SPORT FiSH~ VIRGINIA 
.OlOB CHANNEL .IMPROVEHENT. .JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, lllRGlNJA 
0109 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASl.BillTY, JAMES .iU\IER, VlRGlNlA 
0110 DIFFUSION, DISPERSION, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, JAMES RIVER, VIKGINIA, ~ATER 
POLLUTION 
1111 BEDS UNDER WATER, CATCH, JAMES R1VER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0113 DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0114 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, HARBORS, JAMES Rl.VER, VIRGINIA 
0117 FUTURE PLANNING I PROJECH:Dl, JAMES RIVER, SAtHtlTY., VJRGlliii·Ao WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0118 AGRICUL lURE, ECONOMIC PREOIC TIONr HUMAN POPULATION, JAMES RIVER, 
RECREATION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, HATE~ RESOURCES uEVELOPMENT 
0119 CHEMICAL .ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE PATTERNS IGEOLOGICI. GROUNDWATER, HYDROLO.GIC 
DATA, JAME:S RIVER• METEOROlOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WAT.ER 
RESOURCES DEVElOPMENT 
0120 GEOLOGIC INV.ESTIGAUONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVEk, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY, VlRG.lNIAt YORK RIVER 
0122 DEPOSITION ISEOIHENTSI, GEOLOGIC lNVESTlGATIUNS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAHES 
RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
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0123 OEPOSIT.IDN ISEDIMENTSh GEOlOGlC 1NVESH.GATIOHS, GEOIIIDRPHOLOGY, .iA'JiiES 
RIVER, STRATIGKAPH"Yo VIRGINIA 
012'8 BOAT lNG. JARES ·RJ VER, .Vl•RGltoiiA 
Ol2b FlOODS,. HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVE&, Vl.RGINlA 
.012"7 HISTORY, .JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
012B FUTURE PLANNING JPROJE..CTED1., J.A'RES RUIEII., RJ.IIER BAS1N OEV£LOPI'!ENJ~ 
VJRGINIA 
0129 EfflUENTS, JNDUSJRIAL WASTES, J•AMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WAST£ ASSIMILATIVE 
CAPACITY, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
0130 CHEMICAl ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES, JAMES RIVER, SEDHIENTS., VIRGINIA 
0131 (;HANNEl iMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, .JAMES RIVER, :VIRGINIA 
0132 BIOASSAY, (;HESAPEAK£ .BAY, JAMES RIVERo OYSTERS 
0133 C. A Tf I SHES, COMMERCIAl El SHIN&., ·FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, Yl RGlNJA 
013/o JAMES RIVER, RIVER ~ASINSo VJRGHUA 
0135 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVfR., LEASES, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER 1NDUS1"RY, 
PUaLIC. LANDS, ViRGINIA 
0138 HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVElOPMENT 
0139 fUfURE PLANNING IPKOJEC.TED1o JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN OEVfLOPKENJ, 
VIRGINIA, WATER ~ESUURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0140 ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EfflUENTS, HEAVY METALS~ 
llY~t{ULLIGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
4Mt 
·Dl4it FO!l:Allt NlfERA, GEOLOGIC ftiRI'IATIONS• ~AME.S RHIER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSK!., 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SJRAHGRA'PHY" VlRGINU 
DHtr. JiOREHOlE GEOPHYSICS.. CHES·APEAKE ·BAY, ELJl.A.aETH ,JU:VE~ JA-KES RIVER, 
Pl.EISTOI:.i?N:E :EPOCH, SEDJ·KENTARY PEJROLOG'f, SUSWB'tAN~A -RlVtflo YORK lUYER 
Ol.lt8 FORA'MI Nl FERr.,. GEOLDGIC FOR11ATJONS., J.lt'MES Rl,!JES~ ·MlD:cENE EPDCH<, J!OU.iJ::il<.S, 
PALEONTOLOGY, STRAUGRAPHY, .VlRGJNI.A, YORK ·ll.Jlf.~R 
01-49 GEOLOGIC FORIU'TlDNS, JAMES ·RlVEH.t JU.OCE.NE EPOttJ, OSTRAC.OUS, PAl£0NTJlDGY., 
ST&AJIGRAPHY, V.JRGINJA, Y.ORK RIVER 
0151 l;.HESAPEAKE BAY" fORAMINifERA,. JAMeS ,Rl!JER.., MIIJCEN.E E.POCtt, OSTRAI:.OOS, 
PALEONTOl.DGY.r PLEISTOCENE EP.OCH., SlRAT.1J;JI.APHY., YDRil. ·RJV.EI!. 
0152 IiEDLOGl.C fORHATlONS, .lAMES ·RIVER, 'PAlEONTUL.OGII'" STRA'fl GRAPHY. VI RGI:\IIA, 
YORK RU.ER 
0159 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS,. GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY. JAMES RIVER.- STRATIGRAPHY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK Rl VE·R 
0162 ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JMES RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VlRGINIA 
0166 GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAKES RIVERo M£At'ID£RS, RIVER BEDS., VIRGINIA 
0167 JAMES RIVER. MOllUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY PERluD, VIRGINIA 
0168 JAIIES RIVER, MINERALOGY, PROVENANCE., SEOII'IENJARY PETROLOGY• VIRGINIA 
0179 DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON~ VIRGINIA 
OlBO JAMES RIVER, MAGNETIC STUDU:S, STRUCTUIWU. GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0182 CLAYS, DIATOMACEOUS EARTHa EARTH MATERIALS, E.CONOMICS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0185 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, AQUIFEilS, .UTESlAN ·W£U .. S.. ATUNTit CDASTAL PLAlti;, 
CHESAf>EAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FOkKATl.ONS, JAMES .JU VER• 111 RGINIA 
0190 i'ERTlllZERSr JAMES RIVER, MARL, \'.JRi>UU.J. 
Ol9b DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, JAMES RIVER, VIRal~Iil 
0198 CANALS, ESTIHAJEO COSTS, FUTURE PLANH1N~ (PAQ3ECTEDJ, JAMES AIVER, 
NAVIGATION, SURVEY$, VIRGINIA 
0199 fLOOD PROTECTION, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDl, JAI'IES RIVER, RESERVOl.RS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0200 DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, JAMES RIVER, SANDS·, VIRGINIA 
0202 FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOO, JAMES RIVER, VIRGlNlA 
.02.03 GEOLOGIC fORMATIONS, JAMES .RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY:. STRA'TIGRAPH'Y, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
020b 01 SCHARGE MEASUREMENT, JAMES 1U VERr STREAl4F.LOlol, VI.RG.UHA, 
0207 CHARTS, JA~ES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
020H CHARTS, JAMES RIVER, VI*GINIA 
0209 ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONJR{)l, JAMES RIVEII., RIVER BASiN DEVELOPMENT, SURVEYS, 
VIKGIN.IA 
0210 CHANNE:l IMPROVEMENT, JA-MES Rl V.ER, Rl V.ER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, SURVEYS, 
VIRGINIA 
07.11 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYOROGR4PHY, JAMES RIVER, SAliNE WATER-FRESiiWAJEB. 
INTERf-ACES, VIRGINIA 
0212 liOKEHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTS 
02llt tWMIIIEL ·JMPII.OVHIEMT~ t::DST Al.'L1ltATitl1b '£SU1U'l:f!O {;fiSTS, . .atd!ES 1UYE·ll-. 
~AVI.GABLE RIVERS, PJI:OJEtT FEAS1Bll.lH'~ VIRGUI!I.A 
,Q'21S CHANNEL 1MP&OY6:Ht:H-T .. Ec.nLOGlta. I~r,. .JA'ME:S fl!iV.E&, Wl'&.GlNI&, .WllOLIH 
CDNSERVATl'ON 
02-1-b CHlCK:AHOIUNY R.IVf:R., DREOGJNC>o .JMES f!..IVER, l.AHD DEV£l.DPHENJ" 111Rf>1111IA .. 
~ETLANDS 
0217 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY • OREOGINI>-. .JAKES Rl:VEit, .LANDFILLS 
. 0218 BULKHEAD LINE, EL1ZABE1H RIVER, .JAMES RIVER, LANDF1LLS 1 JUPAIUAN RIGHTS, 
VIRGIIIIIA 
0219 DOCKS, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
0220 BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH P.IVER, JAMES RIVER, LAN~llLS, RIPAJU·AN -RIGHTS, 
VIRGINIA 
0221 APPOMATTOX RIVER, DAMS, IMPOUNDED ~ATERS, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS, 
VIRGINIA 
.0222 DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, !.ANDFlt.LS~ RIPARIAN RIGtiTS, VIRGINIA 
0223 JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
022lt FlOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 111RGINIAo YORK RIVER 
~225 JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIRGINIA 
0226 AMINO AClDS, JAMES Rl VER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGJC£1. ECOLOGY,, SALINITY • 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0229 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FIStUNG., DREDGING, .JAMES KillER, OYSHR 
INDUSTRY, UNITED STAlESt VIRGINIA 
0235 ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER 1 SHEllFISH~ SHRIMP, VIRGINIA 
447 
0236 CHlCKAHOIHNY --IUVER., ESTUARIES,. .JAMES AIVER, l!tATTAPONJ RIVER. PAKUHK.EY 
:RIVER, RAP-P"AtiA~NOCK RIVER-o S·P.A~NJNG-~ STRIPED BASS, VJJUilNlA 
0237 ATLANTIC 14rlliH"ADEN, JA14ES RIVEII.t .;)WJ£-lJil,LE FISHES, LARVAE, VI"IUO-JNl:A 
0240 CHUU CAL ANAL Y .SIS, Cfll.OIUlPHYLL, till' DROLOGIC DA f,A, -»o:MES RI V.ER, NUTR-lEbl:fS" 
.PLANKJDN, SALIN1 TY, V IR&I NlA 
0241 JAMES ii.IVEfl., MS.X, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA'> VIRGli<IIA, 
0242 ANt·MAI._ PATHOLOGY, DISTiUBUTION P.ATT£RN.S, ..J'Af'IE.S RJVER, i!OR-TALH-Y, -MSlh 
OYSTER~, PRUTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
0243 D·ISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS-. SEl\SONAl. DISTRlBUTIUI!I• 
VIRGINIA, OYSTER ~ETT lNG 
0.244 CLAMS_, DISTRlliUT ION, HABITATS, JAMES RIVER, SHElLFiSH, VIRGINIA 
0245 JA.HES RIVEil., OYSHRS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGlNJA, OYSTER SETTING 
02-46 GEOLOGIC FORHATIONS 1 GEOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, 
WATEii.SHEDS (BASINS) 
0247 CHEMISTRY, EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION.y JAMES RIVER, ORGANIC 11iASJESo 
VI RG I N.l A 
0248 DAMS, ENGINEERING, HYDROELECTRIC PlANTS, INDUSTRIAL ~AlERt JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, PULP-AND P"APER ll\IDUSTRY~ VIRG1NlA 
0249 BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAKES RIVER, 
SEASONAl 01STRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
0250 P.ENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ClASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEB8.ATES_. 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRlBUJION, YORK RIVER 
0.!51 LLASSIFICATION, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, YJRGJNIA 
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0252 ANAOROMOUS ~ISH, .CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY-., JAMES RJ Vl:·lio 
OYSTERS-, RiYEll BASINS., VIRGINIA 
0253 FTSH POPULATIONS, FISH JAXOHO!fi'7 Fli:SHIIATER FJS#, .J.;JY!I£5 Rl'lfK~ VlRG!NlA 
025lt BENTHIC FAUNA., CLASS IF JCA TJON, HYDROZOA, H~VERTEBRATES, JAMES 1!.1 VH!., 
lllRGUiiA 
0255 BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, lNVEkTEBRATES, JAMES RlVER, VIRGINIA 
0256 AMPHIBIANS, CL-ASSl.FI.CATION_, FROGS, JAMES RIVER~ REPlllES.1 S-Al-AMANDERS, SNAKES, TUR'TJ..ES., V1RGINlcA 
0261 CORIOLIS ·FORCE, ESTUARIES, HYDROLOG"IC EQUATION, .J.AMES RIVE-R,. ·PHYSICAl 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY" VlRbiNIA 
0262 CURRENTS (WATERJ, ESTUARIES, HYDROLO.G1!; EQUATION, .JAMES RIVER~ PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0264 CR.OAK.ER, FISH POPULAJIOI\IS, JA-MES RIV.Eli., VIRGitUA,. YORK RI-IIER 
0265 JAMES RIVE~, OCEANOGRAPHY. VIRGINIA, WATER RE~OURCES DEVELuPMENl 
02o6 ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER~ SALT BALANCE, VI&GlNIA 
,Q27l AQUATIC POPULATIONS, BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA~ JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA 
027.2 BENTHIC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARIIiE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINI-FERA, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINE WATER INTkUSION, VIRGINIA 
0276 GEOMORPHOLOGY• JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, YOfl.lt RIVER 
0285 BlllLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE ~Y-• HYDROGRAPttl'~ .JAMES JllVEH., POJ.OMAC H.IVER, 
YORK Rl VER 
0367 ANHIAL PARASITES, CHES,.PEAKE .I>'AY~ .tAMES &IVE1l, OY,$JERS, ·PAI!.ASH"l:Silo 
PROTOZOA, YORK RIVER 
0374 FOOll HABJTS, JAMES RIV£11.., kAPPAHANli!OCI!. JllV£il. STRIPED aASS, ~nRGlNl"' YOitll 
iHVER 
0411 COMPUTER MODELS, Ft<ESiiWATER, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAl. MODELS, •MODEL 
STUOH:S, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, STATISTICAL MODELS, VIRGINIA, >lATER TEMPERATURE 
0424 JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
0533 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~AMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECTS, YORK RIVER 
0545 DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVEst, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0557 DISCHARGE IWATERt, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, SURFACE RUNOFF, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0558 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, JAKES RIVER• LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEOlo wATEK QUALITY CONTROL 
0559 E:CONOMIC IMPACT, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVERt PROJECTS, 
VIKGINIA, WATER Q~AllTY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
O'i&2 CLASSIFICATION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
0579 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), GROWTH RATES~ JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITE 
PE:RCH, YORK RIVER 
0581 AN !MAL PARASITES, ELECTRON :RICROSCOPY 0 JAMES Ill VERo HICROORGAtliiSMS, 
OYSTERS, SPORES, VIRGINIA 
0587 CATCH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASSo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVEk 
0&78 HATCHING, JAMES RiVER, NEMERTEANS~ REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
tlL UE CRAll 
450 
G6JtO lNSTRUMENTAJ·lON., JA"HES 1U\1Eit, ·l'IONiTORIN&, '1!11£1.'E<Ail ¥EWER :PL.<Al!ITS• ·~SITE 
DA.T·A :CULlECHONSo THERMAL WATER~ VIRGINIA 
0711 .CURRENTS OiAT ERl, JAKES Rl:VER, LARVAE, OJSJ.ER.S,, TllaAL EF-FECTS, "V! RGINlA 
01.l1 AHPHlPODA., CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECtJLOG.ICAL iHSTRiilUTION, 
JAMES :RIVER, PAMUNII.EY RIVER, RA.PPAHANNGCK RIVHI.,. YOlK RIV-ER 
0734 AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERliiS., .JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RI\/ER, POTOMAC RII/ER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK, SYSTHIAHC.S, ¥0KK RIVER 
0736 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS~ TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION, VIRGINlA 
0739 ECOLOGICAL OISTRIIlUTION, ISLANDS, JAMES RIVEK, HARSH PLANTS, VEGETATION, 
VIRGINIA 
0752 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, lliOINDICATORS, CARilOH·YDRATES, CHLORIDES, JAMES 
RIVER, OSMOTIC PRESSuRE, PROTEINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE:R, VIRGINIA, BLUE CR4b 
0769 ATLANTIC MENHADEN. HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA~ OSTEOLOGY, DEFORMIT1ES 
0850 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK &IllER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0871 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ COMMERCIAL FISH, OISTRillUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, GREY SEA TROUT, JAHES RIVER, kAPPAHANNDCX RlVER, YORK RIVER, 
LENGTH-FREUUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
0927 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EPIZOOT.IOLOGY, JA ... ES RIVER, MOKTALITY., 
MSX, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK &IVER 
D937 BIB.LIOGRAPHIES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0938 BIOTA, DISTRIBUTION, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, HEII.CURY, OYStERS., 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE&, SEDIMENTS., VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0939 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DATA COL·LECTl.ONS, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER Sl'STEtiS, VJRC.INIA, YOKK RIVER 
451 
::t94b ESTUARIES, HE:AVY METAI..S_. .JARES ,Rl,V.ER, JtER.t.tJRY, RATES,. SEDlHENTS, l/IRGINlAo 
YORK Rl VER 
0964 AGING l BlOLDlifC,f.l..lo GROWTH RAJ£S.o JAMES Rl VEil, PERCHES, RAP,J>At-tANNOCK 
R1VER, VIRGINIA .. YORK Rll/Eao l.Bil'GTH-Fll.EQUENI:-Y DISTRIBUTHlMS 
0989 BIUUlGY, CHESAPEAKE BA"Y 1 EELS~ ,FEI:UNDITY~ FOOD HABITS, JAI'fES RIVER, 
KAPPAHANhOCK RlVER 1 SEASONAl DISTR18UTIOII. SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1001 CHESAPEAKE t3AY, DATA C.OLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER,. ,PATUX£NT RIVER, POTI:JMl: 
RIVEt<., RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALll\llTYo WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
to05 !:LAMS, GRUoHH RATES~ JAI!ES RIVER, OSMOSIS,, SALINITY, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
CONDITION INDEA 
1007 ALEW,IVES 1 A14ERICAN SI:IAD 1 All-ANTIC ':JilENHADEN, ELECTROPHORESIS, ENZYMES, FlSH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, .!JU4ES Rl VER 1 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VlilGINIA,. YORK 
RIVER 
100d BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, DlVERSIFlCATION, 
JAMES RJVER, POPULATION, YORK RJ,VER,. SHANKIJNS TtiEOREUM 10, HAMPTON ROADS 
1011 AGING l~IOLOGICAL), GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVERo PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVEtl., VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRISUTIUN~ 
1012 CURRENTS Jj~ATEtl.l, HYDRAULIC MODELS,, JA14£s RIVER, SALINITY, TJDES, VIRGINIA 
1014 CHESAPEAK!: oAY, JAMES RIVER, HANAGEKEiiJ, fiULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJEC'TS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, ~URK RIVER 
1015 DERMOCYSTIOIUM, FUNGI, JAMES RIVER, MQRTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
KIVER, SH!:LLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1011> BIODEPO:;ITION, JAMES RIVE.R 1 SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
l..Jl9 ;;EOLOGIC fORMATIONS, JAKES IUYERo ¥ALEONT01.0GY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
It 52 
1'027 AGING IBIOLOGICALh GROWTH RAT"ES, ;JAMES RJYEil.., HORTll.ll'TY, VlRGHIUA, ~Hllc 
l'ERCK. YORK Rl VER 
1028 DERMOCYSTIDIUM, FUNGi, JAMES ·RJVER, MORTA1.1TY, OYS'f:ERS-,. ,gAP.PAHAJilNOCK 
RI-VE~ SHELLFl SH, VIRGINIA 
1033 JAMES RIVER-, SANDS, SEDHI.ENT OISTRJ,BUJJ.ON~ SEDll'IE~T'S., V,lRGlNlA 
10-34 FORM11NIFERA, JAJIES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RlVER, .SEDHIENTSo VIRGINiA 
1035 FOR,AHINIFEBil. JAMES RIVER, HARSH PJ...ANJS" HARS!iE"S, -Y1RG!Nl'A 
Hl38 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODING, 'FLOOilPROOFJNG, -HISTORIC FLUDD, HURRJCANES,, JAMf:S 
KlV!:R, VIRGHI-IA 
10'o8 CRtu3S 1 JAMES ttiVER, I'!OLLUSKS 1 IIORTAL.IT'I'~ 0)'~T£l!.S~ PAll.ASITl!>M, SEASONAl. 
DISTRJBUTION, VIRGINIA 
1052 DI STRIBUT IONo JAI'IES RI VEk, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK Rl VER 
10&8 JAMES RIVElt, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1080 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, OISTRiaUTION, HYDROZOA, 
JAMES RIVER, SYSlEMATILS, YORK fi.IVER 
1083 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED ~ATER, JAMES RJVEKo NUCLEAR PUWER 
PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA. WAlEK TEIIPERATURE 
1128 DISTRIBUTION, ~AMES RIVER, SNAKES, VIRGINIA, YORK ttiVER 
113& FISH POPULATIONS, JAHES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASO~~ DISTRIBUTION, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
.J.l50 JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, RAPPA~OCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, li'ORK 
RIVER, CONDITION INDEX 
1152 DISTRIBUTION, JAIIES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, 
453 
1153 C.HESAPEAKE SAY, ·FLOODS~ GRO\UIDiftJER .. JffSJ3Rlt FLOOD~ . .;UiiMES 'RJN.E&~ Po:T.DILU: 
Rt:II.EK, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STj~.£AHFi.Oii-, -UNITE.{) STATE:$, YJ&GlNlA 
1175 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DilSTRI.SUTHll!l P.ATTERNS, GllOIITH RATES, HE1i.RINGS., dafS 
RIVEi'• .RESPIKA'TllJN.o VlkGl'NIA» WATER TEMP.E~lU&E, WOPUINII.TON 
1177 CLAMS, JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, HOLLUSKSt REPRODU(;TIDN, SPAWNING·, VlR!;lNIA 
1204 BlUD.EPOSITlON, FEEDING RATES, JAMES RIVE~, OYSTERS, TURBIDITY, V!RGJMIA 
1233 JAMES ·RIV~R, SURf'AC.E INATERSo UNJTl:U STATES, -WATER SUPPLY 
1235 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, REHOTE SENSING, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, wEATHER DATA 
123b JAMES RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, WATER SUP.P.LY., DISMAL SWAMP 
INC-VAl 
1237 JAMES RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, DISMAl S~AMP 
INC-VAl 
1238 JAMES RIVE~, PRECIPITAtiON (ATMOSPHERIC), RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RUNOFF 
RELATIONSHIPS, RIVER BASINS, SUR.FACE RUNOFF, SUSQUEHAI'INA RI_VER, UNITED 
STATES 
124D CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES Rl VERt POTOMAC Jll VER~ PULP WASTES, WATE-R POLLUTI OI!J 
12'01 DISCHARGE HEASlJREHENTr DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, 
VlRGlNll\. 
1.143 8~HAVIOR, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRI&UJION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVERy ftARIN£ FISH, 
PATUXENT RIVER, PORIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK jtiVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1247 Gt:OLOGIC FORI"'ATIONS, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
~lJALITY, YORK RIVER 
124S l.111U,AHOMINY RIVER, JAMES RIVER, SURFACE .WATERS~ VIRGUUA, WATER SUPPLY, 
DISMAL SWAMP INC-VAl 
1250 Dl.SC.ftAR.'GE i'U:ASUR'EMENh .lAMES -RIVER, STREAMFLOii . ., VltUilWl'A 
1251 DISCHARGE ·MEASUREWENT, .JAM.ES .RIVE!h ST-R£/IJW.LGW, 'V;Jf!.GitlllA 
1.252 FISH POPULATI-ONS, FIS11ER1ES, .U.MES JtJVa, JtAPPAKAMIOCK JllVER. 'VliU>JNIA 
1253 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, .JAMES Rllf.ER-, TUNNEJ..lNG. TUNNELS, 
HAMPTON ROADS 
1267 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATlONS, JAJIIES 'RIVER, PAI'IUM<EY RIVEt<., 
PERCHES, K.APPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGI.NlA 
1279 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, JAMES RIVER, ~RTALJJY, OSMOTl' 
PRESSURE, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
1284 ALEWIVES, AlliADROMOUS f'ISH, CHlCKAHOMINY RIVER, DISTRIBUTION PAT'fERNSo FISJi 
POPULATIONS, HERR.INGS, JAMES RIVER, liFE HISTORY SfU01ES, PAMUNK~Y RIVER~ 
VIRGINIA, SEINING 
1291 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, DISTR'l8Ull0N PATTERNS, FISH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, ~AMES RIV~R, VIRGINIA 
1301 I'OOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RJYER, STRIPED BASS, V IRGINl A0 YORK 
Rl VER 
l30b DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FRESHWATER FlSH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER. 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA~ YORK RIVER, SEINING 
1311 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CATFISHES, FOOD HA81TS 1 H.ERIUNGS, JAMES RIVEK, 
JUVENILE fiSHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA 
1313 DlSTRlBUTION P.ATTERNS, FISH POPULAJ.JONS, JM'I:ES RIVER, V.IRGHUA 
1314 ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, NUC.LEAR POINER P.LANTS, THERMAL .POLLUTIOt-l., VIRGINIA 
-1315 ESTUARIES, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAttES ~t!IER, t.ARVAE7 GYSTERS, SIR4TIFIC'AilON, 
VIRGIN lA 
.lo55 
Blo .CHESAPEAKE SAY, flUIUi.t.r.ANES. JAH.ES RIVERo MORTALITY, ·oYSTERS., POTOMAl: 
Rl VER, RaPPAHANiliOC.K i!.LVER, YORK Rl VER 
1317 CHANNEliNG, HISTORY, JAKES RIVER, RIVER BEDS, VUlGlfli=l.A 
132 0 CHE.SAP.EAK:E SAY., Fl SJ·I, Hl STORY, JAli\.ES RJYER, MORTiA1.l Pfo PARAS1Tl.SJII, !POH)J!At 
Rl VEK, RAPPA~NNUCK RiVEt., SESTDN 
1328 DISTRIBUTION, FUO!J HAB1TS, GROWTH cRATES, HERRINGS,. .JAMES RIVER, OXTG£.N 
REQUI~EMENTS, VIRGJN1A 
1330 CLAMS~ HEAVY 'METAlS., JAMES AIVER., ·RAPPAHAI'lNOCK RIVER., VlRGlNJ,A, -wATER 
POLLUTION 
1331 GASTROPODS, .JA;MES RIVER, MORlAUT.Y, OYSTER OR-ILLS, .SALl!i'lTY-. VIRGINIA 
133o CORROTOHAN RIVER, JAMES RIVER, (IY.SJ.ERSo VlRGIN·IA, OYSl:f.Jt SETTING 
1341 CURRENTS IWATER.J, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVER., NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, 
PHOSPHOf.tUS COIIPUUNO.S, PHYTOPlANKTOI'i, RAPPAHANN.OCK IUYER, SALHUTf, 
TEMPERATURE., VlkGlNlA, YORK RIVER 
1342 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERI40C YST I OJ UM.,. EASTERN SHORE IVA-HDh JAHES lU VER, 
MORTALITY, MSX, UYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER . 
134o EPIZOOTIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, H5Xo OYSTERS~ VIRGINIA, OJSJ£R 
5EJTING 
1357 CHANNELING, DISCHARGE I~ATERJ, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAl EFFECTS, £ROS!DN 
CONTROL, fUWRE PlANNING I PROJECTED), JAMES IU VER> RESOURCE OEVf:LOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
13!12 CHESAPEAKE tlAY, FlSH Pti9ULATIONS 1 JAMES RIVERo POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVEK, YORK RIVER 
13dl CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PDP.U.LAUONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOIIAC RJVEao RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, YuRK RIVER 
1386 ANADRUMOUS FISH, FISHERIES. JAMES RIVER., RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAI'INING, 
STRIPED BASS., TAGGING, V lRGl NI A, YGil.K Rllli:R, l.£N{;TH-FR£iih:JENC Y 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
llf>ll) CHESAPEAKE SAY, CR?l&S., DJSTMBUTHlJII PATTERNS., .JA.ftf·S RIVER, liOBJACK BAY, 
YORK RIVER 
I~·os BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT, ENVIRONMENT-. ESTUARIES, .JAHI:S RIVER, NUCLEAR P()fjEK 
PLANTS, POWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
140o FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOOD FORECAST lNG, HURRICANES, JA-MES Rl VER, VIRGINIA 
l<t07 COMPUTERS, FLOOD ROUTING, HYORAUll CS, JAI1ES RIVER, lOW FLOW.o NUMERICAL 
ANALYSIS, OPEN CHANNEL FlOW, RESERVOIR STAGES, RI.VEI< f:LOw, l/lRGINIA 
1~08 CHANNELING, CHESAPEAK·E SAY, DREDGI NG• HARBORS, J.AHES Rl Vf'l,, HAI1PTON ROAJS 
1-409 CHANNEL IHPROVflol.ENT, CHANNELING, CHANNELS, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGABlE RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
1410 CHICKAHOHJNY RIVER, DISSOLVE!) OU'GfNo JAMES RIVER, LIMNOLOGY, VIRGINJA., 
li!ATER QUALITY 
1411 FLOOD CONTROl., FLOOD DAMAGE, fl.OOD$, FLOW CONTROL, JAMES ~I V.ER, V IRGINJA 
1412 CHANNEL IHPRO\IEMENTo CHANNELING., CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, HMiPJUN 
ROADS, COMMERCE 
1413 AlEWIVES, AlOSIDS, ANADROHOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DDi, JA~ES RI\IER., 
PESTICIDE RESIDUES, POTOMAC RIV.Ea, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1~14 JAMES RIVER, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1415 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREOGINGo ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
JAMES RIVER, HODEL STUDIES, OYSTERS, SALINE WATER lNlRUSION., VIRGINIA 
1416 COST-BENEFIT ANAlYSIS, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAl EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, 
LONG-TERM PlANNING, PROJECT FEASIBlllTY, ~IllER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, VIK~INIA 
4S1 
Hl7 JAMES A1VER, RIVEll .6ASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSA1.-. WATER .QUALIJY 
1419 DIMENSIONS, HYDRAULIC i'!OOEl.S, JAMES RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, Vli!.GlMlA 
1421 HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA 
1424 DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, FINANCING, JAMES RIVER, 
PROJECT BENEFITS, PROJECT PURPOSES, VIRGINIA 
1425 DATA COLLECTIONS, ENGINEERING, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, JAMES RIVER, 
MAPS, MAXIMUM PKOBABLE FLOOD, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS 
IBASINSl, ZONING 
1426 CHANfiiELING, ESTUARIES, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAHES JI.IVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1428 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE BACTERIA, SEWAGE 
DISPOSAL, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, TIDAL EFFECTS, HAMPTON ROADS 
1430 CHANNELS, DUCKS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, RIVER FLOW, SHOALS, TIDES, 
VIRGINIA 
1432 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS !WATER), DREDGING, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, 
TIDAL EFFECTS, TUNNEL HYDRAULI,St TUNNELING, TUNNELS, HAMPJON ROADS 
1433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWAKE, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 
MAIHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, WATER QUALITY 
1434 ALGAE, AQUATIC LIFE, BACTERIA, EFFLUENTS, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANTS, 
PROTOZOA, ~TKEAMSr VIRGINIA 
1435 AQUATIC LIFE, CHEMICAL WASTES, COOLING WATER, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PUBLIC UTILITIES, 
kAOIOACTIVE WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
1437 ~luHASS, CATFISHES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH MANAGEMENT, 4AMES RIVER, 
MUKTALilY, VIRGINIA, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
458 
1439 JAMES RIVER. RAPPAHANNOC-K RIVER, RIVER BASINS, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
l4/o4 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODS, HISJORIC FLOOD, HURRlCAMES, JAMES RIVER, Rl Vl:R 
BASINS, AUNOFF~ VIRGINIA 
llolo5 CONSTRUCTION, COSTS, EROSION CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS, RQAD 
CONSTRUCTION, SEDIMENT CONTROL, SEDIMENT TRANSPO&T, URilANllATlON, VIRGINIA 
11o47 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
·14/o8 FLOODING, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIJI.GINIA 
1450 JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1451 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, fiSHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1452 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCII. RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
11.1 VER 
1453 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONOITION 
INDEX 
1454 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VI~GINIAr YORII. RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
11o55 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1456 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YOHK Rl VERt CONDITION 
INDEX 
1/o57 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION (ATMOSPHERIC), RAIN, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
459 
l45il CHE-SAPEAKE BA-Y, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLA14Sr FISHERIES, JAMES RIVERo OYSTERS, 
PUTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1'>59 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, V-IRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDlTlON 
INDEX 
1460 JAMES RiVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1461 JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1462 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1463 JAI'IES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1464 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
HJDEX 
1465 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA,·JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK BAY, 
NANSEMONU RIVER, PJANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER, OYSTER 
SE:TT lNG 
1466 BEDS UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, EAST R!VER1 VA, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, 
VA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
1467 JAMES RIVER, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
OYSTER SETTING 
1468 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
14611 JAI~ES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
46-0 
1470 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YO~K RIVER., CONDI TlO!'; 
INDEX 
1471 CHESAPEAKE SAY, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, V.Ar JAMES RIVERr HDBJACK BAY, 
PIANKATAI';K RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RlVEK, YORK RIVER, ·oySTER SETTING 
1472 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1413 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIKGINJA, YORK RIVER, CON01THIN 
INDEX 
1474 ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT. FROUDE NUMBER, HYDRAULIC MODELS, HYDRAULICS, JAMES 
RIVER, HODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA 
1475 OISTRISUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1482 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, ~APS, OY~TERS, VIRGINIA 
1490 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIKGINIA, YURK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1645 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIHUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVERo JUVENILE 
FISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, ~tAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE BAY 
1854 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1855 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1895 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAME~ 
RIVER, SALINITY, JURBIDITYr WATER TEMPERATURE, wEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1897 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS !WATER), HYDKOLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
RIVERr PHOSPHATES, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPEkATURE 
't61 
1913 Ct-tESAPEAKE SAY~ C.HESH:fl. RIVE!<, .JAKE'S RIVER., PDU.Uf.=AHT 10£taJF'IUTJD~, 
WATER "lUALI TV 
19<t4 CHESAPEAJ<.E: tiAY, FILTRATION~ JAMES RIVER., UGMJ,. NAlffJ.c.or.£ Jl.l'\18., 
SPEC.TKUPHOTOMETRY, oiAI.E:K~ lOIC.OMlCO Rli/ER,'KO 
2143 .DREDGING, JAMES kl VER, PROJECT PLANNIN(;, VI&GINlA, SPDlL DISPOSAl. 
2144 COMPUTER MODELS, HYDRAULIC MODELS~ HYDROGRAPHY, JARES RIVER~ ~THEftAJlC6L 
MODELS, VIRGINIA 
2l'ot1 DReDGING, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, P-ROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, SP.OU. 
DISPOSAL 
21bb JAMES RIVER, PLAfiiNING, 1/IRGINlA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELDPME!IIT, WAJERSHEDS 
(BA!>INSI 
21&9 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN OEMAND, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVEtt, VIRGINIA, IIIATEJl 
QUALITY CONTROL 
2170 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDRODYNAMICS, JAMES RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
2171 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, COMPUTER MODELS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, 
HYUKOUYNAMICS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
2172 ECOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2113 JA,>IES RIVER, PlANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, 
•AT~K ~UALITY CONTROL 
Ll74 JAMES RIVER, STANDARDS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
.! 1 "15 
217b 
BIOCHEMICAl OXYGEN OEMAfiiD, DISSDl.VE.D OXYGEN, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA~ MATER 
UUALI T Y CONTROL 
CLAM~, FOULING, INVASION, JAMES RIVER, VIRGIN1A 
2171 JAMES RIVER. OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOC!l RIV'fll, .VIRGUIIA, :YORK -illVER, CilNDJ'TlOI» 
INDEX 
2192 BATHYMETRY • JAKES -Rl VER, SEDIMENT T:IU\NSPORT, SEDffi:ENTATlON, .SEOIHtbiTS~ 
SUSPENDED LOAD~ VIRGINIA 
2197 JAMES RIVER, RECREATION, VIRGINI~ 
2201 JAMES RIVER, PARII.S, RfC.kEATIO~, ;VIRGINIA 
2205 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OlSTRIBUTIOih DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES lUIIEii., 
PATUXENT Rl\IEK, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK 
2207 CHROMATOGRAPHY, GENETICS, JAMES Rl VER, OYSTERS, VIRGHHA 
2210 ALGAE, CHLOROPHYTA, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RIVER 
BASINS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2211 ALGAE, CHLOROPHYTA, E.C.OLOGY, JAMES RIVE.K, RIVER BASJNSo VIRGINIA 
2213 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, JAitES RIVER, LIFE HISJORY 
STUJIES, BLUE ~RA6 
2216 CHESAPEAKE BAY, .JAMES Rl VER, OYSTER INDUS Hl"f• POTllMAC Rl VER, VIRGINIA 
2218 CHANNELS, JAMES RIVER, HODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, VlkGlNIA 
2219 CHESAPEAKE SAY, ESTUARIES, FISH, JAMES RIVER, NEKTON, YORK RIVER 
2261 CRASS, DDT, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, PESTI.CIDE TOXICITY, VIRGINIA 
2287 
2307 
INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWER PJ.ANJS, ON-SlTE 
DATA COLLECTJONS, THERMAL WATEK, VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, JAMES RIVEK, NAV1GA6LE WATERS, POTOMAC KIVER, &APPAHAN~OCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
. . 
2329 ELEi:JftlC 'PDWER PROOU.C.J'UJN, ·HYDRAULI.C •MODELS:. J:AM.ES ·&I-Y£R, 'Nut:'LEAR 'POWER 
,f'J.;!A.NJS, THER-MAL POLLUJJ(JN, ¥lRGlNLA 
2343 IHO.AS5AY .. 01ST1U.tlUTJ.ON, rRESHVAf.Efl, JAMES R~'!lEA., VlR&tNlA, .BJ.;U_E CRAB 
23¥t DJS-TRJBUJHIN, ESTUARINE ENVIRDI'fflfNh .FORAHINl:FER~~ JA'14ES RIVE-R, 'MARSH 
PL·AlliTS, I'IARSHf:S~ :VJI<GlNlA 
23.65 .CHESAPEAKE BA!I', CLAY MINERALS, CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, GE.OCHEIUSJRY, JARES 
RIVER, -PA1UXENT cRl\IEii., SEOIHENTS., SUSPENDED LOAD 
247b FLOOD DM1AGE, FLOUD PLAINS, FLOOD PROTE.CTION-o fLOODING, liiSTORH: FLOOD_, 
.JAMES RIVER-, ViRGINIA 
2477 BIOTA., CHESAPEAKE BAY., fLOODS, li1SiOR1C. .fLO.OD, JAMES RIVER, MORTAUTY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER-. SALINITY~ VIRGINIA., YORK RIVER 
2511 CHESAPEAKE BAY, Dl STRI BUT ION, FISH POPOLATI ONS, JAI4ES :RIVEt4 POT01'tAC 
KIYER, KAPPAHANNO(;K RIVER, SJR!PED BASS, YORK RIV'&R 
2591 CHESAPEAKE BAY., fiSH, fiSHER.lESo JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES., POT014AC 
1\ IllER, RAPPAHANNOCK Rl V.ER, SHELlFl Sti, WA.J'ER POLLUH ON t YORK Ri V.ER 
2643 BATHYMETRY., .CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, ESTUARIE5, JAMES .RHIER, 
SATELLITES IARTIF1C1All, SUSPENDED LOAD, VlRGINIA 
2&B9 AMEK.I.CAN SHAD, CARP, DlSlRIIl.UTION, FiSH POPULATION5~ .JAMES RJVER.o VIRGINIA 
2698 HAUITAT&J HISTORY., JAI'IE.S IU.V£1l, VlRGlNlA 
2700 .CHESAPEAKE a·A'f, .HISTORY-, JAMES Rl V-ERt SHIPS, YlllGl'N-IA, liA'MPJUN .ROADS 
2709 HISTORI.C FLOOD, JAMES ·i!.IVER, SEDIMENTS, YIRGINU 
2715 GEOLOGIC fORMAllONS 1 GEOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY., VIRGINIA 
.275.3 CHESAPEAKE BAY., .G.UNPOWDEll. RlYbll..,follh I+YDKOGRAPHT-. JAMES RIVER, P'ATAPSCU 
-RIVER.HO, POTOMAC RIVER., RUNOFf., STREMI GAGES., STKE-A:MF.LOW·t SU5.0UEHANNA 
:RJYEI!. 
2lJ;ft 'CH.ESAPEAKE S'AY, FLOODS., .JAM'ES ·R.lV.ER., 'PO'I'IJlt.C.:C RIVER, "RAPPAHANNOCK RJ VER, 
.RUNOH~ SJ:Rl;A'MfLDW, SlRlP.H.I ·M.S.!i,. YORK ,RJ'fbi\ 
2755 HYOROGRAPHY, JAI'tES RI.V:ER~ IillRTtl CAROL·lliiA.t .J>.JHAP.S.C,O 11;JVER,'f10, 'POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF., STREAMFL£»h STRIPED !lASS, SUSQUEHAIIIlliA RI\IE;R, MlDOLE 
ATLANTIC B.IGHT 
-2.758 DENSITY :CURii.ENT S., ESTUARIES-. J.A'I!ES .Rli\I.E~ MATHE_iii'AT JClll I!ODEL5.~ SALl Nl TY~ 
l/£LDC11Y .. VIRGINIA 
2760 CURRENTS IWATERJ. DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RlVE.k, LARVAE, GYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, ~ATER CIRCULATION 
2762 ·AMERICAN .SHAD, ·cHESAPEAK'E B.A'i'-. COMMERCiaL FlStt, FJ.SHE-Rl·ES, JAKES Rl!/Eit., 
M08JACK BAY, RAPPAHANNOCK .RIVEk, 1/IkGINU., YOU R.lV.ER 
27:65 F1SH POPULATIONS, FISH.ERIES, JAMES killER,. RAPPAHANNUCK oRJV.ER, STRONTIUM 
RADIOISUT IJPES, V IRGIN,IA.t Y QRK Kl-VER 
2766 GEOLOGIC FURl4ATIONS• JAMES RIVER. PLE-ISTOCENE EPO~H., SEA LEVEL,. \IIRGINlA, 
2810 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CLAYS, DELAWARE, JAMES RIVER, MARYl.-ANO, POTOMAC RIVt:k, 
VlRGINlA, YORK RIVER 
2829 DEPOSITION ISE01MENTSJ, EROSION, GEOMORPHOLOGY, HISTORIC fLOOL>, 
HURRICANES, JAMES RIVE!l, SEDIMENT ~RANSPORT, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
2:939 -CHESAPEAK.E ~Ah CHESTER RIVER, COASTS •. CURRENTS hiAH:R), JAMES RIVEK, 
PlANKTON, REMOTE SENSII\i{;y SUSPEf'jDED LOAD 
2935 AG.ING l8IOLOGICALl, CAJCH, FlNFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, F1£HERIES 1 
JAMES RIVEK, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS-. VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2942 CHLORINATION, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENT.$ (-WATER), HYOROI.iRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, 
JAMES RIVER• OYSTERS, PHOSPHATES, TUR8.IOITY 1 VIRGINIA, WATER H:MPERATUkE: 
Z95l CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTt:ItN SHrntE IVA-AD), HISTORY'" .lAJl.ES All/Ell.o P.DnBIAC 
RIVEK, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINlAw YORK IUVU 
2961 FUTURE 'PLANNING (PROJECTED}, HlST!»lYo .JAIIES RIVERo iJIAI'IAGE,MEtH• DlfS~t;JI. 
INDUSTRY, VIRGINJA, 
l'lb9 CHANNEL I HPROVEMENT • CHANNELS, FEDERAL JURlSDICT ION, .JAMES RIVER~ VIRGJ'IUA 
2971 DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER., SOIL 
CONSERVATION, V IRGI NI A, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUAL.JTY CONHlDL, ~JEll. 
RE~DURCES, WATER ~UPPLY 
2972 CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY., 
~APPAHANNOCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, VlRGINIAt YORK RIVER 
2975 CHESAPEAKE. BAY, HEAVY Mf:TALSo HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES 'RIVER, OYSTERS, 
HSTICIUE Ri'SIOUES, iUPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STORMS, Vlk.GINIA, YORK RIVER 
302b CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, I'IARYLAND, POTOMAC ~lVEll.o 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RlVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3137 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE oAY, DREDGING, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, 
SE~IMENTATION, SilTING, SPOil DISPOSAL, HAI'IPTON ROADS 
3139 BEACH EROSION, JAMES RIVER, NATURAl RESOURCES, RESEARCH .ANO OEV.El.OPfiENT. 
VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
3140 JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDlES, VIRGINIA 
3141 JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA 
3150 BIOTA, ElECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER., JAI'IES RIVER, MORTALITY~ 
1\UCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAl POLLUT JON, V JRGINIA~ ZOOPLANKTON 
3227 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, WATER POllUTION, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIE~ 
3l8, BWS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES -RIVERo OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
UNAVAilAtllE FOR REVIEW 
3425 ELECTli.IC P_OWER PIUlOUCTltm .. JAIU:S RIY£Jlo PHYfOPU<NilTI»h f>:LAIIKTO~ PGiiER 
PLAIHS, VU~GJI'UA 
3.36 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, ~AfiES RIVER, ~OD£L STUDIES, ST~HASllt P~OCESSES, 
VJ.liGlNIA, ti.ATER .PDl.lUT JON, .lliATEJl Qu.tJ.lU' CONTRQ.l 
344Z t:OMJIIUNICATIOM., JAIIES RIVERo PlANtiltt£., VlRGINlt., WATER _QUALITY COIIIT&OL, 
WATER RESOURCES~ PUBLIC {)PINIONS 
348G JAMES RIVERo MODEL STUDIES~ killER FLOWo VIRGINIA 
3481 HYOROGRAPHS, JAMES RIVER, ~OOEL STUDIES, RIVER F~OW, VIRGINIA 
· 3482 JAMES RIVER, MODEl STUDIES, RIVER Fl.OW~ VIRGINIA 
3485 JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, ~ATER QUALITY, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
348b CHESAPEAKE BAY, .JAI\ES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER. "'UAlHY, WATER QUALITY 
CONTROL 
3488 ECOLOGICAL IMPACT., .JAMES RIVER, SILT lNG, VIRGINIA, wASTE DISPOSAL, ZINC 
3489 JAMES RIVER, THERMAL POllUTION, THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
3515 ECOLOGY, GEOGRAPHICAl REGIONS, HISTORY, JANES ~IV£R, VIRGINIA, 
3517 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~OMPUTER PROGRAMS, JANES ~IVER, SEwAGE EFFLUENTS, WASTE 
DISPOSAL., HAMPTON ROADS 
3539 BIOTA, DATA COLLECTIONS, JANES RIVER, POWER PlANTS, VIRGINIA, 
3545 DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, OSTRACODS, SPECIFICATIONS, VIRGINIA, YORK Rl'JER 
3581 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISJ~ICT, VA, BRACKISH WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, eELS, 
FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, >iAll::t< 
TEMPE~ATURE, YORK RIVER 
• 
3589 P-ENI.N'SUl:t. Pl.ANNI·NG DISTRICT,. VA<. CJiESAPEAitE SAY, J:lcMES RJ,V£1\, 'H01il'f.OR1NG., 
N\Jti.:EAR ·PffilER P;LA-N'TS, HI:ERI'IAL .WATER 
4fr6B ·R.lCiiMONO REGJ U~Al W.AWI'ING .DI s-JRLCT. YA~ &EN:rHUS, CHI:SAP.Elli(;E .BAY,. 
EJ>!Yii<DNHEN·ToAI.. ·£f·FEC'J.5, J·Afi!IES RIV6R, OX:YGEN ·KEI,lUlREM£1HS~ SAl.H!U: 
,WJ-.JfR-FRESI<\io1AT£R .!WTERFAC:ESo S-A.LHIIlTYr STGRAS, -YORK IH\1£11. 
'****·*************·***ii<'*.*******'******·*****·********-****-*·******'"'********"'*•---JU.lY.fiS.H 
**-*****"'**·****"'"'**"'******--*********·******•******"'·-·-****"'-**·-·······-** 
0312 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, .!H\.YFlSH~ STINGING -NETll.ES~ TOXl'NS 
0568 GROWTH STAGES, HYDROZOA, JELlYfiSH, liFE HISTORY STUDIES, VIRGINIA. YORK 
IU V.ER 
0588 GROWTH STAGES, J.Hl'I'F ISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTl.:ES, VIRGIN-IA, YORK RIVER, 
SCYPHOZOA 
0669 CHESAPEAKE BAYr JELLYFISH., MORTALITY.o PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, S.CYPHOZOA 
0720 CHESAPEAKE 8AYr -JELlYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, WATERFOWL, 
WILDLIFE 
0748 JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, STIWCTUREw HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SCYPHOZOA 
0!10-'t JELLYFISH, HUJHALITY-r PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, VIRGltUA. YORK RIVER, 
SCYPHOZOA 
0!!30 CYTOLOGICAL STUDIESr ELECTRON ltlCROSCOPYr JEllYFISH 
J94it AMINO AClOS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JEU.YflSH, SALlN.lTY.t .SALT TOLERANCE, 
SCYPHOZOA 
O'H.l JELLYFISH, SCYPHOZOA., NE.RVE CELl.S 
lOl:S CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, METABOliSM, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
Hl? .. IODI-NE RADIOJ SOTOPES·t JElU'.FlSH 1 VlRGlN'JA-, ·YORK 'RlVE.R, SCYPHOZOA 
1571 lHOLObf-, .Ctt.ESAPE"KE BAY~ .IEU.YFISH. PEST CONTRtJL, SI:·A J\JETT1.ES 
·15711 JEU.YF.lSH., UF:E fiJSTORY STUDil:S, SYST•EHI:CS 
17Ft .CTENOPHORE$., E'lUlPAEl>H~ JELlV.flSti.J PLANKTOth SAMP1.lliiG 
1·804 CHESAPEAKE BAY, .CTENOPHORES., .JELL YFl SH 
. 1805 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROZOA., JELlYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA. CNIDARlA 
2021 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELU'FISit. liFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
2012 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JE:lLYFlSH, liFE HI STORY STUDl ES, SEA NHTLES 
2262 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOlOGY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, 
IIORPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
2273 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH., REP.RCDUCUON, SEA NEJJL:ES, .SJlNbiNG 
NETJLES.r SYSTEMA<ICS 
2291 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE SAY, ECOLOGY, JELlYFISH, MO~TALlTY, 
PHYLOGENY, VIRGINIA, SCYPHOZOA 
2298 CHESAPEAKE BAYo JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING NETTLES, 
VIRGINIA 
2352 PHYSIOLOGY, ~ELLYFISK, SCYPHOZOA 
2706 JELLYFISH, I<IEJABOLISK., SCYPHOZOA 
2713 CHESAPEAKE BAYr GULFS, JELLYFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK :RIVER, SCYPHOZOA, 
DELAWARE BAY 
2111 JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES 
2B26 CHESAPE'~XE BAY, JEU."tFJSM., :51:A fiiETTlES,, SUMMER 
3603 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT$ VA, CHEMIST~Y .. CHESAPEAKE .3AYo Gil.UWTH 




2160 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOJo JOINTS ICONNECTIONSl, MARINE FISH, 




4055 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPL lED I, WATER RESOURCES OEV,ELOPMEHT 
• ********* ** **** ** •••• **************** ** ** *************•••* .. *******'************ 
JUVENILE FISHES 
****************************************************************~··············· 
0232 COMMERCIAL FISH., DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA, 
0231t CROAKER, OISTRIBUTION 1 ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGIJHA, 
u237 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, JAI'IES RIVERo JUVENILE ·FISHES, LARVAE, VIRGINIA 
0381t AMEM!CAN SHAD, FOOD HABJTSo JUVENILE FISHES, Vl~GINIA, 
UJ96 ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS~ HABITATS, ~UVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA, 
YUMK RIVER 
061tl JUYEN I Lt FISHES. SALJ NE WATER INTRUSION, SESTONo Sll.llNGo SUSPENDED lOAD, 
TURiHOITY 
0653 CHESAPEAKE BAY,. I:OBlAo EGGS, JUVENILE FISHES, SEASOOAl DISHlliiUTION, 
SPA,WHING 
1087 AMERICAN SHAD, OlSJRlBUTlONo FISH PUPUlATIONSo ~UV£NILE FISHES, MATTAPONI 
RIVERo PAMUM<.EY RIVER, lRAWlUIGo VIRGINIA 
1311 AlEIIIVES, AIIERICAN SHAD, CATFISHES, FOOD HAlllTS, HERRINGS, JAMES kiVERt 
~UVENILE FISHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA 
16~5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH POPULATIONS 0 JAMES RIVERo JUVENILE 
FISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVE~, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE BAY 
1978 CARP, CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, fiSH POPULATIONS, GARS, 
HERRINGS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SUCKEKS 
2279 FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, SALINITY, STRIPED BASS, VlKGINIA 1 WATER TEMPERA JURE 
2667 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE fiSHES, UNITED 
!>TATES 
3198 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
3758 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CATCH, CDNT JNENTAl SLOPE, EELS, FOOD 
HAdiTS, JUVENILE FISHES, MORPHOLOGY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
******************************************************************************** 
JUVENILE GROWTH STAGE 
************•******************************************************************* 
0967 FISH POPULATIONS. FLATFISH, JUVENILE GROWTH STAGE, LARVAL GRQMTH STAGE, 





31-Dl e65lliEMI .5li!Dk£ ·'P.L~l!ll!l!l;NG Dlls·;rai;T., \V,~ ,&EPQm:., 'CNE&AJ>Hi&l: _,.,_ JttS'J:JT.tJ:TlmlS.t 
LE.GAl.. ifoSP.E:CtS,, ¥liR~lliiiA 
-•'****...._..~~~~v:*~*•~***'***,..11 l'ltt~VI~:tt ,.*•••••LdlllliiiJT aa• :Ma 
;Kll.'UF I SHES 
-~~*-**-·H-**-****"»»-*"'****""***11·*-.;0;-'*-*IIt*-*·**-*'***~~-$*'**_...,..-......., .. il I ~~14 
8'1t1a2 '&R~K.JS~I.E.R Fl$H,. .. CitfH-A.PE!AlU: :s'M', DiSUJBlfl:£019. if'lSfl JAmi!IOJI,f., 
KU.ll<fJSHES 
061i!t 81 SLl OGRitiPHl£S.. 'f.J Sl'l :PM!AS;U£5., ·JU LUFI~a~ l.UOitATDil'!' oAI!Il-HLS, till UtE 
·H Slh JRH~AlODES 
aan0 :OibiGFJ..AIOELU.J.ES., :flSH PJ.Rt.SU£5• Ul.t.l>FiSKES.. PARAUll~ Yl.RGl¥1~ J'DRI. 
RlVER 
2H>7 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSJRl.SlHIGN PATTElUIS, EASTERN SHDRE -l!IA-l'l]).h FlS·H 
PUPULAJJDNS_, GONAD'S, KJLLlflSHES,. VlRGJNlA" WACHAPA£AGUE~v;r. 
2293 CHESAPEAKE SAY~ DISlRfiiUl'l:ON PMTERNS~ EASTERN SHmff tYA-WlH~ JC.lU.IFlSBES,, 
~ACHJII'l{EAGU£, V.A, OST.EOLOGY 
·-·-·--·· .... ····ll<****"'*******"**'***'*····-··--·-···8<·------·-·'*• KING AND ~UEEl!l COUf!IJ.Y, VA 
········*3*·-··-······· .... ···-·-*·*"·····-*·--·*·---··-·-·-·-· 
311o1 SHORELINE EROSION, XING AND QUEEN COUWTh VA, KING iiHLL-li<M COUNTY, VA. NE'ili 
KEN-T COUNTY, VA, l!lOOLE PENlNSIJLA PLANNiNG IHSJ·IUCT~ VA,. .RH.HI'IOMD R.E.GIUNAL 
PLANNING DlSHUCi, VA-. ~NAG&MENT, Mli-PS~ PL.wtUNI>. ;Ji.EO!.:EAHON .DEiiAN.~ 
VlilGlldA 
,.,.._.,_.* •. *----·-****--·-•*-***•------.. -·---KJNG GEORGE :&;OJJNH', VA 
•*·-·-·--'**•*·-·-···-·-*·-.-------·· .. ----·--
~95j KING GI'DRG.E COLII'HYy VA, RAOCil PUa!NUiG DlSTRl.Cl",. YA~ ECONOMICS• PL.ANJIIli>IG_. 
VI il-GlNlA 
lt'Ditft 'JC1'N!i Gt:DR'Gl: -ot:.'91J1'lPI.. V:A.-. :ll.AOt'lil P.L.Al!fNJN'G ll!:SUUoc<r.,. a, 'F.U~UR'E PL111!1B'IHG 
i!I'RCl.1.&'fEDh -~ SE«E&AG:Ea J'llU>d.llll£., <lolfJ£« .DE11r1mD 
ilt.Dft;l5 !lf.J"$ .j;EQRG:E t:.OUN.'JI'.r -!t'A., JUa>t.'l:l 1>U.11Nitib :D!:S1<B.II:1'~ ·ar&, ~IlllltNt'll'i&, 
.GR.O~££,. PllP.t.:Q.,AJl:oal, SU&.~E 41/.UBIS. lf~~!IU!i. .,_£R &E.S01JRC'ES. !.lllU£11 
:s:uPPu·.. .wE:u.:& 
--------'"3--·---·--l·dl*-------···-~ 
ICING .WH.'Lld Ul1.1NH', ·A 
*'***-**_" ______ ...... __ • ___ ·-----·---·*'*'---·-··-··· 
3.1~1 StillRf'll.NE El!.DSION., Kl NG AND QUEEN C..Dl1NT"f-. ·va,. «.Jl<G '11"-UJ:lM COIJIIIJY • VA, fiiE,W 
KtN-1 ·C.OUNTY,, VA .. I!.UliJ.LE P£tUNSIJl.A J>LANNI'NG Dl.SiT&U;y,, Y.fl~ !UCHJ.IQI\ID KEG1UNAL 
-PLANNJ'NG DlSTR.lCT,. VA, JIANA.GEitENT"' 'MAPS, Pl.·.AbiNllll~ oREI:REATluJll DEMAND, 
VJ:ItGI!a A 
loO..OB KI·NG illlU.AJil COUNTY., VA. MIDDLE i'EIHltSULA ,J>LAW:i!lN~ 01S:UJI:T., Vfo., t>f:Ui.OGY7 
·ltAHlli.AL .-RESOURCES, SOU.S, lOPOGIU\l'HJ',. V IRIOI:fUA 
;!,009 KING .WUUA'I! COUN-TY, VA,. MJDOLE PEl!IINSUiA Pt..Aiill'al!IG DlSJRltT, VA, OISPDS.At. 
.flNANC.ING, HYDROLOGY, LANDFJI..LS .. .N:AJIJI?.AL R£S.OURCES, I'OPLll.ATlON. SULlO 
:¥ASJE.So TRAI!ISP.ORfAilillH l/JRGlNlA 
itDlD Kl.NG liiiLLIAM COUNTY~ VA., IUD.DLE PEN11tSJ.:U.A J>LANiilfliJG OiS!I'RICT 0 VA. 
fCONOI!ICS, FUTURE PLANNING I PROJECTE.DJ, LAl!W USE7 IIIAJUt!.AL RESOURCES, 
·POPill.AUDN, SE:IIIERA.G£., lfU.LJJJES,. VlRGillliAo -WATER UJll.l.LUION 
*-******".**'***********-·***»**-'"****'*11<***""'*-*-*--··--lU'*-***.***'~<-***** LABOR 
--1<*'~<************-··-"'"**-"'***"'*"'--·-*-·-oo-••-·---········· 
1 !>l>9 :ll{)A'I"S:o CKI: S-Al'E.AKE '&A'!f,. CRAB l:tiOUS 'f·JU'" l.A'BDit 11 1.£6111. .!ASPEC'J $,. J!I'ARHIE A 1 R 
'MASSES, VIBGl NlA 
1991 BOATS, CttESAPEAKE BAY.• l.ABOR, OYS'J.EJI. JNDUSl-Rl' 
2605 l:HESAPEAKE SAY, L-ASDR, OYSTER H<IOUS"J.RY 
2760 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES., L.ASDR, BLUE UAB 
2901 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LABOR., itECREATJOIII, ViRGINIA 
3417 CHESAPEAKE dAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CONTINENTAL SHELF, FlNFISH INDUSTRY, 
FISHERIES, LABOR, VIRGINIA, ~!DOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3612 AGRICULTURE, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONUIIICS, EMPLOYMENT-. 
LAo~K, PROGRAMS, uNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA. WATER RESOURCES 
·········~······································································ LABOR SUPPLY 
************~******************************************************************* 
3651 AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONO<'-I!CS, EDUCATION, INDUS TRIES, LABOR SUPPLV', PLANNING, PDPULA TION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3652 AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DlSTRlCT, VA, 
ECiJ:.OI''1lCS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPU-LATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIKGINIA 
3654 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LAtiOK SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECKEAllON, li<ANSPuRTATIUN, VIRGINIA 
36§7 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION-. 
LAoOK SUPPLY, NATUKAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATJON, 
TRANSPOKTATJON, VIRGINIA 
3b62 NfJRTHUMtlERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORHtERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION_, 
EMPLUYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
Mf~R~ATIU~, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3663 W£SP10RELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, -VA, EDUCATION, 
~.MPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, HAPS, POPULATION, 
Hl~R~ATIUN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
31:.02 CtiESAJ>EAKE, VA, SO\tTHEASTEB.N PLANNING DISTRICT, VA. £0tJCAT1"0N• EHPl.Ol'"lti:NT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES-, I'LANNJtiG• POPULATiON, RECREATION, 
fRANSPORJATIO"N, VIRGINIA 
3703 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING OlSTII.ICTw YA, EDUCATIOIIJ, 
El'IPLOYMENT, INCOME, LA.BOR SuPPLY, l'iAJURAL -RESOURCES, P,LANNlNG., POPULATION, 
RECREAUON, TRANSPO.RTATJON, VIRGINIA 
31'(}4 HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT., VA, EDUCATION, EltPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOuaC£Sr PLANNING, POPULAHLlN., R.ECi!.EATJON, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3705 ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATIUN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3706 .lAMES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EOUCATtON~ 
EMPLOYMENT, IN~OHE, LABOK SUPPLY, NATURAL i!.ESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATJON, VIRGINIA 
3937 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA~ EDUCATION, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS~ NATURAL RfSOURCES, PuPULATlON, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3939 ALEXANDRIA, VA, NORTHEkN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LASOR SUPPL¥, lUCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES~ 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3940 CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LAbOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3941 COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHHDNO REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMI~S, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LAI!OR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENT.$, NATURAL RESOURC.ES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3942 GOilCHLAND COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, ECONUMIC5, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LAI!OR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORJAJION 0 VIRGINIA 
. . .. . . 
9Wt3 l:"RUat Pl.-1o-Nii1lfG Dl Sfll.l.CT ,, ,-., ~BY;J1.;lt .r.nuwi<f._ YA. ''EiD1191a.C.S., ~l'iDJe 
EI'IPL0l'~f<N1 ~ LABOR SIJI>P.Lh l.OC.'Ai. G.Ult:E'RNJ!IEtiT.&~ 1\iA.iTUillit. .MW~ES. 
P.OPULATIIDi·o RECK:EAT J ll~ :J&A-NSPIJRT.AU:OII, ~V lAGi'Nil'A 
394* >liiE-IIRH;Q :C.OUW1', 1/.~ RlCHI!\~1) ;&'fGJ,l'J&:tiL Pl.ldlltli'I!IG OiST1lol'1' ~ 'V4, EtRiflR'll:.S.. 
'EDUC::t.THJN3 EHPLOYI'IEtn., .LABOR SIJPPl:.Y~ LOCAL GDl/'EitNli!HH:S, tBJ~ 11J:5DURC£S. 
-4'QP.ULA'flD~, RECI<EA1JOJ'i, -l:ii;A;t<SPDRT'AHOJ!b VJoRGUUfA 
3!Ht5 1.0l.JDOltN C:Dut~Ti\', VA, NORTHERtl .Y;UtGHHA 'PJ..cANNING .DISTRICT., ECONO!UCS, 
EDULA TIDN, EMf>L!lY~ENT., ~BUR SUPPLY • LllCJ\1. GOVERNI!EN~S., -!+AT~ li.f.£D~E.S, 
POPULAUOU., R£Ckf:AJ:ION, lRAN:SPORT~UOih l/lRGINl1l 
39~6 POWtiAT AN COUNTY • Vll.o R I CHJI!ONG REG1 OJitAL PLANNING Dl.SJitlCT • V-1o .e'COIIIOJIICS., 
EOUCATI ON, EHPLUYMENf, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOli·EllllttE-NJ.S, 'NUl:lll~L U:SOURU:S,. 
P.OPULATlDN, RECREAllON, TRANSPORTAHON .. VIRGINIA 
3947 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA., NORTHERN NEC:K PLAHN1NG DIS1'&It1', .V.'A, EtONmnl:S~ 
.EDUCATION, E.HP'LOY'I!EN'I'.-. LAiltl& SUPPLY~ LOCAL GOY£-RtiMEI!IJS, 'NATURAl. B.ESOJIIIl'!;E~ 
POPU.LAT ION, ·ii..ECREATION,. lRANs.POIUA:riDN, -VlRGHUiA 
11~46 Rl Cltli!OND, VA, Rll:iUIGNll ·REGJ:O'NU PL-ANN:ING DlST.Rl:tT w !1J,, £'tON9MlotS., 
EDUCAT lONa .EMP1.0¥~EMJ, 'LABOR SUP.Pi.·Y., :LDCAL GD-\IERNio\ENl'S., ltAJURAL :A£:Sillmt'E:S,. 
-POPULATION, I!.ECRE-ATJON. TR.Alo~SPORT41Tl0lh VlRGlM-A 
H49 SOUTHAMPTON COUNT·Y, II-A-. FRttNKLUI., YA, SOUTHEASTERN P1-NNIKG.D:ISJRlCT, YA, 
ECONOMIC!>, EMPLOYJIENT, LAdOR SlWJ>l.Y-, l.OC:lL GOVERNI'IHH'Sco NAjJ'tJfi.Al. RESOUatES, 
PDPULAJlON, KECKEATlON, TRANSP.ORTATlON·t VIRGINIA 
3950 FJ;.EOERICKSBURG, lJA, SPOTSYLV.AI\IlA COUNTY'" VII, STAFFORD C.OUNTl'o n-. JlAD.Cll 
Plt.NNl NG 0 I!> l RICT, VA, H.ONUMICS~ EMPLOYIIENT, LARO& SUPPLY, LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS, NATUAAL .RESOURCES, -RECREAJJON, TRioNSPDRTATJON, lltJI.G:l-I!JIA 
3-9iil SUFFOU.,. V-A,. SOUUIEASJERiil PL-ANNU.JG OJSTRICJ, Y.A, ECONmtiCS, J:.DUCAH.otl. 
EMI'LOV·MENT, LAROI\ SUPPt.:r, .LOCAL GOY£RHMENJ'S., *AHJRA.l. AES.DtJ&U:S., 
POPlil.AHON,. RECREAHON, l·RANSPOIU.AT.Jlllih .VIRGiNIA 
3954 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.., 'ttlDDLE PENlNSULA P.LANHlMG .DI·STR'ICh V:A, ECilliiDBl~ 
'lAt!UR SUPPLY, LOCAL .GOVEIUIIMENTS .. ·li:UUllAt. RESOUIU:ESt P.L.111HUIG., VIR~li!UA 
l'llli I:ASTE:;<N SHU&E PLANNING . QlSTRiCl', -VA, EC.ONOIUC 111PACTo EDUCATION, l.AB81l 
!>Ut'PLY, POPULATION DYNAJU.CS., RECREATHIN,, .SOCIAL JJ4PACT, HIDDLE AfLANl'lC 
BIGHT 
8!18ft~111'!1J~lJiQ .......... _.. •• J I*Ja,.JLlMIIllh ..... M•Id$D•N1. JWI Jtlil3t...._l<llllJ-J-·J-.... Lli.Oll __ ., __ * 
UB.tJII.fiT'OR~ E:S 
-*·-ll<·--"'**'*1<**-*~"'-*"-"'"'*""'' .. --"'·11--... 
D1'1!ii EII'PL'6Y'IIE.Nl., F'ACl'LHlES, l.AB.lDlAT.flRil'ES~ RESEARCH •1dif) -.:e--V·El01>M£N;J', <&£SEARCH 




06.34 B:l BLlDGRAPHIES., F'ISH PAH.ASIJ.£5., -K.ll.L Ifa.SHE:S, LABOilATORl' ANl'I'UI..S, MARINE 
F 1 SH, TREMAJGDE S 
·········*··-·-··-······-··········-·••**•····-···•*••••-·•••**•********"'* LABORATORY EQU I PMEI!IT 
"'*******-***'*·*----···-**********'**-**·-·-----···*··----······· 
O&ltO FL311 CONTROL, Fi_Q.W II.AT:E'S.o .L-ABDII.ATORY ~UlPliENI., Dli'STEII.S 
............ **** ** ......... _*-·•-***>1<****"'*"'**·•-*'*"'---·-·•*-*·-·*-**"'*"' .. . 1..-ABO&A-JORY HST:S 
·---··,..··-·***********""*****--******-···*-··-*·····*-··-·-·••**"'*'***** 
.D597 CHL-OROPHYLL:o D1liER.SiF1ClHlDN, ECDSYSIFJIS~ l'IYDRD.GRAPHY, .L:ABDRATORY JESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTQ.PLANKlONr PRODUCT-IVITY~ SES10N 
0&:60 ~ALOG ·HOOEl.S, DIVERSJF l~li.TlOI'i, LABO&ATORY TEST4, 'M.ATHHllHl CAt. MODELS-. 
flEJHODOLOGY.t .PHYTOPLANKTON, PRO.OUCHIIITJ., S.EASOJIAL OISTR1i)UJION7 V·lil.GlNU, 
YDRK RJ,VER. CALOR;lMET.ll.Y 
·······-···········~··********"-·-····-····*--·--·*·*-··-·-·····*· .LAGOONS 
'****-·--··****·-··*'****'**---·-······---······--· .... ---···•****** 
'2'9:88 CtiES'Al>EAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE ~ VA-Mill, .GE.OLOG'Y, L,.GOONS .. 1/JRGlNlAr 
liACH'APREAGUE,YA 
477 
-................................................... _,... ...................... ---·· 
LA-MPREYS 
........................................................................ ********-
J484 AIIIADRDMOUS F! S H, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 0 ISJRIBUTION, LAMPREYS., MARINE Fl Sl'l 
"********""'"******"*********"**************************'**********•··········-··· LANCASTER COUNTY. VA 
************"'***********"'**************************••••••••-••*****·····-······-···· 
3b25 LANCASTER COUNTY, VAt NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DlSJIUCJ., VA, LAND USE, HAPS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3b26 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAtllO USE·t 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3627 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, REGULAJION, VIRGINIAt ZONING 
3628 lANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK .PLANNING OlSTRlCT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TKANSPORT A Ti ON, VI RGl NIA 
3629 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OlSTRlC.T, VA, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3630 lANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTKlCTo VAt LAND 
DEvELOPMENT, LAND USE, PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA 
3631 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION-. 
EROSION CONTROl, lAND USE, LEGISlATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
'3632 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
PUPULATIGI'I, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
36H lAriCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTAICT, VA, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
WATER TRfAHIENT 
36~ LANCASTER COUNTY, VAo NORTHERN HE!:._ PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EOutATHJIIJ9 
ElltPLOYfiENT, lABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL -RESOUil.LES, PLANNING, POPUlATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTAllONo VIRGINIA 
3655 LANCASTER COUNTY., VA-. NORTHERN NECK PLANHIIIJG DISTRI-CT, YAo LAND USE, 
PlANI\olNG, RtCREATlON FAClLlJIES, TRANSI'Oll.TATION, ViRGINIA 
365:8 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLAWIIING 
DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNITY DEVElOPMENT, ECDNO~ICS, GROWTH KATES, INDUSTRIES, 
MAPS, PlANNING, VIRGINIA 
3664 lANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOliD WASTES, VIRGINIA 
******************************************************************************** 
LAND DEVElOPMENT 
.......................... _. ........................... _ ............... -·-··••***** 
0216 CHICKAHOHINY RIVER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LAND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, 
OIETLANDS 
03ll ESTUARIES, LAND DEVElOPMENT, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, 
0670 AQUA TIC 1 NSECTS, BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SAMPLING 
0688 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CJTY PLANNING, FUTURE PLANNING IPRDJECTEDl, LAND 
DEVElOPMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS~ URBAN RENEWAL, HAHPTON ROADS 
3620 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, INDUSTRIES, 
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LANO USE, VIRGINIA 
3630 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICt, -VA, .LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, PLANNING, R~GULATION, VIRGINIA 
3641 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, PLANNING, REGULATION, VlRGlNlA 
3668 RICHMOND COUNTY, VAt NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OlSTRICT, VA, LAND 
DEVELOPMt:NT, LAND USE, PlANNING, .VIRGINIA 
• 
..,. •• .._ ...... ..-.... *_... • ._. ........ _.~~*'*~***1 J I I I ..................... "Jt~'**-*$1 I l M• 
LAND HttliA'Ga!Hil 
······--·*"'**•-*·**·---.. --.. ··-----·-----
3113 E.ASlElt'l!l SHOR'C -Pl.·A'NI'Illii.G .01SHUI:T., ·u~ :CDNSERNA'fHIN;~ BlS'J-ER'Iil S>rmJl£ -.t'JA-<lG!l,. 
H:U.~OIHCS, LAND "l'lANAGEHENl·, i:I:ND USE, lllAttAGarEM"., 1li·.U.I.!1Ul. i&.ESOUR.C.£~ 
RESOURCt: ilEY£LOJ"JtENJ > V 1RGJtll"IA~ .COAST ,/d. lOU£ 
Hlb 'EASTERN SHORE PLANNlNG DlSTRiC:T_, V~, .E:ASTEI!.N SHORE 1-YA-MOJ• lSl.J.liiDS, .L;QD 
'MANAG:Cl'U:NJ, 1.EG1SLATIIJ1>I, NAI'iAGHIENJ, .kATlD~ S.E.ASI;ID"R£$, J>RESERl/.ATHlAl., 
VlRGlNIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3-922 NOil.THERN Y IRGl N.I A ·PL·A'NNI NG DISTRICT, FLOOD "CONTROL., lAND MANAGEIIENT., l.!UID 
USE, MATHEMATICAL MODI:LS~ PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOIJXCES, WATE&SitEJ:l 
~ANAGEMENT, WATkRSHEO PRDTE"CT. AND fLOOD PREV. 
******'*·*************"***"'**"*****-·**'*"'*-···--·**"**-·--·-·--..--· ..... -LAND RESOURCES 
*****************"*"'******·***********"****-"'**********-·-··--········••***"'-
2olo CHESAPEAKE S-AY, LA/W RESOURCES, LAND USE, PDTDl'IAC RIVER, ;~oiATER RESOURCES 
1998 ENVIRONMENTAL Q.UALlJY., .EAST:ERN SHORE P"lAN·NtNG 01-STR:JCT, VA., F.INAIIICJNG.. 
LAND RtSUUKCES,. LAND USE, lONG-TEil.JI PLANNING~ RECREATION UEMANlh 
RECREATION fA"C:IU TIES~ VIRGINIA 
..................................... - ............ ********-*******'*****'**"'·****---*-··---·-
LAND USE 
******"********"********"********"**"** ... ••··---··-·······--···--·····-·*-*"'"' 
2olb CH,ESAPEAI'E BAY, LAND RESOURCES~ LAND US£, PDTO.H~ RJVEI!., loiAT£11. RESOURCES 
27 40 C HE 5APEAKE BAY, F l~HERI.ES, UI'ND U"SE, 1. EGA!. .A:SPECT"S., 'lilA~ U!Ul. RE SOURC£5, 
PL-AilllliJ~G. UR8ANilATION,, WA!>TE WATER DI~PU.SAl.-o WATeR ~UAL1H' 
2970 l.HESAPEAKE SAY~ DRAINAGE IHST-RICT:S,. I:IYDilOGRAPH.Y, LAND US·E~ .SOil. 
CON:>El!.VA.TION, VIRGINI-A, WATER CONSERV4.T10No .JIIAl'E& ;QUALITY COIH&llL• lfAHiR 
RESJUil.C£5, -!tATER ~UJ>Pl.Y 
3313 t:tf.ESAPEAU BAY, UNO US'E, PUTDM&!: RIVER, fUllER BtlS'tlll :tDMI+ISSiONS, WATER 
RE.SOU&CE.S.t llfAT-ER SUPPLY 
31S.29 Bl OTA, 'EC'ONOMICS., -fli11JRE P'Lfllllti'IIIG 1PJUlJE:t7-EDt.. .bECll:DGY~ LAND IJ"S:E, 
HA1!1AGEJIENJ • URBM11ZAJ1011h V lJl":GUtl:tl,. .COU"JAI. lot!IE 
34B7 LAND USE,. POL:t.tH1·0N AtiATHIEI\IT~ SEiWAGE, VHt'Gl'WA~ ,WA1"H\ >.lUJ.l.l-fY, t1AT£R 
QUii.Ll JY CONT.ROL, -wATER SlJPPU' 
3!.11 NORTi'lERN NECK PLAI'Il.IING DlSI&li:T,. va., ECONDIM.CS, l.AND USE, NATURAL 
ll.ESOURCES, PLANNlNG, POPULAlllmo R.ECRE.AUOIV -FACltlTl.ES, SEWERAGE, 
VIRG1NIA, WATER RESOURCES 
3f>l3 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, PLANNING, 
POPUlATION, SEWAGE D.ISPOSAJ.., VIRGIN-IA, WATEK RESOURCES 
~.f>2D ,-wESTMOREl.AND COIJNTY, VA., NORTHERN NECK PWAlliNiNG -DISTJilCT, VA., HIDUSTRJES, 
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LAND US£. VIRGINIA 
3621 .NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT~ VA-. LAND USE, PLANNJN.G, POLLuTANT 
I OENJI F lCAJION, VI RGI "llA 
3&22 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA• NOI!.THERI'I NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA., ECONOH.ICl>, 
lAND USE, PLANNING, PLIP.ULA.TI Olii, VI RGHU.A 
l1>24 iiiiESJHORELANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHEIUt :NECX PLANNING OJS,TRI.CT., VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING_, REGULAUON, VIRGHHA 
3"625 LANCASTER COUNTY, YA, NORTHERN NEC:X PLANNING :Dll>~RICJ, !lA, LAND USE, MAPS 
PL-ANNINI>• V IRGINJA 
3621'> l.ANCASJER COUNTY, V)h JIIDRTH.ERI¥ .NECX PLANNING ,QJ:STRICT, VA-. LAND USE, 
,P.LANNlNG., YIRGINJA, ZONING 
3o27 lANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHE:RN NECII. PLANNING D.IS-JRIC-T, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3b28 lANCASTER COUNTY., VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANIUNG OIST.RJCT, V-A:~ LAND USE.o 
PlANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPDRTATION, VlRGllillA 
-eBl 
3630 lANCASTER COUNTY~ VA., HDRTKERII NEC«. PlAMI•Ii.G DlSTiUt:;r, YA-• l.A'NO 
DEVElOPI'\ENT, LAND USE, PlANbli!I.G, ttEGULAliDN, l/IRGHHA 
3631 LANCASTER COUNTY, ~A~ NURJ~ERN NECK PLANMI~G DISTRICT~ ~ ~QNSER~llO~ 
ERuSlON CONTKOL, LAND USE~ lEGlSLAllON, PLANNIU~ VIRGINIA 
3640 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTr, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTIUCT,. YA~ l.AND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
36~1 NORTHUHtiERLANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OlSTRlCT,. VA, lAND 
DEVELOPMENT, lAND USE, PlANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA 
3642 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CONSER\/ AT ION, ERUSI ON CQ,HROL, LAND USE, LEGISlATION, PlANNING, VIRGINIA 
31>44 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA~ NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTlUCT, VA, lAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3645 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
EROSION CONTROL, LANO USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3647 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISlRI.CT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND 
USE, PLANNING~ PUPULATIUN, VIRGINIA 
3655 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, RECREATION FACILITIES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRG-INIA 
3656 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3668 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
36o9 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMHUNlTY 
Di:: VHOPMENT, H IGHIIAYS, LAND USE,, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3670 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHER~ NECK PLANNING DISTRICT~ VA, 
CONSERVATION, EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PlANNING, VIRGINIA 
3-&71 ;lfEST:ftORELAI!ID COUNTY, V~ IWJI:TKEAJII NEC'K PLANNll!IG -lHSl":RJCT., VA.~ t.ANO USt:, 
Pl-ANNING, J!.:.Et>ULATJON, VIRGINIA, .lONlN!i 
3710 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OJSHUCT, VA, EAST"EII.N S·I'IOR.f 1li"A-1'10h L.A'NO :USE~ 
KANAGHIENT, ~AtfNING, POPULATION OVWI1HCS, VIRGINI-A· 
3713 EASTE&N SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA-. CONSEiWATIUN 1 EASTERN SHuRE {VA-MD)., 
ECONOMICS, LAND MANAGEMENT, lAND USE, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL Rf~OURCES, 
RESOURCE DEVELOP~ENT~ VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3722 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
ECOLOGY, LANO USE, MANAGEI'IENT, MARYLANU, NATIONAL SEASHOKtS, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL lONE 
3723 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, HARYLAIIIDJ ~ATlONAL SEASHO~ES, VJRGlNIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, C~ASTAL ZONE 
3724 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEH~NT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL ~EASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3741 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DREDGING, LAND USE, LEGAl ASPECTS, 
MANAGEMENT, SURVEYS, VIKGINIA, WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
3922 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, FLOOD CONTROL, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND 
USE, MATHEMATICAL HUOELS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESuURCES, ~ATERSHcO 
MANAGEMENT, wATERSHED PROTECT. ANJ flOOD PREV. 
3923 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PlANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER HOOELS~ FLOODING, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, .lAND USE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, RAINFALL-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, 
1/IRGINIA, WATERSHED PROTECT. AND FLOOD PREV. 
3924 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, EROSION, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, 1/:IRGINIA, WASTE wATER 
IPOLlUTION), WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
3925 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PlANNING DISTRICT, lAND USE, LEGISLATION, HANAGEHENT, 
PLANNING, VIRGI~IA, WATER RESOURCES OEVELUPHENT, WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 
-
'3'13.8 'E!A:S!rHUl SHaR'E 'Pl..'Al'IJ'IaltG ·.01 s<f'ltlJ;T., VII., t..lld!IB 1JS'E.o ;JllltfA£8tEfR~ WJIP:S., f!l. . 1'1fi;,. 
PGPULAHU!Il, SEiW.ERAGE,. J~Ul:GJ,fi;l£, iiASH: ~T:.ER Ta:.'AIJ!E:NJ~ al';Ea ·f7.m..1.JiiT.'U.Jil 
CUNTROL. ~-~£~ ~~ALiX~ 
39&0 SOUlHEASJERJY ·f>.;Ui.lllNI'I'l"G tllS":I"RJtT" 'ill\, 1.:A1ID 13$£, Ula..l. ;Ab-f>E'tif!O'" !VIltGlii!Ua.r 
;W.EJL.MID.S., COASTAL lONE 
3915 ACCOMAC'K COUNTY, 1/Ao Et.ST·ERN SttORE ·P!.ANNINI; D,ISTR1'C1J ~ VI., liiD&TftMU"T41N 
CUUNJY, VA 1 N&IP.ORJ NEWS, V-A~ NORFOLK~ VA• OEL.A,IIARE, IMOUSU!.U:-s.~ LAti.D JJS£,. 
NORTH i:AROLJNA.7 PD.PUl.AU.OJ¥ OYllli\MJCS, >i!.ECREAJlD~ 'l'UDDLE ATU .. NHL Ba.GiilT 
3980 EASTE&lQ SHORE PlAtiNlNG DISTRTCTJ VA, AGRIL.ULTIJJU:. CHU!JCJIL liASTE'S• 
CONSERII ATl ON, LAND USE~ POLL\Jl,,UffS, REC~TlDN, SEoiAG.E., oii·A:J.ER LjTJJ..lliA'llrG1i 
ZONING, MIDDLE AT.LANTIC BlG.tH 
3998 ENVIRONM.ENJAL QUAllTY., EASl.ERN SI:IDRE PLAl!lNlMG DISTRILT .. VA, FJliAliU:lliGo 
LAND RESOURCES~ LAND USE, LONG-T.ERK PLANl'U:tffi, R.ECREAJlOh DJ:MND" 
RECREATION f:ACIUTIES~ l/1RG1NlA 
4002 EASTERN SHOR£: PLANNING OlSTRICTt VA, CHES.APEAKE flAY, FlNaNCTIIIG, LAND USE, 
.MANAGEMEI'iT .. MAPS, POPULAHON, RIVER &ASHiS.o v:lRGJNl·A,. .W4.ST.E ASSIMllATlYE 
CAPACITY, WATER QUALll¥ 
4010 KING WILLIAM .COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENIMSULA PLANNING DlSTRIC.:J, VAo 
ECONDl'UCS, FUTURE PlANNJl\IG lPRO'JECTEDlo lAND USE .. NATURAL RESOUIU:l:~ 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, UTIL!IIES, 1/IRGlNIA, WATER UTlllZATIOlll 
ft014 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE P.ENINSUl.:A Pl.ANNlNG DISlfUCJ., VA, .EC.Ol'WIIl'C'S .. 
FUTUil.E PlANNING lP.ROJECT.EU~, LAND USE• POPULAHON~ 1/lRGJNlA 
4022 KADCU PlANNING DISTRICT, VAt .ECONOMICS, .EIIP1.0YMENT, GOVEIUfJtENTS,. LAND US.E. 
NATURAL KESOURCES, POPUL:AHON, TRANSPORTATUlNt VlltGll'll'il 
~Olit RliDCO PLANNING D'ISJRICT, VA, EGmWJUCS., f'UT-U&.f P-lANNING i.PRO.JECTEDJ,. 1..JoiiD 
USC. MAPS. POPULAJHlNt VJRGUU'A 
ltOlb RAOCO PlANNINL OISTRI'CT 1 VA., 'CHESAPEAKE SAY, GEOLOGY, GllOUSD.WATER,, 
HYDROLOGY, LAND lJSE~ RECRE.ATlONo SEOHlENl.ATION, SDILS, ti.AT'ER .QUA!.UoJ, 
WATEI< SUPPLY 
<ltlJ.ZB 'SMD&:'El.'I:NE 1EillO'Sll'tll!l., .R!Ult.tl ~'I!IG lliSliR!J:£-lr, -V~ <CoEli<M'EU:'E !flaY,. 
GRU\JIIaiiAtBl, iUND :US.E, -iUoPS, flAVl-GAT'IO!i, ~'ECll:f;IJ(I.flta. ~1'5& SU~Y,. >tiEEDS, 
,vn.oU:F£ 
:4&.55 :SlilOilB.iPif EitBSUDI~ Gl.9li~CE.ST£11. COONT'f~ 'VA., WI.Iill.ll.~ P,E'Nl'lll.liloli.A 'Pl.~tlllilWG 
lll STR.l'C7,. VA,. LMESM'UU .MY,. L1i111D ·US.E" <llfj)>S-• Pli.Nllllli'l'l!lG, ~REA'Illlnl 
_.031 SliOil.El.lNE E-ROSlcn&. SUIFPQRfl t:mnn-y~ V~, ~ PLAittdliG D.JSTRlLJ, ¥A., 
.C.HESAP.EAKE ·BAY o ~illNO tiS£ t 1!11\:PS, PUIJ>tl!IJ'NG,. ii~EJIT10N 
4-0ei :RADCO PLAN1111NG DISTRICT • V6, UltD IJSE~ Pl..AliiMt 11Go :POPULATlllHo POTOMAC 
1i:IVH!., iUVER &ASI.NS, VlRGl.tUA• _,llST.E ASSIMILAT.IV£ CAP.AClTr, loiASTE wATER 
TREAT /!lENT, -l!lla.TE.Il QUAl. IT~ 
40'48 RAOCO PLANllllNG DISTRICT, VA;o CHESAPEAKE BAY,, CONSERVATION, LAND USE, 
MAN-AGEMENT, POHHI·AC RIVER, RIVER BASIN COKMISSIONS, ~ATEtt RESOURLES 
lt~'J ·Rli.OCO Pl.ANJHNG DiSTRICT. V,A, t.HESAPEAKE BAY. l.iA'ftfl USEJ I\IAJUR'Al. -RESOUR(;ES0 
PLANNING, POJUHAC -RIVEit, Rl'JER 8ASIIII COMKJSSIONS, .. ATER ;.JUAUTY, WATER 
RESOURCES 
·.ftOOD RAOCD PLA.NNJ:NG DISTRH:r. V'Ao LAND USE, MAN.AGEIIlEI!IT.o POPULATION., VIRGI·NIA, 
..,.ST£ liiAl.ER TREATMENT., WATER QUALl TY 
~Ot>5 RADCtl PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, ·MAitAGEKENT 7 POPUUI-TliJN, RIVER 
BASINS, IIIRGINIA, WASTE .ASSUil.LAJlVE \:.APAC1H, WATER I.IUALIH~ Y-ORK RIVER 
!It Of>.& RADCO PlAIIII'll'NC DlSTJU CJ .• VA, FUTURE PLANNlfiiG I PROJ.EL HDl, 'lAND U'SE, 
POPULATION. -RECRfATUl!l• V!RGIHIA 
4074 -RICHMONO REGIONAl. P-LAIUIING DlSJ:RlCT, VA~ .LAND .USE, Pl.ANNING, -~lRGINJA 
''"''*"'******"'-***"'*~--·--**-·*****•······-·--*"'-·********-*********'**"'"'** LANOfiU.5 
"'"'*'*-*******•··-··-•*******'*-****"'*"'ll<*-·**·******-"*'*****"'*-·-············ 
0211 BRIDGE C.ONSTJI.UCTIDN .. CHESAPEAKE B'AY, Dfl.EDGJNGJ JAMES RIVER, J.ANOfl.LLS 
02111 SlJLKltEAU L IIIIE, ELIZABETH .RHIE.R, .JAMES Ill VEil, L4liDF1LL.S, JI.IP.fiR.lAN 1UGHTS~ 
VI RGINJA 
022\l BULKHEAD LINE, El.IZASEfH RJYER, JAMES JUVE.R. 1.~1US~ &JPARlAN RIGHTS;. 
VIKGINJA 
0222 DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANOFJU.S, RIPARIAN RIGHTS,. VJRGJNlA 
4009 KING ililLllAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING ·DISTRICT, VA, DISP.OSAL, 
FL>ANCING, HYDIWLO<;Y, LANDFILLS, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, SOLID 
WASIES, TRANSPOKTAliON, VIRGINIA 
***************************************************************************** ... LARVAE 
************************"*****************************************•••·····-···-
0237 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, JAMES RIVERo JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, VIRGINIA 
0590 SENT HI C FAUNA, LARVAE, PLANKTON, POL YCHAETESr VIRGIN llr YORK Rl Vf.R 
07l7 CURRENTS IWATERJ, JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA 
0773 COMMERCIAL FISHING, lARVAE, SCA~LOPS, MARICULTURE 
0815 CLASSIFICATION, LARVAE, SEASONAL OlSJRISUTION, SHELLFISH, SPAWNING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK Rl~ER 
OBlb CLASSIFICATION, LARVAE, SHELLFISH, VlRGINlAt YORK RIVfR 
0951 HATCHING, LARVAE, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SPAWNING 
1022 DIURNAL OISTRI!lUliON, LARVAE, Ll6HTr OY.STERSo YERTIC.Al lUGRATIDN 
1070 COAHAL PLAINS, OIS.TaJSUTION, EGGS. LARVAE, SALAJIANDERS~ YIRGI"NJA, 
tOll LTENOPHORES, LARVAE, OYSTERS, PREOATIONr SEA NETTLES 
ll.ZD iFJSH PARASUES~ LAllVAE~ PARASI:USI!Io 'fRa&al"miiES 
ilZZ ARI&o ACIDS, LARVAE 0 DYST£RS 
1123 BACTEIUA• FOOD HAIUTS, GR0117H UTES, lARYAEo OYSJUS 
1117 ,CLAMS• JAMES Rl YER, LARVAE. Jo!OU.USKS. REPRODUCTJON. SPMiN!NG., VJRGINIA 
1315 ESTUARIES, HYDRAUliC MODUS~ JAJIIES RIVER, .lAllVA£ 0 OYSTEI!.S, STf<.AJIFICATION, 
VIRGINIA 
1333 ECDlOGV, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, LIFE H"ISTOR·Y STUDIES 
2184 DATA TRANSMISSION-. LARVAE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MEASUREMENT, SHELLFISH 
2245 CRUSTACEANS• LARVAE, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, ZOOPLANKTON 
2259 CRAUSr FOOD HABITS, LARVAE, HICROORGANlSMSr PlANKTON 
2301 ATLANJIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN 51-tORE IVA-HDlr 
FISH .EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS. LARVAE, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
2308 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAR.VAE. PLANKTON, SHRIMP, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
-2334 LARVAE, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, liFE HlST.ORY STUDIES, KOtLUSKS• SHELLFISH 
245& CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAE, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SPAWNING 
2b93 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FlSH POPULATIONS, GkEY SE-A TROUT, LARVAE, MAIUNE FISH.t 
VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANII.TON 
276.0 CURRENTS IWATERio DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, JAHES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER CIRCULATION 
2937 ABSTRACTS, OlSTR16UTIONo FISH POPULA.TlONSt LARVAE, MIDDLE ULANTIC SIGHT, 
. · .. 
487 
2936 CHESAPliAK.E 6AY ~ .EAS JE1!.N S'IWR'E lliA-'J!D) t £H,BR~mU.C .BKQWTH ST-AGE,, LAll'IIA£,. 
fo!OLLUSKS~ Jli.JIHALITY~ WACHAPREAGUE,VA~ *IHER :J£HP£&AJURE 
.3•01 EELS,. :FISH EGGS., l.MWA:E, -1'l100LE AJ.LANTIC -BIGHh 
344& GROWTH RATES, LARVAE, HORJ,AL-tTY~ OYSTERS, WAT-ER J.CIIIPERATUJlE,. 'Dl'SlER 
SETTHIG 
349l ECONOMICS, ENVlRONI'IENTAL EFFECTS, LARV-AE, POWER PLANTS.., ,}lATER .QUA1.IT7• 
l.OOPLANK TON 
3500 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, FISH POPUL·ATIONS, LARVAE, VIRGINI-A, YDRK &IVER 
3544 ATLANTlC ·MENHADEN, DISTRIBUTION, EGGS., LARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANll.C SIGHT~ 
355& AL EWI \IE S, BlUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH TAXONOMY~ LARVAE 
356B eASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ANADROKOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
OISTIUllUT ION, FISH EGGS~ LARVAE, SPA,WNING, STRIPED ~ASSy C + D C:AKAL 
3570 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, \lA, CLAMS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, LARVAE, 
MORTALITY, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER, TIME 
3564 EASHRN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT • VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAE., OYSTERS, 
PLANNI!'iG, POWER PJ.,ANTS,, JiiERKAL CAPtU:JTY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3590 i'~NINSULA PLANNING OlSTIUCT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, ESTUARIN-E 
ENIIIRONMENT, lARVAE, POPliLATJ OM llYHAMICS, SHRIMP, YORK RIVER 
360B EASTERN SHORE PL·ANNI'NG DISTRICT, l/A, BLUEFISH~ OJSTRlBUT10N~ GROWTH 
ST-AGLS, LARVAE., SAU'NITY, .SP'AWIUNG, ·WATER TEMPERATURE~ fUDOLE o&TLANTJC 
BIGHT 
Hilt> ~HOOlE PENINSULA PLA·NHiNG DISTRICT, VA., BLUEBACK Hf.RRJNG, CHESAPEAKE 84Y, 
FI5H ~GGS, HEATED WATER, LARVAE, MORTALlTY, POWER PLANTS, STRIPED ·BASS 
4011 lliCHIIDND REG10111Al 1'LAMUHG DlSTRlCT, ¥~ CH.Es.A.P1:-Ma: MY-o ;F;t~ LARVAE., 
$EAS0111Al. D·ISTRlBUJIOk. SYSlf.EMl'I'JlCS 
·-·······-··-*'*****<P·ll<*·*****·***'**·**---··-*·--··-"'*"' .. --.. ··***' LAfO/Al GII.~Tll S1AJdE 
*'**-********'**·-·········--···-·-'*-*·***--**"'* ____ ll'·-··-<0<-~ 
000& CLAMS, .JAMES 'Rl V.ER, LARVAl. ml.UioiTM S'f.A'G£~ :SHEJ..UTS.i!i:. Vl.JU01Nlll 
.05.&0 LARV:AL GROWTH S:TAGE, OYSTERS, THERIHI;l. .S1RESS 
05&5 LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MUSSELS, .VlRGl'NlA;, 
0580 FISH PARASlTES., LARVAl. Gli.OlolJH ST.A.G·E,. TREMAlOOfS;o VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0592 CHESl\PEAKE &AY, CLAMS• EAST ERJi SHOR£ IVA-MOlt LARVAL GROWTH S UGE • 
VIRGINIA 
0&39 ATTRACTANTS, :LARVAL GROWTH STAGE., OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
0651 CLAMS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE 
0&99 CRABS, LAt\V-AL GRQ.WTH STAGE., PLANKTON~ MOLHNG 
0716 CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, REPRODUCTlON, aLUE C~AB 
0735 BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE~ MARINE F!SH., 1'110DLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
0711 CHESAPEAKE SAY, EGGS, HATCHINGo Ll\RVAL GROWTH STAGE, l>LUI; C:RA£ 1 MOLTING 
077 8 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HATCHING~ LARV.AL GRO.WTH ST.AGE, 'MORPHOLOGY~ BLUE CRAtl, 
MOLTING 




0837 FISK. LAR-VIU. GROWTtl STAGE, t.E.fttAL LJMll .. SALUII'fl'~ S:PAW!ilNbo 1/IIJIGIIUA,. 
YOll.o<. RIVER 
OtllB DISSOLVED OXYGEN, LARYAt. GJWWTH STAGE, 11A11.UiE F:IS», l!WitTM.lTJ'~ 1111-B.Gltll~ 
YORK RIVER 
0853 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, LA~VAl. GROWTH SU.-GE.o fllGRATltm., J'-AMUIII!lt'Y 
.RIVE!<., SPAWNING, IIIRGlNIA, YOR-K RIVER 
0866 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, NARINE FISH, MORTjLlf~ 
0913 LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, ro\ORPHULOGY, BLUE CRAB 
On4 CRABS, FUNGI, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERSt ·P-ARASITJS. 
0920 CRAdS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SYSTErotATICS 
0925 CRUSTACEANS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS, VlRGJNlA, YORK RUlER, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
.O'>Iio7 CRABS, ECOLOGY, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORTALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
0'>148 ANIMAL BeHAVIOR, CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LETHAL LlMITo SALINITY, SALT 
TOLERANCE, ZOOPLANKTON 
0'>149 CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEASONAL OISTRIBUTION, 
SH~LLf!SH, VIRGINIA, Z~OPLANKTON 
0~54 CLASSI~ICATION, INVERTEBRATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEASDNAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SHELLFISH, Vlii.GINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
0964 CRASS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, SALT TOL£RANCE, ZOOPLANKTON 
O'lb 7 F1 SH PUPULATI ONS, fLATf I SHt JUVENILE GROWTH STAGE, LAii.VAL GRO»HI Sl'AG£, 
MIDJLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, OSTEOLOGY 
0'>168 l~Ati~, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE~ SALINITY 
09:69 .CHESAPEAKE BAY-• J:.l.'ASSIFJCAllO!b C.R1JSTAUANS• E~lili..OG'h LAR~.A~ GR1l111Jt! STAGE" 
PAMU111K[Y RIV£1l~ JUIRPHGLUG¥, YORK .IUVSI. 
0992 -.CHESA~EAK£ Ba¥~ FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROKJH STAGE~ PAMUNKEY tlVER~ 
PLANKTON, SA:H'PLJNG, '1~ Rl VER 
1061 CRABS~ LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, VIRGINIA, YORK giVER~ F£ED1NG 
lll66 Al'!ITIBIDTICS .IPES:U£1DES}, GROWTH RATES" LAR.IIAL GROWTH STAGE., OYSTERS 
1071 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, lARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SYSTEJoiATlt5 
1562 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE~ LIGHT INTENSITY, SEA NETTLES9 TEMPERATURE, SCYPHOZOA 
1648 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE~ FISH EGGS, ~ISH POPUUITJONS, 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY 
1657 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, .LARVAL GROW.TH STAGE, 
MORPHOLOGY 
1978 CARP, CATFISHES. CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GARS, 
HERRINGS, JUVENILE FlSHES, LARVAL GkOWTH STAGE, SUCKERS 
2147 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DRUMS, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, KARIN£ FISH, 
SEASONAL O.ISTR.IBUTION, SPAWNING, V lRGINIA 
2151 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ LARVAL GROWTH STAG£, SEA ~ETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, CNIOAR1A 
2153 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-M0) 1 LARVAL GI!OWTH STAGE, 
REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
2166 CONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, I'IARINE FISH, 
REPROOUCJION, SKATE5, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT~ 
2180 CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, '140LlUSK.S, SPAlliN! 1tG 
.. 
-Zlfl!l. ~:S,. :CRI1Sl"tu;~ HSTELU\1 S:l'lml£ 1~,. {G&:WJJ"J'I U~ t..All'Mid. l>&DfiR 
SiAGE 
225!1 HATCHING~ !.AII.YAL GR£l1Htl SJ'AGE~ S.11LHUTY, TEIPEJlUURE, 8LDE CR:MI~ -Jim.Til'IIIG 
2281 CHESAPEAKE ilAY, CRUSTACEANS, l.ARVIAL GRDllftl :STAGE;w KOR-PtWLOGY,. SHalMP, 
VIRGINIA, ZOOPLAbiKJON 
2289 CHESAPEAKE_ nAY, lR.USTAl:CEAI\1~ OlSTRJ·BlJJI IJN-v -KJDIUilGllAPlfl'• 'LARVAL GIUIWTM 
STAGE, PAI'!UNKEY Rl \IE&. 1/lli.GINIJI,, YDkK RIVER, -lOOPL-AJUTOli 
233ft LARVAE, LARVAL G'I<.OiiHl STAGE-~ l.J.FE HlSJORY STUOJES,. 11\0.LLUSXS, SHEl.-lFISH 
23l9 CHESAPEAKE 8Alf, CONTJNENTAL SHEt:F., :OIS1'R1SUJ ION, Fll SH ftEPRQWJtUOJII 1 iJldi.VA'l 
GRO>OTH STAGE~ HAJUl\IE ·fiSH, VIRGUIJA 
2ft14 BRYOlOA, EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, G-ROioloH RATES, INYERTE·B'R.ATESo URVal.. 
GRO,WTH STAGE, \111/..GlNlA., \'Oilll. RIVE-ll 
2104 LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 'HO&Pit!ll.OGY, Sl:a1.LDPS.. SPMll!llN~ 1URlClJl.TUILE 
2/ll CiAJIS, LARVAl. GROW-TH SJAGE., .SAl.HUTf., W41"Ell TEMP£ii.ATURE 
a016 CHfSAPE:AI(E JU,y., Cl.ASSlFlCAnll/11-. G&OIIIUI SJAGES, l.AilVAl. GROliiJB 'STA'GEw liFE 
Hl STORY STUO.IES, .&.UE -cRAB 
·····---.···-·······--·····--··-·-----·*·-··-·--· -LEASES 
................................. -* .... - ••• __ •• _ • ._ ___ • __ .__ • ._ .. __
DUI!i Jl£00i WilDER WllT£8.-• .JJAJIE·'S 1lHIBB.• LEA-R$,. 1'EG!U. &S?Et:lf"S. arsTEK ll!fElUSTf!.'fe 
l'ilBLll: i.'AIIB~ VI,RGUIHI 
•aef!l..__.~,....atJ 111 1 •••••-.t•••••:a•••a, .. •••*~*..,....******'**• 
L££C1E:i 
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••*****-*•--·--·*-"****-**********---······--·----....... ..._ ... _. ..... 
0023 BEDS UNDER WlHER, .JAMES RIVER., l.EGAl. ASPECTS, I'UVlGAB.LE iiATERS, 'POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, AJPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE~ VIRGINIA 
0025 BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECiS, N.AVIG-Al!ILE WATERS-~ PUB.L1I: LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RlGHTS, SHORES~ l/IRGINJA, 
002-6 CHESAPEAKE BU., ~ES RIVER~ LEGA.L ASPECTS 0 JU&>UlA1>1 ii.llOHJS, SHOII.ES 
0027 BEDS UNDER iiATERo BULKHEAD UN!:, ELIZAiiETH RIVER_. l.tGAL ASPE-CTS, RIPAIUAN 
.lGHTS, VlRGl~l~ 
002 8 BULKHEAD LINE, El1Z-:All.ETH Rl\'ER~ l.E GAl ~.sPEtJS• NA:IIl:GAW.t: 11AT£RS,. RJP~IAN 
Rl:GHTS, SHOR.ES.. VJRGHHA 
OG29 JAMES RIVER-. LEGAl. ASPECTS, '!IAVJGABl.E lii-AT:EB.S, PWU.U; .LANDS., RlPAII.lAN 
RJGHTS• SHORES, \llRGHU.A 
0030 OJI.E.DGHIG, El.l~A6ETH JllV.Ell, .J.~l!I£S 11.1N.Ell.. ;L.I:GAL A~RTS., klPARIAN RIGHT:;, 
V IRGtllii A 
0031 BULI{HEAD LlHE .. E1.1ZA8ETH &lVEa, 'LEGAl. -ASP.E.CTS, lUf>AlUAN -kiGHTS. SHORES, 
:VlR.GJNlA 
0032 EL.IZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASJ>£CTS, iliPAII.I IIIII II.JQJifl), SMOAES~ a.r'l1lGlti1A 
0033 8EDS UI!IDER WATER, .JAKES RIVER·, t.EliAL ,ASPEtTS.t l'iAViGABl:E ftf.fltS.o .Pa.Ufl1Dtl 
-ABATEME!>IJ,. RIPARIAN RIGHTS. SEWAGE~ YIBGlNlA 
OOJ'o BEDS UNDE-R WATER, LE.taL ASPECTS, PDLl.UTION ABATEMENT, SEIIAGE,. VIRGlbllll 
0035 .CANALS, JAMES RI-VER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGUIIA, WA'i£.R jj.JGKTS 
003b BOUNUARIES !PROPERTYJ, JAKES RlVEa, LEGAL ASPECTS, VlRGllUA 
0037 8Rl0GESt JAMES Rl VER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YIRGINlA, l'.Dil.lf. 
RIVER 
0038 CRAB INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
0039 FINFISH INDUSTRY. LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, 
0040 CLAM INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS. SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA, 
0041 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE 6AYt EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDlo JA~ES RIVERo 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
00/oZ JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, YIRGihiA, 
004/o JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, ~lRGlMJA 
U\.145 BELlS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, t.EGAL ASPECTS, OWNERSHIP OF &EDS, ll\'STER 
INUUSTRY, SHELlfiSH, VIRGINIA, 
00/oo CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH lNDUSlR:Yy FISH ltANAGEJ'IENT., LEGAL 
ASPECTS, UYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS~ SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
OO<t8 BEDS UNDER 1-jATER, JAKES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INOOSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS, VIKG1NIA 
001o9 .BEDS 'UNDER JIATER• .JAflES B.lVEil,. l.fGA.l. :ASP;EUS,. .m'$ft-Jl VIDUSJH, PUM.lt 
·LA!WS, II lliGlnHI 
.WlSt) BEDS IJtWEk •na., DREllG-laG,. .ilidES RUlE!.• 1.£GA1. ~J:J:T:;, 01'S7£il III!DUSTR'i'y 
PUBLIC LANDS7 YlRGINJA 
0051 CHANNEL I f'IPROVE·MENT y llii.EDGING, .JAMES .Rl:VEll., -i.E GAl ASPECTS, lllRGlNlA 
0052 FUIFJSM INDUSTRY., FISHING G.EAR, JARES -RIIIER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
005.3 BEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBOII.S, ·LEGAL ASPECTS, IIIAYIGASLE 
WATERS• I'OLl.UllOH ABATEMENT. RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 111-lRGll'llA, wATER LAW 
0125 l.EGAL ASPECJS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER RIGHTS 
0135 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER• lEASES, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS, VI~GINIA 
0368 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, .OYSTERS, PUTOMAC RIVER 
0558 ADM!NlSTRATlliE DECISIONS, JA~ES RUlER, lEGAL ASPECTS 0 VIRG-INIA, o!ATEil. 
MAhAGEMENT (APPLIED), *ATER QUAlJTY CONTROL 
Obl5 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ HISTORY, l.EGAL ASPEC.TS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SlATE 
JURISDICTION 
0703 EROSION CONTROL, LEGAL ASPECTS, SEDUIENTAT.ION• URBANIZATION, IIIRGINIAo 
0714 LEGAl ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STREAMFLOW., VIRGINIA, WATER OEMANO, WATER 
f'IANAGEHENT I APPU E Di 
0776 EROS I ON, HABITATS. LEGAL ASPEtT $, *ARSH f'IANAGEMENT, "MARSH PLANTS, TIDAl. 
MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
D780 BOUNDARIES IPli.OPERTYlo LEGAL ASPECTS-. TlDES, \IIRGIHl-A, 
... 
OJB5 A:NlHAL CONTROL• AIUEI'fiC COIIPDUNO~,. <AVl'tlOE.S. .9JWStl CONTII.M." 'CHL·'OII.'fii'A'Hll 
HYllll.D!:AR8DN PEST.IC.IOE~ ,l:lf)f .. , D'lELI}R.Ul-1 ,L:E'GAl. llS"Pfl:JS, PESTl."tlnES., 
VIRGINIA, 
l53.d AHJAL PHOTOGRA-PHY, .L-EGAL -AS"f':ECTS, i!QltA.GE-'MENT~ -.&-eJm-Tl: SEI6fi!IG" :SHOil£ 
PR~TECTJON, ~ETLANDS 
1549 BOATS, CHESAPEAKE ·l>AJ .• CRAB 'INDUSTR:r, LAIIDR, LEGAL :J.SP.ECTS, .ltUlti£ .fl'lll 
MAS~ES, VlkGINIA 
1556 CHESAPEAKE tlAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTAt\IJS, RECREATI-ON, &ESOlJRC·E 
DeVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
15btl AQUATIC PlANTS, EROSION, LEGAl. ASPECTS, PEST CONTAOt., PL'1.'WU$, 
RECREATION, SHELLfiSH• WATER QUALIT·Y, oNETLANDS, IJIIDUSTRIAL f'lSl'l 
1621 ALGAE, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY., FISHKILL~ LEGAL ASPECT£, ·ltARYl-ANO~ 
VIKGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1696 ENVIRONMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNITED STATES 
2316 LEGAL ASPECTS, HI NERALOGY, HIJO.El ST.UDU:s_. VIRGINIA, ii-AT.ER RESDIJII.C.ES 
2321 LEGAL ASPECTS, "I'IARSH MANAGEltEtH, OYSTERS, -WETLANDS 
2435 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, .MARYLAMO, OlfSJ£11. InDUSTRY, 
PUTOMAC HIVER, VIRGINIA 
2436 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, HlSTtlRY, .LEGAL ,ASPELT'S-. !MAitYLAND, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY~ POTOMAC RlV£R, Vlii.GU.UA 
l 1t31 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OREOGING, Hl STORY., LEGAL AS~.ECTS, MARJL.AND, UYSTER 
INDUSTRY. PUTOMAC RIVER~ VIRGINIA 
70011 CHESAPE:AKE BAY, HISTORY~ LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIYER 
2f>-22 CMESAPE:AICE ~Y, DIS1'.Rit:1' Df t:IILUM.BiA~ "l.EGfl'l 0\W:E:tT:S, MAKYUND~ iPDTOitAC 
-IU ltER. VlJI.'GUH~ ,1fATcER KA1iAG.E!IIE.l!ir J-APP1.'1,£Dh ,ltAoJER f'llll.lJHIDll 
Zt>JW CHE!>APEAKE .811Y, F.EDER'Al 60VERMilEt!IT ~ :l.EOAl. <ASPHT:S~ Plil1~0Kt.C ;RJIIER, o~tAT£-R 
PO.LWTI 01\1 "COIIIT:Rill, iiATER QUAliTY 
214~ CHESAPEAKE BAY-o FISHERIES . , L-AND US£~ LEGAL ,ASP.El;TS, NATURAL li£SDURI:ES, 
·P.LAI'IUI NG, IJRBAtUlAJIOt>l., 1111-ASJ E ~AJER Dl 5-POSAL., .• -u ER QUALI H' 
3'000 BOUNDARIES lSURFACESl-~ BOUliiOA-RY DISPUTES, "CHES-APEAKE sr.·y, EASTERN SHOR-E 
IVA-KD), IHSJORr, lEGAl ASPECTS, .LEGISLATIDt11o -MAii.YLAI\Uh, POTOHAI:; RlYER~ 
VIRGINIA 
3'801 llOIJN()J(RIES 1SURFAC.ES},. BOUNDARY DISPUTES• C~P£U£ BAY, .EAST.EII.N SHORE 
IVA-HDl, LEGAL ASPECJS, .llARYLANO, VIRGINIA 
30"02 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES!, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CJiES1PE:AK.E BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, .KARTLAND, POTOMAC R-11/Eil., 1/JRGINIA 
3013 CHESAPEAKE BAY, F-.EDERAL J.URJSDICUONo FUTURE PLANNI-NG l.PRO.J.E.ClioM, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING~ POTO~AC RIVER• VATER QUAllJY COOTR.OL, WATER RESOURCES, 
WATEfl. SUPPLY, PUSLIL OPJNIONS 
305~ CHESAPEAK:E BliY• ·IHSJOKY~ ·LEGU ASPECJS, UNAIIAl-L1fi.-L£ -FOR REVIHI 
3116 CHESAPEAKE BAJ'" l.EGAL ASPECTS, M'ANAGEl!"EiliJ-. nAJUR'Al. RESOURCES, UNAVAILABlE 
F.OR REV IE II 
3327 .ElECTRIC POWER ··PRODUCTIOlh HIVHWNMENJA;L EF.FE,J;'I"So t.£G·AL ASPECTS, PGoiER 
PLANTS, VI-RGJNI~ 
3533 ECONOMIC INP.ACT, LEGAL ASPECTS• OYSTER IW>UHRY., HlDDLE AJLANJIC tllGHT, 
3701 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRIJ:T, va, KEPONE, t:HESAPEAKE BAY,, IIIISTITUTIOI';S, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
497 
H41 SJUTHI::ASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DREDGING, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, 
~ANAG~MENT, SURVEYS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
3960 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE• LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, 
WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
3991 AIR POLLUTION, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DRILLH,;;, ECONOMIC IMPACT, eNVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLURATION, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, NATUKAL GAS, OIL, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
4000 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LEGAL ASPECTS, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, 
WE lLANOS 
4021 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ECONOMICS, LEGAL 
AS~ECTS, MANAGEMENT, COASTAL ZONE 
:0:$ *****:(I;**********************************#****************"********************* LEGISLATION 
****~****~*****~***~******$***********************•***************************** 
0698 LEGISLATILIN, STATE JURISDICTION, •!lATER OEHANO, WAT£J< MANAGEMENT (APPLIEO)o 
WATERSHEDS I~ASINSl 
1144 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOOD DAMAGE, flOODPROOFING, LEGISLATION, RIVER BASINS, 
VIRGINIA 
11d1 LEGISLATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, ~ATER CONTROL, ~ATER 
PLLLUTION, wATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
1356 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE 
fOR kEVIEW 
1443 ACCESS ROUTES, CHARTS, fUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), HISTORY, LEGISLATION, 
MAP~, PHYSICAL PROPi:RTIES, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1411 GRU~ND.ATER, lEGISLATION, STATE JURISDICTION, SURFA~E WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
14/tl GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC CYCLE• LEGISLATION, STATE JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA, 
49B 
2178 CRABS, LEGISLATION, PUBLIC HEALTH, REGULATtON, VlRSINIAt 
2237 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CO~SERVATION, CRAB INDUSTRY, ~RABS, LEGISLATION, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, BLUE CRAB 
2471 lEGISLATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA~ 'fiATER CUNTROL 1 WATER 
POLLUTION, ~ATEK POLLUTION CONTROL 
2598 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, FISH POPULATIONS, FI:SHERIES 1 LEGISLATION, 
MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
2608 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
'2612 BEACH EROSION, FEDERAl GOVeRNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION 
2661 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE 8AY, DISTRICT OF COLUHiHA, HERRINGS, 
LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAkNING 
3000 BOUNDARIES ISURFACESl, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MDI, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
3604 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ESTUARIES, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, 
PRESERVATION 
3631 LANCASTi:R COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT~ VA, CONSERVATION, 
EROSION CUNTRUL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3642 NORTHUHdERLANO COUNTY, VAt NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 
CONSERVATION, EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3645 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
~ROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VlRGlNlA 
3670 ~ESTHORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRILT 1 VA~ 
CONSERVATION, EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIR~JNIA 
.;;..,. 
499 
31lb t:A·STERN SHORE PLANNING DISTB.U:T~ !f.A 1 E·ASTERN S'IHlllE lVA-l!IDh lSLMIDSo l.MUI 
14ANl>.GEK£:NT, LEGI~LATION, MANAGa.ENT, ltATIONM. .s.EASHO&ES, PRESERV.AJlON, 
lllKGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3617 ·EA~TERN 5HORE PLANNING 'DlST1UtT, V.A, ENVIRONttEMl., E»ANSlDth L.EGlSl.A·JUlM.w 
LOCAL GOVER.NI'!BNT 5 1 RECREATiON, STATE GOYERNKENT So VlltGJNIA 
3925 NORTHER"J VIRGINIA PLANNING 01STRIC1, t.AND USE, LEGISLATION-. MAliAGE:l'IENT, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA., \lATER RfSOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHED l'!ANAGHIENJ 
4001 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVAT-lllNo 
LEGISLATION., LUCAL GOVERNMENTS, .KARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
~~~·~·~········~··~··~********************************************************** 
LENGTH 
*** ***** **·** **** **** **** ** ** ** *************************** **** ********··~········ 
084b FISH, GROWTH RATES, LENGTH, VIRGHHA 1 YORK RIVER 
1832 CHAETOGNATHS, CHESAP-EAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LENGTH, PlANKTON, POPULATJOH 
DYNAMICS, wORMS 
2341 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LENGTH, SHRIMP, YlRGlNIAo WEIGHT 
****************"***************************'*********"'**"''*"'**••············--· .... LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
********"********·***************"'************************"'*********'*"'*********"'* 
0836 AH.ANTIC MENHADEN, SPAWNING, VIRGUilAo YORK RlVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
Dl5TIUBUTIONS 
0371 ChESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FlSii, DISTRlaUTIONo f'lSH POPUlAllONS, 




AGING (BIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMERClAl fiSH, GROIIITH RATES 1 ·MARINE 
f-ISH, SPORT FISHING, SPOT-, YORK RIVERo LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
500 
ll-687 ATL:ANTH. MENJiAJ}ENt 1:-oMMERC lAt. FISH-. OJ.STI<.iBUflfm, Fl'SME1U5, -tHGRATI ON, 
SPAltNING, V-IRGINIA, LENGHt-FRE.QUENL'Y Dl'SJ~l~l:lllONS 
G9:3l> CAT.Cltt ·.CHESAPEAKE BAY,. CDM-HERClAL -FISH, fiSHERIES, iHA-RlNE: FISH., £CUP, 
SEASOifAL OlSTRIBUJlGN, LEWO.TH-:FRE.QUEfii.CY D.JSI.&l:SUJI~S4 tJAJ!PJ~ ROADS 
D-979 AGI·NG IBIOLOGICAU., CHESA.PEAKE BAY_, .fiSH P.OPULAUONS, GONADS, GRO!ITH 
RATES, PUFFER, ·RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SP.AioiN.IN~ YORK IUVEii., LEH.GTH-FRtQUENCY 
DlSTRlBUTI DNS 
.0'980 AGING (iliOLOGICALh !:ONJINENTAL SHELf~ DISTRISUTlDN;o FISH POPULATIONS, 
GONADS~ Sf>AioiNING, HIDOLE ATLANTIC SIGHT, LENGTI'J-HU:QUENCY DI5TR18UTJUNS, 
SEAROBINS 
0983 AGING IBIOLOGICALh CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATESo SPOTo YORK lOVER, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
098lt AGING I B.l O.LOGICAU • GROIIITH RATES, JAIIES IUYER~ PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, Vlli.GlN1A, YORK RIVER, .LENGTH-FREQUENCY DI~TRIBUTIONS 
lOll AGING IBIOLOGICALh GROI!iTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, PEIU:ttE.S, RAPPAHANNOCK 
Rl VER, Vlli.GlNI A, YORK Rl VER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY Dl STRIBUTlONS 
1386 A·NADROMOUS FISH, FISHERIES, JAM'ES RHtER,. RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, 
S rR IP£0 BASS. TAGGI I><G, V IRGI NI.A, YORK RIVEK~ l.ENGTI1-FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
1437 BIOMASS, CATFJSHES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS., FISH ·MANAGEMENT. JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1916 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, PHYLOGENY, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
OISJRIBUTIONS 
2005 CHESAPEAKE BAY., FISH POPULATHlNS. GROWTH RATES-. SJRI PEO SASS, 
lENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, FISH SCALES 
2820 .ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, NORT.I::IEA!>T 
U.S4, SOUTHEAST u.s., LENGTH-fREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
SOl 
2821 FISH POPULA TI ONSJ VI R~I-NIA, YORK -RIVER., t.BIGTH-FREQU£NL:T 0·1 STRI.BUUUNS 
3045 C.HESA.PEAK.E BAY, fiSH PDPULATlONS, GROtiTH ll.AT£S, ·Sf<&U•BI B:ASS, 
LEfliGTH-t-REQUENCY DIS.HtiBUHUNS, FISH SCALES 
................................................................. --.. ---···-·;$10-·11>*'--····-··· 
LETHAL LIMIT 
**************"'*****"'***********"'******-*******"'***********·······---*-•***** 
Od37 FISH, LARVAL GROiiTH STAGE. LETHAL LHilT• SALIN1TY;o SPA-iiiUNGo VlRGHil•• 
YORK Rl YEll. 
08b2 GASTROPODS, LETHAL LIMIT, MARINE ANIMAl.$, SlliAlLS, VlRGitilA, liAlER 
TEMPERATUH.E, YORK RIVER 
092b ANIMAL PARASITES, CKABS, LETHAL LIMIT, OYSTERS, PARASITIS!l, PESTlCl.OES 
0948 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE., LETHAL LIMIT, SALINITY, SALT 
TOLERANCE, ZOOPLANKTON 
17bl BIOASSAY, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LETHAL LI~IT, TOXICITY 
2190 BEDS UNDER WATER, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY. EASTERN SHORE lVA~O), 
GASTROPODS, LET-HAL LIMIT, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTERS, P£SJlClD1:S., 
WACHAPRI:AGUE,VA 
22b0 CRASS, DDT., LETHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, BLUE CRAS 
~483 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FUNGICIDES, HEAVY METALS, ttER81ClOES, INSECT 
CONTROL, LETHAL LlKIJ, PESTICIDES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, 
*"' "'"' "'* "'* ~ * ... * *-* ** ** * ••• ******* ** ................... - ...... - .............................. . 
LICKENS 
********"'************·********************************•******•**************•*•••• 
11'116 CHESAPEAKE SAY• l.ICHENS, MOSSES 
502 
---··-·-·······*····· .. ··--··---... --·· ' ... --.._ .... ,.-.. ,... LIFE 'YCl.ES 
.... -_. .......... *•***-***·*****-*·-··-·***-••*·--·--.··*-·-*···*-***-** 
3&1~ NORTW:RN liiECX Pl.AIIINIIIIG DISTIULh V.J.., C-HESAPEU.E OQ, t:OPEPJli)S~ FISH 
PAaASlTES., LJ'f.E Cli'CLESo xEPRODUt::Uillh SEASO!iAl. DIS1Rll!Ulli:Ul 
40.23 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT • VA. O.EIUll:ICTSTIUlUit, lf>lf'KTlON• LIFE CYCLES., 
OYSTERS, PATHULOGY 
••• ,. ............................ _ ........... *****"****-·····················-····--·••*** 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
********************************-****-******************-******************•******* 
03<ft0 Lt!ESAPEAK£ SA-Y~ DISTRI.IIUTlON. l.IF.E 'HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NEHLES 
05b8 GROWTH STAGES. HYDROZOA, Jt:Lt.YFISH~ l.lFE HISTORY :STUDIES, VlKGINIA, YORX 
RIVER 
0628 CRASS, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIE~ Rt:PROOutTJON 
Clb95 liFE HlST.ORJ SlUOJ£S, OYSTER DRILLS-., PREDATION, REPKDOUCflOI'i. VlRGlNIA, 
YORK Rl Vt:R 
082.! BIOLOGICAL C(}fiiMUNITlES. DtSTRISUTJON -PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRI8UTION, 
EEL GRASS, GASTROPODS, LifE HISTORY STUDIES, VlRGI~JA, YORK RIVER 
0901 FISHERIES, LIFE HISlOil)' SJUlllES, HUSSE.LS, TIDAL MATER$, VIRGINlAJ 
0921 ELECfRON MICROSCOPY, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES,_ PROTOZOA, 
ZOOSPORES 
0922 CHESAPEAKE BAY., LIFE HISTORY STUOH:S, POl.YCWU:TES, C + 0 tANAL 
0930 AGING 1810l.OGICALl, COBIA, OlSTRIBUJIDIII, F.ECONDITY,. FISH PO.PU.LATIONS, 
GROWTH RATES• LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
O'till GROw"lH 5 TAGES~ :LIFE HISTORY :s>unu:s.., .Gl'STHI. DRU .. l.So P~cDATtDJS;. 
.Rf PI!. OOU.CH ON, VlBGl N.l•A.-. YORK RIVER 
104-i> !&lOLOCYt DISTR1BlJUUN• :LIFE t.US~tlRY :STUDl.E~ O:r'S.TER DR!i.l.~ i'.EST :tmil&Ol.• 
UNITED STATES 
1093 CHESAI'EAKE 6·AY .. ·Cit:r.BS., trlSTRilBUTIDNt !.I'FE HlSTDR'Y STUDIES,. MAIU"L~ 
TR.liiUTA.RlES, VlRGlNlA 
1219 LIFE .lHSTO.il.Y STUDIES, UNAVAll.ABi.E FUR RE\/l£:111 
128ft ALEWIVES, ANADROMOUS flSHo CHJCKAHOMINY RIVER,. DlSTR16\JHON PATIERNS.o FISH POPULATIUNSt HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, UF.E Hl.STOR·Y STUDIES.o PAM\JNK.EY lllV.ER, 
VIRGINIA, SEINING 
U33 ECOLOGY., FISH PUPUUITlDNS.o t.ARVAE, LIFE !ilSTOil.Y STUDlES 
15/8 JELLYF1SH, LH£ HISTORY STUDIES, SYSTEMICS 
1683 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTORY STU0l£:S., ·I.ORPHOLOGY-. REPROD.IJ{;TJON,-, SEA 
NETTLES, SYSTEMAT!CSoo SCYPHOZOA 
1826 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FtmGlr l.lfE HISTORy STUDI--ES 
lB27 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUJION, ,LJF£ ,HlSlORY SJUDI£!>, 
POPULATION DYNAMICS 
lB28 AUUATIC WEEDSJ CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HiSTORY STUDIES~ 
POPULATION DYNAMICS 
1829 (HESAPEAKE flAY, Dl SlRIBUTtON, t.lFE H1 STORY STUDIES, POPULAT:-IDN DYltAfUCS, 
RI::PRODUCTION, ZOOPL·ANK.JON 
1830 CHESAPEAKE l:lAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 'PL:ItNKTOK, P6PUl.t.TION DYI!IAI!IlCS, 
RfPKODUCTION, STINGlNG NETTLES 
ltlH CHI::SAPEAKE l:lAY., DISTRIBUTION, l.lFE HISTORY STUDIES, MOLLUSAS, POPULATION 
llYNAMICS 
1833 .A*PHI.BIANS, 'CHESJIP.EAKE BAY, Ul STRJBU1"l:OI!b !.I.f'£ 1fl:SHt&Y STUOl£~ 1 POPUl.-'A TlON 
DYNA-fU.CSa REPR!lDUI:'J !ON 
.ZOll CHESAPEAKE BAY. JEI..LYFISH, LIF£ KlSIOR'Y SJ.UU.JES. S:E-A NETTt.ES• St:Y,PHOlOA 
2072 !:t:IESAPE::AX.E ll-AY, .J:El.'L YFISIII., 1.1 FE IHSJGRY STUD1E:S<7 :SEA 1'iETl:l..ES 
2182 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE lVA-1'10)_, LIFE HISTO&Y STUDIES, PARASITISM, 
MORPHOlOGY, PROT:OZOA, SPORES, Ji<EMAT.OOES, WACHAPRE:AGUE 7 VA 
2200 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIS TR I BUT! ON, FOOD HABJIS, J..lFE HI STORY STUDIES, UYSTER 
DRILLS, REPRODUCJION, HAMPTON ROADS 
2213 1:HESAPEAKE l:lAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, JAMES RIV.ER, LIFE HISTORY 
.ST.UDIES,. BlUE CRAB 
2230 BENTti!C FLORA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-KDJ, LIFE HISJGRY SJUDlES, MAUNE ALGAE, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2237 CHESAPEAKE SAY, .CONSERVATION, CRAB UiDUSTRY., t:RABS, t.EGISLATION, LIFE 
~ISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, BlUE CRAB 
2.330 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH f'l!GRATIOI'h FISHERIES, UFE HISTORY STUDIES~ 
MANAGE HE NT, NORTH CAROLl NA 
233~ lARVAE~ LARV.AL GROIIJII STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, HOLL\JSKS, SHELLfiSH 
2340 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, GROWJH SJAGES, l.IFE HI STORY STUDIES, 
REPRODUCTION, UROCHORDATES, VIRGINIA 
2560 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION-. FISH MIGRATION., FISH POPULATIONS, fOOD 
HABITS, GROWTH .RATES, lJFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPROOUClJON, STRIPED BASS, 
UNITED STATES 
Z5b3 -CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPODS, OI STRI-&UTION, LIFE HI S'JORY Sll.IDIES, MORPHOlOGY, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMAUCS 
505 
2b1b CHESAJ>EAK£: BAY, DISTRlSUJlOll. FISH MIGH.ATION• FlSH f>AUSJJES, FOOD HABITS, 
Gf((»>TH RATES, Lif-E HISTOitY STUUlES, Sf>AWNIIIIG• SllUP,EO BASS, UNITED STATES 
2797 CHESAPEAKE BAY .. CLAM INDUST<tY, Ct.:lr:MS, J'.ISHHUES., LlF.E MlSJOR'I' STUDIES, 
NDIUHEASJ U.S., SOFT .CLAM 
2798 CHESAPEAKE SAY, LIFE HISTOKY STUDIES, NORTHEAST U.S., OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OY:>JERS, PREDATION, REPROOUCJlON 
2.692 FISHERIES, FOODS, liFE HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, .OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
3003 CHESAPEAKE bAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
3016 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASS.IFICAJION, GRilliiTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAG£, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, BlUE CRAB 
3032 BIOLOGY, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEA 
ICE, SHRI~P, SPAWNING 
3073 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTOkY STUDIES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
320& CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH ~OPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCT{ON, LIFE 
HISJUI<Y STUDIES, PUTOMAC RIVER 
3617 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT·, VA, BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY., EELS, 
liFE HISTORY STUOitS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3751 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CONTINENTAl SLOP£, FISH, LIFE HISTORY 
S T UU IE S t S PA)jN I NG, VlRG INIA, Ill DOLE All ANTIC 61 GHT 
3794 MIDDlE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CHLORINE, 
HL GRASS, ESTUAKlNt ENVIRONMENT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, Oll, 




f.IO:toll<i<lll<***************************** .. **-**-******·--··--····--······-**"'** 
~022 DIURNAL DlSTRISUTION, LARVAE, LIGHT, OYSTERS, VEkTlt·Al. .JUGKATION 
1537 .AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CROPS, INFRARED RAOlA1lOH, 1.lGHT;o OILY "'ATERJ 
SATELLITES !ARTIFICIAL), ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, ;WATER JREATMtNT 
l9fo4 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FU .. TRATION, JAMES RIVER, LIGHT, liJAIIlJICOKE RIVER, 
Sf>ECTROPHOTOMETRYt ~ATER, WICOMICO klVER,KO 
1945 CHESAPEAKE 8AY, LIGHT, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2'>21 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, jjiOTA, ELEC.fRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLOSIONS, J..IGHl, 




0987 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, lSOPODS, LIGHT INTENSITY~ MOTIVATION, VIRGINIA, YOR~ 
RIVER 




••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,... •••••• ************* 
2325 CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARINE 
ENVI~ONMENT, LIGHT PENETRATION, PMYJOPLANKTON, SALINlTY, TIDAL EFFECTS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
···························-····················-··-·-··-···$·····'****"******** 
UMNOUIGY 
....................... .,. ...................................................... . 
0. 
li.07 
ltolO CHICKAHOMlNY ·R'IY£ll~ OISSOLl/.ED ID(.'I'.GE!Y,. ,J,AJII.f'S ll<lYER, LltlNOLOGY., ·VI-RGIB.lA-, 
WA'JHt QUAL} T.Y 
........................... -............ _._._. ______ .._ ..... _ ... ____ . 
l.lPIDS 
-·····-·*"'*****'************-····-·-········---···-··-··*·--·***"'**·-
0990 CHEMICAl ANALYSIs, L1 Pl OS, 0.11.-iiAl''ER J NT.ERFJU:,ES-o .SURf.ACE :liATEJI.S~ :Vli!.-GUilJh 
YORK. ii.JVER 
2'979 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHlORINATED HYDROCAJ\BOI)I PESHCIDES, t.JPIOS~ .011. WASJES., 
OJ l. Y .WAlEk, PHYTOPJ.ANII.T ON, REMOTE SENSI-NG, VI ~iG.JN IA, WATER -P.OLLUTIDlll 
········-·····················"'************··········••-*•·•·••••••**·************-*** L ITHIFI CATION 
** ... *** ****** ***'"*** "'* **** ********* ** ········--···•*********************•········ 
2314 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAl SHElF, liTHIFlCATION, SEDIMENTS, TOPOGRAPH'f 
******************************************************************************** liVESTOCK 
**** ** ** ** * * ..... *** * ****** * ************* ************ **************** ................ . 
253b AGRICUlTURE, CHESAPEAKE dAY 7 DEl.AWAR-E, DOMESTIC 'WATER, UYES..TOC!l., 
MA~YLANO, RUkAl AREAS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
................................................................................ _ .... _ ... ~ 
LDaSJERS 
....................................................... -........................ -...... --
0629 CRAtlS, LOBSTERS, SHRIMP 
l6)9 CHESAPEAKE BAY. LOBSTERS, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
"********····-···*•-•-••-•*****-·· .. ········-·•***-•******._.._ ..... _._ ....... . 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 
............................................................... --.·······-····*••······· 
iJotlb H.JNUMICS, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, POPUl.ATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1-642 E~CS.o 'EISPUJ\'f!IENT, .HIJMAJII .RESOURCES, WC.U. liOV EIUdiE-111 T5, PDP.I!LA'J J '01!1 
D·YNllMICS, Jl.EGlll*t. AltALYSIS, SJAJ!.&JltS-. VJRGJlJiiljL• 
37U .E-ASfrltN SHORE PLAM\IllliG DJS'rRIClr, VAt E-ASTERN SHORE lVA-,Mfl)., l.:OCAL. 
GO !I Eli.NIIIIENJ S, MANAGftli:lll.J, V lRGII!I'Jt.., .C.-Oli.Sil'ti. ZONE 
l87J -EASTERN SHOJt£ PLANNJNG DISTRICJ., ·VA_, ENlllR{)NJI!E'NT-. 'EXPANSION, .1.EG1SlATI0i'h 
LOC..AL GOV.ERNMENTSt RECREAHON, STATE G.Olf&llNMENTS~ VIRGINIA 
3931 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISlRl:CT, VA, EDUCATJON, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERN1'1ENT5, NATURAL ReSOURCES, POPULATION, 
«ECREATJUN, lRANSPURTAT!ON, VIRGINIA 
3939 ALEXANDRIA, VA, NORT~ERN VIRGINIA PlANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3940 CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PlANNING OISTR.ICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, lOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAl RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION. TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
39lol COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PL-ANNING DlSTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNM£NTS, NAlUkAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION-, RECREATION, TRANSPORT AT ION, VIRGINIA 
3942 GOOCHLAND COUNTY, VA, KICHMOND REGIONAl PlANNING DISTRICT, VA~ E:COI~OJ41CS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LAtlOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3943 CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GREENVIllE COUNTY, V.A~ ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAl GOVERNMENTS, NATURAl. RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATiuN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3944 HENRICO COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT-~ VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCAT! ON, EMPLOYMENT, lABOR SUP Pl. Y, LOCAL GOVEKNI'IENJS, NATURAL Rt~UIJI{CES, 
POPUL-ATION, RECREAl JON, TKANSPORTATJON, VIRGINIA 
3945 LUUOOUN COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PlANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, lABOR SUPPLY, l.OCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
509 
394b POWHATAN COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNJNG DISTUCT., VA, ECOHDIIICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOYERI\II'IENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, ~£CREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3947 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DlSHllCT, VA, ECONOMl!;S, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL .GOIIERIWIU:NTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PUP,JLAT ION, RECREATIO;~, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
. 3948 RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EOUCAT ION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNflENTS, ltATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATlUN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3949 SOUTHAMPTUN COUNTY, VA, FRANKL! Nr VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLAIINING DISTRICT • VAt 
ECO~OMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECRtATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3950 FREDERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RADCD 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3951 SUFFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, YAr ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYME~T, LA~OK SUP~LY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATIUN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINiA 
3954 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, YA, ECONOHJCS, 
LABUK SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
4001 ENVIRONMENTAL ~UALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
LE~l~LATION, LUCAL GOVERNMENTS, MARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 





Obv;i ,\<.;K(CULTURE, ECONOMICS, LONG-TERH PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
ktCKEATION, RlVEk BASINS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
D~ VEUH'MENT 
510 
Ob03 CLIMAJIC DATA, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, GROltlll!lWATEK, HVORilLOGlC ASPEI::TS, 
LONG-TERH PLANNING, RJVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOF~, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Cl.b82 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE t:IAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING• INOUSTRlAL WASTES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
l'tlb COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVEil., 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, PROJECT FEASIBILITY, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
3b72 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, PARKS, PLANNING, PRESERVATION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
3998 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, 
LAND RESOURCES, LAND USE, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RECKEATION DEMAND, 
RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
******************************************************************************** 
LOUDOUN COUNTY, YA 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3945 LOUDOUN COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVEKNMtNTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 




1407 COMPUTERS, FLOOD RUUTING, HYDRAULICS, JAMES RIVER, LOW FLOW, NUMERICAL 









23lt9 t.Al.CIUM, CHESAPEJ.KE RAY, COPPER, HEAVY METALS... IUGhESIIJJ!I;o PDU•:SSJUII. 
SALINlfY, SOOIJ~. ZINC, BLUE CRAB 
2930 CALCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEKICAJ.. ANAlYSIS, CHESAPEAKE :SJ.Y .. '*ACNES!U~, 
POJAS::dUMt .:OOi.liUM, WAJER CHEIUSTR'I' 
........... *********************"""'***"***********"'**************-··-·····-·--MAGNETiC STUDIES 
*·******$-#•*****•*v:•*:cc.*"**"I1-*-*:0.****~*********************************************** 
0180 JAMES Rli/ER, MAGNETIC STUDIES, STRUCTURAl GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA., YORK RIVER 
242l BldLIOGRAPHIES, d.IOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 
MAGNETIC STUDIES, MOkTAUJY, .Ri.OIATION, SOUND WAVES 
*** ••-•••* ********** ****** ••• **** ** ****** **** ** .................................. .. 
'MAMMALS 
......... ** """***"'**** ** ** ** **** ** ******* •• **-** ·····························--··-· 
ll74 lliOTA, BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, D.lSTI!.l BUrt ON, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, KMUlAL.S, 
PLANTS, PKOTOZOA 
17Sil CH~SAP[AKE llAY, FORAMitilfERA, MAMMALS~ JURY LAND, ~lOCEttE EPOCH, VIRG1NIA 
17!19 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINifERA, MAMHAL.S, MARYLAND, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
lf9U CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, MIOCENE EPOCH, VUI.GINIA 
.n~il CHESAPEAKE BAY.t DEER,, DISTHIBUTION~ 'MA-MMALS, MARYLAND~ lllRGIN'IA 
? lt3'> D I:, TR I BUTI ON, MAMMALS, MUSKii.A TS, POPULATION 
l18b Ol5TRIBUT10N, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, SALINITY 
299'1 BIRDS., 'CHES-APEAKE aJ.'f_, DIS1'JUBU:rt.Cll!l-o BA.S.T.£RN l>lUlR.£ !.\l.t.-'JIIOI~ :HAMMALS, 
VIRGINIA, W?.-TERFOWL 




013it CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, ltARYLANU, OYSTEil. lNilUSiRY, OYSTERS, 
PUBLIC LANDS, RESGURCE DEVELOPH~NT~ l/IRGI~IA 
OZ23 JAIIES RIVER, l'tANAGEMENT. OYSTER INOUSTRV, VIRGII'UA 
0332 CHESAI'EAKE BAY, EC.ONOIUCS, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED.), MANAGEMENT, MODEl. 
STUDIES, PATUXENT RIIIER, ~AlER ~UALITY• WATER ~UALITY CONTrtOL 
0533 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT~ MULTIPLE-PUkPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, PxOJECTS, YORK RIVER 
0781 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE 'PLANNING I PROJECJ£:-ol, I'IAllAGEMENT • PROJECT PLANNiNG, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT. WETLANDS 
0784 AOMINlSTRATlll€ AGENCIES, COASTS, IIIANAGEHENT, STATE GOVI:RNMENT.S, VIRGINIA, 
.0900 FISHERIES, HANAGEMEI'iT, RESEARCH FAClJ.lTIES, St;-JENTJfiC PEII.SUNJIIEJ.., 
Vll!.GINIA, 
0906 CONSERVATlON, EDUCATION. FISHERIES-, MANAGEMENT, TIDAL wATERS, VIRGINIA., 
0910 CONSERVATION, FINFISH JNOUS'I'RY, FISHERIES_, 'HANAGEAENf, .SHELLFISH, TIDAL 
WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
09't2 DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STOJ!.AGE AND RETJI.I.EV_.L, 'MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH 
FACUlTIES 
• 
lOll• CHESt.PEAKE BAY, JA:I'IES RIVERo MAl'i'AGEMENJ,. MIL'llPLl:-J>U&P~'E MD.JECTS:o 
PROJECT PLANNlNGo 'YORK tiVER 
1011 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAli', DISSOLVED OX¥G.EI1h HEAVY METAJ..S,, AANAGEMEMl~ 
NUTRIENTS, PESTICIDES, SURfACE WATERS• VIRGINJAr ~4TEil .Q!JALl'fY 
1089 l'IAN.AGHIENT, SURFACE WATERS, VlRGlN'IAo COASTAl ZO!>tE 
1141 COMMERCIAL FISHING, EROSION, FlSHERIESr MANAGEMEI>IJo )IARSI1ES, &ECREATlDN~ 
.WE:TLAI>US, COASTAL l.ONE 
ll76 CHESAPeAKE uAVr fiSH, FISHERIES. MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISHo 
Ut.AVAILMLE FOR REVIEW 
1309 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, ~AJER 
QUALITY CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1310 CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, 8l.UE C&AB., UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
l3l3 BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, l'IANAGE~ENTo SKD&E 
PKUTECTJON, UNITED STATES, VIRGJNIA 
l3l4 BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY., LOASTS. IUJIIAGEMENTr SHORE 
PRUTECTION, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
E>3!1 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MA»AGEHEl\11-, REMOTE SENSING, SHORE 
PROTECTION, WETLANDS 
l7o4 biOTA, CHESAPEAKE UAY, MANAGEMENT 
1825 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTERS, OATA PROCESSING, DATA STO&AGE AND 
RET~IEVAL, INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
1il5d BfO::i UNDER WATERr CHESAPEAKE BAYo MANAGEIIIEIIIT, OYSJ£11. lN.D.USTRY, DYSTEII.So 
POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
5!4 
19~2 Cl'ltSAPEAltE &AYo KGNOJllCS, l'tA!tAGEJIElli"T, 1lfSJER ~mi!JSTRYo OYSJ£1!.S,. POTOMAC 
RJVER.o OYST-ER. SFUHIG 
1980 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECW.OGY o MAN-AGEMENT, Pl.ANN UiGo HlANSPORl All ON, iiiAJER 
QUALITY, ~ATER SUPPLY 
Z237 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATIOih CRAB lNOli.STII.W., L&ABS, LEGlSl.&TIONo LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, MAhAGEMENJ, Bl.UE CkAB 
2l92 COMMERCIAL FISH, FINF-ISH INDUSTilfo .FISH, .JIANA.GEMENT, TAGGll\IG7 Y1XGIN1Ao 
.2330 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, FISHERIES, LIFE tilSHIKY STUDIES., 
MANAGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
2375 BIOLOGY, BJOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT 
2378 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PLANKTON, RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT 
2379 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYORODYNAPUCS, MAIUGEMElllf 
2384 CHESAPEAKE SAY, HYD-RAULIC.: MODELS, MANAGEHENJ, :QESE-AKCH AND 0£V.ELOPMENT 
2418 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PLANTS 
21t32 AMER-ICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAT, UlSTRIBUTlONo FISH HATCHE~!ES 1 FISH 
POPULATIONS, fiSHERlES, MANAGEMENT, ~OR.JH CAROLINA . 
Z542 CHESAPEAKE BAY., MANAGEMENT, PLANNH~G 
2543 CHESAPEAJf.E aAY, MANAGEMENT, PLAWUl«i 
254't CHESAPEAKE BAY~ MANAGEMENT. Pl. ANN 'lNG 
2Sit"5 CHESAPEAKE 6AY, MANAGEMENT, PI..ANNUfG • 
2546 C.HESAPEAK.E 'BAY,. MANA:GJ1'111EN-T, PLANIIHIG 
z;t.S CH.ESAPl:Aii.E SAY, JIIANAGHII:NT, OYSTERS, POTOMAC -RlliER 
2569 BEDS UNOEk wATER., CHESAPEAKE SAY, MAIUIGEMENT" JWRTALlT>Y,. OYSTERS 
25&9 CHESAPEAKE SAY, tCONOHICS~ i'IANACEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES., R'ESEllRC.I'I ·ANa 
DEYELOPMENI 
2596 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DREDGING~ FISH POPULATIONS, F.ISHERlES, LE.bJ.SLATIO~ 
~ANAGEMENT, POTOMAC KJYI:R, SHELLFISH . 
2615 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERYATIDN, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC. RIVER, WATER QUALITY, 
WAHR RESOURCES 
2&39 CHESAPEAKE SAY, EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTiUENTS, POTOMAC RIYE:k, WASTE 11iATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, 
WATER QUALITY 
2696 MANAGEMENT, COASTAL lONE 
2726 CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH 
2727 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, SHELLFIStt, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATERFOWL 
2/28 CHE~APEA~E BAY, fU~l, MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVERo MORPHOLOGY 
2791 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HISTORY, MANAGEMENT 
2813 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FJSH, FINFISH HWUSTRY• FlSKERlES, 
MA~AGEM~NT, POTOMAC RIVER 
2tlo9 ~IULOGY, CHESIIPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES~ GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT 
2<!'l/ f-l~tiFHU:St FOODS, LIFE HISTORY STUOil:S, MANAGEMENT., OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
GY~TtKS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
29!;3 CATCH, FISHERI.ES. ·KAN.sEM'EI!IT, ST1.-7JS:TII:S., VlRGlN1~ 
2961 FUTURE !>LANNING lPROJECTEOh H.lSTJlRYo ..h\ME"S RIVER, ~ANAGEMENT, OYSTER 
J ND.U:STRJ., VI RG !Nil, 
3176 CHESAPEAKE BAY .. 1. EGAL ASP aT 'Sa '~ANAGfll!Etn., NATURAL RESOURCES, UNA VA ll.ABL£ 
FOR REVIHI 
33211 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTAOPHlCATlON. HANAGE,MENT• POTOitA.C. RIVER, SEIIAGE 
TRE·AHIENT. alATE!!. POLLUTION, WATER QUALliY 
3329 BlOT-A, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING lPROJECTEOJ" GEOLOGY, LAND USE, 
JlANAGEI'IENT, URBANIZATION, VIRG.INIA, COASTAl. ZONE 
3339 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, REGIME 
3511 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS, 
SEWAGE TREATMENT, ~ASTE WATER (POLLUTION} 
3567 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT~ YA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~ANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, 
SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREAJ~ENT, TRACE ELEMENTS 
3604 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA" ESTUARIES, LEGlSLATlON, KANAGEMENTr 
PRESERVATION 
3609 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIRGINIA, ~AI!K QUALITY 
3681 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTKICTo VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, FlNFISN INDUSlkY, 
FlSHERIE:S, "ANAGE:MENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC KIVER, SHELLFISH 
3693 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICTo VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
3710 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE lVA-HDl, LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
517 
3711 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE lVA-MDI, LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS, MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA, COASTAL LONE 
3713 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVAJIQN, EASTERN SHORE lVA-1i!DJ 0 
eCONOMICS, LANIJ MANAGEMENT, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
RE~OURCE OEVELOPHENT, VIRGINIA, COASTAL LONE 
3714 EASTERN SHORE PLANNiNG DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, STATE 
JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA 
3716 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ISLANDS, LAND 
MANAGEMENT, lEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, NATIONAL SEASHORES, PRESERVATION, 
\IIKGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3717 EASTEP.N SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT r VA, CLAMS, MANA"GEIIENT, MOLLUSKS, OYSHRS., 
POLLLJT ION ABA1 EMU;T, SE.oAGE, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3722 EASTfKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, 
ECOLOGY, lAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, ~IRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3723 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr CONSERVATION, EAST.ERN SHORE IVA-M.Ol. 
ECOLOGY, LAND U~E, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
~AlER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
H24 EASTERN SHOKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE lVA-MD.lr 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE. MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WAlEk POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3741 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING OISTKICT, VA, DREDGING, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, 
MANAGEMeNT, SURVEYS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
H41> SHOktLINC: EROSION, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VAr PENINSULA PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3747 SHOI<lL INE EROSION, KING AND QUEEN COUNTY, VA, KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, NEW 
KlNT COUNTY, V4, MllJDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, iUCHMOND REGIONAL 
PlANNING UISTKICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, 
VIRGINIA 
SJ.B 
3761 SHORELINE EROSION, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OISTRlCT-t VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, li.ECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3762 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHARTS, CHESAPEAKE St.Y., EFFLUENTS, 
FlOW MEASUREMENT, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, PLANTS, SE~AGE TREATMENT 
3767 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, 
MANAGEMENT, PROJECTS, REVIE~S, SHORES~ ~ASTE WATER !POLlUTION), WATER 
QUALITY, WETLANDS 
3768 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAl. 
EFFECTS, MANAGEMENT, PERMITS, PRUJECT PLANNING, SHORE PROTECTION, SHORES 
3774 SHORELINE EROSION, NEWPORT NEWS, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIKGINIA 
3775 SHORELINE EROSION, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VAt EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISJRICT, 
VA, MANAGEMENT, ~APS, PlANNING, RECREATION D~MANO, VIRGINIA 
3776 SHORELINE EROSION, HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT• HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION Dt:HANO, VIRGINIA 
3783 SHORELINE EKOSION, ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, MANAGEMENT. MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATIO~ DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3781t SHORELINE EROS! ON, MIDDLESEX COUNTY, VA• MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, ~APS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND. VIKG!NIA 
3788 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EFFECTS, EFFLUENTS, FISH, 
FRESHWATER F;SH, MANAGEMENT, MARINE FISH, REVIEW.$• SEwAGE TkEATMENT 
3789 ~!DOLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 8AY, CLASSIFICATION, 
DATA TRANSMISSION, ELIZABETH RIVER, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED!, 
MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
3794 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINE, 
EEL GRASS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, OIL, 
OYSTERS, WATER QUALITY 
3~24 I>IUIUiit:Rl:l YlRGIN"lA PLANNiNG "DlSTR.ltl, EII.OSIIDh '1..-'AW US£, 1§fdtAGE'I!IENT, 
PLANNlNh, POPUJ..AllON., •POT(}MAC RliiEk." SEDHtENJ:AJlOiilo v·J·RGllUA:. atUl;.E airATEa 
IPULLUTlDtlll, WAT.Ell. J'Qll.UHON, WAfER -QUALITY 
3923 NOiiTHEkti VlRGHU·A PLANtHNG DIST.flltl.t ·l.AtiD .USE, :LEG1S'LATION• 'f!AiirAGEitBlT,. 
Pi.A~NING, VlRG-llll'lA-. >iATER RESOU&CE!i DEV.EJ..(}AAEJIIT, ·WATERSHED 14UIAGHIEN1 
393<. CliSlERN SHOH.E PLANNING OlSTRI:tT. VA, '/liORTHAI'!PTON COUJIIU'~ <V.A,. FJ..CIOD .Pl.-A1t'l 
l NSlllliAl'ICE, Fl.OO!H NG, JHSW!.ANC.E, HANAGEHEIIIh IIIJ!.Gl.NlA 
3938 EASTERN SH()l{E PLANNING DISTRICT., VA., LAND USE-. I'IANAGHIENT, lUPS., Pl.At!INIIIG, 
POPulATION, SE1'JIERA.G£, V!RI;lNIA, WA.SlE IIATI:a JREAJHENT, WATER POLLUll-0111 
CONTROL, WATER QUALilY 
3964 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JUJUSOJCTIOI'h 
-HYJRAUllC MODELS, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH t.ND DEVELOPMENT 
3968 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, ATLANTlC COASTAL PLAIN, COI!ITINEMTAL 
SHELl', E(.CJNOMIC .IMPACT, MANAGEMENT, OIL., VIRGINIA, MIDDLE AJl.ANTIC BIGHT_, 
CUAS TAl ZONE 
398& ENVIRONIIENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE Pt.ANNlNG DISTRI.CT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, ECONOMICS, 1'\ANAGEMENT, NATURA!. RESOURCES, PLA~NlNG, PU-PUL-A.JlON, 
TRANSPORTATION, \oiATER SUPPLY 
399& EASTERN SHUKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FLOOD PLAINS, MA.NAGE"K.ENT, PROJECTS, 
RillE;\ iiAS INS, V IRGINJA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
J999 EASTEi<.N SiiORE PLAWHNG ~ISTkiCT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, ECONOMIC HlPAt.h 
f S Tl.IAKI NE ENV I RUNMENJ, MANAGEMENT, RECREATION DEMAND, RESOURCE -ALUlCATI ON, 
STkcSS, WATER"COhSERVATlON, WATER RESOURCES 
4CJ02 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICh VA,, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINANCING~ .LAND USE-, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, POPULATION, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, .WASTE ASStMll·ATI-YE 
CAP~(.IJY, WATER QUALITY 
401'> mDULE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt ECONOMICS, HlSTOR'I'-. MANAGEME-NT,. 
RAPPAHANNUC,;, RIVER, RIVER BASINS, STREAlt$, VIRGINIA, WAlER QUALITY 
·~1}-1# :Hl.DDLE PEliii NSULtl P.l.AMillJIIG DISUllCT ~ 17:6,. Cli,.ATO!..:QG.Y• :CONSE.RYAHUNo 
£'CON0111I:S, GEOLOGY, -lllUIA.GEIIIIHIT~ MAPS.. ;p,()P.lJLAUON, ¥1-RGolblliAy wASTE a.J\TER 
1H.SPOSAL, .oATE.I< QUALH¥ 
~1 E-A:Sl.EJOI Sl'lORE l'U~MNING DlS'U!.lC'J,. ll~ ii1BllDGilA1'tilESi 'f::t.GNOI'Il:CS, LEGAL 
JISl'Et;JS, "MAr.AG.E-JIENh U.)A,Sl"AL l.OIIIE 
4"039 f!HlDJ..."E PENINSlltA PL-r.NI'IlNG OlSTRltT, IIAo GltOUNOWIITE&., ,JIIANAGE-MET#.J, YlRGlJijlA 
404!1 ll.AilCO PLANNING DfSl"ll.li:T _, VA. t:HESflPEAlt:E BA'f • CGNSER.VATl ON, l.AND USE, 
KAKAGEI!ENT_, POTOMAC RlYER, RI-VER Btt.S<lh (;OI'tiUSS.lONS, 'liATE& RES.OUitCES 
4053 RABCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAI>:EAK£ BAY. CONSERVATION, DISTRICT OF 
COLUtiBJA, MANAG.Ef'IENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVE!<., RECREATI-ON 
'o0b.6 ,1\ADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE• IUNA.GEHENJ., POPULATION, VIRGINIA, 
WASTE ~ATER TR.EAHIENT. IIIAT.ER QUALITY 
40bZ RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, lNDUSTKIAL WASTES. MANAGEMENT, MUNICIPAL 
liiASTES, PLANNING, POLLUTANTS, RIVER .BASINS, VIRGIJII}JI, WATER QUAlllY, YORK 
UVER 
1o0b4 RADCO PLANNING DIS1RICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING lf'.ROJEClEDit INOUSJRIAL 
-IIASTES, HANAGEMI:NT, VIRGINIA, liA.SIE -IOATER TREAHtENT 
lt(}65 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE., MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, RIVER 
BASlNS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMtlATlVE CAPACITY, ~ATEk QUALITY, YORK RlV.ER 
···-·-*-•••••*"******************························*••·············--······· MANPOWER 
.......... •·••• ****** ** ..... ** ************** ** ··························-···· ****** 
3662 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA-. NORTHERN NECK PJ..AI'iNING DISTk-ICT, VA, EOUCAT iON, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN .RESOURCES, .LA80R S-UPPLY, -MANPOWER, HAPS, POPULATION, 
~ECREATlON, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGJNJA 
1663 -eiESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTII.ICT, VA, EOUCAT ION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUHAN RESOURCES. LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
• 
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435& INDlJST~IAL DEVELOPMENT, CAROLINE CDli111-TYo li!Aw 4l<ADCO P.LANtUNG Dl.SJAltT, VA., 
ECJI>h.JM I CSo GllVERNMENT S, HANI'Qjj£9.. fQPS. TaP.OGRAP!iY,. lii.AN~POIU.Ullmo 
UTlLJTiiS, VI~GihlA~ Z.ON.NG 
·**** **** **** .......... ** *"' ......... "'*****************•·-··*··-····· ... ······-·..-*· 
MAPPING 
11- '* * .0 ~JJ·* * * :>,'!:.* ** ** ** ** ** .. *** ~·****~cr.************************ ******·**•*••**•*•*•*** 
0548 CHE~APEAKE tlAY, CHl0•\0PH¥lL• INlETS IIHIT8l.liiiAYSJ. :"APPlNG, PHOSPHAJES., 
~ALINITY, SAMPLING, TU~tlJDJIYr WATER TEMPERATURE 
0549 CHESAPEAKe ~AY, MAPPING, SAliNlJY, ~ATER TE""ERATURE 
1&97 CHE5APEAKE SAY, ECONOI'IIC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIROHitENTAl 
EFfELlS, HAPPING, POTOHAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1961 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAP~ING, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
19&2 CHE5APEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYI>EN, HYDROGEN lllN CONCENTRAJIONo MAPPING 




1074 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, V lRGI NlA, YORK RIV.ER 
11l7 MAPS, Hli'DC.RAPHY • VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1l.J 0 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, V 1 RGINl A, YORK RIVER 
1132 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1LH MAl'~, TOPUC.RAPHY, 1/lRGlN.lA, YORK RIVER 
1134 HAPS, TOPOC.RAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
S22 
1135 ·MAPS, TOPOGRA.PHY~ Vl.RGINIA, YORK RlYER 
1118 MAPS• TOPOGRAPWW'., ·VlRGINU, YORK RlYEJt 
111t5 MAP.S, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YQilK RlVf.ll. 
1151 HAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1425 DATA COLLECTIONS, ENGINE.ERING, FLOOD CONTROl, FLOOD PLAINS, JAMES Rll/ER, 
MA~S, MAXIMUM PROBABLE flDOU, REGIONAL ANAlYSlS, VlRGlNlAt WATERSHEDS (BASINS It ZONING 
1443 ACCESS ROUTES, CHARTS, FUTURE PlANNING IPROJECTEDl, HiSTORY, lEGl~ATlON, 
MAPS, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1462 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAHES RIVER, HAPS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
3510 BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, CONTINENTAL SHELF, MAPS, VIRGINIA 
3625 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, MAPS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3658 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, ECONOMIC~, GROWTH RATES, INDUSTRIES, 
HAPS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3661 RICHMOND ~OUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OlSTRICTo VA, EMPLOYMENT, 
INJUSTRIES, HAPS, MARKETING, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3&&2 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
~HPLOYHENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPlY, MANPOWER, HAPS 1 POPUlATiON, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3663 WES~MORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHE~N NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
.. 
S23 
~696 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT-, VAt SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT .. VA-. 
Ct<ESAPI:AKE tlAY, MAPS., POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, WATER CIII.CUL·ATIONo 
wATER QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
3746 SHORELINE EROSION, JAME:S CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PL4NNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MA~~GS~tNT~ MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
"H47 SHORI:UNE EKDSIUN 1 KING AND QUEEN COUNTY, VA, KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, NEW 
KENT COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE: PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo RIC~OIIID REGIONAL 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, 
VIRGINIA 
3761 ~HURELINE EROSION, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3714 SHUKELINE EROSION, NEWPORT NEWS, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, kECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3775 SHORELINE EROSION, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, 
VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3776 SHORELINE EROSION, HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
378l PENINSULA PLANNING DIST~ICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERl, DATA 
COLLECTIONS, HAPS, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
3783 SHOKELINE EROSION, ISLE OF wiGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, MANA~EMENT~ HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3784 SHO~ELINE EROSION, MIDDLESEX COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PlANNING 
OISIRICJ, VA, MANAGEMENT, HAPS, PlANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
37'10 Ml•luLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, 
GkUUiiOWATEil., HYDKOLOGY, HAPS, SEOJ,.ENTSt SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
LtVEL~, NATER QUALITY• WATER TEMPERATURE 
3/92 MlOULE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIL 
DATA, HAPS, HETEGkOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, SURFACE 
wATLRS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
52~ 
3793 MIUOLE PENINSULA PLANI'liNG OlSTRlCT• \lAo flAPS, POLLUTANTS, RIVERS-. 
VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
3926 EASTERN SI-'ORE PLANNING OIST.RICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CLIMATIC DATA, JIIAPS, 
SOIL SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
3929 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATEK 1 HAPS, NATURAl 
RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
3931 ENVIRONMENTAl QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE 
PLANNING (PROJECTED), HAPS, RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
3933 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNDWATE~, 
MAPS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
J93d EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, Vlii.GlNlAt WASTE ~ATER TREATMENT~ WATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
3967 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE (WATER), HAPS, REGIONAL 
ANALYSIS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, 
WATER QUALITY 
3970 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt GEOLOGIC 
HAPPING, GEOLOGY, MAPS, ~!DOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3971 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELA~ARE, GEOLOGY, 
GROUNDWATER, MAPS, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
3963 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISJRICT, VA, NORJHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 
RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MIOOLE 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICH~UNO REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
GEOLOGY, GRAVITY STUUIES, MAPS, VIRG!NIA 
3995 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FLOOD 
FORECASTING, fLOOD PLAIN ZONING, FlOODS, FUTURE PlANNING IPROJECTEO), 
HUKRICANES, ~APS, STORMS, VIRGINIA 
525 
4002 EASTEKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEJIII.·E SAY, FlttANCINE>r UIND .USEco 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, POPULATlUNr RIVER 8ASltiS, Vl-RG151A, l!IASTE .ASSlJULA'JlliE 
CAPACITY, ~ATER QUALITY 
4003 EASl Ell.N SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 8A'Y'" JIIAPS, JUVER .SASl.NS, 
STAJISTICS, VIRGINIA, WASH: TREAT/i£NJ, WATER QIJAl.JH' 
. 4006 YORK COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, FACILIJI£S, AAPS• 
POPULATION~ VJRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QU.AllTY 
4012 GLOuCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, Y·A~ 
CONSTRUCTION CO~TS, fiNANCING, MAPS, POPULATION, SE.ERS, VIRGINIAw •ATE~ 
DEMAND 
401S MlOuLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr CLI~ATULOGY, CO~SERVAT10No 
ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, POPULATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATEil 
DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
4024 RADCO PLANNING 0 IS TRI CT, VA, ECON.OMICS, FUTURE PLANN-ING ( PROJEC TEO I, LAND 
USE, MAPS, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
4028 5HOREllNI: EROSION, RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY-. 
GROuNUWAT(t<, LAND USE, MAPS, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, WATER SUPPLY • .WEEDS, 
WILOLIH 
4035 SHORELINE EKUSION, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLAkNlNG 
DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE !lAY, LAND USE, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
403b STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RAD£0 PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ~HESAPEAKE BAYo HAPS, 
MARSH PLANTS, TIDA( MARSHES, WETLANDS 
4031 SHLlRELI NE EROS I ON, STAFfORD COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLA~ING DISTRI CJ, VA, 
CHESAPEAKE BAV, LAND USEr HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
4iH8 GLuUCE5TER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, V~ CHHA.PEAKE 
bAY, MAP5, HARSH PLANTS, TIDAL MARSHES, WETLANDS 
4044 KIN<> GEORGE C.OUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA• fUTURE "PLANNING 
I?KU~~CTEUI, MAPS, SE~ERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER OEMAND 
~O!>b INDUSTRIAl DEYEl.OPlltENT,. CA1l0Lt"NE WUI!lT'I'_, "9-Ao RAOCO I>!.AliiNlNG O.lSTUCT, YA, 
ECONOMICS~ GOVERNMENTS, MANPOWE&, -11lt.PS, JUPOGRAP,tn, T&ANSP01li.AT10N, 
lJTlLIJIES, VIRGINIA, lUNUIG 
"r0b7 RICitMOND RE.GI WIA1.. PLANNING 'DlST&lCJ• -liA, AA'PS .. P!.Atll>l:ING., YIRGI Nl·A 
4073 RICHMOND REGIONAL PUNNING DISTRICT, VA, JIIAPS, NATURAL RESOU&CES, l/IRGINIA 
*****·*************·*****"***** ... **-***•••·*****"******-******"***"'"******'********** MARICULTURE 
*'****************"**************************"'********······-****"'"**-************ 
0709 CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRY• OYSTER SETTING, MARICULTURE 
0773 COHMERC IAL FI SHlNG-, L-ARVAE, SCALLOPS~ MAR I CULTURE 
0904 MARINE ALGAE, PHYTOPLANKTON, MARICULTURE 
1056 CLA·JIS• C.ULTUI<ES~ GIC.llililH RATES, SCAl.LOPSy 11Iil.G1NIA, YORK P.IVEII., MAillCULT.URE 
2269 CLAMS, CULTIVATION, MARICULTURE 
2270 SCALLOPS, SPA-NING, ~ARICULTURE 
2271 CULTIVATION, OYSTERS, OYSr.ER SETTING• MARICULTUH.E 
2323 CHESAPEAKE 8A'I', CRABS, BLUE CRAB, MOLT II~G, liAR I CULTURE, HAMPTON ROADS 
2519 CHESAPEAKE !lAY, DENSITY, EASTERN SH.ORE tVA-JID), GROwTH RA-lESo ltAIHTATSr 
MORTALITY, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, MARICULIURE 
2524 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOJ, MUSSE.LS. SKEU.FlSH, VIRGtNIA, 
MARICUL lURE 
270'o LARVAL GROIIITH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY• Si:ALUlPS, SPAWNING, MARICULTURE 
• 
527 
Z9S6 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, ·lllRGINlA, YORK Mlf£R.• OYSl'ER SETTING,. 
MARICULTURE 
2959 OYSTER INDU~TRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
MAR I CULTURE 
2960 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, V IRGI NI A, YORK: RIVER, OYSI fR SETTING, 
MAR I CULTURE 




0371 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MARINAS, SPOIL BANKS 
2157 CONOEHNATIO~, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA, MARINAS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
VIRGINIA, 
******************************************************************************** 
MARINE AIR MASSES 
**** .... ** * * *" **. *** ••• ** ********** •••••• ** ** ............................. ••••••••·•·• 





070~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE {VA-HOI, 
,.Af<II'.E ALGAE 
Od06 BENTHIC FLUKAt DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MARINE ALGAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0'104 MARINE ALGAE t PHYJOPLANKTON, MARl CULTURE 
.528 
09~ BENTHIC FLORA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MARllllE Al.I>AE·7 .VIRGHUA, 'I'OII.K klYE·R 
1094 BACTERIA~ DIATOMS, MARINE ALGAE 7 PLANKTON 
1619 81 BLJOGRAPHIES, CYANOPHYTA~ OlA TOMS~ MARINE Al.GAE 
1811 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DELAWARE, OlSTRlSUTUJN, MARINE ALGAE, MARY.LANDt NORTH 
CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
1957 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE ALGAE, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
2137 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTIDNo EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOJ. MAiUNE ALGAE 1 PLANT POPULATIONS~ VIRGINIA 
2165 BENTHIC FLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, MARINE ALGAE, 
SEASONAL DISTklBUTION, VIRGINIA 
2230 BENTHIC FLOkA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MARINE ALGAE, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2353 CHESAPEAKE BAY., EASTERN SHORE !VA-HOI, MAIUNE ALGAE, MORPHOLOGY, VlkGINIA 
2584 BENTHIC FLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE ALGAE, PATUXENT KIVER 
3418 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ALGAE, 
MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHt 
.....•.•...•....••....•....••.....•...•...•.•. ··················••******** ******* MARINE ANIMALS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
0544 BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOMASS, GROWTH RATES, MARINE ANIMALS, PONDS 
0862 GASTROPODS, LETHAL liMITe MARINE ANIMALS, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
529 
OSbl PHYS Hll.OGV" MA:RlNE A'N!>MAl.5, OXYG£N ilEQUlti.E!Et!IT~ SAt.;f'lti'I'Y"' SH&l'IIP, 
'\llRI:.lNJA,, YORK IUI/ER 
2231 CHESA-PEAK£ oAYo EASTERN SHO:RE tv,A-KD],. MARINE AlUMALS, Vlll.l:.l'NlA 
2235 CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, MARINE ANIMALS, l'IARINE -PLANTS, 
PHYlUI'lANKT ON, V lRGlNl A, ZOOPLANK JON 
2253 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CLASSifiCATION, MARINE ANIMALS, PHYLOGENY, SYSJE~AJICS 
225it CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, MARINE ANHIALS, SHELL.f!Sli 
22&B DAMS~ HYDROGRAI'HY, MARINE ANIMALS, OYSTERS, R.APPAKANNOCK Rli/ER~ 
REGULATION, RIVER FLOw, VIRGINIA 
3552 CHLORINE, MARINE ANIMALS, TOXICITY 
**********************"'***********************•··-········*···-·---····-··-MARINE BACTERIA 
** ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• ** •••• ******** ************"'******************** 
2509 CLAMS, DISEASES, MARINE oACTERlA, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
··························································-······•************* MARINE FISH 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ol33 DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA, 
0376 BENTHIC ~AUNA, BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
039'> BENTHIC FAUiiAo CHESAPEAKE BAY~ MARINE FISH, REP~ODUCTION 
0397 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUJION, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0431 EAST[RN SHORE IVA-KDJ• fiSH MIGRATION• MARJNE FISH 
~B BRACKlStHU.TB FISH• 1:-HE:S-AP:EAK£ MY., C-DMttERCUi. F.JSH, DISTRISUTlON, FISH 
TAX~OMY~ ~ARINE FISH 
D-449 CHESAPEAKE -6AY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSt! TAXONOMY, ftARIN.E FISH, SPORT FiSH 
Oit50 BLUEFISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 1'1ARlliiE FISH, .:>PORT FISH 
'0451 CHESAPEAI<E 8AY, DlSTRJBUTIGN, FISH TAXIlNOMYw flARINE -FISH 
0452 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FlSH 
Oit53 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, tiARINE FISH 
045it BRACK I SH-liiAJER .fISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DI STRIBIJTION, FISH TAXONOHY, MAi!.lNE 
FiSH, MULLETS 
Oit55 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
045& CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
Oit57 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRltiUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FLATFISH, MARINE FISH 
Oit5B BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, STICKLEBACKS 
Oit59 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISJRI8UTION 1 fiSH TAXONOMY, HAi!.INE FISH, SILVERSIOES 
OitbO CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
04&1 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DtSJRIBUTION, fiSH TAXUNOMY~ HAKINE 
FISH 




04bb CHESAPEAI<.E SAY, DISTRISUTJON, FISH TAXONOMY, 'MARINE FISH 
0470 BRACKISH-IIATER fiSH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTR18UTION, FISH TAXONOMY, ftARINE 
FISH 
0471 BRACKISH-oiATEit FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRlilUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
fISH 
0479 CHESAP~AKE BAY, DISTRISUTIONr FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SHAR&S 
0480 CHcSAP~AKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SKATES 
0481 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRiaUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0482 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COM~ERCIAL FiSH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH 
04114 ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRISUHON, LAMPREYS, MARINE FISH 
04115 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT 
FISH 
0490 BRACKISH-IIATER fiSH, CHESAPEAKE •BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAX~NOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
049l CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0492 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0493 UISTRIBUliON, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0494 DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0~9~ DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 




















CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONDKY, ..U.R-tNE HSH 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTRIBUTlON, FISH TAXONOMY, MAKINE FISH 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
DISTI!IBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE .fl SH 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
DISTRIBUJ ION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOKYr MARINE 
FISH 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HARI NE FISH, SPORT FISH 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE fiSH 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
Fl SH 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
BRACK I Slt-WA TER FISH, OISTR18UTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HARINE FISH 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, Dl STRJBUTlON, FISH TAXONOKYt MARINE FISH 
• 
533 
0519 BKACKISH-~ATER FISH, OISTRISUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0,20 bRACKISH-~ATEK FISH, OlSTRISUTlON, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 










CHtSAPEAKE oAY, DISTRI8UT10Nt FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
SltiL!OGRAPHIES, FISH PARASITES, KILllFISHES, LABORATORY ANIMALS, MARINE 
fiSH, TREMATODES 
BE~HHIC FAUNA, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, HIOOLE ATJ..ANTIC SIGHT, 
FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE fiSH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
AGING 13IDLOGICALio CHESAPEAKE BAY, GRO~TH RATES, MARINE FISH, 
REPRODUCTION, SEA~ONAL DI~TRlBUTION, YORK RIVER, HlDOLE ATLANTIC SIGHT, 
SEAROtll!'IS 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, 
¥GRK RIVER 
FI~H PHYSIOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, SPORT FISH, 
VIRGINIA, 
AGING IBIOLGGICALit CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, GRO~TH RATES, MARINE 
~~~H, SPORT FI~HING, SPOT, YOKK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
Jd80 CHE~APEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH 
Jnd9 OI~TKISUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH 
v9U IIGINu IBIULOGICALI, GROWTH RillES, MARINE FISH, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, 
5PII~Nl~G, VIRGINIA, SEAROBINS 
0936 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMHEI!.CIAL FISH, FJSHER1ES, MARINE fiSH, SCUP, 
SEASONAL OISlKlthJHOrot d:ro.:;IH-FRHlU£NCY OI5TII.IBUTIO~S, HAMI'TUN fWALJS 
1243 BEHAVIOR, CHESAPEAKE BAYo DISTRIBUTION PATTEKNS, JAMES KIVEll., MARINE FISH, 










BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, u~ECSING, MARINE FISH, PLANKTON, I'RUOUCTIVITY, 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
ALEWIVE~, ALDSIDS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, MURTALITY, I'OTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRldUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, 
MARINE FISH, PERCHtS, VIRGINIA 
CHfSAPEAKE BAY, DRUMS, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GRU~TH STAGE, MAKIN~ FISH, 
SEASONAL DISTRltlUTION, ~PAWNING, VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD~, JOINTS ICONNECTJONSI, MARINE FISH, 
RAYS, SHARKS, SY~TEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, MAR!Nt FISH, 
REPRODUCTION, SKATES, MIUDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOJ, 
FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MARINt FISH, VIRGINIA 
CHESIIPEAKE tlAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, FISH REPRODUCTION, LARVAL 
GRO~TH STAGE, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATlONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, PUTOI'IAC 1liVI:k, 
WAlEk TEMPERATURE, WINTtk 
2693 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GREY SEA TRUUT, LARVAE, MARINE FISH, 
VlkGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
2839 BRACKISH-WATER FISH, COMMERCIAL FJSH 1 DISTRI~UTION, FISH POPULAJIONS, fiSH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
535 
H88 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT • VA, EFFECTS, E-FFLUENTS, FISH, 
FRt§H~ATtR FISH, MANAGEMENT, MARINE FISMr AEVIEWS, SEWAGE TREATHENT 
... ******* .... * *** **"'** * "'** "'* **** ***** ********** •••••••••••• ,.. ···········-·····---·· MARINE fUNGI 
**************************************************************-·······--···-.. 
0363 AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, EEl GRASS, MARINE FUNGI, PlANT PARASITES, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0654 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CRABS, DERHOCYSTIDIUM, MARINE FUNGI, OYSTERS, SCAVENGERS 
0704 BRACKISH WATER, FUNGI, MARINE FUNGI, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Oti29 DERMOCYSTIDIUM, MARINE FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POllUTANTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
0945 ElECTRON MICROSCOPY, MARINE fUNGI, ZOOSPORES 
2189 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FUNGI, VIRGINIA 
*************************************************••····················-······· MARINE. GEOLOGY 
••••••• ********* **** ***** *** ** ****** •••• *********************** ••.••••••••••••••• 




39gz NOMTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIVERSIFICATION, 
MAklNE MICROOKGANISMS, SYSTEMICS, AMOEBAE 




2235 CLASSIFIC·ATlON, INYB!.TEBRATES, HARlHE .ANIMALS., IUitlNE l'L.ANTS, 
PHYTOPl.ANKlON, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
*********************************•***********************************·****"'******* MARJ<.ET YALUE 
. ................................ _ .................................................. . 
0100 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH• fii~E:r VALU£., SHELLFISH, VlKGlNIA 
.................................................................................... 
MARKETING 
•••••••••••••• ** ******** ** •••••••••••••••••• ····-·········· ** ** ** *****. ** ** ...... 
3635 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MARKETING, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3661 RICHMOND COUNTY, VAt NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMENT, 




0190 FERTILIZERS, JAMES .RIVER, MARl.., VIRGINIA 
. .............................................................................. . 
HARSH MANAGEMENT 
................................................................................. 
0776 EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, HARSH PLANTS, TIDAL 
MARSHES, VIKGINLA, WETLANDS 
2319 MARSH MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
2321 LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, WETLANDS 





u4lo MA~~H PlANTS, SALT MARSHES, TIDAL.HARSHES, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWl 
J~~l CHESAP~A'E tlAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HARSH PLANTS, MOBJACK BAY 1 PLANT 
PO~ULATIONS, SALT MAKSHES 
0593 CRABS, DISTKIB0TION, ~AKSH PLANTS. VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, YORK RIVER 
0739 ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, ISLANDS, JAMES RIVER, HARSH PLANTS, VEGETATION, 
VIRGINIA 
0776 EROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH HANAGEHENT, HARSH PLANTS, TIDAL 
MARSHES, VIRGINIA, W~TLAND~ 
OB4~ DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GASTROPODS, HARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, PURJPUTANK RIVER 
0933 BIULOGICAL COMMUNITIES, ECuLOGY, MARSH PlANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
ANGIOSPERMS, PORUPOTANK RIVeR 
1035 FO~AMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, HARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
1199 A~UATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARSH PLANTS, WETLANDS 
19d4 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, HALOPHYTES, MARSH PlANTS, PLANTS 
2107 AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, H~SH PlANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
23~4 DISTRI8UTION, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, HARSH 
PLANTS, MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
Z5dU C~ESAPEAK~ BAY, DISTRIBUTION, HARSH PLANTS, MARYLAND, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
538 
2973 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, MAKSH PLANTS, PLANTS, VEGETATION, 
VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
3781 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT. VA, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, HAKSH PLANTS, MARSHES, 
NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SALINITY, ANGIOSPERMS 
4001 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EAST~RN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONStRVATluN, 
LEGISLATION, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, HARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, ~ETLANDS 
403o STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, MAPS, 
MARSH PLANTS, TIDAL MARSHES, ~ETLANDS 
4038 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE 




0760 EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, HINE RASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, RATER TREATMENT 
0848 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GASTKOPOOS, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, POROPOTANK RlVEK 
1035 FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVERo MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, VlkGINIA 
1141 COMMERCIAL FISHING, EROSION, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, MARSHES, RECREATION, 
WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
137~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARSHES, WETLANOS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2344 OISTR18UTION, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MAkSH 
PLANTS, MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
270~ BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MAR5HES, NITROGEN, 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARSHES, •ATER QUALITY 
539 
2~b"6 tHESAPEAKE BAY~ DREDGING.y DUCKS IWILDh MARSHES~ POJDHAC RlYER., 
SEDIMtNTATION~ SlLTl~.G, tojATER POLLUTlONo .WATERFOWL 
l.8o7 Blil.DS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, DEL4111AREo DISTRlBUUON, MARSHES, ftARYL'AIII~ 
VIRGINIA, wAlERFuWL 
340B ~APPING, MARSHES, SURVEYS, WETLANDS 
3451 CARBON, MARSHES, TlDAL EFFECTS, TIDAL MARSHES., VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, YORK 
IUI/ER 
3~94 EROSION, MARSHES, WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
3506 MARSHES, NUTRIENTS, TRANSFER, VIRGINIA,. 
3756 SHORELINE EROSION, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
E:kOSlON, MARSHES, PHOTOGRAPHY, MORPHOLOGY, SHORE-LIN£ COVER 
3781 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY., MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, 




Ollo CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYS.T.ERS, 
PUBLIC LANDS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
Oltl3 ATLANJIC COASTAL PLAINt CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
vl3'> ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC .fORMATIONS, 
MARYLANO, M~SOZOIC ERA, VIRGINIA 
0392 CHt~APEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE IWATEII.l, HARTLAND, 9ENNSYLYAN·1Ao SALT BALANCE, 
Vlil.GINIA 
'540 
Oft3B ·ADl'llN.ISHlAHV.E A.GE~CTES, LHESAPE.AKE BAY., COMSERV-ATlOll, -MARYLAKDy N.UtLEAR 
POliiER PLANTS, SHE:Ll.FISH.t JHE.&ltAL POLUJTION, VlttGl»JA., ¥AT£R ·POLLUTION 
0728 BIOLOGY., CHESAPEAKE BA'Y, DREDGING, ESTUAIU;ES~ llAAYt.AND, VIRGUHA-. WATER 
.QUALITY • .WiLDLIFE 
07'>2 CHESAPEAKE I>A't • EASTERN SHORE lVA-.1'10), MIST.oRY, ~Yi.ANO, RiVERS, Vli!.GINlA 
071>5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDl, HISTOR·Y, MARYLAND, VJRGUUA 
076"6 CHESAPEAKE Bi'lY, EASTERN SHOKE 1 V:A-IlDl, HlSTORf, 'MARYLAND, Vli!.G.INh\ 
0883 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY-t FUNGl, MARYLAND, PAMUNKEY iUVER., PATUXENT R.IVER, 
PH\'TOPlANKT ON .. PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
10"91 ANI/Ul PARASHES, CHESAPEAKE BA"Y• DISTRlBUTION 1 11ARYLAND• OYSTERS, 
TRIBUTARIES, UNITED STATES, V UI.GINI'A 
1093 CHESAPEAKE_ BAY, tRABS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MARYLAND, 
TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
1160 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFI.UENTS, MAI!.Yt.AND, PULP •lliASTES, TIDAL .WATERS, VIRGINIA 
1183 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DlSJRIBUTION·o FISH POPULAliONSo MARYLAND, 
VIRGINIA 
12b2 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHOkE lVA-MDj, ~ARYLAND 1 SHORE 
BIRD~, VIRGINIA, WATERFO~L, UNAVAILAB~E FOR REVIEW 
1293 AMPHIBIANS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELA~ARE~ EASTERN SHORE !IIA-MD), MARYLAND, 
REPTILES, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1305 CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, EASTERN SHORE IIIA-"0), GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
GEOLOGY, MARYLAND, ViRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1356 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, L.EGISLATION, IIARYLAND.o VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW . 
541 
1502 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH 1 FISHERIES, FOODS, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
INDUSfkiAL FISH 
1522 LHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, Tt<IBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, WAJ,ER llUALITY 
1532 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
TREAJ~ENT, wATER QUALITY 
1533 CHESAPEAKE bAY, MARYLAND, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
TREATMENT, WATER ~UALITY 
1565 CHESAPEAKE BAY, Dl~SOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, "ARYLAND, NUTRIENTS, 
PLAN~TQN, P~TUMAL RIVERo SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
1566 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, PLANKTON, 
P~OTOZQA, VIRGINIA 
1591 ANIMAL PuPULAT10NS 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, MARYLAND, MOBJACK BAY, 
MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RlVERo VIRGINIA 
1601 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, RESEARCH AND 
DEvELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1615 CATCH, CHeSAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, SURF CLAM 
lo21 ALGAE, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHKILL, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, 
VIRGINIA, OIATER QUALITY 
1626 CHESAPEAKE oAY 1 DISEASES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB, AMOEBAE 
167~ CHESAPiAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FROGS, MARYLAND, MOKPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1746 BII<DS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
VIRGINIA 
lTd~ CrltSAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
542 
1789 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORA~!i':IF!:RA, MAIIMAlS, KA!HLANO, MIOCENE EPOCH, VlkGINIA 
1790 CHESAPEAI<.E BAY, FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS., MARYLAND, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1811 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DISJRISUTlONo MARINE ALGAE, MAI<YLANO, NJRfH 
CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
1854 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1855 CHESAPEAKE oAYo JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, V!RSINIA, YORK RIVER 
1865 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, &LUE CRAd 
1957 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE ALGA~, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
2082 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, MARYLAND, STRATIGRAPHY, SYSTEMATICS, 
VIRGINIA 
209& CHESAPEAKE SAY, HISTORY, MAKYLAND, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, kOCKS, 
VIRGINIA 
210~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, PLANTS, SYSTEMAliCS, VlkGINIA 
2114 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS 
221~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINiA, BLUE CRAB 
2357 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAK~ BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
2358 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEER, DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
23&9 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
543 
2Tt35 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING,. .LEGAL .ASPECTS~ ftAilY;LAND., IJYSTtR 1NDI:JS1ll1'• 
POTOMAC ~lVER, VIRGINIA 
2431> CHESAP€Ali.E BAY, DREDGING, HISTORY• i.E.GU .ASP£CTS~ llllt.ii.Y1-A'ND~ ·orsTE:& 
,IIWUSTRY;o POTOMAC klVE.R, VlRGUHA 
2431 CHESAPEAKE tlAY, DREOGlNG, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPELJS, JIIARYU\"ND., DYSTBR 
INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2517 CrlESAPEAKE BAY, GkO\HH STAG.ES, MARYLAND~ SP1dll'CING, VIRGINiA, .BLUE CRAB 
2526 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAHS, Fl:iH, HERBICIDES, MARY.LAND, OYSTERS, TOXJC.u·y., 
2,40, ~IRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
253& AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DOMESTIC ~ATER, LlVESJOCK, 
MARYLAND, RURAL AKEAS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
2580 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, MARYLANO, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
2603 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY~ DEi.AWARE, GEOLOGY, MARYLAND, 
STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
2619 CHESAPEME: BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, IURYLANO, PLANTS. 
VIRGINIA 
2622 C-iESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, LEGAL ASPECTS, tiRYLAitl>. POTOltA' 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPi.lEO), WAfER POLLUTION 
2651 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, JIIAR'fLANO, SHELLFISH, 
VIKGINIA 
21?.1 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DELAWARE., FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
1/I~GINJA, WATERFOWL 
Z729 CHbAPEAKE aAY, MAR'fLANO, OYS·TER JNOUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VlRGlNlA 
2756 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, STRE.AMFLOih STRIPED BASS, SURfACE jjATERS, 
VIKGINIA 
·;t,4 
.27'Bft :C.MESAIIE.lllC.E .MY" Eli.STEIUI "SWR£ 111.&-tmh &Rfi.~ m'Sl'Ba 'INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
SOUTH CAR6LH~~.. Yl'RG'l Nl A 
2ilGD CHES.P.EAKF. 'iiA\', ECOl!IDlll.tSo 'FiSH t>OPm.\JlDl!G9 ,"fJSM.Elii£Se 'IURYL~ 
SHELU'J SH, 'II.I:B£,Jl\IJA" tUUI).LE ATLANU.C B.!l.GtU 
2<803 C·HESAPEAKE 6-AY., 01STR1tl DF ,COLUHliU., :FlSH :POI>Ul.A'U~ .1\ARYLAI>IO.o :P-OJOI'b\C 
RIVER. VIRGINIA 
2BJ.O CHESAPEAKE BAY,. CLAYS, DELAWARE., .lAMES Rll/£R, ltARYLANO, ·POTOMAC RIVER, 
1/lRGJNJA, UIRK .RIIIER 
2Bl2 CriESAPEAKE BAY., COMMER,IAL FlSH. DELAWiAoRE~ 'f!SHE&US, MARYLAND, SHELLFlSHa 
V JRGIN.J.A, MIDDLE ATLANT lC 81GHf 
2831 BIOMASS, CHESAPEAK£ BAY, MARYl.AND, ·NANNOPL:ONKTON, llN-SIJE DATA 
COLLH.TIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON .. PRIMARY PkODUCllYHY~ l>AMPL lNG, VJ-IU>l.NJ.A 
2B32 CHESAPEAKE BAY~ COLIFORM$, DYE RELEASE!>, MARYLAND, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SEwAGE TkEATMENT, TRACERS, VIKGINIA, wATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY 
2867 BIROS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DH.AWARE, DISTRIBUTION, HARSHES, MARYLAND~ 
VIRGINIA, JolAJEilH.IWL 
2868 BAYS, BIROS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OlSTRIBUTIOI'i" DJSTRICi .Of COLUMiH-A• 
ESTUARIES, MAII.Yl.AND, VIRGiNIA, WATHtfOWL 
2869 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, DlSIR.JBUTION. MARYL.ANO, POTOMAC killER• SOUTHEAST 
U.S., VIRGINIA 
2875 AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, AQUATIC liEEOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY• MARYLAND. VIRGINU 
2886 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCT JON, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED 
WATER, MARYLAND, NORTHEAST U.S., NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOUTHEA~T u.s., 
THERMAL POLLUT.ION, VIRGINIA 
2925 CHESAPEAKE BAY• DELAWARE, HUlGS.t MARYLAND, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
• 0 
295l CHESAPEAt<E BAY, EASTERN SHORE fVA-HDlo -MARYLAND, YJ&GlHIAo. MA'JERfOWL~ 
OSP-l.f:YS 
3000 BOlJNDARlES lSURFAC"ESh BOUtfoaRY DisPUTES, CHESAPEAKE RAY, -E&ST£R'N SHORE 
1VA-MDI, HISTORY., LEGAL ASPECTS., LEGJSL-AT-lON, llARYLAND~ POtOMAC RIY£R-t 
\II RG!IIIl A 
3001 BOUNOAKIES !SURFACES!., BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fASH:RN SHOR-E 
I VA-MD I, .LEGAl ASPECTS, I'IARYlAND, VIRGINIA 
3002 BOUNDARIES I SUKFACESh BOUNDARY Dl SPUTESt CHESAPEAKE IIA'Y, HISTORY., :LEGAL 
ASPf:CJS, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
3003 CHESAPEAKE BAY, llfE HISTORY STUDIES, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, V:IRGINIA 
3026. CHESAPEAKI: BAY, FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3041 AHE~ I CAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fISH PARASITES, IIARYLAND, TREMATODES, 
VIRGINIA 
3195 CHESAPEAKE BAY, .FISHERIES, MARYLAND, NORTH C:ARDLINA, VIRGINiA 
32b0 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, POLlUTANT IDENTIFICATION, VIRGINlAo UNAVAILABLE 
FOR Hf:VIEW 
3125 CANALS, ~HESAPEAKE SAY, DELAWAHE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HD)o l~LAND WATERWAYS, 
MA~YlANO, NAVIGABL~ WATERS, VIRGINIA, DElAWARE BAY 
3361 CHESAPEAKE SAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-H0) 0 ISlANDS, MARYLAND, SHORES, Vl&GINIA 
341~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ALGAE, 
MA~YLAfiiD, NORTH CAROliNA, VIRGINIA~ MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
Jit 1"> CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELA .. ARE, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MD), MAilYLANO, POLLUTION 
AtlllfEME:NT, VIRGUHA., WATER POLLUTION CONTROl 
54b 
3585 £ASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY~ ECOLOGICAL l~ACT, 
MARYLAND, f!IUTRIENJS, OIL, PlANNING, WATl:K QUALITY, .WATER QUAliTY COIIIJ1!.0L 
371'5 EASTERN SlfORE PLAhNING DISTRJCJ,. VA. BEACH EROSION, EASTEKN SHORE lYA-aDI, 
KARYLANf>, RECREATION FACJLIJlES, VHlGINIA, 8AlUUER t·SLANDS 
3722 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE tVA-HO), 
ECOLOGY, lAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAl ZONE 
3723 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTC:RN SHO;(E IVA-MOl. 
ECOLOGY, LAND U.S£, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NAJlUNAL .SEA.SHORf:~, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL lONE 
3724 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE lilA-MOlt 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL lONE 
3930 ABUTMENTS., ACCOMACK COUNTY, YA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH 
EROSION, EROSION CONTROl, HURRICANES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
3971 EASTERN SHORE PLANNJNG DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, 
GROUNDWATER, ~APS, MARYLAND, YJRGINIA, WATER RtSOUKCES 
4047 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, HARVLAND, PENNSYl~ANIAo 
POTOMAC RIVER. RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, WATER 




2194 HASS, PHYSICAl PROPERTIES, SEDIMENTS, SHEAR STRENGTH, VlRGlflllA, YOR~ RIVER 
2822 ~ASS, SEDIMENTS. SHEAR STRENGTH, VARIABiliTY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
········--·······*'-·········-········--····'"'**••---·-·------MATHEMAJI CAL MODELS 
.................................................... -·*•*********·****···---··•******* 
0015 E.CONOMIC PREDICTlO!'i, H'l'DRAULI.C ;MODUS, .JAMES R.IV£11., itATHE-IilAJlCAL '80D£l.S,. 
VIRGINI-A, wAT-ER -l!.ES.OURi:.ES OEVELDP-MHH 
0362 CHESAPEAKE SAYy MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SALlHITY 
Ololl COMPUTER MODELS, FRESKioATEI!., JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAl MODELS, 1IODEL 
STUDIES, SEnAGE DISPOSAL, STATISTICAL MODELS~ ViRGINl~ ~ATER T.EKPERAIURE 
0555 D¥£ RELEASES, HARBORS, MATHEMATICAl MODELS, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
0595 CiJMPUTER PRO.GRAMS, UATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRAPH A-nALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN DE-MAND, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0763 BEACHES, GROUNDWATER MOVEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
0172 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, UDAL EFFECTS, WATER TABLE 
0783 COMi'UTER PROGi<AHS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARiESo HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEV RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINl~, YORK RIVER 
Oo39 DISTRIBUTION, .DIVERSIFICATION, ENERGY BUDGET, MATHHIATICAL MODELS, 
PHYTOPLANK JON, PRODUC Tl VJTY~ STASI Ll TV, VIJl.GlNIA, YORK Rl VER 
0860 ANALOG MODELS, 0IVER51FICATION, LABORATORY TESTS, HATHENATlCAL MODELS, 
MUHODOLUGY, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVIU, SEASONAL D.ISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, 
YO~K RIVER, CALORIMETRY 
0!178 MATHEMATl CAl MODELS 1 PL.ANKTON, 57 ABILITY 
0'i~>2 DATA CllLLECTlONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHHIATICAL MODELS, 
MATTAPONI Rl VER, PAI'IUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK Rl VER 
lull CUr-IPUTER PROGRAMS, FLOW MEASUREMENT, MATHEMATICAL ltODElSo PLANNING, 
~ALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, YORK RIVER 
11-80 MAJHEMAHCAL MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVE&, PA111UNKE~ -RlllBl• S'Al.llff ·.WAT-ER 
lNJRUSlOti, SALINITY, VlRGUilllo Y{)IUS. RIVER 
1433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DYE AELEAS.ES, ESTUAIUES. JA<MES Rlllcll.y 
MATHEitAHCIU. MODELS, POTOAAC RIVER, SALIN£ :WATEI!. UIIIRUSION, .oiATER OUAUTY 
1%9 BACTERIA, DISSDLV.ED OXYG-EN~ INDUSTAIAL >liiA:JER., JllAl'MEMATlCAL MODELS, 
NUTRH:NfS., POLLUT-ANTS, P~QDUCU'\IJTY, 'SEOUIEidSw *ASH: •AlER H!.·EATI'IENT• 
wATER QUALITY 
.199() CHESAP.EAKE BAY, MATHEMAHCAL IWOELSe POTU~AC 11.1\/ER, 11DES~ liAIIES I WA TEAJ 
2144 COMPUTER MODELS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, HYDii.OGRA-PH·Y., .laMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAl. 
MODELS, VIRGINIA 
2184 DAJA TRANSMISSJON, LARVAE, MATHENATICAL MODELS, -~ASUREKENJ 0 SHELLFISH 
2317 ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MATHEMATICAl ~ODELS~ RAPPAHANNOCK Rill~ SALINITY• 
TIDES, VIRGINIA, WORK RIVER . 
2473 KAJHEIIATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RlYU, SALINE .WATER 
INTRUSION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK Rll/£1!. 
249o ALGAE, CHESAP fAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, 01 SSOLVED OXYG£1\1• HATHEIU TICAl. MODELS, 
NITROGEN CYCLE, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2639 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION. KANAGEMENT, lo!ATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIEf>ITS, POTOMAC RIVE!<., KASTE WATER TREATMENT, ,WATER POllUTION CONTROL, 
WATER QUALITY 
2758 DENSITY CURRENfS, E5TUARIESo JAMES RIVER, HAJHEHATICAL MODELS, SALINITY• 
VELOCITY, VIRGINIA 
2832 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COLIFORM$, DYE RELEASES, MARYLAND, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, TRACERS, ViRGINIA, WAlcK POLLUTION, WATER 
QUAU TV 
3691 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRI~T, VA, CHESAPEAKE ~Ar, ESTUARIES, E~OW 
PROFILES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
• 0 
549 
3733 SOUTiiEAST~RN ~LA~NING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, ELIZABETH 
kiVER, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SEWAGE 
TKEATHENT, wATER ~UALlTY CONTROL 
317"1 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MATHEMATICAl I'IODELS, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, VELOCITY, wATER CIRCULATION 
392.! 'JuK.THERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, FLOOD CONTROL, lAND MANAGEMENT, LAND 
uSE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES, WATERSHED 
MANAGEMENT, WATERSHED PROTECT. AND FLOOD PREV. 
3923 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER MODELS, FLDOOING, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, LAND uSE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, RAINFALL-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATERSHED ~ROTECT. ANO FLOOD PREV. 
3997 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, COMPUTER 
PROGRAMS, DISP~KSION, ~STUARIES, HYDRODYNAMICS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, WATER 
QUAL! TY 
******••···~····-······························································· MATHEMATICAL STUDIES 
·~·············································-································ 
0585 BEACH EROSION, MATHEMATICAL STUDIES, TIDAl EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, 
0Bd2 BEHAVIOR, COMPETITION, MATHEMATICAL STUOIES 
·····~*********~**************************************************************** 
~ATHEwS COUNTY, VA 
·····~····********************************************************************** 
4005 MATHE~S COUNTY, VA 1 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 




O~bd AlOSIOS, AMERICAN SHAD, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
RAPPAMANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
550 
0070 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER~ ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED SASS, VIRGINIA 
0236 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED dASS 1 VIRGINIA 
0297 HISTORY, MATTAPONI RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0432 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUN~EY RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAl DISTRioUTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
0783 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMAJICAl 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEV RIVER, ~ALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0908 CATFISHES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, fiSH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI RIVER, 
PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, ALBINISM 
0962 O~T~ COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YOR~ RIVER 
1058 HARBORS, MATTAPONI RIVER, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA, COMMERCE 
1065 CHARTS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1087 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, MATTAPONI 
RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, TRA~LING, VIRGINIA 
1096 CHESAPeAKE BAY, DISC~ARGE MEASUREM~NT 1 MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPA~ANNUCK RIVER, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
1101 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, MATTAPONI RIVER, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOw, VIRGINIA 
1126 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNK~Y 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1180 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIV~R, SALINE wATER 
INTRUSION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
551 
l38a t:·uRRENT S I .. A'J ERh RATJ APOJIIl RIVER, .PAJIUltKr:r ILIVElh SALUUJ'I'., ;l7J£GJNI'A..o 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
247 3 JIIA THE MAT I CAL MOi)ELS, "ATTAP.ONl RI VERr PAlUJNKEf RlVERr .SALINE .U.T'ER 
HoJKUSHJN, SAL. I Nl JY., VIRG 1 NIAr YORK R l VER 
***********************"""**•***"'*"''********"'******-****"'***"'*********•-·······" MAXIMUM PROBABL~ FLOOD 
*************************"'*~***********************"'*************************** 
l't25 DATA COLLECTIONS, ENGINEERING, fLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD P!.AlNS, JAMES JUVEJt. 
MAPS, MAXIMUM PROBABLE FLOOD, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, l/IRGINlA, WATERSHEDS 
!BASINS), ZONING 
•• ** **** ... ** *** ****** ***"' ** **** ** •• ** ** ** ** ******** **** **** .......................... . MEANDERS 
****************************************************'************·**************** 
0166 GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MEANDERS, RIVER BEDS·, VIRGINIA 




Obit~ GRO~TH RAIES, ~EASU~EMENT, OYSTERS, SIZEr ~EIGHT 
012q GEOLOGY, MEASUREMENT, SEDIMENT-WATER INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, STRENGTH, 
VIRGINIA, 
0997 MEASU~EMENT, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONOI~ION 
!NOt: X 
2013 MEASUREMENT, ON-SHE DATA C.OLLECTJONS, THER.MGJtEJEII.S~ WATER TEMPERATURE 
ll84 UATA TRANSMISSION, LARVAE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MEASUREMENT, SHEllFISH 
552 
*·-----······----·--··-·-----.. -······-···-··-MECHANICAL P~OPERllES 
-'*********"-***--li<***·-·--U*******'**-**** ___ ._**-****.****-***** 
:l-062 MECHA1HCAl. PRDP'ERll ES, 'Hussas,. PHY.S ICOCKEJilUoa. PdWPJ:&nEs~ 'l'IORP1iCILOGl'~ 
SH.Ellfl SH, Vlii.Gl'Hl A~ tal:HA'PREAGUE., VII~ !iORK .RIVifll 
................. ****'****'********'*****-*******---···*'**·•··*--****-·• MERCURY 
................. *******·••••*******"*****»•*>l<*****-*****•-·••••*•****'************ 
093B BIOTA, DISTRIBUTION, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, fiERCURY, OYSTERS, 
RAPPAHANN~K RiVER, SEDIMENlS, VIRGINIA, 'fOR~ RIVER 
094f> ESTUARIES, HEAVY METALS, JAMES Rl\1-ER, M£RCUII.f, II.ATE5., SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
2073 ATLANTIC MENHADEN~ .CHESAPEAKE 8A'fy E~TUMUES, FISH. HEAIIY METALS, MERCURY., 
NORTH CAROLINA, PLANKTON 
3091 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HEAVY METALS, MEkCURY, UNAVAllAaLE FOR REVIEW 
*******************************************************************#**"'********* MESOZOIC ERA 
..................................................................... *****'************'** 
0184 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC E~A~ CHESAPEAKE 6AY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
MARYLAND, MESOZOIC ERA, VIRGINIA 
0201 COALS, ECONOHICS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS. ~ESOZDIC ERA~ PALEONJilLOGY~ 
STRAJIGRAPHY 
................................... ,.. •• _ ....................... *******•·-•••****** 
'MElABOLISM 
**************************************•******** .. *****************************•* 
0792 CENSUS, MEl A60LISH.o POLLUTAUTS • li.EJlOT£ SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
1013 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, META!lOLIS•• YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
.·• 0 
553 
2224 DOT, METABOLISM, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, VIRGINJA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
l10b JELLYFISH, METABOLISM, SCYPHOZOA 
3577 EAjlERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DOT, METABOLISM, PESTICIDES, 
V!KGIN!A, YORK RIVE~, BLUE CRAB 
·········#~·················~··················································· METALS 
***************#**************************************************************** 
3737 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFE:Ts, 
FISH, HYJKUGEN SULFIDE, METALS, OYSTER~, PHOSPHORUS, SeDIMENTS, SE•A~E 
EfFLUENTS, ~ASTE ~ATE~ IPOLLUTlONl 





OilY CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE PATTERNS (GEOLOGIC), GKOUND~ATEK, HYDROLOGIC 
uATA, JAMeS RIVER, METEOROLOGIC~ DATA, SALINITY, VIRGINIA,.WATER 
RtSUURCtS DEVELOPMENT 
0290 CHESAPlAKE BAY, HURRICANES, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, TIDAL EFFECTS 
llld CHESAPEAKE ~AY, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, STORMS, HAMPTON ROADS 
··~~•*****~·······~····························································· METEOROLOGY 
*************************************************••····························· 
ll9L MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, MAPS, METEOROLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, SURFACE 





0605 FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGA~lC HATTER, 
PHYTOPLAN~TON, SESTUN, VIKGIHIA, YORK RIVER 
0860 ANALOG MJDELS, DIVERSIFICATIO~, LABORATORY TESTS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
METHODOLOGY, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SEASONAL DIST~IBUTION, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, CALORIMETRY 










0552 CHESAPEAKE dAY, MICROORGANISMS, HSX, OYSTERS, PA~ASITISM 
0553 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MICROORGANISMS, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITI~M 
0~81 ANIMAL PARASITES, ELECTRON ~ICROSCOPY, JAMES RIVER, HIC~O~RGANISMS, 
OYSTERS, SPOkES, VIRGINIA 
1759 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MICROORGANISMS, ~!RUSES, YEA~TS 
2259 CRABS, FOOD HABITS, LARVAE, MICROORGANISMS, PLANKTON 
346B BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY• COMPUTERS, MICROORGANISMS, BLUE CRAB 
555 
******"'-******"' *************************·-•M•*-********'**-****•*••-·--· !'IlDDLE ATLANTt-C BIGHT 
~ ·-···•••*•••••• .......................................................... - •.•• - ... ... 
0147 ATLANJIC COASTAL Pl.:AIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, P-ALEOlUOLOGY, 
STRAJIGRAPHY 1 HIDULE ATLANTIC BlGHf 
0150 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEO~TDLOGY~ 
STRATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0164 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN., CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, .GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUt.IOIIIATER 
MOVEMENT, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MIOOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0186 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORIIATIONSt PALEONTOLOGY, P.LAN.TS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC B1GHT 
0204 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GROuNDWATER, WATER WELLS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0321 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTHQUAKES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0322 CONTINENTAL SHELF, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0323 CONTINENTAL SHELF, SALINITY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0397 CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 DISTRIBUTION, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0652 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, MARINE GEOLOGY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0724 CUNTINtNTAL SHELF, CURRENTS !WATER), RUNOFF, -TEMPERATURE, WINOS, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0135 BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE~ MARINE FISH1 MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
0/46 PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
556 
DB~l AGIW> !BlDLOGI:CAl.), CHESAPEAKE 8AYy GRDWrH .RATES., oMARI~E FiSH, 
REPR.OOlJCTUlN, SEASONAL 01ST·R16UT.U:IH• YWtK RIVER. JUODU: AT1.ANT1"' S'l{>Hh 
SEAROBINS 
D¥.67 fISH POPULA T1 ONS, FLATFISH, JUV.EIUl.'E G'JWVTH S'lAG-E, i:Akli-Al GROioiTH ST A&E~ 
i!JDDLE -A:U.llNHC .BlGHJ, .OSTEOLOGY 
0980 AGING JBIClLOGIC.ALl. CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBl:JUOH, Fl!>H POPU1.AT10NS,. 
GONADS, SPAIONlNG, MIOIJLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, J.ENGTH-FRHiUENCY OISTRIBU!IUN!.o 
SEAiWBINS 
1191 CHESAPEAKE BAY., FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEIO 
1269 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ESTUARIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, UNAVAILABLE FOR KEVIEW 
151>7 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CATCH, CHESAP.EAKE M.Y, COMMERCIAL FISH, FlSH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1730 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, SYSTEMATICS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
216/o CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT, SEINING 
2168 CONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, 
REPRODUCTION, SKATES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2238 COMMERCIAL f'ISH, COMHERCIAL FISHING, OISTRIBUTION 0 FISHERIES, MIDllLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2487 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2701 CONTINENTAL SHELF, ZOOPLANKTON, HIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2755 HYDROGRAPHY, .JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO RIVER 1 MD 1 POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, IUOOLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
557 
27&7 SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2 Tb8 SALIN1 TV, wATER TEMPERATURE. MIDDLE ATLANTIC .BlGtfh 
2800 CHESAPEAKE oAY, ECONOMICS, FISH POPULATIONS, FlSii.EI!.lfS, HARYLANO, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2812 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DELAWARE, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
Vl~GINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2~37 ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
297b CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CURRENTS !WATER), 
V!KG!NIA, MIJDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3!42 BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRI8UTION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHE~IES, SEA~ONAL OISIRlBUTlUNr MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3401 EeLS, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3417 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CONTINENTAL SHELF, FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
FISHERIES, LA~OR, VIKGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC olGHT 
J4ld CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ALGAE, 
MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 81GHT 
1419 BENTHIC FAUNA, CONliNENrAL SHELF. FISH POPULATIONS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC .BIGHT, 
H4l CHeSAPEAKE BAY, EELS 0 FECUNDITY, FISH MIGRATION, GONADS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
Bl GHT 
3~54 BI~LIDGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, 
VIKGIN!A, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
343S oATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, HYDROGRAPHY 0 SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
MIOJLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
55 a 
3456 DATA COLLECTIONS, OCEANOGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC EIGHT, 
3531 FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, OIL, HI DillE ATU'Il'HlC 8 IGHT, 
3532 DISTRIBUTION, SKATES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC .BIGHT~ 
3533 ECONOMIC IMPACT, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3540 CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, REPRODUCTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3543 SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ~ATER, WATER JE~PERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, 
3544 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, DISTRIBUTION, EGGS, LARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3554 ECOLOGY, FISH, FISH BEHAVIOR, HABITATS, SCALLOPS, SYMBIOSIS, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3556 AMINO ACIDS, BACTERIA, CHEMISTRY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMeNT, NORTH CAROLINA, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3562 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, ENERGY TRANSFEK, SHORES, WAVES lwATE~l, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3564 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CDNTINENfAL SHELF, ENERGY TRANSFER, 
REFRACTION !WATER WAVESI, WAVES (WATER), MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3571 EASTERN SHO~E PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, CRUSTACEANS, 
DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3&07 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DlSTR!CTo VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CONTINENTAL SHELf, 
DISTRIBUTION, INVERTE8RATES, SEASONAL DISTRI8UTION, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC illGHT 
3&06 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT• VA, BLUEFISHo OISTRIBUTION, GRO~TH 
STAGES, LARVAE, SALINITY, SPAWNING, WATER TEMPERATUKE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
559 
3bl7 NOtiTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRLCT, YA, BIOLOGY• DISTRI8UT10l'to ECOLOGY, EEJ.!b 
LifE HISTORY STUDIES, HORPHOl.OGY, ·REPIWDUClJON, :JHDOI..E ATi.iANJ.J.C BI.GHI 
3b86 SOllTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTiUCT, VA, CONTINEl!ITAL SHELF, SALINITY. SEA.SOI'fAL 
D I STRi BUll ON, SPAwNl NG, iiA TEll CIRCULATION, ltATER TE:HP£RATURE, IIIJDDL'E 
AlL AN Tl C &1 GHT 
3bd'l SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt .CONTINENTAL SHELF, tiYOJI.OGR.APH'J'., 
NE~ITIC, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
. 3751 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CONTINENTAL SLOPE. FISH, LIFE ·HISTORY 
STUDIES, SPAWNING, VJRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
:il756 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CATCH, COIIITINENTAL SLOPE, EELS, FDDO 
HAdlTS, JUV~NILE FISHES, HOKPHOLOGY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3759 ALGAE, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION, 
SYSTEMATI(:.S, MIDDLE ATLA'NTIC BIGHT 
393D ABUTMENTS, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VAt EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH 
EROSION, EROSION CuNTROL, HURRICANES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
Bl GHT 
3961 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, .VA, ATLANTI.C OCEAN, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
ECONOMICS, NATURAL GAS, NATURAL RESOURCES, OIL, RESOURCE DE~ELOPMENT, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
39b8 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CONTINENTAL 
~HELl', ECONOMIC IMPACT~ MANAGEMENT, OILt VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC IHGHT. 
COA~ TAL ZONE 
3970 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC 
MAPPING, GEOLOGY, HAPS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3~7~ EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, HISTOR~, PLANNING, 
SOCIAL IMPACT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1975 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANN.ING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
LOUNTY, VA, NEWPORT NEWS, VA, NORFOLK, VA, DELAWARE, INDUSTRIES, LANO USE, 
NORTH (.ARULINA, POPULATION DYNAIUCS, RECREATION, IUODLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
560 
3'97b EASTERN SHORE .PLAHNIMG DIST~ICT, v•, ECOtwMIC JIIPACh OIL INDtiS TAT, SOCJAL 
'I""*'ACh JRANSPORTATION, fUDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
3971 JNDUSTR1Al. DEVELOPJt£NT, EASTEJI.N SHOR£ PLANNING OtSTRICT, VA, COMMEACIAL 
FISHING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EMPLOYMENT., AINEf!.Al INDUSTRY, RECREAfiON, SOCIAl. 
I~ PACT, TOL;RI SM, M.IDDLE A TLANTI£ fUGHT 
397B EASTERN SHORE PLANNiNG DIS.JRJCJ., VA, ECONOMlt: IJIP.ltl~ EDUCATION.- LABOR 
SUPPLY, POPULATION DYNAMICS, .RECREATION, SOC1AL IMPA.CJ, MIDDLE ATLANTlt 
BIGHT 
3979 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPIIENT, EASTERN SHOJI.E PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, RECREATION DEMAND, TOURISJI, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, COMMERCE 
3980 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CHEMICAL WASTES, 
CONSERVATION, LAND USE, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SEWAGE, WATER UTILILATIDNt 
ZONING, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3981 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3982 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, YA, ENERGY, INDUSTRIAL PLANTS, OlL 
INDUSTRY, TRANSPORTATION, USE RATES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
4020 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, HODEL STUDIES, WAVES ~WATER), MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
40~1 ~IDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGICAl IMPACT, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISHING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
..................................................................................... 
MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 
••••••• ** .................................................................................. ". * 
3747 SHORELINE EROSION, KING AND QUEEN COUNTT 1 VA, KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, NEW 
KENT COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL 




37B4 SHORELINE EROSION, MIDDLESEX COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, MA~AGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION OEHANO, VIRGINIA 
3785 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, REEFS, TUBES, WORMS, DELAWARE SAY 
378& MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FISH EGGS, HEATED wATER, LARVAE, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, STRIPED BASS 
3787 MIDOLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt BEHAVIOR, CRABS, REPRODUCTION, 
VIRGINIA 
3788 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EFFECTS, EFFLUENTS, FISH, 
FRESHWATeR FISH, MANAGEMENT, MARINE FISH, REVIEWS, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
3789 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, 
DATA TRANSMISSION, ELIZABETH RIVER, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), 
MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
3790 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, 
GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGY, HAPS, SEDIMENTS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
LEVELS, wATER ~UALITY 1 ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
3791 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NATURAL 
RE~OURCES, VIRGINIA 
3792 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGI~ 
DATA, MAPS, METEOROLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, SURFACE 
WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
3193 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, HAPS, POLLUTANTS, RIVERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
17~4 MIDDLf PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINE, 
eEL GRASS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIESo MANAGEMENT, OIL, 
UYSTERSr WATER QUALITY 
39>4 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo ECONOMICS, 
LAdOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
5b2 
3983 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt MIDDLE 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
GEOLOGY, GRAVITY STUDIES, HAPS, VIRGINIA 
4005 MATHEWS COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
FISHING, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, OCCUPATIONS, VIRGINIA 
4007 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EROSION 
CONTROL, PLANNING, SEDIMENT CONTROL, VIRGINIA 
4008 KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GEOLOGY, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, SOILS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
4009 KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
FINANCING, HYDROLOGY, LANDFILLS, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, SOLID 
WASTES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
4010 KING wiLLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING lPROJECTEDl, LAND USE, NATURAL KESOURCES, 
POPULATION, SEWE~AGE, UTILITIES, VIRGINIA, WATER UTILIZATION 
4011 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo CHLORIDES, 
GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
4012 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING OISTRICT, VA 1 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FINANCING, MAPS, POPULATION, SEWERS, ~IRGINIA, WATER 
DEMAND 
4013 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
VIRGINIA 
4014 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 ECONOMICS, 
FUTURE PLANNING lPROJEClEDJo LAND USE, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
4015 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, HISTORY, MANAGEMENT, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, VIRGINIA, WATER wUALITY 
401& MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, 
GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, SURFACE wATERS, VIRGINIA 
5&3 
4017 AGRICULTURE, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECOMOIUCS, GEOl.OGJ.~ 
GROUNDWATER, RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, SURFACE •ATfRS-. VIRGINIA, 
YORK R!VI:R 
41.118 MiOOLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA.t CliMATOLOGY, CONSERVATION., 
E.CONOHICS, GEULOGY, MANAGEMENT, HAPS, POPULATION. VIRGINIA, .. ASTE •AIER 
DISPOSAL, WAT~R QUALITY 
4033 AGRICULTURE, ESSEX COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, !/A• 
EMPLOYMENT, FISHERIES, INCOME, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
4035 SHORELINE EKOSIDN, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNI·NG 
OISfRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
4038 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT~ VA, CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, MAPS, HARSH PLANTS, TIDAL HARSHESt WETLANDS 
4039 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GROUNDWATER, MANAGEMENT, VIRGiiilA 
4040 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, NATURAL 
RESOURCE5, PHOTOGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, PRESERVATION 
4041 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISHING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
4057 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MIDDLE 
PtNINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
(lUAU TY 
******************************************************************************** 
MIDDLESEX COUNTY, VA 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
H84 SHOR~llt.E EROSION, MIDDLESEX COUNTY 1 VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING 
LJISfi<ICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
.. ,.. .. ,.. .... -·····-··-··--······-····-·*·**"'---···--·--········· -A 1 GUTI Oli 
·*******·*'***"'**************'******"'******••***"'***•-·-***•*******•········*·-··· 
O&lZ :SJOLOGY, DIURNAL DISTiliBUJIOtlh HlG'RATtilN~ SJ;HOOL.S lf'ISIU 
071& CRABS, LARVAL GROl!ITH STAGE, MIGRATION, REPRODUCTION, S.LUE CRAB 
0843 COMMERCIAL FISHING, DISTRIBUTION., GREY .SEA TROUT, 'MlGRATlDNt .PAMUNKET 
RIVER, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA, Y{JRK RIVER. 
0'847 AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROHDUS FISH, FISH :POPULAJ.lDi>ISo FiSHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
MIGRATION, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
G853 DISTRISUflON, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GRO~TH STA~E. MIGRATION, PAHUNKE¥ 
RIVER, SPAliiNING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0875 COHMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SPOT, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK klVER 
0887 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, COMMERCIAL fiSH, DISTRlBUTlON, FISHERIES, MIGRATIOn, 
SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1092 AGING (BIOLOGICALI, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, 
MIGRATION, SPAWNJNG, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, FISH SCALES 
2228 CONSERVATION, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION~ BLUE CRAB 
2433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DUCKS lwllOJ, ESTUARINE £NVIRONME'NT 1 MIGRATION, POTOMAC 
RIVER, WATERFOWL 






Ool3 COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH POPULAT[ONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, SEASONAL 
DISTRI6UT!ON, TKAwLlNG 
Od35 FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0~34 COMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION 
PATTERNS, TAGGING 
1255 DUCKS IWIL0) 1 MIGRATION ~ATTERNS, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2233 ANADROMOUS F!~H, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
3753 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MIGRATION PATTERNS, 




0702 AIR POLLUTION, EROSION CONTROL, MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL WASTES, SEwAGE 
TREATMENT, STATE GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
07o0 EUTRO~HICATION, MARSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 




JloO ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEA<E BAY, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIUNS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, 
SEDIM~NTARY PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1977 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EMPLOYMENT, MINERAL INDUSTRY, RECREATION, SOCIAL 





0145 BIBLIOGRAPHIES~ GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, PALEONTOUlGY, \IIRGlNIAr 
0166 JAMES RIVER, MINERALOGY, PROVENANCE, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
Ob07 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POwER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
IPROJECTEOj, GEOLOGY, GROUNDwATER, MINERALOGY, RECR~ATIUN, SURFACE wATERS, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1534 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
2221 CLAY MINERALS, MINERALOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2316 LEGAL ASPECTS, MINERALOGY, MODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA, wATER RESOURCES 
2355 ALKALINITY, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, ECOLOGY, GRO~TH RATES, HYDROGEN 




0755 AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 




014~ FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0147 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
5&7 
01">8 fORAMlNI.fERA 1 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, .JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE £.1'0:Dl, ·MDUUSII.S., 
PALEONTOLUGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK Jt"lliER 
0149 GEOLOGIC fORMATiONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS. PALEONTOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0150 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH'" PALEONTOl.OGYt 
STRATlb~APHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0151 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOKAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, PltlSTUCENE EPOCH, STRATIGRAPHY, YORK klVER 
0194 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE 
EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, S.JRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0212 BOREHOLE GECPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, 
PL~ISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTS 
0&21 ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, 
VIRGINIA 
1788 CrlESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1789 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1190 CHESAPEAKE SAY, FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
31&~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, MIOCENE EPOCH, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
·····~···•***************************••········································· MOBJACK BAY 
................................................................................ 
uj~1 CHESAPEAKE aAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HARSH PLANTS, HOBJACK BAY, PLANT 
PuPULATIUNS, SALT MARSHES 
1'<03 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CKABS, DISTRIBUTION PA.J.JERHSt .JAMES Rli/ER, HOBJACK SAY, 
YORK RIVER 
5·:66 
1465 CHESAPEAKE BAh GilEAT WJCOHICD 1UYER, 'VA. J.AMES RIV:Eit, MOSJACK BAY, 
NANSEMOND 4\IVER, PlAI'fKAT.ANK RlVI:R, RAPPAKANNOCK Rl~£li. .. YORJ<. .IU\IERo !lYSlER 
SETT lNG 
.1111 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GREAT WICOMICO II.JY:ER, IIA, JARES Jl.lVER, MOBJACK BAY, 
PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER., ¥~K JUV:ER, OYSTER SETTIN;; 
1591 ANII'IAL POPULAT 10NS, CHESAPEAKE BAY., DISEASES, MARYLAND~ KOBJACK SAY, 
MORTALITY, HSX, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2249 CHESAPEAKE 8AY 0 EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MDBJACK bAY~ MORTALITY, HSX• OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, OYS.JER SETTING 
2337 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
2636 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULAT.IDNS, MOBJACK BAY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, YORK RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
2&90 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, 
MOBJACK BAY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2691 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HABITATS~ HISTORY, ·HDBJACK .SAY, YORK RIVER 
2762 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES • .JAKES RIVER, 
HOBJACK BAY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2945 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, MOBJACK BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, YORK 
RIVER 
3439 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERl• HYDROOYNAHICS• HYDROGRAPHY, MUBJACK BAY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
·····~·········································································· HODEL STUDIES 
··························································*··················*'*** 
0332 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNINb !PROJECTED), MANAGEMENT, HOOEL 
S.JUDI ES, PATUXENT Rl VER, WATER Ql.IALI .JY • WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
• 
569 
0411 LOMPUTER MODELS, FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, HODEl 
STUDIES, SEWAGE DISPUSAL, STATISTICAL MODELS, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1415 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHANNEL IMPROVEHENTt DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDieS, OYSTERS, SALINE wATER INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
1474 ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FROUDE NUMBER, HYDRAULIC MODELS, HYDRAULICS, JAMES 
RIVER, HODEL STUOIES, VIRGINIA 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTKIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EfFECTS, fiSH EGGS, 
FISH POPULATIONS, MODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER 
2134 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERI, DATA COLLECTIONS, HODEL STUDIES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, S4LlNITY, VELOCITY 
2218 CHANNELS, JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
231b LEGAL ASPECTS, MINERALOGY, HODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
2736 LHESAPEAKE BAY, MODEL STUDIES, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, 
WATER POLLUTION, ftETLANDS 
31~0 JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA 
3141 JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA 
3299 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, HODEL STUDIES, 
NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHORUS, PHYTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
~43o COMPUTER PROGRAMS, JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, STOCHASTIC PROCESSES, 
VIKG!NIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
l4b5 CHESAPHK£ BAY, MODEL STUDIES, C • D LANAL 
)4d0 JAMES RIVEK, MOUEL STUDIES, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 
570 
3~61 HYDROGRAPHS, JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 
3.82 JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, RIVER fLOW, VIRGINIA 
3~96 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATERJ, MODEL STUDIES, SEwAGE EFFLUENTS, SEwAGE 
TREATMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDES, WATER POLLUTION, WAlEk QUALITY 
3528 CIRCULATION, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, TIDAL WATERS 
3580 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, 
MODEL STUDIES, WATER QUALITY 
3599 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, ENERGY TRANSFER, EROSION 
CONTROL, HODEL STUDIES, REFRA~TION (WATER WAVcSI, WAVES (WATER! 
4020 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTkiCT, VA, 8ATHYMETRY 1 CuNTINENTAL SHELF, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, MOOEL STUDIES, WAVES IWATERI, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
4051 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, E~OLUGY, MODEL 




0005 JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, MUSSELS, VIRGINIA 
0144 FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHr, VIRGINIA 
0148 FORAMINifERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSK5, 
PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0157 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA, 
0167 JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
571 
0172 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, 
TERTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
0173 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GASTROPODS, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PI\LEONTOLOGY, 
TERTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
0194 ATLANTIC CQASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE 
EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, NORTH ~AROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0203 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0251 CLASSIFICATION, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, VIRGINIA 
0292 CHESAPEAK~ aAY, CLASSIFICATION, MOLLUSKS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
0747 AMINO ACIDS, BIOASSAY, BIOCHEMISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SOFT CLAM 
0891 FUNGI, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, SHELLFISH 
0950 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, HSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
09b3 AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, MOLLUSKS, RADIOACTIVITY 
1009 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIOlUMt DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSK$, MS~, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1048 CRAdS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINII\ 
1177 CLAMS, JAHES RIVER, LARVAE, MOLLUSKS, REPROOUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
ll3l Dl SlRIBUTION, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
lJlb DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, MOLlUSKS, VIRGINIA, 
572 
1810 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH 
1831 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRlllUTION, liFE HISTORY STUDIES, MOLUJSKS, POPULATIDt~ 
DYNAMICS 
2033 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, JIOlLUSKS, UNITED STATES 
2115 BARNACLES, BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY~ DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDROZOA, MOLLUSKS 
2180 CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLLUSKS~ SPAWNING 
2193 DISTRIBUTION, MOLLUSKS, MOkPHO.LOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2241 ANNELIDS, ARTHROPODS, BRYOZOA, ECHINODERMS, ENTOPROCTA, INVERTEBRATES, 
MOLLU~KS, NEMERTEANSt PLATYHELMINTHES, VIRGINIA, 
2297 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA, 
2334 LARVAE, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, liFE HISTORY STUDIES, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH 
2509 CLAMS, DISEASES, MARINE BACTERIA, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
2564 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MOLLUSKS, MORPHOLOGY 
2744 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORIC FLOOD, MOLLUSKS, SALINITY, ShELLFISH 
2938 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MO), EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, LARVAE, 
MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 1 WATER TEMPERATURE 
3521 MOLLUSKS, VIRGINIA, 
3561 CHEMISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SALINITY 
3692 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECOLOG·Y, EEL GRASS, GASTROPODS, 
MOLLUSKS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVEg 
.. 
573 
3117 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo CLAMS, MANAGEMENT, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS, 




Obol CRAHS, GRO~TH STAGES, SALINITY, MOLTING 
0699 CRAd~, LARVAL GROWTH STAGtt PLANKTON, MOLTING 
0777 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EGGS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
0778 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH ~TAGE, MORPHOLOGY, BLUE CRAB, 
MOLTING 
0820 RECIRCULATED WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
0994 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
YOKr<. RlVtK, MULTING 
2256 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, CONTINENTAL SHElf, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, BLUE 
CRAo, MOLTING 
2257 HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
2323 CHt~APEAKE BAY, CR~BS, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING, MARICULTURE, HAMPTON ROADS 
21>41 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
2~41> BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE tVA-HOlt GROWTH STAGES, 
SEA~ONAL DlSTRI6UTION, VIRGINIA, KOLliNG 
3~5J CC~SUMPTIVE USE, OXYGEN, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
574 
*******·*************************-********************************************** 
.KON IT OR 1 NG 
******************************************************************************** 
06~0 INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, HONITORING, NUCLEAR POwER PLANTS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS, THERMAL WATER, VIRGl~IA 
2287 INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS, THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA 
3589 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEA~E BAY, JAMES KIVER, MONITOK1NG 1 




0828 BIOlOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MONOMOLECULAR FILMS, OIL WASTE~, 




0691> CRASS, MO~PHOLOGY, FEEDING 
0778 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, tiLUE CRAB, 
MOLTING 
0808 AQUATIC FUNGI, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MICROSIOLUGYe MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0857 CRASS, CRUSTACEANS, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, PORES, ~YSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0867 MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CILIATES 
091) LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, SLUE CRAB 
575 
.0<JZ9 AN I MAl PARASITES, CLAMS, ELECTRON MlCROSCOP'f, PARASJTISM, f!tDilPI!.t'llOG·Y, 
ZOOSPORES 
0932 GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY, PREDATION, SYSTEMATICS 
0959 BIODEPiJSITlON, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISfRIBUTlON, IN.\IERTEBRATES, l!tORPHOl.OGY. 
YORK RIVER 
D969 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, lARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
PAMUNKEY RIVER, MORPHOLOGY~ YORK RIVER 
0985 CRABS, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, FEEDING 
1053 BASS, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, MORPHOLOGY, STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH 1 HISTOlOGlCAl 
INVEST! GAT IONS 
106Z MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, MUSSELS, PHYSICOCHEMICAl PROPERTIES, MORPHOLOGY, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE 1 VA, YORK RIVER 
1073 GONADS, OYSTER DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION 
lll<J CULTURES, CYTOLOGICAL STi.JLJtES., ELECTRON HICROS.COPY, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, 
STRUCTURE 
1Z29 BIOTA, MORPHOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1648 CHESAPEAKt BAY, EHBRYON!C GROWTH STAGE, fiSH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY 
1657 CHESAPEAKE' BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, GROWTH .RATES, LARVAl GROWTH STAGE, 
HOI<PHULUGY 
1679 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OELA.ARE 1 FROGS, MARYLAND, MORPHOLOGY, VlRGINJA 
lt.d3 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION., SEA 
N~TTLES, SYSTEMATICS, SCYPHOZOA 
571> 
.2.Q29 AllERlCUI SHAD .. 'CHESAPEAKE 6AY, FJSH PDPULATIO~S. MoaPMOLOGV, UNITED SlATES 
2110 BIBL.lOGRAPHIESt CHESAP.EAKE BAY• HYDilOGRAPiiY, tfYOROlOGY, I'IDRPKOLO.GY 
21,.1 .BENTHIC FAU!IIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY• EAJilal.tt SJiOli..E tVA-J!Ole HORPHrn.OGY, 
PROTOZOA, S'fSTEHATICSo VIRGINIA 
2163 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, EAST.ERN SHORE IVA-I'ID), PARASITISM., 
PHYLOGENY, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, ·MOI<PHOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS, \IIRGINIA 
218Z CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTEAA SHURE IVA-HOI, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PAIUSITISJII, 
MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SPORES, TREMATODES, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2186 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MORPHOLOGY., PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, 
VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2187 CLAMS, EASTERN SHOB.E IVA-MD), lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, SHELLFISH 
2188 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, MORPHOLOGY, SHARKS, 
VIRGINIA 
2191 . CHESAPEAKE BAY, £ASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MORPHOLOGY., PRUJOlOA, SYSJEMATJCS, 
VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2193 DISTRIBUTION, MOLLUSKS, MORPHOLOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
Z229 BASS, CHROMOSOMES, FISH POPULATIONS, ~ORPHOLOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo 
VIRGINIA, HYBRIDS, OSTEOLOGY 
2l62 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY., ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, 
MORPMOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
226~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISJRI~UJION, FUNGI, HORPHOLObY, PRUTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
2281 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, ~DRPHOLOGYo SHRIMP, 
VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
577 
2304 MORPHOLOGY, ~LUE CRAB 
2331 GA~TROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVEST1GATJONS 
2353 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt MARINE ALGAE, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
2389 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPOOS, MO~PHOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
2393 GUNAOS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, BLUE CRAB, SCYPHOZOA 
2512 CHESAPEAKE oAY, MORPHOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
2547 CHESAPEAKE bAY, MORPHOLOGY, BLUE CRAB, ·HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, 
GLYCOGEN 
2563 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPUDS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDI~S, MORPHOLOGY, 
StASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
2564 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MOLLUSKS, MORPHOLOGY 
2699 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MORPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
HISTLLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SGYPHOZOA 
2704 LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, SCALLOPS, SPA~NING, MARICULTURE 
27lB CHESAPEAKE BAY, Fl)NGI 1 ·.MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY 
2980 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, LARVAE, PLANKTON, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
3032 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEA 
ICE, SHRIMP, SPA~NING 
1265 GASTROPODS, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
RtVI£1i 
33~4 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, FUNGir MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION 
578 
3596 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MORPHOLOGY, 
SILVERS IDES 
3617 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOLOGY, DISTR18UTIO~, ECOLOGY, EELS, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC biGHT 
3618 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRrOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIETS, 
GROWTH RATES, MORPHOLOGY 
3750 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING OISTRICJ, VA, COPEPODSr DELAwARE RIVER, 
DISTRIBUTION, MORPHOLOGY 
3756 SHORELINE EROSION, SGJTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE !:lAY, 
EROSION, MARSHES, PHOTOGRA~HY, MORPHOLOGY, SHORE-LINE COVER 
3758 SOUTHEASTEKN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CATCH, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, EELS, FUOD 
HABITS, JUVENILE fiSHES, MORPHOLOGY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
***********************~******************************************************** 
MORT ALI TV 
***********************~******************************************************* 
0004 BEDS UNDER WATER, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, JAMES RIVEi 1 MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0012 FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0022 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, SUMMER, TURTLES, VIKGINIA 1 YORK 
RIVER 
0076 JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, WINTER 
0085 JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0242 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, MSXo 
OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
0337 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MORTALITY, HAMPTON ROAUS 
579 
:Jio41 DJSEASES, 'MORTALITY, DYSTERS, HISTOLOGICAL UIVEST16ATIOHS 
0538 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE lVA-MOJ, MORTALITY~ PARASITl~ 
PfUJ'JOZOA, VIRGINIA, HISTOLOGIC·Al INVESTIGATIONS, AMOEBAE 
0!;53 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MICROORGANISMS. MORTALITY, MSXo OYSTEilSy PARASITJS·M 
0579 AGING IBIOLOGICALI, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, YIRGUIIAo WHIT£ 
PERCH, YORK RIVER 
0&69 CHESAPE:AKE BAY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATH»h SEA N£TTlES,. SCYPHOZOA 
0701 CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, HYBRIDS 
0731 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OERMOCYSTIDIUM, HORTALJTY, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
OI:IO't JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK -RIVER, 
SCYPHOZOA 
0829 OEKMUCYSTIDIUM, MAIUNE FUNGit MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POLLUTANTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
Oi138 0 I SSOL VED OXYGEN, LAR\1 AL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, HORTALITY o VIRGlNh\r 
YORK RIVER 
08/oO GASTROPOCJS, MORTALITY, 0¥STEA DRILLSo VIRGINIA, X-RAYS, li'ORK 1\IIIE!i. 
01:159 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SPAWNING, HISTOLOGICAl INVESTIGATIONS 
Ofl~l BEDS UNDER >iATER, GASTROPODS, MORTAliTI', OYSTER DRILLS, PESUI;IDES 
Oo&l> FISH PHYSIOLOGY, LARVAl GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, l!ORTAUTY 
vodd f-UNGI, MORTALiTY., Oli'STER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH 
0890 DISfRIBUTIUN, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
'5:80 
0894 FUIIIGI, MORTALITY, DYSJCRS 
OB9.6 MOUAUJY, OYSJERS-. S.E'ASONAL DlSTRI.BIJTlOil., SH.El.LFISM, .YtaGJNI-i.o YORK 
RIVER-. OYSTER SEJ'TUIG 
09.27 ANIMAl PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EP1ZOOHOLOGY7 JMIES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
HSX, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUJ.ION., YORK lUVER 
09~7 CRABS, .ECOLOGY, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROiiTtt STAGE, MORTALlr:t, ZOOPLANKTON 
1002 DERMOCYSTIDIUM_. DISTRIBUTION., FUNGJ, NORJ AliTY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1003 DERMOCY.STIDIUM, OISJRJ BUll ON, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
100~ DERMOCYSTlDIUM, DISTRIBUTION 1 FUNGl, MORTALIU, OYSTEH.S, VIRGINIA, 
1015 DERMOCYSTIDIUH, FUNGI, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SHE.LLFISH_. V IRG.I NIA 
1027 AGING (BIOLOGICAL), GRO~TH RATES, JAMES giVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITE 
PERCH, YORK RIVER 
1028 DERHOCYSTIDIUM, FUNGI, JAMES RIV.E.R, MORTALITY., .OYST.ERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
II.IVER, SHELkflSH, VIRGINIA 
10~8 CRABS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, OYSTERS., PARASITI.SN, SEASONAl 
DISfRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
1157 CATCH, GROWTH RAT£So ~ORTALITYo OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORI( 
RIVER 
llbb ALEWIVES, FISH POPULATIONS 0 MORTALITY_. VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1184 CRAB INDUSTRY. FISHERIES, FRESHWATER. MORTALITY, 'OYSTER JN()USTRY, RA'JN, 
RAINfALL-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, SHELLFISH, IIIRGINIA 1 UNAVAILABLE FOR RI::\IIEW 
581 
1279 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHOkE IVA-HOI, JAMES RIVERo MORTALITY, OSMOTIC 
PRESSURE, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
1316 CHESArEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, JAMES RIYER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOLK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1320 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, PARASITISM, POTOMAC 
RIV~R, RAPPAHANN~CK RIVER, SESTON 
1322 HURRICANES, MOKTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1331 GASTROPODS, JAMES RIVeR, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
1342 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEKMOCYSTIDIUM, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1346 EPIZOOTIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER 
SETTING 
1437 BIO~ASS, CATFISHES, DISTR18UTION PATTERNS, FISH MANAGEMENT, JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1491 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
1572 AQUICULTU~E, CHESAPEAKE SAY, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, DELAWARE 
BAY 
15Y1 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, MARYLANOo MOBJACK BAY, 
MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1595 CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB 
1b1l ALEwiVES, ALUSIDS 1 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, MORTAliTY, POTOMAC 
k1Vtk 1 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
17~0 CHE~APEAKE BAY, CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, 
SHELLFISH 
582 
2131 ALE.IVES, ElECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH POPUlATIONS, MODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, PO~ER PLANTS, THER~Al 
POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER 
2139 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MORTALITY, 
MSX, OY5TERS, VIRGINIA 
2172 ECOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2240 DREDGING, FISH, FISHING GEAR, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, 
2243 COPPER SULFATE, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, PESTICIDES 
2247 CONDEMNATION, ESTUARIES, MORTALITY, PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA, 
2249 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~PIZOOTIOLOGY, HOBJACK BAY, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2250 DERMUCYSTIDIUH, FUNGI, MORTALITY, MUD, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
2251 BEDS UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2252 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2256 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, CONTINENTAL SHELF, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, BLUE 
CRAB, MOLTING 
2261 CRABS, DDT, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, VIRGINIA 
2262 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, MOKTALITY, 
MORPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
2288 BIOTA, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, INVERTEBRATES, ~ORTALITY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, 
583 
2291 'PHYSIOLOGY. BJOCHHilSTRY, <:HESAPEAKE .BAY• ECOLO"GYo JELLYFISH~ .JIDRTALITY<7 
PHYLOGENY, VIRGINIA, SCYPHOZOA 
2336 GASTROPODS., MOR TAll TY, NORTH C.AROLlNA, OYSTER DRILLS., SAlllHTY, HAm> TON 
ROADS 
231t2 fi!OfUAUTY, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTERS• PESTICIDES .• VIRGlliiA~ OYSTER SETTING 
231t7 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI. MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PARASITISMo SPORES 
2397 SlOTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
2421 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 
MAGNETIC STUDIES, MORTALITY, RADIATION~ SOUND ~AVES . 
21t22 ~IOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL 
WASTES, MORTALITY, STRIPED BASS, WATER POLLUTION 
21tlt9 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
WATER TEMPERATURE, wiNTER 
21t77 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, HORTALITY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RlVtRt SALINITY, ~IRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2518 CHESAPtAKE BAY, tASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, ~ORTALITY, HSX 0 
OYSTE~S, PAKASITISH, VIRGINIA 
2519 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DENSITY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-H01, GROWTH RATES, HABITATS, 
MORTALITY, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, HARICULTURE 
2'>b'l BJ;OS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
lbb3 AME~ICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, 
MORTAliTY, PUTOHAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
ld57 d[NTHOS, ESTUARIES, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SEA 
NfTTLH, SHELLF.lSH, tiATER TEMPERATURE 
58 it 
293.8 CHESAPEAKE !I.AY ~ EAST.ER'N SHORE I VA-llO), EHBaYONIC SROWTH STAGE, LARVAE, 
·RQLLUS'KS, HORTAUTY, WACHAPREAGUE, VA, WATER TEHP.EilAJ1JRE 
3047 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EXPLOSIONS, Fl.SH POPULATIONS~ 1\IOR.f.ALITY" POHJMAC RIVER, 
lmAVAILABLE FOR REVIE-W 
3145 ANAOROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, 'FISH STOCKING., MORTALITY, SPAiiiNING, 
STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, 
3llt8 COPPER SULFATE, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRillS, PESTICIDES 
'3150 BIOTA, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
3259 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER ~UALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3423 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLL UTI ON 
31tltb GROWTH RATES, LARVAE, HORTALITY, OYSTERS, WATER TEMPERATURE, OYSTER 
SETTING 
351t9 DISEASESo HORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
3570 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLAMS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, LARVAe, 
MORTALITV, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER, TIME 
375ft SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, FISH 
DISEASES, MORTALITY, PARASITISM, PATHOLOGY, STRIPED BASS 
378b MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING OISTRI<:T, VA, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE bAY, 





1862 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIPTERA, DISTRIBUTION, INSECTS, MOSQUITOES 













3753 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr CHESAPEAKE BAY, MIGRATION PATTERNS, 




0004 BEDS UNDER WATER, DERMOCYSTIDIUHr JAHES RIVER, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
Ol4l JAMES RIVER, MSXr OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA, 
0142 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAHES RIVER, HO~TAllTY, HSX, 
UYSTfRS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
J360 ~SX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
586 
0537 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SPORES 
0551 MSXr OYSTERS, PARASITISM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0552 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MICROORGANISMS, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
0553 CHESAPEAKE SAY, HICROORGANISHS, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
06~8 OERMOCYSTIDIUM, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RiVER 
0663 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE aAY, DELAwARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SPORES 
0107 PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, MSX, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
0712 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY, HISTOLOGI~Al INVESTIGATIONS 
0731 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OERMOCYSTIOIUM, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0927 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EPIZUOTiuLOGYr JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
MSX, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER 
0950 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, OEKMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOlLUSKS, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1009 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ClAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIOIUM, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1116 AEROBIC CONDITIUNS, DINOFLAGELLATES, ENZYMES, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITl~M 
1342 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIDIUMr EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1346 EPIZOOTIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, MSXr OYSTERS, VIK~INIA, OYSTER 
SETTING 
5B7 
1591 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, MARYLAND, MOBJACK BAY, 
MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, VIRGINIA 
21J9 CHESAPtAK~ BAY, DISEASES, EA~TERN SHORE (YA-MDir EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MORTALITY, 
MSX, OYSTtRS, VIRGINIA 
223~ BEJS UNDER ~ATER, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
2249 CHESAPEAKE 5A¥, E?IZOOTIOLOGY, MOBJACK BAY, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVeR, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
22bb MSX, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOC' RIVER, VIRGINIA 
25ltl CHESA~EAKE BAY, tASTEKN SHORE IVA-MDI, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MORTALITY, MSX, 
OYSfEKS, PAKASITISM, VIRGINIA 
J53b EPIZUOfiOLOGY, M~X, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
*$** * * ** * ** ***~ * *' ** * ** ** ** * **-** ** ** ** Jll:* ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ......... ****** ••••••••••••• 
MUD 
*•·~·~***************~*****************************************•••·············~ 
l25J DEKMDCYSTIDIUM, FUNGI, MORTAlllY, MUO, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
*******~~***~****~*********•*******•*********************~·~·~··········•******* 
I'IUll El S 
*****~***~*********~·~·***************************•******•·················~···· 
U454 BkACK!SH-~ATEK FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
fISH, MULlETS 
407l RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, 





0393 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE (WATER), ELECTRIC PO~ERPLANTS, EUTROPHICATION, 
MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC kiVER, SHELLFISH 
0433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, KESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITieS 
0533 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, MULTIPLE-PURPU~E PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECTS, YORK RIVER 
I014 CHESAPEAKE dAY, JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PRDJECT5, 




0702 AIR POLLUTION, E~JSION £UNTROL, HINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL WA~fES, SE~A~E 
TREATMENT, STATE ~OVER~MENTS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
3927 EASTERN SHORE PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FACILITIE~, 
MUNICIPAL WASTES, PLA~NING, SE~AGE fREATMENT, VIRGINIA, wASTE wATEK 
TREATMENT 
40b2 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, INDUSTRIAL ~ASTES, MANAGEMENT, MUNICIPAL 





2765 DISTRIBUTION, HAMHALS, MUSKRATS, POPULATION 





0005 JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, MUSSELS, VIRGINIA 
0565 LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MUSSELS, VIRGINIA, 
0569 CRASS, HOSTS, MUSSELS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, 
0611 CLAMS, HUS5ELS, ~UTRlTIONt STARCH, GLYCOGEN 
Od07 MUSSELS, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA, 
YORK RIVER 
0864 PHYSIOLOGY, MUSSELS, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0907 FISHERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MUSSELS, TIDAL WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
0952 CLAMS, MUSSELS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, OYSTERS, SALINITY 
1062 MECHANICAL PROPERTieS, MUSSEL~ PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, MORPHOLOGY, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, NACHAPREAGUE,VA, YORK RIVER 











0803 CRUSTACEANS, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, PAMUNKEY RIVER,· VERTICAL MIGRATION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, MYSIDS 





1779 CHESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRIBUTION, NANNOPLANKTON, PHYTOPLAN~TON 
2831 BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, NANNOPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA 




1025 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, NANSEMOND 
RIVER, YIP.GINIA 
1465 CHESAPEAKE SAY, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA, JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK BAY, 
NANSEMOND RIVER, PIANKATANK RIVER, kAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER, OYSTER 
SETTING 
............................................•.................. ~ ............... . 
NANTICOKE RIVER 
******************************************************************************** 
1944 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FILTRATION, JAMES RIVER, LIGHT, NANTICOK~ RIVER, 
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, WATER, WICOMICO RIVER,MO 
591 
••• ** ** "'"' ** ***** •••• *** **** **********"'* ************-**•·•••••••** ****** ********* 
NATIONAL SEASHORES 
******************************************************************************** 
371b EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, ISLANDS, lAND 
MANAGEMENT, lEGISLATION, MANAGtHENT, NATIONAL SEASHORES, PRESERVATION, 
Vl~GINIA, COASTAL ZON~ 
J722 EASTeRN SrlOKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
ECULOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
ftATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3723 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, 
ECULUGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATJONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3724 EASTERN SHORE PLANNIN3 DISTRICT, VAt CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE lVA-HOI, 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 




3961 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTR!CTt VA 1 ATlANTIC OCEAN, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
ECONOMICS, NATURAL GAS, NATURAL RE~OURCES, OIL, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
~!UDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3991 AIR POLLUTION, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CONTINENTAL SHElF, 
DRILLING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLORATION, LEGAL 




J7LO CH~$APEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, NATUaAl RESOURCES, SALT ~ARSHES, WATERFOWL, 
WlLlJLIFE 
07H CON~ERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, WATER RESOURCES 
OEVElllPMENT 
592 
0754 HISTnRY, NATURAl RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
0755 AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
1039 COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES, FORESTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, VlH.GlNIA 1 WATER RESOURCES 
1040 HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
1499 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOU~CES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
1534 BldLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, V!RG!NIA 1 
2124 CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
2154 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRON~ENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, HYDRAULIC MODELS, 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
2482 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
25B9 CHESAPEAKE bAY, ECONOMICS, HANAGEM~NT, NATURAL RESOURCES, RES~ARCH ANU 
DEVELOPMENT 
2593 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES kiVER 1 NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIV~R, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK RlVtR 
Zb24 CHESAPEAKE BAY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
!APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2b37 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT lDENTlFICATIUN, 
REMOTE SENSING, SEASHORES 
2740 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL KESOUKCES, 
PLANNING, URBANIZATION, WASTE ~ATER DISPOSAL, WATER UUALJTY 
593 
2955 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLI"ATES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURC£S 1 POLLUTANT 
JDENTIFICATIDNo COMMERCE 
300& CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISOICTinN, FISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOKAC 
RIVER, RECREATION, WILDLIFE 
313~ oEACH EROSION, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
3176 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEw 
3222 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
wATeRFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3115 ECONOMICS, NATURAL RESOURCES, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
3531 FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, OIL, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3611 NORTHE~N NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPUlATION, RECREATION fACiliTIES, SEWERAGE, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
3b54 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LAtiOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3b57 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
LAoUK SU~PLY, NATURAl RESOURCES, PlANNING, PUPULATILN, RECREATION, 
TkANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
1661 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPlOYMENT, 
INDUSTklES, MAPS, MARKETING, NATURAl RESOURCES, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
Jb~3 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEANo FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
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3702 CHESAPEAKE, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, lABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPUlATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3703 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAl RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPUlATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATiON, VIRGINIA 
3704 HAMPTON, VA, PENINSUlA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPlOYMENT, 
INCOME, lABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VlkGINlA 
·3705 ISLE OF wiGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPlOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPlY, ~ATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPUlATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
370b JAMES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPUlATION, 
RECREATION, TRA~~PORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3713 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, 
ECONOMICS, lAND MANAGEMENT, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, COASTAl ZONE 
3725 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IvA-MOl, 
NATURAL ReSOURCES, RECREATION, RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, oARRIER ISLANDS 
372b EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTE~N SHORE IVA-MOl, 
NATURAl RESOURCES, RECREATION, RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, WATER YEAR 
3791 ENVIRONMENTAL QUAliTY, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
3929 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, GEOlOGY, GROUNDWATER, MAPS, NATURAl 
RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
3937 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRiCT, VA, ~DUCATION, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPlY, lOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL R~SOURCES, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
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3939 ALEXANDRIA, VA, NORTHER~ VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ELONOMJCS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAl GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURLESe 
POPulATION, R~CREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3940 CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo ELONOMICS, EDUCAJIOM, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PGPUL~TIO~~ RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3941 COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, ~MPLUYMENT, LAbOR SUPPU', LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PUPULATIGN, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3942 GOOCHLA~O COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
fDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, lAb~R SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRA~SPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3943 CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GREENVILLE.COUNTY, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LUCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3944 HENRICO ~OUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAl PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION. VIRGINIA 
39'e5 LOUDOUN COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN Vlii.GINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LA~OR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3946 POWHATAN COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3'1't7 RICHMOND ~OUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, REC~EATJON 1 TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
i~4o RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt ECONOMICS, 
bJULATIUN, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
596 
3949 SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VAo FRANKL!~ YAw SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING OlSTRlCJ, VA~ 
ECONDNI CS, EIIPLDrMHH v LABOR SW'PLY ~ LOCAL GOVt:li.N"ENJS. NAlURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTAtiON, VIRGINIA 
3950 FREOERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFORD CUUN.TY, VA., RADCO 
PLANNING D1STRICT 0 VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LA60R SUPPLY, LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS, NATURAl RESOURCES, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3951 SUFFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYME~T, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3954 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
39bl SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, CONTINENTAL SH~LF, 
ECONOMICS, NATURAL GAS, NATURAL RESOURCES, OIL, RESOURCE DE~ELUPMENT, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3986 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATU~Al RESOURCES, PLA~NING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, WATER SUPPLY 
4008 KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GEOLOGY, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, SOILS, TOPOGRAPHr, VIRGINIA 
'e009 KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
FINANCING, HYDROLOGY, LANDFILLS, NATURAL RESOUR~ES, POPULATION, SOLID 
WASTES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
4010 KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED!, LAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, UTILITIES, VIRGINIA, WATER UTILIZATION 
•013 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
VIRGINIA 
4022 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, GOVERNMENTS, LAND USEe 
NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
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4025 ~ADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, HISTORY, 
INUUS TRl ES, NATUKAL RESOURCES., POPULATION, SOCIAl. ASPECTS 
4027 SHORELINE EROSIOIIo, RADCO PLANNING OISTRICT. VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAtt;E BAY, 




MIUULE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PHOT0GKAPHY 1 POTOMAC RIVER, PRESERVATION 
MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, CuNSERVATlON, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISHING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT. VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
KESOURCES 
4053 RAUCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION 
4054 RAD~O PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, NATURAL 
RESDU~CES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASINS 




01D8 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
0214 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST ALLOCATION, ESTIHATED COSTS, JAMES RIVERo 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PROJECT FEASI8ll.ITY 1 VIRGINIA 
04JO BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE RIVERS 
0~~4 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
~AVIGABLE RIVERS, PAHUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1409 CHANNEL IHPRDVEHENT, CHANNELING, CHANNELS, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, JAMES 




0023 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAKES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE wATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SE~AGE, VIRGINIA 
0024 OAMSITES, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
0025 BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA, 
0028 BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
0029 JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
0033 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATEkS 1 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
0053 BEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARdORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, POLLUllON ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATeR LAW 
0219 DOCKS, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
0259 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE lVA-HD), HISTORY, NAVIGABLE WATERS, SHIPS, VIRGINIA 
1058 HARBORS, MATTAPONI RIVER, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA, COMMERCE 
1059 FLOOD CONTROL, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, 
VIRGINiA, YORK RIVER 
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l0b3 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
~AYIGA6Lt ~ATE~S, PAMUhKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2307 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE ~ATERS, POTOMAC RIVERo RAPPAHANN~CK 
RIVeR, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2B25 CANALS, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, SHtLLFISH, VIRGINIA 
3325 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), INLAND WATERWAYS, 
MAKYLAND, NAVIGA~LE WATERS, VIRGINIA, DELAWARE BAY 





0094 ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOl, l~RIGATION, JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGATIUN, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
Ol9d CANALS, ESTIMATED COSTS, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTE0) 1 JAMES RIVERo 
NAVIGATIUN, SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
0248 DAMS, ENGINEERING, HYDROELECTRIC PlANTS, INDUSTRIAl WATER, JAKES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
l13b CHESAPeAKE BAY, HuDEL STUDIES, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, 
WAlEk POLLUTION, WETLANDS 
1720 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NAVIGABLE WATERS, NAVIGATION, 
VIRGINIA 
4uZ7 SHOReliNE EROSION, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
fLOJtJlNG, HuRRICANES, NATURAl RESOURCES, NAVIGATION, WEEDS, WILDLIFE 
4028 5HORELINE ~ROStON, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 





0421 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, NEKTON, PLANKTON 
2219 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES. FISH, JAMES RIVER, NEKTON, YORK RIVER 
........................................................................ ~ ................... . 
l'iEMERTEANS 
******************************************************************************** 
Ob78 HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEMERTEANS, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
BLUE CRAB 
0681 CRABS, NEMERTEANS, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
08b9 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, EASTEkN SHORE IVA-MD), 
HABITATS, NEMERTEANS, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, YORK klVER 
2241 ANNELIDS, ARTHROPODS, BRYOZOA, ECHINODERMS, ENTOPRO~TA, INVERTEBRATES, 




3b89 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHtLF, HYDROGRAPHY, 




0971 JELLYFISH, SCYPHOZOA, NERVE CELLS 




********************************* .. **********************************•---······~ 




0898 CATCH, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, NETS 
2313 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHING GEAR, Gill NETS, NETS 
*******************************************"'************************************ 
NEw KENT COUNTY, VA 
................................................................................. 
3747 SHORELINE EROSION, KING AND QUEEN COUNTY, VA, KING ~ILLIAM COUNTY, VA, NE~ 
KENT COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, KECREATION DEMAND, 
VIRGINIA 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 
******************************************************************************** 
3774 SHOH~LINE EROSION, NEWPORT NEWS, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo 
~ANAGEHENT, MAPS,. PLANNING, RECREAliON OEHANO, VIRGINIA 
3975 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, NEWPORT NEWS, VA, NORFOLK, VA, DELAWARE, INDUSTKIES, LAND USE, 




060~ AMMONIA, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITRATES, STATIONS, VIRGINIA, 
YUri.K RIVER 
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2320 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARINE ENVIRONHENT, EUTROPHICATION, NITRATES, 
NITRITES, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, VIRGINIA, 
********************************************••••••••••••••********************** 
NITRITES 
********. ** ••••• ··············*•* *** ** ** **************** **** **** ***************** 
2320 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, EUTROPHICATION, N1TRATES 1 




05B9 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONNATE WATER, 1RON 1 NITri.OGEN, 
OXIDATION, SAMPLING, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION SOUKCES 
2133 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIV~R 
2708 BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITROGEN, 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARSHeS, WATER QUALITY 
3299 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUUIESo 
NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHORUS, PHYTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
39&9 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
PHOSPHORUS, RAOIUISOTOPES, TIDAL MARSHES, YORK RIVER, RHOUE RIVER 
*******************************************************************************' 
Nl TROGEN COM POUNDS 
**********************************************************************•········· 
1341 CURRENTS IWATERI, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVER, NITROGEN COMPUUNOS, 
PHOSPHOKUS COMPOUNDS, PHYTOPLAN~TON, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
603 
................................................................................ 
Nl TltOGEN CYCLE 
*************************************•·········································· 
2496 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 




3744 NOil.FULK, VA, SOUTHEASTEH.N PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, 
CLA~S, E~VIRONMENTAL tFFECTS, OYSTERS, POPULATION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
3755 NORFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DIATOMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3955 NORFOLK, VA, PORTSMOUTH, VA, VIRGINIA &EACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, ECuNOMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3975 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, NEwPORT NEWS, VA, NORFOLK, VA, DELAWARE, INDUSTRIES, LAND USE, 
NORTH CAROLINA, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RECREATION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC ~IGHT 
**********~*************~*************••········································ NORTH C A ROLl NA 
********•*****•*******************************************•····················· 
0172 CtiE'>APEAKE t3AY, MO.LLUSKS, Nl.IRTH CARuLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, 
TlKTIARY PERIGO, VIRGINIA 
0171 CHf SAPEAKE llAY, GAS TROPOOS, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROL I lolA, PALEONTOLOGY, 
TERTIARY PERIOU, VIRGINIA 
~1~4 ATLA~TIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE 
~PclCII, MOLLUSK!>, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
lol5 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, SURf CLAM 
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1698 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS lWATERl, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, NORTH CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE St:l'lSlNG 
1811 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARII'lE ALGAE, MARYLAND, NORTH 
CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
2073 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESA~~AKE BAY, ESTUARIES, FISH, HEAVY METALS, MERCURY, 
NORTH CAROLINA, PLANKTON 
2330 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, FISHERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
MANAGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
2336 GASTROPODS, MORTALITY~ NORTH CAROLINA, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY, HAMPTON 
ROADS 
2432 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH HATCrlERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
2755 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED ~ASS, SUS~UEHANNA RIVER, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC ~ IGHT 
3195 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
3418 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELf, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ALGAE, 
MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3558 AMINO ACIDS, BACTERIA, CHEMISTRY, ESTUARINE ENVIRuNMENT, NORTH CAROLINA, 
MIOULE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3601 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, DISTRIBUTION, 
NORTH CAROLINA, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, ZINC 
3975 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTuN 
COUNTY, VA, NE•PORT NEWS, VA, NORFOLK, VA, DELA.ARE, INUUSTRlES, lAND USE, 
NORTH CAROLINA, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RECREATION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC ~IGHT 
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*********************************************•·····················-··•********** 
NORTHAMPTON COUNTY. VA 
.............................................................. -····-··············-" 
31b1 SHORELINE EROSION, EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, NDRTHAMPJON 
COUNTY, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3795 f:A~TERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ALGAE, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, 
BENTHIC FLORA, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, 
BARiU ER I SLANOS 
3934 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, flOOD PLAIN 
INSURANCE, flOODING, INSU~ANCE, MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA 
3975 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, NEWPORT NEWS 1 VA, NORFOLK, VA, DELAWARE, INDUSTRIES, LAND USE, 
NORTH CARULINA 1 POPULATION DYNAMICS, RECREATION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3995 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, flOOD 
FORECASTING, FlOUO PLAIN ZONING, flOODS, FUTURE PlANNING IPROJECTEO), 
HURRICANES, MAPS, STuRMS, VIRGINIA 
4019 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, fiNFISH INDUSTRY, fiSHERIES, 




2191 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ClAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
NO~THEAST u.s., SOFT CLAM 
279~ CHESAPEAK~ BAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTHEAST U.S., OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTfKS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION 
ldl9 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, NORTHEAST U.S., POTOMAC ~IVER, SOUTHEAST U.S., 
SPAWNING 
bOb 
2820 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl ?I Sit, FlSHEII.lt:S, NORTHEAST 
U.S., SOUTHEAST U.S., .LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUUONS 
2886 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED 
WATER, MARYLAND, NORTHEAST U.S., NUCLEAK. POWER Pl.AIHS, SOUTHEAST U.S., 
TH~RMAl POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
2900 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS !WATER)., DtNSITY, HYOROG&APHY, NORTHEAH u.:;., 
OCEANOuRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2967 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAl SHELF, DISCHARGE IWATEK) 1 FRESHWATER, 
NORTHEAST U.S., RIVER FlOW, SALINITY, SEASONAl DISJKIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
3409 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, NORTHtAST U.S., VIRG1NIA 
3424 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST U.S., PUBLIC HEALTH, SHEllfiSH, 
VIRGINIA 
******************************************************************************** 
~ORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 
···········*···································•******************************** 
3609 NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 FINANCING, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
3610 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTf:RS, PLANNING, 
SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATER ~UALITY 
3611 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRICT 1 VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION fACILITIES, SEWERAGE, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
3612 AGRICULTURE, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
LA~OR, PROGRAMS, UNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCE~ 
3613 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 ECONOftiCS 1 LANO USE, PlANNING, 
POPULATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
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3&14 NORTHEkN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPDDS, FISH 
PARASITES, LIFE CYCLES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
3b1b NURTHE~N NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt ECONOMICS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
FACILITIES, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
3617 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, EELS, 
LIFE HISTO~Y STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
· 3616 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIETS, 
GROWTH RATES, MOMPHOLOGY 
3&19 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BACTERIA, BACTERIOPHAGE, PARASITISM, 
YOR~ RIVER 
3&20 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, INDUSTRIES, 
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, VIRGINIA 
3621 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, PLANNING, POLLUTANT 
IDENTIFICATION, VIRGINIA 
3622 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt ECONOMICS, 
lAND USc, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3&23 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VAt NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA 
3624 WESTM0RELANO COUNTY, VA 1 NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VAt LAND USE, 
PLAN~ING, REGULATiON, VIRGINIA 
3&25 LANCA~TER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, HAPS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
\olb LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PL~NNING, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
36/7 L~NCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
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3b28 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE~ 
PLANNING, RECREATION. TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3629 LANC~STER COUNTY, VA, NO~THE~N NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3b30 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NG~THERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, PlANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA 
3631 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
EROSION CONTROl, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3632 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt PLANNING, 
POPULATION, SE~ERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTKUL 
3633 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, VIRGINIA, HASTE 
WATER TREAT~ENT 
3634 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMENT, INCOME ANALYSIS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINiA 
3635 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MARKETING, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3636 NORTHlRN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, FACILITIES, PLANNING, 
SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
3637 NORTHUMBeRLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DESIGN 
DATA, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WASTE TREATMENT 
3638 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
FACILITIES, FEASIBILITY STUDIES, PLANNING, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
3639 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VAt NORTHERN NECK PLANNING UISTRICT, VA, PlANNING, 
RECREATION FACILITIES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3640 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
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3641 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
D~VELOPMENT, LAND USE, PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA 
3642 NORTHUMbERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CONSERVATION, EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, lEGISlATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3643 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DESIGN 
STANDARDS, ENVIRONMENTAl EfFECTS, fACILITIES, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, 
SE~EKAGE, VIRGINIA 
3644 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3645 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION,· PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3646 wESTMOReLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, 
PLANNING, SEWE~AGE, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY 
3647 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND 
USE, PLANNl~G, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3648 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3649 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3650 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
16~1 AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA 1 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
lCONDMICS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TKANSPURTATION, VIRGINIA 
JbjZ AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VAr NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
fCUNUMICS, EDUCATION, INOUSTRlESo LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
lMANSPURTATION, VIRGINIA 
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3653 AGRICULTURE, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION, TOURISM, UNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA 
365~ LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3655 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, RECREATION fACILITIES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3656 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3657 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
LABO~ SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOUKCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3658 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, ECONOMICS, GROWTH RATES, INDUSTRIES, 
MAPS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3659 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CENSUS, 
ECONOMICS, GROWTH RATES, INDUSTRIES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3660 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, fiNANCING, 
INDUSTRIES, RECREATION FACILITIES, TAXES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESOURCES 
3661 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMtNT, 
INDUSTRIES, MAPS, MARKETING, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3662 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, PuPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3663 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
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l6o4 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLIU wASTES, VIRGINIA 
31.65 NORTHUMBEi\LAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAl., 
PLANNING, SOLID riASTES, VIRGINIA 
J666 KICHMUND ~OUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLIU ~ASTES, VIRGINIA 
3667 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt DISPOSAL, 
PLA~r.ING, SULlO wASTES, VIRGINIA 
366d RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHEKN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
DEVtLOPMENT, LAND uSE, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3669 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMeNT, HIGH~AYS, LAND USE, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3670 wESTMO~~LAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHEKN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CC~SEi\VATIQN, EROSION CONTi\OLo LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3671 WFSTMURELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PL4NNING, kEGULATION, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3b12 NO~THEKN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, PARKS, PLANNING, PRESERVATION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
3a/5 Nu~THE~N NECK PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, ~QUIPMENT, EVALUATION, TECHNOLOGY, 
TrlEKMUMETEKS, VIRGINIA 
3941 RICHMUND :ouNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
kOUCATI~N, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESO~RCES, 
PU?ULATIC~, RECREATION, Ti\ANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
~~~~ ~A>l~KN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 
K~U~O PLANNING DI~TRICT, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MIDDLE 
Pt:·,INSt.JLA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
LruuJt;Y, GKAVJTY STUDIES, HAPS, VIRGINIA 
bl2 
4057 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MIDJLE 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, WAlEK 
QUALITY 
***********************$****************************************************~~·· 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING Ol>TMICT 
***************************************************~****~*~***~**~*·~·~*****~*-* 
3922 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, FLOOD CONTROL, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND 
USE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, wATER KESOUKCES, WATERSHED 
MANAGEMeNT, WATERSHED PROTECT. AND fLOOD PREV. 
3923 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER MODEL:., FLUODING, liYDRLILUGIC 
DATA, LAND USE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, RA!NFALL-Ru~OFF RELATIONSHIPS, 
VIRGINIA, WATERShtD PROTECT. AND fLOOD PREV. 
3924 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, EROSION, LAND USE, MANA~EMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATiON, POTOMAC RIVER, SE01MENTATIUN, VIRGINIA, n4S1E WAT~K 
(PJLLUTIONI, wATER POLLUTION, ftATEK QUALITY . 
3925 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, LAND USE, LEGI5LATION, MANAGEMENT, 
PLANNING, VIRGINI~, ~ATEK RESOURC~S DEVELUP~E~T, ~AT~RSriEJ MANA~EMENT 
3939 ALEXANDRIA, VA, NOKTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONuMlC~, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LASDi\ SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL KE~OURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPuKTATIDN, VIRGINIA 
3945 LOUDOUN COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING OlSTRICT, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LA60R SUPPLY, LOCAL GUVERNMtNTS, N~TUKAL R~~OURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3983 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN VlkuiNIA PLANNING OI~TK!LT, 
RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHEi\N NECK PLANNING OISTKl~T, VA, MIDJLc 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMUNO i\EGIDNAL PLA~NING DISTRILT, VA, 
GEOLOGY, GRAVITY STUDIES, MAPS, VIRGINIA 
3989 ALEXANDRIA, VA, ARLINGTON COUNTY, VA, NORTHeRN VIKGINIA PLANNING DISlklC!, 
, CHA~NELS, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDRAULIC MODELS, VIRGINIA 
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39~1 AIR POLLUTION, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DRILLING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLORATION, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, NATURAL GAS, OIL, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
3992 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIVERSIFICATION, 
MAKIN~ MICROORGANISMS, SYSTEMICS, AMOEBAE 
3993 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
DINOFLAGELLATES, FISHKILL, GROWTH RATES, PHYTOPLANKTON 
3994 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, 
PHOSPHORUS, TROPHIC LEVEL 
4051 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, ECOLOGY, HODEL 
STuDIES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS IBASINSI 
************************************************************••·················· 
NORTHUHtiERLAND COUNTY, VA 
*********************~~********************************************************* 
3637 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DESIGN 
DATA, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WASTE TREATMENT 
363d NJRTHU~dERLAND COUNTY, VA, NO~THERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
FACILITIES, FEASIBILITY STUDIES, PLANNING, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
3639 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHE~N NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
RECREATION FACILITIES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
j640 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE 1 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3641 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
DfVELUPMENT, LAND USE, PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA 
3642 NORTHUMoERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CIJN~ERVATION, EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
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3643 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VAo NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DESIGN 
STANDARDS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, fACILITIES, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, 
SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA 
3650 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA 1 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING "DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3657 NORTHU~BERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDuCATION, 
LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3658 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, ELONUMICS, GROWTH RATES, INOUSTRIESo 
MAPS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3662 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA 1 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSFORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3665 NORTHUMBERLAND CC~NTYo VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLID WASTES, VIRGINIA 
·····················••********************************************************* 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
0438 AOMINJSTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
PO~ER PLANTS, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, wATER POLLUTION 
0680 INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POwER PLANTS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS, THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA 
1083 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER 1 JAMES RIVERo NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1314 ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
1~05 BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, POWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
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1575 HUMAN POPUlATION, NUClEAR POWER PLANTS, SOLID WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
WA~TE WATER TREATMENT 
16&0 COOLING WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION 
22d7 INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS, THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA 
2329 ELECTRIC ~OWeR PRODUCTION, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, THeRMAL POllUTION, VIRGINIA 
L604 CHE~APEAKE BAY, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POwER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, 
NJClEAR POWER PLANT~, POTOMAC RIVER, THERMAl POllUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2686 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER P~ODUCTIONo ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED 
WATER, MARYLAND, NORTHEAST u.s., NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOUT~EAST U.S., 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
3150 BIOTA, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, JAMES RIVER, MDRTALITY, 
NUCLEAR POwER PLA~TS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
3326 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR 
POwER PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, PUWER PLANTS 
3•57 ELECTRIC PO~ER PRODUCTIUN, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
358'1 PlNINSULA PLANNING DIS"TRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, 
NUCLEAR PU~ER PlANTS, THERMAL WATER 
404l RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, IMPOUNDMENTS, NUCLEAR 
PO~ER PLANTS, RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
*********************************••············································· NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
***«********•******************•*****••••••••****•·~···························· 
l4~7 COMPUTERS, FLOOD ROUTING, HYDRAULICS, JAMES RIVERo LOW FLOW, NUMERICAL 
ANALY~IS, OPEN CHANNEl FLO~, RESERVOIR STAGES, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 
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3691 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, FlOW 




0086 ~HEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVE~, NUTRIENTS, 
VIRGINIA 
0240 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYlL, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0310 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC 
Rl VER, SAMPLING 
0324 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, NUTRIENTS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
0426 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIKCULATIONo EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, S~~AGt 
EFFLUENTS, SEWAG: IRE~T~ENT 
0597 CHlOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTuPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
0599 BRACKISrl WATER, NUTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, wATER CIRCULATION 
0609 CHLOROPHYLL, DATA COLLECTIONS, NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YURK 
Rl VER 
0756 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SE~SONAL 
DISTRIBUTION. SEDIMENTATION, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER 
0812 ABIOTIC ENVIRONMENT, AQUATIC PRODUCTIVITY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, 
NUTRIENTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0849 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, NUTKIENTS 1 PHYTOPLAN~TON, PRUDUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1017 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HEAVY METALS, ~ANAGEHENT, 
NUTRIENTS, PESTICIDES, SURFACE ~ATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1541 BACTERIA, dENTHOS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY WATER, ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QUALITY 
1543 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, EROSION, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, SILTING, SUSPENDED 
LOAD 
15b5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, MARYLAND, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, POTOMAC KIVEK, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
15b9 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, 
HATER QUALITY 
1570 DREDGING, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER ANALYSIS, 
WINDS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1821 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON 
2133 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COllECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
ON-SITE DATA CUllECTIONS, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2320 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARINE ENViRONMENT, EUTROPHICATION, NITRATES, 
NITRITE~, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, VIRGINIA, 
2b39 CHeSAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ASTE WATER TREATMENT, ~ATER POLLUTION CONTROL. 
~ATEK QUALITY 
3299 CHESAPEAKE aAY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, HODEL STUDIES, 
NIT~OGEN, NUTRIENTS• PHOSPHORUS, PHYTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
3SJ& MARSHES, NUTRIENTS• TRANSFER, VIRGINIA, 
3~41 C~ESAPEAKE BAY, NUTRIENTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVERo WATER QUALITY 
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35B5 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, 
MARYLAND, NUTRIENTS, OIL, PLANNING, WATER QUALITY, WATER ~UALITY CONTROL 
3781 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT 9 VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, 
NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SALINITY, ANGIOSPERMS 
3969 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 








4005 MATHEWS COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA. ECONOMICS, 




0154 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE tlAY, OCEANOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
02b5 JAMES RIVERt OCEANOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0555 CHRYSOPHYTA, DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL• HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, OCEANOGRAPHY 
2900 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), DENSITY, HYDROGRAPHY, NOKTHEAST U.S., 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATuRE 





3531 FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, OIL, MIDDLE ATLANTJC BIGHT, 
3534 BENTHIC FAUNA, INTERTIDAL AREAS, OIL, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3585 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, 
MARYLA~D, NUTRIENTS, OIL, PLANNING, WATER QUALITY, ~ATER QUALITY CONTROL 
3706 PENINSULA PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, BACTERIA, BIODEGRADATION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
OIL 
3794 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINE, 
EtL GRAS~, ESTUARINt ENVIRONMENT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, OIL, 
OYSTER~, wATER QUALITY 
39bl SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
ECONOMICS, NATURAL GAS, NATURAL RESOURCES, OIL, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
MIDULE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3968 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CONTINENTAL 
SHELF, ECONOMIC IMPACT, MANAGEMENT, OIL, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
COASTAL ZONE 
3991 AIR POLLUTION, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
ORILLI~G, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLORATION, LEGAL 




O'I'JO lHf:MICAL ANALYSIS, LIPIDS, OIL-wA.TER INTERFACES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK kl VER 
l4ib CHESAPEAKE BAY, OIL-WATER INTERFACES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POLlUTANTS, 
WAfEP- QUALITY ACT, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, HAMPTON ROADS 
b20 
......................... ** •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• *"' ***"'** **** ****** .......... . OIL INDUSTRY 
******************************************•····································· 
lb02 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
SHIPS, TRANSPORTATluN, HAMPTON ROADS, DELAWARE BAY 
397b EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOHll IMPACT, OIL INDUSTRY, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, TRANSPORTATION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC ~IGHT 
3982 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENERGY, INDUSTkiAL PLA~TS, OIL 




0826 BIOLOGICAL COMHUNITIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HONOMOLcCULAR FILMS, OIL WASTES, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, Y0~K RIVER 
1159 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~!L WASTES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, YORK ~IVER 
1173 PHYSIOLOGY, CLAMS, OIL WASTES, POLLUTANT IDcNTIFICATluN 
2338 AM?HIPOOA, GASTROPODS, OIL ~ASTES, POLYCHAETES, SHELLFI~H, TOXICITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2367 BIOASSAY, BIOTA, CHEMICAL wASTES, OIL WASTES, UNIT(O STATES 
2979 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON PESTI~IOES, LlPIUS, OIL ~ASTES, 
OILY WAH:R, PHYTOPLANKTO;~, REMOTE SENSING, VIRGINIA, lliATtH. POLLUTION 






05bb CHESAPE~KE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), OILY WATER, POLLUTANTS, SURFACE WATERS, 
WINDS 
1537 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CROPS, INfRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, 
SArELLITES IAKTIFICIALI, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, WATER TREATMENT 
1541 BACTERIA, BENTHOS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY WATER, ORGANIC 
CUMPOUhDS 1 POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QUALITY 
2976 ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, OILY WATER 
2979 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES, LIPIDS, OIL WASTES, 
OILY WATER, P~YTUPLANKTON, REMOTE SENSING, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
3152 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OIL WASTES, OILY WATER, REMOTE SENSING, VIRGINIA, WATER 
POLLUTION 
******************************************************************************** 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
*********$*****************~******************************••··~·~**************• 
D078 CRUISES, JAMES RIVER, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
0309 BIOCHEMICAL OXVGE~ DEMAND, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
0406 BulTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 
INVeSTIGATIONS, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
0407 BATHYMETRY, BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLeCTIONS, YORK RIVER 
u408 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
b22 
0409 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS 0 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
0527 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, ON-SITE OATA COLLECTIONS, 
SAMPLING 
Ob80 INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, ON-SITe 
DATA COLLECTIONS, THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA 
0744 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK Rl VER 
'1642 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1843 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1645 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
ld4b CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COllECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1847 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE OATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1846 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1849 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
185D CHESAPEA'E BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIO~S, SEDIMENTS 
1851 CHESAPEAKE SAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1852 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1853 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
2013 MEASUREMENT, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, THERMOMETERS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
o23 
2113 CHESAPEAKE SAY, ON-SITE OATA COLLECTIONS, SEOI~ENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
211, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, ON-SITE OATA COLLECTIONS, TIOES 0 VIRGINIAr 
VOLUMETKIC ANALYSIS 
2133 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
ON-SITE OATA COLLECTIONS, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2287 INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLL~CTIONS, THERMAL WATER, ViRGINIA 
2831 BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, MARYLAND, NANNOPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
****************~*********~***************************************************** 
OPEN CHANNEL FLOW 
*********~*****$**************************************************************** 
1407 COMPUTERS, FLOOD ROUTING, HYDRAULICS, JAMES RIVER, LOW FLOW, NUMERICAL 




~294 CHESAPEAKE SAY, OPTIMIZATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING, WATER QUALITY, 




0707 PHYSIOlOGY, ENZYMES, HSXr ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
1~41 dACTERIA, BENTHOS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY WATER, ORGANIC 
CUM~OUNOS, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QUALITY 
624 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ORGANIC LOADING 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
0826 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FUOO HABITS, ORGANIC 




0605 FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC MATTER, 









0650 CRASS, SALT TOLERANCE, BLUE CRAB, OSMUREGULATION 





098o CHESAPEAKE SAY, OSMOSIS, SALT TOLERANCE, YORK RIVER, SLUE CRAB 






u752 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, JAMES 
RIVER, OSMOTIC PKESSURE, PROTEINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
1279 CHESAPEAKE 3AY, EA~TERN SHORE IVA-MOl, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OSMOTIC 




1701 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, REPRODUCTION, OSPREYS 
2750 BIRDS, CONSERVATION, riATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
2751 BIRD EGGS, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
2952 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL, 
OSPREYS 




0164 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, OSTEOLOGY, DEFORMITIES 
u9b7 FISH POPULATIONS, FLATFISH, JUVENILE GROWTH STAGE, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, OSTEOLOGY 
222~ BASS, CHROMOSOMES, FISH PuPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, HYBRIDS, OSTEOLOGY 
b26 





0144 FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOLENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0147 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEO~TOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0149 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVERo MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0151 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, PLEi~TOCENE EPOCH, STRATI~KAPHY, YORK RIVER 
0599 BRACKISH WATER, NUTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, WATER Ci~CULATION 
2348 ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, 
OIVERSIFICATIUN, OSTRACODS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
3545 DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, OSTRACODS, SPECIFICATIONS, VIRGINIA, YUKK RIVER 
******************************************************************************** 
OWNERSHIP OF BEDS 
********************************************************************···········' 
0045 BEDS UNDER ~ATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OWNERSHIP OF BEDS, OYSTER 





05~9 ANALYTICAL TECHNI~UES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONNATE MATER, IRON, NITROGEN, 
OXIDATION, SAMPLING, SEOIMENTSr WATER POLLUTION SOUitCES 
lb95 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, IRON, OXIDATION, 




27l0 BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OXYGEN, PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES 




0595 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, OXYGEN DeMAND, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 




Oo71 uXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, RESPIRATION, SNAILS 
J~b3 PHYSIOLOGY, MARINE ANIKALS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SAliNITY, SHRIMP, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0i~2 CLA~~. MUSSELS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, OYSTERS, SALINITY 
13/H Ul5TRIBUTION, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, OXYGEN 
KE~UIR~MENTS, VIRGINIA 
b2B 
1329 OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, BLUE CRAB 
21t83 CRABS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SAliNITY, VIRGINIA, YORK Rl VER 
3&02 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA. CHESAPEAKE dAYr OXYGEN REQUIR~MENTS, 
YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
it0b8 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DlSTRI~T, VA, dENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVE~t, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SALINE 




0071 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER U~ILLS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0072 JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0336 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER DRILLS, REPRODUCTION, X-RAYS 
Ob95 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0714 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, ANIMAL PARASITES, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, REPRUUUCTION 
0833 BIOCHEMISTRY, CHROMATOGRAPHY, ELECTROPHORESIS, OYSTER DRILLS, VIRGINIA, 
WACHAPREAGUE,VA, YORK RIVER 
0840 GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, VIRGINIA, X-RAYS, YORK RIVER 
08bl BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, PESTICIDES 
088b GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, OY~TERS, TRAPPING 
0892 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
TRAPPING 
629 
0893 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
TRAPPING 
Od95 ANIMAL PARASITES, GASTROPODS, GONADS, OYSTER DRILLS 
0932 GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY, PREDATION, SYSTEMATICS 
0981 GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, 
RcPKDJUCT!ONo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1046 BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PEST CONTRJL, 
UNITEL> STATES 
1073 GONADS, OYSTeR DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY, REPROOUCTION 
1302 OYSTER DRILLS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1331 GASTROPODS, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
2190 BEDS UNOEk WATER, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 
GASTROPODS, LETHAL LIMIT, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTEKS, PESTICIDES, 
WACHAPRcA!~UE, VA 
2200 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FOOD HABITS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER 
OkiLLS, REPRODUCTION, HAMPTON ROADS 
2243 COPPER SULFATE, MORTAtiTY, OYSTER DRILLS, PESTICIDES 
2331 GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
L336 GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, NORTH CAROLINA, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY, HAMPTON 
ROAL)S 
2342 MUKTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTERS, PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA, OYSTER,.-SETTING 
l47~ GA$TkUPUDS, OYSTER DRILLS, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
630 




0016 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVERo OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0040 ClAM INDUSTRY, LEGAl ASPECTS, OYSTtR INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA, 
0041 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTE~N SHO~E IVA-MOlt JAMES RIVEK, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
0042 JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTEk INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
0044 JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0045 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OWNEkSHIP OF SEOS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFJSH, VIRGINIA, 
0046 CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
0048 8EDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS, VIRGINIA 
0049 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS, VIRGINIA 
0050 BEDS UNDER WATER, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDU~TRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
0072 JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0074 ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, JAMES RIVeRo OYSTEK 
INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, WATER RE~DURCES DEVELOPMENT 
b31 
0085 JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0087 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IHPACTt FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), 
HYDRAuLIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
0111 BeDS UNDER WATER, CATCH, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0135 ~EDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEASES, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUdLIC LANUS, VIRGINIA 
Ol3b CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
PUBLIC LANDS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
0137 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA, 
0~23 JAMES RIVER, MAN~GEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0~27 COMMeRCIAL FISHING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
022d BEDS UNDER WATER, ECONOMIC IMPACT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0229 CHESAPEAKE 8AY, COMMtRCIAL FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
OJ39 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
03b0 MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
03bl COMMERCIAL FISHING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
0423 CHtSAPEAKE BAt, ClAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAl FISHING, CRAB INDUSTRY, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY 
0~40 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING 
b3~ 
0631 CRAB INDUSTRY~ FINANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHIPS 
0709 CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING, MARICULTURE 
0725 BOATS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
0730 CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POllUTANTS, POPULATION, THERMAl 
POLLUTION, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FI5H 
0731 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0745 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0845 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0884 CRASS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, VIaGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0888 FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH 
0890 DISTRIBUTION, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0892 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASfROPODSo OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
TRAPPING 
0893 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
TRAPPING 
0897 CATCH, GROWTH RATES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0903 CH~SAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
0950 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, HSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
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0951 HATCHING, LARVAE, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SPAWNING 
1009 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIDlUK, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, HSXo OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
101B CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, CONSERVATION, CRABS, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
SPORT FISHING, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
. 1057 EFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1076 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, 
PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1090 BIOLOGY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1103 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1140 HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SILTING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1143 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUS~RY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1150 JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, CONDITIO~ INDEX 
1157 CATCH, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRG1NlAr YORK 
RIVER 
1163 EFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PULP WASTESo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1167 EfflUENTS, OYSTER iNDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, PULP AND 
PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
liB4 CRAB INDUSTRY, fiSHERIES, FRESHWATER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAIN, 
RAJ,~FAll-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINlAr UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
634 
1572 AQUICULTUREt CHESAPEAKE BAY, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, DELA~ARE 
BAY 
1583 AUTOMATION, FOODS, LABOR, OY5TER INDUSTRY 
1603 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
POllUTANTS, RECREATION, SHIPS, WATtR QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
l85B BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
·1932 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1991 BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
2043 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAYr OYSTER INDUSTRY 
2111 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, GULFS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOUTHEAST U.S. 
2157 CONDEHNATlON, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VAr MARINAS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
VIRGINIA, 
2216 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, V!RGlNlA 
2337 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAHES RIVER, MOBJACK BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
2435 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DREDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2436 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVERo VIRGINIA 
2437 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2456 CHESAPEAKE SAY, LARVAE, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SPAWNING 
635 
2502 f'lSHt;(l.ES., FISHING GEAR, OY.STEK lHDUST&Y 
2520 CHESAPEAKf 8AY, CH1.0RINAJION 1 Ol'STER lmlUSTRY, SBIAGE ll1.5Pil&AL-. -SdELLiF,ISH, 
.ATI:K POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, HAJWTIJN .ROADS 
2521 SACH>llA, FOODS, OYSTER INDl.JSifR't• V·IRGIN1Ao 
2522 BACTERIA, BEDS UNDER -wATER., CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY .. WAT.al. 
POLLUf.l ON, HA,IlPTON ROADS 
2605 CHESAPtAKE bAY, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
.2717 CRM INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSJHl. lNDUSTRYo PUBLIC HEALHI., SHELLFISI!le BLUE C&A8 
2724 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER lNOUSTRY, PUBLlC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
.2725 BACTERIA, CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS• OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2729 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, OJ'STER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVERo VIRGINIA 
2764 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER 
INDuSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
2784 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE I~A-MD), MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
SOUTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
279S CHESAPEAKE ~AY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTHEAST U.S., OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OY~TERS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION 
2SO~ CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
OY!>TER INDUSTKY 1 POTOIUC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
2•192 ~I ~tiEI{I ESo f-OODS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, KAI'UGE,.ENT, qYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OY~IfRS, SHELLF1£H, VIRGlNIAo 
29,6 OY~TER INDUSTRY, OYSTEkSo VIRGINIA~ YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
"AKICULTUKE 
636 
29li7 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, Put.P ·AND PAl'E"Il IHOUSTilY, PULP -I!IASTESo VIRGUdA:o 
WATER Pnl.LUTJON-. YORK Rlllta 
2958 ECONOHICS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 1/IRGINU-. 
2959 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VUlGU~A~ YQiliC. RiVEK$ GY.ST:ER SETTl~G~ 
l'IARJCUlTURE 
29b0 OYSTER INDUSTRY., OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYS7<ER SETTJNG, 
~RICULTURE 
2:9b1 FUTURE PLANNING tPROJECTEDlo l:IIST.Dil.'l'o JAMES RIVER, f'tANAGEMEtH, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
2964 OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGHdA, YOR.K RIVER., .OYSTER SETTING 
29.65 OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGI.NIA, 
2972 CATCH, FINFISH lNCUSTRYo FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INOUSTR~, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SHtLLFISH 0 VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3005 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUJION, ~AHMALSo OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER 
SETTING 
3037 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, MARlCULTURE 
3133 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTER lNOUSlRYo 
POTOHAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3143 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
3284 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE fOR 
REVIEW 
3285 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~AMES RIVER, OYSTER l~DUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR RE~lEW 
b37 
~286 BEDS U~DER WATER, CH£SAPEAKE SAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
3533 ECONOMIC IMPACT, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3610 ND~THERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, OYSTER INDUSTRY, DYST~RS, PLANNING, 
SE~AGE EffLU~NT5 1 SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
3bBl SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEA~E BAY, FiNFISH INDUSTRY, 




0243 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA, OYSTER StTTING 
0245 JAMES RIVE~, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
0,40 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING 
0541 CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
0639 ATTRACfANTS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
070~ CHEMICALS, CULTCH, OYSTER INDUSTRYi OYSTER SETTING, MARICULTURE 
0829 DERMOCYSTIDIUM, MARINE FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POLLUTANTS, VIRGINIA, 
YOtl.t<. RIV~K, OYST~R SETTING 
vB96 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SEASONAL CISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK 
kiV~R, OYSTER SETTING 
0940 RIVER SYSTEMS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
lHt. C.OP.ROTCMAN RIVER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
638 
134b EPIZOOTIOLOGY, JAMES RIVERo MORTALITY, HSXo OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER 
SETTlNG 
14b5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA, JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK BAY, 
NANSEMONU RIVER, P!ANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOLK RIVER, YORK RIVER, UYSTER 
SETTING 
1467 JAMES RIVER, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
OYSH:R SETTING 
1471 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA, JAMES RIVER, MOSJACK BAY, 
PlANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RlV~k, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1858 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTeR~, 
POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1859 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, S~ASONAL DISTRIBUTiON, 
OYSTER SETTING 
1932 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, OYSTER SET1lNG 
2172 ECOLOGY, JAMES RIVE~, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2249 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MOBJACK BAY, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2263 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
OYSTER SETTING 
2267 OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2271 CULTIVATION, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING, MARICULTURE 
2342 MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTERS, PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2413 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER 
SETTING 
&39 
l523 OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2817 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2B99 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2908 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2956 OYSTE~ INOUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
MAKICULTURE 
2959 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
MARl CULTURE 
29&0 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
MARICULTURE 
2963 CHESAP~AKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2964 OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
3005 CHESA~EAKE BAY, DISTKIBUTION, •MAMMALS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER 
SETTING 
3446 GRO~TH RATES, LARVAE, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, WATER TEMPERATURE, OYSTER 
SETTING 




0004 tiEOS UNDER WATER, DERHOCYSTIDIUMt JAMES RIVERo MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
~ALINITY, VlKGlNIA 
b40 
0012 FRESH~ATER, JAKES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALlNITY 7 VIRGINIA 
0065 AMINO ACIDS. JAHES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIULOGlCAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0076 JAHES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, WINTER 
0132 BIOASSAY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS 
0136 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, UYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
PUBLIC LANDS, RESOUKCE DEVELOPM~NT, VIRGINIA 
0140 ADSORPTION, ALGAE, BENTHiC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EffLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
0224 FLOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RlV~R, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0226 AHIND ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIQLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK Ri~ER 
0241 JAMES RIVER, HSX• OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA, 
0242 ANIHAL PATHOLOGY, DISTKIBUTlON PATTERNS, JAM~S KlVlR, MORTALITY, MSXr 
OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
0243 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRidUTIUN, 
VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
0245 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
0252 ANAOROMOUS FISH, CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMi, JAKES RIVER, 
OYSTERS, klVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
0327 BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, SPORT FISH 
0367 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, 
PROTOZOA, YORK RIVEK 
6~1 
0368 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
0372 CLAMS, FINANCING, OYSTERS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
0377 FOODS, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH, STARCH 
0376 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, OYSTERS, PATHOGENIC 
fU~GI 
0401 ALUMINUM, CLAMS, OYSTERS 
0412 BUOYS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS 
0~47 DISEASES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0517 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SPORES 
0541 CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
0551 MSX, OYSTE~S, PARASITISM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0552 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MICROORGANISMS, HSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
0553 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MICROORGANISMS, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
J~6U LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, THERMAL STRESS 
0~7J FILTRATION, FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
0581 ANIMAL PARASITtS, ElECTRON MICROSCOPY, JAMES RIVER, MICROORGANISMS, 
OYSTeRS, SPORES, VIRGINIA 
J~B£ CHESAPEAKt BAY, DIQUAT, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVERo SOFT CLAM 
0584 DISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHES, VIRGINIA, 
642 
0637 BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATDkSo OYSTERS, PDLYCHAETESo WATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
0639 ATTRACTANTS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
06~0 FLO~ CONTROL, FLOW RATES, LABORATORY E~UIPMENT, OYSTERS 
0641 EMBRYONIC GROwTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS 
0642 COMMERCIAl FISHING, 'RABS, HISTORY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
'0643 EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RE5PlRATlUN 
0644 EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
0645 GRO~TH RATES, MEASUREMENT, OYSTEKS, SIZE, wEIGHT 
0646 BlOOEPOSJTlON, DYE RElEASES, OYSTERS, SEDIMENTS 
06~8 OERMOCYSTIDIUM, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
0649 CRABS, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA 
0654 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CRABS, DERMOCYSTIDIUH, MARINE FUNGI, OYSTEk5, SCAVENGERS 
0658 CRASS, CROAKER, CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, GYSTERS 
0663 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, .MSX, OYSTERS, 
SPORES 
06B4 OYSTERS, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, ANGIOSPERMS 
0707 PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, MSX, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
0708 DERMOCYSTIDIUH, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY 
M3 
0711 ANIMAL PARASITES, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA, SPORES, HISTOLGGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
0112 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, ~SX, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0717 CURRENTS !WATER), JAMES RIVEK, LARVAE, OYSTERS, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA 
012b ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS (WATER), OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0731 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OERMOCYSTIOIU~, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0917 BARNACLES, FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Odl9 PHYSIOLOGY, GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0824 OYSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Od29 DERMOCYSTIOIUM, MARINE FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POLLUTANTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
0845 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0859 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SPAWNING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
Oij84 CRASS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0~8b GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTERS, TRAPPING 
0886 ~UNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTER INOUSTRY 1 OYSTERS, SHELLFISH 
0890 DISTKIBUTION, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
&44 
0892 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DKILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
TRAPPING 
0893 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
TRAPPING 
0894 FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
089b MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, ViRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
. 0697 CATCH, GRO~TH RATES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0903 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER IND~STRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
0914 CRABS, FUNGI, LARVAl GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
0915 BIOOEPOSITION, INVERTEBRATES, OYSTERS 
092b ANIMAL PARASiTES, CRABS, LETHAL LIMIT, OYSTE~S, PARASITISM, PESTICIDES 
0927 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, EPIZOQTIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, Mc~·A~JTY, 
HSX, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTiON, YORK RiVeR 
0931 CRUSTACEANS, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
0938 BIOTA, DISTRIBUTION, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, MERCURY, OYSTERS, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGlNIA, YORK RIVER 
0950 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, OERMOCYSTIDlUH, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0951 HATCHING, LARVAE, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SPAWNING 
0952 CLAMS, MUSSELS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, OYSTERS, SALINiTY 
645 
0997 MEASUREMENT, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDtX 
1002 DEKMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1003 DER~OCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1004 DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1009 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1015 DERMOCYSTIDIUM, fUNGI, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1022 DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, LARVAE, LIGHT, OYSTERS, VERTICAL MIGRATION 
1028 DERMOCYSTIDIUM, FUNGI, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SHElLfiSH, VIRGINIA 
1048 CRABS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SEASONAL 
DlSTRloUTION, VIRGINIA 
1066 ANTIBIOTICS IPESTICIDE$1 1 GRO~TH RATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS 
1072 CTENOPHORES, LARVAE, OYSTERS, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES 
1075 CURRENTS (~ATERI, FEEDING RATES, OYSTERS, TURBIDITY 
1076 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, 
PULP wASTtS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1090 BIOLOGY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
UYSTERSr PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVeR 
646 
1091 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, HARYLANO, OYSTERS, 
TRIBUTARIES, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1103 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1116 AEROBIC CONDITIONS, DINOFLAGELLATES, ENZYMES, MSX, OYSTER5, PARA~ITISM 
1122 AMINO ACIDS, LARVAE, OYSTERS 
1123 BACTERIA, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, LARVAE, OYSTERS 
1124 FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YEASTS, YORK RIVER 
1140 HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SILTING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1143 BEDS UNDER ~ATER, OYSTER INDUSTkY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK KIVER 
1147 CRABS, OYSTERS, P~RASITISM, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1150 JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTEkS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, CONDITION I~DEX 
1157 CATCH, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYST~RS, VIRGINIA, YOKK 
RIVER 
1163 EFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PULP ~ASTES, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1167 EfFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POLLUTANT lDENTIFICAliONr PULP AND 
PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1196 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIER 
1204 BIODEPOSITION, FEEDING RATES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA 
1Z79 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), JAHES RIVER, MORTALITY, OSMOTIC 
PRESSURE, OYSTERS, YORK RIVER 
647 
1315 ESTUARIES, HYDRAUliC MODELS, JAMES RIVER., LARVAE, OYSTERS, STRATIFICATION, 
VIRGINIA 
l316 CHESAPEAKE dAY, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY7 OYSTERS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHA~NUCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
l32Z HURRICANES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, VlRGlNIA, YORK RIVER 
1336 CORROJOMAN RIVER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
1342 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, MSX, OY~TEKS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1346 EPIZOOTIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, HSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER 
!iETTING 
1415 tiED$ UNDER WATER, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, OYSTERS, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
1426 CHANNELING, ESTUARIES, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1448 FLOQDING, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1451 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC klVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1452 BEDS UNDfR WATER,_ JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YDR~ 
RIVER 
1453 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1454 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
14?5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
PUTuMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
648 
14S6 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YOIU<. RIVER, CONDIT HJI'o 
INDEX 
14S8 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM I~DUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1459 JAMES RIVER, OYSTER~, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRulNIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1460 JAMES RIVER, OVSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1462 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1463 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1461t JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVtRt CONDITION 
INDEX 
1466 BEDS UNDER ~ATER, CURROTOMAN RIVER, EAST RIVER, VA, GRtAT WICOMICO RIVER, 
VA 1 JAMES RIVER, OY~TERS, P!ANKATANK RIVER, KAPPAHA~NDCK RIVtR, VIRG1NIA, 
YORK RIVER 
1468 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CDI'oDITION 
iNDEX 
1469 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1470 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1472 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK. RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CUNDI TlON 
INDEX 
1473 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CUNDITIQI'o 
INDEX 
6~9 
1482 DIST&IBUTION PATTERNS, JAHES RIVER, HAPS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1490 JAMES RIVER, OYSTE~S, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1498 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1572 AQUICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, DELAWARE 
BAY 
1591 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, MARYLAND, MOBJACK BAY, 
MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1613 ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
1721 AMINO ACIDS, CHROHuSOMES, OYSTERS, PEPTIDES 
1726 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COLIFORMS, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, OYSTERS, TANGIER SOUND 
1772 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, OYSTERS, PIGMENTS 
1858 BEDS UNDER ~ATER, CHESAPEAKE·BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1861 BARNACLES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, PREDATION, WORMS, TRED AVON RIVER 
1864 bEDS uNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1932 CHESAPEAKE dAY, ECONOMICS, HANAGEHENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2124 CRA~S, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
2139 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, EASTERN SHORE (VA-HO), EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MORTALITY, 
MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
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2177 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVERo CONDITION 
INDEX 
2190 BEDS UNDER WATER, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, 
GASTROPODS, LETHAL LIMIT, OYSTEk DRILLS, OYSTERS; PESTICIDES, 
WACHAPREAGUE oVA 
2207 CHROMATOGRAPHY, GENETICS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
2236 BEDS UNDER WATER, HSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
2239 ENZYMES, GONADS, OYSTERS 
2248 DERMOCYSTIOIUH, FUNGI, OYSTERS 
2249 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MUBJACK BAY, MORTALITY, HSX, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, VIKGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
225D DERHOCYSTIDIUH, fUNGI, MORTALITY, MUD, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
2251 BEDS UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2252 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2263 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
OYSTER SETTING 
2266 MSX, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2267 OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2268 DAMS, HYDROGRAPHY, MARINE ANIMALS, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGULATION, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 
2271 CULTIVATION, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING, MARICULTURE 
651 
227~ CULTCH, HATCHING, OYSTERS 
2321 LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, WET~ANDS 
2322 OYSTERS. SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2332 OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, VIRGINIA, -YORK RIVER, GLYCOGEN 
2342 HO~TALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTERS, PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA~ OYSTER SETTING 
2~7 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SPORES 
2397 BIOTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
2509 CLAMS, DISEASES, MARINE BACTERIA, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
2518 CHESAPEAKE dAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-HOI, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MORTALITY, MSX, 
OYSTERS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
2523 OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2526 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, FISH, HERBICIDES, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 
2,4D, V!RG!~IA, BLUE CRAB 
2559 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, OYSTERS 
2568 CHfSAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2569 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
2&54 bEDS UNDER nATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
LliO CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~OODS, OYSTERS, RADIOACTIVITY, ZINC 
652 
2760 CURRENTS (WATER), DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER CIRCULATION 
2784 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
SOUTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
2798 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTHEAST U.S., OYSTEK INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION 
2836 CHESAPEAKE SAY, EISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC klVER 
2892 FISHERIES, FOODS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2908 BEDS UNDER ~ATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2942 CHLORINATION, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, 
JAMES RIYER, OYSTERS, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2956 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
MARICULTURE 
2957 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER PULLUTIO~, YURK RIVER 
2959 OYSTER I~DUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
MAR ICULTUR E 
2960 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
MARICULTURE 
2963 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2975 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HEAVY METALS, HISTORIC fLOOD, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
PESTICIDE RESIDUES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STORMS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3003 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
653 
3005 CHE5APEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER 
SETTING 
3093 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HO), OYSTERS, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIeW 
3205 OYSTER5, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3230 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3234 CHESAPEAKE BAYt OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
32B4 SEOS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE fOR 
REVIEW 
3285 BEDS UNDER wATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
3286 BEDS UNUEK WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
3446 GROWTH RATES, LARVAE, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, WATER TEMPERATURE, OYSTER 
SETTING 
3524 FILTRATION, OXYGEN DEMAND, OYSTERS 
3536 EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MSX 1 OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
3549 DISEASES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
3~67 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, 
SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, TRACE ELEMENTS 
3584 EA~TERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAE, OYSTERS, 
PLANNING, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL CAPACITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3601 fASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, DISTRIBUTION, 
NU~TH CARULINA, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, ZINC 
65~ 
3610 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PLANNIN~, 
SE"AGE EFFLUENTS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, wATtR QUALITY 
3b95 PHYSIOLOGY, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CYTDLOGICAL STUDIES, 
OYSTERS 
3717 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLAMS, MANAGEMENT, HDLLU~KS, OYSTERS, 
POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3737 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFECTS, 
FISH, HYDROGEN SULFIDE, METALS, OYSTERS, PHOSPHORUS, SEDIMENTS, SE~AGE 
EFFLUENTS, WASTE WATER (POLLUTION) 
3744 NORFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, 
CLAMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, OYSTERS, POPULATION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
3794 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE cAY, CHLORINE, 
EEL GRASS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, OIL, 
OYSTERS, WATER QUALITY 
3973 EASTERN SHORE PLAMNING DISTRICT, VA, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 





0144 FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0145 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, PALEONTOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
0147 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
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014S fORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC fORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0149 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCEtif EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEOI'HOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YO~K RIVER 
0150 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, fORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, 9.t.l.EONTOLOG,Y, 
STRATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0151 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCti, OSTJI.ACODS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, STRATIGRAPHY, YOR~ RIVER 
0152 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA., 
YORK RIVEK 
0157 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH._, VIRGINIA~ 
0158 GASTROPODS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA, 
0160 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEA~E BAY, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC 
fOR,'!ATIUNS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLGGY 1 IHNERAL INDUSTltY, PALEONTOLOGY, 
SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
0167 JAMES ltiVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
0169 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE SAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
TEttTIARY ~ERIOD, VIRGINIA 
0172 CHESAPEAKE 8AY, MOLLU5KS 1 NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, 
lEltTIAR~ PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
017J CHESAPEAKE BAY, GASTROPODS, MOlLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, 
TERTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
018b ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLANTS, 
~l~ATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
b56 
019~ ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE 
EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VI~GINIA 
0201 COALS, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MESOZOIC ERA, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
0203 GEOLOGIC FORAATIOKS, JAMES RIVER, HOLLUSKSy PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0924 ANII'IAL POPULATIONS, BARNACLES, PALEONTOLOGY, PRESERVATION, VIRGiNIA, YORK 
Rl \IER 
1019 GEOLOGIC FOR,IIIAJIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAlEONTOLOGY, VIRGINIA, YOR~ RIVER 
2297 J!WLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA, 
•••• *** ** ..... ** ··-··-······················ *******·** *"'** ** •••••••••••••••••••• PAMUNKEY RIVER 
*************•*************************************•**************~**~***O****•* 
0064 AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, O!STRI8UTION PATTERNS, ECULUGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
OD68 ALOSIDS, AMERICAN ~HAO, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPUNI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
0070 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED dASS, VIRGINIA 
0236 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUN~EV 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 5PAWNING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA 
0296 HISTORY, PAHUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0373 DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0432 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, POTUMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL OlSTRidUliON, ~IRGINIAo WAT~RFLt~~ 
657 
0,71 DISTRIBUTION PATlEKNS, HYDROZOA, PAHUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
0594 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
~AVIGAbLE RIVERS, ~AMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0727 AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
JAMES RJVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
0744 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK RIV~~ 
0783 CO~PUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPO~I RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0803 CRUSTACEANS, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VERTICAL MIGRATION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVtR, MYSIDS 
0843 COMMERCIAL FISHING, DISTRIBUTION, GREY SEA TROUT, MIGRATION, PAHUNKEY 
RIVER, TRAwLING, VIRGI~IAr YORK RIVER 
0853 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0854 DISTRitlUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
0883 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUNGI, MARYLAND, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHYTUPLANKTON, PLANTSi VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
090B CATFISHES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI RIVER, 
PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, ALBINISM 
0962 UATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
MATTAPO~I RIVER, PAMUNKEY RI~ER~ SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
O~b9 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
PAMJNKcY RIVER, MORPHOLOGY, YORK RIVER 
658 
0976 EFFLUENTS, PAMUNKEY RIVER• PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
MYSIDS 
0991 CHESAPEAKE SAY, EQUIPMENT, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0992 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PAMUNKEY RI~ER, 
PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0996 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, PAMUNKEY RI~ER, YORK 
RIVER 
1059 FLOOD CONTROL, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1063 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL JMPROVEM~NTo COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGABLE WATERS, PAMUNK~Y RIVER, VIRGINIA, YuRK RIVtR 
1065 CHAxTS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1087 AMERICAN SHAD, DISiRIBUTIONr FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, MATTAPONI 
RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA 
1096 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
PDTUMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
1098 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGY, PAMUNKEV 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WELLS 
1102 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, PAHUNKEY RIVER, STREAM GAGES, STREAMflOW, VIRGINIA 
1126 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKE~ 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1152 DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, 
1158 BASS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH, YORK 
RIVER 
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1162 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, YORK RIVER 
1180 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKE·Y RIVER, SALIN£ "ATER 
INTRUSION, SALINITY~ VJRGINIA~ YORK RIVER 
12~7 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVE&, PAMU&KE. RlYr~ 
PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK. RIVERo Vl.RGINIA 
128~ ALEWIVES, ANAORO~OUS FISH, CHICKAHOHINY RIVER, DISTRIBUJION PATTERNS, FISH 
POPULAJIONS, HE:RRINGS, JAMES RIVER, L.IFE HISTORY STUDIES, PAMUNK:EY RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, SEINING 
1388 CURRENTS I wA TERI, I'IATTt.PONI Rl VER, PAMUNKEY Rl VER, SAl.lllllT!', VIRGUII.t., 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1390 HYDROLOGIC DATA, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1•~1 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2289 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, LARVAL GROWTH 
STAGE, PAHUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
2~73 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI •RIVEK, PAMU!iKEY Jl.lii.ER, SALINE liATEII. 
INTRUSION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2932 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHOKE IVA-MOl, FISH HATCHEkiES, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
34U4 CAL~lUH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTASSIUM, SEASONAL, SODIUM, 
VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
3457 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, PAI'IUNKEY RIVER, JHERHAl 
PULLUTION, VIRGINIA 
4034 HANOVER COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt FLOODING, 





00:80 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS t CRUSTACEANS, JAM.ES Rl VER, PARAS IT ISJt, fUPPAHANNUtK 
aiVER, YORK RIVER 
032G CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, PARASITISA 
n367 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RlVER, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, 
PROTOZOA, YORK RIVER 
0537 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASlliSH, SPORES 
053:8 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, MORTALITY, PARASITISM, 
PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA, HISTOLOGICAL lN\IEST!GATIIJiiS, AMOE.tiAt: 
0551 MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0552 CHESAPEAKE aAY, MICROORGANISMS, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
0553 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MICROORGANISMS, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
0569 CRASS, HOSTS, MUS:>ELS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, 
06~9 CRABS, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA 
0711 ANIMAL PARASITES, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA, SPORES, HISTOLOGICAl 
INVESTIGATIONS 
0800 DINOFLAGELLATES, FISH PAKASlJES, KILliFlSHES, PARASITISM, VlRGI~lA, YORK 
Rl VER 
OB~5 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YuRK 
RIIIER 
661 
0857 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, PARASITISH, MORPHOLOGY, PORES, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0884 CRABS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0909 EGGS, FUNGI, PARASITISM, BLUE CRAB 
0914 CRABS, FUNGI, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
0926 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, LETHAL LIMIT, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PESTICIDES 
0929 ANIMAL PARASITES, CLAMS, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, 
ZOUSPORES 
0966 DISTRIBUTION, FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, PHYLOGENY 
1048 CRAgS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTIUN, VIRGINIA 
1116 AEROBIC CONDITIONS, DINOFLAGELLATES, ENZYMES, HSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
1120 FISH PARASITES, LARVAE, PARA~TISM, TREMATODES 
1147 CRAdS, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1520 CHESAPEAKE BAY, YISH,•HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, PARASITISM, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SESTON 
1d09 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, TREMATODES 
2163 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), PARASITISM, 
PHYLOGENY, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, MORPHOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
£182 CHESA~EAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HDJ, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PARASITISM, 
MUKPHULOGY, PROTOZOA, SPORES, TREMATODES, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
662 
2242 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
FUNGI, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
2347 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SPORES 
2518 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HDJ, EPIZOUTIOLOGY~ MORTALITY, MSX, 
OYSTERS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
2823 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED 
BASS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
· 2841 BIROS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT Of COLUMBIA, PARASITISM, 
PATUXENT RIVER 
3572 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA. BLUEFISH, DELAWARE RIVEK, FISH 
PARASITES, ISOPOOS, PARASITISM, FEEDING 
3619 NORTHERN NECK Pl~~NING DISTRICT, VA 0 BACTERIA, BACTERIOPHAGE, PARASITISM, 
YORK RIVER 
3754 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DI~EASES, FISH 




0419 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ISLANDS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMANO, RECREATION 
FACILITIES 
1544 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, PARKS, PLANNING, RECREATION, REMOTE StNSING 
2201 JAMES RIVER, PARKS, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
3672 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, PARKS, PLANNING, PRESERVATION, VIKGINIA, WETLANDS 
............................................................. ---···-·-······· 
PATAPSCO ~IVER,HO 
............................................................... _ ............... -.......... . 
20a9 CHESAPEA~E tiAf, DISCHARGE IWATERl~ GAGING STATIO~~ GUNPOWDER RIYERoKO, 
PATAPSCU RIVER,HO, PATUXENT RIVERo POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RlV£R,AD. 
STREAMFLOk, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMI~O RJVER,MO 
2753 CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 GUNPOWDER RlVER,MOt HYI)j(OGRAPHYo JAMES RIVER, PATAPSL!l 
KIV~K,Hu, POTUMAC RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFL~o SUSQUEHAN»A 
RIVER 
2H5 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROlli'IA, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, POTOMAC 
RIVER, KUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHANNA RJVtR, MIOD~E 
ATLANTIC tHGHT 
3149 CHANNELS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, PATAPSCO RIVER,HO, SEUIHENTS, VIRGINI~, 
YORK RIVER 
................................................................................. 
PATH OF POllUTANTS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
0542 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA PROCESSING, PATH 
OF POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSlNGt SATElliTES IARJiflClALit SOLAR RADIATION, 




Uild ANIMAl PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIOIUM, OYSTERS, PATHOGENIC 
FUNGI 
* ......... *******************•••··············· ... ••••••••••••••••••·•••·••••••••••• PATHOLOGY 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




0708 OEilMOCYSTIDlUM• OTSTEB.Sr PATHOLOGY 
071Z ELECTRON JIIICB.OSCOPT, MSX• OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL JNVEST.IuiiTHNS 
37Sft SOUTHEASTERN PlANNING DISTRICT, VAo CHESAPEAKE BAY. DISEASES, Fl Sli 
DISEASES. MORTAliTY, PARASITISM, PATHOLOGY, STRIPED BASS 
4023 RAOCO PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, OERMOCYSTIOIUMo INFECTION, LIFE CYCLES, 
OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY 
................................................................................... 
PATUXENT Rl VER 
.................................................................................. 
0332 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PlANNING !PROJECTED), MANAGEMENT, MODEl 
STUDIES, PATUXENT RIVE!<, WATER QUAL.ITY, WATE:R QUALITY CUNTII.Ol 
0393 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHAI<GE !WATER), ElECTRIC POWERPLAI'HS, f.U.TRi.JPH:lCATlON, 
MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJEC.TS, PATUXENT RIVbl., POTOMA(; RIVER, SHELLFISH 
073~ AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATT~RNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PUJOMAC RIVEK, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEHIITlCS, YORK KlVER 
0883 AlGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUNGI, MARYLAND, PAHUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER,. 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANTS, ~IKuiNIA, YOkK RIVER 
IOOl CHESAPEAKE BAYo DATA COllECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1241 BEHAVIOR, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, 
PATUXENT RIVER, PORIFERA, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YUR~ kl~ER 
1591 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, MARYLAND, MOBJACK BAY, 
HOKTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1&07 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, GEOHOII.PHOLOGY, HEIINDERS, PATUXENT RlVt:R, llDAl 
WATERS 
665 
1640 CHESAPEAKE 8AY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHYTOPLAl'<KTON, PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1645 CHESAP~AKE BAY, DISTRIBUTIGN, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE 
FJ:.tiES, PATUXt:NT KIVEK, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE BAY 
1698 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER), DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUAKIES, NORTH CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
1718 CHESAPEAKE 5AY, METeOROLOGICAL DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, STORMS, HAMPTON ROADS 
1736 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
RADIOALTIVITY, VITAMIN B 
1863 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1970 CHESAPeAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FORAHINIFEKA, PATUXENT RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER 
20a9 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE I~ATERI, GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, 
PATAP:.CO RIVER,HD, PATUXENT kiVERo POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,HD, 
STREAMFLU~, SUSYUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
2096 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HlSTOKYr MARYLAND, PATUXENT RIVER, PUTOMAC RIVER, ROCKS, 
VIRGINIA 
2205 CHESAPEAKe BAY, QISTRI·BUTION, DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPfAHANNOCK RIVER 
2365 CHE~APEAKE BAY 1 CLAY MINERALS, CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, JANES 
RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
ZjS~ BENTHIC FLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE ALGAE, PATUXENT RIVER 
272d CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUNGI 1 MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY 
666 
2841 BIROS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DIST~ICT OF COLUMBIA, PARASITISM, 
PATUXENT RIVER 
3478 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PATUXENT RIVER, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, WATER POLLUTIO~ 
CONTROL 
3789 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLASSIFICATION, 
DATA TRANSMISSION, ELIZABETH RIVER, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), 
MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, SEwAGE TREATMENT 
******************************************************************************** 
PENINSULA PLANNII';G DiSTRICT, VA 
***********-**********************~*********************••~~******************** 
35B9 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MONITORII';G, 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL WATEK 
3590 PENINSULA PLANl'<ING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 CRABS, ESTUARINE 
ENVIRONMENT, LARVAE, POPULATION DYNAMICS, SHRIMP, YORK RIVER 
3592 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FACILITIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA 
3696 PENINSULA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, SOUTHeASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CHE~APEAKE BAY, MAPS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, WATER CIRCULATION, 
WATER QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
3697 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOINOICATORS, OISTRIBUTION, ENERGY 
BUDGET, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA 
3704 HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, E~PlUYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESUURCES, PLANNING, POPULAT10N, REC~cATIUN, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3706 JAMES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, PUPULATIUN, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3708 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BACTERIA, BIODEGRADATION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
OIL 
Ml 
~109 PENINSULA PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, t&ABS, SYSTEMATICS 
J746 SHuRELINE EROSION, JA~ES CITY COUNTY• VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT .• VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNIN~, RECREATIDN DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3774 SHORELINE EROSION, ~EWPORT NEWS, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRIC~~ VA, 
MANAGtMENf, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3776 SHORELINE EROSION, HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
HA~AGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3777 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PHYSICAL 
UCEANOG~APHY, VELOCiTY, wATER CIRCULATION 
3778 P~NINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CANALS, COMPUTER MODELS, ESTUARIES 
3781 PENINSULA PLANNING UISTRlCT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, 
NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SALINITY, ANGIOSPERMS 
3782 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERit DATA 
COLLECTIUNS, MAPS, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
4006 YORK COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FACILITIES, MAPS, 




039£ CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE !WATER), MARYLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, SALT BALANCE, 
VIRGINIA 
~J47 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, MARYLANO, PENHSYLVANIA, 
POTU"AL RIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, WATER 









0917 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, Fl$H POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, PERCHES 
0984 AGING IBIDLOGICALI, GROWTH RATES, JAMES ~lVER, PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FR~QU£NCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
lOll AGING IBIOLOGICAL), GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FkEUUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
12b1 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUN~EY RIVER, 
PERCHES, RAPPAHANNUC~ RIVER, VIRGINIA 
21~0 ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKe BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS. FISH POPULATIONS, 




37b8 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEA~E BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL 




104b 810LOGY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PEST LONTKOL, 
UNITED STATES 
669 
l5bd AQUATIC PLANTS, eROSION, LEGAL ASPECTS, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
RECKEATION, SHELLFISH, WATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1571 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEA~E BAY, JELLYFISH, PEST CONTROL, SEA NETTLES 
1603 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 




0160 EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, MINE ~ASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 




1413 ALEWIVES, ALOSIDS, ANAOROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DDT, JAMES RIVER, 
PESTICIDE RESIDUES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
2~75 CHESAPEAKE oAY, HEAVY METALS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 




2224 DOl, METADOllSM, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
2260 CRABS, DDT, LETHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, BLUE CRAB 





0785 ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC CUHPOUNDS, AVICIOES, dKUSH ~ONTKOL, CHLORINATED 
HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES, DOT, DitLORIN, LEGAL ASPECTS, PESTICIDES, 
VIRGINIA, 
0861 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, PESTICIDtS 
0926 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRAoS, LETHAL LIMIT, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PESTICIDES 
0978 DOT, PESTICIDES, POLLUTANT IOENTIFICATIDN, VIRGINIA, WAT~K POLLUTION, YOR~ 
RIVER 
1017 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HEAVY METALS, MANAGEMENT, 
NUTRIENTS, PESTIC~JES, SURFACE wATfRSt VIRGINIA, HATER QUALITY 
1824 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, PESTICIDES 
2190 BEDS UNDER WATER, ~ENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
GASTROPODS, LETHA~ LlMIT 1 OYSTER UkllLS, UYSTERS, PtSliCIDES, 
WACHAPREAGUE, VA 
224l COPPER SULFATE, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, PESTICIDES 
2247 CONDEMNATIUN, ESTUARIES, MORTALITY, PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA, 
23.2 MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTERS, PESTICIOtS, VIRGINIA, UYSTER SETTING 
3118 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DDT, PESTICIDES, BLUE CRA~, UNAVAILABLE FOR KEVIE~ 
ll48 COPPER SULFATE, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, PESTICIDES 
3483 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FUNGICIUESt HEAVY KETALS, HEkBICIDES, INSECT 
CONTROL, LETHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, 
&71 
3577 EASTERN SHOKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DOT, METABOLISM, PESTICIDES, 
VIR3INIA, YORK KlVEk 1 BLUE CRAB 
········~······································································· PETROLOGY 
******************************************************************************** 
0192 BACK RIVER,VA, PeTROLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, TERRACES IGEOLOGICALI, 
VIRGINIA 





054S CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOKOPHYLL, INLETS (WATERWAYS!, MAPPING, PHOSPHATES, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0722 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHOSPHATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1695 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, IRON, OXIDATION, 
PHOSPHATES, WATER POLLUTION SO~RCES 
1d97 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CHLO~OPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER), HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
klVEK, ~HOSPHATES 1 POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURfiiDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1699 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1900 CHeSAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
~AlA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1~01 CH~SAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DAIA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1~02 CH~SAPEAKE SAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DAIA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
672 
1903 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDRULU~lC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPE~ATURE 
1904 CHESAPEA~E BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1905 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDKOLuGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1906 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2001 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, 
PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2320 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, EUTROPHICATION, NITRATES, 
NITRITES, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, VIRGINIA, 
2942 CHLORINATION, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS I~ATER1 1 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHOSPHATES, TUk6IDITY, VIRGINIA, wATtR TEMPERATURe 




2133 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITROGE~, NUTRIENfS, 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTION~, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2496 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NITROGEN CYCLE, PHOSPHOKUS 1 POTOMAC RIVER 
2708 BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITROGEN, 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARSHES, WATER QUALITY 
3299 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES 
NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHORUS, PHYTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 1 
673 
3578 EA~TERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE ~AY, PHOSPHORUS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
3737 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFECTS, 
FISH, HYDROGEN SULFIDE, METALS, OYSTERS, PHOSPHORUS, SEDIMENTS, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, WASTE wATER (POLLUTION) 
39o9 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
PHOSPHORUS, RADIOI~OTOPES, TIDAL MARSHES, YORK RIVEK, RHODE RIVER 
3994 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRldUTION, 




1341 CURRENTS lWATERl, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVER, NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, 
PHOS~HORUS COMPOUNDS, PHYTOPLANKTON, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 




0768 CHESAPEA~E BAY, PHOTOGRAPHY, SCENERY, WILDLIFE 
1573 CLAMS, PHOTOGRAPHY, SAMPLING 
3743 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CIRCULATION, ELIZABETH RIVER, 
PHOTOGRAPHY, SURfACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
374~ SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, 
PliOTOi.iKAPHY 
375b SHORELINE EROSION, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICTo VAo CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
~~OSION, MARSHES, PHOTOGRAPHY, MORPHOLOGY, SHORE-LlNE COVER 
674 
4040 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICTo VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, NATURAL 




0387 COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
0442 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIURNAL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING 
0550 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY P~OOUCTIVITY 
0842 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DISTRIBUTION, ENERGY 
CONVERSION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLAN~TON, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SHANNONS T HEOREu;; 10 
0851 BIOMASS, CHLOKOPHYLL, DISTRIBUTION, PHOTOSYNTHESI~, PHYTOPLANKTON, 




0814 CULTURES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PHYLOGENY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, ZOOSPORES 
0869 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDJ, 
HABITATS, NEMERTEANS, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, YURK RIVER 
0966 DISTRIBUTION, FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, PHYLOGENY 
1916 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, PHYLOGENY, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
2163 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, PARASITI~M, 
PHYLOGENY, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, MORPHOLOGY, SYSTEMATlLS, VlR~INIA 
b75 
2253 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CLASSifiCATION, "ARINE ANI"ALS, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS 
2255 BARNACLES, CLASSIFICATION, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
229l PHYSIOLGGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, 




OL54 B!3L!OGRAPH!ES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OCEANOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
0261 CORIOL!S FORCE, ESTUAKIES, HYDROLOGIC E~UATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
UC=ANQGRAPHY, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
u262 CURRENTS (~ATERI, ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
09bl CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DENSITY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, 
PHYSICAL O~cANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RLVER 
3777 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, VELOCITY, ~ATER CIRCULATION 
4004 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 




l443 ACCESS ROUTES, CHARTS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOI, HISTORY, LEGISLATION, 
MAPS, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, ~POll DISPOSAL 
2l'l4 MASS, PHY~ICAL PROPERTIES, SEDIMENTS, SHEAR STRENGTH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
b1b 
2227 CURRENTS IWATERI 1 DENSITY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 





0807 MUSSELS, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, SHELLFISH, VIKGINIA, WACHAPKEAGUE,VA, 
YORK RIVER 
10b2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, MUSSELS, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, MOkPHOLO~Y, 
SHELlfiSH, VIRGINIA, wACHAPREAGUE,VA, YORK RIVER 
2163 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, EA~TERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PARASITISM, 




2027 BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKe BAY, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRA~HY, PHYSICS, SEASONAL 




00b5 AMINO ACIOS, JAMES RIVER, uYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
022b AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OY~TERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3b05 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEA~E BAY, PHYSIOLOGICAL 






0707 PHYSIOLOGY, ENZYMES, MSX, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
0619 PHYSIOLOGY, GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0663 PHYSIOLOGY, MARINE ANIMALS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SALINITY, SHRIMP, 
VIKGINIA, YOf<K Kl VER 
0864 PHYSIOLOGY, MUSSELS, SPAwNI~G, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1173 PHYSIOLOGY, CLAMSr OIL WASTES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION 
2262 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHeSAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, 
MORPHOLOGY, SEA ~ETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
22~1 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHeMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, 
PHYLOGENY, VIRGINIA, SCYPHOZOA 
2352 PHYSIOLOGY, JELLYfiSH, SCYPHOZOA 




0015 F.LIZABF.TH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA 
OU~S CHLOROPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
0179 DIUM~AL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, VIRGINIA 
0302 PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, STATISTICAL METHODS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0324 CHESAPEAKf BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, NUTRIENTS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SESTON, YG~K RIVeR 
0326 DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL OISTRIBUTIUN, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0387 COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC PO~EKPLANTS, PHOTOSYNTHE5IS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
0597 CHLOROPHYLL, OIVERSifiCATIUN, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LAtiORATURY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
0605 fLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC HATTER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SESTON, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0618 AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, SYSTEMATICS 
0620 ELIZABETH RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
0635 CHESAPEAKt BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
0636 DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0685 BENTHIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY, THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0726 ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS IWATERJ, OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP hASTES, VIR~INIAr YOkK 
RIVER 
0746 PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGhT, 
0828 BIOLOGICAL COMHUNITJES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MONOMOLECULAR fiLMS, OIL wASTES, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, YORK RIVER 
679 
J839 015TRIBUTION, DIVERSIFICATION, ENERGY BUDGET, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PKODUCTlVITYo STABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0641 DATA COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, STABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0849 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYOROGRAPH ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YOkK RIVER 
OH51 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, DISTRIBUTION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
. " 
680 
1341 CURRENTS IWATERI, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVtR, NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, 
PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS, PHYTOPLANKTON, RAPPAHANNOCK klVtR, SALINITY, 
TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1640 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1779 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, NANNOPLANKTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
STATISTICAL METriOOS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 1793 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 5Y5TEMATICS 
0860 ANALOG MODELS, DIVERSIFICATION, LABORATORY TESTS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, ·1821 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON 
METHODOLJGY, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVtR, CALORIMETRY 
0870 CHAETO&NATHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DATA COLLECTIONS, 
PHYTUPLAI'lKTON 
0H73 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLeCTIONS, DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
087~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DIATOMS, 
DlNOflAGtLLATESr Dl~TRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, POPULATION, YORK RIVER 
OBB3 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUNGI, MARYLAND, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0904 MARINE ALGAEr PH~TOPLANKTON, MARICULTURE 
0~~5 A~UATIC PRODUCTIVITY, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
0974 CHAETOGNATHS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
llb2 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, YORK RIVER 
116~ BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, PHYTOPLANKTON, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2234 CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
2235 CLASSlflCATlONr INVERTEBRATES, MARINE ANIMALS, MARINE PLANTS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, VlKGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
2325 CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARINE 
ENVIRONMENT, LIGHT PENETRATION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, 
VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATURE 
2B31 BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, NANNOPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, ~AMPLING, VIRGINIA 
2945 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, MOBJACK BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, YORK 
RIVER 
2979 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES, LIPIDS, OIL ~ASTtS, 
OILY WATER, PHYTOPLANKTON, REMOTE SENSIN~, VIRGINIA, WAftR POLLUTION 
3299 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODE.L STUDIES, 
NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHORUS, PHYTOPLANKTON, POTLMAC RIVER 
3425 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANKTON, POWER 
PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
681 
3505 EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISH, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEDIMENTS, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
3~78 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHOSPHORUS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
3749 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, YORK RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
3755 NORFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt DIATOMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3993 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 




0726 ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS IWATERl, OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP ~ASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
t076 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIV£R, POLLUTANTS, 
PULP WASIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1465 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA, JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK BAY, 
NANSEMOND RIVER, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVtR, YORK RIVER, OYSTER 
SETTING 
1466 BEDS UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, EAST RIVER, VAt GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, 
VA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
YOKK RIVER 
1467 JA~ES RIVER, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
OYSTER SETTING 
1471 CHESAPeAKE BAY, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VAo JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK SAY, 
PIANKATA~K RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
682 
2286 ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PIANKATANK RIVER, SALINITY, SEDIMENTOLOGY, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2332 OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, GLYCOGEN 
2694 PIANKATANK RIVER, SPA~NING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, 
4070 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING OISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIVERSIFICATION, 




0723 CARBOHYDRATES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, SUSPENDED 
LOAD 








0090 BENTHOS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP WA5TES, VIR~INIA, 
WATER POLLUTION 
0240 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYUROLUGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRitNTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0316 AQUATIC ANIMALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PLANKTON, PLANT POPULATIONS 
683 
0366 CTENOPHORES, ECOLOGICAL IHPACT, PLANKTON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0421 BENTHOS, CHESAPEA~E BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, NEKTON, PLANKTON 
D442 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKe BAY, DIURNAL~ PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTO('(, PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING 
0444 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSlfiCATIONr DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, wATER TEMPERATURE 
0564 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTON, PLANKTON NETS 
0590 BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAE, PLANKTON, POLYCHAETES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0596 ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, RESPIRATION, SAMPLING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0699 CRABS, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, PLANKTON, MOLTING 
0821 DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, RED TIDE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0842 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, COMMUNIT~ DEVELOPMENT, DJSTRIBUTlDNr.ENERGY 
CONVERSION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PROOUCTIVlTYr VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SHANNON$ THEUREUH 10 
0876 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANKTON, STABILITY 
0928 AMINO ACIDS, AQUATIC BACTERIA, ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0'173 ANIMAL llE~AVIOR, GASTROPODS, GONADS, PLANKTON, REPRODUCTION, SPAiliNlNG, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
ONl Ci1i:SAPEAKE BAY, EQUIPMENT, PAHUNKEY RIVER, PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0992 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
PLA~KTONr SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
684 
1079 BIOLOGICAL COHMUNITIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTON, YORK RIVER 
1094 BACTERIA, DIATOMS, MARINE ALGAE, PLANKTON 
1137 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CRUISES, DATA COLLECTIONS, PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1298 ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, SALINITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1325 BENTHOS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBKATES, PLANKTON, 
POWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, YORK RIVErt 
1565 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, HA~YLAND, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TEHPERATURtr VIRGINIA 
1566 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, ~ARYLANO, PLANKTuN, 
PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1588 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MARINE FISH, PLANKTON, PKODUCTIVITY, 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1640 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVtRr 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANKTON, ~EASONAL OISTRI~UTION, ZOGPLANKTON 
1714 CTENOPHORES, EQUIPMENT, JELLYFISH, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
1830 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PLANKTON, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
REPRODUCTION, STINGING NETTLES 
1832 CHAETOGNATHSr CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LENGTH, PLANKTON, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, WORMS 
2073 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, FISH, HEAVY METALS, M~RCURY, 
NORTH CAROLINA, PLANKTON 
2259 CRABS, FOOD HABITS, LARVAE, MICROORGANISMS, PLANKTON 
685 
ZL/6 BIOMASS, CRUSTACEANS, CTENOPHORES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, CNIDARIA 
2308 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAE, PLANKTON, SHRIMP, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2J7B CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PLANKTON, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
2790 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTON, SEASONAL DIST~IBUTION 
ZY34 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS IWATERl, JAMES RIVER, 
PLANKTON, KEMOTE SENSING, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2980 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CKABS, LARVAE, PLANKTON, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
3090 CHESAPeAKe BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER 
PLANTS, UNAVAILAULE FOR REVIEw 
3103 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3425 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANKTON, POwER 
PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
3452 PLANKTON, REMOTE SENSING, SUSPENDED LOAD, COASTAL ZONE 
3735 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDICATORS, 








042B BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANNING 
0767 DECISION MAKING, PLANNING, REMOTE SENSING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, STATE 
GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
1021 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, FLOW MEASUREMENT, MATHeMATICAL MODELS, PLANNING, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESUUKCES, YORK RIVER 
1309 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POTOMAC kiVER, WATER 
QUALITY CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1414 JAMES RIVER, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1516 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, 
WATERSHEDS IBASINSI 
1532 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1533 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGIN!~, wASTE wATER 
TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1544 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, PARKS, PLANNING, RECREATION, REMOTE SeNSING 
1555 AQUATIC WEEDS, BEACHES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, 
WINTERKILLING 
156d AQUATIC PLANTS, EROSION, LEGAL ASPECTS, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
RECREATION, SHELLFISH, WATER QUALITY, wETLANDS, INDUSTRIAL fiSH 
1603 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1979 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER ~UALlTY, WATER 
SUPPLY 
&87 
1980 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER 
QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
2145 PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, 
WILTS, YORK RlVEK 
21&& JAMeS RIVER, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS 
IBAS!NSI 
2173 JAMES RIVER, PLANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, 
wATeR QUALITY CONTROL 
2542 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
2543 CHESAPeAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
2544 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
2545 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
254& CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
2&29 CHE~APEAKE gay, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION 
FACILITIES, RUNOFF, S~WAGE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
2740 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLANNING, URBANILATIUN; WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
ld84 CHESAPeAKE dAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, 
WATER ~UALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
3013 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, 
wAltR SUPPLY, PUBLIC OPINIONS 
3437 CHESArfAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERI 1 ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
GlGLOGY, PLANNING, SEA WATER, WAVES IWATERI, ~!NOS, HAMPTON ROADS 
6B8 
3442 COMMUNICATION, JAMES RIVER, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTkQL, 
WATER RESOURCES, PUSLIC OPINIONS 
3538 ASSESSMENTS, EROSION, PLANNING, SHORES, VIRGINIA, YuRK RIVER 
3584 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAE, OYSTERS, 
PLANNING, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL CAPACITY, ~ATER TEMPERATU~E 
3585 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEA~E SAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, 
MARYLAND, NUTRIENTS, OIL, PLANNING, WATER QUALITY, WATER QUALITY CuNTROL 
"3&09 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, MANAG~MENT, PLANNING, 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
3&10 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PLANNING, 
SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
3611 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION fACILITIES, S~wtRAGE, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
3613 NORTHERN NECK PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, PLANNING, 
POPULATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIRGI~IA, wATER RESuUR~ES 
3&1& NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
FACILITieS, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
3&21 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, PLANNING, POLLUTANT 
IDENTIFICATION, VIRGINIA 
3&22 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt ECONU~ICS, 
LAND USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3&23 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA 
3&24 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND U5E, 
PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA 
1>89 
3625 lANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHeRN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VAt lAND U~E, MAPS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1626 LANCASTER COU~TY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VI~GINIAt ZO~ING 
3&21 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3ti2S LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, lAND USE, 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3&29 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3630 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, PLANNING, iEGULATION, VIRGINIA 
3631 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISlATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
Jo32 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
POPULATION, ~c~ERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1634 NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMENT, INCOME ANALYSIS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3635 NORTHERN NECK PlA~NING ·DISTRICT, VA, MARKETING, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
Jtd6 NORTHcHN NECK PLANNING OISTitiCT, VA, EDUCATION, FACILITIES, PLANNING, 
SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
;b3~ NORTHUM~ERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
~A~ILITIES, FEASIBILITY STUDIES, PLANNING, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
J&l~ NOKTHU~BERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PlANNING, 
ReCREATION FACILITIES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
690 
3640 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LANO US~, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3&41 NOitTHUMBERLANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISfRICT, VA, LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, PlANNIN~, REGULATION, VlRGJ~IA 
3642 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA~ 
CONSERVATION, EROSION CONTROL, LAND USt, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3644 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NeCK PLANNING DISTitlCT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3645 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
EROSION CONTROL, lAND u~E, LEGISLATION, PLANNlN~, VIRGINIA 
364& IOESTMORELAND COUNT¥, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING lllSTRICT, VA, fiNANCING, 
PLANNING, SEIOERAGE, VlR~INIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, ~ATER QUALITY 
3&47 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OIST~ICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND 
USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3648 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NURTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3649 ~ESTMOitELANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3650 NORTHUMBEKLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECGNOHICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3651 AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING lllSTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMIC~, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3652 AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
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3653 AGRICUlTURE, NORTHERN NEC~ PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION. TOURISM, UNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA 
365~ LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYM~NT, LA~OR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3655 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANN lNG D !STRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, RECREATION FACILITIES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3656 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3657 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
LABOR SuPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3658 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, ECONOMICS, GROWTH RATES, INDUSTRIES, 
MAPS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3659 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CENSUS, 
ECONOMICS, GROWTH RATES, INDUSTRIES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3664 L~NCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLID WASTES, VIRGINIA 
3665 NORTHUM~ERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN ~ECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PlANNING, SOLID W~STES, VIRGINIA 
3666 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLID WASTES, VIRGINIA 
3667 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLID WASTES, VIRGINIA 
3668 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA~ NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
OtVELOPMENT, LAND USE, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
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3669 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COHHU~ITY 
DEVELOPMENT, HIGHWAYS, LAND USE, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3670 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CONSERVATION, EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNiNG, VIRGINIA 
3671 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3672 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, PARKS, PLANNING, PRESERVATION, VIRGiNIA, WETLANDS 
3702 CHESAPEAKE, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, PGPULATION, RECREATiuN, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3703 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOH~, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
370~ HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPL1, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VlKuiNIA 
3705 ISLE OF wiGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3706 JAMES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOK SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3710 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD)~ LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
3728 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CITIES, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING 
(PROJECTED), GROWTH RATES, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3746 SHORELINE EROSION, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
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3147 SHORELINE EROSION, KING AND QUEEN LOUNTYo VA, KING HlLLIAM COUNTY, VA, NEW 
KeNT ~UUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL 
PLANNING D!STRI~T, VA, MANAGEMENT, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, 
VIKGINIA 
376l SHORELINE EROSION, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, MANAGEMENT, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION OEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3762 EASTeRN SHOKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHARTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, 
FLU~ HEASUKEHENT, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, PLANTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
3774 SHORELINE EROSION, NE~PORT NEWS, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3775 SHORELINE EROSION, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, 
VA, HANAGFMENT, MAI'5, PLANN!NG, RECREATION DE•'IAND, VIRGINIA 
3776 SHORELINE EROSION, HAMPTJN, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
37d3 5HORELINE EKOSION, ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
OISTRICT, VA, MANAGEMtNT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3734 SHORELINE EROSION, MIDDLESEX COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, MANAGeMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECKEATIO~ DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
;qzz NORTHlRN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, FLOOD CONTROL, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND 
USE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATERSHED 
MANAGE:MENT, wATER:>HED P"ROTECT. AND FLOOD PREV. 
3124 NnRTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, EROSION, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, 
PLAN~ING, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEOIMENTATIUN, VIRGINIA, HASTE WATER 
tPJLLUTIUNJ, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
J9l5 ~ORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, HATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 
JWl7 EASTeRN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FACILITIES, 
HU~ICIPAL WASTES, PLANNING, SEWAGE TREATMENT, VIRGINIA, WASTE HATER 
TKI=ATMENT 
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3938 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DI~TRICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, HAPS, PLANNING, 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WA~TE WATER TREATME~T, WAlcK POLLUTION 
CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
3952 FREDERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RAOCO 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3953 KING GEORGE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, tCUNOHI~S, PLANNIN~, 
VIRGINIA 
3954 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, V~, ECONOMICS, 
LABOR SUP~LY, LO~AL GOVERNMeNTS, NATURAL ktSOUKCES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3955 NORFOLK, VA, PORTSMOUTH, VA, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3956 COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA 
3957 RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, tCONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3~53 SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3974 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, HISTORY, PLANNING, 
SOCIAL IMPACT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3986 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL ReSOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, WATER SUPPLY 
4007 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING OIST~ICT, VA, ER0510N 
CUNTROL, PLANNING, SEDIMENT CONTkOL, VIRGINIA 
4035 SHORELINE EROSION, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNINu 
DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
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4037 SHORELINE E~OSIUN, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, V~t 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, MAPSo PLANNING, RECREATION 
4043 ~AOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC 
RIVEK, RIVER ~ASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WASTE WATER 
TREATME~T, WAlEk QUALITY 
404~ RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLANNING, PUTUMAL KlVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
RESOURCES 
4051 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, ECOLOGY, MODEL 
STUOIES, PLANNING, VIKGINIA, WATERSHEDS IBASINSI 
4054 RADCD PLANNING DISTKICT, VAt CH~SAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, RIV~R BASINS 
405a RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
TREATMENT, WAlEk MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI 1 WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURC~S UEVELUPMENf, YORK RIVER 
4062 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, MANAGEMENT, MUNICIPAL 
wASTES, PLANNING, PULLUTANTS, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, YORK 
RIVER 
4067 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MAPS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
&074 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
4075 RICH~OND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, "PLANNING, 
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l6J9 AE~IAL PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CROPS, FORESTRY, PLANT 





0713 DISTRIBUTIUN, PLANT GROUPINGS, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, ·VIRGINIA, 
3729 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt AGE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, 




0363 AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, EEL GRASS, MARINE FUNGI, PLANT PARASITES, 




0298 AQUATIC PLANTS, CH=SAPEAKE BAY, PATHOLOGY, PLANT POPULATIONS, PLANT 
VIRUSES 
0301 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EEL GRASS, PLANT POPULATION5, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YOKK 
Rl VER 
0316 AQUATIC ANIMALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRibUTION, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PLANKTON, PLANT POPULATIONS 
0591 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, HOBJACK BAY, PLANT 
POPULATIONS, SALT MARSHES 











01db ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLANTS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, ~lDuLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0562 CLASSIFICATION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
0567 CLA~SIFICATIQN, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
0619 HISTORY, PLANTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, TREES, VIRGINIA, Y~K RIVER 
0647 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PLANTS, VEGETATION, BARRIER ISLANDS 
0713 DISTRIBUTION, PLANT GROUPINGS, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
OdS3 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE tlAY, FUNGI, MARYLAND, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHYIUPLANKION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1020 ClASSIFICATION, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
1052 DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1066 JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1114 uiOTA, BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISHt INVERTEtlRATES, MAMMALS, 
PLANTS, PKuTUZOA 
1Ji~ DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
11J5 DlSTMlBUTlON 1 PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1337 COASTAL PLAINS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1338 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR ktVIEW 
1339 COASTAL PLAINS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FUR kEVIEW 
1340 PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEW 
1964 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, HALOPHYTES, HARSH PLANTS, PLANTS 
•2109 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTlUNt MARYLAND, PLANTS, SYSTE~ATICS, VIRGINIA 
2369 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
2418 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PLA~TS 
2438 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTKIBUTION, PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, fOSSILS 
2580 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRI~UTION, MARSH PLANTS, MARYLAND, PLANTS, VIRGI~IA 
2619 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHURE IVA-~Ol, MARYLAND, PLANTS, 
VIRGINIA 
2645 DISTRIBUTION, FERNS, PLANT5, SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
2973 CHESAPEAKE BAV, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HARSH PLANTS, PLANT5, VEGETATION, 
VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
3174 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3509 FRESHWATER MARSHES, PLANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, 
3762 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHARTS, LHESAPtAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, 
FLOW MEASUREMENT, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, PLANTS, SEWAGE TRtATMENT 
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0584 DISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, PlATYHElMINTHES, VIRGINIA, 
Ool7 BARNACLES, FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, PlATYHELMINTHES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0824 OYSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHtS, PREDATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2241 ANNELIDS, ARTHROPODS, BRYOZOA, ECHINODERMS, ENTOPROCTA, INVERTEBRATES, 




0146 BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SUS~UEHANNA RIVER, rORK RIVER 
0151 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, STRATIGRAPHY, YORK RIVER 
0157 MclLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA, 
0158 GASTROPODS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA, 
Olb~ BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY 
0192 SACK RIVER,VA, PETROLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, TERRACES IGEOLOGICALI, 
VIRGINIA 
0212 BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, 
PLEISTOCE~E EPOCH, SEDIMENTS 
0~25 CHE5~PEAKE BAY, HISTORY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTATION RATES, 
5US~UEHANNA RIVER 
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0621 ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, 
VIRGINIA 
2297 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA, 
2766 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEA LEVEL, VIRGINIA, 





097B DOT, PESTlCIOESr POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, VIRGI~IA, WATE~ POLLUTION, YORK 
RIVER 
1159 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OIL WASTES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, YORK RIVER 
1167 EFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POLLUT~NT IUENTIFICATION, PULP AND 
PAPER INDUSTRY, PU~P WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1173 PHYSIOLOGY, CLAMS, OIL ~ASTES, POLLUTANT lDENTIFlCATION 
1672 BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLlFORMS, POLLUTANT lOENTIFICATIONt SEDIMENT-WATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1913 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHESTER RIVER, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANT IUtNTlfiCATIONr 
WATER QUALl TY 
2381 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, TRACE ELEMENTS, X-RAYS 
2637 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, 
REMOTE SENSING, SEASHORES 
2955 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLIMATES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT 
IDENTIFICATION, COMMERCE 
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3260 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3605 EASTERN SHORE PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, PHYSIOLOGICAL 
ECOLOGY, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, STRESS ANALYSIS, SERUM PROTEINS, BLUE 
CRA:3 




0566 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS !WATER), OILY WATER, POLLUTANTS, SURfACE WATERS, 
WINDS 
0726 ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS (WATERI, OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0730 CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, WILDLifE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
D76U EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
RESEARCH AND OEVELOPHENT 0 VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WATER TREATMENT 
0792 CEN~US, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
0829 DERMUCYSTIDIUM, MARINE FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POLLUTANTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
lOlb ANI '1AL PATHOLOGY, OYSTER IND.USTRYo OYSTERS, PlANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, 
PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
l434 ALGAE, AQUATIC LIFE, 6AClERIA 0 EFFLUENTS, JAMES RIVERo POLLUTANTS, 
PROTOZOA, STREAMS, VIRGINIA 
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1436 CHESAPEAKE SAY, OlL-~ATER INTERFACES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POLLUTANTS, 
~ATER QUALITY ACT, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, HAMPTON ROADS 
1541 BACTERIA, BENTHOS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY WATE,R, ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER ~UALITY 
1556 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTANTS, KECREATION, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1569 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL MUUELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE wATER TREATMENTo 
WATER i.lUALITY 
1603 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PE~T CONTROL, PLANNING, 
POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
3793 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MAPS, POLLUTANTS, RIVERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
3980 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CHEMICAL WASTES, 
CONSERVATION, LAND USE, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SEWAGE, WATER UTILIZATION, 
ZONING, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
4062 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, MANAGEMENT, MUNICIPAL 





0023 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
0033 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE wATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
0034 BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLlUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
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0053 BEDS UNDER WATER, EROSlO~ CONTROL, HARBORS, lEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, POllUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER lAW 
1181 LEGISLATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROl 
1~36 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OIL-WATER INTERFACES, POllUTION ABATEMENT, POLLUTANTS, 
WATER QUALITY ACT, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, HAMPTON ROADS 
2471 LEGISLATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2472 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2617 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER HANAGEHENT 
(APPLIED) 
2618 INOUSTRIAl WASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SE~AGE TREATMENT, SlUDGE, WASTE 
DISPO~Al, WATER POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2620 CrlESAPEAKE BAY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, 
WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl. WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2626 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, POllUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
Z99B CHE5APEAKE BAY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DI!>POSAL, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
3~75 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), MARYLAND, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
H7fl CHESAPEAKE BAY, PATUXENT RIVER, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, WATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL 
j4d7 LAND USE, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, ~IRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
QUALITY CONTROL, WATER SUPPLY 
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3696 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRiCT, VA, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HAPS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, WATEK CIRCULATION, 
WATER QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
3717 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLAMS, MANAGEMENT, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS, 




0583 POLYCHAETES, TEMPERATURE CONTROL, VIRGINIA, WORMS, YORK RIVER 
0590 BENTHIC fAUNA, LARVAE, PLANKTON, POLYCHAETES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0637 BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, OYSTERS, POLYCHAETES, WATER POLLUTION EfFECTS 
0922 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POLYCHAETES, C + D CANAL 
1813 ANNELIDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLYCHAETES, WORMS 
2159 CLAMS, UATA COLLECTIONS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS, GASTROPOU!>, POLYCHAETE$, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SEDIMENTS, STATISTICAL MuDELS, VIRGINIA 
2338 AMPHIPODA, GASTROPODS, ~ll WASTES, POLYCHAETES, SHtllfiSH, TOXICITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2494 ANNELIDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLYCHAETES, SYSTEMATICS 









0730 ~RA6 INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, THERMAL 
POLLUTIUN, WILOLIFE, INOUSTRIAL FISH 
Jil1b ~HESAPcAKE dAY, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DIATOMS, 
DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, POPULATION, YORK RIVER 
1008 BENTHOS, CHESA~EAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, DIVERSIFICATION, 
JA~ES RIVER, POPULATION, YURK RIVER, SHANNON$ THEOREUH 10, HAMPTON ROADS 
1131 A~UATIC ANIMALS, BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION 
1535 AIR POLLUTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INCOME, POPULATION, WATER QUALITY 
1910 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTION, POPULATION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1981 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
23db CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
2185 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, POPULATION 
29i15 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, PQPIILATION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RECREATION, SOIL E~OSION) WATER POLLUTION 
35bb EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POPULATION, 
REPRUUUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTiON, SHRIMP, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
.~573 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POPULATION, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, BLUE CRAB, DELAWARE 8AYt C + D CANAL 
Joll NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, NATURAL 
RbiJURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION FACILITIES, SEWERAGE, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
lOb 
3613 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, PLANNING, 
POPULATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
3622 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OlST~ICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
LAND USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3632 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRI~T, VA, PLANNING, 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER YUALITY CONTROL 
3647 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING UISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND 
USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3b5l AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3652 AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, ~LANNING, PO~ULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3653 AGRICULTURE, NORTHERN NEC~ PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, tCONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION, TOURISM, UNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA 
3654 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENTo LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, PuPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3b57 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA• NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESuURCES, PLANNING, POPUL~TION, RECKEATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3661 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMENT, 
INUUSTRIES, MAPS, MARKETING, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, VlKGINIA 
3b62 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
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Jbb3 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VAt NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
eMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPlY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3702 CHESAPEAKE, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EHPLDYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRA~SPURTATION, VIRGINIA 
3703 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3704 HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EHPLOYHENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SuPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3705 ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATIO~, VIRGINIA 
370& JAMES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMtNT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECKEATIUN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3728 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CITIES, ECONOMICS, FU.TURE PLANNING 
(PROJECTED!, GRO•TH RATES, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3744 NORFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, 
lLAMS, ENVIKONMENTAL EffECTS, OYSTERS, POPULATION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
3755 NORFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DIATOMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3924 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, EROSION, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, 
PLAN~ING, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
CPOLLUTIONJ, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
J'l3b ACCLlMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
~OPULATION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
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3937 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, 
RECKEATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3938 EASTERN SHOI\E PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEMt:NT, HAPS, PLAIIINING, 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WASTE wATER TREATM~NT, WATER POLLUTIUN 
CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
3939 ALEXANDRIA, VA, NORTHERN VIRGIIIIIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOK SUPPLY, LOCAL GUVEKNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECKEATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIKGINIA 
~940 CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATUKAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIKGINIA 
3941 COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GUVEKNHENTS, NATUKAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3942 GOOCHLAIIID COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL Rc~OURCES, 
POPULATION, RECRE~TION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3943 CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GREENVILLE COUNTY, VA, ECONO~ICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SJPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RE50URCES, 
POPULATIO~, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3944 HENRICO COUNTY, VA, RICHMUND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECUNOMICSr 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVEKNMENTS, NATUKAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3945 LOUDOUN COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATUKAL RESOUKCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA . 
3946 POWHATAN COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECUNOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RtSUUKCtS, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
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3947 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
~DUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, lABUR SUPPLY, lOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAl RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
394d RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMeNT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAl GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, MEC~EATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3949 SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EHPLO¥HENT, LABUR SUPPLY, lUCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECReATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3951 SUFFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, lAoUR SUPPLY, LOCAl GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3986 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EAST£RN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPOKTATION, WATER SUPPlY 
4002 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINANCING, LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, POPULATION, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE 
CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY 
4U0b YORK CUUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FACILITI~S, HAPS, 
POPULATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER ~UALITY 
4~0~ KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAl, 
fiNANCING, HYDROLOGY, LANDfiLLS, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, SOLID 
loiA~TES, TRANSPOR TA.TlON, ·VIRGINIA 
401J KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
tCONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDlo LAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PuPuLATIGN, ~EWERAGt, UTILITIES, VIRGINIA, WATER UTILIZATION 
4UI2 GLOUCFSTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
Ltl'lSTRU<.TION COSTS, FINANCING, HAPS, POP.JLATJON, SE~ERS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
IJf·MAI>.D 
4014 GLUUC~STER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
fUTuKE PLANNING IPROJECTEOJ, LAND USE, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
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4018 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLIHATOLUGY, CONSERVATION, 
ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, HANAGEMtNT, HAPS, POPULATION, VIRGINIA, wA~TE WATER 
DISPGSAL, WATER QUALITY 
4022 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, ·GUVERN~ENTS, LAND USE, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, TRANSPURTATIUN, VlRbiNIA 
4024 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJtCTEDl, LAND 
USE, MAPS, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
4025 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, HISTORY, 
INDUSTRIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
4033 AGRICULTURE, ESSEX COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
EMPLOYMENT, FISHERIES, INCOME, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
4043 RAOCO PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, wASTE wATER 
TREATMENT, wATER ~UALITY 
4045 KING GEORGE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCIN~, 
GROUNDwATER, POPUlATION, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WAlEK KESOURCES, WATER 
:.uPPLY, wELLS 
4060 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND U~E, HANAGEM~NT, POPULATION, VIRGINIA, 
WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
4065 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, RIVER 
bASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY, YORK RIVER 
4066 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FuTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOJ, LAND USE, 




0523 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
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Uo08 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, fiNANCIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, ~ECKEATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Oo72 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
VIRGINIA, HAMPTON ROADS 
Oo73 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0674 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, 
POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
0675 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0676 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGIN!Ao 
0677 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
Jb8b ECONOMICS, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0688 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CITY PLANNING, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, URBAN RENEWAL, HAMPTON ROADS 
0689 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGIN lA, 
0690 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
06'11 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPlOYMENT, POPUlATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0693 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, 
POPULATION DYNAMICS t VI RGJN lA 
0694 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPlOYMENT, POPUlATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
1 \)~~ ECQ,;OMI C PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT 1 POPUlATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
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1442 ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, lOCAl GOVERNMENTS, POPUlATION 
DYNAMICS, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
1746 BIROS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTIONt MARYlAND, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
VIRGINIA 
17o6 BENTHOS, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAl, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS 
1827 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRldUTION, liFt HISTORY STUDIES, 
POPULATION DYNAMICS 
1828 AQUATIC ~EEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
POPUlATION DYNAMICS 
1829 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
REPRODUCTION, ZOOPlANKTON 
1830 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PLANKTON, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
REPRODUCTIUN, STINGING NETTLES 
1831 CHESAPEAKE dAY, DISTRIBUTION, liFE HISTORY STUDIES, MOllUSKS, POPULAflDN 
OYNAMI CS 
1832 CHAETOGNATHS 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LENGTH, PlANKTON, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, WORMS 
1833 AMPHIBIANS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, REPRODUCTION 
282~ FISH BEHAVIOR, FISH POPUlATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
3495 AMERICAN SHAD, ANAOROHOUS FISH, CATCH, CUlTURES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
HERRINGS, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
3590 PENINSULA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, E~TUARINE 
ENVIRONMENT, LARVAE, POPULATION DYNAMICS, SHRIMP, YORK RIVER 
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3710 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDI, LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POPULATIO~ DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
3112 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, ECONOMIC 
IMPACT, FINANCING, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJELTEOI, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
~f~AMICS, REC~EATIUN DEMAND, RECREATION FACILITIES, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
3~75 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, NE~PORT ~EWS, VA, NORFOLK, VA, DELA~ARE, INDUSTRIES, LAND USE, 
NORTH CARJLINAr PuPULATION DYNAMICS, RECREATION, MIDDLE ATL~NTIC BIGHT 
3918 EASTERN SHORE PLANNI~~ DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EDUCATION, LAaOR 










OSJl ALGAE, AMPHIPODA, BRYOZOA, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, PORIFERA, 
VIRGINIA, YORK KIVEK 
1243 BEHAVIOR, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, 




;)d4d DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GASTROPODS, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, SALINITY, 
VIKGINIA, YURK RIVER, POROPOTANK RIVER 
714 
0933 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, ECOLOGY, MARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
ANGIOSPERMS, POROPOTANK RIVER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PORT AUTHGRITIES ' 
***************~*****************•···~~•**q*************~******~**************** 
0422 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC IMPACT, PORT AUTHORITIES, ~HIPS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1023 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, DEEP WATER, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
UNITED STATES 
1024 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPURT, IMPORT, 
INDUSTRIES, PORT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 
1026 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES 
1602 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
SHIPS, TRANSPORTATION, HAMPTON ROADS, DELAwARE BAY 
2195 HARBORS, PORT AUTHORITIES, VIRGINIA, CuMMERCE 




3955 NORFOLK, VA, PORTSMOUTH, VA, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 




2349 CALCIUM, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, HEAVY HETALS, MAGNESIUM, POTASSIUM, 
SALINITY, SODIUM, ZINC, BLUE CRAB 
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2930 CALCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAGNESIUM, 
POTASSIUM, SODIUM, ~ATER CHEMISTRY 
3404 CALCIUM, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTASSIUM, SEASONAL, SODIUM, 




0285 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHeSAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES Rl\IER, POTOMAC RIVER, 
YOil.K RIVER 
0294 CHESAPEAK~ BAY, OPTIMIZATION, POTOMAC Rl\IER, SAMPLING, ~ATER QUALITY, 
WATER kESOUR~ES DEVELOPMeNT 
0310 BOTTUM SEUIMENTS, CHEMI~AL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SAMPLING 
0342 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED SASS, TAGGING 
0368 BED$ UNDER wATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
0385 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SPORT fiSHING 
0393 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DISCHARGE !wATER), ELECTRIC POWERPLANT~, EUTROPHICATION, 
MUL Tl PU:-PUH.POSE ~ROJE~·T S, I' A TUXENT Rl 1/ER, PlJTOMAC Rl VER, SHELLf I ~H 
0432 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CH.USTACEANS, MATTAPONI RlVfR, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTOMAC 
HIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
0?73 ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE aAYo DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SAMPLING 
0~~2 LHt5APEAK~ BAY, DIQUAT, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT CLAM 
716 
0598 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSER\IATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGtM~NT 
I APPLiED) 
073~ AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRI~UTION PATTERNS, JAMtS RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RI\IER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEM,TtC~, YORK RIVER 
0850 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINtNTAL SHELF, JAMES RIVER, PUTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1001 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURe, YORK RIVER 
1096 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STREAHFlO~, VIRGINIA 
1098 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTAL PLAINS, ~EOlOGY, GROUNDRATER, HYDROLOGY, PAHUNKEY 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WELLS 
1153 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fLOODS, GRGU~DWATER, HISTORIC FLUOD, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STREAMFLOW, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1193 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOl, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
UNA\IAILA~LE fOR REVIE~ 
1196 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAilABLE FOR REVIEW 
119B AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
fiSHERIES, POTOMAC KIVER, UNAVA!LASLE fOR REVIEW 
1216 CHE5A?EAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAYAILASLE FOR REVIEW 
12~0 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RI\IER, POTOMAC RI\IERo PUlP WASTES, ~ATER PDLLUTIO~ 
1272 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILAtiLE FUR REI/lEW 
1273 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSHERIES, POTOMAC killER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
711 
lL7b CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHEllfiSH, 
UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
llo7 CHESAPEAKE oAYo DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, hATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILAtlLE ~DR REVIEW 
1303 CHESA~EAKc BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, 
wAfEK wUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
130~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARitS, MANAGEMENT, PlANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
QUALITY CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1316 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK KIVER, YORK RIVER 
1320 CHESAPEAKE aAY, FISH, H!STURY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, PARASITISM, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNGCK RIVER, SESTON 
1382 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, YGRK RIVER 
1383 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1396 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE bAY, FISH HATCHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
l41J ALt~IVES, ALOSIOS, ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DDT, JAMES RIVER, 
PESTICIDE KESIOUES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 
MATHEMATICAl MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, WATER QUAliTY 
14~1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAHES RIVER, OrSTERS, 
PuTOMAC RIVER, ~APPAHANNUCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1~55 CHE~AP[AKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, ClAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTE~S, 
PUTuMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
718 
l45B CHESAPEAKE BAY, ClAM I~DU5TRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVE~, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK k!VER 
1491 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POlLUTION LONTRD~, UNAVAilABLE FUR 
REVIEW 
1493 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILA6Lt 
FOR REVIEW 
1516 CHE5APEAKE BAY, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVE~, WATER RESGUKCES DEVELOPMENT, 
WATERSHeDS IBASINSl 
1532 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, PlANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE WATER 
TREATMENT, WATER QUAliTY 
1533 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
TREATMENT, WATER ~UALITY 
1557 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC PUWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHING, PoTOMAC 
RIVER, THERMAl WATER 
1565 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATIUN 1 MARYLANU, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURt, VIRGINIA 
1611 ALEWIVES, ALOSIUS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINe FISH, MORTALITY, PUTUMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1643 AMERICAN SHAU, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
1645 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPUlATIONS, JAMES KIVER, JUVENILE 
FISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC kiVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, uELAWARE ~AY 
1682 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, THERMAl WATEK 1 WATER TEMPERATURE 
1697 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ElECTRIC POwER PRODUCTION, ENVIRUNMlNTAL 
EFFECTS, MAPPING, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 














CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLAHS, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, POTOMAC RIVER 
E uARYLANO, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, CHESAPEAKE dAY, JAMES kiV R, ., 
THERMAL ~OLLUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HERBICIDES, POTOMAC 
RIVE~ 
BeDS UNDER ~ATEK, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTeR SETTING 
BEDS UNDER WAlEk, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
OYSTeR ~ETliNG 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
CHESAPeAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER), HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
RIVER, PHOSPHATe~, POTOMAC RIVfR, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERt 1 POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TEM~tRATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
BloLIOGRA~HIES, CHESAPEAKE BAYo FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH POPULATIONS, fiSHERIES, 
H~K~IN~S, PJTOMAC RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTE~S, POTOMAC 
K1Vf.R, UYSTER S~TTING 















CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, TIDES, WAVES lwAT~RI 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, DISCHARGE (WATER), GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,HO, 
PATAPSCO RIVE~ 1 HO, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,MD, 
STREAMFLOW, SOSUUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, MARYLAND, PATUX~NT ~IVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RUCKS, 
VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONDUCTIVITY, DEPTH, EQUIPMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, POTGHAC 
RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, OISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER!, DATA COLLECTIONS, MOUEl STUDI~S, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DRUMS, fiSH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MOBJACK BAY, MQRTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGAtlLE WATERS, POTOMAC RIVERo RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
ALKALINITY, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, GROWTH RATES, HYDROGEN 
ION CONCENTRATION, MINERALOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, •ICUMICO RIVER,HD 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTtR SETTING 
121 
2433 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DUCKS !WILD), ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MIGRATION, POTOMAC 
RIVER, WATERFOWL 
243~ CHESAPEAKE oA¥, O~EDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
POTOMAC RIVER, VlkG!NIA 
2436 CHESA~EAKt BAY, DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, OYSTER 
!NDuSTkY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2437 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
~438 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTRIBUTIUN, PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
<449 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
WATER TEMPERATURE, WINTER 
2495 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CORES, HEAVY METALS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
2496 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
722 
2600 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER YUALITY 
2601 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEDl, WATER QUALITY 
2602 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SE~ERS, ~ASTE wATER 
DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT lAPPLIEDir W4TER ~UALlT~ 
2604 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WAT~R, 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, POTOMAC klVER, THERMAL POLLUTION, wATER TEMPERATURE 
2606 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIEDI, 
WATER QUALITY 
2601 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
2608 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, PuTOMAC RIVER 
NITROGEN CYCLE, PHUSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 2609 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVEKr SPORT FISHING, 
2499 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRI~UTION, F~ESHWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA 
2511 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DiSTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, YURK RIVER 
2512 CliE~APEAKE BAY, MOkPHnLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
<~68 CH~SAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2~93 CHtSAPEAKE ~AY, FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC 
KIVc~, RAPP~HANNOCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 
Z59d CHfSAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, 
~AN~GEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
STRIPED BASS 
2610 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHAMGE, SEDIMENTS, SILTING, 
WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI 
2611 BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2613 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
2614 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEUI, 
WATER QUALITY 
2615 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MANAGlHENTr POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER ~UALITY, 
WATER RESOURCES 
2616 CHESAPEAKE BAY, lAND RESOURCES, LAND USE, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER RESOURCES 
723 
2617 CHESAP~A~E ~AY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER~ WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEDJ 
2620 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVERo SEWAGE TREATMENT, 
WA$Tt DISPOSAL, wATtK MANAGEMENT {APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2621 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IA?Plleu), WAHR PULLUTJON, "ATER QUALITY 
2622 CHESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMbiAo LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, POTOMAC 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION 
2623 CHESAPEAKE rlAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIHENTATlONr 
~tiliMEr·dS, WATEt< MM,AGEMENl (APPLIED) 
2624 CH~SAPEAKE bAY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
!APPLIE01, WATER i'illLUllG,J, w>~IER QUALITY 
2625 CHESAPEAKE 6A¥ 1 POTOMAC RIVER, wATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDlr WATER POLLUTION 
CUNTKUL, WATER ~UAlllY 
2626 CHESAI't:AKE bAY, CONSEiWATii..iNr POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
MAr,AGcMctiT (APPLH:D), IIAH:t< POLLUTION CONTROL 
2b29 CHESAPEAKE tlAYr !NUUSTAIAL WASTE5, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION 
FACILITitS, RUNOfF, SE~AGE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
l63~ CHESAP~AKE ~AY 1 FtDERA~ GOVERNMENT, LEGAl ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
POLLUTIU~ CONTRGL, WATER QUAllTY 
lb3J ANACOSTIA RIVER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVERo SEDIMENTATION, STRIP MI~ES 
261& CHeSAPEAKE ~AY, DISTRibUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MOBJACK BA¥, POTOMAC 
kl~EK, YORK RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
2b3~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, 
wATE:fl- tJUALITY 
724 
2648 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, 
STREAMFLOW, WATER POllUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2653 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SPAiiNING 
2654 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRI~UTION, QYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2656 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURTLES 
2657 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISHERIES, HEKRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2b58 AMEKICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HEkKINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2660 CHESAPEAKE BAY, iNDUSTRIAl WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER PQLLUTION 
2661 A"IERICAN SHAD, '<:SAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMtHA, HERRINGS, 
LEGISLAiiO;<, PiF~ii'lAC RIVEK, SPAWNING 
2662 AMERICAN SHAD, CnESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2663 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, l~DUSTKIAL WASTES, 
MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER PullUTlUN 
2665 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOM6~ 
RIVER, SPAIONING 
2666 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2688 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER 
2729 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARVLANU, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2753 CHESAPEAKE BAy, GUNPOWDER RIVER,HO, HYDROGRAPHY, JAKES RIVER, PATAPSC~ 
RIVER,MD, POTOMAC RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, ~USQUEHANNA 
RIVER 
725 
2754 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fLOODS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RUNOff, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
2755 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO RIVER,HD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RU~OFF,. ST~~AMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC t!IGHT 
2769 CHE~APEAKf BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SEASUNAL DISTKluuTION, SPAWNING 
l782 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EQUIPMENT, POTOMAC RIVER 
2788 CHESAPEAKE t!AY, CLOUDS, POTOMAC RIVER, WAVES (WATER) 
2794 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CUKRENTS (WATERl 1 DENSITY CURRENTS, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARlfS, POTOMAL RivER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, wATER POLLUTION 
2d03 CHESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, FISH POPULATIONS, MARYLAND, POTOMAC 
RIVEk, VIRGINIA 
2d04 CHESAPEAK~ BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
2809 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCI~L FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, f.ISHERIES, 
OYSTER I~DUSTKY, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
2dl0 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAYS, DELAWARE, JAMES RIVERo MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, YGRK RIVER 
L~l3 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
ldl5 AME~lCAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
l~ll CHESAP~AKE dAY, POTOMA~ RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
Ldl~ AMERICA~ SHAD, FISH EGGS, NORTHEAST u.s., POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST U.s., 
~PAo'lllolNG 
726 
2832 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, MARYLAND, MATHEMAllCAL MODELS, 
POTOMA~ kiVER, SE~AGE TREATMENT, TRACERS, VIKGIN!A, wATER POLLUTION, wATER 
QUALITY 
2836 ~HESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC 'KlVER 
2666 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, DUCKS I•ILDl, MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, wATER POLLUTION, wATERFOwl 
2869 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLANu, POTOMA~ RIVER, SOUTHEAST 
U.S., VIRGINIA 
2873 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFI~H INDUSTRY, fiSHERIES, 
MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER 
2884 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, 
WATER QUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
2888 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, rliSTORIC flOOD, PUTuMAC RIVER 
2908 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2951 CHESAPEAKE BA¥, EASTERN SHuKE IVA-MDI, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIV~R, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVtR 
2985 CHESAPEAKE SAY, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RECREATION, ~OIL EROSION, ~ATER POLLUTION 
2~98 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEwAGE DISPOSAL, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2999 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER ~UALITY, wATER SUPPLY 
3000 BOUNDARIES ISURFA~ESJ, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EAST~RN SHORt 
IVA-MD), HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, o'1ARYLAND, P_UTOMAC RIVEK, 
VIRGINIA 
727 
J002 BOUNOA~IES ISURFACE51 0 BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL 
A5PECTS, MA~YLANU, PUTOHAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
3ll06 CHESAPEAKE tlAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FISH, NATU~AL RESOURCES, POT()MAC 
~IVE~, RECREATION, WILDLIFE 
3007 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, fEDERAL JURISDICTION, 
FUTURE PLANNIN~ (PRUJECTEDlo POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
3009 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY 
CONTROL, ~ATck ktSOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3010 AGRICULTURE, CHESAPtAKE bAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
RE$0UKCES, WATER SuPPLY, WATER USERS 
J011 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SEDIMENTOLUGY, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3012 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, POTOMAC 
RIVER, Rc5ERVUIRS, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3013 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED!, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, 
WATER SuP~LY, PUBLIC OPINIUNS 
3014 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EN~INEERING, "FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
RESUURCtS, ~ATEk SuPPLY 
J017 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CUST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD 
P.<OTECTIUN, ICED LAKES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESUUKCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATER SUPPLY 
3~26 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVERo MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
iv4r CHESAPEAKE BAY, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY; POTOMAC RIVERo 
UNAVAILAULE FOR REVIEW 
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3060 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILA~LE FOR 
REVIEii 
3071 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, KECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, UNAVAILABLE fOR 
REVIEW 
3061 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DUCKS (WILD!, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3090 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, ~OWER 
PLANTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3095 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, POTOMAC 
RIVEK, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3103 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, WAlEK PuLLUTIONo UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3106 AQUATIC PLANTS, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REV lEW 
3129 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPEO BASS, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REV lEW 
3133 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiNFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
31&1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3193 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE fuR REVIEW 
3198 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, PUTOMA~ 
Rl VER 
320& CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
731 
4047 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, MARYLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER bASIN COMMISSIONS, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
~UALITY, ~EST VIRGINIA 
404B RAD~O PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, LAND USE, 
MANAG~MENT, ¥0TOMAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN CUMHISSIONS, WATER RESOURCES 
4049 RADCO ~LANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
RESOUKC~S 
4053 RADCO PLANNING DI~TRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, DISTRICT Of 
COLUMSIA, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION 
4054 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, NATURAL 




0317 ANlMAL WASTES (~lLULlrE), FARM LAGOONS, FARM WASTES• POULTRY, RAPPAHANNOCK 




0365 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER 
PKOOUCTION, PUWER.PLANTS 
1325 BENTHOS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, PLANKTON, 
POweR PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, YORK RIVER . 
1405 HIULOGICAL TREATMENT, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER• NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, POwER PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
14j~ AQUATIC LIFE, CHEMICAL WASTES, COOLING WATER• COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
tNVI~UNMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PUBLIC UTILITIES, 
RAOIGACTIVE WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
732 
1697 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVlRONM~NTAL 
EFFECTS, HAPPING, PUTUMAC RIVER, POWER PLANT~ 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC PO~ER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH POPULATIONS, HODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, PO~E~ PLANTS, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, THERMAL ~ATER ' 
2377 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRO~UCTIUN, ~OWER PLANTS• SOCIAL 
ASPECTS, THERMAL POLLUTION 
23BO CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC PO~ER PRODUCTION, POwER PLANTS, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3090 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION• PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER 
PLANTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3326 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
3327 ELECTRIC POWER PRODuCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LEGAL ASPECTS, PO~ER 
PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
3~25 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, JAMES RIVER, PHYTO~LANKTON, PLANKTON, PO~ER 
PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
3492 ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LARVAE, PO~ER PLANTS, ~ATER QUALITY, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
3511 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING• EFFLUENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, ESTUARINE cNVIRONMtNT. MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, PO~ER PLANTS, 
SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE WATER IPOLLUTIONI 
3539 BIOTA, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER. POWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
3584 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY• LARVAE, OYSTERS, 
PLANNING, POWER PLANTS• THERMAL CAPACITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3786 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA. BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FISH EGGS, HEATED WATER, LARVAE, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, STRIPEO BASS 
729 
3214 CHESAPEA~E BAY, fEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, 
WATER POLLUTION, ~ATER QUALITY, WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 
3222 CHESAPEAKE uAY, fiSH, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
WATERfOftLt UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
322~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3230 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3234 CHESAPEA~E BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3243 CHESAP~AKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3244 AIR TEMPERATURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURBIDITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3246 CHESAPEAKE SAY, HURRICANES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3258 FISHERIES, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIE~ 
325~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
PULLUTIGN, WATER ~UALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3281 CHESAPEAK~ BAY, f)SHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3299 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, HODEL STUDIES, 
NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHORUS, PHYTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
3313 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LANO USE, POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
ii2& CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
730 
3328 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC klVER, ~£~AGE 
TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, WATER ~UALITY 
3422 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RlVEk, RtCKEATION 
3463 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
3470 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHA~NA RIVER 
3511 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC kiVE~, PUwER PLANTS, 
SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE WATER lPOLLUTIONJ 
3526 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OlSTRIBUTlON, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAWNING, STKIPEO BASS 
3527 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, POTOMAC RIVER 
3529 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVtR 
3681 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFI~H INDUSTRY, 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVtR, ~HELLFISH 
3792 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING UISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GROUNu~ATER, HYDKULOGIC 
DATA, MAPS, METEOROLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, R~SUUKCE OtVELOPM~NT, SURFACE 
WATERS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
3924 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, EROSIO~, LAND USE, MANAGEH~NT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC RlVEk, SEUIMENTATIUN, VlRGI~lA, WASTE WATER 
CPOLLUTIONJ, WATER POLLUTION, ~ATER ~UALliY 
4040 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PHOTOGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, PRESERVATION 
4043 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE ~APACITY, WASTE ~ATlk 
TkEATHENT, WATER QUALITY 
733 
*********~•****************************************~···························~· 
~OWHATAN COUNTY, VA 
···········•***********~******************************************************** 
3946 POWHATAN COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LA~UR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATU~AL RESOURCES, 




2354 CHESAPEAKE aAY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MOl, PRE-IMPOUNDMENT, PROTOZOA, 




1238 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERICI, RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RUNOFF 
RELATIO~SHI~S, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED 
STATES 
l457 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERICI, RAIN, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 




3116 DISSULVEO OXYGEN, PRECIPlTAl ION INTENSITY, SALINE WATER, VERTICAL 




U405 ~E~THIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), PREDATION, SALINITY, TURBIDITY 
06b~ CHESAPEAKE BAYr JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
734 
0695 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, REPRUUUCTION, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0804 JELLYFI~H, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINiA, YORK RIVER, 
SCYPHOZOA 
0824 OYSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0932 GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY, PREDATION, SYSTEMATICS 
0981 GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, 
REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1072 CTENOPHORES, LARVAE, OYSTERS, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES 
1311 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CATFISHES, FOOD HAdiTS, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, 
JUVENILE FISHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA 
1647 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GULLS, PREDATION, SEASONAL DISTRldUTION, ~ATERFO~L 
18b1 BARNACLES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, PREDATION, WORMS, TR~D AVON RIVER 
2798 CHESAPEAKE SAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTHEAST U.S., OYSTER INOU~TRY, 
OYSTERS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION 




0924 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BARNACLES, PALEONTOLOGY, PRESERVATION, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
3586 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGV, 
PRESERVATION, RESOURCES 
735 
jb04 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ESTUARIES, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, 
PRESERVATION 
3b72 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, PARKS, PLANNING, PRESERVATION, VIRGINIA, ~ETLANDS 
371b EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOJ, ISLANDS, LAND 
MANAGEMENT, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, NATIONAL SEASHORES, PRESERVATION, 
VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONe 
4040 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, NATURAL 




0302 PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, STATISTICAL METHODS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0442 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIURNAL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PkOUUCT-I-'v-1 T'i' ,--SAMPL-ING 
0550 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
059b ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, RESPIRATION, SAMPLING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
ObU5 BENTHIC fAUNA, COOLING ~ATER, ELECTRIC PO~ERPLANTSt PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PROUUCTIVlTY, THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
10b9 BIOMASS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
.!1131 BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, NANNOPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA 
CULLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
j/35 SUUTHEAST~RN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDICATORS, 
PLAN~IO~, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, ZOOPLANKTON 
13b 
3149 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC fAUNA, ~HESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH, 




0597 CHLOROPHYLL, DIVtRSIFICATION, ECOSY~TEMS, HYOROGkAPHY, LABOKATOKY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
0609 CHLOROPHYLL, DATA COLLECTIONS, NUTRIENTS, PKODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK 
Rl VER 
0839 DISTRIBUTION, DIVERSIFICATION, ENERGY BUDGET, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
PHYTOPLANKTUN, PRODUCTIVITY, STABILITY, ViRGINIA, YGKK RIVEK 
Od42 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, OISTRIBUTION, ENERGY 
CONVERSION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PKODU~~IVITY, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER, 
SHANNONS TH~UREUM 10 
OB49 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVtR 
08b0 ANALOG MODELS, DIVERSIFICATION, LABORATORY TESTS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
METHODOLOGY, PHYTOPLANKTON, PROOUCTJVITY, SEASONAL OI~TRIBUfiON, VI~GlNIA, 
YORK RIVER, CALORIMETRY 
1084 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, KAOIATIONo 
RESPIRATION, WATER TtMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1161 CHLORINE, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
RESPIRATION, VIRGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
15b9 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL MODeLS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, wASIE WATER TREATMENT, 
WATER QUALITY 
1582 AQUICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FISH, PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, THEKHAL POLLUTION, 
WASTE Dl SPOSAL 
737 
1~8B BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MARINE FISH, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
3j09 FRESHWATER MARSHES, PLANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, 
3781 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, 




0269 PROFILES, RIVERS, UNITeD STATES 
2156 CHANNELS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, CURRENTS (WATER!, PROFILES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
SHOALS, TIDES 
~119 INSTRUME~TATION, PROFILES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3120 INSTkUMENfATION, PRuFILES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3490 ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, GEOPHYSICS, PROFILES, YORK RIVER 




3bl2 AGRICULTUKf, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, eCONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
LAdUR, PKUGRAMS, UNEMPLOYM~NTr VIRGINIA, WATER RESOU~CES 
3731 AKSfRACTS, eASTERN SHOkE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROGRAMS, 





1424 DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, FINANCING, JAMES RIVER, 
PROJECT BENEFITS, PROJECT PURPOSES, VIRGINIA 
3757 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, 




0214 CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST ALLOCATION, ESTIMATED COSTS, JAHES RIVER, 
NAVIGABLE RIVERS, PROJECT feASIBILITY, VIRGINIA 
0770 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EC~LOGICAL IMPACT, E~VJRONMcNTAL EFFeCT~, HYDRAuLIC 
MODELS, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
1416 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, OHEDGINGo ENVIRONMENTAL ErfcCTS, JAMES RIVE~, 




0433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PUR~OSE PRuJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, U~IVERSITicS 
0533 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, MULTIPLE-PURPUSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECTS, YORK RIVER 
0781 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLANNING IPkOJECTEOI, MANAGEMENT, PRuJECT PLANNING, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1014 CHESAPEAKe BAY, JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECrs, 
PROJECT PLANNING, YORK RIVER 
739 
1854 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, 
TH~RMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1855 CHESAPEAKE tlAY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2143 DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2148 DREDGING, ELIZA~ETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, SPOIL 
DISPOSAL 
2149 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HDJ, PROJECT PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA, SPOil DISPOSAL 
3719 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, BEACH EROSION, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EfFtCT~, FLOUO CONTROL, PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECT PURPOSES, 
PROJECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER ReSOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
3768 eASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EfFECTS, MANAGEMENT, PERMITS, PROJECT PLANNING, SHORE PROTECTION, SHORES 
3936 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
POPULATION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATEK TREATMENT 
4~46 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, 
WAlEK DEMAND, WAlEK STORAGE, WATER SUPPLY, WATER TREATMENT 
·······················~·················································~····· PROJECT PURPOSES 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1424 DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, FINANCING, JAMES RIVER, 
PROJECT BENEFITS, PROJECT PURPOSES, VIRGINIA 
3719 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, BEACH EROSION, 
ENviRONMENTAL I:'FFECTS, FLOOD CONTIWL 0 PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECT PURPOSES, 





0270 PROJECTS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, HATER ~ESOU~CES OEVtLUPMENT 
0533 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECTS, YORK RIVER 
0559 ECONOMIC IMPACT, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PROJECTS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES UEVELDPHENT 
3493 PROJECTS, VIRGINIA, 
3522 PROJECTS, VIKGINIA, 
3719 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AIIUATIC loEED CONT~OL, t!EACH EROSIUN, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FLOOD CONTKGL, PRuJI:'CT PLANNING, P~UJECT PURPOSES, 
PROJECTS, VIRGINIA, WAlEK RESOURCES DEVELOPMeNT 
3730 ENVIRO~MENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, APPLICATION 
METHODS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROJECTS, REMOTE SENSING, RESI:'ARCH EQUIPMENT 
3131 ABSTRACTS, EASTEKN SHONE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROGRAMS, 
PROJECTS, WASTE wATER !POLLUTION), WETLANDS 
3767 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING OISJRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, 
MANAGEMENJ, PROJECTS, REVIEioS, SHORES, WASTE HATER (PuLLUTIONI, WATER 
QUALITY, WETLANDS 
3996 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FLOOD PLAINS, MANAGEMENT, PROJECTS, 




0752 AHINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, 8IOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, JAKES 
RIVER, OSHOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, tlLUE CRAB 
741 
1055 CRUSTACEANS, PROTEIN~, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIKGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
*************************************************•****************************** 
742 
1119 CULTURES, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MURPHULOGY, PKUfOLUA, 
STRUCTURE 
PROTOZOA 1121 CULTURES, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICRO~COPY., PROTJZUA 
***~********~*******************************************************~*********•• 
0140 ADSORPTION, ALGAE, dENTHIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYONULUGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
0241 JA~ES RIVEN, MSX, OYSTERS, PRUTUZOA, VIRGINIA, 
0242 ANIMAL PATHULUGY, DISTkiBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVeR, MORTALITY, MSX, 
LYSTENS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
0367 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, 
PRUTGZUA, YORK RIVER 
0~3d CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAdS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MORTALITY, PARASITISM, 
PROTulUA, VIRGINIA, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, AMOE6AE 
0574 CHRU~OSUMES, PROTOZOA 
0649 CRASS, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA 
0711 ANIMAL PARASITES, OYST~RS, PARASITISH, PROTOZOA, SPOkES, HISTOLOGICAL 
iNVtSTlGATIONS 
·. 
Od~2 BENTHIC FAUNA, DATA COllECTIONS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
OB67 MLRPhOLUGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CILIATES 
0)~~ ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, GROWTH STAGES, PROTOZOA, REPRODUCTION 
0~21 flECTRON MICROSCOPY, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PROTOZOA, 
lOUSPOkES 
1174 BIOTA, BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH, INVEKTEJkATES, MAMMALS, 
PLANTS, PROTOZOA 
1298 ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, SALINITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOK REVIEW 
·1434 ALGAE, AQUATIC LIFE, BACTERIA, ~FFLuENTS, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANTS, 
PROTOZOA, STREAMS, VIRGINIA 
1566 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, PLANKTON, 
PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1574 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRUSTACEANS, PROTOZOA, SYMoiOSIS 
1613 ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
16S2 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, THENMAL WAlEk, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1~02 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROTOZOA 
2141 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IvA-MOl, MJRPHULOGY, 
PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2182 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PARA~ITISM, 
MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SPORES, TREMATuDES, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2186 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, 
VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2191 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MOl, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, 
VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
743 
22b4 CHESAPEAKE bAY, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
227b BIOMASS, CkUSTACEANS, CTENOPHORES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, CNIDARIA 
2354 CHESAPtAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PRE-IMPOUNDMENT, PROTOZOA, 
SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, ~ACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2499 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FRESH~ATER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA 








39b5 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECUNOHIC FEASIBILITY, ECONOMIC 
lMPACT, FUTUKE PLANNING (PKOJECTEO), PUBLIC BENEFITS, SE~AGE DISPOSAL, 




1303 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, 
WATER ~UALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
ll78 L~A~S, L[GISLATION, PUBLIC HEALTH, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, 
2111 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOUDS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
lllB CRAd INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
744 
2719 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
27ZO CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2721 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, dLUE> CRAB 
2722 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAtl 
2724 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOUOS, OYSTER INOUSTkY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2725 BACTERIA, CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELL~ISH 
2793 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOOD~, HEATING, PU~LJC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
3424 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST U.S., PUBLIL HEALTH, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 




0025 BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORtS, VIRGINIA, 
0029 JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PU6LIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
0041 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), JAMES RIVER, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
0048 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS, VIRGINIA 
0049 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS, VIRGINIA 
745 
OOSU BED~ U~DER WATER, DREDGI~G, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUtlLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
013) SFQ~ UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVERo LEASES, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
746 
*****************·······~············~····~·*****************~******~*********9* 
PUtiL IC AT IONS 
*********~****************~**********~****************~****¥**********~····~~*** 
---p GBrn:-TANU:.f'--v-tRtrtttt-A--------------------------------~PUBLIC AT I 0 N S t T ECHNUL OG Y, VI RG I NI A, PUt! Ll C Ri:L AT 1 ON S ' 
0136 CrliSAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS. 
PUBLIC LANDS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
0137 BEJS UNDER WATER, OYSTEK INUUSTR¥, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA, 
Zlo3 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, PU~LIC LANDS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 




3013 CHESAPEAKE ~A¥, FEDERAL JURJSDICTlONo FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), LEGAL 
ASPECfS, PLAN~ING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, 
~ATER SUPPLY, PUBLIC OPINIONS 
344Z COMMUNICATION, JAMES RIVE~, PLANNI~G, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, 








1435 A~UATIC LIFE, CHE~ICAL WASTES, COOLING WATER, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
l~~I~ONME~fAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PUBLIC UTILITIES, 




0979 AGING (BIOLUGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIUNS, GUNAOS, GROwTH 
RATES, PUFFER, RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER, SPAW~I~G, YORK kiVEK, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
DISTRibUTIONS 
1785 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, PUFFER, TOXICITY 
2481 AGING (BIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PUPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, 
PUFFER, REPRODUCTiON, VIRGINIA 
***********************•**************~****~***~***~*****~******~*************** 
PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY 
*~**********•**********¥**~*********•********•***********4******•*************** 
0248 OA~S, E~G!NEERING, HYOkOELECTRIL PLANTS, INDUST~IAL WATER, JA~ES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, ~ULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0740 HISTORY, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
108~ CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, PULP ANU PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1090 BIOLOGY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, HYDROGKAPrl¥, OYSTER I~DUSTR¥ 1 
U¥STERS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, TUAICITY, VIKGIN!A, 1UKK 
RIVER 
1167 EFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POLLUTANT IDENTlFILATIONo PULP A~U 
PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
747 
2957 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PULP ~NO PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 





0090 BENTHOS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION 
0610 DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
ASSIMILATIVE CAPALITY, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, YORK RIVER 
0726 ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS !WATER), OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0~76 EFFLUENTS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YO~K RIVER, 
MYS!DS 
1057 EFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUtP WASTES, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1076 ANIMAL PATHuLOGY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, 
PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
lOB5 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, 
Vl~GlNIA, YORK RIVER 
1090 BIOLUGY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
116~ LHESAPEAKE SAY, EFFLUENTS, MARYLAND, PUlP WASTES, TIDAL WATERS, VIRGINIA 
116} eFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERSo PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
748 
1167 EFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POllUT~NT IDENTIFICATIUN, PULP AND 
PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1240 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PULP WASTES, ~ATER POllUTION 
2957 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, VIR~lNIA, 
WATER POllUTION, YORK RIVER 
3426 BIOASSAY, CRUSTACEANS, EFFLUENTS, PULP AND PAPER INDU~TRY, PULP ~ASTES, 
SHRIMP, TOXICITY 
******************************************************************************** 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, YA 
*****************************¥*~*~*•**************************************~***** 
3940 CAROLINE COUNTy, VA, RADCO PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, tCONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, lABOR SUPPLY, lOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3950 FREDERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFOKD CQUNTY, VA, kADCO 
PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONUMICS, tMPLOYM~NT, lABOR SU~PLY, LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, R~CREATION, TRAN~POkTATION, VIRGINIA 
3952 FREDERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFOKD COUNTY, VA, RADCO 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3953 KING GEORGE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA 
3983 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MIDDLE 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRI~T, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
GEOLOGY, GRAVITY STUDIES, MAP~, YlkGINIA 
4022 RADCD PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, GOVERNMENTS, LAND USE, 
NATURAl RESOURCES, POPULATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
4023 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, INFECTION, LIFE CYCLES, 
OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY 
749 
402~ RADCU PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING CPROJECTEDJ, LAND 
U~E, MAPS, POPULATION, VIKGINIA 
__ __c4~0-..25 RAOCU PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, HISTORY, 
INOUSTRIE5, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
~026 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, 
HYDROLOGY, LAND USE, RECkEATIUNr SEOIMENTATION, SOILS, ~ATEK QUALITY, 
loiATEK SUPPLY 
4027 SHORELINE EROSION, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FLOODING, HURRICANtSr NATURAL RESOURCES, NAVIGATION, WEEDS, WILDLIFE 
4028 SHORtLINE EROSION, RAUCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
GROUNDWATER, LANO USE, HAPS, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, WATER SUPPLY, WEEDS, 
W ILiJLIFE 
4036 STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HAPS, 
HAR5H PLANT~, llDAL MARSHES, WETLANDS 
4037 SHORELINe tROSION, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, LAND USE, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
4042 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, IMPOUNDMENTS, NUCLEAR 
PUnER PLANTS, RESERViJIRS, VIRGINIA, WAlEK QUALITY 
4043 RADCO PLANNIN~ DISTRICT, VAr LAND USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC 
KIVER, RIVER ~ASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WASTE ~ATER 
TR~ATMENT, WATER_~UAlilY 
4044 KING GEORGE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr FUTUKE PLANNING 
IPKOJECTEDJ, MAPS, SE~ERAGE, VIRGINIA, wATER DEMAND 
404~ ~lNG GEORGE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr FINANCING, 
GROUND~ATER, POPULATION, SURFACE loiATER~, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
~uPPLY, WELLS 
404o kADCll PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, 
~ATIK DEMAND, ~ATER STORAGE, ~ATER ~UPPLYr WATER TR~ATMENT 
750 
4047 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, MAKYLANu, PENNSYLVANIA, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, STATI~TICS, VIRGINIA, loiATtR 
QUALITY, WEST VIRGINIA 
4048 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHES_A_Plo/il(i:-B"Ar;-C-ONS"Ef{YAfTG~LAND-UStt­
MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC KIVERr RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WAT~K RE~OURCE~ 
4049 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, NATURAL RtSOURCES, 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER BASI~ COMMISSIO~S, wATER JUALITYr WATER 
RESOURCES 
4050 RADCD PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, DAMSITESr IMPOUNDMENTS, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA, loAfER 5TURAGE, wATER SJPPLY 
4052 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FACILITIES, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJcCTEiJJ, 
SEwERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER DeMAND, loiATER ~iJPPLY 
4053 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RE5DURCES, POTOMAC RIVck, RECREATION 
4054 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, vA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATiuNr RIVfR dASINS 
4055 RADCO PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, JURISDICTION, VIK~INIA, ~ATER MANAGEMENT 
(APPLIEOlr WATER RESOURCE~ DEVELOPMENT 
4056 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING Dl~TKICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, GOVERNMENTS, MANPOWER, MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, TRANSPURTATIUN, 
UTILITIES, VIRGINIA, lONING 
4057 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MIDDLE 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVtK, v:RGINIA, WATER 
QUALIfY 
4058 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
TREATMENT, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, YORK RiVER 
4059 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
751 
4060 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LANO USEt MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, VIRGINIA, 
WASTE ~ATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
4061 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, COST ANALYSIS, RIVER BASINS, 
Rlv~RS, 5TktAMS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
4062 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, MANAGEMENT, MUNICIPAL 
wA~TES, PLANNING, ~OLLUTANTS, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WATER ~UALITYo YORK 
RIVER 
4063 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EFFLUENTS, VIRGINIA, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER 
QUALI TV 
4064 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), INDUSTRIAL 
WASTES, MANAGEMENT, V!RGINIAr WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
4065 RADCU PLANNING DI5TRICTr VAr LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, ~IVER 
BASINS, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY, YORK RIVER 
4066 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), LAND USE, 




1064 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PROOUCTIVITYr RADIATION, 
RESPIRATION, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, YURK RIVER 
1161 CHLORINE, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
R~SPIRATIUN, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
2421 BIBLIUGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 









1321 BIODEPOSITION, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLAY MINERALS, RADIOACTIVE wA~T~S, 
SEDIMENTATION, YORK RIVeR, HAMPTON ROADS 
1435 AQUATIC LIFE, CHEMICAL wASTES, COOLING wATER, COST-BENeFIT ANALYSIS, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EfFECTs, JAMES RIVER, POWEk PLANTS, PUBLIC UTILITIES, 




0679 RADIOACTIVE OAT!NGr RADIOACTIVITY 
0963 AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, MOLLUSKS, RAOIOACTIVIlY 
098B ADSORPTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, UEPOSITION ISEUIMENTSlr 
RADIOACTIVITY, YORK RIVER 
1736 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
RADIOACTIVITY, VITAMIN B 




3969 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 





11b4 CRAo INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FRESHWATER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAINr 
RAINFALL-KUNOFF kELAfiONSHIPS, SHELLFISH, VI~GlNIA, UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEW 
1457 JAMES RIVeR, PKECIPITATION IATMOSPHtRICJ, RAIN, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 




0177 HYO~OLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, STATISTICAL METHODS, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, 
0178 FLOODS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, SrORMS, VIRGINIA, 
1238 JA~ES RIVER, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERICI, RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RUNOFF 
RELATIONSHIPS, KIVER tlASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF, SUS~UtHANNA aJVER, UNITED 
STATES 
2648 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, 




1184 CRA8 INDUSTkY, FISHERIES, FRESHWATER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAIN, 
RAINFAll-RUNOFf RELATIONSHIPS, SHEllFISH, VIRGINIA, UNAVAilABlE FOR REVIEW 
1£36 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION IATHOSPHERICJ, RAINFAll, RAINfAll-RUNOFF 
RELATIONSHIPS, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED 
STATES 
l12J hOKTHEKN VIRGINIA PLA~NING DISTRICT, COMPUTER MODELS, FLOODING, HYDROLOGIC 
!lATA, LAND USE, MATHEHAT I CAL MODELS, RAINFAll-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, 





0013 FISH MIGRATION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIV~R, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, 
V lXGTNTA;-tlJRy-RI V ~R 
0037 BRIDGES, JAMES KIVER, lEGAl ASPECTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0064 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DISTRitlUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAl DISTRIBUTION, 
JAMES RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
0066 EELS, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VARIABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0068 AlOS!OS, AMERICAN SHAD, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE~, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
0070 CHICKAHUMINY RIVER, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVE~, PAMUNKtY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPA~NING, STRlP~D &ASS, VIRGINIA 
0077 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK KIV~R, SESTON, VIRGINIA, YORK 
R! 1/ER 
0080 LHESAPEAKE SAY, CRASS, CRUSTACEANS, JAMES RIVER, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, YORK RIVER 
0092 ANAUROMOUS FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STKIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0098 BIOlOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYOROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0236 CHICKAHOMINV RIVER, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAM~NKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA 
0250 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DI~TRibUTlUN, YORK RIVER 
755 
025B RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, VIRGINIA 
0278 CONTROL STRUCTURES, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDROELECTRIC POWER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
0279 ~LlCTR!C POWER DEMAND, G~OUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION DEMAND, 
Vl~Gl~lAt WILDLI~c CUNSE~VATION 
0299 DAMS, DESIGN FLOOD, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGIONAL flOOD, VIRGINIA 
0300 HISTORY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0317 ANIMAL WASTES (~ILDLIFEI, FARM LAGOONS, FARM WASTES, POULTRY, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE TREATMENT 
0329 CHeSAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHINGt EFFLUENTS, FISHERIES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SPURT FISHING 
0339 CHESAPEAKe BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
0jb4 ALOSIDS, BLUEbACK HERRING, GROWTH RATES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, 
VIRGINIA 
03b9 DREDGING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA 
0374 FOOD HABl TS, JAMES. RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASSo VlRGlNlAt YORK 
RIVER 
0432 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVERo POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo ~EASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
QjJb BfNTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0~7~ RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
05dJ CATCH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERt STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
15b 
0599 BRACKISH WATER, NUT~IENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATER CIRCULATION 
ObOO AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RECREATION, RIVER dASlNS, SURFACE kATERS, VIRGINIA,· W~T~R RESOURCES 
DEVELOPME:NT 
ObOl BORON, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
Ob02 DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, FORAMINIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
Obl9 HI~TORY, PLANTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, TREES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0727 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLO~ICAL DI~TRIBUTIDN, 
JAMES kiVER, PAMUNK~Y RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YOkK RIVE~ 
0734 AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POlUMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
0749 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, HYBRIDS, WHITE BASS 
0752 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOINDICATORS, CARBOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, JAM~S 
RIVER, OSMOTIC PRE~SURE, PROTEINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
0771 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED uA~S, VIRGINIA 
0845 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YURK 
RIVER 
0850 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
OB71 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, OISJRlBUTIDN, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, GREY SEA TROUT, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER, 
LENGTH-fREQuENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
757 
0975 LOM~EKCIAL FISH, DISTKIBUTION 1 FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION, RAPPAHANNOCK 
KIVfKr SPOT, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
U93B KIOTA, UISTRldUTION, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, MERCURY, OYSTERS, 
-----k-A?P-AttMihtf8<.---J<.-I-\I-E-K-,-S-EB-HI~N-f-S-,-V+R-6i-N-l-A-,-'fBRK---R-I-
0939 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALY~IS, DATA COLLE~TIUNS, HYDROLOGIC 
OAT~, JAMtS KIVEk, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0979 AGING !GIOLOGICALI, CHESAPE~KE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GONADS, GROwTH 
KATES, PUFFER, KAPPAHANNOLK RIVER, SPAwNING, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FRE~UENCY 
/JbTRI::WT lOIIlS 
0~84 AGING (tliULOGICALI, GROwTH RATE~, JAMES RIVER, PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIKGIN!A, YURK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRibUTIONS 
09B9 BIULOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FECUNDITY, FOoD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, 
KAP~AHA~NUCK f<IVEK, SEA~ONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
0997 MEASUREMENT, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
lNDtX 
lOll! LHc~APEAKt SAY, DATA COLlECTIOI\iS, JAMES R!Vt:il.r PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC 
Rl VEK, kAPPAHANNCCK Rl VER 1 SAL I I'll TY 1 WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK 11.1 1/EK 
1006 OAMS, FLUUO CONTROL, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER REQUIREMENTS 
IUJI Al~WlVES, AMtRlCAN.SHAD 1 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, ELECTROPHORESIS, ENZYMES, FISH 
~UPJLATIONS 1 HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
:<I vt: R 
l•lll AGP.;G (ill(JLOGIUILI, GROWTH RATES 1 JAMES KillER, PEKCHES, KAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVeR, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRISUTIONS 
1Jl5 UERMUCYSTIDIUM, FUNGI, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITlr OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
k!Vci<, SHt:LLf!Sii, Vli<GHHA 
l<l!d UlKMllCYSTIUIUM, F-UNGI, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
MIV~R, SHELLFISH, 1/IRGINIA 
758 
1034 FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEJIMENTS, VlkGI~IA 
1096 CHESAPEAKE ilAY, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, MATTAPONI RIVEK 1 ·PAMU~KEY RIVtK, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STREAMFLOw, VIKGINIA 
1136 FISH POPULATIOWS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHA~NUCK RIVE~, SEASONAL DISTKIHUTION, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YUkK RIVER 
1150 JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIKGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, CUI\iUITIUN INDEX 
1153 CHESAPEA~E BAY, FLOODS, GROUIIIOwATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, PUTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK killER, STREAM~LOW, UNITED STATtS, VIRGINIA 
1189 DAMS, FISH, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, VIRGJ~IA, ~ILJLIFE, 
UNAVAILAtiLE FOR RE~IEW 
1243 BEHAVIOR, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIOJTION PATTEKNS 1 JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, 
PATUXENT RIVER, PORifERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YOkK R!VtR 
1252 FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, KAPPAHANNOCK KJVE~, VIRGINIA 
12b7 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNK~Y RIVER, 
PlRCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK MIVER, VIRGINIA 
1301 FOOD HABJrS, JAMES RI\IER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STR!Pf:ll 8A~:., VlkGINIA, YliKK 
RIVER 
1306 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FR~SHwATER FISH, JAMES RIVEk, RAPPAHANNOCK R!VEK, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YllRK KIVER, SEihlNG 
1316 CHESAPEAKE aAY, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, UYSTERS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1320 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, PA~ASITISM, PUTUMAL 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SESTON 
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1330 CLAMS, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
POLLUTION 
1341 CURRENTS !WATER!, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVER, NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, 
PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS, PHYTOPLANKTON, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
TEMPERATURE, ·vt~GINIA, YORK RIVER 
1342 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIOIUH, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, MSX 1 OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1382 CHESAPtAKE BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1383 CHESAPEAKE HAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
kiVEk, YORK R!Vck 
1386 ANADROMOUS FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREUUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
1413 ALE~IVES, ALOSIDS, ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DOT, JAMES RIVER, 
PESTICIDE RESIDUES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1439 JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER; RIVER BASINS, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1450 JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TtM~ERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1451 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1452 UEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
l45J JAMtS RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INUEX 
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1454 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONUITION 
INDEX 
1455 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RlVtR, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1456 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1457 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERICJ, RAIN, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1458 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1459 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YGRK RIVER, CUNOITION 
INDEX 
1460 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONUITIJN 
INDEX 
1461 JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, WATlR 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1462 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RlV~R, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1463 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1464 JAHES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1465 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA, JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK BAY, 
NANSEHOND RIVER, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVtR, YORK RIVER, OYSlER 
SETTING 
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1466 BEDS UNDeR WATER, CU~ROTOMAN RIVER, EAST RIVER, VA, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, 
VA, JAMES KIVEK, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
YORK R.IVEK 
1467 JAMES KIVER 1 PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
OYSTER St:TTING 
1466 JAME5 RiveR, OYSTEKS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1469 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1470 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
I~OEX 
1471 CHf.SAPEAKE BAY, GREAT "ICOH1CO RIVER, VA, JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK BAY, 
PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1472 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDeX 
1473 JAMlS RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1490 JAMeS RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
I NO!:' X 
1611 AL~~IVES, ALOSIDS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC 
RIVeR, KAPPAHANNUCK RIVER 
1b45 CHeSAPEAKE BAY, DISTRibUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE 
FISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, OELAWARE BAY 
IJ76 CHESAPEAKE aAr, CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1~10 CrlE~APeAKE BAY, UISTRI6UTIONr FORAMINIFERA, PATUXENT RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER 
762 
2145 PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, 
WILTS, YORK RIVER 
2159 CLAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, ECOLOGTCALTHYACT;-ENVTK0~f{ENTA:L-E1'FEC-r-s-,-- --
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS, GASTROPGOS, POLYCHAETES, RAPPAHANNOC~ RIV~k, 
SEDIMENTS, STATISTICAL MOUtLS, VIRGINIA 
2177 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOC~ RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
2193 DISTRIBUTION, MOLLUSKS, MORPHOLOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVtR, VIKGINIA 
2205 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMEj KIVEK, 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
2215 ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMeNT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA 
2217 BATHYMETRY, CHEMICAL PROPERTI ESt RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEOIMt:NTS, VIRGINIA 
2220 CLAY MINERALS, DIAGENESIS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2221 CLAY MINERALS, MINERALOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RlVtR, SEDIMeNTS, VIRGINIA 
l229 BASS, CHROMOSOMES, FISH POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, HYBRID~, OSTEOLOGY 
2250 DERMOCYSTIOIUM, FUNGI, MORTALITY, MUD, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
2251 BEDS UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOC' 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2252 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2258 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, SEINING 
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2261 BEQS UNDE~ WATER, OYSTERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RAPPAHANNOC~ RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
UY5TE:R SETTING 
2266 MSX, OYST~KS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2267 OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
226S UAMS, HYDROGRAPHY, MARINE ANIMALS, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGULATION, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 
2J07 CHESAPEAKE oAY, JAMES RIVE~, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHAN~OCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
2317 ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
TIDES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2316 DlSSOLVEU OXYGEN, HYDRODYNAMICS• HYDROGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, riATER QUALITY 
2477 BIOTA, CHESAPEA~E BAY, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE:R, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
24BO CUi<<{ENTS (<jATERl, ESTUARIES, RAi>PAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, .SEDIMENT 
T~ANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA 
2511 CHESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED SASS, YORK RIVER 
2~93 CHE5APEAKE BAY, FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 
2154 CHE5APtAKE BAY, FLOOUS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
27b2 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, 
MiliiJACK BAY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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2765 fiSH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRONTIUM 
RADIOISOTOPES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2823 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, ST~IPED 
BASS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2935 AGING IBIOLOGICALio CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHEKIES, 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2943 CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDROGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SAliNITY, s'EASONAL 
DISTRitiUTION, VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPtRATURE, WINTER 
L95l CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
2972 CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, uYSTER INDJSTRY, 
RAPPAHANNOC~ RIVtR 1 SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, YOR~ RIVER 
2975 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HEAVY METALS, HISTOkiC FLOOD, JAMES RivER, OYSTERS, 
PESTICIDE RESIDUES, RAPPAHANNOC~ RIVER, STORMS, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
302b CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIV~R, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVtRo 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 5USQUEHANNA RIVER, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
3144 BENTHOS, CHANNELING, DREDGING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, SPOIL 
DISPOSAL 
3246 CHESAPEAKE ijAY, HURRICANES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOC~ RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3412 DAMS, FISH POPULATIONS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, ~IRGINIA 
3439 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDRODYNAMICS, HYUROGRA~HY, MOBJACK BAY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
3581 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRACKISH WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, 
FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVERo RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL OISTRibUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
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3601 EASTERN SHURE PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, DISTRIBUTION, 
MJIHH CAROLINA, UYSTE~S, ~APPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, ZINC 
4015 MIUJLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, HISTORY, MANAGEMENT, 
766 
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HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, RE:C~EATIUN, RIVER BASIN OEVELGPMENT, TRANSPORTATION, 
VIRGINIA 
~U50 kADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, DAMSITES, IMPOUNDMENTS, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK, R~SE~VOIRS, VIRGINIA, WATER STORAGE, WATER SUPPLY 
4057 RAJCO PLANNING DISTRI~T, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MIDDLE 










2158 CHESAPEAKE GAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, RAYS, VIRGINIA, 
MUTAIIGN, ALBINISM 
2160 CHtSAPEAKl ~AY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, JOINTS ICONNECTIONSI, MARINE FISH, 




Od20 RfCIKCULATED WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, blUE CRAB, MOLTING 
0118 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HUMAN POPULATION, JAMES RIVER, 
RECREATION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESGURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0273 RECREATION, RIVERS, SCENIC EASEMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
0278 CONTROL STRUCTU~ES, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDROELECTKIC POWER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, RE:CR~ATION, VIRGINIA 
0600 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, LUNG-TERM PLANNING, ~APPAHANNOC~ RIVER, 
RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, ~UKFACE ~ATERS, VIRGINIA, ~AT~R K~SOUKCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
0607 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC PO~ER PRUDUCTION, ~UTUKE PLANNING 
IPROJECTEDI, G~OLOGY, GROUNOWATER, MINERALOGY, kECRtAT!UN, SURFA~E ~ATER~, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0608 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, INUUST~IES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIV~K 
0682 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMt~CIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LUNG-TERM 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
0738 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEUGKAPHICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL P~ODUCTION, ~ECREATIUN, TOURISM 
1141 COMMERCIAL FISHING, EROSION, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, MARSHES, RECREATION, 
~ETLANUS, COASTAL ZON~ 
1171 RECREATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1264 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION, SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOK KtVIEW 
1369 CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
154~ AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, PARKS, PLANNING, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING 
1j56 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, wETLANDS 
156B AQUATIC PLANTS, EROSION, LEGAL ASPECTS, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
REC~EATION, SHELLFISH, wATER QUALITY, ~ETLANDS, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1603 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
POLLUTANTS, REC~tATIONr SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
16JB AQUATIC PLANTS, CENSUS, CHESAPEAKE BAYi RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, 
SHELLFISH, ~ILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
2197 JAMES RIVER, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
2201 JAMES RIVER, PARKS, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
2613 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
2736 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MODEL STUDIES, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, 
WATER POLLUTION, wETLANDS 
2901 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LABOR, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
Z9d5 CHE~APEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
kECR[ATILN, SOIL EROSION, WATER POLLUTION 
J006 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RECREATION, WILDLIFE 
lJ60 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
K[VlEW 
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3071 CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, uNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3422 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE SAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION 
362B LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3654 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURLES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATIUN, VIRGINIA 
3657 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNIN~ DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, PuPULATION, REC{EATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3662 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3663 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWeR, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3702 CHESAPEAKE, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3703 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABO~ SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, P~PULATION, 
RfCREATIONt TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3704 HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAl RESOURCES, PlANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3705 ISLE Of WIGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
H06 
769 
JAMES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLuY~ENT, INCOME, lAbOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, PQPULAT!ON, 
REC~EATIGN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
~125 EASTtRN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
NATURAL ktSUURCES, kECklATION, RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
372b EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
NATURAL Rf~CUKC~S, kECR~ATION, RESOURCES, ~IRGINIA, ~ATER YEAR 
3~77 EASTERN SHO~E PLANNI~G u!STRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, EXPANSION, LEGISLATION, 








ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, tAST~MN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
INCUMt, LA~CR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RE~OUKCES, POPULATION, 
k[~REATILN, TKAN~PURTAT!UN, VIRGINIA 
ALEXA~DK!A, VA, NOKTHlRN VIRGINIA PlANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
E~PLUYMENT, LAo0k SUPPLY, LUCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESUOKCES, 
PGPJLATIUht KECREaTiuN, TMANSPUMTATION, VIRGINIA 
CAKOLINl COUNTY, VA, RAUCU rLANNJNG DISTMICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLUYMENT, L~bUR ~J~PLY, LOCAL GOVEkNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PUPULAT IQr,, MtC;{tAf Ill~,, TkANSPUMTAT llJN, VIRGINIA 
CLLUNIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PlANNING DiSTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
fOULAl!UN, EMPLOYMENT, LABUK SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVEkNMENTS, NATUkAl RESOURCES, ~OPULATIUN, RELt<lATI!J'l, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
GOOCHLAND COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
(UlJL.\IIiJN, E-MPLOYMErH, LAbOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMtNTS, NATURAl RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, MEC~EATIUN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GREENVILLE COUNTY, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
E-MPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAl RESOURCES, 
POPULATIO~, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
HE-~RICO COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
FOJCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOM SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PO~UL~TION, RECkEATIUN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3945 
170 
LOUDOUN COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNIN~ DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GO~EkNMtNTS, NATUKAL RE~OURCE~, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRAN~PORTAJIO~, VIRGINIA 
3946 POnHATAN COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLAN/<;ING DBTI<ICTr VA, ECUNtlMI~S, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LA~OM SUPPLY, LuCAL GUYEKhMENT~, NATURAL MESJURCES, 
POPULATION, RECRE-Af!ON, TRANSPOKTATION, VlkGINIA 
3947 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC~, 








RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DIST~ICT, VA, ECJNOMICS, 
EDUCAflUN, EMPLOYM~NJ, LA8UR SUPPLY, LOCAL GO~EKNMtNTS, NATURAL RESUURLES, 
POPULATION, RECktAllON 1 TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
SOUTHAMPTON CUUNTY, VA, fRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LUCAL GOVtRNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
FREDERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFOKD COUNTY, VA, RAUCO 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, eCONOMICS, E~PLOYMENT, LAE!OK SUPPLY, LOCAL 
GOVERNME~TS, NAIURAL RE~OURCES, RECREATION, lKANSPOKTATION, VIRGINIA 
SUFFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTEiN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, tCUNOMICS, EDJCATiuN, 
EMPLOYMENT, LA~Uk SUPPLY, LuCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RE~OURCES, 
POPULATION, RECMEATIUN, TRANSPORTATION, VIKGINIA 
ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, NEWPORT NE~~, VA, NORFOLK, VA, D~LAnAKt, INDUSTRIES, LAND USE, 
NORTH CAROLINA, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RECREATION, MIUULE ATLA~JIC BIGHT 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMtRCIAL 
fiSHING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EMPLOYMENT, MINERal INUUSIRY, RECREATION, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, TOURISM, MIOULE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EDUCATION, LArlUk 
SUPPLY, PUPULATION DYNAMICS, RECREATION, SOCIAL IMPACT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
771 
39~U EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CHEMICAL WASTES, 
CONSERVATION, LAND USE 1 POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SEWAGE, WATER UTlliZATION 1 
ZONING, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
4017 AGRICULTURE, MIDDLE PENINSULA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, 
GROUNDwATER, RE~RtATlON, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
4019 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
HISTORY, RECREATION, SHELLFISH 
402b RADCU PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, 
HYDROLOGY, LAND USE, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, SOILS, WATER ~UALITY, 
WAlEk SUPPLY 
4028 SHORELINe EROSION, RAUCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
GROUNDWATER, LAND USE, MAPS, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, WATER SUPPLY, WEEDS, 
WILDLifE 
4035 SHlJRELINE EROSION, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING 
DISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
4037 SHORELINE EROSION, STAFfORD COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, MAPSo PlANNING, RECREATION 
405~ RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, DISTRICT UF 
COLUMBIA, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION 
40S4 qAoCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHES4PEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, NATURAL 
RESOU~CtS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER ~ASINS 
40bb RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), LAND USE, 
PllPULATION, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
············~··································································· RECREATION DEMAND 
········~······································································· 
772 
0279 ELECTRIC POWER DEMAND, GROUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION DEMAND, 
VIkGINIA, WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 
0419 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ISLANOS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RtCREATlON 
FACILITIES 
3712 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-~D), ECONOMIC 
IMPACT, FINANCING, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOI, INDUST~I~S. POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION FACILITIES, TOURISM, VIRGI~IA 
3746 SHORELINE EROSION, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PlA~NlNG DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGE~ENT, MAPS, PLANNING, REC~EATION DtMAND, VIRGiNIA 
3747 SHORELINE EROSION, KING AND QUEEN COUNTY, VA, KING wiLLIAM COUNTY, VA, NEW 
KENT COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION UEMANUt 
VIRGINIA 
3761 SHORELINE EROSION, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3774 SHORELINE EROSION, NEWPORT NEWS, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3775 SHORELINE EROSION, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, 
VA, MANAGEMENT, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
377b SHORELINE EROSION, HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLAN~ING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3783 SHORELINE EROSION, ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTH~ASTERN PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3784 SHORELINE EROSION, MIDDLESEX COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, KECKEATION DEMAND, VIkGINIA 
3966 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RECREATION DEMANO, ReCREATION 
FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
773 
3979 INDuSTRIAL DE~ELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COHHERCIAL 
f!Sri!NG, ECONOMIC IMPACT, RECREATION DEMAND, TOURISM, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, COMMERCE 
3~9~ ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, 
LA~D RESGURCES, LAND USE, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, 
KECREATlGN ~ACILlTIES, VIRGINIA 
3999 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, ECONOMIC IMPACT, 
ESTUA~INE ENVIK~NMENT, MANAGEMENT, RECREATION DEMAND, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, 




0370 ~EACHES, CHESAPEAKE oAY, RECREATION fACILITIES, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
0419 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ISLANDS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION 
FACILITIES 
0561 DREDGING, ENVlRuNMENTAL EFFECTS, RECREATION fACILITIES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
R!VER 
2629 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, lNDUSTKIAL WASTES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION 
FACILITilS, RUNOFF, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER QuALITY 
3611 NuRTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, NATURAL 
RE~OUKCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION fACILITIES, SEWERAGE, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCE~ 
3616 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
fACJLITilS, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
3n39 NUKTHUMdERLANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
KfCKEATlON fACILITIES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
36~5 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, RECREATION FACILITIES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
774 
3660 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, FINANCING, 
INDUSTRIES, RECREATION fACILITIES, TAXES, TKA~~POKTATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESOURCES 
3712 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHO~E'IVA-MDJ, E~ONOMI~ 
IMPACT, FINANCING, FUTURE PLANNING IPRUJELT~OJ, lNOUSTKlES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, kECREATION UEMANU, R~LREAT!O~ FALIL!TI~S, TOU~l~M, ~JRGlNlA 
3715 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH EROSION, EA~TERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
MARYLAND, MECREATJON FACILITltS, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANuS 
3931 ENVIRONMENTAL QUAliTY, EASTERN SrlORE PLANNING D!STKICT, VA, FUTURE 
PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, MAPS, RECREATION FALILITIES, VIR01NlA 
3962 SOUTHEASTtRN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 RECMEATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
3966 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RECREATION DEMAND, RtCREATIJN 
FACILITl~S, VIRGINIA 
399B ENVIRONMeNTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, 
LAND ReSOURCES, LANU USt, LONG-TERM PLANNING, ~E~REATIUN O~MAND, 








3785 HIODLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, REEFS, ruatS, ~U~MS, U~LAWARE bAY 
********************************************************~***q******************* 
RE~RACTION !WATER WAVESI 
***********************************~*******************~····~············•****** 
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3~63 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, CONTINENTAL SHELf, REFRACTION !WATER 
~AV£~1, VIRGINIA, WAVES IWATERI 
3564 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, ENERGY TRANSFER, 
REFRACTION (WAlEK wAVES), WAVES !WATER), MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
j599 EASTEKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETKY, ENERGY TRANSFER, EROSION 








14Zl HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA 
14£5 DATA COLLECTIONS, ENGINEERING, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, JAMES RIVER, 
MAPS, MAXIMUM PROBAdLE fLOOD, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS 
!BASINS), lONING 
1442 ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, STATISTICS, ViRGINIA, 
3967 EASTERN SHDRE PLANNING DISTkiCT, VA, DISCHARGE IWATERir HAPS, REGIONAL 





02~9 UAMS, DtSIGN FLOOD, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
KEGIONAL FLOOD, VIRGINIA 
116 




2178 CRABS, LEGISLATION, PUBLIC HEALTH, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, 
2268 DAMS, HYDRO~RAPHY, MARINE ANIMALS, OYSTEKSr RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGULATION, RIVER FLO~, VIRGINIA 
l624 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, KEGULATION, VIRGINIA 
3627 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3630 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHtRN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA 
3641 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTYr VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, ~LANNING, KEGULATION, VIRGINIA 
3671 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NOKTHE~N ~ECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND U~E, 
PLANNING, REGULATION, VIKGINIA, ZONING 





0542 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA PROCESSING, PATH 
OF POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SATELLITES (ARTIFICIALir ~ULAK RADIATION, 
TURBIDITY, WATER QUALITY 
0767 DECISION MAKING, PLANNING, REMOTE SENSING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, STATE 
GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
777 
~112 CENSUS, METABOLISH, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTlES 
120~ CHESAPEAKt BAY, REMOTE SENSING, UNAVAILABlE FOR REVIEW 
1235 CHESAPEAKE BAY, flOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, REMOTE SENSING, 
SUSJUtHANNA HIVtM, ~~ATHER DATA 
15Ja AE~IAL ?HOlOGRAPHY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, REMOTE SENSING, SHORE 
PNUTECTION, WETLANDS 
1539 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CITIES, REMOTE SENSING, URBANIZATION 
1541 BACTE~IA, BENTHOS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY ~ATER 1 ORGANIC 
COM?GUNDS, POLLUTANTS, KEMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QUALITY 
1542 AIR POLLUTI~l, DATA PROCESSI~G, REMOTE SENSING 
1544 AERIAL PHOTGGKAPHY, PARKS, PLANNING, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING 
154~ CANALS, DAMS, OftEOGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, 
ENGINEERING, EKUSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
lbOS AQUATIC PLANT~, CENSUS, LHESAPEA~E BAY, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, 
SHELLFISH, WILULIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1609 AERIAl PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CROPS, FORESTRY, PLANT 
DISEA~ES, REMOTE S~NSING 
1b~d AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS !WATER), DYE RELEASES, 
~SIUARIES, NGRTH CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE S~NSING 
l.b31 CHtSAPEA~E 5AY, ENVIRONMENT, NATURAl RESOURCES, POllUTANT IOENTIFICATION 1 
RE~JTE SENSING, SEASHORES 
L~J4 CHESAPlAKt ~Ar, CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS IWATERlr JAMES RIVER, 
PLA~~TUN, REMOTE SENSING, SUSPENDED lOAD 
778 
2979 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CHlORINATED HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES, liPiuS, Oil WASTES, 
OILY WATER, PHYTOPlANKTON, MEMOTt SENSING, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
3152 CHESAPEAKE BAY, Oil WASTES, OilY ~ATER, REMOTE SENSING> VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
i>tlttttJ-1-u 
3452 PlANKTON, REMOTE SEN~INGr SUSPENDED lOAO, COASTAL ZONE 
3730 ENVIRONMENTAL QUAliTY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OlSTkiCT, VA, APPLICATION 




0336 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYSTER DRILLS, ~EPRODUCTIDN, X-RAYS 
037b BENTHIC FAUNA, BRiEDINGr CHESAPEAKE 6AY, MARINE FISH, REPRJDUCTION 
0382 ALGAE, BENTHIC FlORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, REPRODUCTION 
0394 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, REPROOUCTlUN 
0395 BIROS, ~REEDING, CHESAPEAK~ bAY, NESTING, REPRODUCTION 
D58H GROwTH STAGES, JELLYFISH, ktPROOUCTION, SEA NtTTlES, VIKGINIA 1 YORK KIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
0628 CRAdS, GROwTH STAGES, liFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRUDUCTIGN 
q678 HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEMERTEANS, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVlK 1 BLUE CRAB 
Ob95 liFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, RtPROOUCTION, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
Hl4 ANIMAl BEHAVIOR, ANIIIAl PARASITES, GASTROPODS, OY:>TEK URILLS 1 REPROIJULIION 
779 
07lb CRABS, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, MIGRATION, REPRODUCTION, BLUE CRAB 
Dd~l AGING (BIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, MARINE fiSH, 
REPROOuCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
SE4ROtliN~ 
J9l8 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, GROWTH STAGES, PROTOZOA, REPRODUCTION 
0973 ANIMAL BEH~VIOR, GASTROPODS, GONADS, PLANKTON, REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0981 GRO~TH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, 
REP~OOULTJuN, VI~GINIA, YORK RIVER 
0994 ANI~AL BEHAVIOR, CRABS, GMUWTH STAGES, REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
YOR~ RIVER, MOLTING 
1050 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, REPRODUCTION, TRIBUTARIES, 
UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
lOB GONADS, OYSTER Df<.ILLS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION 
1117 CLAMS, JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, MOLlUSKS, REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
159b UEIDELLITE, FISH, REPRODUCTION, SKATES 
lb8~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, liFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOlOGY, REPRODUCTION, SEA 
NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, SCYPHOZOA 
l7D1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, REPRODUCTION, OSPREYS 
ltl29 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, liFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
REPROOUCTIUN, ZOOPLANKTON 
lo30 CHeSAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PLANKTON, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
KEP~ODUCTIDN, STINGING NETTLES 
780 
1833 AMPHIBIANS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRibUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, REPRODUCTION 
2153 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, 
REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
2168 CONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH EGGS, lARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, 
REPRODUCTION, SKATES, MIDDlE ATLANTIC tilGHT, 
2200 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FOOD HABITS, LIFE Hl.STORY STUDIES, OYSTER 
DRILLS, REPRODUCTION, HAMPTON ROADS 
2213 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROZOA, JELlYFISH, REPRODUCTIUN, SEA NETTLES, STINGING 
NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS 
2298 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING NETTLES, 
VIRGINIA 
23D9 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CKABS, GROWTH RATES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRibUTION, 
VIRGINIA 
234D CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, GROWTH STAGES, liFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
REPRODUCTION, UROCHORDATES, VIRGINIA 
2393 GONADS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, BLUE CRAB, SCYPHOZOA 
24B1 AGING (BIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, 
PUFFER, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA 
25b0 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH PuPUlATIONSr FOOD 
HA~ITS, GROWTH RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION, STRIPED bASS, 
UNITED STATES 
2798 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTHEAST U.S., OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION 
3394 ElECTRON MICROSCOPY, FUNGI, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION 
71ll 
3540 CRAdS, DISTRIBUTION, REPRODUCTION, MlDGLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
--l-5bb--EA-5-LERN_$_1i01l.£_~L_A!'lllj_(NG DISTRICT, 'lA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POPULATION, 
782 
0355 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAP~AKE BAY, FISHERIES, RtSEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
k c P ;<G DUCT I 0 I'<, S E A SUNA L 0! S T R ! BUT I ON , S HR l MP , IIA I E k I E l'fPB<ATUR£-,----YURK--R-I-'1 E R---a3i'-2-€-bA~S-,--F-f-i'iM'j&-J-NG-r-&Y-S+-E-k~£SEAAUl-AN1LDEV-ELD£f'tENL ______ _ 
3oi4 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, COPEPODS, FIS~ 
PA~ASIT~S, LIFE ~YCLES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
3oi7 NORTHERN NECK ?LANNING DISTRICT, >lA, BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, EELS, 
LIFE HISTOKY STUUIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 





025o AMPHiaiANS, CLASSIFICATIUN, FROGS, JAMES RIVER, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
~NA~ES, TURTLES, VIRGINIA 
i2~3 AMPHioiAN~• CHESAPEAKE oAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHURE (VA-MDI, MARYLAND, 
REPTILES, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1332 REPTILES, SALT TOLE~ANCE, TURTLES, ~EIGHT 
ldlu LH~SAPEA~E BA¥, REPTILES 
2~46 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRibUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, REPTILES 
2981 A~PHIBIANS, DISTKIBUTlUN, REPTILES, VIRGINIA, 
~~·#h**~*·~~***************************************•*•••••*•···················· 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
•••*•·~~*******~:********~***•~••************************************************ 
0L70 ~KUJfLTS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, RESEARCH ANU DEVELOPMENT, UNIVEK~ITIES 
0760 EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMGVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
RES~ARCH AND ~EVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, ~ATER T~EAT~ENT 
0775 EMPLOYMENT, FACILITIES, LABORATORIES, RESEARCrl AND OEVELUPMENT, ~~SEARCH 
FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA, 
07B2 CH~SAPEA~E BAY, R~SEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
i042 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH FACILITIES, VIRGINIA, ~ATEK RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1044 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: VIRG!N!A! wATER ~ESUU~CES DEVELOPMENT 
ii9l CHESAPEAKE BAY, flSHE~IES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, MIDULE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, UNAVAILABLt fOR REVIEW 
1601 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAl EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, ~AKYLANO, RESEA~CH ~NO 
DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
i90B CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, RESEARCH ANU DEVELOPMENT 
197o CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
212~ CRAdS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAl RESOUkCES, OYSTEKS, REStAKCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
237B CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PlANKTON, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
23B4 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, MANAGEMENT, ReSEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT 
783 
l385 CHESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT, RHODE RIVER 
l5d9 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOUKCESt RESEARCH AND 
D~vELUPMENT 
3139 BEACH EROSION, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, 
VI~GINtA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
3161 CHESAPEAKE dAY, PuTOMAC RIVER, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3592 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FACILITIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA 
3964 SOUTHEASTERN PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEA~E BAY, fEDERAL JURISDICTIO~, 




3730 ENVIRONMENTAL ~UALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, APPLICATION 




0115 AD~INISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CONSERVATION, FISHING, RESEARCH fACILITIES, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RE~UURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0&83 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, RESEARCH fACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA, 
0775 EMPLOYMENT, FACILITIES, LABORATORIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH 
~ACILITitS, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA, 
Od~~ R~SEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, VIRGINIA, 
784 
0900 FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, 
VIRGINIA, 
0905 RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, VIKGINIA, 
0942 DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMtNT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES 
1042 RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH FACILITIES, VIRGINIA, 8ATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1186 RESEARCH FACILITIES, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1440 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PtRSJNNEL, 
VIRGINIA 
2155 CHESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
3153 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
3454 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, 




1407 COMPUTERS, FLOOD ROUTING, HYDRAULICS, JAMES RIVER, LOW FLOw, NUMERICAl 




0199 fLOUO PROTECTION, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES UEVELUPMENT 
785 
0221 APPOMATTOX RIVERo DAMS, IMPOUNDED WATERS, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS, 
VIRGINIA 
1189 DAMS, fiSH, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA, WILULIFE, 
UNAVAILABL~ FOR REVIEW 
3012 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FeDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED!, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RESERVOIRS, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3412 DAMS, FISH POPULATIONS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA 
3484 HYDROLOGY, RESERVOIRS, SEWAGE TREATMENT~ STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, 
4042 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, IMPOUNDMENTS, NUCLEAR 
POwER PLANIS, RE~EkV~lRSt VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
4050 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, DAMSITES, IMPOUNOMENTSo NAPPAH~NNOLK RiVlko REScRVUIASo VIRG!N!A, ~AIER SIDRAGEo wATER SUPPLY 
**************************************************************************~··~·· 
RESOURCE ALLOCATION ••••••*******~******#*********************************************************** 
0737 CUNSEKVAliON, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, WATER RESOURCES 
lJEVELOPMENT 
Olb1 DECISION MAKING, PLANNING, REMOTE SENSING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, STATE 
GOVcR~HENTS, VIRGINIA, 
2173 JAMES RIVER, PLANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, SYSTEHS ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, 
WATeR QUALITY CONTROL 
1~~9 [A~TEMN SHURe PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, ECONOMIC IMPACT, 
t>IU4RINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, RECREATION DEMAND, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, 





0136 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MAkYLANlJ, OYSTE1tTIIflJLfSIKY-;-OY-STEKS9 
PU~LIC LANDS, RESOURCE UEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
0781 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLANNING {PROJECTED), MANAGEMENT, PROJECT PLANNING, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1357 CHANNELING, lllSCHARGE IWATERI, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAL EfFECTS, EROSION 
CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTEOJ, JAMES RIVER, kESOURCt O~VELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
1419 DIMENSIONS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1555 AQUATIC WEEDS, dEACHES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH, NASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER ~UALITY, nETLANUS, 
WINTERKILLING 
1556 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLL~TANTS, RECREATION, R~SOUkCE 
DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
3713 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CUNSERVATIUN, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), 
ECONOMICS, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIKGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3792 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECGNUMICS, GKOUND~ATEK, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, MAPS, METEOROLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, SUKFACE 
~ATERS, VIRGINIA, MATER R~SUURCtS DEVELOPMENT 
3933 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING lJISTRJCT, VA, AQUIFEK CHARACTERISTICS, G~UuNOWATEK, 
MAPS, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
39bl SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
ECONOMICS, NATURAL GAS, NATURAL KESOURCES, OIL, RESOuRCE UlVcLOPMENT, 




3~86 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, 
PRESERVATION,· RESOURCES 
3725 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHURE IVA-HOI, 
NAI~KAL RESOURCES, RECREATIGN, RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
3726 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 




0596 ESTUARIES, PLAN~TON, PRIHAR¥ PROOJCTIVITY, RESPIRATION, SAMPLING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0643 EMBRYONIC GRO~TH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
0644 EMBRYONIC GRO~TH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
0671 UXYGEN RtQUIREMENTS, RESPIRATIONr SNAILS 
0So5 AQUATIC PRODUCTIVITY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, 
METHODOLOGY, RESPlRATION 
0~31 CRUSTACEANS, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
10S4 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISSOLVED OXYGENe EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
KtSPIRATIO~, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1161 CHLORINE:, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
RESPIRATION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATUKE, YORK RIVER 
166 
1175 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GROWTH RATES, HERRINGS, JAMES 
RIVER, RESPIRATION, VIRGlNIAr WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
1494 GASTROPODS, RESPIRATIONo WATER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 




3767 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, EffLUENTS, 
MANAGEMENT, PROJECTS, REV!E~S, SHORES, WASTE wATER !POLLUTION), ~ATER 
QUALITY, WETLANDS 
37B6 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EFFECTS, EFFLUENTS, FISH, 




2365 CHESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RHODE RIVER 
3969 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, NITROGEN, N0TRIENTS 1 




3946 RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIUNAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LASOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOvERNMENTS, NATURAL RESUU~CESo 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 




RICHMOND COUNTY, VA 
*4******#********************~#************************************************* 
lb44 RICH~OND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VlKGINIA 
3b45 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
EROS 1 ON CUN TkOL, LAND USE, LEGIS.LA TI ON, PLANNING, II JRG!Nl A 
3641 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND 
USc, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3648 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3651 AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TkANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3652 AGRICULTURE, R1CHt-40ND COUNTY, VA., r.ORTHERN NECK PLANN!NG D!S!R!C!• V"--. 
ECO~OMIC~, EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LAaOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VlkGINIA 
3656 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3661 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, ~ORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMENT, 
INUUSTR!c~, MAPS, HAR~ETING, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
J666 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLID WASTES, VIRGINIA 
Joo~ RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, LANU USE, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1~41 R!CH~ONO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
UliJt.AllON, EMPlliYMENT, LABUR SUPPLY, lOCAl GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PU~ULAI ION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
790 
*********************************~#********************************~************ 
RICHMOND REGIONAL PlANNING DISTRICT, VA 
•*************************************************¥~****•~···~···~·········~·~·· 
3747 SHO~ELJNE EROSION, ~lNG AND QUEEN COUNTY, VA, KING ~ILL lAM COUNTY, VA, NEW 
KENT COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSUlA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ~ICHMOND REGIONAL 
PLANNING UlSTRICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLAN~I~G, kECREATIUN DEMAND, 
Vlti.GINIA 
3941 COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DlSTkiCT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOU~CES, 
POPULATION, kECR~ATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3942 GOOCHlAND COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING Dl~TRlt.T, VA, ~CONOHICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LAdOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESJURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3944 HENRICO COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAl PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, luCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3q46 PO~HAT~N COUNTY: VA: R!CH~OND REG!G~AL PLANNING U!S!R!CTj VAj ECONJM!CSi 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL R~SOURCES, 
- --PQJ>ttLA-T-IiJI'i"o"R"t""C""kf-A-T-W i'i"o"T"ItA·N-s·PDfn-,n-HJN..,.--vtR·t,TNr. -~~--·. ---
3948 RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNI~G Dl5TR!CT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABUR· SUPPLY, LQCAL GOVERNM~NT~, NATURAL KESOUKCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPOMTATION, VIRGINIA 
3957 RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, eCONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3983 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING O!STRICT, VA, MIUULE 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REG!JNAL PLANNING DISTR!~T, VA, 
GEOLOGY, GRAVITY STUDIES, MAPS, VIRGINIA 
4034 HANOVER COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, rLOODING, 
FLOODS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
4067 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MAPS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
791 
_ 40&8 RICH~OND REGIONAL PlANNING DISTRICT, VAt BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ENvlRuNM~NTAl EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SAliNE 
WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACES, SALINITY, STORMS, YORK RIVER 
4010 RICHMOND RrGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIVERSIFICAJION, 
fiSH MIGkATIO-N, f-ISH TYPES, PIANKATANK RIVER 
4071 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, LARVAE, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
4072 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, FISH MIGRATION, GROWTH RATES, MULLETS 
4073 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, HAPS, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
4074 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr LAND USE, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
4075 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA, ZONING 
************************************•••········································· RI PAK IAN It! GHTS 
*******************************************************************············· 
0023 BEOS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABAlEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
0025 BrUS UNDER WATER, ~EGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANOS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA, 
ODL6 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, lEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SHORES 
v027 BEUS UNDER ~ATER, BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, VIRGINIA 
OJL8 BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHOR~S, VIRGINIA 
792 
0029 JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPAKIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
0030 DREDGING, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
VIRGINIA 
0031 BULKHEAD LINEr ELIZAoETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPAkiAN RIGHTS, SHORES, 
VIRGINIA 
0032 ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SHURES, VIRGI~IA 
0033 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIuABLE wATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
0053 BEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, wATER LA~ 
0125 LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER RIGHTS 
0218 BULKHEAD liNE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
VIRGINIA 
0220 BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZAoETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
VIRGINIA 
0222 DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA 
0369 DREDGING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA 
0370 BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION FACILITIES, RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
0&15 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE 
JURISDICTION 




RIVER tlASIN COMMISSIONS 
~~****~**.**~*********************~*~*************~***************************** 
794 
0316 DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, RIVER &ASIN DEVELOPMENT, ~IVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, 
WATERSHEDS I BAS INS I 
0424 JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
J 3ll CrlESA~EAKc dAY, LANO USE, PuTOMAC RIVER, RlllFR-I:I-ASTNTO}IloiTs-STOIIfS-,---¥ATE~-----------_:_ ____________ _:_ __ ~~-------
~E.DU~CES, ~ATE~ SUPPLY 
4J47 AAJCU PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, MARYLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, 
PJTOMAC kiV~R, ~IVEK dASIN COMMISSIONS, ~TATISTICS, VIRGINIA, wATER 
~UALITY, ~EST VIRSINIA 
404d ~ADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, CONSERVATION, LAND USE, 
MANAGE~tNT, POTOMAC RIVER, RIV~R bASIN COMMISSIONS, ~AT~R RESOURCES 
404~ RADCu PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE-BAY, LAND USE, NATURAL RESOUKCES, 
PLANNING, PuTOMAC ~lVEk, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WAT~R QUALITY, WATER 
RI::SUUi\Cb 
**********»******~**************~*********************************************** 
RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT 
*************************************~****************************************** 
-------i}t)-H-J-AM-[~~---i<-1--'J-l-'-R-,-.<.-1...\t.&.R-il-A-S-1-l>I-!J.E_VEI QPMfNI, Y !RG.ll'l.lA_,____lifLTER RESOURCES 
DE Vt LUP:1Ei-~T 
Ol05 ANI~AL POPULATIONS, CUNSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTOKY, JAMES RIVER, RECK~ATION, RIVER ~ASlN DEVElGPKENT, TRANSPORTATION, 
VIRGINIA 
Jl2d fUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED!, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, 
Vl><GI~HA 
0139 FUTJKE PLA~NING (PROJECTED!, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, WATtR RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
ULJ~ ECONOMICS, FlUDD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, SURVEYS, 
Vi •\GIN! A 
JLIO CHA~NEL IMPKOVEHENT, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, SURVEYS, 
y[;(·~l N! A 
1416 COST-BENEFIT 4NALYSIS, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES R!V~R, 




0084 DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
0094 ECONOMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, FUTURE PLANNING (PKOJ~CTEDI, IRRIGATION, JAMES 
RIVER, ~AVIGATIGN, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
0134 JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
0252 ANADROMOUS FISH, CATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAMES RIVE~, 
OYSTERS, KIVE~ BASlNS, VIRGJNIA 
J31B DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, RIVER tlA~IN D~VELOPMENT, KIV~R tlA~lNS, ViRGINIA, 
WATERSHEDS !BASINS) 
0600 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEk, 
RECREATIGN, RIVER tiASJN5, SURFAC~ kATERS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER K~SDURCES 
D~VELDPMENT 
0603 CLIMAfiC DATA, FLO~ CHARACTERISTICS, GROUND~ATER, HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LDNG-TERM PlANNING, RIVER &ASINS, SURFACE KUNOFF, VIRGINIA, YUkK RIVER 
1144 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODPROuFING, LEGISLATION, RIVER dA~lNS, 
VIRGINIA 
1236 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION (ATMOSPHERIC!, RAINfALl, RAINFALL-~UNOFF 
RElATIONSHIPS, RIVER BASINS, SURFAC~ RUNOFF, SUS~U~HANNA k!VEK, UNITED 
STATES 
795 
1417 JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
1439 JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER BASINS, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1444 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, RIVER 
BASINS, ~UNOFF, VIRGINIA 
1445 CONSTRUCriON, COSTS, EROSION CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS, ROAD 
CuN~rRUCT!ON, SEOIMENr CONTROL, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA 
2210 ALGAE, CHLOROPHYTA, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RIVER 
BASINS, SYST~MATICS 1 VIRGINIA 
2211 ALGAE, CHLURGPHYTA, ECOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, RIVER dASINS, VIRGINIA 
3996 EASTtRN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 FLOOD PLAINS, MANAGEMENT, PROJECTS, 
RIVER ~ASINS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
4002 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINANCING, LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, POPULATION, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE 
CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY 
4003 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo CHESAPEAKE BAY, HAPS, RIVER BASINSo 
STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
4015 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, HISTORY, MANAGEMENT, 
kAPPAHANNUCK RIVER, RIVEi< BASINS, STREAMS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
4016 MluOLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, 
GEOLOGY, GROUND~ATEKo RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
4017 AGRICULTURE, HIDUlE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, 
GKOU~UWATEk, RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK KIVER 
4043 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 lAND USE, PlANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC 
RIVERo RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WASTE WATER 
TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
796 
4054 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, ~ATU~AL 
RESOURCES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER ~ASINS 
4058 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
TREATMENT, WATER MANAGtMENT IAPPLIEDI, wAT~K ~UAL!JY CONTROL, wATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, YORK RIVER 
4061 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo ASSESSMENTS, COST ANALYSIS, RIVER BASINS, 
RIVERS, STREAMS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
4062 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo INDUSTRIAL WASTES, MANAGEMENT, MUNICIPAL 
WASTES, PLANNING, POLLUTANTS, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER QUALITY, YORK 
RIVER 
4065 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, RIVER 




0166 GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAHES RIVER, MEANDERS, RIVER BEDS, VIRGINIA 




1407 COHPUTERSo FLOOD ROUTING, HYDRAULICS, JAMES RIVER, LOW FLOW, NUMERICAL 
ANALYSIS, OPEN CHA~NEL FLOWo RESERVOIR STAGES, RIVER FLOW, VlKGINlA 
1429 DIKES, ELIZABETH RIVER, HYDRAULIC MODELS, RIVER FLOW, SALINITY, SHOALS, 
TIDES, VIRGINIA 
1~30 CHANNELS, DOCKS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVERo RIVER FLOW, SHUALS, TIDES, 
VIRGINIA 
797 
1~31 DYE RELEASES, HYDRAULIC MODELS, RIVER FLOW, SEWAGE DIS~OSAL, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, TIDAL eFfECTS, VIRGINIA, WARWICK RIVER 
791l 
0578 RA~PAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
______________ 0742 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HISTO<l.Y, MARYLI)NO, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
2l6<l DA '"', HY =>R OGRA PHY, MAR I ~ANTiftiLst-uY$TErtS-,-R-Ai'i>AttAt#ltleK--IU-VER 0----- ------------------------
REGULATION, R!VtR tLOw, VIRGINIA 
2167 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISCHARGE (WATER), FRESHWATER, 
NORTHEAST U.S., KIV~R FLO~, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
3480 JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 
3481 HYOROGRAPHS, JAMES RIVeR, MODEL STUDIES, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 




D098 BIOLOGICAL CUMMUNITIES, LHEMICAL ANALYSiS, HYDROLOGIC DArA, JA~ES R!VER: 
-----RA-P-P-AHA!'i!>WCtL-iU._ll_B._,_IH_V_E:II. SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0246 GEOLOGIC FO~MATIDNS, GEOLOGY, J~ES RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, 
WATtRSHcUS !BASINS! 
0919 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, JAMES RIVE:R 1 ~APPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0~4J klvER SYSTEMS, SURFACE WATERS, VlRGINIAo OYSTER SETTIN~ 
*********************•·························································· RIVERS 
~**#*****$****~*************************************************••·············· 
Olh9 PKJFILES, RIVERS, UNITED STATES 
<lOI KFCKEATIUN, RIVEi<S, SCENIC EASEMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
1439 JAMES RIVER, RA~PAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER BASINS, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
147& FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODING, HURRICANtS, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
3495 AMERICAN SHAD, ANADkOMOUS FISH, CATCHt CULTURES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
HERRINGS, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
3793 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MAPS, POLLUTANTS, RIVERS, 
VIRGINIA, WAlEK QUALITY 
40&1 RADCO PLAN!,ING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, COST ANALYSIS, RIVEK BASINS, 




1445 CONSTRUCTION, COSTS, EROSION CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER dA~INS, RUAD 









0724 CONTINtNTAL SHELF, CURRENTS IWATERl, RUNOFF, TEMPERATURE, WINDS, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
799 
1059 FluDD CONTROL, NAVIGABLE wATERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1444 FLG~D DAMAGE, FLOOJ5, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, RIVER 
BASINS, RUNOFF, VIRGINIA 
2332 CHESAPE~~E 3AY, INDU~TRIAL WASTES, RUNOFF,·SEDIMENTATION 1 SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 
SEwAGE TRtATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2629 CHESAPEA~E BAY, INJUSTRIAL WASTES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION 
fACILITIES, RUNOFf, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, ~ATER QUALIT¥ 
2753 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GUN~OWDER RIVER,MD 1 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCO 
RIVER,MD, POTOMAC RIVEM, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER 
2754 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fLOODS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RUNUFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
2755 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO RIVER 1 MD 1 POTOMAC 





2536 AGKICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DOMESTIC WATER, LIVESTOCK, 
MAKYLAND, RuRAL AR_EAS, \IJRGJNIA, WATER RESOUKCES 
·~****~*****¥************************•·········································· SAINT MARY'S RIVER 
******•******************•**************************•··························· 






0256 AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFI~ATION, FROGS, JAMES RIVER, REPTJ~ES, SALAMANDERS, 
SNAKES, TURTLES, VIRGINIA 




3116 DISSOLV~O OXYGEN, PRECIPITATION INTENSITY, SALINE WATER, VEKTJCAL 
MIGRATION, UNAVAILAdLE FOR REVIEW 
*****************~****~~·*•**************************~·····~*****************••~ 
>LINe wATER-FRESHwATER INTE~FACES 
········~*****•*******- -·*~********~*******************************************J 
0056 ESTUARIES, JAMES .IVER, SALINE ~ATER-FKESHwATER INTtRFACE5, SALINE ~ATER 
INTRUSION, VIRGI~!A 
0057 ESTUARIES, SALINE ~ATER-FRESH~ATER INT~RFACES 
0211 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVEK, SALINE ~ATER-FRESH-ATE?. 
INTERFACES, VIRGINIA 
4068 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, OXYGEN RE~UIREMENTS, $ALINE 
WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACES, SALINITY, STORMS, YuRK RIVER 
·······································•*************************************** 
SALINE WATER INTRUSIUN 
******************************************************************************* 
0056 ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATtR-fRESH~ATER INTERFACES, SALINE wATlR 
INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
801 
0272 BENTHIC fAUNA, D~OUGHTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAHINifERA 1 JAMES RIVER, 
~ALINE ~ATER INTRUSIUN 1 VIRGINIA 
802 
0063 AMINO ACIDS, BARNACLES, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~·~-.~~~~~--,~~~--~~~~~-~~~~·~-.~=- ____ QOOQ6~4 AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKt BAY, DISTRII:IUTION PATTERNS, ECOlOGICAL DISTKldUTION, 
063d JUv'EN I Lt: f-1 SHES, SALINE ~Ar ER INTRUSION, SESTON, SILT lNG, SUSPENDED LOAD, JAMFSRT'lFR!1'111'101'iKE-y-rnv£-R,-RAl'f'-AttAI#I&GK--R-l-V~R~SA.L-1-~l-l'I-.---'LORILR.LILI:B __ 
TURdiDITY 
1180 ~ATHEMATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINE ~ATER 
INTKUSION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1415 BeDS ciNDER "ATER, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
JAAES RIVER, MUDEL STUDIES, OYSTERS, SALINE ~ATER INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
1433 CHeSAPEAKE oAY, DELAWARe, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 
MATHE~ATICAL MODELS, PUTOMAC RIVER, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, WATER QUALITY 
2473 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVERo SALINE WATER 
INTRUSION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
*******************************************************•························ 
'-ALINITY 
0065 AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0071 !:lEOS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0088 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS IWATERI, DATA COLLECTIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHtR DATA 
0117 FUTURE PLANNING !PROjECTED!, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, wATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0118 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HUMAN POPULATION, JAME~ RIVER, 
RECREATION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, ~ATtR RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
****************~*************************************************************** 0119 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE PATTERNS lGEULOGICl, GROUNDWATEK, HYDROLOGI~ 
_________ OA_T_AL_JAMES RIVEil., HETEORiJLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0004 BEDS U~DER WATER, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, HSX, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0012 FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
DOli! CU~f\ENTS (WATER~, .LiATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIKGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, ~INO VELOCITY 
005B DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, STATISTICS, SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
0060 CU~RENTS l~ATERI, DATA COLLECTIONSi JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
OOhl CU~RENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, J~MES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPfRATURE, WEATHER DATA 
0226 AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL tCOLOGY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
02~0 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, SALINiTY, ViRGINIA 
0261 CURIOLIS FORCE, ESTUA~IES, HYDROLOGIC E~UATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0262 CURRENTS !WATEKI 1 ESTUARIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAHtS RIVtR, PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0263 ESTUARitS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, 
803 
0271 AQUATIC POPULATIONS, BENTHIC fAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA 
0323 CONTINENTAL SHELF, SALINITY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0325 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRASS, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB 
0362 CHESAPEAKt BAY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SALINITY 
0366 CTENOPHORES, ECCLOGICAL IMPACT, PLANKTON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0405 BENTHIC FAUNA, EA~TERN SHORE IVA-MOl, PREDATION, SALINITY, TURBIDITY 
0426 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CiRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, SEHAGE TRE~TMENT 
0444 ALGAt, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, wATtK TEMPERATURE 
0548 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS (WATERWAYS), MAPPING, PHOSPHATES, 
~ALINITY, SAMPLING, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPtRATURE 
0549 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAPPING, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0599 BRACKISH WATER, NUTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
VIRGI~IA, HATER CIRCULAJION 
ObOl BORON, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
S£01MENTS, VIRGINIA 
0&57 A~INll ACIDS, d!OCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
YORK RIVER 
U66I CRAdS, GROWTH STAGES, SALINITY, MOLTING 
066/ CRAdS, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
804 
0668 AMING ACIDS, CRABS, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0700 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE 
0723 CARBOHYDRATE~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMtNTS, SALINITY, SUSPENDED 
LOAD 
0732 BARNACLES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SALINITY 
0744 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0756 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, S~ASUNAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTATION, TtMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER 
0757 BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
TEMPERATURE 
0779 CRABS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, WAT~R TEMPERATURE, BLUE 
CRAB 
0783 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0637 FISH, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LETHAL LIMIT, SALINITY, ~PAWN!Nuo VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0844 AMINO ACIDS, CHROMATOGRAPHY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0848 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GASTROPODS, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, POROPOTANK RIVER 
0663 PHYSIOLOGY, MARINE ANIMALS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SALINITY, SHRIMP, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0873 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
805 
09~~ AMINO AGIUS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JELLYFISH, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, 
SCYPHOZOA 
--094a-AN+~AL-BH>AV-l-0~CRAUS-,_j_ARl/_1IL_GROW_lJ:LS_T_~G_E_o_L_f_THAL LJlliLo SALIN ll't, SALT 
TOLEKANCE, ZOOPLANKTON 
0952 CLAMS, MUSSELS, OXY~EN REQUI~EHENTS, OYSTERS, SALINITY 
0961 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA CULLECTIONS, DENSITY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, 
PHYSICAL OCEANUGkA~HY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK ~IVER 
0962 DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNK~Y RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0964 CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, ZOOPLANKTON 
0968 CRABS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GKUWTH STAGE, SALINITY 
0972 AMINO ACIDS, diOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, Vl~GINIA, WATER TEMPERATU~E, 
YORK RIVER 
806 
1298 ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PLAN~TON, PROTOZOA, SALINITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1306 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SA Ll N 1 T Y , V IKGTNT11tYiJkrc-Kl-v1'1<9--s-t-u·.-Im>~-----'---
1322 HURRICANES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1331 GASTROPODS, JAMES RIVER, MO~TALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
1341 CURRENTS IWATERlt DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVEK, NITROGEN COMPOJNDS, 
PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS, PHYTOPLANKTON, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
TEHPE~ATURE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1387 CURRENTS lWATERl 1 SALINITY, VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATURE, tORK RIVER 
1388 CURRENTS !WATER), MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1429 DIKES, ELilABETH RIVER, HYDRAULIC MODELS, RIVER FLO~, SALINITY, SHOALS, 
TIDES, VIRGINIA 
---------
lOul CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YO~K RIVER 
1005 CLA~S, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, OSMOSIS, SALINITY, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
CONDITION INDEX 
1~12 CURRENTS lWATERJ, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
lOll COMPUTER PROGRAMS, FLOW MEASUREMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANNING, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, YORK RIVER 
1069 BIOMASS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRIMARY P~ODUCTIVITY, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1180 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINE WATER 
INTRUSION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1450 JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1457 JAMES RIVE~, PRECIPITATION (ATMOSPHERIC), RAIN, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SAliNITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1461 JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TEHPERATU~E, VIRGINIA, HATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1483 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SALINITY, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1548 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, TURniDITY 
1565 CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, MARYLAND, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
807 
1Bb3 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYOROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT 
RIVER, SALINITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1866 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
-ATER TEMPERATURE 
1~67 CHESAPeAKE oAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATeR TEMPERATURE 
1868 CHESAPEAKe BAY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1869 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
wATER TEMPERATURE 
1870 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN !UN CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1671 CHESAPEAKE oAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WAftR TEMPERATURE 
1872 CHESAPEAKE bAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
wATER TEMPERATURE 
1873 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1874 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
wATER TEMPERATURE 
1d75 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN IUN CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1~76 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC 
OATA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINIJY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
ld71 CHeSAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC OATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
808 
1878 CHESAPEAKE BAYo HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC OATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
WEATHER OATAo WINOS 
1883 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1895 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATUR~, ~tATHER DATA, WINDS 
1897 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER), HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
RIVER, PHOSPHATES, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURtiiOITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
898 CHESAPEAKE BAYo CURRENTS (WATER), POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, wATtR 
TEHPERATUKE, wEATHER DATA, wiNDS 
I961 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAPPING, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1963 CHESAPEAKE BAYo SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2001 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, 
PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2132 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONDUCTIVITY, DEPTH, EQUIPMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE 
2134 CHESAPEAKE BAYt CURRENTS tWATERJ, DATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL STUUIES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
22I8 CHANNElS, JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
2227 CURRENTS (WATER), DENSITY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
2257 HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB, MULliNG 
2279 FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, SALINITY, STRIPED BASS, VlRGINlAo WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
809 
2286 fSTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PIANKATANK RIVER, SALINITY, SEDIMENTOLOGY, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2288 BIOTA, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SALINITY, 
810 
2592 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SALINITY 
2711 CLAMS, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, SALINITY, WAlE~ TEMPERATURE 
-----------~LKG~N~A~------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~----~~~--~--~~~~--~~~~~~~--~~~~---------------------2714 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTIUN, SALINITY 
2312 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
2317 ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MATHEMATICAl MODELS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
TIDES, VlRGlNtA, YuRK RIVER 
2318 DISSuLVED OXYGEN, HYDRODYNAMICS, HYDROGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, lllKGlt.JA, WATER QUAliTY 
2325 CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DIURNAl DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARINE 
Et.V!RuNMEt.T, LIGHT PeNETRATION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, TIDAl EFFECTS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2336 GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, NORTH CAROliNA, OYSTER DRilLS, SALINITY, HAMPTON 
ROADS 
2744 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORIC FLOOD, MOlLUS~S, SALINITY, SHELLFISH 
2758 DENSITY CURRENTS, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SALINITY, 
VELOCITY, VIRGINIA 
2760 CURRENTS (WATER), DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, LAKYAE, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER CIRCULATION 
2767 SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2768 SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 61GHT, 
2786 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, SALINITY 
---B4~----€-At%-l*lflr-&tt!:.·5-A-P-f.-AK--E--8-A-Y~-GP-P-ER~A-\I-¥-IolE-T-A!.-S-.-MA-GNE$.lUJoi.,-Rlll.AS.$_l_UM., ______ 2-'J.O.O--UiE-:.AP-E-AKE-B~KEl'US-l..ltALERl-r-DHISLI.'L,_lftDRUG.KA£.1:l'L,_lWiUJ:l£AS_T_U_ • .5_. , __ 
SALINITY, SUDIUM, ZINC, BLUE CRAB OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2333 CHE~APEAKE dAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDRDGRA?HYo 
SALINITY, TIDAL nATERS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2473 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINE WATER 
l~TRUSIUN, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2477 BIOTA, CHESAPEA~E BAY, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOODt JAMES RIVER, MORTAliTY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
24~u lURRENTS (wATER), ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, SEDIMENT 
TRAt.SPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA 
/483 CRAtlS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2932 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MOl, FISH HATCHERIES, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SAliNITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2943 CURRENTS !WATER), HYDROGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, WINTER 
2967 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISCHARGE (WATER), FRESHWATER, 
NORTHEAST U.S., RIVER FLO~, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRloUT!UN, VIRGINIA 
3215 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, VELOCITY, wATEK TEMPERATURE, C + D 
CANAL 
3439 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), HYDRODYNAMICS, HYDROGRAPHY, MOoJAlK BAY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, VlKG!NlA 
811 
3455 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTA( SHELF, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3467 CU~KENTS !WATER), ELIZAdETH RIVER, SALINITY, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TtMPERATURE 
352d CIRCULATION, ESTUAK!ES, MUUEL STUDIES, SALINITY, TIDAL WATERS 
3543 SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, 
3560 BEHAVIOR, SALINITY, SCALLOPS 
3561 CHEMISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SALINITY 
3565 EA~TERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, 
SALINITY, wATER TEMPtKATUKE 
3&0d EASTERN SHORE PLANNING UISTRICT, VAt BLUEFISH, UISTRIBUTION, GROWTH 
STAGES, LARVAE, SALINITY, SPAWNING, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
3b7d SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT; VA, BORON, CHESAPEAKE BAY,. CORES, 
SALINITY, ~EDIMENTS 
3o83 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, WATER CIRCULATION, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
36~9 SGUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 CONTINENTAL SHELF, HYDROGRAPHY, 
NERITIC, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
37dl ~ENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, 
NUTRIENTS, PROUUCTlVITY, SALINITY, ANGIOSPERMS 
17U2 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATERit DATA 
CULLECTIDNS, MAPS, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
812 
~068 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFfeCTS, JAMES RIVER, OXYGEN KEQUIREMENTS, SALINE 




0266 ESTUARIES, JAMES kiVER, SALT oALANCE, VIRGINIA 





0436 MARSH PLANTS, SALT ~ARSHES, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
0591 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL OISTkloUliON, MARSH PLANTS, MO~JACK BAY, PLANT 
POPULATIONS, SALT MARSHES 
0720 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, ~ATEkFQwL, 
WILDLIFE 
2708 BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITROGEN, 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARSHES, WATER QUALITY 
2950 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDlt SALT MARSHES, SEUIMENT TRANSPORT, 
VIRGINIA 




0375 SALT TOLERANCE, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RlVEk, 
SCYPHOZOA 
Bl3 
06§0 CMABS, SALT TOLEMANCE, BLUE CRAB, OSMOREGULATION 
0700 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, SALINiTY, SALT TOLERANCE 
Bl4 
0444 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, JIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATtS 1 PLANKTON, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, ~ATEK TEMPERATURE 
0527 CHESAPEA~E BAY, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIU~S, 
-------------------------------- ~MP-~1~ 
J944 AMl~U ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JEllYFISH, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, 
SCYPHOLCA 
0948 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LETHAL LIMIT, SALINITY, SALT 
TOLERANCE, ZOOPLANKTON 
0964 CRAtlS 1 lARVAl GRO~TH STAGE, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, ZOOPLANKTON 
0986 CHE5APEAKE dAY, OSMOSIS, SALT TOLERANCE, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
1332 REPTILES, SALT TOLERANCE, TURTLES, WEIGHT 
213o CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FRESHWATER FISH, SALT TOLERANCE, 
VIRGINIA 
0529 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRl~UTION 
05't8 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS (WATERWAYS!, MAPPING, PHO~PHATtS, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, TuRBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0573 ALEwiVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE dAY, DISTMIBUTION, PUTO~AC R!VcR 1 SAMPLING 
0589 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONNATE WATER, IRON, NITROGEN, 
OXIDATION, SAMPLING, SfOIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
0596 ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, RESPIRATION, SAMPLING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
******************************************************************************** 0635 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
SAMPLING 
* * ** * * * * * * J',l:.* * * ** * •* *" •• ** *** * * ** ** ****** * **** ***** *** * **** ** ** ** •• ** •• -.-•• -.-•• -...-.-~.-.----
007~ CRUISES, JAMES RIVER, UN-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
0294 Cllf.SAPEAKE tlAY, OPTIMIZATION 1 POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING, WATER QUALITY, 
whTlK RESOURCES D(VELOPMENT 
JilO BOTT~M S~JIME~JS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SAMPLING 
0><4 CHt~4PEAKE uAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC OATA, NUTRIENTS, 
PHYTuPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SESTUN, YOkK RIVER 
04~l AL~~E, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIURNAL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRIMA~Y 
PKi.hlUC T IV I TY, SAMPLING 
0636 DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA, YukK RIVER 
0670 AQUATIC INSECTS, bENTHIC FAUNA, INOICATOMSr LAND DEvELOPMENT, SAMPLING 
0744 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
D746 PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC tli~HTr 
076l CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEA~ONAL DISTRI~UTION 
0901 FISHING, FISHING GEAR, SAMPLING, TRAWLING 
09o5 AQUATIC PRODUCTIVITY, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
615 
DVTO FISH EGGS, SAMPLING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
0~91 CHESAPEA~c BAY, f~UIPMENT, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0992 CHESAPEAKE BAy, FISH POPULATION$, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
PLANKTGN, SA~PLI~G, YORK RIVER 
099J CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1137 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, DATA COLLECTIONS, PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1573 CLAMS, PHOTOGRAPHY, SAMPLING 
1714 CTENOPHORES, fUUIPMcNT, JELLYFISH, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
11bl AQUATIC POPULATIONS, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SAMPLING 
2d31 BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE tlAY, MARYLAND, NANNOPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PkOOUCTJW1TY, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
3400 CLAMS, DReDGING, Fl~HING GEAR, SAMPLING 




DLBO CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION ISEDIMENTSJ, SAND BARS, SEDIMENTATION 
3434 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERJ, ESTUARILS, SAND BARS, SEDIMENT 





0277 CHESAPEA~E BAY, SAND WAVES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL EFFECTS 
J 




0175 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GRAVELS, SANDS, STRATI~RAPHY, 
VIRGINIA 
0200 DIATOMACtOUS EARTH, JAMES RIVER, SA~O$, VIRGINIA 
1033 JAMES RIVER, SANDS, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEUIMENTS, VIRGINIA 




0542 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, UATA COLLECTIONS, DATA P~OCESSING, PATH 
OF POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SATELLITES IARTIFICIALI, SOLAR RADIATION, 
TURBIDITY, WATER ~UALITY 
1537 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CROPS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, 
SATELLITES IARTIFICIALJ, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, WATER TREATMENT 
2b43 BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 








0040 CLAM INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTTR---rNDUSIRt, Si:-A1:tfil>S--.----5ttE!otH-Stt,--------02_1_3 __ 8_ECREAJION,_ RIViRS, SCENIC EASEMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
VIRGINIA, 
004b LLAM INDUSTRY, CRAu INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SHEllfiSH, VIRGINIA, 
0773 COMMERCIAL FISHING, LARVAE, SCALLOPS, MARICULTURE 
l05b CLAMS, CULTURES, GRuwTH RATES, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, HARICULTURE 
2270 SCALLOPS, SPAWNING, MARICULTURE 
2519 CHESAPfAKE bAY, DENSITY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GROWTH RATES, HABITATS, 
MO~IALITYt SCALLuPS, VIRGINIA, MAkiCULTURE 
2704 LARVAL ~ROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, SCAllOPS, SPAWNING, MARICULTURE 
**********************~*******q********************~····~*********~~···••*•***** 
SCHOOLS IF ISH I 
**********************************~************•**************~···~·····~··•**** 




0899 RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, VIRGINIA, 
0900 FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, 
VIRGINIA, 
0905 RESEARCH FACILITI~S, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, VIRGINIA, 
3554 ECOLOGY, FISH, FISH BEHAVIOR, HABITATS, SCALLOPS, SYMBirr~r~OU~~-------------
ATLANT IC tllGHT 
3560 BEHAVIOR, SALINilY, SCALLOPS 
.. * * ....... ** ......... ****** * **·*****"'***** ************************** ** •• ** ........ ** ****' 
SCAVENGERS 
$$***********4***~····••*****••••••***••········································ 




ui6B CHE)APEAKE BAY, PHOTOGRAPHY, SCENERYo WilDLifE 
1440 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE rlAY, RESEARCH fACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, 
VIRGINIA 
3454 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIE~TIFIC PERSONNEL, 








0303 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, SCUP, TRAWLING 
0496 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, 
SCUP 
0936 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, HARINE FISH, SCUP 1 




0J75 SALT TOLERANCE, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 1 
SCYPHOZOA 
0588 GROWTH STAGES, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SCYPHOZOA 
0614 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HYDROZOA, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
0655 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
0656 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA NETTLES, SYMBIOSIS, SCYPHOZOA 
0669 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
0748 JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, STRUCTURE, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SCYPHOZOA 
v753 BIOLUMINESCENCE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CTENOPHORES, DINOFLAGELLATES, SCYPHOZOA 
0~04 JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTlES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SCY~HUlOA 
820 
0944 AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JELLYFISH, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, 
SCYPHOZOA 
0971 JELLYFISH, SCYPHOZOA, NERVE CELLS 
1013 CHESAPEAKE SAY, JELLYFISH, METABOLISM, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOlOA 
1117 IODINE RADIOISOTOPES, JELLYFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
1562 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAR~AL GROWTH STAGE, LIGHT INTENSITY, SEA NETTLES, 
TEMPERATURE, SCYPHOZOA 
1683 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LifE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, SEA 
NETTLES, ~YSTEMAT1CS, SCYPHOZOA 
1805 CHESAPEAKE SAY, HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, S~YPHOZOA, CNIDARIA 
2021 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
2262 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYfiSH, MORTALITY, 
MORPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, S~YPHOZOA 
2291 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, 
PHYLOGENY, VIRGINIA, SCYPHOZOA 
2352 PHYSIOLOGY, JELLYFISH, SCYPHOZOA 
2393 GONADS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, BLUE CRAB, SCYPHOZOA 
2699 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MORPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SCYPHuZOA 
2706 JELLYFISH, HETABOLISH 1 SCYPHOZOA 
2713 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GULFS, JELLYFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA, 
DELAWARE BAY 
821 
LB30 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIUNS, SCYPHOZOA 
3431 CHESAPEAKE 8AY, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
3443 CHESAPEAKE 8AY, EASTERN SHGRE IVA-MD), YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
3444 JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
3472 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENZYMES, PHOSPHATES, SEA NETTLES, ~CYPHOZOA 
3603 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH 




0490 BRACKISH-~ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 




3032 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, liFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEA 
ICE, SHRIMP, SPA~NING 
***********************••••····················································· SEA lEIIEL 
***********~···································································· 
1~47 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA LEVEL, SLOPES, TIDES 
21bb G~OLOGJC FORMATIONS, JAKES RIIIER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEA LEI/EL, VIRGINIA, 
822 
******************************************************************************** SEA NETTLES 
*************$*******************~**********~***********~•*****0*********•****** 
0340 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES~ SEA NETTLES 
0375 SALT TOLERANCE, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAl DISTRioUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK KillER, 
SCYPHOZOA 
052& AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATION, wATER POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, wETLANDS 
0588 GRO~TH STAGES, JElLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SCYPHOZOA 
0&14 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HYDROZOA, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOLOA 
0&55 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
0&56 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA NETTlES, SYMBIOSIS, SCYPHOZOA 
Obb9 CHESAPEAKE B~Y, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREUATION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZUA 
0748 JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, STRUCTURE, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SCYPHOZOA 
0792 CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
0804 JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SCYPHOZOA 
1072 CTENOPHORES, LARVAE, OYSTERS, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES 
15&2 CHESAPEAKE 8AY, lARIIAL GRO~TH STAGE, LIGHT INTENSITY, SEA NETTLES, 
TEMPERATURE, SCYPHOZOA 
1577 BIOlOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, PEST CONTROL, SEA NETTLES 
823 
l68j CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTURY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, SEA 
NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, SCYPHOZOA 
1805 CHESAPEAKE oAY, HYDKOZOA, JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA, CNIDA~IA 
2021 CHE~APEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLE~, SCYPHOZOA 
2012 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, liFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES 
2151 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEA NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, CNIDARIA 
2262 PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, 
MORPHOLOGY, SEA ~ETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
2273 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROZOA, JEllYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING 
NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS 
2298 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING NETTLES, 
VIRGI~IA 
2632 AMINO ACIDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA NETTLES, FEEDING 
2699 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MORPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SCYPHOZOA 
2771 JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES 
Ld26 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SUMMER 
2d30 ELECTRON MIC~OSCOPY, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS, SCYPHOZOA 
28S7 BENTHOS, ESTUARIES, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SEA 
NETTLES, SHELLFISH, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
J431 CHt~APEAKE BAY, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
824 
3444 JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SCYPHuZOA 
3471 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA NETTLES, TOXINS 




0856 AMINO ACIDS, ION EXCHANGE, SEA WATER 
0858 AMINO ACIDS, ION EXCHANGE, SEA WATER 
0935 AMINO ACIDS, SEA WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0977 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED SOLIDS, SEA WATER, SILICA 
3~37 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERI, ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIKuNHcNTAL ~FFECTS, 




0831 AGING IBIOLOGICALl, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GRO~TH RATES, MARINE FISH, 
REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YOKK RIVER, MIOOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
SEAROBINS 
0923 AGING IBIOLOGICALI, GROWTH RATEs, MARINE FISH, SEA50NAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, SEARDBINS 
0980 AGING IBIOLOGICALI, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
GONADS, SPAWNING, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, LENGTH-FREQUENCY OISTRIBUilONS, 
SEAROBINS 





26H CHESAPEAKE BAY, HN!RONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, 
REMOTE SENSING, ~EASHOKES 




0757 BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
TEMPEt{ATURE 
3404 CALCIUM, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PAHUNKEY RIVER, POTASSIUM, SEASONAL, SODIUM, 





0301 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EEL GRASS, PLANT POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK 
RIVER 
0307 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
032b DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0342 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, PUTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
0375 SALT TOLERANCE, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVE~, 
SCYPHOZOA 
0399 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SESTDN, SUSPrNDED LOAO, TURBIDITY 
0432 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PDTUMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNGCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, wATERFLEAS 
0529 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
JOl5 ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA 
----0-6T3-C01'11ofE1tC-rAr-f-I-sHi~-,--F-t-S-H-p Wtlt: A-H-l*S-,-M-H7K-A-H-9N-P-A-T+E-RIII-5-.-~i~NAL- _ 
DISTRIBUTION, TRAWLING 
0079 BARNACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
u243 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
u2~5 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
u<~~ BA~NACLES, BENTHIC FAUNA, fOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
0250 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES RIV~R, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER 
0620 ELIZABETH RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRlBUTION, VIRGINIA 
Ob53 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COBIA, EGGS, JUVENILE FISHES, SEASONAL DISTRIBJTIQN, 
SPAWNING 
0722 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHOSPHATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
0746 PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGrlT, 
075b CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTATION, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL wATER 
0762 CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
0809 FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, SEASONAL DIST~IBUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
Uo15 CLASSIFICATION, LARVAE, SEASONAL DISTRISUTION, SHELLFISH, SPAWNING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0831 AGING (810LUGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, MARINE FISH, 
REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DI~TRIBUTION, YORK RIVER, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
SEARUSINS 
0860 ANALOG MODELS, DIVERSIFICATION, LABORATORY TESTS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
METHODuLOGY, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, CALORIMETRY 
0896 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
0923 AGING (BIOLOGICAL), GROWTH RATES, MARINE FISH, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, 
SPA~NING, VIRGINIA, SEAROoiNS 
0927 ANIMAl PATHOlOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
MSX, OYSTERS, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER 
0936 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCtAl FISH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH, SCUP, 
SEASONAL DISTRI8UTION, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, HAMPTON ROADS 
0949 ClASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SHEllFISH, VIRGINIA, ZOOPlANKTON 
0954 CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, 
~HcllFISH, VIRGINIA, ZOOPlANKTON 
0974 CHAeTOGNATHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHElf, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAl 
DISTRIBUTION 
09B9 BIULUGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FECUNDITY, FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, 
kAP?AHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
10•8 CRABS, JAMES RIVER, MOllUSKS, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, StASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
105. CHLORIDES, CRUSTACEANS, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, dlUE CRAB, 
OSMOREGULATION 
1055 CRUSTACEANS, PROTEINS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, SlUE CRAB 
1136 FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEA~ONAl DISTRIBUTION, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
16.0 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DI~TRidUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANKTON, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1647 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GULLS, PREDATION, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, WATERFOwl 
1655 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
167B CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPUlATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
1744 BIROS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEASONAL OISTRldUTION 
1753 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAl 
DISTRIBUTION 
1793 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
1B59 BEDS UNDER WATER, tHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
OYSTER SETTING 
1926 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SWANS 
1964 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2027 BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER CHEMISTRY 
829 
2142 ATLANTIC OCEANo CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA 
COLLECTIONS, DIATOMS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
214o CHESAPEAKE tiAYo CONTINENTAL SHELF, COPEPODS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPeRATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
2147 CHESAPEAKE 8AYo DRUMS, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, 
SEA~ONAL DlSTRIBUTlON, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
2lo5 BENTHIC fLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDlo MARINE ALGAE, 
SEASONAL DISTRI~UTION, VIRGINIA 
2185 CLAMS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2230 BENTHIC FLORA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDlo LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MARINE ALGAE, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTiON 
2309 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, GROWTH RATES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA 






CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SfAjUNAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
CURRENTS (WATfRI, HYDROGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
UlSTRIBUTlON, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, WINTtR 
BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, GROWTH STAGES, 
~EASONAL DIST~IBUTION, VIRGINIA, MOLTING 
CH~SAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISCHARGE CWATERir FRESHWATER, 
~OKTHFAST u.s., RIVER FLOW, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
830 
3142 BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION, fiNFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, SEASONAL DIST~IBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3543 SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRiaUTION, WATER, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, 
35o6 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DIST~ICT, VAr CHESAPEAKE BAY, POPULATION, 
REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SHRI~P, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, YUKK RIVER 
3573 EASTE~N SHO~E PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POPULATION, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, BLUE CRAB, DELAWARE BAY, C + D CANAL 
35Bl EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRACKISH ~ATERr CrlESA?EAKE uAY, EELS, 
FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK KIVEK, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, MATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
3o0o EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, 







EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SEASONAL DIST~IBUTIUN, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC iliGHT 
NORTHEKN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPDDS, FISH 
PARASITES, LIFE CYCLES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, WATER CIRCULATION, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECOLOGY, EEL GRAS~, GASTRDPOOS, 
MOLLUSKS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MIGRATION PATTERNS, 
MOVEMENT, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
831 
3795 EASTeRN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ALGAE, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, 
~fNTHIC fluKA, ESTUAKINE ENVIRONMENT, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, 
BARKIER ISLANuS 
4071 RIC!~OND REGIDNAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAr, FISH, LARVAE, 




0729 GEOLOGY, MEASUREMENT, SEUIMtNT-WATER INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, STRENGTH, 
VIRGINIA, 
1672 BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLIFURMS, POLLUTANT fOENTIFICATIUN, SEDIMENT-wATER 




1445 CONSTRUCTION, COSTS, EROSION CONTROL, JAMES RIVEK, RIVER BASINS, ROAD 
CONSTRUCTION, SEDIMENT CONTROL, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, ~RBANIZATIJN, VIRGINIA 
4007 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSUlA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EROSION 




1d20 BJUTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, 
SfDIMENTATION, SUSPENDED LOAD 
l607 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDIM~NT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
lblO CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTO~AC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTS, SILTING, 





0315 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BANK EROSICN, CHESAPeAKE BAY, EROSION, SEDIMENT 
DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 
0662 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BENTHOS, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS 
1033 JAMES RIVER, SANDS, SEDIMENT DISTRI~UTION, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
"2607 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMtNT DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, StDIMENTS 
2944 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EA~TERN SHURE (VA-MDI, GEOLOGY, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, 




0001 CHEMICAL ANALYSI~, DISCHARGE lhATERJ, SEDIMENT LQAU, SUR~ACE wATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATUKE 
0002 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEUIME~T LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER T[MPERATURE 
0007 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE lwATERJ, SEDIMENT LJAD, SURFACE wATERS, 
VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATURE 
0008 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE !WATER), JAMES RIVER, SEDIMeNT LUAU, SURFACE 
WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0009 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LUAU, SURFACE WATeRS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0010 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE !WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE wATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
833 
0011 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE lWATERl, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VI~GINIA, WATER TeMPERATURE 
0021 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT LOAO, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
ObOb DATA COLLECTIONS, ENERGY BUDGET, SEDIMENT LOAD, SESTON, SUSPENSION, 




0020 ANIMAL WASTES (W!LOLIFE), BIODEPOSITIONo JAHE5 RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
SUSPeNDED LUAu, VIRGINIA 
0258 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, VIRGINIA 
0277 CHESAPEAKE oAY, SAND WAVES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL EFfECTS 
JJ15 AlLANTIC COAST~l PLAIN, BANK EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EROSION, SEDIMENT 
ul)TR!·0U1iCm, St:OIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 
034b BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
1l82 INSTRUMeNTATION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, STRAIN GAGES, VIRGINIA, 
1445 CONSTRUCTI8N, COSTS, ER~SION CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS, ROAD 
C~NSTKUCTIUN, SEDiMENT CONTROL, SEDIMENT T~ANSPORT, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA 
1570 DREDGING, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER ANALYSIS, 
WINOS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
Zl5b CHANNELS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), PROFILES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
SHOALS, TIDES 
2.192 bATitYMETKY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, 
SUS~fNUtU LOAD, VIRGINIA 
834 
2215 ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIHENTATIUN, VIRGINIA 
2222 ESTUARIES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SOIL MECHAN!CS, VI~GINIA, YO~K 
RIVeR 
2278 BEACHES, COMPUTER MODELS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, GROUNDwATeR MOVtMENT, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL EFFECTS, WAlEK TABLE 
2285 CHeSAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA 
2480 CURRENTS !WATER), ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK KIVER, SALINITY, SEOIMENT 
TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIOJTY, VIRGINIA 
2b07 CHESAPEAKE SAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENT D1STRidUTION, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
2705 SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, VIRGINIA, 
2707 BEACHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
_ld29 _ _ D_E_I>_O_S_lT!ON I SEDIMENTS), EROSION, GEOMORPHOLOGY, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
HURRICANES, JAMES KIVER, SEDIMENT T"AN:.P-0-KT~-SORFA-CE ~one-Ks-,-vi-RG-I-N-1-A, 
2940 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CUKRENTS !wATER), SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL wATeRS, 
VIRGINIA 
2941 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), SEDIMENT T~ANSPU~T, SEDIMENTATION, 
VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
2944 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MU), GEOLOGY, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2948 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SAND WAVES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, VIRGINIA 
2950 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHGRE IVA-MOl, SALT MARSHES, SEOIMENT TRANSPORT, 
VIRGINIA 
835 
3434 ChESAPEAKt BAY, (UKRENTS IWATERI, ESTUARIES, SAND BARS, SEDIMENT 
TRANSPORT, $~DIMENTATION, ShOALS, ~HORES, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
3535 CHANNEL fLOW, EASTtRN SHORE IVA-MDI, SALT MARSHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
3597 EASTEKN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CURRENTS IWATEKI, EASTERN SHORE 




0333 CHESAPEAKt dAY, DEPOSITION ISEDIMENTSlt DIAGENESIS, S~DIMENTATION 
D39B CHEMICAL STRATIFICATION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEDIMENTATION 
D703 EROSION CONTROL, LEGAL ASPECTS, SEDIMENTATION, UR~ANIZATIUN, VIRGINIA, 
0756 CHESAPEAKE bAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRibUTION, SEDIHENTA110N 1 TEMPERATURE, THERMAL ~ATER 
SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 1086 SEJIMENTATION, SILTING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
****************~******~*¥**********************~**********~******************** 
0120 GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTARY 
PETRULUGY, VIRGINIA, YORK R1VER 
0146 BOK[HOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE B~Y, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLtiSTDCtNE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SUSUUtHANNA RIVER, YORK RIVER 
0160 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLOGIC 
FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, 
SEDIMfNTA~Y PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
0165 BOKEHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY 
016B JAMES RIVER, MINERALOGY, PROVENANCE, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
0110 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, SEDIMENTARY 
PETRGLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1321 BIODEPOSITION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, RADIOACTIVE wASTES, 
SEDIMENTATION, YOKK RIVER, HAMPTON kOAOS 
1820 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, 
SEDIMENTATION, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2192 BATHYMETRY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMtNTATIUN, SEDIMENTS, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA 
2202 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ~EDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2203 BIOOEPOSITION, SEDIMENTATION, SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2215 ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA 
2311 BENTHOS, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EffECTS, 
SEDIMENTATION, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA, SPOil DISPOSAL 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2lB2 SEDIMENTATION 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, RUNOFF, StOIMENTATION, SEwAGE DISPOSAL, 
SEWAGE TREATMENT, wATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
***•**¥*~*¥*****~**********************•·······································4 
JZBO CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION ISEDIMENTSJ, SAND BARS, SEDIMENTATION 
0315 AtLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BANK EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EROSION, SEDIMENT 
Dl>f~IBUTION 1 SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 
2614 CHESAPEAKE dAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, WAlEk MANAGtMfNT (APPLltDI, 
WATER QUALITY 
2623 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVtR 1 SEDIMENTATION, 
SEDIMENTS, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI 
637 
2b3l ANACUSTIA klVER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEOlHENTATIONr STRIP HINES 
273b CHESAPEAKE BAY, MODEL STUOIESr NAVIGATION, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, 
WATER POLLUTIUN, wETLANDS 
2Bbb CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, DUCKS (WILD), MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
S~UIMENTATION, SILTING, WATER POLLUTION, WATERFOWL 
2941 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, 
Vl~GlNIA, WACHAPRtAGUE,VAt BARRIER ISLANDS 
3071 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3137 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, 
SEDIMENTATION, SILfiNG, SPOIL DISPOSAL, HAMPTON ROADS 
3293 BORES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORHATlONSr GEOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, 
SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA 
--3-43Jt ___ C!ctESAf'EME_B_A_y.__CURRENTS I WATER), ESTUARIES, SAND BARS, SEDIMENT 
JRA~SPuRT, SEDIMENTATION, SHOALS, SHORES, TlDE~~--VIRbTNT~ 
3436 BI~LIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA, 
3924 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, EROSION, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
(POLLUTION!, WAlE~ POL[UTION, WATER QUALITY 
40lb RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, 





OZ9i CrlE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, PETROLOGY, SEDIMENTATION 
RATtS, SEDIMENTS 
838 
0~25 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTATION RATES, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 




2286 ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PIANKATANK kiVER, SALINITY, 5EDIMENTuLOGY, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
3011 CHESAPEAKE SAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDwATE~r POTOMAC RIVER, 




0130 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VI~GINIA 
0212 -EtO!tE HDJ:E-frECJ1>HYS-tC~,-CHE S-AP E-AKcE -BAY o -JAMES- -R J-lfER-,-M-ItlCCcNE-EPOCCH-, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTS 
0293 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, GEUCrlEMISTRY, PETROLOGY, ScUIMENTATION 
RATES, SEDIMENTS 
0346 BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
0569 ANALYTICAl TECHNIQUES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONNATE WArEk, IRON, NlTKOGEN, 
OXIDATION, SAMPLING, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION ~OUKCE~ 
ObOl BORON, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK klVEk, ~ALINITY, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
0602 DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, fORAMINifERA, KAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
839 
0646 BIUDEPUSITION, DY~ RELEASES, OYSTERS, SEDIMENTS 
0662 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BENTHOS, SEDIMENT DISTRldUTIUN, SEDIMENTS 
0729 GEOLOGY, MEASUREMENT, SEUIMENT-WATER INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, STRENGTH, 
VIKGINIA 1 
0736 bRIDGe CONSTRUCTION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION, VIRGINIA 
093B BIOTA, DISTRIBUTION, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, MERCURY, OYSTERS, 
RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER, SEUIMENTSr VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0946 ESTUARIES, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, MERCURY, RATES, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
YLRK RIVER 
1000 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURE DRILLING, CORES, DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS, HAMPTON 
RUAD~ 
1016 BIODEPOSIIION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1033 JAMES RIVER, SANUS, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1034 FORAMINifF.RA 1 JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1163 CUNSOLIDAIION, ION EXCHANGE, SEDIMENTS, SILTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1569 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL ~ATER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, 
WATER QUALITY 
1672 bACTfRIA, CLAMS, COLIFORMS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, SEDIMENT-WATER 
INTERFACE~, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
17~0 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, 
SHELLFISH 
1~4l CHE~A?fAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
640 
1843 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1845 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1846 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENfS 
1847 CHESAPEAKE dAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1848 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1849 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1850 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1851 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1852 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1853 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1943 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CORES, SANDS, SEDIMENTS 
2113 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LUAO 
2159 CLAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, EN~IRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS, GASTROPODS, PULYCHAETES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SEDIMENTS, STATISTICAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
2192 BATHYMETRY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATIO~, SEDIMENTS, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA 
2194 MASS, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, SEDIMENTS, SHEAR STRENGTH, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
2202 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, VIKGINIA 
841 
2217 BATHYMETRY, CHEMICAL PROPERTIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2220 CLAY MIN~RALS, DIAGLNESIS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2221 CLAY MINERALS, MINERALOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, Vl~GINIA 
2222 ESTUARIES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SOIL MECHANICS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
2285 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CUNTI~ENTAL SHELF, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA 
2286 ESTUARINE ENVIRUNMENT, PIANKATANK RIVER, SALINITY, SEDIMENTOLOGY, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2314 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, LITHIFICATION, SEDIMENTS, TOPOGRAPHY 
2365 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, G~OCHEHISTRY, JAMES 
RIVER, PATUXENT ~IVEK, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
24B4 CHESAPEAKI: flAY, CORES, GEUMORPHULOGY;-STIJrRENTs,-v11tGINI-A-
2495 CHE5APEAKE BAY, CORES, HEAVY METALS,·POTUHAC RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
2b01 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENT OISTRISUTION, 
SfDIHlNT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
2610 CHESAPEAKt BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTS, SILTING, 
WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED) 
2623 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, 
S~UIMENTS, ~ATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl 
270~ HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2H22 MASj, SEOIM~NTS, SHEAR STRENGTH, VARIABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
B42 
2982 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, GEOlOGIC FOkMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIME, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
3060 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTS., UNAVAILABLE fOR 
REVIEW 
3114 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEDIMENTS~ UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3149 CHANNELS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
3447 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAK~ BAY, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, OR~uGING, SEDIMENTS, 
HAMPTON ROADS 
3467 CURRENTS IWATERl, ELIZABETH RIVER, SALINITY, SEOIMlNTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
3505 EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISH, PHYTOPLANKTUN 1 SEDIMENTS, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
3601 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, Oi~TRIBUTION, 
_NOR_T_t:I __ ~~ROUN~L O_)'~T!'J{_S, __ ~~P_PA_fiANNOCK Rl VER 1 SEUI MENT S, Zl NC 
367B SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING Ol~lRICT, VA, BCRON, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, 
SALINITY, SEDIMENTS 
3737 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFECTS, 
FISH, HYDROGEN SULFIDE, METALS, OYSTERS, PHOSPHORUS, SEDIMENTS, SE~AGE 
EFFLUENTS, WASTE WATER IPOLLUTIONl 
3790 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, 
GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGY, HAPS, SEDIMENTS, SURFACE ~ATERS 1 ~IRGINIA, ~ATER 
LEVELS, WATER QUALITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 





OdlO DISTRIBUTION PATTtRNS, FISH, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SEINING 
l2B4 AL~WlVES, ANAORUMUUS FISH, CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNSt FISH 
POPULATI0~5, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
YIKGIN!A, SEINING 
l30b DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SEINING 
2lb4 CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, FISH POPULATIO~S, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC eiGHT, SEINING 




0017 JAMES RIVER, SELF-PURIFICATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
*********************************••············································· SERUM PROTEINS 
******************************************************V************************* 
lo05 fASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYSIOLOGICAL 
ECOLCGY, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, STRESS ANALYSIS, SERUM PROTEINS, BLUE 
CRAd 
·····~·········································································· SESSILE ALGAE 
**~*~*********•**~*****************************•·····················~·········· 
U~U~ CKA~~. FOULING, SESSILE ALGAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 




0077 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOC~ klVcR~ SESTJN, VIRGINIA, YOKK 
RIVER 
0324 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, NUTRIENTS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SESTON, YUkK RIVER 
0341 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION !SEDIMENTS), SESTON 
0399 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEASONAL OISTKIBUTION, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAU, TURBIDITY 
D597 CHLOROPHYLL, DIVERSIFICATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
Ob05 FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC MATTER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, StSTON, VIRGINIA, WURK RIVER 
ObOb DATA COLLECTIONS, ENERGY BUDGET, SEDIMENT LOAD, SESTON, SU~PENSION, 
VIRGI~IA, YORK RIVER 
Ob3S JUVENILE FISHES, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, SESTJN, SILTING, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
TURBIDITY 
1320 CHESAPEAKE BAr, FISH, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, PAR~SITISM, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RlVEk, SESTON 
···········································••*********************************** SETTLING VELOCITY 
·········****••••••••••••••**********************************************q**•*** 
3300 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAW, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING 
VELOCITY, WHITE PERCH 
3301 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, HEKRINGS, SETTLINu 




0023 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPAKIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
0033 BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERSe POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
003't BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGEe VIRGINIA 
3481 LAND USE, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
QUALITY CGNTROL, wATER SUPPLY 
}636 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, FACILITIES, PLANNING, 
SE~AGE, VIRGINIA 
3696 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAPS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEwAGE, wATER CIRCULATION, 
WATER UUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
3117 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 0 CLAMS, MANAGEMENT, MOllUSKS, OYSTERS, 
POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA, COASTAl ZONE 
39~0 EASTtRN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CHEMICAL WASTES, 
CuNSERVATION, lAND uSE, POLlUTANTS, RECREATION, SEWAGE, WATER UTILIZATION, 




l't2B CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, JAMES RIVERo SEWAGE BACTERIA, SEWAGE 





0225 JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIRGINIA 
O'tll COMPUTER MODELS, FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVEK, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MODEL 
STUDIES, SEWAGE DISPOSAle STATISTICAL MODELS, VIR~INIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
O'tl5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHIPS, SOLID WASTES, WASTE DISPOSAL 
123ft CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
l't2B CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE bACTERIA, SEWAGE 
DISPOSAL, SEWAGE EF~lUENTS, TIDAl EfFECTS, HAMPTON kOAOS 
l't31 DYE RELEASES, HYDRAULIC MODELS, RIVER FLOW, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SE~AGE 
EFFLUENTS, TIDAL EFfECTS, VIRGINIA, WAKWICK RIVER 
2382 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDUSTRIAl WASTES, RUNOFF, SEDIMENTATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 
SEWAGE TREATMENT, ~ATER POLLUTION, WATER QUAL!~~-
2520 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHELLFISH, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATeR ~UALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
2601 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPllEOl, WATER QUALITY 
2602 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWERS, WASTE WATER 
DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEO), WATEK JUALITY 
2629 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDUSTRIAl WASTES, PlANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RE~REATION 
FACILITIES, RUNOFF, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
219~ CHESAPEAKE BAr, CURRENTS IWATERl. DENSITY CURRENTSe DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIESe POTOMAC RIVER, SEwAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POllUTION 
847 
Z998 CH~~APfAKE BAY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER 
POLLuTION, ~ATEK QuALITY 
3609 NDKTHtRN NECK PLANNING D!STKICT, VA, FINANCING, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, 
$[WAGE DISPOSAL, v!KGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
J613 NDRTHE~~ NELK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, PlANNING, 
PGPJLAT!G~, S~~AGL Dl~POSAL, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOUKCES 
3965 EASTERN SHORE PLAN~J~G DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, ECONOMIC 
IMPACT, FUTuRE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, PUBLIC BENtflTS, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 




U~26 ChESAPlA~E tiAY, C!KCULAT!JN, EfFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEWAGE 
EffLUf~T~, SE~AG~ TREATMENT 
1LJ4 CHE~APiAKE dAY, SE~AGE DISPOSAL, SE~AGE EffLUENTS, ~ATER POLLUTION, WATER 
~UAL!Ti, rlAMPTU~ KOADS 
l42d CHESA~EAKE aAY, CHLORINATION, JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE BACT~RIA, SEWAGE 
O!SPGSAL, SE~AGE iF~LUENTS 1 TIDAL EFFECTS, HAMPTON ROADS 
~~31 DYE ~tltAS~~. HYDRAULIC MUDELS, RIVER FLOW, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE 
Ufi_i_.; .b, TIDAL EffECTS, V!RGL'HA 1 WARWICK KIVER 
1~68 CHt~APEAKE dAY, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, 
SF~AGt T~EAT~ENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, WAT~R QUALITY 
J4~6 CIRCULATIO~, CURRENTS (WATtRJ, MODEL STUDIES, SE~AG~ EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
l~E~T~LNI, SHEllfiSH, TIDES, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
bl l CIIE'>APEAKf' tlAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, WASTE 
UI O>t>I;SAl., HAMPTON ROADS 
tl48 
3567 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, 
SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEwAGE TREATMENT, TKAC~ ELEMENTS 
3610 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, OYSTER INDUSTRY, JYSTEKS, PLANNING, 
SEwAGE EFFLUENTS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATER JuALITY 
3735 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, oiOMASS, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, INDICATOR~, 
PLANKTON, PRIMARY PKODUCTIVITY, SEwAGE EFFLUENTS, ZOOPLANKTON 
3737 SOUTHEASTEKN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE oAY, EFFECTS, 
FISH, HYDKOGEN SULFIDE, METALS, O¥STEKS, PHJSPHOKUS, SEDIMENTS, SEWAS~ 




0426 CHESAPEAKE SAY, (IRCULATION, EFFLJENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, S~WAGE 
EfFLUUHS, SEwAG: TKEATMENT 
U702 AIK POLLUTION, E~OSION CONTROL, MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL ~ASTES, ~E~AGE 
TREATMENT, STATE GOVEK~MtNTS, VIRGINIA, ~ATiK POLLUTION CONTROL 
1968 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, UY~ RELEASES, ESTUA~IES, POTOMAC KIVEK, ~E~AGE EFFLUENTS, 
SE~AGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, ~ASTE TREATMENT, WATER WUALITY 
2382 CHESAPEAK~ bAY, INDUSTRIAL ~ASTES, KUNOFF, SEDlMENlATl~N, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 
SEWAGE TREA!MENT, ~ATEK PuLLUTION, wATEK QUALITY 
2618 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POLLUTION AbATEMENT, SEWAGE TREATMENT, SLUDGE, WA~TE 
DISPOSAL, WATER PULLUTIO~, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2620 CHESAPEAI(E tlAY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE Tt<tATMENT, 
WASTE DISPOSAL, WATEt< MANAGEMENT (APPLIED!, wATER PULLUTION, nATER ~UALiiY 
2832 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, MARYLAND, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
POTOMAC RIVE!<, SEWAGE TREATMENT, TKACERS, VIKGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATtR 
QUALITY 
849 
3214 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, 
WATE~ POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 
3328 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE 
TKEATMENT, WATER PGLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
3484 HYDROLOGY, KESERVOIRS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, 
3496 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS !WATER!, MODEL STUDIES, SEWAGE EFFL~ENTS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, SHELLfl~H, TIDE~, WATER POLLUTION, WAlEk QUALITY 
3511 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE bAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS, 
~tnAGE TREATMENT, wASTE WATER IPULLUTIONI 
3567 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, 
SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, StwAGE TREATMENT, TRACE ELEMENTS 
1733 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH 
RIVER, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, WATER UUALITY CONTROL 
3762 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHARTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, 
FLUw MEASUREMENT, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, PLANTS, SEwAGE TREATMENT 
3788 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EFFECTS, EFFLUENTS, FISH, 
FRESHWATER FISH, MANAGEMENT, MARINE FISH, REVIE~S, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
3789 MIOULE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, 
DAIA TRANSMISSION, ELIZABETH KIVER, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, 
~ANAGEMENJ, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
19l7 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FACILITIES, 






3611 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION FACILITIES, ScWtRAGE, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
3632 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA 1 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING JISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER ~UALITY CONTROL 
3638 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
FACILITIES, FEASIBILITY STUDIES, PLANNING, SE~ERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
3643 NJRTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DESIGN 
STANDARDS, ENVIRUNMENTAL EFFECTS, FACILITIES, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, 
SEWERAGE, VIRGINiA 
3646 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VAt NORTHERN NtCK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, 
PLANNING, SEIOEKAGE, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE ASSIMILATIVe CAPACITY, wATER ~UALITY 
3938 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, 
- - ·pn-POLATTOI\fo-STliEKA-GFI -viRG-1 Nl ~--.- i<A-STE--ii-•HcRIRE-ATMJ:rn-,----wATE-R-POLlU T-WN 
CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
4010 KING.WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, LAND USE, NATUKAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, UTILITIES, VIRGINIA, ~ATER UTILIZATION 
4044 KING GEORGE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 FUTURE PLANNING 
IPROJECTEDI, MAPS, SEwERAGE, VIRGINIA, ~ATER DEMAND 
4052 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FACILITIES, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEUl, 





2b02 CHESA~EAKE tiAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWERS, WASTE WATER 
DISPOSAL, WATER MAI'<AGEMlNT (APPLIEDlo WATER ~uAliTY 
4012 GLUUCESTE~ COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PlANNING DISTRICT, VAo 





1438 SHALLO~ ~ATER, SHORE PROTECTION, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
*~****************************************************************************** 
SHANNON$ THEOREUM 10 
·····~*********~**************************************************************** 
0842 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DIST~lBUTION, ENERGY 
CONVERSION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER, 
SHANNUNS THEOREUM 10 . 
1008 HENTHOS, CHESAP~A~E BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, DIVERSIFICATION, 




047'1 CHESAPEAKE (lAY, DlSTRISUTION, f-ISH TAXONOMY, MARINI:: fiSH, SHARKS 
21b0 CHESAPLAKE SAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI. JOINTS (CONNI::CTIONSl, MARINE FISH, 
RAY:., ~HI\H.i<-S, SY!>JE.MATICS, VIRGINIA 






2194 MASS, PHYSICAL PROPEt<TIES, SEDIMENTS, SHEAR STRENGTH,, VIRGINIA, VORl\ RIVI::R 








0006 CLAMS, JAMES RIV~~, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, SHELLFJ~H, VIRGINIA 
0038 CRAo INDUSTRY, LEGAL A~PECTS, SHEllfiSH, VIRGINIA, 
0040 CLAM INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECT~, OYSTER INuUSTKY, SCALLOPS, SHELLFISh, 
VIRGINIA, 
0045 BEDS UNDER WAlEK, JAMES RIVEK, LEGAL ASPECTS, OWNEKSHI~ Of BEDS, JYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
0046 CLAM INDUSTRY, CKAti INDUSTRY, FINfiSH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, ~CALLOPS 1 SHELLFISH, VlRGII'<IA 1 
0100 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, MARKET VALUE, SHELLFISH, VIKGINIA 
0230 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, SHELLFISH 
02l5 ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, SHELLFISH, SHklMP 1 VIRGINIA 
653 
0244 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, HABITATS, JAMES RIVER, SHEllfiSH, VIRGINIA 
0377 FOODS, OYSTERS, SHEllfiSH, STARCH 
0393 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DISCHARGE IWATERJ, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, EUTROPHICATION, 
MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SHEllfiSH 
0402 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HERBICIDES, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 2,4D 
0436 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATIJN, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POllUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
0&2& CRAo iNDUSTRY, CRABS, SHELLFISH 
0807 MUSSELS, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, SHEllFISH, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA, 
YORK RIVER 
0815 CLASSIFICATION, lARVAE, SEASONAL DISTRI6UTI0Nt SHEllfiSH, SPAWNING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
08lb CLASSIFICATION, lARVAE, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
086B FUNGI, MORThLITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH 
OB91 FUNGI, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, SHEllfiSH 
0B9b MORTALITY, OYSTER~, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
0910 CONSERVATION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHElLFISH, TIDAL 
WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
J949 CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
~HELLFISH, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
J~54 CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SHiLLFI>H, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
854 
1015 DERMOCYSTIDIUH, FUNGI, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
102d DERMOCYSTIOIUM, FUNGI, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OY5Tt~i, RAPPAHANNO~~ 
RIVER, SHEllfiSH, VIRGINIA 
1062 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, MUSSELS, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, MORPHOLOGY, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VAt YORK RIVER 
1164 CRA~ INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FRESHWATER, MORTALITY, OYSTE~ INDUSTRY, RAIN, 
RAINfALL-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, SHELLFISH, VIR~INIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR KEVlt~ 
1215 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FOODS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABL~ FOR R~V!Eft 
1232 DISTRIBUTION, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
127b CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC KIVER, SHELLFISH, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1303 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHEllfi~H, WATER POLLUTION, 
~ATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
13BO BIOCHEMISTRY, ECOSYSTEMS, ESTUARIES, HEAVY MEDIA SEPARATION, SHELLFISH, 
UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1502 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, FI~HERIES, FOODS, MARYLAND, SHELLfiSH, VIRGINIA, 
INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1555 AQUATIC WEEDS, BEACHES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, wATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, 
WINTERKill!NG 
1566 AQUATIC PLANTS, EROSION, LEGAL ASPECTS, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
RECREATION, SHELLFISH, WATER QUALITY, WETlANDS, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1582 AQUICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FISH, PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POlLUTION, 
WASTE DISPOSAL 
655 
1608 AQUATIC PLANTS, CENSUS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, 
SHELLFISH, nlLDllFE, INOUSTRlAl fiSH 
1760 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, 
SHELLFISH 
1d10 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MOLLUSKS, SHEllfiSH 
~1d4 DATA TRANSMISSIUN, LARVAE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MEASUREMENT, SHEllfiSH 
21S5 CLAMS, SEASONAL OlSTRioUTION, SH~llfiSH, VIRGINIA, 
2187 CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, SHEllfiSH 
2254 CH~SAPEAK~ BAY, CLASSIFICATION, MARINE ANIMALS, SHELLFI~H 
2J22 OYSTERS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
~JJ4 LARVAE, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH 
2J3d AMPHIPUUA, GASTROPODS, Ull WASTES, POLYCHAETES, SHELLFI~H, TOXICITY, 
V!kc;INIA, YURK k!VER 
2~20 ~rlESAPEAKt ~AY, CHLORINATION, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHEllfiSH, 
WATER PlllLUTION, WATER QUAl! TY, HAHPTON ROADS 
2j24 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MUSSELS, SHEllfiSH, VIRGINIA, 
l~ARICUL TURE 
Z59J CHESAPtAKE uAY, FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC 
KIVcR, RAPPAHANNOC~ RIVER, SH~lLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 
.!~9cJ CHESAPtAKE BAY, DREDGING, fiSH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, 
MANAGtMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
.!6~1 LATCH, CHtSAPEAKE ~AY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
VI KG Pll A 
656 
2695 DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, SHELLFI~H 
2717 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUoliC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, HLUE CRA~ 
2716 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, dLUE CRAB 
2719 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HeALTH, SHELLFI~H, ~LUc CRAB 
2720 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, HLUE CRAd 
~721 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, c!LUE CRAB 
2722 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PU~LIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAd 
2724 CRAB INDUSTRY, fUOUS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUaLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2725 BACTERIA, CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2726 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH, fiSHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH 
2121 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DclA~ARE, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA, WATERFO~l 
2744 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORIC FLUDD, MOLLUSKS, SALINITY, SHELLFISH 
2763 CATCH, ECONOMIC~, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2764 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHrR!tS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
2793 CRAB INDJSTRY, fOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHEllFISrl, BLUE CRAB 
2800 CHESAPEAKE SAY, ECONOMICS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
857 
2~09 CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
2812 CHESAPEAKE BA~, COMMERCIAL FISH, DELAWARE, FISrlEKlES, MARYLAND, SHEllfiSH, 
VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2625 CAN~LS, CHANNELING~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC FEASIBiliTY, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
2857 BENTHOS, ESTUARIE~, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SEA 
NETTLES, SHELLFISH, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
2892 FISHERIES, FOODS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2962 FISHERIES, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED!, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2972 CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
kAPPAHANNUCK RIVER, SHtLLflSH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3126 CHESAPEAKE bAY, CRAB INOUSTRV, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEw 
3127 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILA~LE FOR 
KfVIEw 
J143 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
1151 CRAB INDUSTRY, fiSHERIES, HISTORY, SHELLFISH, UNITED STATES 
3153 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
318! CHESAPtAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
RtVIEW 
336l CRABS, FI5H(RIES, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
85B 
3424 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST U.S., PUBLIC HEALTrl, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
3496 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER), MODEl STUDIES, SEwAGE EfFLUE~TS, SEwAGE 
TREATMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDES, wATER POLlUTION, wATER QUALITY 
3610 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, ?LANNING, 
SEWAGE EfFLUENT$, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, wATEK ~UALITY 
36Bl SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUST~Y, 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
3744 NORFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, dRIDGE CONSTRUCTIJN, 
CLAMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, OYSTERS, POPULATION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
3749 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPtAKt BAY, FISH, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, YORK RIVEk, lUOPLA~KTUN 
3967 EASTERN SHORE PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE IWATtR), MAPS, REGIONAL 
ANALYSIS, SHELLFlSH, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, wATEK POLLUTIOh SOURCES, 
WATER (.JUALITY 
4019 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKIC1 0 VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
HISTORY, RECREATION, SHELLFISH 
********~******************************************************~**************** SHIPS - ---·-· 
******************************************************************************** 
0239 FOULING, SHIPS 
0259 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HISTORY, NAVIGABLE WATERS, SHIPS, 
VIRGINIA 
0415 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHIPS, SOLID WASTf:S, WASTE DISPOSAL 
0422 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC IMPACT, PORT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, S?UIL DISPOSAL 
859 
0631 CRAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER INOUSTRY, SHIPS 
0743 BOATS, CHESAPEAKt dAY, HISTORY, SHIPS 
1602 CHESAPEAKE BAy, DKEDGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
SHIPS, TRANSPORTATION, HAMPTON ROADS, DELAWARE BAY 
1603 CRAo INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1671 CLAM INDUSTRY, OKEDGING, FISHING GEAR, SHIPS 
2700 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, SHIPS, VIRGINIA, HAMPTON ROADS 




11B7 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SHOALS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, UNAVAILAblE fOR REVIEW 
1429 DIKES, ELIZABETH KIVER, HYDRAULIC MODELS, RIVER FLOW, SALiNITY, SHOALS, 
TIDe~, VIKGINIA 
1~30 CHANNELS, OOCKS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, RIVER FLOW, SHOALS, TIDES, 
VIRGINIA 
2156 CHANNELS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERI, PROFILES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
SHOALS, TIDES 
3434 CHtSAPf.AKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, SAND BARS, SEDIMENT 





3756 SHORELINE EROSION, SJUTHEASTERN PLANNING OIST~ICTi VA, CHESAPEAKE BAr, 




1262 BIROS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, MARYLAND, ~HORE 




1323 BEACH EROSION, ~EACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, SHORt 
PROTECTION, UNITED STATES, VIRGI~IA 
1324 BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, HANAG~ME~T, SHORE 
PROTECTION, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1438 SHALLOW WATER, SHORE PROTECTION, TIDAL MARSHES, VlkGINIA, wETLANDS 
1538 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, RfMOTE SENSING, SHO~E 
PROTECTION, WETLANDS 
3595 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH EROSION, oREAKWATtRS, COASTAL 
STRUCTURES, SHORE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, wAVES I~ATERI 
3721 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AIRPORTS, EAST~RN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION, ERUSION CONT~OL, SHORE PROTECTION, JANGlE~ 
SOUND, VIRGINIA 
3768 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPtAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, MANAGEMENT, PERMITS, PROJECT PLANNING, SHORE PKOTECTION, SHORES 
861 
***••···~······································································· SHORELINE EROSION 
***********************************************************•••·················· 
3746 SHORELINE EROS10h 1 JAMES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3/47 SHORELINE EROSION, KING AND QUEEN COUNTY, VA, KING ~ILLIAH COUNTY, VA, NEW 
KENT COUNTY, VA, M!DuLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, 
VIRGINIA 
3756 SHO~ELINE EROSION, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ERJSION, MAKSHES, PHOTOGRAPHY, MORPHOLOGY, SHORE-LINE COVER 
3761 SHORELINE EROSION, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, MANAGEMENT, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3774 SHORELINE EROSION, NE~PORT NEWS, VA, PENINSULA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGeMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3775 SHORELINE EROSION, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, 
VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DeMAND, VIRGINIA 
3776 SHORELINE EROSION, HAMPTON, VA, PENlNSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3183 SHllRf:LlNE 
DJ~TR!CT, 




EROSION, ISLE Of WIGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
VA, MANAGEMENT, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
EROSION, MIDDLESEX COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING 
VA, MANAGEMENT, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
EROSION, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
HURRICANES, NATURAL RESOURCES, NAVIGATION, WEEDS, WILDLIFE 
40Ld SHuRELINE EROSION, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
GR8UNU~ATER, LAND USE, HAPS, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, WATER SUPPLYr WEEDS, 
ldl\JLIFE 
862 
~035 SHOKELINE EROSION, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, V~, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNIN~ 
DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, HAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
4037 SHORELII'4E EROSION, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RAOCO PLANNIN!I DISTRICT, VA, 




0025 BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE wATERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA, 
0026 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SHORES 
OD28 BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVEk, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE ~ATERS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
0029 JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, ~U~LIC LANDS, Kl~ARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
0031 BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZAhETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SHORES, 
VIRGINIA 
0032 ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, ShORES, VIRGINIA 
1211 CHESAPEAKE dAY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, SHORES, SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3361 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), ISLANDS, MARYLAND, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
3~34 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, ~AND BARS, SEDIMENT 
TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SHOALS, SHORES, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
35D7 EROSION CONTROL, SHORES, VIRGINIA, 
3538 ASSESSMENTS, EROSION, PLANNING, SHORES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVEK 
863 
~562 BATHYI~ETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, ENERGY TRANSFER, SHORES, WAVES IWATERl, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIL BIGHT 
3767 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICl, VAo CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, 
MANAGEME~T, PROJECTS, R~VIEWS, SHORES, WASTE WATER IPOLLUTIONlt WATER 
QUALITY. wETLANDS 
37od EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, ENVIRONMENTAL 




0235 ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, SHELLFISH, SHRIMP, VIRGINIA 
0629 CRABS, LOBSTERS, SHRIMP 
OdoJ PHYSIOLOGY, MARINE ANIMALS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SALINITY, SHRIMP, 
VIRGI~IA, YORK RIVER 
1815 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, SHRIMP 
2281 CHESAPEAKe BAY, CRUSTACEANS, lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, SHRIMP, 
VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
2308 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAE, PLANKTON, SHRIMPt. SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2341 CHESAPEAKE BAY, lENGTH, SHRIMP, VIRGINIA, WEIGHT 
303l diOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOlOGY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEA 
ICE, SHRIMP, SPA~NING 
1426 BIOASSAY, CRUSTACEANS, EFFLUENTS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, 
SHRIMP, TOXICITY 
j~6& EASTeRN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 6AV, POPULATION, 
REPKOllUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SHRIMP, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
664 
3590 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE tlAY, CRABS, ESTUARINE 








0315 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, tlANK EROSION, ~HESAPEAKE HAY, EKOSIJN, SEDIME~T 
DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENT TKANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 
0636 JUVENILE FISHES, SALINE wATER INTRUSION, SESTUN, SILTING, SUSPENDED LOAO, 
TURBIDITY 
1086 SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, VIRGINIA~ YORK RIVER 
1140 HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SILTING, VIRGINIA, YURK R!Y~R 
1543 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EROSION, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, SILTI~G, SUSPENOEO 
LOAD 
2610 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIME~T DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTS, SILTI~G, 
WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED! 
2866 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, DUCKS IWILD), MARSHES, POTOMAC KIW~R, 
SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, WAlEk POLLUTION, WATERFOWL 
3137 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, DREDGING, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIV~R, 
SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, SPOIL DISPOSAL, HAMPTON ROADS 









0459 BRACK!SH-~ATER FISH, ChESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
riSH, S!LVtKSIDES 





0645 GROWTH RATES, MEASURE~ENT, OYSTERS, SIZE, WEIGHT 
1550 CHESAPeAKE BA¥, SIZE, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
3742 AGE, AMERICAN SHAQ, ANAORDMOUS FISH, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
UELA~ARt RIVER, SIZE, SPA~NING 
3'Jo5 EA~TcRN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, ECONOMIC 
!MYACT, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDl, PUBLIC eENEFliS, SE~AGE DISPOSAL, 




J~dJ CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SKATES 
1?96 ~EIUcLLITE, FISH, REPRODUCTION, SKATES 
866 
2168 CONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, 
REPRODUCTION, SKATES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 81GrlT, 
I 
2315 DISTRIBUTION, FISH BEHAVIOR, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, SKATeS 








2618 INDUSTRIAL ~ASTES, POLLUTION ABATtMENT, StwAGE TREATMtNT, SLUDGE, RASTE 




0671 OXYGEN RE~UIREMENTS, RESPIRATION, SNAILS 
0862 GASTROPODS, LETHAL LIMIT, MARINE ANIMALS, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, wATER 
TEMPERATURE, YOR~ RIVER 
1152 DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, 
1389 DISTRIBUTION, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 





UL56 AMPHioJANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMES RIVER, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
SNAKES, TURTLES, VIRGINIA 
112d DISTRIBUTION, JA~cS RIVER, SNAKES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 




2311 CHESAPEAKE HAY, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC PO~ER PRODUCTION, P3WER PLANTS, SOCIAL 
ASPECTS, THERMAL POLLUTION 
3512 ~OATING, ECOLOGY, HISTORY, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
402i RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, HISTORY, 




3~7• EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, HISTORY, PLANNING, 
SOCIAL IMPACT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
397~ EASTEKN SnORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, OIL INDUSTRY, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, TRANSPORTATION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
JW77 IN~~STRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMERCIAL 
f I>HlNG, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EMPLOYMENT, MINERAL INDUSTRY, RECREATION, SOCIAL 
IM~ACT, TOURISM, MIDDL~ ATLANTIC BIGHT 
J~18 EASTERN SHOKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EDUCATION, LABOR 






2349 CALCIUM, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, HEAVY M~TALS, MAGN£SIUM, POTASSIUM, 
SALINITY, SODIUM, ZINC, BLUE CRAB 
2930 CALCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAGNESIUM, 
POTASSIUM, SODIU~, wATER CHEMISTRY 
3404 CALCIUM, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTASSIUM, SEASLNAL, SODIUM, 




0582 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIQUAT, HERBICIDES, OY~TERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT CLAM 
0747 AMINO ACIDS, BIOASSAY, HIOCHEMISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SOfT CLAM 
2197 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, flSHERitS, LIFE HISTORY STUDioS, 




2970 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, HYDROGRAPHY, LAND USc, SOIL 
CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER ~UALITY CONTROL, WATEM 
RESOURCeS, WATER SUPPLY 
2911 DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMeS RIVER, SOIL 
CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATEM ~~ALITY CJNTROL 1 ~ATEK 





2~H5 CHESAPEAKE dAY, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, 









3928 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, ~A, AGRICULTURE, CLIMATIC DATA, HAPS, 




1271 CHeSAPEAKE BAY, GeOMORPHOLOGY, SHORES, SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
4008 KING wiLLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DlSTRICj, VA, GEOLOGY, 
~AfuRAL kE>OURCES, ~UILS,,TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
4u26 RAUCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, 






0542 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA PROCESSING, PATH 
OF POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SATELLITES (AKTIFICIAL), SOLAR RADIATION, 
TURaiOITY, WATER QUALITY 




0415 CHESAPEAKE BAV, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHIPS, SOLID WASTES, WASTE DiSPOSAL 
1575 HUMAN POPULATION, NUCLEAK POWER PLANTS, SOLID WASTES, IHERMAL POLLuTION, 
WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
36b4 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRILT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLID kASTES, VIRGINIA 
36b5 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLID WASTES, VIRGINIA 
36bb RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLID WASTES, VIRGINIA 
3bb7 WESTMORELAND COUNT¥, VA, NGRTHERN ~ECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SULlO ~ASTES, VIRGINIA 
4009 KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
FINANCING, HYDROLOGY, LANDFILLS, ~ATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, $OLIO 




2421 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONIC~, EXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 





2784 CHESAPtAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, HARVLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OVSTERS, 




2J89 CHESAPEAKE BAY, Ul~CHARGE (WATER), GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,HD, 
STREA"FLO~, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
*********************~******************************************************•••• 
SGUTHAHPTON COUNTV, VA 
************•**~*****~***********$********************************************** 
3~4~ SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECU~OMI~S, EMPLOYMENT, lAdUM SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNM~NTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RELREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3958 SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 




llll CH£~APEAKE BAY, fiSHERIES, GUlfS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOUTHEAST U.S. 
l776 CHE~APEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-KOI, FISHERIES, SOUTHEAST 
u.s. 
2779 C~Ad INDUSTRY, FI~HERIES 1 SOUTHEAST U.S., BLUE CRAB 
2dl~ A~f.KICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, NORTHEAST U.S., POTOMAC RIVEK, SOUTHEAST u.s., 
SPA~NlNG 
872 
2820 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERitS, NORTHEAST 
U.S., SOUTHEAST U.S., LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
2869 CHESAPEAK~ BAY, CLAMS, DISTRidUTIONr MARYLAND, POTOMAC ~IYER, SOUTHEAST 
U.S., VIRGINIA 
2886 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POwER PRODUCTIJN, ENVIRONMtNTAL EFFECTS, HEATED 
WATER, MARYLAND, NORTHEAST U.S., NUCL~AR POwER PLANTS, SUUJH[AST U.S., 
THE~MAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
********************************************~**¥*******************~************ 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 
••**************************************~********¥*~**************~·~*********** 
3595 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH EROSION, BkEAK~ATERS, COA5TAL 
STRUCTURES, SHORt PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, ~AVES lwATtR) 
3596 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, MORPHOLOGY, 
SILVERSIDES 
3676 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING JIST~ICT, VA, oEACHES, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTAL ENGINEERING, DREDGING, ~~UIPMENT 
3677 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE B4Y, THERMAL STKESS, 
THERMAL ~ATERr WATEK TEMPERATURE 
3678 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, SORUN, CHeSAPEAKE SAY, CJRES, 
SALINITY, SEDIMENTS 
3&79 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
3680 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WAlEk TEMPERATURE 
3681 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINfiSH INDUSTHY, 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER "INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFI~H 
873 
3688 SOUTHfASTfRN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHfLF, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, WATER CIRCULATION, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC GIGHT 
3oB9 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTI<ICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, HYDROGRAPHY, 
NERITIC, SALINITY, WATER TEMPEI<ATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTLC BIGHT 
3691 SOUTHEASTEKN PLAN~ING DISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, FLOW 
PKOF IL~S, MATHfMAT !CAL MODELS, NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
3692 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, vA, ECOLOGY, EEL GRASS, GASTROPODS, 
MULLU~KS, SEASONAL OISTiiGUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3693 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
3695 PHYSIOLOGY, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, 
OYSTERS 
3696 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CHE~APEAKE GAY, MAPS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, WATER CIRCULATION, 
WATER QUALITY, HAM~TON KOADS 
3702 CHESAPEAKE, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PL·ANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANS~OKTATION, VIRGINIA 
3703 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
MlCRtATIUN, TRANS~ORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3705 ISLE 0~ WIGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLUYME~T, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
REC~EATION, TRA~SPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3TH ~UUTiiEASHRN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH 
RIVER, E~VIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SEWAGE 
TREAT~tNT, ~ATER UUALITY CONTROL 
!174 
3735 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOMASS, ~HESAPEAKE BAY, INDICATORS, 
PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SEwA~E EfFLUENTS, ZOOPLANKTON 
I 
3737 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE &AY, EFFECTS, 
FISH, HYDROGEN SULFIDE, METALS, OYSTERS, PHOSPHORUS~ SEDIMENTS, SEWAGf 
EFFLUENTS, WASTE ~AltR !POLLUTION) 
3741 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DREDGING, LAND USE, LE~AL ASPECTS, 
MANAGEMENT, SURVEYS, VIRGINIA, ~~lLANOS, CuASTAL ZONE 
3742 AGE, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS fiSH, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
DELAWARE RIVER, SIZE, SPA~NING 
3743 SOUTHEASTERN PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, CIRCULATION, ELIZAoETH RIVER, 
PHOTOGRAPHY, SURFACE wATERS, VIRGINIA 
3744 NORFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, dRIDGt CONSTRUCTION, 
CLAMS, ENVIRONME~TAL tFFECTS, OYSTERS, POPULATION, SHELLFISH, VIR~I~IA 
3745 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BOATS, CHtSAPEAKE BAY, HISTURY, 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
3748 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FISHING, TOuRISM, 
VIRGINIA 
3749 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, YOR~ RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
3750 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DiSTRICT, VA, COPEPUDS, DELAWARE RIVEK, 
DISTRIBUTION, MORPHOLOGY 
3751 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, FISH, LIFE HISTORY 
STUDIES, SPA~NING, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC biGHT 
3752 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DEEP WATER, FISH, SYSTEMATICS 
3753 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MIGRATION PATTE~NS, 
MOVEMENT, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, lAGGING 
875 
H54 SoUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTI(lCT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, FISH 
DISEASES, MORTALITY, PARASITISM, PATHOLOGY, STRIPED BASS 
3755 NORfuLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DIATOMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
1756 SHORELINE EROSION, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
tRUSION, MARSHES, PHOTOGRAPHY, MORPHOLOGY, SHORE-LINE COVER 
J/57 SUUTH[ASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, 
E~VIKUNMENTAL EFFELTS, PROJECT BENEFITS 
3758 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CATCH, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, EELS, FOOD 
HAbiTS, JUVENILt fiSHES, MORPHOLOGY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3759 ALGAE, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION, 
SYSTEMATICS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC ~IGHT 
376u SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEHAVIOR, CLEANING, FISH BEHAVIOR, 
VIRGINIA 
37ij3 SHOKELINE EROSION, ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
OISTKICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3~49 SJUTHAMPTUN COUNTY, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
fLONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL KESOURCES, 
POPULATION, MECREAIIO~, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
~951 SUFFOLK, VA, SOUTHI:ASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOHICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LAtiOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, N4TURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULAliO~, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
J9~5 NOR~OLK, VA, PORTSMOUTH, VA, VIRGINIA BE4CH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
Ul~lRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
345~ SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, fRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, V4, 
~LONOHICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
876 
3960 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, 
WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
3961 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, CONTl~tNTAL SHELF, 
ECONOMICS, NATURAL GAS, NATURAL RESOURCES, GILt MESUUkLE DEVELOPMENT, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3962 SUUTHtASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RECKEAT!ON FACILITIES~ VIRGINIA 
3963 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE: BAY, ECOLOGY 
3964 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JUMISDICTION, 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, MANAGEME~T, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
4004 VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHE~APEAKE BAY, 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, WAVES (WATERJ 





0068 AlOSIOS, AMERICAN SHAD, JAMES RIVER, HATTAPONI RivER, PAMuNK~Y KIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE~, SPA~NlNG, V!RGI~IA 
0070 CHICKAHOM!NY .RIVER, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVEK, P4MUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPA~NING, STRIPED tiASS, VIRGINIA 
0236 CHICKAHOH!NY RIVER, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, HATTAPuNI K!VER, PAMUNKtY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, ST~IPED oASS, VIRGINIA 
0267 ALOSIDS, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS fiSH, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
0364 ALOSIDS~ BLUEBACK HERRING, GROWTP. RATES, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, ~PAWNING, 
VIRGINIA 
877 
Ob53 CHESAPfAKE ~AY, COBIA, EGGS, JUVENILE fiSHES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SPAWNING 
0681 CRABS, ~EMERTE~NS, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
0815 CLASSifiCATION, LARVAE, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, SPAWNING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0836 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
DISTR!tlUTIONS 
a837 FISH, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LETHAL LIMIT, SALINITY, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
YORK Rl VER 
0853 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGt, MIGRATION, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, SPAWNING, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVeR 
085~ MOKTALITY, OYSTERS, SPAWNING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0864 PHYSIOLOGY, MUSSELS, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0887 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, MIGRATION, 
SPAW~ING, viRGINIA, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
0923 AGI~G I~IOLUGICAL), GROWTH RATES, MARINE FISH, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
~PAWNING, VIRGINIA, SEARUdiNS 
0951 HATCHING, LARVAE, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SPA~NING 
U960 FISH POPULATIONS, SPAWNING 
0'173 ANI'IAL BEHAviOR, GASTROPODS, GONADS, PLANKTON, REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, 
VI~GINIA, YORK RIVER 
097o CHEMICAL REACTIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING 
878 
0979 AGING IBIOLOGICALl, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GONADS, GROWTH 
RATES, PUFFER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FRt~UENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
0980 AGING IBIOLOGICALl, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION; FISH POPULATIONS, 
GONADS, SPAWNING, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, LENGTH-FREQUENCY QISTRldUTIONS, 
SEAROBINS 
0994 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, MOLTING 
1005 CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, OSMOSIS, SALINITY, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
CONDIT ION INDEX 
1092 AGING IBIOLOGICALJ, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE dAY, DISTRloUTION, 
MIGRATION, SPA~NING, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, FISH SCALES 
1158 BASS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, wHITE PE~CH, YORK 
RIVER 
1177 CLAMS, JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, MOLLUSKS, REPRODUCTION, SPA~NING, VIRGINIA 
1254 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTKIBUTION, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GRGWTH RATES, SPAWNING, HAMPTON RUAUS 
1386 ANADROMOU~ FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAMNING 1 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
2147 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DRUMS, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FI~H, 
SEASONAL UISTRIBUTiuN, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
2153 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, 
REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
21BO CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MOLLUSK~, SPAWNING 
l233 ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
879 
llTO SCALLOPS, SPAWNING, MAKICULTURE 
22<14 GONADS, SPAwNING, BLUE CRAB, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
l~~b CHESAPEAKE tlAY, LARVAE, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SPAriNING 
~511 CHtSAPEAKE BAY, GROwTH STAGES, MARYLAND, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, BLUE :RAB 
2653 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SPAriNING 
2661 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, HERRINGS, 
LEGISLATIO~, PUTOMAC KIVER, SPAWNING 
26o5 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESA~EAKE bAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATION$, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SPAim!NG 
2b76 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, 
GHtlriTH RATES, LifE HISTORY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED bASS, UNITED STATES 
la94 PIANKATANK RIVER, SPA~NING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, 
2. 70'+ LAKVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY·, SCALLOPS, SPAwNING, MARl CULTURE 
lfb9 CHESAPEAKE bAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
StASUNAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING 
2d19 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, NORTHEAST U.S., POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST u.s., 
SPAnNING 
LJJ3 CHESAPfAKE tlAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
3032 ~IULOG¥, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEA 
ICEr SHKIMP, SPAWNING 
Jl'+5 AN~DRUMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH STOCKING, MORTALITY, SPAWNING, 
~TRIPlO UASS, VIRGINIA, 
880 
3526 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAWNING, SJRIPED BASS 
3553 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH BEHAVIOR, FISH EGGS, FISH R~PKODUCT!ONt SPA~NIN~ 
3557 AMERICAN SHAD, DELAWARE RIVER, FISH BEHAVIOR, SPAWNING 
3568 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ANAUROMUUS FISH, CHESAPEA~E HAY, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, SPAWNING, STKIPED tlASS, C ~ u CANAL 
360B EASTERN SHOil.E PLANNING OISTRlCTr VA, i:lLUEFISHt DlHki8JT!ONt GROwTH 
STAGES, LARVAE, SALINITY, SPAWNING, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
B l GHT 
3688 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, SALINITY, ~EASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPA~NING, WATER CIRCULATION, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC iliGHT 
3742 AGE, AMERICAN S~"D' ANADROMOUS FISH, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
DELAWARE RIVERo .ILE, SPAWNING 
3751 SOUTHEASTERN PLA ·NING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, HSH, LIFE H!STUR¥ 
STUDIES, SPA~NI~S, VlkGlNIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC d!GHT 
3753 SOUTHEASTERN Pl~NNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MIGRATION PArTERNSr 








0055 CHLOROPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
BB1 
1944 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FILTRATION, JAMES RiVER, LIGHT, NANTICOKE RIVER, 
SPECTR8PHOTOHETRY, WATER, WICOMICO RIVER,HD 








0422 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC IMPACT, PORT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1443 ACCESS ROUTES, CHARTS, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), HISTORY, LEGISLATION, 
HAPS, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1570 DRtOGING, NUT~IE~TS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER ANALYSIS, 
WINOS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1~dB BENTHO~, CHESAPEA~E BAY, DREDGING, MARINE FISH, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2143 DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, PROJECT PLANNiNG, VIRGINiA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
214d DREDGING, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, SPOIL 
OISPO>AL 
214~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, EASTERN SHORE (VA-~0), PROJECT PLANNING, 
VIK~INIA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
/}11 BENTHOS, CHA~NELI~G, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
5EUIHcNTATION, TURBIDITY, VIRGiNIA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
B82 
3137 BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, 
SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, SPOIL DISPOSAL, HAMPTON ROAOS 





0537 C~ESAPEAKE BAY, HSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SPORES 
0581 ANIMAL PARASITES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPV, JAMES RIVER, MICROORGANISMS, 
OYSTERS, SPORES, VIRGINIA 
Oo63 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAwARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SPORES 
il711 ANIMAL PARASITES, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA, SPOkES, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
2182 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PARASITISM, 
MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SPORES, TREMATODES, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 




D106 FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, SPORT FISH, VIRGINIA 
0327 BASS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, SPURT FISH 
041o CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAYr COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES, SPORT FISH 
0449 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT FISH 
6S3 
04~0 BLUEFISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISHo SPORT FISH 
04d~ CHE~APEAKE SAY, COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT 
fi)H 
J48S BRACKISH-~ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, OISTR1BUTION, FISH 
TAXJNOkY, SPORT FISH, ~HITE PERCH 
0489 ANAOROHOUS fiSH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPORT fiSH, STRIPED SASS 
05ll CHESAPEAKe BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT FISH 
Od74 CATCH, COMMERCIA( FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, SPORT FISH, 
VIRGINIA, 
0902 .DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH 
203d CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT 
FISH, STRIPED BASS 
2265 FISHING, FISHING GEAK, SPORT FISH, SPORT FISHING, VIRGINIA, 
219b CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, SPORT fiSHING 




JJ95 FRESH~ATEK FISH, JAHES RIVER, SPORT FISHING, VIRGINIA 
J129 CHESAPEAKE SAY, COM~ERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, FISHERIES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVEK, SPORT FISHING 
~J/9 CATCH, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOJ, SPORT FISHING 
884 
03S5 CHESAPEAKE SAY, POTOMAC kiVER, SPORT fi5HING 
0S77 AGING (810LOGICALI, CHESAPEAKE bAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, bRUwTH RATES, MAKINE 
FISH, SPORT Fl~HING, SPUT, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-fRt~UtNCY DISTRIBUTIUNS 
101B CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, CONSERVATION, CRAdS 1 FISHERIE~, OYSTtR INDUSTRY, 
~PORT FISHING, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, NATtR POLLUTION 
1172 FISHING, SPORT FISHING, ViRGINIA, 
1264 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE bAY, RECREATION, SPORT Fl~HINGr UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1792 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CREEL CENSUS, FISH POPULATIONS, SPUKT FISHING 
2265 FISHING, FISHING GEAR, SPORT FISH, SPORT FISHING, VIRGINIA, 
257S CHESAP~AKE BAY, C~MMERCIAL FISHING, FISH MIGKATION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, GRO~TH RATES, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 
2609 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHEKIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SPORT FISHING, 
STRIPED BASS 
2b42 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE dAY, SPORT FISHING 
2796 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DI~TRitlUTlON, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT fiSH, SPORT FISHING 
3154 COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH, fiSH HARVEST, FISHERIES, F!SHIN~, SPORT fiSHING 
3410 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, SPORT FISH, SPORT ~ISHI~G, STRIPED BASS 
344D CHESAPEAKE BAY, SPORT FISHING, TANGIER SOUND, VIRGINIA 
3727 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, COMMERCIAL FISHING, 





0282 BIOASSAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, COPPER SULFATE, SPOT, VIRGINIA, YORK RlVER 
J500 BRACKISH-nATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPOT 
OSZo DI5TRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOO HABITS, ORGANIC 
LOA01NG, SPOT, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
0875 COMMERCIAL FISH, OIST~IBUTION, fiSH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SPOT, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Od77 AGING ISIOLOGICALl, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, GRO~TH RATES, MARINE 
FISH, ~PORT FISHING, SPOT, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
0983 AGING IBIOLUGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY~ GRO~TH RATES, SPOT, YORK RIVER, 
L~NGTH-FRE~UENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA 
*********************~************•·~··•***********************•*•*•••········· 
3950 FREDERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA 1 STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RADCD 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, eCONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
j~52 FREDERICKStlURG, ~A, SPOTSYL~ANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RAOCO 
PLANNING Dl~TRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPOTTED SEA TROUT 
···············································································~ 
v~Ol BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 





0839 DISTRIBUTION, DI~ERSIFICATION, ENERGY BUDGET, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, STABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0841 DATA COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, STABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
087B MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANKTON, STABILITY 
******************************************************************************** 
STAFfORD COUNTY, VA 
*************4*************************************************~···~*******•**** 
3950 FREDERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RADCO 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS, NATU~AL RESOUkCES, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3952 FREDERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFfORD COUNTY, VAt RADCO 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, oCONOHICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
403o STAFFORD CUUNTY, VA, RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, vA, CHESAPEA~E ~AY, HAPS, 
MARSH PLANT~, TIDAL MARSHES, WETLANDS 
4037 SHORELINE EROSION, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 








0377 FOODS, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH, STARCH 
667 




0f02 AIR POLLUTION, EROSION CONTROL, MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL ~ASTES, SEWAGE 
THEATME~T, STATE GOVEHNMENTS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
0767 DECISION MA~ING, PLANNING, REMOTE SENSING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, STATE 
GOViR~MENTS, VIRGINIA, 
07~4 ADMINIST~ATIVE AGENCIES, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, STATE GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
3~77 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, EXPANSION, LEGISLATION, 




0615 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE 
JURISDICTION 
0698 LEGISLATION, STATE JURISDICTION, WATER DEMAND, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), 
WATERSHED~ IBASI~SI 
1477 GkOUNllwATEH., LEG!SI,-ATIO~, STATE JURISDICTION, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1476 GKUU~UWATE~, HYDROLOGIC CYCLE, LEGISLATION, STATE JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA, 
J4o1 STATE JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, ~ATER RESOURCES 






0604 AHHONIAt DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRI~UTION, NITkATES, .STATIONS, VIRGINIA, 




0177 HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, STATISTICAL METHODS, STREAMflOW, VIRGINIA, 
0302 PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, STATISTICAL METHODS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0651 BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, DISTRIBUTION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHWTOPLANKTON, 




0411 COMPUTER MOUEL5, FRESHWAT~R, JAMES RIVE~, MATHEMAIICAL MODELS, MODEL 
STUJIES, SEWAGE DI5POSAL, STATISTICAL MODELS, VIKGINIA, ~ATEK TEMPLRATURE 
2159 CLAMS, DATA COLLECJIUNS, ECOLO&ICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONHtNTAL tfFECTS, 
FRE~UENCY ANALYSIS, GASTROPODS, POLYCHAETE$, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 




0058 DATA COLLECTIONS, JA~ES RIVER, SALINITY, STATISTICS, SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
0&23 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, STATISTICS 
0624 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, STATISTICS 
689 
1442 ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, KEGIONAL ANALYSIS, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
29~3 CATCH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
3252 fi~HERIES, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES< UNAVAILABLE FOR kEVIEW 
3256 FISHERIES, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3315 ECONOMICS, NATUKAL RESOURCES, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
4003 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HAPS, RIVER BASINS, 
STATI~TICS, VIRGINIA, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
4047 RADCO PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, MARYLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, 
POTUMAC KIVERr RIVtR BASIN COMMISSIONS, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, WATER 









0312 CHESAPEAKE bAY, INVERTEBRATES, JELLYFISH, STINGING NETTLES, TOXINS 
1830 CHESAPEAKE oAYr liFE HISTORY STUDIES, PLANKTON, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
REPRODUCTION, STINGING NETTLES 
ZZ73 CHESAPEAKE BAYr HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING 
NlTTLES, SYSTEMATICS 
890 






3436 COMPUTER PROGKAMS, JAMES RIVER, HODEL STUDIES, STOCHASTIC PROCE~SES, 




0178 FLOOOS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, STORMS, VIRGINIA, 
1165 CURRENTS IWATERlr STORMS, STREAMFLOW, TIDES, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS 
IBASINSlr YORK RIVER 
1718 CHESAPEAKE BAY, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, STORMS, HAMPTON ROADS 
2179 FLOOD OAMAGf, FLOODING, FLOODS, HISTOKIC FLOOD, STORMS, UNITED STATES 
2975 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HEAVY METALS, HISTORIC fLUOO, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
PESTICIDE RESIDUES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STORMS, VIR&INIA, YORK RIVER 
3030 ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HISTORIC flOOD, STuRHS 
3935 ABUTMENTS, EASTERN SHOKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, fLOOD PROTECTION, 
FLOODING, HURRICANES, STORMS, VIRGINIA 
3995 EASTERN ~HORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FLOOD 
fORECASTING, FLOOD PlAIN ZONING, FLUODS, FUTURE PlANNING IPROJECTEDI, 
HURRICANES, HAPS, STORMS, VIRGINIA 
406B RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVEK, OXYGEN RE~UIREMENTS, SALINE 





1182 INSTRUMENTATION, SEDIMENT TRANSPO~T. STRAIN GAGES, VIRGINIA, 
~··•*******~***************~*********************************~*********~******** 
S TRAT IF !CAT ION 
***************************~*******~******************~************************* 





0122 DEPOSITION ISED!MENTSlr GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLJGY, JAMES 
RIVER, STKATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0123 DEPOSITION ISEDIMENTSJ, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RIVER, STRATIGRAPMYr VIRGINIA 
0144 fORAMINIFERA, C..EOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPuCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTULJGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0147 ATLANTIC COA5TAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, 05TRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC biGHT 
014ti fOKAMlNIFEKAt GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVERr MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALcOi'iflJLIJGY, ~TRATIGRAPHY, IIIRGIN!A, YORK RIVER 
0149 GfOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
~TRAflG~A~HYr VIKGINlAt YORK RIVER 
0!~0 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, 
5TRATIGKAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
892 
0151 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, JSTRACOUS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, PL~ISTOCENE EPOCH, STRATIGRAPHY, YORK RIVEN 
0152 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PALEONTOLO~Y, STRATIGRAPHY, VlkG!NIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0159 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, ~TRATIGkAPHY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0162 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLUGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAME~ ~IVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0172 CHE5APEAKE SAY, MOLLUSKS, NuRTH CAROLINA, PALtONTOLOGY, STRAT!~RAPHY, 
TERTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
0175 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt CH~SAPEAKE BAY, GRAVELS, SANDS, STRATIGRAPHY, 
VIRGINIA 
0186 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLANTS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, HIOOLE ATLANTIC ~IGHl 
0194 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATION~, MIOCENE 
EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTULUGY 1 STRATIGRAPHY, VIKG!NIA 
0201 COALS. ECONOMICS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MESOZOIC ERA, ?ALEONTULOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
0203 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPhY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2082 CHESAPEAKE SAY, FORA~INIFERA, MARYLAND, STRATIGRAPHY, SYSTEMATICS, 
VIRGIN lA 
2603 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELA~AREr GEOLOGY, HARYLANOt 
STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
2715 GEOLOGIC FOKMATIONSr GEOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
893 
21lb GEOLOGIC fORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, ViiGINIA, YORK RIVER 
*******************************************••··································· STREAM GAGES 
***********~***********************•********************•**********************• 
llvl DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, MATTAPONI RIVER, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
1102 DISCHARGE MEASuREMENT, PAMUNKEY RIVER, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
2753 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCO 




J081 DISCHARGE MEASUR~MENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
1082 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
0083 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVERo STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
0097 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE IWATERlo STREAMFLOW, TRIBUTARIES 
0116 FLOOD DAMAGE, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIAo WATER POLICY 
0174 DISCHARGE !WATER), STREAMFLOW, SUBSURFACE WATERS, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, ~ATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
~111 HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, STATISTICAL METHODS, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, 
0£0& DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, VlRGINI4o 
894 
0295 GROUNDWATER, RESERVOIRS, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0774 LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, NATER DtHANO, WATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIED! 
1041 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE wATERS, VIR~INIA, 
1059 FLOOD CONTROL, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1096 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, MATTAPONI RIVERo PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STREAMFLOw, VIRGINIA 
1101 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, MATTAPONI RIVERo STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
1102 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, PAMUNKEY RIVER, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
1153 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, GROUNDWATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo STREAMFLOw, UNITED STATES, VIKGINIA 
1165 CURRENTS (WATER), STORMS, STREAMFLOW, TIDES, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS 
IBASINSJ, YORK RIVER 
1241 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOw, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
1246 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE wATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1250 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, STREAMfLOW, VIRGINIA 
1251 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
2089 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE IWATERI, GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOwDER RIVER,MD, 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,MO, 
STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVtR,MD 
8'}5 
lo~d CHESAPEAKE BAY, Fl~H, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, 
STKEAMFLO~, WATER POLLUTION, WATER UU~LITY 
2753 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCO 
RIYtR,MD, POTOMAC RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA 
il.IVER 
275~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RUNUFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BA~S, YORK RIVER 
2755 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO RIVER,HD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, KUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, HIDOLE 
ATLANJ iC tHGHT 
2756 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 




143~ ALGAE, AQUATIC LIFE, BACTERIA,·EFFLUENTS, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANTS, 
PRUTUlOA, STREAMS, VIRGINIA 
4015 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 ECONOMICS, HISTORY, MANAGEMENT, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RivER BASINS, STREAMS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
40I6 MIDDLE PENIN~ULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo CHESAPEAKE BAr, ECONOMICS, 
Gf0LOGY, GROUNOWATE~, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
4~17 AGRICULTURE, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING OISTRICTt VAo ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, 
GROUNDWATER, RECREATION, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
YOKK Rl VER 
4061 RAUCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, COST ANALYSIS, RIVER BASINS, 










3999 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, A$SfSSMENTS 1 ECONOMI~ l~PACT 1 
ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGeMENT, RECREATION DtMAND, ~tSOURCE ALLOCATION, 




3605 EASTERN SHORE Pl~NNING OISTti.ICTo VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 PHY~IOLUGICAL 









0013 FISH MIGRATION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0070 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, I'AMUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA 
07 
0092 A~ADROMOUS FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0236 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, STKlPED BASSo VIRGINIA 
0286 CHESAPEAKE UAY, OiSTRIBUTIONr FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
0291 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
0342 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FJSH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, STklP~D BASS, TAGGING 
0374 FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK ·RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0435 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GONADS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0489 ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPORT FI~H, STRIPED BASS 
0587 CATCH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0749 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, HYBRIDS, WHITE BASS 
0771 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA 
0970 FISH EGGS, SAMPLING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1047 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1J53 BASS, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, MORPHOLOGY, STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
l07o CHfSAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TRIBUTARIES, 
VIRGINIA 
898 
1136 FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE~, SEASONAL DISTRI~UTION, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
1158 BASS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED bASS, VIRGI~IA, ~HITE PERCH, YORK 
RIVER 
1301 FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRI~ED bASS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1386 ANADROHOUS FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAwNING, 
STRIPED bASS, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-Fk~wUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
1678 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SEASONAL DISTRI~UTION, STRIPED BASS 
1717 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, GONADS, STRIPED BASS 
1929 DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
2005 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROwTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, 
LENGTH-fREQUENCY DISTRI~UTIUNS, FISH SCALE$ 
2030 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
2038 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, -ril~TRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT 
FISH, STRIPED BASS 
2279 FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, SALINITY, STHIPED ~ASS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
TEMPERATURE 
2416 FISH POPULATJONS, GROWTH STAGES, STRIPED BASS 
2422 BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL 













CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, 
U~ITEO STATES 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVERo POTOMAC 
RIVER, kAPPAHANNUCK RIVER, STRIPED BASSo YORK RIVER 
CHESAPeAKE bAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD 
HA~IT5 1 GROWTH KATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION, STRIPED BASS, 
UNITEu STATES 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHEKIES 1 GROwTH KATES, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVERo SPORT FISHING, 
STRIPED BASS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTION 1 FISH MIGRATION, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, 
GROwTH RATES, Lift HISTORY STUDIES, SPA~NING, STRIPED BAS~, UNITED STATES 
PIANKATANK RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STkEAMfLOW, STRIPED BASS, SUS~UEHANNA RIVERr MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC tllGHT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MA~YLANu, STREAKFLOW 1 STRIPED BASSo SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED 
BASS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
AGING (BIOLOGICAL), CATCH, fiNFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
JA~cS hiVERo RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
















CHESAPEAKE 6AYo FISH POPULATIONS, GkOwTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRitiUTIONS, FISH SCALES 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASSo UNAVAILABLE FOR ReVIEw 
I CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, STRIPED BASSo JNAVAlLABLt FUR REVIE~ 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, ~TKIPEO oA~S, UNAVA!LABLt 
FOR REVIE~ 
ANAOROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISrl STOCKING, MORTALITY, SPA~NING, 
STRIPeD BASS, VIRGINIA, 
FISH POPULATIONS, STMIPED BASSo UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
ALEwiVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKt BAY, fiSH EGGS, HEkRINGS, SETTLING 
VELOCITY, STRIPED BASS, wHITE PERCH 
CHESAPEAKE tiAY, COMMERCIAL FiSH, SPURT FISH, SPORT FISHI~G, STRIP~D BAS~ 
ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, fiSH STOCKING, ST~lPED ~ASS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVeR, SPA~NING, STRIPED dA~S 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ANADROMOUS FiSH, LHESAPEAKE dAY, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH EGGSr LARVAE, SPAWNING, STKIPEO aASS, C + J CANAL 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo CHESAPEAKE BAY, MibRATIO~ PATTeRNS, 
MOVEMENT, SEASONAL DISTRI~UTION, SPAwNING, STRIP(O BASS, TAGGING 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTK!CTr VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIStASES 1 FISH 
DISEASES, MORTALITY, PARASITISM, PATHOLOGY, STRIP~D bAS~ 
MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE ~AYr 





2765 FI5H POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRONTIUM 








074d JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, STRUCTURE, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SCYPHOZOA 





0161 ATLANTIC CuASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAV, GROUNDWATER, SUBSURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER ~ELLS 
0174 DISCHARGE {WATER), STREAMFLOW, SUBSURFACE WATERS, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WAlEK RESOU~CES, wATEk RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 




G46~ LHESAPEAKc BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, SUCKERS 
902 
1978 CARP, CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GARS, 




3951 SUFFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DIST~ICT, VA, ECONOM!C5, EDUCATION, 
EM~LOYMENT, LABUR SUPPLY, LOCAL GuVEkN~E~TS, NATU~AL RtSGURCES, 








0022 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, SUMMEK, TURTL~~. VIRGINIA, YOR~ 
kiVER 

















CLI~ATIC UATA, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LONG-T~RM PLANNING, KIVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION (ATMOSPHERIC), RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RUNOFF 












CHEMICAL ANALY::.IS, UISCHAKGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LilAUr SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPEKATURE 
CHEMICAL A~ALYSIS, Ul~lrlARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WAT~RSr 
VIR~INIA, wATER TeMPERATURE 
CHE~I~AL ANALY::.IS, DISCHARGE IWATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, SURfACE WATERS, 
VI~GINIA, ~AT~R lEM~ERATURE 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), JAMES RIVER, SEDIM~NT LOAD, SURFACE 
~ATlR~, VIKGINIA,·WATEK TtMP~RATURE 
CHEMICAL A~ALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERlr SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
CHEMICAL ANALY!>IS, DISCHAKGE !WATER), SEDIMENT LUAO, SURFACE WATER!>, 
VI~GINIA, ~ATER TEM~ERATURE 
CH~MICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATER) 1 SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIKGih!A, WATER TEMPERATURE 
904 
0D21 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT LOAU, SURFACE wATtRS 1 VI~GI~IA, 
0081 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOw, SURFACE wATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
0082 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLG~, ~UAFACt ~ATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
0083 DISCHARGE MEASUREM~NT, DRAINAGEr JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATE~S, 
VIRGINIA 
0116 FLOJD DAMAGE, STR~AHFLOw, SURFACE ~ATERS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER PJLICY 
0174 DISCHARGE (WATER), STREAMFLOw, SUoSUHFACE WATERS, ~UKF~Ct wATeRS, 








CHESAPEAKE BAY, CuRRENTS (WATER), UILY WAlEK, ~OLLulANTSr SURFACE ~ATERS, 
~INDS 
AGKICULTUKE, ECO~OMICS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNU~~ KIVtR, 
RtCREATION, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE WATtKS, VLR~INIA, WATER ~ESUUK~ES 
UEVELUPMcNT 
AGRICULTUR~; ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC PG~ER PRODUCTION, tUlURE PLANNING 
(Pi{QJECTEUl, GEOLOGY, GkOUNDWAH:R, MINERALOGY, RECid:ATillN, SURfACE ~AlERS, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, ~U~FACE WAlck~, VIRGINIA, WAT~R QUALITY, WATER ::.UPPLY 
Rl~ER SYSTEMS, SURFACE ~ATERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, LIPIUS, OIL-wATER INTERFACES, SU~FAG~ WATERS, VI~GINIA, 
YORK Rl VER 
BACTERIA, CHESAPeAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HEAVY METAL~, MANAGlM~NT, 
NUTMIENTS, PESTICIDES, SURFACE ~ATtkSr VIMGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
905 
lOlU CATCH, COMMERCIAL fiSH, CONSERVATIUNr CRAtlSr FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
~Pu~T FISHIN~, SURfACE ~ATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
10~1 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE HATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1051 DI~CHA~GE MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES 
106~ GROJNOWATER, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER QU~LITY, WATER RESOURCES 
lOS~ MANAGEMENT, SU~FACE wATERS, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
11~6 SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, wATER RESOURCES 
1233 JAMES RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY 
1236 JAMES kiVER, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, DISMAL SHAMP 
INC-VA) 
1l37 JAMES RIVER, SURfACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, wATER SUPPLY, DISMAL SHAMP 
INC-VAl 
12'1 D!SCHAKGE MEASUKEMENT: DRAINAGE; JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLU~, SURFACE WATERS. 
VIRGINIA 
124~ FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SURFACE HATERS, VIRGINIA, 
ll~~ FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
l/.4o UISCHAKGE MEASUREMENT, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, V!RGINIAr 
1l4d CHI~KAHOMINY RIVER, JAMES RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER SUPPLY, 
DI5MAL SWAMP INC-VA) 
1249 SU~FACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1477 GROUNuWAT~R, LEGISLATION, STATE JURISDICTION, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
906 
1480 SURFACE wATERS, VIRGINIA, 
2756 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, STREAMFLG~, STRIPED BASS, SUkFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
2829 DEPOSITION ISEDIMENTSlr EROSION, G~OMURPHULOGY, HISTORIC fLOOD; 
HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SURfACE WAlcK~, VIRGINIA, 
3743 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CIRCULATION, ELIZABETH RIVER, 
PHOTOGRAPHY, SUkFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
5790 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VAr DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, 
GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGY, MAP~, SEDIMENTS, SURFACE WATEkSr VIRGINIA, WATER 
LEVELS, wATER ~UALITY, WAlEk TEMPERATURE 
3792 MIDuLE PENIN5ULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GRCU~DAATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, MAPS, METEORULUGY, POTOMAC RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELuPMENT, SURfACE 
WATERS, VIRGINIA, nATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
4016 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE bAY, ECONOMICS, 
GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, SUkfACt WATERS, VIRGINIA 
~017 AGRICULTURE, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, 
GRUUNU~ATEk, RECKEATIO~, RIVER BASINS, ~TREAMS, SUKFACt wATEKS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
~0~5 KING GEORGE COUNTY, VAr RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, fiNANCING, 





0058 DATA COLLECfiONSr JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, STATISTICS, SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
0198 CANALS, ESTIMATED COSTS, FUTUkE PLANNING !PROJECTED), JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGATION, SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
907 
JZ09 ECuNUMICS, FLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, SURVEYS, 
VIRGINIA 
OliO CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, SURVEYS, 
VIRGI i'IA 
1540 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYURAULIC MODELS, SURVEYS 
340d MAPPING, MAKSH(S, SURVEYS, WETLANDS 
3741 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DREDGING, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, 




OOZO ANIMAL wASTES (wlLJLlfEl, BIODEPUSITION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
~USPt~J[U LUAD, VIRGINIA 
0055 CHLOROPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
Qj~j CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
063d JUVENILE fiSHES, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, SESTON, SILTING, ~USPtNDEU LOAD, 
TUihll [J I TY 
J7lJ CA~~CHYURATES, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, SUSPENDED 
LOiiU 
1,43 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EROSION, EUTROPHICATION, NUT~IENTS, SILTING, SUSPENOED 
LOAIJ 
1~50 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SIZE, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
Ld~u BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE UAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, 
StUiMENTATIUN, SUSPENDED LOAD 
9Do 
1945 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIGHT, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAU 
2113 CHESAPeAKE bAY, UN-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS, SUSPtNUtD LOAD 
2192 BATHYMETRY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SED1MENTATlU~, SEDIMENTS, 
SUSPENDtU LOAD, VIRGINIA 
2203 BIODEPOSITION, SEDIMENTATION, SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA, YJRK RIVER 
2285 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, 
SUSPENOEO LOAD, VlkGINIA 
23o5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, GcGCHtMISTKYt JAMES 
RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, StOIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
L480 CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNuCK ~IVER 1 SALINITY, ~tOIMENT 
TRANSPORT, SUSPlNDEU L0AO, TURbiDITY, VIRGINIA 
lb43 BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKt BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, tSTUARitS, JAMt~ R1VtK, 
SATELLITES (AKTIFICIALJ, SUSPENOtD LOAD, VIRGINIA 
2~34 CHESAPeAKE BAY, CHt~TER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS (WATERJ, JAMES RIVER, 
PLANKTON, REMOTE ~ENSING, SUSPENDED LOAD 
3452 PLANKTON, REMOTE SENSING, SUSPENDED LOAD, COASTAL ZCNE 
*******************~**~******************~*******~****************************** 
su:;PENS I GN 
~**************************************************•**********~*************•**~ 
0606 DATA COLLECTIONS, ENERGY BUDGET, ScDIMtNT LOAD, SESTON, SUSPENSIUN, 





0146 BOKEHOLE ~EOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLeiSTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, YORK RIVER 
0425 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTATION RATES, 
SUS~UEHANNA RIVER 
1235 CHESAPEAKE tiAY, fLOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, REMOTE SENSING, 
SU~~UEHANNA kiVEk, NEATHER DATA 
1238 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERIClr RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RUNOFF 
RELATICN~HIPS, RIVER BA~INS, SURFAC~ RUNOFF, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED 
STATES 
1515 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SUSQUEHAN~A -RIVER, ~ATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, ~ATERSHEDS 
IBASINSI 
2v8~ LHESA~EAKE BAY, DISCHARGE (wATER), GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, 
PATAPSCU RIVE~,MO, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVEK,MD, 
STREAMrLU~, SUSQuEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVEK,MD 
~753 CHESAPEAKE tiAY, GUNPO~DER RIVER,MD, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCO 
hiV~k 1 MD 1 POTOMAC KIV~Rr RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLO~, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVeR 
2755 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES KIVEK, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO K!VER,MD, POTOMAC 
k!VER, RUNJFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHANNA kiVER, MIDDLE. 
ATLANTIC a!GHT 
3~~6~ CHESAPEAKE ~AY, fiSHERiES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVEK, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, VIKGINIA, YGRK RIVER 
3232 CHESAPEAKE bAY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
J~70 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA R~VER 









0656 CHESAPEAKE bAY, SEA NETTLES, SYM~IOSIS, SCYPHOZOA 
1574 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRUSTACEANS, PROTOZOA, SYMoiOSIS 





0067 AMPHIPODA, JAMES RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
0292 CHESAPfAKE BAY, CLASSifiCATICN, MOLLUSKS, SYSTEMATIC5, VIRGINIA 
0618 AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, CHESAPEAKE bAY, PHYTOPLANKTCN, SYSTEMATICS 
0713 DISTRIBUTION, PLANT GROUPINGS, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
0734 AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTE~NS, JAME~ RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK klVtR, SYSTEMATICS, YUK~ RIVER 
0857 CRA~S, CRUSTACEANS, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, PORES, SYSTtMATICS, VIR~INIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0867 MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 10RK k!VER, CILiATES 
911 
Oob~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRI8UTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 
HAdiTATS, NEMERTEANS, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
0920 CRABS, LAKVAL GROWTH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS 
092~ CRuSTACEANS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
lOUI'LANKTUN 
0932 GASTkOPGOS, OYST~R DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY, PREDATION, SYST~MATICS 
09d9 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEA~E BAY, EELS, FECUNDITY, FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, YUMK RIVER 
0999 DISTRI~UTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
1020 CLASSIFICATION, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
1017 CRABS, CkUSTt.CEANS, LARVAL Gi<OiHH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS 
lUSO BENTHIC FAUNA, CHtSAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, HYOROlDA, 
JAMES RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YOKK RIVER 
1243 BEHAVIOR, CHESAP~AKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATT~RNS, JA~ES RIVER, MARINE FISH, 
PATJXENT RIVER, PORIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYST~MATICS, YORK RIVER 
1441 DISTRIBUTioN PATTERNS, ,FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
i~41 INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
1bti3 CHESAPEAKE BAY, llF~ HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, SEA 
NeTTLES, SYSTEMATICS, SCYPHOZOA 
1/30 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, SYSTEMATICS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
116/ CH~SAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
912 
1793 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
1834 BIULOGY, dlOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND 
RETRIEVAL, INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, SYSTEMATICS 
1915 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, TRA~LlNG 
1922 BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, lNVERTEBKATES, SYSTEMATICS 
2012 CHESAPtA~E BAY, DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS, UNITEU STATES 
2082 CHESAPEAKE dAY, FORAMINIFERA, MARYLAND, STRATIGRAPhY, SYSTEMATiCS, 
VIRGINIA 
2107 AQUATIC PLANTS, DlSTRlBUTIGN, MARSH PLANTS, SYSTEMAT!~S 
2109 CHESAPEAKE dAY, JISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, PLANTS, SYST~MATICS, VIRGINIA 
2141 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTiRN SHORE !VA-MOI, ~ORPHOLOGY, 
PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, VlkGINlA 
2151 CHESAPEAKE dAY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEA NETTLES, SYSTEMAliLS, CNIDARIA 
2160 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EAST~RN SHORE tVA-MOl, JOINTS !CUNNECTIONSI, MARINE FISH, 
RAYS, SHARKS, SYSTEMATI~S, VIRGINIA 
2163 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYTOLOGICAL STUUIES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PARASITISM, 
PHYLOGENY, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, MORPHOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
21Bb CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, 
VIRGINIA, WACHAPR~AGUE,VA 
2191 CHESAPEAKE 8AY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, 
VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2210 ALGAE, CHLOROPHYTA, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RIVER 
BASINS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
913 
L214 CLASSIFICATION, O!ATUMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
2253 BIBLIOG~A~HIES, CLA~S!FICATION, MARINE ANIMALS, ~HYLCGENY, SYSTEMATICS 
2255 6A~NACLES, CLASSIFICATION, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
L273 CHE5APEAKE BAY, HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, kEPROOUCTIUN, S~ NETTLES, STINGING 
NETTL~S, SYSTEMATICS 
2308 CHESAPEAKE dAY, LARVAE, PLANKTON, SHRIMP, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2327 CLASS!F!CAT!UN, UlSTR!BUTIUN PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), ENTOMOLOGY, 
INS~CT oEHAVIOR, INSECTS, SYSTEMATICS 
2346 ~YSTcMATICS, VIRGINIA, FQSSILS 
234S ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, 
U!VEKSl~l~ATION, OST~ACODS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
23j4 CHESAP~AKE 3AY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD}, PRE-IMPOUNDMENT, PROTOZOA, 
SYSflMATJCS, VIKGlk!A, ~ACHAPKEAGUE,VA 
23d9 CHESAPEAKE HAY, COPEPODS, ~ORPHOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
z;<J1 bRYilZOA, CHESAPEAKE oAY, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEH><ATt:S, ~YSTEMATICS 
L43d CHlSAP~AKE dAY, DISTRIBUTION, rLANT$ 1 POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
246~ Bl~LQGY, BKYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SYSTEMATICS 
2494 ANNEL10S, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLYCHAETE$, SYSTEMATICS 
~S12 CHESAPEAKt: dAY, MORPHOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
L5b2 CHESAPEAKt HAY, COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
914 
25b3 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CUPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTJRY STUDIES, MJRPHJLOGY, 
SEASONAL QISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
2590 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, GASTKOPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
2804 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTKibUT!ON, FISH POPULATIONS, POTCMAC RIV~K, SYST~MATIC~ 
2823 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK KIVER, ST><l~ED 
BASS, SYSTEMATIC~, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVcK 
?925 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DELAWARE, FROGS, MARYLAND, SYSTEMATICS, Vl~GINlA 
l974 DISTRIBUTION, MOSQUITOES, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
3699 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ALGA~, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
3709 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, Ckft~S, SYSrEMATICS 
3752 SOUTHEASTERN PLANiiiii'G DISTRICT, VA, DE:Ei' r;ATE:R, FISH, SYSTtMATICS 
3759 ALGAE, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING Ol~TRICT, VA, oE~TH!C FAUNA, OIST~IoUTIGN, 
SYStEMATICS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC ~IGHT 
4071 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LHESAPEA~E bAY, FISH 1 LARVAE, 




1578 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUUIES, SYSTEMICS 
3992 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING OISTRICT, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DIVERSIFI~ATION, 










0013 FISH MIGRATION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, TAGGlNGr 
VIKG!NIA, YORK RIVER 
02Sb CHESAPEAKE dAY, DISTRIBUTION, FlSH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
OZ~1 CHESAPEAKE dAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
0342 CHESAPlAKt bAY, fiSH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, ~TK!PED BASS, TAGGING 
J4j5 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, GONADS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
J847 AMERICAN SHAD, ANAOROMDUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
M!vRAT!ON, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YOR~ R!VER 
087~ t!JM:~Er<.CIAL FISH, DISTRUlUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION, RAPPAHANNOCK 
kiV~R, SPOT, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0934 CO~MERC!AL FISH, C~OAKER, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION 
PATTEkNSr TAGGING 
liJo FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
li~~ ANADROMOUS FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, 
~T~IPcU oASS, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
l.Jl~TRIIJUTIONS 
916 
1929 DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, riSHERIES, STRIPED ~ASS, 
TAGGING 
2030 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRAliON, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
' 2292 COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INUUST~Y, FISH, MANAGEMENT, T~GG!NG, VIRGINIA, 
24!!5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POI'ULATIONS, STRIPED BA~Si TAGGING, 
UNITED STATES 
2994 ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUllON, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, 
TAC.G Il'iG 
3753 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MIGRATION PATTERNS, 
MCVI':MEI'<l, SEASONAL D!SlKIBUT ION, SPAWNING, ST~If>I::;J oASS, TAGG!"lG 
**********~**********•***************************~****~************~****~******~ 
T ANGII:R SOUND 
****************~**********~*********~~****4******~***~********~*****~****¥****~ 
l72b BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, CULIFURMS, EPIZUOTIULUGY, OYSTERS, TANGIEK SOUNO 
3440 CHESAPI::AKE BAY, SPURT FISHING, TANGIER SOUND, VIRGINIA 
3721 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AIRPORTS, EASlckN SHURE IVA-MDI, 





3660 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, fiNANCING, 






215Z PUtiLICATIUN5, TECHNOLOGY, VIRGINIA, PUBLIC RELATIONS 





Qj2~ CHESAP~AK~ 8AY, CKABS 1 SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB 
0724 CUNT!NENT~L SHELf, CURRENTS (WATER), RUNOFF, TEMPERATUK~, WINDS, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC biGHT 
0751 biOASSAY, CHLU~INE 1 COPEPOOS, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL STRESS 
U/56 CHESAPEAKE dAY, OISSULVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTKiouTION, SEOIMENTATION, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATE~ 
J757 BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
TEMPLRATURE 
1341 CURRENTS (WATERJ 1 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVER, NITRD~EN COMPOUNDS, 
PHUSPHURUS LOMPQUNOS, ~HYTOPLANKfON, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, ~ALINITY, 
TEMP~KATUR~, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1450 JAMES KlV~k, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
TEMPfkATUR~, YORK KIV~R 
l4b1 JAMES KIVfK, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
l~HPlkAlUKE, YORK RIVER 
lS62 CH~SAPEAK~ BAY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIGHT INTENSITY, SEA NETTLES, 
T~MPtKAlUKE, SCYPHOZOA 
~18 
1565 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, MARYLAND, NUT~IENTS, 
PLANKTON, PUTUMAL RIVER, SALINITY, TEM~EKATUKE, VIRGINIA 
1781 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, TeMPERATURE, bLOOV VALuES 
2017 GASTROPODS, RESPIRATION, SNAILS, TEMPERATURE 
2132 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONDUCTIVITY, D~PTH, EQUIPMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, PCTOMAC 
RIVER, ShLINITY, TEMPtKATUKt 
.2257 HATCHING, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATUKt, BLUe CRAB, MOLTING 
3570 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 CLAMS, ~LECTRIL POriERPLANTS, LARVAE, 













0167 JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY ~EKIUU, VIRGI~IA 
0169 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE SAY, GEOLOGIC FOkMATIONS, PALEUNTOLD~Y, 
TERTIARY P~RIDD, VIRGINIA 
919 
0172 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MOLLUSKS, NURTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, 
TeRTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
0113 CHESAPtAKE BAY, GASTROPODS, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, 




3~84 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAE, OYSTERS, 




0387 COOLING ~ATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
THERMAL POLLUTIU~ 
~438 ADMINISTRATIVE AGE:NCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
POwER PLANTS, SHELLFI~H, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER POlLUTION 
~~3~ CHESAPEAKE ~AY, THERMAl POLLUT(ON, ~ATEK POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER USERS 
U730 CRA~ INuUSTRY, DREDGiNG, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, wiLDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
lU~} ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED ~ATER, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
131• E:STUARIES, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
1~3~ AQUATIC LIFE, CHEMICAL WASTES, COOLING WATER, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
~NVIt<Ol~Mt:NTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVER, PO~ER PLANTS, PUBLIC UTILITIES, 
RADIOALllVt wASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
1~/5 HUMAN POPULATION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOLID WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
WASTE ~AlER TREATMENT 
920 
1582 AQU!CULTURE, ECONOMICS, FiSH, PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
WASTE DISPOSAL 
1680 CODLING WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THEKMAL POLLUTJON, WATER POLLUTION 
1854 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1855 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVeR, PROJECT PLANNING, 
THERMAl POlLUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2004 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC PUwER PRODUCTION, HEATED ftATER, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC PO~ER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH POPULATIONS, MOGEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, ~OWER PLANTS, THEKMAL 
POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER 
2329 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HYDKAULIC MODELS, JAMES RiVER, NUCLEAR POwER 
PLANTS, THEKMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
2317 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POwER PRODUCTION, PUwER PLANTS, SOCIAL 
A~PcCTS, THERMAL POLLUTION 
23d~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POwER PRUDUCTIO~, PO~ER PLANTS, THER~AL 
POLLUTION, ~ATER TEMPERATuRE 
2604 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CODLING nATER, ELECTRIC POWEk PRODUCTION, HtATtU ~ATEK, 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVEK, THERMAL PULLUT!U~, ~ATER TEMPtRATURE 
28d6 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, ~LtCTKIC PO~ER PRODUCTION, ENVIR0NMtNTAL EffECTS, HEATtD 
WATER, MARYLAND, NORTHEAST U.S., NU~LEAR PU~EK PLANTS, SGUTHEAST U.S.,. 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
3150 BIOTA, ELECTRIC POwER PRODUCTION, HEATED ~ATER, JAM~S RIVER, MORTAliTY, 
NUCLEAR POwER PlANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VlkGINIA, ZOOPLANKIUN 
3457 ELECTRIC PO~ER PKODUCTION, NUCLEAR PO~ER PLANTS, PAMUNKEY klVER, THERMAl 
POllUTION, VIRGINIA 
921 




0560 LARVAL GKO~TH STAGE, OYSTERS, THERMAL STRESS 
0751 BIOASSAY, CHLOKINt, COPEPODS 1 TEMPERATURE, THERMAL STRtSS 
3677 SuUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, THERMAL STRESS, 




J6dD INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAK POWER PLANT~, ON-SITE 
UATA COLLECTIONS, ThERMAL ~ATEk, VIRGINIA 
068~ BENTHIC ~AUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POwEHPLANTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PHUDUCfiVITY, THtkMAL WAlEK, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0756 CHeSAPEAKE tlAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, lliUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DIST~IBUTlON, SEDIMENTATION, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER 
15,7 CHE~APEAKE aAY, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHING, POTOMAC 
RIVER, THERMAL WATER . 
lb8l ~HESAPEAKE tlAY, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, THERMAL wATER, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2131 ALE~lVES, ELECTRIC PU~ER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EfFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
riSH PuPULATlONS, MODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, THEKMAL ~ATER 
l2d7 INSTkU~ENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, ON-SITE 
UATA LULLECTIUNS 1 THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA 
922 
3489 JAMES RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTION, THERMAL rlATEK, VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
3570 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLAMS, ELECTRIC PO~ERPLANTS, LA~VAE, 
MORTALITY, TEHPERATU,U:, THt:HMAL WATER, TIMt: 
3589 PENINSULA PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL wATEk 
3677 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, THE~MAL STKESS 1 




2013 MEASUREMENT, ON-~ITE DATA COLL~CTI0NS, THERMOM~TERS, wATER TEMPEkATU~E 





0277 CHESAPEAKE tiAY, SANU wAVES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL EFFECTS 
0290 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, TIDAL EFFECTS 
0585 ~EACH EROSION, MATHEMATICAL STUDIES, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, 
0717 CURRENTS IWATERI, JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, DYSTEKS, TID~L EffECTS, VIRGINIA 
0772 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, TIDAL EFFECTS, WATER TA~LE 
0810 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, TIDAL EfFECTS, VIKGINIA, YOK~ KIVEK, S~IN!NG 
0811 OISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YORK KIVER 
923 
1428 CHESAPEAKt BAY, CHLORINATION, JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE ~AClERIA, SEWAGE 
DISPOSAL, SEwAGE EFFLUENTS, TIUAL EFFECTS, HAMPTON ROADS 
1431 UYE RELEASeS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, RIVER FLOW, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, TIDAL EfFE~TS, VIRGINIA, WARWICK RIVER 
1432 CHt>APEAKE dAY, ~URRENTS IWATERJ, DREDGING, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, 
TIDAL EFFECTS, TUNNEL HYDRAULICS, TUNNELING, TUNNELS, HAMPTON ROADS 
1548 CHEShPEAK~ bAY, ESTUARIES, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, TURBIDITY 
227~ BEACHES, COMPUTER MODELS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, GROUNDWATER MOVEMENT, 
StUIMtNT TRANSPORT, TIUAL EFFECTS, WATER TABLE 
2325 CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DIURNAL DISTRI8UTIUN, ESTUARINE 
ENVIRONME~T, LIGHT PENtTKATION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, 
VI~GINIA, ~ATlR TEMPERATURE 
3448 CURRENTS lwATERl, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, 
3449 CURRENTS I~ATER), DYE RELEASES, HYDROLOGY, TIDAL·EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, 
3451 CA~dON, MARSHES, TIDAL EFFECTS, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, YORK 
R I VEK 
~459 CHtSAPEAKE dAY, CURRENTS IWATERl, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), INLETS 




0311 (~TUAR!ES, LAND DEvELOPMENT, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, 
J~36 MARSH PLANTS, SALT MARSHES, TIDAL HARSHESt VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
U1lb lROSION, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, HARSH MANAGEMENT, MARSH PLANTS, TIDAL 
MAK>HE~, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
924 
1438 SHALLOW WATER, SHORE PROTECTION, TIDAL MARSHES, VI~GINIA, kETLANDS 
3451 CARBON, MAkSHES, TIDAL EFFECTS, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, nETLANDS, YOR~ 
RIVER 
39b9 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE HAY, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
PHOSPHOKUSr RADIOISOTOPES, TIDAL MAkSHES, YOKK RlVEk, RHOUE RIVER 
4036 STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, MAPS, 
MAKSH PLANTS, TIDAL MARSHES, WETLANDS 
4038 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIUOLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 




038D CHESAPEAKE BAY, TIDAL WATERS, TIDES, WAVES IWATERl 
090b CONSERVATION, EDUCATION, FISHE~IES, MANAGEMENT, TIUAL WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
0907 FISHERIES, LIFE HISTOKY STUDIES, MUSSELS, l!UAL WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
0910 CONSERVATION, FINFISH lhDUSTRY, fiSHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHE(LFISH, TIDAL 
WATERS, VIKGINIA, 
1160 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, MARYLAND, PULP ~ASTES, TIDAL WATERS, VIRuiNIA 
lb01 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, MEANDERS, PATlJXEi\lT RIVI:R, TIDAL 
WATERS 
2383 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISSOLVEU OXYG~N, HYDROGEN ION CUNtENTRATION, HYDROuKAPHY, 
SALINITY, TIDAL wATeRS, WATER TE~PEKAIURE 
2940 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS !WATER), SEDIMENT TRANSPOkT, TIDAL wATEKS, 
VIRGINIA 
925 
3~Ztl CIRCULATION, ESTUA~IES, MOOEL STUDIES, SALINITY, TIDAL WATERS 
3~97 EASTEKN ~HORE PLANNING DISTk!CT, VA, CURRENTS !WATER), EASTERN SHORE 





0096 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CUKKtNTS lWATEkJ, TIDES, TRIBUTARIES 
u3d0 CHESAPEAKe tiAY, TIDAL WATERS, TIDES, WAVES (WATER) 
0443 bEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, TIDES, WAVES (WATER) 
07d0 bOUNDARIES !PROPeRTY), LEGAL ASPECTS, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
1012 CUKRENTS (WAlE~), HYDRAULIC MODeLS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
1060 BENCH MARKS, TIDES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1165 CuRRENTS (WATER), STORMS, STREAMFLOw, TIDES, VIRGINIA, WATEii.SHEDS 
(BASIN~), YORK RIVER 
1429 DIKES, llllABETH RIVER, HYDRAULIC MODELS, RIVER FLOW, SALINITY, SHOALS, 
TIDeS, VIKGINIA 
1430 CHANNELS, DUCKS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, RIVER FLOW, SHOALS, TIDES, 
V l .<i; IN I A 
1~10 DREDGING, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT Tf<ANSPORT, TIDES, TURbiDITY, WATER ANALYSIS, 
nl"~o)S, Sf'U!L DISPOSAL 
194/ LHESAP~AKE dAY, SEA LEVEL, SLOPES, TIDES 
1910 CHESAPtAKE BAY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, TIDES, WAVES IWATERI 
CJ26 
2114 CHESA?EAKE BAY, MARYLAND, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, TIJES, VIRGINIA, 
VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS 
2156 CHANNELS, CHESAPEAKE bAY, CURRENTS (WATERJ, PROFILES, SEDIMENT TKANSPURT, 
SHOALS, TIDES 
2227 CURRENTS (WATER), DENSITY, ESTUAf<IN~ EWVI~ONMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
2317 ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
TIDES, VIRGINIA, YOkK RIVER 
2707 BEACHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
3434 CHESAPEAK~ HAY, Cu~RENTS !WAT~RJ, ESTUARIES, SAND BARS, StDIME~T 
TRANSPORT, SEDIMtNlATIUN, ~HUALS, SHURC:S, TIOES, VIRGINIA 
3439 CHESAPEAKE HAY, CU~NENTS (WATER), HYDRODYNAMICS, HrDKDGRAPHYr ~OaJACK ~AY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVtR, ~ALINITY, TIDES, VIKGINIA 
3496 CIRCULATION, CURRE~TS (WATEkl, MODEL STUDIES, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 




3~70 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLAM~, ELECTRIC ~O"cRPLANTS, LAkVAE, 




1074 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
1127 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
927 
1130 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1112 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
11Jj MA~S, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1134 MA~S, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1135 MA~S, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIV~R 
111d MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1145 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1151 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2314 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, LITHIFICATION, SEDIMENTS, TOPOGRAPHY 
4008 KING ~ILLIAM COUNTY, VA, HIODLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GEOLOGY, 
NATURAL kcSOURCES, SOILS, TUPOGKAPHY, VIRGINIA 
4056 IN;JUSTkiAL DEVELOPMENT, CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, GOVeRNMENTS, MANPOWeR, MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, TRANSPORTATION, 




Ol3B EA~TERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
uEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, RECREATION, TOURISM 
102~ ECULnGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, TOURISM, UNITED STATES 
3616 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT. VA 1 ECONOMICS, PLANNING, kECREATION 
~AliLITIES, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
928 
3653 AGRICULTURE, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTKICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION, TOURISM, UNEMPLOYM~NT, VIRGINIA 
3712 EASTERN SHORE PLANNI~G OISTKICT, VA, EASTERN SHORt. IVA-MD), ECONOMIC 
IMPACT, FINANCING, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTtD), INDu~!KIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION FACILITIES, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
3727 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt AGRICULTURE, CLMMERCIAL FISHING, 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, FISHERIES, SPORT FISHING, TLUKISM, VIRGI~IA 
3748 VIR~INJA &EACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FISHING, TOURISM, 
VIRGINIA 
3977 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, ~OMMERCIAL 
FISHING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EMPLOYMENT, MINERAL IND0STRY, KLCREATIO~, SUCIAL 
IMPACT, TOUKI~M, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3979 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTkiCT, VA, COMMERCIAL 





0402 AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE 6AY, HERbiCIOES, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 2,~D 
0976 EFFlUENTS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VlkGJ~!A, YURK RIVER, 
MYSIDS 
1090 BIOLOGY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSfER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PULP AND PAPER INuUSTKY, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YOKK 
RIVER 
1541 BACTERIA, BENTHOS, EUfROPHICATlON, NUTRIENTS, OILY ~ATER, URGANIC 
COMPOUNDS, POLLUTANTS, REMulE SENSING, TOXICITY, WAltK ~U~LITY 
1761 BIOASSAY, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, LETHAL LIMIT, TOXICITY 
929 
L7d5 CHtSAPEAKc BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, PUffER, TOXICITY 
l33d AMPHIPODA, GASTMOPODS, OIL wASTES, POLYCHAETES, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 
VIMGINIA, YUKK RIVER 
2526 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, FISH, HERBICIDES, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 
2,4i), VIKGINIA, oLUE CRAB 
3426 BIOASSAY, CRUSTACEANS, EFFLUENTS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP wASTES, 
SHRIMP, TOXICITY 
348i ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FUNGICIDES, HEAVY METALS, HERBICIDES, INSECT 
CONTKOL, LETHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, 




0312 CHbAP[AKt L\AY, INVE:RTEBRAlESo JELLYFISH, STINGING NETTLES, TUXINS 




2381 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLLUTANT IOENTifiCATION, TRACE ELEMENTS, X-RAYS 
3?o7 EASTtKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTE~S, 





2832 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COLIFOKHS, DYE RELEASES, MARYLAND, MATHEMATICAL MOOcLS, 





3506 MARSHES, NUTRieNTS, TRANSFER, VIRGINIA, 
**~*****#********************************¥*********~**~******¥¥***********~*$*** 
TKAN!>POR TAT 1 ON 
*********~**********~********~*****************~*********************~****~***** 
0105 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, cCOLUGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTORY, JAMES RiVER, RECKEATIUN, RIVEM BASIN DEVELGPM~NT, TRANSPORTATION, 
VIRGINIA 
ObOH AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FINANCIAL ANALY~!S, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VlkGINIA, YOR~ RIVtR 
Ob82 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDJSTRIAL hASTES, LO~G-TcRM 
PLANNING, RECKEATiuN, Ti<.AN~PORTATION 
102b CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECUNUMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES 
1&02 CHESAPEAKE bAY, DREDGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUST~Y, PORT AuTHUNITIES, 
SHIPS, TRANSPORTATION, HAMPTON ROADS, DELAwARE tlAY 
1979 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, ECOLOGY, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, hATER UUAllTY, WATtR 
SUPPLY 
1980 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, TRANSPORlATION, WAlcK QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
3b28 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
931 
363~ NO~THUMBEKLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
KE~~tATION FACILITIES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3651 AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, INOUST~!ES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
T~ANSPUKTATION~ VIRGINIA 
3652 AGRICULTUKE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, I~OUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPOhTAT!ON, Vlftbi~IA 
3654 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA 1 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LAoUK SU~PLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
REC~EATIO~, TRANSPU~IATION, VIRGINIA 
>655 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NO~THEK~ NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, RECREATION FACILITIES, fRANSPOKTATlON, VIRGINIA 
3657 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA 1 NU~THERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
LAduK ~UPPLY, NATUKAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TKANSPURTATIGN 1 VIKGINIA 
;&&0 NORTHERN NECK PLANNl~G DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, FINANCING, 
INUUSTRit~, RECREATION FACILITIES, TAXES, TRANSPO~TATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RE;uuRCES 
3662 NO~THUM~ERLANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMo~T, HUMA~ KESOURLES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREaTIUhr TKANSPURTA{ION, VIRGINIA 
J663 wtSTMORELA~D COUhTY 1 VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
E~PLOYMcNT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RE~REATiuN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3102 CH~SAPEAK~, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LABUk SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLAN~ING 1 POPULATION, RECREATION, 
THANSPuRTATIUN, VIRGINIA 
3703 VIR~lNIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
~MPLOYMlNT, INCOME, LABOR SuPPLYr NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION. 
~ECKEATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
932 
3704 HAMPTON, YA 1 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, ~CPULATIUN 1 RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3705 ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRI~1 1 VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LA~OM SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
370o JAMES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLAN~I~G, PO~ULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3937 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE ~LANNING UISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
INCOME, LABOK SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOUKCES 1 POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPO~TATION, VIRGINIA 
3939 ALEXANDRIA, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLAN~lNG DISTRICT, ECO~U~ICS 1 EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURaL kESOUKLES 1 
POPuLATION, RECKEATIUN, TRANSPUkTATION, VI~GINIA 
3940 CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RADCO ~LANNING DISTHICT 1 VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
.EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOU~CES 1 
POPULATION, RECKEATION, TRANSPUKTATIO~, VIRGINIA 
3941 COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, tCONUMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOvERNMENTS, NATUkAL RESOU~CES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPUATATION 1 VIR~!NIA 
3942 GOOCHLAND COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND ~EGILNAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONUMICS 1 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOK SUPPLY, LOCAL GUVERNM~~TS 1 NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIR~INIA 
3943 CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GREENVILLE COUNTY, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, ~ABOM SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATU~AL RfS00KCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3944 HENRICO COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNME~TS, NAIURAL RESOURCES, 
POPUlATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
933 
~945 LOUDOUN COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMeNT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECKEATIUN 1 TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3946 POWHATAN COUNTY, VA 1 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDuCATION, eMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PGPULATION 1 RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
394/ RICHMOND COUNTY, VA 1 NO~THERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EUUCAfiGN 1 EMPLOYMtNT, LAdGR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMtNTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PUPJLATION 1 RECftEATIUN 1 TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
394b RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EUUCATION, EMPLUYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TKANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3949 SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LAbOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, MfCREATIUN, TMANSPOMTATION, VIRGINIA 
3950 FkEOEKICKS~URG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAfFORD COUNTY, VA, RAOCO 
PLANNING OI~TRICT, VA 1 ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LA~OR SUPPLY, LOCAL 
GUVEKNMfNTS, NATURAL Rt~OU~CES, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIKGIN!A 
3951 SUFFOLK, VA, SCJUTHEASTEKN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, tCONOMICS., EDUCATION, 
EMPLuYMENT, LAdOR SUPPLY, LUCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PU~ULAl!UN, REC~EATIUN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
~'176 eASTERN Si!URE PLANNING DiSTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, OIL INDUSTRY, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, TKANSPURTATIONi MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
39HZ EASTE~N SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENERGY, INDUSTRIAL PLANTS, OIL 
INOUSTKY, TKANSPORTATION, USE RATES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3986 ENviRONMENTAl QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 
~AY, ECONUMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPOHIATION, ~ATER SUPPLY 
400~ KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
~!NANLING, HYDROLOGY, LANDFILLS, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, SOLID 
~ASitS, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
934 
'Dl2 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, GOVEKNMENTS, LAND USl, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIKGINIA 
4056 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, CAKOLINE :C~NTY, VA, kAOCO PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, GOVERNMENTS, MANPOwER, MAPS, TUPUGRAPHY, TRANSPOHTATJON, 




0625 CRA~ INDUSTRY, CRABS, fiSHING GEAR, TRAPPING 
068b GASTROPODS, OYSTER OKILLS, OYSTERS, TRAPPING 
0~92 BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTKLPUOS, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
TRAPPING 





0303 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, SCUP, TRAWLI~G 
ubl3 COMMERCIAL FISHING, fiSH POPULATIONS, MIGKATIUN PATTERNS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, TRAWLING 
0843 COMMERCIAL FISHING, DISTRIBUTION, GREY SEA TROUT, MIGRATION, PAMUN~EY 
RIVER, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA, YOKK HIVtR 
0901 FISHING, FISHING GEAR, SAMPLING, TRAWLING 
1087 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTIUN, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, MATTAPONI 
RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, TRA~LING, VIRGINIA 
935 
1~15 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTKIBUTION, fiSH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, TRAWLING 
344~ CATCH, CkA~ INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, TKA~LING, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, BLUE CRAb 
*~******~*~****~********~******************************************************* 
TREO AVON RIVER 
************~**#**************************************************************** 








U~u~ CHESAPEAKE ~AY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
0381 CHESAPeAKE tlAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
03~3 CHESAPEAKE BAY, f1SH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
Qj/~ ANIMAL PARASITES, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA, 
U~uu FISH PARASITES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
J634 uiSLIOGkAPHIES, FISH PARASITES, KILLIFISHES, LABORATORY ANIMALS, MARINE 
FISH, Trl~MATODES 
ll£0 FISH PARASITES, LARVAE, PARASITISM, TREMATODES 
lHO~ CHESAPEAK~ BAY, fiSH PARASITES, PARASITISM, TREMATODES 
936 
2182 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~ASTeRN SHORE IVA-MDI, LlFE HISTORY STUDIES, PARASITISM, 
MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SPOReS, TrlEMATODES, ~ACHAPkEAGUE,VA 





0093 ALOSIDS, ANAOROMOUS FISH, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, 
0096 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERI, TIDES, TRldUTARIES 
0097 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE IWATERJ, STREAMFLO~, TKitiUTARIES 
0782 CHESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT, TRl~UTARIES, VIRGINIA 
1050 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE bAY, DJSTkiBUTlGN, rlEPrlODUCTIUN, TRIBUTARlE~, 
UNITEO STATES, V1RGINIA 
1076 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, OlSTRlBUliON, FISH POPULATIONS, STkiPED dASS, TklBUTARlES, 
VIRGI~IA 
109l ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTR18UT10Nt MA~YLAND, OYSTERS, 
TRIBUTARieS, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1092 AGING IBIULOGICALI 1 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE ~A¥, OISTRioUTION, 
MIGRATION, SPAWNING, TRI~UTARIES 1 VIRGINIA, FISH SCALES 
1093 CHESAPEAKE bAY, CRA~S, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MAkYLANu, 
TRitiUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
1142 DISTRIBUTION, fiSH POPULATIONS, TRI~UTAKlES, VlRGINlA, 
1148 BASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRldUTION, fiSH POPULATIU~S, TklbUTARlES, 
VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH 
~37 




39~4 ~ORTHEkN VIKGINlA PLAN~ING DISTRICT, CHE~APEAKE BAY, OISTRlBUTlDN, 












0156 RRIJGE C0NSTRUCTIUN, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION, VIRGINIA 
lldB dRIUGf CCNSTKUCTIUN, dRIOGE DESIGN, BRIDGES, CHtSAPcAKE BAY, TUNNEl 
CU~~TRUCTION, TU~NEL DESIGN, TUNNELS, VIRGINIA, UNA~•ILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1190 BRIJCE CONSTRUCTION, BRID~ES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEl CONSTRUCTION, 




lld8 BKIOGE CONSTRUCTlUN, BRIUGE DESIGN, BRIDGES. CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEL 





1432 CHESAPEAKE oAY, CURRENTS !WATER), DREDGING, HYORAULIC MODELS, JAMES KIVEk, 




1253 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, CHESA~EAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, TUNNELING, TUNNELS, 
HAMPTON ROADS 
1432 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CURRENTS (WATER), DkEOGING 1 HYDRAULIC MGO~LS, JAMES KIVER, 




1188 BRIDGE CO~STRUCTlUN, BRIDGE DESIGN, dRIUGES, CHESAP~AKE BAY, TUNNEL 
CONSTRUCTION, TUNNEL DESIGN, TUNNEL~, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILAdLE FU{ R~VIEW 
ll90 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, dRIDGES. CHESAPEAKE ~AY, TUNN~L LONSTRUCTIUN, 
TUNNELS, VIKGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1253 BRIDGE CUNSTRUCTlUN, CHcSAPEA~E BAY, JAMES KIVEK, TUNNELING, fUNNELS, 
HAMPTO~ KOAU~ 
1432 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CURReNTS (WATER), DREDGING, HYURAULIC MUDELS, JAMES KIVEk, 
TIDAL E~FECTS, TUNN~L HYDMAULILS, TUNNELING, TuNN~LS, HAMPTON ROADS 











CHESAPEAKE BAY, S~ASONAL DISTRIBUTION. SESTONo SUSPENDED LOAD, TUR61DITY 
BENTHIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), PREDATION, SALINITY, TURBIDITY 
CHESA~EAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA PROCESSING, PATH 
OF POLLUTANTS, KEMUTE ~ENSING, SATELLITES IARTIFICIALlo SOLAR RADIATION, 
TURoiDITY, ~ATER QUALITY 
CH~5APcAKE ~AY, CHLOKOPHYLL, INLETS IWATERWAY$1, MA~PING, PHOSPHATES, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
JUV~NILE FISHES, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, SESTON, SILTING, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
TURBIDITY 
CURRENTS (WATER), rEEDING RATES, OYSTERS, TURBIDITY 
1204 oiOUE:POSITION, FEEDING, RATEO., JAMES RIVER, OYSTEKS, TURiHDITY, VIRGINIA 
154cl CHESA?EAK[ BAY, ESTUA~IES, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, TURBIDITY 
1550 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SIZE, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
157U DR~IJGING, •iUTRIENTS, SEDIMI:NT TKANSPORT, TlDESo TUKBIDITYo WATER ANALYSIS, 
Wli'WS, SPU1L Dl SPOSAL 
1895 CHESAP~AKI: BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, iURB161TY, WATER TEMPERATUPE, ~EATHER DATA, WINDS 
1897 CHE~APEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER), HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
RIVER, PHOSPHATES, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
ld~~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
UhfA, PHUS~HATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1900 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 








CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDaOLUGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURdlDITY, ~AT~R TEMPEkATUR~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HY\]ROGRAi>HY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, ~ATER TEM~ERATURE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPEKATURE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATIUN, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDkUGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMi>EHATUk£ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVFD OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TUKBIDITY, WATER TH1P£RATUR~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYOKOGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURe 
2311 BENTHOS, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
SEDIMENTATION, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA, SPOIL DISPC~AL 
2480 CURRENTS I~ATEHI, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVeR, SALINITY, SEDIMENT 
TRANSPORT, SUSPtND[U LOAD, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA 
2942 CHLORINATION, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, 
JAMES RIVER, OYST~R~, PHOSPHATES, TUKBIUITY, VIRGINIA, "ATER TEMPERATURE 
3244 AIR TEMPERATURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURtiiUITY, 




0022 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, JAMtS RIVERo MORTALITY, SUMMER, TURTLES, VlRGINJA, YORK 
RIVER 
0256 AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMES KIVERo REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
SNAKES, TURTLES, VlKGINIA 
':141 
1139 CHESAPEAKE: BAY, DISTRIBUTION, TURTLES 
1176 A~IMAL tlEHAVIUR, TURTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1332 REPTILES, SALT TOLERANCt, TURTLES, WEIGHT 




1537 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CKOPS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, 
SATELLITES IA~TlfiCIAL), ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, WATER TReATMENT 
***~****~~***~********~****************~************************************•*** 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
***********~**~*~*~~************************************~*********************** 
0':170 FISH EGGS, SAMPLING, STRIPED SA~s, VIKGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
11134 CKAo I~DUSTkY, FISHERIES, fRESHWATER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAIN, 
kAIN~ALL-RUNOFf ~lLATIGNSHIPS; SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, UNAVAlLAtlLE FOR REVIEW 
lLd~ Vlf<GINIA, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILAI:ILE FOk REVIEw 
11H& RlSEA~CH ~ACILJT~ES, v)RGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
llol UilSAPEAKE tlAY, SHOALS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIIIER, UNAVAILABLE FOR il.EVIEW 
11d0 bRIDGf CONSTRUCTION, BRIDGE DESIGN, BRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEL 
LONSikUCTIUN, TUNN~L DESIGN, TUNNELS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILAdLE FOR REVIEW 
lltl~ DAMS, FISH, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA, WILDLIFE, 
UNAVAlLAtlLt FOK kEVltW 
942 
1190 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, BRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEL CONSTRU~TION,­
TUNNELS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR KEVIEW 
11':11 CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISHtRIES, RESEARCH AND DiVELOPMENTr MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1193 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLANNING IPkOJECTEDl, HISTORY, PUTJMAC RlVtK, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1196 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAlLAoLE FOR REVIEW 
1198 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH lNOUST~Y, FISH PUPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR ~EVIEn 
1200 CHESAPEAKE BAY, REMOTE SENSING, UNAVAlLASLt FOR R~VIEW 
1203 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, UNAVAILABLE FOR KEVIEd 
1210 DISTRltlUTlDN, UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEW 
1214 BIOLOGY, CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, BLUE CKAtl, UNAVAILASLE "OK REVIEW 
1~15 CKAS INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, ~DUOS, SHELLFISH, U~AVAILAbLE FOR REVIEW 
1216 CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, POTOMAC ~lVER, UNAVAILABLE FUR KEVlcW 
121~ LIFE HI~TUkY 5TUOIES, UNAVAILABLE FGR REVIEW 
1221 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR RtVlcW 
1227 BOATS, CHESAPEAKE oAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1229 biOTA, MORPHOLCGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1230 BIOTA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1232 DISTRIBUTIUN, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1255 DUCKS IWILDl, ~IGRATION PATTE~NS, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1~bl BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE 8AY 1 DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, MARYLAND, SHORE 
BI~DS, V!~G!N!A, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
12b3 CH~SAPEAKE dAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1264 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION, SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
12bb CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1269 81~LIOGRAPHIES 1 ESTUARIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC ~IGHT, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
12/0 CHESAPEAKE dAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, C + 0 CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1L7l CHESAPEAKE uAY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, SHORES, SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEW 
1272 CHE~APEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1273 LHESAPtAKE BAY, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
lllb CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHEllfiSH, 
UNAVA!LA~LE FOR REVIEW 
1260 CH~SAPEAKE bAY, FISHERIES, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
12d7 CHiSAPEAKE bAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILAbLE FOR REVIEW 
l/~J CHFSAPEAKE BAY, DENSITY, UNAVAILABLE FO~ REVIEW 
LL~J AMPHIBIAN5, CHESAPeAKE BAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MARYLAND, 
Kl~TJLcS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
944 
1298 ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTKIBUTION, PLANKTON, PRCTOZOA, SALINITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1302 OYSTER DRILLS, UNAVAILABle FOR REVIEW 
1303 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, POTOMAC RivER, PU~LIC HEALTH, SHELlfiSH, wATER POLLUTION, 
WATER UUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1305 CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTEkN SHORE (VA-MOI, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
GEOLOGY, MARYLAND, viRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR ~EVIEw 
1309 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
YUALITY CUNTkOL, UNAVAILAoL2 FOR REVIEW 
1310 CHESAPEAKE bAY, CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, BLUE GRAd, UNAVAILAoLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1334 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR kEVIEW 
1335 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILA~LE FOR ~EVIEW 
1337 COASTAL PLAINS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABlt fOk REVIEw 
1338 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1339 COASTAL PLAINS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1340 PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1356 CHESAPEAK~ BAY, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE 
fOR REVIEW 
1356 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1363 HISTORY, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
945 
1364 EMPLuYMENT, URdAN SUCIOLUGY, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
136~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1374 CHESAPEAKE oAY, MARSHES, WETLANDS, UNAVAilABLE FOR REVIEW 
l38J BIOCHEMISTRY, ECOSYSTEMS, ESTUARIES, HEAVY MEDIA SEPARATION, SHEllFISH, 
UNAVAILA6LE FUR RtVIiw 
1384 AQUATIC LI~E, CHt~APEAKE BAY, SCUBA DIVING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1392 CHE~A~EAKE 3AY, ESTuARIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1396 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH HATCHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR RtVHo~ 
1418 FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1446 EELS, fl~H POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1449 AQUATIC ANIMALS, UNAVAILAdLE FO~ REVIEW 
14SJ LHESAPEAK~ UAY, SALINITY, C + 0 CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1~86 fiSH POPULATIONS, UNAVAI~AbLE FOR REVIEW 
14d9 CHt~APEAK~ BAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1491 CHESAP~AKE ~AY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE FOH 
KE VI [rl 
1493 LH~SAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
tlJK RbVI[" 
14~4 GA~fKUPUO~, HE~PIRATION 1 WATER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEW 
94b 
149B BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTEkS, UNAVAILAbLE FOR REVIEW 
1499 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, FISHERIES, NATURAL RtSUU~LES, UNAVAILABLE 
fOR REVIEW 
2565 UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2566 UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEW 
2567 UNAVAILA~LE FOR REVIEW 
2574 UNAVAILABLE FOK REVIE~ 
2743 UNAVAILABLE FOk .·.EVI E:w 
3047 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~XPLOSIUNS, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTU~AC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FUR ~EV!E:W 
304tl FISH POPULATIONS, ;;KIPE:D BASS, UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEW 
3054 CHESAPEAKE dAY, hlSTU~Y, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNAVAILA~LE: FOK REVIEw 
3055 CHESAPEAKt BAY, FUODS, UNAVAILABLE FOR KEVIEW 
3060 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FU~ 
REV!En 
3061 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR RrVIE~ 
3062 AQUATIC ~ACTEK!A, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3066 DISTRIBUTION, DULKS (~ILO), WATERFOwl, UNAVAILABLE FOR KEVIEW 
3069 AQUATIC WEED CUNTHOL, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRI~UT!ON 1 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
947 
3071 CHE~APEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVEK, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
30/3 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIF~ HISTORY STUDIES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
30d1 CHESAPEAKE dAY, DUCKS lwllDl, POTOMAC RIVER, wATERFOwL, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
~EVIEW 
3062 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
UNAVAILAbLE FOR R~VIEW 
30~0 CHESAPEAK~ DAY, ELtCT~IC POWER PRODUCTION, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER 
PLANTS, UNAVAILABLE FO~ ~EVIEW 
30~1 BACTERIA, CHESAPEA~E dAY, HEAVY METALS, MERCURY, UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEW 
3093 BEDS uNUER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), OYSTERS, 
UN~VAILAoLE fOK ~EVIE~ 
3094 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH MIGRATION, STRIPED tiASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
jv95 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE dAY, EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, UNAVAILAOLE fUK ~EVIEW 
3098 CANALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + 0 CANAL, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR KEVIE~ 
30~9 E~TUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1103 CHESAPtAK~ BAY, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
kEVIEw 
310u AQUATIC PLANTS, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
~DK KEVIE~ 
3114 C~tlSAPEAKE ~AY, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
948 
3116 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRECIPITATION INTENSITY, SALINE WATER, VERTICAL 
MIGRATION, UNAVAILABLE FOK KEVIEW 
3118 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DDT, PESTICIDES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FUR KEVIEW 
3119 INSTRUMENTATION, PROFILES, UNAVAILABLt fOK R~VIEW 
3120 INSTRUMENTATION, PROFILES, UNAVAILABLE FOK REVIEW 
3126 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRA~ INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FUR 
REVIEW 
3127 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, Fl~HERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
Ji29 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, STklP~D BASS, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEw 
3133 CHESAP~AKE BAY, FIN~I~H INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, DYSTE~ INDUST~Y, 
POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3136 BREEDING, DUCKS lrilLDl, UNITED STATES, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILA&LE FUR ~EVIEW 
3160 CHESAPEAKE uAY, MIOCENE EPOCH, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE fUR REVIEW 
3161 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, JNAVAILA3LE FOR 
REVIEW 
3174 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, UNAVAilABLE FUK REVIEn 
3175 BOATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3176 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILA~Lt 
FOR REVIEW 
3183 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
949 
31~5 CHeSAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
11~3 CHESA~tAK~ ~AY, POTOMAC ~lVER, UNAVAILABLE fOR REViEW 
3203 CHESAPEAKE bAY, fi~HERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3205 OYSTERS, UNAVAILAaLE FOR REVIEW 
3l22 CHESAP[AKE BAY, FISH, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTUMAC RIVER, 
wATE~rGwL, UNAVAILAdle FUR REVIEW 
3227 CHESAPEAKt dAY, JAMES RIVER, ~ATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3228 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POIOMAC RIVER, WATER POllUTION, UNAVAILAblE fOR REVIEW 
3230 CHESAPeAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE fUR REV!Eri 
323Z CHES~PrAKt bAY, SUSQUtHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILAblE FOR REVIEW 
3234 CHE~APEAKE BAY, UYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3235 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED oASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3242 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
324~ CHESAPEAKf BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
3l44 AIR TEMPERATURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURBIDITY, 
hATER TeMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
Jl4b Cri~SAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, POTLMAC RIVER, KAPPAHANNOCK R!VEK, UNAVAILABLE 
~UK kEVI~w 
124~ CHESAPeAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWAT~) 1 UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
950 
3252 FISHERIES, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILA~LE FOK REVIEW 
325~ REGIONAL FLOOD, ~ATERFO~L, UNAVAILABLE fO~ REVIEw 
325B FISHERIES, HISTORY, POTOM~C RIVER, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEw 
3259 CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MGRTALITV, POTOMAC RIVeR, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FUK KEVIE~ 
3260 CHESAPEAKE BAY, M~YLAND, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATIUN, VIKGINIA, UNAVAILAbLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3265 GASTROPODS, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL I1~VESTIGATIUNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3266 ANNELIDS, GROWTH STAGE~, POLYCHAETE$, wORMS, UNAVAILABLE FOk REVIEw 
3268 CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISH POPULATIONS, U~AVAILABLE ~OR REVIE~ 
3281 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, POTGMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE fOR R~VIEw 
32~4 BE~S UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNITED STATE~, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3285 BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESaPEA~E BAY, JAMES RIVEk, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 





3612 AGRICULTURE, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ELuNUHICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
LABOR, PROGRAMS, UNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCeS 
951 
Jo53 AGRICuLTURE, ~ORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 




022~ CHESA~EA~t tiAY, COMMeRCIAL FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
I~JUST~Y, UNITED STATeS, ~IRGINIA 
Ol69 PRUFILtS, RIVERS, uNITED STATES 
1023 CO~STRUCTIUN COSTS, DEEP WATER, ENVIRONME~TAL EFFECTS, POKT AUTHORITIES, 
UNITtU STATES 
1024 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECUNOM!CS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPORT, IMPORT, 
INDuSTRIES, PJRT AUTHJkiTltS, UNITED STATES 
1026 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
TRANSPORTATION, UNITeD STATES 
1029 ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, TOURISM, UNITED STATES 
1046 BIOLOGY, DISTMIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER URILLS, PEST CONTROL, 
UNITED STATES 
1041 DISTRIBUTION, FI~H POPULATIONS, STRIPtD dASS, UNITED STATES 
1050 AMERICAN SHAU, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, REPaOOUCTION, TaiBUTARIES, 
UNITED ~TATES, VIRGINIA 
1051 DISCHAKGt MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES 
1091 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, KARYLANO, OYSTERS, 
lRI~uTAKicS, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
11~j CHESAPEAK[ BAY, FLOODS, GROUNDwATEk, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
k!VEk, RAP~AHANNOC~ RIVER, STREAMFLOW, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
952 
1233 JAMES RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, ftATER SUPPLY 
1236 JAMES RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, wATER ~UPPLY 1 DISMAL SWAMP 
INC-VAl 
1237 JAMES RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, DISMAL SWAMP 
INC-VAl 
1238 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION (ATMOSPHERIC!, RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RuNOFF 
RELATIONSHIPS, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, JNITED 
STATES 
1323 BEACH EROSION, tlEACHES, CHESAPtAKE BAY, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, SHORE 
PROTECTION, U~ITtU STATES, VIRGINIA 
1324 BEACH EROSION, B~ACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, SHURE 
PROTECTION, UNITtO STATES, VIRGINIA 
lb96 ENVIRONMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNITED STATES 
1971 CLAY MINERALS, CONTINENTAL MARGIN, DISTR!~UTIDN, ESTUA~IE~, UNITED STATES 
2012 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRltiUTION, GASTRUPUDS, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
L029 AMERICAN SHAO, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, UNITEU STATEs 
2033 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, GROftTH RATES, MOLLUSKS, UNITED STATtS 
2179 FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODING, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, STOKMS, UNITED STATES 
2387 BIOASSAY, BIOTA, CHEMICAL WASTES, GIL ~ASTES, UNITED STATES 
2479 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, ISOPODS, UNITED ~TATES, 
VIRGINIA, DELAWARE BAY 
2485 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGvtNG, 
UNITED STATES 
953 
2560 CHE~APrAKE BAY, DI~TRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD 
HABIT~, GROwTH RATE~, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION, STRIPED BASS, 
UNITED STATES 
2562 CHESAPEAKe BAY, COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
2667 AMERICAN SHAD, O!STK!BUTIDN, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, UNITED 
STATES 
2669 DISTRIBUT!O~, fiSH eGGS, FI~H POPULATIONS, UNITEO STATES 
2o/O AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
2o76 CHESAPEA~E BAY, O!STK!BUTIUN, FISH M!GK~T!ON, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, 
GkU.tfl1 RATES, Lire Hl:>TGRY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STrtii'ED ilASS, UNITED STATES 
3021 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, UNITED STATES 
3136 B~E~D!NG, DUCKS IWILD), UNITED STATES, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3151 CkA~ INDUSTRY, f!SHEK!ES, HISTORY, SHELLFISH, UNITeD STATES 
3252 FISHERIES, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
J£5d FISHEt<ltS, HISTORY, POTOi~AC RIVER, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
F-fJ.<. REVIEw 
J2d4 R~JS UNO~R wATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
K£VIEf• 






0433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTI~LE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, RESEARCH AND DEVeLOPMENT, UN!VER~ITIES 
0683 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, RtSEARCH FACILITIES, UNIVE~S!TltS, VIRGINIA, 
0775 EMPLOYo'IENT, FACILITitS, LABORATORIES, ~<.ESEARCH ANIJ DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH 




0688 CHESAPEAKE SAY, CITY PLAN~ING, FUTU~E PLANNING IPKOJECTEOl, LAND 








04ld CHESAPEAKE bAY, INDUSTRIES, URBANIZATION 
052b AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EKDSIONt CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, StA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATION, WAlEK POLLUTION, WAlEk RESOUKCfS 0tVELUI'ME~T, ~ETLANDS 
0703 EROSION CONTROL, LEGAL ASPECTS, SEDIMENTATION, URdANllATlON, VIRGINIA, 
1445 CONSTRUCTION, COSTS, ERO~IUN CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, KIVER BASINS, KOAD 
CONSTRUCTION, SeDIMENT CONTRuL, SEDIM~~T TRANSPORT, URoA~IlATION, VIRGINIA 
1539 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CITIES, REMOTE SENSING, URBANIZATION 
955 
2740 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLAN~I~G, U~tlANIZATIUN, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, ~ATER QUALITY 
J329 OIUTA, ECUNO~ICS, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), GEOLOGY, LAND USE, 
MANAGEM~NT, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3310 AIR POLLUTIO~, ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, URBANIZATION, 




OS25 FOULING, SESSILE ALGAE, UROCHORUATES, VI~GINIA 1 YOR~ RIVER 
0Yl6 DIST~IBUTIUN, UKOCHORUATES, VlkGfNIA, YORK RIVER 
Z340 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CUNJINENTAL SHELF, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 




3~82 fASTE~N SHO~E PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENERGY, iNDUSTRIAL PLANTS, OIL 




't•JlJ Kl.,..; wiLLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISfRICT, VA, 
tLUNOMIL~, fUTURt PLANNING IPROJECTEDl 1 LAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PU~JLAI10N, SE~ERAGE, UTILITiES, VIRGiNIA, wATER UTILilATION 
4J5~ INJU~IKIAL JEVELOPMENT 1 CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, ~ADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
lL•l~IJMIL~, GOVI:RNME.NTS, MA,...PUWER, MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, JRANSPORTATION, 
UTILITitS, VIRGI,...IA, LUNING 
956 
***•*9***************************************************~*******~····~·~·····~· 
VAR lAB! LilY 
********************~***************~*******************~****~*****•***¥******** 
0066 EELS, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, JA~ES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VARIABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0102 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, VAKIABILITY, VIRGINIA 




0647 EASTERN SHOkE IVA-MD), PLANrS, VEGETATIJN, BARRIER ISLA~DS 
0739 ECOLOGICAL UISTRJ8UTION, ISLANDS, JAMES RIVEK, MARSH PLA~TS, VEGETATIGN, 
VIRGINIA 
2973 CHESAPEAKE 8AY, EASTERN SHGRE (VA-MU), MARSH ~LANTS, PLANTS, VE~ETATIUNt 
VIRGINIA, 8ARRI~k ISLANDS 
3542 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLASSIFICATION, MARSH MANAG~MENT, 
VEGETATION, WETLANDS 
3729 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGE, CHESAPEA~E bAY, GEOMURPHOLOGY, 




2134 CHESAPEAKE 8AY, CURRENTS !WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL SJUJIES, PUTUMAC 
RIVER, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
2756 DENSITY CURRENTS, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SALINITY, 
VELOCITY, VIRGINIA 
957 
3L1j CHESAPEAKE BAY, HVDROGKAPHYr SALINITY, VELOCITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, C + D 
CANAL 
3771 PE~INSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PHYSICAL 
UCcANOG~APHY, V~L~CITVr wAT~R CIRCULATION 
37d2 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CURRENTS (WATERir DATA 




0Bu3 CKUSTACcANS, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, PAMU~KEY RIVER, VEkTICAL MIGRATION, 
VIRGINIA, YO~K RIVER, MYSIDS 
1022 DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, LARVAE, LIGHT, OYSTERS, VERTICAL MIGRATION 
311o UISSOLVEu JXYGEN, ?REC!P!TATION INTENSITY, SALINE WATER, VERTICAL 
MIGKATION, UNAYAILA~LE rOR REVIcn 
***************~**************************************************************** 
VIRGINIA dEACH, VA 
** **.:;;... ** ).,;~ ** * * * ** * * *** ** * * *¥ ¥ * * * ** * ** ** .. ** ** ** ********* *** ** ****** ** ***** * ** ** *¥ * ** 
3676 VI~GINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, tlEACHES, 
ClttSAP~AKt BAY, CiJA!>TAL ENGINEE~ING, D~EOGING, El.lUIPMENT 
3103 VIRGINIA ~[ACHr VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
~MPLOYM~NTr INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
KlC~lATIUN, TKAN!>PORTATIONr VIRGINIA 
i/4~ VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PlANNING OISTKICT, VA, FISHING, TOURISM, 
VI~GINIA 
J~~j NOKFULK, VA, PORTSMOUTH, VA, VIRGINIA tlEACH, VAr SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
DI;TKILTr VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
958 
4004 VIRGINIA ~EACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING OISTKICTr VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, 




0802 AQUATIC FUNGI, VIRGINIA, VIRUSES, YORK ~IVERr ZOOSPORES 
1759 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, OISTRloUTION, MICKOOKGANISMS, VIKJSES, YEASTS 




1736 CHeSAPEAKE tlAY, FiSH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, 




~114 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, TIDtS, VIRGINIA, 
VOLUMtT~IC ANALYSIS 
*********************~******************************************~****~********** 
WACHAPReAGUE r VA 
**********************~*********~**¥***********************$*************¥****** 
0807 MUSSELS, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PkOPERTIESr SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUtrYAr 
YORK RIVER 
0833 BIOCHEMISTRY, CHROMATOGRAPHY, tlECTROPHURESISr OYSTER URILLS, VI~GINIAr 
WACHAPRtAGUErVA, YORK RIVER 
1062 MECHANICAL PROPEKTIES, MUSSELS, PHYSICOCHEMICAl PROPERTIES, MORPHOLOGY, 
SHEllfiSH, VIRGINIA, ~ACHAPREAGUE,VAr YO~K RIVER 
~59 
2167 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTRI~UTION PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, FISH 
POPULATIUNS, GuNA05, KILLlflSHcS, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2ld2 CHE>A~EAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PARASITISM, 
MUrtPHOLOGY, PRJTuLUA, SPORtS, TREMATODES, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
21dj AMPHIPUUA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MOl, VlKGl~IA, wACHAPR~AGUE,VA 
2ld6 CHESAPEAKE dAY, EASfE~N SHORE IVA-MD), MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, 
Vl~GINIA, WACHAPKEAGUE,VA 
2190 ~ED$ UNDeR ~ATER, dENTHUS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
GA~TAJPUDS, LETHAL Li~!T, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTERS, PESTICIDES, 
WACHAP~EA~UE,VA 
21~1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EAST~KN SHORE IVA-MOlt MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, 
VIR31NIA, WACHAPKEAGUE,VA 
22)3 CHE~APEAKE oAY, UISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, KlLLIFISHES, 
~ACHAP~EAGUE,VA, USTEULUGY 
23~4 CHESAPEAKE bAY, ~ASTERN SHURE IVA-MD), PRE-IMPOUNDMENT, PROTOZOA, 
SYSTc~ATICS, VIRGINIA, ~ACHAPRE~GUE,VA 
2475 GASTkOPOOS, OYSTER DRILLS, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 1 ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
L~jb CHESAPEAK~ dAY, EASTERN·SHORE IVA-MOl, ENZYMES, GASTROPODS, 
WACHAPK~AGUE,VA 1 ~ISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
~J3d CtiE~A~EAKE BAY, EASTERN SHONE IVA-MDI 1 EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, LARVAE, 
MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, ~ACHAPREAGUE,VA, HATER TEMPERATURE 
2~41 CHESA~EAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEUIMENTATION, 
V[Ku!NlA, HACHAPREAGUE,VA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
~~44 CHtSAPEAK~ BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GEOLOGY, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, 
S~OlME~T TRANSPORT, VIKGJNJA, HACHAPREAGUE,VA 
960 
29B2 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MD), GEOLUGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIME, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, ~ACHAPKEAGUE,VA 
29a3 CHESAPEAKE dAY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MD), GEOLOGY, LAGOONS, VIRGINIA, 
HACHAPREAGUE 1 VA 
3459 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (HATER), EASTERN SHJRc IVA-~0), iNLETS 




1431 DYE RELEA~ES, HYDRAULIC ~UOELS, RIVER FLOW, ~E~AGE DISPOSAL, SE~4GE 
EFFLUENTS, TIDAL cF~~CTS, VlkGINlA, WARWICK ~!VER 
**********~**~*****~~****~*******~*~************~****¥~*·*~*~*~*****~**¥******** 
wASTE ASSI~!LATIVE CAPACITY 
***********¥*********************~*~******~·**~****~***~************************ 
0017 JAMES klVEK, SELF-PURIFICATION, VIKGINIA, ~ASJE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
0062 DYE RELEASES, JA~~~ RIVEK, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
0129 EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL wASTES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, ~A~TE ASSIMILATIVE 
CAPACITY, WATER POLLUTIGN CONT~UL 
0555 DYE RELEASES, HARBOK~, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, ~ASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
0610 DJUKNAL DISTRIBUTION, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, WA~TE 
ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, wATER ~UALITY CONTROL, YOR~ RIVER 
3646 HESTMURtLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN N~CK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, 
PLANNIN~, SEwERAGe, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, wAlER ~UALITY 
4002 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING O!STKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE oAY, FINANCING, LANu USE, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, POPULATION, RIVE~ BASINS, VIRGINIA, WAST[ ASSIMILATIV~ 
CAPACITY, WATER WUALITY 
4043 KADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USEr PLANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RIVER BASIN~, VlRGlNIAr ~ASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, ~ASTE ~ATER 
T~~AT~E~Tr ~ATER ~UALITY 
40b5 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USEr MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, RIVER 




J41~ CHEjAPEAKE BAY, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHIPS, SOLID WASTtSo WASTE DISPOSAL 
1357 CHANNELING, DISCHARGE CwAT~K), ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION 
CONTRUL, FUTUK~ PLANNING IPKOJECTEDJ, J·H~S RIVER, RESGURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
Vl~G!NIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
1417 JAM~S RIVER, RIVEK BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
15B2 AQUICULTUKc, ECONOMILS, FISH, PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
WASTl DISPOSAL 
1~6d CHESAPEAKE dAY, UY~ ~ELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTO~AC RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, 
SE~AGt TKEATMENT, ~ASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, ~ATER QUALITY 
2618 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE TREATMENT, SLUDGE, WASTE 
O!S~OSAL, WATER PULLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
lb20 CHESAPEAKE dAY, ~OLLUTICN ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, 
~A~TE Ol~POSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDlt WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2663 AMERICAN ~HAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIUNS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, 
MOKTALITY, POTOMAC RIVEk, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
L~31 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, HARBORS, WASTE DISPOSAL, HAMPTON ROADS 
L~~~ CHtSAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVE~, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
~62 
3139 BEACH EROSION, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH AND uEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, wASTE DISPO~AL 
346B ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, JA~ES RIVER, SILTING, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE DISPOSAL, ZINC 
3489 JAMES RIVER, THERMAL POLL0TJON, THERMAL WATER, ~IRGINIA, ~ASTE DISPOSAL 
3517 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, JAMES RIVER, S~WAGE tFfLUENTS, WASTE 




0317 ANIMAL WASTES IWI! OLIFEl, FARM LAGOONS, FARM ~ASTES, POULTRY, KAPPAHANNOC~ 
~IVER, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE TRtATMENT 
0417 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, W~STE TREATMENT, WATEK POLLUTION CO~TKOL 1 ~ATER KE~QURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
196B CHESAPEAKE BAV, DYE RELEASES, ESTUA~IES, PUTUMAC RIV~K, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, 
SEWAGE TREATMENT, ~ASTE O!SPOSALo ~ASTE TREATMENT, ~ATE~ QUALITY 
3b37 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NOKTHERN NECK PLANNING UISTKICT, VA, DESIGN 
DATA, fiNANCIAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WASTE TKtAT~ENl 
4003 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, MAPS, RIV~K dASlNS, 
STATISTICS, VIRGIN1A, WASil TREATMENT, WAT~~ YUALITY 
4058 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
TREATMtNT, dATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEOI, ~ATtK QUALITY CONT~OL, WAlEK 
RESJURCES DEVELOPMENT, YORK RIVER 




wASTE WAlEk !POLLUTION) 
****•****~***~***¥******~******************************************************* 
~,ll UIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EffLUENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EfFECTS, ESTUHkiN~ ~NVIKONMENT, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, PO~ER PLANTS, 
SEwAGE TREATMENT, ~ASTE WATER (POLLUTION) 
3731 AoSTRACTS, cASTEKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROGRAMS, 
PROJEClS, WAST( WAlEk IPDLLUliON), wETLANDS 
3131 SOUTHEASTERN ~LANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFECTS, 
FISH, HYOkOGEN SULI'llJE:, METALS, OYSTERS, PHOSPHOKUS 1 SEDIMENTS, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENT~, ~ASTE wATER !POLLUTION) 
37b/ EASTEKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, 
~~NAGEMENT, PROJECTS, kEVIEwS, SHORES, WASTE WATER IPOllUTIONl, WATER 
QUALITY, wETLANDS 
3924 NO~THE~N VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, EROSION, LAND USE, MANAGE:MENT, 
PLANNING, POPULAIION 1 POTOMAC KIVER 7 SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE ~ATER 
(Pl:LLUT IUNJ, WAlEk POLLUTION, IIOATEK QUALITY 
******~*****e**~******************~**~****************~¥*~********************** 
WASTE wATER DISPOSAL 
***~********************************************************~******************* 
2o02 CHtSAPEAKE cAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWERS, WASTE WATER 
DISPOSAL, ~ATER MANAGEMtNT (APPLIED), WATER JUALITY 
2140 CHE5APEAKE UAY, FISHERIES, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLANNING, UKdANIZATION, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WAlEk QUALITY 
40ld MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLIMATOLOGY, CONSERVATION, 
~C0NOMILS, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMtNT, MAPS, POPULATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
DI~PUSAL 1 ~ATER QUALITY 
964 
******************************************************~***********************~$ 
WASTE WATER lREATMENT 
********************~**************************·~··~~·~·~·••******************** 
1532 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, PLA~NING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE wATER 
TREATMENT, WATER ~UALITY 
1533 CH~SAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVtR, VIRGINIA, wASTE WATER 
TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1555 AQUATIC WtEOS, bEACHES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHEllfiSH, wASTE: WATE:K TR~ATMENT 1 wATEk QUALITY, wtTLANDS, 
HINTERKILLING 
1569 BACTERIA, OISSOLVEU OXYGEN, lNDUSTkiAl WATtK, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEOIHtNTS, ~ASTE ~ATER TKEATMENT, 
"AT i:K QUAll TV 
1575 HUMAN POPULATION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOLID ~ASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
"A~TE wATEK TREATMENT 
l639 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODtLS, 
NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC k!VEK, wASTE WATtR TREATMfNT, wATtK POLLUTION CUNTKOL, 
.. AHR f,JUALITY 
36j3 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING UISTRICT, VA, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
WATER TKEATMENT 
3927 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION CLST~, FACILITIES, 
MUNICIPAL ~ASTES, PLANNING, SEWAGE TREATMENT, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE .. ATEK 
TREATMENT 
3936 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
POPULATION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE WATER TREATMENT 
3936 EASTERN SHORE _PLANNING OiSTKICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEM~NT, ~APS, PLANNING, 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WASTE wATER TKEATMENT 1 wATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
96~ 
>JJu YOKK COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FACILITIES, MAPS, 
POP0lAliON, VlkGI~lA, wASTt ~ATtR TREATMENT, ~ATER QUALITY 
oJ4j KA0~U PLANNING OISl~ICT, VA, LAND USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC 
kiVEk 1 ~IVtR BASINS, VlkGINIA, ~ASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPA~ITY, WASTE WATER 
IREATMENT, ~ATEk ~UALITY 
~J6U RAUCU PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, lAND USE, MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, VIRGINIA, 
WASil nAlEk TREATMENT, ~ATEk ~UALITY 
-064 RAOCO PLANNING DiSTRiCT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), INDUSTRIAL 




l~44 CHESAPEAKE dAY, fiLTRATION, JAMES RIVER, LIGHT, NANTICOKE RIVER, 
SP~CTROPHOTUMETRY 1 rlAT~R, WICUMICO RIVER,MD 
354j SALINITY, SEASONAl 01STRIBUTION, WATER, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, 
363ij NOKTHUMbtkLANU CJUNTY 1 VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, ·VA, 




J)/0 Dk~DGING, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, ~ATER ANALYSIS, 









0089 COOLING wATER, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER,· VIRGINIA, WATER 
CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITV 
l9B6 CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATER CHEMISTRY, ZINC 
2027 BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, PHY~ICS, 5EA5UNAL 
DI5TkiBUTION, WATER CHEMISTRY 
2930 CALCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CrlcSAPEAKE BAY, MAGNESIUM, 




059~ BRACKISH ~ATER, NUTRl~NTS, OSTRACOUS, KAPPAHAN~O~~ kiV~R, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, WAlEK CIRCULATION 
2760 CURRENTS I~ATERl, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATtR CIRCULATIUN 
368d SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, SALINITY, SEASONAl 
DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNIN~, WATER ClKLULATlON, ~ATER TtMPEkATURE 1 MlJDLE ATLANTIC UIGHT 
36~6 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING UlSTRlCT, VA, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAPS, POLLUTION ABATEMtNT, SE~AGE, WAlEK CIRC0lATION, 
WATER QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
3777 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PliYSICAL 





0439 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATER CUNStRVATION, WATER 
MANAGtMENT IAPPLltU), WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
2970 CHE5APEAKt ~AY, DRAINAGe DISTRICTS, HYDROGRAPHY, LAND USE, SOIL 
CUNSERVATIO~, V!RGI~IA 1 WATER CONSERVATION, ~ATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCE~, wAlE~ ~UPPLY 
3999 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, ECONOMIC IMPACT, 
ESTUARINt ENVIRL~MENT, MANAGEMENT, RECREATION DEMAND, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, 




1181 LEGISL~TION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, WATER 
POLLUTION, wATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
l47l LEGISLATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, WATER 
POLLUTION, WAltR POLLUTION CONTROL 
2472 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, WATER 
POLLUTION, ~ATER POLLUTION LONTROL 




0b9o LE~ISLAIION, STATE JURISDICTION, WATER DEMAND, WATER MANAGEM~NT IAPPLIEOl, 
WATER~~fOS IBASINSJ 
0114 LEGAL AJPtCTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, WATER OEMANO, WATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIED! 
9&8 
4012 GLOUCE5TER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FINANCING, MAPS, POPULATION, 5tnEMS, VIRGINIA, wATER 
DEMAND 
4044 KING GEORGE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA; fUTURE PLANNING 
(PKOJECTED), MAPS, SEftERAGE, VIRGINIA, wATER UEMAND 
4046 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, 
WATER DEMAND, WATER STORAGE, WATER SUPPLY, wATER Tk~ATMENT 
4052 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FACILITIES, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), 




0053 BEDS UNDER WATER, EROSION CONTROL, HARBUKS, LEGAL A~PECTS, NAVIGABLE 




379D MIDDLE PeNINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE ~EASUREMtNT, 
GROuNDWATER, HYDRULOGY, MAPS, SEDIMENTS, SURFACE "ATERS, VIRGINIA, WAlE~ 
LEVlLS, wATER ~UALITY, WATER TtMPEKATURc 
****.************************~*************************************$************ 
kATlR MANAGEMeNT IAPPLIEUI 
******~******************•********************~**~****************·*~*********** 
0439 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, wATER CONStRVATIUNo WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDJ, WATER RESOURCES UEVELOPMENT 
0524 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEOl, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTRUL 
0558 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
969 
u59o CHESAPeAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, nATER MANAGEMENT 
(APPLI~DI 
J698 LEGISLATION, STATE JU~ISOICTIONo WATER DEMAND, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), 
WATE~SH~DS ldASINSJ 
0774 LEGAL ASPELTS, R!PAKIAN RIGHTS, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, WATER DEMAND, WATER 
MANAGEMeNT (APPL!EJl 
2600 CH~~APEAKE oAY, POTOMAC KIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEOI, WATER 
PGLLUTlUN, ~ATER ~UALITY 
2601 CHESAPEAKe ~A¥, POTOMAC RlVEk, SEwAGE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPL!EUI, nATEK ~UALITY 
~602 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEwAGE DISPOSAL, SEwERS, WASTE WATER 
U!SPOSAL, ~ATEK MA~A~EMcNT (APPLIED), WATER QUALITY 
2606 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EfrLUENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPL!EDl, 
WAlEK QUALITY 
2610 CHE~APEAK[ BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTS, SILTING, 
~ArER MANAGEM~NT (APPLIED) 
2614 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, PGTGMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI, 
~A1ER QUALITY 
2617 LHESAPEAKE BAY, PO~LUTIUN ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEOI 
lb2u CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TKEATMENT, 
WAST~ DISPOSAL, ~ATER MANAGEME~T IAPPLIEDI 1 WATER POLLUTION, WATER ~UALITY 
loll CHESAPEAKE ~AY, INPUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WAlEK MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLI~ul, ~ATtR PULLUTION, wATER QUALITY 
~b~2 CHtSAPtAKt oAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, POTOMAC 
RIVER, VIKG!NIA, wATER MANAGEME~T IAPPLIEDl, WAlEK POLLUTION 
970 
2623 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, SEPIMENTATIO~, 
SEDIMENTS, WATER MANA~EMcNT !APPLIED) 
2624 CHESAPEAKE BAY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, w~TER MANAGEMENT 
lAPPLIEOl, wATER POLLUTION, WATER ~UALITY 
2625 CHESAPEAKE BAYo PUTUMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI, WATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
2626 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, P~TOMAC RIVER, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEUI, wATER POLLUTION CQNIRuL 
4J55 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA, WATER MANAGEMENT 
!APPLIED), WATER kESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
4058 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, RIVER dASIN~, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE 
TREATMtNT, ~ATER ~A~AGEMtNT IAPPLitD), WATER ~UALITY CuNTkOL, WAlE~ 




0116 FLUDD DAMAGE, STREAMFLOw, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER PJLICY 




0090 BENTHOS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, 
~ATER POLLUTION 
0091 DAMS, FLUUu CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, wATER PGLLUT!O~ 
0110 DIFFUSION, OISPEkSION, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, JAMES kiVtK, VIRGINIA, WATER 
POLLUTION 
971 
0344 CHESAPEAK~ BAY, HISTORY, WATER POllUTION, WATER RE~OURCES 
043d ADMINISTKATIVE AGENCIES, ~HESAPEAKE BAY, CONSeRVATION, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
PO~EM PLANTS, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
0524 CH~SAPlAKE dAY, ENVIR~NMENTAL EfFECTS, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLlEOl, WATER 
POLLUTION, ~ATEM WUALITY CONTROL 
0526 AQUATIC PLANTS, tlcAGH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
UkilANIZATIUN, <·<AH:k PuLLUTIUN, WAlEK RESOURCES OEVELuPMENT, W~TLAI~OS 
097u OOT, PESTICIDES, POLLUTANT !DENTIFICATIUN, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, YORK 
!<I VER 
l01d CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, CONSERVATION, CKABS, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
SPORT FISHING, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
1181 LEGISLATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, WATER 
POLLUTION, ~ATlR PULLUTION CONTROL 
12j4 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEwAGE UISPOSAL, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
1240 CHESAPEAKE UAY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PULP WASTES, WATER POLlUTJO~ 
1303 LHESAPEAK~ BAY, POTOMAC KIVER, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, 
RATEM ~UALITY, UNAVAILABLe FOR REVIEW 
l3Ju LL~MS, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINiA, WATER 
POLLUTION 
1~~5 CHESAP£AKc BAY, FISHERIES, WATER POLLUTION 
1672 BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLIFORMS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, SEDIMENT-WATER 
I~TcNFACES, SEDIMlNTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
lotiO CUtJLING wATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION 
972 
2382 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, RUNOFF, SEDIMENTATION, SeWAGE DISPOSAL, 
SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, WATER YUALITY 
2422 BIUTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATION~, INDUSTRIAL 
WASTES, MORTALITY, STRIPED BASS, WATER POLLUTION 
2471 LEGISLATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, RATER CuNTROL, wATER 
POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2472 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, wATER CONTROL, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2520 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SEwAGE OISPUSAL, SHELLFISH, 
WATER POLLUTION, wATeR ~UALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
2522 BACTERIA, BEDS UNDER ~ATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER JNDU~TRY, riATER 
POLLUTION, HAMPTON ROADS 
2593 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, FiSHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL K~S&URCES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, KAPPAHANNGCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, ~ATER PULLUTiON, YUMK RIVER 
2600 CHESAPEAKE oAY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIEDI, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2618 INDUSTkiAL WASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE TREATMENT, SLUDGE, WASTE 
DISPOSAL, WAlEk POLLUTION, WATE~ POLLUTION CONTROL 
2620 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POlLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, 
WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGtMENT (APPLlEDl, wATER POLLUT!Ot•, wATER QUALITY 
2621 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INOU~TRIAL wASTES, POTOMAC RIVEk, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEDJ, WATER POLLUTION, WATER ~UALITY 
2622 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, LEGAL ASPECTS, MAKYLANO, POTOMAC 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIEDI, •ATcR POLLUTION 
2624 CHESAPEAKE BAY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVEN, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEDI, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
973 
264d CHeSAPEAKe BAY, FISH, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, 
STREAMFLU~, WATER POLLUTION, WAlEK QUALITY 
26 60 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER P~LLUTION 
2663 AME~ICAN SHAD, CHtSAPEAKE HAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, 
MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
273o CHESAPEAKE BAY, MUOtL STUDIES, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, 
WAfEK POLLUTION, ,.;tTLANDS 
2794 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (WATER), DENSITY CURRENTS, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUA~IES, ~GTUMAL RIVER, SE~AGE DJ~POSALo ~ATER POLLUTION 
21:!32 
26oo 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CULJFURMS, DYE RELEASES, MARYLAND, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
PUTJMAC RIVER, S~~AGE TREATMENT, TRACERS, VlkG!NlA, ~ATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, DUCKS IWILDl, MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SE01MENJATIUN 0 SILTING, ~ATEk POLLUTION, WATERFO~L 
OYSTER INOJSTRY, OYSTERS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, 
~ATER POLLUTION, YURK RIVER 
DRAINAGE UI~TRICTS, ~LUOD CUNTRUL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES KlVER, SOIL 
CU~SLRVATIUNr VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, ~ATER QUALITY CONIROL, WATER 
RE50URLE~, WAlEk SUPPLY 
CHESAPEAKE tiAY 1 CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES, LIP10S, OIL WASTES, (;JLY "ATERo PHYTuPLANKTON, REIIOTE SENSING, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
k£CREATION, SOIL EROSION, WATER POLLUTION 
CHbAP~AKE bAY, POLlUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC Rl\IEK, SEwAGE DISPOSAL, WATER 
f'liLllJTlUN, wATER IJUALlTY 
JJUU CHESAPtAKt BAY, ~5TUARIES, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
974 
3103 CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLAi'K TON, POTOMAC RIVER 1 WATER POLLUT I GN, UI'<AVA I LA tiLt FOR 
REVIEW 
3:52 CHESAPEAKE SAY, OIL "ASTES, OILY WATER, REMOT~ SENSJNG, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
POLLUTION 
32L4 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fEDEKAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SE~AGE TREATMENT, 
WATER POLLUTION, wATER QUALITY, WAlERSHED MANA~EMEhT 
3227 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABlE FOR REVIEW 
3228 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVEN, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILA~LE FOR REVIEW 








CHESAPEAKt ~AY, f•SH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, ~AT~R 
POLLUTION, WATER ~UALlTY, UNAVAILA&LE FOK kEVIEW 
CHESAPEAKf BAY, EUTKOPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, PUTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, WATER PJLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
CHESAPEAKE HAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTAliTY, UNITED ~TAT[j 1 VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION 
COMPUTEk PROGRAMS, JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, STOCHASTIC PKOCESSE~, 
VlRGlNIAo ~ATtk POLLJTlUN, ~ATER wUALITY CONT~OL 
CIRCULATION, CURRENTS I~ATERI, MODEL STUuiES 1 SEWAGE EFfLUENTS, SE~AGE 
TREATMENT, SHELL~ISH, TlUES, ~ATER POLLUTION, WAlEK QUALifY 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DlSTKlCT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, 
ECOLOGY, LANO USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
wATEk POlLUTION, COASTAL ZUN~ 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MU), 
ECOLOGY, LAND U~E, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHUM~S, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POllUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
975 
3724 EA5TEKN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
ECJLUGY, LAND U~~. MANAGEMENT, MARYLANU, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
~AT~~ POLLUTION, ~OASTAL LONE 
JJ24 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, EROSION, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, 
PLANNING, PUPULATIGN, POTOMAC RIVtR, SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
(PULLUTIONlr ~ATEK POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
3967 EASTERN ~HORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE !WATER), MAPS, REGIONAL 
ANALYStS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, 
WA TEh OUALI TY 
3991 AIR POLLUTION, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DRILLING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLORATION, LEGAL 
A~?ECTS, NATUKAL GA~, UlL 1 VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
**~********~*********~*****~******~********~********~*************************** 
wATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
***~*************O******c*********~***~*•*****•*********9******~***************~ 
012~ EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL ~ASTES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE 
CAPACITY, ~ATER PULLUTION CONTROL 
0417 CHeSAPEAKE BAY, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVtLOPNE:NT 
070l AIK PULLUliUN, EROSION CONTROL, MINI: WASTES, MUNICIPAL WASTES, SEWAGE 
lNEATMENT, STATE ~OVEKNMENTS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
1ld1 LE:GISLAllUN, POLLUTION AoATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, wATER 
PULLUIIOi,, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
14~1 CHESAPeAKE bAY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION CONTKOL, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
KI::Vlt',; 
24/l LEGISLATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, ~ATER CONTROL, WATER 
PllLLUT !UN, ~ATEK POLLUTION CONTROL 
L47l CHESAPI::AKE BAY, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, WATER 
f'I•LLUliUN, rrATE:R I'OLLUT ION CONTkOL 
976 
2618 INDUSTRIAL ~ASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE TKE:ATMENTt SLUDGE, ~ASTI:: 
DISPOSAL, wATE:R POLLUTION, ~ATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2625 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl, ~ATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL, WATER WUALITY 
2626 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC KIVER, ~iTER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEU), WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2630 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER ~UALITY 
2639 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MUUELS, 
NUTRIENT~, POTOMAC Rl~ER, WASTE WAlEk TREATMENT, ~ATI::R POLLUTILN CUNTNOL, 
WATER (<UALI TY 
3475 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OtLA~ARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MO), MARYLAND, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, VlkGI~!A, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
3478 CHESAPEAKE BAY, P~TUXENT RIVER, POLLUTION ABATEM~~T, wATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL 
3938 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, LAND uSE, MANAGEMeNT, MAPS, PLANNING, 
PCPULATION, SE~ERlGi, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATEd TREATMI::~T, WATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL, ~ATER vUALITY 
40bl RAUCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AS~ESSMENTS, COST ANALYSt~, klVI::R BASINS, 
KIVERS, STREAMS, VIRGINIA, WATER PULLuTIUN CONTKUL, ~ATI::R ~UALITY 
**************************************************************~************•**** 
~ATER PGLLUTIUN EffECTS 
******************************~*************¥***********~******¥**************** 
0637 BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, OYSTERS, POLYCHAETE$, wATER POLLUTION ErftCTS 
*************************•****~*********************~····~********************** 
~ATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
**********************~*****************************************************4*** 
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0)35 CHESAPEAKE BAY, TH~~MAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER USERS 
Qjd9 ANALYTICAL TECHNI~UES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONNATE WATER, IRON, NITROGEN, 
OXIDATIUN, SAMPLING, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
lb9~ BOTTOM SEDIMENT~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, IRON, OXIDATION, 
PHOSPHAT~$, wAlEK PuLLuTION SOUkCES 
3967 EASTERN ShORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, DISCHARGE IWATERI 1 MAPS, REGIONAL 
ANALYSIS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, kATEK POLLUTION SOURCES, 
wAHk QUALITY 
#~~******~****~**~*******************************************~****************** 
WATEK QUAL! TY 
****~********~**~~********~··~···~***q*****************•**************~********* 
0089 COOLING riATER, ECOLOGICAL OISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, VIKGINIA, WATER 
CHEMISTRY, ~ATER ~UALITY 
0294 CHESAPEAKE 9AY, uPTIMllATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING, kATER QUALITY, 
WATER KtSUuRCiS DEVELOPMENT 
Oj3£ CHESAPEAKE 6AY, eCONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDlr MANA~EMENT, MODEL 
STUDIES, PATUXENT RIV~R, ~ATEl{ i,lUALITY, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
0~42 CHESAP~AK~ dAY, COMPUTE~ PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA PROCESSING, PATH 
OF ~ULLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SATELLITES IAKTI~ICIALI, SULAK RADIATION, 
TUR~IDITV, WATER QUALITY 
Ublo DISCHARGe MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, wAftK ~UPPLY 
0726 BlULUGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WILDLIFE 
U7&U EUTRO~HICATION, MARSHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
k~S~ARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, wATER TREATMENT 
978 
1017 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HEAVY METALS, MANAGEMENT, 
NUTRIENTS, PtSTICIDES 1 SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER ~UALlTY 
1057 EFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTtS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, YURK 
RIVER 
1064 GROUNDwATER, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATE~ ~UALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
1146 SURFACE ~ATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WATER RESGURCES 
1234 CHESAPEAKE tiAY, SEwAGE DISPOSAL, SE~AGE EFFLUtNTS, ~ATER P~LLUTION, wATER 
QUALITY, HAMPTON KOAUS 
1247 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEULU~Y, GROUND~ATER, JAMES RIV~R, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
QUALITY, YORK RiveR 
1287 CHtSAPEAKE BAY, .JI~TRlCT OF COLUM~IA, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILA~LE FOR KiVIEW 
1303 CHESAPEA~E BAY, FUTDMAC KIVEk, PU~LIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, WAT~R POLLUTION, 
WATER QUALITY, U~AVAILABLE FOR RtVI~W 
1325 BENTHOS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FISH PUPULATIONS, INVEKT~bkATESr PLANKION, 
PU~EK PLANTS, VIk~lNIA, WATER QUALITY, YuRK RIVER 
1410 CHlCKAHOHINY RIVER, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVEN, LIMNULUGY, VIRGINIA, 
WATER QUALITY 
1417 JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE OISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
1433 CHESAP~AKE BAY, DELA~AKE, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 
MATHEMATICAL MUUELS, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINE wATER lNTkUSiuN, WATER QUALITY 
1479 ELIZABETH RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1522 CHESAP~AKE BAY, MARYLAND, TRidUTARIES, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
lij2 ~HE5APFAKE tiAY, MARYLAND, PLANNING, POTOMAC R!VtRr VIRGINIA, WASTe WATER 
T~~AlM[NT, WATER ~vALlT¥ 
1533 CHE~APEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, PLANNIN~, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WA5TE WATER 
TKEAT~ENT 0 WATER QUALITY 
153~ •I~ POLLUflON, CHE~APEAKE dAY, INCOME, POPULATION, WATER ~UALITY 
1)41 BACTE~IAo ~ENTHOSo EUTH.UPHI~AliON, NUTRIENTS, OILY wATER, ORGANIC 
CLH~PiiUNJS, f'OLLUTANTS, KtMOfE SENSING, TOXICITY, WAlEk UUALl TY 
155? A~JATIC ~EEUS, oEACrlE~, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, KESOURCE 
U[V~LO?HENT, ~HELLF!SH, wASTE ~ATEK TREATMENT, WATER QUALITYr WETLANDS, 
wiNTEi'"IlllNG 
15od AQUATIC PLANTS, ~KUSION, LEGAL ASPECTS, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
i<f:CK~ATION, ~lii::LLflSH, ,A!cK QUALITY, WETLANDS, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
15b9 &ACTEKIA, DlS~OLvEU nXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
Nul~l~~TS, PJLLJTANTS, PRJUUCTI~ITY, SEDIMENT~, ~ASTE WATER TREATMENT, 
w ATE K ;, UA Ll T Y 
lb03 CRA8 INDUSTRY, ESTOAt<l~S, UYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
PdLLUTANT~, KECKtATilJ•'It SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1621 AL~Ac, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHKILL, LEGAL ASPeCTS, MARYLAND, 
Vl~GIN!A, dATER ~UAL!TY 
l}lJ CHESAPEAKE SAY, CHESTER KlVER, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANT IOENTif!CATIUN, 
WATCH. (JUALITY 
li6d LH~SAPEAKL BA¥, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SE~AGE EFFLUENTS, 
S~riAG~ TREATMENT, wASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1~7~ CHtSAP~AKE DAY, ECOLOGY, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
~ut>nY 
l~J0 CHESAPfA~E BAY, ECOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER 
WUALITY, WAlEK SUPPLY 
9oo 
2174 JAMES RIVER, STANDARDS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
230b GRDUNJWATER, VIRGINIA, ~ATER WUALITY, WAlEk ReSOURCES 
2318 DISSCLVED OXYGEN, HYDRCDYNAMICS, HYDROGRAPHY, I<Af'PAHANNUCK RIVE~, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATeR ~UALITY 
2382 CHESAPEAKE BAY, !NDUSTK!AL WASTES, RUNOFF, SEDIMENTATIJN, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 
SEWAGE T~EATMENT, WAlck POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2520 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, UYSTtK INDUSTRY, ~E~AGE DISPOSAL, SHELLFISH, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATeR ~UALITY, HAMPTON K~ADS 
2600 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER MANAGEMeNT IAPPLIEul, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2601 CHESAPEAKE BAY, pnTOMAC klVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEUJ, WAlEK ~JALITY 
2b0l CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLTOMAL RIVER, Sc~AGE DI~P~SAL, SEWERS, ~ASTE wATtK 
DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDlr ~ATEK ~0ALITY 
2b0b CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMt~T !APPLIED), 
WATER QUALITY 
2bl4 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDlr 
WATER QUAL l TY 
2bl5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSEKVATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, nATEK QUALITY, 
WATER RESOURCES 
2bl0 CHESAPEAKE BAYi POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEwAGE TKEATMENT, 
WASTE Dl~PDSAL, WAle~ MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEOI, wATEK POLLUTIUNr wATtK ~UALlTY 
2621 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, wATEK MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEOI, WATER POLLUTION, wATER QUALITY 
981 
lo24 CHtSAPeAKE ~AY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
!APPLIEDJ, wATER PULLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
lbl5 CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL, WATeR QUALITY 
lb29 CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PLANNING, PUTUMAC RIVER, RECREATION 
FACILITI~S, RUNOFF, SEWAGE UISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
2630 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, FtDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
POLLUTION CONTROL, ~ATER QUALITY 
26J9 CHESAPEAKE dAY, eUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODElS, 
NUIRIE~T~, POTUMAC KIVtk, ~ASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATEk POLLUTION CONTROL, 
WAllK QUALITY 
2o4B CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISH, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, 
STREAMFLUft 1 WATER PULLUTIGN, WATER QUALITY 
2/0d BUDGETING, DETKITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITROGEN, 
PHJSPH~KUS, SALT MAkSHES, WATER QUALITY 
2740 CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISHERIES, LAND ysE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLANNING, J~3AN!ZATION, WASTE WAlEk DISPOSAl, WATER QUALITY 
2832 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, COLIFORM$, DYE RELEASES, MARYLAND, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
POTOMAC klVEK, S~WAGE TREATMENT, TRACEkSt VIRGINIA, WATER POlLUTION, WATER 
QUALliY 
2d84 CHeSAPEAKE ~AY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, 
kATEK wUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
l~~d CHE5APEAlE uAY, POLLUTION A~ATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER 
PULLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
l~~9 CHE~APEAK~ bAY, POIUMAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUAliTY, WATER SUPPLY 
321~ CHESAPEAKE dAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, 
hAT~R PULLUTION, WATER QUALITW, WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 
9B2 
3259 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
POLLUTION, ~ATER QUALITY, UNAVAILA6LE FOR REVIE~ 
3328 CHESAPEAKE dAY, EUTkOPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC ~IVER, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, ~ATER QUALITY 
3~85 JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, wATER QUALITY, wATER QUALITY CONTROL 
3486 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, wATER QUALITY 
CONTROL 
3487 LAND USE, POLLUTION AaATEMENT, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA, wATER ~UALITY, WAIER 
QUALITY CONTROL, WATER SUPPLY 
3492 ECONOMICS, ENV!Ru~HENTAL EFFECTS, LARVAE, POwER PLANTS, ~ATEK QUALITY, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
3~96 CIRCUlATION, CUK~ENTS (WATER), MODEL STUDIES, SEwAGE EFFLUENTS, 5EwAGE 
TREATMENT, SHELL~ISH, TIDES, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
35~1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, NUTRIENTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, wATER QUALITY 
3580 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, 
MODEL STUDIES, WATER QUALITY 
3585 EASTERN SHORE PLANNIN3 DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, 
MARYLAND, NUTRIENTS, OIL, PLANNING, WATeR QUALITY, WATtR ~UAL!TY CO~TROL 
3609 NORTH~MN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, 
SEwAGE uiSPUSAL, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
3610 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTkiCT, VA, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OY~TEKS, PLANNING, 
SEwAGE ~FFLUENTS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
3646 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN N~CK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINAN~ING, 
PLANNING, SEwtRAGt, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMilATIVE CAPACITY, wATEK QUALITY 
<J83 
J~~6 P~NINSULA PLANNING DI5TRICT, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
LHESA~tA~l dAY, MAPS, PGLLUliUN ABAT~MENT, SEWAGE, ~ATER CIRCULATION, 
WATtk ~JALITY, HAMPTUN ROADS 
376/ ~ASTERN SH~RE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUE~TS, 
MANAGt~ENT, PKUJtLlS, RtWIEwS, SHUR~S, riASTE ~ATEk (POLLUTION), WATER 
QU~LITY, WETLANDS 
3190 MIOULE PENINSULA PLANNI~G DI~TRICT, VA, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, 
GRUUND~ATtR, HYJRULUGY, MAPS, SEDIMENTS, SURFACE WAltRS 1 VIRGINIA, WATER 
LtVtLS, ~ATER QUALifY, WAl~K TtMPERATURE 
J793 MIUJLE ~tNINSULA PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, MAPS, POLLUTANTS, RIVERS, 
VI;«~INIA, >;ATck <JUALI TY 
3794 MIUULE P~NINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINE, 
EtL GRASS, ESTUAK!Nt CNVI~UNMENT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, OIL, 
OYSffKS, wATEK QiJALi iY 
3924 NiJKTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING UISTRICT 1 EROSION, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, 
PLANNING, PUPULATIU~, PuTUMAC RIVER, SEOl~ENTATIUN, VIKGIN!A, WAST~ ~ATER 
(P~LLUTIUNJ, ~ATlK P~LLUTIUN, riATEk QUALITY 
}<Jj2 ACL"JMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTEKN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING 
(P . Z!JJI'LTcOl, GtOLLIGY, Go{(JLJ,.L>wATI::K, VIRGINIA, WATER <JUALITY, ·wATER 
kfoJUkCi::S 
3~3d EAST~RN ~HOKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USEr MANAGEMeNT, MAPS, PLANNING, 
PIIPULATiuN, SEiocKAGt:, VIRGINIA, WASTE .;ATER TkEATMENT, WATER POLLUTION 
CIJCJI«,)L, WAT(k e~UAL·ITY . 
!~61 lA~T~RN SHURE PLANNING UISTkiCT, VA, DISCHARGE (riATER), MAPS, KEGIONAL 
'~ALY~I~, ~rlELlflSH, VIRGINIA, WATER PULLUTIUN, WAlck PULLUTIDN SOURCES, 
W>\ TtR '~UAL l TY 
~~~7 ~ASTE"N SHUK~ PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, COMPUTER 
Po',JGt<4~1S, DISPtRSION, ESlUAtl.IES, H'tOkODYNAMICS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, WATI:R 
c;.J~L 1 1·: 
9<l4 
4002 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, FINANCINu, LANU USE, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS 1 POPULATION, ~IVER dASINS, ~lkGJNIA 1 ~ASTE ASSIMIL~TIVt 
CAPACITY, WATeR QUALITY 
4003 EASTEkN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, MAP~, RIVE~ dASINS, 
STATISTILS, VIRGINIA, wASTE TREATMENT, WATER ~UALITY 
4006 YORK COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FACILITIES, MAPS, 
POPULATION, VIRGINIA, WA~TE ~ATER TREATMENT, ~ATER <JUALIIY 
4015 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, eCONOMICS, HISTOKYo MANAGEMENT, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIV~K, RIVER BASINS, STKEAMSr VIRGINIA, ~ATE~ ~UALITY 
40lb MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING 0ISTR!CT, VA, CLIMATJLOGY, CONSERVATION, 
ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLIPULATIO~, VIRGI~IA, ~ASTE WATER 
DISPOSAL, WATtR <JUALITY 
4026 KAUCO PLANNING DISTklGT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, GEOLOGY, G~iJUNUWATE~, 
HYU~ULOGY, LAND ~St, ~ECR~ATIU~, SEUlM~NTATIONr SUILS, ~ATER ~UALITY 1 
WATER SUPPLY 
4042 RADCO PLANNING DhTRICT, VA, ENVIRDNMfNTAL HFtCTS, IMPuUf<Ui~tNIS, ~UClEAR 
PO~ER PlANtS, RESEKV01RS 1 VIKGINIA, WATER ~LIALITY 
4043 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, ?LANNING, PGPULAflUNr PGTOM'~ 
R(VER, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, wASTl ASSIMILATIVE CA~ACITY, WASTe w~TcK 
TREATMENT, wATER QUALITY 
4041 RADCO PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, COMPUTER PKOGRAMS, MARYLAND, PEN~~YLVANIA 1 
POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER aASIN COMMISSIONS, STATISTICS, VI~GlNIA, wAT~K 
QUALITY, WEST VIRGINIA 
4049 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, NATURAL RES~U~CtS, 
PLANNING, POTOMAC NIVER, RIVER dASIN COMMI~SIONS, ~ATEk iJUALITY, wATER 
RESOUKCES 
4057 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NURTHERN NtCK PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, MIUUL~ 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, wATER 
QUALITY 
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40o0 RAOCO PLANNING DI5TRICT, VAt LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, VIRGINIA, 
~~~fc WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
4U6l RAOCO PLANNING uiSTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, COST ANALYSIS, RIVER BASINS, 
RIVERS, STREAMS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
4062 RAJCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, INDUSTRIAL riASTES, MANAGEMENT, MUNICIPAL 
~ASTES, PLANNIN~, PJLLUTANTSt RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, YORK 
RIVE:R 
4063 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EFFLU~NTS, VIRGINIA, wASTE TREATMENT, WATER 
QUALITY 
4065 RADCO PLANNING OISIRICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, RIVER 
bASINS, VIKGINIA, ~A5Tf A~SIMILATIVE CAPACITY, riATEk ~UALITY, YORK RIVtR 
**#****#****¥***~***********#*****~****************************~**************** 
wATER QUALITY ACT 
*****************************~**~********~****************~********************* 
1436 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OIL-~ATER INTERFACES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POLLUTANTS, 
hATER QuALITY ACT, ~ATER QUALITY CONTROL, HAMPTON ROADS 
* *** *** * * * * ** * * * ""'**~ :(:c ** ** * * * ~* * ** **' **~'* ********* ** ** ****** **** ** *'* **** **** **** ** ~ATER QUALITY CONTROL 
**********~********~********q***•****************************~****************** 
OJ32 CHESAPEAKE dAY, ECUNOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTEOI, MANAGEMENT, MODEL 
STUOicS, PATUXENT RIVER; wATER QUALITY, ~ATEN QUALITY CONTROL 
Oj24 CHESAPcA~~ BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIEOI, WATER 
P~LLUTIUN, ~ATER QUALITY CONTROL 
J5jd ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATeR 
~A~A~LMtNT IAPPLIEOI, ~ATER QUALITY CONTROL 
o•;5<J lCJOJIJMIC IMPACT, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PROJECTS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
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0610 DIURNAL OISTRIBUTION, INDUSTRIAL ~ASTES, PULP wAST~S, VIRGINIA, wASTE 
ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WAT~N QUALITY CONT~OL, YORK RIVE~ 
1309 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, PLANNI~G, ~OTGMAC RIVER, wATER 
QUALITY CONTROL, UNAVAILA~LE FOR REVIEW 
1436 CHESAPEAKE dAY, OIL-wATER INTERFACES, POLLUTION ~8ATEMENT, POLLUTANTS, 
WATER QUALITY ACT, wATtR QuALITY CONTROL, HAMPTUN RUADS 
2169 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVEN, VIRGINIA, ~ATER QUALITY CONTROL 
2170 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDRODYNAMICS, JAMES RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, WATER ~UALITY CONTROL 
2171 BIOCHEMICAL OXY~:~ DEMAND, COMPUTER MODELS, DISSOLVtO CXYGEN, 
HYORDDYtlAMICS, .' .ME:S iUVcR, VIRGINIA, wATER .;JALITY CGNTRJL 
2173 JAMES RIVER, PLM1NING, RESOURCE ALLUCATION 1 SYSTEMS AhALYSIS, VI~GINIA, ~ATER QUALITY C0~TNOL 
2175 BIOCHEMICAL OXYGt~ DEMAND, DISSOLVEU OXYGEN, JAMES NIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
i.iUALITY CONTROL 
2970 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, HYDROGRAPHY, LAND USE, SOIL 
CONSEKVATIUN, VIRGINIA, WATI:il. CONSERVATION, ~AT!:R IJUALITY CUNTROL o;ATER 
RESOURCES, WATEk SUPPLY ' 
2971 DRAINAGE DI5TRJC1S, FLOOD CUNTKOL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVERo SOIL 
CONSEKVATlON, VIRGINIA, ~ATER POLLUTION, wATER QUALITY CONTROL ~ATEN 
RE:SOUKCES, ~AT ER SUPi'L y 1 
3008 CHESAPEAKE BAYo eSTUARIES, WATEk POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
3009 CHESAPEAKE ~Ay, fEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER QUALITY 
CONTROL, WATER RE:SOURCES, liATER SUPPLY, WATER USeRS 
1013 CHESAPtA~E BAY, F~DERAL JU~ISOICTION, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDl, LEGAL 
A~PECTS, PLANNING, PuTOMkC klVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, ~ATER RE~OURCES, 
~AlE~ SUPPLY, PUoLIC UPINIUNS 
JOLJ CHESAPEAKE bAY, COST-BEN~Fif ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD 
P><Uit(.ThiN, !Ci:O LAKES, POTOMAC R!Vi:R, wATER QUALITY CONTROL, ~ATER 
P-1:-~.JUKU·S, .<ATi:K ktSUUKCES iJ[VElOPM~NTt WAlEK SUPPLY 
343b COMPUTEk PKCGRAM~, JA~ES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, STOCHASTIC PROCESSES, 
VIK~!NJA, ~AlEK PULLUI!ON, wATER QUALITY CONTROL 
3442 CUM~UNICAT!uN, JAMES RIVER, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
•AT~~ k~SUUKCES, PUBLIC UPI~IUNS 
3485 JA~ES RIVER, VIKGINIA, ~ATEK ~UALITY, wATER QUALITY CONTROL 
348& CHESAPEAKE oAY, JAM~S RJV[K, VIRGINIA, WAlEK QUALITY, WATER QUALITY 
CUNTKUL 
34~7 LAND USE, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGt, VIRGINIA, WATER UUALITY, WATER 
WUAL!TY CUNTKULo ~ATtR SUPPLY 
3jH~ EAST~h~ SHU~~ PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, 
MARYLAND, NUTKI~NTS 1 OIL, PLANN}NG, WATER UUALITY, kATEM ~UALITY CONTROL 
363l LANCASTl« CUUNTY, VA, NiJRTHtKN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
PUPULAT Ju;,, St'wcRAut 1 VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTI<.OL 
J7B SOUJHt:\STf.IU~ PLAN~!NG DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH 
K'V~R, ENVI~UNMlNTAL EFFELT~, HYDRGGRAPHY, M4THEMATICAL MODELS, SEWAGE 
lKE:\l~tNT, nAitrt ~UALITY CONTROL 
4U5d KAJLU PLANNING DISlkiCT, VA, PLANNING, RIV~R BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
li<t:AH\H,T, '"'1EK N.:.i~AGEMcNT tAI'PLIEDI, rJATER QUALITY CONTROL, WAlck 









00~9 BldLIO~RAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, VlkGINIA, WAlE~ RESOURC~S 
0101 BidL!UGRAPH!ES, VIR~INIA, ~ATE!<. RESOURCES 
0174 DISCHARGE (~ATERl, 5T~EAMFLU~, SUBSURFACE ~ATEKS, ~URFACE wATERS, 
VIRGINtA, ~ATER KtSuuKCES, ~ATER kES~UKCE~ 0lVELOPM~NT 
0344 CHESAPEAKE dAY, 'iiSTUt<Y, wATEK POLLUTION, WAlteR ~i:~UURC~S 
1021 COMPUT~K PKOGKAM,, FLO~ MEASUREMENT, MATHEMATICAL MDDtLS, PLAN~ING, 
SALINITY, VI~GI~iA, ~ATEM KlSOUI<.LES, Y0KK h!VER 
1039 COMMtKCIAL FISHL.G, ~lSHEiUE~, FORESTS, NATURAL KtSCUf<.CES, VlRGI'nA, w~TEK 
RLSUUKC~S 
1064 GROUNUWAIEK, SU~FACE ~ATEf<.S, VIKGINIA, ~Al~K ~UALifY, ~AT~K KtSUUMCES 
1146 SURFACe ~ATtkS, VIRGINIA, wATER QUALITY, wAT~K RESOURCES 
230& GkOUNO~ATER, VIKGINIAt WATER ~UAL!TY, WATER R~SOURCES 
231& LE~AL ASPECTS, MlN~kALUGY, MOD~L STUDIES, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESuUKCES 
2536 AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DOMESTIC ~AlEK, LIVlSTOCK, 
MARYLAND, KURAL ARlAS, VIRGINIA, WAJtR RESOURCES 
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2615 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, 
WATER RESOURCES 
261b CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND RESOURCES, LAND USE, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
2884 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RI~ER, 
WATER QuALITY, WATER ReSOURCES 
2970 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, HYDROGRAPHY, LAND USE, SOIL 
CONSERVAIION, VIRGINIA, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCES, ~ATEM SUPPLY 
2971 DRAI~AGE DISTRICTS, FLLOD CONTROL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, SOIL 
CDNSEKVATIU~, VIRGINIA, ~ATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESUU~CES, WATER SUPPLY . 
3007 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, 
FUTURE PLANN!N~ IPRJJECTeOl, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
3009 CHES.APEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY 
CONTROL, WAlEK RESLURCES, wATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3D10 AG~ICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
R~SDURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER U1ERS 
3011 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SEDIMENTOLOGY, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3012 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), POTOMAC 
RIVER, RESERVOik5, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3013 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOJ, LEGAL 
A~PELTS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, 
wAft~ SUPPLY, PU~LIC OPINIONS 
3014 CHESAPEAKE dAY, ENGINEERING, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
RESUURCES, wATER SUPPLY 
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3017 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOO 
PROTECTION, ICED LAKES, POTUMAC RIVER, wATeR QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCES, wATER RESOU~CES OEVELOPMENT, wATER SUPPLY 
3313 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, POTOMAC RIVER, RIVEK BASIN COMMISSIONS, wATER 
RESOU~CES, wATER SUPPLY 
3442 COMMUNICATION, JAMES RIVER, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ~ATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
WATER RESOURCES, PUBLIC OPINIUNS 
3461 STATE JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTRUL, WATER RESOURCES 
3611 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LA~D USE, NATURAL 
RESOuRCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATIJN FACILITI~S, SE~E~AGE, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
3612 AGRICULTURE, NORTHeRN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
LA~~R, PROGRAMS, UktHPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA, WAT~R k~SGUKCE5 
3613 NORTHERN NECK PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LANU USE, PLAN~ING 1 
PUPJLATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES 
3660 NORTHERN NECK PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, iCONUMICS, EDUCATION, FINANCING, 
INUUSTkiES, RECReATION FACILITIES, TAXES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, wATER 
RESOURCES 
3922 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, FLOOD CONTROL, LAND MANAGeMENT, LAND 
USE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WAT~R KESOuRCES, wATERSHEO 
MANAGeMENT, ~ATERSHcO PROTECT. AND FLOOD PREV. 
3932 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING 
IPKOJECTEUI, GEOLUGY, GkOUNOWATE~, VIRGINIA, WATeR ~UALIT~, WATER 
RE~OURCES 
3971 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, 
GROUNDWATER, MAP~, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
3999 EASTERN SHORE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, eCONOMIC I~PACT, 
ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEM~NT, RECREATIUN DEMAND, RE§UURCE ALLOCATION, 
STRESS, WATER CONS~RVATIUN, wATER RESOURCES 
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4045 KING GEORGE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, 
GRJUNDWAT~R, POPULATION, SUKFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY, ;,ELLS 
4048 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, LAND USE, 
MANAGEH~hl, POTuMAC RIVER, RIVER BA~IN COMMISSIONS, WATER RESOURCES 
4049 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLANNIN~, PuTUMAL RIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
Kt:SUUI(Cf:~ 
~********************¥***~************************~***************************** 
WAT~M KESUUkCES DEVELOPMENT 
************~=~*~**************************************************************** 
0073 JAMES RIVER, RIVER uASlh DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER RESDU~CES 
llEVELOPME:NT 
0074 ECON~MIC FEASluiLITY, ENViRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, WATER ktSOUKCES DEVElOPMENT 
0075 ECONOMIC P~EDICTION, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
VIKGINIA, WAlEk ktSUURCES UE:VELOPMENT 
00d7 CHANNEL IMP~UVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTURE PLA~NING IPROJECTEUl, 
HYD~AULIC MODtLS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, wATER RESOURCES 
Df:VELOPMEI,T 
0103 FLJUD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
u11~ AUMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CONSERVATION, FISHI~G, RESEARCH FACILITIES, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATER R~SOURCE~ DEVELOPMENT 
0117 FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESUUKCES OlVELOPMENT 
0118 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HUMAN POPULATION, JAMES RIVER, 
Kf~K~AliON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
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0119 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE PATTERNS IGEJLUG!Cl, GKOUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATil, JA•1ES RIVER, METELJRULOGICAL DATA, SALliHTY, VIRGINIA, ·o;ATER 
RESOURCES uEVELUPMENf 
0138 HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WAlEK RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0139 FUTURE PLANNING {PKOJELTEOI, JAMES RIVEK, RivER SASIN DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGII,IA, "ATEK RtSOUK<.ES DEVELGPMENT 
0174 DISCHARGE !WATER), STREAMFLOW, SUdSURFACE ~ATERS, SURFACE o;ATE~S, 
VIRGINIA, WAT~k RESOURCES, ~ATEM Ml~OURC~S UEVELuPMENT 
0199 FLOOD PROTECTION, FuTURE PLANNrNG !PkOJECTEDl, JAMES RIVEK, RES~KVOIRS, 
VIRGINIA, o;ATEk RESOURCES OE:VELUPMENT 
0265 JAMES k!VEK, OCEANOGKAPHY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEV~LOPME~T 
0270 PROJECTS, KESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, wAT~k RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0294 CHESAPEAKE dAY, OPTIMllATlUN, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING, wATck ~UALITr, 
~AlER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0417 CHESAPEAK~ BAY, wASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CO~TROL, ~ATER RE~UuKCES 
Di::VELOPMENT 
0420 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, INTER-AGENCY CO~PcRATIUN, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0439 ADMINI~TkATIVE AGE'<CJES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATER CONSt:KVATIIJN, WAlEK 
MANAGEM~NT (APPLIED), wATEk RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0526 AQUATIC PLANTS, HEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE cAY, HARHUMS, SEA NETTLi~, 
URdANIZAfiON, WATER POLLUTION, wATER RESOURCE~ UEVlLOPMENT, ~tTLANDS 
0559 ECONOMIC IMPACT, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMt~ R!VlH, PROJECTS 
VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES OtVt:LU~Mt~T ' 
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36UU AG~JCULTURE, ECONO~JCS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo 
RECK~ATIUN, KIV~M UASINS, ~URFACE WATeRS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
DE VHOP~1t:r,l 
0737 LUN~EKVATION, NAlU~AL kESOURCES, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, WATER RESOURCES 
Dl VI:LLIP~lt.i-; T 
!U42 RESEARCH AND DEVflOPMENT, RESEARCH FACILITIES, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
UI'VELfJP,·1cNT 
1044 RESEARCH A~O DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
Jj15 CHESkPEA~l GAY, ~USUUEHANNA RIVER, ~ATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS 
( 1:\ASIN~ I 
1516 CHESAPEAKE dAY, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESGURCES OEVELOPM~NT, 
'•AT EK §,t.:[j~ <tlAS I NSJ 
2145 PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, 
~ILl~, YORK ~!VcK 
2166 JAM~S RIVER, PLANNING, VI~GINIA 1 ~ATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS 
(::>AS I ~:,J 
3017 CHE~AP~AKE dAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JU~ISDICTION, FLOOD 
Pt<!Jf!CT!Uhl, ICED LAKE::., POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CUNTRuL, WATER 
Kf-S:J\JRC..i_S, wATfe. RE:.OUKCES OEVELOPMtNT, wATER SUPPLY 
Hl'l EASHRN SHfJ«E PLAP,NING UI5TkiCT 1 VA, AQUATIC WEED CONTROl, BEACH EK.O!iiON, 
OIVII'u"';~cP,IAL LFHCTS 1 F-LOOD CONTIWL, PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECT PURPOSES, 
PKUJ~CTS, vlkG!N!A, WATER RESOUKCES DEVELOPMENT 
J7~l M!OJLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GROUNDWATEK., HYDROLOGIC 
liA ft., MAl-'~ , MCT E ORlJL OGY 1 POTOMAC RIVER 1 RESOURCE DEV ELOPHEN T, SURFACE 
~AitKS, V!kGIN!A, hATER K~SOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
YJ25 rJfl;UiitiHi VIKGINIA PLANNING DiSTRICT, LAND USE, lEGISlATION, MA'IAGEHENT, 
PL.n.,NJ:,G, VIKGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 
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3996 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FLOJO PLAINS, MANAGEMENT, PROJECTS, 
RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, ~AT~k KESUURCES DEVclO~MENT 
4055 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA, WATER MANAGE~ENT 
(APPliED), wATER ReSOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
4058 KADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, VlKG!NIA, WASTE 
TREATMtNT, hATER MANAGEMENT (A~PLIEO), WATER ~uAllTY CONTROL, ~ATER 




0035 CANALS, JAM~$ RIVe~, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIK.GlNIA, WATER RIGHTS 




4046 RAOCO PLANNING OlSTKJCT, IJA, CUNSTRuCTIOf~, PROJECT PLANNING, VlKGINIA 1 
WATER DEMANO, ~Al!:K ST~kAGE 1 WATER SUPPLY, ~ATER Tk~AlM~~T 
4050 RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, DAMSITES, IMPOUNDMENTS, 




0616 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, SURFACE ~ATERS, VIR~INIA 1 WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
l233 JAMES RIVER, SURfACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY 
l236 -JAMES RIVER, SU~FACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, DISMAl SWAMP 
INC-VA) 
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1237 JAMES RIVEK, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, DISMAL SWAMP 
(N(;-VA) 
124B CHICKAHUMINY RIVER, JAMES RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER SUPPLY, 
Dl~MAL S~AMP (NC-VAI 
197~ CHeSAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, PLANNI~G, TRANSPORTATIJN, wATER QUALITY, WATER 
~ UPPL Y 
l9d0 CHESAPEAKE tiAY, ECULOGY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER 
QUALITY, hATEK SUPPLY 
2212 ALGAE, VIRGINIA, WATER SUPPLY, WATER TREATMENT 
2970 LHESAPtAKE BAY, DRAINAGe DISTRICTS, HYDROGRAPHY, LAND USE, SOIL 
CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER ~UALITY CUNTROL, WATER 
RESJUKCES, wATER SUPPLY 
2971 DRAINAGt DISTRICTS, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVtR, SOIL 
CUNSfRVATIONr VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CUNTROL, WATER 
RtS0U~CtS, WATER ~UPPLY 
2999 CHESAPEAKE dAY, POTOMAC RIVER, wASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
3009 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER UUALITY 
CO.~Tk•JL, wAHR RtSOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3010 AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
kE>dURLtS, wATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3011 CHESAPEAKE HAYr FEDtRAL JURISDICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, 
~EUIM~hfOLGGY, WAT~K KESOUKL~5, WATEK SUPPLY 
JOU CHESAPEAKE UAY, fEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOI, POTOMAC 
R!VtMr RESEKVUIKS 1 WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3~13 ~HtSAPEAK~ BAY, F~DERAL JUklSDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, LEGAL 
A~PEL1S 1 PLANNING, PUTOMAC RIVER, WATER ~UALIT¥ CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, 
WAT[K >UPPLY, PUbLIC uPINIUNS 
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3014 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EhGINEEKING, fEDERAL JURlSDICTIDN, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER 
RESOURCES, wATER SUPPLY 
3017 CHESAPEAK£ BAY, COST-rlENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JUKLSDICTION, FLOOD 
PKOTECTIUN, ICED LAKES, PUTOMAC RIVER, wATER ~UALITY CUNTKJL, wATER 
RESOURCES, WATER RESUUKLtS uEVELUPMlNT, hAT~K SUPPLY 
3313 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, PUTUMAC RIVEK, RIVER HASIN CUMMIS~IUNS, wATER 
RESOUKCES, wATER SUPPLY 
3487 LAND USE, POLLUTION A8ATEMENTr SEWAGE, VIRGINIA, wATER QUALITY, WATER 
QUALITY CONTROL, WATER SUPPLY 
3965 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC FEASiblLIT¥ 1 ECONOMIC 
IMPACT, FuTUKE PLANNING IPROJECTEOI, PU8LIC 8ENEFITS 1 SEwAGE DISPOSAL, 
SIZEr VIRGINIA, WATER SUPPLY 
3986 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EA~TERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 
HAY, ELOhUMIC~, ~ANAGEMtNT, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TkANSPU~TATIUNr ~ATEK SUPPLY 
4026 RADCO PLANNING OI~TKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, GKJUNUWAT~R, 
HYDROLOGY, LAND USf, RECREATION, SEUIME~TATIO~r SOILS, ~AlE~ QUALITY, 
WAH.k SUPPLY 
4028 SHORELINE Et<OSiiJN, RADCU PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CH~SAPEAKt 8AY, 
GkOUN~WATER, LAND US~, MAPS, NAVIGATION, RtC~fATIO~, WAT~R ~UPPLYr ~tEDSr 
wiLDLHt 
4045 ~lNG GEORGE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRI~T, VA, FINANCING, 
GROUNOWATtR, POPULATION, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES, ~ATEK 
SUPPLY, ~<tLLS 
4046 RADCU PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, 
WATER UEMANtJ, WAT~K STOI<.AGt, WATER SUPPLY, wATER TRI:ATMbH 
4050 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, OAHSITES, IMPOUNDMENTS, 
RAP~AHANNUCK RIV~R, RESERVOIRS, VlkbiNIA, WATER ~TUKAG1: 1 WATER SUPPLY 
997 
4052 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FACILITIES, FUTURE PlANNING (PROJECTEDJ, 




0772 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, TIDAL EFFECTS, WATER TABLE 
2278 BEACHES, COMPUTER MODELS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, GROUNDWATER MOVEMENT, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL EfFECTS, WATER TABLE 




0001 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERl, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0002 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERI, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0007 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATEKl, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0008 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (HATER), JAMES RIVER, _S£DIMENT LOAD, SURFACE 
WATeRS, VIRGINIA, WATER TtHPERATURE 
0009 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT lOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0010 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERJ, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATURE 
0011 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE CWATERJ, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE HATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
998 
0018 CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIUNS, DEPTH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES KIVERr 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPE~ATURt, WINO VELGCITY 
0059 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRrNTS IWATERl, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVE~, 
VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATURE 
0060 CURRENTS !WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
TEMPERATU~E, WEATH~H DATA 
0061 CURRENTS l~ATERJ, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATtR 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
0088 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS (WATER}, DATA COLLELTIUNS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAM~S 
RIVERo SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TtKPERATURE, ~EATHER DATA 
02J5 GROJNDWATEK, RESE~JOIRS, STKEA~FLOW, VIRGINIA, wATEK TEMPERATURE 
0322 CONTINENTAL SHEL~, WATtR TtMPEKATUkE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC aiGHT 
0411 COMPUTER MODfLS, F~EShWATE~, JAMES RIVER, MATHtMATICAL MG~ELS, MODEL 
STUDIES, ~~~AGE OI~PJ~AL, STATISTILAL MOUELS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATUR~ 
U444 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, UINOrLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, 
SALINITY, ~AMPLING, wATtR TEMPERATURE 
054tl CHESAPEAKE dAYr CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS (WATEK~AYSl, MAPPIN~, PHOSPHATES, 
SALINITY, ~AMPLING, TUKdiOITY, WAT~R TEMPERATURE 
0549 CHESAPEAKE BAYr MAPPING, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0657 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
VORK RIVER 
0779 CRAdS, HATCHING, LARVAl GRO~TH STAGE, SALINITY, HAlER TEMPERATURE, BLUE 
CRA~ 
0855 ALOSIOS, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADKOMOUS fiSH, -VIRGINIA, wATtR IEMPERATURE, YO~~ 
RIVER 
999 
Od62 GASTROPOOS, LETHAL LIMIT, MARINE ANIMALS, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMP~RATURE, YOR~ RIVER 
0873 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0~61 CHESAPEAK~ HAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DENSITY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
0972 AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
YOKK RIVER 
1001 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1081 DATA COLLECTIONS, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1083 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1084 CHESAPEAKe BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
RES~lkATIUN, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1161 CHLORINE, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
ReSPIRATION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1175 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GROWTH KATES, HERRINGS, JAMES 
RIVER, k~SPIRATION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
13B7 CURRENTS lWATERJ 1 SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YOkK RIVER 
13Bd CURRENTS (WATER), MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1450 JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SAliNITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TfMPERATURt, YOR~ RIVER 
1000 
1461 JAMES RIVER, ~APPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TtMPERATUkt, VINGIN!A, ~ATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK k!VEK 
1494 GASTROPOD~, ~ESP!RATION, WATER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLL FOR REVI~W 
1672 BACTERIA, CLAM~, CULIFOkMS, POLLUTANT IOENTIFICATION, SEDIMENT-riATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPEKATURt 
1682 CHESAPEAKE BA¥, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, THERMAL WATER, ~ATtK TEMPERATUR£ 
1863 CHESAPEAKE aAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYU~OLOGIC UATA, PATUXENT 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1866 CHESAP~AKE SAY, HYDKOGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYURULOGJC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATeR TEMPERATURE 
1867 CHESAPEAK~ UAY, HYURIJGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYO~OLOGIC UATA 1 SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURe 
1868 CHESAPEAKE SAY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1~69 CHESAPEAKE dAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYORULOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TtM~EKATURE 
ld70 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC UATA, SALINITY, 
~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1871 CHESAPEAKE aAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROlOGIC UATA, SALINITY, 
WATER T~MPERATUkc 
1872 CHESAPEAKE bAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WAl tK TEMPt~ATUkt 
1873 CHESAPEAKE bAY, HYDROGEN ION C0t£ENIRATIUN 1 HYORULGGIC OATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1874 CHESAPEAKF BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1001 
187~ CHESAPtA~E oAY, HYOKOGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1876 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, kAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1877 CHESAPEAKE 3AY, HYDKOGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1878 CHESAPEAK~ ~AY, HYDROG~APHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPEKATUREr 
W~ATH~k DATA, WINJS 
1883 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATUREr 
hEATHEK DATA, WINOS 
189~ CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
kiVEK, SALINITY, IUKdlDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, ~INDS 
1897 CHESAPeAKE &AY, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERJ, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
kiVcK, PHOSPHATES, PUTOMAC KIVERr SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WAlE{ TEMPERATURE 
1ti98 CH~SAP~AKE JAY, CURRENTS IWATERI, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPbRATUkE, ~EATHlk DATA, ~INOS 
1899 CHESAPEAKE bAY, CHLORINATIUN, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYOKUGRAPHYr HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHUSPHAl~S, fUKdiD!TY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1900 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CHLURINATIGN, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
UATA, PHOSPHATE;, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1901 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TUktiiUITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1902 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
OAIA, PHOSPHATES, TUK31UITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
l•JO:I CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYOROGKAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
UATA, Plm>PHATES, TURi:liDlTYr WATER TEMPERATURE 
1002 
1904 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TUR~IDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1905 CHESAPEAKE HAY, CHLOKINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLuGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TURHIOITY 1 ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1906 CHESAPEAKE BAY, LHLURINATION, DISSULV~0 OXYGEN, HYURUGKAP~Y, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TuRi:l!DITY, WATEK TEMPERATURE 
1961 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, MAPPING, SALINITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1963 CHESAPEAKE dAY, SALINITY, ~ATEK TEMPERATUKE 
2001 CHESAPEAKE dAY, CHLUROPHYLL, UISSOLVEO OXYGEN, HYUkOGEN ION CONCENTKATION, 
PHOSPHATES, SALl~ITY, wAl~R TE~PERATURE 
2013 MEASUREMENT, ON-~!T~ DATA COLLECTIONS, THERMOMETERS, RAfEK TEMPtRATURE 
2146 CHESAPEAKE BAY, Cl3NTINENTAL :>HELF, COPEI-'JDS, SEASONAL 01STkiBUTION, 
VI~GINIA, WATER TtMPEKATURE, Z00PLA~KTON 
2279 FISH 1-'0PULATIONS, JUVENILE fiSHES, SALINITY, STRIPED tiASS, VIRGINIA, WAlEk 
HMi>Er{ATURE: 
2j12 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDKOGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALI~ITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPlkATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
2325 CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVEU OXYGEN, DIURNAL OISTRIBUTIO~, ESTUARINE 
ENVIKUNMtNT, LIGHJ PENETRATION, PHYTOPLAN~TuN, SAL!~ITY 1 TIUAL EffECTS, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATER TtMPERATURE 
2380 CHESAPEAKE dAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PO~EK PLANTS, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, WAlEk TEMPEKATURE 
2383 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CUNCENTRATION, HYUKObRAPHY, 
SALINITY, TIDAL WATERS, HATER TEMPERATURE 
1003 
2449 CHESAPEA~E BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTO~AC RIVER, 
wATtR TEM?EKATUR£, ~INTER 
2475 GASTROPODS, OYSTck JRILLS, VIKGINIA, wACHAPREAGUE,VA, WATEK TEMPERATURE 
2b04 CHE~APEAK~ BAY, COOLING WATER, ~LECTRIC POWER PROOUCTIUN, HEATED WATER, 
~ULL~AK PUWtR PLA~TS, PUTOMAC RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2b59 CHrSAPEAKl BAY, LOBSTERS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2711 CLA~S, LARVAL GROWTH STAG~, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2/67 SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2768 SALINITY, WATEK TE~PERATUKE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
Zd57 oENTHO~, ESTUAKIES, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SEA 
NETTLES, SniLLFI~Hr ~ATER T~~PERATURE 
2900 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, LURKENTS (WATER), DENSITY, HYDROGRAPHY, NORTHEAST U.S., 
OCEANOGRAPHY, ~ALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2938 CrlESAI'tAKE riAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, LARVAE, 
MULLUS~~, MUkTALITY, WACHAPKEAGUE,VA, WATrR TEMPERATUK~ 
l942 CHL'lRINAT luN, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATEII.l, HYDKOGkAPHYr HYDROLOGIC DATA 
JAMES KIV~kr OYST~KS, P~OSPHAIES, TUKBIUIT¥, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2~4j CURKtNTS IWATEKlr HYDROGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTklbUlllJN, VIRGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, ~INTER 
j~15 L~ESAPEA~E SAY, HYOR~GRAPHY 1 SALINITY, VELOCIT¥ 1 WATER TEMPERATURE, C + 0 
CAN~L 
3~'•4 Ali< Tt:.'lf'~r{ATUkE, CHESAPEA~E BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURtHOITY, 
WATER T[HP[RATUKto UNAVAILAdlE FOR REVIEW 
1004 
3446 GRO~TH RATES, LARVAE, MORTALITY, OY~TERS, hATER TEMPERATURE, OYST=K 
SETTING 
3455 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, HYURUGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPEKATUHE, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC biGHT, 
34b7 CURRENTS !WATER), eliZABETH RIVEK, SALINITY, StUIMfNTS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
TEMPEKATUf<E 
3543 SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRibUTION, wATER, WATER Tr.MPERATUKE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, 
3551 EFFECTS, VIHGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER, ZULPLANKTON 
3565 EASIENN SHOKE PLANNI~G UISTKICT, VA, CHE~APEAKE BAY, CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, 
SALINITY, ~AT[K TEMPERATURE 
3566 EASTERN ~HOkE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, POPULATION, 
REPRODUCTIUNr SEA~UNAL UISTkldUTIUN 1 SHRIMP, WAT~K TEMPEKATUKE, YUkK KIVER 
35d1 EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, bRACKISH ~ATEM 1 LHESAPtAKE BAY, E~L5 1 
FOuD HAbiT~, JAMeS RlVtK, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEk 1 SEA~UNAL UISTRI8UIION 1 wAT~R 
TEMPf.KATURE 1 YUKK RIVER 
3584 EASTERN SHURE PLAN:'-IING DI~TKICJ, VA, CHESAPEAKE 8AY 1 LARVAt, OYSTERS, 
PLANNIN~, PU~tK PLANTS, TH~KMAL CAPACITY, WAlEK TEMPEKATURE 
3608 EASTEKN SHORE PLANNING DI~TKICT, VA, BLUEFISH, DISTKibUTIUN 1 GROWTH 
STAGES, LAKVAt, SALINITY, SPAwNING, WATER TEM~tRATURt 1 Ml~ULE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
3677 SUUTHtASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, THtRM~l STII.tSS, 
THE~MAl WATEK, nATEK TEMPERATURE 
3680 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, SACTERIA 1 CHESAPEAKt bAY, StASONAL 
OISTI<ItiUTIUN, WArER TEMPERATURE 
1005 
368~ SUUTHEASIERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTkloUTION 1 SPAwNING, wATER CIRCULATION, WATER TEMPERATURE, HIDOLE 
ATL<NTIC d!GHI 
3689 SOUTHEASltKN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, HYDROGRAPHY, 
N~~IIIC 1 ~ALINITY, WAT~k TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
3790 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, 
GkUUND~ATE~, HYD~DLUGY, MAPS, SEDIMENTS, SUKFACE WATfRS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
LlV~LS, ~ATER ~UALITY, hATER TEMPERATURE 
* ~*"**** * ** **** :(:* * ** *:::): **** ** * * * * * ** ***** * **** ****-*** ** *;r;c.******:9: *****l): *** ********''*= hATER Ti<EATMENT 
*****************************~***~***¥********************~********************* 
0760 EUTRCPHICATION, ~Ai<SHES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMUVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
RESEA~CH ANJ DlVlLUPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, W4TER TREATMENT 
1537 AE~IAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CROPS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, DILY WATER, 
SATELLITl~ (AkTl~ICIALl, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, ~ATER TREATH~NT 
2212 ALGAE, VIKGINIA, WATER SUPPLY, WATtR TREATMENT 
404b RAlJGO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CUNSTIWCTION, PROJECT PLANNING·, VIRGINIA, 




-v5.:15 LII~SAI'EAKE llAY, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, oiATI::R USERS 
3009 CHE~APEAKt BAY, fEDERAL JURISDICTION. POTOMAC RIVERo WATI::R QUALITY 
UJ~Hk;iL, "ATI:i< RESOURCE~, WATER SUPPLY, IIATER USERS 
3JlJ AGKILULrUKt, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 





3980 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, LH~MICAL wASTE~, 
CONSERVATION, LAN[) U~E, POLLUTANTS, RECR~ATiuNo SE~AGE, ~AT~R UTILIZATION, 
ZONING, MIDULE ATLANTIC oiGHT 
4010 KIN~ WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIUULE PENINSULA PLANNING DI~TRICT 1 VA, 
ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), lAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES, 




01~2 AQUifER CHARACTERiSTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE dAY, 
GkOUNUWATti<r HYD~~~EULUGY, 1/lNGINIA, ~ATEk "iLLS 
015b AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHcSAPEAKt BAY, 
FLUOkiUES, GROUND~AT~R, VIRGINIA, ~AT~~ WELLS 
0161 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROUNDWATER, SUBSURFACE WATtRS, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATtk wtLLS 
0204 AwUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC CUASTAL PLAIN, CH~MICAL ANALYSIS, 




3726 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING UISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EAST~~N SHORE (VA-MDI, 





0432 C.HESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTOMAC 




0436 MA~SH PLANTS, SALT MARSHES, TIDAL MARSHES, VIKGINIA, wATEiFOWL 
0622 CHESAPEAKE 8AY, ~ATEM BIRDS, wATERFOWL 
0720 CHESAPEA~c BAY, JELLYfiSH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, WATERFOWL, 
liiLDLIFE 
1185 VI~GINIA, •ATERFU.L, UNAVAILAHLE FOR REVIEW 
lL55 DUCKS !~ILDJ, MI~RATIDN PATT~RNS, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1262 KIRjS, CH~SAPE4KE tlAY, DELA~ARE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDI, MARYLAND, SHORE 
HI~JS, VIRGI~IA, WATERFO~L, UNAVAILABLE FOR ~~VIEW 
1641 CHESAPEAKE bAY, GULLS, PREDATION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ~ATERFO~L 
lUI9 CHI'SAPEM~ JAY, "ATE:RFOwL 
l433 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DUCKS IWILDI, ~STUAR!NE ENVIRONMENT, MIGRATION, POTOMAC 
kiV~K, ~ATEKFUWL 
l5UU LH~SAP[AKE ~AY, DI~TKibUIIUN, ~ATEKFOWL, WINTER 
1.7L1 l.H~:iLIPlAKf: flAY, LJELAwAKE, FISHEKIES, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
Vl~ui~IA, ~AT~RFLWL 
l75J ~I~JS, CO~~EKVATION, ~ATfRFOWL, OSPREYS 
l/51 HI~D EGGS, ~ATERFOWL, OSPkEYS 
1008 
2802 CHESAPEAKE BAY, HUNTING, wATERFOwl 
2866 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OktDGI~G, DUCKS (~ILDI, MARSHtS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SEUlME~TATIUN, SILTING, WATER POLLUTION, ~AT~RFO~L 
2d67 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAwARE, DISTRIBUTION, MAR~HES, MARYLAND, 
VIRGINIA, WATlRFOWL 
2868 BAYS, biRDS, CHESAPEA~E SAY, DISTRibUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMSIA, 
ESTUARIES, MAkYLANU, VIRGINIA, wATERFOWL 
2952 CHESAPEAKE aAY, tA~TERN SHUKE IVA-MDJ, MARYLAND, Vl~~INIA, WATERFOWL, 
OSPREYS 
2997 BIRDS, CHESAPEAKt SAY, DIST~!BUTION, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MOl, MAMMALS, 
VIRGINIA, WATERFC~L 
3066 DISTRIBUTION, OUCKS IWILOJ, ~ATERFO~L, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3081 CHESAPEAKE HAY, UUCKS (NILO), POTOMAC RIVER, wATEKFGwL, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
RI:VIb~ 
3136 BREEDING, DUCKS I~ILDI, UNITED STATES, ~ATERFO~L, UNAVAILABLE FOM R~VIEW 
3222 CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISH, HISTUKY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
WATEK~O~L, UNAVAILAdLE ~OR ~EVIEW 
3255 REGIONAL FLOOD, ~ATERFO~L, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 




3214 CHESAPEA~E ~AY, ftDtRAL JURI~UICTION, POTOMAC. klVEk, SEWAGE TREATMENT, 
WATeR PULLUIIO~, WAT~k ~UALITY, wAT~KSHED MANA~EMENT 
1009 
3922 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, FLOOD CONTKOL, LAND MANAGEMENT~ LAND 
U~E, MATHEMATI~AL MODELS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, wATER RESOURCES, WATERSHED 
MANAGlMENT, ~AI~KSHEU PROTE~T. AND flOOD PREV. 
3925 NJKTHEKN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, 
PLANNING, ~lkGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, riATERSHED MANAGEMENT 
***$**************************~************************************************* 
wATERSHED PROTECT. AND FLUDD PREV. 
**********¥**~~****~*****~*******************~*******~************************** 
3922 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DIST~ICT, FLOOD CONTROL, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND 
USE, MATHlMAT!CAL MJOtLS 1 PLANNING, VIKGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATERSHED 
MANAGEMt~T, ~~T~MSHtJ PRJTt~T. AND fLOOD PREY. 
j923 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPuTER MODELS, FLOODING, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, LANU USE, MAlHEMATICAL MODELS, RAINFALL-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, 




0246 GEOLOGIL FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, RIVER 5YSTEMS, VIRGINIA, 
WAf tKSiifl)~ ! tlAS lNSJ 
03ltl UKAINAGt DISTRICTS, RIVER HASIN DEVELOPMENT, RIVER BASINS, VIRGlNIA, 
~AICKSHEU~ (dASIN~) 
Ob98 LEGISLATION, STATE JURISDICTION, WATER DEMAND, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDJ, 
wATEk:.HEl!> !BASit<SI 
1165 CURREN!S (~ATERJ, STORMS, STREAMFLO~, TIDES, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS 
(8ASINSI, YUKK RIVER 
1425 lit\1,\ Cf!LLEO.:.TIUNS, ENGINEERING, FLOOU CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, JAMES RlVER, 
MA~S, MAXIMUM PKOtlAtlLE FLOOO, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS 
(UASINSJ, liJNii>G 
1010 
1515 CHESAPEAKE BAY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVE:R, WATER kESUUKCES OEVELOPMEN_T, WATERSHtUS 
CBASII'<Sl 
1516 CHESAPEAKE bAY, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESUVkCES UEVELUPMENT 1 
~ATekSHcDS !8AS1NSI 
2166 JA~~S RIVER, PLA~NING, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURO.:.ES UEVELUPMENT, wATERSHEOS 
(BASINS I 
4051 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING OISTRICl, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, ECOLOGY, MODEL 
STUDIES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ~ATEKSHEDS (tlASihSJ 
***~*************~*******************~•************~**********¥********~******** 
"AVES (WATER I 
****************************~*~**~********~**************~****~******~*****$**** 
0380 CHESAPEA~E BAY, TIDAL hATER~, TIDES, WAVES (~ATE~) 
0443 BEACH EMO~IUN, CHESAP~AKE BAY, HURRICANES, TIDES, WAVtS ("ATERJ 
199D CHE5APtAKE 6AY, MA;HtMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVEK, TIOES, wAVES (WATEKI 
2788 CHESAPEAKE HAY, CLOUDS, POTOMAC RIVER, WAVE~ CWATEkJ 
3363 CHESAPEA~E HAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, CONTINENTAL SHEL~, KtFKACTIUN (WATER 
WAVES!, VIRGINIA, WAVES (rlATERI 
3437 CHESAPEAKE tlAY, CURRENTS (WATERJ, ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL ~FFECTS, 
GEOLOGY, PLANI'<ING, ~EA WATER, WAVES IWATERl, WINUS, HAMPTON ROADS 
3562 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, ENERGY TRANSFER, SHURES, WAVES (~ATERJ, 
MIDDLt ATLANTIL. BIGHT 
3563 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, ENEkGY TRANSFER, 
VIRGINIA, wAVES CWAltK), BARRIER ISLANDS 
3564 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, ENERGY TRANSFER, 
REFRACTION (WATER WAVES), WAVES IWATERJ, HIDDLt ATLANTIC HIGHT 
10 ll 
35~5 SUUIHEASTtRN PLANNING DIST~ICT, VA, BEACH EROSION, BREAKWATERS, COASTAL 
STKUClUkES, SHOKE PKOTECTIUN, VIRGINIA, WAVES (WATER) 
359Y EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, ENERGY TRANSFER, EROSION 
CONTROL, hOOEL SlUD!ES, RE~KACTION (WATER WAVESI, WAVES {WATERJ 
4004 VIRGINIA SEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
PHYSICAL GltANUbkAPHY, ~AVES IWATEKI 
4020 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKlCT, VA, BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 




1883 CHESAPEAKE dAY, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, wATER TEMPERATURE, 
WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1895 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAHtS 
RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHeR DATA, WINOS 
1898 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERI, POTOMAC RIVEK, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHtR DATA, hiNDS 
2312 CHESAPeAK-E flAY, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC OATA, SALII'dTY, VlrtGINIA, wATEf< 
TEHPERATUKE, ~EATHER DATA, WINOS 
*****************~***********************************~************************** 
~;EEDS 
*•*** #$ * * ¥ ~ * 'io'= :,: * ~ * ** ** ¥* l,l:.*..,. :(:: ** ** ** ** ** ** **** ********* * **** * lQI::O:* ****** ** ***** * *** •• -. *****q:********** * ** * * **# .1.1: *:.::: * *:y: * ** **** =¥-:Jl=. * ** ** * ** ******* * **** ** ** ** ** ** **** * * ** * ** 
2124 CRAo~, [uU~AfiON, FISH, HYO~OGKAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 




Ot.loO CUI{;<.E.:,TS (wATER!, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVEii., SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
Tt~~tRATU~E. hEATHER DATA 
0Ju1 CU~Rl~TS !wATER!, DATA CULLECTIONS, JAME~ RIVER, SALINITY, VIKGINIA, WATER 
TfMP[RATUKE, ~EAfHcR DATA 
008~ CHtMICAL ANALY~IS, CUKkENTS IWATERJ, DATA COLLECTIONS, HYOKOGRAPHYt JAMES 
KIVLK, ~ALINITY, VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
1..'~5 CllbA•'i.A"l' liAY, 1-LOOiJ DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, REMOTE SENSING, 
SlJSo~Uf·llf<M,iA RI'Jt:K, wEATHER iJATA 
1818 CHf:SAPlAKf: tiAY, HYOKOGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEH~ERATURE, 
WcAIHLK ~ATA, W1~US 
4027 SHORELINE Eli.OSION, K40CO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FLUuOING, HURRICANES, NATURAL KESUURCtS, NAV!~ATIUN, ~tEO~, WILDLIFE 
4028 SHO~ELINE EROSION, MADCU PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 





0645 GROwTH RATES, MEASUReMENT, OYSTERS, SIZE, wEIGHT 
1332 REPTIL~S, SALT TULERANCE, TU~TLES, WEIGHT 




1098 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, HYOKULuGY, PA~U~KlY 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVeN, VIRGINIA, WEllS 
1013 
1242 COASTAL PLAINS, GROUNDWATER, SUBSURFACE ~ATERS, VIRGINIA, WELLS 
4045 KING GEORGt CuUNTYr VA, k4UCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, 





4047 RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMPUTER PROGKAMS, MARYLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, 
POTOMAC RIVEK, RIVeR BASIN COMMISSIONS, STAT!STI~Sr VlKGINlAr ~ATEK 
QUALifY, •fST VIRGINIA 
******************************************************************************** 
WESTMOR~LANO COUNTY, VA 
**************¥**************~**~*********************************q************* 
3o20 wESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, INDUSTRIES, 
LANU UEVELUPMENT 1 LAND USE, VIRGINIA 
3o22 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
LAND USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
Jo23 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA 
3624 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, ~EGULATiON, ijiRGINIA 
Jo46 W[STMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DlSTKICT, VA, FINANCING, 
PLANNING, SE~ERAGE, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY 
3o49 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, v'IRGINIA 
3o59 WeSTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, CENSUS, 
ECONOMICS, GROwTH RATES, INOUSTkiES 1 PLANNING, VIKGINIA 
1014 
3663 WESTMUKELANO COU~TY, VA, ~ORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN KESUURCES, LABUN SUPPLY, MANPOW~K, MAPS, ~UPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPUKTAT!ON, VIKGINIA 
36o7 WESTMORtLANO COUNTY, VA, NUKTHERN NECK PLANNING UlSTRICT, VAr OISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, ~ULIU ~ASTES, VIRGINIA 
36o9 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, COMMJNITY 
OEVELUI'ME~Tr HIGH~AYS, LANU USE, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3670 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CO~SERVATIUN, EROSION CUNTKCL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3671 wESTMOkELANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING Ol~TRICT, VA, LAND USEr 




0216 CHICKAHOMINY NIVEKr UREUGING, JAMES RIVER, LAND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, 
WETLANDS 
0410 CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, FKESHWATER FISH, VIRGINIA, wETLANDS, WILULlfE, 
DISMAL SWAMP INC-VA) 
0437 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, wETLANDS 
OS2o AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
URBANIZATIUN 1 ~ATlR POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
0593 CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, HARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, YORK RIVER 
077o EROSION, HA~ITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH HANAGtMENT, MARSH PLANTS, TIDAL 
MAK5HES, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
0781 CHESAPEAKE BAY, fUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEUI, MANAGtMENT, PROJECT PLANNING, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1015 
1141 CU,'IriERCIAL f-ISHING, EROSION, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, MARSHES, RECREATION, 
wETLANU5, CUASTAL ZONE 
1374 CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARSHES, w~lLANDSr UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
143B SHALLOw WATER, SHGRt PROTECTION, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
15j8 AERIAL PHUTUGRAPHYr LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, REMOTE SENSING, SHORE 
P~ilTECTifJN, wETLI<i•DS 
1555 AQUATIC wEEDS, BEACHES, GEUGHAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHELLF!SH,'WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY, wETLANDS, 
I« I NTEi<.KI LL I ~JG 
1556 CHESAPEAKe BAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, RESOURCE 
UtVELOPMtNT, wETLANU5 
l56d AQUATIC PLANTS, FROSION, LEGAL ASPECTS, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
K~CREATIUN, SHELLFISH, ~ATER UUALITY, WETLANDS, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1799 AUUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARSH PLANTS, ~ETLANDS 
2319 MARSH MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA, WETlANDS 
2321 LEGAL A~PECT$ 1 MARSH MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, WETLANDS 
27~o CHESAPEAK[ ~AY, MODEL STUDIES, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, SEUIMENlATION, 
wAfEk P~LLUTION, ~ETLANUS 
34UB MAPPING, MARSHES, SURVEYS, wETLANDS 
3451 CAR~GN, MARSHES, TIDAL EFFECTS, TIDAL MARSHES, VlRGINlAr WETLANDS, YORK 
k 11/t'i{ 
3494 EROSION, MAK~HES, WETLANDS, CUASTAL ZONE 
~523 CLA~~lFICATIGNr CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1016 
3542 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSifiCATION, MAK~H MANAGEMENT, 
VEGETATION, ~ETLANDS 
3672 NORTHERN ~ECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUAki~S. LON~-TERM 
PLANNING, PARKS, PLANNIN&, PK~SERVATIONr VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
3731 ABSTRACTS, EASTEKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE bAY, PKOGRAMS, 
PROJECTS, WASTE hATEk !PULLUTlONlr ~ETLANDS 
3741 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DREDGING, LAND uSE, LEGAL ASP~CT~t 
MANAGEMtNT, SURVEYS, VI~~INIA, ~ETLANOS, COASTAL ZONE 
3767 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEA~E tlAY, EFfluENTS, 
MANAGEMENT, PRLlJtLTS, REVIEwS, SHUKES, wASTe "ATER IPOLLUTJUNI, IOATER 
QUALITY, ~ETLANOS 
3960 SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, 
WETLANDS, LOA~TAL iuNE 
4000 EASTERN SHORE PLA~NIN~ OISTKICT, VAr LEGAL ASPECTS, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, 
WETLANDS 
4001 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
LEGISLATION, LOCAL GOVtkNMENTSr MARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
4036 STAFFUKD COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAPS, 
MARSH PLANTS, TIDAL MARSHES, wETLANDS 
403& GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VAt MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr CHESAPEAKE 









iJ4d!l BRACKISH-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXUNUMY, ~~OKT FISH, WHITE PERCH 
0579 AGING (d!GLOGICALJ, GROWTH RAlES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITE 
PER~H, YORK RIVER 
Obb5 ANIMAL PATHULUGY, !lACTEKIA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, WHITE PEMCH 
1027 AGING (d!OLGG!CAL), GKOwTH RATES, JAMES NIVER, MOKTAL!TY, VIRGINIA, WHITE 
i-'cKCH, YUKK R!VEk 
1053 bASS, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, MOKPHOLUGY, STRIPED dASS, WHITE PERCH, HISTOLOGICAL 
I ;;vEST 1 GAT I ']N S 
1148 BASS, CHESAPEAKE JAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, TRIBUTAKIES, 
Vl~GINI~, wHITE Pc~CH 
115~ BASS, PAM0~KEY KIVtR, SPAWNING, STRIPED dASS, VIMGINIA, WHITE PERCH, YOKK 
f'.IVb< 
3300 ALF~IV~S, AMEkiCAN ShAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, HEKRINGS, SETTLING 
VflllCl TY, ,d1( f[ PERCH 
33iJ1 AlEwiVb~, AMERICA~ SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLIN~ 
VlL0LilV, STRIPED HASS, WHITE PEMCH 
*****~****~****•**********************~***************************************** 
WICOMICO MIVEK,MU 
. *. ** *~· ** :;r.~ ::;.::.,:: ** *»: ** ** ** *** ************** ****************** •••••• ** **** ********* * 
1944 LH"-SAPtAKc oAY, FILTMATION, JAMES RIVEN, LIGHT, NANTICOKE RIVER, 
:,Pt:L.;I ~~~~HiJT!,METRY, WATER, wiCOMICO RIVER,MD 
1Lll8 
2089 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE !wATER), GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, 
PATAPSCO K1V~R,MU, PATUXENT KIV~R, POTOMAC R!VfR, SOUTH KIVEKiMO, 
STRlAMfLO~, SUSQUEHAN~A MIV~R, WICLMILO MIViK,MU 
• 2355 ALKALINITY, AQUATIC ~EtDSy CHESAPEAKE BA~, ECOLOGY, GRJWTH ~ATES, HYDROGEN 




0410 CONSENVATIUN, ECOLOGY, FRESHwATER FISH, VIRGINIA, ~~lLANOS, WILDLIFE, 
DISMAL S~AMP (NL-VAl 
0720 CHESA~cAKf. oAY, JelLYFISH, NATURAL MESOUKCES, SALT MARSHES, wAT~RFUwl, 
WILDLIFe 
D728 BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VlkGINlA, ~ATER 
QUALITY, WILDLIFE 
0730 CRAd INDUSTRY, UkEUGING, OYST~R INDUSTRY, P~LLUTANTS, PuPULATION, IHEKMAL 
PULLUTIUN, wiLUllho, li'.UUSTkiAL FISH 
0768 CHESAPEAKE dAY, PHUTOGRAPHY, SCENERY, ~ILULIFE 
1189 DAMS, FISH, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RE~ERVOIRS, VIRGINIA, WILDLIFE, 
UNAVAILABLE FOk ktVlEw 
1608 AQuATIC PLANTS, CENSUS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, 
SHELLFISH, wiLDllf~, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
3006 CHESAPEAKE dAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, PDTUMAC 
RIVER, RECREATION, ~ILDLIFE 
4027 SHORELINE EROSION, KADCU PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, diOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
fLOODING, HURRICANES, NATURAL RESOURCES, NAVIGATION, WEEDS, WILDLIFE 
4028 SHORELINE EROSION, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKf BAY, 






0215 CHANNEL IH~kDVEM~NT, ECOL~~ICAL IMPACT, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WILDLIFE 
cu.;st:RVAiim; 
0219 ~LELTKIC POriER DEMA~D, G~OUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK KIVER, RECREATION DEMAND, 




2145 PL.NNING, KAPPAHANNJCK KIVER, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, 




001d Cu~~ENTS IA4TERl, DATA CULL~CTIONS, DEPTH, HYOMOGRAPHYr JAMES RIVER, 




05~6 CHESAPEA~E HAY, CURRENTS (WATERJ, OILY WATER, POLLUTANTS, SURFACE WATERS, 
l"'i if~ I);) 
Jll~ LUNT!N~~TAL ~HELf, CURRENTS IWATERJ 1 RUNOFF, TEMPERATURE, WINDS, MIDDLE 
1\TLA'HIC oiGHT 
1?10 UN~UG!N~, ~JTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER ANALYSIS, 
\>o[:~iJ~, SPUIL UISPUSAL 
lcll<l Uli:~Af'~:A~f. dAY, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
v.I.L\fH:-;1<. Dt,TA, WINiJS 
1020 
1863 CHESAPEAKE HAY, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDRULUGIC DATA, SALINITY, WAlEK TEMPERATUR~, 
wEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1695 CHESAPEAK~ BAY, DISSOLVED UXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, TURtliDITY, WATER TEMPtMATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1698 CHESAPEAKE BA~, CURRENTS IWATERJ, POTOMAC RIV[K, SALINITY, WATER 
TEMPEkATU~E, ~EATHck DATA, wiNDS 
1951 CHESAPEAKE dAY, SHEAR STRESS, WINDS 
2112 LHESAPtAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLUGIC DATA, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, ~EATHck DATA, wiNDS 
3437 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CURRENTS I~ATERI, ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EfFECTS, 




007& JAME~ klVEM, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRbiNIA, WINTER 
L449 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PGPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC MIVE~, 
WATEK TI::MPI::~<.ATUKt, ril1HEK 
2500 CHESAPEAKE HAY, DISTRIBUTION, WATERFOWL, WINTER 
2943 CURKENTS IWATEMJ, HYDRUbRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 




1555 AQUATIC ~EEDS, ~EALHES, GEU&RAPH!CAL REGIONS, PLANNIN~, ReSOURCE 






0563 POLYCHAETE5, TEMPeRATURE CONTROL, VIRGINIA, WORMS, YOKK RIVER 
180a BENTHIC f-AUNA, CHESAPEAKE i:lAY, INVERTEBRATES, WORMS 
1813 ANNELIUS, CHESAP~AKE BAY, PLLYCHAETES, WORMS 
1<132 CHAF.HJGNATHS, CHeSAPEAKE tlAY, UISTRitlUTIUN, LENGTH, PlANKTON, POPULATION 
UY;~AMI CS, wORMS 
1db1 BARNACLES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, PREO"ATION, WORMS, TRED AVON RIVER 
3146 ANNELIDS, ~IOLOGY, DISTKIBUTION, WORMS 
3266 ANNEliDS, GROWtH STAGES, POLYCHAETE$, ~OKMS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 




Oj36 CHESAP£AKE ~AY, uYSTER DRillS, KEPRODUCTIDN, X-RAYS 
lld4v GASTiWPOIJS, MtlRTAL!fY, OYSTER. DklLLS, VIRGINIA, X-kAYS, YORK RIVER 




11£-t FDJO tlAfllTS, UYSTEK~, VIKGINIA, YEASTS, YORK RIVER 
1022 
1759 BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE tlAY, DISTRIBUTION, MICRUOKGANISMS, VIKUSES, YEA~TS 
**************~***~*******~*~****~··~*************•***************************** 
YUKK COUIIITY, VA 
*********************~************~*~***~~~***********•*****~~•***************** 
4006 YORK COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTKJCT, VA, FACILITIES, MAPS, 
POPULATION, VIRGINIA, wASTt NATE!<. lREATMtNT, ~ATEK ~UALilY 
******************************~***************¥¥**~****************************~ 
YJRK I<. I VER 
**********************~:**********¥*********·~~**************•*~**************~** 
0013 FISH MIGRATION, J~MES f<.IVEK, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STKIPED dASS, TAGGIHG, 
VI <{G l N I A, Y Ul<t'- R l '. ~ R 
0022 ANIMAL dEHAVIO~, JAMES RI~EK, MURTALITY, SUMMER, TUKTL~S, VlKGl~IA, YOKK 
RIVER 
0037 dKIOGES, JAMES RIVER, LEGAl ASPECTS, RAPPAHANNOCK kiVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0064 AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRJBUTJGN PATTERN~, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
JAME~ kiVEK, PAMUN~EY NIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RI~Ek, SALINITY, YURK RIVER 
0065 AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECULGGY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0066 EELS• FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RJVEk, 
VAKIABILITY, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
0071 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVeR, SESTON, VIRGINIA, YORK 
KIVER 
0060 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, CRUSTACtANS, JAMES RIVERo PARASITI~~. RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, YORK klVER 
0085 JAMES RIVEK, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1023 
0092 ANAO~OMOUS fiSH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVEt< 
0098 BluLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHA~~OCK klVEk, t<lVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YORK KIVER 
0120 GEULUGIC I~VESTIGATIU~S, GEUMORPHOLOG~, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTARY 
f'ET.WU;GY, V!Kvii'.IA, YOKK kiVER 
0146 BO~EHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOLH, SEUIMb,TARY PETt<ULUGY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, YORK RIVER 
0148 FOkAMINIFEKA, GEOLOGIC FU~MATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEONTULOGY, STMATIGKA2HY 1 VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0149 GEOLOGIC FORMATIUNS, JAMES RIVEK, MIGCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STKATIGKAPHY, VlkGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0151 CHESAPEAKE dAY, FOkA~INIFEHA 1 JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEONTULuGY, PLtiSlOCENE EPOCH, ~TNATIGkAPHY 1 YORK R!VEk 
0152 GfOLiJGJC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVEK 1 PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, 
YOkK RIVE:R 
0159 vEuLUG!C Filt<I1AJIONS, GeOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAHE:S RlVEi\ 1 !>TRATIGRAPHY, 
Vli\GINIA 1 YORK RIVER 
0180 JAMES kiVER, MAGNETIC S~UDitSr STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0203 GEJLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, 
Vlii.GIIIJIA, YlJRK RIVER 
0Ll4 ~LuOU DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIV~k, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVE~ 
02l& AMI~lJ ALID~, JAMES RIVEK, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, 
VIK~INIA 1 YORK RIVEN 
OlL~ ~tu, UNDER WATER, ECONOMIC IMPACT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1024 
0250 BE~THIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE bAY, CLASSIFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEdRATES, 
JAMES RIVER, KAPPAHANNOCK KIV~R, S~ASONAL Di~TRI~UTION, YUR~ NIVER 
0264 CROAKER, fiSH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, Y.GRK RIVER 
0276 GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0282 BIOASSAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, COPPER SULFATE, SPOT, VlKGINlA, YOKK RIVER 
0235 BldLIOGRAPHIESr CHESAPEAKE ~AY, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVEK, POTOMAC RIVER, 
YUKK Rl VI: R 
0301 CHESAPEAKE BAY, EEL GRASS, PLANT POPULATIONS, SEASO~AL DISTRIBUTION, YORK 
Rl VER 
0302 PHYTOPLANKTON, PKIHAKY PRODUCTIVITY, STATISTICAL METHODS, VIKGINIAr YGRK 
RIVEk 
0304 BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPtAKE uAY 1 FISH BEHAVIO~, YURK RIVE~ 
0324 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CNUISI:S, HYDROLOGIC DATA, NUTRIENTS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
0326 DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTGN, SEASONAL UISTRISUTIONr 
Vlt<GINIA, YORK RIVER 
OJ3U ANIMAL PAKASITES, CRABS, FUNGI, VIRGINIA, YORK RIV~R, dLUE ~RAS 
0334 CHESAPEAKE HAY, CKAti INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, YORK ~IVEK 
0335 ~IOOEPO~ITION, CHI:SAP~AKE HAY, INVERTEBt<ATES, YORK k!VER 1 HAMPTON ROADS 
OJ63 AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, fEL GRASS, MARINE fUNGI, PLANT PARASITES, 
VIKGINIA, YURK RIVER 
0366 CTENOPHOR~S, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, PLANKTON, SALINITY, VIKGINIA, YUKK ~IVER 
102!> 
0167 ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, ~ARASITISM, 
P~JIUZOA, YUKK RIVER 
0374 FOOD HAJITS, JAMES RIVC:K, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED SASS, VIRGINIA, YOK.K 
KIVcR 
0315 SALT IOLEkANCE, SeA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRI~UTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SCYI-'HiilfJA 
0396 ANADkJI10US FISH, fiSH POPULATIONS, HABITATS, JUVENILE fiSHES, VIRGINIA, 
Y[;f; K RJ V[ k 
0407 BATHY~ETKY, BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUI~ES 1 ON-SITE DATA 
COLLELTIUNS, YUKK MJVEK 
0533 CHESA..,EAKE ~AY, JAMES NIVER, MANAGEMENT, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
P~.UJi::CI >'LAI<C.JNG, i'KLJJECTS, YORK RIVER 
0545 D!STkldUTJU~, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0557 DISCHAkGL ~~~TfRl, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVEk, SURFACE RUNOFF, VIRGINIA, YORK 
filVEk 
0561 OK~JGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
kl V~k 
056<1 GfWwTH STAGES, HYDRUZOA, JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
kl v;cR 
O~ll AMPHIPOUA, dENTH!C fAUNA, BIODEPOSITION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
u57~ AGI~G (610LUGJCAL), GROWTH KATES, JAMES RIVE~, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITe 
PeRCH, tuRK RIVeR 
·J~JJ fISH PA;<ASI fES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE; TREMATODES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVEII. 
U~iH PlJUCHAlTE:,, TEMPERATURE CONTROL, VIRGINIA, wORMS, YORK RIVER 
lU26 
0586 AQUATIC PLANTS, E~L GRASS, HA~ITATS, VIRGINIA, YORK RivER 
0587 CATCH, JAMES R!~ER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIMGINlAo YOK.K RIVEK 
0588 GMO~TH STAGES, JtLLYFISH, RtP~OOUCTION, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK k!VEKo 
SCYPHOZOA 
0590 BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAE, PLANKTON, POLYCHAETES, VIRGI~IA, YU~K ~IVEk 
0593 CRABS, OISfRIBUTION, MA~SH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, ~ETLANDS, YO~K RIVER 
0594 ADMINISTRATIVE JECISIU~S, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENefiT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGAULt K!VERS, PAMUNKEY KIVEko VIRGINIA, YuRK RIVEK 
U595 COMPUTER PKUGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DYE KELEASES, HYDiWGRAPH ANALYSJ:,, 
MATHEMATICAL MOUlLS, OAYGEN DEMAND, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
U596 ESTUARIE~, PLANKTON, PKIMAkY i'RODUCTIV!TY, RESPIRATION, SAM~LlNGo 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0603 CLIMATIC UATA, fLU~ CHARACTERISTICS, GKUUNDWATER, HYOKULUGIC ASPECTS, 
LON<>-TcKM PLANNING, MIVtK ~ASINS, SURFACE KUNGFF, VIRGII;IA, YuMK id\/ER 
0604 AMMONIA, DATA COLLlCTICNS, DISTRIBUTION, NITRATE:,, STATIONS, VlkGINIA, 
YOKK RIVeR 
0605 FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGA~IC MATTtR, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SESTON, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Ob06 DATA COLLECTIONS, ENERGY t>UDGCT, SEDIMENT LOAD, 5ESTON, SUSPcNSICIN, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0607 AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, fUTURe PLANNING 
!PROJECTEOl, GEOLQGY, GKOUNUWATER, MINERALOGY, RECReATION, SUMFACE wAT~MSo 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Ob08 AGK.ICULTUME, ECONOMICS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECRcAIION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1021 
060~ CHLuRuPHYLL, DATA COLLECTIONS, NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK 
K I Vi:;{ 
0610 DiuRNAL OlSTklBUTION, JNDUSTKIAL WASTES, PULP WASTES, VIRGlNJA, WASTE 
ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WATtK UUALITY CONT~OL, YORK RIVER 
0619 HISTURY, PLANTS, RAPPAHANNOCK MIVEK, TR~ES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Ob36 DISTKJHUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0648 DERMOCYSTI0luM, MSX, OY~TEkS, V!KGJNIA, YORK RIVER 
0657 A~l~O ACIOS, d!OCHEMISTKY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
YC.<K f<l Yt:K 
067d HATCHING, JAMES KIYEK, NEMEkTEANS, KEPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
BluE 1.-kAti 
06B~ dENTHIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PRUDUCTIVITY, TH(KMAL ~AIEK, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
06d6 ECON'•·''-ICS, LIJCAL GOVtKNMENTS, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
06~5 LIFE HISTU~Y STUDIES, OYSTER u~ILLS, PK~OATION, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA, 
YuKK I<IVI:K 
0704 tlRACKISH <~ATI:K, FUNGI, ,HARINE FUNGI, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
J726 ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS !WATER), OYSTE~S, 
?HYil,i'LAr.r<.TON, PlANKATANK li.IVER, POllUTANTS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
Kl Vb< 
0721 ~MPHIPUDA, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
JA~tS KlVEK, PAHUNKEY KlVEK, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
Ull 1• M!PH!P::OA, L.HbAPEAKE bAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
KIYl~, PUlJMAC klVEK, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1028 
0740 HISTORY, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, VIRG!~IA, YORK RIVER 
0744 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OlSTRIGUTION, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0783 COMPUTE~ PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYOkOGRAPrlY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVI:R, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK KIVER 
OBOO DINOflAGELLATES, fiSH PARASITES, KILLIFISHES, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, YOKK 
RIVER 
0801 ALGAE, AMPHIPOOA, BKYOZOA, ECOLOGICAL OJSTRitlUTION, HYDROZUA, PO~IFERA, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Od02 AQUATIC fUNGI, VIRGINIA, VIRUSES, YORK RIVEK, ZOOSPORES 
DB03 CRUSTACEANS, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, PAMuNKEY kiVEK, VERTICAL MIGRATION, 
VIKGINIA, YORK R!VER, MYSIUS 
0804 JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER, 
SCYPHOZOA 
0605 CRABS, FUULING, ~~SSILE ALGAE, VIKG!NIA, YO~K RIVER 
0806 BENTHIC. flORA, OJ~TKl!:IUTIUN PATTEKNS, MA>\INE ALGAE, VUGINIA, YORK RIVER 
OB07 MUSSELS, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PKOPERTIES, SHELLFISH, VlkGINlAr nACHAPREAGUE,VA, 
YORK Rl VER 
0808 AQUATIC FUNGI, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MICRObiOLOGY, HORPHULJGY, VIRGINIA, 
YORK Rl VEK 
0809 FISH POPULATIONS, GROwTH RATES, SEASONAL DISTKIBUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0810 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVrR, SEINING 
102'1 
0011 DISTRloUTION PATTERNS, FISH, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVE~ 
Odl2 ABIOTIC ENVIRONMENT, A~UATIC PRODUCTIVITY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONME~T, 
NUIKI~NTS, VlkGlN!Ao YUKK RIVER 
JU13 AQUATIC PLANTS, UI~TRIBUTION PATTERNS, EEL GRASS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Odl4 C.ULIUK[S, cU:CTKUN NICROSCUPY, PHYLOGENY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, ZOOSPORES 
0815 CLASSIFICAflON, LAKVAE, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, SPAWNING, 
VIKG!NIA, IU~K k!V[R 
0816 C.L~~SIFILAI!JN, LARVAE, SHfLLFLSH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0817 BARNACLES, F~OD HA~ITS, OYSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Ot1ltl FISH POPULATI~I'<S, V!RGIN!A, YORK RIVER 
Jdl9 PHYS!OLCGY, GkUWTH KATES, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Od20 kECI~CULAlrO WAlEK, VIKG!NIA, YQRK k!VER, dLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
DUll Ul~OfLAGELLATcS, DlSTKlBUTlON, PlANKTON, RED TIDE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Jd22 liiUL::,GIC•<L CGM~1UNITIE.:> 1 .DISTRU!UTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL OISTRidUTIUN, 
lEL G~-~~. bA~IKU~UUS 1 (IFE HISTORY STUDIES, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVtK 
Otllj H~H f'Uf'uLATH;NS, MARINE I-ISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Ub24 ~YSTEKS, PLATYHELMINTHES, P~EJATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
JdL5 fOULING, Sl~SILc ALGAE, UROCHORDATES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
,Jdl(, IJ151Kitl\JT ION i'ATTI::RNS, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABlTSr ORGANIC 
LUAQI~G, ~PUT, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Od27 COPEPODS, OlSTRioUTION PATTeRNS, VIRGINIA, YORK ~IVER 
0828 BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MONOMOLECULAR FILMS, OIL ~ASTES, 
PHYTUPLA~KTON, YOKK KIVEK 
0d29 DERMGCYSTIIJIUM, MARIN~ FUNG!, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POLLUlA~TS, VIRGINIA, 
YOKK RIVER, OYSTER SeTTING 
0831 AGING (BIOLUGICALI, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH ~ATES, MARINi FISH, 
REPRODUCTION, ~~ASONAL ~ISTRIBUTION, YOR~ RIV~ko MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
SEA"-0131"<S 
Ot!33 Blu~HI::MISTRY, CHRUMATOGKA?HY, ELECTkOPHCRESI~, uYSTER IJklLLS, VIRGINIA, 
~ACHAPKtAGUErVA, YUKK RIVER 
0834 CRABS, IJISTRIBUTION, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0835 fiSH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER 
083b ATLANTIC MENHADEN, ~PAwNING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FKI::QuENCY 
DISit<ltlOTIONS 
0837 FISH, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, LETHAL LIMIT, SALINITY, SPAwNI~G, VIRGINIA, 
YDK,.; RIVE:k 
0838 OISSOLVEIJ OXYGEN, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, VIRGIN!~, 
YOKK RIVER 
Ot!39 DISTRIBUTION, OIVERSIFI,ATION, ENERGY BUDGET, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PRUOUCTIVITY, STA~ILITYo VIRGINIA, YOR~ RlVcK 
0840 GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, OYSTER URILLS 1 VIRGINIA, X-kAYS 1 YORK RIVER 
0841 DATA COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, STABILITY, VIRGINIA, YIJRK RIVER 
0842 BIUMAS~, CHLORuPHYLL, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DISTRIBUTIO~, ENE~GY 
CONVEkSIUN, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, Pt!.OOUCTIVITY, VIK(jiNIA, YOKK RliltR, 
SHANNONS THEOREUM lu 
lO.H 
Jij43 COM~ERCIAL fiSHING, DISTRIBUTION, GREY SEA TROUT, MIGRATION, PAMUNKEY 
HIV~K, l~A•LI~G, VIHGINIA, YJRK RIV~R 
0H44 AMING ACJUS, CHkUMATJGkAPHY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0845 UY~TEK l~UU~TkY, uYSfERS, PARASillSM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVE~< 
0841> FiSH, GROwTH RAl b, LeNGTH, Vlf<GIN!A, YORK RIVER 
0847 A~EkiCAN ~HAJ, ANAUKUMUUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
MIGkATICN, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0848 DISTMI8UTIUN PATTENNS, GASTROPODS, MARS~ PLANTS, MARSHES, SALINITY, 
VlkGINlA, YC~~ RIVfR, POKOPUTANK RIVER 
OfJ4\I uiJLCGICAL CU:;-Hh'iiTIES, HYOF<OGRAPH ANALYSIS, NUTKIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
p;. . ,~-!:.J'J\...ll'.;lTY, '/lkGi1-.iA, YLJkK KlVER 
Oa50 &ldlliJGf<Af'11li:S, CHESAPEAKE UAY, CONTINENTAL SHE:LF, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
.F.IVfk, "APPAHA~NLCK RIVlP., VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
ud51 GI!J'~ASS, LHLLJ'<UPHYLL, DL'.Tt<li:IUTIUN, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPL'ANKTON, 
SlATISIICAL M:TriOUS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0<352 il~:<THIC f';<U.~A, UATA COLLECTIONS, PROTOZOA, VIKGINJA, YORK RIVI:R 
0853 OISTkl8UTIUN, FISH POPULATION$, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, PAMUNKEY 
klVER, SPA~NING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0855 ALJSJUS, AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK 
RIVE:< 
JH~7 CKA~S, CRUSTACEANS, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, PORES, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
J : .. ,(K '" VEK 
1032 
0860 ANALOG MODELS, DIVERSIFICATION, LAtlORATGRY TESTi, MATHEMATICAL MOD~LS, 
METHODOLOGY, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SEASONAL UISTKioUTION, VIRGINIA, 
YO~K RIVEK, CALOKIMETRY 
0862 GASTROPUOS, LETHAL LIMIT, MARINE ANIMALS, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK kiVEk 
0963 PHYSIOLOGY, MARI~E ANIMALS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SALINITY, SHRIMP, 
VIRGI~IA, YGRK RIVER 
0864 PHYSIOlOGY, MUSSeLS, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, YONK RIVER 
0867 MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, ~YSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVE:K, CILIATES 
0869 CHESAPEAKt SAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRISUTION, tASTtkN SHORE (VA-~01, 
HASITATS, NEMEkTEAN~, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, YOF<K RIVER 
0871 CHESAPEAKE !:lAY, COMMERCIAL FISrlt DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHE~IES, GREY S~A TK~UT, JAMES RIVER, RAPP~HA~NQCK RIVER, YORK RIVER, 
LENGTH-fk~WUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
0875 COMMERCIAL ~ISH, Ol~TR!BUTION, FISH POPULATION~, MIGMATION, RAPPAHA~~UCK 
RIVEN, SI'LJT, TAGGING, VIKGINIA, YuRK RIVER 
Dd76 CHESAP~A~~ HAY, CYCLIN~ NUTRIENTS, UATA COLleCTIONS, DIATUMS, 
DINUFLAGELLAT~S, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, POPULATION, YORK RIVER 
0877 AGING (BIOLOGICALJ, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, GROWTH RATES, MARINE: 
FISH, SPURT fi~HIN~, SPOT, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-fREQUENCY DISTKIBUTIONS 
0883 ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUNGI, MARYLAND, PAMUNKEY KIVER, PATUXENT RIVeR, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANTS, VIKGINIAt YORK RIVER 
0884 CRABS, OYST~R INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
0885 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE !:lAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1033 
vd96 MJMfALITY, ~YSTER~, SEASONAL DISTKIBUTION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK 
;.:.Ivc~,, :JYSTt:K St:lflNG 
0916 DISTidO>JTill~l, Ui<UCHORDAHS, VIRG1NIA, YORK RIVE:R 
J~24 ANI~AL PUPULATIO~S, dARNACLES, PALEONTOLOGY, PRESERVATION, VIRGINIA, YORK 
1<1 V c i< 
0925 CRUSTAClA~S, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
Z~,.Jur'LA;\K T 0N 
0927 A•'<I:-1,\L i'i\TI<LlLU~Y, CtitSAi'tA"E tlAY, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
~S~, ~y~~~~S, ~~ASLNAL DI~TRitlUTION, YORK RIVER 
092o AMI'"-' ~L!IJS 1 A.JUAT IL diiCTb<IA, ESTUARIES, PLANK TUN, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
0933 ~IJLOGICAL LU~MUNITIES, ECOLOGY, MARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
M-lGiuSPE-KNS, l'GKUf'uTANK KIVcK 
J935 AMIN•J ''LIDS, 'iEA nATEK, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
093H ~I~TA, JI~T~I6UTiuN, HEAVY METALS, JAkES RIVEK, MERCURY, OYSTERS, 
f..4Pn.;;,\N;,uCK r-IVE", ScuH\;r,TS, VIRGINIA, YO;:(K RIVER 
093-J tll.iuiGIC;\L CUM'1JN!TIES, CrlEMICAL ANALYSIS, DATA COLLECTIO:>jS 1 HYDROLOGIC 
OAT~, JAMb~ KIV~H, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VlkGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0'14b t'~rd~•<lcS, rlf:AVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, MERCURY, RATES, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
YL;·_;\. .-<! vt..:K 
U'I~'J iii'''JrPl:~lliCJN, CHt:SAPI::AKE dAY, DISTRIBUTION, INVEIHEbRATES, MORPHOLOGY, 
Yut<._,<. gi Vt ,..., 
·.H61 C'll:SA>'tMd: BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DENSITY, UlSSOLVt:D OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, 
~HY~IC~L ULbANUGHAPHYt SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
<l'Jo~ !lA!.\ C·)LU-Cr!ONS, OISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL HUDELS, 
:~.\11 ~>·.;~,1 ><I VE:K, i'.<MLJNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
10H 
0969 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CLASSIFICATION, CKUSTACEANS, ECULOGY 1 LARVAL GKOWTrl STAGE, 
PAMUNKtY KIVER, MuKi'HJL~GY, YukK RIVtR 
0972 AMINO ACIUS, BIOCHEM!SlRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VI~GINIA, WATER TtM~ERA[URt, 
YORK RIVER 
0973 ANIMAL BEHAiiOK, GA~TKOPODS, GONADS, PLANKTON, KtPKODLJ~TiuN, SPAWNING, 
VIKGINIA, YORK KIVf:K 
0976 E~FLUENTS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PULP ~ASTtS, TDAICITY 1 VIKGINIA 1 YORK KIV~K, 
MYSIUS 
0'178 DOT, PESTICIDES, PULLUTANT IDENTIFJCA110N 1 'IIKGINIA 1 hATER PDLLUTION 1 tljk:<. RIVER 
0~79 AGING (t!IULnGICALl, CHESAPtAKE dAY, FISH POPULATIU~~. GU~ADS, GRO~TH 
RATES, PU~ftA, KAPPAHANNUCK RIVlK, SPA~NING, YuKK KIVtK, LtNGTH-FRE~UtNCY 
DISTKlt!UflllNS 
0981 GKOriTH ST.:IGES, LIFt HISTUKY STUDU:S, OYSTER llKILLS, PKtDAriUN, 
kEPROOUCT I~N, VlkGINIA 1 YllKK RIIIEK 
0983 AGING 181ULOGICALl, Crl~SAPEAKE UAY, GRO~TH KAT~S, SPUT, YuKK RIVEK, 
LENGTH-~KEI.iU~r~CY UISTi<ldUTIIINS 
0984 AGING (BIOLOGICAL), GKO~TH KATtS, JaMES RIVER, PEHLH~S, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIKGINIA, YuRK kiVEK, LtNGTH-FRdlUENCY DISTidBUTIUNS 
0985 CRABS, MORPHOLOGY, VIKGINIA, YOR~ RIVEK, FEEDING 
0986 CHE~APEAKE ~AY, OSMOSIS, SALT TOLERANCE, YORK KIVER, dLUc LRAd 
0987 ANIMAL ~EHAVIOR, ISUPODS, LIGHT INTtNSITY, HOTIVATlUN, VIRGINIA, YURK 
RIVeR 
0988 ADSORPTION, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CLAY MINtRALS, OtPOSITION CSfOIMENTS), 
RADIOACTIVITY, YukK RIVER 
O~u9 BIJLUGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FECUNDITY, FOOD HA~ITSr JAMES RIVER, 
RAPI'AH.'.NNOCK RIVER, SEASi.JNAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATIC:>, YORK KIVER 
0~~0 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, LIPIDS, GIL-WATER INTEKFACES, SURFACE ~ATEKSr VIRGINIA, 
YO.{K RIVet< 
0991 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, EJUIPMENT, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0992 CHtSAPEAKE ~AY, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
PLAN~TUN, ~AMI'LING, YOkK RivER 
0993 CATCH, CHESAPEAKl BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0994 ANIMAL tlEHAVIOR, Cil.ABS, GRu~TH STAGES, REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVE~, MLLTING 
09~6 bENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, PAMUNKEY RIVER, YORK 
RIVER 
D997 MEASUREM~NT, UY~TEKS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INOlX 
0~98 BENTHIC FLJRA, DiSTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MARINE ALGAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1001 Cl<LSAP[AKE dAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVEK, KAPPAHAN~UCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WORK RIVER 
100/ ALe~IVc~, AMeRICAN SHAU, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, ELECTROPHORESIS, ENZYM~Sr FISH 
I'OPUL4THlNS, Hcii.ldNGSr JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YOH.K 
KillER 
lJDJ H~NrHOS, CHESAPEA~~ BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, OISTRIBUTJON, DIVERSIFICATION, 
JAMb RIVI'k, POPULATION, YORK RIVER, SHANNONS THEOREUM 10, HAMPTON H.OADS 
lUIO LHA~TS, VI~GINIA, YORK RIVER 
l:.lll AGIN(, (lllllUJGICAL), GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVtK, Vii',GINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTI+-FREQUENCY OISTRIBUTJONS 
1013 CHESAPEAKE BAY, J~LLYfiSH, METABOLISM, WORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
1014 CHESAPEAKt BAY, JAMES RIVER~ MANAGEMENT, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE P~OJECTS, 
PROJ~CT PLANNING, YORK RIVER 
1019 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMeS RIV~Rr PALEONTOLOGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1021 COMPUTER PROGRAMS, FLOw MEASUR~MENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANNING, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESGURC~S, YORK RIVER 
1027 AGING IBIOLOGICALJ, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, VlkGINIA, WHITE 
PERCH, YORK RIVER 
1052 DISTKIBUTION, JAMES RIV=R, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
1056 CLAMS, CULTURES, GROWTH RATES, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, MARICULTURE 
1057 EFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, WATeR ~UALITY, YuRK 
RIVER 
1059 FLUDD CONTROL, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PAMUNKEY RIVeR, RUNOFF, STREAMFLUW, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVi:R 
1060 BENCH MARKS, TiDES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1061 CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, FEEDING 
1062 MECHANICAL PRGPcRliES, MUSSELS, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, MORPHOLOGY, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA, YORK RIVER 
1063 ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGABLe WATERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RlVtR 
1068 JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1069 BIOMASS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED UXYGEN, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1074 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
1076 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, POL(UTANTS, 
PULP ~ASitS, VIKGINIA 1 YORK RIV~R 
107'J BIUUJGICAL CD.'H·IUII.!T!ES, CliESAPcAKE BAY, PLANKTON, YORK RIVER 
lJtiO tltiHHIC FAUNA, Clif::SAPEAKE oAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, 
JAME~ RIVEK, SYSTEMATICS, YU~K RIVER 
1081 DATA CGLLECT!Oi~,S 1 V!RG!~!A, WATER TEMPERATURE, YURK RIVER 
1082 DATA CULLtlllONS~ SuLAK RAD!ATIUN, VIRGINIA, YORK kiVER 
1084 CHtSAPLAKE BAY, DIS~OLVED UXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODULTIVITY, RADIATION, 
RESPI~ATIGN, ~ATER TE~PEKATURE, YORK RIVER 
1JB5 CHCH!CAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, 
Vlk0INIA, YGRK RIVEk 
1086 SEUI~E~TATIUN, SILTING, VIRGINIA, YUKK RIVER 
lOllS CATCH, CHESAPEAKE t>AY, DISTKltlUTION PATTERNS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, fiSH 
PUPuLAT!GN~, F!SHER!f::S, HlKRINGS, YORK RIVER 
1\J'JO <lliiUJGY, CHEMICAL Ai~ALY.SIS., EFFLUENTS, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
CYSTLKS, ~ULP AND"PAPEk INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK 
Kl VLI< 
llJl UYSTEK INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YO~K RIVER 
1117 !ODI~t RADIOISOTOPES, JELLYFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
l11h C..h;•RT~, Vli~GINIA 1 YURK RIVCR 
1124 cil:)l) tjAIJI r:,, llY!>TERS, VIRGINIA, YEASTS, YOKK RIVER 
1038 
1126 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH MIGkATlUN, FISH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI KIVER 1 PAMUNKEY 
RIV~R, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1127. MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1128 DISTRibUTION, JAMES RIVEK, ~NAKES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1130 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1132 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, VOKK RIVER 
1133 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
113~ MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VI~GINIA, YOKK RIVER 
1135 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, ~IRGINIA 1 YORK RIVER 
1l3b FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEA~O~AL DISTRIBUTION, 
STRIPED dAS~, TA~Gl~G, VIKGINIA 1 YUKK RIVER 
1137 CHESAPtAKE 8AY, CRUISES, DATA COLLECTIONS, PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1138 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIKGINIA 1 YURK RIVER 
1140 HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SILTING, VIRGINIA; YORK RIVtR 
1143 !lED::. UNDER wATEK, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1145 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VlkGlNIA 1 YURK RIVER 
1147 CRABS, OYSTERS, PAkASITISM, VlkGINIA, YORK RIVER 
11~9 AQUATIC LIFt, EEL GRASS, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1150 JAMES RIV~R, OYSTER INDUSTkY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RlVtR, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVtR, CONUITION INDEX 
1151 MA~S, TCPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
115b AL~~E, ECOLOGY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1157 CATCH, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1158 HAS~, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH, YORK 
kiVEi\ 
1159 CHESAPEA~E aAY, OIL WAST~S, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, YORK RIVER 
11bl CHLORINE, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, E~UIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
RESPl~ATIUN 1 V!KGIN!Ar wAT~R TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1162 CHESAPEAKe 8AY 1 PAMUN<EY RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, YORK RIVER 
11b3 EFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1164 ~l0LU~ILAL LUMMUNlTIES 1 PHYTOPLANKTON, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1165 LURRENT~ IWATERlr ST~KMS, STREAMFLOW, TIDES, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS 
I~ASlNS), YORK RIV~R 
llb6 ALE~lVES, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1167 Ef~LUE~TS, UYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, PULP AND 
PAP~h !~UUSTRf, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
11toll (.fli·bULliJAJ ION, ION EXCHANGI::, SEOIME:NTS, SlLTSo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1171 REC~EATIUN, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1176 ANIMAL ~EHAVIOR, TURTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1180. MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINE ~ATER 
INTRUSION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1187 CHESAPtAKE SAY, SHOALS, VIRGINIA, YD~K RIVER, UNAVAILAtiLE FOR REVIEW 
1243 BEHAVIOR, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OlSTkl~UTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, 
PATUXENT RIVER, PORIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIV~R, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1247 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER• JAMES RIVER, VlR~INIA, WATER 
QUALITY, YUR~ RIVER 
1279 CHESAPEAKE HAY, tASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OSMOTIC 
PRESSURE, CYSTEKS, YORK RIVER 
1301 FOOD HAtiiTS, JAME:S RIVE:K, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVtR, STRIPED DASS, V!RGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1306 DISTRIBUTION PATTtRNS, FRESHwATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVtK, SEINING 
1316 CHESAPEAKE dAY, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YURK RIVER 
1321 BIOOEPOSITIDN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, RADIOACTIVE WASTES, 
SEDIMENTATION, YURK RIVER, HAMPTUN ROADS 
1322 HURRICANES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1325 BENTHOS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, PLANKTON, 
POWER PLANTS, VIKGINIA, WATER QUALITY, YORK RIVER 
1341 CURRENTS IWATERJ, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVER, NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, 
PHOSPHORU~ COMPOUNDS, PHYTOPLANKTON, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
TEMPERATURE, VIRGI~JA, YORK RIVER 
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1342 CHESAP[AKE BAY, DEMMUCYSTIOIUM, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, MSX, JYSTEKS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1382 CHESAPLAK~ aAY, FISH POPULATIO~S, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVtK, YuRK M!VEK 
1383 CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
f<.IV~R, YCJMK RivE« 
1386 ANAUkOMOUS fiSH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, 
SIK!PEO ~ASS, TAGGING, VIKGIN!A, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FRE~JENCY 
Dl STI<I t.>UTJ<;~;S 
1387 CURI<F~T~ lriATERl 1 SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1389 DI5T~I8UT!jN, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1390 HYDROLGGIC DATA, PAMUNKEY KIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1403 CHrSAPEAKf dAY, CRABS, DIST!<IBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK bAY, 
YUil.K kiVLR 
1439 JAMES HIVE!<, ~APPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER UASIN~, RIVERS, VIRG1NIA, YORK 
I<. I VI:R 
14~0 JA~ES KlV~~. RAPPAHANNOCK f<.IVER, SALINITY, TtMPERAlURE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
ltM~E1<4TUKE, YUH~ RIVER 
1451 LHE:~APi:AKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
PUTOHAC KIVEK, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1452 BEU~ UNDER ~ATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
K I VL.~ 
l4'Jj J.\i1ES I<IVEK, OYSTERS, f<.APPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVEtt, CONDITION 
Utlll:X 
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1454 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, KAP?AdANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORI<. RIVER, CO:-IDITIOI\i 
INDEX 
1455 CHESAPEAKt BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JA~ES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
PUTUMAC RIVER, RAPPAtiANNUCK KIVi::R, YORK o\IVER 
1456 JAMES RIVER, OYSJERS, ~APPAHANNDCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK NIVER, CONDITION 
INUEX 
1457 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERICl, RAIN, ~APPAHANNUCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, VlkGlNIA, YORK RIVER 
145d CHESAPEAKE aAY, CLAM INDU~T"'I• CLAMS, FISHEo\IES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC kiVtR, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEt\, YORK RIVER 
1459 JAMES RIVER, OYSTeRS, RA~PAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1460 JAMES RIVER, OYSTEKS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INUEX 
1461 JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK ltiVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATUMI:, YUR~ RIVER 
1462 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1461 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1464 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, KAPPAHANNUCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1465 CHESAPEAKE dAY, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA, JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK BAY, 
NANSEHOND RIVEK, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEk, YORK RIVtR, OYSTeR 
SETTING 
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1466 BEDS UNDER wATER, ~O~ROTUMAN RIVER, EAST RIVER, VA, GREAT wiCO~ICO RIVERo 
VA, JAMES RIVER, UlSTERS, PlANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
1467 JAMES RIVEk, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
OY::.TE:R ::.lTTING 
146!1 .JAMES RIV~R, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1469 JM1ES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
!NOEX 
1470 JA:~ES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
IN:.> EX 
1471 C~ESAPtAKE BAY, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA, JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK BAY, 
I'IA,>KAT•\NK fUVt:r;, KAPPAHAI'>NUCK RIVER, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1472 JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
!NDE:X 
1473 JAMES RIVEk, OYSTtKS, RAPPAHANNQCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INOEX 
1490 JAMt::. RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIKGIN!A, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
ld54 CHESAPtAKc ~AY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, 
THEKMAL ~GLLuTION, VIRGINIA, YORK R1VER 
lcl5~ CHtSAPEAKE 6AY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, 
IHEkMAL ~OLLUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2145 PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, ~IRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES UEVELOPMENT, 
WILTS, YOKK RIVER 
2111 JAME:. KIVEK, flYSTI:.RS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INOLA 
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2194 MASS, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, SEDIMENTS, SHEAR STRENGTH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2203 BIODEPOSITION, SEDIME:NTATION, SUSPENDED LOAO, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2219 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, FISH, JAMES RIVER, NEKTON, YORK RIVER 
2222 ESTUARIES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SOIL MECHANICS, VIRGINIA, YCRK 
~I vt:R 
2223 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RArcS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2224 DDT, METAilOLISMo PESTICIOc TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVI:.R, tlLU£ CRAB 
22B9 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CkUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, LARVAL GROWTH 
STAGE, PAMUNKI:.Y RivER, VIRGINIA, YUkK RIVER, LOUI'LANKTuN 
2302 DISTRI~UT!DN, !NVE~TEBRATES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2307 CHESAPEAKE BAY, JA~ES RIVER, NAVIGAblE ~ATERS, POTOMAC k!VER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YcJRK RIVER 
'2317 ESTUARINE ENVIR0NME~T, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
T!OES, VIRGINIA, YCkK RIVER 
2332 OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK KIVER, GLYCOGE~ 
2338 AMPHIPUOA, GASlROPOUS, OIL WASTES, POLYCHAETE$, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2345 CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2473 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALI~E WATER 
INTRUSION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2474 BRYOZOA, EMBRYONIC GRUWTH STAGE, GROWTH RATES, INVERTEBRATES, LARVAL 
GROWTH STAGE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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£477 6I•JfA, 1.-HESAPEA"t: tlAY, fLOODS, HlSTUI<.IC flOOD, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
•A~PAHA~NUCK ~IVEK, SALINITY, VIKGINIA, YOMK MIVE~ 
247d AUUATIC PLANTS, LHESAPEA"E BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, EEL GRASS, 
H Ml 11 A r s , v OK" K 1 v t: ri. 
24tU C~t.ilS, DXYG~~~ i<~Qulid:OMENTS 1 SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2511 C.HESAPfAK!: ilAY, Dl~Ti<loUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
P.IVE«, kAc'PAi1M<J>CCK KlVErt, STRIPfO BAS!>, YORI<. KIVEK 
2523 UYST~RS, VIMGIN!A, YUKI\ KIVEM, OYST~M SETTING 
2•9' C.Ht~APEA"f 0AY, FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES KIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC 
klVi:i':, ><M'PAHA'""'LLK KIVEK, SHELlFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVEN 
2bJ6 C.HESAP~AK~ UAY, DISTRibuTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MOBJACK BAY, POTOMAC 
Kl~EK, YO"K RIVER, HAMPTON ROA~S 
2690 AMERICAN SHAD, CHt~APEAKE BAY, FISh POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, 
~U~JACK oAY, VlKGI~!A, YOK" RIVER 
2~91 CHES~PEA~[ HAY, HAHITATS, HISTORY, MOBJACK BAY, YORK RIVER 
Lo19 ~lECfRUN ~ICROSCOPY, MUKPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
IIISTULu"ILAL INVESllGATiuNS 1 SCYPHOZOA 
2!13 CHE~APE~Kt BAY, GULFS, JELlYfiSH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA, 
Df LAWAi<i:. llAY 
Lf16 ~EULOGJC rGKMAT!ONS, GEULOGY 1 STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
£fj4 CHc~APfMl llAY, FLOODS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
kUNUtF, ~TKEAMflO~, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
,~ft>1 CHI:::,At'b,I\E oAY, CRAB 11\iDU~TRY, FISHING GEAR, YORK RIVER 
l04b 
27b2 AHEtUCAN SHAD 1 CHESAPEAKE bAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHEK!ES, JA!"tES k!VE:il., 
MO~JACK BAY, RAPPAHAN~OLK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
2765 FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, JAMES NIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK KIVER 1 STRONTIUM 
RAD1UISOTOPES 1 VlKGI~IA, YORK RIVER 
2310 CHESAPeAKE 8AY, CLAYS, DELAWARe, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, t'OTUMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
2821 FISH POPUlATIONS, VlKGlNJA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
2B22 MASS, SEOIMENTS, SHEAR STRENGTH, VARIAdlLITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2B23 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, PAMAS!TJSM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED 
BASS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK J<.IVER 
2830 ELECTRON MICRUSCLPY, StA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YO~K RIVER, HISTOLOGICAL 
l~VESJIGATION~, SCYPHOZOA 
293£ CHESAPEAKE BAY, tASTE;\N SHUKE IVA-MDI 1 FISH HATCHEKIES, PAHUNI<.EY RIVER, 
SAt!NlTY 1 VlkGlNIA 1 YJKK RIVER 
2935 AGING IBIOLUGICALI, CATCH, fiNfiSH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FlSHERI~S, 
JAMES klVtK, RAPPAHANNOCK KIVEk 1 Slk!PEO dASS, WlRGlNIA 1 YUkK MlVEK 
2945 CHESAPEAKe BAY, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, MOaJACK HAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, YDKK 
RlVEk 
2951 CHESAPeAKE BAY, EASTERN SHOKE IVA-MOl, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PUTOMAC 
RlVEK, KAPPAHANNLCK RIVER, VIRGIN!A 1 YOKK RIVER 
2956 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTtRS, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
MA~ICUL lURE 
2957 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OY~TERS 1 PULP AND PAPER INDUSTMY, PULP wASTES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, YOKK RIVER 
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29~~ UY~fE~ INDUSTRY, uYSTtMS, VlkGI~IA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
MAKI~uLTuKc 
l~&O UY~TtK INDU3TRY 1 OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
~AKICULTU~l 
2964 aY~TEM IN~USTKY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2~72 CATlH, Fl~FISH INJUSIRY, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
kA~?AHAN~J~~ RlV(K, SHELLFISH, VlMGINIA, YORK RIVEN 
2~75 CHtjAPrAKt JAY, HEAVY M~TALS, HISTORIC flOOD, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
PE3fiL!U~ ~ESIOUt~, ~APPAHA~NOCK RIVER, STURMS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3026 CHESAP~AKE 3AY 1 FISHEKIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVE~, 
RAPPAHANNOCK KIVlK 1 SU~WUEHANNA RIVER, VIRGINIA, YGKK RIV~R 
3149 CHANNELS, CHESAP~AKE dAY 1 COKES, PATAPSCO RIVtR,MO, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK K!VEa 
j404 CALCIUM, CHESAPEAKE dAY, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTASSIUM, S~ASONAL, SODIUM, 
V!MGlNIA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAO 
3443 CHfSAPEAKE dAY, EASTERN SHOKE IVA-MOl, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
~444 JELLYFISH, SCA N~TTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
34~~ LATCil, CRAb INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, TRA~LING, VIRGINIA, YORK 
klVrK, dLU~ CRAB 
3451 CARaO~, MARSHES, TIDAL EFFECTS, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, YORK 
kiVtR 
345~ CATfiSHES, fiSH PARASITES, FISH POPULATIONS, LEECHES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
J4~u ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, GEOLOGY, GEOPHYSICS, PROFILES, YORK RIVER 
1048 
35DO DISSOLVED OXYGEN, FISH PUPULATIONS, LARVAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVtR 
3501 CHARTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3534 BENTHIC rAUNA, INTERTIDAL AREAS, OIL, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3538 ASSESSMENTS, EROSION, PLANNING, SHORES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3545 DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, OSTRACOUS, SPECIFICATIONS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3~48 CTENOPHORES, DISTRIBUTION, PREDATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3551 EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER, ZUOPLANKTON 
3566 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEA~E BAY, POPULATION, 
REPROOULTION, SE~SUNAL DISTRI~UTICN, ~HRIMP 1 WATtR TF.MPtkATURE, YORK RIVER 
3577 EASTERN SHORE PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, DDT, METABOLISM, PESTICIDES, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RlVEK 1 BlUE CRAB 
3581 EASTERN SrlORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRACKISH WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, 
rOOD HA~ITS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVtR 1 SEA~LNAL DISTRibUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, YURK RIV~R 
.. 
3590 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, ESTUARINE 
~NVIRONMENT, LARVAE, PuPULATION DYNAMICS, SHRIMP, YORK RIVER 
3602 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, 
YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
3606 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISH TYPES, SEASUNAL OISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER 
3619 NORTHERN NECK PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, BACTERIA, bACT~RlOPHAGE, PARASITISM, 
YORK RIVE~ 
1049 
;&n ~r:UTiH:A~ltRN PLAI'~t-.ING OISTKICT, VA, .ECOLOGY, EEL GRASS, GASTROPJOS, 
M~L~US~~, SEA~~NAL UISTKI~UTION, VlkGINlA, YORK RIVER 
H49 ~.r;uHtc•>ST~KN PL.:\Nr>ING ll!STKICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, 
PHYI~PlAhKIUN, ~~IMAMY PKJUUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, YORK RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
3969 ~nST~~~ SH0RE PLAN~ING UISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
I'HO~i'HL:t<uS, Ri<LdGI>uTclPE~, TlUAL MAKSHcS, YOKK RIVER, RHUDE RIVER 
4017 AGRILULTURE, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, 
~~UUhU~'lE~, RECME.:\TiuN, RIVER BAS!~S, STKEAMS, SURFACE WATERS, VI~GINIA, 
YOK.<. klVtR 
4J5d ~AUCO PLANNING Ul~TMILT, VA, PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
Tk(AT:1U\T, ,·,ATER t-.t.;;IIGOlE~;I IAPPLIE!JJ, wATER \JU~LITY CUNTRDL, WATER 
RESJUKCc~ UlVElUPMENT, Yu~K RIVER 
4062 RAOCO PLANNING UISTRICT, VA, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, MANAGEMENT, MUNICIPAL 
~ASTES, PLA~NING, POLLUTANTS, kiVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER UUALITY, YORK 
Kl'lcK 
40o5 KAO~U PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND ~SE, MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, KIVER 
bA~INS, VIKGIN1A, ~A~Tc A~S1M!LATIVt CAPACITY, WATEk QUALITY, YOKK RIVER 
4Dbtl MICriMJNO K~GIJNAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ENVIRONMlNTAL tfFECT~, JAMES kiVEK, OXYG~N REUUlkEMENTS, SALINE 




l98b CHESAPEAKE dAY, wATER CHEMISTRY, ZINC 
~~4~ CALC!u~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, HEAVY METALS, MAGNESIUM, POTASSIUM, 
~•<LINJTY, SGO!UM, ZINC, tlLUI: CRAB 
~{j:.J U•tSAPit.KE dAY, f-OODS, OYSTERS, RADIOACTIVITY, ZINC 
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3488 ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, JAMES RIVEN, SILTING, VIKGINIA, kASTE DISPOSAL, ZINC 
3601 EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPPER, DISTR100TION, 




1425 DATA COLLECTIONS, ENGIN~ER!NG, FLOOD CJNTKUL, FLOOD PLAINS, JAMES RlVEa, 
MAPS, MAXIMUM ~kObA&LE FLOOD, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, nATEkSHEOS 
ltlASHJSJ, ZONING 
3626 LANCASTeR CUUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTKICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNI~G, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3b27 LANCASTER CUU~TY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTKICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, KEGULATION, VIKGINIA 1 lUNING 
3629 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTK1CT, VA, PLANNING, 
VI RG l N I A, ZON I NG 
3640 NORTHUMBeRLAND COUNTY, VA, NURTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIKGINIA, ZONING 
365b RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING UISTklCT, VA, LANO USE, 
PLANNING, VJKGINIA, ZONING 
3671 WeSTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LANO USE, 
PLANNING, REGULATIUN, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3926 ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DIS~RICT, VA, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3960 EASTERN SriORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE• CHEMICAL ~ASTES, 
CONSEKVATION, LAND USE, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SEwAGE, NATER UTILIZATION, 
ZONING, MlDOL[ ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1051 
4056 IN<h.bTRIAL OEVELOPMf:"IT• CAkOLit-lf: COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECJ~~~ICS, GUV~~NMENTS, MANPO~ER, MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, TRANSPORTATION, 
UTILIT!lS, VIRGINIA, lUNING 





0404 CHESA?EAK~ dAY, CGPEPJDS, O!ST~IBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
0~25 LKUSTAC~ANS, LAkVAL GKO~TH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
LU<Ji'LANr...T!"·N 
0941 b!UASSAY, COPEPOOS, ZOOPLANKTON 
0941 GRAdS, ELULUGY, G~JwTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORTALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
094d ANIMAL bEHAVIUR, CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LETHAL LIMIT, SALINITY, SALT 
TULE;,Ai<LE, LUuPLANr\TCJN 
0~4~ CLASSIFICATION, INVERTESRATES, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
~HlLL~l~H, V1~GINIA, ZUOPLANKTON 
0954 CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATE~, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SHi:LLfiSH, VIRGINIA, ZDLJPLANKTON 
ll'hil C. T~;~rJPIItli<.f:S, ZOOPLANKTON 
0'11>4 (ki\IIS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, ZOOPLANKTON 
11/j UI~>ULVED OXYGEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GRO~TH RATES, HERRINGS, JAMES 
RIVtk, R~SPikATlON, VIRGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
lol1 C.HESAPEA~E dAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ZOOPLANKTON 
1052 
1640 CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL OlSTRIBUTION, HYDiOG~APHY, PATUXENT NIVER, 
PHYTO~LANKTON, PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ZuOPLANKTON 
1B14 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CUPEPODS, ZOOPLANKTON 
1829 CHESAPEAKE BAY, OIST~IBUTIUN, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
REPRODUCTION, ZOOPLANKTUN 
1910 CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1911 CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANr\TON 
2146 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHtLF, COPEPODS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATER TEMPeRATUkE, ZOOPLANKTON 
2235 CLASSIFICATION, INVERTE~RATES, MARINE ANIMALS, MARINE PLANTS, 
PHYTOPLANr(J!lN, VIRGiiHA, ZOOPLANKTON 
2245 CRUSTACEANS, LARVAE, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, ZOOPLANr<.TUN 
2281 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, SH~IMP, 
VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTLJN 
2289 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DlSTRitlUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, LARVAL GROwTH 
STAGE, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
2693 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GREY SEA TROUT, LARVAE, MARINE FISH, 
VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
2701 CONTINENTAL SHELF, ZOOPLANKTON, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3150 BIOTA, ELECTRIC POWE~ PRODUCTION, HEATEO WATER, JAMtS RIVeR, MORTALITY, 
NUCLEAR PO~ER PLANTS, THtKHAL POLLUTION, VlR~INIA, LOOPLANKTON 
3492 ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LARVAE, PO~ER PLA~TS, WATER QUALITY, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
1053 
3~J> EFFCCTS, CSTuARlNE ~NVIRUNMENT, FISH, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEDIMENTS, 
lO•.Ji'L ANKI t.N 
3S5l EFF[LTS, VI~GI~JA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, YOkK RIVER, ZOO~LANKTON. 
313j ~CUit1cASlli<cj I'LANNI;~.:; UISTI<ICT, VA, BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDICATORS, 
PLANKT~~. ~~~~'KV P~OOuLTIVITY, SEhAGE EFFLUENTS, ZOOPLANKTON 
3749 SLUTHEAST~k~ PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, 




0302 AQUAiiC FUNGI, WIKGINIA, VIKUSES, YORK RIVER, ZOOSPOiES 
0814 CULTURES, ELECT~UN MICKLSCOPY, PHYLOGENY, VIRGINIA, YORK KIVER, ZOOSPORES 
0~21 ELE~TKJN M!ChUSCUPYr GRO~TH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PROTOZOA, 
ZOOSPOkfS 
0929 ANiMAL ~A~A~IlES, CLAMS, tLECTRDN MICROSCOPY, PARASlTlSM, MORPHOLOGY, 
ZUOSPUKES 
0945 ELECT~ON MICROSCOPY, MARINE FUNGI, ZOOSPORES 
0955 AWUATlC FUNGI, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, ZOOSPORES 




Ll40Z A'!UAllC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HERBICIDES, SHELLFISH, TJXICITY, 2,40 
1054 
2526 CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, FISH, HERBICIDES, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, TOXJCJTY, 




0577 AQUATIC PLANTS, HERBICIDES, 2,6-DICHLOSENIL, VIRGINIA, 
NUMERICAL INDEX 
CHESAPEA~E ~AY BIBLIOGRAPHY 
VIRGINIA WATERS 
NUMEKICAL INL>EX 
OLlOl 1957 SCHRilcDEk Ml:, KAPUSTKA Sf 
CH~~ICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTtR Of SU~FACE WATERS Of VIRGINIA 1951-1954 
va DIV OF WATER R~SOURCES bULL 21 
CHEMICAL ANaLYSIS, LliSLHARGE (WATER), SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
0002 19~1 KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL ANU PHYSICAL LHARACT~R OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1954-1956 
VA UIV OF WAlEK kESUUKCES ~ULL 22 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, OlSCHAKGE I~ATERJ, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE ~ATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WAT~K TEMPEkATU~t 
0004 1962 ANUKEWS JD 
OYSTER MORTAliTY STUUIES IN VIRGINIA. 4. MSX IN JAHES RIVtR PUBLIC SEED 
llEOS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PkUC ~3, 65-84 IVIMS CONTRIB 1551 
HEUS UNDEK ~ATER, UEKMOCYSTIDIUM, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, HSX, OYSTERS, 
~ALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0005 1963 NAGAHHUSHNAM R 
SC~E uu~~RVATIONS ON THE NEUROSECRETION IN THE BIVALVE MOLLUSC, 
bKANCHI00NTES ki:CUkVUS IRAFINES~UEj 
ANAT Su~ Uf INL>IA J 1ll2l,54-56 IVIMS CONTRlti 1781 
JAMtS k!VEK, MOLLuSKS, MUSSELS, VIRGINIA 
000~ l9o5 CHANLEY P 
LAkV;'L lltVELUPMENT OF THE: BRACKISH .WATER MACTRlD CLAM, RANGIA CUNEATA 
CHES 5CI o, 209-213 IVIMS CONTRIB 2001 
CLA~S, JAMES K!VER, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
UOO 7 19'> 7 CUNtWR JG, SCHROEDER ME 
CHEMICAL ANU PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 194ti-1951 
VA UIV UF ~ATEk RESOURCES BULL 20 
LHEMILAL ANALYSIS, DISCHAKGE IWATERI, SEDIMENT lOAD, SURfACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE: 
~OOd 195l wHETSTONE Gw, MCAVOY RL 
CHtMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1946-1948 
VA 1JIV IJf t1ATER kESOURCES BULL 11 
LHbliCAL ,;.;~ALYS!So DISCHARGE (WATERj, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT lOAD, SURFACE 
wATtKS, VIKGINIAo wATER TEMPERATURE 
2 
0009 1947 lAHAR WL, WHETSTONE GW 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER Of SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA l945-194o 
VA DIV OF WATER RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 8 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE (WATERJ, SEDIMENT LOADo SuRFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0010 1932 COLLINS Wll ET AL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER Of SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 
VA OIV Of WATER RESOURCES AND POwER BULL 3 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE lwATERj, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0011 1960 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
CHEMICAL CHARACH:R lJF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRG1N1A AUG 19!id- FEB 19o0 
VA DIV WAlEK RESOURCES BULL 23 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHAKGE IWATERI 0 SEUIMENI lOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
0012 1959 ANDREWS JD ET Al 
fRESH-WATER KILL OF OYSTERS ICRASSOSTREA VIRGINICAI IN JAMES RIVER, VA, 
l95il 
NAT SHEllFISH ASS, PROC 4~119591,29-49 IVIMS CUNIRI8 871 
FRESHWATER, JAMES RiVER, MORTALITY, OY5TERS, 5ALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0013 1961 MASSMANN WHo PACHECO AL 
MOVEMENTS Of SiKIPEO dASS TAGGED IN VlKGINIA ~ATERS Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 2, 37-44 IVIMS C~NTRIB 971 
FISH MIGRATION, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED SASS, TA~GIN~, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0015 1967 MARSHALL HG 
PLANKTON IN JAMES RIVER ESTUARYrVIKGINIA. 2. PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE 
ELIZABETH Rl VER 
VA J SCI 18, 105-109 
ELIZABETH RIVERo JAMES RIVERo PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA 
0016 1954 MARSHALL N 
CHANGES IN THE PHYSIO~RAPHY OF OYSTER BARS IN THE JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VA J OF SCI 5, 173-1til IVIMS CONTR18 521 
8EOS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUST~Yo VIR~INIA 
3 
Jul7 1955 VlLZ CJ 
H~~OKT ON SEL~-PUKlfiCATION CAPACITIES LO~ER JAMES RIVER HOPE~ELL, VA 
I;,U cr;ur;C fOK > lo._fAM JMPKOVEMEt,T, SCHOOL OF PUBLll. HEALTH, UN IV MICHIGAN, 
UNPullLISHhJ 115 
JA~LS k!V(K 1 SiLF-PUKlfJCATION 1 VlkGlNIA, WASTE ASSlHllATIVE CAPACITY 
JO!a 1~67 SHIULEK JK, MALINTYKE ~G 
HYJ~OG~~~HIC 8ATA COLLECTION FOR 'OPERATION JAMES kiVEK-19~4 1 
VIM~ UATt. .{cP 5 
CU~~~~T~ l~ATERJ, UATA CULLECTIGNS, DEPCH, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SAL HilTY, ViKGJr,IA, .;ATI::K TEMPEKATUKE, ~I NO VELOCITY 
0019 1~6~ NORTON W 
JA~ES kiVlK FORAMINIFERA 
V I '1 ~ ;)AT A K c P 6 
FUKA~I~I~EKA 0 JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
JJLU 196d HAVtN DS 1 HOKALES-ALAMO R 
ULCURK~NLl ANO T~A~SPJRT OF FAECAL PELLETS IN SUSPENSION IN A TIDAL 
lSTJA,{Y 
S~UI~~NT GEOL 2, 141-151 IVIMS CONTRIB 2641 
ANJ.~AL nASTiS I~ILULIH:), tliLIDEPUSITION, JAMI::S H.IVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
~uS?END~U L0~U, VIKGINIA 
0021 1930 CULLINS WO ET AL 
LH~MILAL LHAKALTEH. OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA-PRELIM REPT 
VA iJ! V UF wA TE:o< KESGURCES AND POwER bULl 2 
CH~MlC~L ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVERo SEDIMENT LOAD, SUKFALE WATERS, VlRG1NlA 0 
0022 19~4 ~QUO JT, GOODWIN OK 
~85~RVATIUNS ON THE SUMMER BEHAVIOR AND MORTALITY UF BOX TURTLES IN 
tA~ItRN VIKGINIA 
VA J SCI ~. 60-64 
ANI~Al BtHAVlUH, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, SUMMER, TURTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
r. I '1/ ~..: '" 
<Hll 3 l 91 il A NON 
UAKLING V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
'.i<> >C 5J7, 123 VA 14 
H.>> u,,iJt:K r.AHR, JAMES RIVEK, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAIIIGA8LE WATERS, POLLUTION 
AUATEMtNTo klPAKIAN k!GHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
4 
0024 1930 ANON 
GARDEN CLUB OF VIRGINIA V VIRGINIA PUBLIC SERVICE CO ET AL 
151 SE 1o1 
DAMSITES, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGA8LE WATEKS, VIRGINIA 
0025 1931 cMoREY AT 
~ATERS OF THE STATE 
RICHMOND, OLU DOMINION PRESS 
BEDS UNJtH WATEK, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE ~ATERS, PUbLIC LANDS, RlPAkiAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA, 
0026 1854 ANON 
fRENCH V BANKHEAD 
52 VA Ill GRATTJ 136 
CHE~APEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, ShORES 
0027 l87b ANON 
NOkFOLK CITY V CuOKE 
68 VA 127 GRATTl ~30 
bEDS UNDEK wATEk, ~ULKHEAU LINE, ELIZA8ETH kiVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN 
KIGHT$, VIRGINIA 
0026 l91Z ANON 
LAM8EH.TS POINT CO V NORFOLK AND w. RT CO 
74 SE 156, 113 VA 270 
BULKHEAD liNE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WAT~R~, MIPAKIAN 
RIGHTS 0 SHURESo VlkGINIA 
0029 1932 ANON 
MILLER V COMMONWEALTH 
166 SE 557, 159 VA 924 
JAM~S RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE wATERS, PUbLIC LA~OS 1 KlPARlAN 
klGHTS, SHURE$, VIRGINIA 
0030 1S67 ANON 
NORFOLK DREDGING CO V RADCLIFF MATERIALS INC 
264 FSUPP 399 
OREDGINGo ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
VIRC,INIA 
5 
OOH 1~99 ANON 
lOA\/ Ekl Y wA HR-f-k(;NT AND IMPROVEMENT CO ·V ltHl TE ET AL 
j3 )l ~34, 97 VA 376 
bULKHEAD llt\Er ElllAtH:TH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SHORES, 
VlkGINIA 
0032 l96o CULLER [J 
RrhL PkGPEkTY- RIPAkiAN ~IGHTS 
UNIV R!LHMUND LA~ NOTE~ 2, 257-261 
flilA8fTH ~~~~~R, LEGAL A~PECT~, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
0033 1932 ANON 
COMMUNW~ALTH V CITY OF NE~PURT NEWS 
164 SE 68':1 
BELlS UNOE:k "ATCk, JAMES Rl \/Ell., LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATCI<S, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, KIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
0034 1916 ANON 
CITY OF HAMPTON V WATSON 
o9 SE 81, 119 VA 95 
HEDS UNDER wATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
U035 1964 ANON 
POWER UNDER ACT FUN SALE BY JAMES RIVER AND KANAWHA CO 
VA CODE, t950, 12-37 
:ANALS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER RIGHTS 
Oll36 1957 ANON 
BuUNOARY LINES OF CERTAIN LOW GROUNDS ON JAMES Rl\IER A LAWFUL FENCE 
VA CODE, 195U, 8-872 
BIJUNDARIES !PROPERTY), JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
OOH 1970 ANON 
STAft RtVENUt BOND ACT !FINANCING TOLL FACILITIES) 
VA CODE, 1950, 33.1-268 TO 33.1-295 
~KlUGES, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTSo RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINIA, VORK 
FdVEII. 
JlHR 1969 ANON 
CHAoS IRlGULATIONSI 
VA l.Ollt, 1950, TITLE 28.1 C 6 28.1-165 TO 28.1-174 
CK'd INJUSTKY, LEGAL ASPECTS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
6 
0039 1969 ANON 
FISH AND FISHING GENERALLY IREGULATlONSJ 
VA CODE, 1950, TITLE 28.1 C 4 28.1-47 TO 28.1-81 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, 
0040 1969 ANON 
OYSTERS, CLAMS AND OTHER SIVALVES IREGULATIONSI 
VA CODE, 1950, TITLE 28.1 C 5 28.i-62 TO 28.1-164 
CLAM INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, GYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA, 
i:l04l 1910 ANON 
SEASON FOR TAKING OYSTERS FROM P~BLIC ROCK 
VA CODE, 1950, L8.1-82 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDI, JA~fS RIVE~, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, uYSTEk INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANJS, VIKGlNIA 
0042 1969 ANCN 
OYSTERS TO tiE C~LLED AS TAKEN 
VA CODE, 1950, 2o.1-124 
JAMES RIVER, LEG~L ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
0044 1970 ANON 
CLEAN CULL AREA 
VA CODE, 1950, 21l.1-~5.1 
JAMES RIIIEK, LEGAL A~PECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
D045 1969 ANON 
ASSIGNMENTS OF PLANTING GROUNDS TO RIPARIAN O•NERS 
VA CODE, 1950, 28.1-108 
BEDS UNDEK ~ATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPeCTS, OWNERSHIP Of 8~US, OY~TcR 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
0046 1969 ANON 
FISH, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH AND OTHER MARINE LIFE 
VA CODE, 1950 TITLE 28.1 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CKA6 INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH HANAGEMtNT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SCALLOPS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
7 
.Jv~ d l '16'1 A:•,;ur>; 
lf.X r);-, uYSfCKS TAr<.Ei'i FRUM PU!3LIC i<UCKS- KEPOIHS OF OYSTERS TAKEN Ft\OM SEED 
~KtA Ur JAM~~ KlV~R 
"A :::r·;uc, 1 ~:;o, ~". l-'13 
utuS ui'iJtH wAT~k, JA~~S i<IVtR, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
u,.;,JS, i/lKGlNI,'\ 
J04'i l'iu-1 Afi!JN 
LEASING Uf LERTAIN oUTTOMS IN JAMES HIVE!\ PkUHISITED 
VA CUUE:, 1"~0, Zd.l-14? 
dEll> ur·~u':k ;,AI tK, J;.M:~ :<IVE'l. 1 LEGAL ASt'ECTS 1 OYSTEK lNUUSTkY, PUBLIC 
LA"lJS, vli<GltH:. 
00>0 l'i£>\1 ANCH\ 
uRE0GI~U FUK OYSTERS IN JAMES RIVER 
\lA CijLEr L•>J, Lb.l-14b 
~~OS UNDl~ •hTEK, UKtUGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUDL!C LANUSr VIRGI~IA 
JJ5l l Yb9 AN Dr; 
AUTHUKITY UF ~UVERNU'l. TO AUTHUHIZE DREDGING QF CHANNEL IN NAVIGABLE 
wAIEKS-S~lLIAL P~uVlSIUNS APPLICABLE TO JAMES RIVEK BET~EEN JAMES RIVER 
. .>IU:JGc i;~/0 JAME:Sf(;w;, lSL>~NlJ 
VA ~UJE, l~?J, Ld.l-141 . 
CHAN~EL lM?KlJVtM~~f, JKEUGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
J'J52 1910 ANln~ 
U'>~ 0~ ll·iUL SEINE IN JAMES RIVER 
VA CUrler l'J5U, 2d.l-51.2 
~~~FISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAK, JAMES ~IVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, ~IRGINIA 
LlO?i l'ibtl ANO'< 
;..A!d<S :Jf fHE STATE, PORTS AND HARBORS 
VA ~UJE, l~50, TITLE 6L.1 
tlf-US UN,.JcK ,;A I EN, EROSION CONTROL, HARBORS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
hAII'R;, 1 ~t;LLUT!UN ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN ~IGHTS, VIRGINIA, WATER LAW 
,JJ54 l'hl ?i'<ITC.tiARD OW, BURT WV 
A~ I~tXPtNSlVE AND RAPID TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING CUKRENT PROFILES IN 
tSTJARINl WATERS 
LHE~ HAY IN)T TECH REP 1 
LU~~bNT MtTti<S, ESTUARIES 
8 
0055 1951 GARRITT 0£, CARPENTER JH 
AN EMPIKICAL CORRECTION FOk A SOURCE OF ERROR IN THE SPECTKOPHOTOMETRlC 
DETERMI~ATION JF CHLOKOPHYLL A 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP L 
CHLOROPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, SPECTROPHOTOMETRV, SUSPENOED LGAD 
005b 1952 PRITCHARD OW 
PHYSICAL ST~UCTURt, CIRCULATION, AND MIXING IN A COASTAL PLAIN eSTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP j 
ESTUARI~S, JAME~ NIVER, SALiNE WATEK-FRESHWATER INT~KFACE~, SALINE ~ATER 
INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
0057 1952 PRITCHARD OW 
REVIEW OF UUR PRESENT KNO~LEDGE OF THE UYNAMICS AND FLUSHING OF ESTUARIES 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 4 
ESTUARIES, SALIN~ ~ATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACES 
0058 1953 PRITCHARD On, ~cNT RE 
REDUCTICN AND ANAlf~!S 0~ DATA FROM JAMES RIVER JPEhATION OYSTER SPAT 
CHES BAY INST TEL~ KEP ~ 
OATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, STATISTICS, SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
0059 l95i PKlTCHARD Ow 
DATA NEPURT, OPERATION UYSTER SPAT 1 AND 2 
CHES BAV INST DATA REP 7 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURkENTS (wATER), UATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES NIVER, 
VIRGINIA, WAlEK TEMPERATURE 
OObO 1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVtK WINTtN LRUISt D-11 MAR 1~52 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 1j 
CURRENTS (WATER), DATA CULLECTIUNS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WAlEK 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
0061 19~5 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVEK WINTER CRUISE 2, 13-17 FEB 1953 
CHES BAY INST OATA HEP 25 
CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, YIH~INIA, WAlEK 
TEMPEkATURE, WEATHER DATA 
9 
UJb2 1960 CL!N~ CH, ~ALU~EY WE 
~l~LO hEPUKT, JAMES RIVER DYE DISPERSAL TESTS 
lJS .~AVY rlYUd"JGk OFF-ICi:, uNi>Ui3Ll SHED MS 
UYt KtLC.A~cS, JAMtS R!Vi:R, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
0063 196S FAUNCE JL 
EFFECT OF E~VIRUNMENTAL SALINITY ON THE AMINU ACIDS OF BALANUS IMPRDVISUS 
fJA ·{~IN 
VI~~ TriES!~ IC~LL w!LLIA~ AND MARY! 
AMI~L AC!US, BAKNACLE~, JAMES RlVEk 1 SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0064 1967 fEELEY JH 
THt OISIKI~UTION AND ECOLOGY UF THE GAM~ARIDEA !CRUSTACEA. AMPHIPODA) OF 
THe LJ~E~ CHcSAPi:A~c ESTUARIES 
VIM~ THeSIS ICOLL wiLLIAM ANO MARY) 
AMPHIPDDA~ CHESAP~A~E ~AY, DISIRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
JAMES RIV~k, PAMUN~EY RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, YORK RIVER 
0065 1965 LYNCH MP 
HFECTS llf- f:NVIROI'lMENTAL :>ALINITY ON FREE AMINO ACIDS Of CRASSOSTREA 
VI"-GINICA 
Vl~S THESIS (CULL wiLLIAM AND MARY! 
AMING ACIDS, JAMES RIVEK, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, 
Vlr<G(NlA, YilRK KIVEk 
0066 l95d LADD EC 
CUM~~MATIVE STUDY Of MERISTIC VARIATION IN THE AMERICAN EEL (ANGUILLA 
RO!>TRATAl A:W ATLANTIC ANCHOVY (ANCHOA MITCHILLI I 
VIMS THl~lS (CULL WILLI~M ANU MARY) . 
EfLS, FISH PHYSIOlOGY, fiSH POPULATIONS, JAMES NIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VARIAbiLITY, VlKGlNIA, YORK RIVER 
u0b7 1964 MCCAIN JC 
LAP~ELLIJAE !CRUSTACEA, AMPHIPOOAI Of VA. AND A PARTIAL REVISION OF 
MAYC.K 1 S VARIETIES OF CAPRELLA ACUTIFRONS LATREILLE 
VI.~S Htf:S!S (Cull WILLIAM AND MARYI 
MIPHI PUIJA, JAMES MillER, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
OUbd 1~52 MASSMANN WH 
A PK.ll!Ml~ARY STUDY OF SHAD, ALOSA SAPIOISSIMA (WILSON) SPAWNING IN SOHE 
Vl!H;INIA t\IVERS 
VIMS THtSIS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARY! 
ALilSI;JS, A:•IEk!CAN SHAD, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
NAPPAHA~NUCK ·RIVER, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
10 
0070 1950 TRESSElT EF 
SPAWNING GROUNDS OF THE STRIPED ~ASS OM ROCK, ROCCUS SAX~TILIS IWALdAUMI, 
IN VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED dASS, VIRGINIA 
OD71 1970 ZAC~AMY A 
SURVIVAL AND ACTIVITY OF THE OYSTER DRILL, UROSALPINX CINERA (SAY!, UNDER 
CON91TIONS OF FLUCTUATING SALINITY 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL wiLLIAM AND MARYJ 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRI~LS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0072 1960 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH FOR THE OYSTER INDUSTRY AT VFL 
VIMS MS 
JAMES RIVEN, OY~iER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0073 1963 HARGIS WJ .: 
JAMES RIVER BASi ,--GREAT NATURAL RESOURCE 
VIM$ MS 
JAMES RIVER, RIVER ~ASIN DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WAlEK RE~OURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
0074 1965 HARGIS WJ JR 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH ON AN ESTUARINE ENGINEERING PROJECT 
VIMS MS, ALSO VA PULVrECH INST WATER MESOUKCES RES CENTER BULL 2, 45-66 
ECONOMIC FEASidlLITY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING. JAHES RIYEK• OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0075 1968 HARGIS WJ JR 
UTILIZATION OF PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN MARINE WATER RE~uURCE~ 
RESEARCH, PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 
VIMS MS, 1 SEPT 1967--
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0076 1962 HOESE HD 
WINTER MORTALITIES OF OYSTERS ON THE EASTERN SHORE Of VIRGINIA, 195~ TO 
1961 
VIMS MS 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, WINTER 
ll 
UJlf lYo~ PATT~N BC ~Y~O~TlC COMPA~ISUN UF SESTUN LOADS IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK, YORK AND JAMES 
-' l VIc R:) 
CHlM!CAL 4NALY~JS 1 JAMES "IVEk, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE"' SESTON, VIRGINIA, YORK 
J07o l~&~ VIRGINIA INSTITUTE UF MAKINE SCIENCE 
HrJ~OGkA~HIC CKUI~E SCHEDULt OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
VI"!~ 1·:~ 
C~UISL>o JA~~S ki~EK, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
Jll79 l 'i~'> CALUEK DR 
fLOLGGY !ir MAkiNt INvi:KTEBRATE FOULING ORGANISMS IN HAMPTON tl.OADS, 
VI KG II;! A 
VIM~ THE~IS (COLL wiLLIAM AND MARY) 
~A~NACLlS, JENTHIL fAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES KIVE~, ~EASONAL UI~TRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
OOdD 1969 DAUGHERTY SJ 
AS~ELTS UF THE ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY, AND HOST-PARA~ITE RELATIONSHIP OF 
u;x:~THYL<\LUS Pi>NUPE I ( SAC.CUL IN lDAE l IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VI.1S T!ilSlS ((;Oll wiLLIAM ANU MARY) 
CHcSA~tA~t BAY, CKA~S, CRUSTACEANS, JAMES RIVER, PAKASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK 
KlVtkr YurtK Kl\/ER 
0001 1~44 VIRGINIA OIVI5IUN UF WATER RESOURCES 
WKFACE WATER ~Ui>PLY Of VIRGINIA, JAMES KIVER BASIN 1921-1942 
VA UlV kAIEK Kt50U8CES ~NO PD~EK BULL 5 
ui~~HARGE M~ASUKEMENT, DRAI~AGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLO~, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIKGINIA 
JJ3l 1~57 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SUKfACE WAlEK SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAHES RIVEK BASIN 1951-19,5 
VA uiV wATER RESOUtl.CES AND POWER BULL 17 
UliCHAMGE MEASUKEHENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, 
V l~.>INIA 
JJdJ l~bl VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
SUKFAC~ WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAMES RIVER BASIN 1956-1960 
V.\ Ill V <1A I d< RESOURCES AND POWER BULL 25 
'llS1.t1AKG~ Mt:ASUREI'IENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVEtl., STREAMflOW, SURFA::E WATERS, 
vlkGI'-41A 
0084 1906 GROVER NC, 60LSTER RH 
HYJtl.OGRAPHY Of VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL 5URV BULL ~ 
I2 
DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVEK, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
0085 1931 PRYTHERCH HF 
REPORT OF THE INVESTIGATION ON THE MORTALITY OF OY5TEk~ AND DECLINE uf 
OYSTER P~UDUCTIUN IN VA WATERS 
US oUR FISH UNPUdLISHED REP 
JAMES RIV~R, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0086 1966 8R~HMER ML, HALTIWANGER SO 
biOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY Of THE TIDAL JAMES RIVER 
VI MS SRAt1SUE 6 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVeR, NUTRIENTS, 
VIRGINIA 
0087 1966 HARGIS WJ JR 
FINAL REPORT ON RESULT~ OF OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
VI MS SRAMSOE 7 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTURE PLAN~ING IPROJEC.TEDl, 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER !NDUSTKY, VIRGINIA, ftATEK KESOURCES 
DEVELLIP.'I~NT 
0088 1964 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JAMES RIVER MODEL DATA 
VIMS MS 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS (WATERl, DATA COLLECTIGNS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, VI~GINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, WtATHcR DATA 
0089 1970 JENSEN LD 
COOLING WATER STUDIES FUR EDISON ELECTRIC INST, INTERiM REPORT Silt 12, 
JAMES RIVER CHESTERFIELD STA, VEPCU 
JOHNS HOPKINS OtP OF GEOGR AND ENVIRON ENG 
COOLING WATER, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WAJER 
CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITY 
0090 1948 RICH LG 
INVESTIGATION OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND BIOLOGICAL A~PECTS Of STtl.lAM 
POLLUTION IN THE JAMES RIVER AT BIG ISLAND, VA 
VA POLYTECH INST THESIS 
BENTHOS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION 
JJ'Jl l94·J SCRuGGS PL 
CLeANING THe JAMES 
13 
~tP~I~TEU FROM THE LYNCHBURG NEWS, APRil 3 0 1949 
DAM~, FLUjU CUNT~UL, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
JJ92 1~67 GKANT GC 
A1\AJk(;,''lJlJS I-ISH P~L1JEC T, EST I MAT! ON Of PARAMETEKS Of STRIPED BASS 
i'U'UUIIONS ANLl DbUd PT IOi~ Ur THE FISHERY Of LOioiER CHESAPEAKE SAY 
UNPJbl!SH[U PKUGK RtP, VIMS, 19b7--TO DATE 
ANAJ~J~~~> Fl~H, JAAES RIV~K, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED tlASS, VIRGINIA, 
YURK Rl VEH. 
00~3 l9b7 DAVIS J 
ANAJku•'iUUS FISH PkliJE:CT, BIOLOGY AND UTILIZATION Of ANADROMUUS ALOSIDS 
VIHS MS. l';o7--TU DATE . 
Al.JSiclo, AilALlRtMUUS FISH, :JISSULVED OXYGEN, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, 
19;2 YUUNG GR 
kE:PJkl ON JAMES RlVEKo VA, IN ACCORDANCE filTH HOUSE DOC JD8, 69TH CONGR, 
1ST SESS 
VOL l +14 APP. NGRFOLK, US tNG OFFICE 
fCLmii''.!CS, FLUO:J CGNTMOL, fuTUil.E PLANNING IPRUJECTEDI, IRRIGATIOI'lt JAMES 
HIVE~, NAV!~ATIG~, MIVtk ~ASIN~, VIKGINIA 
UJ95 1971 WORLEY U 
MuSKii::S G" WILD ON fHE JAMES 
VA ~lLJLIF~ ~2, 6-!,21 
FMESHWATtk FISH, JAMES ~IVER, SPORT FISHING, VIRGINIA 
JJ~6 1930 HAIGHT FJ 
TlJES AND CURRENTS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TRIBUTARIES 
U~ CUA~T AND GEUD SURV, SPEC PUHLICATION 162 
CHESAPeAKE tlAY, CuRRENTS !WATEKI 1 riDES, TRIBUTARIES 
:JJ9f l'h9 UN!TFO STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEll 
STMEAM DISCHARGE E~TERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US GtGL SUkV (MONTHLY RELEASES! 
CHeSAPeAKE tiAY, DISCHAkGE (WAfERJ, STREAMFLOW, TRIBUTARIES 
14 
009d 1970 BREHMER ML 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF VIRGINIA'S ESTUARIES 
Vli4S t·1S 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC DATA• JAMES RIVER, 
RAP?AHANNOCK RII/tR, NIVER 5YSTH1S, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0099 1950 MARR RA JM, MORGAN JM JR 
BIBLIOGRAPHY--WATER MESOURCES OF VIRGINIA AND RELATED TOPICS 
ADV COUNC UN TH~ VA ECON 
BI3LIOGRAPHIES, CHE:SAPE:AKE BAY, VIRGINIA• WATeR RESOURCeS 
0100 1960 UNITED STATES NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SE:RVICE 
VIRGINIA LANDINGS 
(MONTHLY RELEASE! 
CATCH, CHt~APEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISH, MARKET VALUE, SHELLFISH, VIMGINIA 
0101 1966 MCJUNKIN FE WALKER WR 
r.AT EK f<.E S:Jl)r~o.L E S 
VA POLYTECH H"ST 
6I8LlOGKAPHl::s, 
>- ViKGINIA, AN INVENTORY Of- PRINTED INFORMATION ANi) UAJA 
~AIER RESOURCES RES CENTER. BULL i 
.~GINIA, ioiATER RESOURCES 
0102 1~66 HOGARTH WT, WOOLCOTT WS 
MOUNTAIN SIK!PEBACK DARTER, PERCINA NOTOGRAMMA HUNTUOSA, N SSP FROM UPPER 
JAMES RIVEK,VA 
CHES SCI 7, 10!-10-j 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, VARIABILITY, VIRGINIA 
0103 1947 RANDOLPH OR 
THe JAMES--VIRGINIA'S RIVER 
VA WILDLIFE d(8), J-5 
FLOOD CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0104 1945 NILES 6 
THE JAMES FROM THE IRON GATE TO THE SEA 
NEW YORK, FARRAR AND RINEHART 
HI~TORY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0105 1950 VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVER PROJECT COMMITTEE 
JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 
RICHMOND, VA ACAD SCI 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HiSTORY, JAMES RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASIN DEI/ELUPHE:NT, JRANSPURTATIUN, 
VIRGINIA 
15 
·Jlllo l<Jot. FLEi'IE:K. OA, WOOLCOTT ;.s 
FOUJ HAu!TS ANU UI~TklilUTIUN Of TH~ FISHES OF TUCKAHLJE CREEK, VA., WITH 
SP~~IAL ~MPHASI~ UN TH~ BLU~GILL ••• 
C.rlb SCI /, TS-<3'1 
FUJU H~~IT> 1 JAMES i<IVEk, SPORT FISH, VIRGINIA 
UlJo 1~3~ dU•ERS GM 
lKANS~GKTAIION UN THE JAMES RIVER 
MAR New> Lt., 4U-4~, 51 
CHAi'iNC:l l:••l'«liVtMtc•'4T, JA.~cS KillER., NAVIGAi:iLI:: IUIIERS, VIRGINIA 
JlO'I 1'13~ 3tlwERS GM 
JA~ES KIVER IMPMUVEMENT PKJJECT 
MAl< :~t.,;S L6 1 j:;-3b 
C.HA~NEL IMP~OVtMt~T, tC~NOMIC FEASIBILITY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0110 1~5~ CLINE Crl, FI>Hc~ LJ 
FLUSHING TiMe AND UISPERSIUN OF CONTAMINANTS IN TIDAL WATERS WITH 
AP~LICATIGN TO TrlE JAMES KillER 
U~ ~AVY HYU~OGR ~fFICE, UNPUbliSHED REP 
DIFFU>IGN, UISPEKSIUN, fLU~ CHAKACTERISTICS, JAMES KillER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
POLLUT FJN 
0111 1910 MCU~<E HF 
CO ... Jt TION ANIJ £X TENT UF TH!: OYSTEK BEDS OF JAMf:S RIVE!<, VIRGINIA 
uS !3U>< fiSH DUC 72.'J 
dEJ~ U~DEK ~ATfk, CATCH, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
Jll~ 1899 TODD W 
JAMES MIVEI< VIRGINIA WATER-POWER DEVELOPMENT 
ELcC nUKLD 33, 573-575 
DAMS, HYDkOELEC.TKlC. PLANTS, HYDROELECTRIC PO~ER, JAMES Rll/f:R, VIRGINIA 
Ull~ 1925 VI~GINIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
f'I<ELPIINAkY SUKVEY Of THE JAMES RI\IER HARBOR 
KI(IiMJNU 1 bY THE: DEP 
UI,\NNEL IMP ><OVEME:N r, f:CUNOMIC FEAS IIHL ITY, HARBORS, JAMES Rl VER, VIRGINIA 
It. 
0115 1967 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES STUDY COMMISSION 
MARINE RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA--THEIR USE, CONSEKI/ATION AND DEVELOPMENT. 
REPORT TO THE GOVtKNUR AND THE GENERAL ASS~MBLY UF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND, VA DEP PURCHASES AND SUPPLY 
ADMINI~TRAl!IIE DECISIONS, CONSEKVATION, FISHING, KtSEAKCH FACILITIES, 
VIRGINIA, WATER ~tSCURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0116 1970 VIRGINIA BOARD Of CONSERVATION AND ECONJ~IC DEVELOPMENT 
ANNUAL REPORT TO THt GOVERNOR ••• ON THE STATUS UF VlkGINlA'S WATER 
RE:SOUKCES l96'j-70 
RICiiMUNU, REP OF THE BOA~D 
FLOOD DAMAGE, STREAMFLOw, SURFACE MAIERS, VIRGINIA, wATER POLICY 
0117 I969 VIRGINIA DIViSION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER bASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER KESOUKCES PLAN. VOL 1-INTRUDUCliUN 
RICHMO~D !ITS PLANNING BULL 213l 
~UTURE PLANNING !PROJECT!:Ol, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESJURCES UEIIEL0PM~~T 
0118 1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE ~ATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 2-ECONUMIC BASE 
STUDY 
RICHMOND !ITS PLANNING BULL 2l4l 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HUMAN POPULATION, JAMES RIVER, 
RECREATION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATtR RE~OURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0119 1970 VIRGINIA DllliSION uF wATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE: WATtR RESOURCE$ PLAN. VuL 3-HYLJROLO(;IC 
ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND !ITS PLANNING BULL 2151 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DRAINAGE PATTER~S IGEOLOGlCl, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, JAME~ RIVER, METE:ORDluGJLAl DATA, ~ALINITY, VIRGINIA, wATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0120 1932 ROBERTS JK 
LOWER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA 
VA GEOL SURI/ BUll 37 
GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTARY 
PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
17 
01L2 1 '16d CfJCii NK 
GE0LUGY UF THE 6£NNS CHURCH, SMITHfiELD, WINDSOR, AND CHUCKATUCK 
QUAUKANGL~S, VIRGINIA 
VA 01V MINERAL KESOu~CES, REP OF INVEST 17 
iJcf'dSITION I~EDIMcNTS), GEOLOGIC IIWESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES 
KIV~M, ~T~ATIGRAPHY, V!RGI~IA 
0123 !969 HICK KF, CCCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE rllLLJAMSBUkGr HOG ISLAND. AND BACONSCASTLE QUADRANGLES, 
Vlc{G!NIA 
VA JIV MINeRAL KESUURCES, REP OF INVEST 1~ 
OEPQSJTJGN ISEUIMENTS), GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEUMGRPHOLOGY, JAMES 
RlViR, ST~AT!GKAPHY, VlkG!NlA 
012~ !954 GOOO~IN OK 
fXPLORING THE 'FALLS' OF THE JAMES 
VA WILULirE 15(~),18-20 
BUATI~G, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
Jl25 1968 WALKER W~, COX WE 
WATER RE~UUKCES LA~S FOR VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECH !NST, ~AfER RESOURCES RES CENTER BULL 9 
LEGAL A~P~CTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VlkGINIA, WATER RIGHTS 
0126 1951 COLEMAN EO 
THE G~EAf fXESH OF 1771 
VA CAVALCADE 1(21,20-22 
~L00US, HISTORIC FLOQO,.JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
Oll7 1951 WALKER RH 
THE JAMC:S 
VA ~ILDLifE 1~111,1~-22 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
Jll~ l~4d CLINt JH, STOW HH 
THe JAMeS RIVER PROJECT OF THE VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE 
vA ~ILuLIFE 9(2),15-17,22 
FUTU~E PLANNING IPROJECTEUl, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA . 
18 
0129 1951 VIRGINIA STATE ~ATER CONTROL BOARD 
LOWER JAMES RIVER POLLUTION STUDY, CITY POI~T TO THE CHICKAHOMINY, AUG 
6-SEPT 6,1951, P~ELIMINARY REPORT 
WATER CONTROL BOARD IMIMtOGk REP) 
EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL wASTES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, wASTE ASSIMILATIVE 
CAPACITY, WATER POLLUflON CONTROL 
0130 1968 MONCURE R, NICHOLS M 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEDIMENTS IN THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 53 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINII 
0131 1963 VIRGINIA COMMISSION TO STUDY MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE JAMES RIVER 
DEEPENING THE JAMES RIVER CHANNEL. REPORT ••• IO THE GOVERNOR AND GENE~Al 
ASSEMBLY OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND, BY THE LUMMUNWEALTH 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0132 1968 TURGEON K~ 
EFFECTS OF SMA~ QUANTITIES OF CORNSTARCH AND DEXTROSE ON THE OYSTER, 
CRASSOSTKEA VIR INICA IGMELIN) 
VIM$ THESIS ICU•.L wilLIAM AND MARY) 
BIOASSAY, CHESAPEA~E BA¥, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS 
0133 1943 ME~ZEL RW 
NOTES ON !H~ S!OLUGY AND COM~ERCIAL FISHERY Of THf CATfiSH OF THE JAMES 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS ICULL WILLIAM ANU MARY) 
CATFISHES, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVE~, VIRGINIA 
0134 1966 VIRGINIA LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTEll.S 
JAMES RIVER BASIN--A PROGRESS REPORT 
JAMES RIVER BASIN INTERLEAGUE COMM 
JAMES RIVER, RIVER dASINS, VIRGINIA 
0135 1951 VIRGINIA ADVISORY LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
THE SEAFOOD STATUTES AND THE REHA~ILITATION OF THE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY 
RICHMOND, REP Of THE COUNC 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEASES, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTEll. INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
19 
~1J~ 1964 CH~ISTY FT 11!!~ c).t'L:jlli.TIIJN iJF A COMMON PRDPEkTY RESOURCE-THE MARYLAND OYSTER 
lhUJ~TKY 
UNIV ~ILHIG~N O!SS 
C"[ ,;,;.>~c:·,Kc oAY, E:CUN0"1ICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTt:R INDUSTRY, O'I'STERS, 
;"J lL 1<- U•·'W> 1 ·<ESuuf<-:c UEVELLJPioltNT, Vl.<G!NIA 
J13T 1.-H't t\AYLd« Jtl 
SU«VEY df l.iY~TEK GKLJUND-BAYLOK SUKVEY 
VA F 1 SH Cu.'·H-1 
oEJS ,n!l<Ck ,;ATEK, UYSTI.>', 1'-IOUST.<Y, PUBLIC LANDS, VIkGlNIA, 
Jl3d 1~6~ VlKG!NIA INSTITUTE OF MA«INE SCIENt~ 
JAM~S KIV~K HYJftAULIC MUUtL-- MULTI-PURPOSE MARINE RESEARCH TUOL FOR 
SCif~CL, GUV~kNM~NT AND !NOUSJ,{Y 
VL~> X4K ,,;·.s,;:.J.-<ClS AlJV SER 2 
HYJ~AULIC MJ0EL5 1 JAMES K!VER, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0139 19<tL ANCN 
V!tGINIA SCIENTIST> ADOPT NOVEL PROGRAM. JAMES RIVEk PROJECT TO BE MODEL 
FfJK FuluRE LONu kAi~GE PLANNING 
VA ~ILUliF[ o, bc-68 ~UI~K[ ~LANNING IPKuJECTEUl, JAMES kiVER, RIVER BASIN OEVELUPMENT, 
VIKGINIA, nAT~k RlSUURCES UEVELOPMENT 
0140 19ji ACADEMY OF ~ATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA. DEPARTMENT OF LIMNOLOGY 
JA~~S kiVLK, VlkGINIA--b!ULOGICAL, CHEMICAL, AND HYDROGRAPHIC STUDIES FOR 
lt1t Dll,; CHEMICAL LOMt'ANY 
Ml~~UbK k(P ~~ THt •CAD 
AuSOkPT!uN 1 ALGAE, BENTHIC fAUNA, BIOASSAY, EfFLUENTS, HEAVY METALS, 
HYOKULJGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
ul•l 1~•1 C~OtKSTRUM OJ 
GKUuND-kATE« k~SOU~CES Of THE SOUTHEASTERN VIRGiNIA COASTAL PLAIN 
Vii Gf'll SUr{V C IKL 1 A~UlftK CHA.<ACTEKISTICS 1 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
GR~JNUWAltK, VIRGINIA 
Jl4~ 1~4~ LCOtRSTROM OJ 
Gt·JLUGY AND vKUU~U-WAT£:R RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN IN SOUTHEASTERN 
VI i\bl Nl A 
Vf• bf-:lL SURV BULL 63 
A~Uitrk CHAKACIER!STICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
vK~JNJ~AltK, HYDKUGtULOGY, VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
20 
0143 1946 CEDERSTROM OJ 
GENESIS OF GROUND WATERS IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
ECON GEOL 41 1 21~-245 
AQUIFEk CHAKACTERIST!CS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0144 1960 SAbOl JW 
THE MICROFAUNA UF THE YORKTOWN FORhATIUN FROM JAMES RIV~R, SUKR'I' COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
BULL AMER PALEONTOL 41, 211-245 
FORAMINIF~RA, GEulOGIC fORMATIONS, JAMES RIVI:R, MIUC~NE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, ~TRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0145 1897 WATSON Tl 
A 81RL10GKAPHY OF THE GEOLOGICAL, MINERALOGICAL AND PALEONT~LOGICAL 
LITERATURE UF THE STATE UF VIRGINIA 
bULL AMER PALEONTOL Ll7l 
Bl~l!OGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALUGY, PALEONTOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
0146 1965 HARRISON W ET AL 
POSS!olE LATE Pl~ISTOCENt UPLIFT, CHtSAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
J GEUL 73, 201-229 IVIMS CONTRIB 13ol 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE SA¥, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE ~POCH, ~EOlkENTAKY PETROLOGY, SUSWUtHANNA RIVER, YUKK RIVeR 
0147 1953 MALKIN OS 
BIOSTKATIGRAPHIC STUDY OF MIOCENE OSTRACODA OF NE~ JERSEY, MAR'I'LAND, AND 
VIRGINIA 
J PALEUi-.TOL 27, 761-7<,~9 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0148 195b MCLEAN JD JR 
FORAMINIFERA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA, WITH 
NOTES UN THE ASSOCIATED MOLLUSKS 
BULL AMER PALEONTOL Jb 1 £55-394 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVEK 
21 
Jl4~ 19~1 MCLEA~ JD JK 
USTRACUDA UF THE YORKTOWN fORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA OF 
VIRGINIA ••• 
HULL AMER PALEONTOL )do 57-103 
GEOLOGIC fORMATIONS, JAMES KIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STKATIGKAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0150 1~62 GIBSON TG 
G!:NTHJNIC FOKAMINIHRA AND PALEOECOLOGY Of THE MIOCENE DEPOSITS Of THE 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC CDA~TAL PLAIN 
Po<l'lCETON LJISS 
ATLANTIC ~UASTAL PLAIN, FJRAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, 
~~~4T1GkAPHI, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
0151 1~66 MCLEAN JO JK 
MIUCEI'<E Ar;O PtE ISTOCENE FORAMINIFERA AND OSTRACODA GF SOUTHEASTEH.N 
VIRGii'oiA 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES REP OF INVEST 9 
CHES~P~A~E ~AY, ~ORAMINIFERA, JAMES RlVEK, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALcONTULUGY, PLEISTuCENE EPOCH, STRATIGRAPHY, YORK RIVER 
01~2 1930 ANDEREGG F 
STRATIGRAPHY AND PALEONToLOGY Of THE YOKKTOWN FORMATION Of VIRGINIA 
UNIV YA THESIS 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPKY, VIKGlNIAo 
YOKK ;\IVUl 
0153 l96j RUHLE JL 
GEOLOGIC Ll TERATURE OF fHE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA, lliU-1'i62 
VA OIV MINERAL RESOURCES INFORM CIRC 9 
ATLANTIC CUASTAL PLAIN, tiltiLlOGKAPHlES~ CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
0154 1962 ~ICH0LS MM 
b I dll OGRAPHY Uf THE PHYSl CAL, CHEMICAL, AND GEOLOGl.CAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
V!Mj SPtC SCI REP 34 
BldLIUGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OCEANOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
JIS6 l9ol SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
FLUJRIO~ IN WELL WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
Yh MINEKALS 8(1) 1 4-11 
A~UIFER CHAKACTERlSTlCSr ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
fLUJRliJ!::S, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
22 
0157 1966 RICHARDS HG 
PLEISTOCENE PELECYPODA OF VIRGINIA 
VA MINERALS 12 1 18-24 
MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA, 
0158 1967 RICHARDS HG 
PLEISTOCENE GASTROPODA OF VIRGINIA 
VA MINERALS 13, 15-19 
GASTROPODS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA• 
0159 1969 JOHNSON GH 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE GEOLOGY OF THE LOWER YORK-JAMES PENI~SULA AND SOUTH BANK 
OF THE JAMES RIVER 
COLL WILLIAM AND MARY, DEP GEOL GUIDEBOOK 1 
GEOLOGIC FORMAT IUNS, GEOLOGY, GEOMOH.PHOLOGY • JAMES Rl VER, SJ·RAT 1 GRAPHY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0160 1912 CLAH.K WB, ~IlLER BL 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AN~ GEOLOGY Of THE COASTAL PLAIN PMU'IINCE OF VIRGINIA ••• 
VA GEOL SURV ~U~~ 4 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EARTH MATERIALS, GEOLO~lC 
FORMATION!>, GEOLOGY, GEWIOHPHOLOG¥, MINERAL HWUSTRY, PALiONTULGGY, 
SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
0161 1913 SANFORD S 
UNOERG~OUND ~AiER RESOURCES Of THE COASiAL PLAiN PROVi~CE OF ~lRGlNiA 
VA GEOL SUH.V BULL 5 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROUND~ATER, SUBSURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER WELLS 
0162 1962 RUHLE JL 
GUIDEBOOK TO THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA NORTH Of THE JAMES RIVER 
VA OlV MINEHAL RESOUKCES INFORM ClRC 6 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0163 1946 CEDERSTROM OJ 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF GROUND WATER IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURV BULL 68 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS. CHESAPEAKE SAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, 
GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
23 
·1164 l96b ~ACK ~ 
HYtl~GLHc~ICAL FACIES AND GKOUND-WAT~R FLOW PATTERNS IN NORTHERN PART OF 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
US ~~UL Su~V P~O~ PAP 4~8-A 
ATLA~IIC CGASJAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTAW, GROUNDWATER 
~~~c~F~T, HYUK0GlULUuY, HYDKOLOGIC DATA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
Ulbj 19j7 HACK JT 
SUd~fKGtU ~IVEK SY~TEM 0F LHtSAPEAKE BAY 
GlUL ~DC AMtK BULL oti 1 ai7-H30 
6CREHOLE GlOPHYSIC~, ChESAPEAKE aAY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY 
PET~ULUGY 
0166 1927 CAMP~ELL MK 
~EANING OF MEANDtRS IN TIDAL STREAMS 
GEOL SOC A~EM oUll 3d, 537-556 
CcOMUkPHULJGY, JAMES K!VEK, MEANDERS, RIVER 8EDS, VIRGINIA 
01~/ ld42 IUGMEY M 
DI5LUVE~Y Ot A CHAMBEReD UNIVALVE FOSSIL IN THE EUCENE TERTIARY Of JAMES 
k!Vct<, Vli<<,INIA 
MHo'- J ~CI 43, lb/ 
JA~~S RI~ER, MJLLUSKS 1 PALEONTOLOGY, TEKTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
G16d 1~i9 ST~~ MH 
K~~L[LTIU~ OF PROVENANCE IN H~AVY MINERALS OF JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
J SEUIMENT PETROL 9 1 db-91 
JA~ES KIVE~, MINERALOGY, PKUVENANCt 1 SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
Q1j9 1~62 RUHl~ Jl 
StlECTEO TERTIARY FOSSIL LOCALITIES OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA ~INEKALS ~(3) 1 2-9 
ATLANTIC ~UASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY. GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
Tl~TIA~Y PER!OO, VIRGINIA 
UIIO 196S PHARR R~ 
DIATUMACEUU~ SEDIMENTS IN VIRGINIA 
VA ~INERALS 11 1 2~-31 
ATL~NTIC CU~~TAL PL~IN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, SEDIMENTARY 
Pf TRULG~Y, Vlkl.INIA 
24 
0171 1942 ROBERTS JK 
ANNOTATED GEOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV VA UioLIOGR SER 2 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY• VIRGINIA, 
0172 1943 GARDNER J 
MOLLUSCA FROM THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIUCEN~ UF VIRGINIA AN~ NOKTri 
CAROLINA. PT 1-P~LECYPODA 
US GEOL SURV PROF PAP 199-A 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALeONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, 
TERTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
0173 1948 GARDNER J 
MOLLUSCA FROM THE MIOCENE AND LOWEN PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PT 2-SCAPHOPODA AND GASTROPODA 
US GEDL SURV PROF PAP 199-B 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GASTROPODS, MOLLUSKS. NORTH CAkGliNA, PALEONTOLOGY, 
TERTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
0174 1927 DIRZULAITIS JJ, STEVENS GC 
WATER RESOURCES UF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURV BULL 31 
DISCHARGE IWATEK;, STREAMFLOW, SUBSURFACE WATERS, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATtk RESOURCES, WAlEK RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0175 l93u WENTwORTH CK 
SAND AND GKAV~L kESOUKCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GlOL SUKV tlULl j2 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE tlAY, GRAVELS, SANDS, STRATIGRAPHY, 
VIRGiNIA 
0176 1943 CEDERSTROM DJ 
CHLORIDE IN GROUND WATER OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VI~GINIA 
VA GEOL SURV BUll 5ti 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE bAY, 
CHLORIDES, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0177 1~38 MCGAUHEY PH 
HYDROLOGY OF VIRGINIA. PT !-ANNUAL RAINFAll AND STREAM ~LOW STUDlE~ WITH 
AN INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
VA POLYTECH INST HULL 31(6) 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAINFALL, STATISTICAL METHODS, STRlAHFLOW, VIRGINIA, 
25 
J17d 194J MCGAUHEY P~, 5NYDER Hi,JR 
I1Yll;I.UlLlGY OF Vli<.GINIA. PJ .<-HOOD STUDIES~ STOi!.ltS THAT HAVE CAUSED GREAT 
flJuOS, GREAT RAINFALLS 
VA I'UlYfE(..H 11\iST tlLlLL 33( 101 
1-LUuDS, hYO<,CiLOGIC iJATA, RAINFALL, SIORHS, VIRGINIA, 
~179 1966 ~ARSHALL HG 
D!UKNAl UJSTRltlUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON FROH A SINGLE STATION AT THE MOUTH 
0~ fHE JAMES KI\ItK 
OH!J J Jf SCI bb, .<53-255 
DIURNf,L UJSTf<UUlJON, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, VU!.GINIA 
0180 l9't~ £E:DEkSTRO~ DJ 
SJ~UCIUkAL GEOLO~Y Of SOUTHEASTERN VlkGINlA 
AMEK ASS PETKOL GEUL BUll 2~, 71-95 
JA~E~ KIVER, MAG~ETIC SlUD!E:S, STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY, V~RGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0182 1911 OARTON NH 
ECLlNr.MJC GEOLOGY OF RICHNONU, VIRGINIA, AND VICINITY 
US GtOl SukV BULL 4d3 
LlArS, DIATOMACEOUS EAKTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECONOMICS, GEULOG!C 
fU~~ATIGN~, Gf<ANITES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0183 1894 DARTON NH 
IJUTUNE: lJF CENOZOIC HISTORY .OF A PORTION OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC SlOPE 
J GE:OL 2, j68-587 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAINt CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE BAY• GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
Ulo4 1U91 DARTON NH 
MESOZOIC ANO CENOZOIC FORMATIONS OF EASTERN VIRGINIA AND ~ARYlAND 
Gl-iJL SOC A11lK bULL 2, 431-450 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
MAKYLANO, MESOZOIC ERA, VIRGINIA 
01~5 1939 CEOERSTROM OJ 
GEJLOGY AND ARTESIAN-WATER RESOURCES Of A PART OF THE SOUTHERN VIRGINIA 
l.OAO>TAL I'LAIN 
VA GlUl SuKV BULl 51-E 
A~UlfE:K CHAKACTEK!STICS, AQUIFERS, ARTESIAN WELLS, ATLANTIC COASTAl PlAIN, 
CHe~APiAKt BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
Z6 
018b 1895 WARD LF 
THE POTOMAC FORMATION 
US GEOl SURV 15TH ANNU REP, 313-397 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAINt GEOLOGIC FORfi!AriQNS, PALEUNTOLOGY, PLANTS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0190 1833 RUFFIN E 
GYPSEOUS EARTH OF JAMES RlVER 
FARMER'S REGISTER 1 1 207-211 
FERTILIZERS, JAMES RIVER, ~ARL, VIRGINIA 
0191 1834 ANON 
RECENT HURRICANES IN VIRGINIA 
FAR~ER•S REGISTER 2, lL0-122 
HURRICANES, VIRGINIA, 
0192 1940 SNIFFEN EW 
COBBLES FRO~ THE .LEISTOCENE TERRACES Of THE LOWER YORK-JAMES PE~lNSUlA 
VA J SCI 1, 265-~·6 
BACK RIVER,VA, P~'ROLUGY, PlEISTOCENE EPOCH, TERRACES (~EOlCiGICALJ, 
VIRGINIA 
0193 1950 SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
OCCURRENCE OF FLUORIDE IN THE GROUND WATERS Of THE VIRGINIA ~OASTAL PLAIN 
AMEK CHEM SUC VA SECT BULL 28, 45-50 
AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATlANTIC COASTAl PLAIN, CHeSAPEAKE HAY, 
FLUORIDES, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA 
0194 1928 MANSFIELD WC 
NEW FOSSIL MOllUSKS FROM THE MIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA, WITH 
A BRIEF OUTliNE Gf THE UIVISIONS Of THE CHESAPEAKE GROUP 
US NAT MUS PROC 74, ARTICLE 14 
ATLANTIC CUASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE 
EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, NORTH CAROliNA, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
0196 1880 MICHElS J 
RICHMOND DIATOMACEOUS EARTH 
SCIENCE INYI l, 222 
DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
21 
Jl~d (nj4 VIMGINIA HOA~U Uf PUBLIC WORKS 
~lPJ~T Of THE PKihLIPAL ENGINEER 0~ THE BOARD Of PUBLIC WORKS, ON THE 
C>UiiJECT :,f TH[ ~ui<VtY Of- J"MES AND KANAWHA RIVERS ••• 
~-lCH11(;;;u, CGLH; AM; i4CwLAN 
L'N~L~, E~l!MATEU LJST5, FUTU~~ PLANNING (PROJECTED), JAMES KIVEM, 
~.~VIGAI ru.-.,, SURVt:rS, VIRGINIA 
0191 l~4d VI~GINIA DIVISION OF PLANNING AND ECJNOMlC DEVELOPMENT 
Pk~PJSl~ DtVtLJPME~T UF THE JAMES RIVEk 
KICH~UND, ~y THE 01\1 
HOUU PWJTE:c.T!U'"' l'uTUi\E PLAimiNG (PKOJECTEOI, JAMES klVEM, RESEMVUIRS, 
VL<;;U,IA 1 nATe,< r<[SlJUkCES UtVtLOPMENT 
J2JO lol6 COKY(Ll M 
UIATO~ACEJUS SANDS OF RICHMOND, VIMGINIA 
A~tK INST MINING tNG TkANS 4 1 230-2~2 
lJIAHH1ALtOUS tA«TH, JAMI':S i{IVtR 1 SAt>;DS, VIRGINIA 
0201 l67o HEINRICH OJ 
ME:S0LUIL FJRMATION IN VIRGINIA 
A,~EJ{ IN~T 'liNING Ei'<G TRANS or 227-274 
lUALS, £CuNlJf'IICS, GEOLOGIC FOMMATIONS, MESOZOIC EKA, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STR;.TJGi<APHY 
0202 19 3.< AI'. ON 
GKtAT fLOODS IN JAMES RIVER 
APPENDIX L IN ~OUNG Gil., RE~ ON JAMES RIVER, VA (Q.V.J 
fLUUUS, Ill SICk IC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, VIKGINlA 
J/03 1~3~ ~CGAVUC~ CB JR 
OESCRIPTIUNS OF THE MAJORITY Of THE PELECYPODS Of THE YORKTOWN FORMATION 
ilf YIRGH:II\ 
UI-<IV VA THE:SIS 
G~IJLOGic fOKMAT IONS, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATI GMM'HY, 
V lk,;Jt,IA, YOfOI. RIVeR 
J~J' IQ37 FUSTER MD 
lHbMILAL CHARACTER UF THE GKOUND HATERS OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC COASTAL 
I'L J\1 ~-
WII::>Jl ACAU SCI J. £1 1 405-412 
A~Jl~~k CHAKACTEKlSTlCS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
Gr<.JJ~,;IwATI::K, WATEK WE:LLS, !>IlDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2b 
020b 1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION Gf NATEK RESOURCES 
FLow· CHARACTERISTICS Of VIRGINIA STREAMS 
VA UIV Of wATEK RESOURCES ~A~JC DATA BUll 34 
DI~LHARGE MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, 
0207 1971 NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY 
JAMES RlVf:K-NEWPURT NEWS TO JAMESTOWN ISLAND 
CHA«T NO. 529 
CHARTS, JAMES kiVEJ{, VIRGINIA 
020~ 1971 NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY 
JAMES RIVER-JAMiSTORN ISLAND TO RICHMOND 
CHART t>;O. j30 ANU 531 
CHARTS, JAMES KIV~M, VIRGINIA 
0209 1948 UNITED STATtS CONGRESS 
JAMES RlvtR 0 VA 
80TH CONGR, 1ST ~tSS HUUSE DUC 207 (INCLUDES MAPI 
lCONJMICS, FLOOu CONTKuL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER ~ASIN UtVELO?MENT 0 SURVEYS, 
VIRGINIA 
0210 1930 UNITED STATtS lONGRESS 
JAMES KIVER, VA 
71ST CONGK, lJ SESS HOUSE OGC 314 !INCLUDES d MAPS) 
CHA~NEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMtS RIVER, RIVER ~ASIN lJEVELUPMENT 1 SURVEYS, 
VIRGINIA 
0211 1962 HARGIS WJ JK 
CURRENT ~NUftlElJGE ON THE HYDROGRAPHY AND BIOLOGY OF THE ESTUARINE PORTION 
OF JAMES RIVER 
VIMS MS AND VIMS SRAMSOE 3 
BIULOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER. SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER 
INTERFACES, VIRGINIA 
0212 19&2 HARRISON W 
PLEISTOCENE RECORD IN THE SUBSURFACE Of THE NOMFOLK AREA, VIKG1NIA 
VA ACAD SCI GUIOEBOUK FOR FIELD TRIPS, NORFOLK MEETlNG-lYo2 1 37-bl 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVERo MIOCENE EPOCH, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTS 
29 
1214 19&2 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
k~Vlr~ KEPORT ON JAMES RlVEK, VIRGINIA 
12 VOLSl ~UKFOLK, COkPS OF ENG REP 
CH4•'<NcL Ir~PKGVEMENT, COST ALLOCATION. ESTIMATED COSTS, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGAbLE kiVEkS, PROJECT ftASIBlLITY, VIRGINIA 
l215 19j7 UNITED STATES FISH ANU NlLDLIFE SERVICE. OFfiCE OF RIVER BASIN 
SlUJifS kEGION 4 
PRELIM REP UN THt CJNSIOEK£0 NAVIGATION CHANNEL IMPROVEMENTS, JAMES RIVER 
V4, IN "ELATION TO fi~H AND WILDLIFE RESOUKCES 
CHANNEL IMPKUVEMENTr ~CGLUGICAL IMPACT, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WILDLIFE 
CONSERVATIJN 
J216 197J VIRGINIA M~RINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DREDGING ANU UEVELOPMtNT IN CHICKAHOMINY RIVER 
Now~DkT NtwS, MINUTES OF MEtTINGS Or THE COMM-- 2bAPR, 26~AY, 28JULY, 
<::3SEPT 
CHICKAHOMINY KIVEK, DREDGING, JAMES RIVEK, LAND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, 
"E:TLANUS 
0211 1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
UMEUGI~G G~ FILL FOK HAMPTON ~DADS tlRJDGt-IUNNEL 
NlWPUKT NtWS, MINUitS 0~ MEETINGS Uf THE COHM, 28APR 
BKIUGE CGN~TRuCTIU~, CHESAPEAK~ BAYo DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS 
02ltl 1910 VIRGiNIA MARINE RESOURCES COMM!SSION 
FILLING blHIND BULKHEAD LINE IN ELIZABETH RIVER 
NUPUKT Ni:wS, MINUfl:S Or MEETINGS OF- THE COriM-- 28APR, 270CT 
tlGL~HfAu LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, lANDfiLLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
VIKGlNIA 
0219 197J VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
ERtCTION OF MOORING DOLPHIN, HAMPTON BAR 
NEO\PUR T NEWS, MINUTES Of MEETINGS Of THE COHM, 270CT, 24NOV 
OUC~~, JAMES KIVER, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
0220 1969 VIKGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
CITY 0~ NORFOLK LANDFILL, LAMBERT$ POINT 
NhiPOfl.T NEWS, MINUTES Of MEETINGS Of THE COM~ 28JAN, 25FE8, 25HARo 
2JSiPT · 
BULKH[AU LIN~, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
1/IRGINIA 
30 
0221 1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
APPOMATTOX RIVER ~ATER IMPOUNDMENT 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES UF MEETINGS OF THE COMM-- 24 JUNE 
APPOMATTOX RIVER, DAMS, 1MPOUNOED kATERS, JAMES RIVER, RESERVOIRS, 
VIRGINIA 
0222 1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RES~UKCES COMMISSION 
DREDGE AND FILL PROJECTS JAMES RIVEk 
NEWPORT NEWS, ~INUTES Of MEETINGS OF THE COMM, 24JUNE, 22JULY 
DREDGING, JAMES KIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA 
022-3 1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
OYSTER AND SEED OYSTER INDUSTRY JAMES RIVER 
NEwPORT M:WS, MINUTES D~ MEETINGS OF THE COMH-- Z<lJAN, 22APR., 23SEPT 
JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
0224 1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
HURRICANE CAMILLE EFFECTS IN ESTUARINE AREAS 
NEwPORT NEWS, MINUTES Of MEETINGS Of THE COMM--26AUG, 23SEPT 
FLUDD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0225 1969 VIRGINIA MAKINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
REQUEST UF CITY OF KICHMOND TO DUMP RAn SEWAGE INTO JAMES RIVER 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES Of MEETINGS OF THE COMM-- 23SEPT 
JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIRGINIA 
0226 1966 LYNCH MP, WOOD l 
EFFECTS OF eNVIRONMENTAl SALINITY UN fREE AMINO ACIDS ~ CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA GHELIN 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 19, 783-790 IVIMS CONTRIB 2221 
AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0221 1930 CORSON JJ 3RD 
OYSTER INDUSTRY OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND NE;,S LEADER, JANUARY 9-1!>, 1930 
COMMERCIAL fiSHING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
0228 1959 WHEATLEY JJ ET AL 
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS Of THE YORK RIVER OYSTER INDUSTRY 
UNIV VA 
BEDS UNDER HATER, ECONOMIC IMPACT• OYSTER INDUSTRY, VI&GINIA, YOK~ RIVER 
31 
J/ij ld~1 INGEKSDLL E 
A ~~~U~J ~~ THE GYSTER INOUSTKY OF THE UNITEU STATES 
!.J5 .lf:i' ut- Ttil INTEK!uR 
LHf.~.<IPlA"r: »AY, LLJM;·Icil.C.!Al FISHING, ORt:DGINGr JAMES RIVER., OYSTER 
U,JJ~T.,·l', J.IITt:J 5TATES, VIRGINIA 
121~ 1~5~ V~N ~NGEL WA ET AL 
U,.<,JT,-HLACuS PANGPJ.E! ••• AN INTRUUUCED PARA:>ITE ON A XANTHIO CRAB Hi 
(.HC:;)APt.kKE clAY 
(.ri.J~I.~e-biNA t:;( 1l r 111-112 
AN!~AL ~A~ASITE>r LHESAPEAKE BAY, CkAH5, CRUSTACEANS, SHELLFISH 
JL31 1~56 ~ASSMANN ~H, bAILEY KS 
S~~J IN V!KGIN!A WATEKS 
VA "ILGL!I-E 11(4),~-7,23 IVIMS CONTRIB t>Oi 
AM~KICA~ ~HAO, ANAOKOMOUS f-ISH, VIRGINIA, 
J23L 19~3 MASSMANN WH 
~ELATIVE AdUNDANLE OF YGUNG FISHES IN VIRGINIA ESTUARIES 
N ~M~~ WILDLIFE CUNI- TRANS, 1a!1~j3J,43d-449 IVIMS LONTRIB 461 
COM~EftC!AL r!~H, OISTK1bUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE f-ISHES, VIKGINIA, 
Ul33 ~~~4 H~SSMANN WH 
M~KIN£ fiSHES I~ F~ESH A~D BRACKISH WATERS OF VIRGINIA RIVERS 
El.dLOG¥ J~, 75-7b IVL'lS CONTRII:I 471 
DISTRlbDTIDN, cSlUAKIE~, MA~l~E FISH, VIR~INIAr 
0234 1957 HAVEN OS 
OI~TR!dUTIUN, GKGWTH, AND AVAILABILITY OF JUVENILE CROAKER, MICROPUGON 
,H,JULATUS, IN Vl.~<t;INIA 
ECOLOGY jb, 8d-9l IVIMS CONTRIH 681 
Ck,JAKfK, IJISTii.!tlUliON, ESTUAR.IES, JUVENILE FISHES, VlRGIN.IAr 
J?3~ 19~l HOBBS HH JR, MASSMANN WH 
klvcR ;HKIM~, MAC OBRAC.HIUM OHIONE ISMITHI,JN VIRGINIA 
VA J SLI 3, LOb-l 1 IVIMS CONTKIB 401 
tLilluldCAL OISTRI UTION, JAMES kiVER, SHELLFISH, SHRIMP, VIRGINIA 
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0236 1952 TRESSELT EF 
SPA~NING GiUUNOS OF THE STRIPED BASS OR MUCK, ROCCO~ SAXATILIS lwALHADMI, 
IN VIRGINIA 
BINGHAH OCEANUGR COLl 6ULL 14111, 98-110 !VIMS CONTRIB 411 
CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, ESTUAiltS, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI.RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
~IVER, RAPPAHANNUC~ KIVER, SPAWNING, STK!PtD I:IASS, VIRGINIA 
0237 1954 MASSMANN ~H ET Al 
POSTLAKVAE AND YUUNG OF TH~ MENHADEN ••• IN BRACKISH ANU FKESH WATERS UF 
VIRGINIA 
COPEIA 1954111, 19-23 !VIMS CONTRII:I 451 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES, LAkVAE, VIR~INIA 
0238 1965 WAS$ Ml 
CHECK LIST OF THE MAKINE INVERTEBRATES Of VIRGINIA. THIKU REV 
V1MS S~EC SCI REP 2.4 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CH~SAPEAKE ~AY, CLASSIFICATION, EASlEMN SHDR~ (VA-MUJ, 
GASTROPGDS, INVEI<TEoKATFS, VIRGINIA 
0239 1927 VISSCHtK JP 
NATURE 'NO EXTENT OF FOULING OF SHIPS' BOTTOMS 
US dUR fiSH oULL 43, 193-252 
f-OULING, SHIPS 
0240 19o7 BReHMER ML 
NUTRIENT AS~IMILATION IN A VI~GINIA TIDAL SYSTEM 
NAT SYMP ESTUARI~E POLLUT PROC 1967, STANFORD, CALIF 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYOkOLQGIC OATAr JAM~$ RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTUN, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
0241 l9b6 ANDREWS JO 
OYSTER MO~TALITY STUDIES IN VIRGI~IA. 5. EPIZOOTIOLUGY OF MSX, A PROTISTAN 
PATHOGEN OF OYSTtKS 
ECOLOGY 47, 19-31 !VIMS CONTRIB 1931 
JAMES RIVER, MSX, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA, 
0242 1967 ANDREWS JO 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. b. HISTORY AND Di:>TRIHUTION Jf 
MINCHINIA NELSON!, A PATHUGEN OF OYSTERS, IN VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI H, l-13 IVIMS CONTRIB 2251 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RlVlR, MO~TALITY, MSX, 
OYSTERS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
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JL4J 1951 AND«EWS JD 
SEA:.llN.:.L PATT[KNS Ot' OYSTER SETTING IN THE JAMES RlvEk AND CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ElJLu~Y 52 1 752-15d I~IMS CUNTR!S 34J 
DlSTKLiUT ((.,~ I'ATlti<f\oS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL. DISTRIBUTION, 
VI~~I~IA, UYSTE~ ~ETTING 
~~44 1~~1 ANDRE~S JO, COUK C 
RA,,GE A:,u HAtl!TAT UF THE CLAM, POLYMESOOA CAROLJNIANA IBOSCJ IN 
V 1 «Gl "liA ••• 
ECULOGY 32, 7~d-760 IVIMS CONTRIB 3~l 
CLA~S, JI~TKibUl IGN, HABITATS, JAMES RIVER, SriEL1.FISH, VIRGINIA 
OZ45 1954 ANORE~S JD 
SHTlt,o; OF UYSTERS IN VIRGINiA 
NAT ~rl~LLfiSH ASS, Pt{OC 4~119~41 1 38-46 IVIMS CONTRIB 531 
JAMES KIVf~, CYSTERS, SEASU~A1. DISTRIBUTION, VlRGINIA, JYSTEK SETTING 
J246 1950 srow MH 
GEULOGI' 
IN VA ACAD UF SCI, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
43'>-441 
~EJLOG!~ fOKMATIONS, GEOLOGY, JAMES Rl~ER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, 
~AT~XSH~JS ISASINSJ 
0247 1950 SMITH JD 
UKGANIL CIIEMlSTRY 
IN Y4 ACAu 'JF SCI, JAMES R!VER BASIN, l'AST, PRESEtli Al;iJ fuiul<i: 1 P. 
6ld-<d? 
CHi:'~lSTi\y, EFFluENTS., INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, JAMES RIVER, !JRGIINIC -iiiASTES, 
VIKGINIA 
Ul4d 19j0 MCGAUHEY PH 
EN 1.;(NE!::KlNG 
IN VA ACAD OF SCI, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
td 1-6:)1 
DA~~. ENG!NtERING, HYDROElECTRIC PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL WATER, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGAIIQN, PULP ANU PAPER INUUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
Ul41 l~0/ LALOEN DR, BREHM~N ML 
:,[ ASOi\IAL UCCURRI:NCE UF EP !FAUNA ON TEST PANELS IN HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
INr J ult:ANOL Ui1NOL 1r 149-164 IVIMS CONTRIB 25U 
uAkNA~LL~, JcNTHlt FAUNA, FOULING, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
~t 11">''~,.-,._ DISTRilluTIUN, VlKGINIA 
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0250 1968 CALDER OR 
HYDROZOA OF SOUTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAr 
VIMS DISS ICOLL WILLIAM ANU MAKYI 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, CLASSIFICATION, HYUROZOA, INVERTE6RA1£S, 
JAMES RIVeR, KAPPAHANNLCII. KIVEll., SEASONAL. DIS.TRltlUTJDN, YORK RIVEK 
0251 1950 BURCH PR 
MOLLUSKS 
IN YA ACAD OF SCI, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PART, PRESENT AND FUTUKEr ~. 
129-137 
CLASSIFICATION, JAMES KIVERr MOLLUSKS, VIRGINIA 
0252 1950 MARSHALL N 
MARINE FISHES AND INVERTEBRATES 
IN VA ACAD OF S.tl, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT ANO fJTURE, P. 139-150 
IVlMS CONTRIB 311 
ANAOROMOUS FISH, LATCH, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAMES RIVER, 
OYSTERS, RIVER ciASINS, VIKGINIA 
0253 1950 RANEY EC 
FRESHWATER FISH~~ 
IN VA ACAD OF SCI, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT ANO FUTURE, P. 
151-194 
FISH POPULATION~, fiSH TAXO~OMY, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER• VIRGINIA 
0254 1882 CLARKE SF 
NEW AND INTERESTING HYDROIDS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BOSTON SOL NATUR HIST MEM 3(4),135-142 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSifiCATION, HrDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
0255 1949 FERGUSON EF, JONES ER 
A SURVEY OF THE SHORELINE FAUNA OF THE NOKFOLK PENINSULA 
AMER MIDLAND NATUR 41, 436-446 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICAJlON, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
0256 1950 CARROLL RP 
AMPHIBIA AND REPTILES 
IN VA ACAD OF SCI, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PKESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
195-211 
AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMES RIVEK, REPTILES, SALAMANDERS, 
SNAKES, TURTLES, VlKGINIA 
•J<-5"1 1950 GnATHMtY JH 
T Ht CH IO::KAtiUiH I'<Y 
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VA "IL iJ ll f f: 11 I 1 U l , j- 7 .12 
CH!G~AHSMINY RIVtR 1 HISTORY, VIRGINIA 
02jJ 19&7 NICHOLS MM, PCJK G 
SEDIMtNT TKA~SPU~T IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
AME~ SGC CIVIL ENG P~OC ~J~~~4J,U3-~5 IVIMS CONTRIS 2311 
KAPPAHA~NUC~ KIVE~, ~~DIMENT TKANSPORT, VIRGINIA 
0259 1~74 8RD~N AC 
CHESAPEAKt LANDFALLS 
~U~FULK CUUNTY HISTGRICAL SOCIETY OF CHESAPEAKE 
CH~SAP~A~~ ~AY 1 tA~TE~N ~HURE IVA-MOl, HISTORY, NAVIGABLE WATtRS, SHIPS, 
V!RGI'l!A 
u261 1~56 PRiTCHARD OW 
DYNAMIC STKUCJU~E OF A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAR Ri:S 1:>, 33-42 ICHE.S BAY INST CONTRIB 24) 
CIJKI'!LIS FORCE, ESTUARIES, HYOkULOGIC ti.JUATION, JAMES R!VtR, PHYSICAL 
UU:A.~UGRAPHY, SAL!;HJY, VIKGINIA 
026~ li~~ PkllCHAKD D,., KENT kE 
M~IHOU ~LK DETE~MINING MtAN LONGITUDINAL VELOCITIES IN A COASTAL PLAIN 
I·>TUA.<Y 
J ~-~ KES 15, Hl-~1 ICHES BAY INST CONTKIB 261 
CUKKEN!S (~ATERI, ESTUAKIES, HYDROLOGIC EQUATION, JAMES RIVER, PHYSICAL 
OLLANO~KAPH¥ 1 SALINITY, YIKGINIA 
0~63 1Y5Z P~IILHARD D~ 
SALINITY OISTRI~UTION AND CIRCULATION IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARINE 
SYSTEM 
J MAR ~ES 11, 106-123 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 61 
fSTJAKIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, 
Utb4 196U MASSMA~N ~H, PACHECO AL 
DISAPPLARANCE OF YuUNG ATLANTIC CROAKERS FROM THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
AMfR FISH SOC TRANS 8~, 1~4-159 IVIMS CONTRIB 911 
LKUAktR, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0265 196S HARGIS WJ JR 
OCEANObRAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
VA FCRriAKD 6(IJ 1 B-22 
3b 
JAMES KIV~R, OCEANOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES OtVELOPMENT 
0266 1954 PRITCHARD DW 
STUDY 8F THE SALT BALANCE IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J ·'IAR RES 13, 133-144 ILHES BAY INST CONTRIB 161 
ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALT BALANLE, VIRGINIA 
0267 1951 MASSMANN ~H 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SPAWNING AREAS OF SHAD ••• IN SDM~ VIRGINIA STREAMS 
AMEK FISH SOC TRANS 81, 7<J-'IJ IVIMS CUNTRIS 3~) 
ALOSIDS, AMERICA~ SHAJ, ANAOROMOUS FISH, SPA~NING, VIRGINIA, 
0268 1965 MCCAIN JC,SR 
CAPRELLIDAE ICKU>TACEA-AMPHIPODAl Uf VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI b, 1'10-196 IVIMS CUNTRIB 191) 
AMPHIPLlDA, l/lkGINIA 1 
0269 1901 GANNETT H 
PROFILtS OF RIVERS IN THE UNITED STATES 
US GEUL SURV WATEk-SUPPLY AND IKRIG PAP 44 
PROFILES, RIVEKS, UNITED STATES 
0270 1968 WALKER WR 
WATER RESoURCES KESEARCH IN VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECH lNST. wATER RESOUKCES kES CENTER. BULL 1o 
PROJECTS, kESEAKCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATtR RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0271 1969 NICHOLS MM, NORTON W 
FORAMINIFERAL POPULATIONS IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
PALAEOGEUGR, PALAEOCLIHATOL, PALAEGECOL 6 1 l97-2l3 IVIMS CONTRIB 34~1 
AQUATIC POPULATIONS, BENTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA 
0272 1965 NORTON W 
DISTRidUTION VARIATIONS OF ESTUARINE BENTHONIC FORIMINIFEKA IN A CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENT 
VIMS MS 
BENTHIC FAUNA, DROUGHTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FORAMINIFERA, JAHE~ KIVEK 1 
SALINE WATER INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
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0~73 Lg]J VlkGI~IA CUMMlS510~ OF OUTDOOR AECKEATION 
Vl~GINIA'~ SCENIC RIVERS 
REI'«H<JEU Fr<Q,1 THE VA OUTDOORS PLA~, l'lb9o IIA'S COJIIPR i>l.AN fUR OUTDOOR 
R!-(..<tA I !UN 
RlC~fATIUN, RIVERS, SCtNIC EA~EMENTS, 1/IRGINIA, 
OL76 1~57 ~EVAN AC 
GfOLOGIC ~NCESTKY OF THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA 
VA J SCI tl, U-34 
GEU~c.WHULCGY, JM1E:S kiVEi<, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0217 1910 LUDWICK JC 
SANO WAV~S AND TIUAL CHANNE:LS IN THE ENTRANCE TO CHESAPEAKE dAY 
OLJ DOMIN! UN <JNIV, INST UF OCEANUGR TECH .REP 1 
CHtSAP£"'1'.!- ilAY, SANlJ wAVeS, SEDIMEI'oT TRANSPORT, TIDAL EFFECTS 
OZ7a 1~71 NATIONAL PARK SEKVICE 
SALEM CHURCH PKOJtCT, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA - RECREATION APPENDIX 
US OEP 1Nl 1 ilUK uUTDJOR RECREATION 
CDNTKOL STKUCTUKtS, FLOUD CUNTKUL, HYDROELECTRIC PO~ER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
KIVEk, RcCKtATIUN, VIKGINIA 
0279 1971 UNITED STATES uEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
A Kt-EVALUAT!L~ UF THE ~J~ER, WATER SUPPLYo WATER ~UALlTY, RECREATION ••• Of 
fHt AUTHGi<llEIJ SALEM CHUi<CH Ri:SExlllHR PROJECT 
Bu:~ CUTDOO~ RECkEATION 
H t'C T <'(I C ~0~ E;<. llEMAi•W, Go<OUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION DEMAND, 
Vli{GINIA, w!LDL!ft CONSERVATION 
Ol80 1968 0'8k!t'N M 
MULfiPLE ilAR SYSTEMS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIM~ TH~~IS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARYJ 
CHE5APFAKl BAY, DEPOSlliON I SEDIHENTSJ, SAND BARS, SEDIHENJAJION 
JlJl 1955 OGLESBY RT 
AGE AI•W LENGTH OF MENHADEN ••• IN THE WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, WITH 
CiJMMi:'IJTS Oi~ THt: RATE UF GROWTH 
VI~~ THESIS ICOLL ~ILLIAM AND MARYJ 
AllANTIC ME,'jfiAOEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL fiSH, GROWTH RATES 
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OZ82 19b4 RUTHERFORD C 
EFFECTS OF COPPER SULFATE ON SPOT, LEIOSTOMUS XANTHURUS 
VIMS THESIS !COL~ ~lLLlAM AND MARY) 
BIOASSAY, CDMMERCIAL FISH, COPPER SULFATE, SPOJ, VIRGII'IiJA, YOxK RIVER 
0283 1944 FOOTNER H 
RIVERS Of THE EASTERN SHORE 
TIDEWATER PU8Lo CAMBRIDGE, MD 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHURE IliA-MOl, HISTORY 
0284 1953 MIDDLETON AP 
T08ACCU COAST--A MARITIME HISTORY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE COLONIAL 
PER IUD 
MARINERS' MUSEUM, Nt~PORT NEWS, VA 
CHESAPEAKE ilAY, Hl~TURY 
0285 1948 VAN ENGEL nA 
REFERENCE:$ tiEA<ING ON THE HYDROGRAPHY OF CHE~APEAKE BAY AND ITS 
TRIBUTARIES 
VIMS SPEC SCI k2P 2 
61iiLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE SAY, HYDROGRAPHY, .JAMES RlVE~t, POTOMAC RIVER, 
YORK RlVEi<. 
0266 1961 LEWIS RM 
COHPAi<ISON OF THREE TAGS ON SJRIPEO BASS IN THE CHESAP.EAKE HAY AREA 
CHES SCI 2, 3-ll 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, liSTRl6UTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 5TK!PED BASS, TAGGJNG 
0289 1960 STOTTS VC, DAVIS DE 
BLACK DUCK IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY Of MARYLAND -- BREEDING BEHAVIOR AND 
BIOLOGY 
CHES SCI 1, 127-154 
BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE dAY, DUCKS IWILDJ, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDI 
0290 1960 PORE A 
CHESAPEAKE BAY HURRICANE SURGES 
CHES SCI 1, 178-166 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, TIDAL EFfECTS 
0291 1961 SYKES JE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY COOPERATIVE STRIPED BASS PROGRAM 
CHES SCI 2, 1-2 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
39 
Ol92 l'll>d TURGUJN DO 
GUIJ~ T~ ~STUAKI~E AND INSHuRE BIVALVES OF VIRGINIA 
VIM~ THlSIS (lGLL WILLIAM AND MARYl 
CHE~APtAKE UAY, CLASSIFICAIIUN 1 MOLLUSKS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
OZ93 l96L YGUNG DK 
CHtMISTRY UF CHtSAPEAKt dAY SEDIMENTS 
VIM> THESIS ALSO CHES SCI "14!,254-260 IVIMS CONTRIB lti3) IN l9bB 
CHEMICAL dhALY~Is, LHE~APEAKE HAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, PETROLOGY, SEDIMENTATION 
P.A T f S, S E: D I ,•:E:i' l S 
0294 1966 GUNNEkSCN CG 
OPTIMIZIN~ SAMPLING INTERVALS IN TIDAL ESTUARIES 
A'<cc( Si:C CIVIL E';G PKOC 'JZ(SA-21,103-125 
LHESAPEAKt dAY, uPTIMllATIUN, PUTOMAC RIVERo SAMPLING, ~ATER QUALITY, 
~ATEk ~tSJU~CtS u~VELOPMENT 
J2'J5 19o9 UNITeD STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
VIRGINIA ~ATEk KtSJURLES SUMMARY (MONTHLY RELEASE! 
US ~EGL SURV IN CUGPERATIUN WITH VA DIV OF WATER RESOURCES 
GRU0NUnAT~R, KES~~VJIRS, STKEAMFLOw, VIRGINIA, WATER T~MPERATURE 
0296 19?0 O'NfiLL H 
THE f'A,1LJ~<KI:-Y 
VA ~ILDL!fE 11111),10-12 
HISTUKY, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
u29 f 1951 G;oiATHt~EY JH 
Htr: MATTAPIJNI 
VA ~ILULIFE ll12J,1d-20 
HISTURY, MATTAPONI ~IVER, VIRGINIA 
Ul~d l'J&B DAYLEY S 
~[c.ENT DECLINE IN THE DISTKIBUTION AND AijUNDANCE OF EUKASIAN HlLFOIL IN 
CHt;APtA"[ !lAY 
Ci11'S SCI 'd 3) .L73-l!ll 
A~UAl!C PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE bAY, PATHOLOGY, PLANT POPULATIONS, PLANT 
VI.o.usl:-~ 
ItO 
0299 1970 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS uF ENGINEERS 
FLOOD PLAIN INFORMATION, RAPPAHANNULK RIVER, FREDERICKSBURG, SPOTSYLVANIA 
AND STAFFORD COUNTieS, VIRGINIA 
NORFOLK OISTk!CT 
DAMS, DESIGN FluDD, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGIONAL FLOOD, VIRGINIA 
0300 1951 WHARTON J 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK 
VA WILDLIFE 12171,19-20,24 
HISTU~Y, RAPPAHANNOCK RlvEK, VIRGINIA 
0301 1970 MARSH GA 
SEASONAL STUDY OF ZOSTERA EPIBIOTA IN THE YORK RIVER, VA. 
VIMS D!SS ICDLL WILLIAM AND MARYI 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EEL GRA~S, PLANT POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTkiBUTION, YORK 
RIVER 
0302 1963 FOURNIER ~0 
NUTRIENT LIMITATION OF PRIMARY PRODUCTIDN IN THE YURK RIVER, VA 
VIMS !Hc~IS !CULL WILLIAM AND HARYI 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, STATISTICAL METHODS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0303 1965 SMITH WG 
STUDY OF THE SCUP ••• BASED ON DATA OBTAINED FROM CATCHES OF THE 1963-64 
WINTER TRAWL FISHeRY 
VIHS THESIS ICOLL wiLLIAM AND MARYI 
CHESAPEAKE HAY, COMMERCIAL r!SHING, SCUP, TRAWLING 
0304 1969 BARANS CA 
DISTRIBUTION, GRUNTH ANO B~hAVlOR Of THE SPOTTED HAKE IN THE CHESAPtAKE 
BIGHJ 
VIMS THESIS !Cull WILLIAM AND MARYl 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPtAKE BAY, FISH BEHAVIOR, YORK RIVEK 
0305 1959 MCMAHON JW 
HONOGEN~TIC TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE SAY fiSHES 
VIHS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND HARYl 
CHESAPEAKE tiAY, Fl5H PARASITES, TREMATODES 
llJ7 195d MALONEY WE 
STUuY Ot' THE TYPES, SEASONS OF ATTACHMENT, AJIIO Gll.OWHI OF FOULING OltGAN1SMS 
IN TH~ AP~~JACHE~ TO NORFOLK, VIHGlNlA 
US ~AT HYUHOGR OFtlCE TECH KEP 47 
ilENfhiL fAuNA, LHbAt'EM~ nAY, fOULING, SEASONAl. DJSH!.l!ltlTION 
cl:>Oo 19:>1 DAUGHERTY FM JR 
MAKIN£ BJJLO~ILAL FOULING IN THe APPROACHES TU CHESAPEAKE aAY 
US Nt. T HYUKUGi< f ECH Kt.P 96 
BENTriiC F~UNA, CH~SAPEAKE dAY, FOULING 
J3U~ l96d MAHKS J~ ET AL 
liATEK l./UALI TY SURVeY OF THE CHESAi'EAKE BAY HI THE VICUHTY OF SANDY POl NT 
CH~S TECH ~UPPOKT LAB DATA REP 13 
BIXHU'ICAL OXYGtN UE:MANJ, CHESAPEAKE BAY·, DISSOLVED OXtGEN, HYORULOGlC 
UATA, UN-SIT~ UATA CJLL~CJiuNS 
J310 1963 MARKS JW, VILLA 0 JR 
NJLUENT DATA (iN >EJIAENT SAMPLES OF THE POT!JMAC ESTUARY 
lHe~ Tc~H ~uPPOKT LAo, DATA REP 1l 
£iOTTtl;'o >t:D!M~NTC:., Crl':MICAL ANALY!i!S, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NlJJll.lfl'HS.o POTOMAC 
RIIif.K, SAMPLING 
0311 19~9 SETTLE FH 
SU«VEY A:W ANALYSIS OF CHANGES EFFECTED Br ltAN Ul\1 TJOAl JNEJLANDS OF 
Vli~GINIA, 1955-l~b~ 
VA POLYTECH INST THESIS 
ESTUARIES, LAND DEVELOPMENT, TIDAL MARSHES, VlkGINlA, 
Jll2 191U RICE NE, POWELL WA 
Otl~cKVAliONS ON lHkEE SPECIES OF JELLYFISHES H!.OM CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH 
SPeCIAL ktfi:RcNCt Tu THEIR TOXINS 
BIQL oULL 13~, !d0-167 
CHcSAPEAKi: BAY, INVERTEBRATES, JELLYFISH, ST:INGING N£J1U:S, TOXINS 
Uili 1~5} HYAN JO 
>l:,IIMf.Nf!i llF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UtP Gi:UL, ;-1!!\IES AND WAlEK RESOUkCESo STATE OF MARVLANOr I>ULL 12 
AfLA~fiC CuASTAL PLAIN, BANK EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EROSION, SEDIMENT 
UISI;dti:JTII:N, SEDIMENT TRA1~SPORT, SEOHIENTAT10N, SlLTlNG 
42 
0316 1930 COWlES RP 
A BIOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE OFFSHORE WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH, 46, FISH DOC 10~1. P.217-3Sl 
.AQUATIC ANIMALS, CHESAPEAKE fiAY, ECOLOGICAL OlSJRlBUT.ION, .fiSH 
POPULATIONS, ~LANKJON, PLANT POPULATIONS 
0317 l9b4 DAVIS RV ET AL 
TREATMENT OF DUCK WASTES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON JHE !IIATER QUALITY IN THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, URtlANNA 1 VIRGINIA 
VA STATE WATER CONTROL BGAkD• RICHMUNO, VA 
ANIMAL WASTES IWILDLtFE), FARM LAGOONS• FARM wASTES, POULTRY. RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, ~A~TE TREATMENT 
0318 1937 VIRGINIA STATE PLANNING BOAKO 
TENTATIVE REPORT UF THE VIRGINIA STATE PLANNING BOAI<D. PAKT lB. SlUUl.fS OF 
THE DRAINAGE tlASINS IN VIRGINIA 
DRAINAGE DlSTKICTS, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, RivER BASINS. VIRGIN!~ 
WATERSH~DS IBASI~~I 
0319 1970 YEATMAN HC 
COPEPODS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY INCLUOING ASTERUCHERES jEANYEATMANAE N. SP. 
AHER MICROSCOP SCC, TRANS 89, 27-36 IVIMS CONJRIB 3181 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COPEPOOSo CRUSTACEANS, INVERJEtlRATES 
0320 1971 ZWERNER DEr LA~LER AR 
SOME PARASITES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY FAUNA 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY. CLASSIFICATION, PARASITISM 
0321 1940 HECK NH 
EARTHQUAKE PROBLEMS OF THE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
SEISMOL SOC AMEN BULL 30, 109-113 
ATLANTIC LUASTAL PLAIN, EARTHQUAKES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0322 1933 BIGELOW HB 
STUDIES OF THE WATERS ON JHE CONTINENTAL SHELF, CAPE COu TO CHESAPEAKE 
BAY. PT. I--CYCLE OF TEMPERATURE 
MIT AND WHO! PAPERS IN PHYS OCEANOGR AND METEOROL 2141 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
43 
·Jl23 19•• di~ELO~ Hb, SEARS M 
~~~~ILS CF THE WAitKS ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF, CAPE COD TO CHESAPEAKE 
bAY. Pl. L--SALl~lTY 
MIT A~D wHO! PAP£~~ IN PHYS GCEANOGR ANU METEOROL 411) 
C(;,'-11 P<LNTAL SHtLF, SALINITY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
J~2~ l~ol PATT~N BC, WARINNEK Jt 
HYJ~OGRAPH!C, ~UIKIENT, CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON AND CELL-COUNT DATA FROM 
CHESAPEA~E ~AY CKU!~ES uF R-V PATHFINDER AND R-V ObSERVER 
VI~S SPtC ~CI kcP LU 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CHLORJPHYLL 1 CkUlSES, HYDROLOGIC UATA, NUTkiENTS 0 
PHYTUPLA~KTON 1 ~A~PLING, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
J3Z5 1950 MACGKEGOR J~ 
SO~E HYUKOGRAPHIC CO~JITIONS FOUND IN WINTER IN LO~ER CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
THEIR POSS!~L[ c~~ECTS CN THE BLUE CRAB ••• 
Vl~S Tr.t~l~ !CULL wiLLIAM AND MARYJ 
CHESAPtAKE ~AY, CKAJS, ~ALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB 
0326 l96d MACKIERNAN GB 
~(A58NAL DiSTK!GUTION OF DINOFLAGELLATES IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VI~~ THESI~ IC~LL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
DJ~GFL~G~LLATES, Dl~TkldUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VI~GIN!A, YURK RIVER 
U127 1949 MARSHALL N 
A SUMMA~Y ~TATEMENT OF THE STATUS Of OUR KNOWLEDGE Of THE MARINE FISHERIES 
OF VIRGHllA 
V!MS SPEC SCI REP 4 
BASS, CATCH, CHrSAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, SPOKT FISH 
UJZJ 1950 VAN ENGEL ~A 
KECJROS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB FISHERY 
VIM~ ~PEC SCI kEP 5 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CKAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
J1l~ 1952 MASSMANN WH ~T AL 
A <>I•.;LOG!CAL SUKVlY Of THE RAPPAHANNOCK RiVER, VA 
VIM~ ~PEL ~Ll KEP ~ 
LH~~APtAKt ~AY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFfLUENTS, FISHERIES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
klV!K, ~Pu~T FISHING 
44 
0330 1945 ROGERS MR 
DISTRIBUTION UF THE FUNGUS LAGENIDIUM CALLINECTES COUCH AND ITS EFFECT ON 
EGGS 0~ THE BLUE CRAB 
VIMS THESIS ICDLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, FUNGI, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, .bLUE CRAB 
0331 195o MCDONALD TJ, STURGEON MA 
SAND oY-PASSING AT A VIRGINIA TIDAL INLET 
AMEM SOC CIVIL ENG, PROC, PAP 976 
BEACH EROSION, VIRGINIA, 
0332 1974 HERZOG HW JR 
THE ECONO~ICS OF REGIONAL WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT lA CASE STUDY OF RIVER 
WATER QUALITY IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION! 
UNIV MU PHD DISS 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING IPKOJECTEDl, MANAGEMENT, MODEL 
STUUIES, PATUXENT RIVEK, ~ATER QUALITY, wATEK ~UALITY CUNTRuL 
0333 1963 BIGGS RB 
DEPOSITION AND EAKLY DIAGENESIS OF MODERN CHESAPEAKE BAY MUD~ 
LEHIGH UNIV, MAR SCI CENTER IPHO DISSJ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OEPOSITIJN ISEDIHENTSl, DIAGENESIS, SE~IMENTATION 
0334 l9b2 ISAACSON PA 
MODl~ICATlONS Or THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COMMERCIAL CRAu POT 
VlMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, YORK ~IVER 
0335 l9bb KRAEUTER JN 
DESC~IPTIONS 0~ FECAL PELLETS OF SOME ~DMHON INVERTEBRATES IN THE LOWER 
YORK RIVER AND LOooEK CHESAPEAKe BAY, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
BIODEPOSITION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES, YORK RIVERo HAMPTON ROAUS 
0336 1963 LEON KA 
EFFECTS OF HIGH-ENERGY X-RAYS ON THE REPRODUCTION OF URUSALPINX CINEREA 
VIMS THESIS (COLL wiLLIAM AND HARYl 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER DRILLS, REPRDOUCTION 1 X-RAYS 
!337 l95l A"liJkEii5 JD ET AL 
INVESTIGAflllNS Ot- THE EfFECT:> ON OYSTER CULTURe OF THE DREDGING FUk THE 
HA~~TON ~OAJS BRIUGE-TUNNEL 
V1MS ~PEc >ct KoP 12 
flEDS u';J)E" <IATt:i<, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OREDGJNG• Jlll}ti.T.Allf'f, HAMPTON II.OA05 
J336 1957 MCHUGH JL, VAN ENGEL WA 
STATUS ~t- THE BLUE CRAB t-ISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE aAY 
VIMS 5PEC SCI II.EP 13 
CHESAPEAI<.~ dAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRASS 
0339 1~56 M~HUGH JL, ANDREAS JO 
PRESENT STATUS OF JHE kAPPAHA~NOCK RIVE& FOR OYSTER ~ULJURE 
VlMS SP~C SCI ReP 14 
CHESAPEAr;E BAY, OYSTER INuuSTRY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
J340 1~66 CARGO DG, SCHULTZ LP 
NOI~S UN TH<.: BIOLDGY Of THE SEA NETTLE, CHRYSAOllA QUINQUECIRRHA, IN 
CHE.iAPEAKI: oAY 
CHE:; SCI H2l ,95-100 
CHbAPEAK[ tiA¥, DlSfRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY SJUIHES, SEA NETTLES 
0341 1966 BOND GC, MEADE ~H 
SllE OISTRI~UTiu~~ Uf MINERAL GRAINS SUSPENDED IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
NEA~3Y COASTAL WATEKS 
CHb SCI 7, iOB-ill 
CHE~APcAK( dAY, DEPOSITION ISEOIMENTSJ, SESTON 
0342 1961 NICHOLS PR, MILLER RV 
5EAS0t-.AL MOVEMENTS OF STRIPED BASS ROCCUS SAXAUUS (lOALBAUMl TAGGED Al\10 
RElfASI:O IN THE POTOMAC RIVER, MO., IN 1959-bl 
CHES SCI d, 102-124 
CHESAPrAKc BAY, fiSH ~IGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, POJOM~ RIVER, SEASONAL 
UISTR!BuTIGN, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
0344 1~69 LUO~IGSON JO 
CHtSAPEAr<.t dAY 
OCf.At-.5 1(~1,7-lo 
~HL~APlAK.E ~AY, HISTORY~ WATER POU.UTION, ·WATER ·RESOURC£S 
46 
0346 1967 SCHULTZ LP, ASHBY W 
AN ANALYSIS Of AN ATTEMPT TO CONTROL IIEACtt EROSION IN CHESAPEAKE BAY• AJ 
SCIENTJ5TS CLIFFS, CALVERT COUNTY, MAIO'LA1i0 
CHES SLI 8141,237-252 
BEACH eROS ION, lH:ACHE s, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT .. SEDl~tl'lTS 
0349 l96ij SINDERMANN CJ, KRANTZ GE 
ERHHkOCTTE ANl l'GI:NS ANO NATURAL I SOAGGLUTI NHlS OF THE Af'IER !CAN EEL 
ANGU1LLA ROSTRATA FllDf'l CHESAPEAKE BA>t 
CH£5 SCI ~12J,94-98 
BIOASSAY, CHESAPEAKE ijA'f, EELSt FISH POPULATIONS 
0352 1965 BURGESS RH 
CHESAPEAKE CIRCLE 
CORNELl MAR.l TIMt: PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
CHESAPEAII.E BAY, HI~TURY 
0353 l9o6 DUKE T~ ET AL 
CYCLING OF TRACt t:LEMI:'NTS IN THE ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT 
CHES SCI 7, 1-10 
CATCH, ESTUARIES 
0355 1948 MARSHALL ~ 
REPORT ON PAST AND CURRENT fiSHERIES RESEARCH ACTIVITIES OlRECTL'f RELATING 
TO VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 3 
AOHINISTkATlVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSHERIES, RESEARCH AI>IO 
DEVELOPMENT . 
0359 1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
HARD CLAM CULTURE METHOD OEVELUPED AT VJ~S 
VIM5 MAR RESOURCES ADV SEll 4 
BEDS UNDER WAlEk, ~LAM li>IDUSJRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, DUSTS 
0360 l9o8 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MAli.INE SCIENCE 
GROWING OYSTERS IN HSX AREAS 
VIMS MAR RESOURCES ADV SER 1 
MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
0361 19~9 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
CUUCHLES S SEED OYSTERS 
VIMS MAR RESOU~CES ADV SER 3 
COMMERCIAL fiSHING, OYSTER lNDU~TR'f, VJR(Otf!IA, 
41 
J3o2 l':t ·J L.IC~Jf{l w 
A JM ~l~AL ~C~~l ~F THE SALINITY DISTRiaUTION IN UPP~~ CHESAPEAKE SAY 
(ri ~ ~f 1~51 TECH KEP 54 
ln S~ ~A~~ oAY, MATn~MATICAL MODELS, SALl~ITY 
.)j~l ~~~o A~G~ JP 
STUJ!ES ur LA3Y~INTrlULA SPP. I~ CULTURE 
''I~> T-,E~>!S ICOLL n!LLIA"! AIIIO MARY I 
A~·JAi il. '<!C«C:;i<::,:.:;! ~'IS, EEL G..<.ASS, IIAtUNE FUNGI, PLANT PARASITES, 
VlK.3-l\i;.., 'J' .. A~I'\ r.lwi::<: 
J364 l96o oEA<. KL 
AGE .\\:J G.<c.,.lH Of THE t3LUEdACI<. HERRING ALOSA AESTIVALIS OUTCHILL) 
~IMS IHESIS IC0LL hlLLIA'1 ANU MARY! 
ALlSI:JS, 3LJE~~C~ HE~~ING, Gi<G~TH RATES, KAPPAHAN~GCK RIVER, SPA~NING, 
V 1.=<.,; f ~~ 1 A 
0365 197J C~[SAPEA~~ dAY COOLING ~ATER STUDIES GROUP, STEERING COMMITTEE 
RtPJ~T G~ RESEAKCH ACTIVITIES AND P~OPDSALS 
"11~CQG,;.. P.\t> 
AuMI\ISTK~TIV~ AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COOLING ~ATER, ELECTRIC PO~ER 
P~J00 .. Tlj~, PJwEK ~LA~TS 
0366 19~8 ~UKR~LL VG JK 
cCOLGGICAL ~IG~IFICANCE uF A CTENOPHORE, MNEHIOPSIS LciDYI lA. AGASSIZ), 
IN A ~~~rl ~uKSEKY GROUND 
~I~S TMtSIS ICOLL ~lLLIAM AND MARY) 
CTC:NiWr<c;t<b, ECOLOGICAL lMPACT, PLANKTON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
J3b1 1~~~ FE~G SY 
E~ULOGI~AL AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF NEMATOPSIS OSTREARUM, A 
SPJKUZUAN PARASITE OF THE OYSTEK ••• IN LO~ER CHESAPEA~E ~AY AND ITS 
lklt:IUTf<w.lcS 
~~~> TH~SIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
A~IMAL PAftASITES, CHESAFEA~E dAY, JAMES RIVER, UYSTEMS, PARASITISM, 
P~~TUZ~A, YORK RIVER 
J3bd 1~7J VIRGINIA MAMINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
Of S I G;;A Tl uN OF NATURAL OYSTER ROCK IN NOMINI AND CUkRIOHAN SAY, 
nL~TMJ~~LA~O COUNTY 
MINUit~ uf MEETINGS, 23 JJNE, 2~ JULY 
~tJ. UNvlK wATEk, CHESAPEAKE aAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
4& 
0369 1970 VIRGINIA MARINE ~ESOURCES COMMISSION 
DREDGING OF CHANNEL IN aUSHY PARK CREEK !RAPPAHANNOCK RlVERJ 
MINUTES GF MEETINGS, 21 JANUAKY 1 23 JULY 
DREDGI,..G, RAPPAHANr,OC.K Rl\lf:R, ~IPAkiAN KIGHT.>, VIRGINIA 
037~ 1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
EXTENSION OF FENCES bELOw MEAN LD• ftATER, OCEANVIt., NCKFOLK, VI~GINIA 
HINJTES Of HEETI~GS, ze APRIL, 23 JJLY 
BEACHES, CHESAPtA~t gA~, o<.ECREATION FACILlTit~, RIPARIAN ~IGHT5 
03.71 1970 Vlii.GINIA MARINE f<.E50Ut\C.ES COM,..ISSlON 
DISPOSAL GF 5Pull IN CUNNtCTIG~ WITH MARINA IHP~OVE~ENT, FISH~RIIAN'S 
CREEK, lliTLE CRtt~, CHESAPEAKE tiAY 
MINUTES Of MEETI~G5, Z7 O~TUBEK, 24 ~G~EMBER 
CHESAPEAKE 3AY, DREDGING, MARI~AS, SPOIL ~ANKS 
0372 1970 VIKGINIA ~ARINE RESOURCES COHMISSIGN 
DISPOSITION Of PUtiLIC LA~ 8H-j0~ 11~64 COM FISH RES AND UEV ACll FUNDS 
MINUTES OF MEETINGS, Zo APkiL 
CLAMS, FINA~CING, OYSTERS, ii.ESEAKCh AND DEVELOP~ENT 
0373 1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
NORTH ANNA DAM PROJECT 
MINUTES OF MEETI~GS 1 24 MARCH 
DAMS, HYD~OtlECTkiC. Pu~EK, PAMUNKtY RIVEK, VIRGI,..IA 
037~ 1970 MARKLE OF, G~ANT GC 
THE SUMMER FOOD HABITS OF YOUNG-OF-THE YEAR STRIPEU BASS IN T~EE VIRGINIA 
RIVERS 
CHES SCI 11, 50-54 IVIMS CONTRIB 3211 
FOOD HAdiTS, JAMtS RIVER, RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER, STRIPED bASS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVEt\ 
0375 1969 CONES HN JR, HAVEN OS 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHKYSAORA ~UINQUECIRRHA IN THE YORK RIVER 
CHES SCI !0, 75-84 IVIMS CONTRIB 3131 
SALT TOLERANCE, SEA NETTLES, SEASO,..AL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, YOK~ RIV:R, 
SCYPHOZOA 
49 
0 37 t. 1 96 3 ~tDFF MAN RA GGJ~AOS, St'EHMATIC DUCTS, AND SPERHATOGENtSlS IN THE REPitOOUCJJVE SYSTH4 Of 
~\Ali: TGAUt-1 SH ••• 
C.Ht:::O ~C.I 4, Z1-29 ICONTRlS a5, NATUR ttESOURCES IN!>T• MD UNIVl 
BLHHIL rAU;,A, dhEi::OlNG, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH., REPI!.fJDUCTlON 
037! 1965 HAVEN US 
SUPPle~cNTAl fEEDING OF OYSTERS WITH STARCH 
CHE~ SCI o, 4J-j1 IVIHS CUNJRIB 1661 
rU~uSr ~YSitRS, ~HELLr!SHr STARCH 
OJ7d 19b5 ANUREWS JO 
INFECTION ExPE:J<IMENTS IN NATURE WITH OERMOCYSTlDIUH MARlNlJitl IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
LHt:S SCI 6 0 b0-&7 IVIMS CONTRIB 1721 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESA~EAKE BAY, DERMUCYSTIDIUM, OYSTtRSr PATHOGENIC 
FUNGI 
0379 1965 RJCHAKDS CE 
AVAILABILITY PATTERNS OF MARINE FISHES CAUGHT BY CHARIER BOATS OPERATING 
OFF VIHG1NIA'S eA~TEKN SHORE, 1955-1962 
LH[S SCI o, 9o-lvti IVIMS CONTRI~ 1o4J 
C.AlCH, fASTtKN SHURE lVA-HDlo SPORT FISHING 
0380 1~64 HICKS SO 
TILJAL wAVE CHARACTERISTICS OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
CHES SCI :.., ilH-113 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, TIDAL WATERS, TIDES, WAVES {WATER) 
J3B1 1Y&4 MCMAHON JW 
MON:JGENETIC TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FJS.HES. f'ART 2. THE 
SUPERFAMILY OICLIOOPHOROIDEA 
CHE~ SCI 5, 1L4-13J IVIMS CONTRIB 1611 
C.Ht$APcAKE BAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
03~l 1~&5 ZAN~V~LD JS, BARNES WO 
klP<\OOUUlVE PERIOOICJTJES OF SOME BENTHIC ALGAE IN lOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
L HE; SL I o, 17-3 2 
Alt;AE, bcNIH-IC FLORA, (HESAPEAKE BAY, REPRODUCTION 
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0383 1963 MCMAHON JW 
MDNOGENETIC TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES. PART 1. THE 
SUPERFAMiliES CAPSALOIDA PRICE, 1936 AND OICLIOOPHOROIDA PRICE, l93o 
CHES SCI 4, lSl-160 IVJMS CONTRIB 1531 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY~ FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
0384 1963 MASSMANN WH 
SUMMER FOOD OF ..JUVENILE AMERICAN SHAD IN VIRGINIA WATERS 
CHES SCI 4, 167-171 IVI~S CONTKJB 1521 
AMERICAN SHAD, FUOD HABITS, JUVENILE FISHES, ViRGINIA, 
0385 1963 FRISoiE CM, RITCHIE DE JR 
SPORT FISHING SURVEY OF THE LO~ER POTOMAC ESTUARY, 1959-19b1 
CHES SCI 4, 175-191 ICUNTRI8 250, NATUR RESOUKCES INST, MD UNIVl 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, POTOMAC RIVER, SPORT FISHING 
03B7 1969 MORGAN RP 11, STROSS RG 
DESTRUCTION OF PH~~OPLANKTON IN THE COOLING WATER SUPPLY Of A STEAM 
ELECTRIC. STATION 
CHES SCI lOo lb~-ii1 ICONTR!B 399, NATUK kESUURLES INST, UNIV MDI 
COOLING WATER, EL~CTKIC PUWERPLANTS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON 
THERMAL PlJLLUi ION ' 
u392 19b7 UNITED STATES GEOlOGICAL SURVEY 
ESTIMATED SJKEAM DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US GEOL SURV MONTHLY RELEASE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE !WATER), MARYlAND, PENNSYLVANIA SAlT BAlANCE, 
VIRGINIA • 
0393 1971 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES Of PHILADELPHIA 
OUTLINE OF RIVER AND ESTUARY STUDIES IN POTOMAC .Si.JVER, PATUXENT RIV£R 1 AND 
CHESAPEAKE SAY CARRIED OUT BY THE LIMNOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE IWATEHlr ELECTRIC POWERPLANTSr EUTROPHICATION, 
MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC KIVER, SHELLFISH 
0394 1963 HOFFMAN RA 
ACCESSORY GLANDS AND THEIR DUCTS IN THE t!.EPROOUCTIV£ SYSTEM Of THE MALt 
TOAOFl SH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 30-37 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE F ISHo RE:PRODUC T ION 
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03~5 l9a3 MEANLEY B, WEBB JS 
"<ESf I ·'lG ECOLOGY At~IJ KEI'ROOUCTIVE RATE LlF THE RED-ioiiNGED lllACKBIRD IN TiDAl 
MA~5t1ES Uf THE Uf'Pi:K CHE~APEAI'-E BAY REGION 
CHES SCI 4(2) 1 9U-lUO 
BI~JS, BREEUI~G, CHESAPEAKE BAY, NESTING, REPRODUCTION 
J396 1974 ~OOKE CA 
Ah ~XPt~IMENTAL STUDY UF HABITAT SELECTION BY JUVENILES UF SIX SPECIES OF 
S~I~FNIUS FUUND I~ THE LO~EK YUkK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VI~S IH~~lS IC0LL wiLLIAM AND MARYI 
A;,:.JkV~CUS I-ISH, f-ISH PGPULAliOI'.So HABITATS, JUVENILE FISHES, VIKGINIA, 
Y;jt{l( Fl VEi\ 
JH! l'J">3 SCH~<;ARTZ FJ 
THe oAkk[LfiSH I-ROM ~HeSAPEAKE dAY AND THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, WITH 
COM~ENTS UN ITS LOOGtOGKAPHY 
CHES ~CI 4( 31 1 14/-149 ICJNfKIB 236, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV HOI 
LH"SAP[AKt JAY, OiSTKI5UllO~, MARl~E FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC !liGHT 
0396 l~6j BIGGS Rd 
THt S~~IMlNT~ OF CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
IN AMtK ASS ADVANCtM~NT Of SCI, ESTUARIES, P.L39-260 
CHEMICAL STRATIFILAIIUN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEDIMENTATION 
039~ 1955 JURI rlV 
Ol~TRiou!IJN OF SUSPENDeD MATERIALS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
J MAK KE~ 14 1 47-62 (~HES BAY INST LONTRIB 221 
LH~SAPEAKE 8AY, ~~ASUNA~ DJSTRIBUTI8N, SESTUN, SUSPENDED LOAD, TU~diDlTY 
J4J1 1965 HANKS RW 
tffECT uF METALLIC ALUMINUM PARTICLES UN OYSTERS AND CLAMS 
LHI:S SCI 6 1 146-149 
ALJMINUH, CLAMS, OYSTERS 
d4<L' 19&~ RAWLS CK 
fiELD TbTS OF HERBICIDE TOXICITY TU CERTAIN ESTUARINE ANIMALS 
<.tiES SLI "• 1~0-lol !CONTRio 290 1 NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE bAY, HERBICIDES, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 2o4D 
J•O• 1961 ~OwMAN TE 
IHF Cl,PEPdJ GENUS ACAKTIA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
LrlL~ o~l L, ~Ob-L07 
Lhl~~PtA~t dAY, C8PEPUOS, DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
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0405 1962 HOPKINS SH 
DISTRIBUTION Of SPECIES OF CliONA (BORING SPONGEJ ON THE EASTERN SHOK.E OF 
VIKGINIA IN RtLATION TU SALINITY 
CHES SCI 3, 121-124 
BENTHIC fAUNA, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MOJ, PREDATION, SALINITY, TUhaiOITY 
0406 1951 POLLAK HJ 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM wUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 3 
CHES BAY lNST, JuHN~ HOPKINS UNIV 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPtAKc dAY, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEULUGlC 
INVESTIGATIUNS, ON-~ITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
0407 1952 BURT WV 
!NSHQRE SU~VEY PRG~KAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS ~EPORT NU. 4 
CHES bAY lNST, JOHN~ HOPJ<-INS UNIV 
BATHYMETRY, BOTTGM ~EOIMENT~, LHESAPEAKE BAY, C~UISES, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, YORK RIVER 
0408 1952 BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 5 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
0409 1952 BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM UUARTERLY PROGRESS REPURT NO. o 
CHES BAY INST, JUHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BOTTOM SEDIMENT~, CHESAPEAKE BA¥, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA CuLLE~TIONS 
0410 1971 ANDREWS JD 
FISH FOR BEAUTY IN DISMAL SWAMP ••• 
VA J SCI 22 1 5-13 
CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, F~E~HWATER FISH, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, WILDLIFE, 
DISMAL SWAMP INC-VAl 
0411 1973 BARD H, KNITCHKOFF R 
A STOCHASTIC HODEL FOR THE JAMES 
VA POLYTECHNIC INST, WATeR RESOURCES RES CENTER, BLACKSBURG, VA 
COMPUTER MODELS, FRESH~ATER, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, HODEL 
STUDIES, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, STATISTICAL MODELS, VIRGINIA, wAlE~ TEMPERATURl 
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u4lL l~bb SHA~ rlN 1 M~kRILL AS 
SeTTING ANu GKOwTH OF THE AMERICAN OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA, ON 
~AYIGATI~~ ~U0YS I~ THE LUWEK LHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAf SHELLrlSH ASS, PROC ~bll~b6l,b7-72 
BU0YS 1 CHESAP~AK~ dAY, GNU~TH RATES, OYSTERS 
0415 1~6d COULTER Jo 
MA~tNE 3ri!PP!Nu INDUSTRY -- EFFECTS AND IMPACTS ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
I~ ~OVEM~GK 1 5 LO~~EK~NCE ON CHESAPEAKE tlAY, WYE INST, SEPT 12-13 1 
P.U7-bJ 
CHt~APEAKE uAY, SE.AGE u!SPOSAL, SHIPS, SOLIU WASTES, WASTt DISPOSAL 
0416 1968 MCHUGH JL 
FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
IN GOVEKiiUK'S COW- UN C.HtS BAY, WYE lNST, SEPTEMBER l2-l3r P.l35-160 
C.AICH, CHESAPEAKE oAY, COMMERCIAL fiSHING, FISHERIES, SPORT FISH 
0417 l96o BREHMER ML 
MAN AND THE dAY 
IN GOV~kNuK'~ CONF ON CH~S BAY, WY~ INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13, P.161-lb6 
(.H~~AP[AK~ bAY, WA5T~ TKE~lMENT. WATER POLLUTION CUhTkULo ~ATER RESOURCES 
DE:\IELDPMENT 
J41B 196H SPARKS RM 
INOUSTRIAL ANU URBAN ACTIVITIES 
IN GUVEKNL~'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~YE INST, SEPT 12-13, 
P.l03-l(i7 
C.H~SAPEAKE BAY, INDUSTRIES, URBANIZATION 
J419 l96B ElLIS SP 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SHORELINE AND ISLANDS FOR RECREATION 
IN GUVEKNOR'S CONF ON CHES dAY, WYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13, P.109-llJ 
oUATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ISLANDS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION 
F-AC.ILI TIES 
0420 1968 KOLESSAR ~A 
IHE STATU~ OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY AND HODEL 
IN GOVlMNUR'S CONF ON CHES BAY, WYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13t P.ll5-124 
UiESIIPEAKl HAY, HYORAULIC MODELS, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, WATER 
KE)UUkCES UEV~LUPMENT 
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0421 1968 CRONIN LE 
THE BIOLOGY Of THE CHES~PEAKE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERtNCE ON CHtSAPEAKE BAY, WYE INST, SEPT 12-13, P.75-BO 
BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, NEKTON, PLANKTG~ 
0422 1968 HALPIN WG 
MARINE SHIPPING INDUSTRY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INST, SEPT 12-13, P.83-B~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC IMPACT, PORT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, SPOIL JISPOSAL 
0423 1966 HANNING JH 
BAY fiSHERIES RESOURCES 
IN GOVERNUR•S I.UNf 01'1 CHtS BAY, WYE INST, SEPTEHBER 12-13, P.91-llll 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, C"AB INDIJSTFo.Y, OYSHR 
INDUSTRY 
0424 1968 UNIVERSITY Of VIRGINIA, OEPARTMENT Of CITY PLANNING 
LO~ER JAMES RIVER ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE STUOY 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 
JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
0425 1968 wOLMAN MG 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY--GEOLOGY ANO GEOGRAPHY 
11'1 GOVERNOR'S CONF ON CHES ~AY, wYE IN~T, SEPTEH8tR 1~-13, P.7-4o 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, PLEISTCCENE EPUCH, SEDIMENTATION kAlES, 
SUS~UEHANNA RIVER 
0426 1968 PRITCHARD Dw 
CHtMICAL ANO PHYSI~AL OCEANOGRAPHY LF THE BAY 
IN GOVE~NDK'S CONF UN CHES BAY, wYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13t P.49-J~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, EtfLUEI'ITS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEwA~E 
EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
0427 1971 CHESAPEAKE BAY fOUNDATION 
THE BAY AND THE BAY FOUNDATION 
CHES REP, JUNE 1971 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION 
0428 1971 HEINLE DR, HAMILTON DH 
SUMMARY Of DOCUMENTS RELATED TO RESEARCH NEEDS ON CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BIOL LAB, MD UN1V (REF 71-251 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE UAY, PLANNING 
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0430 196a BLANCHAKD FS, STONE WT 
A CKUI~I~G GUIOt TO THE CHESAPEAKE 
DOOJ, MEAD A~D COMPANY, NEW YORK 
JG4TING, CHE~APEAKE BAY, HARuORS, NAVIGASLE RIVERS 
0411 1970 RICHAKOS Ct~ CASTAGNA M 
MAKINE ri~HES OF VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE (INLET AND MARSH~ SEASIDE 
WA Ttl{ S) 
CH~S SCI 11, 235-248 IVIMS CONTkiB 364l 
EA~TEKN SHUKE IVA-MD), FISH MIG~ATIGN, MARINE FISH 
0432 1970 CHAMoERS JR ET AL 
LCCuRKENC~ OF LEPEhJJRA KJ~OTil IFOCKEl fCLADOCERAl IN VIRGINIA 
TRIJUTA~IcS uF CHE>APtAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 11, Lj5-2Di IVIMS CONTRIB 360l. 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTOMAC 
KI~Ek, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DJSTRIBUTJON, VIRGINIA, WATEkFLEAS 
0433 1971 HAMMOND AL 
~SF PkUUS SCIENTISTS TO COORDINATE BAY RESEARCH, BUT ACADEMIC RIVALRIES 
SNAG 8AOLY N~ED~D ~TUJIES 
SC.itNCt 1/d, 6.0-630 
CHeSAPeAKe BAY, INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PNGJECI PLANNING, KESEANCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITIES 
0435 1970 NITCHI~ Oc JK 
FV4LUATIU~ Uf GONADAL BIOPSY TECHNI~UE IN STRIPED BASS BASED ON TAGGED 
fl51i NETUI<NS 
CHE~ SCI ll, 210-2·15 ICOi'HKIS 430, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV HDJ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GUNADS, STKJPED BASS, TAGGING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
043& 1~71 KEkWIN JA 
ATLA~TIL SHONE SALT MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
AILA~TIC NATUK 26, 71-74 
MA~SH PLA~TS, SALT MARSHES, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
J4H 1971 HAI{TwELL E 
WHcKE~ITH VIKGINIA'S WETLANDS 
AMcK ~ATUK 26, 59-61 
All'IINIS TRAT IV!: AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
0438 1971 HOLDEN C 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 172, B25-B27 
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ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE HAY, CONSERVATION, MARYLAND, NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS, SHElLFISH, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 1 WATER POLLUTION 
0439 1970 UNITEU STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTE~IOR 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND ANU VIRGINIA 
IN NAT ESTUARY STUDY. VOL 3. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, P.65-112 
AOMINI~TNATIVE AGE~CIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATEK CuNSERVATION, wAlE~ 
HANAGEH!:NT IAPPLIEOI, wATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
0442 1967 TAYLOR WR, HUGHES JE 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY IN THE CHESAPEAKE 6AY DURING THE SUMMER OF 1964 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 34 1 67-1 
ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE dAY, DIURNAL, PHUTOSYNTHESIS, PLA~KTO~, PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING 
0443 1959 BRETSCHNEIDER CL 
HURRICANE SUKGt PNEOICTIONS FOR CHeSAPEAKE 8AY 
US ARMY CDKP~ OF ENG, ~ASH, UC, BEACH EROSION B~Ak0 1 MISC. PAP 3-5~ 
BEACH EROSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HU~kiCANES, TIDES, ~AVES I~ATEKl 
0444 196i:l WHALEY RC, TAYLOR wR 
A PLANKTON SURVtY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY U5JNG A CONTINUOUS UNDERWAY 
SAMPLING SYSTEM 
CHES dAY INST TECH RE~ 36 1 I{EF 68-4 
ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLAJES, PLANKTON, 
SALINITY, SAMPL lNG, WAHK TEMI'CRATURI:: 
04~5 1969 SPRAGUE V ET AL 
A NEW SPECIES OF PARAMOEBA (AHDEBIOA, PARAMOEBIDAEI PARASITIC IN THE CRAb, 
CALLINECTES SAPIOUS 
J INVERT PATHOL 14, lo7-l74 
CRABS, AMOEBAE 
04~7 1969 FARLEY CA 
PROBABLE NEOPLASTIC DISEASE OF THE HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM IN OYSTERS, 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA AND CRASSDSTREA GIGAS 
NAIL CANCER INST MONOGR 31 1 P.54l-555 
DISEASES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
044B 1927 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
F!5HES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
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uS oUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 210-216 
BRACKISH-wATER FISH, CH~SAPcAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXJNUMY, MARINE FISH 
v449 19l7 H!LOEaRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
.lSHtS UF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 216-234 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DISTkiBUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPURT fiSH 
0450 1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
FISHES u• CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. SUR FISH BULL 43 PART 1t P.23l-234 
BLUH ISH, DISTRibUT !UN, FISH TAXONDMYo .MARINE -FISH, SPOll.T FISH 
0451 1927 HILOEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BA¥ 
US dUR FISH BULL 43, PART lo 200-210 
CHESAPEAKt BAY, OISTRlriUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, ~RlN£ FISH 
0452 1~27 HILOFBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
FISHES Uf CHESAPt:AK E BA¥ 
U.S. ~Uk FISH BULL 43 PART lt P.208-209 
DISIRHH.if llJN, FISH TAXCNOMY, MARINE FISH 
0453 1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
riSHES UF CHESAPEAKE dAY 
u.S. BUR fiSH BULL -43 PART lo P.2Ll9-Zl0 
DISJRioUTIUNt fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0454 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
l-bt1ES OF CHESAPEAKE BA¥ 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 192-197 
bRACKISH-WATER fiSH, CHESAPEAKE ·6AY., DJ.STIUBUJ.lOih FISH JAXQNOMY, l'tARlNE: 
~l SH, MULLETS 
J4~~ ~~~7 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES UF CHE::iAPEAKE: BAY 
US llUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 197-1~9 
LHl·SAPLAKE BAY, OISHIBUTION 1 FISH TAXONOMY, MARIK£ fl~ 
045b 1927 HILDEBRAND ~Fo SCHROEDER wC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
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US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART I, 199-200 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTRIBUT!ON, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0457 1927 HILDEilRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 164-178 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPtAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONUM¥, 
FLATFISH, MARINE FISH 
0458 1927 HILDEBRAND SF~ SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 178-187 
BRACKISH-riATI:R FISH, CHESAPEAKE BA¥ 1 DISTRltiUTION, FISH TAXOI'iOI'iYo MARINE 
FISH, STICKLEBACKS 
0459 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 4J, PART 1o 187-192 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BA¥, DISTRIBUJION, ~ISH TAXuNUMVo MARINE 
FISH, SILVERSIDES 
0460 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1 1 151-152 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRI~UTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE fiSH 
0461 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BA¥ 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 152-154 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHtSAPfAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
0462 1927 HILDE.SRAND SF, SCHROEDER W.C 
FISHES Df CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, ~34-145 
BRACK I SH-oiATER F 1 SH, CtiESAP.EAKE BA'Yo J)l SHtl BUT.ION, fISH TAXON OK¥, 
KlLLiflSHES 
J46l 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES UF CHESAPtAKE BAY 
S9 
US 6UR fiSH bUll 43, PART 1, 145-147 
Bf..ACKISH-r;ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE: BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
0464 1921 HILDEuRAND Sf, SCHROEDER we 
FISHE~ UF CHESAPEAKE dAY 
US dU~ FISH BULL 43, PART 10 147-151 
BKACKISH-riATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
fiSrl 
0465 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BU~ FISH BULL ~J, PAKT 1, 129-130 
CATfiSHES, CHESAPEAKE dAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
046o 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES UF CHESAPEAKE dAY 
US BUR FISH tlULL 43, PART 1, 130-131 
CH~SAPEA~E bAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0467 1927 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEOI:R ~C 
FISHES GF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH bUll 43, PART 1, 132-134 
CHESAPtAKf dAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESH~ATER FISH, PIKE, TROUT 
0461.1 1'12 7 HI LUL tlR.A~D S"f, SCHROEDI::R we 
fiSHt~ Uf CHeSAPEAKE BAY 
US 13UR fiSH BULL 43, PART 1 1 117-120 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRibUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESH~ATEK FISH, SUCKERS 
~469 1~21 HILOE~RAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE~ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US ~UR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 12D-127 
LAK?, CHI::SA~EAKE bAY, DISTRIBUTION, F!SH TAXONOMY, fRESHWATER FISH 
"147~ 1427 HILD~DRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
I ISHI::~ Uf CHI::SAPI::AKE BAY 
U~ dUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 127-129 
BKACKISH-~ATER riSH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
f I oH 
0471 1927 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES UF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
60 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 102-105 
ANADROMOUS FISH, ATlANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE SAYo ~GMMERCIAL FISH, 
OlSTRIBUTIUN, FISH TAXUNO~Y, HERRINGS 
0472 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHRuEOER WC 
FISHES OF LHESAPI::AKE o4Y 
US IJUR FISH BUll 43, PART 1, 108-111 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
0473 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER wC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEA~E BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 85-1.19 
ANAOKOMUUS FISH, oLUtdACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAl FISH, 
OISTKidUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, HERRI~GS 
0474 1927 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER ~C 
fiSHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUK FISH BULl 43, PART 1, 89-93 
ALE~IYES, CHESAPEAKE dAY, COMME~ClAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
HERRINGS 
0475 1927 HILOI::BRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH BULL 43, PAkT 1, 93-100 
AMEKICAN SHAU, ANAOROMUUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
OISTRIIJUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
0476 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 77-7B 
BRACKISH-wATER fiSH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FRESHwATER FISH, GARS 
0477 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE: BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 78-BO 
BRACKISH-WATtR fiSH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MA~INt 
FISH 
04ld 19~7 HILDt&~AND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPeAKE dAY 
61 
US dUM FISH BULL 43, PART 1r 81-115 
Af,t.lJROMOUS FISH, CrlcSAPEAI<.E 8AYr Ct;MJIERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, HERRINGS 
0479 1927 HlLDEtiRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE dAY 
US JUk FISH BULL 43, PART lr 44-54 
CHESAPeAKE BAY, DISTRiuUTIONr FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SHARKS 
0480 19L7 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FJSHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1r 55-72 
Ci~ESAPEAKE bAY, DbTRltlUTIUNr FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SKATES 
0461 J.927 HILDE8RAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE tiAY 
US dUK FISH BULL 43, PAKT lr 72-77 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DlSTRlBUTlON, FISH TAXDNOHYo MARINE FISH 
0482 1927 HILOfBRANO SF, SCHROEuER WC 
FISHES 0~ CHESAPEAKe dAY • 
US bUR fiSH ~ULL 43r PAKT 1, 8-32 
CHt~APcAKE dAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FlSHEkiES• MARINE FISH 
0~83 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES 0~ CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US ~UK FISH BULL 4j, PART 1, ~2-43 
AWUATI~ A~IMALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION 
v43~ 1927 HILOtBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U~ ~UK FISH BULL 43, ~ART lr 43-44 
A.~A:)KOMLJU~ FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 DISTRIBIJTIONr LAMPREYS, "ARINE FISH 
o .. a:; hii ·tui.oi:aRAND s.=~· SCHROED£.R lliC 
fiSHES Uf CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U~ LlUR fiSH BULL 43, PART 1, 234-236 
LH~~AP~AKE dAY, COLJIA 1 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT 
·t· 1 ;,oi 
0486 1927 HILOEBRANO Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
62 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PAkT lo 236-238 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTlOI\;, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHwATER FISH 
0487 1927 HILDE6;lAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH !lULL 43, PART l, 23d-244 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH JAXI}NOMYr fKESH~o;ATER fiSH, SUNFISHES 
0~88 192 7 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
I:IS BUR FlSH BULL 43., PART io 2~4-2"t7 
.6RACKISH-WATEK FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMERCIAl FISH, lllSTi<lBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPORT FISH, WHITE PERCH 
0489 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER -IIC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lo 247-249 
ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAK£ BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, Fi~N 
TAXONOMY, SPORT fiSH, STRIPED BASS 
0490 1~27 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
US BUR FJSH ilULL 43, PAkJ lo 25D-2SJ 
BRACKISH-~ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISJIUBUTION, FISH JAXONUHY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
0491 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDeR WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE B~Y 
US BUR Fl SH BULL 43, PAR J l, 253-2i>.8 
CHESAPEAK.t: BAY. DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MAII.!Nf: FISH 
0492 1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
FlSHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. BUR FISH BULL ~3 PART lt P.255-256 
D.ISTKIBUflON, FISH JAXONOHYJ M-ARINE FISH 
0493 1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. BUR FISH BULL 43 PART 1, P.256-257 
01 STRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOH-Yo KARINE FISH 
0494 1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
FISHtS OF CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
63 
U.S. BUR FISH BULL 43 PART 1, P.2;7-261 
DISTkiBUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0495 1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHRuEDER 
FISHeS OF CHESAPEAKE dAY 
U.S. uU~ FISH BULL 4j PA~T 1, P.2o1-£68 
OI~TRloUTiuN, FI~H TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0496 1927 HlLOEB~ANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE~ OF LHES~PcAKE BAY 
US tiUK FISH oUll 43, PART 1, 261-265 
CHESAPEA~E dAr, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, 
~CUP 
0497 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Or CHESAPEAKE dAY 
US BU~ FISH dULL 43, PART 1, 269 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, UISTRitiUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
049d 1927 HILDEJRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES UF LHESAPtAKE dAY 
US dUR FISH BULL 43, PART l, 269-271 
CHESM'tAt<.f: dAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
049~ 1927 HILDEBRAND S~, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US ~UR FISH BULL 43, PART lr 271-305 
BRALK!SH-riATEk FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL F1SH, DISTRIBUTIUN, fiSH 
T A XllNUMY 
J~UJ 1927 HILUEB~ANU Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES OF CHE~APEAKE BAY 
US JUK FISH BULL 43, PAkT 1, 271-276 
h~A~KISH-~ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
lAXUNUo'IY, SPOT 
~>U1 l~l/ HILDt~RANU SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US JUK ri~H BULL ~3, PART 1, 283-287 
t>;{.\LI'([>H-,.ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CO!tMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, 
Ul~lKibUTinN, FISH TAXONOMY 
0502 1921 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US dUK FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 296-299 
BRACKISH-~ATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPOTTED SEA TROUT 
0503 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL ~3, PART 1, 3UO-JO; 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRI.,UTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, GREY StA TROUT 
0504 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 305-312 
CHESAPEAKe ~AY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE fiSH 
D505 1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCH~OEUtR 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE dAY 
U.S. BUR FISH BULL ~3 PART 1, P.306-308 
DISTRibUTION, FISH IAXONGMY, MARINE FISH 
0506 1927 HILDEBRAND ANU SCHROEDER 
FISHES OF CHESAPEA~E BAY 
U.S. BUR fiSH BULL 43 PART 1, P.30B-309 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE fiSH 
0507 1927 HILDEBRAND ANO SCHROEDER 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. BUR FISH tlULl 43 PART 1, P.309-3ll 
DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
05D8 1927 HILDEBRAND ANU SCHROEDER 
fiSHES OF CHESAPEAKE ~A' 
U.S. ~UR FISH BULL 43 PART 1 0 P.311-312 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FiSH 
0509 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1 1 J1i-316 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONUMY, MARINE 
FISH 
0510 1927 HILDEBRAND ~f, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHeSAPEAKE BAY 
65 
US oUR FISH BULL 43r PAKJ 1, 316-317 
CHc~APEAKE ~AY, OISlRidUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, HARINE FISH 
0511 1~27 HILOEtiRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEA~E BAY 
US BUR FISrl BULL 43~ PART 1, 317-321 
CHESAPtAKE d~o~Y, illSTRIBUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT FISH 
0512 1927 HllDfdKAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISrlES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US dUR FISH BULL 4~, PART l, 321-322 
CHESAPtAKf: GAY, 01 ST ~lBUTIUr., f l SH TAXONOMY r MARl NE FISH 
0513 1927 HILU~BRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSrlES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US ~U~ fiSH BUll 43, PART 1r 322-32B 
CHf:SAPEAKt BAYt DISJRIBUTJON, FISH TAXONOMY, MARl~ FISH 
~514 1927 HlLUf:BRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Or CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH BULL 4j, PART 1, 328-329 
CHESAP[AKE BAY, UlSTRibUTlON, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0515 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCH~OEDER WC 
flSliES GF CHeSAPEAKE BAY 
US dUR FISH DULL 43, PAKT 1, 329-353 
BRACKI~H-wATEk FISH, CHESAP~AKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH fAXONOHY, MARINE 
f I Sfi 
OS16 192/ HILDeBRAND ANO SCHROEDER 
FISHeS 0~ CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. BUR ~ISH BULL 43 PART 1, P.33Z-335 
"ki\Cr<ISH-,.ATER FISH, illSTRIBUJlON, FISH TA.XONOHYr MAKINE FISH 
0~11 1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
~!SHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. BUR riSH BULL 43 PART 1, P.337-338 
UkA~Kl~H-~ATEk fiSH, OlSTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOHY, MARINE FISH 
0518 1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
66 
U.S. BUR FISH BULL 43 PART 1, P.339-340 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0519 1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. BUR FISH BULL 43 PART 1, P.339-340 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRibUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0520 1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. BUk FISH BULL 43 PART 1, P.351-353 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, DISTRibUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE fiSH 
0521 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1r 353-354 
CHESAPFAKE BAY, DISTRibUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
0522 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
fiSHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH BUll 43, PART I, 3~4-355 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DJSTRJBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE fiSH 
0523 1967 NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION 
SUMMARY, ECUNOMIC BASE STUDY, CHESAPEAKE BAY DRAINAGE uASINS 
loiASHINGTON, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECUNOHIC PREDICTION, POPULATION OYr.AMICS 
0524 196d UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE iNTERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES AS RElATED TO .JiiATER f>DLLUTION, CHESAPEAKE B-AY 
AND TRIBUTARIES 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, BUR SPURT FISH AND WlLOLIFEr ATLANTA, G~ORGIA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL E:FFECTS, WATER MkNAGEMi:NT IAPPLJEO), l'lATEt< 
POL!.UTION, WATER QUAL.IJY CONTROL 
0526 1968 JR I DENT ENGINHK ING ASSOCIATES, INC.ORI'O&A TEO 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
ANNAPOLIS, MD !CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FED SCI AND TECH INFOkM NO PB 11~-~~~~ 
AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH ERuSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARBOK~, ~EA NllfLE~J 
URBAN.IZATI ON, WATER POLLUTION, ·WATE:R RESOURCES OEVELuPMf:NT, WHLAND~ 
67 
0527 197U TAYLOR I'IR PLANKTUN ECOLOGY PROJECT STATION OATA, AESOP CRUISES, 1-12, APRIL 1969 TO 
MAi{CH 1970 
CHES ~AY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 16t REF 70-6 
CHES4PEAKE oAY, CKUISES 1 HYDROLOGIC DATA, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, 
SAMPLING 
0529 1970 aOSCH HF, TAYLOR WR ECOLOGY Of POOU~ POLYPHtMOIOES !CRUSTACEA, BRANCHIPOOA) IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
SAY 
CHES ~AY INST TECH KEP b& CHESAP~AK~ dAY, CRU~JACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL OISTRldUTION 
0533 1971 HARGIS WJ JR kEStAt<CH IJ'4 CHESAPEAKE BAY AND CONTIGUOUS WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
UF frlE Vlt<GIN!AN SEA 
VIMS SPc~ SCI KcP 4~ C~ESAPEAKl BAY, JAMES RIVER, MANAGeMENT, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECTS, YORK RIVER 
0~34 1957 CRGNIN LE ET AL 
A PARTIAL BI3LIOGRAPHY Of THE GENUS CALLINECTES 
VIMS SPEC ~Cl REP 8 
bldLIOGRADHI~S, CHESAPEAKE BAY, BLUE CRAB 
0535 1969 PERKINSON WJ ET AL 
!HE CHESAPEAKE AT BAY 
kfPRINfED ~ROM THE BALTIMORE EVENING SUN 
c.t•ESAHAKt BAY, lHERMAL .POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER USERS 
0';37 19&9 ROSEIIIFIELD A ET AL 
CUMPht<ISDN Ur THE FINE STRUCTURE Of SPORES OF THREE SPECIES Of MlNCHlNIA 
!HAPLOSPORIOA, HAPLOSPORIDIIDAEI 
J PARA~ITUL 55 1 921-941 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, MSX 1 OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SPORES 
l'ii.>' SAWYeR fK 
f'«EL 1<~1 NAi<Y STUDY OF THE EPIZOOTIOLOGY AND HOST-PAK.ASITE Rt:LATIONSHIP OF 
f'AKAMUt~A 5P. IN THE ~LUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIOUS 
NAT ~HELLFI~rl ASS, PROC 59, 60-64 l.Ht~Af'LoiKE: BAY, CRAoS, EASH:KN SHORE IVA-MD), MORTAllTYr PARASITISM, 





19b9 SHAIII loiN 
OYSTER SETTING IN T~O ADJACENT TRIBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE tiAY 
AHER FISH SOC, TRANS 9& 1 309-314 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OY~TER INOU~TRY, OYSTER SETTING 
1967 SHAW WN, GRIFFITH GT 
EFFECTS UF POLYSTkEAM AND DRILLEX UN OYSTER SETTING IN CHESAPEAKE dAY AND 
CHINCOTEAGUE BAY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS 1 PROC 57(19671 1 17-23 
CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE bAY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1973 WILLIAMSON AN 
A TECH~lQUE FOR INTE~PRETATION Of kULTISPECTKAL REMOTE SENSOR DATA 
NTI S-~-73-31312 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTER PKOGRAMS, OATA COLLECTIONS, DATA PRUCES51NG, PATH 
OF POLLUlANTS, REMOTE SihSING, SATELLITES (AnTIFICIAL), SOLAR RADIATION, 
TURBIDITY, wATEK ~UALITY 
0544 196d HANKS RW 
BENTHIC CUMMUNITY FORMATION IN A NEioi M~R!NE ENVIRONMENT 
CHES SCI 9(31 1 1b3-172 
BENTHIC FAUNA, diGMASS, GROWTH RATES, MARINE ANIMALS, PONU~ 
0545 1970 CALDER DR 
NORTH AMERICAN RECORD OF THE HYDROIO PRUBOSCIUACTYLA ORNATA IHY0t<OZOA 
PKOBOSC!DACTYLIUAEI 
1 
CHES SCI 11, 130-140 (VlMS CONTRIB 3441 
DISTR13UT!ON, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVE!< 
0548 1966 STROUP EO, WOOD JH 
ATLAS OF THE DISTRidUTION Q~ TURSIOITYr PHOSPHATE, AND CHLOROPHYLL IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 19~9-1951 
CHES HAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, ANNAPOLIS, MD, GRAPHICAL SUMMARY REP 4 1 
REF 6&-1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS (WAJEK~AYS), MAPPING, PHOSPHAT~S, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, f~RBI0ITY, WATER TEMPEKATURE 
0549 1963 STROUP ED, LYNN RJ 
ATLAS OF SALINITY AND TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
1952-191>1 
CHES BAY INST, JUHNS HUPKINS UNIV, BALTIMORE, MU, bRAPHICAL SUMMARY RfP z, 
REF 63-1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAPPING, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
o9 
0550 1~70 FLEME~ DA 
PRU1ARY Pi<OOUC T ION IN THE -CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI Ll, 117-129 (CONTR ~17, CHES 6IQL LAB, Ni\"TUR RESOURCES 1NST 1 "140 
UilllVl 
CHESAPE~KE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PHOJOSYNTHESJS" P.Rl·MARY PRODUCTIVIJY 
0~51 19&o COUCH JA ET AL 
SPOf:ULATJON OF MlNCHINIA NHSONI ••• II!I CRASSOSTREA VlRGlNlCA IGMELHU 
SCieNCE 153!3743) ,1~29-1531 
MSX, OY~TcRS, PAKA~JTISM, HISTOLOGICAL lNVESTIGATlO~S 
0552 19&9 SIELING Fw ET AL 
OIO>TRillUTIJN OF SOME MlCROI'ARASITES IN OYSTERS FROM CHESAPEAIOE 8AY., 
l963-l9bb 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 59 
CHESAPeAKe dAY, MJCKOOKGANJSMS, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
0553 1962 fNGLE JB, ROSENFIELD A 
PKOGRESS IN OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES 
GULr CARIB FISH INST, PROC 15, NOV 1~62, P.1l&-l2~ 
CHEjAPcAKE dAY, MICROORGANISMS, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
0555 1970 WILSON RE 
A STUDY Uf- THE OISPERSlON AND fLUSHING Of WATER-BORNE MATERIALS IN THE 
NO~TH~EST G~ANCH OF dALTlHORE HARBOR ••• 
CHES ,\AY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, Tf:CH REP 6~, REf 70-3 
iJYE: KELEASES, HARdURSr MAHlEMAJlCAL HOOEU>, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
0555 197> FEISTER C, KARWEIJ M 
llA T A dANK I NVENTDRY. VOLUME II--CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 EDIUON 1, 1949 THROUGH 
19 70 
NTIS AD-761-lo4 
Cti>l.YSOPHYT A, UATA C01.LECJIONS., OAT.A STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, HYDROLOGIC 
UATA, OCEANOGRAPHY 
ll~~l 1971 ELDER RB 
THci .. I:F+ECT· IJF -tUJ.N-OFF fROM HURRICANE CAMIUE ON THE CONTINENTAL SHElf 
WATt:KS 01" THE CHf:SAPEAKE BIGHT 
VII-I!> THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
fl I ~ .... HAKGE (~<A HRJ , HURRICANES 1 JAMES Rl VER, SURfACE RUNOff, V IRGI·Nl A, YORK 
k I vl:-'l 
70 
0558 1971 MILLAR AE JR ET AL 
CLEAN WATER--AffLUENCE, INfLUENCE., EFFLUENTS 
ASEE-NASA LANGLEY RES CENTER AND Ol[i OOMINIOi\1 UNIY 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, wATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIED!, ~ATER QUALITY CONTROL 
0559 1971 PLEASANTS JB 
THE TIDAL JAMES--A REVIEW 
VIHS SRAMSUE 18 
ECONOMIC IMPACT, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMtS K1VEK, PROJECJS 1 
VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTKUL, ~ATER RESOURCES UEVELUPMtNT 
0560 1971 DlAZ RJ 
EFFECTS Of THERMAL SHOCK ON LARVAE Of THE OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIKGINICA 
IGMELINJ 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAl 
LARVAL GROWTH STAG£:, OYSTERS, THERMAL STRESS 
0561 1971 UNITED STATES Aii.MY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FINAL ENVIKONMENTAL STATEMENT, IASKINAS CREEK, JAMES CITY COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA . 
NORFOLK DISTRICT 
DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, RECREATION FACILITIES, VlkGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0562 1939 FERNALD Ml 
LAST SU~VIVORS IN THE FLOKA OF TIDEWATER VIRGINIA 
RHODORA 41, 465-574 ICONTRJB 126 GRAY HERB. HARVARD UNIVJ 
CLASSIFICATION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
0564 1971 ANDREWS S 
PLANKTON WATCHING IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNDERWATER NATUR 7, 17-25 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTON, PLANKTON NETS 
0565 1970 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT Of THE HOOKED MUSSEL, 8RACHIDONTES RECURYUS 
RAFINESQUE ••• 
NAT SHELLFISH -ASSo PROt .00, 86-94 (VH4S CONTRIB 336) 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MUSSELS, VIRGINIA. 
71 
J?bb 1970 MUNDAY ~G JR ET AL 
OIL SLICK MOTiON NEAR CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
~ATER kLSCUKCES BULL bi6J,d79-B84 IVIMS CONTRIB 3571 
lhESAPEA~E BAY, CURRENTS lwATEKit OILY WATER, POLLUTANTS, SURfACE WATERS, 
Wl~US 
05&7 1~38 FERNALD ML 
NOTE~UkTHY PLANTS OF SGUTHEASTEKN VIRGINIA 
RHilJOKA 40 1 3&4-485 ICUNT~ld 1Z3 GRAY HERB, HARVARD UNIVJ 
CLASSIFIC~TIUN 1 PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
05&~ i970 CALDER OK 
HYOKOIU AND YOUNG MEDUSA STAGES OF DIPURENA STRANGULATA IHYDKOZOA, 
CUKYNIDAtl 
BIJL bULL 138 1 lili-114 IVIMS CONTkiB 338l 
GkJ~TH STAGES, HYUKULUA, JELLYFISH, Lift HISTORY STUDIES, VIKGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
J5&9 1970 SANDIFER PA, VAN ENGEL WA 
MUDIOLUS OEMIS~us, A New HUST FOR THE OYSTER CRAB PINNOTHtRES OSTREUM IN 
VI~GIN!A 
VtLlG~K 1j 1 145-14b IVJMS CONTRIB 3471 
CkAoS, HUSTS, MU~SELS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, 
0570 1970 HA~~N DS, MORALES-ALAMO K 
FILTMATIU~ uf PARTICLES FROM SUSPENSION BY THE AMERICAN OYSTER C~ASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA 
810L GULL 139, l~8-Z64 IVIMS CONTRIB 35bl 
FILTKAT10N, fuOD HAdiT~, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
05/1 1~69 CALDER OR, BURRELL VG 
BKA~KI~H WATER HYDROMEDUSA MAEOTIAS INEXPECTATA IN NORTH AMERICA 
NATUkf 2Z2151~4J, &94-b95 IVIHS CONTRIB 3201 
Ol~!Klbu!ICN PATTERNS, HYUROZUA 1 PAHUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
0~/l 1970 LYNCH MP, HAR~ISON W 
Stu!MfNTATION CAuSED dY A TUBE-BUILDING AMPHIPOD 
J SEDIMENT PETROL MA~CH 1970, 434-436 IVIMS CONTRIB 3141 
AM~tiiP~UA, dlNTHIC FAUNA, BIODEPOSITION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
72 
0573 1969 WARINNER JE ET AL 
DISTRIBUTION Of JUVENILE RIVER HERRING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
SOUTHEASTERN ASS GAME ANO FISH COMH 1 23RD ANNU PROC 1969 1 384-38~ IVIHS 
CONTRIB 3£71 
ALE~IVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVEK 1 
SAMPLING 
0574 1969 MOENS PB, PERKINS FO. 
CHROMOSOME NUHBEk OF A SHALL PROTIST--ACCURATE DEIEkMINATION 
SCIENCE lb&, 1£89-1£91 IVIMS CONTRIB 3101 
CHROMOSOMES, PROTOZOA 
0575 1969 CAMPBELL RA 
AN UNUSUAL INFECTION OF PULYSTOMA NEARCTICU~ IPAUL,193~J 
VA J SCI lO, 174-115 IVIMS CONTRIB 343) 
ANIMAL PARASITES, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA, 
0576 1970 ELLISON RL, NJCHOLS MM 
ESTUARINE FORAMINIFERA FROM THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVtR, V!RulNIA 
CUSHMAN FUUNO FUk FURAM!NIFERAL RES, CONTKI3 £1111 1 1-17 (VlMS CUNTRIS 
2441 
BENTHIC FAUNA, FGKAMINIFEKA, RAPPAHANNCCK RIVtK 1 VJR~INIA 
0577 1964 BAILE¥ RS, HAVEN DS 
MILFOJL - A fRILLY ~EED THAT RUINS YOUR SPORT 
VA ~ILDLlfE 25131,14-16 
AQUATIC PLANTS, HERBICIDES, Z,6-DICHLUoENIL, VIRGINIA, 
0578 1965 CARTER R 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK AoUVE TIDE~ATER 
VA WILDLIFE 26161 1 17-19 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK, RIVERS, VIKGINIA 1 
0579 1971 ST PIERRE RA 
AGE, GROWTH, AND MORTALITY OF THE WHITE PcRCH ••• IN THE JAMeS AND YORK 
RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAl 
AGING IBIOLOGICALl, GROWTH RATES, JAMES KlVEk, MORTALITY, viR~INIA, ~HIIc 
PERCH, YORK RIVER 
73 
0580 1969 KI~GSTUN N ~T ALL 
STtJOIES UN LA VAL MUNOG~NEA OF FISH~S FROM THE CHESAP£AKE MY ARE:A 
J PAkASITGL 5 , o4~-55H (VIMS CONTKIB J05l 
FISH PAk~~ITE: , LAhVAL GROwln SJAGt, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0581 1~69 PEkKINS FO 
lLrCTkON J'IICRuSC.wPE STUD! ES OF SPOKULATION IN THE OYSTE·R PATHOGEN, 
M!NCHINIA COSTAL!> IS~ORGZOA, HAPLUSPOKIDA) 
J PARAS! TOL -55, c-,7-'o120 IV IMS CONTRI tl 3071 
ANIMAL PARASITES, LU:CTkON M!CtWSCOPY, JAMES RIVER, MICROORGANISMS, 
UYSTEKS, SPJkE:S, VIRGINIA 
0582 1969 HAY£N DS 
U:\IELS JF THE d[il.BICilJE DIUUAT IN HoD ES.tUARINE .IWI..LUSCS AND lN THE WATER 
AND MUD 
VA J SC1 20, 51-~j IVIMS LGNTKid 308) 
C~ESAP!OAKE tlAY, UIUUAI, HEKtllCIDES, OYSTERS, POTOAAi: RIVER, SOFT CLAM 
0583 1969 MANGUM CP 
LOw TEMPEKATUKE tlLUCKAGE OF THE FEEDING RESPONSE IN .BOREAL AND TEMPERATE 
Z6NE POLY~HAET~S 
CHES SCl 10, c't-u5 
I'OLYCHAETES, T c.i~Plk.:.TUf<E COt-;T~OL, VIRGINI.A, WORMS, YORK RIVER 
0~84 1969 LA~LER AR 
IJCCURRF.NCE Of THE POLYCLAD CO"UNADENA MUTA61LIS IVEIU<ILL, 1873) IN 
VIRGINIA 
CHE~ S~l 10, &~-67 IVIMS CONTRIB 302J 
DISTR lllUT JON, c)t STEi<S, PLATYHelMINTHES, 1/IRG.ll\IIA, 
0585 196':1 HARRI SU~ W 
lMPIRICAl E~UATIDNS fOR FORESHORE CHANGES OllER A TIDAL ~YCLE 
MAR GEOL 7, 529-~51 IVlMS CONTRIS 304) 
M:!ICH EKUSil!i<, M~THEHATICAL STUDIES, TIDAL EFFEClSt VIRGINIA, 
O~d6 1971 ORTH RJ 
uE~THI(. INFAUNA OF EELGRASS, ZOSTERA HAatNA~ &EDS 
VJMS THESIS IU~!V VAl 
A>JU.\TIC PLANTS, E:E-L GRASS, HABITATS, VIRGINIA~ YO&«. RlV.ER 
0587 191>8 GRANT GC, JOSEPH EB 
COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OF THE 1966 YEAR CLASS Of STRIPED BASS ••• IN THREE 
VIRGINIA RIVERS 
22 ANNU CONf SOUTHEASTERN ASS GAME AND FISH LOMM, PKOC 11966), 5D1-5u9 
IVIMS CONTRI~ 290) 
CATCH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPArlANNOCK RIVER~ STRIPED bASS, ViRGINIA, YOH.K RJVER 
0586 1969 CONES HN JR 
STROBILATION OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA POLYPS IN THE LAtlORATORY 
VA J SCI 20, 16-lti IVIMS CONTklB 2~71 
GROWTH STAGES. JELLYFl SH, kEPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK ~l·VEKt 
SCYPHOZOA 
0589 1974 TROUP 13N ET AL 
OX·IOATJON EFFECT ON THE ANALYSIS OF IRON IN THE INTERSTITIAL WAJi:k Of 
RECENT ANOXIC SEDIMENTS 
NATUkE 249, 237-2~9 
ANALYTICAL TECHNhiUES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONNATE WATtR, IRON, .NlTii.tJGE .. , 
OXIDATION, SAMPLING, SEDIMENTS .• WATE:-R POLLUTION SOURCES 
0590 1971 ORTH RJ 
OBSERVATIONS UN lHE PLANKTONIC LARVAE OF POLYDORA LIGNI WEBSTER 
IPOLYCHAETA, SPIONIDAEl IN THE YOR~ RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 12, 121-124 IVIMS CONTRlB 3761 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVA~, PLANKTON, POLYCHAETE$, VIR~INIA, YORK RIVER 
0591 1971 KERWIN JA, PEDIGO RA 
SYNECOLOGY OF A VIRGINIA SALT MARSH 
CHES SCI 1l, 125-130 IVIMS CONTRI6 397J 
CHeSAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRJtlUTlON, MARSH PLANTS, HOBJACK BAY, PLANT 
POPULATIONS, SALT MARSHES 
D592 1971 CHANLEY P, CASTAGNA M 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE STOUT RAZDJI. CLA"M, TAGELUS PLE6E:IUS SOLANOER 
ISOLECURTIDAE, BIVALVIA! 
CHES SCI 12, 167-172 IVlMS CONTRIB 3BOJ 
CHESAP~AKE BAY, CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
VIRGINIA 
0593 1971 KERWIN JA 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE fiDDLER CRAB IUCA MlNAXJ IN RELATION TU HARSH PLANTS 
WITHIN A VIRGINIA ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 12, 160-183 (VIMS CONTRIB 396.1 
CRABS, OISTkiBUTIONt MARSH PLANTS, ~IRGINIA, WE-T!.AtWS, YOR~ II.IVI:R 
75 
U5~4 19/0 UNIT£0 ~TATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEE~S 
k~VIEW OF MEPORTS ON YORK AND PAMUhKEY RJVERS, VIRGINIA 
r•OKFULK DISTRICT 
ADMINISTRATIVE DeCISIONS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGAble RIVEkS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0595 1~71 HARRISON~, FANG CS 
HYJ~UGRAPHY ANO HYD~UDYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. I. OXYGEN BALANCE AND 
DYc-T~ACtR STUDIES AT THE CONFLUENCE UF THE YORK, PAMUNKEY ••• 
VIM~ Si'A'~SOE 11 
CUI'IPUTt:K PKOGNAM~, DATA COllECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHt:MATICAl MUUt:LS, OXYl;cl'l DEMAND, VlNGlNIA, YORK KIVER 
J596 1966 PATTEN BC, LHA80T BF 
FACTuK!AL PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN A .SHALLOW ESTUARY--CHARACTERISTICS 
OF KESPLNSE SURFACES 
LHE.> SCI 7, lli-lJ6 IVIMS CONTR!il 224) 
ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PKODUCTIVITY, RESPIRATION, SAMPLING, 
VIRGII'IIA, YORK RIVEN 
0597 1966 PATTEN BC 
THE BIOCUEhETIC PROCESS IN AN ESTUARINE PHYTUPLA~KTON COMMUNITY 
U.S. NAT LAo, UAK RIU~E, TENN, ORNL-3946 IVIMS CONTRI8 1601 
CHLOROPHYLL, ~IVER51flLATION, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROGRAPHY, LA80RATORY TESTS, 
NUT~IENT~, ~HYIOPLANKTON, PROUUtTIVITY, SESTON 
0598 1961 HA~GIS wJ JR 
KESEARLH ON THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
~ATEK MANAGEMtNT I~ THE~OTOMAC ESTUARY, 3d-44 IVIMS CONTRI6 1071 
CHESAPEA~E HAY, CONSERVATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
( APPL H!Jl 
0599 1966 ELLIOTT HA 
DI5TRIBUTION Of RECENT OSTRACODA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
LiiEO. SCI 7, 203-207 IVIMS CUNTRIB 2361 
HKACKI5H ~ATER, NUTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
~!KGINIA, wATER CIRCULATION 
JD0D !~TO V!KGINIA DIVISION Of wATER RESOURCES 
KAPPAHA~NUCK RlVtR dASIN, COHPRtHENSlVE WATER RESOURCES PlAN 
PLANNING oULL 219 
AG~ICULTUKE, ECONOMICS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
KtCrl!:AT ION, RlVER tlASINS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
U~ VtLGPMtNT 
1b 
0601 1968 BOON JD 111 1 MACINTYRE wG 
THE BORON-SALlNlTY RELATIONSHIP IN ESTUARINE SEDIME~TS OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI ~. 21-26 IVII'IS CUNTkiB 2651 
BORON, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
0602 1965 ELLISON R ET AL 
DISTRIBUTION Of RECENT FORAMINIFERA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK KIVER ESTUARY 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 47 
DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRJ8UTION, ESTUARIES, FuRAM!NlrERA, RAPPAHANI'IUCK 
RIVER, SEOIHENTS 1 VIRGINIA 
0603 1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESUURLES 
YORK RIVEk BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WATER KtSOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 227 
CLIMATIC DATA, FLG~ CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNG~ATErl, HYUKJLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, RIVE~ tlASINS, SURf~CE KvhurF, VIR61NIA, YORK RlVEK 
0604 1961 PATTEN BC, LACEY JK 
DISTRIBUTION Of AMMONIA NITROGEN IN THE LOwER YORK k!VEk, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 25 
AMMONIA, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITRATES, STATIONS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVEN . 
0605 1966 PATTEN BC ET AL 
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION AND SINKING CHARACTEKISTICS UF SESTUN IN THE LOwER 
YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 20-29 I vI MS CONTi<l5 2091 
flUCTUATION, INOKGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC MATTER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SESTON, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0606 1963 PATTEN BC ET Al 
SUSPENDED PARTICULATE MATERIAL IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 44 
DATA COLLECTIONS, ENERGY BUDGET, SEDIMENT LOAD, SESTON, SUSPENSION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0607 1970 VIRGINIA DIVI~ION Of WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVt WATER RESOURCES PlA~ 
PLANNING bULL 225 
AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PKODUCTION, fUTURE PLANNING 
IPROJECTEOJ, GEOLOGY, GROUNDwATER, MINERALOGY, RECRtATIUN, SURFALE wATER~, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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J60U 1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER BASIN-COMPREHENSIVE WAT~R RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING bULL 22b 
AG~!CULTURE, ECONO~ICS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTKIES, POPULATION 
DYN~M!CS, RECREATION, TKANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0609 I96l PATTEN tiC, WARINNER JE 
SUMMARY OF DATA FKUM PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
V!MS SPEC SCI REP 22 
CHLUKUPHYL~, DATA COLLECTIONS, NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
06IO I969 SOUTH wU 
INVESTIGATION CF THE EFF~CT OF MILL WASTE ON wATER QUALITY IN THE PAHUNKEY 
ANll YUKi<. RIVERS 
TH~ CrieS CORP UF VA, WF.ST POINT, VA 
DIURNAL DISTRibUTIUN, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE 
ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, YORK RIVER 
061I I~/1 HARLESTON KR 
THE fEEUING OF CO~NSTARCH TO CLAMS AND MUSSELS 
V!HS THESIS IUNIV VA) 
CLA~S, MUSSELS, NUTRITION, STARCH, GLYCOGEN 
0612 1950 SeTTE 0~ 
~IOLOGY Or THE ATLANTIC MACKEREL ISCOMBER SCOMBRUSl OF NUKTH AHERlCA 
US FISH ANO WILULIFE SEKV FISH BULL 51 
b llJLlJC.Y, D 1 UKNAL U IST R !BUT ION, MIGRATION, SCHOOLS (FISH) 
0bi3 l96d UAVl~ J 
PlJT~NTIAL FOR AN INDUSTRIAL TRAWL FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
VJ. J SCI 19, 177 IVIMS CONTRIB 273) 
LOM~ERLIAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, SEASONAL 
U!STkiKUTlJN, TRAWLING 
Jbl4 I~71 CALDER Dk ET AL 
~I~LluGRAPHY ON THE SCYPHOZOA 
VIMS ~Pel SCI K~P 59 
tll t>Ll OGt{APH If~, HYDROZOA, SE:A NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
78 
0615 1970 POwER G 
CHESAPEAKE BAY IN LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
US FED WATER PULLUT CONTR ADMIN NO. 1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, ltGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE 
JURISDICTION 
0616 1969 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOuRCES DATA FOR VIRGINIA - !965-1969 
WATER RESOURCES D!V 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
0618 196I GRIFFITH RE 
PHYTOPLANKTON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONTkiB 172, CHES BIUL LAB, SOLOMON~, MD [ILLUSI 
AQUATIC MlCROOKGANl~MS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, SYST~MATICS 
0619 1966 HAKVILL AM JR 
RANGE EXT~NSIUNS ON THE M!OULE PENNINSULA OF VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI 17, 143-1411 
HISTORY, PLANTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, TREES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
'0620 1969 MARSHALL HG 
OBSERVATlUNS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE ELIZABeTH kiVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI 20, 37-39 
ELIZA~ETH RIVE:R, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
0621 1969 SPENCER RS, ROGERS WS 
THE MIOCENE-PLEISTOCENE UNCONFORMITY IN NORFOLK COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI 20, 19-21 
ELIZABETH RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PLE!~TOCENE EPOCH, 
VIRGINIA 
0622 1971 WARNER WW 
MORE PLENTIE OF FOWLES 
ATLANTIC NATUR 26, 99-107 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~ATER BIRDS, WAT£RFOWL 
0623 1969 SHANHOLTZ Ml 
ANNUAL REPORT DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
VA DEP HEALTH, RICHMOND, VA 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENLIES, STATISTICS 
Jb24 1470 SHANHOLTZ Ml 
ANNUAL KEPOKT 1970 
79 
VA JEP HEALTH, RICHMOND, VA 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, STATISTICS 
0625 1941 ANOREWS E 
C.KAtl PrlT CUNSTRUCTIUN-CHESAPEAKE BAY TYPE 
Us FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV FISH LEAFL 2b2 
CRA8 INUU~TRY, CKAdS, FISHING GEAR, TRAPPING 
0626 194~ ANOKE~S E 
THE "dOd" M~THOD OF PICKIN~ BLUE CRABS 
US FISH AND WILDLIF~ SEKV FISH LEAFL 276 
CKAd INDU~TRY, CRAaS, SHELLFISH 
0627 l~4d ANDRE~S E 
TKJTLINE CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 
US Fl~H AND WILDLIFE SEKV FISH LEAFL 291 
CRAo INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR 
062H 1919 CHURCHILL EP JR 
LIFE HISTORY OF THE BLUE CRAB 
US dUK FISH BULL (1917-1Y18l 36 1 91-128 
C~AoS, vRJwlH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPROUUCT!UN 
0629 l~6j WILLIAMS AB 
MARINt JlCAPOO CRUSTACEANS OF THE CAROLINAS 
US ~ISH AND ~ILDL!fE SERV FISH BULL b511l 
CRAo~, LOoSTEKS, SHRIMP 
0631 ~~~J SK~~INGTON MV 
l~ESAP~AKE bAY--A PICTORIAL MARITIME HISTORY 
LGKNELL MAKITIM~ PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, HD 
L"A~ INOUSTKY, fiNANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHIPS 
0bJl l~bi FARRAGUT RN 
P~nXIMATE CUMPO~ITION Of CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB tCALLINECTE~ SAPIDUSl 
J ruuo SCI ~o, 53o-~44 
HIUC.HE'11STRY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, 
BO 
0633 1966 THOMPSON MH, FARRAGUT RN 
AMINO ACID COMPOSiTION Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS 
COMP BIOCHEM ANO PHYSIOL 17 1 1Ub5-107B 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA, 
0634 1966 DILLON WA 
PROVISIONAL LIST OF PARASITES OCCURRING ON FUNDULUS SPP. 
VA J SCI 11, 21-31 !VIMS CONTKlo 204) 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, fiSH ~AKA~ITES, KILLIFISHES, LAoORATORY ANIMALS, MARINE 
FISH, TREMATODES 
0635 1966 MARSHALL HG 
THE D!STKIBUTIUN UF PHYTOPLANKTON ALONG A 140 MILE TkAN~ELT IN THE 
CHESAPEAKE bAY 
VA J SCI 17, 10:>-11'> 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTLPLANKTUN, SAMPLING 
063u 1962 MULFORD RA 
DIATOMS FROM VIRGINIA TIDAL WATERS 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 30 
DISTRl~UTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0637 1461 WASS ML 
d!ULOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF INDICATOR ORGANISMS AND COMMUNITIES. 
SECTION II--INDICATORS UF POLLUTION 
POLLUT AND MAR ECOL, CUNF PRUC, 27l-2d3 IVIM5 CONTRIB lZOl 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INOICATUKS, OYSTERS, POLYLHAtTES, wATER PuLLUTION EFrECTS 
063A 1965 BREHMtR ML 
TURBIDITY AND SILTATION AS FORMS OF POLLUTION 
J SOIL AND WAlEK CON~ERV £0(4},!32-133 lVIMS CONTRIB l9bl 
JUVENILE fiSHES, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, SESTONo SILTING, SUSP[NOEO LUAD, 
TURtl!DlTY 
0639 1967 CRISP OJ 
CH[H!CAL FACTORS INDUCING SETTLEMENT IN CRASSOSTREA VIMGINICA IG~ELINI 
J ANIM ECOL 36, 329-335 IVIMS CONTRIB 2611 
ATTRACTANTS, LARVAL GKUWTH STAGE, OY~TER~ 1 OYSTER SETTING 
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064J 196~ HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
AP~ARATUS FOK HULUING lNO!VlDUAL OYSTERS UNDER EQUAL WATER FLOWS 
LIMNGL OCcANUGR 10, 605-606 IV!MS CONTRIB 19&1 
FLO>~ CciNTROL, FLOw RATES, LAbORATORY EQUIPMENT, OYSTERS 
J64l lY64 cLACK RE, PENGtLLEY ET 
ALPHA AMYLA~E DEVELOPMENT IN EMBRYOS OF CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
Bl OL BULL l26, l'i9-LJ4 ( VIMS CONTRIB 1541 
fMJil.Yllo'dC GkOwTH STAGE:, E:NZYMES, OYSTERS 
0642 1957 MCHUGH JL, BAilEY RS 
HISTOKY Or VIKGINIA'S COMMERCIAl FISHEKIES -NEGLECTED HISTORICAL RECORDS 
THROW LIGHT UN TOUAY'S PRObLEMS 
VA J SCI d, 42-64 IVIMS CONTkltl 701 
COMMERCIAL fiSHING, CRAB~, HISTORY, OYSTERS, V1KGINIA 1 
0643 1962 5LACK RE 
RESPIRATION, ELECTRON-TRANSPORT ENZYMES, AND KREBS-CYCLE ENZYMES IN EARLY 
O~VELUPMENTAL STAGtS Of THl OYSTER CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
o!OL BULL 123, 5o-70 IVIMS CONT~IB 1161 
E:M~RYON1C GKOWTH STAGE:, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
0644 19o2 BLACK RE 
THE CONCENTRATIONS UF SOME ENZYMES OF THE CITRIC ACID CYCLE AND ELECTRON 
TkA~SPCRT SYSTEM IN THE LARGE GRANULE SECTION OF EGGS AND TROCHOPHORES OF 
THE OYSTER ••• 
BIOL bULL U3, 71-79 (VIMS CONTRIB 1171 
~MtlRYONIC GkOWTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
tl"45 1961 ANOR!:'WS JO 
MtA~URtMENT Uf SHELL GROWTH IN OYSTERS BY WEIGHING IN WATER 
NAT SHtLLFISH ASS, PROC 52(1~611,1-11 IVIMS CONTRIB 110) 
GRdtllH RATtS, MEASUREHENT, OYSTERS, SIZE, WEIGHT 
Jb•h 1966 HAVEN DS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
U~E U~ fLUUKtSCENT PARTICLES TO TRACE OYSTER BIODEPOSITS IN HARINE 
StDI.~f:NTS 
CON~ PEkM !NT EXPLOR MER, J 30121 1 267-269 lVIMS CONTRIB 1941 
b l U<lFPCSl r l U,N, ~DYi: ~ELEAS.!2• UYSlERS, SEDIMENTS 
62 
0647 1965 HARVILL AM JR 
THE VEGETATION OF PARRAMORE ISLAND, VIRGINIA 
CASTANEA 30, 226-228 IVIMS CONTKIS 1991 
EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDJ, PLANTS, VEGETATION, BARRIER ISLANDS 
0648 1967 ANDREWS JD 
INTERACTION OF TwO DISEASES OF OYSTERS IN NATURAL WATERS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC ~711~671 1 38-49 IVIMS CONTKib L071 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0649 1964 KENK VC 
A NEW CRAB HOST OF THE GREGARINE NEMATOPSIS USTREARUM 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROL 55119641,87-68 IVIMS C8NTKib 2061 
CRABS, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA 
0650 1966 TAN EC, VAN ENGEL WA 
OSMOREGULATION IN THE ADULT BLUE CRAb, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
CHES SCI 7, 30-35 IVIMS CONTRI5 2llJ 
CRABS, SALT TOLERANCE, tlLUE CRAB, OSMOREGULATION 
0651 1966 CHANLEY PE 
LARVAL DEVELU~HENT OF THE LARGE blOOD CLAM, NOETSIA PONDERO~A ISAYJ 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PRUC 56, 53-58 IVIMS CONTklB 2171 
CLAMS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE 
0652 1972 SWIFT DJP ET AL 
ANATOMY UF A SHORE FACE RIDGE SYSTEM, FALSE CAPE, VIRGINIA 
MAR GEOL 12, 59-84 
BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, MARINE GEOLOGY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
0653 1964 JOSEPH EB ET AL 
SPAWNING OF THE COBIA, RACHYCENTRON CANADUM, IN THE CHESAPEAKE dAY AREA, 
WITH OBSERVATIONS Of JUVENILE SPECIMENS 
CHES SCI 5, 67-71 IVIMS CONTRIB 157) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CUBIA, EGGS, JUVENILE FISHES, SEASONAL UISTRI8UTION, 
SPAWNING 
0654 1962 HOESE HD 
STUDIES ON OYSTER SCAVENGERS AND THEIR RELATION TO THE FUNGUS 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM MARINUM 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 53, 161-114 lVlMS CONTRitl 16.21 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CRABS, OERHOCYSTIDIUM, MARINE FUNGI, OYST~RS, SCAVENGERS 
83 
uo55 1963 BOW~AN TE ET AL 
NOTE~ ON ASSOCIATIONS bETWEEN HYPERIIO AHPHIPOOS AND MEDUSAE IN CHESAPEAKE 
AND NAKKkGANSEJT dAY5 AND THE NIANTIC RIVER 
CHES SCI 4 1 141-146 ltONTRltl 239, CHES SIOL LAB, SOLOHUNS, HOI 
AH~HIPQOA, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, DISTRISUTIONo SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
0656 1963 MANSUETI R 
SYMdl~TIL 8EHAVIOk HETWEEN SMALL FISHES AND JELLYFISHES, WITH NEW DATA ON 
THAT uETwEEN THE STROMATEIO, PEP~lLUS ALEPIDOTUS AND THE SCYPHOMEDUSA, 
CHRYSAUKA ~UIN~UEC!RRHA 
COPEIA 1~~3, 4u-d0 
CrltSAPEAKE 6AY, ~EA NETTLES, SYMdlOS!S, SCYPHOZOA 
J6~7 1970 DUPAUL wD, wEBB KL 
THe EffECT OF 1 EMPERATUKE ON SALINITY-INOUCEO CHANGES IN THE fREE AMINO 
ACID PnOL OF MYA A~ENAK!A 
CUMP ~lULHEM PHYSIOL 32 1 785-ijOl IVIMS CONTRIB 3311 
AMINO ACluS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VlRGIN!Ao WATER TEMPERATURE, 
Yili'." kl VEH 
065d 1~51 PRITCHARD Dw 
THt PHYSICAL HYDROGRAPHY OF ESTUARIES AND SOME APPliCATIONS TO BIOLOGICAL 
PklldLEMS 
1bfrl NUKTH AMEKJCAN ~ILDLIFE CONF, TRANS, 368-376 
LPA~S, CKOAKER, CURi'.ENTS (WATER); ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
06~9 1950 PYLE Rw, CRONIN LE 
THE GtNERAl ANAlUMY UF THE DLUE CRAb CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
CHES ~!Jl LAd, SOLO~ONS, ~D, PUBLICATION ~7 
CKA85, ANGIOSPERMS 
0661 l~o4 HAEfNER PA, SHUSTER C 
LENGTH I~C~EHENTS DURING TERMINAL HOLT OF THE FEMALE BlUE CRAB, 
LALLINECTES SAPIDUS IN DIFFERENT SALINITY ENVIRONMENTS 
Ut=s SCI S(j),114-ll8 
L~AdS, GK~~TH STAGES, SALINITY, MOLTING 
Job! l9b4 HARMISON ~ ET AL 
Sf il!MENTS Lll' LOWER LHESAPEAKE BAY WITH EMPHASIS ON MASS PROPERTIES 
J S~u!MtNl PtTRUL 3414),727-755 
ANIMAL P~PULATIUN~, dENTHUS 1 SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS 
84 
0663 l96b BARROW JH ET AL 
FLUORESCENT-ANTI80DY STUDIES Of rlAPLOSPORIDIAN PARASITES OF OYSTERS IN 
CHESAPEAKE AND DELAwARE tlAY 
SCIENCE 153137431 1 !5~1-1533 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BA¥, DELAWARE, fLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SPOKES 
0665 1967 ALLEN N1 PELCZAR MJ 
BACTERIOLOGICAL SIUO!ES UN THE WHITE PERCH, RUCCUS AMEklCANUS 
CHES SCI 8, 135-154 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, oACTERIA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, wHITE PERCH 
0666 1969 KRANTZ GE ET AL 
VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FROM THE 8LUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPlDUS IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE l64l~tl85J,12ob-12d7 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, C~ABS 
0667 1969 LANG MA 
VOLUME CDNIKOL IN HYPOTONIC SALINE BY MUSCLES OF THE BLUE C~Atl 1 
CALLINECTES SAPIOU5 RATHBUN 
PHD THESIS UN!V MJ DISS ABSTR 291101,38918 
CRABS, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0668 1969 LANG MA, GAINER H 
ISOSMOTIC lNTEKCELLULA~ REGULATION AS A MECHANISM Of VOLUME CONTROL IN 
CRAd MUSCLE FIBERS 
CUMP BIULHEM AND PHYSIOL 30 1 44~-456 
AMINO AC!US, CKAdS, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0669 1911 OAKES MJ, HAVEN DS 
SOME PREDATORS Of POLYPS OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA ISCYPHOlOA 1 
SEMAEOSTOMEAEI IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VA J SCI 22, 45-46 IVIMS CONTRIB 363) 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, JELLYFISH, ~ORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
0670 1971 SIHMUNS GM JK, WINFIELD A 
A FEASIBILITY STUDY USING CONSERVATION WEBBING AS AN ARTIFICIAL SU~STRATt 
IN MACROBENTHIC STUDIES 
VA J SCI 22, 52-59 
AQUATIC INSECTS, BENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SAMPLING 
85 
Jo71 1971 KUSHINS LJ, MANGUM CP 
Rf:SPI;~<SES TO LOW OXYGEI'; CONDITIONS IN TWO SPECIES Of THE MUD SNAIL 
NASSAR IUS 
CO~P d!OLHEM PHYSIOL 39A, 421-435 
OXYGeN KE~UIREMENTS, KESPIRATIUN, SNAILS 
0672 1967 VIKGINIA GOVERNORS UFFICE 
Nf.~PORT NbW>-HAMPTUN METROPOLITAN AKEA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE 
ANALYSIS 
UIV Of PLANNING. RICH~OND, VA 
CHESAPEAKE aAY, ~CU~UMIC PKEOICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
VIRGINIA, HAMPTON KOAUS 
0673 1~67 VlRGINIA OIVISION Of STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
PETEkS6UkG-HUPtWELL-LULuNIAL HEIGHTS METROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND 
ECONOMIC bASE ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND, VA 
ECONOMIC PKEDICTIUN, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0674 196d VIRGINIA OIV1SIUN Of STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AfFAIRS 
ECUNnMIL DATA SUMMARY-ACCOMACK COUNTY 
KICHiillNO, VA 
CH~SAPEAK£ dAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDJ, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, 
POPULATION UYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
Jti75 1~D8 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFIC~ 
NnKTHlRN NECK AKEA PROJECTIONS ANU ECONOMIC BASE A~ALYSIS 
1liV OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA 
ECONOMIC PKEDICIIUNr EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
067D 19o7 VIRGINIA uiVISION OF PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
MORFULK-PORTSMOUTH METROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE 
Ai,Al YSI S 
I<ICHMDNO, VA 
fCJ,\IOMIC PI<WICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPUlATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
~hll 1~&1 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
i<ICHMilNU METROPOLITAN AKEA PROJECTIONS AND BASE ANAlYSIS 
I< !CHMUN(l,. li,A 
tluNIJMIC Pi-<EDICTIUN 1 EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAIUCSo VIRGINIA, 
86 
0678 1965 DAVIS CC 
A STUDY OF THE HATCHING PROCESS IN AQUATIC INVERTtSKATES XX THE BlUE CRA8 
CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN XXI TH~ NEMERTEAN CARCINUNEMEKTcS CARCINOPHILA 
IKDELLIKEKl 
CHES SCI 614),201-208 . 
HATCHING, JAMES RIVER, NEMERTEANS, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RivER, 
BLUE CRAB 
0679 1971 SINGH JJ ET AL 
RADIOACTIVITY OF ~HALE VERTE~RA FOSSILS FOUND 11'; CHtSAPEAKE AKEA 
VA J SCI 22, 123 
RADIOACTIVE DATING, RADIOACTIVITY 
0680 1971 BOlUS RL ET AL 
TH~ DESIGN UF THE MONITORING SYSTEM FOR THE THERMAL EfFECT STUDY Of THE 
SURRY NUCLEAR POwER PLANT ••• 
VIMS SRAMSOE 16 
INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR PU~ER PLANTS, 0~-~ITE 
UATA COLLECTIONS, THERMAL ~ATER, VIRGINIA 
'0681 1947 HOPKINS SH 
THE NEMERTEAN CAMCINOMERTES AS AI'; INDICATOR OF THE SPAwNING HISTOKY Of THE 
HOST, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
J PARASITOL 3312),146-1~0 IVIMS CONTRI8 26) 
CKABS, NEMERTEANS, SPAWNING, VIKGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
D682 1971 BERGOFFfN B (EUJ 
CITIZENS PROGRAM FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONF REP, SEPT 16-18, UNIV MO, COLLEGE PARK, MD. 
tiDATING, CHESA~EAKE tlAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTkiAL wASTES, LONG-TEKM 
PLANNING, RECRtATION, TkANS~DRTATION 
0683 N*D* BIGELOW kH 
ANALYSIS OF MULTIUNIVERSITY KESEARCH ANO TECHNuLuGY CENTEKS IN VIRGINIA 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, KESEARCH FACILITIES, UNIVERSITIES, VIRGINIA, 
0684 1940 GOLDSTEIN LC 
THE MORPHOLOGY AND HISTOLOGY Of THE VIRGINIA OYSTEK, OSTREA VIRGINICA 
GMELIN 
UNIV RICHMOND THESIS 
OYSTERS, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, ANGIOSPERMS 
87 
J~85 1966 ~ARINNER JE, BREHMER ML 
ThE EFFECIS OF THeRMAL EfFLUENTS ON MARINE ORGANISMS 
AIR ANU wATEK POLLUT !NT J 10, 277-289 (VIMS CONTRIB 1711 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CUULING WATER, ElECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PK00UCTIVITY, THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
ilo86 1960 VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY dUREAU OF POPULATION AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH 
SUC!u-ECUN0.'11C CHARACTERISTICS Of THE WEST POINT, VIRGINIA A_REA 
CH~~LUTTESVILLE, VA 
ECONOMICS, LOCAL ~OVERNMENTS 1 POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0687 1961 KING AB 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF NINE SELECTED BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
IN fHIRTfEN VIRGINIA CITIES, 1956-1960 
COLL WILLIAM AND MAKY, WILLIAMSBURG, VA 
CITIES, ~CUNOMICS, VIRGINIA, 
0688 1967 ADMINISTRATIVE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA WATEkfRONT ECONOMIC STUDY 
HAMPTON, VA CITY PLANNING COMM 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, CITY PLANNING, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), LAND 
OtV(LOPMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, URBAN RENEWAL, HAMPTON ROADS 
0689 l96o VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
SURKY CUUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIV PLANNING, KlCHMON0 0 VA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT. POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
Ob9U 1~69 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ISLE Of WlGtiT CuUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC SASE ANALYSIS 
Kil.liMONO, VA . 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
Ub9l l9bd VlkGINIA GOVEi\NORS OFFICE 
GUhJCblEk COUNTY PKUJECTIUNS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
UIV PLANNING, RICHMUND, VA 
~CONOMIC PKEDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
Oo9j l'l6<l VIRl;INIA DIVISION UF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
F(,J/'ojQMIC i>ATA SUHMARY--NUi\THAMPTON COUNTY 
ttl CHMIJ/ojiJ, VA 
Llit~AI'lAKc uAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, 
POPJLAfiU~ OYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
BS 
069ft 1967 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
ECOrlOMI C DATA SUMMARY--CHARLES CITY COUNTY 
DIV PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA 
.ECONOMIC PREUICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, \IIR.:>INIA, 
0695 1961 MACKENZIE CL JR 
GRO~TH ANi> ~EPRODUCTION OF THE OYSTER DRILL EUPLEURA CAUDATA IN THE YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 42, 317-338 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
D696 1968 ROBERTS MH JR 
FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY Of MOUTH PARTS OF THE HERMIT CRAo5, PAGURUS 
LONGICARPUS AND PAGURUS POLLICARIS 
CHES SCI 9, 9-20 IVIHS ~ONTRIB 2711 
CRABS, MORPHOLOGY, FEEDING 
0698 1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
WATER ~ESUURCES LEGISLATIVE CONCERNS OF THE BOARD OF CONSERVATION AND 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMeNT, COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND, VA 
LEGISLATION, STATE JuRISDICTION, WATER OEMAND, ~ATEK MA~AGEMENT (APPLIED), 
WATERSHEDS IBASINSl 
0699 1971 SANDIFER PA 1 VAN ENGEL WA 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THt SPIDER CRAB, LIBINIA DUBIA H. MILNE EDWARDS 
IBRACHYURA, MAJIOAE 1 PISINAEJ, REARED IN LAdDRATORY CULTURE 
CHES SCI 12, 18-25 IVIMS CONTRI~ 361! 
CRABS, LARVAL GKOWTH STAGE, PLAN~TON, MOLTING 
07DO 1966 CASTAGNA M, CHANLEY P 
SALINITY TOLERANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF SPISULA SOLIDISSIMA, MULINIA 
LATERALIS AND RANGIA CUNEATA 1 FAMILY MACTRIDAE 
AMER MALACULOGICAL UNION ANNU REP IABSTRl 1 1966 1 P.35 IVIMS CDNTRIB 2451 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE 
0701 1957 HAVEN O, ANDREWS JO 
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF VENUS HERCENARIA 1 VENUS CAHPECHIENSIS, AND THEIR 
HYBRIDS IN SU~PENDED TRAYS AND ON NATURAL BOTTOMS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 47119571,43-49 (VlMS CONTRIB 741 
CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, HYBRIDS 
89 
~702 1911 VIK~INIA GOVE~NURS COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
THl STATE OF VIRGINIA'S ENVIRONMENT 
AI~ PULLUTION, E~OSIUN CONTROL, MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL WASTES, SEWAGE 
1KEATM~NT, STATE GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
0/03 1~71 VIKGINIA EROSION ANO SEDIMENTATION CONTROL TASK FORCE 
k~PURT OF TASK FOkCE ON EROSION ANO SEDIMENTATION CONTROL 
VA GOVERNORS COUNC ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
EROSION CO~T~Olr LEGAL ASPECTS, SEDIMENTATION, URdANlZATION, VIRGINIA, 
0704 1962 SCOTT WW 
THE AQUATIC PHYCOMYCETOUS FLORA OF MARINE AND BRACKISH WATERS IN THE 
viCINITY OF GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA 
VIM~ SPeC SCI REP 3& 
~KACKISH wATER, FUNGI, MARINE FUNGI, VIR~INIA 1 VORK RIVER 
0105 1962 HUMM HJ 
MARINE ALGAE UF VIRGINIA AS A SOURCE OF AGAR AND AGAROIDS 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 37 
Ci-IESf•PCI>.Kc tlAY, LLASSIFICATION, DlSTRltlUTlON, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
1-\ARINE: ALGAE 
0106 1967 RICHARDS CE 
ANALOG COMPUTE~ TECHNIQUES FOR AGE-GROWTH STUDIES Of fiSHES 
SOUTHEAST~KN ASS GAME AND FISH CUMM, 21SJ CONF PROC, 273-276 IVIMS CONTRI8 
274) 
ANALGG COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, FISH, GROWTH STAGES 
0707 196J MENGt81ER WL, WOOD l 
THE E:fFlCTS UF MINCHI~lA NELSON! INFECTION ON ENZYME LEVELS IN CRASSOSTREA 
VIKGINICA. II. SERUM PHOSPHOHEXOSE ISOMERASE 
CU~P HIUCHEM PHYSIOL 29, 265-270 IVIMS CONTRIS 2911 
PHY~IULUGY, ENLYMES, MSX, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
v/vH 196~ PERKINS FO 
ULf~ASTkUCTURE OF VEGETATIVE STAGES IN LA8VRlNTHOMYXA MARINA 
(LlfK.v,ucYSfiUIUM MAkiNUMJ, A COMMERCIALLY SIGNIFICANT OYSTER PATHOGEN 
J INVcRT~oKATE PATHOL 13, 199~22? IVIMS CONTRI8 299J 
UlM~UCYSTIUIUM, OY~TERS, PATHOLOGY 
90 
0709 1969 CASTAGNA M ET AL 
TREATMENT OF SHELL CULTCH WITH POLYSTREAM TO INCREASE THE YIELD Of SEED 
OVSTERS, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 5911969),84-90 IVIMS CONTRIB 306) 
CHEMICALS, CULTCH, UVSTtR INOUSTkV, OYSTER StTTING, MAKICuLTURE 
0710 1969 CAMPBELL RA 
NEW SPECIES OF ACANTHOBOTHRIUM ICESTODA--TETRAPHYLLlDEAl FROM CHESAPEAKE 
bAY, VIRGINIA 
J PARASITOL 55, 559-570 IVIMS CONTRIS 3321 
ANIMAL PARASITE~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, tLASMOBRANCHS 
0711 1958 FENG SV 
OBSERVATIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND ELIMINATION OF SPORES OF NEMATUPSIS 
OSTKEARUM IN OYSTERS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 48119581,162-173 IVIMS CONTKIB Sdl 
ANIMAL PARASITES, OYSTERS, PA~ASITISM, PROTOZOA, SPURES, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
0712 1968 PERKINS FO 
FINE STRUCTURE OF THE OVSTER PATHOGEN MINCHINIA NELSON! IHAPLOSPORIUA, 
HAPLOSPOKIOIIDAE) 
J INVERTEBRATE PATHUL 10, 287-305 IVlMS CONTkiB 2691 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MSXr UYSTtRS, PATHOLOGY, HISTuLUGlCAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0713 1971 JOHNSON MF 
THE GENERA CARPHEPHORUS, MIKANIA AND KUHNIA IEUPATORIEAE-ASTERACtAEI IN 
VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI 22, 36-41 
DISTRltlUTION, PLANT GROUPINGS, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
0714 1961 HARGIS WJ JR, MACKENZIE CL JR 
SEXUAL gEHAVIOR OF THE OYSTER DRILLS--EOPLEURA CAUOATA AND UKOSALPINX 
CINEREA 
NAUTILUS 75, 7-16 IVIMS CONTRIB 1001 
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, ANIMAL PARASITES, GASTROPOuS, OYSTER DRILLSr rtEPROOUCTION 
0715 1958 HARGIS WJ JR 
THE fiSH PARASITE ARGULUS LATICAUDA AS A FORTUITOUS HUMAN EPllOUN-
J PARASITOL 44, 45 IVlMS CONTRIB 77) 
COPEPOOS, FISH PARASITES 
91 
Ollb 195d VAN ENGEL ~A 
THt ~LuE ~MAS ANU ITS FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE SAY 
CO~~ERCIAL FISH REV 20(o),6-17 IVIMS CONTRIS 791 
CRASS, LARVAL GRU~TH STAGE, MIGRATION, REPRODUCTION, SlUE CRAB 
J111 1971 ~DOD L, HARGIS WJ JR 
TKANSPORT OF BIVALVE LARVAE IN A TIDAL ESTUARY 
t:URuPE: MAR tHUL SHIP, FOURTH, 29-44 IVIMS CONTRIB 3281 
CURRENTS (~ATERJ, JAMES RIVER, lARVAE, OYSTERS, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA 
G718 196/ RANK PH ET AL 
DUECTIGNAL wAVE SPECTRA MEASUREMENTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BENEATH THE 
i:lAY Si{JUGE 
STEVE~~ INST TECH, HDSOKEN, NJo FINAL REP 1204 
aRI~GtS, CHESAPEAKe sAY, VIRGINIA 
0720 1951 KLINGEL GC 
THt BAY 
CCkN~ALL PRESS, CORNWALL, N.Y. CHtSA~EAKE ~AY, JE:LL¥FISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, WATERFOWL, 
WI LOLl FE 
0722 193~ NEwCOMBE CL, LANG AG 
THE DISTKI~UTIUN Of PHOSPHATES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMtR PHILO~ SGC, PROC, 81, 393-420 ICHES SIOL LAB CONTRIB 281 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, DISTRioUTION, PHO~PHATES, SEASONAL OlSlRIBUTlON 
0723 19bu BIGGS RB, wEJZEL CO 
CONCENIRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THE HALOCLINE IN CHE~APEAKE 
UAY 
li~~OL A~D OCEANOGR 13111,169-170 
CA.{tlGHYlJKA HS, ChESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, SUSPENDED 
LCAD 
Ull4 !~6d ~TANLEY EM, NORCROSS JJ 
Ci~CULATION OF THE ~HELF WATERS OFF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
MAK fECH SUC, DELAWARE VALLE¥ SECTION, SYHP OCEAN SCI AND ENG OF THE 
AlLANTIC SHELF, TRANS 
COoHtriiFNIAL ~HlLF, CURRENTS (WATER), RUNOFF, TEMPERATURE, WINOS, MIDDLE 
ATLANII\. BIGHT 
0125 1971 DEGAST R 
THE OYSTERMEN OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
OCEANS 4121,41-47 
92 
BOATS, lABOR, OYSTER lNDUSTRY, VIRGIN!At 
0726 1947 GALTSOFF PS ET AL 
ECOLOGICAL ANI) PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE EFFECT UF SuLfATE PULP MILL 
WASTES ON OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
US FISH AND WILOLIFE SERV FISH BULL 51, 43 
ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CURRENTS (WATER), OYSTERS, 
PHYTOPLAN~TON, PIANKAJANK RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP WA~TES, V!RG1NIA 1 YORK 
RIVER 
0127 1971 FEELEY JB, WASS ML 
THE DISTRIBUTION ANO ECOLOGY OF THE GAMHARIOEA (C:RUST~CEA AMPHIPODAJ Of 
THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE ESTUARlES 
VIMS SPEC PAP 2 
AHPHIPOOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIUUliON PATTERNS, ECOLOG1CAL DISTRIBUTION, 
JAMES RIVER, PAM~~KEY RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
0728 1971 MASSMANN WH 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AN ESTUARY ON THE BIOLOGY Of AYUATIC UKGANI~MS OF THE 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC REGlON 
A SYMP ON THE SICl SIGNIFICANCE OF ESTUARlES. SPORT FISH INST. DOUGLAS PA, 
STROUN RH, EDITORS. P. 96-109 
BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, UKEDGING, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VI~GINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, WILDLIFE 
0729 1967 HARRISON w, RlCHARDS AM JR 
PLATE-LOAD TESTS ON SANlJY MARINE SEDIMENTS, LOWEH CHESA~EA~E SA¥. MARINE 
GEOTECHNIQUE 
INT Rt$ CONF ON MAR GEUTECHNiwUE, PROC. RICHARDS AF, EDITOR. ILLINOIS 
UN IV 
GEOLOGY, MEASUR~MENT, SEDIMENT-wATER INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, STRENGTH, 
VI RGINlA, 
v730 1970 ANON 
CHESAPEAKE SAY FIGHTS FOR ITS LIFE 
SUS WEEK 2114, 40-44 
CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
93 
J/31 196d SINDERMANN CJ 
OYSTER MORTALITIES wiTH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE 
ATLANTIC COAST ON NORTH AMERICA 
US FISH AND wlLDLlft SERV SPEC SCI REP FISH 569 
CHE~A~EA~E oAY, DEKMOCYSTIDIUHr MORTALITY, HSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0732 1969 GORDON CM 
THE APPARENT INFLUENCE UF SALINITY ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF BARNACLE SPECIES 
IN CHESAPEAKE ~AY lCIRKIPEDIA) 
CRUSTA~EA~A lor 139-142 
BARNACLeS, CHESAPEA~E BAY, DlSTklBUTION PATTERNS, SALINITY 
0733 1969 wARLEN SM 
ADDITIONAL R~CORUS OF PUGHEADEO ATLANTIC. MENHADEN, BREVDORTIA TYRANNUS 
CHES SCI 10, ol-6o 
ANIMAL PATHJLJGY, ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
0734 1969 dOUSFIELU EL 
NEW MECJKOS OF GAMMARUS (CRUSTACEA AHPHIPODAl FROM THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
REGION 
CHES SCI 10, 1-17 
AM?HIPUUA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVfR, POTOMAC RIVER, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
0735 1971 LEONARD SB 
LARVAE OF THE FOuR~POT fLOUNDER, HIPPOGLOSSINA DBLONGA ••• FROH THE 
CHESAP~AKE Bl~HT, ~ESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
d~NIHIC ~AUNA, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
0736 19j5 WHALEY HH, PRITCHARD OW 
PROJECI TUNNEL 
CHES BAY INST TUNNEL REP 1-5, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
UKIDbE CJNSTRUCTION, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION, VIRGINIA 
J/~7 1955 ANON 
A LOOK AT VIRGINIA'S NATURAL RESOURCES 
VA ~ESOUKCE USE EDUC COUNC, BOX 1642, RICHMOND, VA 
LON5tRVAT[O~f·N~TURAL RESOURCES, RESOURCE ALLO~TION, WATER RESOURCES 
U~VELOPMENT 
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0738 1963 BOWDEN EV 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR VIRGINIA'S EA~TERN SHORE 
OLD DOMINION UNIV, NORfOLK, VA 
EASTERN SHORE lVA-MDJo ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGION~, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, RECREATION, TOURISM 
0739 1970 LOETTERLE LE 
THE VASCULAR FLORA UF JAMESTOWN ISLAND, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
COLL WILLIAM AND MARY THESIS 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, ISLANDS, JAMES RIVER, MARSH PLANTS, VEGETATION, 
VIRGINIA 
0740 1968 DILL AT 
CHESAPEAKE--PIONEER PAPERMAKER--A HISTORY Of THE COMPANY AND ITS 
COMMUNITY 
UNIV PRESS OF VA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 
HISTORY, PULP ANO PAPER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0742 1924 EARLE S 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COUNTRY 
THOMSEN-ELLIS CO. BALTIMORE, MD 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MOJ, HISTORY, MARYLAND, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
0743 1941 BREWINGTON MV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY BUGEYES 
0744 
MARINERS MUS, NEWPORT NEWS, VA, PUBLICATION ~ 
BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, SHIPS 
1962 MASSMANN WH 
WATER TEMPERATURES, SALINITIES, AND FISHES COLLECTED DURING TRAWL SURVEYS 
OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND YORK AND PAMUNKEY RIVERS, 1956-1959 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 27 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0745 1961 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY FISHING HARBORS ECONOMIC STUDY, MARYLAND AND VIRG1NIA 
BOARD OF ENG FOR RIVERS ANU HARBORS. WASH, UC 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, Fi~HING GEAR, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
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J746 1971 MULFURU RA, NORCROSS JJ 
5PECIES COMPO~lTJON AND ABUNDANCE OF NET PHYTOPLANKTON IN VlRGIMlAN 
COASTAL WATERS 
CHES 5CI i2, 142-155 IVIMS CONTRIB 393) 
PHYTUPLANKTON, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
0747 1971 DUPAUL wD, wEBB KL 
FRtE AMINO ACID ACCUMULATION IN ISOLATED GILL TISSUE OF MYA ARENARIA 
ARCH I~T PHYSIOL BIOCHEM 79, 327-336 IVIMS CONTRIB 376) 
AMI~O ACIDS, BIOASSAY, ~IOCHEMISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SOFT CLAM 
0748 1971 PERKINS FO ET AL 
THE ULThASTRUl.TURE OF FISHING TENTACLE ~USCLE IN THE JELLYFISH CHRYSAORA 
UUINQUECIRRHA--A COMPARISON OF CONTRACTED AND RELAXED STATES 
J ULTRASTRUCTuRE RES 35, 431-450 IVIMS CONTRIB 374l 
JlLLYFI5H, SEA ~ETTLES, STRUCTURE, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SCYPHOZOA 
D74Y 1971 KERBY JH ET AL 
OCCURRE~CE AND GRO~TH OF STRIPED BASS-wHITE BASS HYBRIDS IN THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
AMEK FISH SOC, TKANS 100, 78/-790 IVIMS CONTRIB 370) 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, HYBRIDS, WHITE BASS 
0750 1929 LOOEWICK JE 
WOOD-USING INDUSTRIES OF VIRGINIA 
VA PCLYTECH INST ~ULL 2311) 
fURE5TRY, INDUSTRIES, LUMBERING, VIRGINIA, 
0751 1971 DRESSEL DM 
THt EFFECTS OF THERMAL SHOCK AND CHLORINE ON THE ESTUARINE COPEPOD ACARTIA 
TON SA 
VIMS THtSIS IUNIV VA) 
tiiUASSAY, ~HLOKINE, COPEPODS, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL STRESS 
iJf52 1912 LYNCH MP 
VAMIAIIU~S IN SOME SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE bLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIIJUS 
VIMS DIS!> ICOLL WILLIAM "AND MARY) 
AMINO Al.IDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, BIO!NDICATORS 1 CARbOHYDRATES, CHLORIDES, "JANES 
KIVfko OSMOTIC PRESSUR~, PROTEINS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
0753 1970 PROW JW 
STUDY OF GEOGRAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
COLL WILLIAM AND MARY, RES PAP 
96 
EDUCATION, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, VIRGINIA, 
0754 1940 BEATTY RC, MULLOY WJ 
WILLIAM bYRD'S NATURAL HISTORY OF VIRGINIA 
DIETZ PRESS. RICHMOND, VA 
HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
0755 1955 GUTTMANN J 
VIRGINIA AT MID-CENTURY 
HENRY HOLT AND CO, NEW YORK 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, MINING, 
NATuRAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
0756 1972 SCHUdEL JR 
THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CONDITIONS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY--AN EVALUATION 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 21 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISSOLV~D OXYGEN, NUTRI~NTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SED!MENTATION, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER 
0757 1951 HOPKINS TC JR, oURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM INTERIM REPORT Ill 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, REF 51-5 
BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
TEMPERATURE 
0758 1952 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM REPORT 13--BIOLUMINESCENCE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY ••• 
CHES ~AY INSTo JOHNS HOPKI~S UNIV, REF 52-17 
BIOLUMI~ESCENCE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CT~NOPHORES, DINOFLAGELLATES, SCY~HOZOA 
0759 1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FLOOD PLAIN INFORMATION--TOWN OF WACHAPREAGUE, VIRGINIA 
NORFOLK DISTRICT 
EASTERN SHORE CVA-MO), HISTORIC FLOOD 
97 
J/60 1971 VIRGINIA PULYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
kATER KESUU~CE~ REStARCH IN VIRGINIA- ANNUAL REPORT EOR FISCAL ¥EAR 1971 
VA POLYTE~H !~ST. WATER RESOURCES CENTER. BULL 46 
tUTROPH!CAT!ON, MARSHES, MINE kASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
RESEARCH AND DEVtLUPMENJ, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WATER TREATMENT 
J/62 l97Z MUSICK JA, MCEACHRAN JD 
AUT~MN AND ~INTER OCCURRENCE OF DECAPOD CRUSTACEANS IN CHESAPEAKE BIGHT, 
u.s.A. 
L~U~TACtANA 22 1 190-200 (V!MS CONTRIB 414) 
CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL OISTR16UTION 
J/63 1972 FANG CS ET AL 
GRUUNDnATEK ~LUw IN A SANDY TIDAL BEACH. ~· TWO-DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT 
ANALYSIS 
WATER RESOURCES RES d, l2l-12d IVJMS CONTRIB 4251 
BEACHE~, GKUUNDWATER MUVEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
0764 1972 MERkiNER JV, WILSON WL 
JAW DefORMITY ICRUSS-BITEl OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN, BREVODRTIA TYRANNUS, FROH 
'dkGINIA 
CHE~ SCI 13, 62 IVIMS CGNTRIB 4171 
AILANTIL MtMiAlJEN, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, OSTEOLOGY, OEFORHITIES 
016~ 1950 CL~RK CB 
THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, VOL 
LEWIS HISTORICAL PUBLISHING CO., NEk YORK 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, HISTOR¥ 1 MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
0/&6 l~5J CLARK CB 
THE ~ASTEkN SHORE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, VUL II 
LEw!~ HiSTORICAL PUBLISHING Co •• NEW YORK 
CHE~APEAKt HAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
Olhl 1~71 G~ODELL HG ET AL 
lHl POTlNTIAL OF REMOTE SENSING AS A DATA BASE FOR STATE AGENCIES--THE 
VI•,CINIA McllJEL 
L!t-..1'/ V.\, 'CH-.R<.OTTESV~LE, VA INAT TECH INFOil.M SERV PUBLICATION P8 2009901 
UfCISION MAKING, PLANNING, REMOTE SENSING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, STATE 
GUV<K~MENTS, VIRGINIA, 
076B 1970 SHURTLEFF BP 
SEEING CHESAPEAKE WILDS 
98 
INT MAR PUBLISHING CO, CAMDEN, MAINE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHOTOGRAPHY, SCENERY, WILDLIFE 
0769 1932 STEPHENSON LW ET AL 
CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
!NT GEOL CONGRESS, 16TH SESSION IUS GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE! 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, GEOLOGIC FlJRMATIONS 
0110 1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT--CHESAPEAKE BAY hYDRAULIC MODEL, MATAPEAKE, 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDRAULIC 
MODELS, PROJECT FEASIBILITY 
0771 1970 GRANT GC ET AL 
AGE COMPOSITION AND MAGNITUDE OF STRIPED BASS WINTER GILL-NET CATCH~S IN 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK R!VER, 1961-1970 
SOUTHEASTERN ASS GAME FISH CUMM, 24TH CONF PROC, 6~9-661 IVIMS CONTRiB 
399) 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA 
0772 1971 HARRISON W ET AL 
GROUNDWATER FLOW IN A SANDY TIDAL BEACH. 1. ONE-DIMENSIONAL FINITe ELEMENT 
ANALYSIS 
WATER RESOURCES RES 7 1 1313-1322 IVIMS CONTKIB 3921 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, TIDAL EFFECTS, WATER TABLE 
0773 1971 CASTAGNA M, DUGGAN W 
REARING THE BAY SCALLOP, AE~UIPECTEN IRRADIANS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 6lll97(l,d0-H5 IVIHS CONTRIB 38dl 
COMMERCIAL Fl~HING, LARVAE, SCALLOPS, MARICULTURE 
0774 1971 MIRI JA 
SOME PROBLEHS OF WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN VIRGINIA - A PRELIMINAkY 
EXAMINATION 
DEP GOVERNM~NT, COLL WILLIAM AND MARY, WlLLIAMSBUKG, VA 
LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, WATER DEMAND, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI 
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0775 1968 HUNTER JH 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITJES AND PERSONNEL--VIRGINIA• 19b8 
VIRGINIA GOVERNORS ~FFICE, DIV INDUSTRIAL DEVELOP, RICHMOND, VA 
EMPLOYMENT, FACILITIES, LA~ORATORIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES, UNIVERSifl~S, VIRGINIA, 
0176 1969 WASS ML, WRIGHT TO 
LUASTAL WETLANDS OF VIRGINIA 
VIi~S SRAMSOE U 
ERuS!ON, liA:HTATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARSH MANAGEMENT, HARSH PLANTS, TIDAL 
MA~SHES, VIRGINIA, ~ETLANOS 
0777 194l LOCHHEAD MS, NEwCOMBE CL 
METHODS OF HArCHIN~ EGGS OF THE ~LUE CRAd 
VA J SCI 3, 76-IJ6 IVIMS CONTRlB 91 
CHE 5Af'LAKE ilAY, EGGS, HATCHING, LARVAl. GROwTH STAGE, BLUE CRAil, MOLTING 
077d 1943 HOPKINS SH 
THE EXTE~NAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE FIRST.AND SECOND ZOEAL STAGES Of THE BLUE 
C~Ad, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHiiUN 
AMER MICKJSCOP SOC TKANS 62, 85-90 lVIMS CONTRIB 10) 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, BLUE CRAd, 
MOLTING 
0119 I944 SANDOZ M, HOPKINS SH 
ZUEAL LARVAE OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
WASH ACAD SCI J J4, 132-133 IVIHS CONTRI8 13) 
CRA~S, HAT~HING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, BLUE 
CRAd 
07d0 1972 oOON JO III, LYNCH MP 
TIDAL DATUM PLANES ANO TIDAL BOUNDARIES AND THEIR USE AS LEGAL BOUNOARIES. 
A STUDY wiTH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VIRGINIA 
VI~S ~kAMSllE 22 
U~J~UA~IE~ (PRUPERTY), LEGAL ASPECTS, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
J"ldi 1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
THt CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME 1-A PROPOSAL FOR RES APPLIED TO NAT NEEDS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLANNING lPROJECTEDI, MANAGEMENT, PROJECT PLANNING, 
RESOURCe UEVELOPMtNT, ~ETLANOS 
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0782 1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY VGLUME Ill 
P. 96-124 
CHESAPEAKE aAY, RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT, TRIUUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
07B3 1971 HYER PV ET AL 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. II. STUDieS OF THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPtR YUKK SYSTEM 
VIMS SRAMSOE 13 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RlVEK 
0784 1971 HARGIS WJ JR, LYNCH MP 
VIRGINIA STATE AGENCIES CONCERNED WITH COASTAL ZONE PLANNING, MANAGEMENT, 
OR SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES. lNO EDITION 
VIMS SRAMSOE 14 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, STATE GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
07d5 1971 VIRGINIA DtPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE 
RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THE vl~GINIA PESTICIDE LAw 
DIV REGULATORY SERV, RICHMOND, VA 
ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPOUNDS, AVICIUES, dRUSH CONTROL, CHLORINATED 
HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES, DOT, DIELDRIN, LEGAL ASPECTS, PESTICIDES, 
VIRGINIA, 
0792 1971 BIOSPHERIC5 INCORPORATED 
STUDY OF THE POSSl~LE ROLE OF POLLUTION IN THE PREVALENCE OF SEA NETTLES 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
BIOSPHERICS INC, ROCKVILLE, MD 
CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SeNSING, SEA NETTLES 
0800 1967 LAWLER AR 
OODINIUM CYPklNuOONTUM N SP, A PARASITIC DINOFLAGELLATE ON GILLS OF 
CYPRINODUNTIDAE UF VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI ij(lJ,b7-68 IVIMS CONTRIB 235) 
DINOFLAGELLATES, fi~H PARASITES, KILLIFISHES, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, YORK 
Rl VER 
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0801 1971 KEITH DE 
SUBSTRATE SELECTION IN CAPRELLID AHPHJPODS Of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, WITH 
EMPHASIS ON CAPRELLA CALIFOKNICA SIMPSON AND CAPRELLA EQUILIBRA SAY 
IAMPHIPODAi 
PACIFIC SCI 25, 3~7-394 
ALGAE, AMPHIPODA, BRYOZOA, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYOROZOA, PORIFERA, 
VIR~lNIA, YORK RIVER 
0802 1972 KAlAMA FY, SCHORNSTEIN KL 
HERPES-TYPE VIRUS PARTICLES ASSOCIATED WITH A FUNGUS 
SCIENCE 177, 696-6~7 IVIMS CONTRIB 471) 
AUU~TIC FuNGI, VIRGINIA, VIMUSES, YORK RIVER, ZOOSPORES 
0803 1964 BLAKE NJ 
SOME PHOTOTACTIC RESPONSES OF THE OPOSSUM SHRIMP, NEDMYSIS AMERICANA 
SMITH 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
CRUSTACEANS, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VERTICAL MIGRATION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, MYSIDS 
0804 1969 OAKES MJ 
PREUATION OF THE POLYPS OF THE JELLYFISH CHYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA ANO 
AURELIA AURITA 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SCYPHOZOA 
0805 1969 TALBOT JJ 
THE IMPORTANCE Of· SPIDER CRASS IN THE MARINE FOULING COMMUNITY WITH A 
SPECIAL COMPARISON OF SESSILE ORGANISMS FOUND ON LIBINIA DURING THE SUMMER 
OF 1969 
VIHS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
CRABS, FOULING, SESSILE ALGAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
OJOo 1969 WULFF Bl, WEBB Kl 
INTERTIDAL ZONATION OF MARINE AlGAE AT GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 1011i,29-35 IVIMS CONTRIB 303i 
B~NTHIC FLORA, DISTRI-BUTION PATTERNS, MARINE ALGAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0Su7 1970 VAN WINKLE W JR 
EFfECT 0~ ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON BYSSAL THREAD FORMATION 
MAR diOL 7121,143-148 IVIHS CONTRIB 3521 
MUSSELS, PHYSICOCHEMICAl PROPERTIES, SHElLFISH, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA, 
YIJRK RIVER 
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0808 1972 KAlAMA F 
DEVELOPMENT AND MORPHOLOGY OF A CHYTRID ISOLATED FkOM dRYOPSIS PLUMOSA 
CAN J BOT 5013),499-505 IVIMS CONTRIB 4361 
AQUATIC FUNGI, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MlCROdiOLUGY, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0809 1972 BARANS CA 
SPOTTED HAKE, UROPHYCIS REGIUS, OF THE YORK RIVER AND LOWER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SCI 13111,59-68 IVIMS CONTRld 439) 
FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, SEASONAl OISTRIBUTICN, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0810 1959 CLEMMER GH 
A QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF SHORE FISHES OF THE LOwER YORK kiVEk DURIN~ THE 
SUMMER OF 1959 
VIHS NAT SCI FOUNO REP 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERN~, FISH, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SEINING 
08I1 1959 FEILD GE 
AN ECOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF SHORE FISHES OF THE LOWER YORK RIVER 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
OB12 1959 WELLS JM 
A STUDY OF PRODUCTIVITY IN THE ESTUARINE ENVIRDNMENl 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
ABIOTIC ENVIRONMENT, AQUATIC PRODUCTIVITY, ESTUARINt ENVIRONMENT, 
NUTRIENTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0613 1959 WILLIAMS JE 
A QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF THE ZOSTERA MARINA POPULATION OF TH~ YORK RIVE~, 
VIRGINIA 
VIHS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EEL GRASS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVEM 
0814 1968 AMON JP, PERKINS FO 
STRUCTURE OF LABYRINTHULA SP. ZOOSPORES 
J PROTOZOOL 1513),543-546 IVIHS CONTR16 285i 
CULTURES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PHYLOGENY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, ZOOSPORES 
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0615 1965 THOMSON EM 
IDENTIFICATION Of THE BIVALVE LARVAE OCCURRING IN THE YORK RIVER -AI 
GLOUCESTER POiNT, VIRGINIA, SUMMER OF 1965 
VIMS NAT SCI FuUND REP 
CLASSIFICATION, LARVAE, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, SPAWNING• 
VIK~INIA, YORK RIVER 
0816 1966 EVELAND K 
SO~E METHODS FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF BIVALVE LARVAE 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
CLASSIFICATION, LARVAE, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0817 196J DEIBEL S 
PREuATO~Y 3EHAVIOR OF STYLOCHUS ELLIPTICUS ON OYSTERS AND 8ARNACLES 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
SAKNACLES, FOOU HABITS, OYSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0818 1955 OGLESBY RT 
RELATIVE AND SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF FISH IN 1 SCRAP' SAMPLES FRUM YORK 
RIVEK POUND NETS 
VIMS MS 
FISH POPULATIONS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0819 1967 HAVEN OS 
THE PHY~IOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF OYSTERS TO SEVERAL POLYMERIC MATERIALS AND 
THEIR DERIVATIVES 
VIMS MS 
PHYS!ULOGY, GROwTH RATES, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0820 1971 HAEFNER PA JR 
AN APPROACH TO SHEDDING BLUE CRABS CALLINECTES SAPIDUS IN A RECIRCULATED 
SEAWATER SYSTEM 
AMtR lllOL 1114),211 IVIMS CONTRIB ~09) 
RECIRCULATED WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
01121 l9bil S IMMUNDS W 
YU~~ RIVEk 'KED WATER' 
VIII$ MS 
OINclfLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION 1 PLANKTON, REO TIDE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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0822 1964 FOTHERINGHAM N 
THE SLIPPER LIMPET CREPIOULA CONVEXA, ITS ECOLOGY AND LIFE HISTORt IN AN 
ESTUARINE EEL-GRASS COMMUNITY 
VIHS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL OISTRidUTION, 
EEL GRASS, GASTROPODS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0823 1952 MASS~ANN HH 
CHECK LIST OF MARINE FISHES COLLECTED ON THE dEACH IN FRONT Of THE 
VIRGINIA FISHERIES LABORATORY, GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA 
VI MS MS 
FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RI~ER 
0824 1965 MASTRO A~ 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE PREDATORY BEHAVIOR OF STYLOCHUS ELLIPTICUS IGIRAROl 
VIM$ NAT SCI FOUND REP 
OYSTERS, PLATYHEL~INTHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0825 1968 MENDELSSOHN lA 
COMPARISON OF SESSILE FOULING ORGANISMS UN NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL 
SUBSTRATA LOCATED IN THE INTERTIDAL AND SUBLITTORAL ZONESo UUKING JelLY AND 
AUGUST OF 1968 ••• 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
fOULING, SESSILE ALGAE, UROCHORDATES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0826 194d TRESSELT E 
THE FOOD Of ~UVENILE LEIOSTOMUS XANTHURUS AND ROC~US SAXATILIS TAKEN IN 
THE YORK Rl VER 
VIMS MS 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH, FISH POPcJLATIONS, FOOD HABITS, ORGANIC 
LOADING, SPOT, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0827 1972 BURRELL VG JR 
DISTRIBUTION AND AdUNOANCE UF CALANOID COPEPODS IN THE YORK RIVER ESTUARY 
VIRGINIA, 1968 AND 1969 
VIM$ DISS ICOLL WILLIAM AND ~ARY) 
COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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082B 1971 GIBSON VR 
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ESTUARINE PHYTOPLANKTON I~ THE SURFACE MICROLAYER 
AND AT ONE METER, AND FLUCTUATIONS IN ABUNDANCE CAUSED BY SURFACE 
ADS~RPTION OF MONOMOLECULAR FILMS 
VIHS THESIS (UNIV VAl 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MONOMOLECULAR FILMS, OIL WASTES, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, YORK RIVEK 
0629 1958 MCHUGH JL, ANDREwS JD 
STATUS OF POLLUTION AND OYSTER CULTURE IN THE YORK RIVER 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 15 
O~RMOCYSIIDIUM 1 MARINE FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POLLUTANTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
0830 1971 BURNETT JW 
AN ULTRASTKUCTURAL STUDY OF THE NEMATOCYTES OF THE POLYP OF CHRYSAORA 
QU!.'HJUECIRRHA 
CHE~ SCi 12141,225-230 
CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, JELLYFISH 
0831 1963 WONG RSP 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE NORTHERN SEAROBIN, PRIDNOTUS CAROLINUS ILINWAEOS) 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
AGING IB!ULOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, MARINE FISH, 
REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVERo MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
SEAIWBINS 
0633 1964 WILSON M 
INVESTIGATIONS OF POSSIBLE BIOCHEMICAL DIFFERENCES IN lliFfERENT 
POPULATIGNS OF UROSALPINX CINEREA 
VI~S ~AT SCI FOUND REP 
BIOCHEMISTRY, CHROMATOGRAPHY, ELECTROPHORESIS, OYSTER DRILLS, VIRGINIA, 
WACHAPKEAGUE,VA, YORK RIVER 
OuJ4 194~ MENZEL RW 
EFFORTS TO FIND SMALL CRABS 
VIMS MS 
CKA~S, DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Od3~ 1951 BECK WR, MASSMANN WH 
MIGKATURY ~EHAVIOR OF THE RAINWATER FISH, LUCANIA PARVA, IN THE YORK 
KIVfl~, VIRGINIA 
Cl<<'U A Ln, 176 IV I MS CONTRI B .321 
tiSH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
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0636 196B FREY JR 
SUMMER-SPAWNING OF THE ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
0637 1966 JOSEPH EB, SAKSENA VP 
DETERMINATION OF ~ALINITY TOLERANCES IN MUMMICHOG !FUNDULUS HETE~OCLITUSl 
LARVAE OBTAINED fROM HORMONE-INDUCED SPAwNING 
CHES SCI 7141,193-197 (VIMS CONTRIB 23dl 
FISH, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LETHAL LIMIT, SALINITY, SPAwNING, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
0836 1972 SASKENA VP, JOSEPH EB 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS OF NEwlY-HATCHED LARVAE Of THE STRIPED 
~LENNY ICHASMODES oOS~UlANUSl, THE NAKEO GOBY IGOBIGSUM~ 605Cil ••• 
CHES SCI 1311J,23-2d (VIMS CONTKIB 4061 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MGRTALITY, VIRGINIA, 
YORK Rl VER 
0639 1963 PATTEN BC 
PLANKTON, OPTIMUM DIVERSITY STRUCTURE OF A SUMMER CCMMUNITY 
SCIENCE 14013569) 1 694-B9d IVIMS CONTRIB 133) 
DISTRIBUTION, DIVERSIFICATION, ENERGY dUOGET 1 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, STA~ILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0840 1957 HARGIS WJ JR ET Al 
SOME EFFECTS OF HIGH-FREQUENCY X-RAYS ON JHE OYSTER DRILl UROSALPINX 
CINEREA 
NAT SHtllFISH ASS, PRDC 47, 83-102 IVIMS CONTRIB 751 
GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, VIRGINIA, X-RAYS, YORK RIVER 
0641 1961 PATTEN BC 
PRELIMINARY METHOD FOR ESTIMATING STABILITY IN PLANKTON 
SCIENCE 13413464),1010-1011 lviHS CUNTRIB 941 
DATA COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, STABILITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0642 1963 PATTEN BC 
THE INFORMATION CONCEPT IN ECOLOGY, SOME ASPECTS OF INFuKMATION-GATHEKING 
BEHAVIOR IN PLANKTuN 
VIMS CONTRI6 120 
BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DlSTRieUTION, ENERGY 
CONVERSION, PHUTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, VIKGINIA, YOR~ RIVtk, 
SHANNONS THEOREUM 10 
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0843 19~8 MASSMANN WH ET AL 
DlSTR18UTION AND ABUNDANCE OF GRAY WEAKFISH IN THE YORK RIVER SYSTEM, 
VIRGINIA 
N AMER wiLDLIFE CONF, TRANS 231195&!,361-369 IVIHS CONTRIB 611 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, DISTRIBUTION, GREY SEA TROUT, MIGRATION, PAHUHKEY 
RIVER, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0344 1970 VIRKAR RAt WEBB KL 
FREE AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF THE SOFT-SHELL CLAM HYA ARENARIA IN 
RELATION TO ~ALINITY OF THE MEDIUM 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 32141,775-783 IVIHS CONTRIB 330! 
AMINO ACIDS, CHRUMATObHAPHY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0845 1962 HAVEN D 
SEASONAL CYCLE OF CONDITION INDEX OF OiSTERS IN THE YORK AND RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVERS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASSOC, PROC 51119601 1 42-66 IVIHS CONTRIB 104! 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERr VIRGlNlAr YORK 
RIVER 
OH46 1968 SWARTZ RC, VAN ENGEL WA 
LENGTH, ~EIGHT, AND GIRTH RELATIONS IN THE TOAOFISH, OPSANUS TAU 
CHES SCI 914!,249-253 IVIMS CONTRIB 2791 
FISH, GROwTH RATES, LENGTH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0847 1963 NICHOLS PR, MASSMANN wH 
ABUNDANCE, AGE, AND FECUNDITY OF SHAD, YORK RIVER, VA, 1953-59 
~S FISH ~JLULIFE SERV, FISH BULL 63111,179-187 IVIMS CONTRIB 1301 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROHOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEARr 
MIGRATION, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0846 1972 KERWIN JA 
DISTRioUTION OF THE SALT HARSH SNAIL IMELAMPUS BIOENTATUS SAY) IN RELATION 
TO MARSH PLANTS IN THE POROPOTANK RIVER AREA, VIRGINIA 
CHE$ SCI 1312),150-153 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GASTROPODS• MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, SALINITY, 
VlkGINJA, YORK RIVER, POROPOTANK RIVER 
0~49 1966 fOUKNIER RO 
SOME: IMPLICATIUNS OF NUTRIENT ENRICHMENT ON DIFFERENT TEMPORAL STAGES OF A 
PHYTOPLANKTON COMMUNITY 
CHES SCI 7111,11-19 IVIMS CONTRIB 202J 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPH ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON. 
PKOJUCTJVITYr VIRGINIA, YuRK RIVER 
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0650 1972 TENNYSON PS ET AL 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY diBLIOGRAPHY, VOLUME II. VIRGINIA WATERS 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 63 
BIBLIDGRAPHIESr CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVeR, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0651 1963 PATTEN BC 
INFORMATION PROCESSING BEHAVIOR OF A NATURAL PLANKTON COMMUNITY 
AMER BIOL TEACHER 2517),489-501 (VIMS CONTRIB 1411 
BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, DISTRI8UTION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
STATISTICAL METHODS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
OB52 1963 THOMPSON JC JR 
THE GENERIC SIGNifiCANCE OF THE BUCCAL INFKACJLIATUkE IN THE FAMILY 
TETRAHYHE~IDAE AND A PROPOSED NE~ GeNUS AND SPECIES, PARATETRAHYMENA 
WASSI 
VA J SCI, NEW SER 14(3),126-135 IVJMS CONTRIB 1311 
BENTHIC FAUNA, DATA COLLECTIONS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0853 1963 MASSMANN WH ET AL 
DISTRIBUTION OF LARVAE OF THE NAKED GOBY, GOBIOSOHA BOSCI, IN THE YORK 
Rl VER 
CHES SCI 4131,!20-125 (VJHS CONTRIB 1461 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGEr MIGRATION, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0854 1953 RANEY EC, MASSMANN WH 
THE fiSHES OF THE TIDEWATER SECTION Of THE PAMUNKEY RIVtR, VIRGINIA 
WASH ACAD SCI J 431121,424-432 IVJMS CONTRIB 4~1 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, F1SH TAXO~OHY, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
0655 1957 MASSMANN WH, PACHECO Al 
SHAD CATCHES AND WATER TEMPERATURES IN VIRGINIA 
J WILDLIFE MANAGE 21131,351-35~ IVIMS CONTRIB 721 
ALOSIDS, AMERICAN SHAD, ANAOROMOUS fiSH, VIRGINIA, WAlER TEMPERATURE, YORK 
Rl VER 
0856 1966 WOOD l 
DETERMINATION OF FREE AHINO ACIDS IN SEAWATER 
IN AUTOMATION IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY. TECHNICUN CHROMATOGRAPHY CORP, 
ARDSLEY, NY. P. 652-6~5 IVIHS CONTRI6 201! 
AMINO ACIDS, ION EXCHANGE, SEA WATER 
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U857 1966 DILLON WA, ZMERNER DE 
CUNTRI8UTIONS TO THE BIOLOGY Of THE SACCULINID PARASITE LDXOTHYLACUS 
PANuPAcl !GISSLER, 1884) BOSCHMA, 192B 
AMER MICROSCOP SUC, TRANS 6513),407-414 IVIMS CONTRIB 213) 
CRABS, CRU~TACEANS, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, PORES, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
YO«K RIVER 
0858 1966 WOOD L, WEBB KL 
DETERMINATION OF FREE AMINO ACIDS IN OCEANIC AND ESTUARINE WATERS 
ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS, 20 INTERNATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC CONGRESS, P. 397-396 
!VIMS CONTKIB 2141 
AMINO ACIDS, ION EXCHANGE, SEA WATER 
0859 1964 NAGABHUSHANAM R 
NEuKOS~CkETURY CHANGES IN THE NERVOUS SYSTEM Of THE OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGIN!CA, INDUCED BY VARIOUS EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
INDIAN J EXP BIDL 2!11,1-4 IVIMS CONTRIB 180) 
MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SPAWNING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
0860 1965 PATTEN BC 
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND ENERGY RELATIONSHIPS IN PLANKTON 
U.S. NAT LAB, OAK RIDGE, TENN, ORNL-3634 IVIMS CONTRIB 1651 
ANALOG MODELS, OIV~RSI~ICATION, LABORATORY TESTS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
METHODOLOGY, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVeR, CALORIMETRY 
0861 1965 WOOD L, ROBERTS BA 
DIFFERENTIATION Of EFFECTS OF TWO PESTICIDES UPON UROSALPINX CINEREA SAY 
FROM THE EA~TERN SHORE UF VIRGINIA 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 54(1963),75-85 IVIMS CONTRIB 1631 
BEDS uNDtR WATER, GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, PESTICIDES 
0862 1963 NAGABHUSHANAH R, SAROJINI S 
RESISTANCE Of THE MUD SNAIL, NASSARIUH OBSOLETUS, TO HIGH TEMPERATURES 
INUIAN J EXP BIOL 113),160-161 IVIHS CONTRIB 1761 
GASTROPODS, LETHAL LIMIT, MARINE ANIMALS, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TfMPtRATukE, YORK RIVER 
0~63 1963 NAGABHUSHANAM R, SAROJINI S 
tfFECT UF LOW SALINITY ON OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN THE PRAWN PALAEMONETES 
VULGARIS 
INDIAN J EXP BIDL 1141,231-232 IVIHS CONTRIB 177) 
PHYSIOLOGY, MARINE ANIMALS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SALINITY, SHRIMP, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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0864 1964 NAGABHUSHANAM R 
EFFECT Of REMOVAL Of NEURG-SECRETORY CELLS ON SPAwNING IN THE MUSSEL, 
MODIOLUS OEMISSUS !MOLLUSCA, LAHELLIBRANCHIATAl 
CURR SCI 33171,215-216 IVIMS CONTRIB 179) 
PHYSIOLOGY, MUSSELS, SPA~NING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0865 1964 PATTEN BC ET AL 
SOME EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS Of DARK AND LIGHT BOTTLES 
CONS INT EXPLOR MER, J 28131,335-353 lVIMS CONTRIB 1471 
AQUATIC PRODuCTIVITY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED uXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, 
METHODOLOGY, RESPIRATION 
0866 1964 JOSEPH EB, VERNICK SH 
AN ABNORMALITY ASSOCIATED WITH LARVAL MORTALITY Of THE NAKED GDBY, 
GOBIOSDMA BOSCI lLACEPEOEI 
COPEIA 111,236-237 IVIMS CONTRIB 1511 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY 
0867 1964 EVANS FR, THOMPSON JL JR 
PSEUOOCOHNILEMBIDAE N FAM, A HYMENOSTOME CILIATE FAMILY CONTAINING ONE 
GENUS, PSEUDOCOHN:LEMBUS N G, ~ITH THREE NEW SPECI~S 
J PROTOZDOL 11131,3~4-352 lVIMS CONTRIB 173) 
MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CILIATES 
0868 1963 RICHARDS CE 
FIRST RECORD OF FOUR FISHES FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY, AND OBSERVATIONS Of OTHER 
FISHES DURING 1962 
COPEIA 131, 5d4-585 IVIMS CONTRIB 139) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS 
0869 1963 MCCAUL WE 
RHYNCHOCOELA, NEMERTEANS FROM MARINE AND ESTUARINE ~ATEKS OF VIRGINIA 
J ELISHA MITCHELL SCI SOC 79{21,111-124 lVIMS CONfRIB 1401 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, EAST£kN SHuRE (VA-MOI, 
HABITATS, NEMERTEANS, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, YOk~ klVER 
0870 1963 GRANT GC 
INVESTIGATIONS OF INNER CONTINENTAL SHELF WATERS Off LOwER CHESAPEAKt BAY. 
PART IV. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE CHAETOGNATHA AND A KEY TO THtlR 
IDENTIFICATION 
CHES SCI 4131,107-119 IVIMS CONTRIB 1451 
CHAETOGNATHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DATA COLLECTIONS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
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0871 1963 MASSMANN WH 
AGE AND SIZE COMPOSITION Of WEAKFISH, CYNOSCION REGALIS, FROM POUND NETS 
IN CHESAPEAKE ~AY, VIRGINIA 1954-1958 
CHES SCI 4111,43-51 IVIHS CONTRIB 126) 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
~I StiER I ES, GREY SEA TROUT, JAMES Rl VER, -RAPPAHANNOCK Rl VER, YORK Rl VER, 
lENGTH-fREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
0872 1963 SHUSTER CN JR ET AL 
A COMMENTARY ON CLAW DEfORMITIES IN THE BLUE CRAB 
ESTUARINE BULL 712 AND 3),15-23 IVIMS CONTRIB 134) 
BLUE CRAB, GLYCOGEN 
0873 1963 MULFORD RA 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE DINOFLAGELLATE GENUS CERATIUM IN THE TIDAL AND 
OFfSHORE wATERS OF VI~GINIA 
CHES SCI 4121,84-89 IVIMS CONTRIB 1371 
CH~SAPEAKE ~AY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
0874 1962 RICHARDS CE 
A SURVEY OF SALT-WATER SPORT FISHING IN VIRGINIA, 1955-1960 
CHES SCI 3141,223-235 IVIMS CONTRIB 1231 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, SPORT FISH, 
VIRGINIA, 
0875 1962 PACHECO Al 
MOVEMeNTS OF SPOT, LEIQSTOMUS XANTHURUS, IN THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHb S(.l 3141,256-257 iVIMS CONTRIB 124) 
COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SPOT, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
Od76 1963 PATTEN BC ET AL 
AN ANNUAL PHYTOPLANKTON CYCLE IN THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
tHES SCI 4111,1-20 IVlMS CoNTRIB 1271 
CHtSAPEAKE BAY, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DIATOMS, 
UINOFLAGELLATESr DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, POPULATION, YOKK RIVER 
OlJ7f 1962 PACHECO AL 
AGE AND GkuWTH OF SPOT IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY, WITH NOTES ON DISTRIBUTION 
AND ABUNDANCE OF JUVENILES IN THE YORK RIVER SYSTEM 
CHES SCI j(11,1B-2B IVIHS CONTRIB 1091 
AGING IBIOLUGICALJ, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, GROWTH RATES, MARINE 
FISH, SPORT FISHING, SPOT, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
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0878 1962 PATTEN BC 
IMPROVED METHOD FOR ESTIMATING STABILITY IN PLANKTON 
LIMNOL OCEANOGR 712),266-26d IVIMS CONTRIB 1141 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANKTON, STABILITY 
0679 1962 VAN ENGEL WA 
THE BLUE CRAB AND ITS FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE !JAY. PART 2 - TYPES oF GEAR 
FOR HARD CRAB FISHING 
COMMERCIAL FISH REV 24191,1-10 IVIMS CONTRIB 121) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, BLUE CRAB 
0880 1960 MASSMANN WH 
ADDITIONAL RECORDS FOR NE~ fiSHES IN CHESAPeAKE BAY 
COPEIA 111, 70 IVIMS CONTRIB 901 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISrl 
0882 1961 PATTEN BC 
COMPETITIVE EXCLUSION 
SCIENCE 134(3490J,15U0-1601 IVIMS CONTRI6 1061 
BEHAVIOR, COMPETITION, MATHEMATICAL STUDIES 
0SB3 1970 KRAUSS RW ET AL 
CHECK LIST, PLANT SPECIES OF THE CHESAPEAKE dAY OCCURRING WITHIN THE HIGH 
TIDE LIMITS OF THE BAY ANO ITS TRIBUTARIES 
BOT DEP, UNlv MO, COLLEGE PARK, MO 
ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUNGI, MARYLAND, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PlANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0884 1959 HAVEN OS 
EfFECTS Of PEA CRABS, PINNOTHERES OSTREUM ON OYSTERS CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 49, ~9-49 IVIMS CONTRIB 861 
CRABS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0885 1960 MCHUGH Jl 
THE POUND-NET FISHERY IN VIRGINIA. PART 2 - SPECIES COMPOSITION OF 
lANDINGS REPORTED AS MENHADEN 
COMMERCIAL FISH REV 22121,1-16 IVIMS CONTRIB 811 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPulATIONS, 
FISHERIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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0~86 1957 MCHUGH JL 
TRAPPING OYSTEK DRILLS IN VIRGINIA. III. THE CATCH PER TKAP IN RELATION TO 
CONDITION OF BAIT 
NAT SHELLFI~H ASS, PROC 47 1 83-102 IVJMS CONTRIB 761 
GASTRuPuDS, OYSTER DklLLS, OYSTERS, TRAPPING 
0887 1959 MCHUGH JL ET AL 
LtNGTH, WEIGHT, AND AGE COMPOSITION OF THE MENHADEN CATCH IN VIRGINIA 
WATERS 
LIMNOL OCEANOGK 4121,145-162 IVIMS CONTRIB 841 
ATLANTIC MiNHADEN, CUMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, HIG~ATION, 
SPA~NING, VIRGINIA, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
0888 1957 ANDREWS JU, HEWATT WG 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 2. THE FUNGUS DISEASE CAUSED BY 
DEKMOCYSTIDIUM MARINUM IN OYSTERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ECOL MONOGR l7lll,l-25 IVIMS CONTRIB 69) 
FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH 
0889 1957 MASSMANN WH 
NfW ANO RECENT RECORDS FOR FISHES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COPEIA 121 1 156-15/ (VIMS CONTNIB 71) 
OISTKIBUTIUN, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH 
0690 1957 ANDREWS JO, MCHUGH JL 
THE SURVIVAL AND GROMTH OF SOUTH CAROLINA SEED OYSTERS IN VIRGINIA WATERS 
NAT SHeLLFISH ASS, PKOC 47, 3-17 IVIMS CONTRIB 731 
OISTRI~UTION, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTKY, OYSTERS 
Od91 1954 ANDRE~S JD 
NUTES ON FUNGUS PARASITES OF BIVALVE MOLLUSKS IN CHESAPEAKE SAY 
tJA f ShELLFISH ASS, PROC 45, 157-163 l V!MS CONTRI8 54) 
FUNGI, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, SHELLFISH 
Od92 1956 ANDREWS JO 
TRAPPING OYSTER DRILLS IN VIRGINIA. 1. THE EFFECT Of MIGRATION AND OTHER 
FAL.I(•KS UN THE CATCH 
~Af ~HELLFISH ASS, PROC 46, 140-154 IVIMS CONTRIB 631 
rlEu~ U~UEK WATER, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
TKAP>'ING 
114 
0893 1956 MCHUGH JL 
TRAPPING OYSTER DRillS IN VIRGINIA. 11. THE TIME FACTOR IN RELATION TO THE 
CATCH PER TRAP 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 46, 155-168 IVIMS CONTRIB &4) 
BEDS UNDER WATER, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTEk INDU~TRY, OYSTERS, 
TRAPPING . 
0894 195& ANDREWS JD 
WHAT KILLED YOUR OYSTERS 
SOUTHERN FISHERMAN 16(71 1 22-23 IVIMS CUNTRIB 651 
FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
0895 1957 HARGIS WJ JR 
A RAPID LIVE-SEXING TECHNIQUE FOR URUSALPINX CINEREA ANu EUPLEURA CAUDATA 1 
WITH NOTES ON PREVIOUS METHODS 
LIHNOL OCEANOGR ~11),41-42 IVIMS CONTRIB 67) 
ANIMAL PARASITES, GASTRUPOOS 1 GONADS, OYSTER DRILLS 
0896 1954 HEWATT WG, ANDREWS JO 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. I. MORTALITIES OF UY~TcKS IN TRAYS 
AT GLOUCESTER POiNT, YORK RIVER 
TEXAS J SCI 6(21ot2l-13~ IVIMS CONTRI8 49) 
MORTALITY, OYSTEKS, SEASONAL DISTKIBUTION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
0897 1955 MCHUGH JL, ANDREWS JD 
COMPUTATION OF OYSTER YIELDS IN VIRGINIA 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 4511954),217-239 IVIMS CONTRIB 55) 
CATCH, GROWTH RATES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0898 1955 REID GK JR 
THE POUND-NET FISHERY IN VIRGINIA. PART I. HISTORY, GEAR DESCRIPTION AND 
CATCH 
COMMERCIAL FISH kEV 17151,1-15 IVIMS CONTRIB 571 
CATCH, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, NETS 
0899 1956 MCHUGH JL 
THE VIRGINIA FISHERIES LABORATORY 
AMER INST BIOL SCI, BUll 61llr14-15 (VIMS CONTRIB 5bl 
RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, VIRGINIA, 
115 
0900 1952 MCHUGH Jl 
THE ~ANAGEMENT OF VIRGINIA'S SEAFOOD RESOURCES 
VA WilDLIFE 12191~10-12,23 IVIHS CONTRIB 38} 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, 
VIRGINIA, 
0901 1952 MASSMANN WH ET Al 
A SURFACE TRAWL FOR SAMPLING YOUNG FISHES IN TIDAL RIVERS 
N AMEK WILDLIFE CON~, TRANS 17119521,386-392 IVIHS CONT~I8 42) 
FISHING, FISHING GEAR, SAMPLING, TRAWLING 
0902 1954 BAILEY RS 
ROCKFISH FOR THE FISHERMAN 
VA WILDLIFE 15131,2(}-21 IVIHS CONTRIB 50} 
DISTRldUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS; SPORT FISH 
0903 1945 NEWCOMBE CL, HENZEL RW 
FUTURE OF THE VIRGINIA OYSTER INDUSTRY 
COM1~0NWEALTH 12141 1 1-11 IVIHS CONTRIB 22) 
CHESAPEAKE 8AY 1 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
0904 1946 STRICKLAND JC 
A CULTUKE METHOD FOR CERTAIN HAkiNE ALGAE 
SCIENCE 1U3(2665),112-11J IVIMS CONTRIB 241 
MARINE ALGAE, PHYTOPLANKTON, HARICULTURE 
0905 1952 MCHUGH JL, MARBLE Rl 
THE VIRGINIA fiSHERIES LABORATORY 
COMMONWEALTH 181121 1 30-32 (VIHS CONTRIB 36} 
RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, VIRGINIA, 
0~06 1942 UAVIS HJ 
A P~OGRAM Of VISUAL EDUCATION FOR CONSERVATION Of TIDEWATER FISHERIES 
VA J EDUC 36121,76-77 IYIHS CONTRIS 121 
CONSERVATION, EDUCATION, FISHERIES, MANAGEHENlo TIDAL .IOIATERSr VIRGINIA, 
0~07 1945 MACKIN JG, MENZEL RW 
RtSEAKCH SEEKS TO EXPAND NEW FISHERY 
COMMONWEALTH 12121 1 7-10 1 16 IVIMS CONTRIB 181 
flSHERI~S, li~E HISTORY STUDIES, MUSSELS, TIDAL WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
116 
0908 1944 MENZEL RW 
ALBINO CATFISH IN VIRGINIA 
COPEIA 1944r 124 IVIMS CONTRIB 191 
CATFISHES, DISTRIBUTION PATTE~NS, FISH VOPULATIUNS 1 MATTAPONI RIVER, 
PAMUNKEY RIVER, ViRGINIA, ALBINISM 
0909 1948 ROGERS-TALBERT R 
THE FUNGUS LAGENIDIUM CALLINECTES COUCH (19421 ON H.GS Of THE BLUE CRAB IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BIOL BULL 95121 1 L14-228 IV1HS CONTRIB 2dl 
EGGS, FUNGI, PARASITISM, BLUE CRAB 
0910 1941 NEWCOMBE Cl 
CONSERVING OUR SALT-~ATER FISHERIES 
COMMONWEALTH 81121,7-10 IVIHS CONTRIB 5) 
CONSERVATION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, Fl~HERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLfi~H, TIDAL 
WATERS, VIRG1NIA, 
0911 1942 LOCHHEAD MS ET Al 
HATCHING OF THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES 5A~IDUS RATHtiUN 
SCIENCE 9512467-,382 IVIMS CONTRIB 81 
EGGS, HATCHING, BLUE CRAB 
0912 1944 SANDOZ H ET AL 
FUNGUS INfECTION Of EGGS Uf THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTfS SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
SCIENCE ~9(25631,124-125 IVIMS CONTRIB 171 
EGGS, FUNGI, BLUE CRAB 
0913 1944 HOPKINS SH 
THE EXTERNAL MORPHOLOGY Of THIRD AND FOURTH lUEAL STAGES OF THE BLUE CRAB, 
CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
BIUL BULL 87121,145-152 IVIHS CONTRIB ~0} 
LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, BLUE CRAB 
0914 1947 SANDOZ M, HOPKINS SH 
EARLY LIFE HISTORY OF THE OYSTER CRAB, PINNOTHERES OSTREUM ISAYI 
BlOL BULL 93(3),250-258 IVIMS CONTRIB 271 
CRABS, FUNGI, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
0915 1966 HAVEN DS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
ASPECTS Of BIODEPOSITIUN BY OYSTERS AND OTHER INVERTEBRATE FILTER FEEDER~ 
llMNOL OCEANOGR 11141,467-498 IYIHS CONTRIB 2271 
BIODEPOSITION, INVERTEBRATES, OYSTERS 
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0916 19o6 CALDER DR ET AL 
RECORD OF ECTEINASCIOIA TUK~INATA IASCIDIACEA, PEROPHORIOAEl IN THE YORK 
RIVI::R, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7141,223-224 IVIHS CONTRIB 2281 
DISTRIBUTION, URDCHORDATES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0'.11 1 1967 COLE CF 
A STUDY GF THE EASTERN JOHNNY OARTER, ETHEOSTOMA OLKSTEOI STORER 
ITELEOSTEI, PERCIDAEl 
CHES SCI bl11 1 28-51 IVIMS CONTR18 241) 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, PERCHES 
0916 1910 PERKINS FO 
FORMATION Uf CENTRIOLE ANO CENTRIOLE-LIKE STRUCTURES DURING MEIOSIS AND 
MITOSIS IN LABYRINTHULA SP IRHIZOPODEA, LABYRINTHULIOAJ, AN ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPE STUDY 
J CELL SCI bl3l 1 b2~-b53 IVIMS CONTRlB 324) 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, GROwTH STAGES, PROTOZOA, REPRODUCTION 
0919 1970 BOSS KJ, WASS ML 
NORTHwARD RANGE EXTENSION OF CYCLINELLA TENUIS RECLUS 
NAUTILUS d~l31,112-11~ IVIMS CONTRIB 329) 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, INVERTEBRATES 
0920 1970 ROBERTS MH JR 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF PAGURUS. LONGICARPUS SAY REARED IN THE LABORATORY. I. 
DE~CRIPTION OF LARVAL INSTARS 
BIOL BULL 139111,188-202 IVIHS CONTRIS 342) 
CRASS, LARVAL GRO.TH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS 
0921 1969 PERKINS FO, AMON JP 
ZOOSPORULATIUN IN LABYRINTHUlA SP, AN ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDY 
J PKOTOZOUL 16121,235-257 IVIMS CONTRIB 309) 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, GROWTH STAGES, LifE HISTORY STUDIES, PROTOZOA, 
ZUOSPUKES 
092l 1969 HAIGLER SA 
B0t<1NG MECHANISM Of"POtYOOKA~ItES911'ERI INHABITING CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
A:-IER ZOUL 9, 821-828 IVIMS CONTRIS 3231 
CHtSAPcAKE dAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POLYCHAETE$, C + 0 CANAl 
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.0923 1970 MCEACHRAN JO, DA\IIS J 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE STRIPED SEARCBIN 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 99121 1 343-352 IVIMS CONTKIB 319) 
AGING IBIOLOGICALJ, GRO~TH RATES, MARINE FISH, SEASONAL OISTRibUTIUN, 
SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, S~AROBINS 
0924 1968 CONES H 
SELECTIVITY IN FOSSIL PRESERVATION AS SHOwN SY A COMPARISQN OF FOSSIL AND 
MODERN BARNACLE PO~ULATIONS 
CHES SCI 911),61-62 IVIMS CONTRIB 272l 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BARNACLES, PALEONTOLOGY, PRESERVATION, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
0925 1968 ROBERTS MH 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE DECAPOD EUCERAMUS PRAELUNGUS IN LAdORATORV 
CULTUI<E 
CHES SCI 9121,12!-130 IVIMS CONTRIB 2781 
CRUSTACEANS, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
0926 1968 ANDREWS JD 
REMOVAL OF PEA CRABS FROM LIVE OYSTERS BY USING SEVIN 
VELIGER 11121,141-143 IVIMS CONTRIB 2811 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CKABS, LETHAL LIMIT, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PESTICIDES 
0927 1968 ANDREWS JD 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 7. REVIE~ OF EPIZUOTIOLOGY AND 
ORIGIN OF MINCHINIA NtLSONI 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 56(19671 0 23-36 IVIMS CONTKIB 2631 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
MSX, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YOKK RIVER 
0926 1968 HOBBIE JE ET AL 
AMINO ACID FLUX IN AN ESTUARY 
SCIENCE 159, 1463-1464 IVIMS CONTRIB 2671 
AMINO ACIDS, AQUATIC BACTERIA, ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, VIRGINIA, YUKK RIVER 
0929 1968 PERKINS FU 
FINE STRUCTURE OF ZOOSPORES FROM LABYKINTHOMYXA SP PARASITIZING THe CLAM 
MAC OMA BALTH ICA 
CHES SCI 9(3),198-20d IVIMS CONTRIS 2701 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CLAMS, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, 
ZOOSPORES 
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0930 1967 RICHARDS CE 
AGE, GROWTH AND FECUNDITY Of THE COBIA, RACHYCENTRON CANADUH, FROM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ADJACENT HID-ATLANTIC HATERS 
AME~ FISH SOC TKANS 96(3),343-350 IVIHS CONTRIB 2521 
AGING IBIOLOGICALir COBIA, DISTRIBUTION, FECUNDITY, FiSH PDPULATIONS, 
GROwTH RATtS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
0931 1967 THORNBOROUGH JR, MENGEBIER WL 
DIRECT STIMULATION OF RESPIRATORY ENZYME ACTIVITY BY CRUSTACEAN EYESTALK 
EXTRACT 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSiuL 20illr351-353 IVIMS CONTRIB 260J 
CRUSTACEANS, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 





PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS 0~ PREY SELECTION BY THE MARINE 
GASTKOPUD Ut<OSALPINX CINEREA !PROSOBRANCHIA. MURICIOAEI 
HALACULOGIA 6(3),267-320 IVIHS CONTRIB 229) 
GA~TKOPGD~, OYSTER DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY, PREDATION, SYSTEMATICS 
1966 KERWIN JA 
CLASSIFICATION AND ST~UCTURE OF THE TIDAL MARSHES OF THE POROPOTANK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
BIOLOGICAL COMt4UNITIES, ECOLOGY, MARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
ANGIOSPERMS, POROPOTANK RIVER • 
1959 HAVEN DS 
MIGRATION OF THE CROAKER, MICROPOGON UNOULATUS 
COPEIA Ill, 25-30·(VIMS CONTRIB 82) 
COMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPU~ATIONS, HIGRAJION 
PATTERNS, TAGGING 
1967 WEB~ KL, WOOD l 
IMP~OVED TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYSIS OF FREE AMINO ACIDS IN SEAWATER 
IN AUTUMATION IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY, TECHNICON SYMPOSIA FOR 1966, V.I, 
P.440-444. WHITE PLAINS, N.Y4, MEDIAD INC IVIHS CONTRI8 2371 
AMINO ACIDS, SEA WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
196ti~SMITH Wl>r .. NORCROSS JJ 
THE STATUS OF .. SCUP ISTE:NOTOHUS CHRYSOPS) IN WINTER TRAWL FISHERY 
CHES SCI 9141,207-216 IV!MS CONTRI8 2821 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH, SCUP, 
S~.\.)IJNAL D ISTR IBUTlON, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, HAMPTON ROADS 
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0937 1971 BARRICK SO ET AL 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BIBLIOGRAPHY, VOLUME I. THE JAMES RIVER 
VIHS SPEC SCI REP 58 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, JAMES RIVER~ VIRGINIA 
0938 1972 BENDER HE ET AL 
HEAVY METALS - AN INVENTORY Of EXISTING CONDITIONS 
WASH ACAO SCI J 62121,144-153 IVIMS CONTRI~ 4351 
BIOTA, OISTR!BUTIONr HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, MERLURY 1 OYSTERS, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEOIM~NTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0939 1970 BREHMER ML 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF VIRGINIA'S ESTUARIES. DATA PRINTOUT 
VI MS HS 
BIOLOGICAL COHMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DATA COLLECTIONS, HVDROLDGIC 
DATA, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VI~GINIA, YORK RlvtR 
0940 1973 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
1972 ANNUAL SUMMARY. OYSTER SPATFALL ON SHELLSTRINGS IN VIRGINIA 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INfORM BULL. SPEC REP 
RIVER SYSTEMS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
0941 1972 DRESSEL OM ET AL 
VITAL STAINING TO SORT UEAO AND LIVE COPEPOOS 
CHES SCI 13121,145-159 IVIMS CONTRIB 4491 
BIOASSAY, COPEPODS, ZOOPLANKTON 
0942 1972 PLEASANTS JB 
THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES RESEARCH AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
MERRMS 
MAR TECH SOC, PROC 1972 IVIHS LONTRIB 437) 
OAIA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT, KtSEARCH 
FACILITIES 
0944 1972 WEBB KL ET AL 
FREE AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF SCYPHOZOAN POLYPS OF AURELIA AURITA, 
CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA AND CYANEA CAPILLATA AT VARIOUS SALINITIES 
COMP BIOCHEH PHYSIOL 43B, 653-663 IVIHS CONTt<IB 4621 
AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JELLYFISH, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, 
SCYPHOZOA 
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0945 1972 KAlAMA FY 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF THRAUSTOCHYTRIUM SP ZOOSPORES. II. STRIATED INCLUSIONS 
J ULTRASIRUCTURE kES 41, 60-66 IVIMS CONTRIS 466) 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MARINE FUNGI, ZOOSPORES 
0946 1971 HUGGETT RJ ET AL 
MERCURY 1~ SEDIMENTS FROM THREE VIRGINIA ESTUARIES 
CHES SCI 1214lo2ti0-282 IVIMS CONTRIB 412) 
ESTUARIES, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVEK, MERCURY, RATES, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK k!VEK 
0947 1971 ROBERTS MH JR 
LARVAL UEVELOPMENT OF PAGURUS LONGJCARPUS SAY REARED IN THE LABORATORY. 
IV. ASPECTS OF THE ECOLOGY UF THE MEGALOPA 
b!OL BULL 14111),162-166 IVJMS CONTRIB.387) 
CRASS, ECULuGY, GROwTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORTALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
0948 1971 RO~ERTS MH Jk 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF PAGURUS LDNGJCARPUS SAY REARED IN THE LABORATORY. 
III. BEHAVIORAL kESPONS~S TO SALINITY DJSCDNJINUITJES 
BIOL BULL 140, 4&9-501 IVIMS CONTRIB 381) 
A~IMAL BEHAVIOR, CRABS, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, LETHAL LIMIT, SALINITY, SALT 
TOLERANCE, ZOOPLANKTON 
0949 1967 CHANLEY P 
AIDS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF BIVALVE LARVAE OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS (COLL OF WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CLASSIFICATION, IN~ERTEBRATES, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, SEASONAL DJSTRI8UTION, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINiA, ZOOPLANKTON 
0950 1970 iNUKEwS JD 
THE MOLLUSC FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY IUSA1 
IN PKOC OF THE SYMP ON MOLLUSCA HELD AT COCHIN, PART Ill. MAR BIOL ASS OF 
INDIA IVIMS LONTRIB 2621 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
0951 1972 UJPUY JL 1 RIVKIN S 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF LABORATORY TECHNIQUES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF CULTCH-FREE 
~~AT Of THE OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
CHE> SU L:llll ,45-52 I VI ItS CONTRIB 3941 
IIATCHING, LARVAE, OYSTER INDUSTRY, .OYSTERS, SPAWNING 
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D952 1972 VAN WINKLE W JR 
CILIARY ACTIVITY AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF EXCISED BIVALVE GILL TISSUE 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIUL 42A, 473-4d5 IVIMS CONTRIB 4061 
CLAMS, MUSSELS, OXYGEN REYUIREHENTS, OYSTERS, SALINITY 
0954 1971 CHANLEY P, ANDREwS JD 
AIDS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF BIVALVE LARVAE OF VIRGINIA 
MALACOLOGIA 11111 1 45-119 IVIHS CONTRIB 322) 
CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEoRATES, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, SEA~uNAL DISTRISUTIONo 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
0955 1972 KAlAMA FY 
ULTRASTRUCTURE AND PHUTUTAXIS Of THE ZOOSPORES OF PHLYCTOCHYTM!UM SP, AN 
ESTUARINE CHYTRID 
J GEN MICROBIOL 71, 5~5-556 IVIMS CONTRlo 4591 
AQUATIC FUNGI, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, ZOOSPOReS 
0956 1972 COHEN SM, MCERLEAN AJ 
A CROSS-REFERENC~D INDEX TO CURRENT 11971-1972) BIULOGICAL AND 
BIOLOGY-RELATED RESEARCH ON CHESAPEAKE uAY 
VIMS CONTRIB 44d 
BISLIOGRAPHIES, BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
0957 1972 KAlAMA F 
ULTRASTRUCTURE Uf THRAUSTOCHYTRIUM SP ZOOSPORES. I. KINETOSOME 
ARCH MIKROBIOL 83, 179-18d IVIHS CONTRIB 444) 
AQUATIC FUNGI, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, ZOOSPORES 
0958 1970 BURRELL VG JR, VAN ENGEL wA 
A MEANS UF COPING NITH MNEMIOPSIS LEIDY! IN PLANKTON SAMPLES 
CHES SCI 11121,139 IVIHS CONTRIB 346) 
CTENOPHORES, ZOOPLANKTON 
0959 1970 KRAEUTER J, HAVEN OS 
FECAL PELLETS OF COMMON INVERTEBRATES OF LOWER YORK RIVER AND LOWER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 1113),159-173 IVIMS CONTRIB 354) 
BIOOEPOSITIUN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, INVERT~BRATcS, MORPHOLOGY, 
YORK Rl VER 
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09b0 196B VAN ENGEL WA, JOSEPH EB 
CHARACTERIZATION Of COASTAL AND ESTUARINE fiSH NURSERY GROUNDS AS NATURAL 
COMMUNI Tl ES 
VIM:> MS 
fiSH POPULATIONS, SPAWNING 
0961 1965 NICHOLS MM 
BAY OBSERVATIONS - HYDROGRAPHY, CRUISES OF ~VEM8ER 27, 1961 AND NOVEMBER 
20, 1-,162 
V!MS DATA REP 1 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DENSITY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
0962 1972 HYEK PV ET Al 
DATA REPORT, OPERATION YORK RIVER, 1969 
Vj,~:; D><TA ilEP 'i 
DATA COLlECTIONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEHATlCAl MODELS, 
MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0963 1972 DUPAUL WD 
MECHANISMS Uf ISOSMETRIC INTRACELlUlAR REGULATION IN MAtU1'4E MOLLUSCS 
VIMS Jl~S (COLL ~ILLIAM AND MARY) 
AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALY51S, MOLLUSKS, RADIOACTIVITY 
0964 1971 ROBERTS MH JR 
LARVAL ~EVELUPMENT Of PAGURUS LONGICARPUS SAY REARED IN THE LABORATORY. 
II. EFFECTS Of REDUCED SALINITY ON LARVAL DEVELOPMENT 
B!UL BULL 140111 1 104-116 IVIMS CONTRIB 368) 
CRAflS, LARVAL GIWiiTH STAGEr SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, HIOPLANKJON 
0965 1970 ROY VM ET AL 
ABUN~ANCE OF MARINE PHYTOPLANKTON IN SURFACE FILMS, A HETHOO Of SAMPLING 
SY:W ilN HYOR08IOL, PROC 1970, 371-380 (\lUIS CONTRIB 34b) 
A~UATlC PRODUCTIVITY, PHYTuPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
096b 1971 LAWLER AR 
ZOuGFOvRAPHY AND HOST-SPECIFICITY OF THE SUPERFAMILY CAPSALOIDEA PRICE, 
19>6 (MUNUGENEA. MONOPI~THOCOTYLEA) 
Vi~S UISS ICOlL WILLI4H AND HARYJ 
D!STRI~UTlON, fiSH PARASITES, PARASITISM, PHYLOGENY 
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0967 1971 LEONARD SB 
LARVAE 4ND YOUNG OF THE WESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC BOTHID flATFISHES ETROPUS 
MlCKOSTOHUS IGILLl AND CITHARICHTHYS ARCTIFRONS GOODE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BIGHT 
VIMS DIS~ (COLL WILLIAM AND MARYI 
FISH POPULATIONS, FLATFISH, JUVENILE GROWTH STAGE, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, OSTEOLOGY 
0968 1969 ROBERTS MH JR 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT Of PAGURUS LONGICARPUS SAY IN LABORATORY CULTURE 
VIMS DISS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CRABS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY 
0969 197Z SANDIFER PA 
MORPHOLOGY AND ECOLOGY Of CHESAPEAKE BAY JECAPOO CRUSTACEAN LARVAE 
VIMS 01 SS IUNIV VAl 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, CLASSIFICATION, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
PAHUNKEY RIVER, MO~PHOLOGY, YORK RIVER 
0970 l94B DEARMON lA JR 
SAMPLING TECHNIQUE ON THE OVARY Of THE STRIPED BASS IROCCUS SAXATlLUS 
WALBAUM) 
VA POLYTECH lNST MS THESIS 
FISH EGGS, SAMPLING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
0971 1971 DIETZ MA 
AN ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDY Of STROBILATION IN CHRYSAURA QUINQUECIRRHA WITH 
SPECIAL REfERENCE TO NEUROSECRETION 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MAkYl 
JELLYfiSH, SCYPHOZOA, NERVE CELLS 
0972 1968 DUPAUL WO 
THE EFFECT UF TEMPERATURE ON SALINITY-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE FREE AMINO 
ACID POOL Of MYA ARENARIA 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATUR~, 
YORK RIVER 
0973 1969 GIBSON DG 
REPRODUCTIVE SEASONALITY AND RELATED BEHAVIOR IN THE HARSH PERIWINKLE, 
LITTORINA !RRORATA SAY (GASTROPODA. PROSOBRANCHIATA) 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
ANIMAL BEHAVI~ GASTROPODS, GONADS, PLANKTON, REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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0974 1962 GRANT GC 
THE CHAETOGNATHA OF THE INNER CONTINENTAL SHELF WATERS OFF Vl~GINIAt THEIR 
TAXONOMY, ABUNDANCE, AND DEPENDENCE ON PHYSICAL FACTORS OF THE 
F.NVIKONMENT 
VIMS THESI~ ICCLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHAETUGNATHS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, PHYTOPLANK.TON, SEASONAL 
DISTRidUTlON 
0975 1971 HAINES ML 
THE ROLE OF CHEMICAL STIMULI IN THE PRE-SPAWNING BEHAVIOR Of THE STRIPED 
BLENNY, CHASMODES BOSQUIANUS 
VI~S THESI~ !CULL WILLIAM AND MARYJ 
CHEMICAL REACTIU~S, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, SPA~NlNG 
0~76 1972 JACOBS F 
ACUTE TOXICITY OF UNBLEACHED KRAFT MILL EFFLUENT IUKMEJ TO THE OPOSSUM 
SHRIMP, NEOMYSIS AME~lCANA SMITH 
VIM~ THESIS IUNIV VAl 
EFFLUENTS, PAMUNKEY KIVER, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
MYSIOS 
0977 1912 LAKE CA 
DISSOLUTION RATES OF SILICA SOURCES IN SEA WATER 
VI~S THESIS ICOLL wiLLIAM AND MARYI 
COM~Ufck PRUGkAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED SOLIUS, SE~ WATER, SILICA 
0~10 1972 LAKE JL 
A COMPARISON OF THE CH~ORINATED HYDROCARBON CONTENT OF SURFACE AND 
SU~~URFACE SAMPLE~ IN THe VORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIM~ TH~~~~ ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
DDT, PESIIC!OES, POLLUTANT lDENTIFlCATIONo VIRGINIA, ~ATER POLLUTION, VORK 
RIVER 
0~1~ 1971 LYCZKOWSKI JM 
AGE AND GMO~TH OF THE NORTHERN PUFFER, SPHOEROIOES "ACULATUS (BLOCH AND 
SCHN~ IDEM I 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
AGING IBIOLOGICAL) 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GONADS, GROWTH ~ATES,~UfFER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAW~NG 1 YORK RIVER, LENGTH-fREQUENCY 
OISlK.IllVTIONS 
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0980 1968 MCEACHRAN JD 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE STRIPED SEAR08IN 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARVJ 
AGING IBWLOGICALI, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
GONADS, SPAWNING, M!OOL~ ATLANTIC BIGHT, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTKIBUTIONS, 
SEAROBINS 
0981 1958 MACKENLIE CL JR 
GROWTH ANO R~PRODUCTION Of EUPLEURA CAUOATA ISAYJ IN THE YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, 
REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0983 1957 PACHECO AL 
THE LENGTH AND AGE COMPOSITION Of SPOT, LEIOSTOMUS XANTHURUS, IN THE POUND 
NET FISHERY OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL wiLLIAM AND MARYI 
AGING !BIOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE BAV, GRO~TH RATES, SPOT, YUKK RlV~R, 
LENGTit-Fi<.EQUENCV :HSTRIBUTIONS 
0984 1971 RHODES SF 
AGE ANO GRO~TH OF THE SILVER PERCH 18AlRDlELLA CHRYSURA) 
VlMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
AGING llllOLOGILALJ, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LtNGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
0985 1965 ROBERTS HH JR 
FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE MOUTH PARTS Of PAGURUS LONGICARPUS SAY 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL wiLLIAM AND MARY) 
CRABS, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA, VORK RIVER, fEEDING 
098b 1962 TAN EC 
STUOIES ON OSMOTIC AND IONIC REGULATION IN THE BLUE CRAti 1 CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
VIHS THESIS ICDLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OSMOSI~, SALT TOLEkANCE, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
0987 1963 VOGEL JW 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES DN THE PHOTOTACTIC RESPONSE UF THE MARINE ISUPOO, 
LIGIA EXOTICA IROUXl 
VIMS THESIS (COLL WILLIAM ANO MARY) 
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, ISDPODS, LIGHT INTENSITY, MOTIVATION 1 VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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098d 1962 WARINNER JE 
ADSORPTIUN OF RADIONUCLIDES ON CLAY MINERALS 
VIMS THESIS ICDLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
AOSURPTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINERALS, DEPOSITION !SEDIMENTS), 
kAOIOACTIVITYr YORK RIVER 
09a9 1972 ~ENNEk CA 
AS~ECTS UF THE BIOLOGY AND SYSTEMATICS OF THE AMERICAN EEL, ANGUILA 
'kOSTRATA (LESUER! 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARYI 
oiOLOGYr ~HESAPEAKE dAY, EELS, FECUNDITY, FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, 
KAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK, S~ASONAL DISTRibUTION, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
0990 1972 ~INDSCR JG JR 
FATTY ACIDS AND HYDROCARBONS IN THE SURFACE WATERS OF THE YORK RIVER 
VI~S THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, LIPIDS, OIL-WATER INTERFACES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGl~lAr 
YUI{K Rl VER 
0991 1962 WILSON WL 
GEAR uATA REPORT FROM ATLANTIC PLANKTON CRUISE FOR THE RV PATHFINDER, 
MARCH 1961 - MARCH 19b2 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 32 
CHESAPeAKE dAY, EQUIPMENT, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0~92 1962 MASSMANN WH ET AL 
FISHES ANU FISH LARVAt COLLECTED FROM ATLANTIC PLANKTON CkUISES OF RV 
PATHFI~DERr MARCH 1961 - MARCH 1962 
VI MS SPEC Sc.I REP. 33 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PAKUNKEY RIVER, 
PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0993 1962 JOSEPH EB 
INDUSTRIAL OK SCRAP-FISH CATCH FROM POUND NETS IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY -
19ou 
VIM) SPEC SCI REP 35 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
0~~4 1972 SWARTZ RC 
POSTLAkVAL GROWTH AND REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY Of THE XANTHIC CRAB, NEOPANOPE 
TlXANA SAYI 
VIMS DISS ICOLL WILLIAM AND KARYI 
ANIMAL dEHAVIOR, CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, REPRODUCTION, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
YOR~ RIVEK, MOLTING 
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0996 1971 dOESCH OF 
DISTRIBUTION AND STRUCTURE OF BENTHIC COMMUNITIES IN A GRADIENT ESTUARY 
VIHS DISS ICOLL ~ILLIAH A~D MARYJ 
BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIESr PAH~NKEY RIVERo YORK 
RIVER 
0997 1946 OVERCASH AE 
THE USE OF MEASUREMENT TO DETERMINE THE CONDITION OF OYSTERS IN VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL ~ILLIAM AND MARYI 
MEASUREMENT, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
0998 1967 WULFF SL 
INTERTIDAL ZONATION OF MARINE ALGAE AT GLOUCESTER PUINT, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL wiLLIAM AND MARY1 
BENTHIC FLORA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MAKINE ALGAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
0999 1970 WULFF EMT 
TAXONOMY AND DISTRIBUTION OF WESTERN ATLANTIC BITTIUH (GASTROPODA. 
ME SO GASTROPODA l 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY! 
DISTRIBUTION, GASTKUPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
1000 1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM- APPENDIX S-L - CORE DATA ULD 
POINT COMFORT 
VOLUME 11. CHES dAY INST REF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE DRILLING, CORES, DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIHENTSr HAMPTON 
ROADS 
1001 1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX F - TEMPERATURE AND 
SALINITY DATA 
VOLUME 4. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERAlURtr YORK RIVE~ 
1002 1954 ANDREWS JO 
MEMORANDUM TO OYSTERMEN AND INSPECTORS •HO AIDED IN GETTING SAMPLES OF 
OYSTERS FOR A STUDY OF DISTRIBUTION OF THE FUNGUS D~RMOCYSTIDIUH MARINUM 
IN 1954 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 9 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRlBUTIONr FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGlNIAr 
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1003 1956 ANDREWS JD 
!'10\DRANDUM NO 2 TO OYSTERMEN AND INSPECTORS WHO PROVIDED SAMPLES FOR A 
STUDY OF THE FUNGUS DISEASE OF OYSTERS OERMOCYSTIDIUM HARINUM 
VIM$ SPEC SCI REP 10 
DERHOCY~TlDlUMt DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1004 1956 AND~EWS JD 
lHE STATUS IN VIRGINIA IN 1956 OF DERf'IOCYSTIOIUM MARlNUM, THE FUNGUS 
DISEASE OF OYSTERS 
VI~S SPEC SCI KEP 11 
DERMOCYSTIDIUH, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VlRGINIAw 
1005 1973 PEDDICORD RK 
GRO~TH A~D CONDITION OF RANGIA CUNEATA JN THE JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS DISS IUNIV VAl 
CLA.~S, GRU,.jTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, OSMOSIS, SALINITY, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
CONOllllJN J.NDEX 
1006 1974 LIMBRICK V 
THE SALEM CHURCH PROJECT AND THE KILLING OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK 
RICHMOND MtRCURY MAY 8, 1974, 21351,6-9 
UAMS, FLOOD CONTROL, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER REQUIREMENTS 
1007 1972 EANES WF Ill 
SERUM ESTEKASE, LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE, AND TETRAZOLIU" OXIDASE 
POLYMORPHISM§ IN lHE CLUPEIOAE 
VIMS THtSIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
ALEWIVES, AMEKICAN SHAD~ ATLANTIC MENHADEN, ELECTROPHORESIS, ENZYMES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, HERIHNGS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERr VIRGINlA, YORK 
1<1 VER 
100S 1972 BOESCH OF 
SPECIES DIVERSITY OF MARINE MACROBENTHOS IN THE VIRGINIA AREA 
CtH:S SCI 1313),206-211 11111'15 CONTRIB 460) 
rlFNTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, DIVERSIFICATION, 
JAMES K I VEl{, POPULATION, YORK RIVER, SHAN NONS THEOREUM 10, HAMPTON ROADS 
1009 197J ANDREWS JO 
THE MOLLUSC FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY IUSAI 
IN PROC OF THE SVMP UN MOLLUSCA HELD AT COCHIN, PART Ill. MAR SIOL ASS Of 
INDIA IVIMS CONTRIB 2621 
U~t:SAPEAI<.E BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, OERHOCYSTIOIUM, DIS.TRIBUTION 
~AITEKNS, MOLLUSKS, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
~30 
1010 1971 UNITED STATES NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY 
YORK RIVER-YORKTOWN TO WEST PT 
CHART NO 'o95 
CHARTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
lOll 1971 RHODES SF 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE SILVER PERCH IBAIRDIELLA CHRYSURAI 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
AGING IBIOLOGlCALl, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, PEKCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-fREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION~ 
1012 1972 BOLAND RA JR 
EFFECTS OF PRUPOSED EXTENSION OF CRANEY ISLAND DISPOSAL AREA ON TIDES, 
CURRENTS, AND SALINITIES 
US ARMY ENG WATERWAYS EXP STA. VICKSBURG, MISS 
CURRENTS IWATERl, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
1013 1972 OLMO~ JE 
IODINE META~OLISM IN SESSILE STAGES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY SEMAEUSTDMt 
JELLYFISH 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, METABOLISM, YORK RIVER• SCYPHOZOA 
1014 1972 HARGIS WJ JR 
1972 EDITION RE~EARCH ON CHESAPEAKE BAY AND CONTIGUOUS WATERS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BIGHT OF THE VIRGINIAN SEA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 66 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, YORK RIVER . 
1015 1956 HEWATT WG, ANDREWS JD 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL EXPERIMENTS ON THE FUNGUS OISEASE, DEkMOCYSTIDIUM 
HARINUM, OF OYSTERS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 46, 129-133 IVIMS CONTRIB 62) 
DERMUCYSTIOIUM, FUNGI, JAMES killER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1016 1965 BAUSERMAN S 
THE OCCURRENCE Of FECAL PELLETS IN THE S.USPENOEO SEDIMENTS IN THE JAMES 
RIVER 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
SIODEPOSITIUN, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
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lu17 1972 PHEIFFER TH ET AL 
WATER QUALITY CONDITIONS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SYSTEM 
US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY, ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE TECH REP 55 
8ACTEKIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HEAVY METALS, MANAGEMENT, 
NUTRIENTS, PESTICIDES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1018 1972 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
SEVENTY-FUUkTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION FOR THE 
FISCAL YEAR ENuiNG JUNE 30, 1972 
CATCH, CUMHEHCIAL FISH, CONSERVATION, CRABS, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
SPO~T FISHING, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
1019 1959 BRADY JE 
FOSSIL FINUS FROM THE YORKTOWN FORMATION OF THE JAMES -YORK PENINSULA 
VIMS ~AT SCI FOUND TEACHERS REP . 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PALEONTOLOGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1020 173~ GRONOVIUS JF 
FLORA VlkGINICA EXHIBENS PLANTAS QUAS V.C. JOHANNES CLAYTON 1N VIRGINIA 
OBSERVAVIT ATQUE COLLEGIT 
CLASSIFICATIO~, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
1021 1971 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND MATH MODELING IN WATER RESOURCES PLANNING 
VA OIV Uf ~ATER RESOURCES INFORM BULL 504 
COMPUT£R PROGRAMS, FLOW MEASUREMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANNING, 
~ALINITY, VIKGINJA, WATER RESOURCES, YORK RIVER 
1022 1965 SYMROSKI BA 
A P~QGRESS KEPORT ON PHOTOTACTIC STUDIES OF CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA GMELIN 
LARVAE 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
DIU1NAL DISTRIBUTION, LARVAE, LIGHT, OYSTERS, VERTICAL MIGRATION 
1023 1912 UNITED STATES ARMY ENGINEER INSTITUTE FOR ~ATER RESOURCES 
U.). U~cPWATER PORT STUDY. VOL 3. PHYSICAL COAST AND PORT CHARACTERISTICS, 
ANJ SELECT~O UEEP~ATER PORT ALTERNATIVES 
US AMMY ENG INST WATER RESOURCES REP 72-8 
CONSTKUCTilm COSTS, DEEP ~ATER, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
UNIT~U ~TATES 
132 
1024 1972 UNITED STATES ARMY ENGINEER INSTITUTE FUR ~ATER RESOURCES 
U.S. DEEPwATER PORT STUDY. VOL 2. COMMODITY STUDIES AND PROJECTIONS 
US ARMY ENG INST WATER RESOURCES REP 72-8 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPORT, IMPORT, 
INDUSTRIES, POKT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 
1025 1967 BREHMER ML ET AL 
A BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF THE NANSEMOND RIV~R, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SRAMSOE 9 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC OATA, NANSEMuNO 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1026 1972 UNITED STATES ARMY ENGINEER INSTITUTE FOR WATER RESOURCES 
U.S. DEEPWATER PORT STUDY. VOL 1. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
US ARMY ENG INST WATER RESOURCES REP 72-8 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES 
1027 1972 ST PIERRE RA, DAVIS J 
AGE, GROWTH, AND MOMTALITY OF THE WHITE rERCH, MORUNt AMERICANA, IN THE 
JAMES AND YORK RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 1314),27,-281 (VIMS CONTRIB 287) 
AGING IBIOLOGICALl, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVEK 1 MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITE 
PERCH, YORK RIVtK 
1026 1956 HEWATT WG, ANDREWS JD 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL EXPERIMENTS ON THE FUNGUS DISEASe, OERMOCYSTIDIUM 
MARINUM, OF OYSTERS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 46, 129-133 IVIMS CONTRIH 62) 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM, fUNGI, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA . 
1029 1972 UNITED STATES ARMY ENGINEER INSTITUTE FOR HATER RESOURCES 
U.S. DE~PHATER PORT STUDY. VOL 4. THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS 
OF DEEPWATER PUkTS 
US ARMY INST WAT~R RESOURCES REP 72-8 
ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, TOURISM, UNITED STATES 
1033 1966 GOODWIN 8K 
HEAVY MINERALS OF JAMES RIVER SANDS 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
JAMES RIVER, SANDS, SEDIMENT DISJRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
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ltJJ4 l9bd BII'<GHAM TR 
Ah IN DEPTH STUDY Of FDRAMINIF~RAL DISTRIBUTIONS IN RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
SEDIMENTS 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
fOKAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1035 1~68 STENMARK R 
1036 
lDH 
PALEOCLIMATIC IMPLICATIONS OF MICROFAUNAL VARIATIONS IN TMO JAMES RIVER 
MARSHES 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
FORAM!NirfRA, JAMES RIVER, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
1971 DABNEY V 
VIRGINIA, THE NEW DOMINION 
DOU8LEUAY AND CO, INC. GARDEN G!!Y, NEW YORK 
GOVERNMeNTS, HISTORY, VIRGINIA, 
1957 HEMPHILL WE ET AL 
CAVALIER COMMONWEALTH, HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT OF VIRGINIA 
MCGRAW-HILL ~UOK CO, INC 
GOVERNMENTS, HISTORY, VIRGINIA, 
1038 1970 SIMPSON PS, SIMPSON JH JR 
TORN LAND 
JP ~ELL CO. LYNCHBURG, VA 
FLOOD OA.'1AGI:, FLUUDING, FLOODPROOFING, HISTORIC flOOD, HURRICANES, JAMES 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1039 1935 VIRGINIA STATE PLANNING SOARD 
TENTATIVE kEPORT Of THE VIRGINIA STATE PLANNING SOARD ON PART 4. NATURAL 
kESOUKCES 
COM"'I:KCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES, FORESTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, wATER 
RESOURCES 
104~ 15~0 HARRIOT T 
A t!i< JtFE AND TRUE REPORT OF THE NEW FOUNO LAND Of VIRGINIA 
RfPkiNr HY DOVER PUBLICATIONS, INC. NEw YORK. 1972 
HISTOKY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
1041 191b STEVENS GC 
SU~~ACt WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA 
VA GfOL SU~V bULL 10 
lJI ,CHAlH~f 1'\EAStJII.FMFNT. STRFAMFI nw. SIIRFAC:F WATFRS. VIRGINIA. 
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'1042 1968 WALKER WR 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INTERESTS IN THE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES Of 
VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECH INSTr WATER RESOURCES RES CENTER SULL 17 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH FACILITIES, VIRGlNIA, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1043 1972 CROCKETT CW 
CLIMATOLOGICAL SUMMARIES FOR SELECTED STATIONS IN VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECH INST, WATER RESOURCES RES CENTER oULl 53 
CLIMATIC DATA, DATA COLLECTIONS, VIRGINIA, 
1044 
104o 
1972 WALKER WR 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA - 1969-71 
VA POLYTECH INST, WATER RESOURCES R~S CENTER ~ULL 49 
RESEARCH AND DE~~LOPMENTo VIRGINIA, WATER RESOUKCES DEVELOPMENT 
1955 CARR! KER Mt\ 
CRITICAL REVIEW ~f BIOLOGY AND CONTROL Of OYSTER DRILLS UROSALPINX AND 
EUPLEURA 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV SPEC SCI REP l4B 
BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYST~R DRILLS, PEST CUNTROL, 
UNITED STATES 
1047 1957 LEWIS RM 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF POPULATIONS Of THE STRIPED ~ASS 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE S~RV SPEC SCI REP 204 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1048 1962 BORN JW 
LIFE CYCLE STUDIES Of NEMATOPSIS 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
CRABS, JAMI:S RIVER, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
1049 1942 VIRGINIA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
EOCENE Of VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURV BULL 57 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIAr 
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1050 1d97 STEVENSON CH 
THE RESTRILTED I~LANU RANGE Of SHAD DUE TO ARTIFICIAL OBSTRUCTIONS AND ITS 
tfFECT 0~ NATURAL KEPRODUCTION 
US FISH COMM BULL 1/ 1 2b5-l71 
AMEMICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, REPRODUCTION, TRIBUTARIES, 
UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1051 1960 UNITED STATtS GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
COMPILATION OF RECLRDS Of SURFACE wATERS OF THE UNITED STATES THROUGH 
SEPTEMdER 1950. PART 1-8. NORTH ATLANTIC SLOPE BASINS, NEW YORK TO YORK 
R I >/ER 
US GtOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 1302 
DISCHARGE HEASUREME~T, GAGING STATIONS, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES 
1052 1924 ERLANSON cw 
TH~ FLORA OF THt PENINSULA OF VIRGINIA 
MICHI~A~ ACAD SCI 1 ARTS AND LETTERS, PAP 4, l15-ld2 
DISTRidUIION, JAMES RIVEk, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1053 1963 rlEITCH I 
A HISTOMORPHOLOGICAL COMPARISON OF THE URINARY SYSTEMS IN THE SERRANID 
FISHES, KIJCCUS SAXATillS AND RUCCUS AMERICANUS 
~HES SCI 4121,75-bJ 
BASS, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, MORPHOLOGY, STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
1054 l9Jj LYNCH MP. ET AL 
VAKIATlUNS IN SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS, 
CHLORIDE AND OSMO~IC CO~CENTRATION 
COM~ ~ICCHEM PHYSIOL 44A, 719-734 IVIMS CONTRIB 4541 
CHLORIDES, CRUSTACEANS, SEASONAL DlSTRlBUTlONo VIRblNIA, SLUE CRAB, 
LIS'IJREGULATION 
10~5 1973 LYNCH MP, WEbB KL 
VARIATIONS IN SeRUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS, 
TOTAL SLKUM PROTEIN 
CW-1? dlUCHEM PHYSIOL 44A, 1237-1249 IVIHS CONTRIS 4b4l 
LKUSTACEANS, PKOTEIN5, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
l05b 19b9 STEBBINS LC 
Ttit CULTURING Uf THE HARD CLAM, HERCENARIA HERCENARIA, AND THE BAY 
~CALLUP, AE~UIPECTEN IRRADIANS 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
LLAM), CULTURtS, GROWTH RATES, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, MARICULTURE 
13b 
1057 1955 CHESAPEAKE CORPORATION 
A REPORT TO VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD ON THE PROGRESS MADE IN THE 
REDUCTION OF M1LL EFFLUENTS ••• 
WEST POINT, VA 
EFFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PULP ~ASTES, VIRGINIA, ~ATER QUALITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1058 1934 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
REPORT OF THE SOARD Of ENGINeERS FOR RIVeRS AND HARBORS UN REVIEW OF 
REPORTS HERETOFORE SUBMITTED ON MATTAPONI RIVER, VA, WITH ILLUSTRATION 
US HOUSE OF REPRESENT DOC 47 
HARBORS, MATTAPONI RIVERo NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA, COMMERCE 
1059 1930 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVeR SYSTEM 
US HOUSE OF REPRESENT DOC 54 
FLOOD CONTROL, NAVIGABLE wATERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
lObO 1947 UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
SECONG-OkDER LEVELING, GLOUCESTER AREA, VA 
MS 
BENCH HARKS, TIDES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
10&1 1966 PIERSON SK 
THE EFFECTS OF VARIOUS DIETS ON THE LARVAL DEVElOPMENT OF PAGURUS 
LONGICARPUS, INCLUDING SOME OBSERVATIONS UN FEEUING METHODS OF THE LARVAE 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
CRASS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, VIRGINIA, YO~K RIVER, FEEDING 
10b2 1968 VAN WINKLE W JR 
PART I. EfFECT Of ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON BYSSAL THREAD FORMATION. PARI 
11. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES ••• PART Ill. ~ORPHOLOGICAL CONSIOE~ATIONS 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND TEACHERS REP 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, MUSSELS, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPeRTIES, MORPHOlOGY, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VAo YORK RIVER 
10&3 1972 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
REVIEW OF REPORTS ON YORK AND PAMUNKEY RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
NORFOLK DISTRICT 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CHANNEL l~PROVEMENT, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGABLE WATERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YO~K RIVER 
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l0b4 1971 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR VIRGINIA 
PkfPAI<EJ IN COOPERATION ~ITH THE STATE OF VIRGINIA 
GRUUNDOIATER, SURFACE OIATEI<S, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
10b5 1971 UNITED STATES NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY 
PAMUNKEY AND MATTAPONI RIVERS 
CHART NO 49b 
CHARTS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
luob l9bd GAVLINSKI EM 
GROWTH Of CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA IN ANTIBIOTIC TREATED CULTURES 
VIMS NAT ~CI fOUND REP 
ANTitiiUTICS !PESTICIDES), GROWTH RATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS 
10b1 1957 REYNOLDS BD 
INDIANS uF VIRGINIA 350 YEARS AGO 
VA J SCI tslll ,3-1o 
HISTORY, VIRGINIA, 
lObB 19b5 HARVILL AM JR 
PlANTS fRGM THE PENINSULA OF VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI lbl3l,24J-247 
JAMES RIVtR, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
10b9 1959 HILLE KR 
CtiEMICAl INVESTlGAfiONS ANLI PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES OF THE YORK 
I<IVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
lJIOO'IASS, CHtMICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEih PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
lU/0 1Y52 WOOD JT, WILKINSON RH 
l:bStRVATIUNS ON THE EGG MASSES OF SPOTTED SALAMANDERS, AMBYSTOMA MACULATUM 
(~HAW), IN THE WILLIAMSBURG AREA 
VA J SCI j(l),b8-70 
COASTAL PLAINS, DISTRIBUTION, EGGS, LARVAE, SALAMANDERS, VIRGINIA, 
1011 1~59 NEWMAN J 
OUSERVAl!ONS Of HABITAT AND UNIQUE HABITS OF FAUNA COLLECTED AND-OR 
OBSE~V~D AT VIRGINIA FISHERIES LABORATORY, SUMMER 1959 
VI~S NAT SCI FOUND TEACHERS REP 
'NI~hl ~~HAVIOR, AQUATIC ANIMALS, DISTRIBUTION, HABITATS 
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1072 1959 GREEN R 
A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETwEEN DACTYLOMETRA QUJNQUECIRRHA ANU 
MNEMIOPSIS LEIDY!, AND THE LATTER TO OSTREA VIRGINICA LARVA~ 
VIHS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
CTENOPHORES, LARVAE, OYSTERS, PREDATION, SEA NETTLES 
1073 1959 KLINGMAN J 
REPORT ON PRELIMINARY STUDIES ON REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM OF UROSALPINX 
CINEREA 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
GONADS, OYSTER DRILLS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION 
1074 1931 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
COLONIAL NATIONAL MONUMENT 
TOPOGR MAP 
MAPS, TUPOGRAPHYo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1075 1959 ALWINE HS 
REPORT ON OYSTER FEEDING EXPERIMENTS IN OYSTER GRAOIE~T TROUGHS 
VIMS NAT SCI FUUND REP 
CURRENTS IWATERI, FEEDING RATES, OYSTERS, TURBIDITY 
107b 1936 GALTSOFF PS ET AL 
PRELIMINARY REPORT UN THE CAUSE OF TH~ DECLINE OF THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF 
THE YORK RIVER, VA, AND THE EFFECTS OF PULP-Hill POLLUTION ON OYSTERS 
US BUR FISH INVEST REP 37 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, ~IANKATANK RIVER, POllUTANTS, 
PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1071 1972 SANDIFER PA, VAN ENGEL WA 
LARVAL STAGES Of THE SPIDER CRAB, ANASIMUS LATUS RATHBUN, 1B94 ISRACHYURA 1 
MAJIDAE, INACHINAEI OBTAINED IN THE LABORATORY 
CRUSTACEANA 23121.141-151 I VIHS CONTRJB 441J 
CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS 
1078 1957 RANEY EC 
SUBPOPULATIONS OF THE STRIPED BASS ROCCUS SAXATILIS IWALBAUMJ, IN 
TRIBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV SPEC SCI REP 208 1 P 65-107 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED SASS, TRIUUTAKIES, 
VIRGINIA 
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107~ 1961 PATTEN BC 
DIVERSITY Of SURFACE NANNOPLA~TON LOMMUNITIES SAMPLED ON CHESAPEAKE SAY 
CRUIS~S OF KV PATHFINDER AND RV OBSERVER, JANUARY 1960- JANUARY 1961 
VI~S SPEC SCI REP 23 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITieS, CMESAPEAKE SAY, PLANKTON, YORK RIVER 
1090 1971 CALDER DR 
HYU~OIDS AND HYDROMEDUSAE OF SOUTHERN CHESAPEAKE SAY 
VIM:. SPeC I'AP MAR SCI 1 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE &AY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, 
JA~ES ~IVcK, SYSTE~ATICS, YURK RIVER 
1081 195-J MCHUGH Jl 
DAILY MAXU~UM AND MINIMUM WATER TEMPERATURES, GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA, 
MAY l8 1 ~~~2 TO DECEMBER 3lr 1958, INCLUSIVE 
VIMS SPEL SCI REP l~ 
DATA CULLELTIGNS, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
10~2 1960 PATTEN 6C ET AL 
SOLAR KADlATlON, GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI KEP 17 
DATA CuLLECTIONSr SOLAR RADIATION, 1/IRGINIAr YORK RIVER 
1083 1974 PAKKER GC ET AL 
THERMAL EffECTS OF THE SURRY NUCLEAR PO~ER PLANT ON THE JAMES RIVER, 
VIRGINIA. PART IV. RESULTS OF MONITORING PHYSICAL PARAMETERS DURING THE 
FIKST YEAR OF OPERATION 
VIM~ SR.-MSUE 51 
~LcCT~IC PU~EK PRODUCTiON, HEATED WATER, JAMES RI~ER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1084 1962 PATTEN BC 
DAN~ AND LIGHT BOTTLE STUDIES IN THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE REGION, SUMMER 19&1 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 39 
CHE~APEA~E 8AY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
~fSPIRATIU~, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
lu~~ 1~19 SKINNER WW 1 SALE JW 
CHI::"11CAL INVESTIGATION OF PULP HILL EFFLUENT, WEST POINT, VA AND OF THE 
Ylli<.i<. RIVER fROM WEST POINT, VA TO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U~ cllJ'~ FISH REP 
CHfMICAL ANALYSIS, EfFLUENTS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, 
VIK~INlAr YORK RIVER 
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108& 1939 BROWN CB ET AL 
ADVANCE REPORT ON AN INVESTIGATION OF SILTING IN THE YORK RIVER, VA 
US DEP AGR, SOIL CONSERV SERV, SEDIMENTATION STUUIES REP 32 
SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, 1/IRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1087 1963 MASSMANN WH 
SURFACE TRAWL SURVEYS TO DETERMINE THE ABUNDANCE OF JUVENILE AMERICAN SHAO 
(ALOSA SAPIDISSIMAJ IN THE PAMUNKEY AND MATTAPONI RIVERS, 1952-l9So 
VIHS SPEC SCI REP 46 
AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRI8UTI0Nr FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, MATTAPONI 
RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA 
1088 1965 JOSEPH EBr DAVIS J 
A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF THE RIVER HERRING STOCKS OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
VIHS SPEC SCI REP 51 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE 3AY, OISTRIBUTiuN PATTERNS, FiNFISH INDUSTRY, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, YORK RIVER 
1089 1971 PLEASANTS JB 
SPECIAL PURPOSE AREAS IN VIRGINIA'S COASTAL lONE 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP ol 
MANAGEMENT, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
1090 N*D* CHESAPEAKE CORPORATION 
HYDROSTATIC, CHEMICAL, TOXICITY, AND BIOLOGICAL SURVEY RELATING TO OYSTER 
CULTURE IN YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 1937-1938-19j9 
WEST POINT, VA 
BIOLOGY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, PULP AND PAPEK INDUSTRY, ~ULP wASTESr TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1091 1951 LANDAU H. GALTSOFF PS 
DISTRIBUTION OF NEHATOPSIS INFECTION ON THE OYSTER GROUNDS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY AND IN UTHER WATERS OF THE ATLANTIC AND GULF STATES 
TEXAS J SCI l9511lirll5-130 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, 
TRIBUT~RIESr UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1092 
141 
1942 HAMMER RC 
THE HOM lNG INSTINCT Of THE CHESAPEAKE SHAD,. At.OSA SAPIDI SSIMA .WlLSONo AS 
kEV~ALEO BY A STUDY OF THEIR SCALES 
UNIV MD THtSIS 
AGING !tliULDGICALI, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DJSTRiilUTION, 
MIGRAllON, SPAWNING, HUBUTAKIES-. VIRGINIA, FISH Sl:Al.ES 
1093 1956 RYAN EP QuSERVATIONS ON THE LIFE HISTORIES AND THE DISTRIBUTION Of THE XANTHIDAE 
!NUD CKAdSl OF CH~SAPEAKE UAY 
AMER MIDL~NO NATUK 5o, 136 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, CKAbS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MARYLAND, 
TRIBUTARI~S, VIKGINIA 
1094 1465 MCCONNELL J 
A COMPARATIVE GROWTH STUDY IN STERILE AND BACTERIZED CULTURES OF THE 
MARINE ALGA, DUNALIELLA TERTIOLECTA 
VIMS NAT SCI FUUNO REP 
BACTERIA, DIATOMS, MARINE ALGAE, PLANKTON 
1096 1969 V!RG!N!A DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
FLU~ CHARACTERISTICS OF VIRGINIA STREAMS 
VA DIV OF wATtK KESOURCES BASIC DATA BULL 33 
CHeSAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
POTOMAC itlVcR, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STREAMFLU., VIRGINIA 
109B 1945 C£DERSTROM OJ 
SELtCTED WELL LOGS IN THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN NORTH Of JAMES RIVER 
VA GEOL SUKV CIRC 0 . 
CHeSAPEAKe BAY, COASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY. GltOUNDWATtR. HYDROLOGY, PAHUNKEY 
RIVeR, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WELLS 
~~~~ 1968 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF PLANNING 
GLUUCI:STER l.UUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
RlCHHONU, VA 
f:CW<OMIC i'KEOICTION 1 EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
llul 1943 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
~T~EAM FLOw RECORDS !PROVISIONAL) FOR SEULAHVILLE, MATTAPONI RiVER 
~AT~K RESOURCES BRANCH. 1943-1960 
U!SCHAKGE MeASUREMENT, MATTAPONI RIVER, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
1102 
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1943 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
STREA" FLOw RECORDS (PROVISIONAL) fOR HANOVER• PAMUhKEY RIVER 
WATER RESOURCES BRANCH. 1943-1960 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, PAMUNKEY RIVER, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
1103 N*O* VIRGINIA COMMISSION OF FISHERieS 
A DIGEST OF THE ANNUAL KEPORJS OF THE COMMISSIONERS Of FISHERIES Of 
VIRGINIA AS PERTAINS TO THE YORK RIVER 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, uYSTcRS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1116 1967 MENGEBIER WL, WOOD L 
RESPIRATORY ENZYMES IN MANTLE HOMOGENATES OF CkASSCSTREA VIRGINICA AND THE 
EFFECTS OF MINCHINIA NELSON! IMSXl ••• 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIUL lli3Jo611-617 IVIHS CONTRIB 23~1 
AEROBIC CONDITIONS, DINOFLAGELLATES, ENZYMES, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
1117 1969 DLUGI R 
PROJECT, SUMMER 1~69 ISTROBILIZATiuN OF CHRYSAORA JN THE PRESENCE OF 
IODINE) 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
IODINE RADIOISOTOPES, JELLYFISH, V!KG!N!A, VO~K RIVER: SCYPHOZOA 
1118 1971 UNITED STATES NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY 
YORK RIVEK-YURKTOWN AND VICINITY 
CHART NO 't9Z 
CHARTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1119 1973 PERKINS FO 
A NEW SPECIES OF MARINE LABYRINTHULID LABYRINTHULOIDES YORKENSIS 
GEN.NOV.SPEC.NOV. - CYTOLOGY AND FINE STRUCTURE 
ARCH MIKROBIOl 90, 1-17 IVIMS CONTRIB 5031 
CULTURES, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ElECTRON MICROSCOPY, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, 
STRUCTURE 
1120 1966 KINGSTON N 
STUDIES IN LARVAL MONOGENEA. II 
VIHS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
FISH_ PARASITES, LARVAE, PARASITISM, TREMATOOES 
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1121 1973 PERKINS FO 
OBSERVATIONS OF THRAUSTOCHYTRIACEOUS !PHYCOMYCETES) AND LABYRINTHULID 
lkHIZOPOD~Al ECTOPLASMIC NETS ON NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATES ••• 
CAN J BOI S112lo465-491 IVIMS CONTRIB 502) 
CULTURES, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PROTOZOA 
1122 1~66 FEHON JH 
UPTAKE AND RELEASE OF GLYCINE C14 IN THE lARVAE OF THE OYSTER~ C~ASSOSTREA 
VIKGINICA 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND TEACHERS REP 
AMINO ACIDS, LARVAE, OYSTERS 
1123 19tid TORCHIN LM 
SOME EFFECTS OF CUMo!STREP-SELECTED BA~TERIA ON THE LARVAE OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
BACIEK!A, FJOO HABITS, GROWTH RATES, LARVAE, OYSTERS 
1124 1966 LAPIDUS K 
THE FILTRATION OF YEAST SUSPENSIONS BY OYSTERS 
VIM5 NAT SCI FOUND REP 
FOOD HA~ITS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YEASTS, YORK RIVER 
1125 N*O~ GLOUCESTER HISTORICAL COMMITTEE, EO$ 
SIX PERIODS IN THE HISTORY OF GLOUCESTER COUNTY 
HISTORY, VIRGINIA~ 
.1126 1~60 NICHOLS PR 
HOMING TENDENCY OF AMERICAN SHAD, ALOSA SAPIDISSIMA, IN THE YORK RIVER, 
VIKGINIA 
CHES SCI 113-41,200-201 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
RIVEk, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1121 1~65 UNITEu STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
ACHilU:S 
TOPOGR MAP 
HA~S, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
!128 1956 GOODWIN OK, WOOD JT 
DISTRIBUTION OF POISONOUS SNAKES ON THE YORK-JAHES PENINSULA. A 
ZOOGEOGRAPHIC MYSTERY 
VA J SCI 7111,17-21 
DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, SNAKES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1129 1954 WOOD JT 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF POISONOUS SNAKES IN VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI 5131,152-167 
DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES, VIRGINIA, 
1130 1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WILLIAMSBURG 
TOPOGR MAP 
HAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1131 1959 MITCHELl M 
QUALITATIVE STUDY OF SAND ORGANISMS AT VlAGINIA FISHERIES LABORATORY 
VIHS NAT SCI FOUND TEACHERS REP 
AQuATIC ANIMALS, BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRIBUTIO~, POPULATION 
1132 1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
YORKTOWN 
TOPOGR MAP 
MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1133 1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
CLAY BANK 
TOPOGR MAP 
MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1134 1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
TOANO 
TOPOGR MAP 
MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1135 1965 UNITEO STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
GRESS ITT 
TOPOGR HAP 
HAPSt TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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113o 1970 GRANT GC ET AL 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS FRUH STRIPED BASS TAGGING IN VIRGINIA, 1968-1969 
23~u A~NU CONF SOuTHEASTERN ASS GAME AND FISH COAMt PROC ll~69J, 558-570 
IVII'IS CONTRIB 350) 
f1SH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
STRI~ED oASS, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1137 1961 PATTEN ~C 
NANNOPLAN~TON RECORDS OBTAINED FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY CRUISES Of RV 
PATHFINDeR AND KV OBSERVER, JANUARY 1960 - JANUARY 19bl 
VIMS SPEC SCI R~P 21 
CHES~PcAKE oAY, CRUISES, DATA COLLECTIONS, PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1138 1965 UNITEu STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
wEST Pl..dNT 
TOPOGR MAP 
MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1139 1962 HARDY JD JR 
COI'IMENTS UN THE ATLAiH IC RIDLEY TURTLE, LEPIDOCHELYS OLlVACEA KEMP!, IN 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SC.l Jl3J,217-220 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, DISTRIBUTION, TURTLES 
1140 N*D* MAY EC 
HA~VESTING OYSTERS IN VIRGINIA 
TRAVEL MAG 
HlSTO~Y, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SILTING, VIRGINIA, YORK ~IVER 
11~1 1972 MARC~LLUS K, WASS M 
GLOUCESTER COUNTY COASTAL ZONE 
VI :1s SRAMSl.IE 26 
CU~MERCIAL FISHING, EROSION, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, MARSHES, RECREATION, 
WETLANOS, COASTAL ZONE 
ll•l 19/0 JENKINS REr ZORACH T 
Z60GEUGKA~HY AND CHARACTERS OF THE AMERICAN CYPRlNIO FISH NOTROPlS 
lliFRENATUS 
CrlES SCI 1113),174-162 
DISTRIUUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, 
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1143 1941 BAILEY JW 
GRO-ING OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER 
VIMS HS 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YuRK RIVER 
1144 1971 WALKER WR 
FLOOD DAMAGE ABATEMENT STUDY FOR VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECH INST WATER RESOUKCES ~ES CENTER dUll 10 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOOD OAMAGE, FLOODPROOFING, LEGISLATION, RIVER BASINS, 
VIRGINIA 
1145 1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
GLOUCESTER 
TOPOGR MAP 
~APS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1I4b 1970 UNITED STAT~S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES ~ATA FCR VIRGINIA 
PREPARED IN COOP~RATJON MITH THE STATE OF VIRGINIA 
SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER UUALlTY, WATER RESOURCES 
1147 l96b HREHA M 
REMOVAL OF PEA CRABS FROM LIVE OYSTERS 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
CRAdSt OYSTERS, PARASITiSM, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1148 1962 WOOLCOTT WS 
INFRASPECIFIC VARIATION IN THE WHITE PERCH, RuCCUS AMERICANUS IGMELINI 
CHES SCI 3121,Y•-113 
BASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 015TRI8UT10Nt FISH POPULATIONS, TRIBUTARIES, 
VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH 
1149 1959 BURNETT MA 
LIFE ASSOCIATED WITH EEL GRASS (ZOSTERA MARINA! 
VlMS NAT SCI FOUND TEACHERS REP 
AQUATIC LIFE, EEL GRASS, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1150 1973 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE Of MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER MEAT QUALITY HITS SEASONAL LOW IN JAMES 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BUll 5141,4 
JAMES RIVtR, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, CONDITION INDEX 
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1151 1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
POQUOSON ,EST 
TOPJGR MAP 
MA~S, Tu~UGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1152 1955 BURCH JB 
THE LAND SNAILS OF HANOVER, HENRICO, AND CHESTERFIELD COUNTIES, VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI b[j),l~4-lb£ 
OISTKidUT!ON, JAMFS RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVERo SNAILS, VIRGINIA, 
1153 1Y72 KAMMERER JC ET AL 
STREAMFLOw AND GKDUND-wATER CONDITIONS- AGNES 
US GEUL SURV, wATER RESGURCES REV 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, FLOOJS, GRUUNUwATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVERo RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STREAMfLOW, .UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1154 1942 VIRGINIA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
EDCEN~ OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SuRV 8ULL 57 
bEOL0GIC fORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
1156 1965 KAPPAUN Of 
A dRIEF eCOLOGY Of THE ULVA-ENiEROMORPHA COMMUNITY AT GLOUCESTER POINT 
DURING THE ~UMMEk OF 1965 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
ALGAE, ECGLOGY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1157 1954 MCHUGH JL, ANDREWS JD 
COMPUTATION UF OYSTER YIELdS IN VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 7 
CATCH, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
11~8 19/1 RINALDO RG 
ANALYSI~ OF MORONE SAXATILIS AND MORONE AHERICANUS SPAWNING AND NURSERY 
AKcA iN THE VORK-PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
V!.'1S IHE~IS CCOLL WILLIAM ANO MARY) 
BASS, PAMuNKEY RIVE~, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH, YORK 
k I VE"· 
lb'l !'ILl i<OIJS~VELT T 
LtlltK lu THE SECRETA~Y Of THE NAVY, AUGUST 19, 1921 
LHl~AP~AKE 8AY, OIL ~ASTES, POLLUTANT IDENTifiCATION, YORK RIVER 
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1160 1916 CUMMING HS 
INVESTIGATION Of THe POLLUTION OF THE TIDAL ioiATERS OF I'IARYLANO ANU 
VIRGINIA, WITH SP~CIAL REFERENCE TO SHELLFISH-BEARING AREAS 
PUBLIC HEALTH BULL 77 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, MARYLAND, PULP WA~JES, JIOAL ~ATERS, VIRGINIA 
1161 1963 PATTEN BC ET AL 
DARK AND LIGHT BOTTLE STUDIES IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA, JUNE 1961 
- AUGUST 1962 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 45 
CHLORINE, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
RESPIRATION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, VORK RIVER 
1162 1963 MULFORD RA 
THE NET PHYTOPLANKTON TAKEN IN VIRGINIA TIDAL WATERS, JANUARY - DECEMBE~ 
1962 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 43 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, YOR~ RIVER 
1163 1919 CHURCHILL EP, GUTSELL JS 
PRELIMINARY REPOKT ON THE INVESTIGATION Of THE OYSTERS OF YORK RIVER 
US BUR fiSH MS REP 
EFfLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1164 1962 PATTEN BC 
PHYTOPLANKTON DIVERSITY IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA, JUNE 1~60 -
JUNE 1962 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 38 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, PHYTOPLANKTON, VIRGINIA, YGkK RIVER 
1165 N*D* ANON 
THE YORK RIVER wATERSHED 
VIMS MS 
CURRENTS IWATERlr STORMS, STREAMFLOw, TIDES, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS 
(BASINS), VDRK RIVER 
1166 1918 ALMY LH 
INQUIRY INTO THE CAUSE OF A MORTALITY Of fiSH IN YuRK RIVER AT GLOUCESTER 
POINT, VA 
US BUR fiSH REP 
ALEWIVES, -fiSH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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11&7 1'117 ALMY LH 
POLLUTION Of YORK RIVER SY PULP MILL AT ~EST POINT, VA 
US liUR FISH REP 
tFFLUEiHS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POLLUTANT IOEt;TIFICATION, PULP AND 
PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP ~ASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1lbB 19b9 FAAS RW 
CONSOLIDATION CHARA~TERISTICS OF SOME YORK RIVER SEDIMENTS 
VIMS NAT SCl fUUNU TEACHERS REP 
CONSOLIDATION, ION ~XCHANGE, SEDIMENTS, SILTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1170 1972 SANOIFEf<. PA 
GRO-TH UF YOUNG OYSTER CRASS, PINNOTHERES OSTREUM SAY, REARED IN THE 
LA80RATORY 
CHES SCI 13131 1 22i-222 IVIHS CONTRIB ~5Sl 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, GROWTH RATES 
1171 196'il VIRGINIA COMMISSION Of OUTDOOR RECREATION 
YORK RIVER STATE PARK ACQUISITION TO BEGIN 
VA OUTDOORS 1121 1 7 
RECREATIL~, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1172 N*D* VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF CON.SERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVEtOPMENT 
SALT WATER SPORT FISHING IN VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND, VA 
FISHING, SPORT FISHING, VIRGI~IA, 
1173 1972 ANDfKSON GE 
THE EF~ECTS Of OIL ON THE GILL FILTRATION RATE OF MYA ARENARIA 
VA J SCI 2312),45-47 
PHYSIOLOGY, CLAMS, OIL WASTES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION 
1174 1972 WASS ML 
A CHECK LIST OF THE BIOTA Of LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH INCLUSIONS FROM THE 
UP~EK ~AY AND THE VIRGl~IAN SEA 
VIMS ~PEC SCI KEP 65 
BIOTA, HIKOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, MAHHALSr 
PLANTS, PROTOZOA 
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~175 1972 BURBIDGE RG 
DISTRIBUTION, GROwTHr SELECTIVE FEEDING, AND ENERGY TRANSFORMATIONS OF 
YOUNG-Of-THE-YEAR BLUEBACK HERRING, ALUSA AESTIVALIS IMITCHJLLJ, IN TH£ 
JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
V HIS DISS I UNI V VAl 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GROWTH RATES, HERRINGS, JAMES 
RIVER, RESPIRATION, VIRGINIA, ~ATEk TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
117b 1972 LAWLER AR, MUSICK JA 
SAND BEACH HIBERNATION BY A NORTHERN DIAMONDBACK TERRAPIN, MALACLEHYS 
TERRAPIN TERRAPIN ISCHOEPFFJ 
COPEIA 197212lr389-390 IVIHS CUNTRIB 4201 
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, TURTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
!1?7 !972 CAIN TD 
THE REPRODUCTIVE CYCLE ANO LARVAL TOLERANCE OF RANGIA CUNcATA IN THE JAMES 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS OISS IUNIV ·~I 
CLAMS, JAMES kiVcc., LARVAE, HOLLUSKS, kEPROOUCTION, SPAwNING, VIRGINIA 
1178 1917 SWEM EG 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA, PART 2 
VA STATE LIBR BULL lOr 1-1404 
AOHINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ~lBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA, 
1180 1973 KUO AY, FANG CS 
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FUR SALINITY INTRUSION 
COASTAL ENG CONF, PROC 13, JULY 10-14, 1972, VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA, 
P.2275-22<>9 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI klVEK, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINE WATER 
INTRUSION, SALINITY, VlRGI~IAr YORK RIVER 
1181 1971 VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD 
STATE WATER CONTROL LAW, THE REGULATORY STATUTE PERTAINING TO THE 
ABATEMENT AND PREVENTION Of WATER POLLUTION ••• 
CODE OF VA, TITLE 62.1 
LEGISLATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, WAlEK 
POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CO~TROL 
1182 1973 SHIDELER GLt MCGRATH DG 
EVALUATION OF SUBHARI~E STRAIN-GAGE SYSTEMS FOR MONITORING COASTAL 
SEDIMENT MIGkATION 
OLD DOMINION UNIV TECH REP 11 
INSTRUMENTATION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, STRAIN GAGES, VIRGINIA, 
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1183 l9ld FOwlER HW 
FISHES FROM THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES AND VIRGINIA 
MICH UNIV, MUS ZOOL, UCCAS PAP 56, 19 PP. 
CHESAP~A~E aAY, DELAWARE, UISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATiONS, MARYLAND, 
VIRGINIA 
1184 1945 ANON 
VIRGINIA CRAB, OYSTER LOSSES CAUSED BY RAINS 
ATLANTIC FISHERMAN 2618l,ld 
CHAd INUUSTRY, FISHERIES, FRESH~ATER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAIN, 
RAINFAll-RUNuFF R£LATIUN~HJPS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1185 1956 ATLANTIC WATERFOWL COUNCIL 
VIKGINIA wATERfOwl IUENTIFICATION GUIDE 
REPRINTED fROM VT. ID~NTIFICAfiON GUIDE"PU8L 1955 
VIRGINIA, ~ATtRfuWL, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1186 1H7a BROOKS WK 
CHESAPEAKe ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY AT FORT WOOL, NEAR OLD POINT COMFORT, 
VIRGINIA, SCit:NT IF IC RESULTS Of THE SESSION OF 1818 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNJV, 170P. 
RESEAKCH fACILITIE~, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1187 1951 BROw~ AC 
wOLF TRAP, THE BAPTISM OF A CHESAPEAKE BAY SHOAL 
VA MAG HIST BIOGR 59119511,176-183 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SHOALS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
118il 1963 ANON 
CROSSING THAT DEFIES THE ATLANTIC, BRIDGE-TUNNEL SYSTEM 
FU~fUNE bl, 112-121 
HRIOGE CON~TRUCTION, SRlDGE DESIGN, BRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEL 
CONSTRUCTION, TUNNEL DESIGN, TUNNELS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
ll <l'l 1 ':16? ANON 
A FISH AND WILDLIFE EVALUATION REPORT ON PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS FOR THE 
SALE~ CHURCH RESERVOIR PkO~ECT, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VA 
U.S. fl~H ANU ~llDLlFE SERV, HUR SPORT FISH AND WILDLIFE, 29P. 
OA;~S, FI~H, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA, WILDLIFE, 
UNAIIAILAtlL£ f.OILRtVIE~ """' 
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1190 1963 ANON 
OVER AND UNDER SEVENTEEN HILES OF OPEN 5EA 
BUSINESS wEEK, MARCH 23, 46-48 
BRIDGE CDNSTRUCTlON, BRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION, 
TUNNELS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1191 1944 ATLANTIC STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
RECENT ADVANCES IN MARINE FISHERY RESEARCH ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST 
REP BIOL SEC SCI COHM TO All STATES MAR FISH COMM. 34P. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, UNAVAILAblE FOR REVIEW 
1193 1952 AUDUBON SOCIETY UF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
THE POTOMAC VALLEY - HISTORY AND PROSPECT 
P.1-44 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOJ, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
UNAvAILABLE FOR KEVIE~ 
1196 1944 ATLANTIC STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
POTOMAC RIVER OYSfER SITUATION 
BALTIMORE MEETING, OCT. 1':1, 1944. MIMEOGR, 2P. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1198 1876 ANON 
THE SHAD FISHERY Of THE POTOMAC 
FORREST AND STREAM b, 266 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIO~S, 
FISHERIES, POTOMAC RlVtk, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1200 1971 ANON 
CONFERENCE OF REMOTE SENSING Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SPACE WORLD H-6-90, 4':1-~0 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, REMOTE SENSING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1203 1958 ANGELL 0 
THE EASTERN SHORE 
THE LAMP, SPRING-SUMMER, P.10-16 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1204 1960 HAIGLER SA 
A QUANTITATIVE STUDY o-F THE RELATIONStiiP OF TURill.DlTY Ttl Ol'STal FEi;£S AND 
PSEUDOFECES PRODUCTION UNOE~ NATURAL CONDITIONS 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
BiuUEPOSI T ION, H:EUING RATES, JAMES RIVER• OYSTERS, TURBIDITY, VlRGINJA 
1210 195B BARNES H 
REGARDING THE SOUTHEK.N LIMITS OF BALANUS 3ALANOID£S L. 
OIKOS 9!2),139-157 
DISTRIBUTIUN 7 UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1214 1932 BEAVEN GF 
A STUDY OF THE BIOLOGY AND ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF THE BLUE CRAB 
CHES BIOL LAB UNPUBL MS 
BIOLOGY, CRAB INDUSTRY• ECONOMICS, bLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVJE~ 
1215 1959 aENARDE MA 
STuLlY fiNDS FROZE:N .PRECOOKED CRAB CAKES HEATlNG DlRt:CTIONS INADEQUATE AS 
STATED 
QUICK FROZEN FOODS P.21t 43 
CRAB INDUS TRY, F I SHEKIES, fOODS, SHH.LFI SH, UNAVAU.ABLE FOR REV lEW 
1216 1911 BEKRY EW 
CORKELATION Uf THE POTOMAC FORMATIONS 
MD GEOL SUkV, LOwER CRETACEOUS, ZOP. 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1219 18d3 BIRGE EA 
NOTES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF PANDPAEUS SAYI ISHITHJ 
JOHNS HUPKINS UNIV, STUD biOL LAB 2(3),411-426 
LIFE HISTO~Y STUDIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1221 19~4 ~ODINE AA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TIDEWATER 
2NO Ell, dODINE AND ASSOCIATES, DISTRIBUTED BY VlKJN6 PRESS, 6ALTUWREt MD 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1l21 1~66 BRE~INGTON MV 
CHE~AP~AKE BAY SAILING CRAFT 
~U HIST SOC AND CHES SAY HAR MUS 
~LlA I:;, CH£St.PEAKf: SAY, HlSTOR·Y, UNAVAILABLE :FOR llEVJEif 
15lt 
1229 1923 ANDREWS EA 
FULLICULINA - CASE ~AKINGo ANATU.Y AND TRANSFORMATION 
J MDRPH 3B, Z07-271S 
BIOTA, MORPHOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1230 1893 ANDREWS EA 
AN UNDESCRIBED ACKANIATE, ASYNMETRON LUtAYANUM 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV STUD BIOL LAB 5~ 213-247 
BlOT~ UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1232 1955 ALLEN JF 
THE OCCURRENCE OF ESTUARINE BIVALVES IN AN UNUSUAL HABITAT 
NAUTILUS 6813l 1 B7-90 
OISTRI6UTION, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOX HEVIEW 
1233 1926 UNilED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY uf T:~:: ~NITED STATES 1923. I'AkT 11. SOUTH ATLANTIC 
SLOPE AND EASTERN GULf OF MEX!CO BASINS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 562 
JAMES RIVER, SURfACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY 
123lt 1972 ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HAMPTON ROADS SANITATION SCORED 
WASH POST, P. 83, MAY 25, 1972 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, SEWA&E DISPOSAL~ SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, •ATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
1235 1972 DEANGELIS RM, HOUGE WT 
PRELIMINARY CLIMATIC DATA REPORT HURRICANE AGNES JUNE 14-23, 1972 
NAT OCEANOGR AH40S ADMIN TECH I'IEH E"OS NCC-1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, REMOTE SENSING, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVEH 7 WEATHER DATA 
1236 1930 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES 1926. PART 11. SOUTH ATLANTH; 
SLOPE ANO EASTERN GULF OF 'MEXICU SASll\IS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 622 
JAMES RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, IIATER SUPPLYo DISMAL S..AMP 
INC-VA) 
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1237 1~37 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SU~FACE WATER SUPPLY UF THE UNITED STATES 1935. PART 2. SOUTH AT.LANTIC 
SLOPE AND EASTERN GULF Uf MEXICO BASINS 
US GEUL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 782 
JAMeS KIVU\, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, DISMAL SWAMP 
(Nc.-VAJ 
1238 1936 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
STUDIES OF RELATIONS OF RAINFALL AND RUN-GFF IN THE UNITED STATES 
US GEOL SUKV ~ATcR-SUPPLY PAP 772 
JAMES RIVtK, ~REC1PITATiuN IATMOSPHERlCJ, RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RUNOFF 
RlLATIONSHIPS, ~IVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED 
STATES 
1239 1945 CUSHMAN JA, CEDERSTROM OJ 
AN UPPER tOCENE FORAMINIFERAL FAUNA FROM DEEP WELLS IN YORK COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL S~RV BULL 67 
CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, COASTAL PLAINS, FORAMINifERA~ GEOLOGY~ VIRGINiA 
1240 1909 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
THE POLLUTION OF STREAMS ~y SULPHITE PULP WASTE, A STUDY OF POSSIBLE 
REMEDIES 
US GEUL SUkV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 226 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JM~ES RIVER, POtOMAC RIVER, PULP WASTES, WA·TER POLLUTION 
1241 1952 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
~UKfACE wATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAMES RIVER BASIN, 1942-1950 
VA OIV Uf WATER RESOURC~S BULL 13 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, DRAINAGE, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
1242 1943 CEDERSTROM OJ 
DEEP WELLS IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURV REPRINT SER 6 
COASTAL PLAINS, GROUNDWATER, SUBSURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WELLS 
1~43 1971 ~CHWARTZ FJ 
olULOGY OF MICROGOBIUS THALASSINUS IPICES. GOBIIDAE), A SPONGE-INHABITING 
GO~Y UF CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~ITH RANGE EXTENSIONS OF T~O GOBY ASSOCIATES 
l.He:i Sl.l 12, 156 
BrHAVIOK, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, 
PArUXEIH HIVER, f'ORifEkA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS~ YORK RIVER 
156 
1244 1682 VIRGINIA COMMISSION OF FISHERIES 
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COMHISSIONER Of FISHERIES, 1882 
RICHMOND, VA 
FISH POPULATIONS~ FISHERIES, SURFACE ~ATERS, VIRGifiiA, 
L245 1875 VIRGINIA COMMISSION UF FISHERIES 
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FISH COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA FOR Til£ 
YEAR 1875 
RICHMOND, VA 
FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SURFACE WAT£aS, VIRGINIA, 
1246 1916 VIRGINIA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEDL SURV BULL 10 
DJSCHAkGE MEASUREMENT, STkEAMFLOW, SURFACE •ATERS, VIRGINIA~ 
1247 1957 UNITED STATES GEULDGICAL SURVEY 
GEOLOGY AND GROUNQ~ATER ~ESOURCES OF THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA, VIRGINIA 
US GEOL SURV WATE"-SUPPLY PAP 1361 
GEOLOGIC FURMATil:;,:;, GI::OLOG:tr GROUNI)WATE:R, .JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, YORK RIVEK 
1248 1970.UN1TEO STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY Of THE UNITED STATES 1961-65. PART £. SOUTH ATLANTIC 
SLOPE AND EASTEKN GULF OF MlXICO BASJNS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 1~04 
CHICKAHOMINY RIVEH, JAMES kiVEK, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER SUPPLY, 
DISMAL SWAMP ~NC-VAJ 
1249 1961 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER RECORDS 0~ VIRGINIA 
WATER RESOURCES 8RANCH. 1961-1964 
SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1250 1943 UNITED STATES GE,JLOGICAL SURVEY 
STREAM FLOW RECORDS (PROVISIONAL) FOR CARTERSVILL~, JAMES RIVER 
~ATER RESOURCES 8RANCH. 1943-1960 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, STREAHFLOW 1 VIKGINIA 
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1251 1943 UNITED STArES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
STREA_,. HOW RECORDS lPROVISIOI!IALJ FOil. ii.U:I:IMOIIIO, .JAIIIES RUlER AND Rlt#MOiliD, 
JA~cS RIVeR ANO KANAWHA CANAL 
~ATcR kESOUkCtS BRANCH. 1943-1956 
01 S(;HARGE MEASUREMENT, JA·JIES JI.I l/EI!.o SJREAMf'.l.Wio VH<GIJHA 
1252 1879 VIRGINIA COHHISSION OF FISHERIES 
ANNUAL RePORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF FISHERIES OF JHE STATE OF VlRGINJ~ 
FOR THE YEAR 1879 
RICHMOND. VA 
fiSH PuPULATIONS. FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER~ RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER• VIRGINIA 
1253 1972 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
I-bb~ COR~IDOR LOCAT10N STUDY 
RICHMOND, VA 
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES &lVER, TUNNELING, TUNNELS, 
HAMPTON ROADS 
1254 1962 ELDRIDGE PJ 
THE SUM"'Ek FLOUNDEK, PARALICHTI:IYS OENTATAt IN THE VIRGINIA "INTER TRAWL 
FISHERY 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
AGiNG ioHJLOGlCAL), CHESAPEAKE SAY, COI1MERCIAl FISH, OISTlU8UT10No fiSH 
PUPJLAT IONS, FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, SPAWNING, HAMPTON ROADS 
1255 1953 ADDY CE 
FALL MI~RATION OF THE BLACK DUCK 
US FISH AND ftiLDllFE SERV SPEC. SCI REP WILDLIFE 19o 6.3P-• 
DUCKS IWILOI, MIGRATION' PATTERNS, WATERFOiljL, UNAVAILABLE FOR ltEVIEW 
1262 1949 BUCKELEW JH 
DEL-MAR-V-A SHORE BIRDS 
MD CONSERV 2bl1l,14-15,29 
b IRUS, CHE:SAPEA~E SAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE JIIA-Mtll, -MARYLAND., SHORE 
SIRuS, VI~GINIA, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1lb} 1~63 BURGESS RH 
THIS WAS CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CA~dKID~E, MD, CORNELL MARITIME PRESS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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'1264 1960 BURTON ll 
FUN, FISHING AND BOATING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY COUNTRY 
MD DEP TIDEWATER FISH, 36P. 
BOATING, CHESAPEAKE iiAY, RECREATION, SPORT FISHING, UNAVAI"LABLE FOJ< REVIEW 
1266 1960 BYRON G 
EARLY EXPLORATIONS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD HIST SOC, BALTIMORE, MD. 23P. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1267 1962 COLE CF 
POPULATION ANALYSES OF THE DARTERS, ETHEOSTUMA OLMSTEDI OLHSTEDI AND E 0 
ATROHACULATUM, FROM STREAMS IN TIDEWATER VIRGINIA 
VIMS NAT SCI FO~NO TEACHERS REP 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOLK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1269 1950 CARRIKER MR ET AL 
A PRELIMINARY LIST OF THE LITERATURE ON THE ECOLOGY OF THt ESTUARIES WITH 
EMPHASIS ON THE MIDDLE ATLAN.TJC COAST OF THE UNITED STATES 
RUTGERS UNIV, 52P. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, eSTUARIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1270 1937 CARTER CW 
THE UPPER CRETACEOUS DEPOSITS OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL OF 
MARYLAND AND DELAWARE 
HO GEOL SURV 13, 237-283 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, C .. D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE I'OK REVIEW 
1271 1951 CARTER GF, SOKOLOFF VP 
A STUDY OF SOILS AND LAND FORMS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY MARGINS 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNI\1, ISAIAH BOWMAN SCHOOL OF GEOGKAPHY, PROGRE:SS REP, 
JANUARY TO 31 OCTOBER 1951 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, SHORES, SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1272 1957 CHAMBLISS S 
THE ClAM REVOLT 
SKIPPER MAG 17C11J,l7-19, 42 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, POTOH4C lliVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVI.EW 
1£7j 1959 CHAI'ItlliSS S 
IN S 1 GHT, tlUT OUf OF M.IND 
SKIPPER MAG 19{10), 18-21, 37-40 
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CrlESAPEAI<.E dAY, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, tJNAVAlLABLE'•.fOR REVl£111 
!276 191'o8 CHESAPEAKE-POTOMAC STUDY COMH1SSI ON 
REPORT ON FISH ANU SHELLFISH IN THE CHESAPEA&£ BAY AND POTOMAC RIVER ~ITH 
RECUMMI:i>DA T IONS FGR THEIR FUTURE MANAGEMENT 
68P. 
CHESAI't'AKE BAY, FISH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR IH:VlEw 
127~ 1964 DEIBEL S 
COMI'ARATI VE STUDIES OF THE RESPONSES OF DIFFERENT POPULATIONS OF 
CRA~SOSTREA VlRGINlCA TO CUNDlTlONS OF ~SMOTIC STRESS 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
'HESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), JAMES RIVER, ~ORTALITY, OSMOTIC 
PRESSUKE, OYSTtKS, YORK RIVER 
12BO 1949 CLARK JE 
INTER-STATE RELATIONS lN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHERIES 
MD tlOARD NATUR RtSOURCES, NOV 10, 1949. 31P. 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, fiSHERIES, LEGAL ASPECTS~ UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
12B4 1964 SONGDAHL JH 
DI$TRltiUTION AND SIZE DifFERENTIAL OF HERRING IN THE YORK AND JAMES RIVERS 
AI'J TKIBUTARIE:S AND DISTRibUTION OF SHORE FISHES OF THE JAMES RIVER AND 
TRidUTAKib 
VI~S NAT SCI FGUNO·kEP 
ALEwiVES, ANADRuMOUS FISH, CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, DISJkiBUTIDN PATTERNS, FISH 
POPULATioN:,,. Hf:RKINGS, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES~ PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, SEINING 
12B1 1966 OURUM 8H, LANGBEIN WB 
wATeR WUALITY Of THE POTUMA~ RIVER ESTUAR¥ AT WASHINGTON, D.C. 
U.S. GEOL SURV CIRC 529-A, 9P. 
CHE5API::AKE 6AY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA~ POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER QUAllTY, 
UNAVAILAdLf FOR REVIEW 
lZ9J lAdU CULLINS F 
UdSERVATIONS IN THE DENSITY OF THE WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE SAY AND ITS 
PRINCIPAL ESTUARIES 
U. 5. COA5T AND GI::OD SURV REP FOR 1877 APPEND·IX l4t 99P. 
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1291 1965 PRESTON EM 
DISTRIBUTION OF FISH IN THE JAMES RIVER VIRGINIA WITH EKPHASIS ON HEM8fRS 
OF THE GENUS ALOSA 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAO, ANAOROMOUS FlSH, DISTRlHUJlDN PATTERNS, FISH 
POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, JAMES KillER, VIRGINIA 
1293 1945 CONANT R 
AN ANNO TAT EO CHECK l! ST OF THE AMPHIBIANS ANO REPT 1LES OF THE OEL-HAR-VA 
PENINSULA 
NATUR HIST SOC DELAWARE, 9P. 
AMPHIBIANS, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DELAWARE• EASTERN SHOJU: tVA-MOl, MARYlAND, 
REPULES, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE.r 
1298 1946 COWLES RP, BRAMBEL CE 
THE DISTRIBUTION Of THE PROTOZOA IN THE PLANKTON Of CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
THEIR RELATION TO SALINITY 
ANAL REC 96, 564 
ABSTRACTS, CHESAP"~KE dAY, DI.STR!BUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, 5Ai.HUTY 7 
UNAVAILAtlLE FOR RE .·lEW 
1301 1968 MARKLE DF 
THE SUMMER FOOD HA~ITS Of YOUNG-OF-THE-YEA!< STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS 
IWALBAUM), IN THREe VIRGINIA f.IVERS, 1967 
VIMS.NAT SCI FOUND KEP 
fOOD HABITS, JAH~S RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED ~ASS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1302 1957 CRONIN LE 
HO.r CAN WE COUNT SCREWDRIVERS OR OYSTER D&ILLS 
ATLANTIC ESTUARINE RES SOC, OCT z, 1956 7 4P. 
OYSTER DKILLS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1303 1916 CUMMING HS 
INVESTIGATION Of THE POLLUTION AND SANITARY CONDITIONS OF THE POTOMAC 
WATERSHED WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SELf PURIFICATION AND THE S~NlTARY 
CONDITION OF SHELLFISH ••• 
US PUB HEALTH SEkV HYGitNE BULL 104 
CHESAPtAKE dAYt PUTOMAC RIVER, PUSL1C HEALTH, SHELLFISH, wATER POLLUTION, 
WATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
i:-_: 
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CENOZOIC HISTLJRY OF EASTERN VIRG11HA ANO MARfLAND 
GEOL SOC AMER BULl 5~ 24 
CENUZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, EASTERN SHORE {VA-MDI, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
GEULOGY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1969 HOENER FK 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF FRESHWATER FISH TO SALJNIJY IN THE 
JAMES, YORK, AND RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER ESTUARIES 
VIMS NAT SCI FUUND REP 
D!STkiBUTIUN PATTERNS, FRESHWATER Fl.SHo JAitES RIVER, RAPPAHAnNOCK .RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SEINING 
1966 DAVIS RK 
PLANNING A ~ATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. THE CASE OF THE POIOMAC 
ESTUARY 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV wATER RES 
CHE~APEAKc oAY, eSTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER 
QUALITY CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1'i44 DEASON HJ 
STATEMENT CONCERNING THE PROBLEMS OF 
BLUE CRAB RESOURCE OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
PRESENTED AT THE ATLANTIC STATES MAR 
1944, BP. MIMEOGR 
CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT Of THE 
BAY 
FISH COMM, BALTIMORE, MD, 1~ OCT 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, BLUE CRAU, UNAVAILABLE fOR 
REVIEW 
1969 WEISER CE 
PREI)ATION UN JUVENILE RIVER HERRING AND SHAD IALOSA) BY CATFISH AND OTHER 
f1Si1ES 
VIMS NAT SCI fOUND REP 
ALE~IVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CATFISHES, FOOD HABITS, HERRINGS, JAKES RlYE&, 
JUVENILE FISHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA 
1°169 SMITH WL 
SPATIAL OISTRIBUliON OF SOME Of lHE FISHES Of COBHAM BAY, JAMES RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS NAT ~CI FOUND TEACHERS REP 
UIST-'IBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIOHS, JAMES RJVHl, VIRGINIA 
lb.l 






THERMAL EFFECTS OF THE SURRY NUCEAR PO~ER PLANT ON THE JAMES IUYER• 
VIRGINIA. PART 11. RESULTS OF MONITORING PHYSICAl PARAMETERS OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT PRIOR TO PLANT OPERATION 
VIMS SRAMSOE 21 
ESTUARIES, JAMES ki VER~ -.<;.CLEA.R POWER P.LANTS, THERMAL PilLLUTJON, VIRGINIA 
1966 HARGIS WJ JR 
INVESTJGATION Of OYSTER LARVAE AND SPAT AND CERTAIN IMPORTANT 
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN AN HORIZONTALLY STRATIFIED ESTUARY 
VIMS MS 
ESTUARIES., HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAI'IES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, STRATlf.ICATI ON, 
VIRGINIA 
1955 ANDREoiS JD 
REPORTS ON FRESHhATEK KILL OF OYSTERS IN RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER CAU:itD BY 
HURR ICAI~.ES CONN! E AND DIANE 
VIMS SRAMSUE 1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTEI!.Sr POTOI'tAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1962 HARGIS WJ JR 
HISiORY AND CURRENT STATUS JAMES RIVER NAVIGATION PROJECT 
VIHS SRAMSOE 2 
CHANNELING, HISTORY, JAMES RlVER, RIVER UEDS, VIRGINIA 
1965 HARGIS WJ JR 
THE 1963 CHESAPEAKE SAY FISH ~ORTALITIES WITH NOTES UN OTHER 1963 
CHESAPEAKE BAY MORTALITIES (NOTES ON 1964 FISH KILLS ARE ALSO INCLUDED) 
VIMS SRAMSOE 5 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, MURTALITY, PARASITISM, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK kiVER, SESTON 
1964 HAVEN OS 
CONCENTRATION OF SUSPENDED RADIOACTIVE WASTES INTO BOTTOM DEPOSITS 
VIMS MS 
BIODEPOSlliONo CHESAPEAKE I:IAY, !:LAY MINERALS, RADIOACTIVE WASTES, 
SEDIMENTATION, YORK RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
1322 1969 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE Of MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER KILL IN UPPER YORK RIVER 
VIMS HAR RESOURCE INFORI't BULL 1(31 1 1 
HURRICANES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINlTYoo VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1323 1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
NATIONAL SHORELINE STUDY. REGIONAL INVENTORY REPORT. WORTH ATLANJlC 
KEGIUN. VOLUME I 
BEACH EKD~ION, Bt:ACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, SHORE 
PRUTECTIUN, UNITED 5JATES, VIRGINIA 
1324 1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
NATIONAL SHUREUNE STUDY. REGlONAL INYENJIJRY REPOJ!.T. :NORTH AJLAf!ITlC 
k~G!ON. VOLUMt Ii 
BEACH EKi.lSIOr;, BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS., MANAGEMENT., SHOR£ 
PRUTECTiur., uNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
1325 1973 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
YOKKTOwN POriER STATION ECOLOGICAL STUDY.PKASE II TECHNICAL REPORT 
VIMS MS 
BENTHOS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES• PLANKTON, 
PO•EK PLANTS, VI~GINIA, ~ATER QUALITY, YORK RIVER 
1326 1973 BEETLE DE 
A CHECKLI:>T OF THE LAND AND FRESHWATER MOLLUSKS OF VIRGINIA 
STERKIANA 19, 21-3~ 
OISTRIBUIIUN, GASTROPODS, MOLLUSKS, VIRGINIA, 
132B 1974 auR~IUGE RG 
DISTRIBUTiuN, GRO~TH, SELECTIVE FEEDING, AND ENERGY TRANSFORMATIONS OF 
YOJNG-Cf-THE-YEArt BLUEBACK HERRiNG ••• IN THE JAHES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
AMc~ riSrl SOC TRANS 103(2),297-311 tVIMS CONTRIB 62DI 
OIST~Id~iiON, fOOD HABIJS, GROWTH RATES, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER~ OXYGEN 
kb.iJIRE:Xf:,';i~, V!RG-INIA . 
l3l9 1973 LAIRD CE 
LBO 
HIE eFFeCTS OF INTRINSIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL fACJORS ON THE OXYGEN 
CO:'<SUMPT !0" OF THE SLUE CRAB, CALL!NECT£S SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
VI~~ TH~S!S !CULL ~lLllAM AND MARYJ 
OAY~iN KEUUIKEMENiS, BLUE CRAB 
1974 CROONEMBERGHS RE 
HEAVY MtfAL CONCENTRATIONS IN THE CLAM RANGlA CUNEATA FROM JHE 
RAPPAHANNOCK AND JAMES RIVERS 
VIMS THtSI5 IUNIV VAl 
LLAM5, HtAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, ~IRGINIA, WATER 
PULLUT I J;~ 
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1331 1973 ZACHARY A 
SURVIVAL AND AC Tl VITY OF THE OYSTER DRILL UROSALPINX Cl NEREA UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF FLUCTUATING SALINITY 
MAR SIOL 22, 45-52 !VIHS CONTR18 5431 
GASTROPODS, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
1332 1974 COWAN FBM 
OBSERVATIONS UN EXT~ARENAL EXCRETION BY ORBiTAl GLANDS AND OSMOREGULATION 
IN MALALLEMYS TERRAPIN 
COMP 8IOCHEM PHYSIOL 48!3Al,489-500 
REPTILES, SALT TOLERANCE, TURTLES, ~EIGHT 
1333 1974 ABLE KW 
LIFE HISTORY, ECOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR OF TWO NEW liPAklS !PISCES. 
CYCLOPTcPIDAEl FROM THE ~ESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
VIMS OISS !CULL ~ILLIAM AND MARY) 
ECOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1334 1941 FERNALD ML 
ANOTHER CENTUKY OF ADDITIONS TO THE FLORA OF VI~GINlA 
RHODORA 43, 485-5iJ, 5~9-630, o35-b57 
DISTRJiiUTION, PLMHS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1335 1940 FERNALD Ml 
A CENTURY OF ADDITIONS TO THE FLORA OF VIRGINIA 
RHODORA 42, 355-416, 419-498, 503-521 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANIS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1336 1949 ANDREWS JD 
1337 
1338 
A PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF RECOMMENDATIONS JO THE COMMISSIONER OF FISHERIES 
FOR OYSTER REPLETION WORK IN VIRGINIA 
VIMS MS 
CORROTOMAN RIVER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
1937 FERNALD HL 
LOCAL PLANTS OF THE INNER COASTAL PLAIN OF SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
RHODORA 39, 321-365, 375-41~, 433-457, 465-491 
COASTAL PlAINS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1935 FERNALD Ml 
MIDSUMMER VASCULAR PLANTS OF SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
RHODORA 37, 378-413, 423-454 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
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lJj9 1936 FERNALD ML 
PLANTS FKUM THE OUTER COASTAl PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
RHODORA Jo, 376-404, 414-452 
COASTAL PLAINS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR RfVIEW 
1340 194L FERNAlD Ml 
SEVENTH CENTUKY OF AUDITIONS TO THE F!.ORA OF VIRGINIA 
RHODURA 44, 341-405, 416-452, 457-479 
P.lANTS, VIKGJNIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1341 1972 BREHMER ML 
BIOLUGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDIES OF VIRG1NIA 1 S ESTUARIES 
VA POLYTECH INST. wATER KESOURCES CeNTER. BULL 45 IVIMS CONTKIB 4521 
CURRENTS (WATER), DISSOLVED OXYGEN, jAMES RIVER, NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, 
PHJSPHOKUS COMPOUNDS, PHYTOPLANKTON, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
TE.'•IPERATURE, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
1342 1961 ANDREWS JD, wOOD JL 
STATUS OF DISEASES DF OYSTERS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIHS MS 
CHbAPEAKE BAY, DERMUCYST 1D IU!h EASTERN SHORE I VA-MDI t JAMES Rl VER, 
MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1346 1~71 ANuKEWS JD 
PRODUCTION OF DISEASE-RESISTANT OYSTERS 
VIMS MS 
EP !LOOT IOLOGY • JAMI:S kl VEK, MORT All TY, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGlNIA, OYSTER 
SETTING 
B5f> 19"t5 FLACK HE 
TIUE~ATER FISHING lAWS OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AS 
Uf JtCI:Moi:R, 194~ 
MU LEGISLAT COUNCIL RES DIV 1-18 
CHESAPeAKE BAY, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, IIIARYLAND, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE 
FOk I~EVIEW 
LJ57 1971 HARGIS WJ JR 
JAHE~ klVtR PAPERS 
VII',~ MS 
CH4~NELING, DISCHARGE IWATtRl, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION 
C~~li<UL, FUTUKI: PLANNING IPROJECTED1 1 JAMES RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
Vl~GlNIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
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1358 1935 FLADUNG EB 
COoS ISLAND AND THE BLACK SKIMMER 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL ~(111,66-70 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, EASTERN SHOKE IVA-MOl. VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1363 1951 HALE NC 
VIRGINIA VENTURER 
RICHMOND, DIETZ PRES~ 
HISTORY, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1364 1973 JUNG CR JR 
EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING IN VIRGINIA'S UKoAN CORRIDOR 
A REPORT PREPARED FOR VA ELECTRIC AND POWEK CO 
EMPLOYMENT, URBAN SOCIOLOGY, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILAbLE FOR REVIE~ 
1369 1964 KENNEY NT 
CHESAPEAKE COUNTRY 
NAT GEOGR MAG 12o, 370-411 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~ECREATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
i3i4 1972 KELLY fL 
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN PROTECTING BAY WETLANDS 
CHES SAY FOUNO 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARSHES, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1380 1973 KEENEY M 
BIOCHEMISTRY OF ESTUARINE ECOSYSTEM WITH EMPHASIS ON HEAVY METALS AND 
SHELLFISH 
MD WATER RESOURCES RES CENTER, COLLEGE PARK, TECH REP 15. 7P. 
BIOCHEMISTRY, ECOSYSTEMS, ESTUAKIES, HEAVY MEDIA SEPARATlON, SHELLFISH, 
UNAVAILABlE FOR REVIEW 
1382 1963 MASSMANN WH 
A CHECK LIST OF FISHES OF THE VIRGINIA WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND lTS 
TIDAL TRIBUTARIES. SECOND REVISION 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTGMAC klVEK, RAPPAHANNU~K 
RIVER, YORK RIVER 
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1183 1959 ~ASSHANN WH 
A CHEC~ LIST OF FISHES OF THE VIRGINIA WATERS Of CHESAPEA~E BAY AND ITS 
TIDAL TRI~UTARIES 
VIHS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, YOKK RIVER 
1384 1955 KliNGEl GC 
G~E HUNDRED HOUKS BENEATH THE CHESAPEAKE 
NAT GEOG MAG 107, 6dl-b96 
A~UATIC LIFE, CHE~A~EAKE BAY, SCUBA DIVING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1386 1972 MERRINER JV, HUGMAN ~J 
A~AuROMOUS FISH PROJECT. ANNUAl PROGREsS REPORT. -FEASIBILITY OF 
i~CKEASING STRIPED bASS POPULATIONS BY STOCKING Of UNOERUTILIZED NURSERY 
GROUNDS 
VIMS MS 
ANADROMOUS FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, 
STRIPeD BASS, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
DISTRI~UTIONS 
1387 1957 CHESAPEAKE SAY INSTITUTE 
YORK RIVER CRUISE 29 JULY-1 AUGUST 1954 
CHES dAY INST DATA REP 30 
CURRENIS IWATERir SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1388 1969 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
THE PAXUNKEY AND MATTAPONI RIVER CRUSIE SPRING - 1961 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 15 
CURRENTS IWATERlr MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVERo SALINITY, VIRGINIAt 
~AicR TeMPERATURE 
1j89 1951 ~DOD JT 
HELICELLA CAPERATA IMONTAGUI IN YORKTOWN, VIRGINIA 
NAUTILIS 64141,141-142 
DI~TRioUTiuN, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1390 1~39 UNITEu STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
eXTENSION Of HYDROLOGICAL DATA CONTAINED IN HOUSE DOCUMENT NO 54, 71ST 
CtlNGKtSS, 2ND SESSION, A REPORT ON THE PAMUNKEY RIVER, VA IYORK RIVER 
svsrr.Ml 
HYDROLUGIL DATA, PAMUNKEY RIVERo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
loB 
l39Z 1967 MIERS ES 
THE DKOWNEO RIVER, THE STORY OF THE CHESAPEAKe BAY, AN ESSAY 
THE CURTIS PAPER CO., NENARK, DELAWARE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REV!~~ 
1396 1B76 MASON J 
RECORD OF SHAD HATCHING OPERATIONS CONDUCTED AT FREESTONE, VIRGINIA, ON 
THE POTOMAC RIVER FRUH HAY 15, 1B75 TO HAY 25, 1~75, AN ACCOUNT UF u.S. 
FISH COMMISSION 
MD FISH COMH REP 56 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH HATCHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
FOK REVIEW 
1403 1944 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON CRAB INVESTIGATIONS IN VA WATERS CONDUCTeD BY THE VA 
FISHERIES lAdURATORY SUBMITTED TO MK ~OHN C PEARSON OF THE FISH ANO 
WILDLIFE SERVICE 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, HOBJACK BAY, 
YORK RIVER 
1405 1971 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
SUMMARY OF RECENT, ONGOING AND FUTURE STUDIES CONDUCTED IN THE UliGOHAllNt 
SECTION OF THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY 
VIMS MS 
BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR PU~EK 
PLANTS, POweR PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1406 1972 ANON 
THE RICHMOND FLOOD 
CF BOONE PUBL, LUBBOCK, TEXAS 
FLOOD DAMAGE, fLOOD FORECASTING, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1407 1972 CONTRACTOR ON, WIGGERT JM 
NUMERICAL STUDIES OF UNSTEADY FLOW IN THE JAMES RIVER 
VA POLYTECH INST. WATER RESOURCES RES CENTER. BUll ~1 
COMPUTERS, FLOOD ROUTING, HYDRAULICS, JAMES RIVER, LOW FLOW, ~UMERICAL 
ANALYSIS, OPEN CHANNEL FLOW, RESERVOIR STAGES, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 
~40B 1972 TORMEY JH 
THE PORT OF HAMPTON ROADS 
Hll ENG 6414191,!51-153 
CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAYo DREDGlNG, HARBORS, JAME~ KJVEK, HAMPTON KUAOS 
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1409 197l UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
STUDY UN THE PROPOSED DEEPENING AND WIDENING OF TH~ JAMES RIVER NAVIGATION 
CHANNEL 
NO~FOLK DISTRICT. NORFOLK, VA 
CHA~NEL IMPROVtMENT, CHANNELING, CHANNELS, COST-8E~EFIT ANALYSIS, JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGASLE RIVEKS, VIRGINIA 
1410 1966 SUTHERLAND ER 
A wATER ~UALITY STUDY OF THE CHICKAHOMINY RIVER 
VA WATER CGNTROL BOARD 
CHICKAHUMINY RIVtR, D1SSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES RIVER, LIMNOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
WArt:R QUALITY 
1411 1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGIN_EERS 
FLOOD PLAIN INfORMATION JAMES RIVER EAGLE ROCK TO LICK RUN BOTETOURT 
COUNTY VIRGINIA 
NORFOLK DISTRICT. NORFOLK, VA 
FLUDD CONTrlOL, FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODS, FLOW CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1412 1924 RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. COMMITTEE ON DOCK, RIVER AND HARBOR 
REPORT Uf INVESTIGATION WITH REFERENCE TO IMPROVING THE JAMES RIVER 
TECH ADV CORP, NEW YORK CITY. PART l 
CHA~NtL IMPRO~EMENT, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, HAMPTON 
Rt:AJS, COM1'1ERCE 
1413 19/1 BARNARD TA 
THE ROLE OF AN ANADROMOUS FISH, THE ALEWIFE, ALOSA PSEUDOHARENGUS 
lwiLSOII.J, IN PESTICIDE. TRANSPORT 
VIMS THESIS ICOLC ~ILL}AH AND HARYI 
ALEWIV~S, ALOSIDS, ANADROHOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DDT, JAMES RIVER, 
PESTICIDe KESIOUES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1414 1971 COUPER E 
PHILADEL~HIA FIRM TO PLAN JAMES 
RICHMUND TIMES-DISPATCH. JUNE 16, 1971. A-15 
JA~ES ~IVER, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1415 19~~ UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
E~fcCTS OF A PROPOSED 35-FOOT CHANNEL TO RICHMOND ON CURRENTS ANO 
SALINITIES OVER THE SEED OYSTER BEDS IN JAMES RIVER 
US ARMY ENG ~ATER~AYS EXP STA. VICKSBURG, HISS 
llf US UNLiER WATER, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, EN~lRONMENTAL EFfECTS, 
~AMES KIVER, HODEL SlUDIESt OYSTERS, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
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1416 1963 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
DIGEST OF MATERIAL PROVIDED TO THE JAMES RIVER STUOY COMMISSION 
VIHS HS 
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFfECTS, JAMES RIVER, 
LONG-TERM PLANNING, PROJECT FEASIBILITY, RIVER ~ASIN DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1417 1972 VIRGINIA STATE wATER CONTROL BOARD 
STATE RIVER BASIN WATER QUALITY PLANt JAMES RIVER bASIN-PHASE I-ADDENDUM 
PLANNING BULL 269. RICHHOND,vA 
JAMES RIVER, RIVER 8ASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER UUALITY 
1418 1954 ANON 
THE FLOUNDER 
MD CONSERV 3111),8-9 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1419 1969 MASON LW, BIGGS FC 
JAMES RIVER HYDRAULIC MODEL, MULTIPURPOSE MARINE kESEARCH TOOL FOR 
SCIENCE, GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY 
VIMS MAR kESOURCES ADV SER 2 
DIMENSIONS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1421 1913 STANARD WG 
NOTES ON A JOURNEY ON THE JAMES TOGETHER WITH A GUIUE TO ULD JAMESTOWN 
COMPILED FOR ASS FOR PRcSERV OF VA ANTI~UITIES. RICHMOND, VA 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA 
1424 1972 VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD 
WHERE IT'S AT IN THE JAMES RIVER STUDY,WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT AND HOW IT'S 
GOING TO BE DONE 
JAMES RIVER COMPR WATER QUALITY MANAGE STUDY NEWSLETTER 1111 
DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, FINANCING, JAMES RIVER, 
PROJECT BEN~fiTS, PROJECT PURPOSES, VIRGINIA 
1425 1965 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FLOOD PLAIN INFORMATION- JAMES RIVER AT RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
NORFOLK, VA 
DATA COLLECTIONS, ENGINEERING, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAINS, JAMES RIVEK, 
MAPS, MAXIMUM PROBAuLE FLOOD, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VlkGINIAt WATERSHEDS 
(BASINS), ZONING 
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142b 1972 NICHOLS MM 
HYOKAULIC MUDt:LING Uf AN ENVIII.UNHENTAL lHPACT. THE JAMES ESTUAk't' CA~E 
HAll. TECH SUC CONf, FEb 14-15, 1972. WASH, DC IVIMS LONTRIB 4571 
CHANNELING, t~TUARil~, HYDKAULIC MODELS~ JAMES R!VtR, UYSTt:R~, VIRGINIA 
1428 1950 SMITH NS 
Rt:PUKT 0~ A WAlt:K ~UALITV ~URVEY OF HAMPTON II.OAOS SHELLFI~H AKEAS. OCT 11, 
1949 Tu fEtl 21, 19~u 
US ~UbLIC HEALTH ~EII.V. OIV Of ENG. VA DEP UF HEALTH 
CHESA~fAKf 0AY, CHLOKINATIUN 1 JAMtS kiV[R, ~EWAGE bACTERIA, SE~AGE 
O!SI'US.AL, SEiiAGI: lFflUENT~, T!UAl Et-FH .. TS, HAMPTON kOAOS 
1429 l'>b'l flf~LAND kA Jf<, BOBB WH 
EffECT~ u~ PKUPU~ED ElllA~ETH RIVER UIKE ON TIDES, CURRENTS, SALINITIES, 
At,U )H:;ALING. HYOKAUlll MUDtl INVESJIGAHON 
US AKHY tNG WAll~WAYS EXP STA. VICKSUUKG, HISS 
DI~E~, lLllAelTH RIVER, HYU~AULIC HuUELSo RIVER FLOW, SALINIT't'o SHOALS, 
T I JE ~, v 1 RG 11<1 A 
1430 1'1T2 t>dLANU flA JR 
Ef~ECTS UF PkOPO§EO DOL~ EXPANSION AT NEWPORT NEWS ON TiDES, CURRENTS, AND 
SH:JAL lNG. i1YUKAULIC l'IUDtl ll•VE!>TIGAT ION 
US A~MY E~G WAIEhwAYS (XP STA. VICKSbURG, HISS 
LIIA,~'II,:LS, JiA .. i\5, HYOKAUllC l'IODl.LS, JAMES RIV£R. RIVER FLOW, SHOALS, TlUE.S, 
V!flGINIA 
14Jl l9b7 ti0tiB WH, BKUGDU~ NJ JR 
DYE Dl~PE~51UN PAITE~N~.FOR THREE OUTfALL LOCATIONS FO~ THe WARWICK RIVER 
>lWAG~ 1 ~f. ATMHH i>LANT •. HYDRAULIC HODEL INVEST I GAT ION 
J~ AMM't' E~~ ~AT(KWAYS EXP STA. VICKSBURG, HiSS 
UY~ KELcA~l>, HtDRAULIC l'IOOELS, RIVER flOW, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, !>E~AGE 
lFFLUE~TS, IIOAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA• WAK~ICK RIVER 
l4j2 1"•7£ FANG CS ET Al 
i'>IY )!l..t.L AND GeOlOGICAl STUDIES OF THE PROPOSED BKIOGE-TUNNEL CROSSING Of 
HA.~~Tur, f<lJAD;. NEAt! CRANEY ISLAND 
vPb SRAM!>uE ~4 
I..H~,,PEAil.f 8AY, CUMKENT;. (WATERI 1 OREOGING 1 HYDRAULIC HOUELS, JAMES RIVERo 
f I c!AL t I+ !.I.. T~, TUNNH HYOKAULICS, TUNNELING, TUNNEL So HAMPTON KuAUS 
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1433 1971 LEE CH, 11AIHEMAN Ul<f 
ONE-OiHtNSIUNALo KtAL-TIHE HODEl fUR ESTUAK!Nt WATffl QUALITY PktUICIIUN 
WRIJTlN fUR THE ftOtKAl wAllK UUALlTY AUMINI~TKATIUN. US [NVtHUN PKUlfCT 
AGI:Nt Y 
CHESAP~AKE UA't'o UELA~AKlo U't'E K[LEA~E5, t~TUAHI~~. ~A~E~ KIVI:Ko 
HATtJ£MAIICAL HOUllS, PIJTOHAL i<IVtK, !iALINt W/.TLK ll'lli<U~IuN, WAll~. ~;uALIIY 
l4H 1952 ACAOfH'f OF NAIUKAL Sl..lt:NCE5 ut· Pti!LAI)fLPIHA. OfPAkf/'11 NT uf- LlHIWLlJl.'t' 
JAI'IE:; HIVI:R, VII'.GWif•· :,fNI.AM ~UKVfY ~I:PO•d. JULf··AIJGUSl, L'•'>l 
REP h}R THt L I IJUI'IJNI Ut .NI:l'IUuRS AND LU 
ALGAE, A~uATIL Lift, 6ALllKIA, EffLUI:NTS, JAMES H!Vlfl, l'~lLUTANTS, 
PkCJlliliJA, STKtAM~, VI"GINIA 
1~3~ 1~/l VIKGINIA ELtlTKIC ANU POwER COMPANY 
HNAL H<VlkUNI'IlNIAL )IATfMLNl KI:LAilU 10 UI'Li~AIJ<)N fJt ~lJo<IO t'IJWI:K 51ATitJN. 
UNIT I 
OOCKH ~u-luO. U~ ATIJI'Ill ENLkGY CUMM. Ul~<t:CnJ~.AII: U LICioii~INt; 
AQUATIC LifE, CI*MICAL WASTE~, CUULINl. wAILK, I..O~T-blNlFtl ANAI.Y~IS, 
fNVIIIUI<Ht:rHAL (II·L(..J,, JA/'11:5 KIVU<, Pu~l:k PLAra::, I'UIJLI~ Ullllll(~, 
RAUIUACTI VI: liAS IE~, TI1LKHAI POllUlluN, Vlt<t.lldA 
143b 1911 IIAI'II'HJN ~IJAUS MAK JJ 1111 A~SUCI AT lUI~ 
COrHINl.LN(..'f I'LAij fUK i'ktiiEIHIOh, CuNTAJr.IMUH, AIIU !..ltANUI' Uf OIL Alh) 
HAlAHUUU~ HATI.i<IAL:O. fu~ lt1t IIAMI'fUI• I<.I;AU~ AkLA 
MJKfULK, IJA 
LH~SAI'fAKl i:IAY, Ull-WAIFK 11-.Tlki-ACE:S, I'OLtUI!fm AllAHHI:rH, PIJLlUIANT::., 
WATfM QUALITY A(..l, wAitH QUALITY CuhTIIUL, I!AMPTGN MUAO~ 
1431 1971 LA"'li:R JA Ill 
CATFISH HANAGEHE~l IN THE JAME5 I<IVE~, WlkGIN1A 
VIM~ ltil~IS (CULl WILLIAM ~<NU MAI<l'l 
BIOMA~5, CATFISHL~, ul5lkl~UTION PATTEkNS, Fi~H HA~AGEMENT, JAHE) t<l~EK, 
HUKIALITY, ~IR~IhiA, LlhGTrl-fRLYUtNCY 015TklbuliUN~ . 
1~38 1972 MAMCfllUS KL 
COASTAL WEILANOS Of VIRGJNIA 
VI MS SKAI'I~Ut: 27 
SHALLU~ WAlEk, SHGkt PH~T~CTION, TIDAL MAKSHI:S, VlkGINJA, MllLANU~ 
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143~ N*O* UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
SUd-BASIN TABULATION Of RIVER MILE INDEXES. JAMES, YORK, AND RAPPAHANNOCK 
KIVER BASINS 
CUES BAY-SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASINS PROJECT, REGION lll !UNPUBLISHED REPJ 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER BASINS, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1440 1972 VIRGINIA 1NSTITUT~ OF MARINE SCIENCE 
RESEARCH UN CHeSAPEAKE BAY AND CONTIGUOUS wATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
uF THE VIRGINIAN SeA, 197l EDITION 
VIM~ SPEC SCI REP 66 
BIBLIO~kAPHIES, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, 
VIRGINIA 
1441 1971 ZORACH T 
TAXUNOHIC STATUS OF THE SUBSPECIES OF THE TESSELLATED OARTER, ETHEUSTOMA 
OLMSTEDI STORER, IN SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI lli41,L54-Zo3 
OI~TRIBUTiuN PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
1442 1961 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF PLANNING 
PROJECT IONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS - NEWPORT NEWS-HAMPTON METROPOLITAN 
AReA IINLLUOING THE CITY OF WILLIAMSBURG AND THE COUNTIES Of JAMES CITY 
ANI) YORK) 
Ill CHMONlJ, VA 
FCLlNLlMICS, EMPL DYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LOCAL GOVERNitENTS, t'OPULA HOIII 
OYN~MICS, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
l't'o3 1911 VIRGINIA DIVIS·lON Of STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
CRANEY ISL~ND STUDY 
RICHMOND, VA 
ACCESS kULllcS, CHARTS, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), HISTORY, LEGISLATION, 
~APS, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1444 1971 KELLY DB 
THE VIRGINIA fLOOD OF 1969 
VA DIV Uf ~ATER RESOURCES INFORM BULL 505 
tLULlD OAM4Gt, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, RIVER 
ijASINS, RUNOFF, VIRGINIA 
114 
l'olt5 1970 FERGUSON GEr GUY HP 
STREAM SEDIMENT, AN ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM 
J OF SOIL AND WATER CONSERV 25161r217-22l 
CONSTRuCTION, COSTS, EROSION CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASINS, RUAD 
CONSTRUCTIGN, SEDIMENT CONTROL, SEDIMENT TRANS~ORT, URoANIZATJON, VIRGINIA 
lH6 1952 ANON 
'EELS 
MD CONSERV 3 1 9-11 
EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
l'o47 1967 CALDER OR, BURRELL VG 
OCCURRENCE OF MOERISA LYONS! ILIMNOHEDUSAE, MOERISIIDAEI IN NORTH AMERICA 
AMER MIDLAND NATUR IVIMS CONTRIB 2471 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, HYDROZOA, JAMES RIVER, P~MUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1448 1969 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JAMES RIVER OYSTERS ESCAPE FLOOD DAMAGE 
VIMS HAM RESOURCE 1Nf0RH BULL 1121,1 
flOODING, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
14'o9 1956 MANSUETI RJ 
TERMITES OF THE SEA 
SKIPPER HAG 16191,27 AND 31 AND 32 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1450 1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
SALJNJTY-TEMPEKATURt REPORT. JAMES, YORK, AND RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER SYSTEMS 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 2111 1 5-7 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, hATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
l'o5l 1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
SURVEY OF OYSTER AND CLAM WORK BOATS IN VIRGINIA AND THE PuTUHAC DECEMBER 
1969 
VlHS MAR RESOURCE INfORM BULL 2111 0 8-ll 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAH INDUSTRY, CLAMS, fiSHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
175 
1452 1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
ANNJAL SUKVEY OF PUBLIC OYSTER GROUNDS JN VIRGINIA, 1969-1970 
VIMS MAK RESOUKCE 1NFuRM BULL 212lo2-12 
tltJS UNLJER wAfER, JAME5 RIVE:il.t OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
!~53 1970 VIKGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OY>TEK MEATS QUALITY INDEX FOR FEBRUARY 1970 !LISTED BY RIVER, PROCEEDING 
UPSfREAM) 
VIMS MA~ KESOU~CE INFORM ~UlL 2l2lo13-15 
JAMtS RIVEN, OYSTeRS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VJRGlNIAo YURK RIVERo CONDITION 
I NtJEX 
1454 1970 HAVEN 0 
OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INDEX IFROH PUBLIC .ROCKS! MARCH 1970 
V!MS MAR RtSUUkCE lNFORM BULL 2(3),1-4 
JAMeS kiVtR, UYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
!NtJEX 
1455 1970 HAVEN DS, KENDALL P 
SURvEY OF OYSTE~ ANLl CLAM WORK BOATS IN VIRGINIA AND THE PDTOMAC, 21 MARCH 
19 TO 
VI~S MAR KESOURCE INFORM BULL ~131,5-9 
Ch!:SAI'EAKE BAY, CLAi'l INDUSTf<Yo CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POT0:·1AC f< I VER., RAI'I'AHANNUCK RIVER, YORK Rl V.ER 
145b 1970 HAVEN D 
APRIL 197J OYSTER MEATS.QUALITY INDEX lfROM PUBLIC RUCKS) 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE iNFORM BULL 2141,4-7 
JAMES kiVcR, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INUEX 
1457 1970 BREHMER ML 
KECENT RAINS LUWEI!. SALINITIES AT RIVER MOUTHS 
VIM3 MAK RESOURCE INFORM BULL 2J5Jo1-3 
JAMES KIVEK, PREClPlTATION IATHOSPHER!Ch RAIN• RAPP.AHANI!IOCK RIVERo 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
l45o 1970 HAVEN D, KeNDALL P 
Si.JKVt:Y uF OYSTER ANU CLAM WORK BOATS IN VIRGINIA AND THE POTOMAC, 19 MAY 
1 '170 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 2151,6-8 
CHc>APEAKE bAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, fiSHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
Plll•JMAC KIVEK, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
116 
1459 1970 ~AVEN D 
JULY 1970 OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INDEX IFROM PUBLIC ROCKS} 
VIMS MAR RESOUKCE INFORM BULL 2(8},7-10 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1460 1970 HAVEN D 
JUNE 1970 OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INDEX (fROM PU~LIC KOCKS} 
VIMS MAR KESUURCt INfORM BULL 2lb),7-10 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1461 1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
SALINITY-TEMPERATURE 
VIHS MAK RESOUKCE INFORM BULL 2161,11-13 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK KIVER 
1462 1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER HEATS QUALITY INDEX, AUGUST 1970 
VIHS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 21101,8-11 
JAHFS RIVEt\, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER~ VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER, CONDIUON 
INDEX 
1463 1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OCTOBER OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INDEX 
YIHS MAR RESOURCt INFORM BULL 2114J,4-6 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, kAPPAHANNOCK Rl VER, V IR.Gl NIA, YORK RIVER, CONDIT ION 
INDEX 
1464 1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INDEX, NOVEMBER 1970 
VIMS MAK RESOURCE INFORM BULL 2116J,3-5 
JAMES R!Vck, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONOITIUN 
INDEX 
1465 1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER SPATFALL ON SHELLSTRINGS IN VIRGINIA RIVERS, ANNUAL SUMMARY FOR 
1970 
VIMS HAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 2115),1-11 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GREAT WICUHICO RIVER, VA, JAMES RIVER, HU~JACK BAY, 
NANSEMOND RIVER, PIANKAIANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, Y(IRK RIVE:R, OYSTER 
SETTING 
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1466 197Z VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
Su~VEY OF PUBLIC OYSTER GROUNDS IN VIRGINIA 
VI~S MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 4151,1-3 
b~US UNDER WATER, CORROTOMAN RIVER, EAST RIVER, VAo GREAT WICOHJCO RIVER, 
VA, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
YOI<i<: tt.IVEr<. 
14b7 1971 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER SPATFALL LN SHELL BAGS IN VIRGINIA RIVERS 
VIM$ MAN RESOURCE INFORM BULL 3(5),1-b 
JAMES RIVEK, PIAN~ATANK RIVEk, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVERo 
OYSTER :.EfTlNG 
14bd 1911 VIR~INIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INDEX . 
VI~S MAh ReSOURCE INFORM BULL 3(8),£-3 
JA,'\ES RIVt:i<., OYSTERS, ti.APPAHANNOCK RIVER, Vl.KGINIA, VORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INOcX 
14b9 1911 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INDEX 
VIM$ MAR KESOUI'\CE INFORM BULL 3(13),2-4 
JAME~ KIVEN, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK KIVER 1 CONDITION 
lNlJEX 
1470 1971 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYST~R MEATS QUALITY INDEX 
VIMS MAR RESOURC~ INFUR~ BULL 31151,2-3 
JAMES RIVEN, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INLlfX 
1471 1911 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
CY5TE~ SPATFALL ON SHELLSTRINGS IN VIRGINIA RIVERS, NOVEMBER 1971 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 3118J,l-1Z 
LHESAPlAKE BAY, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA, JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK BAY, 
P!IUK.ATANK. RIVERo RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RlliER, OYSTER SETTING 
1412 lqJl VIR~INIA INSTIIUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
O¥STER MlATS QUALITY INDEX 
VI~~ ~AM KESOURCE INFORM BULL 31181,12-14 
JAMES RIVER, 11YSJERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INOf:X 
l473 1971 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INDEX 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFURM BULL 31191,1-3 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVERo CONDITIO~ 
INDEX 
1474 1972 HYER PV 
RtPEATAdlLITY IN ~STUARINE HYDRAULIC MODEL 
AMER SOC OF CIVIL ENG, PROC, J HYDRAUL OIV 98IHY4),b31-643 IVIMS CONTRIB 
41111 
ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FROUDE NUMBER, HYDRAULIC MODELS, HYDRAULICS, JAMES 
RIVER, HODEL STUDIE~, VIRGINIA 
1475 1972 ELKINS P 
END OF A MYTH 
VA WILDLIFE 3lli4l,8-10 
DISTRIBUTION PATTEKN5, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
147b 1972 VIRGINIA STATE wATER CONTROL BOARD 
THE VIRGINIA FLOOD OF 1972 
VA WATER 7111,1-2 
FLOOD UAMAGEo FLOOUING, HURRICANES, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
1477 1969 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF ~ATER RESOURCES 
NOTES ON VIRGINlA wATER LAWS AND AGENCIES 
VA DIV OF WATER RESOURCES INFORM BULL 501 
GROUNDWATER, LEGISLATION, STATE JURISDICTION, SURFACE ftATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1478 19b9 VIRGINIA D!VISIUN OF WATER RESOURCES 
NOTES ON GROUND WATER IN VIMGINIA 
VA DIV OF WATER RESOURCES INFORM BULL 502 
GROUNDWATER, HVDKOLOGIC CYCLE, LEGISLATION• STATE JURISDlCTION, VIRGINIA, 
1479 1965 JENNINGS RK 
AN EVALUATION OF WATER QUALITY IN THE EASTERN Bti.ANCH Of THE ELIZABETH 
RIVER 
VA WATER CONTROL 8DARO 
ELIZABETH RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1480 1971 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
INDEX OF THE SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 
VA DlV OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
179 
i4B2 N~D* VIRGlNIA iNSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
0¥5T~R PRODUCIN~ SECTION OF JAMES RIVER, VA 
VIMS MS 
DI5TKitiUT!ON PATTERNS, JAf'IES RIVER, MAPS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
14rl3 1928 ANON 
REPORT ON SALINITY OF ioATI::R IN CHESAPEAKE AND OELAOIARE CANAL 
MO CONSf.RV 5141,26-27 
CHESAPEi>K~ tlAY, SALINITY, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILAdLE FOR REVIEW 
1486 1~j8 MANSUETI RJ 
THE HICKOK¥ SHAO UNMASKED 
NATURE ~1171,3~1-~54 
fi5H POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVI~ 
1489 1939 MALON~¥ J 
CHESAP~AKE ODYSSEY. AN 1d-FT SAILBOAT FOLLOWS THE COURSE OF CAPT JOHN 
S~ITH i>RUUND THIS ~PACIOUS BAY OF HISTORY, COMMERCE, SEA FOOD, AND 
NAUTICAL LORE 
NAT GEOGR 
CH~~APEAKo uAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1490 1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JAMES, YORK, AND RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER SYSTEMS. OYSTER HEATS QUALITY INDEX 
IREPUKTED HERE FUR THE FIRST TIMEI 
VIMS MAR kESOUKCE INFORM BULL 2111,1-4 
JA~ES KIVfK, DYSTI::RS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
IN,JEX 
1491 1951 MCKEE PW 
••• ?OLUTIUN CONTROL ON POTOMAC 
MO ~PDRTSMAN 9(11),1 AND 3 
CHE5A>'EAKE dAY, PLHOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE .FOR 
Rl VI Er1 
14~~ 1~)J MCNALLY T 
fISH KILLS OBSERVED OFF GillSON ISLANO, SPARROWS POINT, AND LOWER POTOMAC 
o'lVt>< AREA 
SALTIMU~t EVENING SUN, JUNE 7, 1953 
L~SSAPtAK~ SA¥, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVERo UNAVAILABLE 
f[;,{ KlV ltoi 
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1494 1935 LOPINSKY H 
THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE UN THE RATE OF RESPIRATION OF LITTORINA 
IRRORATA 
MD UNIV MS THESIS, COLLEGE PA~K, HD 
GASTROPODS, RESPIRATION, WATER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR RE\IIt:W 
1498 1878 LOCKYER JN 
OYSTER BEDS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NATURE l!lo 653 
BEDS UNDER WAJER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, UYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1499 1924 LONN E 
CONSERVATION OF THE PRODUCTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD FEu WOM~N'S CLUSS, CENTRAL IBALTlHOREl DISTRICT, P.l-28 
CHESAPEAKt BAY, CONSER\IATION, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
1502 1968 SUTTOR RE ET AL 
THE COMMERCIAL FISHING AND SEAFOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRIES UF THE CHE~APEAKE 
BAY AREA 
UNIV MO AGR EXP STA 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, FISH, FlSHEKIES, FOUDS. MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1509 1970 NEWMAN MW 
A POSSIBLt NEOPLASTIC BLOOD DISEASE OF BLUE CRABS 
COMPARATIVE LEUKEMIA RESEARCH 1969 818L HAEHAT NO 36 RM DUTCHER, EO Pb4a. 
KARGER.dASEL, MUENCHEN, PARIS, NEW YORK 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, SULFITE LlYUORS, bLUE CKAB 
1515 1Y37 UNITED STATES NATURAL MESOURCES COMMlSSlON 
DRAINAGE BASIN ~OMMITTEE REPORT 10, UPPER CHESAPEAKE. IN: DRAlNAGE dASIN 
COMMITTEE REPORT FOR THE CHESAPEAKE dAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
US GUVT PRINTING QFFlLE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS 
l BAS lNSJ 
1516 1937 UNITED STATES NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION 
ORAINAGf BASIN COMMITTEE REPORT 11, POTOMAC. IN: DRAlNA~E BASIN COMMITTtE 
REPORT FOk THE CHESAPEAKE SAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
US GOVT PRINTING OFFICE 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, PLANNING, POTOMAC KlVEK, ~ATER RE~OURCES DEVELOPMENT, 
WATERSHEDS IBASINSI 
181 
1522 1910 uNITED SlATES ENVIRONMENJAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
SUR\IEY KESULTS Of- fHE CHESAPEAII.£ SAY INPUJ STUDY 1969-197[) 
US ENviRON ~~OTECT AGENCY REGION Ill ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFfiCE OAJA REP 31 
CHESAPEAKE BAY• MARYLAnD, TRIBUTARIES,. VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1525 1969 FRYE J 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY BASIN POLLUTION IS COSTING FISHERi'IEJII $3 MILLION 
NATL fiSHERMEN ~91l~J, 115,. YEARBOOK l9b9 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSrtcRlESo WATER POLLUTION 
1532 1970 UNITED STATES OEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE,. 
NATIONAL CAPITAL PARKS 
CONF-POLLUT DF fH{· INTERSTATE WATERS OF THE PUTOHAC RIVE& IWASHINGTON 
METRO? AkEAI DISTRICT OF C0l.UMBJA-MD-VA 0 PROC ll 
CHESAPEAKE BA¥, MARYLAND, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE ~ATER 
TREATMENT, WATER QUALITV 
1533 l97u UNITED ~TATES DEPARTMENT Of THE INTERIOR, NATIONA~ PARK SERVICE, 
NATIONAL CAPITAL PARKS 
CUNF-POLLUT OF THE INTEKSTATE WATERS Of THE POTOMAC H.IVER IWASHINGHIN 
METROP AkEAJ UISTRICT OF COLUMSIA-MD-VA, P&OC I 
CHES~P~A~E BAY, MARYLAND, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVERo VlRGINlA, .ASTE WATER 
TREATMENT, WATER UUALIJY 
l5l~ 1972 HOFFER FB 
BIBLIO~RAPHY OF VIRGINJA GEOLOGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES 1950-1959 
VA OIV MINERAL RESOUH.CES INFORM ClkC 19 
~ldLIUGkAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
l~J5 1972 H[RlOG HW JR 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA IN THE YEAR 2000 
PAl-' Ot:LI VERED AT THE MEET lNG OF CITIZENS' PROGRAM f-OR THE CHES SAY, 
1-i<EDERIL:.II.SBURG., VA. JUNE 2lo 1972 
AIR PGLLuflON, ChESAPEAKE BAY, INCOME, POPULATION, WAfER QUALITY 
1531 I972 HOLTER 1'1R 
Tf CHN!l.ll.l. ~EYNOT£ ADDRESS ON REMOTE SENSI"NG 
>~UWTE ~ENSING OF THE CHES BAr. CDNF, IIIAT AERON SPACE ADillN .WAl.WPS SJA. 
VA. SCI ANO TECH INfORM OFFICE 
AERIAL f'HO TUGRAPHY, CROPS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, DILl' DJ.Ea., 
SAT ELlll b IARTlf IC.lAU., ULTRAV IOL£ T .RADlAJIOIII• WAlE& lREAUIENT 
182 
l5l8 1972 CAPPER JR 
USE OF REMOTE SENSJNG IN SHORE~INE AND NEAR-SHORE MANAGEMENT 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPACt ADMIN •ALLOPS STA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, LEGAL ASPECTS, KANAGEMEr.J, II.EltO:Uo SENSING, SHORt 
PROTECTION, WETLANDS 
1539 1912 GERLACH AC~ WRAY JR 
PROGRAMS OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH 
REMOTE SENSING Of THE (.HE:S BAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPAC.E ADMIN WALLOPS STA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM GFFICE 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CITIES, REMOTE SENSING, URBANIZATION 
15~0 1912 LOVE COL WJ 
CHESAPEAKE SAY STUDY 
REMOTE SEN~ING OF THE CHES SAY. CDNF, NAT AERON SPACE AillllN lliALl.OPS STA• 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDkAULIC MODELS, SURVEYS 
15~1 1972 JENSON LD 
INDUSTRIAL WASTE POLLUTION 
REMOTE: SENSING OF THE CHESAPEA~E BAY. CDNF, NAT AEKuN SPACE ADMIN WALLOPS 
STA• VA. SCI AND TE:CH INfORM OFFICE 
BACTERIA• BENTHOS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, O!Ll' •ATER, ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS, POLLUTANT~, ReMOTE SENSING, IOXICIJY 0 WAlEk wuALITY 
15~2 1912 HE~LER AN 
SOME APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING IN AJ~OSPHERIC MONlTUKING PROGRAMS 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAJ AEKON SPACE AUMIN •ALLUPS SJA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INfORM OFFICE 
AIR POLLUTION, DATA PRUCESSINGo REMOTE SENSING 
1543 1972 BREHMER ML 
AGRICULTURAL ANO URBAN POLLUTION 
REMOTE SENSING Of THE CHES SAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN WALLOPS SJA• 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE IVIMS CONTRIB ~681 
CHESAPEA~E ~AY, EROSiON, EUT~UPHJ{;AJJON~ NUJ~lcNf$9 SJLTIKGo SUSPENU£D 
LOAD 
1~4 1972 COX E 
RECREATIONAL USES 
R£140JE SENSI•G Of JHE CitES BA7. (;ONfw !li!Af AE&tll\1 SJ>ACE AOMHi .ALLOPS STA~ 
VA. SCI AND TECH lNFOI!.M OFFICE 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH¥, PAR~S, PLA~INGo aECaEATIONt ~EMDlE SENSING 
183 
1545 1972 HARGIS WJ JR 
1547 
ENGINEERING _jjQKK.!> AND THE TIDAL CHESAPEAKE 
RI::M'JTE SENSING Of THE CHES BAJ. CONF, NAT AERON SPALE AOI'IIN WALLOPS STA-. 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFF1CE IVHIS CONTRIB 469) 
CANALS, DAMS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, 
ENGINEER1NG 1 ERG~ION CONTROL~ HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
1971 GUSNcR Kl 
GUIDt TO IPENTIFICATION OF MARINE AND ESTUARINE INVERTEBRATES, CAPE 
HATTERAS TO THE 6AY Of fUNDY 
WJLEY-INTERSCJENCI::, NEW YORK 
INVERTE~~AfES, SYSTEMATICS 
1548 1972 PRITCHARD OW 
I::STUA;<.INI: Tl.IRBIDITY, FLUSH.lNG-. SALINITY, AND Cii<CULATION 
REMOTE SE!I,SlNG OF THE CHES SAl'. CONF, NAT AERUN SPACE AOI'IIN WALLOPS SJA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
CHESAPtAKt BAY, ESTUARIES, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, TURBIDITJ 
1549 1~19 CHURCHILL EP 
LKAS !NOUSTKY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BUR FISH DOC b6o 
BOATS, CHESAPtAKE HAY, C~AB INDUSTRY~ lABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS~ MARINE AIR 
MASSES, VIkGINiA 
1550 l96d BIGGS RB 
"O~TICAL GRAINSIZE• OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 9, 261-266 
CHESAI' tAKE oAY, s·IZE:, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURSI OlTY 
1555 1~68 FARRAGUT PR 
A ReCONNAISSANCE STUUY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CU:AkiNc;HGUSE fOR fED SCI AND TECH JNFORM, SPRINGFIELD, VA 
AI,UAT IC WEEDS, bEACHES~ GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANJIIIHG, RESOURCE 
DEVELUPM~NT, SHEllf-ISH., WASTE ~ATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALUY., WEH.ANDS, 
WI NTEctK Ill I NG 
15~6 197L ~HANDS WE, MATHES R 
THE FUTUKE Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
~lcxKA CLUB BULL, APRIL 1972, 5-10 
Lb ~ SAPEAKE BAY, LEGAL ASPECTS., POLlUTANTS, RECREATION, RESOURCE 
GfVflflPMt:NT, WETLANDS 
16~ 
1557 1965 ElSER HJ 
EFFECT OF A VARMED-"ATER DISCHARGE ON ANGliNG IN THE POTOMAC RIVER, 
MARYlAND, 1961-62 
PROGR fiSH-CULT 27121,79-86 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, ELECTRIC PuWERPLANTS, FISH POPULAHONS, FISHING, POTOf4AC 
RIVER, THERMAL WATEk 
1562 1973 LOEB MJ 
THE EFFECT OF LIGHT ON STROBilATION 1N THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEA NETTLE 
CHRYSAORA QUlNwUEClRRrlA 
MAR tliOL 20121,144-147 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, LIGHT INTENSITY, SEA N~TTLE:S, 
TEMPERATURE, SCYPHOZOA 
1565 1969 CARPENTER JH ET AL 
OBSERVA TJ ONS Of EUTKUPHICA TIO~ AND NUTRIENT CYCLES IN SOME COASTAL PLAIN 
ESTUARIES 
CHES BAY INST CO~!fRIB 1u8 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, D<SSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, MARYLAND, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, PUTUMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATUKEt VIRGINIA 
1566 1926 WOLFE JJ ET AL 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE MICROPLANKTON Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ELISHA MITCHELL SCI SOC, J 1 42,25-~4 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATU~S, ECOLOb1CAL OISTRI~UTION, MARYLANO, PLANKTON, 
PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1567 1971 HENRY KA 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN IB~EV~ORTIA TYRANNUSJ RESOUKCE AND FISH~RY--ANALYSIS OF 
DECliNE 
NAT OCEANIC ATHUS AUHIN, NAT MAR FISH SERV, SPEC SCI REP--FISH SER 642 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL fiSH, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISHERitS, MIDDLE ATlANTIC BIGHT 
1568 1968 ANON 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
TRIDENT ENG ASS, INC 
AQUATIC PLANTS, EROSION, LEGAL ASPECTS, PEST CONTROL, PlANNING, 
RECREATION, SHELLFISH, ljATER QUALITY, wETlANDS, lNDUSTKIAL fiSH 
Ul5 
1569 1971 JAWORSKI NA tl Al. 
A WATER RESOURCE-~JER SUPPLY SlUDY Of THE POT~ ESTUA~Y 
JS ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCJ, WATER I.IUAii..ITY OFFIC£ JECH REP l!ii 
BACTERIA, 01 SSOLVEO Olli'GENo INDUSTRIAL VATERo HATHEMATlCAt. f!ODEJ.S~ 
NUTRl~NTS, POLLUlA~TSy PROOUCTIVITY, SEOI~NTS, WASTE ~AJER TaEATMENJ, 
wATEK QUALITY 
1570 1968 BIGGS RB 
ENVlRuNMtNTAL EFFECTS Of OVERBOARD SPOIL OJSPOSAt. 
AMER SO~ CIVIl ENG SANIJ ENG DIV 94ISA3Jo477-~87 
DREDGING, •~UTRlENTS, SEDlKENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, JUR81DUV 0 ll!AfEA AIIIALYSlS, 
wiNDS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1572 lV69 HlDU H 
THE FEASIBILITY OF OYSTER HATCHERIES IN THE DELAWARE-CHESAPEAKE BAT 
REGION 
CONF ON ARTIFiCIAL PROPAGATION Of COMMERCIALLY VALUA&L SHELLFISH--OJSTERS, 
PROC OCT l2-23 1~69 ICHES BAY lAB CONTRIB 3961 
AQUICULTUKE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OrSTERSo DELAWARE 
!lAY 
1573 1970 MCERLEAN AJ, HOWARD J 
PHJTGGRAt'HiC HCTHOO FOR SuK\IEYINi> CLAM POPULATiONS 
NAT SHELLfiSH ASS, PROC 61, 9!-9~ INAJUR RESOURCES lMST CaNTRIB 4391 
CLAMS, PHUTUGKAPHY, SAMPLING 
1574 1971 SPRAGUE V~ COUCH JA 
AN ANNOTATED LIST Of PROTOZOAN PARASUESo H\'PERPARASHES, AND CONIU:NSALS 
OF DECAPOD CRUSTA,EA ' 
J PRDTOZOOL l8(3J,526-537 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CRUSTACEANSo PROTOZOA, SYHBIOSIS 
1575 1971 CRONIN LE 
IV, PREVENTION AND l'lOIUTERING--POLLUTJON Pll£VENTION 
ROY SOC LONDON, PROC ~ULL 177, 439-450 1NATUR RESOURt£S INST COHTRIB 4571 
HUMAN i>UPULAfl ON, NUCLEA& POliER PLANT So SOL Ia ;~AST£S, J'HERKAL POLUIHON, 
~ASTE ~ATER TREATMENT 
·1577 1971 SCHULTZ LP, CA&GO DG 
THe 5£A NElTLE OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD NATUR ktSOURtES INST EUUC SER'93 
BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE SAY, JEl.lYFJSH, P:f.ST CONTllOI..o S:EA l't.ETTlES 
18ft 
157a 1971 CARGO DG 
THE SESSILE STAGES OF A SCYPHOZOAN IDENT1FlEO AS RHOPILEMA \IERRILll 
TULANE STUD IN lGOL AND 801 17121o31-3~ 
JELLYFISH, liFE HISTORI' STUDIES., SYSTEMICS 
15d2 1969 MIHURSKY JA 
ON USING INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC WASTES IN AQUACULTURE 
AGR ENG, NOV 1969 0 667-669 INATUR RESOURCES lNST CONTRIB 3951 
AQUlCULTURE, ECONOMICS, FISH• PROOUCTIVJTr, SHEllfiSH, THE~MAL PDLlUflONt 
WASTE DISPOSAL 
1583 1970 WHEATON fW 
AN ENGINEERING SlUOr Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA Or'STER li~OUSTRT 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 6011970J,75-8l 
AUTOMATION, fOODSw LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
158B 1968 FLEMER DA ET AL 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPOil DISPOSAL IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AHER SOC CIVIL ENG, SANIT ENG DIV J 941SA4J ,&iU-706 
BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DkEDGING, r.ARINE FISH, PLANKTON, PROOUCIIVlTYo 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1591 1969 SPRAGUE V ET AL 
DECREASE IN INCIDENCE OF ~INCHINIA NELSONl JN OYSTERS ACCOKPANriNG 
REDUCfiON Of SALINITY IN THE LABORATORY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASSo PROC 59, 23-26 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, CHESAPEAKE BAV, DJSEASESe MARYLAND, MOBJACK dAY, 
MORTALITY, ~SX, OYSTERS, PATUXENT Rl\IER• VIRGINIA 
1595 1948 CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
EFFECTS OF UNOERioiATEK. EXPLOSIONS UN OYSTERS, tRAaS, AND fiSH 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBLICATION 70 
CRABS• EXPLOSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, IIORlAl.JTJ, 3LUE Catus 
1596 1967 PRICE KS JR 
COPULATORY BEHAVIOR IN THE CLEAflNDSE S1lATEw &A.tA EGLANTERIA, IN J..OIJI.ER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COPEIA 4, 854-855 tUNIV DELAWARE MAR LAB CONTR18 451 
BEIDELLITE, fiSH, REPRODUCIIDno SKATES 
1601 1973 HOwtLLS GP 
THE CHeSAPEAKE SAY STUDY 
MAR TECH SUC J 7151,33-35 
187 
CHESAPcAKt BAY, tNVIRDNMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, RESEARCH AND 
DEVELuPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1602 1973 UNITED SlATe~ ARMY COKPS OF ENGINEERS 
INTEKIM RtPOKT. ATLANTIC COAST D.EEP WATER PORT FACJLlTIES STUDY, EASTPORT, 
MAINE TO HAMPTUN ROAOS, VIMGINIA 
PHILADELPHIA UISTK!~T 
LH~SAPEAKt bAY, DRtUGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
Sii!PS, TKM,SPuKTATllli'lt HAMPTON ROADS, DELAWARE ~AY 
1603 1967 CRONIN LE 
THE LONUITIGN OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NLlKTH AMf:R w!LDLII'E AI'<U NATUR RESOURCES 1:0Nf, TRANS 32 1 137-150 !CONTRIB 
319, ~ATUK RESUukCtS INST, UNIU MDI 
CRA8 l~OUSTKY 1 ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
POLLUTANl~, RECREATION, SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1606 1972 JOSEPH E8 
THE S 1 A TUS Of THE 5l.lAENlD STOCKS UF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC COAST 
LHfS SCI l~(21 1 d7-l00 IVIMS CONTRIB 427! 
CATCH, CUMMtRCIAL FISH, DRUMS, fiSH POPULATIONS 
l 60 7 1960 AHNEK T F 
ESTUARI~t MEANDERS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ARE~ 
GcDGR REV 50(3),~90-401. 
LHtSAPEAKE BAY, ESfUARIES, GEOHORP~OLOGY, MEANDERS~ PATUXENT RIVER, TIDAL 
WATERS 
16Dd 1912 CRONIN LE 
R<MUTt ~ENSING AND EXTRACTABLE BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 
RLMUTE SENSING Or THE CHESAPEAKE BAY. CONft NASA ~Al.LUPS STA, VA., SCI AND 
lcCrl !NFOF<.M OFFICE. NAT AERON AND SPACE ADMIN 
A~uATIC ~LANTS, CENSUS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, AECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, 
~HELLf!SH, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
lbJ4 1~/L JENKINS DIN 
AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY-IDENTIFICATION, VIGOR, AND DISEASE 
KlM•JH Stt<SING OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY. CONF, NASA WALLOP5 STAt VA., SCI AND 
Tl C:1 li>~rUt<.M UFFICl, NAT AERON AND SPACE ADMIN 
At:KIAL PHOTOGRAPhY, AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE liAY, CROPS, FORESTRY, PLANT 
Ul:i~A~!.S, REMOTt SEI'<SING 
188 
1611 1970 TSINENIDES NC 
MORTALITY RATES AI'<D POPULATION 51ZE OF THE ALEWIFE ALOSA PSEUOOHARENGUS 
CwiLSON} IN THE KAPPAHANNOCK ANU POTOMAC kiVtRS 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
ALE~IVES, ALGSIDS, CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, MURTALITY, PJTOHAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1613 1971 SPRAGUE V 
DISEASES Of OYSTERS 
ANNY REU Of MICRO~IOL 25 ICONTRIB 451 1 NATUR RESOUkCES INST, UNIV MDI 
ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
1615 1970 ROPES JW 
MARYLAND SURF CLAM LANDINGS INCREASE 
COMM fi~H NEWS 3141 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, VI~GlNlA, SURF CLAM 
1617 1968 BOSCH Hf, TAYLOR WR 
MARINE CLADOCERAINS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARY 
CRUSTACEANA 15 lbl-164 ICHES BAY INST CONTRJB 1101 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ZOOPLANKTON 
1619 1962 HUMM HJ 
BI~LJO~RAPHIC DATA USEFUL IN THE STUDY OF MARINE ALGAE 
VIHS SPEC SCI REP 29 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES• CYANOPHYTA, DIATOMS, MARINE ALGAE 
1621 1971 ANON 
FISH KILL INVESTIGATION SEMINAR 
JOINTLY SPONSORED dY US ENVIRON P~OTECT AGENCY, FED WATER QUALITY ADMIN, 
CINCINNATI, OHIO AND OHIO STATE UNIV, OHIO COOP FISH U~ll 
ALGAE, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHKILL, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, 
UIRGIN(A, WATER ~UALITY 
1626 1966 SPRAGUE V, BECKETT RL 
A DISEASE Of BLUE CRABS ICALLINECTES SAPIDUS) IN MARYLAND AIIID VIRGINIA 
J INVERTEBRATE PATHUL 8 1 287-289 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB, AMOEBAE 
1627 1965 ASHBKOOK FG 
THE BEAUTIFUL SWIMMER 
SEA FRONTIERS 1116),40 
CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
189 
1628 19~1 AT~ANTIC STArES •ARINE FlSHERJES C~ISSION 
ANi\ILJAl. f<EPORJS JO lHE OS CONGRESS AND TO Ttl£ GOV.EBJi041.S OF Tltf Afl&MI.C 
COA5f SlATES 
ATLANriC STATES 14Ail FISH COM• *lUI!Il vfilHOI8• .NY. l9U-196<j 
CRAd 1NUU5fRY~ ULUE CRA8 
1640 19~7 MORSE OC 
SOME UriSERVATIONS OH SEASONAL WARIATIO&S 1N P~ANKJDa PaPULATION, PATUXENT 
RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES BlUl LAB PUdliCATJON 65,1-31 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, ECOLOGICAL OISTRIBUTIDNo H~DROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVERo 
PHYTOi'LANKTON. PLANKTON, SEASONAL OJSTRI6UTJON• .lOOPLAi'jJ<.TOlll 
16~1 1961 MASSMANN WH 
A PUTOHAL RIVER SHAD FlSHfiU', 18l~-182ft 
CHE5 SCI 2li AND 2J,76-81 lVIMS CONJRIA 98) 
AMERICAN SHAD~ CHESAPEAKE BAr, fiSH POP~ LATIONS, FISHEUES, PLIJOitAJ; RIVEa 
1645 1961 FRISBIE CM 
n.iUNG blACK OkUH, POGONIAS CROIUS, U.l TJDAl. FRESH AND BRACKISH WATatS, 
ESPECIALLY IN THE CHESAPEAKE AND DE~IWARE BAY AREAS 
CHcS SCI 211 AND 2Jo9~-l00 lCUNTAJB 180, HARY~AND DEP RES AND EOUC. 
SOLOMOIIIS, MDI 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRlaUTlONo fiSH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVE~, JUVENILE 
FISHES, PATUXfNT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVERo RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE&; 0£L4MARE BAY 
1~~7 1961 HANSUETI RJ 
~ATERFUWL PREO~llON 8Y.ANO RECORDS OF THE GREAJ 8LACX-8ACKEO GULL IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY UUklNG ~INTER AHD SPRING 
CHES SCI 211 AND Llol02-104 tCONTRJb 182o ~ARY~ANO nEP RES AND ~uc. 
SULOMON5, MDJ 
CHE5AP.EAKE BAY, GULLS. PREOAHDNo SEASONAL OISJIU3UUONo IIAJERFOWL 
16~6 l96l RUNYAN S 
EAKLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE CLINGFISH, GOBIESOX STRUMaiUS COP£ 
CHES SCI LIJ AND ~J,lll-1~1 ICONTRia 173, MARI'LANP DfP £ES AND EDUC• 
SULOMONS, 1'101 (JOHNS HOPKiNS UNIV :rHESlS) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EMSKYONIC GROWTH STAG£ 0 FISH EGGS~ FISH POPULATiON~ 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE0 MURPHOLOGY 
191) 
1655 1960 ~ANSUETI RJ 
RESTRICTION OF VERY YOUNG REO DRUM, SCIAENOPS OCELLATA, TO SHALLuW 
ESTUARINE WATERS Of CHESAPEAKE BAY DURING LATE AUTUMN 
CHES SCI lH AND '4J o 20·1-210 1 CONTII.I B 167, MAR Yl.AND DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MOl 
CHESAPEAKE BAYo DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DI~TRI~UTION 
1657 1960 DOVEL W 
LARVAL OEVELOP~ENT OF THE OYSTER TOADFISH, OP~ANUS TAU 
CHES SCI lll AND ~),181-195 ICONTRIS 163, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EOUCo 
SOLOHONS, HOJ 
CHESAP~AKE SAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, LAkVAL GROWTH STAGEt 
MORPHOLOGY 
1658 1960 SCHWARTZ FJ, CARGO OG 
RECENT RECORDS OF THE XA~JHIO ·C£A8~ PAUOPEUS HERSSTJ, FROM MAkYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA WATERS 
CHES SCI lJl AND 41,201-203 tCONTRI8 16~, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EOUC, 
SOLOMONS, MDI 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRASS, DISTRIBUTION 
1671 1960 MANNING JH, MCINTOSH KA 
E\IALUAHON OF A I'!ETHOO OF REDUC!NG H!E P£!!:ER!!\!G REQL'l.'!.EMENIS OF 
SOFT-SHELLED CLAM DREDGING 
CHES SCI 1( U .12-20 I CONTRIB 133, HAll YLANU DEi' RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, 
MDJ 
CLAM INDUSTRY, DRED~JNG, FISHING GEAR, SHIPS 
1672 1960 LEAR OW 
SJORIIY fE>UIENTERS AND COllHiRit BACTERIA IN THE SOFT-SHELLED CLAM HYA 
ARENARlA AND ITS HA61TAJ 
CHES SCI 1111,36-~0 ICONTRIB ll5o MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, 
MOl 
BACTERIA, C~AMS, CDLIFOilHS, POLLUTANT lDENJIFICATlON, SEDIMENT-WATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER JEHPEkAJURt 
·1678 1970 KOO JSf 
THE STRIPED BASS EISHERY IN THE AT~ANTIC SJA~ES 
CHES. SCI 1 H2J ,73-93 ICONTRIB 416, NATUB. RESOURCES INST • UNI V t!ARYLANDJ 
CATCH, CMMERCIAL FIStlo FISH POPULAJJO'NS .. .flSHEilJU, f'JSHlNG GEARo 
SEA~NAL OlSTR18UJJUNo STRIPED BASS 
1679 
191 
1970 Z!OtlfEL RG 
DISTRIBUTION AI'ID HATING CALL Of THE TREEfROG, HYLA CHRl'SOSCELISo AT THE 
NOKTHEASTEKN EDGE Of ITS RANGE 
CHES SCI lll2l, '14-~7 
CHcSAPEAII.I:: BAY, DELAWARE, FROGS, MARYLAND, MORPHOLOGY, li!RGINU 
1b80 ~~~9 SORGE EV 
1682 
THE STATUS OF THERMAL DISCHARGES EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
CHES SCI 10(3 AND ~),131-138 
COOLING wATER, NUCLEAR PDnER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, ~ATER POLLUTION 
1'169 CAIRNS J JR 
THE RESPO"'S~ OF FRESH-wATER PROTOZOAN COMMUNITIES TO HEATED WASTE WATERS 
CHES SCI 10(3 AND 4),177-185 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, THERMAL WATER, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1683 19j8 LITTL~~ORD RA 
A STUDY Of THE LIFE HISTORY OF DACTYLOMETRA QUIN~UECIRRHAo L. AGASSIZo AND 
THE TAXONOMIC VALIDITY OF THIS SPECIES 
PHD THESI~, UNIV MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
CHESAPEAKE 8AY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, SEA 
l'li::TTLES, SYSTEMATICS, SCYPHOZOA 
1695 1973 BRAY JT ET AL 
PHOSPHATE INTERSTITIAL ~ATERS OF ANOXI SEDIMENTS, OXIDATION EFFECTS DURING 
SAMPLING PROCEDURE 
SCI 180(40931, 1362-1364 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHlCATIONo IRON, OXIDATION, 
PHOSPHATES, ioiATER·POLLU.TlON SOURCES 
1696 1973 SHERROD HF IEDI 
ENviRONMEiH LAH REVIEW - 1973 
CLARK BUAKDMAN COMPANY, LTD, NEW YORK, NY 
ENVIRONMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNITED STATES 
1697 1973 LIPPSON AJ 
FNVIKONMENTAL HAPPING IN THE MARYLAND POWER PLANT SITING PROGRAM 
MD DEP NATUR R~SOURCES 1 RECORD OF THE MARYLAND POWER PLANT SITING ACT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, tCUNOMIC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, MAPPING, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1698 
192 
1973 MAIRS RL, CLARK DK 
REMOTE SENSING OF ESTUARINE CIRCULATION DYNAMICS 
AMER SOC PHOTOGRAM, J IPHOTOGRAM ENGI 39(9),9,7-938 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CIKCULATION.o CURRENTS (HATER I, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, NURTH CA~ULINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
1699 1971 BURCHARD RP 
1701 
CHESAPEAKE BAY BACTERIA ABLE TO CYCLE CARBON, NITROGEN, SULFEK AND 
PHOSPHORUS 
CHES SCI 12131,179-180 
BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CYCLING NUTRIENTS 
1971 WIEMEYER SN 
REPRODU(T I 'IE SUCCESS l.F- PUTOHAC RIVt:R OSPREYS--1'i70 
CHES SCI 12(4),£/8-280 
CH~SAPc~KE BAY, POTUHAC RIVER, REPRODUCTION, OSPREYS 
1714 19o5 HEINLE DR 
A SCREEN FOR EXCLUDING JEllYFISH AND CTENOPHORES fROM CLARKE-BUMPUS 
PLANKTON SAMPLES 
CHES SCI 6141,231-232 
CTENOPHORES, EYUIPMENT, JELLYFISH, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
1717 19o5 RITCHIE DE 
SEX DETERMINATION OF LIVE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATIL1S IWALBAUHI 1 BY 
BIOPSY TECHNIUUE 
CHES SCI 6(3),141-145 (CONTR!B 288, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, GONADS, STklPED BASS 
1718 1965 PORE NA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY EXTRATROPICAL STORM SURGES 
CHES SCI 6131,17~-1~2 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, STOR~S, HAMPTON ROADS 
1721 1965 HILLMAN RE 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF ALLOPATRIC POPULATION~ GF THE EASTERN OlSTER 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
CHES SCI 6121,115-116 (CONTkiB 279, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV HO, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLUMONS, HDl 
AHINO ACIDS, CHROHOSOHES, OYSTERS, PEPTIDES 
l'il3 
1122 1~6~ PfllZfNMEYER HT~ DROBECK KG 
THE OCCURRENCE OF THE B&AC~ISH WAT£& ~LAMo RaNGlA '~ATA, 1M JHE POTUR&~ 
Rl VERo MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 5!41 ,209-215 fCONTRIB Z13, MUUR R:ESOUAC£S Ji1Sl 0 UlUll liDo CHES 
BlUl lAB, SOlOMONS, MOl 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, Cl.AIISo DlSTR18UTlON. 9QJUMAC RIVER 
1126 196~ VAUGHN M~. JONES AW 
8ACJERIOl3GICAl SuRVEY OF AN OYSTER BED IN JANGIER SOUND, Ma&YLAND 
CHES SCI 5141,167-171 
BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAYo COllFORNS. EPilOUTIOlOGY, OYSTERSo TANGIER SOUHD 
11~0 1964 HARDY JO JR 
A 1~EW fROG, RANA PALUSTRIS MANSUEJU, SUBS.P. NOV., fll.OII HIE ATLANTJC 
COASTAL PLAIN 
CHES SCI Sll ANO 21,91-100 ICONTR!B 259• NATUR RESDU£CES lHST 1 UNIV MD, 
CHES BIUl lAB, SOlOMONS, MOl 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAIN, DISTRIBUTION, FROGSo SYSTEMATICS, MIDDlE ATLANTIC 
iliGHT 
1736 1963 NELP WB ET Al 
TOTAl BODY RAOIOACTIVITY AND THE LACX UF EXCRETION OF CG-bO VllAMIN 812 BY 
THE AGLOHERULAR OYSTER TOADFISH OPSANUS TAU 
CHES ~CI ~(4),1~2-194 ICONTRIB 251, NATUR RESOURCES INSTo UNIV KDo 
SOLOMONS, MOl 
CHESAPeAKE BAY, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULAJIONS 1 PATUXENT RIVER. 
RAOIOACJIVITY, VITAM!~ 8 
1142 1963 PFITZtNMEYER.HTo DROB~CK KG 
BENTHIC SURVEY FOR POPULATIONS OF SOFT-SHELLED CLAMSo MYA AaENARIA, IN JHE 
lD~ER POTOMAC RIVER, MARYlAND 
CHES SCI ~l2h67-1~ ICUNJIUB 232, NATUk aESOU&CES INSTo UNIV liDo S.iJLOMONSo 
MOl 
BENTHIC FAUNAo CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~LAMS 1 P~TUMAC RIVER 
17~4 1962 LARSON JSo ABBOTT JM 
A MID-WINTER CEN~US OF A~ERICAH BALD EAGlES J~ THE CHESAPEAKE aAY &EGlON, 
1962 
CHES SCI 3131,211-213 tCONTRIB 213, NATUR RESOURCES lNSTo UNIV MDo 
AN,'UII'OLIS, Mlll 
BIROS, CHESAPEAKE 6A~. SEASONAL DlSTAIBUTlDN 
11~ 1973 ABBOTT ~ 
MAY REGIONAL BIRO CENSUS 1973 
ATlANTIC NATUR 28l3loi09-lll 
6Ili.OS, CHESAPEAKE BAYo DISJRlBUTIONo MARYLANII 1 POPULATION OYNAJIIICS• 
VIRGINIA 
1753 1972 NICHOLSON WR 
POPUlATION STRUCTURE AND MOVEMENTS OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN, ~REVOORT!A 
TYRANNUS, AS INfERRED FROM BACK-CALCULATED LENGJH FKEQUENCJES 
CHES SCI 1313lol6l-174 
ATLA~lTIC I'IENHAOEN, IHSTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POP\JlATIONS 1 SEASONAL DISTR.Ii3UTION 
1754 1972 NICHOLSON WR 
FISHING PRESSURE AND ITS INflUENCE ON MONDAY CATCHES OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN, 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE oAY PURSE SEINE FISHERY 
CHES SCI 13131,21~-21~ 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES 
1758 1972 MCERLEAN AJ, KERBY C 
DISCUSSION OF TAXA AND SPECIAL EFFECTS SUMMARIES 
CHES SCI 13(SlJPPLj,S6~-Sb6 ICUNTRIB 507, NAT<JR tl.ESOUKCES INSJ 1 UNIV MOl 
£REF 72-lEo OCEAi•OGR lii'iNOL PROGRAM, 51UiH51JNIAN INSTl 
BlOTA,'CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 
1759 1912 COLWELL RR 
BACTERIA, YEASTS, VIRUSES AND RELATED MICROORGANISMS OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,569-S70 
BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MICROORGANISMS, VIRUSES, YEASTS 
1760 1972 SHEARER CA 
FUNGI Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPll~S71-S12 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION• FUNGI 
ll6l 1972 SWARTZ RC 
BIOLOGICAL CRITERIA OF ENVIRONMENTAL ~HANGE IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCJ 131SUP.PU oS11-S·H IVHIS £ONJRIB ~801 
6104SSAY, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LETHAL LIMIT, TOXICITY 
l 1b2 
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1972 MCERLEAN AJ ET AL 
DISCUSSION OF THE STATUS OF .KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING SAMPLING VARIATION, 
PHYSIOLOGIC TOLERANCES AND POSSIBLE CHANGE CRITERIA FOR BAY ORGANISMS 
CHES SCI 131SUPPL),S42-S54 
AI.IUATIC POPULATIONS, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, SAMPLING 
1763 1972 MCERLEAN AJ ET AL 
SUMMAKY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS OF lHE BIOTA OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHE$ SCI 13(SUPPLl ,S55-S63 ICONTIUB 50i>t NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV KDJ 
IREF 12-10, OCEANGGR LIMNOL PROGRAM, S~IJHSONIAN INST) 
BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
1764 1972 CRONIN LE ET Al 
PRE:I'ACE 
CtH:S SCI l31SUPPU,Sl-S3 !CONTRIB 502, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOJ 
IVIMS CONTRIB 494) 
Bl~TA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT 
1765 1972 MCERLEAN AJ, KERBY C 
BIOTA OF THe CHESAPEAKE BAY--INTRODUCTION CHE~ SCI l31SUPPL},S4-S7 ICONTRIB 503, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIY MD) (REF 
72-lA, UCEANOGR LIMNOL PROGRAM, SMITHSONIAN INST) 
BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
1766 1972 MC~RLEAN AJ 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
CHF.$ SCI l~ISUPPL),S8-Sl6 ICONTRIB 50~ NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD) (REF 
72-1b, OCE:ANOGR LIMNOL.PROGRAM, SMITHSONIAN lNST) IVIMS CONTRIB ~79) 
BENTHU~, iliUTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, POPULAIION 
DYNAMICS 
1767 1972 MAKCUS EB 
NflTES UN SOME OPISTHOBRANCH GASTROPODS FROII THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
LHt:S S(.J 1314) ,300-317 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATlCS 
llb~ 1972 PEARSON JG, ~ARO FP 
A NtW ~E~ORD OF THE BOWFIN, AMIA CALVA ~INNAEUSt IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SCI 1314~,323-325 
LHESAPEA~~ BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MO 
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1771 1972 TINKER BL, LEARSON RJ 
AN IMPRUVEO PRE:CUOK PROCESS FOR BLUE CRAB ICAlllNECTES SAPIDUSI 
CHES SCI 13141,332-333 
FOODS, BlUE CRAB 
1772 1972 BOON DO 
THE ~EO PIGMENT IN DISCOLORED OYSTERS AND SOFT-SHELlED CLAMS FROM THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13141,334-335 ICDNTRIB 520, NATUK ~ESOUKCE:S IN~T, UNIV MD) 
CHESAPEAKE &AY, CLAMS, OYSTERS, PIGMENTS 
1779 1972 VANVALKENBURG SO 
NANNOPLANKTON OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S7Z-S74 ICONTRIB 508, NATUR RESGURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRI~UTJON, NANNOPLANKTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
1780 1972 PFITZENMEYER HT 
THE EFFECTS OF THE MARYLAND HYDRAULIC CLAM DREDGE LN POPULATIONS OF THE 
SOFT-SHELl CLAM, MYA ARENARIA 
MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES, ANNAPOLIS, HO ~NO NOAA, NAT MAR FISH SERV~ 
WASHINGTON, DC 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, 
SHElLFISH 
1781 1968 SILVER MA, SHENK WD 
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION IN JOADFISH BLOOD 
CHES SCI 91 ll ,l-8 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, TEMPERATURE, BLOOD VALUES 
1785 1968 ROBINSON PF, SCHWARTZ FJ 
TOXICITY OF THE NORTHERN PUFFER, SPHAEROIDES MACULATUS, IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY ANU ITS ENVIRONS 
CHES SCI 912),13b-143 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, PUFFER, TOXICITY 
17B6 1965 KELLOGG R 
FOSSIL MARINE MAMMALS FROM THE MIOCENE CALVERT FORMATION OF MARYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA, PARTS l AND 2 
US NAT MUS BUll 247 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
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1 7 H 1\lbo KEllOGG ft 
FOSS ll MARINE HAI41\liU.S AWIII Tlif MHlCEN£ C.U.VERT f'ORI'IAUON OF MARYLAND AND 
VIRGl~IA, PARTS ~ ANO ~ 
US NAT MUS ~Ull 2~/ 
CH£$APtAKE 6AY~ FORAMINIFERA. MAMMALS. MARYLAND• ~IOCENE EPOCH. VIRGINIA 
17~0 19&6 KELLOGG R 
fOSSIL MA~INt MAMMALS FROM THE MIOCENE CALVERT FORMATION OF MARYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA, PARTS 5-8 
US NAT MUS BULL 247 
CHt$APEAKE BAY, fO~AHINiffRA, HAHNAlSt MARYLAND~ 310C£NE EPUCH, VIRGINIA 
1792 1965 ELSER HJ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CREEL CENSUS, 19&2 
NATUR kESGUKCES lNST, UNlV MD• REF &5-11 
CHESAPEAKE aAY, CREEL CENSUS, FISH POPULATIONS• SPORT fiSHING 
1793 1972 MULFORD RA 
PHYTOPLANKTON OF THE CHt:SAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI l31SUPPLJ,S74-S75 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION• SYSTEMATICS 
1195 1972 OTT FD 
MACROALGAE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPL),Sa3-S84 (VlHS CONT&I8 483J 
ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION 
1796 1972 OwENS AS 
BRYOPHYTES AND LICHENS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 1j(SUPPLI,S85-S86 
CH~SAPE~KE BAY, LICHENS, NOSSES 
17'11 1'172 CORBETT HK 
VI ~USES OF AQUATIC PLANTS OF THE C.HESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPL),Sti6-S87 
AQuATIC PLANTS, LHESAPEAKE aAY~ VIRUSES 
1798 1'172 ANDERSON RR 
SUBMERGED VASCULAR PLANTS Of' JHE CHESAPEAKE 8AY AtiD JgJUUTARlEi 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S87-S&9 
AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE £AY, 
19a 
~799 1972 HIGMAN D 
EMERGENT VASCULAR PLANTS uf CHESAPEA~ BAY »ETLANOS 
CHES SCI 13lSUPPLJ,S89-S~3 
AQUATIC PLANTS, LHESAPEAKE BAY, MA~SH P~ANTS~ WEJ~ANOS 
1801 1972 BROWN RG, REVEAL Jl 
VASCULAR PLANTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13lSUPPLJ,S9~-S96 
AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY• 
~802 1972 SMALL E8 
FREE-LIVING PROTOZOA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY EXCLUSIVE Uf FOkANINIFERA ANO 
THE FLAGELLATES 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S96-S97 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PRUTUZUA 
1803 1972 BUZAS MA 
FORAMINifERA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPL),S'I7-S98 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FORAMINIFERA 
1804 1972 BISHOP JW 
CTENOPHORES Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13lSUPPLJ,S9d-Sl00 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CTENOPHORES, JELLYFISH 
1805 1972 CALDER DR 
CNIDARIA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI !31SUPPLJ,S10Q-Sl02 IVINS CONTRI8 484) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HJUROZOA, JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA, CNIDARIA 
18Gb 1972 HIGGINS RP 
PRIAPULIDA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13ISUPPL),Sl02-Sl03 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INYERTEBilATES 
1807 l972 HIGGINS RP 
TARDIGRADA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,Sl03-S10. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVERTEBRATES 
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1808 1972 HIGGINS RP 
KI~ORHYNCHA UF THE CHESAPEAKE &AY 
CHES SCI 13fSUPPLI 1 5105-S106 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LHf:SAPEAKE BAY, lNVERJEfiRATE~, WORMS 
1o09 1972 OVERSTREET RM 
DlGENtTIC TRE~ATUUES OF THE CHESAPEAKE SAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI 1 Sl(l6-Sl07 
CHESA~EAKt dAY, FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM~ TREMATGDES 
ld10 1972 PFITZENMEYER HT 
MOLLUSCS Uf THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI l~(SuPPL),~lJ7-511S ICuNTkl8 509, NATUK RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOo 
CHES BlOL LAB, SULUMONS, MDI 
CHESAPf:AKt SAY, M~LLUSKS, SHELLfiSH 
1811 1966 ZM<EYELO JS 
THE MAKINL ALGAE OF THE AMERICAN COAST BETWEEN CAPE MAY, N.J. AND CAPE 
HATTERAS, N.C.I 
BOT MA~ 9(3-4) 1 101-128 
CH£5APtAKE oAY, DELAWARE, UlSTRI8UTIONr MARINE ALGAt, MARYLAND~ NORTH 
CAKJLIMA, VIRGINIA 
1H13 1972 HAMILTON DH JR 
POLYCnAfliS 0~ THt CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHcS ~CI 1JI5uPPL1,5ii~-Sl17 ICONTK18 510, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
AN~ELIDS, CHE~APtAKE ~AY, POLYCHA~TES, WORMS 
1d14 1912 HEINLE DR 
FR~E-LIVING COPEPODA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
LH~S ~CI l~ISUPPL),Sl17-Sll9 
C.ltESAf'i:AI<.f: r>AY 1 CUPEPODS, ZOOPLANKTON 
1d15 1972 WILLIAMS AS 
tlEC.\PilD CRUSTACEANS Uf THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHfS SCI l3ISUPPLirS119-Sl21 
(Hbfii'EAKE: dAY, CRASS, CRUSTACEANS, SHRIMP 
1ol6 1972 MUSICK JA, WILEY ML 
I l5·tb u~ THE: CHE!>APEAK~ dAY 
l.:th 5LI 1HSUPPU,S121-S122 ICONTRIB 512, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD) 
IVIM3 CUNTKIB 4tl~l 
(.Ht ~I' fl A 
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181.7 1972 HARDY JD JR 
AMPHISIA~S OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
CHES SCI 13ISUPPLloS123-S12tl ICONTRib 513, NAfUK RESOUR~tS INST, UNIV MUI 
AMPHIBIANS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
UllB 1972 HARDY JO JR 
REPTILES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
CHES SCI 131 SUPPL) ,SlLd-Sl34 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, REPTILES 
1819 1972 STEWART RE 
WATERFu~L OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUI'PLirS134-~137 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, wATtRFOwL 
1820 1972 SHERK JA JR 
CUKRENT STATU~ uF THE KNO.L~OGE OF THE diOLOGICAL tfFECTS OF SUSPENDED ANO 
DEPOSITtD SEDIMENTS IN CHESAPEAKE bAY 
CHb SCI l31SUPPU,Sl.H-S144 ICUNTKIB jl:), NATuR il.f:S::JURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE: dAY, ECULJGJCAL iMPACT, SEOIMENT OI~CHAKGE, 
SEDIMENTATION, SUSPENuEO LOAD 
ld21 1972 FLEMER DA 
CURKENT STATUS Of KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING THE CAUSE AI\D liL..iLCJGiloAL EFFECTS OF 
EUT~OPHICATIUN IN ~HESAPEAKE SAY 
CHES SCI l3ISUPPL)r5144-S149 ICUNTRIB 5!6 1 NATUR RtSOORCE~ INST, uNIV MOl 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, tUTkJPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PHYTJPLANKTON 
1822 1972 FRAZIER JM 
CURRENT STATUS UF KNOwLEDGE OF THE BIOLOGICAL EFFtCTS uf HEAVY METALS IN 
THE CHtSAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 1JISUPPLI,S149-Sl5j 
lliOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HEAVY METALS 
1824 1972 MUNSON TO, HUGGETT RJ 
CURRENT STATUS Uf ReSEARCH ON THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PESTICIDES IN 
CHESAPEAKE: BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,Sl54-Sl56 IVIMS CONTRIB 4861 
BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE: BAY, PESTICIDES 
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1825 1972 KOHLENSTEIN LC 
SYSTEMS fO~ SfOdAGE, RETRIEVAL, AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
CH~S SCI iJISU~PLl.Sl57-Slb8 
!liUTA, CltbAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTERS, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND 
><U•UEVAL, INFORMATION KJ::TRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
1826 1972 SHEARER CA 
TENTATIVE UUTLINE fOR INVENTORY UF DIVISION MYCDTA, COROLLOSPORA PULCHELLA 
UUNGUS l 
CHE~ SCI JjlSUPPLl,Sl71-S172 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, OI~JKibUTION, FUNGI, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1827 1972 ANDERSON KR 
lENTATlVE UUTLINE FOR liWENTORY OF SU8K.ERGED AQUATIC VASCULAR PLANTS, 
RU~f>IA MAKITIMA L. IUITCH-GKASSl 
CHES SCI 1J!SUPPLJ,Sl7Z-S114 
AQUAIIC PLANTS, CH~SAPtAKE dAY, DISTRidUTlON, LJfE HISTUkY STUDIES, 
POPULATION DYNAMIC~ 
1828 1972 SOUTHWICK CH 
TENTATIVE GUTLINE fOR INVENTORY OF AQUATIC VEGETATION, MYRIOPHYLLUM 
SPICATUM !EURA~IAN WATEKMILFOILI 
CHE~ SCi l3ISUPPLl,S114-Sl7b 
A(.iUAT IC wEEDS, CHE:SAPl:AI<E BAY, .DISTkiBUTlON, LIFE HI STOKY STUDIES, 
PU~ULATlON DYNAMICS 
1629 1~/2 HEINLE OR 
Tt•~fATlVE UUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF ZOOPLANKTON ORGANISMS, ACARTIA TONSA 
!COt'!:PuDl 
CHE~ SCI l3lSUPPLI,Sl7b-Sl78 
CHf;APEAKE ~AY, OlSTRIBUTIONr LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
kE:P~OOU~TlONr ZOOPLANKTON 
1d30 1972 CALDER OR 
TE,~TATIIIE iJUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF PlANKTONIC CNIOAIUA, CHKYSAORA 
~ulN(.iULCI~RrlA !STINGING NETTLE) 
CHtS SCI 1>1SUPPLl,S179-SI81 IVIMS CONTRIB 4671 
CHESAPEAKE: BAY, LIFE HISTORY STUUIES, PLANKTON, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
Kt ~'"~;DUCT ION, :iT INGING NETTLES 
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1631 1972 PFITZENMEYER HT 
TENTATI\IE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF ~OllUSCS, MYA ARENARIA !SOFT-SHELL 
CLAM I 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPLI,S162-S1d4 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OI~TRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES,-HOLLUSKS, POPULATION 
OYNAMlCS 
1832 1972 GRANT GC 
TE~TATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF PLANKTONIC CHAETOGNATHS, SAGITTA 
!:LEGANS (ARROwwORMl 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPLI,S184-S11:15 (VIMS CONTRIB 4ddl 
CHAETOGNATHS, CHtSAPEAKE bAY, OISTkiBUTIONr LEN~lHr PLANKTON, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, WuRMS 
1833 1972 HARDY JO 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE F()l( lNVtNTORY OF- AMPHIBIANS, HYLA CHoiEKEA !GREEN TREE 
FROG I 
CH!:S SCI 13(SUPPll ,S1!!b-S1'10 ICONTKII:I 519, NATUK :<t:SUUi<CES INST, UNI\1 MOl 
AMPHIBIANS, CHESAP~AKE oAY, OISTRI~UTION, LIFE HISTORY STJUIES, PUPULATIUN 
DYNAMICS, RtPKUOUCTION 
1834 1972 SWARTZ RC 
A PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF AN INFORMATION STOKAGE StSTEM FOR BIOLOGICAL 
COLLECl !ON DATA 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S191-S197 !viMS CONTRid 492) 
BIOLOGY, biOTA, ~HESAPEAKE BAY, OATA PkuCESSIN~, DATA STORAGE AND 
RETRieVAL, INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, SYSTEMATICS 
1837 1~73 HAMILTON DH JR, YUKCHYK J 
BIOMASS CHARACTEKISTICS OF THE ASCJOIAN MOLGULA MANHATTENSIS (0EKA1l 
CHES SCI 14111,67-bti !CGNTRib ~31, NATUK RESOUKCES INST, UNIV MD, ~HtS 
BIOL LAB, SULUMON$, MOl 
BENTHIC FAUNA, BJUMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
1B38 1973 BOON OA 
IRON, ZINC, MAGNESIUM, AND COPPER CONCENTRATIONS IN bOUY MfAT OF THe BLUE 
C~AS, CALLINECTES SAPIOUS 
CHES SCI 1412),1~3-144 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, FOODS, BlUE CRAB 
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1!l4~ 19~3 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
Fl~AL HAk~UR xEPuRT INSHO~E SURVEY PRDGRAH. APPENDIX B-2- CORE DATA 
SUP~LtMENTAKY CUKES lN HAY SHELF 
VOLUM~ 15. CHES HAY INST KEF 53-7 
CHESAPlAKE HAY, uN-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
ld4J 19;3 CHESAPEAKE HAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HAk~Uk kt:t'tJKT .INSHOKE SURVEY PROGRAH. APPENDi.X B-2 - CORE OAT.A 
~XPLONATCKY SHELF COKES 
VOLUME 16. LHES BAY J~Sl REF 53-7 
CHESAPeAKE BAY, uN-SlTt OATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1d45 1953 CHESAPEAKE tlAY INSTITUTE 
fiNAL HARtiOR REPDRT INSHUKE SURVEY PROG~AH. APPENDl.X B-2 -CORE DATA INSIDE 
ilAY 
VOLUM~ 7. CH(S ~A¥ INST REF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, UN-SITE UATA LOLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1846 1953 CHESAPEAKE tlAY INSTITUTE 
fPIAL HAKtHJR t<HUkT INSHUtH: SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 -CORE DATA INSIDE 
BI\Y 
VOLUME d. CHES HAY INST REF 53-7 
CHE~APEAKt dAY, ON-~ITE DATA COllECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1847 19~3 CH~SAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL hAk:Jflk KEI'uKT INSHORE SUKVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX 8-2 -CORE DATA INSIDE 
tlii.Y 
VOLUME ~. CHES BAY INS~ REF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, 0~-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
ld4~ l95J CHESAPfAKE SAY INSTITUTE 
fJ.,AL HAktlJR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX 11-2 - CORE DATA 8AY 
5Htlf NOkTrl LINE 
VIILUMt U. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
CH~)A~fAKf dAY, UN-SITE DATA COllECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
ld4~ 1~~3 CHESAPEAKE &AY INSTITUTE 
F PiAL H,oko(JK KEI'Ot<T INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX 8-.2 - CORE DATA 
IN'i!Ll£ llo\Y 
VOLUME ~. CHES dAY INST REF 53-7 
LHo~APtAKc ~AY, UN-SIT~ DATA COLlECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
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1850 1953 CHESAPEAKE bAY INSTITUTE 
FINAl HARBOR REPUtU INSHORt: SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENIJIX B-2 -COkE DATA INSIOt 
BAY 
VOLUME 6. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1851 1953 CHESAPEAKE bAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARbOR kEPORT INSHOKt SURVEY PROGKAM. APPE,.DIX 8-.2 - CUKE DATA 
INSIDE BAY 
VOLUME 10. CHES oAY INST REF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1B52 1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARIIUR RtPURT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 - LURE DATA ~A¥ 
SHELF CENTER LINt 
VOLUME i3. CHES dA¥ INST REF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, ON-Sl Tl: DATA LUUECJIONS, SEiJIMENTS 
1853 1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HAR~OK REPG~T INSHO~I: SUR~EY PROGRA~. APPENUIX 11-2 - CORE DATA bAY 
SHELf SGUTH liNE 
VOLUME 14. CHES dAY INST KEF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKt BAY, UN-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1854 1973 MARYLAND ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
ANNUAL kEPOkT GF THe CHESAPEAKe ~AY COOLING ~ATEK STOUlES ~~UUP 
POWER PLAN! SITING PKUGkAM, MD DI:P NAJUi KESOURCES 
CHESAP~AKt BA¥ 1 JAMtS RIVER, MARYLAND, PUTUMAC RIVEK, PrtO~t~T PlANNING, 
THEKMAl POLLUTION, VI~GINIA, YURK RIVER 
ld55 1970 STEERING COMMI!TEt OF THE CHESAPEAKE SAY CUOLING ~ATtR SJUDIE~ ~ROUP 
REPORT ON RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AND PROPOSALS 
POWER PLANT SITING PROGRAM, MD DEP NATUK RESOUKCES 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, JAMES MJVEM, MARYLAND, PUTUMAL RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK KIVER 
1856 1961 HAVEN OS 
EURASIAN WATER MllFOIL IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE POTJMAC RIVER ••• 
IN INTERSTATE COMM UN THE POTOMAC k!VEM BASIN, 1961 ANNU FALL MEI:IIN~, 
SEPT 21-22, AT COLONIAl oEACH, VA. (VlMS CUNTKIB lOb) 
AQUATIC WtED CONTROL, AUUATIC ~EEUS, CHESAPEAKI: BAY, HERtliCIOtS, POTOMAC 
1!1 VER 
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18~7 1973 CHESAPEAKE BAY RESEARCH COUNCIL 
THE EFfECTS UF HU~RICANE AGNES UN THE ENVIRONMENT AND ORGANISMS OF 
CHESAf'EAKE dAY 
CHES SAY l~ST CONTMIB 187, NATUR RESOURCES INST CONT~IB 529, VIMS SRAMSDE 
2'1 
CHf.SAPEAK~ BAY, ~NYIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD 1 
HURK.ICAN[S 
1858 1964 ANDREWS JD, BEAVEN GF 
A MANA~EMENT PROGKAM FUR THE POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER FISHERY 
VUb I<~ 
8fUS UNDE~ WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
POfG~AC KIV~M, UYSTtR SETTING 
ld59 1965 ANUMEWS JD 
PME-S~ASON SUKVEY OF QYSTER BEDS IN POTOMAC RIVER ~1-22 SEPTEMBER 1965 
VIMS MS 
·~EUS UNDEK WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVERo SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
OYST!:K :,ETliNG 
1861 19H CHRISTENSEN OJ 
PkEY PKI:HNENCE OF STYLOCHUS ELLIPTlCUS IN CHESAPtAKE SAY 
~Af SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 63, 35-38 
dAR~ACLES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYST~RS, PREDATION, WORMS, fRED AVON RIVER 
186~ 1933 RISHOPP FC ET AL 
PKELIMlhAKY KE:,ULTS UF A MOS~UITO SURVEY IN THE CHESAPEAKE SAY SECTION 
l:r.TOMUL S£1C OF WASHINGTON, PKOC 35, l-6 
CHESAP!:AKt dAY, UIPTERA; DISTKIBUJION, INSECTS, MOSQUITOES 
1dol 19<>3 CHESAf'EAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
~AY CKUIS!: XXIX, MARCH 11-19, 1963. BAY CRUISE XXX, JULY 30--SEPJEMBER 11, 
1~o3. ~AY CkUISE XXXI, OCTOBER 21-24, 1963 
LHI:S BAY INST OATA REP 50 
LllbAPl:AII.E BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCE~TRATION, HYORGLOGIC DATA, PATUXEfiiT 
RIVEK, SALINITY, wATtR TEMPERATURE 
1~64 1949 HAVEN OS 
liLACK OYSTEI<S ON THE POTOMAC 
V HIS M5 
ti[US Uo\IUtk WAlEk, CHESAPEAKE SAY, OYSTERS• POTOMA~ RlVEK 
206 
1665 1965 VAN ENGEL ~A, wOJCIK FJ 
LICENSE ReCORDS OF THE BLUE CRAB FISHEKIES, VIRGI~IA AND MARYLAND, 
1tl9d-1'1oO 
VIHS DATA REP 3 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, t!LUE CRAb 
1866 1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY C~UISE XXVII~ 19 JULY--1 AUGUST 19o1 
CHES SAY INST DATA REP 47 
CHESAf'EAKt dAY, HYUKOGE~ luN CONCENT~AfiUN, HYORULCGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1861 196Z CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTIIUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXVIII, 24 JULY--7 AUGUST 1962 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 48 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDKOGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYORuLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATtR TEMP~RATURE 
1d68 1'162 CHESAPEAKE bAY INSTITUTE 
TEMPERATURE AND :,ALINITY DATA COLLECTED IN THE CHESA~[AKt t!AY ANO 
TRIBUTARY I:STUARIES UUkiNG THE PERIOD 1 FEB. 1'1~6 TO 9 FtH. 1Y5D 
CHES BAY INST DATA ReP 4'1 
CHESAPEA~E tiAYt HYUkULUGIC DATA, SALINITY, wAT!:R TcMPtKATURE 
1869 1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXIV, 22 AUGUST--~ SEf'TEM8ER 1'160 
CHES BAY INST DATA Rtf' 44 
CHESAP!:AKt dAY, HrORUGEN !UN CUNCE~TkATION, HYDKULOGIC DATAo ~ALINITY, 
wATER TEMPEKATURE 
1870 1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXV, l2 NOYEMt!ER--5 DECEMBER 1960 
CHES BAY INST UATA kEP 45 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGEN ION GONCE~TRATION, HYDkOLOGIC OATA 1 SALINITY, 
~ATEK TEMPERATURE 
1611 1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXVI, 21 FEBRUARY--7 APRIL 1961 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 46 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, HYDROGEN IUN GONLENTRATIONr HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
~ATER TEMPERATURE 
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1872 1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
bAY CRui5E XXI, o JUlY--17 JULY 1959 
CHt5 oAY INST DATA REP 41 
Ctif.5APtt.KE BAY, H'I'LlRuGI:N ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
kAT~R TI:MPEKATUk~ 
1B73 1~62 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
hAY CRul~t XXII, ~ hUVEMtiER--16 DECEMBER 19§9 
CHES ~NY IN~T DATA REP 42 
CHbAPlAKE oAY, HYliKOt;EN luN CONCENTKATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAliNITY, 
~ATe~ TEMPEKATU~E 
1874 19u2 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CKUISI: XXIII, 27 APRIL--17 MAY 1960 
CHES SAY INST OATA KEP 43 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, HYi.l'i.OGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HY.OROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATI:K TEMPEKA1URI: 
ld75 1962 CHESAPEAKE bAY INSTITUTE 
~AY CRuiSE XVIII, o AUGUST--22 AUGUST 1958 
CHES oAY !NSf DATA REP Jb 
CHESAI'Et.KE i>o\Y, HYlJKclGi:N ION CUNCENTRATJON, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINIT\', 
WAT£R TeMPERATURE 
1B76 1962 CHESAPeAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
HAY C~UISE XIX, 4 NOVEMBER--II DECEMBER 1958 
CHES ~AY IN~T DATA REP 39 
CH£SAI'EAKt aAY, tHuPTANK RIVER, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTKATION, HYDKOLOGJC 
DATA, RAPPAHANNOCK· RIVER, SAliNITY, WATtR TEI'IPEKATUJ<E 
ltl77 1~6l CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
bAY CKUI~t XX, 23 MARCH--19 APRIL 1959 
CHES HAY INST DATA KEP 40 
CHI::SAPtiiKt BAY, HYOKUGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALIHITV, 
wATtR ToMPERATURE 
ldld l96l CHE~APEAKE dAY INSTITUTE 
hAY ~kul~~ XVI, 23 JANUARY--/ FEBRUARY 1958 
LHI:S UAY INST DATA ~EP 35 
liH >Ai'f.AKE tlAY, HY!JRul>RAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
WtATHtK DATA, kiNDS 
20& 
1883 1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XV, ll SEPTEMBEK--20 SEPTEMBER 1957 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP ~4 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, HYORuG~APHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, ~AJER TE~PEKATJRE, 
WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1895 1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE XII, 15 J·ULY--6 AUGUST 1952 
CHES BAY INST UATA REP 1~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ulSSOLVtD OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYO~uLGGIC LlATA, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, lURBIOITY, WATER TEMPERATUk~, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1897 1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE XI, 1 AUGUST, 1':151--7 AUGUST, 1951 
CHES SAY INST DATA REP 12 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, CHLukuPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERJ, HYlJRGLut;IC DATA, JAM[S 
RIVER, PHOSPHATES, POTOMAC KIVER, SALINITY, TURdllJITW, WATeR TeMPERATURE 
189B 1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
PINEY POINT STUDY, £1 MAY 1952--24 MAY 1952 
CHES BAY INST UATA REP 14 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, CU~RENTS I~ATERJ, POTOMAC RIVE~, SALINITY, wATEk 
TEMPERATURE, ~EATH~R DATA, ~!NOS 
1699 1951 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA REPUkT, CRUISE VIII, JANUARY 10 1 1951--JANUAKY £Jr 19~1 
CHES BAY INST DATA ReP o 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLUKI~ATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYUKOLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TUKUIOITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1900 1952 CHESAPEA~E BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE IXr 1 APKIL 19~1--19 APRIL 1951 
CHES BAY INST DATA K~P ~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, OISSOLVEO OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, ~HOSPHATES, TURBIOITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1901 1952 CHeSAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE X, 21 MAY 19~1--31 MAY 1951 
CHES BAY INSJ DATA REP 10 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYUROGRAPHYo HYDKOLUGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TuRBIDITY, kATEK TEMPERATURE 
209 
1902 19,0 CHESAPEAKE SAY INSTITUTE 
DATA t<[I'Ot'T, CRUISE IV, HAI:!.I,;H 25, 1950--APRIL 25o 1'950 
CHE~ ~AY INSJ UATA RtP ~ 
CHE>M'cA<E llAY, CHLOKlNAJION, OISSlll.YEO OXYGEN, HI'DROGRAPHY, Hli'DROl.OGlt 
DATa, PrluSPHATES, ~~~BlDITY, ~ATE!:!. JEHPEKATURE 
1903 l~SJ CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA KEPU~T, CKUlSES V ANU VI, HAY 20, 1950--HAY 25, l9SU, JULY 16 1 
1~ju--JUL¥ 1~, 1950 
CHES nAY 1NST 0klA KEP 4 
CHESAPEAKe tiAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROl.O~IC 
DATA, PHO~PHATES, TU~dlOIJY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1904 1951 CHESAPEAKE BAY JNSTITUlE 
OATA kEPUt<T, CnUISE VII, OCTOBER 14, 1950--NOVEHSER 2, 1950 
CHES llAY L'lSl LlATA kEP 5 
CliESAi'tAI\.t: <JAY, CHLOK!I\oATJUN, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDR.ULOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATe~, TUR8IDITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1905 1949 CHESAPEAKE SAY INSTITUTE 
CKU!Sc I A~u II. ~UARTEKLY REPORT, ~ULY 1, 19·9-~0CTOBER 1o 1949 
CHES BAY INST, DATA REP 1 
CHESAPtAKE oAY, CHLOklNATIUN, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYD~UGR~PMf, HVU~OLOGlC 
DATA, PtiUSPrtATtS, TURB10ITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1906 1950 CHtSAPEAKE BAY I~STITUTE 
DATA RtPURT, CRUISE III, OCTOBER 10, 1949--0CfOSER z~. 1949 
CHES HAY INST, DATA RE~ l 
CHESAPtAK£ flAY, CHLORl,.,AfiON, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYOkO(ORAPHY~ HII'DROL.OGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES., TUKBIDITY, WATER TfHPEI(ATURE 
1YOB 1969 SMITHSONIAN INST1TUTION 
SMITHSONIAN O~FICE Of ECOLOGY 
1'itJ'J ANI<IJ ~i:P, .:>HilHSONIAN INST, WASHINGTON, DC 
CHESAPfAKc BAY, ECULOGY, RtSEARCH ANO OEVE~OPHENJ 
1<110 191l dOSCH HF, TAYLOR WR 
ll!S f R l BUll: IN Of THe CLADUCERAN POD ON POL YPHEHOIDES IN TtiE CHESAPEAKE aAf 
MAR tliUL 19, lb1-l71 ICONTRJB 18~, CHES BAY INSJ, JIJHNS HOI'KJAIS Ul\llll, 
t!AL!IMOt<E, MDI 
CHtSAPtAK£ oAr, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION, ZOOPLANKTON 
.210 
1911 1973 BOSCH HF0 fAI'LDR WR 
DIURRAL VERTICAL MIGRATION OF AN ESTUARINE CLAOOCEKAN, PuOON 
POLYPHE~UIOES, IN THE CHESAPEAKE SAY 
MAR BIOL l~. 17l-lb1 (~ONTKI~ ld5, CHES SAY JNST, JOHNS HOPKI~S UNIV• 
BALTIMORE, MDJ 
CHESAPEAJ<.f tiAY 1 OIUR1~AL l.lhTRll>UfiCN, ZOOPLA.~KTON 
1 913 1 9 13 ANON 
2 RIVE~S. VIRGINIA'S JAMES AND HARYLAND•S CHESTER 
CENTRAL ATLANTIC ENVIRON NEwS 319-101,1-lL 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHESTER RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PULLUTA~J IDENTIFJCAJIUNo 
loiAJER QUALITY 
1915 1957 HANSUET! RJ 
HARYLAI\;U AND VIRGINIA BIOLUGISJS COOPERATE ON BAYwlDE F!Sti-TKAilllliNG lRIP 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 1319),3 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, OISJRltiUliON, ~ISH VOPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS• TRA~LING 
1916 1953 HANSUETI RJ, SCHELTEMA RS 
SUMMARY OF FISH CULLECTIO~S MADE IN THE CHESAPEAKE tiAY AREA Of MARYLAND 
A~D VIRGINIA DUklNG UClUSER, 19~3 
HD DEP RES AND tDUC, CHE5 u!OL LAB, SOLOMONS, Ml.l, FIELU SUMMARY 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, fi :iH PUPULA TlONS, PHYLG->ENY, LENGTH-fRhiU~Nl. Y 
OISTRIBUTJUNS 
1917 1955 MANSUET! RJ 
IMPORTANT PUTUMAC RIVER FISHES kECOkDEO FROM MARINE ANO fKESH WATeR~ 
BETWEtN POINT LOuKUUJ, ST. MARY•S COUNTY, AND LITTLe fALLS, ~ONTGUHERY 
COUNTY ••• wl Tii A biBUOGt<APHY ••• 
MD DEP RE~ ANU EDUC HS 
BloliD~RAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY• FISH POPULAJlONS, POTOMAC &IVER 
1921 1968 HANSEN H 
GEOLOGY Of THE EASTERN SHORE 
HO CONSERV 45, 4-8 
EASTEkN SHORE IVA-HOI, GEOLOGY 
1922 1932 OSBURN RC 
BRYOZOA FkOH CHESAPEAKE BAY 
\ 
OHIO J SCI 32151,441-4~6 AND 1 PLATE 
SRYOZOA• CHESAPEAKE UAY• OlST&laUJJON• JNVERtE~RATES, ~Y~TtMAJJCS 
211 
1~26 1~66 CHAMSERLAIN Eb 
PH0CKESS KEPUkT, PRODUCTIVITY STUDY OF WHISTLING SWANS WINTERING IN 
C.HtsAPtAKc t3AY 
SDUTHEASTEKN ASS GAME AND FISH C.OMM, 20TH ANNU CUNF PROC, 154-157 
BIKUS, LHESAPEAK~ SAY, SEASUNAL DISTRIBUTION, SWANS 
1929 1961 CHAPOTON RU, SYKES JE 
ATLANTIC LOAST MIGKATIG~ OF LARGE STRIPED BASS AS EVIDENCED BY FISHERIES 
A,_O TAGGif>G 
AMEK ~ISH SOC, TRANS 90(1),13-20 
DI~T~IGUTIUN, FISH MIGkATiuN 1 FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, STRIPED bASS, 
TACGI:,G 
1930 1959 bURbANCK wO 
THE DI~TRIHUJIUN OF THl ESTUARINE ISUPUb, CYATHURA SP., ALONG THE EASTERN 
COAST LF THt UNITED SlATES 
ECOLOGY 4u(j),~J7-~11 
C.Ku.>TACcANS, UI~TkltlUTION, lNVERTEf>kATES, ISOPODS 
1~31 1bd4 CHAPMAN P 
HAdlTS JF THE SHAD AND HERRING AS THEY APPEAR IN THE POTOMAC RIVER TO ONE 
~hU HAS •ATCHEU THEM FOk FIFTY YEARS 
US FISH COMM BULL 4 1 61-65 
AMLKIC.AN SHAD, CHESA~tAKE BAr, piSTRIBUTIONr FISH PUPULATIDNS, ~ISHERIES, 
H~~~I~GS, PUTUMAL RIVER 
l'H2 1'J6d ANON 
THE OY~TE~-PRODUCING POTENTIAL OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
THE: PuTGMAC NEWSLE-TTER Zt12l,1-7 
CHESA~tAKt HAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC 
"-IVt:R, uY~TER !>E:TTING 
19~3 19j3 POWERS MC, KINSMAN B 
SHell ACCUMULATIONS IN UNDERWATER SEDIMENTS AND THEIR RELATION TO THE 
THICKNESS Uf THE TRACTION lONE 
J S~IJ l1~f!'<T PETROL 23141,2..!\1-234 ICHES BAY INST CONTklB 91 
C.itc~Af>lAKt tlAYo CONTINENTAL SHELF, CORES, SANDS, SEDIMENTS 
l\144 1953 BURT WV 
fXTINCTIUN OF LIGHT BY fiLTER PASSING MATTER IN CHESAPEAKE SAY WATERS 
SLl~NCE liti(J066l,Jd6-387 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 131 
CtH~Af'lAKt tlAY, FllTRATluN, JAMES RIVER, LIGHT, NANTICOKE RIVER, 
~l'rL.II<(;PHUTi)MlTRY, 1P<ATER 1 WICOMICO kiVER 1 MD 
212 
1945 1955 bURT WV 
INTERPRETATION OF SPECTROPHOTOMETER READINGS ON CHESAPEAKE BAr WATERS 
SEAKS FOUND J MAk RES 1411),33-•6 (C.HES bAY lNST CONT~Id 211 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, liGHT, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SuSPENu~O LUAO 
1947 1957 POllAK MJ 
AXIAL SLOPE Of SEA LEVEL IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AME~ GEOPHYS UNfON 1 TRANS j~(1) 1 62-64 tCHES SAY lNST CONTK!B 271 
CHESAPtAKE tiAY 1 ~EA LEVEL, SLOPES, TIDES 
1951 1960 POLLAK Mj 
WIND SET-UP AND SHEAR-STRESS COEfFICIENT IN CHESAPEAKE dAY 
J GEOPHYS KES 6~(lu),J~bj-3Jd\l ICHES tlAY INST CONTKIB 521 
CHESAPEA~t bAY. SHEAk STKESS, ~!NOS 
1951 1973 OTT FD 
THE MAkiNE ALGAE Of VIRGINIA AND MAkYLAND INCLUDING JHE CHESAPEA~E BAY 
AREA 
RHODOKA 7~1B02l,2~o-29o IVIMS CuNTRI~ 4L9) 
CHE~API:AKE BAY, MARINE ALGAE, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1961 1952 WHALEY HH 7 HOPKIN~ TC. 
ATLA> uf THE SALINITY ANLi Hi'-IPERATURE 015TRiflUTION uf CtiE!>APEAKE tiAY 
CHES dAY INST GKAPHICAL SUM REP 1 
CHESAPEA~E HAY, MAPPING, SALINITY, WATE~ TEMPEKATURt 
1962 1963 HIRES Rl ET Al 
ATLAS OF T:iE OISTii.lBUTI!JN UF GISSULVEO OXYGEN AND PH IN C.tiESAI'I:AKI: BAY 
1949-1~61 
CHES ~AY INST GKAPHICAL SUM REP 3 
CHESAPEAKE: BAY, UISSULVEO uXrGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, MAPPING 
1963 1971 SEITZ RC 
TEMPERATUNE AND SALINITY DISTRIBUTIONS IN VERTICAL SECTIONS ALONG THE 
LONGITUDINAL AXIS ANO ACROSS THE ENTRANCE Uf JHE CHESA~EAKE SAY !APRIL 
1<Jod TO MARCH l<J6<JI 
CHES BAY INST GRAPHICAL SUM REP 5 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
213 
1964 l8d3 BEAN lH 
~.,JJES UN f-ISHES OBSERVED AT THE HEAD OF CHESAPEAtl£ BAY IN THE SPRING OF 
18d2, ANU ui'DN OTHER SPH:U:S OF TliE SAME: R£:GfuN 
u.s. NAT MUS 6, 365-361 
CtH'SAI'EA~£ oAr, fl.)H POPULATIONS~ SEASONAl. OI5HU8UJION 
1968 1972 CARTER HH, DYER WM 
AN ASStSSMENT OF THt EFFECT OF THE LEONARDTOWN SEWAGE TREATMENT PlANT GN 
BRETON t;AY 
CH£S BAY INST SPEC REP 22 
CHESAP!:AKE BAY, un .!.tl!:ASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER~ SE»AGE EFFLUENTS, 
SEwAGE TKEATMENT, ioiAHE DlSPUSAL, ~ASI E TitEA.fMENT, WATER 'IUAllfY 
1970 1972 ELLISON RL 
AM.~Ut1ACUL1 TES, FORAMINIFEKAL PROPRIETOR OF CHESAPEAKE SAY ESJUAJUES 
Gtdl SOC A•~ER, MEM l~~. P • .t.47-L62 
CHESAPI:AKE dAY, Dl.> TK! BUT I ON, FOR AMINI FERA, PATUXENT Rl VER, II.APPAHANr.OCX 
RIVER 
1971 1912 HATHAWAY JC 
REGIGNAL CLAY MINEkAL fACIES IN ESTUARIES AND CONJJNENTAl MARGIN OF THE 
UNITED STATES EAST COAST 
GEul ~OC AMEH, M~M 133, P.293-3l6 
ClAY MINERALS, CONTINENTAl MARG{N, OISJHlBUfiON, ESTUARIES, UNITED STATES 
1976 1911 BEERS RF ET Al 
THE Cllt:SAI'EAKE BAY, A RESEARCH PROGRAM TO ASSIST IN SETTER MANAGEMENT OF 
COMPLEX ~NVIRUNMENTAl SXSTEMS 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNJV~ UN!~ MD, AND VlMS 
lttESAP!:AKE tlAY, ESTUARIES, HANAGEIU:NT, RESEARCH AIW OEVElOPHENT 
1978 l9b7 MANSUETI AJ, HARDY JD JR 
DI:VtLOI'McNT OF FISHES OF Tt!E CHESAPEAKE SAY REGIO•~• AN ATLAS OF EGGo 
lA~VAL, AND JUVENILE STAGE~. PART I 
NATJK KlSuURCES lNST, UNIV MD IPORT CITY PRESS, liALTIHORE, MOl 
CA~P, CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE tlAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GARS, 
HEHKINGS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGEo SUCKERS 
191~ 1972 MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF STATE PlANNING 
INTfGklfY Uf THt CHESAPEAKE BAY 
LllMf'R I'LANNiiiiG ASS I STAN(.E PROJ MD P-92, 8AlTHIOREo MD 
lHbAPEAKt BAY, ECOLOGY .. PlANNil\IG, JllAIII!>PORJAr!ON ... ArEA QU.Al.JTY, IIIA1£1l 
SUf'I'L y 
ll~ 
1~80 1972 MARYlAND DEPARTMENT OF STATE PlANNING 
I'IARtlAND CHESAPEAKE dAY SJUOr 
CO~R PLANNING ASSISTANCE PKOJ MD P-87, BALJlMDKEo MD 
CHESAPEAKE t;AY, ECULU..;Y, MANAGEMENT • PL.ANtHJ\IG• Til.IINSf'Ui\ fA TION, loiATfli 
QUALITY, wATER SUPPLY 
1981 196l UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS uF ENGINEERS 
ECONOMIC ~ASE SURVEY UF THE POTOMAC_&lVEk SEkVICE AKEA 
lofASHINGTONr D.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, POf'UlATIGN, PUTOM~C ~lVER 
1984 1950 SEXTON M 
THE HAlOPHYTES OF THE CHESAPEAKE 8AY 
MS JHESI~. CATHULIC JNIV, wASHINGTON, DC 
CHESAPEAKE SA¥, ObT.-It!lJTh;N, HALUI'HYTES, MAKSH PLANTS, PLA•'ilS 
1986 1~72 BRADFORD WL 
A STUUY ON THE CHEMICAl BEHAVIOR OF ZINC IN CHESAPEAKE BAY wATER USING 
ANODIC STkiPPlNG VOLTAMMEJKY 
CHES BAY IN~T TECH ~EP 1b 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, wATiR CHEMISTRY, ZINC 
1~90 1973 RIVES SR JR 
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE TIDE IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 80 
CHESAPEAKE t>A¥. MATHEMATICAL HODELS 9 POTOMAC RIVER, TIDES, WAV[S lloiATE~l 
1991 1970 DEGASf R 
THE OYSTERMEN OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
!NT MAR PUBL CO, CAMUEN, MAINE 
BOATS, CHESAPEAKE tlAY, LABUk, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1997 1960 WALSH RE 
GUNNING THE CHESAPEAKE, DUCK AND GOOSE SHOOJJNG ON THE EASTtRN SHOKE 
TIDEWATER PUBLISHERS, CAMBRIDGE, MD· 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DUCKS IWILDlo tASTEKN SHORE IVA-MDJ, GEESE IWILDI 
2001 1972 KARWEIT M, FEISTER C 
DATA SANK lNVENTOk't. VOL. 1. CHESAPEAKE SAY TltiBUJARIES. fUll !UN lo 1ll't'l 
THROUGH 1969 
DATA BANK REP 1 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYQKOGEN ION CONCENTkATION, 
PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERAJURE 
215 
2004 196~ BRADY OK ET AL . 
FUTURE USE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY FOR COOLING THERMAL DISCHARGES 
DEP GEOGR AND ENVIRON ENG, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
CHESAPF.AKE BAY, COOLING wATER, EleCTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, 
THE~MAL POLLUTION 
2005 194J TILLER RE 
INDICATIONS OF COMPENSATORY GROWTH IN THE STRIPED BASS, RUCCUS SAXATILIS 
hALdAU~, AS KEVEALEU 6Y A ~TUDY Of THE SCALES 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 57 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH kATESr STRIPED BASS, 
LfNGTH-FkE~UE~~y DISTRibUTIONS, fiSH SCALES 
2012 1941 OLD MC 
THE TAXUNU~lY AND DISTfUIIUTIUN Of THE BORING SPONGES lCLIONIOAEJ ALONG THE 
ATLANTIC CuAST UN NORTH AMERICA 
CHES 310L LAB PUBL 44 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTIO~, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
2013 1941 OLSON RA 
A RAPIO RESPONSE THERMOCOUPLE Of HIGH SENSITIVITY FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 
TEMPERATURe STRATIFICATION IN NATURAL WATERS 
LHES eiUL LAB PUBL 45 
MEA~URtMcNT, ON-SITE DATA CULl~LTIONS, THERMOMETERS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2017 l9Jo NEWCOMBE CL ET AL 
PRELIMINARY REPORT UN RESPIRATOR¥ STUDIES OF LlTTORlNA· IRRORATA, L. 
NATURl 1371 19->61 !CHES .BlOL LAd CONTRIB 35) 
GA5TkOPOU5, RESPIRATION~ ~NAllSt TEMPERATURE 
201B 1936 NEWCOMdE CL 
VALIDITY OF CONCENTRIC RINGS OF MYA ARENARIA, lo FOR DETERMINING AGE 
NATuRE 13{( 19361 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRlll 361 
CLAM~, GROWTH RATES 
2021 l9J~ LITTLEFORD RA 
THt. llf-l CYCLE OF OACT¥LOMETRA QUINQUECJRRHA, L. AGASSIZ IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
BI~L BULL 7713),3oB-3!11 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 31) 
LH~SAPlAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, StA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
216 
2027 1939 NEWCOMBE Cl ET AL 
STUDIES ON THE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF ESTUARINE ~ATERS IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
SEARS FOUND, J MAR RES 212J,B7-1lb ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB llJ 
BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKE SAY, ESTUARIE~, HYUKOGRAPHYr PHYSICS, SEASONAL 
UISTRIBUTION, wATER CHEMISTRY 
2029 1937 VLADY~DV VO, WALLACE DH 
POPULATIONS OF THt SHAD I~LOSA SAPIDISSIMA) ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST 
REG I ON 
AMEK FISH SUCo TRANS 67119371,52-66 ICHES BIOL LAd CONTRI!l L7l 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE bAY, fiSH POPULATIG~S, ~UKPHOLO~Y, UNITED STATES 
2030 1937 VLADYKOV VO, ~ALLACE DH 
IS THE STRIPED BASS IRUCCUS LINEATUSl Of CHESAPEA~E ilAY A MIGRATORY fiSH? 
AMER FISH SUC, TRANS 67Cl937l,o7-B6 ICHES BIUL LAd CONTR1B LoJ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATlUNS, STRIPED OAS~r TAGGING 
2033 1938 NEWCOMBE CL ET AL 
VAKIATIONS IN GROWTH INDICES OF VE~US MERCENAKIA L. FROM wiDELY SEPARATED 
ENVIRu~ME~TS OF THE ATLANTIC COAST 
CANADIAN J RES 1o, 1-5 ICHES 810L LAB CuNTRIB 151 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, uROwTH RATES, MOllUSKS, UNITtD ~TATES 
2036 1~J7 TRUITT RV, VLADYKOV VD 
STRIPEU BASS INVESTIGATIONS IN THE CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
AHER fiSH SUCt TRANS oo(l936J,£25-Z26 ICHES BIUL LAS CUNTKIB 7J 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH 1 DISTRidUTlON, FISH POPuLATIONS, sPukT 
FISH, STRIPED BASS 
2043 1931 TRUITT RV 
RECENT OYSTER RESEARCHES ON CHESAPEAKE BAY IN MARYLAND 
CHES 610L LAB CONTRIB 3 
BtDS UNDER ~ATER, CHESAPEAKE BAYo OYSTER INDUSTRY 
2D72 1955 HANSUETI R 
THE SEA NETTLE, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 $ TROUBLESOME SUMMER JELLYFISH 
MD TIDE~ATER NEWS 12(31,1-2 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JtlLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLE5 
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20ll 1913 CotORUS G EJ AL 
MERCURT CUNCcNTkAJiONS 1~ FISH, PlANKTON AND ~ATE& FRON THREE ~ESTERN 
ESTUARIES 
J FISH tH OJ.. 51 6l , 641-64 7 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE SAf, ESTUAK!ES~ FISH, HEAVY ~ETALS, MERCURY• 
NOkTH ~~ULINA, PLANKJON 
Lu82 194d SHIFFLETT E 
EUCtNE STKATIGKAPHf ~D FORAMINIFERA OF THE AQUJA ~OR~ATlON 
MD UEP GEGL, MINES AND WAT~K RESOUKCES BULL 3 
CHESAPEAKE dAT, FORA~INJFERA, MARYLAND, STRATIGRAPHY, SfSTEMAJICSo 
1/lRGINIA 
2089 1944 MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY, HINES ANO WATER RESOURCES 
SUMMARY Of RECORDS OF SuRFACE •ATERS Of MARYLAND AND THE POTOMAC RJVER 
BASIN lt~'>L-19'>3 
MD UtP GEUL 1 MINES AND ~ATER RESOURCES BULL l 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, OI~CHARGE I~ATERlr GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVEK,MO, 
PATAf'S(.O I< I VER,MO, PATUXENT RIVeR, POTOMAC RlllcR, SOUTH l(l\II::K,MO, 
5TkEA~FL0~, SUS~~EHANNA RIVER, ~lCUHICO KIIIER,MO 
2096 18~3 HOLMES WH 
DISTRIDUTI;JN OF SlONE HIPLHIENTS lN THE HOE.AiER COi.Jilliil.l' 
AME~ ANIMUPUL 611},1-14 
CflcSAPEAI\1: BAY, tllHORY, HARYLAND, PATUXfNT RIVEI<, POTOMAC RIVER, ROCKS, 
Vli<i;INIA 
21U7 1940 HOTCtiKISS N 
k.ANGE EXTEN~IONS 1JF MARSH AND AQUATIC PLANTS 
KHOUORA ~2, l0-22 
A•JUATlC PlAI'•TS, Ul.'>TRil!UTION 9 MARSH P!.ANTSo SYSTEMAJII:S 
ll09 191'> TJDESTROM I 
t<UI CS IJN THE FLORA OF MARYLANO AIW 1/IRGINJA, IJ. 
RHUOU~A lbll921~~01-209 
CHbAPLAI\E HAY, DISTRIBUTION, HARYLANDo PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
.'llU 19~d r~CGAk.Y JW, KINSHAN B 
A cJitlliOGKAPHY OF THE CHtSAPEAKE SAY AREA 
LH~S ~AY INST INSHORE SURV PROGRAM INTERIM REP 16 
til dl..l UG~APHIE 5, l.HrSAPEAKE BAY, HYOROGKAPHl', HYOROUlGYe MllRPHUUlGY 
21-1:1 
Zlll 1961 LEE CFe SANFORD Fl! 
OYSTER JIIIOUSTRY DF CHESAPEAKE SAYe SOUTH ATLANTIC, AND uUlF Of MEXICO 
US FISH AND WllOliFI:: SERVo CUMH FISH REV 251sl,d-l7 
CHE~APEAKI:: l!AY, FISHERIES, GULFSo OYSTER JNOU~TiY, SOUTHEAST u.S. 
Zll3 1970 SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT DATA SUMMARY, AUGUSJ 1j69 - JULY 1i1U ~MOUTH OF bAY TO 
HEAD Of BAYl 
CHES SAY INST SPEC REP 18 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, UN-SITE ~ATA COLLECTIONS, ~E~JME~JS, SU~PlNDE~ LOAU 
Zll4 1971 CRONIN WB 
VOLU~ETRIC, AREAL, AND TIDAL STATISTICS UF THE CHESAPiA~E HAT ESTUARY AND 
ITS TRIBUTARIES 
CHES BAY !NST SPEC KEP lu 
LHESAt'E:AK.E tlAY, i4AKi'LANU, ON-SUE DATA COLLECTIONS, TIDES, VIRGINlAr 
VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS 
2115 1953 ANDREWS JD 
FOULING ORGANISMS OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
CHE5 BAY INST lNSHGKE 5UkV P~OGRAM INTERIM REP 17 
BARNACLES, BRYOLUA, ~nESAPEAK.t BAY,.DIATOMS, fOUL!NG, HYu~OZUA, ~OLLU~KS 
2124 1951 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPORT 1951 
MD OEP RES AND EOUC, EOU~ SER 29 
CKA8S, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATU~AL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
ANU DEVELOPMENT, ~EATHER 
Zl31 1972 SCHUBEL JR, AULD AH 
THERMAL EffeCTS UF A MuOEL POaE:R PLANT ON THE HATCHING SUCCESS OF ALEwiFE 
IALOSA PSEUDOHARE:N~USl EGGS 
CHES tlAY INST SPEC ~EP 28 . 
ALEwiVES, E:LECTF.IC POolER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONHENTAL EfFECT!., FISH EGGS, 
fiSH PDPULAJION~, MODel STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, THEKMAL ~ATEK 
2132 197Z SEITZ RC 
A CONDUCTIVITY-TEMPERATURE-DEPTH ICJDI RECORDER AND TWeLVE SEMI-CONTINUOUS 
PROFILES OF TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY 
CHES oAY INST SPEC REP 29 
CHESAPEAKE BAT, CONDUCTIVITY, DEPTH, EQUI~ENT~ HYDROGRAPHY, POTU"A(. 
RIVER, SALINITY, TEHPERAJUKE 
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2133 1966 ~HALEY ~C ET AL 
DATA ~UHMAkY POTOMAL RIVER NUTRIENT ~RUISES 1965-1~66 
ChES BAY !NSf SPtC R~P 11 
CHESAPtAKt BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS., DISTRidUTION, N:JTROG.EN, NUTR1EJilS, 
DN-S!TE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHUSPHORUS, POTONAC RIVER 
ll34 197L KLEP~ER JC 
A ~EPOi<.l UN THE PROTOTYPE DATA COLLECTED lN THE POTOMAC RIVER FOR THt 
CHESAP~A~E dAY MUOEL STUDY 
CHES SAY IN~T SPEC REP 25 
CHbAPtAKE BAY, Cui<.RtNTS lWATERJ, DATA COLLECTIONS, HODEL STUDII::S~ POTOMAC 
RIVeR, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
213 7 1963 HUMM HJ 
DICTYOTA DICHOTOMA IN VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI, NE~ SEK, l41~ltl09-1ll lVlHS CONTRIB 119J 
CHESAPEAKE !lAY, DI:>TRHlUTION., EASTERN SHORE lVA-MOh MARINE ALGAE, PLANT 
POPuLATIONS, VIRGINIA 
2138 1963 HOESE HD 
SALT TOLERANCE OF THE EASTERN MUDMINNOW, UMBRA PYGMAEA 
:oPEIA 1, 165-166 IVIMS CONTRlll 1261 
CHESAPtAKE bAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FkESHWATER FISH, SALT TOLERANCE, 
VIRGINIA 
l139 1962 ANUkEwS JD ET AL 
OY5TER ,1lJKTALlTY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. Ill. EPJZOOJIOLUGl' Of A DISEASE 
CAU~EO BY HAPLOSPOKIDIU~ COSTALE WOOD AND ANDREWS 
J INSECT PATHOL 4131,327-343 lVIMS CONTRIB 1151 
lHE~APtAKE ilAY, OISEASESr !:ASTERN SHURE JYA-HDlr f:P.lZOOJHU.OIOY, MOIUALITY, 
MSA, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
214U 1~b4 DAVIS J, JOSEPH EB 
SOUTHtKN RECORD OF SEBASTES MARINUSt OCEAN PERCH 
CH~S SCI ~141,212 lVIHS CONTRIB 165J 
AILANTIC OCI:AN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OJSTAIBUTlON PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, 
MAM!Nt fiSH, PERCHES, VIRGINIA 
.'141 1'164 THOMPSON JC JR 
A KlOESC.kiPTION Of uRONEHA MARINUH, AND A PROPOSED Nf:li FAMILY 
URONEMATlDAE 
VA J SCI, NEW SER 15l2JrBO-d7 (VJMS CONTRIB 149) 
~.,;,[,d\.. FAUNA, CHI:SAPEAKE llAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, MORPHOLOGY, 
P><oiluLi;A, ~YSHI~ATICS, VIRGINIA 
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2142 1964 MULFORD RA 
INVESTIGATIONS UF INNER CONTINENTAL SHELF .lliATEilS OFF LOHER CHESAPEAK£ BAY. 
PART V. SEASONALITY OF THE DIATOM GENUS CHAtTUCEROS 
LIMNOL OC.EANOGR ~l3l,3b5-3~0 IVIHS CONTklil 14d) 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CYCLING ~UTRJENTSt DATA 
COLLECTIONS, OIATUHS, SEASONAL DISTkiBUTJUN, VlkGINIA 
2143 1973 UNITED STATES Alll'IY CORPS UF ENGINEERS 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT IDHAFTJ JAMES &IVER, VIRGINIA !MAINTENANCE 
DREDGING I 
NORFOLK DISTRICT 
DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRui~IAr SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2144 1972 FISHER JS ET AL 
MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF TIDAL TIME AVERAGES UF SALINITY Al\iu VELlJClTY 
PROFILES IN ESTUARIES 
MASS INST TECH, ~ALPH M PARSONS LA!! REP 151 
COMPUTER MIJIJELS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, HYDRO(;i<APHY, JAMES RlVEil., 1'11\THEMATICAL 
MODELS, VIRGINIA 
2145 1937 UNITED STATES NATUKAL RESOURCES ~OHMISSIUN 
DRAINAGE llASIN COMMITTEE REPORT 12, LOWER CHESAPEAKE. IN: DKAINAGE ~ASIN 
COM~ITTEE REPOkT F08 THE ~HESAPEAKE llAV ORAINA~E ~ASINS 
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OfFICE 
PLANNI~G, KAPPAHA~NGCK k!Vtk, VIRGINIA, wATER RESOUKC~S DEVELOPMENT, 
WILTS, YORK RIVtK 
2146 1965 VAN ENGEL WA, TAN EC 
INVESTIGATIONS Of IN~ER CONTINENTAL SHELF WATERS Off LOWER CHESAPEAKE !lAY. 
PART VI. THE COPEPODS 
CHES SCI 613),l8j-l89 IVII'IS CONTRIB lil3) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELf, COPt:PODS, SEASONAL DISTki6UTION, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPeRATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
2147 1964 JOSEPH EB ET AL 
THE PELAGIC EGGS ANU EAKLY LARVAL STAGES OF THE aLACK DRUM FRUH 
CHESAPEAKE 
COPEIA 121, 425-434 IVIHS CONTklB 1561 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DKUI'IS, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MARI~E FlSHt 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNJNG, VIRGINIA 
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Zl~d 1~73 UNITED STATES ARHY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT lDRAFTI NOKFOLK HAa60&o VIKGINJA (RAINTENANCE 
DREDGING! 
NORFOLK DISTRICT 
DKtDGING, ELIZAdETH RIVER~ JAKES RIVER. PROJECT PLANNiNG, VIRGINIA, SPOIL 
OJ SPOSAL 
214~ 1973 UNITED STATES ARMY COHPS OF ENGINEERS 
E~VIRONMcNTAL STATeMENT !DRAFT) wATERWAY ON THE COAST OF VIRGINIA 
IMAINTtNANCE URtDGINGI 
NORfOLK DISlRJCT 
CHE~APEA~E dAY, DREUGINGr EASTERN SHORE CVA-MDJ, PROJECT PLANNING, 
V!~G!NIA, 5POIL DISPOSAL 
2150 19b4 dOVER OS 
OVER AND UNDER CHESAPEAKE dAY 
NAT GEUGk 1L~I41,,9l-b1L 
BRIDG.fS IELECTk!CJ, CHESAPEAKE SAY, TUNNELS, VIRGINIA 
215l 1972 CALDER DR 
utveLUPMtNT Lf THE SEA-NETTLE CHRYSAORA QUINYUECIRRHA (SCYPHOZOA, 
SEMACOSTOMAEI 
CHE~ ~CI lj(ll,40-44 IVIMS CONTRIB 4191 
CHE>AP~AKc BAr, LAKVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEA NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, CNIUARIA 
2152 l~7J HARGIS kJ, J~ 
VI~GINIA ~TATE TrGHNlCAL SERVICES PROJECT a-2 FIUAL REPORT 
VIMS M:) 
PUBL !CAT IONS, TECHI~OLOGY, VIRGINIA, PUBLIC RELATIONS 
ll53 1965 CHANLEY PE 
lAKVAL OEVELO~MENT OF A BORING CLAM, 6ARNEA TRUNCATA 
CHE) ~Cl o13l,16~-l66 IVIMS CONTRIB 190) 
LHESA~EAKb. BAY, LLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
kf ,>,{~IOlJCT JON, SPAwNING, VIRGINIA 
/154 1971 uEAL KL 
RES,JUKLlS, £NVJRONMENTAL PROBLEMS AND TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUUONS IN 
CH~~APt.AKi: llAY 
LilL.Lli•J I1'<T EXi'LOR OCEANS 111 J 
CHESA~[4K~ uAY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, ijfDRAULIC MODELS, 
NAlURAL RE~UUKCES 
2.22 
2l55 1963 HARGIS WJ JR 
VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
AMER ZOOL 3131,315-~17 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, RE)EARCH FACILITIES, VIRGlNIA 
2156 1973 LUDWICK JC 
TIDAL CURRENTS AND ZIG-ZAG SAND SHOALS IN A ft!DE ESTUARY eNTRANCE 
OLD OOMINIOh UNIV JNST UF UCEANOGR TECH REP 7 
CHANNtLS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS I~ATER), PROFILES, SEDIMENT T~ANSPORJ, 
SHOALS, TIDES 
2157 1972 FRYE J 
MARINAS CAUSING VA. OYSTER BARS TO BE CLUSEO 
NAT FISHERMEN 521121,~4-A !APRIL, 19721 
CONOEMNATIUN, GREAT WICOMICO RIVER, VA, MARINAS, OYSTER lNOUSTRY, 
VIRGINIA, 
2158 1961 JOSE~ EB 
AN ALBINO COWNOSE KAY, RHINOPTERA bGNASUS IMITCHILLI FROM CHtSAPEAKE SAY 
COPEIA ~, 482-4d3 (VIMS CONTRiu 1031 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, OlSIRldUTlUN, EASTERN SHOKE (VA-Mul, kAYSr VlkGINIAo 
MUTA(IUN, ALBINISM 
2159 1965 HARRISON PW, WASS ML 
FRE~UENCIES UF INFAUNAL INVERTEBRATES RELATED TO WATER CONTENT OF 
CHESAPEAKE dAY SEuiMENT~ 
SOUTHEASHKN GEliL 6141 t177-1d7 lVI /<iS CONTRIS Icl·bl 
CLAMS, DATA CuLLECTIONS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIKONMENTAL EfFECTS, 
FReQUENCY ANALYSIS, GASTROPODS, POLYCHAErES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEk, 
SEDIMENTS, STATISTICAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
2160 1962 HnESf HD 
SHARKS AND RAYS UF VIRGINIA'S SEASIDE BAYS 
CHES SCI 3• l6b-172 IVIMS CONTRIB 118) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~ASTERN SHURE (~A-MOJ, JOINTS ICONNECTIUN~lr MARINE FISH, 
RAYS, SHARKS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2161 1963 MASSMANN ~H 
ANNULUS FORMA Tl ON ON THE SCALES OF loiEAKFJ SH 0 CYNOSC ION REGALI S t OF 
CHES.APEAKE bAY 
CHES SCI 4111,54-56 IVIMS CUNTRIB 1291 
AGING IBIOLOGICALI, CHESAPEAKE SAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GREY SEA TkOUTt 
VIKGINIA, FISH SCALES 
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2162 1911 oOESCH OF 
01\i TH£ DCCufV!.ENCE OF PII!INU:.A .l.U.Nll Gt..ASSELL lllECArODA, PJ~NOIHElUDA£.) OFf' 
VIRGINIA, USA 
CRUSTACEANA 20121,219-220 IVIHS CONJRI~ 366) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISJRIBUTJBN 
PATTERNS, ~ASTt~N SHORE IVA-HOI, VIRGINIA 
2163 1971 PERKINS FO, CASTAGNA M 
ULTKASIMUCTURE OF THE NEBENKORPER Ok "SECONDARY NUCLEUS 0 OF THE PARASITIC 
A~OEBA PA~AMOEBA PEMNICIOSA IAMUEBIOA, PARAHOEBIDAEI 
J INVERTEBRATE PATHUL l712l,ldb-l93 (VIMS CONTRIB 3691 
CHbAPEAKE BAY, CYfULuGICAL SJIJDIES., EASIERN SHuRE IVA-MDI. PARASIHSM, 
PHYLOGENY, PHYS!~CCHEM!CAL PROPERTIES, MORPHOLOGY, SYSTEMATICSw VIRGINIA 
2164 1970 DAVIS J 
EXPLORING FuR SCHOOLING PELAGIC FISHES IN MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
COMM FISH REV J2131 1 23-24 IVlMS CONTRIH 3371 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, UlSTkioUTION PATTERNS, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS., MlliDLf 
ATLANfiC GIGHT, SEINING 
2165 1970 RHODES RG 
SEASONAL OCCURRt~Cc OF HA~INE ALGAE ON AN OYSTEK REEF lN BURTON'S ilAY, 
VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 11(1),61-71 IVIHS CONT~IB 3391 
BENTHIC FLURA, CHeSAPEAKE I)AY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI• MARINE ALGAE, 
SEA~fli\IAL DISTi<loUTION, V(i{GINIA 
2166 1937 UNITED STATES NATU~AL RESOURCES COMAISSION 
DRAINAbt tiASlN COM~ITTcE REPORT 13, JAMES. IN, DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE 
REPUkT ~0~ THE CHESAPEAKE BAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
U.~. GUV[KNMENT PR!NJING OFFICE 
JAMc'> K!Hi<, PLANNING, 1/IRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEl/ELOPHENf., WAfEJlSHEOS 
I BASINS) 
2161 19~7 HlCHAROS CE, BAILEY RL 
OCCURRENCE OF fUNDULUS LUCIAE, SPOTFIN KU.llFJSH~ ON THE SEASIDE OF 
VIRGINIA'~ EASTERN SHORE 
Ctit'> SCI ol31,204-205 IVIHS CONTRIII 256) 
LH~~APEAKE dAY, DISTRibUTION PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, FISH 
PUP0LATIONS, GONADS, KILLIFISHES, VIRGINIA• WACHAPREAGUE,\IA 
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2168 1970 MCEACHRAN JD 
EGG CAPSULES AND REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY OF THE SKATt: RAJA GAKMANI tPISCES, 
RAJIUAE) 
COPEIA Ill, 197-!99 tVJHS CONTRlll 3151 
(.ONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GROIIIITH .STAGE, l'ljiRINE FISH• 
REPRODUCTION, SKATES• MlDOU: ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2169 1964 OCONNOR OJ 
PRELIMINARY OUTLINE OF A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS Of THE JAMES RIVER 
VA STATE wATEK CCNTR BOARD 
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMANO, OISSOl.\IED OXYG.EN, JAMES KIVEk, VlkL>li>UA, WATER 
QUALITY CONTROL 
2170 1960 OCONNOR OJ 
PRIVATE kEPORT ON i:lOD ASSifiiiLATION CAPACITY at' THE LOwER JAMES RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VA STATE ~ATER CO~TR BOARD 
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGtN Ot"ANO, DISSOLVED OXYGEN~ HYDROUYNAMICS, JAHES RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, WATER ~UALITY CUNTROL 
2171 1963 OCONNER OJ 
PRELIMINAkY REPORT ON ANALYSIS OF THE UPPER .JAMES RIVER BY ANALOG 
COMPUTATION TECHNIQUES 
VA STATE WATER C~NTR BOARD 
BIOCHEMI~AL OXYGEN OEKANU 1 COMPUTER MODELS. DISSOLVED OXYGEN, 
HYOROllHiAMI.CS, JAI'ItS RIVER, VlKGINIA, WATtR QUALITY t.IJNTROL 
2112 194d ANDREWS JD 
THE 1947 OYSTER STRIKE IN THE JAMES RIVER 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 119481, o1-6b 
ECOLOGY, JAMES RlVEK, KOII.TALITY, VIRGINIA. OYSTER SETTING 
2113 1972 KLAFTER RD, GIBSON JD 
A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
INST OF ENVIRON SC1, PROC lU, 4bb-474 
JAMES RIVER, PLANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, VIRGI~IA, 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
2174 1967 ANON 
RECORD OF HEARING .&EGAROING STANDAkOS Of QUALITY TO BE ESTABLISHED FOR THt: 
JAMES RIVER ~ASIN 
VA STATE WATER CONTR BOARD PUBLICATION WQ-2B 
JAMES RIVEN, SlANOAROS, VIRGI·NIA, WATER QUALITY 
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2115 l9bJ UCOI\1111011. OJ 
Rt~OkT 0~ ASSlHILATIDN CAPAC!J~ Of THE UPPE& ~-ES aJVE& 
VA SJATt nATEK CGNfK dOARD 
BJOCHE~I~Al OXYGE~ DEHANO, DISSOLVEU OXYGEN, ~Aft£S RIVER, ~lRGlniAo WATER 
I.IUA4.1 JY CUNTKOL 
2176 1973 VIKblNIA INSJlfUTE Of MARINE SCIENCE 
ASIATit CLA"' FOUND IN Ui'PER JAMES RIVER 
VlMS MAK kE~UUHLE~ INFORM BUll ~15),1 
CLA~S, fuvLING, INVASION, JA~ES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2171 1973 VIR~lNIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER MEAT VAlUt~ CO~TINUE TU OKOP IN JAHES 
VIMS MAk kESOUkCE~ INFUkH BUll 515),3 
JAMES RIVtK, OY~TtKS, kAPI'kHANNOCK RIVER, VlRGlNIA, YO~ RJV£R 0 CONDlllON 
INOEX 
2178 1970 VIKGINIA DEPAkTMENT Of HEALTH 
RULES ANO KF.GULATIOIII~ fOR THE SANITARY CONTROL Of THE PICKING, PACKING AND 
MARKETING OF ~RA~ MeAT FOK HUMAN CO~SUMPTION ANO MANUAL 
CRA~S, lf-GI~LATION, PUIJ!.IC HEALTH, Rf:GUI.ArlON, VlltGJNJA, 
2179 1~72 UNITED STATES A~MY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
TKuPJCAL 5TORM A~NES 
jjAS•i, UC 
FluOD UAMAGE, FLOODING, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, STORM~, UNlTED SfAHS 
2180 1~66 CHANLEY PM, CASTAGNA M 
LA.<VAL UE\'ELOi>MENT OF THE PELECYPOD LYONSlA HYALINA 
NAUTILUS 79(4lol£3-12d IVJMS CONTRIB 203) 
CLA~S, fASTERN ~HURE IVA-MOl, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, HDllUSKSo SPAWNING 
21d1 1969 kOHERTS MH JR 
lAKVAL DEVELOPMENT OF BATHYNECTES SUPERSA {COSTAl REARED IN THE 
LAtiU.<ATOKY 
Hlul dULL lj7, 338-351 IVIHS CONTRIB 3i6l 
LRAoS, CRU!>TACEANS, EASTEKN SHORE IVA-MOl, GROWTH STAGES. lARVAl GIWWTH 
STAvt 
ZlBZ 1971 PERKINS FO 
SPORULATION IN THE TREMATUUE HYPE~PARASITE UROSPURIDIUM CRESCENS DE fUKKo 
19~0 IHAPLOSPORIDA: HAPLOSPORIOliOAf)- AN ELEClKUN MJCROS~OPE STUOf 
J PAKASJTOL 5711),9-23 IVIMS CUNTRJb 2l6J 
CHE SAPEAI<.E oAY, EA5rEiU~ SHURE I VA-MOJ, LlFE HJ STOII.Y. SJ;JOIE S, PARASHJSR, 
MORPHOLOGY, ;>RUTOlUA, SPORE~, IREMATUDES, WACHAPAtAGUE,VA 
2183 196~ DAUGHrKTY SJ, VAN ENGEL WA 
RECORD OF HUTCHI~SONIELLA MACRACANlHA SANUfRS, 1~,~ ICEI'HALOCARIDAJ I~ 
VIRGI~IA 
CRUSTACEANA 16(llol07-10~ IVIMS CONTRid 296t 
AMPHIPODAo CHfSAfE~KE dAY, LKUSTACEANS, ~ISlRIBUTILN, EA~TEkN SH~RE 
IVA-MDJ, VlkGiNJA, nA~HAP~EAGUE,VA 
2184 196~ CHANLEY P, VAN ENGEL "A 
A THREE-OlMENSIUNAL REPKE~ENTATION UF MEASUREMENT DATA 
VELIGER lll1),7o-d3 IVIMS CGNTRIB 3111 
DATA TkAN~MISSIU~, LARVAt, MAlhEMATI~AL MUOELS, ~EA~UREMtNTo SHELLFISH 
2185 1969 C~ANLEY P 
DONAX fOSSOK, A SUNMER KANGE EXTEi~SION Of DONAX iiARIMl!LIS 
NAUTILIS 8jl1l,l-14 IVIMS CONTKI~ jl2l 
CLAMS, SEASUNAL UISTRlbUTIUN, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2186 1966 THOMPSON JC JR 
PSEUDUCOHNILEMBU~ MAKINUS N. SP., A HYMENUSTOME CILIATE f~UM THE VIRGINIA 
COAST 
J i'ROTOZOOL 1Jl3),4o3-465 IVIMS CONTRIB 2121 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, MORPHOLOGV, ~ROTUZOA, 5YSTEMATICS, 
VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2187 1969 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE COQUINA CLAH, DONAX VARIAI>ILJS :,AY• wiTH A 
DISCUSSION OF THE STRUCTURe uf THE LAKYAL Hlt~Gi: IN THE TELLINACI:A 
BULL MAR SCI 1911),214-224 IVIHS CGNTRld 2571 
CLAMS, EASTERN SHURE JYA-Mul, LARVAL GROwTH STAGt, MOKPHOLOGY, SHELlfiSH 
2188 1969 MUSICK JA, MCEACHKAN JD 
THE SQUALLHD SHAkK ECHlNORHINUS BRUCUS Off VIRGINIA 
COPEIA Ill, 205-206 IYJMS 'ONTKI6 2B2l 
CHESAPEAKE .BAY, DlSTRIIIUTILJN, I::ASTEI'N SHORE IV4.-l'IOJ, -MUKJ>HuluGY, !>tiAR:I\So 
VIRGINIA 
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L1d~ 197J RICHARUS CE 
A flkST kECORO OF ,.;yPHOSUS INCISOR ICUVJERI FOR CHESAPi:AKE SAY, VIAGlNlA 
CHiS SCI 11111~66 IVlMS CONTRld 3261 
CHE;AHAKE oAY, Dl~rt<!tlUTiON, fiSH POPULATIONS., HARINE FUNGI, VIRGINIA 
21~0 1966 HAVEN a 
EFFECTS Of THE T~EATMENT OF AN OYSTER BED wiTH POLYSTREAH ANO SEVIN 
CHtS SCI 714J,179-188 IVIMS CONTRitl 2301 
D~U~ UNU~K WATi~, BE~THOSr CHESAPEAKE BAYr EASTE~N SHORE IVA-MDI, 
GASfkOPOJS, LETHAL LHHT, OY!>ffR DIULLS 1 OYSTEit:i• PfSTI.ClDES, 
·WAL HAP~ £:-AGUe, VA 
ll91 1966 THOMPSON JC JK 
GLAUCONHIA TKJHYJo:Et•t: N. G., N. SP., A H'/HENOSTOME CJUATE FROI'l THE 
VIRGINIA !..OASI 
J PROTUluOL 1j(jJ,~93-~95 IVIMS CONTRIB 2081 
CHl:SAI'EA.:E bAY, tASTC:K•~ SHUkE IVA-HOlt I'IORPHOLOGY, J>ROJOZOA, SYSTEKATICSo 
VIRGINIA, W4CHAI'KEA~Ut,VA 
2192 197l NICHOLS MM 
SEuJMENTS OF THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
(;[ill SOC A!-IEi!, ME~; U:lr P.169-212 IVlJ'IS CONTKI8 384) 
~ATHYMETKY, JAMl:~ kiVEK, SEDIMENT TKANSPORT, SEDIMENTATIO~, SEDIMENTS, 
SUSPcNU[u LOAD, VIRGINIA 
l1~J 1972 uAVIES TT 
i:FHCT Ut- LNVIKUNI1ENTAL GRADIENTS IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK lUIIER ESTUARY ON THE 
1'\0LLU'>CA/11 FAUNA 
Gf::Lil ;oc AMER, MEM -lJjt P.263-290 
DI~TKIUUTJU~, MOLLUSKS, MOKPHOLOGY 1 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
21~4 1972 FAAS RW 
MASS I'HYSILAL AND cNGINf:ERING PROPERTIES OF SOHE YORK .IUIIEII. SEDI,.ENTS 
GfUL ~ul AMER, MEM 1JJ, P.337-347 IVIMS CONTRIB 3911 
M,\SS. PHY~Il.AL P.ROPbi.TIES, SEDIMENTS, SHEAR STRENGTHo IIIRGINIA, YOkK RIVf:R 
tl9j 1~71 VIKGINIA PORT AUTHORIT¥ 
THt PuKTS OF VIRGINIA 1971, FOREIGN TRADE ANNUAL REPORT AND GUIDE TO PORT 
S~KVIC~S 
HA~:;OR~, PiiRT AUTHORITIES, V1KGINIA, COMMERCE 
2196 1971 VIRGINIA PORT AUTHORITY 
l'JI0-1971 ANNUAL REPORT 
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HARoORS, POKT AUTHU~ITIES, VIRGINIA, COMMERCE 
2197 1970 VIRGINIA COHHISSlON UF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
JAMES KIVEll PROJECT GETS COR APPROVAL 
VA OUTDOOKS Il6l,4 
JAMES kiVEK, Rf:CkEATION, VIRGINIA 
2200 1935 FEOERIGHI H 
STUDIES ON THE OYSTER URILL IUROSALPINX CI~ERcA 1 SAYl 
US BUR FISH BULL 47, tl5-115 
CHESAPEAKE JAY, DiST~lbUTIO~, fOOD HABITS~ lift HISTORY ~TUulcSo OYSTtR 
DRILLS. MEPROUUCIION, HAMPTuN ROADS 
2201 1970 VIRGINIA COMMISSION OF OUTDOiJk RECREA1ION 
JAMES RIVl:K PARK OPENS, FIRST STEP AT G£TTIN~ TO RIVER 
VA OUTDOORS 1181,1 0 ~ 
JAMES RiVER, PARKS, RECkEATION, VIRGINIA 
2Z0l 1972 HAKRISON SC 
THl: SEDIMENTS AND SE~IMENTAkY PROCeSSES UF THE HJLU~ENE TIDAL FLAT 
COMPLEX, OELMAKVA PENINSULA, VIRGINIA 
COASTAL STUD INST, lUUISIANA STATE UNIV, TECH REP 1!2 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, t:ASTf:RN SHORE !VA-MOI, SEDIMbtTIITHlNt SElliMENTS, VlkGINJA 
2203 1972 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
BIUDEPO~ITIUN AS A FACTOR IN SEDIMENTATION OF FINE SUSPcNllEU SULIDS IN 
ESTUARIES 
GEOL SOC AMER, MtM 13j, P.l21-130 IVIMS CONTRIB 3751 
BIUDEPO~ITION, SEUIMENTATION, SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2205 1961 FRISBIE CM 
YOUNG BLACK DRUM, POGUNIAS CRUHIS, JN TIDAL FRESH A~ll BRACKISN wATERS, 
ESPECIALLY IN THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE liAY AREAS 
CHES SCI 211-21,94-100 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, DISlNIBUTION, DRUMS~ FISH POPULAT1UNS, JAM~5 kiVf:K, 
PATUXeNT RIVEK, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RJVER 
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2~J7 1~b4 HILL~AN HE 
LHK0MATUGkAPH!C ~Vl0tNC~ UF INTRASPECIFIC GENETIC UIFFERENCE5 IN THE 
EASTE~N GY~TE~, LrtA5SUSTKEA VIRGINICA 
>YST /.u•JL [j( 11 ,lL-ld 
CH~JMA10G~~~HY 1 uL~[IIL~, JAME~ KIVEko OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
2210 1~59 nUODSON d JR 
A ~TU•JY d lrlE l..HL0HJPHYT-' OF THE JAMES i<IVE« t!ASIN, V!Ru!NIA. 1. 
CLLLcCT!G~ P0lNT~ AN0 SPECIES LIST 
VA J SCI lU( 2), lu-o2 
,\LG:.~, LHLI,,,IJ,>riY!A, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, RIVER 
dA)!NS, )Y~l~MATIC~, VlKGlhiA 
2211 196() WflDDSON tlR 
A ~TG:JY ur THE CHLO~OPHYTA UF THE JAMES RIVER tlASIN, VIKGINIA. !1. 
ECciLC:..Y 
VA J Si.. I 11 ! lJ , Z 7- jo 
AtG;;t:, CHLUKOo>HYJ.:., ECOLuGY, JAMES RIVER, RIVER llASINS, VIKG!NIA 
2212 1967 PALMER CM 
tl!JLOG!LAL ASPECTS OF WAlEK SUPPLY AND TREATMENT IN VI~GINIA wiTH 
PARTICULAH KEfEkcNCE TO ALGAE 
VA J SCI l8!11,0-ll 
ALG<\~, VI.<GJ;\ifl, ~·AT~~ SUPPLY, wATtK TREATMENT 
2L13 19~d PEAkSON JC FLU~TUATIG~~ IN THE ASUNOANCE UF THE BLUE CRAtl IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
u) F!Sri A'ill wiLUL!fE SI:.KV ~ES REP 14 
CH~~~Pl~~f ~AY, Ul~TRltlUTION, FlSHEklES, JAMES RIVEK, LIFE HISTORY 
~TU~I~S, JLUL CkAu 
2214 194l PEARSON JC 0~CLI~f !~ AJUNDANCE OF THe BLUE CkABo CALLINECTES SAPIDAS, IN CHESAPEAKE 
hAY DU~I\G 1~40, AND 1941, ~!TH SUGGESTED CONSE~VATlUN MEASURES 
U~ ~ISH ANU WILDLIFE SPEC SCI REP 16 
LH[SAPFA~~ ~AY, DlSTRIBUTlGN, FISHcklES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, dLUE CRAB 
nb 1'•67 NlCHCLS MM, t:Ll!SON RL 
S~UIME~IAKY PAITERNS Of HlCROFAUNA IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
A~f" D\S AUV SCI, [STJARIES, P.2H3-2~8 !VIMS CONTRIH 22~) 
L>T0·••·lt~, KAPf'AHAN;,uer<. RIVER, :>HliMENT TKANSI'Oklr StOIMENTATlDN, VIRGINIA 
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22lo 1949 WHARTON J 
THE IUKBUL[NT OYSTER TRADe IN VIRGINIA 
TH~ COMM0NWEALTH lbl~),lJ-15 0 34-15 
CHESAPEAKE HAY, JAM~S k!VEK, OYSTEK INUUST~Y, POTOMAC RIVE~, VIRGihiA 
2217 1972 NELSON B~ 
Blu~EOCHEM!LAL VAKIAtlLES IN BUTTOM SEU!M~NTS OF frlt ~APPArlAhNOCK K!VEk 
E:STUARY 
GEOL SOC AMEH, HEM 1j3, P.417-4S1 
SATriYMETKY, LHEMICAL PKUP~KT!ES, RAPPAHANNOCK ~IJfK, SEUIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2218 1912 NICHOLS MM 
EFFECT OF INCREASIN~ DEPTH ON SALINITY IN THE JAMES ki~~K ESTLIARV 
GEOL SOC AMEK, MEM 1j~' P.571-58~ lVIMS CONT~IB jdLI 
CHANNEL~, JAMES RIVER, MUU~L STUUI~S, SALINITY, VIKG!N!A 
2219 1967 MCHUGH JL 
ESTUMUNE NEKTON 
AM~k ASS AUV SCI, ESTUARIES, P.5d1-o20 
CHE~AI'EAKE dAY, ESTUAKI~~, fiSH, JAMES KIVER, NeKTON, YOkK kiVEk 
2220 l9o3 NELSON BW 
CLAY MINERAL UIAGEN~S!S IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK ESTUARY, AN E\PLANATIUN 
IN INGERSON E (~OJ. CLAY ANU CLAY ~lNEMALS. 11TH NAT ~CNF ON CLAY~ AND 
CLAY HINEKALS, PROC 1~62, PtKGAMON PKE)S, N.Y. P.Ll0 !AdSTJ 
CLAY MINERALS, U!AGEN~S1S, RAP~AHA~~LCK RIVER, S~JlMENT~, VIRGINIA 
2221 1960 NEL~JN B~ 
CLAY MINERALOGY OF THE BOTTOM SEDlME:NTS, RAPPAHANNULK KIVtR, VIM~INIA 
IN SwiNEFORD A IEDI. CLAY AND CLAY MINERALS. 7TH ~AT CUNF UN ~LAY AND CLAY 
MINERAL~, PRUC 1~~d, PEKGAMUN PRESS, N.Y. P.1j~-&47 
CLAY MINE~ALS, MINERALOGY, KAPPAHAN~OCK K1VE~, SE~!MtNTS, Vl~GINIA 
2222 1973 FAAS R~ 
SEUlMENTATIONAL REG!MtS OF THE YORK RIVEK, SOUTHtASTEkN Vl~GINIA, AS ~~~~N 
6Y MASS ~KOPEkTIES 
CHES SCI 14!31 tlt>1-1i:if IVIMS CONTklb ~411 
ESTUAKitS, SEDIMENT TKA~SPOkT, SEUIMtNTS, SOIL MtLHA~ICS, VIKGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
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2223 1973 DUPAUL wO, MCEACHRAN JD 
A~c A~u GKOwiH ur THE BUITERFISH, PEPRILUS TRJCANTHUS, IN THE LOWER YORK 
KlvEK 
CrlLS SCI 1413),205-207 IVIMS CONTRI~ 530) 
AGING IJIOLJ~ICALJ, FISH POPULATIONS, GROwTH RATES, VIK~INIAr YORK RIVEk 
2224 1473 SHEKIOA~ PF 
UPTAK£:, MdA~OLISM, AND OI!>TIUilL.ITION OF DOT IN ORGANS Of JH£ at.UE CRAB, 
CALLINlCicS ~APIDUS 
VI~S THESIS IUN!v VAl 
DDT, ~~IABuLlSM, PESIICIOE TOXICITY, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAd 
2227 1972 WHITt ~G 
A PHYSICAL HYDROGRAPHiC STUDY Of THE LAFAYETTE RIVER 
GLU DOMI~IUN UNIV TH~5!S 
CU~~~~~~ lnATEklo O~N~ITY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICAL 
PKOPE~fiE~, SAllhiTt, TIDES, VIKGINIA, 
222d 194j t;E;;C.OMBE CL 
THE BIOLGGV ANU CONSERVATION OF THE BLUE CRAil 
VI:-IS f:t;UC 5l:K J 
CUN~f:KVAl IU:,, GIWo;TH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, dLUE CRAB 
2229 1~7~ KERdY JH 
FEASiolLITY UF AKIIFICIAL PKO~AGAT!O~ ANU iNT~ODUCTiuN OF HYS~iDS OF THE 
MURJ'"E Ctmi'UX I~;Tu C:STUAKINE ENVIRONMENTS, WITH A MERISTIC. AND 
MClKPH'J,·iE.Tt<IC DESC.RIPTION UF THE HYtlkiDS 
VIM> Jl~~ IUhiV VAl 
BA~~. Ctm0HuSUME5, FISh POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
Vl~GINIA, HYHKIOS, U~TEOLOGY 
2230 1970 KHUOES RG 
KEL~TIUN Uf TEMPERATURE TO DEVELOPMENT OF THE MACKOTHALLUS OF DESMOTRICHUM 
LJ~U,JLATUM 
J PHYCOL &, 31~-314 IVIMS CUNTRIB 3551 
dE~fH!L fLOKA, fASTEKN SHORE IVA-MD), LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MARINE ALGAE, 
~f.;:,,;~,AL UI~TkJ[lUflUN 
I.:Jl 1';.;,1 HUPKINS !>H 
Kt •'..J«I ,,;, "URI<. DOI«E AND OBSERVATIONS MADE AUGUST 7 - SEPTEMBER 5, 1961, ON 
ltk ti\Sff~l\: :>HGRE 
v 1·-..) ~;.. 
LH•~h~LAKf ~AY, ~A5TEKN SHORE IVA-M01 1 MARINE ANIMALS, VIRGINIA 
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2232 N*D* VIKGINIA INSTITUTE Of MARINE SCIENCE 
KEYS TO VIRGINIA INVERTEoRATES 
VIMS MS 
CLASSifiCATION, DISTRIBUTIO~, INVERTEBRATES 
2233 1956 MASSMANN WH, bAILEY RS 
VIRGJ~IA'S ANADROMOUS FISHES 
VA ~llULIFEr APRIL IVIMS MSI 
ANAUKUMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGkATIUN PATTERN:>, SPA~NING 1 VIKGINIA 1 
2234 1965 MULFORD RA. ROBEKTS MH JK 
' 
KEY IO SO~E OF THE MAKINE UIATUM GENERA IN VIRGINIA ~ATEKS 
VIMS EOUC Si:R 12 
CLASSIFICATION, OIATUM~, PHYTOPLANKTON, SYSTEMAIILS, VIK~l~IA, 
2235 1967 NIEMEYER VB 
A GUIDE TO THE IDENTIFICATION UF THE MARINE ~LANTS ANU INVEKTt~R~Tt 
ANIMALS OF TIDE~ATtK VIRGINIA 
VIMS b.lUC SER 13 
CLASSIFICATION, INVEKTEbRAT~S, MARINE ANIMALS, MAKIN~ ~L~NTS, 
PHYIUPLAN~TON, VIK~INIA 1 ZOOPLANKTON 
2236 1968 MASON LW IN.S.! 
GKO~ING OYSTERS IN MSX AREAS 
VIMS MAR RESOURC~S AUV SEK 1 
BEDS UND~R ~AIEK, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGJNIA 1 
2237 N*D* CHURCHILL EP JK 
THE CONSERVATION OF THE BLUE CRAB OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VI MS MS 
CHESAPEA~E tiAY, CONSEKVAIION. CRAb INDL.ISTKY 1 CRABS, LEG1SLAT1UN, Llri 
HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGlMtNT, BlUE CKAB 
2238 1966 DAVIS J 
INVESTIGATJUN OF POTENTIAL FOR EXPANSION Of THE INDUSTRIAL fiSHEKY uF THt 
MID-ATLANIIC BIGHT 
VI MS MS 
COMMERCIAL FISH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, DiSTKiaUTION. FISHEKIE5, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
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l2J9 1~65 EuLE AF 
lNlY'll.: HI STOCHEMISTKY OF THE t.OKMAL OYSTER, CRASSOSTRtA VIR<>INICA, A 
PkELI~lNAftY REPOkl 
vI 'I~ ,'js 
i::\LYAt:S, "'II';AIJS, uY:.TEKS 
224U 19S2 HAVEN JS 
TKIP ON CKA~ OKEUGE dUAl TO INVESTIGATE POSSiblE MGKTALITY OF YOUNG FISH 
V l •1S !~S 
OIU:,JGI ,,;, F l~H, FISH I'll• GEAR, INVERTEoKATES, MOKTAL ITY, VIRGINIA, 
2241 1~>~ HEWATT WG 
A p~[L!Mit.AKY CHEC~ LIST UF THE INVERTEBRATE FAUNA GF MARINE AND BKACKISH 
io;ATC«S Of VlKGINlA 
V l M':> .'1~ ~~~~ELIJS, AkiH~OPCUS, BkYOLOA, ~CHlNODERMS, ~NTOPRUCTA, INVERTEBRATES, 
f1llLLUS"S' IJEM!:K TEi-IN~, PLAIYHELMINTHES, VIRGINiA, 
lL42 1~62 HO~SE HO 
A NATuKALLY OCCUk~lNG INHldiTOR POSSIBLY LIMITING UEKMOCYSTIDIUM MARINUM 
UlSTKluUI!ON IN Vl~G!NIA 
VI 1--\S. 1'"1~ CHtS~PLaK~ jAY, DERMO,YST!DIUM, UISTRIBUTIQN, EAST!:KN SHURE (VA-MOI, 
fu.bl, P..I•<>Dil!SM, VIKG!NIA 
L243 1946 H(lf-FMAN Kl 
K~ ~;Ji( 1 U'J C. HEM I CAL CuNTKOL UF OYSTER DRILLS 
VIM.) MS 
CUPPlK >UL~ATE, MURTALITY, OYSTE~ DRILLS, PESTICIDeS 
.!244 1Y4<> H!;f'KIN~ SH 
L~A~S Akt AtiUNOANT IN BAY THIS YEAR 
VIMS MS 
LATCH, LHE5A~EAK~ dAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, CRAdS 
i!4J 1'141 f1 .. ;PKHlS SH ill)II~GUISH!NG CHA~ACTEkiSTJCS OF THE ZOEA SEEN IN PLANKTON TOWS 
VI "1') MS 
lKU~IAL[ANS, LARVA~, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, ZOOPLANKTU~ 
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2246 1961 BERG L 
A CLASSIFICATION OF FISHES EXTRACTED FROM "CLASSIFICATION UF FISHES dUTH 
RECENT AND FOSSIL" !2ND EDITION) 
VIMS MS 
CLASSIFICATION, FISH 
2247 1971 BREHMER ML 
PEST!CIU~ MONITORING IN VIRGINIA'S ESTUARIES 
VIMS MS 
CONDEMNATION, ESTUA~IES, MORTALITY, PESTICIUES, VIRGINIA,, 
2248 1~54 BUCKLIN DH 
IN VITKO EXPERIMENTS WITH OERMOCYSTIDIUM MARINUM 
VIMS MS 
DE~MOCYSTIDIUM, FUNGI, OY~TEMS 
2249 1964 ANDREWS JD 
PRODUCTION Of MSX-t<ESISTANT UYSTERS IN VIRGINIA. ~UAKTERLY R~PORfS F~R 
PERIODS E~DING 30 JUN~ 1Y64, 30 SEPTEMdER 1964, ~~ u~CEMdEK l~D4 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~PlZOOTIOLOGY, MOBJACK dAY, MJKTALllY, HSX, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVlK, Vlku!NIA, UYSTER ~ElTING 
2250 1953 ANUKEWS JO 
STUDIES OF THE KELATION bETwEEN BLACK MUD AND MOKTALI TicS IN Tttf 
RAPPAHANNOCK KIVtk, VIKGINIA 
VIMS MS 
DEKMOCYSTIUIUM, FUNGI, MOKTALITY, MUD, OY5TEKS 0 RAPPAHANNOCK KIVEK, 
VIKGiNIA 
2251 1~55 ANDREWS JO 
NOTE~ UN SU~VEY UF RAPPAHANNOCK AND CORROTOMAN RIVtRS, L3 SEPTEMdEK 1~5~ 
VIMS MS 
BEDS UNUEK WATER, CURKOTOMAN K!VEK, MORTALITY, uYjTtkS, RAPPAHANNUCK 
RIVE~, VIKI>INIA 
2252 1955 ANDREWS JO 
MEMURANOUM GN FRESH-WATER KILLS 
VIMS MS 
MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2.35 
2253 1950 ANDREWS JD 
ANNOTATED LIST Uf IMPORTANT TAXONOMIC REFERENCES 
VIM:> :-IS 
biBLJOuKAPHIES, 'LASSIFICATION, MARIN£ ANINALS, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEKATICS 
225~ 1950 A~DRE~S JD 
KH TO THE :>Pt:CJES OF MARINE PELECYPODS OF CKESAPEAKE ilAY IBASED MOSH..'f ON 
SHELL CHAkACTER~l 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPfAKc BAY, CLA~SIFICATION, MARINE ANIMALS, SHEllfiSH 
2255 N*D* ANDH[ft5 JD 
PkELI:-!INAkY NOTES CuPIEu FOR CLASS USE ON TAXONOMY &F BARNACLES OF 
TIJEwATfK VIRGINIA 
VIMS MS 
BAkNAClES, CLASSIFICATION, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
225b 1941 NEWCOM~E Clr GRAY EH 
O&SERVATIO~S ON THE CONSERVATION Of THE CHESAPEAKE BlUE CRAB, CAlliNECJES 
SAPluUS KATHtlUN 
VA J SCI 2!1),l-1u IVIMS CONTRIB 21 
CHtSAPEAKE HAY, CUNSt:RVAJION, CONTINENTAl SHELF, HOkTAliTY, VIRGINIA, BLUE 
(.f<AB, MOLTING 
22':i 7 1944 SANDOZ M, HOGERS R 
THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON HATCHING, MOULTING, AND SURVIVAL Of 
ZUfA lAMVAE Of THE HlUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
~CulUGY ~5(21r2lb-22d JVIMS C.ONTRIB lbJ 
tlATCHING, LAkVAl "GKOioiTH STAGE, 5AliNITY, JENPERATUI<l:o BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
22':i8 1~~2 MASSMANN WHo LAOD EC 
VA.(IATION IN NUMbE:RS OF FISHES SEINED 8EFORE AND AFTER A STORM 
COPEIA Ill, 40 (VIMS CONTRIB 371 
DI;TKiaUTiuN, fiSH POPULATIONS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINIA, SEINING 
2!~~ 1942 STRICKLAND JC 
CULTIVATION OF fHCROORGANISMS AS FOOD FOii. CRAB LARVAE 
VI:4S MS 
lPAtl::., ffJOD HABITS, lARVAE, MICROORGANISMS, PlANKT.ON 
2.36 
2260 1948 IIAN ENGEL I!IA 
REVIEW Of THE EFfECTS OF OOJ ON THE BlUE CRAB, CAlllNECTES SAPIDUS 
VIMS HS 
CRABS, DDT• LETHAl LIMIT, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, BLUE CRAB 
2261 1~47 VAN ENGEL wA 
THE HFECT Llf DOT SPRAYING JN THE LANGLEY-MESSICK AkEA 1 1'147 
VI MS MS 
CRABS, DDT, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITYo PESTICIDE TOXICITY, VIRGINIA 
2262 1972 ZUBKOFF PL 
CONTROL MtASURES FOk CHESAPEAKE BAY JELLYFISHES 
\II MS MS 
PHYSIOLOGY, BIUCHEMISTkY, CHESAPt:AKE &AY, ECOLOGY, JELLYfiSH, MuKTALITY, 
MORPHOLOGY, SEA ~E:TTlES, SCYPHOZOA 
22b3 1952 ANDKbiS JO, HAVEN OS 
THE PUBLIC OYSTER GROUNDS OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
VIMS MS 
BEOS UNDER ~ATEk, UYSTERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RAPP~HA~NOCK RIVEK, VIRGINIA, 
OYSrtR SETTING 
2lb4 1972 PERKINS FO 
STUDIES OF MARINE COCCOID FUNGI AND PROJOlOA UF THE lUwER CHESAPEA~E BAY, 
VIRGINIA 
VI MS MS 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRltlUTION, FUNGI, HOHPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, ViRGl~IA 
2265 19b2 ~ICHARDS CE 
SALT jjAftH SPORT FISHING IN VIRGINIA 
VA WilDliFE 231bJ,lO-l£ 
FISHING, FISHING GEAR, SPORT FISH, SPORT FlSHJNG 1 VJR&IN1Ao 
2266 1961 ANDREWS JD, WOOD JL 
OCCURRENCE OF MSX IN LIVE O¥STEkS JN RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
VIMS HS 
HSX, OYSTERS, HAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2261 194B ANDREWS JD 
OYSTER SETTING RECORDS FOR RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
VIMS MS 
OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER. VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
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~26H 1964 ANDREWS JD 
EFfECTS Uf RIVEk FLOW REGULATION BY SALEM CHURCH uAM ON HARlNE ORGANISMS 
Vil'b !>I<AMSOc 4 
UA~~. HYDq0GKAPHYr MARINE ANIMALS, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNGCK RIVER, 
MtGULATIG~, K!VtK FLOw, VIRGINIA 
2269 l9fu CASTAGNA MA ET AL 
HAND CLAM CULTURE METHOU DEVELOPED AT VIMS 
VI~S HAK kESuUKC~S AJV SER 4 
CLA'1S, UJLTIVAIIUN, MAKICULTURE 
2270 1971 CASTA~NA MA ET AL 
S~AW~ING AND KtAR!NG THE BAY SCALLOP 
VIMS MAR KcSOUKCtS AUV SER 5 
SLALLOPS, >PAhNING 1 MARICULTUKE 
2271 1972 HAVE~ Dr GAKTEN 0 
SHELL clAGS FOK CATCHING OYSTER SPAT 
ViMS MAR kc~OUMCES AUV StR 6 
CULTIVATIUNr OYSTEKS, OY~TtK SETTING, MARICULTURE 
2 2 13 l 96 J ilA IL E Y K S 
INHA81TANT~ UF CHESAPEAKE HAY. 1. ANIMALS OF JELLY 
VJMS tuUC StR 11 
CHESAPEAKE tlAYr HYD~OZUAr JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING 
NtTILtS, SYSTEMATICS 
iZ74 1969 ANURE~S JO, MASON L~ 
CULTCHL~SS SEED OYSTERS 
VIHS MAR k~SOUKCES AU~ SER 3 
CULTLH, HAT~HING, OYSTERS 
lll~ I96S VAN ENGEL WA, WUJCIK FJ 
CATCH ~Nu VALUE OF VARIOUS AMERICAN CRUSTACEANS, !929-1960 
Vl>-15 iJ~TA KcP 4 
CAI~Hr LRUSTACEANSt FISHER!~$ 
!/7b Jqpz GAKuNfK ~p 
i:!ldLOGICAL LUM!NESCENC~ IN fOUR PLANKTON G~OUPS. PkOTOZOA, C.TENOPHORA, 
l"'f,Jt•~l A, CRUSfACEA 
V l M~ ·~:, 
ilJ·l'1A'>~. l.KUSTACEAI'<S, CTENOPHORES, PLANK.TON, PROTOZOA, CNIOARIA 
23ti 
2278 1971 HARRISON W ET AL 
INVESTIGATION OF THE WATER TABLE IN A TIDAL oEACH 
VIMS SPEC SCI KEP 60 
BEACHES, COMPUTER MODELS, COMPUTER PRO~RAMSr GROLJNUhATER MOVEMENT, 
SEDIMeNT TRANSPORT, TIDAL EFFECTS, ~ATER TABLE 
2279 1973 OTWELL wS 
OPTIMUM AGE, TE~PERATURE 1 AND SALINITY FOK tSTUARl"t STuCKING OF JUVENILE 
STRIPED BASS, MORONE SAXATILIS 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAJ 
FISH POPuLATIONS, JUV~NILE FISHES, SALINITY, STRIPEO UASS, VIRGINIA, WAlEK 
TEMPERATURE 
2281 1973 SANDIFER PA 
MUD SHRIMP ICALLIANASSAJ LARVAE !CRUSTACEA, UECAPUUA, CALLIANA!>SIOAE) FKUM 
VIKGINIA PLANKTON 
CHES SCI 1413J,i4~-l~9 IViMS CONTKII:! 5231 
CHESAPtAKE BAY, CKJSTACEANS, LARVAL GkOWTH STAGE, Mu~PHJLUGY, SHRIMP, 
VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
22B2 l97J LOESCH JG, HAWEN OS 
ESTIMATES UF HAKD CLAM AbUNDANCE FROM HYOKAULIC E~CALATO~ SA~PLfS oY THE 
LESLIE METHOD 
CHES SCI 141 jJ ,LJO>-L!o lVIMS CONTR!H ~041 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE cAY, LLAMSr VIRGINIA 
2284 1942 HAKD ~L 
OVARIAN GRO~TH AND OVULATION IN THE MATURE BLUE CRAB, CALLINtCT~S SAPIDUS 
RATHBUN 
CHES BIOL LAo PUtiL 4o 
GONADS, SPA~N!NG, uLUE CRAI:!, HISTULGGICAL INVESTlGATiuNS 
22B5 1972 SCHU~EL JR, OKUBO A 
COMMENTS ON THE DISPERSAL OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT ACkGSS THE CO~TINENTAL 
SHELVES 
IN SWIFT f.T AL IEDSI. SHELF SEDIMENT TRANSPO~T. STRUUOSdUK~, PA. QuwU~N, 
HUTCHINSON AND RUSS, INC. P.J33-346 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, SEDIMENT TKANSPOKT, SeDIMENTS, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA 
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22ob 1966 ~URNETT TL JR 
SED114f.NTIJLUGY uF THE PIANKATANK ESTUARY 
UNIV SOUTH CA~OLINA ~S THESIS 
tSTUA~INE tNVIRONMENT, PIANKATANK KIVEK, SALJNIJY, SEOIME-TOLOGY• 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
2281 1~71 BOLUS KL ET AL 
THt UtSIGN OF A THEKMAL MONITORING SYSTEM 
MAR TECH S0L J 711),36-40 1V1MS CONTRIB 53~1 
!I'ISTr<U~H:,'<TATION, JAMES RI\IEK, MONITORING, NUCLEAR Pru!ER PLANTS~ ON-SHE 
DATA CULLiCTIONS, THE~MAL wATER, VIRGINIA 
228B 1~73 ANUREWS JD 
EFFECTS UF TROP1CAL STORM AGNES ON EPIFAUNAL IN~EkTE2RATES lN VIRGINIA 
ESTUA<{![S 
CHES SCI 14{4),2£3-234 IVIMS CONTRIB 5511 
o!OTA, FLUODS, HISTuRIC FLUDD, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SALINITY, 
Vlf<Gl"JIA, 
2289 1973 SANDIFER PA 
DIS TR I BUT !Uri ANU ABUNDANCE OF DECAPOD CRUST ACE AN LARVAE IN THE YORK RIVER 
tSTUARY AN~ ADJACE~T LUhtR CHESAPEAKE BAY, VI~GINIA, 19bd-lV69 
CHE~ SCI 14141 1 237-257 IVIMS CONTkl6 544l 
CHESA?£AKc bAY, CRUSTACEANS, DJSTRIBUTJON, HYDROGRAPHY, LARVAL GROWTH 
STAGE, PAMUNKEV RIVEK, VI~GINIA, YORK RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
2290 1942 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF HARINE SCIENCE 
HYDROGKAPHIC DATA 
1'14~--TU OAH 
CHtSAPEAK~ tiAV, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, VIRGINIA 
2291 1971 JOSEPH EB 
A MuLTIUISClPllNARY STUDY OF THE SCYPHOZOAN JELLYFISHES Of LOWER 
CHtSAPEAKt BAY 
VPIS MS 
PHY~IOLUGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, KORTALIJY, 
Pr1YlliGENY, VIRGINIA, SCYPHOZOA 
229L 1958 MCHUGH JL 
Af'.ALYSIS OF VU<.GINIA I'JNFISH RESEARCH. PROGIUM 
V!MS MS 
C!l,1M£RCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH, MAlUGE/ItENT, TA'""ING, VUI.GINIAo 
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2293 1965 BAILEY RL 
AN OCCURRtNCE OF FUNDULUS LUCIA AT •ACHAPREAGUE, VIRGINIA 
VI !'IS NA J SCI FOUND REP 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, tASTEKI~ StltJRE {VA-1'1lll 7 KILLIFlSHES, 
"ACHAPREAGUE,VA, OSTEOLUGY 
2296 1968 LAwLER AR 
NEM HOST RECURD FOR THE PARASITIC DINOFLAGELLATE OUOINIUM ~YPKI~ODUNTUM 
LAWLER, 1'167 
CHES SCI 9{4),263 IVIMS CONTRIB 29£) 
ANIMAL PAKASITtS, OINUFLAGELLATES, EASTERN SHORE IvA-MOl 
2297 1972 RICHARDS HG, CAMPBELL L 
ADOlTIONAL PLEISTOCENE MOLLUSCS lN VIRGINIA 
VA MINEKALS 1B, 9-13 
MOLLUSKS, PALEGNTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPJCH, Vl~GINIA, 
2298 1956 BAILEY R 
SOME INHABITANTS UF CHESAPEAKE BAY, ANIMALS OF JELLY 
VA wiLDLIFE 1719),12-13 IYIMS CONTklti 6ol 
CHESAPEA~£ ~AY, ~~LLVFISH, REP~ODUCTION 1 SEA NETTLES, STINGING NETlLES, 
VIRGir.IA 
2300 1965 VAN ENGEL WA, WOJCIK FJ 
CATCH ANO VALUt ~F IHc CrlE~APEA~E BAY ~LUE CRAB, 1bbD-l~oO 
VIMS DATA REP 2 
CATCH, ChESAPEAKE bAY, CKA~ INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, ~LUE CRAB 
2301 1962 MASSMANN ·wH ET AL 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN LARVAE IN VIRGINIA COASTAL WATERS 
CHES SCI Jl1l,42-45 IVIMS CONTRIB 105J 
ATlANTIC MENHAOEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRI~UTION, EASTERN SHOKE (VA-MDI, 
FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MARINE FISH, VJ~GINIA 
2302 1973 MARSH GA 
THE ZOSTERA EPIFAUNA COMMUNITY IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINiA 
CHES SCI 1412!,~7-97 IVIHS CONTRIB 5201 
DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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L3J4 1~73 LAwLER AKr VAN ENGEL WA 
IKI~LE kEGENERAIIGN uF THE FIFTH PEREIOPUD OF A BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES 
SAPIDU~ f<.ATHoUN 
CHF:S SL.l l't(L),i44-145 
MO;{f'liGl.iJGY, dLUi: GRAd 
l30b 1972 UNITED STATES Gi:OLUGJCAL SURVEY 
wATER RESUuKCE~ UATA FOR VIRGINIA, PART 1. SURFACE ~ATER RECORDS, 2. WATER 
~UALITY ~tCuKDS, 3. GROUND ~AT(K RECORDS 
~~UJhUwATEK, VIKGINIA, ~ATEk QUALJTY, wATER RESOURCES 
2307 1973 WILLIAMS AND HEI~TZ MAP CORP 
BOAT!~~ ATLAS U~ TIDE~ATEH VIRGINIA 
WASrliNGr;.;;,, Dl. 
CHt~A~E~~E 6AY, JA~ES RIVER, NAVIGABLE ~ATERS, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
KIV~Ko Vlf<.GJNIA 1 YUH~ KIVtR 
230d 1973 SANDIFER PA 
LAKVAE OF THE 5UkkU~ING SHRIMP, UPOGEBIA AFFINIS, !CRUSTACEA, DECAPUDA, 
UPOGE611UA[l fRO~ VIRGINIA PLANKTON 
Chb SCI 14121 1 98-1J4 IVlMS CONTRIB 5221 
CHoSAPlAKE bAY, LAKVAt, PLANKTON, SHRIMP, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2309 1973 TER~cfiA RT 
R~LATIVf G~U.TH, ~EPRODUCT!UN AND D!STRl6UT!ON OF THE ROCK CRAB, CANCER 
IK~U~AIU~, IN CHE~APEAKE BAY DUKING THE WINTER 
VIM~ IHE~IS !CULL ~ILLIAM AND MARY! 
~tti:SA?EAKI:: t>AY, CRA~S, GJ(UWTH KATES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTKIBUTION, 
VIKGINIA 
~ill 1973 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
fiNAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, THIMBLE SHUAL CHANNEL !MAINTENANCE 
DREOGINGl 
f.Ut(f-ULK DISTRICT 
bt ,'<fW!~, CHANNELING, CHESAPtAKE BAY, O~EDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
~t01~iNIATJUN, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2112 l'uo CHtSAP~AKE bAY IN~TITUTE 
olUt LKAB SUkVEY, I. 5 JUNE--11 JUNe 1953, II. 16 JUNE--18 JUNE 1953, Ill. 
tl JULY--i~ JULY 1953 
Llll> t>.\Y lt•Sl UATA RI:P 27 
LHL~APf-AKE ~AY, HYUROGKAPHY 1 HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
If '<PI «~<TG~t, "EAIHEK UATA, "!NOS 
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2313 1973 MEYER Hl 
RETENTION AND ESCAPEMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF POUND NeTS AS A fUNCTION Of 
POUND-HEAD MESH SIZE 
VIM~ THE~IS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHING GEAR, Gill NETS, NETS 
2314 1972 NICHOLS MM 
SHElf SEDIMENTS OFF CHESAPEAKE BAY. I. GENEKAL LITHOLOGY ANU COMPOSITION 
VIMS SPEL SCI RtP 46 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SH~LF, LITHIFICATION, SEDIMENTS, TOPOGRAPHY 
2315 1973 MCEACHRAN JO 
BIOLOGY OF SEVEN SPECIES Of SKATES (PISCES, RAJIDAEJ 
VIMS OISS !CUll wiLLIAM AND MARYl 
DISTRIBUIIUN, FISH ~tHAVIOko FISH fGPUL~TIUNS, FODu HAtilTS, S~ATE~ 
23lb 1973 WA~DROP w 
MODEL LEGISLATION FOK THE ADMINISTRATION OF SUBAQUEOUS HAkU MINERAL 
RESOURCE~ WITHIN VIRGINIA WATERS 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL ~ILLIAM AND MARY) 
LEGAL A~PECTS, MINtRALUGY, MOOEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA, WAlE~ kESUURCES 
2317 1972 ORZECH MA 
THE LUNG-TERM MODEL OF SALINITY INTKUSION INTO THt ESTUARINE HIVfRS 
VIM$ THESIS !Cull WILLIAM AND MARY) 
ESTUARINE ENVIKONMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, RAPPAHANNOLK RIVER, ~ALINITY, 
TIDES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVEK 
2318 1972 FANG CS ET Al 
HYDRUGhAPHY ANU HYUROOYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. III. STUDIES ~F THE 
OISTKIBUTIUN OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPER TIUAL 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
VIMS !>kAMSUE 25 
DISSGLVEO OXYGEN, HYDRODYNAMICS, HYDROGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK KIVEK, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATE!{ QUALITY 
2319 1973 MARCELLUS KL ET Al 
LOCAL MANAGEME~T OF •ETLANDS, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
VIH5 SRAMSOE 35 
MARSH MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
2320 1972 MONTGOMERY JR 
JtTEKHI~AlluN OF NUTRIENT LEVELS AND PROPOSED PREDJ~TJV£ BODELS FOR 
PHO~PHATE IN Trlt lAfAYeTTE RlVERr NORFOL~, VIRGINIA 
OLD OOMINI~N UNIV·JHtSIS 
UlSSOLIIEU uX¥GEN, ESTJAii.INE ENVIRONJIIENT, EUTKOPHH;AJION, fllifjtAffSo 
NITRITES, NUTKIENJS, PHOSPHATtS, VJRGINlA• 
2321 1'>73 tiRION OJ 
VIRGlNlA NATURAL RESOURCES AND THE NEW VIRGIHJA ~JLANGS ACT 
wA~HlNGION AND lEt LAw kEY 30111,19-71 
Lf~~L ASPtCTS, MAR~H MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, wETLANDS 
2322 l95d VlkGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
ShELLFl~H SANITATICN IN VlKGINIA 
VA HeALTH oULl llllJ, SER 2 
UYSTEMSr SHEllfl~Hr VlkGINla, 
2323 1~/j WINGET KR EJ Al 
THE FEASlulliTY uf ClOSED SYSTEM HARICULTURE. PRELIMINARY EXPBRIHENJS WITH 
CKA:> MOLT 1 NG 
NAf SHELLfiSH ASS, PROC 63r 88-92 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, CRABS, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING, HARICULTUkE, HAMPTON ROADS 
2325 1972 GOLU~ ~M 
OIUKNAL STUDIES AT A STATION ON AN URBAN ESTUARY I~ NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 
OLu tiOMlNION UNIV fHbiS 
CHLu;:ui'HYLL, LilS~OLVi::U GXYGEN, DIURNAL OISTRlllUTIONr ESTUARINE 
~NVIi<oi!,McNT, LIGHI PtN!:,TRATION, PHYlLIPLANKJON, SALINITY, T!OAL EFfECTS, 
VIR~U,IA, wATER TfMPE:KATLJRE 
2327 1~6~ ESAU Kl 
TAciAN!UAE OF I'ARRAMOKE ISLAND AND THE LOWER DEU!ARVA PENINSULA 
VlMS NAT SCI FOUNO TEACHERS REP 
CLASSIFICATION, DlSTRIIlUTIUN PATTERNS, EASTtllN SHORE IVA-fill)), fNTOMULOGYo 
IN~~~! BEHAVIOR, INSECTS, SYSTEMATICS 
2\lS 1952 MCHUGH JL 
NUl!>E-I'Kt..uUCING DRGANISMS IN THE CHESAPEAKE SAY 
LHb t>AY IN5T INTERIM REP, 13 liN PART) IVIMS liS) 
ANIMAL dEHAVIOR, aNIMAL SOUNDS, AQUATIC ANIMALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
2329 1913 SHEARLS EA Ef AL 
THERHAL ~FFcCTS OF THE SUKRY NUCLEAR PO~Ek PLANT ON THE JAMES kiVEK, 
VIRGINIA. PART Ill. RESULTS OF MONHORING PHYSICAL PARAt~i:TtKS Of JH£: 
ENVIRONMENT PklOR IU ~LANT UPE~ATION 
VIMS SkAM$0E 33 
ELECTRIC PO~ER PRODUCTION, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAHi:S klVtR, NUCLEAR PO.EK 
PlANTS, THERMAL PGLLUJION, VIRGINIA 
2330 1953 MCHUGH JL El AL 
PROPOSED RESEARCH OUTLINE FOR A COOPERATIVE INVESTI~ATION OF THE MlGRAlUKY 
FISH STOCKS OF THe CHt~APEAKE ~AY AND THE NORTH CAROL!~A SOUNDS 
VI MS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY. FISH MIGRATIONo F1SHERIES 7 Ll~E HISIORr SJUUlESr 
MANAGEMENT, NURTH CAROLINA 
2331 1960 KLINGMAN CJ 
RE~ORT CN HISTuLOGY AND HISTOCHEMISTRY Of UKuSALI'l~X CINERAEA 
VIMS NAT SCI fuUNO REP 
GASTROPODS, OYSTfrt uRILL~, MURPHULGGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATlUNS 
2332 1947 CHIPMAN WA 
SEASONAL ~HANGES IN THE FATTENING OF OYSTEMS 
NAT SHELlfiSH ASS, CONV ADDRESS 1~47r lti-32 
OYSfEMS, PIANKATANK kiVEM, VIRGINIA, YLI~K RIVER, GLYCOGEN 
2333 1955 PACHECO AL 
THE ANATLIMY OF THE LATEMAL LINE SYSTEM ANO A OEMGNSThATiuN UF TH~ CANALS 
AND POKES IN ARMUUREU FISH, PRIONOTUS EVULANS 
VIMS MS 
FISH PHYSIULOG¥, fiSH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, NERVE CELLS, SEAROOINS 
2334 1~68 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE CLASS BJVALV1A 
SYHP ON MOLLUSCA, INOlA, P. 476-481 IVIMS CONTRIB 25dJ 
LARVAE, LARVAL GROWTH STAGEr LIFE HISTORY ST~UIES, MOllUSK~, SHELLFISH 
2336 1931 FEDERIGHI H 
SALINITY DEATH-POINTS OF THE OYSTER DRILL SNAIL, URUSALPINX ~INEktA SAY 
ECOLOGY 1212),346-353 
GASTROPODS, MORTALITY, NOMTH CARULINA 7 OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY, HAHPJUN 
ROADS 
l337 N*Q* MILES RL 
hHY w~ CULTIVATE AND GRO~ OYSTERS 
JH MILES AND CO, JNC. NORFOLK, VA 
CHE5API::AKt oAY, JAMES IUVER, MOBJACII. BAY, OYSTER INOUSTRY 
23Jd 1973 HYLAND JL 
ACUTE TOXICITY UF NO 6 FUEL OIL TO INTERTIDAL ORGANISMS IN THE LOWER YORK 
RIVtK 1 VIRGINIA 
VI:-!~ TriESIS tCOLL WILLIAM AND ~1ARYl 
AMi'HIPuOA, G~::>TRui'uOS, UIL ;.;ASTES, POLYCHAETE$, SHHLFISHo TOXICITY. 
VI~GINIA 1 YORK KIVER 
2339 1961 NORCROSS JJ ET AL 
INVfSTIGATIONS 0~ INNER CONTINENTAL SHELF .ATERS OFF LOwER CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
PART 11. ~AND LANCE LARVAE, AMMODYTES ~MERICANOS 
CH~~ SCI <11-2lo49-5~ IVIMS CONTRIB 961 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, UISTKIBUTIONo FISH REPRODUCTION, LARVAL 
GkJ~Trl STAGt, MARINE FISH, VIRGINIA 
l340 1961 TERRY KM 
INVESTIGATIONS OF IN~ER CONTINENTAL SHELF WATERS OFF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
PAKT Ill. fH~ PHO~OlOUIU STAGE OF THE TUNICATI:: DOLIOLUM NATIDNALIS 
LlitS SCI 2 I 1-21 1 6D-6't IVIMS CONTRIB 99l 
CHESA~f.AKt ~AY, ~JNfiNENTAL SH~LF, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
Rtf'•"iUJCT IJN, UkOCiiUKDATES, V IRGIN!A 
2~41 1973 HAEfNER PA JR 
LENGTH-~EIGHT RELATlON~HIP Of THE SAND SHRIMP, CRAN&ON SEPTEMSPINOSA 
CHf.~ SCI 14121,141-143 I VIMS CDNTRiil 526l 
CHeSAPeAKE dAY, LENGTH, SHRIMP, VIRGIN!Ao WEIGHT 
2J42 196~ HAVEN J$ 0 ~HITCOMil JP 
TkEAT,~Er~r Of SHELL loiTH PiJLYSTREAH TO INCREASE SUK\IIVAL OF OYSTEKS 
ILkAS~U~T~EA VIRG!NICAl IN VIRGINIA 
VIM~ SPEC ~CI REP 54 
MORTALITY, UYSTER DRILLS, 0YSTf.RS 0 PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
2 ~'-3 b 12 MI•NGUM CP, AMENDE LM 
t>L:JOII U~;.'Uf!C CONLI:NTRATION Of BLUE CRABS ICALLINECTES SAPlDUS RATHBUN) 
t!.,,PH.J (!'; H<~SH WAT~i< 
u;;;; SCI 13141, Hil-.:120 
8l04)5AY, OISTRiilUTION 1 F~ESHWATER 0 JAHES RJVEKo ~JRGINIA, BLUE CRAil 
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2344 1973 NORTON CW 
O!STRIBUT!UN OF FORAMINIFERIDA IN AN ESTUARINE MARSH SYSTEM 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAl 
DISTRISUTION, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FD~AM!NIFtRA, JAMES KI\IEK, MARSH 
PLANTS, M4kSHES, VIRGINIA 
2345 1973 LOESCH JG, HAVEN DS 
ESTIMATED GRO~TH FUNCTIONS AND SIZE-AGE KELATIONSHIPS GF THE HARD CLAM, 
MERCENARIA MERCENARIA, IN THE YORK K!VcR, VIRGINIA 
VEL!GEK l6lllo7b-o1 IVIMS CUNTRlil 4971 
CLAMS, GKiJWTH RAlLS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2346 1964 RADER EK 
GUIDE TU fOSSIL COLLECTING IN VIRGINIA 
VA DIV MINtRAL RESOURCES, INFORM ClkC 7 
SYSTEMATICS, VIRGiNIA, FOSSILS 
2347 1962 WOOD ~L, ANLREWS JU 
HAPLOSPORID!UM CGSTALE {SPOROZOA) ASSOCIATED WITH A DlSEASt OF VlRblNIA 
OYSTERS 
SClcNCt l3b(3517l,710-711 1\IIMS CONTRIB lO~J 
EASTERN SHURE IVA-401 1 MO.TALITY 1 GYST~K~, PAMAS!TISM 1 SPORES 
2348 1966 HULINGS NC 
MARINE OSTRACODA FROM wESTERN NOMTH ATLANTIC OCEAN ufF THt VIKGIN!A COA~J 
CHES SCI 711Jo4U-56 IVIM5 CUNTRIB 197l 
ATLANTIC OLEAN, CHESA~~A~E oAY, DATA COLLECT!ON5, 0ISTKldUTION PATTERNS, 
DIVERSIFICATION, u~fkACOOS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2349 1973 COLVOCORESSE~ JA 
VARIATIONS IN MAJOR CATIONS AND CERTAIN HEAVY METAL~ IN JHE StRUM OF TH~ 
BLUE CRA~, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
V!MS THESIS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CALCIUM, CHESAPEAKE uAY, CGPPER 1 HEAVY METALS, MAG~ESIUM, POTASSIUM, 
SALINITY, SODIUM, ZINC, BLUE CRAB 
2352 1970 PERKINS FO ET AL 
THE ULTKASTRUCTURE OF MUSCLE CONTRACTION IN THE JtLLYflSH ICHRYSAuRA 
QUINQUECIKRHAI FISHING TENTACLE 
TEME CUNGR INT MICkGSCOP ELECTRONIQUE, GRENOoLE FR, P.777-77b IVIMS 
CONJRIB 438l 
PHYSIOLOGY. JELLYFISH, 5LYPHOZOA 
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2353 1972 RHOOES RG 
STUtHES DN THE BIOLGGY Of BROWN ALGAE ON THE ATLANTIC COAST Of VlRGlllilA. 
l. POKT£KINEMA rLUVIATILE IPORTERI aAERN 
J PHYCUL bl1lol17-119 IVIMS CONTKI8 4321 
CHeSAPEAKE ~AY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDJ, MARINE ALGAE, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
2354 1967 THOMPSON JC JR 
PAKAUNGNfMA VJKGINIANUM N. G., N. SP., A MARINE HYMENOSTOME CILIATE 
J PKIJTOZGUl 1414l,7H-734 IVIMS CONTRIB 2541 
CHc~APEAKl ~AY, eASTeRN SHUR~ IVA-MDI, PRE-IMPOUNDMENT, PROTOZOA, 
S Y S Tf,'lA T I LS, VI Rui NI A, loAl.HAPKEAGUE, VA 
2355 1964 ANDERSON RR 
ECOLOGY ANO MINERAL NUTRITION Of MYRIOPHYllUM SPICATUM L. 
UNIV :10 M~ THESIS 
ALKALINITY, A~UATIC wEEDS, CHESAPEAKE 8AY, ECOLOGY, GROwTH RATES, HYDROGEN 
IGN CDNCENTRATIUN, MINERAlOGY, PUTCMAC RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
23~7 1892 BIBoiNS A 
UN THE OI~TRI~UTION Of CORDYLOPHORA IN THE CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES, AND THE 
LHARACTER 0F ITS HABITAT 
MD ACA~ S(.J, TRA~S 11N.S.),L13-22~ 
AQUAT!L PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
2358 1960 f-LYGER V 
SIKA U~tK ON ISLANDS IN MAKYLANU AND VIRGINIA 
J MAMMOL 41(1),140 ICHES BIUL lAB CLNTRIB 1241 
LHESAP~AKe tiAY, DEER, DJSTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
~359 1959 HANNING JH 
CUM~ERC!Al AND BILLDGICAL USES OF THE MARYLAND SOFT CLAM DREDGE 
GULF AO<U CAKIIlBl:AN FISH INST, PROC 12 1 61-67 (CHES 810l LAB f.ONTRIB 131J 
CLA'I ir<'lUSTRY, CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHING GEAK 
2363 1~60 PF!TZENMEYER HT, SHUSTER CN JR 
A PARTIAL tl!!lllOGRAPHY OF THE SOFT SHEi.l Ci.AM 0 MYA ARENARIA l. 
CHtS KIUL LAB CUNTRitl 123 
SidLIUGKAPHI~S, CLAMS 
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23b5 1954 POwERS HC 
CLAY DIAGENESIS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
SWINEFOrtD A~· ~LUMMER NV lEOS I. CLAY ANLl CLAY MINERALS. NAT CONF liN CLAYS 
AND CLAY MINERALS, 2NU, COLUHtliA MISSOURI, 1973, P.bo-80 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAY MINtRALSt CLAYS, OIAGENe~IS, GEOCHEMISTRY, JAMES 
RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENUEO LOAD 
2369 1913 TIDEST~OM I 
NOTES ON THE FlORA OF MARYLAND ANO VIRGINIA. !. 
RHUDORA 15, 101-lOb 
CHESAPrAKE oAY, OISTRIBUJIONt MARYLAND, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
2375 1972 WILLIAMSON fSl 
BIULOGY ANO THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
~ASHINGTO~ ACAD SCI, J b2(LJ,88-102 
BIOLOGY, oiOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGE~ENT 
2377 1972 BOLAND JJ 
THE FATt U~ THE CHESAPEAKE BAY, SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
WASHINGTON ACAO sc;, J 621~1,102-10~ 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, ((.JNU~JCS, EL~CTRIC PO~ER P~~DUCTIDN. PU~E~ PLANTS, SOCIAl 
ASPECTS. THERMAL PULLUTIUN 
2378 1972 ROY RH 
CHESAPEAKE KESEAKCH CO~SORTIUM, INC 
WASHIN~TON ACAD SCi, J 62(Ll 1 10~-l11 
CHESAPEAKe dAY, MA~AGEMlNT, PlANKTON, RESEARCH AND DtV~LUPMENT 
2379 1972-LDVE WJ 
HYD~UDYNAHIC CHANGES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
wASHINGTON ACAO SCI, J 621LJ,11o-12l 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, HYUROOYNAMILSt HANA&EMENT 
2360 1972 PATRICK R 
THE POTeNTIAL Of VARIOUS TYPES Of THERMAl EFFECTS UN CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62(2J,l40-144 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POwER PRODUCTION, POWER PlANTS, TH~RMAL 
POLLUTION, WATeR TEMPERATURE 
2381 1972 YOUNG FC 
TRACE ELEMENT ANALYSIS BY PROTON-lNOUCED X-RAY E~CITATIUN 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62(2),153-156 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLLUTANT lUENTlfl~ATIONt TRACE ElEMENTS, X-RA~S 
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23B2 1~7L MCKEWEN TO 
HUMAN kaST~S ANU THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAU SLlr J 6212l,l57-161 
CHESAPEAKE oAYr INDUSTRIAL wASTES, kUNOFF, SEDIMENTATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 
S~~AGE TKEAfMENT, ~AT~k ~OLLUTION, ~ATER QUALITY 
2jd3 1972 WILLIAMS J 
PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL CRISIS INDICATORS--ARE THEME ANY? 
wASHINGTOI\ ALAD SCI, J b2Ul,l/4-163 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISSOLVED OAYGENr HYDROGEN !UN CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, 
SALINITY, TllJAL nATE.{S, riATER TEMPEkATU.<.E 
2364 1~72 PRENTISS LW 
THE LOkPS OF ENGINEEKS CH~SAPEAKE BAY SJUUY 
~A~HINGTOi-i ACAD SCI, J 62!21 ,19Q-19? 
CHtSAPEAKE ~AY 1 HYUKAULIC MODELS, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
2365 1972 SELIGER H 
INT(RDISLI~LINARY RESEARCH IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
wA~HINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62(2),196-201 
CHCSAP[t.I(E .:,AY, kbEARCH AJ<t) DEVELOPMENT, RHODE RIVER 
l366 1972 riULM EE 
LE,{TAI~TIES AND UNCERTAINTIES IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AS THEY RELATE TO 
lH~ FUTURE UF THE LHESAPEAKE BAY 
wASi11 NGTlHI ACAD SCI, J b.1121 9 202-206 
CHeSAPeAKE .:,AY, ECONOMICS, lNDUSJRJES, POPULATION 
2~d7 1913 ~ECKER CD ET AL 
KFGIG~AL SURV~Y OF MARINE BIOTA FOR BltiASSAY STANDARDIZATION OF Oil AND 
UIL ul SP~KSANT (.HEMICALS 
AM~~ ~~TRUL INST PUBL 4167 
biJASSAY, BIOTA, CHEMICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, UNITED STATES 
236~ 1944 DAVIS CC 
UN ~UUK SPI:::CIES OF COPEPODA NEW TO CHESAPEAKE BAY, WITH A DESCRIPTION OF A 
'H·<I VMifTY OF PARALALANUS CRASSIROSTRIS DAHL 
CHES ~IUL LAb PUbL 61 
CHt.o;APEA/\1: bAY, COPEPODS, MOII.PHULOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
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2391 1944 OSBURN RC 
A SURVEY OF THE oRYOZuA OF CHESAPEAKE dAY 
CHES BIOL LAB 63 . 
BRYOZOA. CHESAPEAKE cAY, OISTRIBUTIGN, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
2393 1947 CRONIN LE 
ANATOMY AND HISTOLOGY OF THE MALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTI:::M Uf CALLINECTI:::S 
SAPIOUS RATHBUN 
J MORPHOL d1(2J,2v9-239 
GONADS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, BLUE CRAb, SCYPHOlOA 
2397 194ij MARYLAND DEPARTMENT uF RESEARCH AND EDUCATION 
EFFECTS OF UNDER~ATEK EXPLOSIONS Oh OYSTERS, CRAdS ANU FISH, A PKI:::LIMINARY 
REPORT 
CHES BIOL LAB PUbL 70 
BIOTA, CRAB~, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
2413 1954 MANNING JH, ~HALEY HH 
D1$TRiaUTION Of UYSTEK LAKVAE AND SPAT IN RELATION TU SOME ENVIRJNMENTAL 
FACTORS IN A TIDAL ESTUARY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 4~ 1 ~6-65 ILHES BIOL LAJ CCNTKIB 1Uj) 
CHESAPEAKt ~AY, Ul~TRIBUTION, PUTCMAC KJV~~. SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER 
SET Tl NG 
2416 1958 MANSUcTI R 
THE DEV~LOPMENT 0F ANAL SPINES ANU SOFT-RAYS IN YOUN~ STRIPeD BASS, ~OCCUS 
SAXATILIS 
CHES BIOL LAS C8N1K!B 11~ 
FISH POPULATIONS, GkO~TH STAGES, STRIPED BASS 
2418 1913 GIBBONS E 
THE CHESAPeAKE BAY--WHY IT WON'T DIE 
CHES KtP, JUNE AND JULY (ALSO 1972, ORG GARU AND FARM 19, 104-7) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PLANTS 
2421 1961 SCHWARTZ FJ 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY, EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL FORCES ON AQUATIC OR~ANISMS 
CHES B!OL LAB CONTRIB 168 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 
MAGNETIC STUDIES, MURTALITY, RADIATION, SUUND wAVES 
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2422 19&1 MANSUcTl RJ 
EFfECfS Of CIVILIZATION ON STRIVED BASS AND OTKER ESTUARINE BIOTA lM 
CHESAPE~~E BAY AND TRIBUTARIES 
&uLF AND CARkiSEAN FISH tNST, 14TH ANNU PROC~ P.ll0-1~ 
BIOTA, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, EXPLOSJONS, FISH POPULATIONS• INDUSTRIAL 
wASTES, MOKTALlJ¥, STRIPED SASS, WATER POLLUTION 
2432 1940 NESBIT RA 
HO.O SHAD CAN BE BKOUGHT BACK IN CHESAPEAKE SAY AND NO.KTH CAROLJNA 
MD CONStRV 11111,1-2, 24 
AME;<ICAN SHALl, CHbAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, flSH HATCHEtUESo FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISH£RitS, MANAGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
2433 1959 LINOUSKA JP 
~ATEKFOwL AND THE POTOMAC RIVER 
MD CONSEkV 3b, 4-~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DUCKS (•ILDlt ESTUAkiNE ENVIRONMENT• MIGRATION, POTONAC 
kiVER, wATI:J<.FIJwL 
2435 19Sa CHAMULISS S 
THE OYST£K WARS, HELL ON THE HALF~SHELL 
SKIPPER, NOVI:MBI:R, 17-19, 42 
CHI:>APEAKE BAY, OKEDGINGr LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, O~SrEa INDUSTRY, 
PDTO~AC Kl~EK, VIRGINIA 
243b 1953 CHAMI}LISS S 
OYSTEK WAKSr THE TUNE OF THE BULLET 
SKI~PlR, DECEMBER, 20-z~, 42-44 
CHcSAPfAKE ~AY, DKEUGING, HISTORY, LEGAl ASPE,TS, MARYLAND. OYSJER 
INUJSTrlY, PUTO~AC RIVERo VIRGINIA 
24j7 1959 CHAMBLISS S 
THE OY~f~K WARS, DISCORD OVER THE RIVER 
SK!PPEK, JANUARY, 24-Zbo 42-43 
lHt~APtAKE oAY, UREOGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, ~ARYLAND, OYSTER 
INOUSTKY, PUTOHAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
/4J~ 1~11 oEkRY EW 
A klVI~IfJN Of SEVERAL GENERA OF GYMNOSPERMOUS PLAiillS FKOK THE POTOMAC 
(CktltJP IN MMYLANO AND VIRGINIA 
U.~. NAT MUS, PROC 40(1B211r289-318 
CH~~AP~AKE uAY, UISTRibUTION, PLANTSe PGTORAC &IVER, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
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2441 1970 FISHBEIN M ET AL 
ISDLAJION OF VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTJCUS FROM THE P~O~ESSEO MEAT OF CHESAPEAKE 
SAY eluE CRASS 
APPLIED HICKOBJOL 20t2l.l7b-l7B 
BACJER!A, FUODS, lSULATIOill, dLUE CII.AB 
2449 19D4 SCHWARTZ FJ 
EFFECTS Of wJNJER WATER CONDITIONS ON FIFTEEN SPECIES OF CAPTIVE MARINE 
FISHES 
AMER MIDLAND NATUR 71121,434-444 INATU~ RESOURCES INST CONTRJB 24bl 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PUPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC. .KIVER, 
~ATER TE~PERATU~t, wiNTEK 
245b l9b9 HIOU H ET AL 
OYSTER HATCHERIES fUR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
NATUR ReSOuRCES INST SPEC REP 2 ICGNTRin 3~Zl 
CHESAPEAKE tiAY, LAkVAt, OYSTER INDUST~Y, SPAwNING 
2469 1973 DUDLEY JE 
A NOTE ON THE TAXONOMY OF THREE MEMBRANIPORINE ECT~PkOCTS FROM ~HESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SCI 1414lrZ8l-28j (VIMS CONTkiB 54Bl 
BIOLOGY, BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SYSTEMATICS 
2471 1971 VIRGINIA STATE ~ATER CONTROL BOARD 
STATE WATtR CONTROL LAw, THE REGULATLkY STATUTE PERTAJNIN~ TO THE 
ABATEMENT ANO PRtVENTION Of •ATER POLLUTION ••• 
CODE OF VA, 
LEGISLATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, ~ATER 
POLLUTION, wATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2472 1971 PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT COMMISSION 
INTERIM METROPOLITAN-REGIONAL WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
HAMPTON, VA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, POLLUTION ABATeMENT, VlRGlNIA. wATtk CONTROL, wAT~k 
POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2473 1973 KUO AY, FANG CS 
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOk SALINITY INTRUSION 
COASTAL ENG CONF, PROC 13, JULY 10-14, 1':172 1 VANCllUVERo B.C., CANAOA 1 P.2215-22~9 
MATHEMATICAL MODUS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAIWNKEY RJ.VER, SALINE •ATEII. 
INTRUSION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, VORK RIVER 
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L414 1973 UUOLtY JE 
OoSt~VATlL~S LN THE ~EPRODUCTION, EARLY LARVAL DEVELOPMENT, AND COLONY 
ASTuGf''Y GF C.Uiit.Jf'lUM Tl:NUISSIMUM ((;ANUI 
CHt:o :,cr J.4(4l diu-2/o (VIMS LUNTK.IB ~4'Jl 
l:l".fJll!A, t.-U«Y0NIC. GRO~TH ::.TAGEr GROwTH RATES, INVERTEB~ATES, LAKVAL 
GkUrilH ~TAGE 1 VIKGINIA 1 YURK RIVER 
L4/S 1~73 CAk~IKER Mk, VAN ZA~DT D 
ACTIVITY Lf THt ~A~!Nc GASTKUPUD UROSALPINX CINEREA IN THE AtiSENCE OF 
Hl.~c.hO.ATI U': 
c~1t~ .)(.1 l-tl<t),t!.b?-2..od 
:;A,fR!JP'iJ~, OYST<:I< J><ILLS 1 VIRGINIA, WAC.HAPRE:AGUE 1 VA 1 WATER TEMPERATURE 
2~lb 1~13 UNITEU STATES AKMY COKPS OF f:NGINEERS 
FLU0U ~LAIN !Nf~~MATION, JAMES MIVEK, H~wARDSVILLE TO SCOTTSVILLE, 
AljcM~~L( ~U0NTY, Vl~GlN!A 
~;UKFLLK OISTklCT 
flildD 'JA'1•\Gt, FLOGU PLAINS, FLOUD PROH:CTION, HOODING, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
JA~ES k!Vl«r VIKGINIA 
2477 IY/3 ANJRl~S JD 
EfFlLlS iJF lkiJPICAL STORM AGI'IES ON ePIFAUNAL lNVERlct:1KATES IN VIKG!NIA 
f: S T JA~ 1 f:S 
(Hc5 ~cl i4(4),2~~-2H (Y!M:; C.UNTR!b ?511 
~l~TA, LhE~APf:A~E HAY, fLOOU~, ~ISTOKIC FLOOD, JAMES KlVEKi MORTALITY, 
«•~Pi'll.H-H~LJU. KIVE><, SALINITY, VIRG!NlA, YORK R!VEK 
247d l97J UkTH RJ 
~~~THIC !~fAUNA U~ t:ELGKASS, ZOSTEKA MARINA, dEUS 
~ft:..; '>CI i-.!41,2><i-L69 !VIMS CONTRIB 56ll 
AyUATIC. PLft~TS, C.HE::,APlAKe HAY, EASTE~N SHORE (VA-MOI, EEL GRASS, 
HA~l TAT Sr YCkK ~I VtK 
/4/9 IY7J SCHULTZ GA 
f'•'H.I~U'> "· ~ILNl: C:D,.ARDS IN THE NEW WO~LD IISOPOOAr FLAtiELLIFERAI 
C.k0~TA~EA~A 25(3),L6~-~l5 
LH~oAPlAK[ JAY, C.RUSTAC.EANS, DISTKitiUTIUN, ISUPODS, UNITED STATES, 
VI~~INIAo JELAWAMl ~AY 
.. ··t.:~d 1~,1_\ ~-...IICH~JL~ M-'1, THu.\1PSUN G 
c-t·V! l.dt':-.t::·,r Uf- THe lURHIOI TY MAXIMUM IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
\j l '1 ) v. ~-•. 
l.:l•<:<>.,,h (w.\TE:KJ, tSTUAkiES, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVEI{ 1 SALINITY, SEDIMENT 
J·,.\ ,~p 'Kl, :,uSI'fNulU LUAU, TURoiEJI JY, VIRGINIA 
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2481 1973 LAROCHE JL, DAVIS J 
AGE, GKO~TH, ANU «tPROOUCTIU~ OF THe NORTHl:R~ PJf-f-Ek, SPHUE«OIDES 
MACULATUS /ll~),~j~-Yb3 
AGING (BIJLuGIC.~LJ, CHtSAPtAKe dAY, FI~H PUPULAIIU~::,, bKU~TH kAT~S, 
PUfFER, kl:~RuDUC.TIUNr VIRGINIA 
2482 1973 HAEFNeR PA JR ET AL 
ROCK CR~B, A PUTtNTIAL NtW kESOUKC.t 
VIMS MAN RESOURCt~ AUV Sck 7 
CHESAPEAKt clAY, CKAO INDUSTRY, LMAbS, NATURAL KESUuKCcS 1 ~IKuiNIA 
2483 1965 NAGABHUSHANAM M, ~ARUJIN K 
THE INFLUENCE ~F LUW ~ALINITY UPON THE JXYGlN CU~SuMPTIUN IN THE HE~MIT 
CRAB, PAGUKUS L)NGICA,{PUS SAY 
SCI ANO C.ULT H;ii 1 43-->-> 
CRAoS, r>xYGEN ~.o:.)U!Kc•'lt~<TS, O,ALINITY, VI,-.Gl'J!A, YJkK Rlllt:K 
2484 1972 MEI~bURGEK EP 
GEU~Uki'HULuGY ANO ~EOIMENTS Uf THE CHESAPEAKt JAY tNlkAN~E 
U.S. ARMY CJAST"L tNG kES ~E:Nftk TECH ~~MU 3d 
CHESAPt~r\t oAY, ~...if.c.E:S, Gf.LF·1Ukt'HUL:..tGY, Jl::.J!Mi..:i\11 ~' Vlr<Gl;-JiA 
2485 1Y54 RAN~Y ~C. fl AL 
MIG~ATUKY PATTEkN ANU KALlAL :,TRUCTUKE JF ATLANTll ~U~~T Sf~l~EU b~S~ 
N A,'IER "ILUL Iff' C.CNF, TMA:'~S l'1o 37o-'.ib 
CHtSAf'EAK£ dAY, Fi~H MIGKATluN, FISh f'JPULATIUN~r STKI~lJ dA~~. TAbGING, 
UN! TE0 STArt> 
248/ 195~ PERLMUTTeR A 
CHANGES IN THE: ~UPULATIUNS UF FISH~S AND IN THEIR FI~HtKIES IN TH~ Ml0Ull 
ATLANTIC. ANJ CHESAPtAKE REGIONS, 1930 JU i~S' 
~EW YUKK AC.AIJ SLl TRANS, Sb{ 2., 21lbl r'>3'>-<o9o 
CATCH, LHtSAPEAK~ t:IAY, CuMMlKLIAL FISHING, f-ISH PUPULATIUNS 1 fiSHtKl~~. 
MIDJLE ATLANTIL BIGHT 
2489 1969 KMANTZ GE ET AL 
ISOLATION OF VIoKIO PARAHAtMOLYTICUS FKOM THE BLUE C.«AS C.ALLINlC.TE::, 
SAI'IOUS IN CHESAPEAKE GAY 
SCIENCE lo4r l2ti6-1287 
HACTEK.IAr LHESAPC:AKt dAY, BLUE CRAb 
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2494 19.H Ti!EAU.,ELL AL 
Tli~EE: Nt:• SPECIES OF PULYCHAETLJUS AIIIN.ELJDS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
u.s. NAT MUS, PRUC 79111 0 1-5 
A~Nt:LIDS, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, ~DLYCHAETES, SYSTEMATICS 
2~95 1972 PHEIFFER TH 
t<EAVY METALS At.ALYSES OF BOTTO!'! SEDIMENT IN THE POTOMAC RIVER ESTUARY 
u.s. ENVIk01~ PRUTI:CT AGHtCY, ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE, REGION Ill._ TECH REP 
49 
Ct<ESAPEAKE BAY, COM~S, HEAVY METALS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
2496 1972 CLARK LJ, JA~ORSKI NA 
NUT~I~NT TMANSPOKl A~D DISSOLVED OXYGEN BUDGET STUOIES IN THE POTOMAC 
ESTUARY 
U.S. ENVIKUN PRDfELf AGt:NCY, ANNAPOLIS FiELD OFFICt, REGION Ill, TECH REP 
H 
ALGAE, CHESAPEAKt uAV, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NIT~OGE~ CYCLE, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2499 l9bb CAIRNS J JM 
THE PRUTULOA UF THE POTOMAC RIVER FROM POINT OF ROC~S TO WHITES FERRY 
NOTJLAt NATURAE, ACAU NATUR SCI PHILA 387, 1-11 
CHtSQPEAKE bAY, DJ~T~l~UTION, FRESHWATER, POTOMAC kiVER, PROTOZOA 
2500 197J LOCKE LN ET Al 
AN LJUTGREAK OF HJwL CHOLERA IN WATERFOWL UN THE CHESAPtAKE BAY 
J ~ILDLI~E DISEASE 6141,404-407 
CHI:-)APEAKE dAY, Di.STiHI:IUTIUN, WATERFOWL, wiNTER 
2502 1974 FRYE J 
oYSTER DREDGE DEVELOPED BY VIHS STAFF 
NAT FISHERMAN 54(101,2-C 
FISH~KIES, ~ISHING GEAR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
l~09 l91J TUBJASH HS Ef AL 
~AKINt VIURIOS ASSOCIATED WITH bACILLARY NECROSIS, A OISEASE OF LARVAL AND 
JUVENILe ~!VALVE MOLLUSKS 
J UACTE~IUL 103(11,211-212 
CL4~S, DISeASES, MARINE BACTERIA, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
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2511 1953 RANEY EC, DE SYLVA OP 
RACIAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE STR.IP£0 !lASS, i\OLCuS SAXATillS lwALBAUM.I 
J lillLOLII:-E MANAGE 1714),4~~-50~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRldUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, P~TUHAC 
RIVE;<, RAPI'AHANNUCK Kl VE:R, SJKIPEO b-ASS, YOKK RIVER . 
2512 1966 THOMPSON JC JR 
POTAMACUS POJTSI N.G., N. SP., A HYHENUSTOHE CILIATt F~OH THE POTOMAC 
RIVER 
J PROTUZOOL 1313),459-462 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MORPHULOGY, PLJTOHAC RIVER, PROTUZUA, SYSTEMATICS 
2517 1876 UHLER PR 
THE EDIBLE CRAB OF MARYLAND, ETC 
FIE:LD AND FORREST 2151,73-76 
CHESAPEAKt uAY, GROwTH ~TAGES, MARYLAND, SPAwNING, VIRGINIA, OLUE CKA~ 
2518 1963 COUCH JA, ROSENFIELD A 
EPJLUOTIULOGY Of MINCHINIA CUSTALIS ANu MINCHINIA NEL~GNI IN UY~TERS 
dNTKODUCtu INTO CHlNCOTEAGUE bAY, VIRGINIA 
NAT SHtLLflSH ASS, PROC 58, 51-~9 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SrlUKE (VA-MDJ, EPIZOOTILJLOuY, MUKTALITY, HSX, 
OYSTERS, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
2519 1973 DUGGAN ~p 
GROWTH AND SURVIVAL OF THE dAY S'ALLOP, ARGOPECTEN IRRAulANS, AT VA~IUUS 
LOCATIUNS IN THE WATtR COLUMN AND AT VARIOUS uENSIJIES 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC b3, 6o-71 
CHESAPeAKE BAY, DENSITY, EASTERN SHuRE fVA-HOJ, GROwTH RATES, HABITATS, 
MORTALITY, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, MARICULTURE 
2520 1952 SMITH RS 
A WATER QUALITY SURVEY OF HAMPTON ROADS SHELLFISH AREAS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, CONV ADDRESS 195£, 121-134 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINATION, GYSTEk INDUSTRY, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHELLFISHo 
WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
2521 1957 GREGORY RH ET AL 
BACTERIOLOGICAL STuDIES OF HARVESTING AND PROCESSING UF OYSTERS IN 
VIRGINIA 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC ~8, 30-43 
BACTERIA, fOUOS• OYSJER lNOUSTRY, VlRGlKIA 7 
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1'146 HAN:>f:"l PA oA~TcKluLUviCAL OdSERVATIUNS ON OY~TER GROUNDS Of THE HAMPTON ROADS AREA 
r<AT SHf:LlflSH ASS CUNV AOOktSS, NEW YORK. ClTY, JUNE 5-7, 1946 
64~T~~!A, ~EDS UNil~K wATER, CHESAPEAKE dAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, ~ATER 
PULLUT Lli"• dAMP TUN iWADS 
2523 1940 NEL~UN JR 
Tk~Y CULIURE Uf uYSTEKS IN THE YORK RIVER VIRGINIA 
NAT SlitLLfiSH ASS CCNV AODRt:.S, NEW HAVEN, CONN, AUGUST 2, 1940 
OYSff:KS, Vl~~IN!A, YOAK hlV~R, UYSTER SETTING 
2524 1941 NEhCCMdE CL 
THE CULT!VAT!U~ Uf MUSSELS IN VIRGINIA 
2526 
25;:, 
NAT SHLLLF! ~ti ASS CO;~V AJOKESS, AlL ANTIC Cl TY, N.J., JUNE 5, 1941 
LHf:SAPEAK( ~AY, EASTeRN SHURE IVA-MOl, MUSSELS, SHtLLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
~A.{ !LUL TU"-c 
1'163 RA,.L.> CK 
TOXICITY r:; CERTAP; tSTUAI<.INE ANIMALS IN FIELD TtSTS OF SELECTE:O 
11~ >ZJIC It)!.:.::, 
SU ~ttD Cvh~, PKOC ld, 514-~75 CHESAP~AK~ ~AY, CLA~S, FISH, HERBICIDES, MARYLAND, UYSTEKS, TOXICITY, 
~,4Jr Vl•'~jl~IA, dLUE c~Ad 
1967 GRAY iU 
!lie NAT tUNAL wATERwAY, A HISTORY OF THE CHESAPEAKE ANO OELAWARE CANAL, 
lfu;-l'io'> 
UNIV ILLINOIS ~RESS, U~HANA, ILL 
CANAL>, LHL>APEAKE BAY, HISTORY, INLAND WATERwAYS, L + D CANAL 
14U GRE:.EN JW 
f<UKAL ~Alcf< UStS, 1950-1960-1970, CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY AREA 
U. >. iJEP AGk, UPPER DARtlY, PA AG~iCuLT~KE, CHt~AP~AKE BAY, DELAWARE, DOMESTIC WATER, LIVESTOCK, 
~:At<YL·I''''' i<vRAl AREAS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
['i/t UNITtD STATES ARMY CO~PS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAP~AKl tlAY STUDY ADVISORY GROUP MEETING 
ldli Mf:rT !NG, 30 OCTUdEK 190, ANNAPOLIS, MD, BALTIMORE DIHRICT 
~lit >APtA<-t nAY, MAI>AGEMi:NT, PLANNING 
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2543 19/1 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEE~S 
CHESAPEAKt BAY STUDY AOV!Su~Y GROUP 
4TH MEETING, 27 MAY 1911, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMeNT, PLANNING 
2544 1970 UNITED STATtS AKMY CUkPS OF ENGINEER~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY STU0Y AuYISOMY GROUP 
3RO MEETING, 9 UECEMoEk 1'170, BALTIMORE uiSTt<ICT 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, MANAGtMENT, PLANNING 
2545 1968 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE HAY STUDY AOVISURY GROUP 
2NV MEETING, ;:7 MARCH !'16<:1, BALTIMOkE DISTRICT 
CHESAPtAKE bAY, MANAGEM~NT, PLAN~lt>G 
2546 1967 UNITED STATf:S ARMY CUMPS UF ENGINEER:. 
2541 
CHESAPEAKE BAY STUOY ADVISuMY GROUP 
1ST MEETING, ~/ ~cPTEMuc~ l~o7, dALTlMURt Di;TMILT 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, MA~AGEM~NT, PLA~NlNG 
1943 REGAN ML 
MORPHOLOGICAL 00~tRVATIONS ON GLYCOGEN IN THE LIVtM Of THE tlLUE CMAd 
(CALLINcCTES SAPJJUSl 
MS THE~IS, LAIHGLIL UNIV OF AMtMICA, ~ASHIN~TON, D~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MURPHULJGY, OLUl LhA~, HISTULJGICAL INVLST!GATIUN~, 
GLYCOGEN 
2~59 1'167 LOVELACE TE ET AL 
BACTERIOLOGICAL SfUO!ES OF CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA IN ~HtSAPEAK~ SAY 
BACTEMIOL PROC L~67, 46 (ABSTRA~Tl 
BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INVEkTc8KATES, OYSTERS 
2560 1952 RANEY EC 
THE Llfl HISTORY Uf THE STKIPEO BA~S, ROCCUS SAXATILIS !~Al~AUMI 
BINGHAM OCEANUGR COLL BULL 1411),~-97 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTR!~UTIUN, FiSH MIGRATION, FISH PUPULATIUNS, FUOU 
HABITS, GkOWIH MATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPMUDUCTI~N, STRIPtU OA~S, 
UNITED STATES 
259 
2562 1949 wiLSON HS 
A NE~ S~EClES Of COPEPOD OF THE GENUS CURYCAE~S FROM THE NOKTH AMERICAN 
COAST 
U.S. NAT MUS, PKOC 99{32391,321-326 
CHESA?tA~E BAY, COPEPODS, D!STKlBUTlONo SYSTEMATICS• UNITED SJAJES 
2563 1932 WILSON Cd 
THE CuPEPDD CKUSTACEANS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. NAT MU~, PkOC B012915j 1 1-54 
CHtSAPlAK£ uAY, ~OPt~~US, OlSTKlBUTION. LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, 
SEA~ONAL UI~TKldUTlO~, SYSTEMATICS 
2564 1971 VOGEL RM 
TH~ BILLOGY AND A ReDESCRIPTION Of THE OPISTHOBKANCH MOLLUSK HERHAEA 
CKUCIATA GJULDt FKUM CHESAPeAKE BAY 
VELIGEi< 14121ol55-l57 
BIOLOGY, Ctie~APEAKE tlAY, I_,OLLUSKS, MORPHOLOGY 
2565 1971 SHEAkER CA 
A STUuY OF THe ECOLOGY, TAXot>OHY, AND PHYSIOLOGY OF SOME ~WOO-INHABITING 
ASCOMYCETeS AND fUNGI !MPEKFECTI FROM THE PATUXENT RIVER 
PHD DISS, UNIV MD, COLLEGe PARK, MO 
UNAVAILA~Le fOR ReVIEW 
2566 1967 ANUkUS Jd 
A TAXU~UMIC AND eCOLOGICAL SURVEY OF AQUATIC ~HYCUHYCETES IN SOILS 
SUo'.iUJUNOI•~<> TIH: UP~tk PA TUXt:NT ESTUARY 
PHJ DISS, U~IV HUt COLLEGE PARK, HU 
U~AVAILA~LE fOR KcVI~W 
2567 1664 ~OTHKOCK JT 
VACATION CRUISING IN CHESAPEAKE AND OELAMARE BAYS 
J.B. li~PINCOTT ANO CO., PHILADELPHIA~ PA, 2b2P. 
UNAVAILAdlE FO~ KEVIEW 
L~bti ~~~4 FREY DG 
OY SH·k CONSERVATION PROBLEMS ON THE POTOIUC II.IYEk 
~•AT :.HLLLfiSH ASS CONV ADDRESS, ATLANJIC CHYt N.J., JUI!lE 19~(t 
LHb•WtAKl BAY, HANAGEME:NT, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
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l569 194~ GALTSOFf PS 
PR08LEMS OF REHABILITATiON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY OYSTER RESOURCE:$ 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS CUNV ADDRESS, ATLANTIC CITY~ N.J., JUNE 1944 
BEDS Ur.DER WATER, CHE.:iAI'EAKt BAY, MANAGEMEI'oT, MOKfAt.ITYo LIYSTERS 
2574 1909 BAKER BN ET AL 
REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COKHISSION Of MARYLAND fOR 190~-1~0~ 
BALTIMORE, MD, 204P~ 
UNAVAILABLE FOR kEVIEw 
2578 1952 VLADYKOV VO, WALLACE DH 
STUDIES OF THE STKIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS IWALBAUMI, WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION DUKING 1936-1938 
BINGHAM OCEANOGR CuLL, BULL l41llol32-177 
CHESAPEAKt dAY, COH~ERCIAL FISHING, FISH MIGRATION, FI~H PJPULATJONS, 
FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, SPOKT FISHIN~, STRIPED BASS 
2580 1911 TIDESTROH I 
THE TYPHA£ Of MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
kHODORA 13115blo2~l-243 
CHESAPEAKt dAY, OISTR!BUTIUN, MARSH PLANTS, MARYLA~u, ~LANTS, VI~GlNlA 
258. l9bq MATHIESON A, FULLER SW 
A PKELIHl NARY IN VE S J I GAT !UN OF THE BENTHON lC MAilli'd: ALGAe OF THe 
CHE~APEAKE BAY REGION 
RHODORA fl, 5l4-~j4 
BENTHIC FLORA, <.HESAPEAKE bAY, MARINE 4LGAE• i'ATUXEt.T RIVEK 
2589 1971 SIELING Fw 
ECONOMIC VALUE OF RESEARCH IN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, AN EXVuSlTION ui- . 
DIRECT ECONOMIC 8ENEFITS TO MANAGEMENT FROM RESEARCH 
NAT SHELLFI~H ASS, PRUC 61, 15-19 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESE:ARCH ANO 
OE VELUPMEN J 
2590 1970 VOGEL RM, SCHULTZ LP 
CARGOA CUPELLA, NEW GENUS AND NEW SPEClES UF NUOIBRANCH FRUH CHESA~EAKE 
tiAY AND THE GENE:RlC STATUS UF UK.ENIA HEi'IKEr IDALIA LtUCK.At<.T AND !DALLA 
ORSTED 
VELIGER l214),j88-3Y3 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
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2S92 1~29 WELLS RC ET AL 
SALINITY OF THE WATER OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US ~~OL SUKV PKOF ~AP 1~4-C 
CHESAPeAKe BAY, SALINITY 
2~9~ 1~6o UNITeD STATES ~UREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE 
FISH ANU wiLDLIF~ dESOURCES AS RELATED TO WATER POLLUTION CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AND TKldUTA~IES (EXCEPT SU~QUEHANNA R!VEK BASIN! 
Ffl,{ FeU WAlEK PIJLLUT CCNTK AD,'I!N 
CH~~A2EAKL ~AY, ~ISH, ~lSHE~IES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RES3URCES, POTUMAC 
RIVE~, ~APPAHANNuCK k!V~K, SHELLFISH, ~ATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 
259B 1943 CHESAPtAKE-POTOMAC STUDY CDMMISSiuN 
R~POKI IJN FISH AND SHELL~!SH IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND POTOMAC RIVER WITH 
KECUM~ENDATIONS FOR THtlK fUTURE MANAGEMENT 
CH~SAPEAKt BAY, DK~~GING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERI~S, LEGISLATION, 
MA~AGtM~NT, PUTGMA~ KlV~R, SHELLFISH 
2600 1~61 JACKSON NE 
wATEK ~UALITY IN !He TIDAL POTOMAC 
!NTEKSTAIE COMM u~ THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC S~PT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLI.iNIAL 6cACH, VA, P.ZZ-26 
CHESA~tAKt dAY, POTUMAL RIVER, ~ATER MANAGEMENT IAPPL!EDl, WATeR 
PcJLLCIT!Ui,, .-ATER jt.JALIT¥ 
2601 1961 MCCOMAS JR 
~ATE~ UUALI.IY IN THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
INTtt\STATC COM~1 ON THE. POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1Yb1, AT 
CULJNIAL bEACH, VA, P.~l-28 
CHC.oAPEAKc bAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SE~AGE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT 
(APPLhDl, WATCR QUALITY 
L602 19&1 CULONY WM 
Dc'hLOP!I'<G A MASTER PLAN FOR SEWERS AND WASTE WATER DISPOSAL IN THE 
hA\HINGTGN METROPOLITAN AREA 
I~T~RSTATc CUMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
~ULJNIAL ~tACH, VA, P.29-37 
CrlciAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWERS, WASTE WATER 
DIS~OSAL, riATER MANAGEMENT {APPLIED), WATER QUALITY 
262 
2603 1950 SPANGLER ~B, PETERSON JJ 
GEOLOGY Of ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN IN NEw JERSEY, DeLAWARE, HARYLANu, ANO 
VIRGINIA 
AMER ASS PETROL GEOL, BULL 34111,1-99 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAP~A~E: bAY, DELAWARE, ~EOLUGY, MARYLAND, 
STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGII'<IA 
2604 1973 CARTER HH-
THE DISTRIBuTION OF EXCESS TEMPERATURE FROM THE MORGANTOriN GENERATING 
STATION ON THl POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CHES UAY INST TECH ReP 84 
CHESAPEAKE HAY, CLULING ~ATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRUUUCTION, HEATED ~ATER, 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT~, POTOMAC RIVER, THEKMAL POLLUTION, wATER TEMPEKATlJRE: 
ZoOS 1969 BRADLEY wP 
THEY LIVE ~y THE rilND 
ALFRED A. KNOPF, NE~ YUKK 
CHESAPEAKE HAY, LAoUK, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
2606 1~6~ INTERSTATE CUM~l~SION UN THE POTOMAC RIVER oASIN 
POTOMAC Rl VER WATER QuALl TY i~ETriORK, COI"IPILAT !Uri Uf DATA, w..UE:R Yt:AK 1'ib-. 
~ASHINGTON, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKE aAY, E:FFLUENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MA~A&tMEI'<T (APPL!EUI, 
WATER QUAL! TV 
2b01 196::S WARK JW, KE:LLEK FJ 
PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SEDIMENT SOURCES ANU TMANSPUKT IN lHE ~OTGMAC RIVE:K 
BAS It; 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC KlVER BASIN, wASHINGTON, u.C., TECH BULL 
1 1 
CHESAPEAKE: BAY, POTOMAC RIVEK, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENT DISTK!HUT!O~, 
SEDIMENt TRANS~ORT, SEDIMENTS 
2608 1961 MCkiLLIAMS WJ 
THE COMPACTS AND THE RIVER 
INTERSTATE CUMH ON IHE POTUMAC RIVEK BASIN, PROC ~EPT 21-lZ, 1Yb1, AT 
COLONIAL BEACH, VA, P.5-21 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HlSTURY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, PUTUMAC RIVER 
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2609 1961 MAN5UETI RJ ET AL 
THE STRIPED BASS SPORT FISHERY S~RVEY I~ THE LOWER POTOMA~ 
INTE.<5TATE COMI'I QN THE POTOMAC RIVE~ 8ASl.No PROC SEPT .Zl-22o 1961, AT 
COLONIAL ~EACH, VA, P.4~-47 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, FlSHE~IES, PUTOMAC RIVER, SPD&J FISHING, 
5TKIPEO ~ASS 
2610 1961 JOHNSON C 
SILT CONTROL 
INTeRSTATE LOMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, P~OC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLONIAL beACH, VA, P.51-5~ 
CHESAPEAKE DAY, POTJMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTS~ SILTING, 
~AT~k MANAG~M~NT IAPPLIEOl 
2611 1961 LILLARD JH 
THl VIRGINIA TIDAL RIVERBANK EROSION SURVEY 
INTeRSTATE CGMM UN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-.22, 1961, AT 
COLONIAL ocACH, VA,-P.54-61 
BEACH EKOSION, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2612 1961 RAYNER AC 
THE fEDERAl ~OLE IN 5HOKE EROSION CONTROL 
INTtK~TATE COMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, AT COLONIAL 
tlEACI1, VA, P.bl-bj 
B~ACH EKU~ION, ~EDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION 
26I3 1~61 KEANt CM 
kfCRE:AT ION POTENTIALS ON THE NORTHERN NECK 
lNTEH~TATt COMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPJ 21-22, AT COLONIAL 
U~ACH, VA, P.64-b7 
CHcS~PEA~E tlAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
2614 1~61 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
WATeR MANAGEMENT IN THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
PAI'EKS t'K[SENTEO 21-22 SEPTEMi>ER, AT COLONIAL i>EACH, VA 
CHtSA~EA~t ~AY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIED)o 
WATER UuAL I TY 
21>1'; 1~&4 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
THE l~TEk~TATE COMMlSSJUN ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASINo ITS POLICY AND 
PKOGKA'4 
OIASttlMdUN, D.C. 
UH:.i•Pt:AKt:: BAY, CONSEkVATIUN 1 MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIYEao WAT£il IIUAUTll', 
toA Tcrt ><l S'lUKlES 
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2616 1946 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE PUTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
AN APPKAISAL Of LAND ~NO ~ATER RESOURCES IN THE PuTUMAC KIVER BASIN 
~ASHI~GTON, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND RESOURCES, LAND USEe POTOMAC RIVER, wATER RESOURCES 
2617 1947 INTERSTATE COHMISSIUN ON THE POTOMAC RIVER t>ASIN 
A PROGRAM fUR POLLUTION AB~TEMENT 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKE ilAY, POLLUTION A~ATEI'IEIIIT, POTOMAC KIVEf<, IIIATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPllEDl 
2618 194/ INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
IIIASTE TREATMENT GuiDE 
~ASHINGlUNr D.C. 
INDUSTKIAL WASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMeNT, SE~AGE TREATMENT, SLUDGE, •ASTE 
DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATeR POLLUTION CO~TROL 
26I9 1969 HIGGINS EAT 
A fLORISTIC AND ECULOGICAL SURVEY Of ASSATEAGUE ISLAND, VIRGINIA-MARYLAND 
M.S. THESIS, UNIV HO 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, O!STkltlUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MAKYLANO, PLANTS, VI RG 1.~ I A 
2620 1950 KEMP HA 
SOLVING POLLUTION PROdLEMS IN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASiN 
INTERSTATE CUMM UN Tlit PUTJMAC RIVEK tiA~lN, ~ASHINGTON, O.C. 
CHESAPEA~E tlAY, POLLuTI0N AtlATtMENT, PUT~MAC kiVEk, SE~A~E T~EAJMENT, 
WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAG~MiNT !APPLIED), ~ATEM POLLUTION, ~ATtk ~uALITY 
2621 1950 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
REPORT ON INDUSTRIAL ~ASTES IN JHE POTu~AC RIVER BASIN 
~ASHINGTON, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATEk MANA~EMENT 
IAPPLIEOl, WATER POLLUTIUN 1 WATtk ~UALITY 
2622 1946 INTERSTATE CUMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE INTEKSTATE COMMISSION UN JHE POTOMAC RIVER, 
JULY 1, 1945 THROUGH JUNe 30, 1~46 
WASHINGTON, U.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT UF COLUMBIA, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAMU, POTOMAC 
RIV~R, VIRGINIA, ~ATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEU), wATER POLLUTION 
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262.l 1<J&3 GUY HP ET AL 
A Pt<OGkAM fOR SEDIME~T CONTROL IN THE WASHINGTON "ETROPOLITAN REGION 
INTERSTATE CLMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, WASHINGTON, O.C. 
CHcSA~EAKc dAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, PUTOHAC RIVEk, SEDIMENTATION, 
SbHME~,r~, WAlEk MAN:.GI::MENT !APPLIED) 
2624 1945 INTERSTATE COMHlSSiuN ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
A ti.EPURT UN THE CuNOITIONS EXISTING IN THE PUTOHAC RIVER BASIN 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 
CHESAPI::A~E uAY, NATURAL RESOUKCE~, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAP~LIEDI, WAlEk PULLUTluN, WATER QUALITr 
2625 195d INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
TEAf•\WURK UN THE PuHJMAC, A REPORT ON Tl:lt ACTIVITIES OF THE INTERSTATE 
CU~~ISSIDN UN THI:: POTOMAC RIVEk BASIN 
WASHU·lGTIJN, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKt uAY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION 
CONTkUL, ~ATEk ~UALITY 
2o26 1950 GUTHEIM F 
PLANNI~G fOk THE FUTURE IN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
INTERSTATE COMMISSION UN THE POTOMAC RIVER ~ASIN, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
CH~SAPEAKE ~AY, CON~ERVATION, POLLUTION A~ATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
MA·'l~GcM~Nl (APPLIU.il, nATcR PUI..LUTION CONTROL 
2629 N~D~ HIRCHFIELO J 
THe POTOMAC '<IVER VALLEY, AN OBJECT LES$0N FOR DEVELOPMENT ~y INTERSTATE 
CO-UI'I::RAT I UN 
ktPKINT fKOM THE EVENING STAR 
CH~SAPtA~E ~AY, INOU~TRIAL wASTES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION 
FACILITIES, RUNOFF, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
2&3u 1961 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
A PiJHJ;~AC _;{Ef'URT FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR 1963 
wA'iHINGT'JN, D.C. 
~hLSAPEA~c ~AY, FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
~GLLUTIUN CONTROL, wATER ~UALITY 
2632. 1973 LOEB MJ, BLANQUET RS 
H bJ11<t, tJI:11AV lOR IN POLYPS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEA NETTLE, CHRYSAORA 
(;UI"LJlJlCIKkHA (Lli::SOR, 1B4dl 
~ldL tJULL 145(11,150-158 
AHINn AC[i)S, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA NETTLES, FEEDING 
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2633 1973 SCHUBERT JS, MACLEOD NH 
DIGITAL ANALYSIS Of POTOMAC RIVER BASIN ERTS IMAGERY, SI::DIHENJATION LEVELS 
AT THE PUTOMAC-ANACOSTIA CONFLUENCE ••• 
NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP ~27, PAPER E-~3, b~9-b64 
ANACOSTIA RIVER, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, POTOMAC R1VEK 1 SEUIMiNTATION, STRIP MINES 
2636 19lD EVERHANN BW, HILDEbRAND Sf 
ON A COLLECTION UF Fl~HES FROM THE LOWER POTOMAC, ThE ENTRANCE Uf 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, ANO F~OM STREAMS FLOWING INTO THESE WATI::K~ 
Bl~L SUC ~ASHlNGTGN, PROC l.J, 157-164 
CHeSAPEAKE bAY, OI~TRl~UTIUN, FISH POPULATIONS, MOBJACK ~AY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, YORK klVEk, HAMPTON ROADS 
2637 1971 UNITED STATES NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINIST~ATION 
REMOTE SI::NSING Or THE LHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONF HELD AT wALLO~S STATION, VA., NAT Af~ON ~f'ACE ADMIN SPEC PAP l'J4 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, [NVIRONMENT, NATUkAl kESGUKCt~, PJLLUlANT IUE~TIFILATIUN, 
REMOTE ~ENSING, ~EASHOKES 
2639 1972. JAWORSKI NA ET AL 
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT IN THE POTOMAC I::STUAKY, P.£46-i7j 
IN G.E. LIKENS (~JI. NUTRIENTS A~O lUTkUPHICATlG~, THE LIMITING-NUTklENT 
CONTROVERSY. AME~ SOC LIMNUL OCEANUGR 5PEC SYMP VOL l 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, EUTkUPhlCAIIOC., MANAGI::MENT, MATHcMAT !CAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENT~, POTOMAC RIVE~, ~ASTE ~ATEK T~EATMtNT, ~AIEK POLLUTION CONTROL, 
WAlEk WUALITi 
2641 1946 EVANS PW 
THE CHESAPEAKE tlAY SOfT CRAB INDUSTRY 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV LEAFL 184 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, CRAo !NDUSTKY, ~LUE CRAB, MOLTING 
2642 1938 LYNN EV 
~PORT FISHING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
UNPUBLISHED MS, ENOCh PKATT FREE LIBRARY, ~ALTIMORE, MO., 9 PAGES 
BIBLIUGkAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SPOkT FISHING 
2643 1973 BOWKER DE ET AL 
CORRELATION OF ERTS MULTISPECTRAL IMAGERY WITH SUSPENDED HATTER AND 
CHLOROPHYLL IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP 327, PAPER M-4, 1l91-1l97 
BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEA~E bAY, CHLOROPHYLL, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 
SATELLITES .(ART IFICIAU, SUSPENOED LOAD, VIRGINIA 
2644 1945 FOwL~R HW 
VIKGINIA 
267 
IN A STUDY OF THE FISH~S OF THE SOUTHERN PIEDMONT AND COASTAL PLAIN, ACAO 
~ATUK SCI PHllADELPHIAo MUNOGK 7, 13-66 
DISTRlbUTIUN, FISH P0PULATIDNS, VIRGINIA, 
2645 1942 EGLER ft 
CHECKLI :;r GF THE FERNS .McO fLOjjERING PLANTS OF HIE SEASHORE SlATE PARK. 
CAPE HE~KY, VIRGINIA 
Ml~EOGR ~UtiL, NEW YuRt< STATE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY, SYRACUSE. 75P. 
DISTRibUTION, FERNS, PLANTS, SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
2646 1972 LEE DS 
LIST 0~ THE AMPHidiANS AND REPTILES OF ASSATEAGUE ISLAND 
MD HERPtTOL SOC BULL 6(4),90-~5 
AMPHI~IANS, DISTRI~UTION, ~ASTERN SriORE (VA-MDI, REPTILES 
2648 190/ PARKER HN ET AL 
THE POTOMAC RIVER dASIN 
U.S. GEUL SURV wATER-SUPPLY PAP 192 
CHESAPlAKc BAY, FISH, INDUSTKIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, 
STKEAMFLOft, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2651 1923 SETTE OE 
FISHERic~ OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, 1925 
IN FISHtKY INDUSTRIES IN THE UNITED STATES, 1926. BY OSCAR E. SETTE. U. S. 
FISH C~MM REP FOR 1927, 463-483 
LATCH, LH[SAPEAKE BAY, EI~FISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
VI~GlNlA . 
2653 18d7 MCDONALD M 
RtPtJR T UF SHAD PROPAGATION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER OUR lNG THE SEASON OF 188o 
U.S. ~ISH CUMM BULL FOR 1dd6, 6 1 436-438 
AM~kiCAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPUlATIONS, POTOMAC 
I<IVER, ~PAWNING 
2<>54 1 'J4 & fREY DG 
O~SftK BARS OF THE POTOMAC RIVER 
U.S. FISH ANO iiiiLOLIFE SERVo SPEC SCI REP 32 1 1-93 IMIHEOGRI 
H~US UNUlR WATER, CHtSAPEAKE BAY, OlSTRI8UTION, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
26d 
2656 1886 DUXEHART JP 
TRANSFER OF SOf I-SHELL TEII.RAP.IN FROM THE OHIU TO THE POTOMAC l(J VER 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL FOR ld84, 4, 143 
CHESAPEAKE BAT, POTOMAC KlVERo TURTLES 
2657 1886 HARRIS G 
REPORT UPON THE SHAD AND HERRING fiSHERIES OF THE POTOMAC RIV~R FUR 1dd3 
U.S. FISH CUMM BULL FOR ld84, 4, 13 
AMERICAN ~HAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHtRIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2658 1886 HARRIS G 
REPORT UPON THE SHAD AND HERRING FISHERIES OF JHE PuTO~A~ RIVER FOil. 1864 
U.S. FISH COHM ~ULl FUR lo~4 1 4 1 221 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPtAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
. 2659 1885 WOOD ~M 
TRANSPLANTING LO~~TER~ TO THE CHESAPEAKE- EXPERIME~TS UPON THE 
TEMPERATURE THEY ~AN E~DURE 
U.S. FISH COMM 8ULL ~. 31-32 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, LOdSTERS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
.2bb0 1885 MCDONALD H 
MEPORT UN THE POLLUTION UF THE POTOMAC RIVER MY THE DISCHARGE OF ~ASTE 
PRODUCTS fKOM GAS MANUFACTURE 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL 5, 125-126 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, INUUSTKIAL wASTES, PUluMAC RIVER, wATER POLLUTION 
2661 1885 ANON 
AN ACT TO PROT~CT THE FISH IN THE POTOMAC RIVER IN THE DISTRICT OF 
COLUM~IA, AND TO PROVIDE A SPA~NING-GROUND fUR SHAD ANU HERaiNG IN THE 
SAID POTOMAC RIVER 
U.S. Fl 5H COMM BULL 5 1 18ll 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMdlAt HERRI~~S, 
LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAWNING 
2o62 1887 HARRIS G 
REPORT UPON THE SHAD AND HERRING FISHERIES OF THE POTOMAC RIVER fOR l6~5 
~.S. FISH COMM BULL 5, 192 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHE~APEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
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2663 1Hd5 MCDONALD M 
EFFECT Of ftASTE PRODUCTS FROM PAGE'S AMMONIACAL WORKS UPON YOUNG SHAD FRY 
U.S. FISH &OMM BULL 5, 313-314 
AHtRICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE 3AY, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, 
MORTALITY, ~UTOMAC ki\IER, wASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
2665 l~d5 MCDONALD M 
REPORT GF ~HAD PROPAGATION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER DURING THE SEASON UF 1885 
U.S. fiSH COMM bULL ~, 36~-3d5 
AMERICAN SHAD, ~HESAPEAKE oAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC 
PIVER, SPA~:,ING 
2666 1dd1 HARRIS G 
REPORT UPON THE SHAD AND HERRING FISHERIES OF THE POTOMAC RIVER FOR 1886 
U.S. FISH CUMM BULL FUK ld~bo 6, zriz . 
A~ERILAN ~HAC, LHt~~PEAKE aAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2667 1dd7 MCDONALD M 
D!STki~UTION Of SHAD FRY DURING 1bo6 
U.S. F!Sri CuM~ dULL FOR 1dd6 1 6 1 3U2 
AMtKICM·; ~HAD, DI.>TrdilUT ION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, UNITED 
STA Tb 
2669 1d87 MCDONALD M 
R~PJRI UN DlSTk!BUTION jF FISH AND EGGS BY THE u.s. FISH COMMISSION fOR 
The ;~ASliN LJF lod5-<36 
U.S. FISH CuMM BULL FO~ 18~6, 6, J85-3~4 
0ISTKISUTI8N, Fl~H ~uG~1 FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
2610 1881 MCUONALO M 
kEPJKT Uf ~HAD OISTRIBUTIUN FOR 1886 
U.S. ~ISH ~OMM BULL FOR lb86, b 1 4ll-432 
AM~~ILA~ SHAD, DIST~IBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
2616 1~~1 MfRKIMAN 0 
SIUOitS ON THE STRIPED BASS IROCCUS SAXATiliSl OF THE ATLANTIC COAST 
U.S. FISH AND ~ILDLIFE SERVo FISH BULL 50135) 1 1-77 
Cllb.O.i'l'Ai<.l:. iJAY, U!~TRlaUTIUN 1 FISH IHGRATIUN, FISH PAKASITES, FOOD HABITS, 
Gi<;Jo;Trr tUdb, LIFE Hl.>TOKY ;)TUDIES, SPAi1NlNG 1 STRIPED !lASS, UNITED STATES 
270 
~68B 1890 MASON OT 
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE POTOMAC TIUE-~ATER REGION 
U.S. NAT MUS, PROC ll 1 367-370 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTU~Y, POTOMAC RIVER 
2689 1886 BLACKFORD EG 
CARP IN AN INSTALLMENT OF SHAD FROM JAMES RIVER 
U.S. FISH CUM~ BULL FOR l~d4 1 4, 112 
AMERICAN SHAD, CARP, OISTK1bUTlON, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
Z690 1886 WOOD ~M 
REPORT UF A TRIP MADt BY THE FISH HAWK TO THE LOWER PAKT OF LHESA~tAKE 
BAY, TO ASCEkTAIN THE CHARACTeR OF THE FISHERIES fUk SHAD, HERRINGS, 
ETC., ••• 
U.S. FISH CUMM BULL FOR 18tl4 1 4 1 ~~~-200 
AMERICAN SHAD, LHE~APEaKE tlAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH~klE~, HtRKINGS 1 
MO~JACK BAY, VIRGIN!A 1 YORK KIVER 
2691 1955 FARRAR EF 
OLD VIRGINIA HOUSES, THE MOdJACK BAY COUNTRY 
BONANlA dOUKS, Nl~ YORK 
CHcSAP[AKE SAY, nAolTATS 1 HISTORY, MOBJAC~ dAY, YORK RIVER 
2693 1941 PEARSON JC 
THE YOUNG OF SOME MArl.lNE: FISHES TAKEN IN LO~ER CHbAPI:AKE ilA¥ 1 Vl~GINIA 1 
~ITH SPECIAL REFcRE:N~E lU THE GRAY SEA T~UUT ~YNQSLluN KE~ALIS !BLOC~! 
U.S. FISH AND ~ILDLIFE StkV, FISH BULL 36 1 101-102 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GREY SEA fRuUT 1 LARVAE, MARINE fiSH, 
VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
2694 1d83 HEALY R 
STRIPED BASS IN PIANKATANK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL FOR 1dd2 1 2 1 75-76 
PIANKATANK RIVER, SPA~NING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, 
2695 1971 ANDREWS JD 
CLIMATIC AND cCOlUGICAL SETTINGS FOR GROWING SHI:LL~ISH 
IN CONF UN ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION OF COMMERCIALLY VALUABLE SHELLFISH-
OYSTERS, PROC 11969), 97~107 IVIMS CONTRIB 3711 . 
DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, SHELLfiSH 
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2696 1972 HARGIS WJ JR 
SOLJTION TO CONFLICT IN THE COASTAL ZONE, P.37-65 
CUA~TAL ZONE PULLUT MANAGE SYHP, PROt; IVIHS CONTRI-8 4981 
MANAGEMi~T, COASTAL ZONE 
2697 1972 HARRISON Pftt bOON JO Ill 
iiEACH-OiA Tb<.-T AllLE ANll BEACH-PKOFI LE MEASURING EQUIPMENT 
SHO~E ANO ilcACH 40(11,26-32 lVIHS CONTRIB 4471 
iiEACHE~, ~~UIPMiNT, ~ATER TABLE 
2693 1957 FARRAR EF 
OLD VlkuiNIA HOUSES ALONG IHE JAMES 
BONANZA BOOKS, NE~ YO~K 
HABITATS, HIS10Rt, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2699 1972 BYNUM MAO 
THE lJLTKASTRUCTUK£ OF CHRYSAORA QUlNQUECIRRHA .STRObiLAE 
COLL niLLIAM ANU MARY THESIS 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MORPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
HISTULOGICAL 1NVESTIGA1IUNS 1 SCYPHOZOA 
2700 1972 ROUSE P JR 
ROLL, CHtSAPEAKE, ROLL 
NO~~OLK COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY Of NORFOLK 
CHESAPl~~t oAY, HISTORY, JAMES RIVERo SHIPS, VIRGINIA, HAMPTON ROADS 
2701 193~ BIGELOW HB 1 »EARS M 
STUiHES OF THE wATbl.S OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF, CAPf COD TO CHESAPEAKE 
u~Y. !II. A VOLUM~TRIC STUDY OF THE ZOOPLANKTON 
HARvARD UNIV. HEM MUS COHP lOOL 5414j,181-378 
CONTIN~NTAL SHELF, lDDPLANKTON, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
l10?. l9T1 RHODES RG, CONNELL HU 
T H~ IH OLLGY OF BROWN ALGAl: ON THE ATLANTIC COAST OF V IRGIN14. U. 
PETAL0~1A FASCIA AND SCVTUSIPHON LOHENTARIA 
CHES ~~I 14131,2~1-215 IVIHS CONTRI~ 534J 
AL~AE, KIOLG~Y, VIRGINIA, 
LfJj l97J uYKNE kJ, BOON JD Ill 
AN IIIIEXi'ENSIVb FAST RESPllNSE CURRENT SPEED INOJCATCJR 
<.Ill~ 5U 14131,217-219 IVIMS CUNTRIB 52tU 
CUK~LNTS IWATLKI, t~UIPMENT, HYORAULI'S 
2.72 
270• 1973 COSTELLO TJ ET AL 
LARVAL CULTURE Of THE CALICO SCALLOP, ARGOPECTEN GloBUS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, ~ROC 6J, 72-76 IVIHS CONTRIB 47bl 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, SCALLOi'S, SPAwNiNG, MARlCULTURE 
2705 1799 lATROBE ~J 
HE~OIR ON SANOHILLS OF CAPE HENRY, VIRGINIA 
AMER PHIL SOC, TRANS 4 1 439-443 
SEDIMENT TRANSPOkT, VIRGINIA, 
270b 1973 BLACK RE, WEBil KL 
M~TABGLISM OF 1311 IN RELATION TO STROBILATION OF CHRYSAORA UUIN~UECIRRHA 
ISCYPHOZUAI 
COMP diOCHEH PHYSIOL 45A, 1023-102~ IVIHS CONTRJil 5121 
JELLYFISH, METAtiuLISM, SCYPHOZOA 
2707 1970 HARRISON w 
PREDICT!OIIi OF BEACH CHANGES 
PROGRESS IN GEOGKA~HY, VOL 2, P.Z0~-235 IVIMS CUNTkl~ 3411 
BEACHES, SEDlMENI TRANSPORT, TIDES, VIKGINlA, 
2706 1974 AXELRAD OM tT AL 
FUNCTION UF MARSHES IN REDUCING EUTROPHICATION OF ESTUARIES Of THE MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC KE\>IDN 
VIMS UNPUBLISHEJ MANUSCkiPT IGRANT REPI 
BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUIRU~HICATIO~, MARSHES, ~ITRUGEN, 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARSHES, ~ATER QUALITY 
2709 1974 LUNZ J, HUGGETT RJ 
JAMES RIVER SEDIMENT STUDY, OPERATION AGNES, FINAL KEPOKl 
VlMS UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPT IGRANT ~EPJ 
HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, 5EDIMENTS 0 VlRGlNIA 
2710 1940 NEWCOMBE CL 
REPORTS FROM ~ECIPIENTS OF GRANTS FROM THE PENROSE ~UNO 
AHER PHIL SOC YEARbOOK, 222-227 
BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES, CHEMICAL ANALVSIS 0 CHESAPEAKE tiAY, UXYG~~, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
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2711 1~73 CAIN TD 
THE COMtliNED EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY ON EMBRYOS AND LARVAE OF 
THE CLAM RANGIA CUNE:ATA 
MAR BIOL 21, 1-6 !VIM~ CONTRIB 516) 
CLAMS, LAKVAL GROwTH STAGE, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2712 1974 BADGER CJ 
VIRGINIA'S BAR~IER ISLANDS; LAST LENGTH IN A FRAGILE CHAIN 
VA WILDLIFE ~5(J),o-7 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, EASTEKN SHORE IVA-MD), ISOBARS, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
2713 1974 MORALES-ALAMO K, HAVEN OS 
ATYPICAL MOUTH SHAPE OF POLYPS OF THE JELLYFISH, AURELIA AURITA, FROM 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, DELAwARE BAY, AND GULF OF MEXICO 
CHES ~CI 1>1 11 ,22.-U I VIMS COI';TRIB 5661 
CHESAPEAK~ JAY, GuL~S, JELLYFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA, 
Dt:L4w . \RE GAY 
2714 19/4 BOESCH OF, DIAZ RJ 
NE~ KECU~DS UF P~RALAKID CRUSTACEA~';$ FROM OLIGOHAL!NE WATERS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE 13AY 
CHES SCI 15lll,56-59 
CHESAPEAKf UAY, c~uSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY 
2115 1971 COCH NK 
GE JLOGY Of THE: NE:WPOi<.T NEWS SiJUTH AND BOWERS HILL QUADRANGLES, VIRGINIA 
VA UIV MINE:KAL RE:~UURCES REP II';VEST 28 
GEUL~GIC FGRHATIG~S, GEQLOGY, JAMES RIVER, STRATIGKAPHY, VIRGII';IA 
2716 197L JOHNSON GH 
GbJLGGY Gf THE YORKTO•N, POQUOSON WEST, AND POQUOSON EAST QUADRANGLES, 
VIRGINIA 
VA OIV MINERAL RESOURCES REP INVEST 30 
v~iJLIJc;IC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2111 19~7 RENARDE MA, LITTLE:FORD RA 
ANT ltl [II TIC TREATMENT UF CRAB AND OYSTER HEATS 
Af'PLltU MICROBIOL ,lb) 1 368-372 
CRAu INDUSTRY, FOOu~, GYSTEk INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
274 
l71B 1940 FELLERS CR, HARRIS SG 
CANNED ATLANTIC CRAB MEAT, A NEW AMERICAN FOOD 
IND AND EI';G CHEM 32, 592-597 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2719 1957 LITTLEFORD RA 
RETORT COOKING OF dLUE CRABS 
UNIV MD SEAFOUU PRGCESSING LAB BULL 1 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FUOOS, HtATING, PUoLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CHAo 
2720 1957 BENARDE MA 
HEAT PENETRATIUN INTO PRECOUKEU FROZEN CRAB CAKES 
J MILK AI';Q FUOO TECH 20, 30/-~11 
CRAtl INDUSTRY, FOUUS, HEATING, f'UdLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CkAd 
2721 1958 BENARDE MA 
OBSERVATIONS ON lriE SPOILAGE OF CRAbMEAT 
J MILK ANU FOOD T~CH 21 1 301-311 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FO~D~, PUdLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2722 1958 BENARDE MA 
COMPARISuN OF TAP AND DISTILLED •ATER ANTIBIOTIC DIP SULUTIUI';S ON STORAGE 
LIFE UF FKE~H CKAB MEAT 
ANTIBIUTICS ANNU 1~~7-1958, P.224-22b 
CRAB !I';DUSTRY 1 FUOUS, PUBLIC HeALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2724 1957 BENARDE MA 
ANTIBIOTIC R~SIDUES IN SHELLFISH AFTER COOKING 
J AMER DIETETIC ASS ~3(11),1145-1149 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FODUS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SH~LLFISH 
2725 1957 BENARDE MA 
EVALUATION UF CLORPACTIN WCS-50 AS A BACTERICIDAL WASH FUR CRAB AND OYSTER 
MEATS 
APPLIED MICROBIOL 513),137-140 
BACTEKIA, CKAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUbLIC HtALTH, SHtLLfiSH 
2726 1948 CHE:SAPEAKE-POTOMAC STUDY COMMISSION 
REPO~T GN FISH AND SHELLfiSH IN THE CHESAPEA~E SAY AND POTOMAC kiVE~ WllH 
RECUMMENOATIONS FUR THEIR FUTURE MANAGEMENT 
CHESAPEA~E-POTOMAC STUDY CDMM, P.1-6B 
CHESAPEAKf BAY, FISH, fiSHEKIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLfiSH 
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2121 19jJ CHESAPEAKe 6AV AUTHORITY 
CONFERENCt AT REGIONAL ADVISOR'S OFFICE. BALTIHURE, KA~YLANU. OCTOBER 6, 
1933 
CHE~A~EAKE BAV AUTHORITY 
CH~ SAPEAII.E BAY, DELAIIIiARE, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT • MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
VIR~INIA, WATERFCWL 
2728 1973 SHEARER CA 
FUNGI GF THE CHESAPEAKE bAV AND ITS TRIBUTARIES. II. THE GENUS 
CONI OSC YPt;;, 
MVC~LOGIA 6511),128-1Jb 
CHtSAP~A~~ dAY, FUNGI, MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY 
2729 19o3 AI'<CN 
IS END OF OYSTER ~AK IN SIGHT? 
FlSrl dOAT, JANUARY, P.l3 
CHESAPEAKE aAYo MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RlVEk, VIRGINIA 
2730 1959 MURTHY GK ET AL 
ZINC-65 IN FOilDS 
SCIENCE 1301J384l,1255-1256 
CHESAPEuKt oAY, fOOD~, OYSTERS, RADIOACTIVITY, ZINC 
2736 19od TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INC 
REPDKT 1JN PHASI: THRH - CHbAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
PREPARED FOR TH[ MARINE SCIENCES COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, O.C. 
CHESAPeAKE ~AV, MODeL STUDIES, NAVIGATIUN, RECkEATIUN, SI:DlMENTATION, 
wATt~ P0LLUTIDN, W£TLANQS 
2138 194~ YINGLING F 
QUEE~ fi~H OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
MD NATUR 1~13) 1 53-56 
C.ii~SAPEAKE tJAV, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
l739 1941 YINGLING F 
HAMITIES Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD NATUK HIST SOC, BULl 11(3),51-56 
l.ti(~AI'EAK£ dAY, DISTki~UTIUN, FISH POPULATIONS 
21b 
2740 19o7 TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INC 
REPOKT ON PHASE ONE - CHESAPEAKI: BAY CASE STUD¥ 
PREPARED FOR THE I'IA~INE SCIENCES COUNCIL, ~ASHli~GTGI\j 1 o.C 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISHERIES, LAND US~, LtGAL AS~~CIS, NATuKAL RlSGUMLES, 
PLANNING, uRBANilATIO"' WASTE ~ATER DISPUSAL, WATEK.QUALITY 
2743 1895 KIRKWOOD FC 
A LIST OF THE ~tRDS OF MARYLAND 
MD ACAD SCI TRANS 11N.S.l,24l-~82 
UNAVAILABLE FOR R~VltW 
2744 1972 HOLDEN C 
AGNtS IMPERILS CHESAPEAKE BIVALVES 
SCIENCE 17114D44l,l49 
CHESAPI:AKE BAY, HISTORIC fLOOU, MOLLUSKS, SALINITY, SHELLFISH 
2750 1973 rRYE J 
CAN THE OSPREY SURVIVE? 
YACHTING 1331~1.~0-91,116-117 
~IRDS, CONSERVATiO~, ~ATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
2751 1973 BLAKE E 
OSPMEY, THE LANDLORD UF THE 6IRD WO~LO 
SAIL, JANUAR¥119<31,13&-13~ 
BIMD EGGS, wATEkfUwL, OSPREYS 
2152 1973 GILLMER TC 
SAILING CANUES OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
SAIL, AUGUSTI1973l,5/-60 
bOATS, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, 
2753 190b GROVER NC, HOYT JC 
REPORT OF PROGRESS UF STREAM MEASUREMENTS FUR THE (.ALENDAR YEAR 1905 
U.S. GEUL SURV WATER-SUPPLY AND IRRIG PAP 167 IALSU U.S HOUSE Of 
REPRESENT, 59TH CONGRESS, 1ST SESS, OOC 751) 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, GUNPOWO~k KIVER,MD, HYD~OGKAPHV, JA~ES ~IVEK, PATAPSLJ 
RIVER,MO, POTOMAC kiVEk, ~UNOFf, STkEAM GAGES, STKEAMFLUw, SUS~UI:HANNA 
RIVER 
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2754 1937 GROVER NC 
THE FLOUD~ OF MARCH l9Jb. PART 3. P~TOKAC, JAKES, AND UPPER OHIO RIVERS 
U.S. G~Ol SUKV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 800 
~HESAPE4KE ~A¥, FLuDD$, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
RUNU~F, STMEAMFLU~, STRIPED ~ASS, YGRK RIVER 
2755 1905 GROVER NC, HOYT JC 
REPORT UF PRJGRESS OF STREAM MEASUREMENTS fUR THE CALENDAR YEAR 1904 
U.S. GEuL SURV WAltR-SUPPLY AND IRRJG PAP l2b 
HYDROGKAPhY, JAME~ RIVER, ~OKTH CAKOLINA, PATAPSCO KIVER,MO, POTOMAC 
KIVEK, kUNUFF, SIKEAMFLO~, STRIPED SASS, SUS~UEHANNA RIVER, MIDDLE 
hlLANTt~ oiGHT 
21~b 1964 HtNOKICKS EL 
COMPILATIO~ UF RECORDS Of SURFACE WATERS Of THE UNITED STATES, OCTOBER 
l~5J Tu SEPTrMBEK l9bO. PART l-B. ~URTH ATLANTIC SLOPE BASINS, NEW YORK TO 
YOKK K!VEK 
J.'>. Gt:JL SUKV wATC:K-SUPPLY PAP 1722 
CHESAP~AKE dAY, MARYLAND, STREAMFLO~, STRIP~O BASS, SURFACE WATERS, 
V L<GPll A 
2758 1959 KENT RE, PRITCHARD D~ 
A TFST OF MIXI~G LENGTH THEORIES IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAN RES 18 1 bl-7~ 
DEN:,!TY CUk"E-1<15., i:STUARIES, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SALINITY, 
VtLdCIJY, VlKG!NlA 
2759 19~~ CAK~O DG 
THE MIGkATIUN OF ADULT ~EMALE BLUE CRAtlS, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN, IN 
CH!NCUTEAGU~ AND ADJACENT WATERS 
J MAK k[S lbl3l t!li0-1'11 
UISTKltiUJION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MIGRATIUN, BLUE L~AB 
lTbO 1953 PRITCHARD OW 
;JISTKI£iUTION OF OYSTER LARVAE IN RELATION TO HYDROGRAPHIC CONDITIONS 
~ULf AND LAKI~B ~ISH INST 5, 123-132 
LURKtNlS (~ATERl 1 DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER CIRCULATION 
ll~l l~bJ ISAACSON PA 
~~nl l F ILAT l ON!> Of CHESAPEAKE BAY COMMERCIAL CRAB POT 
u.,. f[:,H AND ~llDLIFE SERV, COMH fiSH REV 25111,1l-1b 
Uil>A~EAKE tlAY, CKAtl INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, YORK RIVER 
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27b2 1699 STEVENSON CH 
THE SHAD FISHERIES OF VIRGINIA, P.17b-l92. IN THE SHAD FISHERIES Of THE 
ATLANTIC COAST OF THE UNITED STATES 
U.S. FISH COMM REP ld~o, 101-269 
AMERICAN !>HAU, CH~SAPEA~E BAY, COMMERCIAL fiSH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, 
MUtlJACK SAY, RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVi:R, VIK~IN!A, YUKK klV~R 
2763 1904 EVERMANN BW 
FISHERIES Of VIMGINI~, P.517-540. IN EVEKHANN, tl~. STATISTICS OF THE 
FISHtRIES Of THt MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES 
U.S. FISH COMM REP FOR l~J2, V.za, 433-540 
CATLH, ECONOMICS, F!NFI~H INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2764 1893 SMITH HM 
LOwER CHESAPEAKE BAY, P.l84-l94. IN SMITH, HM. kcPURT ON THE IN~UlRY 
REGARDING THE MtTHODS ANu SlATISTICS OF THE fiSHERIES 
U.S. Fl SH COMM REP l~ll'1-t.d'J1, t. H-L04 
CHE~APEAKt uAY, CuMMEKCIAL FISH, FINFISH INUUSTRY, fiSHeRieS, UY~ftK 
IN0-.iSTf<Y, SHELLF:SH, VlKG!NlA 
2765 1974 GRANT GC 
THE AGE COMPOSITION UF STKIPEU BASS CATCHES IN VIRGINIA ~IVERS, t.'JbT-1'171, 
A~U A DESCRIPTION uF THE FISHtKY 
U.S. NAT MAR FISH StRV, FISH dULl ILI11, 193-!.9~ (VIM!> CONTKld 59Jl 
FISH POPULATIONS, ~ISHE~IES, JAMES KIVER, KAPPAHANNuCK KIVlR, STKJ~TIUM 
RAUIUISUTOPES, VlRGI~lA, YURK NIVER 
2766 1963 OAKS R~ JR, CJCH NK 
PLE!STOC~NE SEA LEVELS, SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
SCIENLE 140, 91~-'Je3 
GEOLOGIC FURMATIONS, JAMES KIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEA L~VEL, VIRGINIA, 
2167 195~ DAY CG 
CHESAPEAKE LIGHTSHIP, P.82-89. IN UAY, CG. OCEANOGRAPHIC OtlSERVATIONS, 
19~8, EAST COAST OF THE UNITED STATES 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, SPEC SCI REP 318 
SALINITY, WAlEK TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC ~IGHT, 
2768 1959 DAY CG 
CHESAPfAKE LIGHTSHIP, P.85-92. IN DAY, CG. OC~ANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS, 
1957, EAST COAST OF THE UNITED STATES 
U.S. fiSH AND WllULIFE SEkV, SPEC SCI REP 282 
SALINITY, WAlEK TEMPERATUR~, MIDDLE ATLANTIC ~IGHT. 
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27&9 1974 ITZKOwiTZ H _ THE HHCTS Of OTHEH. fiSH ON THE REPRODUCTIVE BEHAVIoR Of MALE CYPRINODON 
VARIEGATUS (PISCES. CYPH.INUDONTIDAEI 
BtHAVIUk, AN INT J OF COMP ETHOL &8, 1-2 
CHESAPEAKE 6AY, FISH POPULATIONSt fiSH REPRODUCTION, POTOMAC RIVER~ 
~~ASUNAL D!STkiBUJIONo SPA~NING 
2771 1974 ENGELKEN K 
SOLVIN~ THE JELLYFISH PUZZLE 
OCEANS 712Job0-65 
JELLYFI~H, SEA NETTLES 
2775 1963 LEE CF ET AL MECHANIZIN~ THE BLU~ CRAB INDUSfRY. PART 1. SURVEY Of PROCESSING PLANTS 
u.s. FISH A~D ~ILDLIFE SERVo COMM FISH iEV 2517J,l-10 
CRAd INDJSlRY, FISHEKIES, blUE CRAB 
277& 1962 LEt Cft SANfORD fB 
SUFJ-CrtAB INDUSTRY 




CHESA~EA~E JAY, CKAB INDUSTKYo EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDI• FISHERIES, SOUTHEAST 
u.s. 
1~64 LEE Cf ET AL 
MECHMHLING THE dLUE CRAB INDUSTRY. PART Ill. STRENGTHENING THE INDUSTRY'S 
ECJNOMIC POSITION 
U.S. fiSH AND WILDLIFE SERVo COMM FISH REV 2&11),1-7 
CRAd INDUSfKY, fC~NUH!CS, FISHERIES, SLUE ~RAB 
l9b4 LEt CF, SANfORD FB 
CKAB !NuuSTKY UF CHESAPEAKE SAY AND THE SOUTH -- AN INDUSTRY IN 
TRANSITION . 
u.S. fi~H ANO kiLOLIFE SERV, COHH FISH REV 2bll2l,l-12 
CRA~ l~DUSTRY, FJSHENIES, SOUTHEAST U.S., BLUE CRAS 
1963 LEE Cf ET AL 
M!'CHANillkG THE bLUE CRAB INDUSTRY. PAllT Jl. MEASVII.fS FOR IMMEDIATE REUf.F 
THRUUGH WORKER SPECJALilATION 
U.S. ~ISH ANU WILDLifE SERVo COMH fiSH REV 251Blol-S 
LKAK I~Uu~TKY, FISHERIES, LAtlORt SLUE CRAB 
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2782 1897 HOLMES WH 
STONE I~PLEMENTS Uf THE POTOMAC-CHESAPEAKE TIDEWATER PROVINCE 
U.S. BUR AMER ETHNOL, ANNU KEP 1893-94~ V.1~1 3-152 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, [QUIPMENT 0 POTOMAC RIVER 
2784 1953 BEAVEN GF 
27B5 
A PRELIMINARY REPORT UN SOME EXPERIMENTS •ITH THE PRODUCTION AND 
TRANSPLANTING OF SOUTH CAkULINA SEED OYSTtNS TO LEkTAIN WATENS Of THE 
CHESAPEAKE AREA 
GULF AND CARIBb FISH INST, PKOC 5, 115-l£2 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, EASTERN SHORt IVA-MU), MAKYLANDo OYSTER INDuSTRY, OYSTtRS• 
SOUTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
1948 OOZIER HL 
ESTI~ATING MUSKRAT POPULATIONS aY HOUSE COUNTS 
NORTH AMER rilLDLIFE CDNf, TRANS 1~, 37£-392 
DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, POPULATION 
2786 1947 OOZIER HL 
2788 
SALINITY AS A fA~fUR IN ATLANTIC COAST TIDEWATER MUSKkAT P~UDUCTION 
NORTH AMER riiLUL'~E CONr, TRANS 12, 39d-42u 
DJSfRIBUT!UNo MAMMALS, MUSKkATS, SALINITY 
1972 SCHOOLEY AH 
WHITECAP SuPPRESSlUN dY CLOUD SHADOWS UN THE PUTOHA~ RIVE~ 
J MAK RES jQ(Jl,3l~-jlb 
CH£SAP£AKl BAY, CLOUDS, POTOMAC RIVER, WAVES (WATER) 
279D 1919 CUNNINGHAM 6 
NOTES ON OCCURkENCE OF TINTINNUS SERRATUS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ELISHA MITCHELL SCI SOC J j5 0 12-14 
CHESAPEAKt tlAY, PLANKTGN, ~~ASONAL UlSTRI8UliON 
2791 1932 EARLE S 
THE FISHERIES Of CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
AMER FISH SOC 62, 43-49 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, fi~HERIES, HISTORY, ~ANAGE"ENI 
2793 1957 LITTLEFORD RA 
STUDIES ON PASTEURIZATION OF CRAB MEAJ 
UNIV MD SEAfOOD PKOCESSlNG LA~ SULL 2 
CRAB INDUSTRY, fUUiJ), HEAJlNGy PUBliC HEALfHo SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
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2794 1966 HElLING LJ, O'CONNELL RL 
A STUDY GF TJUAL ul~PEkSION IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
~ATER KESOURCES KES 2(41,bL5-d41 
CH~SAP~AKE tiAY, CUKKENTS IWATERlt DENSITY CURRENTS, DVE RELEASES, 
ESTJAKlt~, POTOMAC RIVE~, StwAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
2796 1931 PEAkSO~ JC 
SPUKT FISHING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. fiSH A~D ~ILDLifE SEKV, CIRC 1, 1-19 
CHtSAPEAKE ~AY, OJSTRI8UTIUN, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, SPURT FISHING 
2797 1966 HANKS N~ 
THe SOFT-SHELL CLAM 
U.S. FISH A~D ~lLULifE SEkV 1 CIRC 162 
CHE)APEAKt ~AY, CLA~ l~DUSTRY, CLAMS, FJ~HERIES, LIFE Hl~TORY STUDIES, 
~;UidH~AST U.~., ~OFT CLM~ 
2798 1965 LOUSANOFF VL 
THf AMEki~A~ OK EASTERN OYSTER 
U.S. ~ISH ANU hiLOLIFE SEKV, CIRC 205 
CHtSAPEAK[ dAY, LIFE HISTURY STUDIES, NORTHEAST u.s., UYSTEk INDUSTRY, 
OYST~KS, PKEOATIUN 1 REPKUDUCTION 
2800 1945 CARSON RL 
FISH ANn SHELLFISH OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC COAST 
U < ~ISH AND ~lLULlfE SEkV, CONSERV BULL 38 
CHE~APEAK~ BAY, ECuN~MlL~, FISH POPULATIONS, fiSHERIES, MAKYLAND, 
~HELLFI~H, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
Zd01 194~ WHARTON J 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY CRAB INDUSTRY 
u.S. ~ISH AND WILDLIFE S~RV FISH LEAFL 358, 1-13 
LHc~A~[AK[ dAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR 
2tiu2 1"'11 WALSH HM 
Tti~ OUTLAW GUNNER 
T11lcWAltK PUbLISHEKS, CAM8RlOGEr MO 
Cll_tSAi't:AK E BAY, IIUNT lNG, .OAT ERFOWL 
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2B03 1899 SMITH HM, BEAN BA 
LIST OF FISHES KNOWN TO INHABIT THE WATERS OF THE OIST~ICT Of L0LUMI:IIA ANU 
VICINITY 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL FOR 1898, V-18, 119-187 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMbiA, FISH POPULATIONS, MARYLAND, POTOMAC 
RIVeR, VIRGINIA 
2804 1892 SMITH HM 
NOTES ON A COLLECTION Of FISHES FROM THE LOWER POTUMA~ KIVER, MARYLAND 
U.S. FISH COMM bULL FOk 1890, V.10 1 63-72 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, UlSTKltiUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PUTUMAC RIVfK 1 ~YSTEMATICS 
2809 1B93 SMITH HM 
POT:JMAC KIVEK, P.1b0-1il3. IN SHITH, HM. KEPORT ON THE INQUIRY RE&ARUING 
THE METHODS AND STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES 
U.5. fiSH COHM iU:P ltid'l-ld91, 173-£04 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKt 8AY 1 COMMEKCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, fiSHERIES, 
OYSTEK INDUSTRY, ~OTOMAC RIVeR, SHELLFISH 
2810 1960 KNECHTEL MM, HOSTERMAN JW 
BLOATING CLAY IN MIOCeNE ~TKATA OF MARYLAND, NEW JeRSEY, ANU VIRGINIA 
U.S. GEOL SURV PROf PAP 400-1:1, P. b~9-ti62 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAYS, DELA~ARE, JAMES kiVER 1 MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVEK 1 
VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
2812 1901 TOWNSEND CH 
STATISTICS OF THe FISHERIES OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES 
u.s. FISH COMM i<I::P FOR 1~00, V.26, 19~-310 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL fiSH, DI::LAwARE, FISHERIES, MAKYLAND 1 SHeLLFISH, 
VIKGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2813 1885 BABCOCK WC 
REPORT UF SHAD UPI::RATIONS CONDUCTED AT FORT WASHINGTIJN, MARYLAt.O, IN THE 
SPRING OF 1883 
U.S. FISH COMM REP 11, 103~-1042 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGG$, FISH POPULATluNS 1 PUTUHAC KlVER 
2815 1B86 BABCOCK WC 
REPORT OF OPERATIONS AT FORT wASHINGTON, MARYLAND, FOR THE PURPOSE Of 
COLLECTING SHAD EGGS DURING THE SEASON OF 1Bo4 
U.S. FISH CUMM REP 1£ 1 18~-197 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEA~I:: BAY, FlSH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC ~IVER 
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2817 1886 RAVENEL WDC 
REPORT OF OPERATIONS AT SAINT JEROME STATION FOR 168~ 
u.s. FISH CuMM REP 12, l09-214 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2819 1957 DAVIS WS 
OVA PRODJCTIUN OF AMERICAN SHAD IN ATLANTIC COAST RIVERS 
U.~. fiSH AND WILDLIFE SEKV, RES REP 49 
AMERICAN SHAD, fiSH EGGS, NORTHEAST u.s., POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST U.s., 
SPAwNING 
2820 1959 JUNt FC, REINTJES Jw 
AGE AND Slle COMPO~ITIUN OF THE MENHADEN CATCH ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST OF 
THE UNITtu STATES, 1952-55... . 
U.S. FISH AND ~ILDLIFE SERV, SPeC SCI REP 317 
ATLANTIC MfNHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST 
U.S., SOUTHEAST U.S., LENGTH-fREQUeNCY DISTRidUTIONS 
2821 1963 ISAACSON PA 
LtNGTH-~E!GHT RELATIONSHIP AND STOMACH CONTENTS Of THE SWELLFISH 
IS?HE~UIDeS MACULATUSl IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
U.~. ~ISH 4ND niLDllfE SERV, COMM FISH REV 25191,5-7 
fiSH POPulATIONS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
2822 197j FAAS RW 
MASS PRJPtRTY VARIAdlLITY Of SOME ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS 
SEDIMENT GEUL IOIJ),205-2ll • 
MASS, ScUI~tNTS, SHEAK STRENGTH, VAkiABILITYt VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2d2J 1974 ~AP~RNA lr ZWERNER DE 
KUilLJA LERI:I:IRALIS SJ>. No IHYXOSPORIDEA, CttLOROMYXIDAE:I FH.OH THE STRIPED 
BAjS, MOKuNE SAXATIL15 IWALBAUM) 
J ~KUlUlLOL 2111),15-19 
CHfSAPcAKE bAY, FISH VAKASITESr PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED 
BA.)S, ~YSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
~d24 1~74 MUSICK JA 
STuuY GF THE REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY, BEHAVIOR AND POPULATION DYNAMICS OF 
HL~C~ SEA dASS ICENTROPRISTIS STRIATAl 
Vl"\5 ~KANT REP 
f I Sd tlU1AIII UR, FISH POPULA T1 ONS, fISH REPRDDUCTI ON, POPULAII ON DYNAMICS 
2d4 
2825 1962 UNITED STATES ARMY COkPS OF ENGIN~ERS 
LYNNHAYEN INLI:T, BAY AND CONNECTING ~ATERS, VIRGINIA 
87TH CONGRESS, 20 ~tSSION, HOUSE DOC Sao 
CANALS, CHANNELIN&, CHESAPEA~E BAY, I:CUNOMIC FEASIBILITY, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
2826 1974 MARKS CH, CARGO DG 
FIELD TI:STS OF A BUBBLE SCREEN SEA NETTLE BAH.RIER 
MAR TECH SOC, J 8131,33-39 
CHESAPEAKE !:lAY, JELLYFI~H, SEA NETTLES, SUMMER 
2829 1973 WILLIAMS GP, GUY HP 
ERO~IONAL AND UEPUSITIONAL ASPECTS OF HURRICANE CA~lLLE IN VIRGINIA, li69 
U.S. GEOL SURV PROF PAP 804 
DEPOSITION ISEDIMENTSI, tROSION, GEOMORPHOLOGY, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
HUKMICANES, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, ~URFACE: wATtKS, viRGINIA, 
2830 1974 BYNUM MA, blACK RE 
ULT~ASTRUCTURE Or THE MtSOGLEA IN STROdiLAE OF CHMYSAURA ~U(NqUECIRKHA 
ISC YPHUZOA l 
J EXP ZUOL 1B713lrl23-3~3 IVIMS CDNTRIB b031 
ELECTRON I~ICKUSC<.lPY, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YlJRK RIVEK, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVeSTIGATIONS, S~YPHuZOA 
2831 1974 MCCARTHY JJ ~T AL 
SIGNIFICANCE OF NANOPLANKTON IN THt CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARY ANU PROdLEMS 
ASSOCIATEU WJTH THE MEA5UREMENT UF NANOPLANKTUN PRLUUCTIVITY 
MAR BIOL 24(1),7-16 
BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, NANNOPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA 
COLL~CTIONS, PHYIOPLANKTUN, I'KIMARY PROOUCTIVITY, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
2832 1972 HYDROSPHERIC COo~SULTANTS 
A TRACER STUDY OF THE EffLUENT FROM THE PROPOSED CABIN POINT LREE~ 
TREATMENT PLANT 
BALTIMOKE, MD, PREPARED FOR GLENDALE ASS Of HAUPPAUGE, N.Y. 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, MARYLAND, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SE~AGE TREATMENT, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLJTIUN, •Al~R QUALITY 
ZS36 1931 LUCE RH 
POTOHAC RIVER OYSTER AND FISH SURVEY 
MD CONSERV DEP. 30P. 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, fiSH POI'ULATl0l'iS 1 OYSTERS, PUJOMAC IIIVtH. 
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2839 1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. BUR fiSH BULL 43 PART 1 
oRACKISH-~ATER FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARIN~ FISH 
2841 1941 WETMORE PW 
BL~QD PARASITES OF oiRDS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND PATUXENT RESEARCH 
REFUGe VIC li•ITY 
J PAKA~ITOL 27(5),379-393 
BIRDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OIST~IBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, PARASITISM, 
PATUXENT R I V~R 
2354 1970 CRONIN LE 
TH~ !~PACTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL ON THE ECOLOGY OF THE 
KEGIO·'l 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 70-20 
CANALS, CrlESAPEAKE oAY, tCuLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + D 
CANAL 
2tJ5f 1969 KENNEDY VS ET AL 
LA30RATukY STUDIES ON TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON ESTUARINE ANIMALS 
UNIV MD NATUR RESJUKCES lNST REF 69-13 
bENTHOS, t~TUARIES, FISH POPUL4TlONS 1 INVERTEBRATES, MO~TALITY, SEA 
NETTL~o, SHELLFISH, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
2866 1951 SLAVIK w, UHLER FM 
THE PllTUMt.C BASIN. 3. lo(HERE ARE THE DUCKS? 
ATLANTIL ~ATUR 6(41,143~150 
CHESAP~A~c oAY, DREDGING, DUCKS IWILDJ, HARSHESt POlOHAC RIVER, 
S~JIM~~TAT!UN, SILTING, WATER POLLUTION, ~ATERFOWL 
ltlb'T 1949 SH:wART RE 
~lk~S OF THE MARSHES 
wliOD fHkUSH 4(jj,~2-99 
Hlku~, CHtSAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUJION, MARSHES, MARYLAND, 
VJR~lN!A, wATERFOwL 
~dl><l 194o ::.TEwART RE 
biKDS UF lHE BAYS AND ESTUARIES 
.,lJlll.l lliRU'>rl 2!31,12-13 
HAl>, HIKUS, CH~SAPEAK~ BAY, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT Of COLUMBIA, 
tofuAKl~S, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
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2869 1969 HOPKINS SH, ANDREWS JD 
RANGIA CUNEATA ON THE EAST COAST. THOUSAND MILE RANGE EXTENSION, UR 
RESURGENCE? 
SCIENCE lb7, B68-d69 IVIMS CONTRio 3341 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, D!STRIBUTIO~, MARYLAND, POTOMAC k!VEK, SUUTHEAST 
U.S., VIRGINIA 
2873 1958 MANSUETI R; MURPHY G 
BIOLOGY AND MANAGEMENf POTOMAC RIVER FIN-FISHERIES 
MD DEP RtS EDUC REF 5d-22 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTKY, FISHERIES, 
MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER 
2875 1960 BEAVEN GF 
WATER MILfU!L INVASION OF TIDEWATER AREAS 
MD DEP RES EDUC REF 60-28 
AQUATIC WEED CUNIKUL, A~UATIC ~EEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
2884 1968 DAVIS RK 
THE RANGE OF CHOICE IN wATER MANAGEMENT, A STUDY OF U!SSOLVEU OXYGEN IN 
fHE POfOMAC ESTUARY 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV PRESS, dALTIMUK~, MD 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-B~NEFIT ANALY::.JS, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, 
WATER QUALITY, wATER RE~UUKCfS 
2885 19b0 BEAVEN G.F 
WATER MILFOIL STUDIES IN THE CHESAPEAKE AREA 
MD UEP RES EDUC REF 60-52 
AQUATIC wEED CONTROL, A~UATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE oAY, HtKBICIDES 
2886 1968 CRONIN LE 
THE IMPACT OF THERMAL RELEASES ALONG THE EAST COAST ON SHELLFISH 
UNIV HD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 68-bb 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED 
WATER, MARYLAND, NORTHEAST u.s., NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOUTHEAST u.s., 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
2888 1882 MARQUETTE GR 
EXTRAORDINARY FLOODS IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
U.S. FISH COHM BULL l, 258 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, POTOMAC RIVER 
2117 
2889 19H SHERWiJ(JO A'li 
UNDERSTANUING THE CHESAPEAKE, A LAYRAN•S GUIDE 
TIUENAT~K PUtlliSHERS, ~AMBRIOG~, MD 
BlulUGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OREOGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES~ GEOLOGYt MANAGEMENT 
2890 1973 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF MINERAL RESOURCES 
&EOLOGIC STUDIES, COASTAl PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA OIV Mlrd'kAL KI:SGURCES BULL B3 (PARTS l AND 21 
CUASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
28~1 1973 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF MINERAL RESOURCES 
GlJLUGIC STUOIES, LOASTAL PlAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA O!V ~~~EKAL k~SGURCES tlUlL 83 (PART 31 
COASTAl PLAINS, G~OLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
2892 1930 RICHMDNU NE~S LEADER 
TH~ OYSTEK INDUST~Y Uf VIRGINIA 
A jERIES uF ARTICLES APPtAKING IN THE RICHMOND NEWS LEADER, JANU~RY 9-1&, 
1~30, kiCHMOND, VA 
FI~HERicS, FuOOS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
UYST~KS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
289~ 1946 MACKIN JG 
A STUDY Uf OYST£R STRIKE ON THE SEASIDE OF VIRGINIA 
V I.~S CUNTKio 2::> 
CHE~A~EA~E HAY, EASTE~N SHURE IVA-MD), VIRGlNlAo OYSTER SETTING 
2900 1915 RIGELOW HB 
EXPLURATION OF THE COAST WATERS BETWEEN NOVA SCOTIA ANO CHESAPEAKE 
BAY ••• OCfANOGRAPHY AND PLANKTON 
HAKIARO MUS COMP ZOOL BULL 591~1,1~9-359 
CHbAPfAKE BAY, CURKENTS (WATER), DENSITY, HYOROGRAPHY, NORTHEAST U.S., 
uC.cA~;U~i<.Af>tiY, SALIN I TV, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1.~01 1~7~ WHEATLEY HG 
THIS IS MY ISLAND, TANGIER 
NAT GE!lGK 144151,700-725 
CHbAPlA~E tiA¥ 1 HISTORY, LABOR, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
l~O~ 192d LUCE RH 
>UKVfY Uf THE OYSTER BARS UF THE LOWER POTOMAC RIVER 
"Ttl ,\Ni;U Ktf', MU CONSER ... DEPo P.l27-1't8 
tiLl~ "'>vtK wATER, CHE~APEAKE SAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVEII., OYSTER SETTING 
28& 
2925 1956 REED CF 
HYLA CINEkEA IN MARYLAND, DELA~ARE, AND VIRGINIA, WITH NOTES ON TA~ONOMIC 
STATUS Uf HYLA CINEREA EVITTATA 
J ~ASH ACAD SCI 4bl10),32~-~3l 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OELA'IiARE, FROG~, MARYLAND, SYSTEMATICS, VlR~INIA 
2930 1957 CARPENTER JH 
A STUDY OF SOME MAJOR CATIONS IN NATURAL wATERS 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 15 
CALCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSl~, C.HESAPEAKE BAY, MAvN~SIUM, 
POTASSIUM, SODIUM, wATER ~HEMISTRY 
2931 1973 UNITED STATES ARMY COKPS OF ENGINEEKS 
REVIE~ OF KEPORT~ ~N HAMPTON KUADS AND THE HAKBURS Of NORFOLK AND NEWPORT 
N~riS, COLLECTION AND KtMUVAL OF DRI~T 
NOKfULK DISTRICT, NOKfOLK, VA 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, ELIZAJETH KIVER, HARBuRS, MASTE u!SPOSAL, HAMPTuN KOADS 
2932 1973 JOSEPH EB 
ANALY~IS OF A NU~SEKY GROUND 
AbSTRACT IN U.S •. "1AR fiSH SI::RV HIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAL FISH CENTE·tl. TECH 
PUdL 1 1 P.ll~-12" 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, tASTEKN SHORE IVA-MOl, fiSH HATCHEkiES, PAHUNKEY RIVEK, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, Yuk~ RIVER 
2933 197j DAVIS J 
SPA'IiNING SITES AND NURSERIES OF FISHES UF THE GENUS ALuSA IN VIKGINIA 
ABSTRACT IN U.S. MAR FISH SEKV MIDDLE ATLANTIC LUASTAl Fl~H CENTER JECH 
PUdL 1, P.140-14l 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, SPAWNING, VIKGINIA 
2934 1972 NICHOLS M ET AL 
EFFECTIVENESS OF SEQUENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHY FOR CDASTAL OCEANUGkAPHY 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CUKRENTS lwATER), JAMES RIVER, 
PLANKTON, REMOTE SENSING, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2935 1974 GRANT GC 
THE AGE C~MPOSITION OF STRIPED bASS CATCHES IN ¥IKGINIA RIVEKS, 19b7-19/1~ 
AND A DES~RIPTION OF THE FISHERY 
FISHERY BULL 7211lol93-19~ 
AGING IBIOLOGICALlt CATCH, FINFISH 1NOUSTRY 1 fiSH PGPULATIONS 1 FISHERIES, 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RlV~, STKIPEU dASSo VIRGINIA, YUKK RIVEK 
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2936 1973 CARRIKER MR, CHAUNCEY HH 
EFfECT OF CA~BDNIC ANHYDRASE INHIBITION ON SHELL PENETRATION 6Y THE 
MU~ICID ~ASTROPUD URuSALPINX CINEREA 
MALACOLUGIA 12121 1 247-263 
CHcSA~EAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ENZYMES, GASTROPODS, 
WA~HAPKEA~UE,VA, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2937 1973 LEONARD S 
LAKVAE OF CITHARICHTHYS AND ETROPUS TN THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
AB~T~ACT IN U.S. NAT MAR FISH SERV MIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAL FISH CENTER 
TECH PUdL 1, P. 67-bB 
ABSTKACTS, UISTkldUIION, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
2938 1974 KENNEDY VS ET AL 
TEMPERATU~E-TIME ReLATIONSHIPS FOR SURVIVAL OF EMBRYOS AND LARVAE Of 
MULINIA LATERALIS !MOLLUSCA. BIVALVIAl 
MA~ ~IOL 24, 1jl-145 IVIMS CONTRIB 5311 
CHE~APEAKt bAY, tA~TERN SHORE IVA-HOI, EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, LARVAE, 
MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, WACHAPREAGUEoVA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2940 1973 LUDWICK JC 
TIDAL CURRENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, AND SAND BANKS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ENTRANLE, VIRGINIA 
OLD UUMI~IUN UNIV TECH REP 16 
CHt~APlAKE BAY, CURRENTS IWATERI, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAl WATERS, 
VIR'> PHA 
2941 1972 KEI~EKER TF 
oAKKIER ISLAND ORI~IN AND MIGRATION NEAR W4CHAPR~AGUE, VIRGINIA 
W~ST VIRGINIA UNIV M~ THESIS 
CHESAPLAKE: tlAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, 
VIK~INIA, wACHA~REAGUE,VA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
2~42 1~51 CHESAPEAKE tiAY INSTITUTE 
OPEKATION OYSTER SPAT I AND 11, JUNE 17t 1950 - JUNE 21, 1950, AUGUST 30, 
1~~0 - S~~TEM8ER 3, 1950 
LHES rlAY IN~f DATA REP 7 
CHLiJRINATION, CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER), HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, 
JAMeS RIVlk, OYSTERS, PHOSPHATES, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
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2943 1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
OPERATION RAP, MARCH 15, 1951 - MARCH 24, 1951 
CHES BAY INST OATA REP 8 
CURRENTS !WATER), HYDROGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, WINTER 
2944 1973 DEALTERIS JT 
THE RECENT HISTURY OF WACHAPREAGUE INLET, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARYl 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHOkE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGY, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
2945 1973 STOFAN PE 
SURFACE PHYTOPLAI~KTON COMMUNITY STRUCTURE OF MOBJALK BAY AND YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS UISS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHESAPEAKE 8AY, DIATOMS, UINUFLAGELLATES, H08JACK tlAY, PHYTO~LANKTON, YORK 
RIVER 
2946 1973 SHOTTON LR 
BIOLOGY UF THE ROCK CRAb, CANCER IRRORATUS SAY, IN THE COASTAL WATERS OF 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAl 
BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKe ~AY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, GkOWTH STAGES, 
SEASONAL OISTkldUTION, VIRGINIA, MOLTING 
2947 1961 BROWN AC 
STEAM PACKETS ON THE CHESAPEAKE, A HISTORY OF THE OLD t!AY LINE SINCE 1840 
CORNELL MARITIME PRESS, INC, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, SHIPS 
2948 1972 LUOWJCK JC 
MIGRATION OF TlbAL SAND ~AVES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE, P.377-410 
IN D. SWIFT ET AL. SHELF SEDIMENT TRANSPORT. STROUDSBURG, PA. OO•DENt 
HUTCHINSON AND ROSS INC 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SAND WAVES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, VIKGINIA 
29~9 1953 MIDOLETON AP 
TOBACCO COAST, A MARITIME HISTORY Of CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE COLONIAL EkA 
MARINERS MUSEUM, NEWPOKT NEWS, VA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, COMMERCE 
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L950 1973 600~ JO III 
SEUIME~T T~ANSPORJ PROCESSES IN A SALT MARSH DRAINAGE SYSTEM 
VIM~ DISS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CH~SAPEAKE bAY, tASlERN SHORE IVA-MD), SALT MARSHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
Vli<.GI"JIA 
2951 1929 WILSTACH P 
TIJEWATER VIKGINIA 
UOd~S-~ER~ILL ~OM~ANY 
CHE~A~EAKE dAY, tA~TtRN SHORE IVA-MOl, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
PIVEK, KA~~AHANNOCK RIVER, VI~GINIA, YORK RIVER 
2952 1974 GABRitLE V 
~ ~ND M d!OLOGIST CONCtRNEU AdOUT DECREASE IN OSPREYS 
DAILY PR~~S, N~~PGRT NEWS, VA, SUNDAY, APRIL 21, 1974, P. F3 
CHE>APtAKE dAYr EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOlr MARYLAND, VIKGINIA, WAJERFO~L• 
OSPKEY5 
2953 1949 HAM111:K RC ET AL 
THE IMI'IlkfArlCE Of C:.ATCH Rt:CORDS IN THE MANAGEMENT UF THE FISHERIES OF 
VI"GINIA ••• 
R~P dY A SUHCOMM TO THE FISH RES COMM OF THE ADV COUNC ON THE VA ECON 
CATCH, fiSHERIES, MANAGEMENT, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
2955 1970 BLAIR CH 
CHE~APtAKc BAYr NOTES AND SKETCHES 
TIOEWATEK PUdLISHER~, CAMBKIUGE, MD 
CHE~APfAKc dA¥r CLIMATES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, NATURA~ RESOURCES, POLLUTANT 
I DENT IF I CA f WN, COMMEi<CE 
2956 1940 ANON 
TKAY CULlURE OF OYSTERS lN THE YORK RIVERo VIRGINIA 
FISHI~G GAZ, DECEMBER. 2 PAGES 
OYSfEK INUUSTKY, OYST~RS. VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
MAR I CULTURE 
29~F l9Jd HASLER AD 
PULP HILL POLLUTION IN YORK RIVER, VA., ANO ITS CONNECTION tilTH THE 
O~CLINE Of THE OYSTER INDUSTRY 
GAMMA ALPHA REC 2di2J 1 44-45 
OY~I~R INOUiTK¥ 1 OYSTER~, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, 
~ATcR POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 
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2958 1939 JAMES GW JR 
SHELL FISH INDUSTRY "OFF THE ROCKS• BY RETURNING TU THE ROCK~ 
RICHHUNU TIMES-DISPATCH MAG, SUNDAY, HARCH 12, P.a-~ 
ECONOMIC~, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
2959 1940 COVEY SE 
HAND-GROw~ OYSTERS 
EXPRESS MESSENGER 23( 121 1 4-5 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VI~GINJA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
MARICUL lURE 
2960 1943 EVANS GL 
STORY OF SEA-RAC 
VA COMMONWEALTH 10, 3 PAGES 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTIN~, 
MAR I CULTURE 
2961 1959 FIDLER WB 
VIRGINIA'S OYSTER INDUSTRY 
VA RECORD 611121,10,13 1 15,37,39 
FUTURE PLANNING .PRQJECTEOl, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, VIRGI~!A, 
2962 1943 NEWCOMBE C~ 
VIRGINIA SHeLLFiSHERY EXPANSION PROGRAM 
ATLANTIC fiSHERMAN, JULY, P.l2 
FISHERIES, FUTURE PLAN~ING IPRUJECTEOJ, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
2963 1936 ANON 
OYSTER INVESTIGATION, EASTERN SHORE Of VIRGINIA 
U.S. FISH SERV BULL 258, 1-2 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MOJ, OYSTERS, VlkGINIA, OYSTER ~ElTING 
2964 1941 TITLOW P 
CHESAPEAKE CORP. USES RACK CULTIJRE FOR OYSTERS 
ATLANTIC FISHERMAN 22111 1 6 1 20 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2965 1959 VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 
SEAFOOD FOR SALE 
VEPCOVIAN, FEB-HAR, P.lb-17 
OYSTER INOUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
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2966 19.2 PEARSON JC 
THE FISH AND FlSHEKIES Of COLONIAL VIRGINIA 
WILLIAM AND MARY ~UART HIST MAG, 2ND SER 2213),213-20, 22141,353-60, 1943 
2ND SEA 23(11 1 1-7, 23121,130-5, 23(3),278-84, L3!4l,435-9, 1944 lRD SER 
l(L),l/9-83 
FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, VIRGINIA, 
2967 1955 KETCHUM BH, KEEN OJ 
THE ACCUMULATION OF RIVER WATER OVER THE CONTINENTAL SHELF BETWEEN CAPE 
COD AND CHESAPEAKE BAY 
PAP MAR dlOL uCtA~UGR DEEP SEA RES, SUPPL TO VOL 3, 346-357 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISCHARGE !WATER), FRESHWATER, 
NORTHEAST U.S., RIVER FLO~, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
2968 1819 UHLER PR 
LIST OF ANIMALS OBSERVED AT FORT WOOL, VA. 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, STUD 810L LAB SESS, 1877-1878, NO. 1, 13 PAGES 
BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
2969 l96S UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHANNEL TO NE~PORT NEWS AND NORFOLK HARBOR, VIRGINIA 
U.5. CONGRESS, 1ST SESS, HOUSE DOCUMENT 143 
CHANNEL IMPROV~MENT, CHANNELS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2910 1937 UNITED STATES NATIONAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE, WATER RESOURCES COMM 
DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE REPORT FOR THE CHESAPEAKE SAY DRAINAGE BASINS, 
12. LOWEK CHESAPEAKE 
U.S. GOV 1 T PRINTING OFF, P.24-28 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, HYDROGRAPHY, LAND USE, SOIL 
CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, ~ATER CONSERVATION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
kf.SUU~CE5, WATER SUPPLY 
2971 193/ UNITED STATES NATIONAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE, WATER RESOURCES COMM 
UKAINAGE ~A51N COMMITTEE REPORT FOR THE CHESAPEAKE SAY DRAINAGE BASINS, 
13. JAME5 
U.S. GOY'T PRINTING OFF. P.29-36 
UR~INAGE DISTRICTS, FLOOD CONTROL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, SOIL 
CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, ~ATER 
RESOURCES, ~ATER SUPPLY 
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Z912 1B67 MCDONALD M 
VIRGINIA AND ITS FISHERIES 
IN THE FISHERIES AND FISHING INDUSTRIES OF THE U.S. BY G.B. GOODE, SEC. lt 
P.449-473 
CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2973 1966 CLOVIS JF 
THE VEGETATION OF SMITH ISLAND, VIRGINIA 
CASTANEA 33, 11~-121 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, MARSH PLANT5, PLANTS, VEGETATION, 
VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
2974 1944 DORER RE ET AL 
AN ANNOTATED LIST OF THE MOSQUITOES Of VIRGINIA 
MOSQUITO NEWS ~. 4d-5D 
DISTRI~UT!ON, MOS~UlTOES, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
2975 1974 BENDER HE, HUGGETT RJ 
THE EFFECT OF TRUPJLAL STURM AGNES CN HEAVY MeTAL AND PESTICIDE RESIDUES 
IN THE EASTERN OYSTER FROM SOUTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS HS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HEAVY METALS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMtS ~IVER, OYSTERS, 
PESTIC!Ut RESIDUES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STORMS, VlkGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2976 1973 BOICOURT WC 
THE CIRCULATION OF WATER ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF fROM CHESA~EAKE BAY TO 
CAPE HATTERAS 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV PHO OlSS 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, CIKCULATION, CONTINENTAL SHtLF, CUkRENTS !WATER), 
VIRGtNlA, MIDDLt ATLANTIC ~lGHT 
2977 1891 BEAN BA 
FISHES COLLECTED BY WILLIAM P. SEAL IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, AT CAPE CHARLES 
CITY, VIRGINIA, SEPTEMBER 16 TO OCTOBER 3, 1890 
U.S. NAT MUS PROC 14, 83-94 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, VIRGINIA 
2978 1974 HUGGETT RJ 
A STUDY Of THE CHEMICAL FATE ANO THE BIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF NO. 2 FUEL 
OIL SPILLS I~ SEMINATURAL ECOSYSTEMS 
VIMS GRANT PROPOSAL 
ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, OILY WATER 
2'15 
2179 1974 MCINTYRE ~G 
INVESTIGATION OF SURFACE FILMS -CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
ENVIRON P~OTECT AGENCY SER EPA-670-2-73-09'1 
CHESAPeAKE ~AY, CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES, LIPIDS, OIL WASTES, 
OILY MIATE~, PtH'TUPLANKTONo REMOTE SENSING, VlRGINIAo WAfEit POLLUTION 
l980 1972 SANDifE~ PA 
LEPIDDPA LARVAE !CRUSTACEA, DECAPODAo ALBUNEIDAEl FROM VIRGINIA PLANKTON 
ELISHA MITCHELL SCI SOC, J 88(4) 0 220-225 IVIMS CONTRIB ~0~) 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, CRASS, LARVAE, PLANKTON, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
2981 1925 FOWLER HW 
RECOROS OF AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES FOR DELAWARE, MARYLANO AND VIRGINIA. 
Ill. Vl~GINIA 
COPEIA 146, 65-67 
AMPHltilANS, UISTRIBUTJON, REPTILES, VIRGINIA, 
2982 1965 NewMAN WS, RUSNAK GA 
HUL~CENE EME~GENCE Qf THE EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA 
SCIENCE 14d, 1464-1466 VIMS CONTRIB #159 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, eASTERN SHORE (VA-MDI, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TlHE, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
29B3 1~6ij NEWMAN WS, HUNSART CA 
HOLUC~Nc GEOLOGY Of THE WACHAPREAGUE LAGOON, EASTERN SHORE PENINSULA, 
VIKGINIA 
MAR GEOL 6, 81-105 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, EASTERN ;>HOkE IVA-MOl, GEOLOGY• LAGOONS, VIRGINIA, 
i~jACHAPR.i:AGUE,VA 
l984 1947 RANEY EC 
NOCuMIS NESTS USED BY OTHER CYPRlNlD FISHES IN VIRGINIA 
ZOULOGICA j2(21tl25-U2 
UI~TRIBUTluN, fiSH POPULATIONS, fiSH REPRODUCTION. VIRGINIA, 
2985 195~ INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
TIUE~ATER POTOMAC. CLEAN WATER ••• KEY TO THE FUTURE 
INTtR~TATt COMH UN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, 6 PAGES 
lHf:SA>'EAKE ilAY, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, POPULATION, POTOMAC RlY£R• 
kEC{eATION, ~OIL EROSION, WATER POLLUTION 
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299~ 1973 RITCHIE DE JR, KOO TSY 
MOVEMENTS Of JUVENILE STRIPED BASS IN THE ESTUAKY AS OETE~MINEO SY TAGGINb 
AND RECAPTURE 
ABSTRACT IN U.S. MAR FISH SERV MIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAl FISH CENTER TECH 
PUBL 1, 124-125 
ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS. STRIPED SASS, 
TAGGING 
2997 1950 BUCKALEW JH 
RECO~DS FROM THE DEL-MAR-VA PENINSULA 
AUK 67, 2~0-2~2 
BIROS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MUJ, MAMMALS, 
VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
2996 196~ AALTO JA 
PART I. THE POTOMAC ESTUARY. STATISTICS AND PROJECTIONS 
PRUC. 1966-1. INTERSTATE COMM OF THE POTOMAC RIVER dASIN, JUNE 19b6, 
P.1-7 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, POLLuTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVE~, SEwAGe DISPOSAL, WATER 
POLLUTION, ~ATE~ YUALITY 
2999 1964 AULD DV 
WASTE DISPOSAL AND WATER SUPPLY 
ADDRESS PRESENTED TO THE WINTER MEETING Of THE INTERSTATE COMM ON THE 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, ARLiNGTON, VA, JANUARY 23, 1~o4 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, POTOMAC RIVER, wASTE DISPOSAL, nATEk WUALITY, WATER ~UPPLY 
3000 1946 EVE~STINE CN 
THE COMPACT OF 1785 
HD LEGI~LATIVE CUUNC, RES DIY, RES REP 26 
BOUNDARIES (SURFACES), BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MDJ, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, MAk¥LANO, PuTUMAC RIV~~. 
VIRGINIA 
3001 1916 RUEDIGER FE, EARLE S 
JOINT REPORT Of ENGINEERS ON RE-LOCATING AND RE-MAKKING MARYLAND-VlKG1Nl4 
BOUNDARY LINE ACRUSS TANGIER AND POCOMOKE SOUNDS 
THOMAS AND EVANS PkiNTING CO, BALTIMORE, MO 
BOUNDARIES ISURFACESI, BOUNDARY OI~I'UTES, CHESAPEAKe ~AY, EASTEkN !>HORE 
IVA-MDI, LEGAL A~PECTS, MARYLAND, VIRGINiA 
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3002 1930 MATHEWS EB, NELSON WA 
REPORT ON THE MAKKING Of THE BOUNDARY LINE ALONG THE POTOMAC RIVER IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE AwARD Of 1877 
WAVERLY p~[SS INC, tlALTIMORE, MD 
B~uNDARIES ISUkfACESJ, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, MARYLAND, PuTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
3003 195o ALKIRE HL 
CHESAPEAKE BAY OYSTERS 
u.S. ~EEKLY ~EATHER AND CROP BULL 43(81,5-8 
CHESAPeAKE BAY, LIFE HISTURY STUDIES, MARYLAND, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
3005 1947 WARFIELD EA JR ET AL 
REPORT ON OYSTER PKObLEMS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
TIUEwATER FISH DEP R~P TO GOVERNOR AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY, FEB 19, 1947, 15 
PP. 
CHESAPfAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER 
SETT lNG 
JOU6 196~ UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVE~ bASIN REPORT, VOLUME VIII 
BALTIMOKE DISTRICT 
CHESA~EAKE HAY, FEOE~AL JURISDICTION, FISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC 
RIVeR, KECktATIUN, niLOllFE 
3007 1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME IX 
~ALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE rlAY, COST-SENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, 
FU!URE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
3008 196d UNITED STATES FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION 
CLEAN ~ATER ••• FOR THE NATION'S ESTUARIES 
PRO~ Of THE MD-D.C. MEETING. VOl l AND 2 
CHeSAPeAKE dAY, ESTUARIES, wATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
~UJ9 1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME V 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
U1cS•\PtAt'E BAY, fEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY 
~ONTKUL, WAlEK RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
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3010 1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME VI 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEA~E BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, ~ATER USERS 
3011 1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME VII 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SeDIMENTOLOGY, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3012 1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME II 
BALTIMORE UI~TRICT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PlANNING IPKOJECTEOl, POTOMAC 
RIVER, KE~ERVOIRS, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3013 1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BA~IN REPORT, VOLUME Ill 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNI~G, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER QUALITY CU~TROL 1 ~ATfR RESOURCES, 
WATER SUPPLY, PUBLIC OPINIONS 
3014 1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME IV 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, eNGINEERING, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
RtSOURCES, WATtK SUPPLY 
3016 1938 ROBERTSON Rl 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE GROWTH STAGES IN THE COMMON BLUE CRAtl, CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS RATHBUN ~ITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT 
UNIV MU THESIS 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, CLASSIFICATION, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, liFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, BLUE CRAB 
3017 1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME I 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FlOOu 
PROTECTION, ICED LA~ES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER ~UALITY CONIKQL, ~ATER 
RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, ~ATER SUPPLY 
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3021 1964 BYkON G 
THE ~AR Of 1812 ON THE CHtSAPEAKE BAY 
uALTlMOkr HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HlST~RY, UNITED STATES 
1026 1H87 MCDONALD H 
THE flSHEklES OF CHESAPEAKE dAY AND ITS TRIBUTARIES 
IN THE riSHcRIES ANU fiSHING INDUSTRIES OF THE U.S. BY G.B. GOODE, SEC. 5, 
631-654 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, ~ARYLANa, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNUC~ RIVER, SUS~UEHANNA RIVER; VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3030 1974 CHESAPEAKE RtSEARCH CONSORTIUM, INCORPORATED 
~YMPU~IUM A~SfRACTS UN THE EFFECTS OF TROPICAL STORM AGNES ON THE 
CHESAPEAI\.1:: llAY tSTUARINE SYSTEM, ,'lAY 6-7, 1974 
CHES Rt~ ~ONSURT, INC PUBL 27 
ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HISTORIC FLOOD, STORMS 
3032 1953 MARRIOTT JL 
lHlSERVATION ON THE li~SHORE DISTRIBUTION, SEASONAL ABUNDANCE AND BIULOGY OF 
SHRIMP IN THE CHESAPEAKE SAY ~ITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TU THE GENUS 
PALAE.'IDN[ TES 
UNIV MO THeSIS, 32 P. 
il!JL'IGY, t.HESAf'tAKc dAY, ECOLOGy, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEA 
IC~, SHk!MPr Sf'A~NING 
3037 1933 RADCLIFFE l 
~AftR f~RMING AS EXEHPL,FIEO BY THE OYSTER INDUSTRY 
AMER FISH SUCr TRANS 63, 154-157 
CHeSAPEAKE dAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, HARICULTURE 
JD41 1946 HOLLIS EH, COKER CM 
A IREMATUDE PARASITE OF THE: GENUS CllNOSTOMUM NEW TO THE SHAD, ALOSSA 
SAPllJISSIHA 
J ~4kASITUL 34161,493-495 
A'1liiiCM; SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAV, FiSH PARASITES, MARYLAND, TltEMATODES, 
VIKviNIA 
JJ4) l~4Z TILltK RE 
B!:JICAIIOP<S UF COMPENSATORY GROWTH IN THE STRIPED BASS IROCCUS SAXATILIS 
~AlllAU~l AS HEVEALED d¥ A STUUY OF THE SCALES 
UN I V M !J T :i E S I S 
('ll ~APFAKb i:IAY, F! SH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED bASS, 
LlNGTH-~kc~UtNCY OISTRidUTIONS 1 FISH SCALES 
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~047 1953 LEETCH B 
FISH KILL IN LOWtK ~UTOMAC kAS THOUGHT TO £E CAUSED BY UNOERkATER 
EXPLOSIONS OFF DAHLGREN PKUVING GROUNDS 
WASHINGTON EVENING STAH, JUNE 3 7 1953 
CHESAPEAK£ BAY, EXPLOSIONS, fiSH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REViEW 
3048 1948 LEETCH B 
WHAT ARt WE GOING TO 00 AbOUT ROCKFISH 
MD LEAGUE SPORTSMEN RALLY SHEET 6111,8 
fiSH POPULATIONS, STKIPE~ i:IASS, UNAVAILAtlLE FOR REVIE~ 
3054 1970 LASSON KL 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE, EXTRACTED FRGM CHESAPEAKE i:IAY IN LEGAL 
I'EKSPECTIVl 
MD UNIVr NATUR RESUURCES INST 
CHESAPl:AKt dAY, Hl~T'JRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNAVAILA6Lt: FGt{ HtVIEk 
3055 1956 LATR08~ FC 
CHESAPEAKE: bAY CU~KBOOK 
HORN-SHAFER PUBL 
CHESAPtAKE dAY, f~J0$ 1 UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3060 1967 TUTHILL OF tT AL 
THE EFrECTS OF SEUiMENT POLLUTION LN wATER RECREATION IN THE UPI'ER PUTuMAC 
ESTUARY 
MD UNIY DEP AGR ECON MISC f'UtlL 653 1 62P. 
CHESAPEAKe tlAY, PGfUMAC RIVeR, kECREATIUN, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FUR 
REI/lEw 
3061 1934 TYRRELL WH 
UNKNOWN FISH IN THt CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MO NATUK HIST SOC tlULL 4(11) 1 67 
CHESAPtAKE SAY, FISH POPULAfiONSt UNAVAILABLE FOR kEVIEW 
3062 1885 TRELEASE W 
OBSERVATIU;~S ON SEVERAL ZOOGLOEAE AND RELATEU FORMS, PIGMENTED tJACTt:RIA 
JOHNS HUPKINS UNIV STUD tllOL LAB 3141,193-216 
AQUATIC BACTERIA, UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEW 
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3066 195d STEWART kE 
DISTRI~UTION OF THE SLACK DUCK 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV CIKC 51, 1-o 
DISTK!~UTION, DUCKS (WILD), wATERFOwL, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
3069 !961 STEENIS JHr STOTTS VD 
PRU~KESS RcPUKT UN OlSTRldUTION AND CONTROL Of EURASIAN WATERMILFOlL IN 
TH~ CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION, 1962 
SU wEcO CDNF, PRUI., ,~IJBILE, ALA. 16, 341-342 
ACJUAT!C ~\tEll ~ONTKULr il'iUATIC wEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRlilUTION, 
UNAVAILAdL~ FUR K~V!EW 
3071 1965 SUilERS DG 
TH£ IMPLICATIONS OF SEDIMENT POLLUTION ON WATER RECREATION IN THE UPPER 
POTOMAC ~STUARY 
MO UN!V M~ THESIS 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REV I til 
3073 1943 SPENCE SR 
THe LifE HISTORY OF THE BlUE CRAB OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
SOUTHERN fiSHERMAN 3, 14-16 1 37 
CHE>APtA~E ilAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3081 195Z SLAVIK W1 UHLER FM 
WHERE ARc THE OUCKS? 
IN THE POTOMAC VAllEY, HISTORY AND PROSPECT 
AUUJJCN SUC, D.C., INC, P.23-31 
CHtS~PEAKt BAY, guCKS 1wll0l 1 POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
t'EVIEW 
30d2 1916 SMITH HW 
SHA~ AND AlEWIFE INDUSTRY OF CHESAPEAKE SAY AND TRIBUTARIES 
IN REP Of THE COMM FISH 1916, DOC 836, 1-114 
ALl~IVc~, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
UN~VAILAoLE FOR REVIEw 
JU90 1~71 MULFORD RA 
AN ANNUAL PLANKTON CYCLE ON THE POTOMAC RIVER IN THE VICINITY Of THE 
MURGA~TOwN STEAM ELECTRIC STATION 
t.CAO NATUR SCI SHC SCI REP 40. 21P. 
CHES~P~AKE 8AY, ELECTRIC POWER PMODUCTION 1 PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER• POWER 
PLANTS, UNAVAILAdL~ FOR REVIE~ 
31)2 
3091 1972 NElSON Jr COlWEll RR 
METABOLISM OF MERCURY COMPOUNDS oY BACTERIA IN CHESAPEAKe BAY 
INT CONGR MAR CORROSION AND fOULING PROC AND MAR TECHNOL SOC PROC 
BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HEAVY METALS, MERCURY, UNAVAILA8lf FOR REVIEW 
3093 1878 PATTERSON CP 
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE OYSTER BEDS IN TANGIER AND POCOMOKE SOuNDS AND PARTS 
OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY CONDUCTED DURING PuRTIO~S OF YEARS 1878 AND 1d/9 
MD COMM FISH REP 1876, P.106-21~ 
BEDS UNDeR WATER, CHESAP~AK~ BAY, EASTERN SHUKE IVA-MD!, OYSTERS, 
UNAVAILAtiLE FOR REVIEW 
3094 1933 PEARSON JC 
MOVEMENTS Of STRl~ED BASS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD FISH 2L 1 15-1~ 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, FISH MIGRATION, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILAoLE FOR REVIEW 
3095 187d PHILIPS B 
HERRING, SHAD AND EELS TN THE POTOMAC 
FOREST AND STREAM 10, 4o2 
AMeRICAN SHAU, CHESAPEAKE dAY, EELS, FISH POPulATIONS, HERRINGS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, UNAVAILABL~ FOK REVIEW 
3098 1971 PRITCHARD DW 
CHESAPEAKE AND DElAwARE CANAL AFFECTS ~NVIRONMENT 
AMER SUC CIVIL ENG NAT ~ATcR KtS ENG MtETING, PHUEN!Xt AxllONA. 2uP. 
CANALS, CHESAPEAKE bAY, tNVIRONMENTAl EFFE~TS 1 C + 0 CANAL, UNAVAILABlE 
FOR REVIEW 
3099 1952 PRITCHARD OW 
ESTUARINE HYUROGRAPHY 
IN H.E. LANDSBERG, EO. ADVANCES IN GEOPHYSICS. VOLUME 1. ACADEMIC P~t55 1 
1952 
ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, UNAVAILABLE FOK REVIE~ 
3103 1916 PURDY WG 
POTOMAC PLANKTON AND ENVIRONMENTAl FACTORS 
IN H.S. CUMMING, INVESTIGATION Uf THE POLLUTION AND SANITAKY CUNDITIUN OF 
THE POTOMAC WATERSHED 
U.S. PuB HEALTH SEKV HYGIENE LAB BULL 1041130-191) 1 16-53 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, wATI::K PULLUT !01<. UNAVAILABLE fOK 
REVIEW 
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HOd 1964 RA..;lS CK 
AQUATIC PLANT NUISANCES 
I~TERSTATE COMMON POTOMAC RIVER BASIN PKOC, WASH, D.C. 19o~l1lr51-So 
A\llJATIC PLANTS, AlolUATIC wEI::DS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PUTOHAC RIVEt<., U'4AVAILABLE 
FfJK RI:VIEW 
Jll4 1~j2 KYAN JD 
THE StDIMENTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
JOHNS HLPKINS UNIV PHD DISS 
CHESAPI:AKE ~AY, StUIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3116 1917 SALE JW, SKINNER WW 
THe VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION UF DISSOLVED OXYGEN AND THE ~RECIPITATION SY 
SALT hATER IN CERTAIN TIDAL AREAS 
FKANKLIN INST J lti4!UECI 1 d37-846 
OIS~OLVfO GXYGtN 1 PRECIPITATION INTENSITY, SALINE WATER, VERTICAL 
MIGKATIUN, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3118 1945 SANDHOLlER LA 
THE EFF~CT UF DDT UPON THE CHESAPEAKE SAY BLUE CRAB ICALLINECTES SAPIDUSl 
fiSH MA~KET NEwS 71111,2-4 
CHcSAPtAKt oAY, OOT, PESTICIDES, BlUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3119 1971 SCHIEMER ENt SCHUBEL JR 
AN IMPROVED VtHIClt FOR TOWING A DISPLACEMENT TYPE SOUND SOURCE FOk 
LONTINUUuS SEISMIC PROFILING 
MA~ ~FOPHY~ RES lo 35l-~53 
I~STkUMfNTATIQN, PKGFILES, UNAVAILABL~ FOk REVIEw 
lll~ 1971 SCHUBEL JR 
LONCLUOING REMARKS ~ITH A FEW COMMENTS ON A CONTINUOUS SEISMIC PROFILING 
STUUY UF LHESAPEAKE BAY, P.XIV-1 TU XIV-5 
IN J.l,. ~CHUBEl 1 THE ESTUARINE EIWIRONMENJ, AMER C.EOL lNST, WASH• D.C. 
IN51RU~ENTATION 1 PROFILES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
JLZ& 1~2j SETTe OE, AND ~!EDLER RF 
A SURVeY Of THE CUNDITIUN OF THE CRAB FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.~. tlUR ~ISH. 16P. 
LHhAPtAK.E flAil', CKAB INDU:;TICr'. FISHERIES, SHELLFlSHo UNAVAILABLE FOR 
Kl.VIt;, 
30~ 
3127 1926 SETTE OE, ANO FIEDlER KF 
A SURVEY UF THE CONDITION UF THE CRAB FISHERI~S OF CHESAPEAKE uAY, 1~25 
FI~H ANU OYSTER kEPURJtR 717),6-8, 12 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHE~IES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FO~ 
REVIEW 
3129 1905 TALBOT H 
POTOMAC BASS 
AMEK FISH SUC TRANS 3~, 124-131 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SIRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE 
FOK RtVIEW 
3113 1931 SUNOKUP E 
POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER AND FISH SURVEYS 
MO CONSERV UEP, Fe~ 4, P.1-~ 
CHESAPEAK.E bAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, fiSH POPULATIONS, OYSTER INJUSTRY, 
POTOMAC RIVEk, UNAVAILABLE FOR ~EVIEW 
3136 1969 STOTTS VD 
HABITAT AND 8KEE~;~G ECJLUGY- EAST-CENTKAL UNITEU STATES 
IN P. dARSKE. BLA~K DUCK-EVALUATION, MANAGEME~T A~O ~ESEA~CH 1 A SYMPOSIUM. 
ATL WATCRFUdL COL • Ai'u WILDLIFE MA~AGEi-tE;H l;iST 
BREEDING, OUCK.S t~ILO), UNITED STATES, ~ATErtfuwl 1 UNAVAILAtlLE fOrt REVIEW 
3137 1~73 BENDER Me 
A PROGKA~ TO MONiiOR THE ENVI~ONMENTAL EFFECTS OF 3HIPYA~O EXPA~SION 
VIM~ MANU~CKIPT 
BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, OREOGING, HEAVY METALS, JAMES KlVE~, 
S~OIMtNTATlON, SILJI~G, SPUil OISP05AL, HAMPTON ~JAUS 
313~ 1972 PLEASANTS JB 
THE ECONOMIC HISTORV OF THE FISHERIES OF THE t:ASTE~N SHORE OF VIRi;INIA 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
CHESAPEAK~ 6AV, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTURY, 
VIRGINIA 
3139 1911 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESOU~CE PKOBLEMS AND kESEAkCH PROJECTS OF THE TIDAl JAMES 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
BEACH EROSION, JAMES RIVER, NATURAl KESOUkCES, REStA~CH AND OEVLLGPHENT, 
VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
3140 1964 HARGIS WJ JR 
·wHAT A MODEL Will 00 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
305 
JA~cS RIVEK, HODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA 
3141 1964 HARGIS WJ JR 
fACTORS Pc:<.fA!N!f;G TO DoCJSION ON WHETHER OR NOT TO MME MODEL SiuD\' 
VIMS i"·1:.:·~:...tSCH.!PT 
JAMtS RiV~R, ~OUEL STUD~~3~ V~RGINiA 
3142 !972 D~V!S J 
S~A50\AL AVAZLABI~ITY A~D D!Sia!SUTION Of SENI~Ii~ fiS~ES OF CHEShP~AX~ 
;:;;c.-n 
V!MS MANUSC.i<.!PT 
BENTHIC FA0~A, JISTRIBUTION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH PODULAJ!ONS, 
FI~riEKi~S, StASONAL DlST~l6UilON, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 6IGHT, 
3143 1960 RAMSEY S 
THe UYSTER INDUSTRY OF VIRGINIA AFTER 1865 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
FISHc~lt~, UYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
3144 1962 HAKGIS WJ JR 
A STUDY Uf fHE EFFECTS UF DREDGING AND DREDGE SPOIL DISPOSAL ON THE MARINE 
V l!·1S ~··11\1\JSC.i<iPT 
iJt,HiiUS, CHANNELING, Of\EDGlNG, RAPPAHANNOCK R!VfR, VIR(;lNIA, SPOIL 
Ol~J.llJSAL 
3145 1911 GRMlT GC 
FtASIKILITY OF INCREASING STRIPED BASS POPULATIONS BY STOCKING OF UNDER 
UTILILEU NURSERY GROUNDS 
VI MS ,'IANUSCR I P T 
ANADRUMGU~ fiSH, fiSH POPULATIONS, FISH STOCKING, HORTALITY, SPAWNING, 
STt<IPED bASS, VIRGINIA, 
3146 1947 HOPKINS SH 
~RELIMINAKY SURVEY OF LITERATURE ON POLYOORA 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
AN~cliDS, UIOLUGY, DISTRitlUTION, WORMS 
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3147 1945 ~EWCOMBE CL 
SUMMARY UF RESULTS OF GRAB STUulES BY TH~ VIRGINIA FISHeRIES LA~ORATORY 
PRESENTED BEFORE THE GRAd PANE~ OF THE ATLANTIC STATES MARINE FISHERIES 
COMMISSION 
V !HS ~1ANvSCR!PT 
CATC~, CHESAPEAKE 3A~, CRABS, V!RG!NlA 
3148 1948 HOFFMAN Rh 
REPORT ON CHEMICAL CONTROL OF OYSTER DRILLS 
VIMS t-1ANUSCR!PT 
COPPER SULFATE, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, PESTICIDES 
3!40 l972 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
STUOY OF CHANNEL S~DIMENTS. ~ALTIMORE HARdOR, NORFGLK hAKdOR, YORK 
ENTK,H.;CE CHANrJEL 
V l ~IS MANU5CRI P T 
CHANNELS, CHESAPEAKE HAY, COMES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEU!MENTS, VIRGINIA, 
YOr~K KIVt::k 
3150 1973 VI~G!NIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
A POSI-UPERAT!UNAL STUDY OF THE JAMES RIVER IN THE VJCINifY Of HO~ POINT 
VIMS MANUSCt<JPT 
BIOTA, tLt~TkiC POwER PKOOUCT!ON, HlATEU ~ATER, JAMtS KlVER, MORTALITY, 
NU~l~A~ ?G~EK PLANTS, THERMAl POLLUTiON, VIRGINIA, ZOUPLA~KTON 
31S: 1946 HOPKINS SH 
fAKLY H!STUMY OF THE CRA3 INDUSTRY IN IHE UNITED STATES 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
CkAB INDUSft<Y, FISHERIES, HISTORY, SHELLFISH, UNITED STATES 
3152 1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
INVESTlGATiON OF SURFACE FILMS - CHESAPEAKE dAY ENTRANCE. STATUS REPOKJ -
FIKST YEAK 1 S RESEARCH 
VJMS MANUSCRIPT 
CHE~APcAKE uAY, OIL wASTES, OILY WATER, REMOTe SENSING, VIRGINIA, WATER 
POLLUTION 
3!53 1955 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
FISHERIES RESEARCH EXPANDING 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
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3154 N*D* VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
FISHING PKOijLEMSt (OK WHERE ARE THt FISH?J 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
COM~ERCI'L FISHING, FISH, FISH HARVEST, FISHERIES, FISHING, SPORT FISHING 
3160 1~50 GAZIN CL, COLLINS RL 
REMAINS OF LAND ANIMALS FROM THE MIOCENE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
SMITHSONIAN MISC CULL 116(2),1-21 
CHESAPEA~c ijAY, MIGCENE EPOCH, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABlE FOR REVIEW 
3161 1965 GEYER JC ET AL 
A RESEAKCH PKuGRAM FOR THE POTOMAC RIVER 
POTOMAC ESTUARY STUOY PLANNING COMM, BALT IMOKE, MD. 143P. 
CHESAPtAKE 3AY, POTOMAC RIVER, RESeARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
RlVIE;; 
3163 1954 GLUDE JB 
OBSERVATIONS UN THE EFFECT OF A MARYLAND SOFT CLAM DREDGE ON THE BOTTOM 
U.S. FISH ANU wiLDLifE SERV. 4P. UNPUBL MS 
HOTfUM ~~JIMcNTS, CLAM INDUSTkY, ORtDGING, FISHING GEAR 
3174 196~ HIGMAN 0 
AN ECOLOGICALLY ANNOTATED CHECkLIST OF THE VASCULAR FLORA Of THE 
CHESAP~AKE HAY CeNTER FOR FIElD BOTANY, WITH KEYS 
SMITHSONIAN INST, ~ASHINGTON, D.C. 232P. 
CHESAPeAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, UNAVAILAoLE FOR REVIEW 
3175 1944 HILL NA 
CHESAPeAKE CRUISE 
GEO~GE ~. KING PRINTING CO., BALTIMORE, MD· 356P. 
HOAfiNG, CHESAPEAKE UAY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3ll6 I<J6t! HillMAN ASSOCIATES, INC 
PkO~uSAL FUR AN ANALYSIS OF LEGAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE DEVELOPMENT AND 
MANAG~M~NT UF CHESAPEAKE BAV RESOURCES 
LHESAP~AKE ijAV, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE 
Fllk RE:VIEw 
ll6J 1<J~L EARLE S 
A tiLOW TO THE CHESAPEAKE CRAB INDUSTRY 
M~ CONSERV gl31,9-10 
(Ht ~APlAKE: BAY, CKAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
~~VI lt< 
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3185 1941 GOELLNER KE 
REPORT ON THE CRAB INVESTIGATIONS, lOWER CHESAPEAKE dAY, SUK"E~, 1~~1 
CHES BIOL lAB, UNPUdL MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3193 1949 GUTHEIH F 
THE POTOMAC 
RINEHART ANLl co., NEW YORK. 436P. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3195 1958 KELLY WN 
PRODUCTION UF FISHERY PRODUCTS IN SELECTED AREAS OF VIRGINIA, MARYLAND AND 
NORTH CAROLINA AS REPORTED TU HAMPTON FISHERY MARKET N~~S uFFICE 
U.~. FISH AND ~ILULIFE SERV, MARKET Nf~S SERV, P.1-20 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHE:KIES, MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
319d 1899 SMITH HM 
STUDieS UF YOUNG SHAD IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
U.S. FISH COMM RE:P 1ti9o, db-89 
AMERICAN SHAO, CHfjAPEAKE HAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENilE FISHES, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
3203 1880 RYDER JA 
ON THE OCCURRENCE UF FREIA PRODUCTS IN THE CHESAPEAKE SAY 
AMErt NATUR 14, 133 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR ReVIEw 
3205 1883 RYDER JA 
THE OYSTER PROBLEM SOLVED 
FOREST AND STREAM 21, 90 
OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3206 1883 RYDER JA 
PRELIMINARY NOTICE OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND BREEDING HABITS OF THE POTGMAC 
CATFISH, AMEIUHUS ALUlDUS llESUEURJ, GILL 
U.S. FISH COMM BULl 3(15),225-230 
CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH kEPRODUCTION, liFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
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3214 1974 HEUVELMANS M 
EASTERN NO-GOODS, P.95-104 
IN HEUVELMANS M, THE RIVER KILLERS. HARRISBURG, PA. STACKPOLE BOOKS 
CHE~APEAKt fiAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, 
wATtR POLLUTION, wATER QUALITY, WATERSHED MANAGt~ENT 
3215 1914 PRITCHARD DW, GARDNER GB 
HYOROGRAPHY OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
JOHNS HUPKINS UNIV, CHES BAY INST TECH REP 85 
CHESAPeAKE BAY, HYURUGRAPHY, SALINITY, VELOCITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, C + D 
CANAL 
32l2 18jQ ELLIOT J 
HISTORICAL SKETCHES OF THE ••• DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, MITH ••• A DESCRIPTION OF 
THE RIVER POTOMAC, ITS FISH ANU WILDFOWL, ETC 
WASHINGTON, O.L., P.1-554 
CHESAPlAKE bAY, fiSH, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
WATEKFO~L, UNAVAILA&LE FOR REVIEW 
3227 19S1 H:DERAL SECURITY AGENCY 
SOUTHeAST DKAINAGE BASINS, A COOPERATIVE STATE-FEDERAL REPORT ON WATER 
POLLUTION 
u.S. PU~LIC HEALTH SERV, WATER POLLUT SER 1~, 1-2~6 
CHCSAPtAKE bAY, JAMES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
322B 1951 FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 
POTOMAC RIVER SA~IN, A COOPERATIVE STATE-FEDERAL REPORT ON WATER 
POLL Ul I 01\ 
u.s. PUBLIC HEALTH St~V, wATER POLLUT SER 28, VARIOUS PAGES 
LHESAPlAKl BAY, POTUMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3230 I951 EVERSTINE CN 
OYSTER CULTIVATION IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
MD LEGISLAT COUNCIL, RES REP 30, 1-15 
CHEShPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3L32 1951 FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 
NOkTH ATLANTIC DRAINAGE BASINS, A COOPERATIVE STATE-fEDERAL REPORT ON 
RAfEk POLLUTION 
U.S. PUbLIC HEALTH SERV, WATER POLLUT SER lOr 1-137 
lhESA~EAKE BAY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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3234 1957 ENGLE JB, BEAVEN GF 
A REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF THE POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER BARS 
CHES BlOL LAB KEF NO 57-~0, 6P 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3235 1953 ESCHMEYER RW 
THE STRIPED BASS 
MD CONSERV 30l1lr22-24 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3242 1948 YINGLING FC 
QUEER FISH Of THE CHESAPEAKE 
MD NATUK LEAFLET (51,1-4 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, f1SH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3243 1924 ANON 
OTTER TRAWLS IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
FISH SERV UULL, DEP COMM U.S. BUR FISH 107, 5-6 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PUTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAJLA~LE FOR REVIEw 
3244 1915 UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
AIR AND ~ATEM TEMPtRATURES, HYORU~ETER READINGS, TURBIDITY, ETC., AT 
VARIOUS ~TAllON~ FROM THE CHAIN BRIDGE TU TrlE HUUTH Uf THE POTOMAC RIVER 
AUG 1d73--DEC 1914. JAN--MAY 1~15 . 
AIR TEMPERATURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRA~HY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURbiDITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3246 1956 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
HURRICANE SURVEY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC AND RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERS, 
APPRAISAL REPORT 
OFFICE OF THE UISTRICT tNGINEER, WASH DISTRICT, WASH, ~.c. UNPUBL MS. 7P. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOC~ RIVER, UNAVAILAdLt 
FOR REVIEW 
3249 N*D* UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
CURRENT DIAGRAM - CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SUKV, WASHINGTON, D.C., CURRENT DIAGRAM NO 2 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS CWATERI, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3252 1950 UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
FISHERY STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES, 1880-1947 
STAT DIGEST 21, SECT 15, P.2B0-2B5 . 
FISHERIES, STATISTICS, UNITEU STATES, UNAVAILABLE FUK REVIEw 
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325S 1956 UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
INvENTORY UF PERMANENT "ATER OF MAJOR SIGNIFICANCE TO WATERFOWL IN IKE 
STATE OF MARYLAND 
OfFICE OF RIVeR tlASIN STUUIES, ATLANTA, GA. 7P. 
REGIONAL ~LUOO, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3258 1820 WARDEN DB 
DESCRIPTION STATISTIQUE HISTORIQUE ET POLJTIQUE DES ETATS-UNIS DE 
L'AMERI~UE SEPTENT~IONALE ••• 
PARIS, CHEZ ET GKAVIER, 5 VOL. 
FISHERIES, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3259 1951 ANON 
POTOMAC CALLED OPEN SEWER, SHALL FISH DIE SY THOUSANDS 
WASHI~GTON POST, WASHINGTON, D.C., AUGUST 14 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER· 
POLLUTION, WAT~R WUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3260 1973 WATSON D 
MARYLAND POLLUTION SURVEYED 
WASHINGTON POST, WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 4, 1973, SECT A7 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, MARYLAND, POLLUTANT IOENTIFJCATION, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE 
fOil. REVIEw 
326, 1948 WERNER HJ 
THt MGRPHULUGY AND THE HISTOLOGY Of THE ALIMENTARY TRACT OF LITTORINA 
IRRllRATA SAY 
MU UNIV PHD lllSS- 77P. 
GASTROPODS, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION~, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3266 1883 WILSON EB 
OoSERVATIONS Of THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT STAGES OF,SOHE POLYCHAETOUS 
ANN~L IDS 
~TUD diOL lAB, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 2, 271-299 
ANNELIDS, GROWTH STAGES, POLYCHAETES, WORHS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
JZ6d 1934 YINGLING FC 
fOUR QUEEK FISH OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD NATUK HIST SOC BULL 4151,26-28 
CHt~APtA~E tlAY, ~ISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE ~OR REVIEW 
3281 1937 WILSTACK P 
POTO~AC LANDINGS 
TUDOR PUHL CO, N.Y. 
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CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3284 1881 WINSLOW f 
DETERIORATION OF AHEKICAN OYSTER BEDS 
POP SCI MONTHLY· 20, 29-43, 145-l't6 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE FO~ 
REVIEW . 
3285 1882 WINSLOW F 
REPORT ON THE OYSTER BEDS OF THE JAMES RIVER, VIKGINJA, AND Of TANGIER AND 
POCOMOKE SOUNDS, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
APPEN 11, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV REP 1881, wA~HINGTONr D.C. 87P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, O~STER INOU5TRY, OYSTERS, 
UNAVAILABLF FOK REVIEW 
3286 1883 WINSLOW F 
CHESAPEAKE OYSTEK BEDS 
SCIENCE 2r 440-44~ 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INOUSTKY, OYSTERS 
3293 1965 HARRISON W ET AL 
POSSIBLE LATE PLEISTOCE~E UPLIFT CHESAPEAKE SAY ENTRANCE 
J GEOL 73(2),201-229 (VlMS CONTKI8 1381 
BO~ES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOlOGY, PLEISTOCENe EPOCH, 
SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA 
3299 1974 THOMANN RV ET AL 
PRELIMINARY MODEL Of POTOMAC ESTUARY PHYTOPLANKTON 
J ENVIRON ENG DIVr AMER SUC CIVIL ENG 1001EE31,699-715 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, 
NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHORUS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PUTOMAC RIVER 
3300 1974 SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS OF THE SIZES AND SETTLING VELOCITIES OF THE EGGS 
OF SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 36, REF 74-4 
ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING 
VELOCITY, WHITE PERCH 
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3J01 1974 SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
SOME U~SERVATIONS OF THE SIZES AND SETTLING VELOCITIES OF FISH EGGS 
CHES BAY INST, JUHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 37, REF 74-5 
ALEwiVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING 
VELOCITY, STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH 
3313 N*D* INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
TH~ POTOMAC- PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER 
BETHESDA, MD 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, LAND USE, POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3315 1964 HARGIS "J JR 
THE MARINE RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA, THEIR DEVELOPMENT, USE AND PRESERVATION 
VI1~S ~lANU~CR!PT 
ECONOMICS, NATURAL RESOURCES, STATI~TICS, VIRGINIA, 
3325 1968 U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS. 
REPORT ON NAVIGATION STUDY, DELAWARE BAY - CHESAPEAKE BAY WATER"AY IN 
DELAwAR~, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ENGINEER, NORTH ATLANTIC DIV, PHILADELPHIA, PA 
CANALS, CHESAPEaKE dAY, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHURE IVA-HDJ, INLAND WATERWAYS, 
MARYLAND, NAVIGAdLE wATERS, VIRGINIA, DELA~ARE BAY 
~~26 1974 POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 
AMENDME~T NO. 4. DOUGLAS POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION, ENVIRONMENTAL 
REPORT. DOCKET NOS. 50-448 AND 50-449, AMENDMENT INSTRUCTION SHEET 
WASHINGTON, 0. C. 
lHE~A~EAKt ~AY, tL~lTRIC PO~ER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR 
P8wER PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
3327 1972 WILLRICH M 
THE ENERGY - ENVIRONMENT CONFLICT, SITING ELECTRIC POWER FACILITIES 
VA LAW REV 58(2),256-336 
ELLCTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LEGAL ASPECTS, POWER 
PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
H2d 1972 JAWORSKI NA ET AL 
UP~ER PUTUMAC ESTUARY EUTROPHICATION CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 
U.S. ~NVIKON PROTECT AGENCY TECH REP 53, ANNAPOLIS F1ELO OFFICE, 
ANNAPllLIS, MD 
UtESAPtAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE 
TKtATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, HATER QUALITY 
3329 1971 BATKINS JF, WHITE FR 
A MULTIDISCIPLINARY LAND-USE STUDY IN VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA, 
METHODOLOGY AND RECOMMENDATIONS . 
NAT SCI FOUND TECH REP, OLD DOMINION UNIV RES FOUND, NORFOLK, VA 
BIOTA, ECONOMICS, FUTUR~ PLANNING IPROJECTEDJ, GEOLOGY, LAND USE, 
MANAGEM~Ni, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZUNE . 
3339 1973 LONGEST JN 
INVESTIGATION OF THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INTERESTS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AREA 
MD UNIV, WATER RESOURCES RES CENTER, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, REGIME 
3361 1975 JOHNSON JC 
ASSATEAGv~, JE~EL OF THE EAST COAST 
NAT PARKS AND CONSERV HAG 49111,4-9 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ISLANDS, MARYLAND, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
3362 1953 MCHUGH JL, LAOO EC 
THE UNPREDICTABLE BLUE CRAB FISHERY 
NAT FISHERMAN YEARBOOK 1953, 127-129 (VIHS CONTRIB 441 
CRASS, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
3363 1974 CHAO YY 
~AVE REFRACTION PHENOMENA OVER THE CONTINENTAL SHELF NEAR THe CHESAPEAKE 
BAY ENTRANCE 
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ~NG COASTAL ENG RES CENTER TECH M~MO 47 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, CuNTINENTAL SHELF, REfRACTION (~ATER 
HAVES!, VIRGINIA, WAVE~ IWATERI 
3370 1972 PRITCHARD WM, CHOPRA KP 
EFFECT OF AIR POLLUTION UN URBAN VISIBILITY STATISTICS 
IN PRE PRINT VOLUME OF THE CONF ON UKBAN ENVIRON AND 2ND CONF ON 
BIOMETEUROL AT PHILA, PA, AMER METEOkOR SOC IVIMS CONTKIB 4731 
AIR POLLUTION, ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE tiAY, URBANIZATION, 
VIRGINIA, HAMPTON ROADS 
3394 1974 KAlAMA FY 
THE UlTRASTRUCTURE OF NUCLEAR DIVISION IN THRAUSTOCHYTRIUM SP. 
PROTOPLASMA 82, 155-175 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, fUNGI, HORPHOLOGY, KEPRUOUCTIUN 
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3395 N*D* HOBBS CH, COHP 
COLLECTION Of AEKIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF VIRGINIA, 1937--
SOUKCES INCLUDE US GEUL SURV, NASA, US DEP AGRIC, VA HIGHwAY OEP• US 'OAST 
AND GEUD SUKV AND US AIR FORC~ 
AERIAL ~HOTUGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, 
3399 1974 HENNY CJ ET AL 
THE 1973 D!STI~UTION AND ABUNDANCE OF BREEDING OSPkEYS IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SCI 15(31 ,l2~-1B 
BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
3400 1974 LOESCH JG 
A SEQUeNTIAL SAMPLING PLAN FOR HARD CLAMS IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE SAY 
CHE~ SCI [j(3),134-l39 CVIMS CONTRIB 595) 
CLAMS, OK~OGING, FISHING G~AR, SAMPLING 
3401 1974 RICHARDSON SL 
EGGS AND LARVA~ Uf THE UPHJCHTHID EEL, PISODONOPHIS CRUENTIFER, FROM THE 
CHESAPEAKE ti!GHT, WeSTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
CHES SCI 15(3lrl~l-1dl (VIMS CONTRIB 6121 
EELS, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3402 1974 LARSEN PF 
A kEMOTlLY OPERATED SHALLOW WATER BENTHIC SUCTION SAMPLER 
CHES SCI 15(3lr17b-178 (VIMS CONTRIB 5911 
BENIHUS, SAMPLING 
j404 1974 COLVUCORESSES JA ET AL 
VAKIATIUNS IN SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS, 
MAJUK CATIONS 
COMP B!GCHEM PHYSIOL 49A, 787-803 CVIHS CONTRIB 5551 
CALCIUM, CHI:SAPEAKE BAY, ~AMUNKEY RIVER, POTASSIUM, SEASONAL, SOOIUH, 
Vl~GINIA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
340b 1~74 LAZARUS J 
MARSHES HOLD BOTANIST'S INTEREST 
K ICHMOND TIMES DISPATCH, THURS, SEPT 19, 1974, P.C-16 
MAP~ING, MARSHES, SURVEYS, WETLANDS 
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3409 190b SMITH J 
THE GENERALL HISTORIE OF VIRGINIA, NEW ENGLANU, AND THE SUMMER ISLES, 
TOGETHER WITH THE TRUE TRAVELS, ADVENTURES, AND OHSERVATIONS AND A 
GRAMMER 
2- VOLUMES, PAGES 1-395 AND 1-330 
CHESAPEAKE uAY, HISTORY~ NORTHEAST U.S., VIRGINIA 
3410 1956 COFIELD T · 
TROU~LE ON THE CHESAPEAKE. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, SPORT FISHt SPORT FISHING, STRIPED SAS$ 
3412 1944 SURBER EW 
THE PRObABLE EFFECTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SALEM CHURCH UAH ON fiSHES 
IN THE RAPPAHANNUC~ RIVER 
REP TO U.S. CORPS ENG BY THE AUTHOR FROM u.s. fiSH ~ILDLifE SERV, 
KEARNEYSVILLE, WEST VA 
DAMS, FISH POPULAIIONS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA 
3413 1946 ANDERSON AW 
POST~AR PROBLEMS OF THE FISHING INDUSTRY OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
SPEECH DELIVERED BEFJRE ROTARY CLUd OF CRISFltLU, MU ON MARCH 2U, 1~46 BY 
CHIEF, DIV CUMM fiSH, U.S. FISH ANU WILDLIFE SERV 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE dAY, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INUUSTKY, FISHERIES 
3417 1955 UEAR W II 
FISHERMEN OFF THE CAPES 
U.S. NAVAL !NST, PROC 811101,1128-1133 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CONTINENTAL ~HtLF, FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
FISHERIES, LAbOR, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3418 1974 ZANEVELD JS~ WILLIS WM 
THE MARINE ALGAE Of THt AMERICAN COAST BETWEEN CA~E MAY, NEW JERSEY, AND 
CAPE HATTERAS, NORTH CAROLINA 
BOT MAR 17, 65-81 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ALGAE, 
MARYLANU, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, HIDOLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
3419 1974 MARKLE OF, MUSICK JA 
BENTHIC-SLOPE FISHES .FOUND AT 900M DEPTH ALONG A TRANS~CT IN THE WESTERN 
N. ATLANTIC OCEAN 
MAR OIOL 26, 225-£33 IVIMS CONTRIB 6001 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH POPULATIONS, HIDULE ATLANTIC tliGHTo 
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3422 1965 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
POTO~AC NO PARADISE FOR PLEASURE CRAFT 
NEw~LETTcR 21131,1 AND 3-4 
~UATING, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION 
3423 1963 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
POLLUTION-CAUStU FISH KILLS IN 1963 
U.S. PUoLIC HEALTH SERV PUBL 847 
CHESAP£A~E ~AY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER PlJLLUT fU;~ 
3424 1968 MACOMBER RG 
CONUITIONAL AkEAS--A TIME FUR DECISION 
U.S. PU~LI~ HEALTH SERV, SHELLFISH SANITATION TECH REP 
CHESAPEAKt dAY, F1SHEKIES, NORTHEAST U~S., PuSLlC HtALTHr SHELLfiSH, 
Vl«GINIA 
3425 1973 BE~DE~ ME ET Al 
A POST-JPEKATIO~AL STUDY OF THE JAMES RIVER IN THE VICINITY OF HUG POINT 
VI~~ GK~~T REP SUdMITTED TO VA ELECTRIC AND PO~EK CO 
ELtCTR!C PJ~tR PkuJUCTIONr JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTGNr PLANKTON, POWER 
PLANTS, V!RGINI~ 
3426 1974 J~~O~S F, GRANT GC 
ACUTE TOXICITY OF UNBLEACHED KRAFT MILL EFFLUENT IUKHEJ TO THE OPOSSUM 
SHRIMP, ~cuMYSIS AMt~ICANA SMITH 
wATER RrStAKCH ol7lr4J9-445 IVIHS CONTKIB 6211 
~IUA~~AY, CKUSTACtA~S, EFFLUE~TS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, 
;HM.P.H'r HlXICITY 
3431 1974 LOEB MJ 
STKU61LATIO~ IN THE CHESAPEAKE 8AY SEA NETTLE CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA -
Ill. DISSOCIATIQ~ OF THE NECK-INDUCING FACTOR FROM STRO~ILATING POLYPS 
LO~P d!CCHEH AND PHYSIOL 4913Alr423-432 
Crlt>APEA~E oAY, SEA ~ETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
l~3~ 1974 LUD~IC~ JC 
T!JAL C~R~ENTS AND ZIG-ZAG SAND SHOALS IN A WIDE ESTUARY ENTRANCE 
GhJL SuC t.~Ek bULL o5151,717-72b 
LHESAPEA~" dAY, CUKkENTS {WATER!, ESTUAKIES, SAND BARS, SEDIMENT 
i.<.:.:,;,t'G"I, SElJIMH,TAflm,, SHOALS • .;HORESr l!DESr YlkGINlA 
3111 
3435 1974 HERRINER JV, HOAGHAN WJ 
COMPLETION REPORT, ANAUROMDUS FISH PROJECT. FEASIBILITY Of INCktASrO 
STKIPED bASS POPULATIONS llY STOCKING Of UNOEKU! ll!LlO UUI<Sl:kY t>RUUNI)S 
VIHS PROJECT FA-VA-ArS 6 
ANADROMUUS FISH, fiSH HATCHtRIES, fiSH STOCKING, SJkiPElJ 8A~S 
3436 1974 BARD Hr KRUTCHKOFF KG 
PREDICTING POLlUTION IN THE JAMES ESTUAHY 
VA POLYTE~H !NST BULL 70 
COMPUTE~ PRUGKAM~, JAMLS klVEKr MODLL STUO!E~, ~IU~HAS!IC PMOCt~SfS, 
VIRGINIA, WATcH ~OLLU!IDN, WATER ~UALI!Y CONTROL 
3437 1974 BtAUCHAMP RG 
MAKINE tNVIRONMENTAL PLANNING GUIDE fUR TH~ HAMPTON MUAUS, NUkFULK NAVAL 
OI'ERATINu AREA 
U.S. ~AVAL ULtANUGR Off SI'EC PUHL 250 
CHESAPtAKE tlAY, CUKrtENT~ (~ATEKI, ~CU~Y~TtMS, tNWikUNHtNIAL tfftLIS, 
GtULUGY, PLAI'<Nlf;G, StA WAlcK, wAVE:, (.,A[I:Kio ~INJ:., HAMI'J:Jtj kfJAU~ 
3438 1974 GOlDSMITH V 
Ll TEkAIUkE SJMV(Y OF i'REV !UUS wORK, Vlrt&lidA i!EAC.ti COA~TAL CIJMPAitlliUH, 
SOUTHtASlLRN Vlrti;{NJA 
VIMS SkAM>OE 7<. 
BI~LIUGMAPHIES, GEOLUGYr S!:DIMENTATION, VJRGI~IA, 
3439 19/4 RUlECKI EP 
HYOROGkAPitY ANu H1DROIJnJAMICS Of VlkGIJHA E5TUAP.JES 
VI MS SRAMSI.Jf 6 tl 
CHESAPEAKt aAr, CUkKENIS (WATER), HYDRODYNAMICS, HYU~I.JGMAPHY, MUHJACK HAY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALlNITt, TIUlS, V!KGINIA 
3440 1974 MCLAIN P 
TANGO AT TAI\iGIEi<. 
SALTWATER SPOkTSHAN 351111,26-27, 4b-51 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SPORT FISHING, TANGHM SdUIJU, VIHGII<IA 
3441 1974 WENNER CAr MUSICK JA 
FECUNUITY AND GONAD OBStRVATII.JNS Of THE AMERICAN Etl, ANGUILLA ROSIMAIA, 
HIG~ATING FROM CHESAPEAK~ BAY, VIP.GJNIA 
J FISH RE5 BD CANADA J1r 13d7-1391 IVIMS CONTKIH 6271 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, !:ELS, fECUhU!IYo FJSH KIGMATI::m, GI;I,AD:,, MIOi.llt AILAN!IC. 
BIGHT 
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3442 1974 MALES RM 
DESIGN Uf PROTOTYPE MASS MEDIA PROGRAMS FOR TESTING IN THE LOWER JANES 
RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT STUDY 
U.S. OEP !NTEKIOR, OFFICE OF WATER RESOURCES RES 
COMMUNICATION, JAMES RIVER, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
wATeR RESOURCES, PUBLIC OPINIONS 
3443 1~72 CALDER DR 
NEMATUCYST~ OF THE MEDUSA STAGE OF RHOPILEMA VERRILLI ISCHYPHOZOA, 
RHilOSTOMEAEl 
AMtK M!CRUSC SOC, TRANS 91121,213-216 IV!MS CONTRib 4261 
CHESAPEAKe dAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
3444 1971 CALDER DR 
~EMATOCYSTS OF POLYPS OF AURELIA, CHRYSAORA AND CYANEA, AND THEIR UTILITY 
IN IDENTIFICATION 
AMEII. MlCR;lSC SOC, TRANS 90131,269-274 IVIMS CONTRltl 3981 
JELLYFISH, SEA NeTTLES, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
3445 1972 CHITTENDEN ME JR, VAN ENGEL WA 
E~ftCT OF A TICKLER CHAIN AND TUW DURATION ON TRAWL CATCHES OF THE BLUE 
CRAB, CALLINcClES SAPIDUS 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 101141,732-734 IVIMS CONTRIB 4451 
CATCH, CRAS INDUSTRY, ~ISHcK!ES, FISHINb GEAR, TRAWLING, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, 6LUE CRAB 
3446 1912 DIAZ RJ 
EffECTS Of BRIEF TEMPERATURE INCREASES ON LARVAE OF THE AMERICAN OYSTER 
ICRA~SGSTREA VIRGJN!CAI 
J FISH RES tlO CANADA 30, 991-993 IVJMS CONTRIB 536l 
GRUriTH RATeS, LARVAE, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, WATER TEMPERATURE, OYSTER 
SE rr 1 NG 
3 '•4 7 1974 DUNCAN TK 
BENTHiC INFAUNAL COMMUNITY FORMATION IN DREDGED AREAS IN HAMPTON ROADS, 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAl 
llENTHllS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DREDGING, SEDIMENTS, 
HAo'-1>' T W< ROADS 
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3448 1963 HARRISON W 
DiffUSION IN A LOW-VELOCITY, INSHORE TIDAL CURRENT OFF VIRGINIA BEACH, 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 40 
CURRENTS IWATERJ, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, 
3449 1964 HARRISON W ET AL 
NEA~SHORE AND NON-TIDAL CURRENTS, VIRGINIA BEACH~ VIRGINIA 
U.S. ARMY COASTAL ENG ReS CENTER TECH MEMO 5 lVIMS CONTR13 14Jl 
CURRENTS IWATERl, DYE RELEASES, HYDROLOGY, TIUAL EFFECTS, VIR~INIAr 
3450 1~71 KENYON DE ET AL 
THE ROLE OF AGRICULTURE-AGRIBUSINESS IN THE ECONuMIC DEVELOPMENT OF 
VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE ••• 
VA POLYTECH INST AND STATE UNIV DEP AGRIC ECON 
AGRICULTURE, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, EASTERN SHOKE IVA-MD), ECONOMICS, VIRGINIA 
3451 1 ~74 MOORE KA 
CARdON TRANSPORT IN TWO YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA TIDAL MARSHES 
VIMS THESIS (UNIV VAj 
CARdON, MARSHE~, TIUAL EFFECTS, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, YORK 
RIVER 
3452 1~72 NICHOLS MM, MAHLON K 
TIME SENSING AND ANALYSIS UF COASTAL wATERS 
!NT SYMP ON REMOTt SEN~I~G OF ENVIRON, PHOC 8 IVIMS CONTR!ll 4931 
PLANKTCN, REMOTE SENSING, ~USPENDED LOAD, COASTAL ZONE 
3453 1974 PAPERNA Ir lwERNEk DE 
MASSIVE LEETCH INFESTATION ON A WHITE CATFISH IICTALURUS CATUSl. A 
HISTOPATHUL0GICAL CONSIDERATION 
HELMITHOL SOC wASHINGTON, PKOC 4111),64-67 IVIMS CCNTRIB 557! 
CATFISHES, FISH PARASITES, FISH POPULATIONS, LEECHES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIV.ER 
3454 1974 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
RESEARCH UN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND CONTIGUOUS WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
OF THE VIRGINIAN SEA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 69 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, C~ESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SClENTIFlC PERSONNEL, 
VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC tllGHT 
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3455 1964 NICHOLS MH, LYNCH HP 
SHELF OBSERVATIONS- HYDR06RAPHY CRUISES OF JANUARY 22-25, JULY 15-19 1 
1963 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 46 
BATHYMETKY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
M!OuLE ATLANTIC biGHT, 
3456 1972 RUZECKI EP ET AL 
OCEANUGf<Af'HIC DATA COLLECTED IN THE BIGHT Of THE VIRGINIAN SEA FROM 1966 
THkOUGH 1\169 
VIMS DAT4 REP & 
OAT.4 COLLECTIONS, OCEANOGRAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3457 1972 REED JR JR, SIMMONS GM JR 
AN ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE LOWER NORTH ANNA AND UPPER PAMUNKEY 
RIVER SYSH:M 
PKEPAMEO FOK J.D. KISTROPH, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, VA ELECTRIC AND POWER 
co 
ELECTRIC POWER PROUUCTION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
3458 1973 RICHARDS CE 
AGE, GKO<ITH AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE BLACK DRUM IPOGONIAS CROHISI IN 
VIRGINIA 
AMER ~ISH SOC TRANS 102131,584-590 IVIMS CONTRIB 4911 
AGING !BIOLOGICAL), DISTRIBUTION, DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, 
V!KGINIA, 
3459 1\174 SOVICH JS 
NEAR SHORE INFLUENCE OF A NATURAL TIDAL INLET 
VIMS THESIS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARY} 
CH~SAPEAKE dAY, CURRENTS (WATER), EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), INLETS 
lwATERwAYSlr TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
3460 1971 VAN ENGEL WA 
PKllPOSED MANUAL OF GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICES FOR THE SANITARY CONTROL 
0~ BLUE CRA6 MEAT PRODUCTION 
VIMS MANU~CRIPT 
CRAd INDuSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, BLUE CRAB 
--
JZ2 
3•61 1974 VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD 
RULES OF THE BOARD AND STANDARDS FOK WATER WELLS 
RICHMOND, VA. THE G~OUNDWATER ACT UF 1973, CHAPTER 3 •• , TITLE 62.1, 195D 
CODE OF VIRGINIA 
STATE JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA, WATER CONTROL, ~ATER RESOUKCES 
3463 1972 PHILLIPS C 
LITTLE-KNOWN FISHES OF THE POTOMAC RIVER 
DRUM AND CROAKER 13111, ZO 
CHESAPEAKE BAYr FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
3465 1974 GARDNER GB AND PRITCHARD OW 
VERIFICATION AND USE OF A NUMERICAL MDOEL OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE 
CANAL 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 87 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MODEL STUDIES, C + D CANAL 
3467 1974 RUZECKl EP , AYRES R 
SUSPENDEU SEDIMeNTS NEAR PIER 12 NORFOLK NAVY BASE ON 26 JUNE AND 15 
SEPTEMBER 1'.173 
V IriS DATA REP 11 
CURRENTS IWATEKir ELIZABETH RIVER, SALINITY, SEOI~ENTS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
TEMPERATURE 
3468 1970 COLWELL RR 
COMPUTER STUDIES OF MICROORGANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS IN 
THE CHESAPEAKE llAY AND ISOLATION OF VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FROM THE BLUE 
CRAB ••• 
FOOD-DRUGS fROM THE SEA, PROC 1969, P.175-192 
BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMPUTERS, MICKOOKGANISMS, llLUE CRAB 
3470 1972 AYERS H 
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE SUSQUEHANNA TRADITION IN THE POTUMAC VALLEY 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA PHD DISS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3471 1942 WATROUS JJ 
NEUROMUSCULAR EFFECTS OF THE NEMATOCYST TOXIN FROM THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEA 
NETTLE, CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA 
GEORGETOwN UNIV PHD DISS 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, SEA N~TTLESr TOXINS 
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3472 1929 STEWART ~CD 
DIGESTIVE ENZYMeS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEA NETTLE CHRYSAORA QUJNQUECIRRHA 
IDESORl, wiTH EMPHASIS ON THE ACID AND THE AlKAliNE PHOSPHATASE$ 
Mll UNIV PHD OI.SS 
CHE5APEAKI:: BAY, ENZYMES, PHOSPHATES, SEA NETTlES, SCYPHOZOA 
3475 1'167 U.S. FEDERAL WATER POllUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION 
IMMEDIATE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL NEEOS, THE EASTeRN SHORE OF DElA~ARE, 
MAKYLANU AND VIRGINIA 
Ctl-SKoP WORKING UUCUMENT 20 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELA~AKE, EASTERN SHORE fVA-MDI, MARYlAND, POLLUTION 
AtlATEMlNT, VIRGINIA, wATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
3478 l9b7 U.S. FEDERAL WATER POllUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION 
WATER QUAliTY ANU POLLUTIUN CONTROL STUDY, PATUXENT RIVER BASIN 
C8-SRBP WORKING UOCUMENT 15 
CHESAPEAKt BAY, PATUXENT RIVER, POlLUTION ABATEMENT, WATER POlLUTION 
CONTkOL 
3480 l9od U.S. FeDERAl WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION 
JAMES RIVER FlO~ 3LOU CFS 
fwPCA DISPERSION STUDIES JAMES RIVER MODEL VICKSBURG 
JA~ES RIVER, MODEL STUDieS, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 
3481 1966 U.~. FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL AOMINISTRATION 
JAMES RIVER FLOw ADJUSTED TO 1966 HYOROGRAPH 
FWPCA UISPERSIUN STUDIES, JAMES RIVER MODEL VICKSBURG 
HYDKUGRAPH~, JAME~ RIVER, MUUEL STUDIES, RIVER FLO~, VIRGINIA 
3~8l 196d U.S. FEDERAL WATER POLlUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION 
JAMES RIVER FLOw 1,000 CFS 
Fw~CA OIS~cRSION STUDIES, JAMES RIVER MODEL, VICKSBURG 
JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 
3483 1~71 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE 
TH~ 1~71 VIRGINIA PESTICIDE STUDY 
PUKSUA~T TO HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 51 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FUNGICIDES, HEAVY HETAlSt HERBICIDES, INSECT 
CONTRUL, LETHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, 
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3484 1970 VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTKOL BOARD 
1969 OCCOQUAN RESERVOIR STUDY 
A REPORT BY METCAlF AND EDDY, INC 
HYDROLOGY, RE~ERVOIRS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, STREAMFLO"' VIRGINIA, 
3485 1967 VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD 
RECORD OF HEARIN~ REGARDING STANDARDS OF QUALITY TO BE ESTABLISHED FOR THE 
JAMES RIVER BASIN ••• 
PUBLICATION WQ-2o 
JAMES PIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, ~ATER QUAliTY CONTROL 
3486 1967 VIRGINIA STATE WATER ~ONTROL BOARD 
RECORD OF HEARING REGARGING STANDARDS OF QUALITY TO BE ESTABLISHED ON THE 
JAMES RIVER ••• CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TRIBUTARIES ••• 
PUBLICATION WQ-29 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, ~ATEK ~UALITY 
CONTKDL 
3487 1970 VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD 
A COMPREHENSIVE POllUTIUN AdATEMENT PROGRAM FOR THE OCCOQUAN WATERSHED 
INTERIM REPORT BY METCAlF AND eDDY, INC 
LAND USE, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA, wATER WUALITY, WATER 
QUALITY CONTROL, WAlEK SUPPLY 
3488 1952 GARRITT DE, RENN CE 
STUDIES Of DU PONT SPRUANCE PLANT WASTES AND THE JAMES RIVER 1951-52 
DEPT SANITARY ENG AND WATER RESOURCES, JOHNS HOP~INS UNIV, BALTIMORE, ~0 
ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, JAMES RIVER, SILTING, VIRGINIA, WA~Tt JlSPOSAL, ZINC 
3489 1951 RENN CE, CARRITT DE 
EFFECTS OF THERMAL STRATIFICATION UPON MIXING OF DUPONT SPRUANCE PLANT 
WASTES DISCHARGED INTO THE JAMES RIVER 
DEP SANITARY ENG AND WATER RESOURCES, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
JAMES RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTION, THtRMAL WATER, VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
3490 1963 HARRISON W AND MALLOY RJ 
RECONNAISSANCE GEOLOGICAL ECHO PROFILER IGEPI SURVEY IN lOWER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
AMER GEOPHYSICAL UNION, TRANS 44. P.b8 
ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, GEOPHYSICS, PROFilES, YORK RIVEk 
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3492 1974 MARYLAND ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH GUIOANCE COMMITTEE 
ANNUAL REPORT 
ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LARVAE, POWER PLANTS, WATER QUALITY, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
3493 1975 HARGIS WJ JR 
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN MARINE SCIENCE AT THE VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE 
SCIENCE 
MARINE TECHNOL 50C J 9111,5-8 
PROJECTS, VIRGINIA, 
3494 1975 HOBBS CH Ill ET AL 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT, MATHEWS COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SRAMSOt 77 
ERJSIJ~, HARSrl~S, WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
3495 1975 HOAGMAN WJ ET AL 
BIULUGY AND MANAGEMENT OF RIVER HERRING AND SHAD IN VIRGINIA 
Vl~S GRA~f REP, ANADKOMOUS FISH PROJECT 1974 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANAORUMOUS FISH, CATCH, CULTURES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
HERRINGS, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
3496 1915 FANG CS, NEILSON B 
STUJIES rOR A PkOPOSED NANSEMUND RIVER SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT 
VIMS SKAM~JE: d6 
CIK~ULAIIUN, CUKKENTS IWATEKI, MODEL STUDIES, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TkEATMcNT, SHELLFISH, TIDES, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
35DJ 1972 SAKSENA VP, JOSEPH EB 
iliSSOLVEU OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS OF NEWLY-HATCHED LARVAE OF THE STRIPED 
~LENNY ICHASMUDES BOSQUIANUSI, THE NAKED GOBY IGOBIDSOMA BOSCI) ••• 
Ch~~ SCI 13111,23-Zd IVIMS CONTRIB 408) 
UISS~LVEO OXYGEN, FISH POPULATIONS, LA~VAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3~v1 1971 UNITED STATES NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY 
YORK kiVER--YORKTOwN TU WEST PT 
LH<IK T 4•;? 
CHA~TS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
32b 
3505 1974 SHERK JA ET AL 
EFFECTS OF SUSPENDED AND DePOSITED SEDIMENTS ON ESTUARINE ORGANISMS. PHASE 
II 
MD UNIV NAT RESOURCES INST KEF NO 74-20 
EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIkONMtNT, FISH, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEUIMtNTS, 
ZOOPLANKTON . 
350b 1976 AXELRAD OM· ET Al 
NITROGEN, PHOSPHCRUS, AND CAR&ON FLUX IN CHESAPEAKe BAY MARSHES 
VA wATER RESOURCE~ RtS CTR, VPI, dULL 79 IVIMS CONTKIB 7&71 
MARSHES, NUTKitNTS, TRANSFER, VIRGINIA, 
3507 1976 GIVENS FB JR 
SHORELINE EROSION CONTROL ON VIRGINIA'S RIVERS AND BAYS 
SHORE AND BEACH ~4(i) 25-30 
EROSION CONTROL, SHORES, VIRGINIA, 
.3508 197b WALKEK WR, COX WE 
RECOMMtNDATIONS FOR IMPROVING WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN VIRGINIA 
VA WATER RESOUHCtS RES CTR, VPI, SPEC REPT 1 
VIRGINIA, WAlEK POLICY 
3509 1976 DOUMLELE DG 
PRIMARY PROUUCTIUN AND PLANT COMMUNITY STKUCTURE IN A TIDAL FKESHWATEK 
MARSH 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL OF WM AND MARY) 
FRESHWATER MARSHES, PLANIS, PRODUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, 
3510 1976 SUTTON CH ET AL 
DETAILED BATHYMETRY Of SELECTED AREAS OF THE INNEK CONTINENTAL SHELf OF 
THE VIRGINIAN SEA - SOUTHEAST VIRGINIA, VIRGI~IA BEACH, ANU WACHAPREAGUE, 
VA 
VIMS SRAMSOE 69 
BATHYMETRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, CONTINENTAL SHeLF, MAPS, VIRGINIA 
3511 197b MASON WT, flYNN KC I EOSI 
THE POTOMAC ESTUARY. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES, TRENDS ANU OPTIONS 
INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON TH~ POTOMAC RIVER BASIN TECH PUB 7b-2 IVIMS 
CONTRIB 6~7, 696, 7801 
BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EfFLUENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVE~, PU~ER PLANTS, 
SEWAGE TREATMENT, wASTE WATER IPULlUTIONI 
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3512 1971 ANON 
TH~ CHESAPEAKE BAY MAGAZINE 1971-
CHESAPEAKE BAY CUMMUNICATIONS, INC, ANNAPOLIS, HD 
BOATING, eCOLOGY, HISTORY, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
3513 1976 ORTH R 
THE DEMISE AND RECOVERY OF EELGRASS, ZOSTERA MARINA, IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, VI RG I N I A 
AQUATI~ uOTANY 2121 141-15~ IVIMS CONTRio 7311 
DAM~GcS, [[L GRASS, VIRGINIA, 
351~ 1976 JENKINS RE ET AL 
AN ICHTHYOLOGIST LOUKS AT VIRGINIA 
VA wiLDLif-E 3711J 20-22 
FRESHWATeR fiSH, VIRGINIA, 
3515 197~ RYAN DO 
FALLS OF THE JAMES 
WM dYrtu PRESS, RICHMOND, VA 
ECOLOGY, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
3517 1974 ADAMS DD ET AL 
INVE5TIGATJUN AND MONITORING OF HAMPTON ROADS SANITATION DISTRICT SEWAGE 
OUTFALL~ ANU THE RECEIVING WATERS, NORFOLK, VA. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS 
FROM JUNE TO NOV 1973 
ODU [;~~Sf tJCcANOG TECH REP 15 
CHESAPEAKe dAY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, WASTE 
DISPOSAL, HAMPTON ROADS 
3519 1976 BARTBERGER CE 
SEDIMENT ~OURCES AND SEDIMENTATION RATES, CHINCOTEAGUE BAY, MARYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA 
J SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 46121 3L6-336 
EROSION, ~EDIMENTATIDN RATES, VIRGINIA, 
j:.LO 1973. MEANLEY 8 
THt GRtAT DISMAL SWAMP 
AtJUUuON NATURALIST SOCIETY OF THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC STATES, INC 
El.LJLtJGY, V lRGINIAr DISMAL SWAMP INC-VAl 
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3521 1962 COOMAtlS HE 
THE MARINE MOLLUSK FAUNA OF THE VIRGINIAN AREA AS A BASIS FOR DEFINING 
ZOOGtOGRAPHlCAL PROVINCES 
8EAUFORTIA 9, 83-104 
MOLLUSKS, VIRGINIA, 
3522 1973 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
SEA GRANT ANNUAL REPORT 1971-
IVIHS SRAMSOE 36, 43, 65, oBI 
PROJECTS, VIRGINIA, 
3523 1974 SILBERHORN GM ET AL 
GUIDELINES FUR ACTIVITI~S AFFECTING VIRGINIA wETLANDS 
COASTAL WETLANDS uF VIRGINIA INTERIM REP ~0 J IVlMS SRAMSUE 46) 
CLASSIFICATION, CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
3524 1975 QUENSON JF 
THE EFFECT OF L~w ilXYGEN L~VELS ON THE FILTRATION EFF!CIE~CY AND PUMPING 
RATE OF CRASSDSTREA VIRGINICA 
VIMS THESIS ICUlLEGE OF WM AND MARY) 
FILTRATION, OXYuEN DEMANU, OYSTERS 
3526 1976 ZANKcL KL ET AL 
SIZE AND OIST~lBUiiON OF THE 1975 STRIPED BASS SPA~NING STOCK IN THE 
POTOMAC R 1 VER 
POTOMAC R!V FISHERIES PMOGRAM REP SER REF NO PKFP-76-2 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBuTluN, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAWNIN~, STRIPED oASS 
3527 1976 ELLIOTT AJ 
A STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF METEOROLOGICAL FORCING ON THE CIRCULATION IN THE 
POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CHES oAY INST, JOHN$ HOPKINS UNlV SPEC REP NO 56 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FLOW CHARACTERISTICS, POTOMAC RIVER 
3528 1976 ELLIOTT AJ 
A NUMERICAL HODEL OF THE INTERNAL CIRCULATION IN A BRANCHING TIDAL 
ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP NO 54 
CIRCULATION, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, TIDAL WATERS 
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3529 197& ElliOTT AJt HENDRIX TE 
INTENSIVE OBSERVATIONS OF THE CIRCULATION IN THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV SPEC REP NO 55 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
3531 1976 JENSEN AC 
OFFSHORE OIL AND FISHERY RESOURCES 
NE~ YOKK fiSH AND GAME J. 23121 138-148 
FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, OIL, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT, 
3532 1975 MCEACHRAN JD, MUSICK JA 
DISTRIBUTION A~D RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF SEVEN SPECIES OF SKATES 
u.s. NAT MAR FISH SER, FISHERY BULl 73111 110-136 IVIHS CONTRIB &511 
DISTRIBUTION, SKATeS, MIOulE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3533 1975 AGNELLO RJ, DONNEllY lP 
THE INTERACTION Of ECONOMIC, BIOLOGICAL, AND lEGAl FORCES IN THE MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC OYSTER INDUSTRY 
u.s. ~AT MAR FiSH SER, FISHERY BUll 73121 
ECONOMIC IMPACT, lEGAl ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, MIUDLE ATLANTIC BIGHTt 
3534 1974 BENDER ME ET Al 
EFFiCJ OF AN OIL SPILL ON BENTRIC ANIMALS IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
NAT oUK STANUAROS PUd 409 257-259 !MAR POLL MONITORING-PETROL, PROC OF A 
SYMP 19741 IVIMS LONTKIB b231 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INTERTIDAL AREAS, OIL, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
J535 1974 BOON JD III 
OPTIMIZeD MEASUREMENTS OF DISCHARGE AND SUSPENDED SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN A 
SALT MARSH DRAINAGE SYSTEM 
INST GEGL tlASSIN AQUITAINE, HEM 7, &7-73 IVIMS CONTRIB 6021 
CHANNEL FLOW, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOJ, SALT MARSHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
353b 1974 ANDREWS JD, FRIERMAN H 
fPILOGflOTOGY OF MINCHINIA NELSON! IN SUSCEPTIBLE WILD OYSTERS IN 
VIKGINIA, 1959 TU 1971 
J. lNVtRT£dR. PATHOL. 24, 127-140 IVIHS CONTRIB b531 
tl'llOllTII.JLuGY, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
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3537 1974- GOLDSMITH V ET AL 
COASTAl DATA ACQUISITiuN, COMPILATION AND ANALYSIS-VA BEACH COASTAL 
COMPARTMENT, SE VA. REPORTS-
VIM$ 1974- !QUARTERLY TECH STATUS REPS, U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 
COASTAL ENG RES ~TRI 
BEACHES, 04TA COLLECTIONS, PROFILES, VIRGINIA, 
3538 1975 ANDERSON GL ET Al 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT, YORK COUNTY, VIRGINIA ICHES RES CONSORT REP NO 
lbl IVIMS SRAMSI.JE 821 
ASSESSMENTS, EKOSION, PLANNING, SHORES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3539 197b JORDAN R ET Al 
V[PCO SURRY POWER PLANT STUDY. RIVER biOTA AND PHYTOPLANKTON ENTRAINMENT 
SECTIONS. PROGRESS REP, JAN 197& 
VIM~, GLOUCESTER POINT, VA 
BIOTA, DATA CULLECTIO~S, JAMES RIVER, POWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
3540 197b HAEFNER PA JR 
DISTRIBUTION, REPORDUCTION AND MOULTING OF THE ROCK CRAd, CANCER IRRORATUS 
SAY, 1917, IN THE :-liD-ATLANTIC BIGHT 
J NAT HIST 10141 .5~7-397 IVIMS CONTRIB bB9l 
CRABS, DISTKIBUTIUN, REPKOUUCTIUN, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
3541 1974 ClARK LJ Ef Al 
SUMMARY AND CUN~LUSIONS - NUTRIENT TRANSPORT AND AC~OUNTABILITY IN THE 
LOWER ~USQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN 
EPA, ANNAPOLIS FIElu OFFICE. TECH REP 60 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, NUTRIENTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER QUALITY 
3542 1975 WILLIAMSON FSJ ET Al 
CLASSIFICATION OF WETLANDS VEGETATION USING SHALL SCALE COLOR INFRARED 
IMAGERY 
SMITHSONIAN INST, CHES BAY CTR FOR ENVIRONMENTAl STUD, EDGEWATER, MD 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, HARSH MANAGEMENT, 
VEGETATION, wETLANDS 
3543 1976 WRIGHT WR, PARKER CE 
A VOLUMETRIC TEMPERATURE-SALINITY CENSUS FOR THE MIOOLE.AllANTIC BIGHT 
LIMNOL AND OCEANOG 21141 5b3-571 
SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTKIBUTION, WATER, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, 
35-'>4 K~NDAL~ AW ~~l :{~ N 
':APHI(. AND HYu'\OG~'. P 
~E ~LL~G THE Ml0JL 
• NAT MAK FISH SER, 
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C O!STK~BUTION OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN EGGS ANJ 
L~Nr:: COAST FROM RV DOLPHIN CRUISES, 1965-66 
H~KY JU~~ 73121 317 
3545 !975 P~it~S DJ 
THE ~NTSCYIHE~lU CSiRACOD fAJNA OF THE JAMES AND Y0RK RIVER BASINS WITH A 
DESCKIPJIGN OF A Nt~ ~~~~E~ OF THE GENUS ENTOCYTHEkt 
YPI RES ~IV dULL 93 
iJISTKI8:JiiC;~, JM1tS r\lV~><, JSTi<-'CUDS, SPECIFICATIONS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3546 1976 WOJiJS~N UR, AFlAL M 
THE TAXG~J~Y AND ELULJGY OF ALGAE IN THE APPOMATTOX RIVER, CHESTERFIELD 
COU~TY, VI~GINIA 
VlaGINIA J SCI 27111 5-; 
ALG~E, A~P~~ATTOX k!V~R, CLASSIFICATION, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
V!HGINIA, 
354d 19/6 SURRELL VG JR, VAN ENGEL wA 
PKEiJATlUN dY AND OISTRIHUTION Of A CTENOPHORE, MNEMIOPSIS LEIDY! A. 
AG~S~IL, IN THE YO~K RIV~R ESTU~RY 
EST0ARINE AND COASTAL MAR SCI 4,235-242 IVIMS CONTKIB 7121 
CTENU~HOKl~, O!STRIBUTIUN, PREDATION, VIRGINIA, lURK RIVER 
3549 l97b FRltRMAN EM, ANDREWS JO 
UCCUKf.:ENCE UF HEMAlwf'ulE:TIC NEOPLASMS IN VIRGINIA OYSTERS ICRASSOSTREA 
VIKG!NICAI 
J NAT CANCER INST 5612J.J19-324 
UIS~ASES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
35)0 1976 LE~IS EG, HAEFNER PA Jk 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF THE HLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN, FROM 
PKOoliJYSI~ TO POSTECDYSIS 
CUMP ~lUCHEM PHYSIOL 54A, 55-60 IVIMS CONTRIB 6901 
CUN~UMPTIVE USE, OXYGEN, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
\j~1 197j iJIAZ RJ 
EfFeCTS UF HRIEF TEMPERATURE INCREASES ON LARVAE OF HULINIA LATERAL!$ 
(MOLLUSCA diVALVIAI 
J fiSHeRIES KES oU CAN 32110) 1870-1~72 IVIMS CONTRIB 6951 
lfFtLIS, vikGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
3552 1975 ROBERTS MH ~ft I AL 
ACUTE TOXICITY Qf C L:~INE TO 
J FISHERIES RES ~G ~~ 3lll2J 
CHLORINE:, MARIN~ A~ MA~S, TUX! 
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ELECTED ESTUARINE SPECIES 
525-25iti IVIMS CONTRIB 700! 
1 T'! 
3553 1975 A~LE ~W, CASiAG~~ M 
ASPECTS OF AN UWCESC~IHED REPRODUCTIVE BEHAVIOR IN FUNDULUS HETERJCL!IJS 
(PISCES. CYPRINCDCNIAEJ FKUM VIRS!NIA 
CHES SCI 16 141 2H2-2d4 IVIMS CONi~!~ 6761 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~iSH d~HAVIOk, FISH EGGS, FISH REPKODUCTION, SPAWNl~G 
3554 1976 ABLE KW, MUSICK JA 
LIFE HISTORY, ECOLOGY, AND BEHAVIOR OF LIPARIS INQUILINUS !PISCES, 
CYCLOPTERIUAEl ASSJLIAfEU WITH THE SEA SCALLOP, PLACOPECTEN MAGlL~NlCUS 
US NAT MAR FI~H SER, fiSH tiULL 74, 40~-421 IVIMS ~0~ 7jJI 
ECOLOGY, FISH, FISH o~HAVIOK, HABITATS, SCALLOP5, SYMBIOSIS, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3556 1~76 CHAMBERS JR E~ AL 
METHODS OF UI~TINGUISHING LARVAL ALEWIFE FMJM LARVAL bLUEdAC~ HERRING 
CHES SCI 171Zl 93-1JiJ IVIMS CONTRIH ~b51 
ALE~IVES, ~LUEBACK HEKRINGt CHESAPEAKE BAY 9 fiSH TAXONOMY, LA~VAE 
3557 1976 CHITTENDEN ME JR 
PRESENT AND HISTORICAL SPA~NING GROUNDS AND NUMSE~ItS U~ AMERICAN 
SHAU ••• IN THE UELA~ARE KIVER 
US NAT MAR FISH SER, FISH BULL 74(2) 343-352 
AMERICAN SHAD, DELAWARE NIVER, fiSH 6E:HAVIOR, SPAWNING 
3558 19/4 CRAWFORD CC ET Al 
THE UTILIZATION OF DISSOLVED FREE AMINO ACIDS BY ESTUARINE MICROORGANISMS 
ECOLOGY 55131 551-563 (VIMS CONTRI6 46~1 
AMINO ACIDS, BACTERIA, CHEMISTRY, ESTUARINE ENVIRUNHE:NT, NORTH CAROLINA, 
MIDDLE: ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3560 1975 DUGGAN wP 
REACTIONS OF THE BAY SCALLOP, ARGOPECTEN IRRADIANS, TO GRADUAL REDUCTIONS 
IN SALINITY 
CHES SCI 16141 2b4-2Bb (VIMS CONTRIB 6101 
BEHAVIOR, SALINITY, SCALLOPS 
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3561 1974 DUPAUL WD, WEBB KL 
SALINITY-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE ALANINE AND ASPARTIC AMINOTRANSFERASE 
ACTIVITY IN THREE MARINE BIVALVE MOLLUSCS 
ARCH INT PHYSIOL ET BIOCHIM &2, tll7-B22 IVIMS CONTRIB 6541 
CHEMISTRY, MOLLUSKS, SALINITY 
3562 1973 GOLDSMITH V ET Al 
THE CAUSES OF NON-UNIFORM WAVE ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OVER THE SHELF AND 
ALONG THE SHORELINE 
INST GtUL BASSIN A~UITAINE, MEM 7, 165-170 IVIMS CONTKIB 5591 
uAlHYMtTRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, ENERGY TRANSFER, SHORES, WAVES IWATERI, 
MIOULE ATLANTIC 81GHT 
3563 1973 GOLDSMITH V ET AL 
THE INFLUENCE OF wAVES ON THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE OFFSET COASTAL 
INLETS OF THE DELMARVA PENINSULA 
2ND INT ESTUAkl~t CUNF, MYMILE BEACH, SCr OCT 15-16, 1973 IVIMS CONTRIB 
5 7'1) 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMETRY, ENERGY TRANSFER, 
VIRGINIA, ~AVES (wATEti.l, BAKRIER ISLANDS 
3564 1974 GOLDSMITH V, CULUNELL JM 
RtSULT~ OF OCEAN WAVE-CONTINENTAL SHELF INTERACTION 
PKOC 14TH COASTAL ENG CONF, COPENHAGEN, DENMARK, JUNE 1974 IVIMS CDNTRIB 
59 71 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, ENERGY TRANSFER, 
REFRACTION !WAlEk ~AVES!, WAVES IWATERI, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
j565 1975 HAEFNER PA JR, VAN ENGEL WA 
,ASPECTS OF ~OLTl~G, GROWTH, AND SURVIVAL OF MALE ROCK CRABS, CANCER 
I RK.UKATUS, IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
LHES SCI 16141 253-265 !VIMS CONTRIB 6691 
EA~fER~ SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRA~S, GROWTH STAGES, 
SALINITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
3566 197& HAEFNER PA JR 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF SAND SHRIMP CRANGON SEPTEMSPINOSA 
IN THE YUKK RIVER-CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 17(21 131-134 (VIMS CONTRIB 7531 
~ASILKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POPULATION, 
Rl:~o<ODUCf!ONr SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SHRIMP, WATER TEIIPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
334 
3567 1974 HUGGETT RJ ET AL 
A REPORT UN THE CONCENTRATION, DISlRIBUTlON AND IMPACT UF CERTAIN TRACE 
METALS FkOM SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS ON THE CHESAPEAKE cAY 
CHES RES CONSORT PUB 31 (VJMS CONTKIB 628AI 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, 
SEWAGE EffLUENTS, SE~AGE TREATMENT, TRACE ELEMENTS . 
3568 1975 JOHNSON RK, KOO TSY 
PRODUCTION AND OIST~IoUTIDN Of STRIPED BASS !MORQNE SAXATILISI EGGS IN THE 
CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
CHES SCI 16111 39-55 (CTk ENVIKON AND ESTUARINE STUD, U MJ, CUNTRIB 6001 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTkiCT, VA, ANADROMUUS FISH, CHt:SAPEAKE t!AY, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, SPAwNING, ~TRIPEU dASS, C + D CANAL 
3570 1974 KENNEDY VS ET AL 
MERCENARIA MEKCENARIA !MOLLUSCA BIVALVIA) TEMPEKATURt-TlME kELATIONSHIPS 
FOR SURVIVAL Of E~tiMYOS AND LAKVAE 
US NAT MAR FISH S~~, FISH BULL 72(4) 1160-1166 IVIMS CONTKI8 552) 
CLAMS. eLECTRIC Pu~cRPLANTS, LARVAtr MuRTALITY, TEMPERATUKE, THeRMAL 
WATEil., TIME 
3571 1976 LAIRD CE ET AL 
OCCURRENCE OF TWO GALATHEID CRUSTACEANS, MUNIDA FOKCEPS ANO MUNIDOP~IS 
BEMMUOEZI, IN THE CHESAPEAKE ~lGHT OF THE ~tSTtkN N. ATLANTIC UCtAN 
US NAI MAk FISH SER, fl~H BULL 7~(£)46L-4631VlMS CUNTKIB 7171 
EASTERN SHUKE PLANNlN~ DI~TKICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, ~RUSTACEANS, 
DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANT!C biGHT 
3572 1976 LINDSAY JA, MORAN RL 
RELATIONSHIPS OF PARASITIC ISOPODS LIRONECA OVALIS AND OLENCIRA 
PMAEGUSTATOR TU MAKINE fiSH HOSTS OF DELAWARE BAY 
TRANS AM FISH SOC 105121 327-332 
BLUEFISH, DELAWAKE RIVER, FISH PARASITES, ISOPUDS, PARASITISM, FEEDING 
3573 1975 MILLER RE ET AL 
COMPOSITION AND SEASONAL At!UNDANCE OF THE BLUE CRAb, CALLINECTE~ SAPIDUS 
RATHBUN, IN THE CHESAPEAKE ANO DELAWARE CANAL AND AOJALENT wATERS 
CHES SCI 16!1127-31!CTR ENV ANU EST STUD, U Mu, CONTKIB 5991 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POPULATION, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, BLUE CKAa, DELAWARE BAY, C + 0 CANAL 
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3577 1975 SHERIDAN PF 
UPTAKe, METABOLISM, AND DISTRIBUTION OF DDT IN ORGANS OF THE BLUE CRAB, 
CALLINECTcS SAPIDUS 
CHES SCI 1bl1l 20-26. VIMS THESIS IU VA) IVIMS CONTRIB 658) 
EASTE~N SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DDT, METABOLISM, PESTICIDES, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
1578 1975 TAFT JL ET AL 
UPTAKE AND RELEASE OF PHOSPHORUS BY PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ESTUARY, USA 
MAR BIOL lJill l1-32 ICHES ~AY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS U, CONTRIB 213J 
~ASTfRN SHO~E PLA~N1~G DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PHOSPHORUS, 
PHYTLJPLA1>;r~.TUN 
3580 1976 ULANOWICZ RE 
MODELING THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TRIBUTARIES. A SYNOPSIS 
CHES SCI 1712) 114-122 
EASTERN SHURe PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, 
MuOEL STUDIES, ~ATER QUALITY 
3581 1975 WeNNER CA, MUSICK JA 
FOOD HABITS ANO SEASGNAL ABUNDANCE OF THE AMERICAN EEL, ANGUILLA ROSTRATA, 
FROM ThE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 16(llb2-66 IVIM~ CONTRIB 657J 
eASTERN SHORt PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRACKISH WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELSt 
rOOD HAeiTS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TE~PtKATUKc, YORK RIVER 
3584 1974 HIOU H ET AL 
THERMAL TOLERANCE Of OYSTER LARVAE, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA GMELIN, AS 
RELATED TO POWER PLANT OPERATIONS 
PROC NAT SH~LLFISH ASSOC MO, 64, 102-110 
EA~T~RN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE ijAY, LARVAE, OYSTERS, 
PLANNING, PllwtR PLANTS, THERMAL CAPACITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
:S51l5 1976 CITIZENS PROG FOR THE CHES BAY, INC 
WATER ~UALITY GOAlS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY -WHAT ARE THEY AND HOW CAN THEY BE 
AC.IiiE:VEU? 1976 ANNUAL MEETING 
CPC~, VPI ANU SU, 1976 
l:ASif-.RN SlhlKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE HAY, ECOLOGICAl IMPACT, 
MAKfLANO, NUTRIENTS, UIL, PLANNING, WATER QUALITY, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
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·3586 1976 CITIZENS PROG fOR THE CHES BAY, INC 
BILL Of RIGHTS AND RcSPONSI61LITIES 
CPCa, VPI AND SU, 1976 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, ECOlOGY, 
PRESERVATION, RE~OUKCES 
3589 1975 FANG CS ET AL 
AN ESTUARINE THERMAL MONITORING PROGRAM 
PRUG IN ASTRO~AUTICS ANU AERONAUTICS, V 3o, NY, 1915, PP l4l-257 IVIMS 
CONTKIB o05l 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ChESAPEAKE aAr, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, 
NUCLEAK POWER PLANTS, THERMAL WATER 
3590 1975 SANDIFER PA 
THE RULE OF PELAGIC ~ARVAE IN RECRUITMENT TO POPULATIONS OF ADULT DECAPOD 
CRUSTACEANS IN THE YORK RIV~R ESTUARY ANJ ADJACENT LOWER C.HES BAY, VA 
ESTUAR AND CUASTAL MAR SCI ll3l 269-279 IVIMS CUNTkiB o79l 
P~NINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~RABS, ESTUARINE 
ENVIkONMHH, LAK'IAE, PUPULATION DYNAMICS, SHKIMP, YuRK kiVER 
3592 1975 HARGIS wJ JR 
THE VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCiENCE. ViRGINIA'S OFFICIAL MARINE 
SCIENCE, eNGINEERING AND ADVISORY PROGRAM 
VIMS MS 
PENINSULA PLANNING UISTRICT, VA, fACILITIES, KESEAkCH ANJ DEVElOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA 
3595 1975 LUDWICK JC ET AL 
FIELD PERFORMANCE OF PERMEABLE BREAKWATER 
PROC AM SOC CIVIL ENG, J wATERWAYS, HAKBOKS AND COASTAL ENG DIV 101141 
35 7-3b!l 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNiNG DISTRICT, VA, BEACH EROSIUN, BREAKWATERS, CLJASTAL 
STRUCTUKES, SHURE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, WAVES IWATERI 
3596 1976 MORGAN RP II, ULANOWlCZ NI 
THE FREQUENCY OF MUSCLE PROTEIN POLYMORPHISM IN HENlDIA MENIOIA 
IATHERINIOAEJ ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST 
COPEIA 1976 2r 356-360 (CTR ENV AND EST STUD, U MD, CONTRI6 b321 
CHESAPEAK~ ~AY, MORPHOLOGY, SlLVERSIDES 
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35~7 1975 BOON JD Ill 
TIDAL DISCHARGE ASYMMETRY IN A SALT HARSH DRAINAGE SYSTEM 
_LI~NOL ANO UCEANUG 2Dill 71-60 CVIMS CONTRJB 6301 
EASTtKN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CURRENTS CWATERJ, EAST~RN SHORE 
IVA-Muir ~LOw MEA~UREMENT, HYDRAULICS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
3599 1975 GOLDSMITH V 
SHO~£L1NE ~AVES, ANOTHER ENERGY CRISIS 
THE COASTAL SOCIETY, 1ST ANN CONF, ARLINGTON, VA, NOV, 1975 (VIMS CONTRIB 
7341 
-BATHYMETRY, ENtKGY TRANSFER, EROSION CONTROL, MODEL STUDIES, REFRACTION 
(wATER WAVES), WAVE~ (WATER) 
3601. i975 HUGGETT RJ ET AL 
DISTMIOUfJON Of COPPER AND ZINC IN OYSTERS AND SEDIMENTS FROM THREE 
COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARIES 
PkJC SYMP MINERAL CYCLIN~ IN S. E. ECOSYSTEMS, AUGUSTA, GA, 1974. ERDA 
SYMP SEKr 740513 (VJMS CONTRIB 6311 
EASTEr<~ SHJi<E PLANfloi'J~ DISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEAr<E BAY, COPPER, DISTRIBUTION, 
floORTH CAt'l.OLINA, OYSTeRS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, ZINC 
3602 1976 LAIRD CE, HAEFNER PA JR 
EFFECTS OF INTRINSIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN 
THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
J EXP MAR biOL AND tCOL 22(Lil7l-l7o (VJMS CONTRIB 7381 
EASTFRN SHUKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE HAY, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, 
YORK RIVtk, BluE CRAB 
J603 lV76 LIN AL, ZUBKOFF PL 
MALATE DEHYDROGeNASE ISOZYMES OF DIFFERENT STAGES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
JELLYFISH 
HIIJL tJull 150, 268-2'16 ( VIMS CONTRIB 131j 
EASTEKN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE·BAY, GROWTH 
STAGES, JeLLYFISH, SCYPHOZOA 
Jb04 1V74 LYNCH MP 
UFVcLOPMcNT OF STRATEGIES FUR MANAGEMENT OF MARINE AND ESTUARINE 
SANCTUANllS IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
PKU~ LST !NT CONG tLUL, WAGENINGEN, NETHERLANDS, 136-139 CVIHS CONTRIB 
606) 
f~IUARIES, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, PRESERVATION 
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3605 1974 LYNCH MP 
THE USE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICATORS OF STRESS IN MARINE INVERTEBRATES AS A 
TOOL FOR MARINE PULLUTION MONITORING 
MAR TECH SOC, ANN CONF PKOC 10, d81-8901VIMS CONTRib 62~1 
EASTERN ~HORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPtAKE BAY, PHYSIOLOGICAL 
ECOLOGY, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, STRESS ANALYSIS; SERUM PROTEINS, BLUE 
CRAB 
3606 1976 MARKLE OF 
THE SEASONALITY OF AVAILABILITY AND MOVEMENTS OF FISHES IN THE CHAN~EL GF 
THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 17111 50-5j IVIMS CONTRIB 7321 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OlSTkiCT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISH TYPES, SEASONAL OJSTRIBUTION, YURK NIVER 
3607 1976 MAUREil D ET Al 
BENTHIC fAUNAL ASSEMBLAGES OFF THE DELMARVA PENINSULA 
ESTUARINE AND COASTAL MAR SCI 4!21 163-177 
EASTERN SHO~t PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DISTRIBUTION, INV~~TE~kAJES, SEASONAl DISTRitiUTiuN, VIRGINIA, MIUJLE 
ATLANTIC o!GHT 
3608 1974 NORCROSS JJ ET AL 
DEVELUPM~NT OF YOUNG BLUEFISH CPOMATOMUS SALTATRIXI AND DIST~IBUTION OF 
EGGS AND YUUNG IN VIRGINIAN COASTAL WATERS 
TRANS AM FISH SOC 103131417-4~7 CVJMS CUNTRIB 62dl 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING UIST~ICT, VA, oLUEfiSH, DISTkiBUTION, GROWTH 
STAGES, LARVAE, SALINITY, SPAWNING, wAT~R TEMPrRATUKEr MIOULE ATLANTIC 
BI~HT 
3609 1973 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT COMM 
METROPOLITAN REGIONAL WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR NO~THERN NECK 
PLANNING DISTRICT NO. 17 
OM MART IN AND AS SOC, INC, WMBURG, VA 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIRGINIA, wATER QUALITY 
3610 1976 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT COMMISSION 
SHELLFISH PRODUCTION PROJECT 
AUTHOR 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, OYSTER- INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PLANNING, 
SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
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361! 1970 N:JR~;~:R~~ ~JECI< PLA~I'-i~NG 0!ST~ICT 
COMP~EHENS!VE PLAN, NORTHERN ~~~K PLANNING D:SlRI:; 
AUTHOR 
~OKTH~~N \fCK PLANNI~G OlSTRiCJ, VA, ECONOMiCS, LAND USE, NATU~AL 
R~SL~URC~~' PLAN~lNG, PG~JLA~:C\~ ~~:~EAT!O~ F~C:LlTIESw SEWERAGE, 
VIRGINIA, wATER RESC~~SES 
.lt.~2 1·:.::~2 ;ls:~~~-;::;{~~ NEC!". EE3!8~~/>.!... ?.:.J~:-::·~i;'-iU Ai'-.!0 ECON0,'4lC OEV CUf~M 
UEOP. P~OViSIUNAL OVERALL ECG:~C~IC DEVELOP~ENT PRGGRAM 
AUTHOR: LOTTSBURGJ VA 
ASRILJLTuKE, NUkTHE:(N NECK P~~~!~!NG DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
LAdOR, PRUGRAMS, UNEMPLOYMENT, V!~GINlA 1 WAfER RESOURCEi 
3613 1969 NORTHERN NE~K REGIONAL PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEV COMM 
NEDCU. ~uRTMERN NECK OEVELUPMENT COMMISSION~ V i AND V !I 
MARTI~ 1 ~~iffUKD ANU ASSOC, STAffORD, VA 
NJKfHE~N NEC~ PLANNING DISTRICt, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, PLANNING, 
PCPULATIO~, StwAGt DISPOSAL, ViRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES 
3614 1976 PAPERNA I, ZwERNER DE 
STUDieS UN ERGASILUS LABRACIS KROYER ICYCLOPIDEA ERGASILIDAEI PARASITIC ON 
STRIPED jASS, MORONE SAXATI~IS, FROM THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY. I 
OISTRI~... . 
CAN J ZOUL ~414l449-46L IVIMS CONTKIB 7471 
NURTHEI'.N NECK PLANNING 01STKICT 1 VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CUPEP.ODS, FISH 
PARASITeS, Life ~YCLES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
3bla 1967 US DePT COMM. ECON D~V ADMIN, TECH ASSIST PROJ 
ECU~OM!C EVALUATION uF"TOUKISM POTENTIALS, NORTHERN NECK, VA. V I 
MARKETING STUDY, V II fEASIBILITY STUDY 
PkUGkA~ KESEAKCH 1 NY 
NU~TH~KN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 ECONOMICS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
I'ACILI! ii:S, TOUR! SM 1 VIRGINIA 
3617 1976 WENNER CA 
ASPeCTS UF THE BIOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY OF THE SNAKE EEL, PISODONOPHIS 
CkUENTIFER, !PISCES, OPHICHTHIDAEJ 
J FISH RES BD CAN 33141 o5o-o65 IVIMS CONTRIB 7451 
NnRTHEkN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, EELS, 
LIF~ HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
340 
3618 1976 WINSTON JE 
EXPERIMENTAL CULTURE OF THE ESTUARINE ECTOPROCT CUNUPEUM TENUISSIMUM ~ROM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BIOL BULL 150, 318-335 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, bRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIETS, 
GRONTH RATES, MORPHOLOGY 
3619 1976 ZACHARY A . 
PHYSIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY Of BACTERIOPHAGES OF THE MA~INE bACTERIUM dENECKEA 
NATRIEGENS - SALINITY 
APPL ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOL ~113) 415-422 IVIMS CONTkld 7161 
BACTERIA, BACTERIOPHAGE, PARASITISM, YORK RIVER 
3620 1963 COLONIAL BEACH PLANNING COMM 
INDUSTRIAL OPPURTUNITIES 
VA DIV OF INDUSTRIAL OEV AND PLANNING 
WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NGRTrlERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 INDUSTRIES, 
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, VIRGINIA 
3621 1964 COLONIAL tlEACH PLANNING COMM 
MAJOR STKEET AND HIGHWAY SUMMARY 
VA OJV INDUSTRIAL OEV AND PLANNING 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING O!STRICT, VA, LAND USE, PLANNING, POLLUTANT 
IDENTIFICATION, VIRGINIA 
3622 1971 COLONIAL BEACH PLANNING COMM 
STATE OF THE TOWN. CULUN1AL bEACH COMPREHENSIVE PLAN. V. I 
AUTHOR 
wESTMOReLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECoNOMICS, 
LANO USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3623 1974 COLONIAL BEACH PLANNING COMMAND VA DIV OF STAlE PLANNING AND 
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
POLICY AND PLANNING GUIDE FUR THE JOWN OF COLONIAL bEACH, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA 
3624 1974 COLONIAL BEACH PLANNING COMM AND VA OIV Of STATE PLANNING AND 
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ZONING ORDINANCE FOR THE TOWN OF COLONIAL BEACH 
AU THOll. 
WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND U~E, 
PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA 
3H 
3625 1972 IRVINGTON PLANNING COMH 
THE IRVINGTON COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
VA UIV Of STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt LAND USE, HAPS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3626 1971 IRVINGTON, VA TOWN COUNCIL 
ZONING U~OINANCE, TUWN UF IRVINGTON, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, Z~NING 
3627 1969 KILMAKNOCK, VA TOWN COUNCIL 
ZONING ORDINANCE, KILMARNOCK, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTEK COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, REGULATION, VIKGINIA, ZONING 
3628 1971 -LANCASTER COUNTY PLANNING COHM AND VA OIV OF STATE PLANNING AND 
COMMUNITY AfFAIRS 
COMPREHEN~IVE PLAN, LANCASTER COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt LAND USE, 
PLANNING, KECkEATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3629 1975 LANCASTER COUNTY, VA 
PROPOStD ZONING ORDI~ANCE, LANCASTER COUNTYt VIRGINIA 
AUTHtlR 
LANCASTER CUUNTY,. VA, l'lORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
VIW>INIA, ZONING 
3630 1974 LANCASTER CO, VA 80 OF SUPERVISORS 
SUJDIVISION CONTROL ORDINANCE FOR LANCASTER COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA 
J6jl 197'.> LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, BD OF SUPERVISORS 
EK05ION ANU SEDIMENT CONTROL HANDBOOK FOR THE COUNTY OF LANCASTER 
AlHHOR 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CONSERVATION, 
ERoSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
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3632 1971 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT 
TO•N Of KILMARNOCK, VIRGINIA. INTERIM WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
R. STUART ROYER AND ASSDC, RICHMOND, VA 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt PLANNING, 
POPULATION, SeWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY CONTRUL 
3633 1976 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT 
TIDES INN PRELIMINAKY DESIGN WASTEWATER TREATMENT fACILITY 
G. w. CLiffORD AND ASSOC, INC, fREDERICKSBURG, VA 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHEKN NECK PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, VIRGINIA, wASTE 
WATER TREATMENT 
3634 1961 NORTHERN NECK REGIONAL PLANNING ANO ECONOMIC DEV COMM 
EMPLOYM~NT AND I~COME SUMMARY 
AUTHOR 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMENT, INCOME ANALYSIS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINlA 
3635 1961 NORTHERN NECK REGIONAL PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEV COHM 
RETAIL AND wHOLESALE TRAUE SUMMARY 
AUTHOR 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MARKETING, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3636 1962 NORTHERN NECK REGIONAL PLANNING AND ECONOMIC OEV CUMM 
COMMUNITY FACILITIES SUMMARY 
AUTHOR 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, FACILITIES, PLANNING, 
SEWAGE, VIKGINIA 
3637 1970 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY 80 OF SUPERVISORS, HEATHSVILLE, VA 
PRELIMINARY REPORT, SEWERAGE FACILITIES, REEDVILLE, VIRGINIA 
HARTIN, CLIFFORD AND ASSOC, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, OESISN 
DATA, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WASTE TREATMENT 
3638 1972 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY SO OF SUPERVISORS, HEATHSVILLE, VA 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT, wATEK WORKS FACILITIES, REEDVILLE SANITARY DISTRICT, 
NORTHUMBERLANU COUNTY, VA 
D. M. MARTIN AND ASSOC, WILLIAMSBURG, VA 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
FACILITIES, FEASIBILITY STUDIES, PLANNING, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER 
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3639 1972 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY' PLANNING COJIIJII AND VA DIY OF STATE PLANNII'IG AND 
COMMUNITY AFfAIRS 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, NORTHUM~ERLAND COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHUR 
NORThUMBEKLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ?LANNING, 
RECREATION FACILITIES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3640 1974 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA 
lUNING GRDINA~~E, NORTHUMBERLAND ~OUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
NORTHUMBtRLAND COUNTY, VA, NOKTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLAN~IN~, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3641 1972 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA BO Of SUPERVISORS 
SUBDIVISION ORUINAN~E, NOKTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA 
AUTHOR 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND 
DEV~LUPMENT, LAND USt, PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA 
3642 1974 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA BD Of SUPERVISORS 
~ROSION ANU SEDIMENT CONTROL HANDBOOK FUR THE COUNTY OF NORTHUMBERLAND 
AUTHOR 
NURTHUM~cKLANU COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
LUNSERVATION, EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISL~TION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3643 1974 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA BU OF SUPERVISORS 
PRELIMINARY REPORT, ~EEUVILLE AREA, SEkAGE WORKS PROJECT, NORTHUMBERLAND 
CUUNTY, VA 
U. M. •~ARliN AND ASSOC,' INC, TUAN0 1 VA 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DESIGN 
ST~NuAKU5, ~NVIRUNHENTAL EFFECTS, FACILITIES, fiNANCIAL ANALYSIS, 
Sc"EHAG~, VIRGINIA 
3644 1966 RICHMOND COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION AND VA DIV uf STATE PLANNING AND 
LilM:'IUN l TY AFFAIRS 
RI~HMUNO COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
AUidOR 
K!CtiMONU COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
36~5 1974 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA 60 OF SUPERVISORS 
EROSION AND S.EDii'IENT CONlitOL HANOtiOOK fOrt. THE COUNTY OF IUCifllllJIW 
AUTHOR 
RICHMOND ~OUNT¥, VA, NORTHEKN NECK PLANNING DISTIUCT, VA 1 CONSERVATIIJH, 
EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3646 1972 TO~N OF COLONIAL BEACH, VA 
INTERIM wATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN, MONROE BAY AREA 
MARTIN, CLIFFORD ANO AS~OC, STAffORD, VA 
~~STMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 Fi~ANCING 1 
PLANNING, SE~ERAGE, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WATER UUALITY 
3647 1972 TOwN OF wARSAW PLANNING COMM AND VA OIV Of STATE PLANNIN~ AND 
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR WARSAW, VA 
VA O!V ~TATE PLANNING ANU COMMUNITY AffAIRS 
RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING UISTRICT 1 VA, ECONOMICS, LAND 
USE, PLANNING, PuPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3648 1962 VA DIV OF I~OUSTRIAL DEV AND PLANNING 
ECONOMIC DATA, Hl:HMONO COUNTY, VA 
AUTHOR 
RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3649 1962 VA D!V OF INDUSTRIAL OEV AND PLANNING 
FCONOMJC DATA, WESTMORELAND COUNTY 
AUTHOR 
WESTMOR~LANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN N~CK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGIN!~ 
3650 1963 VA DIV INDUSTRIAL DEV AND PLANNING 
E~ONOMIC DATA, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA 
AUTHOR 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRJCT 1 VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3651 1967 VA DIV UF PLANNING 
ECONOMIC DATA SUMMARY, RICHMOND COUNTY, TOWN OF WARSA~ 
AUTHOR 
AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING 015TRICT, VA 1 
ECONOMICS, EDUCATION. INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
345 
3652 1967 VA DIV OF PLANNING 
ECU~OMIC OATA SUMMARY, WESTMORELAND COUNTY 
AUTHOR 
AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt 
EC0;~0MICS 1 EDUCATION, INDUSTRIES, LA30R SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3653 1968 VA DIV OF PLANNING 
NORTHERN NECK AREA, PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
AUTHOR 
AGRICULTURE, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOVMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATIGN, TOURISM, UNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA 
3654 1968 VA DIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECONOMIC DATA SUMMARY, LANCASTER COUNTY 
AUTHOK 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DIStRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATIUN 1 TRANSPO~TATIUN, VIRGINIA 
3655 196d VA DIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
KILMARNUC~ COMPReHENSIVE PLAN 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, RECREATION FAC1LITIE5, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3656 1970 VA DIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ZONING OkUINANCE, TOWN OF WARSAW, VA 
AUTHOR 
RICHMOND COUNTY, VA 1 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3657 197l VA DIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, NO~THUMBERLAND COUNTY 
AU I HOM 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA 1 NORTHERN NECi PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
LAdOK ~UPYLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
346 
3658 1958 VA ELECTRIC AND POWER CO, AREA DEV DEPT 
INDUSTRIAL SITE SURVEY, LANCASTeR, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA 1 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, ECONO~ICS, GRGWTH RATES, INOUSTRIES, 
MAPS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3659 1958 VA ELECTRIC AND POWER CO, AREA DEV DEPT 
INDUSTRIAL SITE ~URVEY, WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CENSUS, 
ECONOMICS, GRO~TH RATES, INDUSTRIES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3660 1966 VA ELECTRIC AND POWER CO, AREA DEV DEPT 
THE NORTHERN NECK UF VIRGINIA, AN ECONOMIC STUDY 
AUTHOR 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, FINANCING, 
INDUSTRIES, RECREATION fACILITIES, TAXES, TRANSPUnTATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESOURCES 
3661 1959 VA ELECTRIC AND POWER Co, AREA DEV DEPT AND WARSAW, VA CHAMBER Of 
COMMERCE 
INDUSTRIAL SITE SURVEY, RICHMOND COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHeRN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMENT, 
INDUSTRIES, MAPS, MARKETING, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3662 1972 VA EMPLOYMENT COMM 1 MANPOWER RESOURCES DIV 
MANPOWER RESOURCES Of NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY. OCTOBER THRU DECEMBER 1971 
AUTHOR 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OlSTRICT 1 VA, EDUCATION• 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY, MANPOWeR, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3663 1972 VA EMPLOYMENT COMM, MANPOWER RESOURCES DIV 
MANPOWER RESOURCES REPORT OF WESTMORELAND COUNTY. JANUARY THRU MARCH 1972 
AUTHOR 
wESTMORELAND· COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTKICT, VA 1 EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, LABOR SUPPLY 1 MANPOWER, MAPS, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
31t7 
3664 19oY VA STATE DEPT OF HEALTH. BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE AND VECTOR CONTROL 
SOLID ftASTE PLAN, LANCASTER COUNTY, TOWN UF IRVINGTON, TOWN OF KILMARNOCK, 
TOwN OF WHITE STONE 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTER CUUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLIU WASTES, VIRGINIA 
3665 1'169 VA STATE DEPT OF HEALTH. BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE AND VECTOR CONTROL 
SULlO ~ASTE PLAN, NO~THUMBERLANO COUNTY 
AUTHOR 
NORTiiUNBERLAND COuNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, S~LID ~AST~S, VIRGINIA 
3666 1969 VA STATE OtPT OF HEAlTH. BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE AND VECTOR CONTROL 
SOLIU ~ASTE PLAN, RICHMOND COUNTY, TO~N OF WARSAW 
AUTHUR 
~ICHMJND CUUNTYr VA, NGRTHERN N~CK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, ~OLIO WASTES, VIRGINIA 
3667 1969 VA STATE DEPT OF HEALTH. BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE ANU VECTOR CONTROL 
SCLIO ~ASTE PLAN, wESTMOktlANO COUNTY, TOWN OF MONTROSS, TO~N OF COLONIAL 
bEACH 
AUTHOR 
WESTHO~ELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLAN~I~G, !>OliO WASTES, VlkGINlA 
%68 1975 liARS;\W, VA TC'tiN COUNCIL AND RICHMOND COUNTY, VA llD OF SUI'ERVISOKS 
SU~DIVISIUN ORDINANCE FOR TOWN OF WARSAW, VIRGINIA 
AUTHUo< 
KICrlMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, lAND 
OEYELUPMENT, LAND USE, !'LANNING, VIRGINIA 
j6b9 1974 WESTMORELAND COUNTY PLANNING COMH 
WESTMOrtELANU COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PlAN 
AUTHOR 
wESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT, HIGHwAYS, LAND USE, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
j610 1914 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA BD OF SUPERVISORS 
fRLb liJ,~ ANI.l !>EDIMErH CONTROL HANDBOOK FOR THE COUNTY OF WESTMORELAND 
AUTIH/t{ 
W[STMURflANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
LON~tRVAT ION, EROSION CONTROl, LAND USE, LEG I SLAT ION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3671 1974 WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA BD OF SUPERVISORS 
ZONING ORDINANCE OF ~tSTHORELAND COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
~ESTMORELANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN HECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, l.ANil USE, 
PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
3672 1972 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRl.tT LOMM 
REPORT ON CRITlCAL ENVIRONMENTAL Ai<EAS, JULY 15, 1'>72 
AUTHOR . 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OlSTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, PAt<KS, PlANNING, PRESERVAT10No VIRGINIA, ~ETlANOS 
367, 1964 BARNES RC 
INFRARED RADIATION THERHUMETER, AN EVALUATION 
U. S. ~UR SPORT FISH AND wiLDLIFE, bUR CIR 2u2, o0-o8 IVIMS CONTRIIl ldZJ 
E~UII'MENT, EVALUATION, TECHNOLOGY, THEKMO~ETERS, VIRGINIA 
3676 1975 BASKETTE Cw JR 
MAINTENANCE Do<EOGING RESTORES VIRGINIA BEACHES 
wORLD DREDGING A~U MARINE CONSTRUCTION lllbl 48-52 
VIRGINIA 6EACH, VA, SuUTHEASTE~N PLANNI~G uiSTklCT, VA, BEACHES, 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, COASTAL ENGINEERING, DREDGING, f~UlPMtNT 
3677 1976 BRADY OK 
ARE THE CH~SAPEhKE BAY WATERS WARMING UP? 
CHES SCI 17l3) 2L5-227 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING OISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, THERMAL STKESSr 
THERMAL WATER, wATER TEMPERATURE 
3678 1976 BROOKS OJ, DEWALL AE 
BD~ON CONCENTRATION IN CHESAPEAKE HAY SEDIMENTS, PALEOSAliNITY AND 
BAYMOUTH UPLIFT 
CHES SCI 17131221-224 
SOUTrlEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BORON, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, 
SALINITY, SEDIMENTS 
3679 1972 COHEN SM, MCERLEAN AJ 
ADDENDUM TO A CROSS REFERENCED INDEX TO CURRENT 11971-197~1 BIOLOGICAL AND 
BIOLOGY RELATED RESEARCH ON CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VA INST MAR SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA IVIHS CONTRIB 448Al 
SOUTHEASTtRN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BidLIOGRAPHIES, BIOlOGY, CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
349 
3680 1976 COOK TM, GOLDMAN CK 
BACTERIOLOGY Of CHESAPEAKE BAY SURFACE WATERS 
CHE5 SCI 17111 40-49 
SOUTHEASTERN PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATtK TEMPtRATURE 
3681 1976 DAVIS J ET AL 
PLANS FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE FISHERIES OF THE TIDAL POTOMAC RIVER 
VA INST elAR SCI, GLOUCESTER POINT, VA IVIMS SRMISOE 1171 
SOUTHEASTERN PLA~NING OlSTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC KIVE~, SHELLFISH 
3688 1967 HARRISON WP ET AL 
CIRCULATION OF SHELF ~ATERS OFF THE CHESAPEAKE SIGHT ••• JUNE 1963-
0ECEMBER 1964 
ENVIRON SCI SEKV ADMIN, WASH DC, PROF PAP 3 IVIMS CONTRIB 2181 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
OISTRiuUJIGN, ~PAwNING, wATER CIRCULATION, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC i31GHT 
3o89 1960 JOSEPH E~ ET AL 
INVESTIGATIUNS OF INNER CONTINENTAL SHELF WATERS OFf LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
PART I. ~ENtKAL INTRODUCTION ANO HYDROGRAPHV 
CHES SCI 1(~,4) 1~5-167 IVIHS CONTRIB 95) 
SOUTHEASTEi<N PLANNI:-..G. OJ,) TKICh VA, CONTINENTAL SHE:LF, HYDROGRAPHY, 
NEr<ITIC, SALINITY, WATER. TEMPERATURE, MIDULE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3691 1975 LEENOERTSE JJ, LIU SK 
A THREt DIMENSIONAL MO~EL FOR ESTUARIES ANU COASTAL SEAS. V. II. ASPECTS 
CF COMPUTATION 
KANU CORP REP R 1764 OWRT 
CH~SAPEAKE 8AY 0 ESTUARIES, FlOW PRO~ILES 0 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NUMERICAL 
A.NAL Y SIS 
3692 1976 ~ARSH GA 
fCOLOGY OF THE GASTROPOD EPIFAUNA OF EElGRASS IN A VIRGINIA ESTUARY 
CH[S SCI 17131 182-187 IVIHS CONTRIB 703) 
SUUTH~ASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECOLOGY, EEL GRASS, GASTROPODS, 
MOLLUSKS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
J6'H 1'15'> MCHUGH JL 
LAN WE MANAGE OUR ATLANTIC COASTAL FISHERY RESOURCES? 
TRANS AM FISH SUC 88, 105-110 IVIMS CONTRIB 851 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES 
350 
3695 1963 NAGABHUSHANAM R 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE CYTOCHEMICAL STUDY OF THE NEUROSECRETORY CELLS 
IN THE VISCERAL GANGLIA OF THE OYSTER CRASSOSTREA VIRGlNICA 
SCI AND CULTURE 29, 506-507 IVIMS CONTRIB 1741 
PHYSIOLOGY, CYTOLOGICAL STUDltS, OYSTERS 
3696 1976 NEILSON BJ 
~ATER QUALITY IN THE SMALL COASTAL BASINS. A REPORT TO THE HAMPTON ROADS 
WATER QUALITY AGENCY 
VA INSTil MAR SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA 
PENINSULA PLANNING Dl~lRICT, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, MAPS, PULLUTlON ABATEMENT, SE~AGEo ~ATtK CIRCULATION, 
WATER QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
3697 1974 NICHOLS MM 
FORAMINIFERA IN ESTUARINE CLASSIFICATION 
COASTAL ECOLOGIC~~ SYSTEMS Uf THE UNITED STATES, tO ~y HT UDUM, V SS-116 
(VIMS CONTKIB 6591 
BIUINDICATORS, C!SlkldUTION, ENERGY BUDGET, ~STUARINt ENVIRONMENT, 
FORAMINIFERA 
3699 1976 RHODES RG 
ADDITIONS TO THE BROWN ALGAL FLORA GF THE ATLANTIC COAST OF VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 17131177-ltH IVIMS CONTRIB 6941 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DlSlKlCT, VA, ALGAE, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
3701 1976 SHAPLEY D 
SQUALL IN CHESAPEAKE, MARINE INSTITUTE RAMMED BY JUNK CHARGE 
SCIENCE 193 142~71 981-.. 82 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, KEPONE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INSTITUTIONSr 
LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
3702 1973 VA OIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, CHESAPEAKE CITY 
AUTHOR 
CHESAPEAKE, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
351 
37UJ 1~73 VA DIV OF STATE PLANNING ANU COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
DATA SU~MARY, CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH 
AUT tiOR 
VIRGINIA uEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
kECREAf!UN, lkkNSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3704 1973 VA UIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, HAMPTON LilY 
AUTHOR 
HAMPTON, VA, P~NI~SULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LAilOK SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIKGINIA 
3705 1974 VA DIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
UATA SUMMARY, ISLE uf WIGHT COUNTY 
AULiOR 
ISLE OF ~IGHT COuNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLUYi'lf:I'.T, INLllME, LABUR SUPPLY, NATURAL RE~UURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3706 1~74 VA OIV Of STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
DAfA SUMMARY, JAME:S CITY CUUNTY ANU CITY OF WILLIAMSBURG 
AUT-HOR 
JAMES ~ITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSUCA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, lNCUML, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECREATIUN, TRAN~PORTATION, VlRt.INIA 
352 
3710 1973 ACCOMACK-NORTHAMPTON PLANNING DIST CDHM 
LAND USE REPORT FOR PLANNI~G DISTRICT 22 !EASTERN SHORE) AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHORE PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, PLAN~ING, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIK~l~IA 
3711 1975 ACCOMACK-NORTHAMPTON PLANNING DIST COMM 
ON THE FUTURE COASTAL ZONE MANAGeMENT PROGRAM Of THE STATE OF Vlt<GINIA AUTHOR !POSITION PAP 221 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DlSTMICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, LOCAL 
GOVERNMeNTS, MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZUNE 
3712 1971 CHAPPUIE LE ET AL 
TOURISM ANO INDUSTRIAL POTENTIALS FOR VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE 
SPINU~ETuP R~S~AKCH, LES!NGTON, ~y IVA DIY Of STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIKS RE:P 241 AND 242) 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNIN~ DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDJ, ECUNUMIC 
IMPACT, FI~~ANCING, fUTURE PLANNING IPRO.Jt:CTEUJ, lNUUSTRIE:S, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, Rf:CREATlG~. DeMAND, RECHI:ATIQ,\~ FACILITIES, TUUi<ISM, VIRGINIA 
3713 1975 EASTERN SHORt 0F VIRGINIA RESOURCE, CONSEKVATIG~ Ai'<O OEV~LOPMENT COUNCIL, ACCOMAC, VA 
EASTHN SHORE OF VIRGINIA - RESOURCE COl'lSERVATION AND DtVELiJPMENT PROJECT AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, ~ASTERN SHURE [VA-MOI, 
ECONOMICS, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, NATUHAL KESUU~CES, 
RESUUNCt DEVELuP;~~i'<T, VIRGINIA, COASTAL lONE 
3708 19/o WALKeR JD ET.AL 3714 1913 JOHNSON AC 
HO'l 
BIUDEGRAUATIUN OF PETROLEUM BY CHESAPEAKE BAY SEDIMENT BACTERIA 
CAN J M!CRO~IOL 22(3) 423-42B 
PENINSULA PLANNING OISTidCT, VA, BACTERIA, iiiODEGRADATION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
OIL 
1 '16 3 ;oA SS ML 
Nf.W SPECIES Of HERMIT CRABS IOECAPODA, PAGURIDAEI fROM THE WESTERN 
ATLANTIC 
CkUSTACEANA 6121 133-157 IVIMS CONTRIB 132) 
~RAJS, SY~TEMATICS 
ENVIRUNMENTAL MANAGEMENT IN VIRGINIA, 1973 
Ml TRE CORP 
EASTtkN SHORE PLANNING DISTNICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, STATE JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA 
3715 1973 JOHNSON JC 
ASSATEAGUE ISLAND, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE ASSATEAGUE 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNl~G DISTRICT, VA, BtACH EROSION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, 
MARYLAND, RECREATION fACILITifS, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLAND~ 
353 
371b 197b NORRIS TF 
STATEMENT ~OR MANAGEMENT, ASSATEAGUE ISLAND NATIONAL SEASHORE 
U. S. OcPT INTEKIOK, N4T PARK SERVICE, BERLIN, MD 
lASTERN SHOKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, ISLANDS, LAND 
MANA~EMENf, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, NATIONAL SEASHORES, PRESERVATION, 
VIKGINIA, LOASTAL ZONE 
3717 1974 SHANHOLTZ Ml 
DEVfLOPMENT VERSUS SHELLFISH- STATEMENTS PRESENTED TO THE GOVERNOR'S 
CUUNCIL ON THE tNVIRONMENT 
VA STATl HEALTH COM~ISSION 
EASTERN SHORe PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLAMS, MANAGEMENT, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS, 
POLLUTIO~ ABATEMENT, SE~AGE, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
3l1d 1974 SHARMA NP, CONNER MC 
ECONOMIC KELATION~HIPS AMONG BUSINESS SECTORS - EASTERN SHORE, VIRGINIA 
VPI, RES OIV BULL Hd 
£A~TcRN ~nORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHURE (VA-MOJ, ECONOMICS, 
INP~T-OUTPUT ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA 
3719 19b7 U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, NORFOLK, VA 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
AUTHOR 
cASTtKN SHORe PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, BEACH EROSION, 
lNVIRuNMENTAL EffECTS, FLUDD CONTROL, PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECT PURPOSES, 
PROJECTS, VIKGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
3720 1973 O. S. ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS, NORFOLK, VA 
CHINCOTEAGUF. INL~T NAVIGATION PROJECT, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
[ASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 NAVIGABLE WATERS, NAVIGATION, 
VIRGINIA 
3721 1975 U. S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, BOSTON, MASS 
PROPOSED SHORELINE PROTECTION PROJECT AT TANGIER ISLAND 
AU THOk 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 AIRPORTS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION, EROSION CONTROL, SHORE PROTECTION, TANGIER 
SOUND, VIRGINIA 
3122 1970 UNJV MARYLAND. NAT RESOURCES INSTIT 
ASSATEAGUE ECOLOGICAL STUDIES, FINAL REPORT, PT 1, ENVIRONMENTAL 
INFORMATION 
(NAT RESOURCES INSTil, CONTRIB 44bl 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOJ, 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIDNAL.SEASHORtS, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3723 1970 UNIV MARYLAND. NAT RESOURCES INSTil 
ASSATEAGUE ECOLOGICAL STUUIES, FINAL REPORT, PART II. ENVIRONMENTAL 
THREATS 
INAT RESOURCES INSTil, CONTRIB 44bl 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt 
FCULOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHORES, VIRGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3724 1970 UNIV MARYLAND. NAT RESOURCES INSTil 
ASSATEA~UE ECOLOGICAL STUDIES, FINAL REPORT. PART III. SUGGESTIONS FOR 
LAND USE AND PARK MANAGE~tNT 
INAT RESOURCES INSTil, CONTKIB 446) 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OISTKICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHURE I~A-MDl 1 
ECOLOGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLANU, NATIONAL SEASHuRtS, VIRGINIA, 
WATER PULLUTION 1 COASTAL ZONE 
3725 l9b8 VA tiUR OF OUTDOOR RECREATION, RICHMOND, VA 
VIRGINIA'S BARRIER ISLANDS 
AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDJ 1 
NATURAL RcSuURCES, RECREATiuN, RESLURCES, VIK~INIA, HARRIER ISLANDS 
3726 1968 VA BUR Of OUTDOOR RECREATION, RICHMOND, VA 
VIRGINIA'S BARRIER ISLANDS- APPENDIX 
AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTE~N SHORE IVA-MOJo 
NATURAL RESOURCES, ReCREATION, RESOUKCES, VIK~INIA, wATER YEAR 
3727 1974 VA DIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS ANU U. S. DEPT COMM, 
ECON DEV ADMIN 
MULTI-PURPOSE FACT FINDING ANO PRE-PLANNING STUDY. EASTERN SHORE OF 
VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, COMMERCIAL FISHING, 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDJ, FISHERIES, SPORT FISHING, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
355 
3728 1975 VA OIW STATE PLANNI~G AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS, ECON RES SECT 
PUPULATION PRUJECTIU~S- ViRGIN!A COUNTIES AND CITIES, 1980-2000 
~.U IH[,R 
EASTEJN ~~G~E PLA~~;NG DISTRI~T, VA, CITIES, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING 
IPRJJECTEDI, GRO~TH KATES, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
3729 1976 BOULE ME 
GEU.•1JK?t-~IC L'JH:Rf'RETATION Of VEGETATION ON FISHERMAN ISLAND, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THtSIS !CULL OF WM A~U ~~RYI 
EASTEKN SHG~E PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, 
ISLANDS, PLANT GKU0PINGS, VEGETATION 
3730 1974 CH~SAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
A~N~AL TECHNICAL RtPORT, 1973-1974. A SURVEY FOR THE USE OF REMOTE SENSING 
IN THl CiiES,\l'i:'i\KE dAY IU:Git.lN 
AUTHCk IC~C PUd 43, V. X~l 
E~VIkONMENTAl QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt APPLICATION 
METHGUS, LHESAP~A~E U~Y, PROJECTS, REMdTE SENSING, RESEARCH EUUIPMENT 
3131 1974 CHc~APEAKE R~SEARCH CCNSO~T!UM, INC 
ANNUAL f~LH~JCAL REPORT, 1973-1974. SUMMARIES, WETLANDS-EDGES PROGRAM AND 
WASTe WATER PROGRAM 
AUTHC!( li..RS PUo 4J, V. ll 
A6STKALTS, EAST~kN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PROGRAMS, 
PROJECT~, ~ASff WATER lPOLLUTIUNl 1 ~EfLAND$ 
3733 l~/4 CHESAPEAKE R~SEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
ANNUAL TECHNICAL REPORT, 1973-1974. WASTE WATER, FIELD STUDIES OF WASTE 
ANU iJiS~EkSION CHAKACTE:RISTICS OF THE ELIZABETH RIVER 
AUTHUK IC~~ PUB 43 1 V. XVI) 
SOUfHEASTER~ PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELIZABETH 
klVtd, ~NVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SEWAGE 
Ti<EAH12NT, WATEk LIUALITY CONTROl 
3735 1974 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
ANNUAL TECHNICAL REPORT, 1973-1974. WASTE WATER, PLANKTON STUDIES IN THE 
LU~ER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AUTHOR lLRC PU8 43, V. XVI 
SIJuiHEASTEf<N PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDICATORS, 
PLANKTU~, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, ZOOPLANKTON 
356 
3737 1974 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
ANNUAL TECHNICAL REPORT, 1973-1974. WASTE WATER, THE BIOLOGICAL EFFE~TS Of 
THE ADDITION OF CERTAIN ~ASTE WATER CONSTITUENTS T~ THE CHESAPEAKE tiAY 
ESTUARY 
AUTHOR ICRC PUB 43, XIVJ 
SOUTHEASTE~N PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICALS, CHE~APEAKE BA,, EFFECTS, 
FISH, HYDROGEN SULFIDE, METALS, OYSTERS, PHOSPHORUS, SEDIMENTS, SEwAGE 
EFFLUENTS, WAST~ rlAT~R JPJLLUTJONl 
3741 1974 CHESAPEAK~ RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
ANNUAL TECHNICAL REPORT, 1973-1914. WETLANDS-EDGES, SURVEY OF STATE 
COASTAL MANAGEMENT LAWS 
AUTHCK ICRC PUB 43 1 V. VII l 
DREDGING, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, SURVtYS, VIRGINIA, 
WETLANDS, CUA~TAL ZONE 
3742 1975 CHITTENDEN ME JK 
DYNAMICS OF AMERICAN SHAD, ALOSA SAPIDISSIMA, RUNS IN THE DELAWARE RIVER 
U. S. NAT MAR FISH SER FISHERY ~Ull 731JI 4b7-4~4 
AGE, AMERICAN SHAOr ANAUKUMOUS FISH, OtLAwARE RlV~k, SIZE, SPAWNING 
3743 1975 FANG CS ET Al 
A SURFACE CiRCULATION STUDY IN MIDDLE EllZAoETH RIVeR. APPENDIX 1. PRINTS 
UF ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
VA lNST MAR SCI, ~~JUCESTER PT, VA 
SOUTHEA~TERN PLANNI~G DISTKICT, VA, CIRCULATION, ELilAilETH RIVER, 
PHOTOGRAPHY, SURFACE ~ATEKS, VIRGINIA 
3 744 1976 HAVEN OS ET AL 
A SURVEY IN THE LAFAYETTE RIVER FOR OYSTERS, CLAMS, AND SHELL IN THE 
VICINITY Of THE PKOPOSEO GRANBY STREET dRIUGE 
VA INST MAR SCI, GLUUC~STER PT 1 VA 
NORFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING OISTR!CT, VA, BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, 
CLAMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, OYSTEkS, POPULATION, SHtLLFISH, VIRGINIA 
3745 1975 HIPPERT Jl 
ROBERT BURGESS, PHOTOGRAPHER, RECORDER OF THE ~Al 
NAT FISHER~AN 55(13) 67 .. 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HlSTOkY, 
PHOTO&I<APHY 
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3746 1975 HOBBS CH ET AL 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT. JAMES CITY COUNTY, VIRGlNIA 
VA INST MAR SCI IVlMS SRAHSOE 81 AND CRC REP 151 
SHORELINE EROSION, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DlSTRICTr VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3747 1975 HOBBS CHIll ET AL 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT. NEW KENT, KING WILLIAM, AND KING AND QUEEN 
COUNTIES 
VA !I'"ST MAR SCI IVIMS SRAMSOE 99 AND CRC REP 44) 
SHU~ELINE EKUSIGN, ~ING AND QUEEN COUNTY, VA, KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, NEW 
KE:NT CUUi'ilY, VA, MIDDLE Pt:NI~SULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, 
VIKGINIA 
174~ 1976 HUTCHINSON B 
VECTOR - VIRGINIA BEACH 
THE SALT WATER SPORTSMAN 3719156-59 
VIR~INIA ~EACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FISHING, TOURISM, 
VIKGINIA 
3749 1972 JORDAN RA ET AL 
THE eNVIRONMENTAl AND BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITY OF THE LOWER YORK RIVER, 
VIKGINIA. A LITERATURE REVIEW 
VA INST MAK SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA 
~OUTHEASTfKN PLANNING DISTkiCT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, 
PHYTOPLAN~TON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, YURK RIVER, LOOPLANKTON 
3750 1974 LINDSAY JA 
THE OCCUKKENCE Of A GULF Uf MEXICO CYCLOPOID COPEPODr HALICYCLOPS FOSTER! 
wiLSON, IN THE DELAWARE RIVER ESTUARY WITH COMMENTS ON MORPHOLOGICAL 
VARIAT IUNS 
CRUSTACEANA 27121184-16& 
COPEPOUS, DELAWARE RIVER, DISTRIBUTION, MORPHOLOGY 
3751 1975 MARKLE OF 
YU~NG wiTCH FLOUNDER, GLYPTO CEPHALUS CYNOGLOSSUS, ON THE SLOPE OFF 
VIRGINIA 
J FISH RES BD CN J21811447-1450 IVIHS CONTRIB 6841 
~UUIHcASTcRN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, FISH, LIFE HISTORY 
51UuicS, S~AWNING, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
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3752 1976 MARKLE OF 
PRELIMINARY STUDIES ON THE SYSTEMATICS OF DEEP-SEA ALEPOCEPHALOIDEA 
(PISCES SALMONIFORMESI 
VIMS UISS ICOLL OF WM AND MARY) 
DEEP wATER, FISH, SYSTEMATICS 
3753 1975 MOORE CJ, BURTON D~ 
MOVEMENTS OF STklPED oASS, MORONE SAXATILIS, TAGGED IN ~A~YLAND WATERS OF 
CHESAPEAKE 8AY 
AM FISH SOC TRANS 104(4)703-70~ 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MIGRATION PATTERNS, 
MOVEMeNT, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNIN&, STRIPED oASS, TAGGING 
3754 1976 PAPERNA I, ZWERNER DE 
PARASITES ANO DISEASES OF STRIPED BASS, MO~ONE SAXATILIS lwALBAUMJ, FROM 
THE LOWER CHeSAPEAKE BAY 
J FISH BIOL 9(31 L67-2SI !VIMS CONTRIB 766) 
SOUTHEASTERN PLA~NING Ul5TKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEA~ES, FISH 
DISEASES, MDKlALITY, PARASITISM, PATHOLOGY, STRIPED 8AS~ 
3755 1975 PURCELL Tn Ill 
PHYTOPLANKTON SPECIES COMPOSITION IN THE LAFAYETTE RIVE~ eSTUARY, NORFOLK, 
VIRGINIA, I971-197L 
VA J SCI 26141 147-152 
NORFOLK, VA, SUUfHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DIATOMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
POPULATION, VIR&INIA 
3756 1976 ROSEN PS 
THE MORPHOLOGY AND PROCESSES OF THE VIRGINIA CHESAPEAKE BAY SHORELINE 
VIMS DISS ICULL OF WM AND MARYI 
SHORELINE EROSION, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
EROSION, MAKSHE~, PHOTOGRAPHY, MORPHOLOGY, SHORE-LINE COV~R 
3757 1967 U S ARMY CORPS OF ENG AND VA INST MAR SCI 
A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND DREDGE SPOIL DISPOSAL UN THE MARINE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AUTHOR IVIMS SRAMSOE 8) 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE- 8AY, DREDGING, 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PROJECT BENEFITS 
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3758 1975 WENNER CA 
THE OCCURRENCE UF ELVERS OF SYNAPHOBRANCHUS AFFINIS ON THE CONTINENTAl 
SLOPE OFF NORTH CAROLINA 
U S NAT MAR fiSH SER FISHERY BULL 73131687-691 I~IMS CONTRI6 6521 
SOUTHeASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CATCH, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, EELS, FOOD 
HA~ITS, JUVENILE FISHES, MORPHOLOGY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3759 1976 ZANEVELO JS, WILLIS WM 
THE MARINE ALGA~ uF THE AMERICAN COAST BETWEEN CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY AND 
CAPE HATTERAS, NORTH CAROLINA. III PHAEOPHYCOPHYTA 
BOT MAR 19111 33-46 
ALGAe, ~OUTHEASTEkN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION, 
SYSTEMATICS, MlDUL~ ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3760 1976 ABLE KW 
CLEANING BEHAVIOR IN THE CYPRINODONTID FISHES, FUNDULUS MAJALIS, 
CYPRINOOUN VARIEGATUS, ANO LUCANIA PARVA 
CHE~ SCI 17111 35-39 IVIMS CONTRIB 6771 
BEHAVIOR, CLEANING, FISH tiEHAVIO~, VIRGINIA 
3761 1974 ATHEARN WD ET AL 
SHORELI~E SITUATION REPORT NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA INST MAN SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA IVIMS SRAMSOE 54 AND CRC REP 91 
SHORELINE EROSION, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, 'PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3162 1974 BRUSH LM JR 
INVENTOKY OF SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES kES CONSORT, INC ~UB 28 
EASTERN SHONE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHARTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFflUENTS, 
fLOw MEASuREMENT, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, PLANTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
3767 1973 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
ANNUAL TECHNICAL REPORT 1972-1973. V. I SUMMARIES, WETlANOSo SHOREliNES 
ANU SHALLOWS AND EMISSIONS AND ADDITIONS 
AUfHUR ICRC PUB ~D V. 11 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EfflUENTS, 
MANAGEMENT, PROJECTS, REVIEWS, SHORES, WASTE WATER IPOLLUTION), WATER 
QUALITY, nETLANDS 
360 
3768 1974 EBERHART RC 
PRESSURES ON THE EDGES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY - 1973 
CHES RES CONSORT, INC PUB 26 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, MANAGEMENT, PERMITS, PROJECT PLANNING, SHORE PRUTECTlON, SHURE$ 
3774 1974 HOBBS CH III ET Al 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA 
VA JNST MAR SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA IVIMS SRAMSOE 55 AND CRC REP 101 
SHORELINE EROSION, NEWPO~T NEWS, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3775 1975 HOBBS CH Ill ET Al 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT ACCOMACK COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA INST MAN SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA IVIMS ~KAMSOE dO AND CRC REP 14) 
SHORELINE EROSION, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTE~N SHOKE PLANNI~G DISTRICT, 
VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION OEMAND, VIRGINIA 
3776 1975 HOBBS CH III ET Al 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPUKT CITY OF HAMPTON, VIRGINIA 
VA INST MAR SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA IVIMS SRAMSOE 76 AND CRC REP 111 
SHORELINE EROSIUN, HAMPTON, VAr PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRiCT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAP~, PLANNING, RECREATION OEMANu, VIRGINIA 
3777 1975 HUNTER JR 
A METHOD OF VELOCITY FIELD INTERPOLATION APPLICABLE TO STRATIFIED 
ESTUARIES 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 45 
MATHEMATICAL MuOtlSr PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, VELOCITY, wATER CIRCULATION 
377d 1975 HUNTER JR 
A ONE-DIMENSIONAL DYNAMIC AND KINEMATIC NUMERICAl MODEL SUITABLE FOR 
CANALS AND ESTUARIES 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 47 
CANALS, COMPUTER MODElS, ESTUA~IES 
3781 1976 MENDELSSOHN IA, MARCELLUS KL 
ANGIOSPERM PRODUCTION OF THREE VIRGINIA MARSHES IN VARIOUS SALINITY AND 
SOIL NUTRIENT REGIMES 
CHES SCI 17111 15-23 CVlMS CONTRIB 674J 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, 
NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SALINITY, ANGIOSPERMS 
361 
3782 1975 MICHAEL JA 
A REPORT ON THE PROTOTYPE CURRENT VELOCITY AND SALINITY DATA COLLECTED IN 
THE MIDDLE ANU LO~ER CHESAPEAKE BAY fOR THE CHESAPEAKE oAY HODEL STUDY 
CHES SAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVr SPEC REP 41 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CURRENTS IWATERlt DATA 
COLLECTIONS, MAPS, SALINITY, VELOCITY 






SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT ISLE Of WIGHT COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA INS! MAK ~CI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA IVIMS SRAMSOE 97 AND CRC REP 461 
SHORELINE EROSION, ISLE Of wiGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
1975 PEOPLES MH ET AL 
SHORELINE :>ITUATION REPORT. MIDDLESEX COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA INSJ MAR SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA IVIMS SRAMSOE 100 AND CRC REP 48) 
SHUREL!Nt EKOSION 1 MIDDLESEX COUNTY, VA, MIDOLE PENINSULA PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, MANAGEMtNT 1 MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION UEMANO, VIRGINIA 
1976 REES CP 
SAND GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION IN TUBES Of SABELLARIA VULGARIS VERRILL 
CHES SCI !71 lJ 5'>-61 
REEFS, fUuES, ~OKHS, OtLAriARE BAY 
1976 SCHUBEL JR tT AL 
THERMAL EfFECTS OF POWER PLANT ENTRAINMENT ON SURVIVAL Of FISH EGGS AND 
LAKVAt - A LA~ORATORY ASSESSMENT 
CHES BAY INST, JOhNS HOPKINS UNIVr SPEC REP 52 
M!ilOLE PENINS~LA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BLUE~ACK HERRINGr CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FI~H EGGS, HfATED WATER, LARVAE, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, STKIPED BASS 
1976 S\oiAf<Tl RC 
AGilNISTIC AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR OF THE XANTHID CRAB, NEOPANOPE SAY! 
C.HES SCI 171 ll 24-34 IVIHS CONTRIB 664) 
BEHAV!Uk, CRABS, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA 
1975 TSAI C 
EFFfCTS UF SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT EFFLUENTS ON fiSHt A REVIEW OF 
L I ftRA TUkE 
CHES RE~ CONSORT, INC PUd 36 IU MD, CTR ENVIRON AND EST.UAR STUD CONTRIB 
6Hl 
EF~ECTS, tFFLUENTS, FISH, FRESHWATER FISH, MANAGEMENT, MARINE FISH, 
R[VIlwS, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
362 
3789 1974 ULANOWICZ RE, ~EILSON BJ 
SEGMENTATION Of CHESAPEAKE BAY, A REPRESENTATIVE EXERCISE 
CHES RES CONSORT PUB 30 IVIHS CONTRIB 626) 
MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTf<ICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, 
DATA TRANSMISSION, ELIZABETH KIVEK, FUTURE PLANNJNu (PKOJECTEDlo 
MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT 
3790 1975 U S GEOLOGJCAL SURVEY, WATER RESOURCES DIV 





AUTHOR, 346 P. 
MIJDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE M~ASUREMENT, 
GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGY, MAPS, SEDIMENTS, SURFACE wATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
LEVELS, WATER QUALITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1972 VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
A STUDY OF VIKGINIA'S CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL AREAS, SEPTEMBEK, 1'>72 
AUTHOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL QU~LITY, MJGDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NATUKAL 
RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
19613 VA DIV Of wAfER RESOURCES 
POTDMAC-SHENANDO~H RIVER dASIN, COMPREHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN v. 
I-VI 
AUTHOK (PLANNING BULL 207, 20H, 20~, 210o 211 1 L12) 
MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GROUNU"ATEK, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, MAPS, METEOKOLUGY, POTOMAC RIVER, RESOURCE D~VELOPMEN1 1 SURFACE 
wATERS, VIRGINiA, wATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1974 VA STATE WATER CONTROL BO 
WATER QUALITY STANDARDS 
AUTHOR, 10J P. 
MIDOLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, HAPS, POLLUTANTS, RIVERS, 
VIRGINIA, WATER ~UALITY 
1974 WASS ML ET AL 
~ATER QUALITY CRITERIA AND THE BIOTA OF CHESAPEAKE bAY. THE EXISTING 
CONDITIONS REPORT ON THE BIOTA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY - A CONTINUATION 
CHES RES CONSOKJ, INC PUB 411VIMS SRAHSOE 90 1 NRI CONTRJti 63d) 
MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPtAKE oAYr CHLORINE, 
EEL GRASS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, LIFE HISTORY STUUIES 1 ~ANAGEMENTr OIL, 
OYSTERS, WATER QUALITY · 
363 
j795 1973 WILLIS WM 
PHYCOSUCIULOGY OF THE ESTUARINE EULITTORAL OF SMITH ISLAND, VIRGINIA. A 
QUANTITAT:VE APPROACH TO SEASONAL PERIODICITY 
OL~ OCMINIUN UNIV, MS THESIS 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ALGAE, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, 
tlENTHIC fLORA, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA~ 
BAKR!ER ISLANDS 
3877 1910 VA COMM OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
THE VIRGINIA OUTDOOR PLAN, 1970. V. Ill ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS, POLICIES, AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES - uF FEDERAL, STATE AND PRIVATE AGENCIES CONCERNED WITH 
OUTOCOR RECREATION ••• 
AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHGKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, EXPANSION, LEGISLATION, 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, RtCMtATlONo STATE GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA 
3922 1975 HARTIGAN JP 
LAND MANAGEMENT IN A MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL WATERSHED, A CASE STUDY OF 
NOKTH~kN VIRGINIA'S fOUR MILE RUN 
57 TH ANN CUNf, PLANNING '7S, ••• AM INST OF PlANNERS, SAN ANTONIO, TXo 35 
p 
NORTH~RN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, FLOOD CONTROL, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND 
USE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATERSHED 
MANAGEMeNT, wATERSHED PROTECT. AND FlOOD PREV. 
3923 1975 NORTHERN VA PLANNING DIST COMM 
HYDROLOGY REPORT, fOUR MILE RUN wATERSHED RUNOFF CONTROL PROGRAM 
I;AI i<i:S ENGINEERS, u,c, SPRINGfiELD, VA, 115 P 
NORTHEKN VlkGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER MODELS, FLOODING, HYDROLOGIC 
UATA, LANU USE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, RAINFALL-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, 
VIRGINIA, t<ATERSHED PRUTECT. AND FLOOD PREV. 
39~4 19/~ NOHTHERN VA PLANNING DlST COMM 
PHASE I WATER ~UALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR NORTHERN VIRGINIA, V. lo 11, 
III 
AUTHOR 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, EROSION, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
IPULLUflON), WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
361t 
•3925 1976 HARTIGAN JP 
LOCAL INVOLVEMENT IN REGIONAL WATER RESOURCES PLANNING, THE fOUR MilE RUN 
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT PROGRAM_ 
1976 CONF ON LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL MGMT, RICHMOND, VA, NOV 4-5, 1916, 22 P 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WA~ERSHED MANAGEMENT 
3926 1969 VA OlV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
ZONING ORDINANCE, TO~N OF CHINCOTEAGUE, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR, 49 P 
ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, VIRGlN1At ZONING 
3927 1974 VA STATE WATER CONTROL BD 
SURVEY Of NEEDS fOR MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITIES 
AUTHOR IBASIC DATA BULL 43J 88 P 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FACILITIES, 
MUNICIPAL WASTES, PLANNING, SEWAGE TREATMENT, VIRGINIA, "ASTE WATER 
TREATMENT 
3928 1920 STEVENS EH 
SOIL SURVEY Of ACCOMAC AND NURTHAMPTUN COUNTIES, VIRGINIA 
U. S. Dco>T AGRIC, BUR UF SOILS, o2 P 
tASTERN SHORE PLANNING OISTMICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CLIMATIC DATA, MAPS, 
SOIL SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
3929 1968 SINNOTT A, TIBBITTS GC 
GROUND-WATER RESOUR~ES OF ACCOMACK AND NORTHAMPTON COUNTIES, VIRGINIA 
IJA DIV MIN RES IM!N RES REP 9) 113 P 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, MAPS, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
3930 197! U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
PUBLIC HEARING, ATLANTIC COAST OF MARYLAND AND ASSATEAGUE ISLAND, V!RGlNIA 
STUDY 
AUTHOR 
ABUTMENTS, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE ~LANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH 
EROSION, EROSION CONTROL, HURRICANES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, MIDOLt ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
365 
3931 1974 ACCOMACK-NORTHAMPTON PLANNING OIST COHM 
O~EN SPACe AND KtCREATION REPORT, THE EASTERN SHORE Of VIRGINIA, PLANNING 
DISTRICT 22 
AUTHUR, 52 P 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRiCT, VA, FuTURE 
PLANNING (~ROJ~CTEDJ, MAPS, RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
3932 1972 VA DIV OF WATER RESOURCES 
GROUND WATtR Of THE ACCOMAC-ONANCOCK AREA 
AUTHOR !dULL 37 PI 
ACCO~ACK C~UNTY, VA, EA~TERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING 
(P~OJECTlDJ, GEOLOGY, GROUNU~ATER, VIRGINIA, ~ATEk QUALITY, WATER 
Rc SOURC.c S 
3933 1975 VA STAT£ ~ATEk CONTROL BOARD 
GkUUNDWATER CUNOITIO~S IN THE EASTeRN SHORE OF VIRGINIA 
AUTtiOR !PLANNING dULL 45l 
EASTEKN SHORt PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNDWATER, 
MAPS, RESOURCE DtVtLOPMtNT, VIRGINIA 
3934 1975 U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FLOOD IN~URANCE STUOV, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA IUNIN(;ORPORATEO 
AREAS I 
AUTHU« 
EASTE«N ~HOKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FLOOD PLAIN 
INSURANCE, FLOUJING, INSURANCE, MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA 
3935 1~62 VANCE CR 
EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA. LETTER FROM THE SECKETAMY OF THE ARMY 
U. S. GOV PM OFF 187 TH CONG, 2 NO, HOUSE DOC 599l 
ABUTMENTS, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, fLOOD PROTECTION, 
FLu0u1NG, HURRICANES, STORMS, VIRGINIA 
3936 1976 ACCOMACK-NORTHAMPTON PLANNING DISTRICT COMM 
DRAFT CHINCOTEAGUE STEP I STUDY. TOWN Of CHINCOTEAGUE, VIRGINIA 
SHURE ENGINEERING CO, INC, MELFA, VA 
ACCOMACK CUUNTr, VA, EASTERN SHuRE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
~OPULATIUN, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE WATER TREATMENT 
366 
·3937 1972 VA OIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, ACCOMACK COUNTY 
AUTHOR, 37 P 
ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL KtSOU~CES, POPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA . 
3938 1974 ACCOMACK-NORTHAM~TON PLANNING DISTRICT CUMM 
ACCOMACK-NORTHAMPTON PLANNING DISTRICT wATER ~UALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
SHORE ENGINEER lNG CO, INC, MELFA, VA, 110 P 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA, WASTE ~ATER TREATM~NT, WAlEk POLLUTION 
CONTROL, WATeR QUALITY 
3939 1973 VA DIV STATE PLANNING ANU COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, THE CITY OF ALEXANDRIA 
AUTHOR, 40 P 
ALEXANDRIA, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONUMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLUYMENT, LABUK SU~PLY, LOCAL GDVcRNM~NTS, NATURAL R~SOUKCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, V!RGI~IA 
3940 1972 VA OiV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFfAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, CARJLINi COUNTY 
AUTHOR, 35 P 
CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURC.ES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3941 1973 VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, THE CITY OF COLONIAL HEIGHTS 
AUTHOR, 34 P 
COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RtCREATluN, TRANSPORTATluN, VIRGINIA 
3942 1975 VA DIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, GOOCHLAND COUNTY 
AUTHOR, 41 P 
GOOCHLAND COUNTY• VA, RICHMOND R~GIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESUUKCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3~43 1973 VA DIV STATE PLANNING A~D COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, GKEENVILLE COUNTY, AND EMPORIA 
AUTHOit, :>1 P 
CRATER PLAN~ING UISTRICT, VA, GREENVILLE COUNTY, VA, ECONOMICS, ~DUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOUKCES, 
PUPJLATIUN, RtCREATIUN, TKANSPORTATIONo. VIRGINIA 
3944 1973 VA DIV STAtE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, HENRICO COUNTY 
AUTrlOK, 40 P 
HE~KICU COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATJRAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3945 1972 VA JIV STAff ~LANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, LOUDOUN COUNTY 
AUTHOR, 41 P 
LOUOUJN LCUNTY, VA 1 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATIU~, ~MPLUYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PUPJLATION, RtCREATION 1 TKANSPURTATION, VIRGINIA 
3~46 1974 VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA ~UMMARY, POWHATAN COUNTY 
AUTHOR, 3b I' 
POnHAfAN COUNTY, VA, RlCHMONU"REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT,-VA, ECONOMICS, 
~UUCATIJN, EMPLOYMENT, LABOk SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PUPULATI~~. R~CK~ATluN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3941 t~75 VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, RICHMOND COUNTY 
AUTHOF., 41 i-' 
KICHMUND COUNTY, ~A, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GUVEKNMtNTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3948 1973 VA OIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, RICHMOND CiTY 
AUTII!lR, 4U P 
RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOHICSo 
f:UUCATIGN, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVEil.NHENTSo NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PUPULATIUN, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
368 
39.9 1975 VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COHH AfFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, FRANKLIN CITY 
AUTHOR 61 P 
SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING OISTRICT 1 VA, 
ECONOMICS, EHPLOVHENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA . 
3950 1972 VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, SPOTSYLVANIA AND STAfFORD COUNTIES, AND FREDERICKSBURG CITY 
AUTHOR, 70 P 
FREDERICKSBURG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFORD CJUNTY, VA, RADCO 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LA~Uk SUPPLY, L~CAL 
GOVE~NMENTS, NATUKAL RESQURC~~. KECREATION, TKAN~POKTATIUN, VIRGINIA 
395t 1975 VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, CITY Of SUffOLK 
AUTHOR, 44 P 
SUfFOLK, VA, SOUTH~ASfERN ~LANNING DISTRICT, VA, ~CuNOMICS, ~OUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABU~ SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATU~AL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECR~4llON, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
3952 1973 VA DIV STATE PLANNLNG AND COMM AFFAIRS 
PROJECTIO~S AND ECONOMIC ~ASE ANALYSIS, FREDERICKSBURG, SPOTSYLVANIA, 
STAFFORD AREA 
AUTHOR, 28 P 
FREOERJCKStlUMG, VA, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA 1 STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, k~DCG 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECUNOMILS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3953 1974 VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALVSIS 1 KING GEORGE COUNTY AUTHOR, 1tl P 
KING GEORGE COUNTy, VA, RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA 
3954 1974 VA ELECTRIC AND POWER CO, AREA DEV DEPT 
MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNI~G DISTRICT, ECONOMIC STUDIES_ 
AUTHOR 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE PENJ~SULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
LAtiOR SUPPLY, LUCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, VIKG!NIA 
369 
3955 1971 VA uiV STATE PLANNING AND CUMM AFFAIRS 
~KOJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA BEACH, 
PORTSMOUTH METKOPOLITAN AKEA ••• 
AUTHOK, 25 P 
NO~FOLK 1 VA, PORTSMOUTH, VA, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING 
DISTKICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
3956 1972 VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
PROJECTIONS AND ECO~OMIC BASE ANALYSIS, PETERSBURG, COLONIAL HEIGHTS, 
HOPEw~Ll METROPOLITAN AREA ••• 
AUTHOR, 24 P 
COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, 
VIKGINIA 
3957 1972 VA D1V STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
PKGJECTIUNS AND ECUNLMIL BASE ANALYSIS, RICHMOND METROPOLITAN AREA 
AUTHOR, 31 P 
RICHM!JNU, VA 1 RICHMOND kEGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PL"N~ lNG, VIRGIN I A 
3958 1970 VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
PkJJECTIONS AND ECUNOM!L BASE ANALYSIS, FRANKLIN, SOUTHAMPTON AREA 
AUTHOR, 20 P 
SOUTHAMPIUN COuNTY, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECUNUMICS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA " 
3'160 1~73 HAULMAN CA, GENTRY PN IEDSI 
LANU US~ LONTKOLS IN wETLANDS AREAS 
SEMINAK PROC ••• BY. MAKSAALL-~YTHE INST, COLL Of WM AND MARY AND VA INST MAR 
SCI 
~UUTHEASTEKN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIKGINIA, 
WETLANDS, COASTAL lONE 
1961 1'174 KALTER RJ ET AL 
ATLANTIC OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF ENERGY RESOURCES, AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
ClJi<NI::LL U~!V, DEPT AGRil. ECON 
~lluTHEASTI::RN PLAt~NI1~G DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, CONTINt:NTAL SHELF, 
EC:JNliMICS, NATUKAL GAS, NATURAL RESOURCES, OIL, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
~IDOL!: ATLANTIC BIGHT 
J'lbL 1974 LI::USCHNEK WA ET AL 
THI:: 197L VIKGINIA UUTOOOR RECREATION INVENTORY 
V~l A"JO SU, BLACK~BUkG, VA 
C>IJdTIItASTtKN PLANNING IJISmiCT, VA, RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
370 
3963 1974 SMITHSONIAN INST, CTR FOK NATURAL Akt:AS ECOLOGY PROGRAM 
NATURA~ AREAS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION, ECOLOGICAL PRIORITIES 
AUTHOR 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHE$APEAKE dAY, ECOLOGY 
3964 1970 U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAPI::AKE BAY PLAN OF STUDY 
AUTHOR 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, YA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEUcRAL JURISDICTION, 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, MANAGEMENT, R~SEAkCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
)9~5 1963 U. S. DEPT OF INTERIOR, oUR G~ OUTDOOR KECREATION 
ASSATEAGUE ISLAND AND VICINITY, A STUDY UF RELKEATION VALUES AND POTENTIAL 
USE 
AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, ECONOMIC FEASidlLITY, ~CUNOMIC 
IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING IPRUJECTEDJ, PUdLIC BI::NI::FilS, SE~AGE DISPOSAL, 
SIZE, VIK.GlNIA, wATEK SUPPLY 
3966 1973 VA COMM Of OUTDOOR RECREATION 
VIRGINIA UUlDODR KECktATlUN DEMAND SURVEY 
AUTHOR 
EA$TERN SHURE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION 
FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
3967 1971 VA STATE ~ATER CUNTK.UL bD 
PUBLIC, LEASED, AND CONDEMNED SHELLFISH GROWING AREAS IN THE COMMON~EALTH OF VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHARGE IWATERJ, MAPS, REGIONAL 
ANALYSIS, SHELLFISH, VIKGINIA, WATtk POLLUTION, ~AJ[R POLLUTION :,OURCES, 
~AT ER (,)UAL I TY 
3968 1975 WOODWARD-CLYDE CONSULTANTS 
MID-ATLANTIC REGIONAL STUDY - AN ASSESSM~NT OF THE ONSHORE EfftCTS OF 
OFFSHORE OIL AND GA~ ~EVELOPMENT 
AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, YA, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CONTINENTAL 
SHELF, ECONOMIC IMPACT, MANAGEMENT, OIL, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC biGHT COASTAL ZONE • 
371 
3969 1974 ~ENDER ME, CORRELL DL 
TH~ USE Of WETLANDS AS NUTRIENT REMOVAL SYSTEMS 
CHES kt$ CONSORT lPU~ 29 AND VIMS CONTRIB 62~), 12 P 
eASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAYr NITROGEN, NUTRIENTSr 
PHOSPHOkUSr RADiuiSUTOPcS, TIDAL MAkSHESr YORK RIVER, RHODE RIVER 
3~70 1972 RROWN PM ET AL 
STROCTU~AL AND STRATIGRAPHIC FRAMEWORK, AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF 
PERMEA~ILITY Of THE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINr NORTH CAROLINA TO NEW YORK 
U. S. GOV PR OFF IGEUL SURVEY PROf PAP 196) 
eASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC 
MAPPING, GEOLOGY, MAPS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3~71 1973 CUSHING EM ET AL 
WATER KtSOURCES Of THE DELMARVA PENINSULA 
U. S. G~V PM LFf lGEOL SURVEY PROF PAP d221r 58 P 
EASTER•< SHOki: PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAYr DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, 
GROUND~ATtM, MAPS, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
3973 1973 DUPUY JL 
SOME PHYSICAL AND NUTRITIONAL FACTORS WHICH AffECT THE GROWTH AND SETTING 
Of THE LARVAE OF THE OYSTER, •CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA" IN THE LABORATORY 
IN - PHYSIOL ECOL Uf EST ORGANISMS, VERNBERG, ••• (VIMS CB 5321 
OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3974 197~ JENNY M, GOODMAN J lEOS) 
A STUDY Uf THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS RELATING TO THE OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF UF THE MIU-ATLANTIC COAST. V. I SUMMARY 
U. U~L, tOll MAR ~TUO,'l09 P 
EASTtRN SHOKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, HISTORY, PLANNING, 
SUCIAL IMPACT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
j975 1972 JENNY M, GOODMAN J.IEDSJ 
A STUOY UF THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS RELATING TO THE OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHHF OF THE MID-ATLANT!C COAST. 11. 2 TARGET AREAS 
U. IJEL, COLL MAR STUD, 188 P 
ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VAr NEWPORT NEWS, VAr NORFOLK, liAr DELAWARE, INDUSTRIES, LAND USE, 
NllKTH CAKOLINA, POPULATION DYNAMICS, RECREATION, HIDULE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
372. 
3976 1972 JENNY H, GOODMAN J IEOSJ 
A STUDY Of THE SOCIO-ECUNOMIC FACTORS RELATING TO THE OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF OF THE MID-ATLANTIC COAST. V. 3 PETROLEUM- TRANSPORTATIUN, 
PRODUCTION, REFINING AND PETROCHEMICALS ••• 
U. DEL 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMIC IMPAtT, OIL INDuSTRY, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, TRANSPOKTATION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC ~IGHT 
3977 1972 JENNY Hr GOODMAN J !EDSJ 
A STUDY Of THE SGCID-ECO~UMIC FACTOkS RELATING TO THE OUTEk CONTINENTAL 
SHELF ••• V. 4 THE IMPACT Of OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT ON 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC INDUSTRIAL ••• 
U. DEL, ••• 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMERCIAL 
fiSHING, tCONOMIC IMPACT, EMPLOYMENT, MINERAL INDUSTRY, RECREATION, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, TOUKISM, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3978 1972 JENNY M, GOODMAN J lEOS) 
A STUDY OF THE SDCIO-ECONOMJC FACTORS RELATING TO THE OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF OF THE MID-ATLANTIC COASI. V. 5 DEMOGRAPHY 
U. DEL, COLL MAR STUD, 385 P 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRIClr VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, EDUCATION, LABOR 
SUPPLY, POPULATIUN DYNAMICS, R~CREATION, SOCIAL IMPACT, MIUOLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
3979 1972 JENNY M, GO~UMAN J IEOSl 
A STUDY OF THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS RELATING TO THE OUTEk CONTINENTAL 
SHELf OF THE MID-ATLANTIC CuASI. V. 6 RtCREATIO~ 
U. DEL, Cull MAR STUD, L33 P 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, EA~TEKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, RECRtATION DEMAND, TOURISM, MIDOLt ATLANTIC 
BIGHT, COMI1EkCt 
3980 1972 JENNY M, GOODMAN J !EDSl 
A STUDY OF THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS RELATING TO THE OuTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF OF THE MID-ATLANTIC COAST. V. 7 LAND AND wATEk USE 
U. DEL, COLL MAR STUD, 125 P 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CHEMICAL ~ASTESr 
CONSERVATION, LAND U5E, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SEWAGE, WAlEK UTILIZATION, 




1972 JENNY M, GOODMAN J IEDSI 
A STUDY OF THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS RELATING TO THE OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF OF THE HID-ATLANTIC COAST. V. 8 BIBLIOGRAPHY AND CONTACT LOG 
U. DEL, CULL MAR STUD, 31 P 
EASTE~N SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1972 JENNY M, GOODMAN J IEDSJ 
A STUUY OF THE SUCIG-ECONOMIC FACTORS RELATING TO THE OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHElf OF THE HID-ATLANTIC COAST. V. 9 ENERGY EXCHANGES 
U. DEL, CDLL MAH SIUU, Z~ P 
EAST~RN SHOKE PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, ENERGY, INDUSTRIAL PLANTS, OIL 
INDUSTRY, TRAN5PGkTATIUN, USE RATES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
3983 1973 JOHNSON SS 
BOUGuER GRAVITY, NORTHEASTERN VIRGINIA AND THE EASTERN SHORE PENINSULA 
VA OIV MIN RES (REP OF INVESTIG 321 48 P 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 
RAOCO PLANN lr-.G 121 Sf klih _y_4_, __ NOJUJ:lERIILl'iECJL_I'LANI'ill«i-DIS TRIC T, VA, Ml DOLE 
PtNINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
GEOLOGY, GRAVITY STUDIES, MAPS, VIRGINIA 
3986 1972 MARYLAND DIV OF STATE PLANNING 
INTEGRITY OF THE CH!:~APEAKE BAY 
AUTHOk (PU6 184) 1 52 P 
!:I<VIRii,'<l'1tNTAL JuALlTY, EASTERN. SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA., CHESAPEAKE 
BAr, ECO~OMJCS, MANAG!:MENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRA~~PLKTATION, wATeR SUPPLY 
3981 N*D* MERRINEk JV,. OOYU: RT 
PICTORIAL GUIDE TO SOME COMMON MARINE AND ESTUARINE FISHES OF COMMERCIAL 
ANU SP~KT IMPURTANCE 
V (;~S MS, 25 P 
EASTERN SHO~E PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, KEPONE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH TAXONOMY 
J~d~ 1975 OSWALT NR ET AL 
~OUKMILt KUN LOCAL FLOOD-CONTROL PROJECT, ALEXANDRIA AND AR(INGTON COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA - HYRAUL!C MOD!:L INVESTIGATION 
U. S. AkMY ENGINEER ~ATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION, VICKSBURG, MISS, TECH 
Kt:i' H-75-19 
AltXA~UKlA, VA, ARLINGTON COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 




1974 PLEASANTS J ET AL 
VIRGINIA AND THE OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF - PROBLEMS, POSSIBILITIES, AND 
POSTURE 
VA !NST MAR SCI, 93 P 
AIR POLLUTION, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DRILLING, ECONOMIC IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLORATION, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, NATURAL GAS, UIL, VIRGINIA, wATER PULLUTION 
1975 SAWYER TK 
MARINE AMOEBAE FROM SURFACE WATERS OF CHINCOTEAGUE BAY, VIRGINIA - T~O NEW 
GENERA AND NINE NEW SPtC!ES WITHIN THE FAMILIES MAYURELLIUAE, 
FLABELLULIOAE, AND STEREO-MYXIOAE 
TRANS AM MICROS SOC 94(1) 71-92 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANN!~G OI~TRICT, CHESAPEAKE BAY, UIVEK~IFICATIUN, 
MARINE MICROORGANISMS, SYSTEMICS, AMOEBAE 
3993 1974 SELIGER HH ~r AL 
DINOFLAG!:LLATE ACCUMULATIONS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CDNF UN TOXIC DINOFLAGELLATE dLOOMS, BOSTON, NOV, 1974, ld1-205 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING OISTRICT, BACTERIA, CHESAP!:AKE BAY, 
OINOFLAGELLATCS, FISHKILL, GROWTH RATES, PHYTOPLANKTON 
3994 1976 TAFT JL, TAYLOR WK 
PHOSPHORUS DISTRI3UTIUN IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CH~S SCI 17121 67-73 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CHESAP~A~E dAY, OIST~IBUTluN, 
PHOSPHORUS, TROPHIC LEVEL 
3995 1970 U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FLOOD PLAIN INFURHATION, COASTAL FLOODING. TOWN OF CAPE CHARLES, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR, 36 P 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA, FLOUD 
FORECASTING, FLOOD PLAIN ZONING, FLOODS, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), 
HURRICANES, MAPS, STURMS, VIRGINIA 
3996 1973 U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMeNT IN VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR, 72 P 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, FLOOD PLAINS, MANAGEMENT, PROJECTS, 
RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
375 
3997 1976 VACCARO JJ 
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF CHINCOTEAGUE BAY, VIRGINIA 
VI~S THESIS ICOLL OF WM AND MARY), 167 P 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, COMPUTER 
PRO~~AMS, DISPERSION, ESTUARIES, HYDRODYNAMICS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, WATER 
QUAL! TY 
3998 1974 VA COMM Of OUTDOOR RECREATION 
THE VIRGINIA OUTDOOrtS PLAN, 1974 
AUTHOR, 192 P 
EN~IKONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, 
LAND KtSOU~CES, LAND USE, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, 
RECREATION FACILITieS, VIRGINIA 
3999 1976 VA INST MAR SCI 
AN I1SS£:SSMENT OF ESTUARINE AND NEARSHORE MARINE ENVIRONMENTS 
VIMS ISRAMSO~ 93 REVI 
ASS~~S~ENTS 1 ECONOMIC IMPACT, tSTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, 
R~CKEAfiQ;; Dt:MAMJ, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, STRESS, WATlk CONSERVATION, WATER 
RESUUKCES 
4000 1974 VA MAR RES COMM 
LAWS OF VIKGINIA RELATING TO WETLANDS AND SUBAQUEOUS WATERS 
AUTHOR, 2.7 P 
EASftRN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LEGAL ASPECTS, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, 
WETLAI'lOS 
4001 1974 VA MAR RES CUMM 
~tTLAI'lDS GUIDELINES 
AUfrlOR, 47 P 
E:NVIKUNMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
LEviSLATIUN, LOCAL GOV~RNMENTS, MARSH PlANTS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
4002 1976 VA STATE WATER CONTROl BD 
SMALL COASTAL RIVER BASINS AND CHESAPEAKE BAY. VIRGINIA EASTERN SHORE 
PORTION. PART l ~ATER QUALITr MANAGEMENT PLAN 
AUTHOR, 330 P !PLANNING BULl 253 A, PT 1) 
EA~f~RN SHORe PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPeAKE BAY, FINANCING, LAND USE, 
MANAGEM~NT, MAPS, POPULATION, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE 
LA~~C!TY, wATER ~UAL!TY 
37t> 
4003 1976 VA STATE WATER CONTROL BO 
SMALL COASTAL RIV~R BASINS AND CHESAPEAKE BAY. VA ~ASTERN SHORE PORTION. 
PART II APPENDICES 
AUTHOR (PLANNING BULL 253 A, PT Ill 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAPS, RIVER BASINS, 
STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, WASTE TREATMENT, wATER UUALiTY 
4D04 1976 WEISHAR LL 
AN EXAMINATION OF SHOALING wAVE PARAMETERS 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL OF WM AND MARY), 84 P 
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA, SUUTrltASTEKN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, wAVES IWATERI 
4005 1973 COOKE E 
CHANGE IN FISHING- PROBLEMS OF FAMILY RECRUITMENT IN A 'OUNTY OF 
TRADITIONAL MARITIME OKIENTATION 
MIOOLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT COMMISSION, 27 P 
MATHEWS COUNTY, ;A, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DI~TRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
FISHING, H!STUk¥, I~UUSTRIES, OCCUPATIONS, VIRGINIA 
4006 1975 GANNETT, FLEMING, CORDDRY AND CARPENTER, INC 
YORK RIVER WASTeWATER TREATMENT PLAI'lT, SUMMARY REPORT, JUNE 1975 
AUTHOR 
YORK COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, FACILITIES, MAPS, 
POPULATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE wATER TREATMENT, ~AT~R ~UALITY 
4007 1975 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, BD OF SUPERVISORS 
GLOuCESTER COUNTY EROSION ANO SEDIMENT CONTROL HANUBOUK, A PROPOSAl 
AUTHOR 
GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIUULE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EROSION 
CONTROL, PLANNING, SEDIMENT CONTROL, VIRGINIA 
4008 1975 HARLAND OAKTHOLUM~W AND ASSOC 
PHYSICAL CONDITIUNS AND NATURAL RESOURCES IN KING WILLIAM COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA. PRELIHINARY REPORT 
KING WM CO PlANNING OISTKICT COMM, 6 p 
KIN<> WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, HIUDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, \iEULUGY, 
NATURAl RESOURCES, SOILS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
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4009 1973 KING WM CO OFFICE OF THE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL MANAGEMENT PLAN, KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR, 34 P 
KING ~ILLIAM COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
FINANCING, HYDROLOGY, LANDFILLS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PUPULATION, SOLID 
~ASTES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
4010 1970 MARTIN, CLIFFORD AND ASSOC 
ENGINEfR'S COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, WATER AND SEWERAGE fACILITIES, KING WILLIAM 
COU,~T Y 
AUTHOR, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 
KING WILLIAM CUUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECONOMICS, FUTUk~ PLANNING (PROJECTED), LAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, SE~EKAGE, UTILITIES, VIRGINIA, WATER UTILIZATION 
4~11 1975 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DIST COMM 
CONCLUSIUNS Of THE PRELIMINARY GROUNDWATER STUDY- GLOUCESTER AREA 
AUTH(,R,-4 f> 
GLJUCESTEK COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHLORIDES, 
GRJUNDWATEk, VI~GINIA 
4D12 1972 MUkkAY AND DISCHINGER, ENGINEERS 
PRELIMINARY REPORT - ~ATER AND SEWERAGE NEEDS. GLOUCESTER SANITARY 
D!STR!Cl NJ. 1, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOK, HAMPTJNr VA, 9 f> 
GLOUCESTER CUUNTY 1 VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FINANCING, MAPS, POPULATION, SE~ERS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
OE:MIIND 
4013 1975 TIDEWATER SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT DIRECTORS 
TIDE~ATER SUIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT LONG RANGE PROGRAM 
AUT HOi< 
MIJULE: PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATIO~, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
VIRGINIA 
•Ol~ 1963 GL~UCESTER CO PLANNING COMM AND VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNilY 
AFFAIRS 
IUTUKE LAND USE PLAN, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTiiiW, 21 P 
GLuuCtSTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDlE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
FuTURE PLANNING !PkUJECTEOl, LAND USE, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
37!1 
4015 1973 VA STATE WATER CONTROL BD 
METROPOLITAN REGIONAL ~ATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN, PLANNING DISTRICT ld, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER BASIN. V. I 
GILBERT W CLIFFORD AND ASSOC, INC, FREDERICKSBURG, VA, 36 P 
MIDDLE PfNINSULA PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, HISTOKY 1 MANAGEMENT, 
RAPPAHANNUCK R!VE:K, RIVE!( l:lASINS, STREAMS, VlxGH.fA, WAlEK QUALITY 
4016 1973 VA STATE WATER CONTROL BD . 
METROPOLITAN REGIONAL ~ATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN, PLANNING DISTRICT 18. 
SMALL COASTAL RIVER dASINS AND CHESAPEAKE dAY - H. P. u., v. 11 
G. w. CLIFFORD ANU ASSOC, INC, FR~DEkiCKSBURG, VA 
MIDDlE PENINSUlA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, 
GEOLOGY, GRuUNDWAIE~, RIVER BASINS, STREAMS, SUKfACE WAlEk~, VIRGINIA 
4D17 19/3 VA STATE WAlEK CONTROL BD 
METROPOliTAN REGIONAL WATER WUALITY MANAGEMENT f>LAh, PLANNING DISTRICT 18 1 
YORK RIVER BASIN, ~. Ill 
G.-W-.-CL-11'-f'ORD-M.-'-ASSOC, INC-, FREDEKICKSdUKGr VA, 59 P 
AGk!CULTURE, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANhiNG DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GEOLUGY 1 
GKOUNDWATER, MECkEAf!UN, RIVER aASINS, STREAMS, SURFACE ~~TtR~, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
401S 1975 VA STATE WATER CONTROL BD 
METROPOLITAN REGIONAL ~ATER QUALITY MA~AGEMENT PLA~ FOK THE MIDDLE 
P~NINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT 
AUTHOK, lU8 P 
MIUDLE PtNINSULA PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, ~LIMATOLO~Y, CGNSEKVATION, 
ECONOMICS, GEOLOGY, MA~AGEMtNT 1 MAPS, PUPULATIOh, ~IRGINIA, riASTE WATER 
DISPUSAL, rlATER UUALITY 
4019 1972 BURRELL VG ET AL 
A STUDY OF THE COMMERCIAL AND RECReATIONAL FISHERIES OF THE tASTERN SHOKE 
OF VIRGINIA, ACCOMACK AND NORTHAMPTON COUNTIES 
VA INST MAR SCI (SKAMSOE 201, 187 P 
ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTE:~N SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NUKTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
HISTORY, KECKEATION, SHELLFISH 
4020 1974 GOLDSMITH V ET AL 
WAVE CLIMATE HODEL OF THE MID-ATLANTIC SHELF AND SHORELINE !VIRGINIAN 
SEA). MODEL DEVELOPMENT, SHELF GEOMORPHOLOGY, AND PReLIMINARY RESULTS 
NASA IVIMS SRAMSOE ~8) NASA SP-~58 1 146 P 
EASTERN SHURE PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, BATHYMeTRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, MODEL STUDIES, ~AVES IWATERI, MIDDLE ATLANTIC tliGHJ 
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4021 1~72 LAIRD B ET AL 
DOCUMENT~ RELATED TO MANAGEMENT OF THE COASTAL ZONE - AN ANNOTATED 
llltlllOGRAPHY 
VA lNST MAR SCI ISHAMSOt: 23) 7B P 
61tlLIOGRAPHIES, ECONOMICS, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, COASTAL ZONE 
4022 1976 OESTREICH JS 
RAP~AHANNUCK AREA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION. 1976 STATISTICAL YEARBOOK 
RAuCO PLANNING OISTRlCT, 83 P 
RAJCO PLANNING OlSTitiCT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, GOVERNMENTS, LAND USE, 
NATURAL ReSOURCES, ~UPULATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
4023 1976 PERKINS FO 
DeRMO~YSTIOIUM MARINUM INFECTION IN OYSTERS 
MAi< FISH REV 38{10) l~-Ll IMFR PAP 120'7l IVIMS CONTRI.B 720) 
DER,'l0CYSTIUIW1, INHCTION, liFE CYCLES, OYSTERS, PATHOLOGY 
4024 N*D* REBMAN RJ 
TH£ NEXT CHALLENGE - CREATING CONTEMPORARY COMMUNITIES 
RAUCO PLANNING DISTRICT, 79 P 
RAuCU PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING IPRDJECTEDlt LAND 
USE, MAPS, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
4025 N*D* U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CH~SAPEAKf tlAY, EXISTING CONDITIONS REPORT, APPENDIX A. THE PEOPLE AND THE 
ECONOMY 
AUTHCR 
RADLU PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, HISTORY, 
INJuSTRIES, NATU~AL RESUU~CES, POPULATION, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
4026 N*O* U. S. ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY EXISTING CONDITIONS REPORT, APPENDIX B. THE LAND RESOURCES 
AND USE, V. 1 AND 2 
AUTHOR 
RAuCu PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, 
HYD,<flli•GY, LAND USE, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, SOILS, ioATER QUALITY, 
"AfEt< SUPPLY 
4027 N*D* U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHbAPEAKE dAY, EXISTING CONDITIONS REPORT APPENDIX C. THE BAY PROCESSES 
ANU MfS!WRCES, V. 1 AND 2 
AUT HC1R 
~H•IHEl INE EROSION, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ftiiUuiNG, HURRICANES, NATURAL RESOURCES, NAVIGATION, WEEDS, WILDLIFE 
380 
402B N*D* U. So ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EXISTING CONDITIONS REPORT. APPENDIX 0 - MAP FOLIO 
AUTHOR 
SHORELINE EROSION, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
GROUNDWATER, LAND USt, MAPS, NAVIGATION, RECREATIO~, WATER SUPPLY, WEEDS, 
WILDLIFE 
4031 1976 U. S. EPAr ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE, REGION III 
OISTRIIlUTION OF METALS IN ELIZAtlETH RIVER SEDIMENTS 
AUTHOR !TECH REP 61) 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CORES, ELIZABETH RIVER, METALS, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
4033 l976 VA DEPT OF PLANNING AND BUDGET. ECON RESEARCH SECT 
ESSEX COUNTY, PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
AUTHOR, 22 P 
AGRICULTURE, ESSEX COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt 
EMPLOYMENT, FISHERIES, INCOME, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
4034 107~ U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEeRS, NORFOLK DISTRICT 
FluDD PLAIN INFOt<MATION, PAMUNKEY NIVER, HANOVER COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTiiDR 
HANJVER CUUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISlRICT, VA, FLOODING, 
FLOODS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
4035 1976 ANDERSON GL ET AL 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA INST MAR SCI ICRC REP 17 AND VIMS SRAMSOE d3), 71 P 
SHORELINE EROSION, GLOUCESTER CDUNlY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, CHeSAPEAKE BAY, LAND USt, MAPS, PLANNING, KECREAIION 
4036 1975 MOURE KA 
STAFFORD COUNTY TIDAL MARSH INVENTORY 
VIMS SRAMSOE b2, 44 P 
STAFFOt<D COUNTY, VA, RADCU PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, .MAPS, 
MARSH PLANTS, TIDAL MARSHES, wETLANDS 
4037 1975 HOBBS CH III ET AL 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT, STAFFORD COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA INST MAR SCI ICRC REP 13 AND VIMS SR:AMSOE 79) 5:. P 
SHORELINE EROSION, STAFfORD COUNTY, VA, RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, MAPS, PLANNING, KECREATJUN 
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4038 1976 MOORE KA 
GLOUCESTER COUNTY TIDAL HARSH INVENTORY 
VA INST MAR SCI IVIMS SRAMSOE 64) 104 P 
GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 
dAY, MA~S, MARSH PLANTS, TIUAL MARSHES, WETLANDS 
4039 1976 VA STATE WATER CONTROL BO 
GROUNDWATER 197o. ANNUAL REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON 
THE GROUNDWATER ACT OF 1973 AND RELATED MATTERS 
AUTHOR, 1U P 
MIU~Lt Pf::NINSULA ~LANNING DISTRICT, VA, GROUNDWATER, MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA 
4040 1976 GRAHAM F JR 
POTOMAC, THE NATION'S RIVER 
J. tl. LIPPINCOTT CO, PHILA, 128 P 
MIDDLE PeNINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PHOTOGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, PRESE~VATION 
4041 1967 CLARK J 
FISH AND MAN, CONFLICT IN THE ATLANTIC ESTUARIES 
AM Ll TTORAL SOC, SPEC PUd 5, 7o P 
MIUUL~ PtNINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, COMMERCIAL 
FISHHIG, CuNSERVATION, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ESTUARINI:: ENVIRONMENT, FISHING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC dlGHT 
4042 1972 SIMMONS GM JR 
A PRE-IMPOUNDMENT STUDY OF THE NORTH ANNA RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VPI, ~AT RESOURCES RESEARCH CTR, BULL 55, 76 P 
RAOCO PLANNING DiSTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, IMPOUNOHENTS, NUCLEAR 
PU~ER PLANTS, KtSEKVUIRS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
404~ 1975 CAMP, DRESSER, AND MCKEE, INC 
PUTOMAC-SHENANOOAH RIVER bASIN, V. V-A, BASIN WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
PLAN 
VA STATE "ATER CONTROL BO !PLANNING BULL 211-Alo 641 P 
KAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, POTOMAC 
RlvEk, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WASTE WATER 
IRt'ATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
4044 1974 DfWBERRYr NEALON AND DAVIS 
K.l ;,<; GEORGE COUNTY, VIRGINIA, WATER AND SEWERAGE STUDY. FINAL REPORT 
KING GtO CO 
KIN.> GE:<lKGE COUNTY, VA, RAD~D PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING 
I Pi{tlJtC HD 1 1 MAPS, SEWERAGE. VIRGINIA, WATER DEMAND 
382 
~045- 1975 DEWBERRY, NEALON AND DAVIS 
KING GEORGE COUNTY. WATER RESOURCES STUDY 
KING GEO CO 
KING GEORGE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, 
GROUNDWATER, POPULATION, SURFACE wATERS, VIRGINIA• WATER KESOURCES, wATER 
SUPPLY, WELLS 
4046 1975 HAYES, SEAY, MATTERN AND MATTERN 
WATER SUPPLY MASTER PLAN. SPOTSYLVANIA-FREDERICKSBURG-STAfFORD REGIONAL 
AREA 
CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, STAFFORD AND SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTIES 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, 
WATER DEMAND, WATER STORAGE, WATER SUPPLY, wATER TREATME:NT 
4047 1970 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
POTOMAC RIVER WATI::R QUAliTY NETWORK 
AUTHOR, 108 P 
COo'IPUl"ER--P-ROGRAM-5 ,--MARYlAND, - PENNSYLVANIA,- POlO M-AG- R-t-VER-0--R I Vffi BAS IN 
COM'IISSIONS, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, WATER ~UALITY, ~EST viRGINIA 
4048 1971 INTERSTATE ~OMMISSION UN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
THE POTOMAC, 1971 
AUTHOK, 20 P (1~7~ ANN REP! 
RADCO PLANNING DJSTRILT, VA, CHESAPEAKE aAY, CONSERVATION, LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, kiVER BASIN LDMM[jSJONS, hATcH RESOURCES 
4049 1973 INTERSTATE COMMISSION UN THE POTOMAC RIVeR tlASIN 
THE POTOMAC, PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER 
AUTHOR, 24 P 11973 ANN KEPI 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLANNING, POTOMAC KIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WATER ~UALITY, wATER 
RESUUHCES 
4050 1967 MARTIN, CLIFFORD AND ASSOC 
ENGINEER'S REPORT, THR~E kE~EKVOIR STUDIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
TRIBUTARIES 
SUBCOMMITTEE fOR WATtR IMPOUNDMENT ANO LAND ACQUl~ITION 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, 0AHSITtS 1 IMPOUNDMENTS, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, VIRGINIA, WATER STORAGE, WATER SUPPLY 
383 
4051 1976 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT COMH 
THE BROAD RUN WATERSHED - A COMPUTEklZEO ECOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
AUTHOR, 159 P 
~ORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, ECOLOGY, HODEL 
STUDIES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS IBASINSJ 
4052 1966 RAPPAHANNOCK AREA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 
ENGINEER'S COMPREHENSIVE PLANr "ATER AND SEWERAGE FACILITIES - CAROLINE 
COUNTY, KING GEuRGE COUNTY, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, STAFFORD COUNTY. V. I AND 
II 
MARTIN, CLIFFORD AND ••• 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, fACILITIES, fUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOJr 
Sf~ERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER DEMAND, WATER SUPPLY 
4053 1970 u. S. DEPT OF INTERIOR. BUR OF LAND MGMT 
THE POTOMAC - A MODEL ESTUARY 
AUTHOK, 116 P 
RADLO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, DISTRICT OF 
CULJMdiA, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION 
4054 1~68 U. S. DEPT UF INTERIOR. fEDERAL INTERDEPARTMENTAL TASK FORCE ON THE 
POTOMAC 
LAND, PEOPLE, AND RECREATION IN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN. FINAL REPORT OF 
TH~ RECREATION AND LANDSCAPE SUB-TASK FORCE, PROJECT POTOMAC 
3t> p 
RADCO PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, NATURAL 
RESUUKCE~, PLANNING, PUfUMAC RIVER, RECREATION, RIVER BASINS 
4055 1976 VIRGINIA. RURAL ~ATER AND WASTEWATER RESOURCE MGMT TASK FORCE 
PlAN Of ACTION FOR RURAL WATER AND WASTEWATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
COMMONWEALTH Of VA, 17 P 
RAvCO PlANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEUI, WATER KESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
~056 1972 VA ELECTRIC AND POWER CO, AREA DEV DEPT 
CAiltJllNI: COUNTY, VIRGINIA. AN ECONOMIC STUDY 
AUTHOR 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, CAROLINE COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
~CtJNOMICS, GOVERNMENTS, MANPOWER, MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, TRANSPORTATION, 
UllliTIES, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
·384 
4057 1967 VA STATE WATER CONTROL 80 
RECORD OF HEARING REGARDING STANDARDS Of QUALITY TO BE ESTABLISHED ON THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER BASIN IN THE COUNTIES OF SPOTSYLVANIA, STAFfORD, KING 
GEORGE, WESTMORELAND, RICHMOND, ••• 
AUTHOR 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MIDDLE 
PtNINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY 
4058 1972 VA STATE WATER CONTROL tlO 
YORK RIVER BASIN. PHASE [ ADDENDUM, STATE RIVER BASIN WATER QUALITY PLAN 
AUTHOR !PLANNING BOLL 2651 
RADCD PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
TREATMENT, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEOI, wATER QUALITY CONTROL, ~ATER 
RESOURCES DEVELuPMENT, YORK RIVER 
4059 1973 VA STATE WATER CONTROL BD 
GROUND WATtR IN VIRGINIA - QUALITY AND WITHOKAWALS 
AUTHOR IBASIC DATA BULL 3~), 177 P 
RADCO PlANNIN~ OISTKICT 1 VA, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GRUUNDwATtR 1 VIRGINIA 
4060 1975 VA STATE WATER CONTROL 80 
SUMMARY METROPOLITAN-REGIONAL WATER QUALITY MANA~EMtNT PLANS FOR THE STATE 
OF VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR (PLANNING DUll 4001 93 P 
RAUCO PLANNING OI~TRICT, VA, lAND USE, MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, VIRGINIA, 
WASTE WATER TR~ATMENT, ~ATER QUALITY 
4061 1975 VA STATE WATER CONTROL BD 
WATER QUALITY INVENTORY, 305(o) REPGRT, VIRGINIA. 1~75 REPORT TO EPA 
ADMINISTRATOR AND CONGRESS 
AUTHOR IINFU BULl 5091 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, COST ANALYSI~. RIVER BASINS, 
RIVERS, STREAMS, VIRGINIA, WATER POllUTION CONTROL, wATER QuALITY 
4062 1976 VA STATE WATER CONTROL 80 
PLAN SUMMARY, YORK RIVER ~ASIN, WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN, SECTION 
3031EI PLAN 
AUTHOR, 34 P 
RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, MANAGtMtNT, MUNICIPAL 
WASTES, PLANNING, POLlUTANTS, RIVtR BASINS, VIRGINIA, ~ATEK ~OALITY, YORK 
RIVER 
3115 
~063 1976 WESTON Rf 
RAPPAHANNOCK AKEA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, AREAWIDE WASTE TREATMENT 
MANAGEMENT PLAN. EFFLUENT liMiTATIONS 
kADCO P. 0. 
RAUCU PLANNING DISTRiCT, VA, EfflUENTS, VIRGiNIA, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER 
QUALITY 
4064 1976 WESTON Rf 
RAPPAHANNOCK AREA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, AREAWIDE WASTE TREATMENT 
MANAGEMENT PLAN. INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS 
RADCO P. D. 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, fUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, INDUSTRIAL 
WASTeS, MANAGEMeNT, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATEK TREATMENT 
4065 1976 WESTON RF 
YORK RIVER BASIN, oASIN WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN. V. V-A 
VA STAT~ WATER CONTROL BD (PLANNING BULL 229-AI 
RAuCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, RIVER 
~ASINS, V!KGIN!A, wASTE ASSIMILATiVE CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY, YORK RIVER 
4066 N*D* HeANEY OJ 
KECKEATiUN-GPEN SPACE- A PLAN fOR OPPORTUNITY 
RAUCO PLA~NING DISTRICT, 54 P 
KAUCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING (PKOJECTED), LAND USE, 
POPUUUIUN, RtCKcATION, VIRGINrA 
4067 1974 BARTUN-ASCHMAN ASSOCIATES, INC 
THf RICHMOND REGION - A PLAN FOR PLANNING MANAGEMeNT 
RICHMUND Rl:GIONAL .PLANNlNG IHSTRICT COHMISSIUN, 19!1 P 
HICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MAPS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
4068 1976 BOESCH OF ET Al 
EFFECTS Of TROPICAL STORM AGNES ON SOFT-BOTTOM MACKOBENTHIC COMMUNITIES Of 
THE JAM~S AND YORK ESTUARIES AND THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
LHE~ SCI 17(41 l46-2591VIMS CONTRIB 742) 
~ICHMuNO RtGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHOS, CHESAPeAKE BAY, 
ENVJi(fJNI>li:NfAL EffECTS, JAMES KIVER, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SALINE 
~ATcK-rKcSHwATEK INTERFACES, SALINITY, STORMS, YORK RIVER 
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4070 1976 HERRINER JV ET Al 
SEASONALITY, ABUNDANCE, AND DIVERSITY OF FISHES IN THE PIANKATANK RIVEk, 
VIRGINIA l1970-197il 
CHES SCI 17141 238-245 IVIMS CONTRlB 6981 
RlCHMOt.D REGIUNAL PLANNING DISTRICT, YA, CHESAPEAKE. BAY, 01\IEii.SlFICATlOH, 
FISH MIGRATION, FISH TYPES, PIANKATANK RIVER 
4071 1976 OLNEY JE, GRANT GC 
EARLY PLANKTONIC LARVAE OF THE BLACK CREEK TONGUEFISH, SYMPHuRUS PLAGIUSA 
!PISCES, CYNOGLUSSIOA~J, IN THE LO~ER CHESAPEAKE bAY 
CHES SCI 17(41 229-237 IVIMS CONTRIB 7871 
RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE !lAY, fiSH, LARVAE, 
SEASONAL JISTRIBUTJON, SYSTEMATICS 
4072 1976 RICHARDS CE, CASTAGNA M 
DISTRIBUTION, GRO~•H, AND PREDATION OF JUVENILE ~HITE MULLET IMJGIL 
CUREMAJ IN OCEANS!J~ wATERS Of VIRGINIA'S EA5TERN SHORE 
CHES SCI 17(41 30c-30~ IVIMS CONTR!b 7141 
RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPeAKE BAY, JISTRI!IUTION, 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MUJ, FISH MIGRATION, GRD~TH RATtS, MULL~TS 
4073 1973 RICHMOND REGIJNAL PLANNING DISTRICT COMMISSION 
AN ENVIRONMENTAL S~KVEY - THE RICHMOND REGION 
AUTHOR, 60 P 
RICHMOND KEGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MAPS, NATURAL kESJURCES, VIRGINIA 
4074 1973 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT COMMISSION 
REGIONAL GROWTH - THE RICHMOND REGION 
AUTHOR, 60 P 
KICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
4075 1975 VIRGINIA DIVISION UF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AffAIRS 
VIRGINIA LOCAL ANO REGIONAL PLANNING 1975 
AUTHOR, 34 P 
RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA, ZONING 
AUTHOR INDEX 
1'>6il AAlTO JA 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY BIBLIUGRAPHY 
VIRGINIA INATERS 
AUTHOR INDEX 
PART I. THE POTOMAC ESTUARY. STATISTICS AND PROJ~CTIONS 
P~OC. 1~68-1. lNTtKSTATE COMM UF THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, JUNE 1Y6do 
P.1-7 
LHc~~PEA~E BAY, PGLLUTIUN AilATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER 
PULLUTIO~, ~ATEK QUALITY 
1973 Abi30TT JM 
MAY REGI0~Al 81RO CENS~S 1973 
ATLANTIC NATUR Zo(3),10~-117 
HI~US, CHESAPEAKE bAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
VI RGirH A 
1'174 AHL£ Ko; 
liF£ HbTukY, ECOLOGY AND BEHAV!DR OF TWO NEW LIPARIS !PISCES. 
CYCL8P!ER!uAEl f~UM THE wESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
VI~S OISS ICGLL ~ILLIAM ANU MARYI 
E:CJUJ~Y, i'l~H f'~JPULAflONS, LARVAE, Llft HISTOKY STUDIES 
1916 ABLE KW 
CLEANI~G d[HAVIOR IN THE CYPRINOUONTIO fiSHES, FUNDULUS MAJALIS, 
CY~~~~UOON VAHIEGATUS 1 AND LUCANIA PARVA 
CHb ~Ci lll1l :.5-39 (VIM!> CONTRI8 6771 
0EHA~IUK, LLEAN!Nb, FISH BEHAVIOR, VIRGINIA 
197 ABLE K~, CASTAGNA M 
A~P C1~ UF hN U~DESCRI~ED REPRODUCTIVE BEHAVIOR IN FUNDULUS HETEROCLITUS 
IPI CcS, CYPRlNOuLNTAE) FROM VIRGINIA 
Lttf SCI lb 141 ici2-2d4 IVIMS CONTKIB 676) 
LHE APfAKl uAY, FISH BEHAVIOR, FISH EGGS, FISH REPRUDUCTION, SPAWNING 
2 
1976 ABLE K~, MUSICK JA 
LIFE HISTORY, ECULOGY, AND oEHAVIOR OF LlPARIS INQUILINU~ !PISCES, 
CYCLOPTERIDAEI AS!>uCIATEO wiTH THE SEA SCALLOP, PLACOPECTEN MAGELANlCUS 
US NAT MAR ~ISH SE~, FISH ~ULL 74 1 409-421 IVIMS CGN 7301 
ECOLOGY, FiSH, FISH BeHAVIOR, HABITA1S, SCALLOPS, ~YM61JSIS, MIDULE 
ATLANTIC tliGHT 
1952 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES Of PHILADELPHIA. OEPAKTMENT Of L!M~DLOGY 
JAMES klVER, VlkG!NIA. STREAM SURVEY REPORT. JULY-AUGUST, 1951 
REP FOR THE E I OUPO~T UE ~cMOURS AND CO 
ALGAE, AWUATIC LIFE, BACTERIA, EFFLUENTS, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANTS, 
PROTuZOA, STREAMS, VI~GINIA 
1958 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA. GEPARfME~T UF llMNOLUGY 
JAMES RIVER, VIRGIN1A--81ULUGlCAL 1 CHEMICAL, ~NO HYDROGRAPHIC STUDI~S FUK 
THE DO~ CHEMICAL CCMP~NY 
MlMECGR REP BY THE ACAU 
AD~ORPTIO~, ALGAE, oE~THIC FAUNA, BIOASSAY, EFFLUENT!>, HtAVY METALS, 
HYDHOLUG!C UATA, JA~tS RIVER, UYSTEKS, PROTOLUA 1 V!RGl~IA 
1971 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA 
OUTLINE OF kiVEk AND ~STUARY ~TUDIES IN POIDMAC KIV~K, PATUXENT NIVER, AND 
CHESAPEAKE bAY CAMK!E0 OUT BY THE L!MNOLO~Y J~PAHTMtNl 
f'HILADELPHI A, PA 
CHE5APEAKE BAY, DIS~HARGE (WATER), eLECTRIC POWEHPLANTS, EUTKOPHICAT!UN, 
MulTIPLE-PURPOSE PRUJEClS, PATUXENT KlVER, PUT~MAC kiVER, SH~ll~ISH 
1973 ACCOMACK-NURTHAMPTCN PLANNING DIST COMM 
LAND US~ REPORT fOR PLANNING DISTRICT 22 !EASTERN SHUREI 
AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OlSTHlCT, VA 1 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD}, LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1974 ACCOMACK-NORTHAMPTON PLANNING DIST ~OMM 
OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION KEPUHT, TH~ EASTERN SHURE uF VlRGI~lA 1 PLANNING 
DISTRICT Z2 
AUTHOR, 52 P 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, fUTURE 
PLANNING IPROJECTEDJ, MAPS, KEtREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
3 
1974 ACCOMACK-NOKTHAMPTON PLANNING DISTRICT COMM 
ACCJMACK-NOKTHAMPTUN PLANNING DISTRICT ~ATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
SHU~E t~GINEERIN~ CO, INC, MELFA, VA, 110 P 
EA~fEKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, 
PL~JLATIUN, S~~EkAGE, VIRGINIA, WASTE ~ATER TREATMENT, ~ATER POLLUTION 
CONTKOL, WATER ~UALITY 
1975 ACCOMACK-NORTHAMPTON PLANNING DIST COMM 
ON THE FUTuRE COASTAL lONE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM Of THE STATE OF VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR (POSITION PAP l2l 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS, MANAGEM~NT, VI~GINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
1976 ACCOMACK-NORTHAMPTON PLANNING DISTRICT COMM 
DRAFT CHINCOTEAGUE STEP I STUDY. TOWN Of CHINCOTEAGUE, VIRGINIA 
SHORE ENGlNElRING CO, lfiiC, MELFA, VA 
ACCOMACK COuNTY, VA, EA~TtkN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
POPULATION, PROJECT ~LANNING, VIRGINIA, wASTE ~ATEK TREATMENT 
1974 ADAMS DO ET Al 
lfiiVESTI~ATiuN ANU MONITORING OF HAMPTON ROADS SANITATION DISTRICT SEWAGE 
OUTfALLS ANU THE RECEIVING WATERS, NORFOLK, VA. PRELIMINARY uBSERVATIU'S 
FAQM JUNt TO NOV 1973 
ODU INST OCEANOG TELH REP 15 
CHESAPEAK~ 8AY 1 CUMPUTEK PROGRAMS, JAMES RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, WASTE 
DISPOSAL, HAMPfON RUADS 
1953 ADDV CE 
tALl MIGRATION OF lHE B(ACK DUCK 
US ~ISH AND WllOllf~ SERV SPEC SCI REP WILDLIFE 19, 63P. 
DUCKS lnllD), MI~RATIUN PATTERNS, wATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1967 ADM!~lSTRATtVE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
HAM~TON, V!RG1NIA wATERfRONT ECONOMIC STUDY 
HAM~TU~, VA CITY PLANNING COMM 
CH~SAPEAKE dAY, L!TY PLANNING, fUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED!, LAND 
fJtVELLJPMH,T, POPULATION DYNAMICS, URBAN RENEWAL, HAMPTON ROADS 
4 
1975 AGNELLO RJ, DONNELLY LP 
THE INTERACTION Uf ECONOMIC, BIULOGICAL, AND LEGAL FQkCES IN THE MID~LE 
ATLANTIC OY~TER INDUSTRY 
U.S. NAT MAR FISH SER, FISHERY BULL 73121 
ECONOMIC lMPACT, leGAL ASPtCTs, uYSTER INDUSTRY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC diGHT, 
1960 AHNER T F 
ESTUARI~E MEANDERS IN THE CHESAPEAKE SAY AREA 
GEOGK REV 50131,390-401 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, MEANDERS, PATUXENT RIVER, TIDAL 
WATERS 
1~56 ALKIRE HL 
CHESAPEAKE BAY OYSTERS 
U.S. NtEKLY WEATHER AND CKOP dUll 43161,5-d 
CHESAPEAK~ ~AY, liFe HISTORY STUDIES, MAKYLANO, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1955 AlltN JF 
THE OCCUKRENCE Of ESTUARINE BIVALVES IN AN UNUSUAL HABITAT 
NAUTILUS 6d(3l,d7-90 
DISTkldUT!DN, MOLLU~KS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILAaLE fOR KEVIEW 
1967 ALLEN N, PELCZAR MJ 
BACTEtUOLUGICAL !>TuUI f:S ON THE WHITE PERCH, KOCCUS AHEi<ICANJS 
CHES SCI o, 135-lj4 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, FISH, f-ISH DlSEAStS, w~i!TE Pci\Cn 
1917 ALMY LH 
POLLUTION Of YOKK RIVEK BY PULP MILL AT WESr POINT, VA 
US BUR FI~H REP 
EfFLUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, PULP AND 
PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP nASTES, VIKGINIA, VOR~ RIVER 
1918 ALMY LH 
INQUIRY INTO THE CAUSE OF A MORTALITY Of FISH IN YOKK RIVER AT GLOUCESTER 
POINT, VA 
US SUR fiSH REP 
ALEWIVES, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, VIRGINiA, YURK RI~EK 
5 
195~ ALWINE HS 
K£PORI UN OYST~R F~EDING EXPERIMENTS IN OYSTER GRADIENT TROUGHS 
V!MS NAT SCI FUUND REP 
CURRENTS (WATER), FEEDING KATES, OYSTERS, TURBIDITY 
1966 AMON JP 
STUUitS UF LA6YKINTHULA SPP. IN CULTURE 
VIAS TH~~!S (C~LL ~ILLIAM AND MARYJ 
A~UATIL MIC~UOK~ANISMS, E~L GRASS, MARINE FUNGI, PLANT PARASITES, 
VI~~I~!A, Y~KK KIV~K 
1960 AMON JP, P~RKINS FO 
STRUC!Ukc OF LASYKINTHULA SP. ZOOSPORES 
J P~UIUZJJL lj(3l,5~3-~46 IVIMS CONTRIB 2B5) 
CULIUKES, ELECT~JN MICKLS~OYY 1 PHYLOGENY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, ZOOSPORES 
1\130 ANLlEREGG F 
SJ~ATIGRAPHY AND PALEUNTOLOGY OF THE YURKTOWN FORMATION OF VIRGINIA 
ur, I 1/ VA T rl E S I S 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, 
YfJKK t<IVUt 
194o ANllERSON AW 
PUSf~AR PRUaL~MS ~F THE FISHING INDUSTRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SPEtCH OELIVEKiD tiEFURE ROTARY CLUB OF CRISFIELD, MO ON MARCH 20, 1946 BY 
lrl!EF, UIV LUMM FI~H, U.S. FISH AND WILllLIFE SERV 
CATCh, CHESAPEAKE bAY, ~LONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES 
1972 ANUE:KSON GE 
THE ~FFtCIS OF Oil UN THE GILL FILTRATION RATE OF MYA ARENARIA 
VA J SCI .d(.<lr45-47 
PHYSIULO&Y, CLAMS, OIL WASTESr POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION 
19/5 ANDERSON GL ET AL 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT, YORK COUNTY, VIRGINIA (CHES RES CONSORT REP NO 
l6l (IJI;>~S S«At~SOE 112.1 
A>Sc~SMcNTS, EROSION, PLANNING, SHORES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
6 
1976 ANDERSON GL ET AL 
SHOR~LINc SITUAT!O~ REPORT, GLOUCESTER CGUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA INSl t~AK SCI ICRC REP 17 AND V!MS 5kAMSCE d3), 11 P 
SHOK~LINE Et<OSIUN, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE P~NINSULA PLANNING 
DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAK~ 6AY, LANU USEr MAPS, PLANhiNG, RECREATION 
1964 ANPEKSON RR 
ECOLOGY AND MINERAL NUTKITidN OF MYRIOPHYLLUM SPICATUM L. 
UNIV MD MS THESIS 
ALKALINITY, AQUATIC WEEllS, CHE:SAPEAK~ BAY, ECOLOGY, GkUwTrl RATES, HYDROGEN 
ION CONCENTKATIGN 1 MINEK~LuGY, PGTGMAC KI~EK, hiCUMlCO RIVER,MU 
1972 ANDEf{SO"J RR 
SUSHFHGtD VASCULAR PLANTS UF THE CHtSAPEA~E HAY AND TRidUTARIES 
CHES SCI lJISUPPLl 1 ~d7-S~9 
A~UATIC PLANTS, ChE~'PEAKE dAY, 
1972 ANOERSUN RR 
TENTATIVE UUTLINE ~UK INV~NTGRY OF SUdMEkGED A~UATIC VASCULAK PLANTS, 
RUPPIA MARITIMA L. (DITCH-GRASS) 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,~l7~-Sll4 
AQUATIC PLANTS, ChE~APEAKE bAY, DISTRIBUTIO~, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
POPULATION DYNAMI~~ 
1947 ANDREwS E 
CRAd PDf CONSTRUCTION-CHESAPEAKE BAY TYPE 
US FISH AND WILOLIFE SERV FISH LEAFL 262 
CRAB INDUSTRY, CRAbS, FISHING GEAR, TRAPPING 
1948 ANDREWS E 
TROTLINe CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV FISH LEAFL 2~1 
CRAd INPJSTRY, CRAUS, FISrliNG GEAR 
1948 ANDREWS E 
THE "BOd" ~ETHOD OF PICKING BLUE CRABS 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV FISH LEAFL 276 
GRAd INDUSTRY, CRABS, SHELLFISH 
7 
1893 ANDREWS EA 
AN UNOtSC~l~~D ACRANIATE, ASYMHETRON LUCAYANUM 
JGHN~ HOPKIN~ UNIV STUD BIOL LAB 5, 213-247 
~!UTA, UNAVAILAclll ~OR REVIEW 
1~23 ANDKtWS EA 
FULLICULINA- CASE MAKING, ANATOMY AND TRANSFORMATION 
J MORPH 3u, ~07-Zlo 
BlilfA, ~LKPHULOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
N•D• ANOkE~S JO 
PRELIMINARY NOTES COPllO FOR CLASS USE ON TAXONOMY UF BARNACLES OF 
TIDcWATtK VIRGINIA 
VIMS MS 
BA~~ACLES, ~LASSIFICATION, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
194d ANOKE~S JO 
lHE 1~47 OYSTER STRIKE IN THE JAMES RIVER 
NAf SHfLLFISH ASS, PROC l194BI, 61-66 
ECOLOGY, JAMES RIV~k, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
1~48 ANDREWS JD 
UYSI[R ~~TTING RECORDS FOR RAPP~HANNOCK RIVER 
VIMS MS 
UYSTERS, KAPPAHA~NUCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
1~4~ ANDREWS JO 
A ~RELlMINAk~ O~AFT OF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE COMMISSIONER OF FISHERIES 
~OK UY~TEK RE?LETION ~ORK IN VIRGINIA 
VIMS MS 
tnRKOTUMAN RIVER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
l~SU ANilRE~S JO 
K~Y TO Tl<l SPECIES OF MARINE PELECYPODS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY !BASED MOSTLY ON 
SHELL CHAKA~TERSl 
VIMS MS 
LH~SAPfAKE JAY, CLASSIFICATION, MARINE ANIMALS, SHELLFISH 
8 
1950 ANDREWS JU 
ANNOTATED LISl OF IHPOMTANT TAXONOMIC REFERENCES 
VIMS MS 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CLASSIFICATION, MARINE ANIMALS, PHYLOGENY, SYSTEMATICS 
1951 ANDREWS JO 
SEASONAL PATTERNS OF OYSTER SETTING IN THE JAMES RIVEK ANO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ECOLOGY 32, 752-7~ti IVIMS CONTMI~ 341 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTKIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA, uYSTcR SETTING 
1953 ANDREWS JO 
STUDI~S OF THE RELATION dET~EEN dLACK MUD A~U MUKTALITIES IN THl 
RAPPAHANNOCK KIVEK, VIRGINIA 
VIM~ MS 
DERMOCY3TI~IUM, FUNGI, MORTALITY, MUD, OYSTERS, RAPPAhANNOCK RIVEK, 
VIRGINIA 
1~53 ANDREWS JU 
FOULING URGANIS~S GF CH~SAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY lNST INSHUKE SURV PKOGRAM INTERIM REP 17 
BARNA~LES, URYOZuA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDKOLUA, MULLUS~S 
1954 ANDREWS JD 
SETTING OF uYSTEMS IN VIRGINIA 
NAT SHELLFISH 455, PRUC 45(1~54),3b-46 IVIMS CONTRib Sjl 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SeASONAL OISTK!dUTIUN, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
1954 ANDREWS JD 
MEMORANDUM TO OYSTERMEN AND INSPECTORS WHO AIDED IN GETTING SAMPLES OF 
OYSTtRS FOR A STUD¥ OF DISTRIBUTION OF THE FUNGUS DERMOLYSTIUIUM MAMINUM 
IN 1~54 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 9 
DERMOCYSTIOIUM, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTeRS, VIRGINIA, 
9 
1954 ANllREwS JO 
NOTES UN FuNGUS PAI{ASITES OF BIVAlVE MOLLUSKS IN CHESAPEAKE SAY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, ~ROC 45, 157-16~ IVIMS CONTRIB 54) 
FUNGI, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, SHELLFlSH 
1955 ANDREWS Jll 
REPORTS GN fRESHWATER KILL OF OYSTERS IN RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER CAUSED BY 
HU~HICANES CONNIE AND DIANE 
VlMS O.RA.'o!SUE 1 
CHESAPf~Kt ~AY, HU~~ICANES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAH~NNGCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1955 ANDREWS JO 
NOTES ON SUKVtY OF RAPPAHANNOCK AND CORROTOMAN RIVERS, 23 SEPTEMBER 1955 VIMS MS 
BEDS UNDER WATER, COHROTOMAN RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVtR, VIRGINIA 
1955 ANDREWS JO 
Mt~URANDUM ON FRESH-WATER KILLS 
VIMS MS 
MCMTALIIY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1956 ANDREWS JD 
TRAPPING UYSTtR DRILLS IN VIRGINIA. 1. THE EFFECT Of MIGRATION AND OTHER 
FACTORS ON THE CATCH 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 46, 140-154 IVIMS CONTRIB 63) 
D~J, UNQER WATER, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, TRAPPING 
19~6 ANDREWS JD 
WHAT KILLED YOUR OYSTERS 
SOUTHER~ Fl~HcRMAN 16171,22-23 IVIMS CONTRIB 65) 
fUNGI, MOKTALITr, OYSTERS 
10 
1950 ANDREWS JD 
THE STATUS IN VIRGINIA IN 1956 OF DERMOCYSTIDIUM MARINUM, THE fUNGUS 
DISEASE OF OYSTERS 
VIMS SPEC SCI ~EP 11 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRidUTIUN, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1956 ANDRE:WS JD 
MEMORANDUM NO 2 TO OYSTERMEN ANO INSPECTORS riHO PROVIDED SAMPLES FOR A 
STUDY Of THE FUN&U5 DISEASE OF OYST~RS DERMOLYSTlulUM MARINUM 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 10 
DtRMOLYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
19<'>1 ANDREWS JD 
MEASUR~MENT OF SH~LL GROWTH IN OYSTERS dY WEIGHING IN WATER 
NAT SHELLF-ISH ASS, P·~'lC 5211961),1-ll (VIM:> \.ONTRitl 110) 
GHO~TH RATES, MEASUR-~~NT, OYSTERS, SIZE, wEibHT 
1962 ANDREn$ JD 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUJIES IN VIRGINIA. 4. MSX IN JAMES RIVER PUdLlC SEED 
BEDS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC j3, 65-84 IVIMS CONTRIB 155) 
BEDS UNDER WATER, UEKMOCYSTIDIU~, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
1964 ANDREWS JD 
PRODUCTION OF MSX-RESISTANT OYSTERS IN VIRG!N!A. QUARTERLY REPORTS fOR 
PERIODS ENDING JO JUNE 1~64, 30 SEPTEMBER 1964, 31 UECEMdER 1964 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EPIZODTIOL~GY, MUaJACK BAY, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, OYSTEK SETTING 
1964 ANDREWS JD 
EFFECTS OF RIVER FLO~ R~GULATION tlY .SALEM CHURCH DAM ON MARINE ORGANISMS 
VIMS SRAMSOE 4 
DAMS, HYUROGRAPHY, MARINE ANIMALS, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
REGULATION, RIVER FLU~, VIRGINIA 
11 
1965 ANDREWS JO 
INFECTIO~ E~P~RIMENTS IN NATURE WITH OERMOCYSTIOIUM MARINUM IN CHESAPEAKE 
tlAY 
CHES SCI 6, 60-67 IVIMS CONTklB 172) 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OERMOCYSTIOIUH, OYSTERS, PATHOGENIC 
FUNGI 
1965 ANLli<EWS JD 
PRE-SEASUN SURVEY OF OYSTER BEDS IN POTOMAC RIVER 21-22 SEPTEMBER 1965 
Vli~S MS 
dEOS UNDER ~ATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL OlSTRIBUTIONr 
m·sTER :>E:TTING 
1966 ANORl'WS JD 
OYS!E~ MUK!ALITY STUDlE:S IN VIKGINIA. 5. EPIZOOTIOLOGY OF HSX, A PROTISTAN 
PATHCGE:N Uf OYSTERS 
ECOLOGY 47, 19-31 IVIMS LUNTRIB 1931 
JAMES RIVE:~, ~~X, OYSTEKS, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA, 
1967 AMJ~!:WS JD 
OY~TE~ MJ~TALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 6. HISTORY AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
MINCHINIA N[LSuNI, A PATHOGEN OF OYSTERS, IN VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI o, 1-13 !VIMS CONT~IB 2251 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, DISTRltlUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, HSXr 
OYSTEKS, ~~UTDLOA, VIRGINIA . 
1967 ANDREWS JD 
INT!:RALTIUN Of TWO DISEASES OF OYSTERS IN NATURAL WATERS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 57(19671,36-49 IVlMS CONTRIB 2071 
DERMOCYSTIOIUM, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YO~K RIVER 
l'J6<1 ANDREwS JD 
OYSIEH "JKTALIT¥ STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. 7. REVIEW OF EPIZOOTIOLOGY AND 
UK I GIN llr r~ I ~CHI 1\ol A NELSON! 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 5<1(1~671 1 23-36 (VIMS CONTRIB 2631 
ANP1AL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAYr EPIZOOTIOLOG¥, JAMES RIVER, MORTALIJ¥, 
MSX, uYST!:RS, SEASONAL DISTKIBUTION, YORK RIVER 
12 
1968 ANDREWS JD 
REMOVAL Of PEA CRABS FROM LIVE U¥STERS BY USING SEVIN 
VELIGER 1112) 1 1~1-143 !VIMS CONTRI<I 2811 
ANIMAL PARASITE~, CRABS, LETHAL LIMIT, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PESTICIDES 
1970 ANDREWS JD 
THE MOLLU~~ FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY IUSAI 
IN PROC OF THE SYMP DN MOLLUSCA HELD AT COCHIN, PAkT Ill. MAR BIUL ASS OF 
INDIA !VIMS CONTRIB 2o2l 
CHESAPeAKE BAY, CL~M INDUSTkY, CLAkS, DtRMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTER~S, MOLLUSKS, MSX, OYSTER INUUSTRY, GYSTEKS 
1970 ANDREWS JD 
THE MOLLUSC FISHEMIE~ OF CHeSAPEAKE BAY IUSAI 
IN PROC OF THE SYMP ON MOLLUSCA HELD AT COLHIN 1 ~ART III. MAR tllOL ASS Uf 
INOlA (VIMS LUNTRIB 2u2l 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, CLAM INOUSTMY, CLAMS, DE:KMOCYSTIOIUM, O!STRldUTION 
PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, M~x, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTE~S 
1971 ANDREWS JD 
PRODUCTION OF DISEASE-RESISTANT OYSTERS 
VIMS HS 
EPIZOOTIOLOGY, JAMES H!V!:H, MONTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER 
SETT lNG 
1971 ANDREWS JD 
FISH FOR BEAUTY IN DISMAL SwAMP ••• 
VA J SCI 22, 5-13 
CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, FRESHWATER fiSH, VIRGINIA, wETLANDS, wilDLIFE, 
DISMAL SWAMP INC-VAl 
1971 ANDREWS JD 
CLIHATIL AND ECOLOGICAL SETTlN~S FOR GROWING SHELLFISH 
IN CUNF ON ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION OF COMMERCIALLY VALUABLE SHELLFISH -
OYSTERS, PROC !1~691, 97-107 IVIHS CONTRIB 371) 
DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE !:NVIRONMENT, SHELlfl5H 
13 
1973 ANDREwS JD 
EFFECTS OF TRO~ICAL STURM AGNES ON EPIFAUNAL lNVERTEBkAJES IN VIRGINIA 
ESTUARIES 
CH~~ SCI 14(4),2£3-234 IVIMS CONTR!B 5511 
BIOTA, ~Lu(Ji.JS, HISTURIC FLOuD, INVERTEiW.ATES, MORTALITY, SALINITY, 
VIKGINIA, 
1973 ANDRE..;s JD 
EFFeCTS CF fRUPlCAL ~TORM AGNES ON EPIFAUNAL INVERTEBRATES IN VIRGINIA 
E S i UA "IE~ 
CHES SCI 14(4lr22L-234 (VIMS CONTRIB 5511 
BIJTA, CHESAP~AK~ 8AY, fLu~OS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
RAi>i>AiiANNl.Ji..K KIVEK., SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YOkK KIVEK 
1951 ANDKEwS JJ ET AL 
INVESTIGATIONS U~ THE EFFECTS ON OYSTER CULTURE OF THt DREDGING FOR THE 
HAMPfO~ R~AOS S~iDGt-TUNNEl 
VIMS SPeC SCI k~P 12 
BEDS JNDEk .ATt~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, UkEOGINGt MORTALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
1959 ANDREWS JO ET AL 
FRESH-~ATE~ KILL OF UYSTERS ICRASSOSTREA VIRG!NICAl IN JAMES R1VER, VA, 
1'15d 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 4~119~9),29-49 IYIMS CONTRIB 871 
FKESHwATEK, JAM~~ k!VEK, MUMTAL)TYr OYSTERS, SALINITY, VIRGINiA 
1962 A~DRE~S JO ET AL 
OYSTEK MOKTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. III. EPIZOUTIOLOGY OF A DISEASE 
CAUSED oY HAPLOSi'C)<{IDIUM COSTALE WOOD AND ANDREWS 
J INSeCT PATHOL 4131,327-343 IVIMS CONTKIB 1151 
LHESAPEAkl oAY, Dl~EASES, ~ASTEKN SHORE IVA-MOlt EPIZOUTIOLOGY, MORTALITY, 
MSX, UYSTcK~, VIRGINIA 
19o4 ANDREWS JD, BEAVEN GF 
A •1ANAGlMENT PKOGRAM FOR THE POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER FISHERY 
VIMS MS 
~f0~ UNUEk ~ATEK, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
PUTOMAC KlVEkr OYSTER SETTING 
14 
1951 ANDREWS JO, COOK C 
RANGE AND HABITAT UF THE CLAM, PULYMESODA CAROLINIAN.A (tllJSCJ lN 
VIRGINIA ••• 
ECOLOGY 32r 15b-1o0 IVIMS CONTKIB 35) 
CLAMS, Ul~TRI8UTIGN, HAtliTATS, JAMES RIVER, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1974 ANDREWS JD, FRIER~AN M 
EPIZOOTIOTOGY UF ~INCHINIA NELSON[ IN SUSCEi>TISLE WILD OYSTERS IN 
VIRGI~IA, 195~ Tu 1971 
J. INVfRTEtlR. PATHDL. 24, 127-140 IVlMS CONTR!b 6531 
EPIZOOTIOLOGY, MSX, OY~TERS 1 VIRGINIA, 
1952 ANDKEWS JD, HAVEN OS 
THE PUtlLIC OYSTER GROUNUS OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEk 
VIM$ MS 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OY~TEKS, ~UtlL!C LANDS, RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
OYSTEk ~ETTING 
1951 ANDKE~S JO, HEWATT WG 
OYSTEK MUkTALITY STUJ!ES IN VIRGINIA. L. THE FUNGUS DISEASE CAUSED BY 
OERMOCYSTIUIUH MARINUM IN UYSTEkS Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ECUL MuNOGK i71ll,l-L5 IVIMS CONTRIB b9l 
FUNGI, MOKTALITY, uYSTER I~Du5TRY, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH 
196Y ANDREWS JD, MASON LW 
CULTCHLESS SEED OYSTEKS 
VI~S MAR kESOURCcS ADV SEK 3 
CULTCH, HATCHING, OYSTERS 
1957 ANDREWS JD, MCHUGH JL 
THE SURVIVAL AND GRUwTH UF SOUTH CAROLINA SEED UYS1~k5 1" VIRGINIA WATERS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 47, 3-17 IVlMS CONJRIB 731 
DISTRIBUTION, MOKTALITY• OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
15 
1961 ANuREWS JD, WOOD JL 
STATUS Of UISEASES OF OYSTERS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DERMOCYSTIDIUH, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1961 ANDREWS JO, WOOD JL 
OC.CURRENLE OF MSX IN LIVE OYSTE:RS IN RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
Vl"lS MS 
MSX, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE~, VIRGINIA 
1971 ANDREWS S 
PLANKTON WATCHING IN THE CHtSAPEAKE BAY 
U~UEMWATER NATUR 7t 17-25 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANKTON, PLANKTON NETS 
1967 ANURUS J3 
A TAXONOMIC AND ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF AQUATIC PHYCOMYCETES IN SOILS 
SUR~OUNDING THE UPPER PATUXENT ESTUARY 
PHO DI~S, UNIV MD, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1958 ANGELL 0 
THE EA~TERN SHORE 
THe LAMP, SPKING-SUMMER, P.l0-16 
EASTEKN SHURE IVA-HOI, UNAVAILA~LE ~OR REVIEW 
N«O« ANO>.J 
THE YORK RIVER WATERSHED 
VIMS MS 
LUR~ENTS !WATER), STORMS, STREAMFLOW, TIDES, VJRGINIA, WATERSHEDS 
I~ASINSI, YUKK RIVER 
1834 ANON 
KLCENT HURRICANES IN VIRGINIA 




FRENCH V BANKHEAD 
52 VA Ill GRAll) 136 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SHORES 
1876 ANON 
NORFOLK CITY V COOKE 
68 VA (27 GRAll) 430 
BEDS UNDER WATER, BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, lEGAl ASPECTS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, VIRGINIA 
1876 ANON 
THE SHAD FISHERY OF THE POTOMAC 
FORKE~T AND STREAM 6, 266 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
~ISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1 il85 At.ON 
AN ACT TO PROTECT THE FISH IN THE POTOMAC RIVER IN THE DISTRICT OF 
COLU~~IA, AND TO PROVIDE A SPAwNING-G~uUNO FO~ SHAD AND HERRING IN THE 
SAID POTOMAC RIVEK 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL 5, 180 
AMERICAN ~HAD, CHESAPeAKE BAY, DiSTkiCT OF CuLUMBIA, HERRINGS, 
LEGISLATION, PUIOMAC RIVER, SPAWNING 
1899 ANON 
WAVERLY wATER-FRONT AND IMPROVEMENT CO V WHITE ET Al 
33 SE 534, 97 VA ~76 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZABETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SHORES, 
VIRGINIA 
1912 ANON 
LAMBERTS POINT CO V NORFOLK AND W. RT CO 
74 SE 156, 113 VA 270 
BULKHEAD LINE, ELIZA6ETH RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIPARIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
1916 ANON 
CITY OF HAMPTON V wATSON 
ll\1 SE ill, 119 VA 95 
17 
ilEuS UNDER WATE~, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
1918 ANON 
DARLING V CITY OF NE~PORT NEWS 
\11.. SE. 507, 10 VA 14 
BEDS UNuck ~ATEkr JAMeS RlVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
ABATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
1924 ANON 
OTTER TRAWLS IN THE PuTOMAC RIVER 
FISH SE~V ~ULL, D~P CUMM u.s. BUR FISH 107, 5-6 
CHESAPEAK[ llAY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1926 ANON 
REPORT GN SALINITY OF WATER IN CHESAPEAKE AND DELAwARe CANAL 
MD CONSERV 5(4),26-l7 
CHESAPEAKi BAY, SALINITY, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR ~EVIEW 
l'ijO ANUN 
GA~OEN CLUil OF VIRGINIA V VlRGfNIA PUBLIC SERVICE CO ET AL 
151 SE lol 
UAMSITES, JAMES RiVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
1932 ANON 
COMMONWEALTH V CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS 
lo4 SE 689 
BEDS UNUER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POLLUTION 
AllATtMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SEWAGE, VIRGINIA 
l'H2 ANON 
MILLER V COMMONWEALTH 
166 St 5~7, 159 VA 924 
JA~ES klV~K, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATeRS, PUBLIC LANOSr RIPARIAN 
idGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
18 
1932 ANON. 
GREAT FLOODS IN JAMES RIVER 
APPENDIX 2 IN YOUNG GR, REP ON JAMES RIVER, ~A IQ.V.I 
fLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVEM, VIRGINIA 
1936 ANON 
OYSTER INVESTIGATIO~, EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA 
U.S. FISH SERV BULL 258, 1~2 
CHESAPeAKE tiAY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDI, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, OYSTER ~ETTING 
l94J ANON 
TRAY CULTURE OF OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINiA 
FISHING GAZ, DECEM~ER. 2 PAGES 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTeR$, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVE~, OYSTER SETTING, 
MAR I CULTURE 
1942 ANOI'< 
VIRGINIA SCIENTISTS ADOPT NOV=l PROGRAM. JAMES RIVER PROJECT TO BE MODEL 
fOR FUTURE LONG RANGE PLANNING 
VA ~ILOL!ft ~. 66-68 
FUTURE PLANNING IPkOJECTEOl, JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATER ~ESUURCES uEVELOPMENT 
1945 ANON 
VIRGINIA CRAB, OYSTER LOSSES CAUSED BY RAINS 
ATLANTIC FISHERMAN 26(81,38 
CkAd INDUSTRY, FISHEKitS, FRESHWATER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAIN, 
RAJNFALL-RUNO~F RELATICNSHJPS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1951 ANON 
POTOMAC CALLED OPEN SEWER, SMALL FISH DIE BY THOUSANDS 
WASHINGTON POST, WASHINGTON, D.C., AUGUST 14 
CHESAPEAKE ~lAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
POLLUTION, wATER ~UALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1952 ANON 
EELS 
MD CONSERV 3, 9-11 
19 
EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1954 ANON 
THE FLOUNDER 
MU CUNSERV 3ll1l,b-9 
FISH PCPuLATIONS, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1955 ANON 
A LOUK AT VIRGINIA'S NATURAL RESOURCES 
VA RESOUKCE USE EDUC COUNC, BOX 1642, RICHMOND, VA 
CONSERVATIO,~, NATuRAL RESOURCES, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELUPMENT 
1957 ANON 
dOUNDA~Y LINES OF CERTAIN LOW GROUNDS ON JAMES RIVER A LAWFUL FENCE 
VA CODE, 1"50, ti-872 
BOUNDARIES (PROPERTY), JAM~S RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1963 Ai'<ON 
CKOSSING THAT DEFIES TH~ ATLANriC, BRIDGE-TUNNEL SYSTEM 
FORTUNt 67, 112-121 
BRIUGE CONSTRUCTION, BkiOGE OESIGN, BRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEL 
CONSTRUCTION, TUNNEL DESIGN, TUNNELS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILA~LE FOR REVIEW 
1963 At.ON 
OVEK AND UNDER SEVENTEEN MILES OF OPEN SEA 
ijUSINESS wEEK, MAKCH 23, 46-48 
BRIDGE CLNSTRUCTION, BRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION, 
TUNNELS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1 'lid ANON 
I~ c~O Of OYSTER wAR IN SIGHT? 
fiSH dOAT, JANUARY, P.l3 
CHLSAP~AKE BAY, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
20 
1964 ANON 
POWER UNDER ACT FOR SALE 8Y JAMES klVER AND KANAWHA CO 
VA CODE, 1950, lL-J7 
CANALS, JAMES k!VEK, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, MATER RIGHTS 
1965 ANON 
A FISH AND WILDLIFE EVALUATION REPORT ON PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS fOR THE 
SALEM CHUKCH RESERVOIR PROJECT, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VA 
U.S. FISH AND klLULIFE SERV, BUR SPORT fiSH AND WILDLIFE, 29P. 
DAMS, FISH, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RESERVOIRS, VI~~INIA, ~ILOLIFE, 
UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
196 7 ANON 
NORFOLK DREDGING CO V RADCLIFF MAT~kiALS INC 
264 FSUPP 39'> 
DREDGING, ~LIZAoETH RIVERr JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, KIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
VIRGINIA 
1967 ANON 
RECORD OF HEARING REGARDING STANDARDS OF ~UALITY TO dE ESTAbLISHtO fOR THE 
JAMES kiVEK BASIN 
VA STATE wATER CONTR ~OARO PUBLICATION wQ-28 
JAMES RIVER, STANOARUS, VIRGINIA, WATER ~UALITY 
1968 ANON 
THE OYSTER-PRODUCING POTENTIA~ Of THE POTUMAC ESTUARY 
THE POTOMAC NEWSLETTER 21121,1-7 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, ELONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PUlOMAC 
RIVER, UY~TER SETTING 
1968 ANON 
WATERS OF THE STATE, PORTS AND HARBORS 
VA CODE, 1~50, TITLE 62.1 
BEDS UNDER wATER, EKUSION CUNTROL, HARBOKS, LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, POLLUTION A~ATEMENT, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRG1t.IA 1 ~AT~R LAW 
1968 ANON 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
TRIDENT ENG ASS, INC 
21 
AQUATIC PLANTS, ERGSIUNr LEGAL ASPECTS, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
RlCREATION, SHELLFISH, WATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1969 ANON 
CRAdS (REGULATIONS) 
VA CODE, 1Y50, TITLE 28.1 C 6 28.1-165 TO 28.1-174 
CRA~ INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, SHEllfiSH, VIRGINIA, 
1969 ANCN 
OYSTERS TU BE CULLED AS TAKEN 
VA CUJE, l95U 1 Zd.l-1~4 
JAMES KIVtR, l~GAL A~PECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
1969 ANON 
OYSTfKS, CLAMS ANU OTHER BIVALVES {REGULATIONS) 
VA ~OUE, 1~50 1 TITLE 26.1 C 5 26.1-82 TO 28.1-164 
ClAM INDUSTRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, UYSTER INDuSTRY, SCAlLOPS, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA, 
1969 ANON 
FISH AND FISHING GENERALLY (REGULATIONSI 
VA CODE, ~~~0, TiTlE 28.1 C 4 28.1-47 TO 28.1~81 
Fl~FISil INDUSTRY, LtGAl ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, 
1969 ANUN 
AUtHORITY OF GOVERNOR TO AUTHORIZE DREDGING OF CHANNEl IN NAVIGABLE 
nATEK~-SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO JAMES RIVER 8ET~EEN JAMES RIVER 
BKIOGE AND JAMESTOWN ISLAND 
VA CODEr 1~50, 28.1-147 
CHA~NEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
22 
1969 ANON 
DREUGING FOR OYSTERS IN JAMES RIVER 
VA CODE, 1950, 28.1-146 
BEDS UN~E~ WATER, OKEDGING, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
PUBLIC LANOS, VIRGINIA 
1969 ANON 
LEASING OF CERTAIN BOTTilMS IN JAMES RIVER PROHISITED 
VA CODE, 1950, 26.1-145 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUdLIC 
LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1969 ANUN 
TAX ON UYSTERS TAKEN F~OM PUBLIC ROCKS- REPO~TS uF OYSTERS TAKEN FROM SEED 
AREA OF JAMES RIVeR 
VA CODE, 1~~0, 2b.l-93 
8E05 UNDER ~ATEK, JAXES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, UYSTEK INDUSTRY, PUBLIC 
LANDS, VIRGI~IA 
19&9 ANON 
FISH, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH AND OTHER MARINE LIFE 
VA CODE, 1~50 TITLe Zd.1 
CLA~ INOUSIKY, CKAti INDUSTKY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH MANAGEMENT, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, OY~TER INDUSTRY, S~ALLOPS, SHeLLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
1969 ANON 
ASSIGNMENTS OF PLANTING GROUNDS TO RIPARIAN OWNERS 
VA CODE, 1~~0, 2~.1-108 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, O~NERSHIP Of BEDS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
1970 ANON 
CLEAN CUll AREA 
VA CODE, 1950, 28.1-85.1 
JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1970 ANON 
USE Of HAUL SEINE IN JAMES RIVER 
VA coo~, 1950, 26.1-51.2 
23 
~INFISH INDUSTRY, fiSHING GEAR, JAMES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
197D ANON 
SFASON FOR TAKING OYSTERS FKOH PUB~IC ROCK 
VA CODE, 1~50, 2ti.1-H2 
BeDS UNDER ~ATER, CHESAPEAKE oAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, JAMES RIVER, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1970 ANON 
STATE REVENUE BOND ACT !FINANCING TOLL FACILITIESI 
VA CODE, 1950, 3~.1-LbB TO 33.1-295 . 
BkiJGES, JA~ES RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1970 ANON 
CHESAPfAKE BAY FIGHTS FOR ITS LIFE 
BUS wlEK 2114, 40-44 
CRAB INUUSikY, UREUGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, wiLDLIF~, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1971 ANON 
CONFeRENCE OF REMUTE SENSING OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SPACE WORLD H-o-~0, 49-50 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, KEMOTE SENSING, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1971 ANON 
FISH KILL INVESTIGATION SEMINAR 
JOINTLY SPONSORED BY US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY, fED WATER QUALITY ADMIN, 
CINLINNATI, UHIO AND OHIO STATE UNIV, OHIO COOP FISH UNIT 
ALGAt, uAClERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHKILL, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, 
VIRGINIA, WAlcK QUALITY 
24 
1971 ANON 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY MAGAZINE 1971-
CHESAPEAKE BAY (OMMUNICATIONS, INC, ANNAPOLIS, MD 
BOATING, fCOLOGY, HISTORY, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
1972 ANON 
THE RICHMOND FLOOD 
CF BOONE PUtll, LUBBOCK, TEXAS 
flOOD DAMAGE, fLUOO FOkECASTING, HURKICANES, JAMES klVEK, VIRGINIA 
1973 ANON 
2 RIVERS. VIRGINIA'S JAMES AND MARYLAND'S CHESTeR 
CENTRAL ATLANTIC ENVIMUN NE~S 319-101,1-12 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHESTEK RIVER, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, 
WATER QUALITY 
1965 ASHBROOK FG 
THE UEAUTIFUL SWIMME~ 
SEA FRONTIERS l11ol,40 
CRAB INUUSTRY, BLU~ CRAB 
1972 ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HAMPTON NUAUS SANITATION SCUNED 
WASH PO~T, ~. B3, MAY 25, 1972 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ScwA~E DISPOSAL, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, WATER POLLUTION, ~ATER 
QUALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
1974 ATHEARN WO ET AL 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA INST MAR SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA IVIMS SRAMSOE ~4 ANO CRC REP 91 
SHORELINE EROSION, EASTERN SHURE PLANNING OISfKICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, MANA~EMENT, MA~S, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
1941 ATLANTIC STATES MARINE fiSHERIES COMMISSION 
ANNUAL RePORTS TO THE US CONGRESS AND TO THE ~OVERNORS OF THE ATLANTIC 
COAST STATES 
ATLANTIC STATES MAR FISH COMM, MOUNT VERNON, NY. 1941-1969 
CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
25 
1944 ATLANTIC STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
RECENT ADVANC~S IN MARINE FISHERY RESEARCH ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST 
REP BIOL SEC SCI CUMM TO All STATES MAR FISH COMM. 34P. 
CHtSAPEAKE ~AY, FISHERIES, KESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE ATLANT1C 
~IGHT, UNAVAILAbLE FOR REVIEW 
1944 ATLANTIC STATES ~ARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
POTOMAC KIVER OYSTER SITUATION 
BALTIMJRE MEETING, OCT. 19, 1944. MIMEOGR, 2P. 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, UYSTEKS 1 POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1956 ATLANTIC ~ATERFJWL COUNCIL 
VIRGINIA WATERFOWL IDENTIFICATION GUIDE 
kEPRINTtD fROM VT. IDENTIFICATION GUIDE PUBL 1955 
VIKGINIA, wATERfOwL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1952 AUDUBON SOCIETY OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUM~IA 
THE POT!Ji''IAC VALLEY - HISTORY AND PROSPECT 
P.l-44 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, fUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED!, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1964 AULU OV 
WASTE DISPOSAL AND wATER SUPPLY 
ADDKESS PRESENTED TU THE WINTER MEETING Of THE INTERSTATE COHH ON THE 
PUTUMAC RIVER BASIN, ARLINGTON, VA 1 JANUARY 23, 1964 
CHESAPEAKt BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1974 AXELRAD OM fT Al 
fUNCTiuN uf MARSHES IN REDUCING EUTROPHICATION OF ESTUARIES OF THE MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC REGION 
VIMS UNPUtlLISHED MANUSCRIPT !GRANT REP) 
tlUOGcTING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITROGEN, 
PHO>PHGRUS, SALT MARSHES, WATER QUALITY 
26 
1976 AXELRAD OM ET AL 
NITROGEN, PHOSPHORUS, AND CARBON FLUX IN CHESAPEAK~ BAY MARSHES 
VA WATER RESOURCES RES CTR, VPI, BULL 79 IVIMS CONTRIB 767) 
MARSHES, NUTRIENTS, TRANSFER, VIRGINIA, 
1972 AYERS H 
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE SUSQUEHANNA TRA~ITION IN THE POTOMAC VALLEY 
CATHOLIC U~IVERS!TY Uf AMERICA PHD DISS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
11185 BAtlCUCK WC 
REPORT OF SHAD OPERATIONS CONDUCTED AT FORT WASHINGTON, MARYLAND, IN THE 
SPRING Of 1d83 
U.S. FISH CJMM REP 11, 1035-1D42 
AME~ICAN SHAD, CHtSAPEAKE dAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1886 BABCOCK >'liC 
REPORT OF OPERATIONS AT FORT >'liASHINGTONo MARYLAND, FOR lHE PURPOSE OF 
COLLECTING SHAD tGGS DURING THE SEASON OF ldti4 
u.s. FISH COMM REP 12, 1ti9-l97 
AMERiCAN SHAD, CHESAPtAK~ bAY, FISH EG~S, fiSH PG?ULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1~6o BACK W 
HYDROCHEMICAL FACIES AND GROUND-WATER FLOW PATTERNS IN NORTHERN PART OF 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
US GEOL SURV PROF PAP 4911-A 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER 
MOVEMENT, HYOROGt:ULiJGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MIUDLE ATLANTII. tHGHT 
1974 BADGER CJ 
VIRGINIA'S BARRIER ISLANDS; LAST LENGTH IN A FRAGILE CHAIN 
VA WILDLIFE 35131,6-7 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, tASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ISOBARS, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
I941 BAILEY JW 
GROWING OYSTERS IN THE YORK RIVER 
VIMS .MS 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
21 
1956 BAILEY R 
SOME INHABITANTS Of CHESAPEAKE SAY, ANIMALS OF JELLY 
VA wiLDLIFE 171~1,12-13 IVIHS CONTRIS b6) 
lHESAPEA~E BAY, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES~ STINGING ~ETTLES~ 
VIRGINIA 
1965 BAILEY RL 
AN OCCURRENCE OF FUNDULUS LUCIA AT WACHAPREAGUE, VIRGINIA 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
CHESAPtAKE tlAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE JVA-MDI• KILLIFISHES, 
hACrlAP~EAGUE,VA, OSTEOLOGY 
1954 BAILEY RS 
ROC~FISH FOR THE FISHERMAN 
VA WILDLIFE 1513),ZO-Z1 IVIMS CONTR!S 50) 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SPOKT FISH 
1960 BAILEY RS 
INHABITANTS OF CHESAPEAKE SAY. I. ANIMALS OF JELLY 
VIMS EDUC SER 11 
CH~SAPEAKE ~AY, HYOROZLA, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING 
NflTLES, ~YSTEMAIICS 
1964 BAILEY RS, HAVEN OS 
MILfOIL - A FRILLY WtED THAT RUINS YOUR SPORT 
VA ~ILDLIFE 25(31,14-16 
AQUATIL PLANTS, HERBICIDES, 2,6-DICHLOSENIL, VIRGINIA, 
1~09 BAK~R BN ET AL 
REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION Of MARYLAND FOR 190B-1909 
BALTIMORf, MD, 204P. 
UNAVAILAbLt FOR REVIEW 
1~69 BAKANS CA 
UISTRI8UTION, GROWTH AND BEHAVIOR OF THE SPOTTED HAKE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BIGHT 
VIMS THl~IS (CULL wiLLIAM AND MARYI 
BENittlC fAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAYr FISH BEHAVIOR, YORK RIVER 
28 
1972 BARANS CA 
SPOTTED HAKE, UROPHYCIS REGIUS, OF THE YORK RIVER ANO LOWER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SCI 13111,59-68 IVIMS CONTRIB ~391 
FISH POPULATIONS. GRO~TH RATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGiNIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1973 BARD H, KNITCHKOFF R 
A STOCHASTIC MODEL FOR THE JAMES 
VA POLYTc~HNIC IN~T, WATER RESOURCES RES CENTER, BLACKSBURG, VA 
CUMPUTtk MODELS, FRESHWATEK, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MOUELS, HODEL 
STUDIES, SEwAGE Ol~POSAL, STATISTICAL MODELS, VIRGINIA, ~ATEK TEMPERATURE 
1974 BARD H, KRUTCHKOFF RG 
PREDICTING POLLUTION IN THE JAMES ESTUARY 
VA POLYTECH INST BULL 70 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, JAMeS RIVER, MUDfL STUDIES, STOCHASTIC PROCESSES, 
VIRGINIA, WATtR POLLuTION, WATER YUALITY CONTROL 
1971 BARNARD TA 
THE ROLE OF AN ANADROMOUS FISH, THE ALEWifE, ALOSA PSEUUUrlARENGUS 
IWILSONl, IN PE~TIC!OE TRAN~PORT 
VIMS THESIS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARYI 
ALEwiVES, ALOSIOS, ANADROMUUS fiSH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DOT, JAMES RIVER, 
PESTICIUE RESIDUES, PJTUMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVtk 
195~ BARNES H 
ReGARDING THE SOUTHERN LIMITS OF BALANUS BALANOIDES L. 
OIKOS 9121,139-157 
DISTRIBUTION, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
1964 BARNES RC 
INFRARED RADIATION THERMOMETER, AN EVALUATION 
U. S. BUR SPORT fiSH AND WILDLIFE, BUR CIR 202, 60-68 IVIMS CONTRIB 1821 
EQUIPMENT, EVALUATION, TECHNOLOGY, THERMOMETERS, VIRGINIA 
29 
1971 BARRICK SO ET AL 
THE CHESAPEAKE dAY tHBLlOGRAPHY, VOLUME "I. THE JAMES IUI/£8, 
"VIMS SPEC SCI REP 58 
BldLIUGRAPHIES, JA~ES RIV~Rt VIRGINIA 
1966 BARROW JH ET AL 
FLUORES~ENI-ANTI~UDY STUDIES OF HAPLOSPORIOIAN PARASITES OF OYSiERS IN 
CHcSAPEA~~ AND UELAWARE BAY 
SCIENCE 153137~31, 1~31-1533 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FlUORESCENCE, HSX, OYSTERS, 
SPORES 
1976 BARTBERGER CE 
SEDIMENT SOUfi.CES AND SEDIMENTATION RATES, CHINCOTEAGUE BAY, MARYLAND AND 
VJ:{G1NIA 
J SiOIMENTAkY PETROLOGY 46121 326-336 
~RJSIUN, SEDIMENTATION KATES, VIRGIN:A, 
1974 dAKTON-ASCHMAN ASSOCIATES, INC 
THF RICii.'IONO Rt:GIDN - A HAN FOR PLANNING MANAGEMENT 
RI~H~UND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT COMMISSION, 198 P 
RICii;~UNu fi.~GIUNAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MAPS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1975 BASKETTE CW JR 
MAI~TENANCE OREDGI~G R~STORES VIRGINIA BEACHES 
WORLD DKEUGING ANJ MARINE CONSTRUCTION 11161 48-52 
VIRGINIA oEACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, bEACHES, 
CHESAPtAKt SAY, COASTAL ENGINEERING, DREDGING, E~UIPMENT 
1971 BATKINS JF, WHITE FR 
A "'Ull Ill! SC IPLI NARY LAND-USE STUDY IN VIRGIN I A BEACH, 1/IRGIN.IA, 
METHODOLOGY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
NAf SCI FOUND TECH fi.EP 1 OLD DOMINION UNIII RES FOUND, NORFOLK, VA 
BIOTA, E~ONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECJEDl, GEOLOGY, LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
30 
1965 BAUSERMAN S 
THE OCCURKENCE OF FECAL PELLETS IN THE SUSPENDED SEDIMENTS IN THE JAitES 
RIVER 
VIM~ NAT SCI FOUND REP 
BIOOEPOSiriON, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, Vlfi.GINIA 
1966 BAYLEY S 
RECENT DECLINE IN THE DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF EURASIAN HllFOil IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 9131,173-131 
AQUATIC PLANTS, CHtSAPEAKE BAY, PATHOLOGY, PLANT POPULATIONS, Pl~Nl 
VIRUSE:> 
1894 BAYLOR JB 
SUfi.VE¥ OF OYSTER GROJNO-dAYLOR SJRVEY 
VA FISH COMM 
BEDS UND~R WATER, ~YSTEk INDUSTRY, PUBLIC LANDS, VIRGINIA, 
1968 !lEAL KL 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE dLUEdACK HERRING ALDSA AESTIVALIS IMITCHILLl 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
ALOSIDS, olUEdACK HtKRING, GROWTH RATES, KAP~AHANNOCK RIVER, SPAnNING, 
VIRGINIA 
1911 BEAL KL 
kESOUfi.CES, ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS AND TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS IN 
CHESAPEAKt dAY 
COLLU~ INT EXPLOR OCEANS llll 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, ENVlfi.GNMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, HYDRAULIC MDDtlS, 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
1!!91 BEAN BA 
FISHES COLLECTED BY WilliAM P. SEAL IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, AT CAPE CHARLES 
CITY, VIKGINIA, SEPTEMUER lo TO OCTOBER 3, 1890 
U,S. NAT MUS PROC 14 1 83-94 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 1/IRGINJA 
31 
18133 tli::AN TH 
NOTES ON FISHES OBSERVED AT THE HEAD uF CHESAPEAKE oAY IN THE SPRING OF 
1B~2, AND UPON OTHtR SPECIES Of THE SAME REGION 
U.S. NAT MUS 6, 365-367 
~HfSAPlAKE BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL OISTRitlUTION 
1940 tlEATTY KC, MULLOY WJ 
WILLIAM 6YRU'S NATURAL HISTORY OF VIRGINIA 
DIETZ PRESS. RICHMOND, VA 
HISfUkY, NATURAL RESOUKCES, VIRGINIA, 
1974 BEAUCHAMP KG 
MARINE ~NVIRONMENTAL PLANNING GUIDE FOR THE HAMPTON ROADS, NORFOLK NAVAL 
UPERAT lNG AREA 
U.S. NAVAL OCEANDGR Off SPEC PUBL 250 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS !wATER), ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
GEOLOGY, PLANNING, SEA ~ATER, ~AVES (WATER), WINDS, HAMPTON ROADS 
1932 BEAVEN GF 
A SfUOY OF THE BIOLOGY AND ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE Of THE BLUE CRAB 
CHES BIUL LAB UNPUBL MS 
b!ULUGY, CKAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1953 BEAVEN GF 
A PRELIMINARY REPCRT ON SOME EXPERIMENTS WITH THE PRODUCTION AND 
TRA~SPLANTING OF SOUTH CAROLINA SEED OYSTERS TO CERTAIN WATERS OF THE 
Ci1t.SAP~AKi: AREA 
GULF ANO CARibd FISH INST, PROC 5, 115-122 
CHb5APEAKE BAY, bASTE~~ SHORE IVA-MD), MARYLANO, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
SUUTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
I960 BEAVEN GF 
wATER MILFOIL INVASION OF TIDEWATER AREAS 
MD DEP RES EOUC REF 60-28 
AQ0ATIC WE~U CONT~OL, AQUATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE 8AY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
32 
1960 BEAVEN GF 
WATER MILFOIL STUDIES IN THE CHESAPEAKE AREA 
MD UEP RES EDUC REF 60-52 
AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, A~UATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE b~Y, H~RBICIDES 
1951 ~ECK WR, MASSMANN WH 
MIGRATORY dEHAV!OR OF THE RAINWATeR FISH, LUCANIA PARVA, IN THE YORK 
Rl VER, VIRGINIA 
CUPEIA 121, 17o IVIMS CONTKIB 3LI 
FiSH POPULATIONS, MIGRATIUN PATTERNS, VIRGINIA, YGAK RIVER 
1973 BECKER CD ET AL 
REGIONAL SURV~Y Uf MARINE BIOTA FOR BIOASSAY STANDAkDILATION Qf OIL AND 
OIL DISPERSANT CHEMICALS 
AMEN PETR~L INST PUdL 4167 
BIOASSAY, diOTA, CHEMICAL WASTES, OIL wASTES, UNITED STATES 
1971 BEERS RF ET AL 
THE CHESAPEAKE tlAY 1 A RESEARCH PROGRAM TO ASSIST IN BETTER MANAGEMENT OF 
COMPLEX ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 1 UNIV MD, AND VIMS 
CHESAPtAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, RESEArtCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1973 BEETLE DE 
A CHECKLIST OF THE LAND AND FReSHWATER MOLLUS~S JF VIRGINIA 
STEKKIANA 19, 21-35 
DlSTRIBUfiUN, GAST~OPOOS, MOLLUS~S, VIRGINIA, 
1963 BEJTCH I 
A HISTOMOKPHOLOGICAL COMPARISON OF THE URINARY SYSTEMS IN THE SERRANID 
FISHES, KOCCUS SAXATILIS AND ROCCUS AMERICANUS 
LHES SCI 41 ll, 75-63 
BASS, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, MOKPHOLOGY, STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH, HISTOLOGICAl 
INVESTIGATIONS 
33 
l\157 BENAH.DE MA 
ANTIBIOTIC RESIDUES IN SHELLFISH AFTER COOU.f!IG 
JAKE~ DIETETIC ASS 33111),11~5-1149 
CKAtl INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
1957 BE:NAKDE MA 
EVALUATION UF CLORPACTIN WCS-50 AS A BACTERICIDAL WASH FOR CRAB AND OYSTER 
Mt AT~ 
APPLIED MICROBIOL 5(3),137-140 
BACTERIA, CRAtl INDUST~Y, FOGUS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
1957 BENARDE MA 
HEAT PlNETRATJON INTO PRECOOKED FROZEN CRAB CAKES 
J MILK AND FUOU TfCH LOt 30/-311 
CRA8 INDUSTRY, fOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
195!! BENARDE MA 
O~SERVATIONS ON THE SPOILAGE OF CRABMEAT 
J MIL~ AND fOOD TECH 21, 307-311 
CRAtl INDUSTRY, FOUUS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
1956 BENARDE MA 
COMPARISON UF TAP AND DISTILLED WATER ANTIBIOTIC DIP SOLUTJONS ON STORAGE 
LIFE Of FRESH CRAB HEAT 
ANTIBIOTICS ANNU l\157-1958, P.224-228 
CRA3 INDUSTKY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
1959 BENARDE HA 
STUUY riNDS FROZEN PRECOOKED CRAB CAKES HEATING DIRECTIONS INADEQUATE AS 
STATED 
QUICK FROZEN FOODS P.21, 43 
CRAtl INDUSTRY, FISHERieS, FOODS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILAIILE .FOil .REVIEW 
1957 B~NAROE MA, LITTLEfORD RA 
A~JTIBIDflC TREATMENT Of CRAB AND OYSTER MEATS 
APPLIED MICROBIOL 5(6),368-372 
CRA~ INOUSTKY, FGUOS 1 OYSTER INOUSTRY 1 PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CKAB 
1973 BENDER ME 
A PROGRAM TO MONITOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF SHIPYARD EXPANSION 
VIMS MANUSCKIPT 
BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DkEOGING, HEAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, 
S.EOIMENl~TION, SILTING, SPOIL DISPOSAL, HAMPTUN ROADS 
1972 BE~DER ME ET AL 
HeAVY METALS- AN INVENTORY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 
WASH ACAO SCI J 6212),144-153 IVIHS CONTKIB 435) 
biOTA, OJSTRIBUTIUN, HEAVY MeTALS, JAMtS RIVER, MERCURY, OYSTERS, 
RAPPAHAN~UCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1973 BENDER HE ET AL 
A POST-OPERATIONAL STUDY OF THE JAMES RIVEK IN THE VICINITY Of HOG POINT 
VIMS GRANT REP S.uuHITTED TO VA ELECTRIC AND POWER CU 
EleCTRIC POWER PKuDUCTION, JAMES RIVEK, ~HYTU~LANKlUN, PLANKTON, POWER 
PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1974 BENDER ME ET AL 
EFFECT OF AN OIL SPILL ON BeNTHIC ANIMALS IN THE LOwER YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
NAT BUK STANDARDS PU3 409 257-259 I~AR POLL MUNITOKIN6-PETROL, PROC OF A 
SYMP 1~741 IVIMS LONTKIB o£j) 
BtNTHIC FAUNA, INTlRTIUAL AKEAS, OIL, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1974 BfNDEK ME, CORRELL DL 
THE US£: Of WETLANDS AS NUTKIENT REMOVAL SYSTEMS 
CHES RES CONSOKT IPUtl 29 AND VIHS CONTRIB 624), 12 P 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, NlTKOGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
PHOSPHORUS, RAUIOISUTOPE:S, TIDAL MARSHeS, YORK RIVER, RHODE RIVER 
1974 BENDER HE, HUGGeTT RJ 
THE EFFECT UF TROPICAL STORK AGNES ON HEAVY KETAL AND PESTICIDE RESIDUES 
IN THE EASTERN OYSTEK FROM SOUTHERN CHESAPEAKE dAY 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HEAVY METALS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAKES RIVEK, OYSTERS, 
PESTICIDE RESIDUES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STOKH5, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
35 
1961 BERG 1. 
A CLAS~IriCATION Of FISHES EXTRACTED FROM •CLASSIFICATION OF FISHES BOTH 
RECENT A~D FOSSIL• 12ND EDITJONl 
VIMS MS 
LLASSiriCATIO~, FISH 
1971 tlE:RGliFFf:N il IEDl 
CITIZENS PRliLRAM FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONF REP, SEPT 16-ltl, UNIV MD, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
ilOATI~!G, ~HESAPEAKE bAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LONG-TERM 
PlANI'ill'iG, «ELREAlltJr~, TRANSPLJRTATIL.N 
1911 GERRY EW 
CORRELATION Of THt POTOMAC FORMATIONS 
MD GEOL Suo<V, lOwER L.il.E:TACEOUS, 20P. 
CHE~APcAKt BAV, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
19lt t>ERRY EW 
A REVISION OF SEVERAL GENERA OF GYMNOSPERMOUS PLANTS FROM THE POTOMAC 
GROUP IN MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
U.S. ~AT ~US, Po<GC 40(1a2l),~B9-31B 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, DISTRitlUT!ON, PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
1957 i"SEVAN AC 
GEOLOGIC ANCESTRY OF THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA 
VA J SCI d, 19-:S4 
GE:UMUR~HOLOGV, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, VORK RIVER 
113~2 !lltl131NS A 
ON THE UISTRluUTION OF CORDYLOPHORA IN THE CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES, AND THE 
CHARA~TER UF ITS HABITAT 
MD ACAC ~CI, TRANS 11N.S.),213-22H 
AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
36 
1969 SICK KF, COCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE ~JLLJAHSSURG, HOG ISLAND, AND BACONSCA~TLE QUADRANGLES, 
VIRGI~IA 
VA DJV MINEKAL RESOURCES, REP Of INVEST 18 
DEPOSITION ISEUIME:NJSl, GEOLOGIC l~VESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JANES 
RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
1915 BIGELOW HB 
EXPLOMAliON OF ThE COAST WATERS BET~EEN NOVA SCOTIA ANil CHESAPEAKE 
BAY ••• 8CEANOGKAPHY ANU PLANKTON 
HARVARD MUS COMP ZOOL BULL 5~14),149-35~ 
ChtSAPEAKE ~AY, CURRENTS I~ATERl, DENSITY, HYDROGRAPHY, NORTHEAST u.s., 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATeR TeMPERATURE 
1933 BIGELOW HB 
STUDIES OF THE WATERS ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF, CAPE COD TO CHESAPE~KE 
BAY. PT. 1--CYCLE Of T~MPERATURE 
MIT A~U WHUI PAPE~S IN PHYS UC~ANOGR AND METE:OROL 214l 
CONTINENTAL SHtLf, wATtK TEMPERATURE, MIDDle ATLANTIC ~IGHT 
1935 BIGELOW HB, SEARS M 
STUDIES OF THE WA£ERS ON ThE CONTINENTAL SHELF, CAPE COO TO CHESAPEAKE 
BAY. PT. 2--SALJ~lTY 
MIT ANU WHO! PAPEk5 IN PHYS OCEANUGR AND METEOROL 4(1J 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, SALINITY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC a!GHT 
1939 BIGELOW HB, SEARS M 
STUDIES OF THE WATER~ Of THE CUNTINENTAL SHELf, CAPE CUD TO CHESAPEAKE 
BAY. III. A VOLUMETRIC STUDY OF THE ZOOPLANKTON 
HARVARD UNIV. HEM MUS COMP LOOL 5414l,lH1-37d 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, ZOOPLANKTON, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
N*D* BIGELOW RH 
ANALYSIS OF MULTIUNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY CENTERS IN VIRGINIA 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, UNIVEkSITIES, VIRGINIA, 
37 
1963 BIGGS RB 
DEP0$1TIUN AND EAKLY DIAGENESIS OF MODERN CHESAPEAKE BAY MUDS 
LEHIGH UNIV, MAR SCI CENTER !PHD DISSl 
CH~SAP~A(E tlAY, DEPO~ITI0N ISEDIM~NTS), DIAGENESIS, SEDIMENTATION 
1967 tliGGS RB 
TH~ SHJ!MUHS Of CIII.:SAPEAKE BAY 
I~ AMlk ASS ADVANCEMENT OF SCI, ESTUARIES, P.239-260 
CHEMJC~L $TKATifl~~TIJN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEDIMENTATION 
1'163 BIGGS -'i:l 
"OPTICAL GKAINSIL~" OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI ~. 261-266 
CHeSAPEAKE uAY, SILE, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
196o BIGGS RB 
ENV I RfJN,'1ENT AL EffECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL Dl SPOSAL 
AME-' SOC CIVIL ENG SANIT ENG DIV 94ISAJl,477-467 
ORLDGI~G 1 NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER ANALYSIS, 
wiNOS, S~OIL DISPOSAL 
1966 tiiGGS RB, wETZEL CD 
CONCENTRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THE HALOCLIN~ IN CHESAPEAKE 
BA'r' 
LIMNUL AND OCEANOGR 1311) 1 169-170 
CARi3UHYDRAT~S, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, SUSPENDEU 
LOAD 
l96B BINGHAM TR 
AN IN DEPTH STUDY OF FORAMINIFERAL DISTRIBUTIONS IN RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
SEDIMENTS 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
FOKAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
3B 
1971 BIOSPHERICS INCORPORATED 
STUDY OF THE POSSIBLE RULE 0F POLLUTION IN THE PREVALENCE OF SEA NETTLES 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
BIOSPHERICS INC, RLCKVILLE, MD 
CENSUS, METAi:IOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
N*D* BIRCHFIELD J 
THE POTUMAC RIVER VALLEV, AN OBJECT LESSON FUR DEVELOPMENT BY INTERSTATE 
CO-OPERATION 
REPRINT FKUM THE EVENING STAR 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, !~DJSTRIAL ~ASTES, PLANNING, POTJM~C RIVER, RECREATION 
FACILITIES, RUNOfF, SEhAGE DISPOSAL, WATER QuALITY 
1883 Biil.S!: EA 
NOTES ON THE OEV£~ -~~NT Of PANOPAEUS SAYL (SMITH} 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, STUD GlUL LAti 2{j),~i!-4Lo 
LIFE HISTJRY STUDl~i, UNAVA!LAtiLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 BISHOP JW 
CTENOPHORES OF TH~ CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPL),S98-~100 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY 1 CTENOPHORES, JELLYFISH 
1933 BISHOPP FC ET AL 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF A MOSQUITO SURVEY IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SECTION 
ENTOMOL SO~ OF wASHINGTON, PROC 35, 1-6 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIPTERA, DISTRIBUTION, INSECTS, MOSQUITOES 
1962 BLACK RE 
RESPIRATION, ELECTRON-TRANSPORT ENZYMES, AND KREBS-CYCLE ENZYMES IN EARLY 
DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF THt OYSTER CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
BIOL BULL 123, Sd-70 IVIHS CONTRIB 116) 
EMBRYONIC GROwTH STAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS. RESPIRATION 
39 
1962 BLACK RE 
THE CONCENTRATIONS OF SOME ENZYMES OF THE CITRIC ACID CYCLE AND ELECTRON 
TRANS~ORT SYSTEM IN THE LARGE GRANULE SECTION OF EGGS AND TROCHOPHORES OF 
THE OYSTER ••• 
BIOL tlULL 123, 71-79 IVIMS CONTRIB 1171 
EMdkYONIC GROWTH ~TAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPIRATION 
1964 dLACK RE, PENGELLEY ET 
AL~HA AMYLASE DEVELOPMENT IN EMBRYOS OF CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
~IOL BULL 126, 1~Y-204 IVIMS CONTRIB 1541 
EMBRYONIC GROwTH ~TAGE, ENZYMES, OYSTERS 
1973 BLACK RE, WEdB KL 
METAtlJLISM OF 1311 IN RELATION TO STROBILATION OF CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA 
ISCY~HUZOAI 
~U~P ~IOCHEM PHYSIOL 45A, 1023-1029 IVIMS CONTRIB 5121 
JELLYFISH, METABOLISM, SCYPHOZOA 
1~86 BLACKFORD EG 
CARP IN AN I~STALLMENT OF SHAD FROM JAMES RIVER 
U.S. FISH CUMM BULL FOR 1884, 4 0 112 
A~E~ICA~ SHAD, CARP, DISTRldUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1970 BLAIR CH 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, NOTES AND SKETCHES 
TIJEwATEH PUBLISHERS, CAMBRIDGE, MO 
CH~~APEAKE dAY, CLIMATES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT 
IDt~Tl~I~ATION, COMMERCE 
1~73 BlAKe E 
OSPREY, THE LANDLORD Of THE BIRO WORLD 
>All, JA~UARYI1~731,138-l39 
BIKD EGGS, ~ATERFOWLt OSPREYS 
40 
1964 BLAKE NJ 
SOME PHOTOTACTIC RE>PONSES OF THE OPOSSUM SHRIHP, NEOHYSIS AMERICANA 
SMITH 
VIHS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
CRUSTACEANS, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, PAHUNKEY RIVER, VERTICAL MIGRATION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, HYSIDS 
1~68 BLANCHARD FS, STONE WT 
A CRUISING GUIDE TO THt CHESAPEAKE 
DODO, HEAD AND CO~PANY, NEW YORK 
BOATING, CHESAPEA~E HAY, HARoORS, NAVIGAdLE RIVERS 
1967 BOBS WH, tlROGDON NJ JR 
DYE DISPERSION PATTERNS FOR THREE OUTFALL LOCATIONS FOR THE WARWICK RIVER 
SEWAGE TReATMENT PLANT. HYDRAULIC MODEl INVESTIGATION 
uS ARMY ENG WATERWAYS EXP STA. VICKSeURG, MISS 
DYE RELEASES, HYDKAULIC MODELS, RIVER fLOW, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, TIDAL EfFeCTS, VIRGINIA, WAR~ICK RIVER 
1954 BODINE AA 
CHESAPEAKE eAY AND TIDEWATER 
2ND ED, BODINE A~D A~SUClATES, DISTRIBUTED ~y VIKING PRESS, BALTIMORE, MD 
CHESAPEAKE eAY, HI>TJRY, UNAVAILABL~ FOR REVIEW 
1971 dOESCH OF 
DISTRioUTIUN AND STRUCTURE OF BENTHIC COMMUNITIES IN A GRADIENT ESTUARY 
VIMS OISS ICOLL WILLIAM ANU MARY) 
BeNTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, PAMUNKEY RIVER, YORK 
RIVeR 
1971 BOESCH OF 
ON THe OCCURRENCE OF PINNIXA LUNZI GLASSELL IDECAPODAr PINNOTHEAIOA~I OFF 
VIRGINIA, USA 
CRUSTACEANA 20121,219-220 (VIMS CONTRIB 3661 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MO), VIRGINIA 
41 
1972 BOESCH OF 
SPECIES OI~ERSITY uF MARINE MACROBENTHOS IN THE VIRGINIA AREA 
CHES SCI 13131,20o-211 IVIHS CONTR!B 460) 
BENTHOS, CHESAPtAKt BAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DISTRIBUTION, DIVERSIFICATION, 
JA~ES KIVE~, POPULATION, YORK RIVER, SHANNONS THEUREUH 10, HAMPTON ROADS 
1r;76 BUESCH OF ET AL 
EFFECTS UF Tku~ICAL STORM AGNES ON SOFT-BOTTOM MACROBENTHIC COMMUNITIES OF 
THE JAMES AND Y~~K ESTUARIES AND THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 17141 24o-Z59(VIMS CONTRIB 7421 . 
R!CH~JNO K~G!ONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHOS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ENVIR0NMENIAL Eff~LTS, JAMES RIVER, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, SALINE 
~AIEk-~KESH~ATE~ INTERFACES, SALINITY, STORMS, YOR~ RIVER 
1974 BOESCH OF, DIAl RJ 
NEw RECORDS OF PERACA~ID CRUSTACEANS fROM OLIGOHALINE WATERS OF THE 
CHtSAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 1~111,56-59 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY 
1969 BOICOURT W 
A NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE SALINITY DISTRIBUTiON IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE SAY 
CHES ~AY INST TECH ~EP 54 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SALINITY 
1973 BOICOURT WC 
THE CIRCULATION OF WATER ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY TO 
CAPt HATTERAS 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIY PHD'DlSS 
CHESAPLAKE BAY, CIRCULATION, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CURRENTS IWATER), 
VlrtGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC ~IGHT 
1972 BOLAND JJ 
THE FATE Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY, SOCID-ECONOHIC ASPECTS 
WASHINGTO~ ACAD SCI, J 62121,102-108 
CHESAP~AKE tiAY, lCONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER PLANJS, SOCIAL 
A~PECT~, THERMAL POLLUTION 
42 
1972 BOLAND RA JR 
EFFECTS OF PROPOSED DOCK EXPANSION AT NEkPORT NEWS ON TIDES, CURRENTS, AND 
SHOALING. HYDRAULIC MODEL INVESTIGATION 
US ARMY ENG WATEkWAY~ EXP STA. VICKSBURG, MISS 
CHANNELS, DOCKS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, RIVER FLOW, SHOALS, TIDES, 
VIRGIN!A 
1972 BOLAND RA JR 
EFF~CT5 OF PROPOSED EXTENSION OF CRANEY ISLAND DISPOSAL AREA ON TIDES, 
CURRENTS, AND SALINITIES 
US ARMY ENG WATtR~AY~ EXP ~TA. ~ICKSBURG, MISS 
LU~HENTS (~ATERI, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, ~IRGINIA 
1969 BOLAND RA J~, 60SB WH 
EFFECTS OF PRUPU~~G ELIZABETH RIVER DIKE ON TIDES, CURRENTS, SALINITIES, 
AND SHOALING. HY~.~ULlC MODtL INVESTIGATION 
US ARMY ENG ~ArE .:~YS ~XP STA. VICKStiURG, HISS 
DIKES, ELIZABETH ~!VERt HYUkAULIC M0u~LS 1 RIVER FLOW, SALINITY, SHOALS, 
TIDES, VIRGINIA 
1971 BOLUS RL ET ~L 
THE DESIGN OF TH~ MONITORING SYSTEM FOR THE THERMAL EFFECT STUDY Of THE 
SUR~Y ~UCLEAR PO~Ek PLANT ••• 
VIMS SRAMSOE 16 
INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS, THERMAL ~ATER, VIRGINIA 
1973 BOLUS RL ET AL 
THE DESIGN OF A THERMAL MONITORING SYSTEM 
MAR TECH SoC J 7111,36-40 I~IMS CONTRIB 5381 
INSTRUMENTATION, JAMES RIV~R, MONITORING, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS, THERMAL wATER, VIRGINIA 
19oo BOND GC, MEADE RH 
SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS Of MINERAL GRAINS SUSPENDED IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
NEARBY COASTAL ~ATERS 
CHES SCI 7, 20B-212 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DEPOSITION ISEDIMENTSJr SESTON 
43 
197j tiUON DA 
IRu~, ZINC, HAGN~SiuH, AND COPPER CONCENTRATIONS IN BODY HEAT OF THE BLUE 
CKA3, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
CHES SCI 14121,143-144 
CHEMICAL ANALY~IS, CRABS, FOODS, BLUE CRAB 
1972 aucc. oo 
!tiE ~EO PIGMENT IN DiSCOLORED OYSTERS AND SOFT-SHELLED CLAMS FROM THE 
CHESAPEAKE !)A\' 
CHE~ SCI 1j{4l,334-jj5 {CJNTRIB 520, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
CHESAPeAKe aAY, CLAMS, OY~TEkS, PIGMENTS 
1973 cWON JD II I 
~~JIM~NI TKA~SPJKT P~JCESSES IN A SALT HARSH DRAINAbE SYSTEM 
VI·% JISS !CULL ~ILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, tA~TcKN SnORE IVA-MD), SALT MARSHES, SEDIMeNT TRANSPORT, 
VIR(;INIA 
1974 dOON JO III 
OPTIMIZED MeASUREMENTS OF DISCHARGE AND SUSPENDED SEDIMENT TKAN~PORT IN A 
SALT MARSH DKAINAG~ SYSTEM 
(NST G~OL tiASSIN A~UITAINE, HEM 7, 67-73 {VIMS CONTRIB 6021 
CHANNEL FLO~, EA~TERN ~HORE IVA-MOl, SALT MARSHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
197~ JlJON JO Ill 
IIJAL DIS~HARGE ASYMMETRY IN A SALT HARSH DRAINAGE SYSTeM 
Ll~N'JL Ar,J UCEANOG 20{1) 71-dO {VIM$ CONTRIB 6301 
~AST~~~ ~HG~E PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CURRENTS (~ATEK), EA~TERN SHORE 
{VA-~0), Flu~ MEA~UKEMENT, HYDRAULICS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
19 U. tlclflN JO II I, LYNCH MP 
TIDAL DATUM PLANES AND TIDAL BOUNDARIES AND THEIR USE AS LEGAL BOUNDARIES. 
A SfJ,JY I TH RECOHI'\ENDATIONS FUR VIRGINIA 
VIMS ~KA SOt 22 
~UU~UAKi S LPRUPERTYl, LEGAL ASPECTS, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
44 
196B dOON JD III, MACINTYRE wG 
THE tlOMON-SALINITY RELATION~HIP IN ESTUARI~E ~EOIMtNT~ JF TH~ KAPP~HANNO~~ 
RIVER, Vlt<GH~IA 
CH~~ SCI ~, 21-26 IVIMS CJNTR!b 265) 
dOKON, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ESTUARIES, RAPPAHANNCC~ RIVER, SALINITY, 
SEDIMtNTS, VIRGINIA 
1962 BOil.N Jw 
LIFE CYCLE SJUDIES UF NEMATOPSIS 
VIM$ NAT SCI FUUND REP 
CRAdS, JAMES RIV~K, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PARASifi~M, SEASONAL 
DISTRIHUTIUN, VIKG!NLA 
1968 BOSCH HF, TAYLOR ~R 
MARINE CLAUUCERAh~ I~ THE CHESAPEAKE BAY E~TUA~Y 
CRUSTACEANA 1~ 1b1-164 !CriES aAY lNST CUNTK!d 110l 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, DI~T~IBUTIUN PATTERNS, ZUUPLA~~TJN 
1970 BOSCH HF, TAYLOR ~k 
ECULUGY UF PUUUN PJLVPHEMOIJES !CRUSTACEA, dRANCHIP00Al IN THE CrllSAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SAY INST TECH REP 66 
CHeSAPEAKE BAY, CKU~TACEANS, SAMPLING, ~EASONAL JI~T~Io0TION 
1973 BOSCH HF, TAY~OR Wk 
DIURKAL VERTICAL MIGRATION Uf AN ESTUARINE CLADUCE~AN, PUUON 
PGLYPHEMC!DES, it. THE CHESAPEAKE oAY 
MAR i:liOl 19, 172-li>l ICUNIK!a 1b5, CHf~ tiAY J,~ST, Jl1HNS HOPKINS UNIV, 
BALTIMORE, MDI 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, DIURNAL DI~TRIBUTICN, ZOUPLANKTU~ 
l'J/3 BOSCH HF, TAYLUil. wR 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE CLAOUC~RAN POOON POLYPHENO!U~~ IN THt CHESAPEAKE 8AY 
MAR B!OL 19, 161-171 ICONTRIB 1o4, CHES 8AY I~ST, JLHNS HOPKINS UNIV, 
BALTIMORE, MD l 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, UISTRIBUTIUN, POPULATION, ZOOPLANKTON 
45 
1970 BOSS KJ, WASS Ml 
NORTHWARO RANGE EXTENSION OF CYCLINELLA TENUIS RECLUS 
NAUTILUS d3131 1 llL-ll3 IVIHS CONTRIS 329) 
CLAM~, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, INVERTEBRATES 
1976 BOULE ME 
GEOMORPHIC INTERPRETATION OF VEGETATION ON FISHERMAN ISLAND, VIRGINIA 
VIMS TH~SIS ICOLL OF ~M AND MARY) 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGE, CHESAPEAKE SAY, GEOMORPHOLOGY. 
ISLANDS, PLANT GROuPINGS, VE~ETATION 
1969 BOUSFIELD EL 
NEW RtCORDS OF GAMMARUS !CRUSTACEA AHPHIPODA) FROM THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
REGION 
CHES SCI 10, l-17 
AMPHIPGDA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIV~R, PUTUMAC kiVEK, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1963 BOnDE N EV 
DEVELUPMtNT OPPORTUNITIES FOR VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE 
OLu DOMINION UNIV, NORfOLK, VA 
EASTEKN SHORE IVA-MOl, tCuNOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, 
GEO~KAPH!CAL REGIONS, INUUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, RECREATION, TOURISM 
19J9 BOWERS GM 
JAMES RIVER IMPROVEMENT PROJECT 
MAK i'<EwS 26, 35-36 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILiTY, JAHES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1939 BOWERS GM 
TRANSPORTATION ON THE JAMES RIVER 
MAR NtWS 26, 40-43 1 51 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
46 
197~ BOWKER DE ET AL 
CORRELATION OF ERTS MULTISPECTRAL IMAGERY WITH SUSPENOE~ MATTER AND 
CHLOROPHYLL IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP 327, PAPER M-4, 12~1-1297 
BATHYMETRY, CHESAPtAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLL, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 
SATELLITES IAKTlfiCIALl, SUSPE~DEu LOAD, Vl~GINIA 
1961 BOWMAN TE 
THE COPEPOO GENUS ACARTIA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI L, 206-207 
CHESAPEAKt BAY, CuPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1963 BOWMAN TE ET Al 
NOTES ON ASSOCIATIO~S 3EIWEEN HYPERIIO AMP~!~Q)S A~D MEDUSAE IN CHESAPEAKE 
AND NARRAGANSETT 6AYS ANU THE NIANTIC RIVER 
CHES SCI 4, 141-146 .~U"<TRIB 239, CHES BIOL LAS, SOLOMONS, MDI 
AMPHIPODA, CHE~APEA~ BAY, DISTR!BUTICN 1 SEA NETJLtS, SCY~HOZGA 
1964 BOYER OS 
OVER AND UNDE~ CHE5A~~A~E SAY 
NAT GEOGR lL5141,5~3-6lZ 
BRIDGES (ELECTRICI, CHESAPEAKE BAY, TUNNELS, VIRGINIA 
1972 BRAUFORO WL 
A STUDY ON THE CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR Of ZINC IN CHESAPEAKE BAY WATER USING 
ANODIC STRIPPING VOLTAMMtTRY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 76 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATER CHEMISTRY, ZINC 
1969 BRADLEY WP 
THEY LIVE BY THE WINO 
ALFRED A. KNOPF, NEW YORK 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
47 
1976 tiRADY OK 
ARE Tm CHE~APEAKE tiAY WATERS WARMING UP? 
lt1E~ SCI 17131 Zt.S-22.7 
SuUTH~ASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, THERMAL STRESS, 
THEKMAL ~ATEK, WATER TEMPeRATURE 
1969 BRADY OK ET AL 
FUTJRc USE Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY fOR COOLING THERMAL DISCHARGES 
DE~ G~GGR AND ENVIRON ENG, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
CHtSAPEAKc tiAY, COOLING wAT~R, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, 
THt~~AL POLLUTION 
l'J59 BRADY JE 
FOSSIL FINDS FRGM THE YORKTOwN fORMATION OF THE JAMES- YORK PENINSULA 
VIMS NAT ~CI FOUND TEACHERS REP 
GEOLU~lL rGKMATIUNS, JAMES RIVeR, PALEONTOLOGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1973 GRAY JT ET AL 
PHOSPHATE INTERSTITIAL WATEkS OF ANOXI SEDIMENTS, OXIDATION EFFECTS DURING 
SAMPLING PROCEDURe 
SCI lo0(4u<J3l, 1362-1364 
~UTTOM SEDIM~NT~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EUTROPHICATION, IRON, OXIDATION, 
PHO~PHATES, ~ATEK POLLUTION SOURCES 
1965 BREHMEK ML 
TUR~IDITY AND SILTATION AS FORMS OF POLLUTION 
J SOIL AND nATEK CONSERV 2014l,13£-13j IVIMS CONTKI~ 1~6) 
JUVE~ILE FISHES, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, SESTON, SILTING, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
lUKe>! DITY 
1967 BI<EH1·1ER ML 
NUTNitNT ASSIMILATION IN A VIRGINIA TIDAL SYSTEM 
NAT SY~P ESTUARINE PULLUT PROC 1967 1 STANFORD, CALIF 
CHf.~ICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPHYLL, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, NUTRIENTS, 
PL~NKTON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
196tl BREHMER 11L 
MAN AND THE BAY 
4B 
IN GOVERN~K'S CUNF ON CHES BAY, WYE lN~T, SEPT~MBEK 12-13, P.161-166 
CHESAPEAKE tiAY, ~ASTE TREATMENT, ~AT~R POLLUTION CONTKLL, ~ATER KESUUK~ES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1970 BREHMER Ml 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF VIRGI,IA'S ESTUARIES. DATA PRINTOuT 
VIMS MS 
BIULOG!CAL COMMUNITIES, CH~~ICAL ANALYSIS, DATA COLLECTIONS, HYORULUGIC 
DATA, JAMES KIVER, KAPPAHANNOCK RIV~R, ~lVER ~Y~Tt~S, VIRGINIA, YORK KiVEk 
1970 BREHMER Ml 
8IOLOG!CAL ANO CHEMICAL STUDY OF VIRGINIA'S ESTUARIES 
VIMS MS 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYOROLDGIC UATA 1 JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RIVER SYSTEMS, VIRGINIA, YUH.~ RIVER 
1970 BREHMER ML 
RECENT RAINS LOW~R SALINITIES AT RIVER MOUTHS 
VIMS MAK RESOURCE INFOKM BULL 215) 1 1-3 
JA~ES RIVER, PRELIPITATION (ATMOSPHEKICl 1 KA!N, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1971 BREHMER ML 
PESTICIDE MONITORING IN VIRGINIA'S ESTUAKIES 
VIMS MS 
CONDEMNATION, ESTUARIES, MORTALITY, PtSTICIOES, VIRGINIA, 
1972 BREHMER ML 
AGRICULTURAL AND URBAN POLLUTION 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AEKON SPACE ADMIN ~ALLOPS STAr 
VA. SCI AND TECH INfORM UFFICE lVIMS CUNTRia 4b8l 
CHE5APEAK~ ~AY, EROSION, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, SILTING, 5USPENUED 
LOAD 
49 
l97L flf<EH:-IER ~IL 
DlULDG!CAL AND CHEMICAL STUDIES OF VIRGINIA'S ESTUARIES 
VA i'DLYTECII INST. WATER R!:SOUKCES CENTER. BUll 45 IVIHS CONTRIB 4521 
CJKK~NTS IWATEkl, OISSOLVEO OXYGEN, JAHES RIVER, NITRO~EN COMPOUNDS, 
?HJS?H0k0~ COMPOuNDS, PHYTOPLANKTON, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK, SALINITY, 
T~MP~RATJK~r VIRGiNIA, YUKK RIVER 
!96? BkEHMER ML ET AL 
A ~IOLGG!CAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY OF THE NANSEMONO RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VL'IS Si<A,'ISUE 9 
3!0LUGICAL CUMMUNITIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYORULOGIC DATA, NANSEMOND 
R.l ·;r:K, ~IRGIN~A 
1966 BR~HMEK ML, HALTIWANGER SO 
biOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDY Of THE TIDAL JAMES RIVER 
V !.~S Sf\l\MSGF. 6 
Cri2~iCAL hNALYSIS, CHLO~OPHYLL 1 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVEK 1 NUTRIENTS, 
VlK~INI'"' 
1959 BRETSCHNEIDeR CL 
HURRICA~E SURGE PREDICTIONS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US ARMY CORPS OF ENG, WASH, OC, BEACH EROSION BOARD, M!SC PAP 3-59 
BEACH ~RUSION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HURRICANES, TIDES, ~AVES lWATERJ 
1941 BREWINGTON MV 
CHESAPEAKE bAY BUGEYES 
MAR!NEK~ MUS, NEWPORT NEWS, VA, PUBLICATION 8 
~OATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, SHIPS 
1953 BREwiNGTON MV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY--A PICTORIAL MARITIME HISTORY 
CDKNELL MARITIME PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, HO 
CMA~ INDUSTRY, fiNANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHIPS 
1966 BMEWlNGTON MV 
CHeSAPEAKE ~AY SAILING CRAFT 
MD HIST SUC AND CHES BAY MAR MUS 
I:HMTS, CHi:SAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
50 
1973 BRION OJ 
VIRGINIA NATURAL RESOURCES AND THE NEW VIRGINIA wETLANDS ACT 
WASHINGTON AND LEE LAW REV 301llr1~-71 
LEGAL A~?ECTS, MARSH MANAGEMtNT, OYSTERS, ~ETLANOS 
197o BROOKS OJ, DEWALL AE 
BORON CONCENTRATION IN CHESAPEAKE BAY SEDIMENTS, PALEOSALINITY AND 
SAYMOUTH UP Ll FT 
CHES SCI 1713122I-2L4 
SDUTHEAST[RN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BORON, CHESAPEAKE OAYr CORES, 
SALINITY, SEDIMENTS 
l87o BKOOKS WK 
CHESAP·EAKE ZOOLOG!:.;,L LABOkATORY AT FORT WOOL, NEAR OLD POINT COMfuKir 
VIKGINIAr SCIENTIFIC KESULTS 0~ THE SESSION UF 1d7d 
JQH;,s HOPKINS UN' '• !70P. 
RESEARC~ FACILIT:~S, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1951 BRO~>jN AC 
WOLF TRAP, THE B~PTISM OF A CHESAPEAKE BAY SHOAL 
VA MAG H!ST O!OuR ?9119~1),176-183 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SHOALS, VIRGINIA, Y0RK RIVER, UNAVAILA~LE FOR REVIEW 
19&1 !lRUWN AC 
STEAM PACKETS ON THE CHESAPEAKE, A HISTORY Of THE OLD BAY LINE SINCE 1640 
CORNELL MAKITIMt PRESS, INL, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, HISTORY, SHIPS 
19 74 BROWN AC 
CHESAPEAKE lANDfAllS 
NORFOLK COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF CHESAPEAKE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HISTORY, NAVIGABLE WATERS, SHIPS, 
VIRGINIA 
1939 BROWN CB ET Al 
ADVANCE REPORT ON AN INVESTIGATION OF SILTING IN THE YORK RlVER, VA 
US DEP AGR, SOIL CONSERV SERV, SEDIMENTATION STUDitS REP 32 
SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
51 
1972 HRUWN PM ET AL 
STKUCTUKAL AND ~TKATIGRAPHIC FRAME~ORK, AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF 
PEKMEAHILITY uF THE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, NORTH CAROLINA TO NEW YORK 
u. S. SGV ~R OFF !GtuL SURVEY PROF PAP 7961 
[ASTERN SHukE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC COASTAL PlAIN, GEOLOGIC 
MAPPIN0o GtOLJGY, MAPS, MIDULE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1~72 BROWN KG, R~VEAL Jl 
VAS~ULAK PLANTS uF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHE~ SCI ll(SUPPLl 1 S~4-S~o 
AJUATIC PLANTS, CrlESAPtAKE SAY, 
197-:t Bi<USH LM JR 
I~VENIORY OF SEwAGE TKEATMENT PLANTS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHtS KtS CU~SORT, INC PU~ ltl 
~ASTERN 3HilKE PLANNING DISTK!CT, VA 1 CHARTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, 
FLJ~ MEA~u~EM~NT, MANAG~MENT, PLANNING, PLANT5, SE~AGE TKEATMENT 
1950 Bvl.:<t.LEW JH 
RECJ~OS FKOM THE OEL-MAR-VA PENINSULA 
AUr<. b7, L5V-2:::L 
HI~O~, LHE~APFA~~ ~AY, DISTKIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE !VA-MOI, MAMMALS, 
VIRGINIA, ~AT~KfUNL 
1949 t>UCKELEW JH 
OEL-MAft-VA SHORE HIRDS 
Mfl CCN>FRV L<'>lll ,L4-l5,29 
61RU>o Crl~~AP~AI<.l dAY, DELAkARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MUJ, MARYLAND, SHORE 
~IKUS, JIKbiNIA, ~ATERF0WL, UNAVAILAdLE FOK REVIEW 
1954 tlUCKLlN DH 
IN VlfXO tXP~RIMENTS WITH OERHOCYSTIOIUH MARINUM 
VJMS MS 
OEKMuCrSTIOIUH, FUNGI, OYSTEKS 
52 
1959 BURllANCI<. WD 
THE DISTKioUTION OF THE ESTUAKIN~ ISOPOD, CYATHUkA SP., ALUNG THt EASTERN 
COAST OF THE UNITED 5TATE~ 
ECOLOGY 40(3),~07-511 
CRUSTACEANS, DISTRibUTION, INVERTEBRATES, ISOPOD$ 
1972 BURt!IDGE RG 
DISTRIBUTION, GkO~TH, SELECTIVE FEEDING, AND ENEkGY TRANSFORMATIONS Of 
YOU~G-CF-JHE-YEAK GLUEBACK HEKRING, ALu~A AESTIVALIS !MITCHllL), IN THE 
JAMES KIVEK 1 VIRGINIA 
VIMS DISS IUNlv VAl 
DISSOLVED UXYGEN 1 JISTKitiUTION PATTERNS, GRil~TH KATE~, HEKRINGS, JAMES 
KIVEK 1 RESPIRATI0N 1 Vl~GINIA, ~ATE~ TtM~EkATUKE, ZOOPLANKTON 
1974 BURBIDGE RG 
DISTKIHUTIUN, GROWTH, SELECTIVE FtEOING, ANU ENERGY TKANSFO~MATIONS OF 
YOUNG-UF-THE-YEAk dLUESACK HERRING ••• IN THE JAMES Rl~~K, VIKGINIA 
AME~ fiSH SOC TRANS 103121 1 2~7-311 IV!MS CONTKIB 62U) 
DISTRldUTION, FOG~ HABITS, GKJ~TH RAT~S, H~RKINGS, JAMES RIVEK, OXYGEN 
REJUIREMENTS, VlkCINIA 
1955 tlURCH JB 
THE LAND SNAILS OF HANOVER, HEN~lCUo AND CHESTEKFIELO COUNTIES, VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI 6(3),1')4-·.6.< 
DISTRldUTION, JA~~s KIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SNAILS, VlkGINlA, 
1950 tlURCH PR 
MOLLUSKS 
IN VA ACAO UF SCI, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PART, PKESENT AND FUTUkE, P. 
129-137 
CLAS~IFICATION, JAMES RIVER, MOLLUSKS, VIRGINIA 
1971 BURCHARD RP 
CHESAPEAKE dAY tlACTERIA ABLE TO CYCLE CARBON, NITKOGEN, SULFER ANU 
PHOSPHORUS 
CHES SCI l213l tl79-1d0 
BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE tlAY, CYCLING NUTRIENTS 
53 
1963 BURGESS RH 
IH!S WAS LHESAPEAK BAY 
CA~~HlCSE, MD, COK ELL MARlTIM~ PRESS 
CHESAPEA~~ ~AY 1 HI fURY, UNAVAILA6LE FOR REV!EW 
!965 oURGESS RH 
CH~SAP~AK2 CIRCLE 
CU~NELL ~ak!Tl~E PRES5, CAMBRIDGE~ MD 
CHESA~iAK~ aAt, HISTORY 
l9Tl BURNETT Jli 
AN ULTRAST~UCTUKAL STUD~ Of iHE NEMATUCYTES OF THE POLYP OF CHRYSAORA 
CHES SC! l2~tt! ,22.5-230 
CYTOLOGiCAL ~TUDiES, ELtCTRQN MICROSCOPY, JELLYfiSH 
1959 tiURNETT MA 
LifE ASSSClATEU ~lTH EEL GRASS !ZOSTERA MAR!NAl 
VIMS NAT ~CI FOUND TEACHERS REP 
~WU~TIC LIFE, EEL GRASS, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1966 BURNETT TL JR 
SEUIMENTULDGY UF THE PIANKATAN~ ESTUARY 
UNIV SUUTH CAROLINA MS THESIS 
tSlUAklNt ~NV!RONMENT, PIANKATANK RIVER, SALINITY, SEDIMENTOLOGY, 
SEDIMeNTS, VIRGiNIA 
1972 BURRELL VG ET AL 
4 STUDY OF THE COMM~RCIAL AND RECREATIONAL FISHERI~S OF THE EASTERN SHORE 
OF VIRGINIA, ACCOMACK AND NORTHAMPTON COUNTIES 
VA IN~T MA~ SCI (SRAMSOE 201, 187 P 
ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OlSTRICTt VAr NORTHAMPTON 
COUNTY, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, fiNFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
HISTORY, RECREATION, SHELLFISH . 
54 
1963 BURRELL VG JR 
ECOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF A CTENOPHORE, MNEMIOPSIS LE!OVI lA. AGASSIZ!, 
IN A FISH NURSERY GROUND 
VIMS THESIS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CTENOPHORES, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, PLANKTON, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1972 BURRELL VG JR 
DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF CALANOIO COPEPODS IN THE YOKK RIVER ESTUARY 
VIRGINIA, 1968 AND i96~ 
VlMS DlSS !COLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
COPEPOOS, DISTRJBUTIUN PATTERNS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIV~R 
1970 BURRELL VG JR, VAN ENGEL WA 
A MEANS OF CUPI~G ~!TH MNEMIOPSIS LciOYI IN PLANKTON SAMPLES 
CHES SCI 11!21,139 IVIMS CONTRIB 3461 
CTENOPHORES, LOUPLANKTON 
1976 BURRELL VG JR, VAN ENGEL wA 
PREDATION BY AND DlSTKIBUTION OF A CTENOPHORE, MNEMIOPS!S LEIDYI A. 
AGASSIZ, IN THE YORK RIVEK ESTUARY 
E~TUARINE AND COASTAL MAR SCI 4,235-242 !VIMS CONTRIB 7121 
CTENOPHORES, DISTi<.Ii:lUTIONr PREDATlOt., VIRGiidA, YORK ki'/EK 
1952 BU~T WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 6 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1952 BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 5 
CHES BAY INST, JUI-INS HOPKINS UNlV 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKt BAY, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1952 BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 4 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BATHYMETRY, BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, YORK RIVEK 
55 
195~ BUKT WV 
~XTINCTION UF LIGHT BY FILTER PASSING MATTER IN CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERS 
SCIENCE 1iu(3Jo&J,Jtio-3ti7 ICHES BAY INST CONTKIB 13) 
CHcSAPfAKE BAY, FILTRATIU~, JAMES RIVER, LIGHT, NANTICOKE RIVER, 
SPECTI<UPHUTOMETkr, ~ATEK, WICOMICO KIVEK,MD 
1955 ilURT WV 
iNTEkPK~TATION OF ~PECTkOPHDTOMETER READINGS ON CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERS 
SEA~S FUUNO J MAK K~~ 1411),33-46 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 21l 
CHESAPt~~E oAY, LIGHT, SPECTROPHOTOMeTRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1'755 BURT wV 
DIST~laUTION OF SUSPENDED MATERIALS IN CHESAPEAKE dAY 
~ ~Ak kcS 1~, 47-62 ICHES bAY INST CONTRid 22l 
CHE~AP[A~E BAY, SEASJNAL OISTkiBUTION, ~ESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURbiDITY 
1960 ilURTON B 
FUN, rlSHING AND BOATING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY COUNTRY 
MD OtP IIDt~ATEk fiSH, 36P. 
BOATING, CHESAPEAAE ~AY, KtCkEATION, SPOKT Fi~HING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 GUlAS MA 
FUKAMINIF~kA UF THE CHESAPEAKE"BAY 
CHt~ SCI l3(SUPPLJ,S97-S9B 
CHESAP~AK~ dAY, FURAMINiFERA 
1~74 ~YNUM MA, BLACK RE 
uLT~ASTKULTUKt Uf THE MESUGLEA IN STRO~ILAE OF CHRYSAORA QUINUUECIRRHA 
ISCYPHL..ll..Al 
J tXP l(lUL 1b7( j) ,323-333 IVIMS CONTRIB 60J) 
tLE~TkUN M!CRQSCUPY, SfA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, HISTOLOGICAL 
JNVfSTIGATIUNS, SCYPHOZOA 
1 ~7 2 BYNU1'1 MAO 
THt ULikASTKUCTURE OF CHRYSAORA UUINQUECIRRHA STROBILAE 
CULL ~ILLIAM AND MARY THESIS 
lLlCTkUN MICKOSCUPY, MORPHOLOGY, SEA NETTLES,·VIRGINIAo YORK RIVER, 
HI~IOLI:t;JCAL INVt5TIGATIONS, SCYPHuZOA 
56 
1973 BYRNE KJ, BOON JD Ill 
AN INEXP~N~IVE, rAST KcSPuNSE CURRENT SPEED INDICATOR 
CHE5 SCI l4(3) 0 Lll-Ll~ !VIM~ CUNTKI~ 52dl 
CUKKENTS (.,ATEkl, t'I.IUIP•'IENT, HYORAULIC5 
1960 BYRON G 
EARLY EXPLOKATIUNS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD HIST SOC, tl~LTIMORE, MJ. 231'. 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, Hl~TOKY, UNAVAILAtlLE FOK REVIE~ 
1964 ilYKON G 
THE WA' OF 1812 ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BALTIMOKt Hl5TORICAL SOCIETY 
CHESAPtAKt dAY, HISTORY, UNITED STAlES 
1972 CAIN TO 
THE RE:Pi<OOUCTIV[ CYCLE AND LARVAL TULEI<ANCE UF RANGiA CUNEATA IN THt JAMtOS 
RIVEt<, VlkGINIA 
VIMS DISS (UNIY V~l 
CLAMS, JAMES RIVt~, LAMVAt, MOLLUSKS, REPKUUUCTTON, ~PAW~ING, VlKGINIA 
1913 CAIN TO 
THE C(IMtllNEU EFFtUS OF TtMf'Ei<.ATUk~ AND SALiNITY ON U1tlRYUS ANl.l LAKVAE: OF 
THE CLAM RANGIA LL..N~ATA 
MAR BIOL 21, l-o !VIM~ CONTRI~ 51oJ 
CLAM~, LARVAL GKU~TH STAGE, ~ALINITY, ~ATEK TEMPERATUhE 
1966 CAIRNS J JR 
THE PR~TUZOA 0~ THE POTOMAC RIVER FRUM POINT UF RUCKS 10 WHITES ~EKRY 
NOTULAE NATURAt, ACAO NATUR SCI PHILA 3bl, 1-11 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRibUTION, FK~~HnATEKr POTOMAC klVEk, PROTOZOA 
1969 CAIRNS J JR 
THE RESPONSE OF FRESH-~ATER PROTOZOAN COMMUNITIES TO HEATED wASTE WATERS 
CHES SCI 1013 AND 41,177-185 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, POTOMAC KIVER, PROTOZOA, THcKMAL wATER, WATtK TEMPERATUK~ 
57 
196 CALUER DR 
ECu OSY OF MARINe INVERTEBRATE FOULING ORGANISMS IN HAMPTON ROADS, 
Vlk iNIA 
VIK~ fHiS!S ICGLL WILL1AM AND MARY! 
BAI{NlCLtSo ~ENfHI: fAUNA, FOULING, GASTROPODS, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JAMES kiVEI{, ScA~uNAL DISTKIBUT!ON, VlRGINIA 
1963 CALDE>( !H 
HYJ~OLSA J~ SOUTHERN CH~SAPEAKE BAY 
VI~S D!SS !CULL NllllAM AND MARY) 
ii~cHH:C fAuNA, Ci-!ESAf>cAi\E BAY, CLASSiFICATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, 
JA~~S ~IVEK, I{AP~AHANNOLK MlV~R, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER 
1970 CAUJEi<. DR 
HVOROID ANO YOUNG MEDUSA STAGES OF D!PURENA STRANGULATA !HYDROZOA, 
CJR':'NlDAc) 
BIOL tlulL Uti, 109-114 IVlMS CONTIUB 338) 
GRO~TH STAG~S, HYUkillUA 1 JELLYFISH, (IFE HISTORY STUDIES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
id.Vi:R . 
1970 CALOEK DR 
NUKTH AMbK!C~N RECORD OF THE HYDROIO PROBOSCIDACTYLA ORNATA !HYDROZOA, 
PROtlUSCIUACTYLIDAEl 
CHb !>Ll iio 130-140 IVIMS CONTR!S 3441 
D!STRloUT!O,'I, HYL)ROZOA, JAMeS RiVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1971 CALllEI'. DR 
HYUROIU:, AND HYOROMEDUSAE OF SOUTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VI MS SPEC PAP MAR SCI l 
tlENTHIC i-AUNA, CHE-SAPEAKE BAY, CLASSlflCATIDN, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, 
JAMES R!Vt~, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RiVER 
1971 CALDE~ OR 
NfMATQCYSTS OF POLYPS OF AURELIA, CHRYSAORA AND CYANEA, AND THEIR UTILITY 
IN !UENTIFICATION 
AMtR MlCk~SC SOC, TRANS 90(3),269-274 CVIHS CONTRlB 3981 
JtlLYFlSH, StA NETTLES, VIRGINiA, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
58 
1972 CALDER DR 
NEMATOCYSTS OF THE MEDUSA STAGE OF RHOPILEMA VERRILLI ISCHYPHOZOA, 
FU-IIZOS T C:1E AE l 
AMER MI:RaS: ~UC, T~ANS 9i1Ll,213-21c !VlMS CUNT~IB 4261 
CHESAPE~~E BAY, EASIEKN SHOR5 IVA-MDI, YGKK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
1972 CA!..JER DR 
DEVELOP~ENT OF THE SEA-NETTLE CHRYSAORA QUIN~UECIRMHA (SCYPHOZOA, 
SEMAEOS TO MAE l 
CHES SCI 13(1) 1 40-44 IVIMS CONTR!B 4l9l 
CHESAPE~KE bAY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, S~A NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, CNIDARIA 
1972 CALDER lJR 
TENTATIVE OUTLIN~ '~R i~V~NID~Y OF PLANKTJN!L CNiDA~IA, CHRVSAORA 
QUINJUECIRRHA (STI~GING NETTLE! 
CH!:S SC! 131SUPPL · ,SL79-S16! IV!MS CONfk!:l '>o7~ 
CHESAPtAKE tlAY, l c~ rll~lOkV SiUDiES, PLAN~IJ~, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
Rf:PRODUCTI ON, ST t ·;,di'<t> NETTLES 
1972 CALDER Oil. 
CNlDARIA OF THE ~h~SA?EAK= bAY 
CHES SCI 131~UPPLJ,SlOU-Sl02 IVlMS CONT~lB 4d4l 
CHESAPEAKE o~Y, HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, SEA NEflltS, SCYPHOZOA, CNiDAKIA 
1966 CALDER OR ET Al 
RECORD Of ELTEINASC!OIA TURtllNATA IASCIDIACEA 1 PEROPHORIDAEI IN THE YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7141 1 223-224 IVIMS CONTRIB 22til 
DISTRIBUTlUN, UROCHORDATES, VIRG1NlA 1 YORK RIVER 
1971 CALDER DR ET AL 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE SCYPHOZOA 
VIM$ SPEC SCI REP 59 
BIBLIOGKAPH!ES, HYDROZOA, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
59 
19o7 CALUEK OR, tlR[HMtR ML 
SEA~ NAL UCCUKRENLt OF tPIFAUNA 0~ TEST PANELS IN HAMPTON ROADS, ViRGINIA 
!NT LCE~hJL Ll~NJL 1 1 149-lb4 (Vl~S CONTRIH 251) 
GA~~ ~LtS, o~NTH!C ~AJNA, FJULIN~r HYDkUZOAr INVERTEBRATES, UAMtS RlVEK, 
S~Ai ~AL ~JSTkl~UliUN, VIRGINIA 
l~o/ CALUtK OK, buKKELL VG 
GC.CdRR.lf',LE GF M(Jt:KISA LYUNSI {llMNOMEDUSAE, MOERISIIDAEl IN NORTH AMERICA 
Ao~fK "llJLAl>U NATU.~ ( VIMS !..Oi'<TRib 247l 
UI~IKI~UIION PATlER.NS, HYOKUZOA, JAMES RIVER, PAMUN~EY RJVtR, VIRGINIA 
1969 CALUtR UR 1 6URRELL VG 
BKAC~!SH ~ATE~ HYOKD~EUUSA MAtOTIA~ INEXPECTATA IN NORTH AMERICA 
~AfUK~ 2Zi!~l~4l, b~4-o~5 {VIMS CONlRIB 320) 
UISTkl8Ul!GN PATit:KNS, HYJKJLGA, PAMUNKEY RIV~K, VIRGINIA, 
1'175 C4~1P, J,{ESSER, Ao~D MCKEE, iNC 
PUTJMAC-~HENANJu~H RIVER 8ASI1'< 1 V. V-A, HASIN WAlEK YUALITY MANAGEMENT 
PL A·~ 
VA ofATE rlAfER L0NTRGL BD !PLANNING BULL L11-Alr 641 P 
HAUC8 PL~NNING UISTRI~T, VA, LANU USt, PLANNING, PUPULATIUN, POTOMAC 
~IV~Kr Kivtk bASIN~, YlkGINIA, riASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, ~AST~ riATER 
T~EAIMEN1 1 riATE~ QUALITY 
1 '127 CAMPo ELL .Mi< 
MEANI~G ur MEANDERS IN TIDAL STREAMS 
G~UL ~Gl AMER DULL 3d, 5~1-5~6 
G~U~UKPHULUGY, JAMES RIVER, MEANDERS, RIVER BtOS, VIRGINIA 
1969 C.AMPoELL KA 
AN UNUSUAL INFtCTION OF POLYSTOMA NEARCTICUM IPAUL 1 1938l 
VA J SCI 20, 174-175 IVIMS CUNTRIB 3431 
ANIMAL PAKAS!TtS, TREMATOOESr VIRGINIA, 
60 
1969 CAMPBELL RA 
~EW SPECIES Uf ACANTHUBOTrlRIUM !CESTOUA--TETKAPHYLLIOEAl fkUM CHE5APEAKt 
tiAY, VIRGINIA . 
J PAKASITOL 55, 55'1-570 IVIMS CUNTK!B 3J2l 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CH~SAPEA~E BAY, ~LASMOJKANSrlS 
i972 CAPPER JR 
USE OF REMuTE SEN~ING IN SHORELINE AND N~AR-SHORE MANAGEMEI'<T 
~EMOTE SENSING GF THE CHE~ dAY. CUN~, ~AT AEk0N SPACE ~uM!N ~ALLOPS STA, 
VA. SCi A1~D TECH l~FUi~~ JfF!CE 
A[KIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, LLGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMEt.T 1 kEMOTE SEN~ING 0 SHORE 
PRDTE~TION 1 WETLANU~ 
1'-159 CARSG.GG 
THE MIGRATION OF AUULT F~MALt BLUE C~A~5, CALLINE~TES SAP!JU~ RATHduN, IN 
CH!NCOTEAGJE AND ADJAC~NT "ATERS 
J MAK ll'=:S lt>l3l, laJ-io11 
DJSTRI6UT!ON, EA~li:: ·< ~C!Ot<E ;vA-o'•JJ, M!GKATiOI~o dLUl CKAti 
1971 CARGO DG 
THE SES~JLE STAGES JF A SCYPrlUZOAN !DE~TIFIEO AS KHGP!LEMA VERRILLI 
TULANE STUD IN ZOJL A~U ~OT 1712),31-34 
JELLYFISH, LIFE H!STJKY STUDI~S, SY~fcMlCS 
1966 CARGG UG, SCHULTZ LP 
NOTES UN THE BIOLOGY OF THE SEA NETTLE, CHRYSAURA ~U!NQUEC1KKHA 1 IN 
CHESAPeAKe BAY 
CHES SCI 7{2),95-100 
CHESAPEAKE tiAY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES 
1957 CARPENTER JH 
A STUUY UF SOME MAJUR CATIONS IN NATURAL WATERS 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 15 
CALCIUM, CATION ABSURPTION 1 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAGNESIUM, 
POTASSIUM, SODIUM, WATER CHEMISTRY 
bl 
19o9 CARPENTER JH ET AL 
03SERVATIUNS Of EUTRUPHICATION AND NUTRIENT CYCLES IN SOHE COASTAL PLAIN 
eSTUARIES 
CHES BAY !NSf CGNT~JB 108 
CrlESAPEAKE BAY, O!SSULVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, MARYLAND, NUTRIENTS, 
PLANKTON, POTOMA~ RIVE~, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
1955 CA~RJKER MR 
CKifiCAL REVI~w OF BiOLOGY AND CONTROL OF OYSTER DRILLS UROSALPINX AND 
EUPLEURA 
US ~ISH AND wiLDLIFE SERV SPEC SCi REP 148 
BIOLGGY, OISTRIJUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PEST CONTROL, 
UNITED STAI~S 
1950 CARKI~~R MR ET AL 
A PKELIM!NARY LIST OF THE LITERATURE ON THE ECOLOGY Of THE ESTUARIES WITH 
EMPHASI~ UN TH~ MIDDLE ATLANTIC COAST OF THE UNITED STATES 
RUTGE~S U~IV, 52P. 
8loLIOGk~PrtiES 1 tSTUARIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1973 CARRIKER MR, CHAUNCEY HH 
EFFECT Or CARBONIC ANHYOKASE INHIBITION ON SHELL PENETRATION BY THE 
MUR!CIU GASTRGPuD URUSALPINX CINEREA 
MALACDLUGJA 12121o247-2&3 
CHESAP~AKE BAY, EASTE~~ SHURE fYA-MDl, ENZYMES, GASTROPODS, 
wACHAPRtAGU~ 1 VA, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1973 CARRIKER HR, VAN ZANOT 0 
ACTIVITY uf THE MARINE ~ASTROPOD UROSALPINX CINEREA IN THE ABSENCE Of 
HidERNATIUN 
CrlFS SCI 14141,2~5-288 
GASTROrDOS, OYSTER DRILLS, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUE,VA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1951 GARRITT DE, CARPENTER JH 
AN EMPIRICAL CORRECTION FOR A SOURCE OF ERROR IN THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC 
DETERMINATION OF CHLOROPHYLL A 
CHES ~AY INST TECH REP 2 
CHLUROPHYllt PHYIOPLANKJON, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
b2 
1952 GARRITT DEt RENN CE 
STUDIES OF OU PO~T SPRUANCE PLANT WASTES AND THE JAMES RIVER 1951-52 
OEPi SANITARY ENG AND WATER RESOURC~S, JOHN~ HOPKINS UNIY, BALTIMORE, MD 
ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, JAMES RIVER, SILTING, VIRGINIA, hASTE DISPOSAL, ZINC 
1950 CARROLL RP 
AMPHIBIA AND RePTILES 
IN VA ACAO Of SCI, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
195-211 
AMPHIBIANS, CLASSIFICATION, FROGS, JAMES RlYEk, REPTILES, S~LAMAND~RS, 
SNAKES, TURTLES, VIRGINIA 
1945 CARSON Rl 
FISH AND SHELLFISH ~~ THt MIDULE ATLANTIC COAST 
u.s. Fl~H AND hiLDLlFE SERV, CDNSERV BULL 3B 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY, ECl>~UMIC~, FISH PGPULATJONS, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, 
SHELLFISH, VIR~I~l~~ MIDDLE ATLANTIC ~~G~T 
19j7 CARTER Cw 
THE UPPER CRETACEU~S DEPOSITS OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL OF 
MA~YLAND AND DELAn~~E 
MD GEUL ~URV 13, L3i-L83 
CHESAPEA~E ~AY, GEULUGiC FOkMATlO~S, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FO~ KtVIEW 
1951 CARTER GF, SOKOLOFF VP 
A STUDY OF SOILS AND LAND FORMS Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY MARGINS 
JOHNS HOPKINS ONIV, ISAIAH BOWMAN SCHOOL OF GEOGRAPHY, PROGRESS REP, 
JANUARY TO 31 OCTOBER 1951 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, SHORES, SOILS, UNAVAilABLE FUR REVIEW 
1973 CARTER HH 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF EXCESS TEMPERATURE FROM THE MORGANTOWN GENERATING 
STATION UN THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 84 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, 
NUCLEAR POwER PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
63 
1972 CARTER HH, OYER WM 
AN A~StSSMENT uF THE EFFECT Of THE LEONARDTOWN SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT ON 
t>KcTuN jAY 
CHES BAY INST SPFC REP ZZ CHE~A~EAKE BAY, OYE REL~ASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE EffLUENTS, 
SEftAGt TklATMENT, wASTE DISPOSAL, ~ASTE TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1965 CARTEi< R 
THF. RAPPAHANNOCK ABOVE TIDEWATER 
V~ A!LOLI~E 261al,17-IY 
RA<'f'AiiANfi~JCK RIVtR, i<.lVERSt VIRGINIA, 
1~69 CASTAGNA M ET AL 
TREATMENT OF SHELL LULTCH WITH POLYSTREAM TO INCREASE THE YIELD Of SEED 
OYSTE~S, C~A~SLSTRfA VI~GINICA 
NAT SHI:LLI'!Srl AS!:., f>KOI.. 5;J(l'l69),<14-90 IVIMS CONTRib 30bl 
CHl~ICAL~, LULTLH, OYSTE~ INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING, MARICULTURE 
196b CASTAGNA Mo CHANLEY P 
!:.ALINITY TOLERANCE AND OISTRI~UTION OF SP!SULA SOLIUISSIMA, MULlNIA 
LATERALIS A~U RANGIA CUNEATA 1 FAMILY MACTR!OAE AM~R MALA~ULOGICAL UNION ANNU REP IABSTRlr l~b6t P.35 IVIMS CONTRIB 245) 
LLAMS 1 01STRloUTIUN, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE 
1971 CASTAGNA M, DUGGAN W 
REA~ING THE <lAY SCALLOP, AEUUIPECTEN lRRADlANS 
NAT S1iELUISH ASS, f>ROC 6lll97l),IJU-<15 IVIMS CONTRIB 31l81 
Cu~~~K~IAL FI~HING, LARVAE, SCALLOPS, MARICULTURE 
1970 CASTAGNA MA ET AL 
HARU ~LAM CULTURE METHOD DEVELOPED AT VIMS 
VIMS MAK KE~DURCES ADV SER 4 
CLAM~, LULTIVATIUN, MAKICULTURE 
1971 CASTAGNA MA ET AL 
~PA~Nl~G AHD RlARING THE BAY SCALLOP 
VIM~ MAR RESOURCES ADV SER 5 
SCALLU~>, SPA~NING 1 MARICULTURE 
64 
1939 CEDERSTROM OJ 
GEOLOGY AND AKTESIAN-WAT~R RESOURCtS OF A PA~T OF THE SOUTHeRN VIRGINIA 
COASTAL PLA!i~ 
VA GEQL SU~V BULL 51-E 
AQUII-ER CHAkACT~KIO.T ICS, AQUIFERS, ARTESIAN ~tLL!>, ATLANTIC CCASTAL PLAIN, 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, GEOLOGIC rUKMAT!ONS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1941 c=DERSTROM OJ 
GROUNU-~ATER RESGURCES OF THE SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA COA~TAL PLAIN 
VA GEOL SURV CIRC I 
AQUIFER CHARACTEi<.I5TlCS, ~TLANTIC LUASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE 6AY, 
GROU~D~ATt~, VlKGINIA 
1943 CEDERSTROM OJ 
CHLORIDE IN GNLUND ~ATEK 0~ THE COASTAL PLAIN UF VlkGINI~ 
VA GEUL SURV BULL 5ti 
AQUIFfK CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
CHLilRIDES, GROUNDwATER, VIRGINIA 
1943 CtDERSTROM :;.1 
DEEP WELLS IN TH~ ~JASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GtOL SuRV REP~lNT SEK 6 
COASTAL PLAINS, GK0JNDWATth 1 SUoSUkFACE wATtR$ 1 VIRGINIA, ntLLS 
1945 CEOERSTROM JJ 
SELECTED ~ELL LUGS IN THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN NGftTH OF JAMt~ RIVEK 
VA GEOL ~UKV CIRC 3 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, COASTAL PLAINS, GEGLGGY, GROUNU~ATER, HiOROLGGY, PAMUNKtY 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVEN, VlkGINIA 1 WELLS 
1945 CEDERSTROM OJ 
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY OF SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
AMEK ASS PETROL G[OL aULL 29, 71-9~ 
JAMES RIVER, MAGNlTIC STUDIES, STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVlK 
65 
1945 ClUEkSTROM OJ 
LEuLUGY A~O GkvUND-~AT~R RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN IN SOUTHEASTERN 
V 1«Gl'J!A 
V~ G~OL ~0RV BULL bJ 
A~Jif~~ LHA~ACTE«I)IICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE 8AYt 
~~J~~OhAl~~. HYJMGGEOLUGY, VIRGINIA, ~ATER WELLS 
19~a CfJiMSTKGM OJ 
G~Nt~l~ uF LkGuNU ~ATENS IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
E:•~0:'i G[OL Ltl, ~ld-Lit5 
~cUIFE~ LHA~A~TEKI~Il~S, ATLANTIC CuASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
~H£~AP~4Kt ~AY, GlO~HE~ISTKY, GRUUNDWAfEK, VIRGINIA 
1~46 CE0EKSTROM OJ 
LH~MICAL LriARACTER 0f G~OU~U ~ATER IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA ~EUL ~UkV ~ULL bd 
AILA~TIC LJASTAL ~LAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, 
GKjJ~0hAT~~, VIRGINIA 
19b6 CHAMSERLAIN Ed 
P«UGkl)~ ~~POi{T, PkOGULTlVITY STUDY Of WHISTLING SWANS ~INTERING IN 
CiicSAP~i.Kl bAY 
SUUfHEASTC~~ ASS Gi.HE AND FISH COMM, 20TH ANNU CONF PkOC, 154-157 
o!rluS, ~H[SAPEA~t dAY, SEASUNAL U!STRIBUTIO~, SWANS 
1910 CHAMo[RS JR ET Al 
;,<.LuRRENCl OF Lt:PTUuuRA KINDT!! I FO~KEI ICLADOCEKAI IN VIRGINIA 
TKI~UTARIES CF CHtSAPEAKE BAY 
LHES ~Cl 11, L~5-i6l IVIHS LONTRl~ 3b01 
LHE)APci.K~ BAY, LHUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIV~R, POTUHAC 
RIVEN, RAPPAHANN0LK ~IV~R, ~EASONAL DISTRI8UTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
1976 CHAMBERS JR ET AL 
METHUD~ OF O!Sf!NGUISHING LARVAL ALEWIFE FROH LARVAL .LUEBACK HERRING 
c;;~; :>L! l IC21 ~3-100 I VIHS CONTR!tl 5651 
AL~~IVE~, 8LuEdACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISH TAXONOMY, LARVAE 
1957 CHAMBLISS S 
THE CLAM REVOLT 
SKIPPER MAG 111111,17-19, 42 
66 
CHESAP~AK[ tlAY, CLAM INOUST~Yt POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABlt FOM R~V!Ew 
1958 cH.c.:-.suss s 
THE OYSTER WARS, HELL ON THE HALF-SHELL 
SKIPPER, NOVEMBER, 17-19, 42 
CHESAPE~KE ~AYt DREDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, CYSTtR I~UuSTRY, 
POTOMAC kiVEk, VIRGINIA 
1958 CHAMBLISS S 
OYSTER wAJ{S, TH~ TUNE OF THE BULLET 
SKIPPE~, DEC~HbER, L0-21, 42-44 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, D~~U~ING, HISTORY, LEGAL A~PECTS, MArlYLANG, ilYSTEH 
INuUSTkY, PuTOMA~ RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1959 CHAMBLISS S 
THE OYSTER WARS, UtSCORil OVER THE RIVER 
SK!PI'EK, JANUARY, .c4-26o 4L-43 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, DR~UGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLANU, OtST~k 
INOUSTKY, PUTUMAC KIVEk, VI~GINIA 
1959 CHAM~LISS S 
IN SIGHT, BUT OUT OF M!ND 
SKIPPER HAG 1~1101, lo-21, 37-40 
CH~SAPEAK~ dAY, ~ISHER!ES, PUTUMAC RIVE~, UNAVAILAaLE FOR REVIE~ 
196~ CHANLEY P 
LARVAL D~V~LOPMENT OF THE ~KACKISH ~ATEk MACTMID CLAM, MANGIA tUNEATA 
CHES SCI bo 209-~1j (VIMS CUNT~IB 2001 
CLAMS, JAMES HIVEK, LARVAL GRU~TH STAGE, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1961 CHANLEY P 
AiDS FUR IDENTifiCATION OF BIVALVE LARVAE OF VIKGINIA 
VlMS THE~IS !CULL UF williAM AND MARY! 
CLASSifiCATION, INvcMTEdRATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEASONAl DISTRI8UrlON 1 SHELLFISH, VIRGII'<IA, ZOllPLANKIUN 
67 
196<! CHANLt:Y P 
LA~VAL DtVELOPMENT IN THE CLASS BIVALVIA 
SY~P ON MOLLUSCA, JNDIA 1 p. 47~-481 !VIMS CONTRIB 2581 
LARVAE, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, LifE HISTORY STUDIES, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH 
196'J CHANLEY P 
DONAX fOS~OR, A SUMMER RANGE EXTENSION OF DONAX VARIABILIS 
NAUTILI$ tl:>(ll,l-14 !VIMS CONTRIB 312) 
CLA'IS, SE:ASllNAL Ul~TRitlUTlON, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
1469 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL OEV~LUPMENT OF THE: COQUINA CLAM, DONAX VARIAtliLIS SAY, wiTH A 
OISCu>SIUN OF THE STRUCTURE: OF THE LARVAL HINGE IN THE TELLINACEA 
SULL MAR ,CI 1~(1),214-224 (VIM$ CONTRIS 257) 
CLAMS, EASTE~N SHGKl lVA-MUI, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY, SHELLFISH 
1970 CHANLEY P 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE HOOKED MUSSEL, BRACHIOUNlES RECURVUS 
RAFINES\JUE ••• 
NAT SHtLLF!SH ASS, PROC 60, 86-44 (VIMS CONTRIS 3361 
LARVAL GKOnTH ~TAGt, MUSSELS, VIRGINIA, 
19/1 CHANLEY P, ANDREWS JO 
AIJS FOK IOENTIFICAT!O~ OF BIVALVE LARVAE OF VIRGINIA 
MALACOLilGIA ll(ll,45-11'J !VIM$ CONTKii! 322l 
CLASSifiCATIGN, INVcKTEB~ATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SHELLfISH, VIRGINIA, lOOPLANKTON 
1~71 CHANLEY p, CASTAGNA M 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT UF THE STOUT RAZOR CLAM, TAGELUS PLEBEIUS SOLANOER 
!S0Lf.CURTIOAE 1 i!lVALVIAI 
Lrlf~ ~Cl 12, 167-172 !VIHS CONTRIB 3801 
~HESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
Vlil.GlNIA 
1969 CHANLEY P, VAN ENGEL WA 
A .THREE-DIMENSIONAL il.EPRESENTATION OF McASUil.EMENT DATA 
VELIGER 12!11,78-83 (VIMS CONTr<IB 31ll 
DATA TRANSMIS~ION, LARVAE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MEASUREMeNT, SHELLFISH 
1965 CHANLEY PE 
LARVAL DtVELuPMENT Of A BORING CLAM, BARNEA TKUNCATA 
CHES SCI o!3lol62-l6b !VIMS CONTil.IB 190) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM~, EA~TERN SHJRE (VA-MQ), LARVAL G~O~TH STAGE, 
REPROUOCTION, ~PAWNING, VlkGINIA 
1966 CHANLEY PE 
LARVAL DEVELOPME~T OF THt: LARGE BLOUO CLAM, hilETSlA ?ONDEROSA !SAYI 
NAT SHtLLFISH ASS, PROC ~6, 53-5~ (VIMS CUNTr<lil 2171 
CLAMS, LAKVAL GRO~fH STAGE 
1966 CHANLEY PM, C~STAG~A M 
LARVAL OEVELOPME~T 0F TH~ PELECYPOD LYONSIA HYALINA 
NAUTILUS 79(4),1~3-12~ lVIMS CUNTRib 2J3l 
CLAMS, EASTERN SHUkE IVA-MUI, LA~VAL GROWTH ~TA~E, MCLLU~K~, SPAWNING 
1974 CHAO YY 
WAVE RE~RACTION PHENOMENA OVER THE CONTINENTAL SHELF NEAK THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY ENT~.ANC.E 
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENG COASTAL ENG RES CENTER TECH MEMO 47 
CHESAPeAKE bAY, ~GMPuTER PkUGRAMS, ~UNTINtNTAL SHEL~, R~FRACTION (WATER 
WAVES), VIRGINIA, ~AVES !WATER) 
1BB4 CHAPMAN P 
HAbiTS Of THE SHAD AND HERRING AS THEY APPEAR IN THE PUTUMAC RlvEK TO ONE 
wHO HAS ~ATCHEU THEM fOR FIFTY YEARS 
US FISH COMM BULL 4, 61-65 
AMERICAN SHAO, GHESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH PUPULATIONS, FISHt:RIES, 
HERRINGS, POTOMAC KlVER 
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1961 CHAPOTON RB, SYKES JE 
ATLANTIC ~JAST MIGRATION OF LARGE STRIPED BASS AS EVIDENCED BY fiSHERIES 
AM> TAGGING 
AMcK FISH SOC, TKANS 90111,13-20 
OISfKlbUTIUN, FISH MIGRATIU~, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
1971 CHAPPUIE LE ET AL 
TOUKIS~ AND INOUSTKIAL POTENTIALS FOR VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE 
Sf' !NDLc TLJf' KESc.:.i<l.H, LESINGTOIII, KY IVA OIV UF STATE PLANJI<1NG AND COMMUNUY 
AFfAIKS ReP 241 ANJ Z42l 
tASf~RN SHUKE PLANNI~~ DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHOKE IVA-MDI, ECONOMIC 
IMP~CT, FIN~NCIN~, FUTUKc PLANNING lf'ROJECTEDl, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
UfNMHC:., KE.:;kEATidN UtMAND, RECil.EATION FACILITIES, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
19j3 CHtSA~EAKE bAY AUTHORITY 
CCNFtRENCE AT i{~GIONAL ADVI~UR'S OFFICE. ~ALTIMORE 1 MARYLAND. OCTOBER 6, 
l\133 
CH~SAf'EAKE oAY AUThORITY 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, OELAwAKE, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATERFC:WL 
I97J CHESAPEA~E GAY COOLING WAlEk STUDIES GROUP, STEERING COMMITTEE 
Ktf'CRT ON KESEAkCH ACTIVITIES AND PKOPOSALS 
MH-1ELJGr< PAP 
AUAINI~TKATIV~ AGENCIE~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER 
PKGDULTIGN, ~O~EK PLANTS 
1971 CHESAPEAKE SAY FOU~OATION 
THE tiAY AND THE bAY FOUNDATION 
CHE:S Kef', JUNE 19/1 
CrlE~APEAKt dAY, CON~ERVATION 
1949 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE I ANU II. wUAkTERLY REPORT, JULY 1 1 1949--0CTOBER 1, 1949 
CHES tiAY INST, DATA REP 1 
Lt•t~Af'fAKt BAY, CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DAIA, PHOSPHATES, TURdiDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
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1950 CHESAPEAKE tiAY INSTITUTE 
DATA REPORT, CRUISES V ANU VI, MAY 20, 1950--MAY 25, 1950, JULY 14 1 
1950--JULY 19, 1950 
CHE~ JAY INST DATA REP 4 
CHESAPtAKf dAY, CHLORINATIUN, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYOkUGkAI-'HY, HYDROLCGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, TJKBIUITY, ~ATE~ TEMPERATUR~ 
1950 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA REPUKT, CRUISE IV 1 MARCH 25 1 1950--APKIL l5, 1950 
CHES JAY INST DATA kEP 3 
CHE5APEA~t BAY, CHLORINATluN, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, rlYUROGKAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, f'rlO~PHATES, TUKolDITY, WATEK TEMPERATURE 
1950 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA R~P0KT, CRUI~c III, UClUBER 10, 1949--0CTOBER z~, 1949 
CHES ~AY lNST, UAlA KcP 2 
CHESAPtAKE SAY, CHLJRINATlON, Ul~S8LVEO OXYGE~, HYD~OGRAPHY, HYDHULOGIC 
DATA, PHC~PHATES, iURaiUiTY, WATER TEMPEKAlURc 
1951 CHESAPEAKE BA/ INSTITUTE 
DATA KcPORT, C~UISE VII, OCTOBER 14, 1950--NUVEMtiEK 2t 1950 
CHES HAY INST UAT' ~EP 5 
LHESAPtAK~ tiAY, Ch~JRINATIJN, U!SSGLVEO UXYGi~, HYOkOGft~PHY, HYUROLUGiC 
DATA, PhOSPHATES, IUKSIOITY, ~ATEK TEMPERATURE 
1951 CHESAPEAKE tiAY INSTITUTE 
DATA KEPURT, CRUI~c VIII, JANUARY 10,19H--JAiWARY 23, 19~1 
CHtS BAY INS! DATA REP 6 
LHt:SAPEAKE BAY, CHLO«INATIUN, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDRUGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHOSPHATES, IJKolOlTY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1951 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
OPEitAT ION OYSTER SPAT I AND ll, JUNE 17, 1950 - JUNE 21, 1950, AUGUST 30, 
1950 - SEPTEM~ER 3, 1950 
CHES BAY INST DATA HEP 7 
CHLORINATION, CHLUKUPHYLL 1 CURRENTS IWATEHI, HYOROGKAPHY 1 HYDROLUGI~ DATA, 
JAMES RIV~R, OYSTeR~, PHOSPHAlcS, TURtiiOlTY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
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1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
UPLKATIUN KAP, MARCH 15, 1951 - MARCH 24, 1951 
CHES BAY INST OATA REP 8 
CU~RENTS IWATERI, HY0ROGAAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DI~TRI~UTIUN, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, WINTER 
1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CkJISE XI, l AUGJST, 1951--7 AUGUST, 1951 
CHES tl~Y INST DA(A REP 12 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CHLuRUPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATERI, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAHES 
RIVEK, PHOSPHATES, ~UTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRU!St X, ~~ MAY !9j1--3l MAY .1951 
CHcS BAY IN~T OATA KE? lU 
.CHESAPEAKE HAY, ~HLORINATIUN, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
~ATA, PhU~PHATES, TU~~IOITY, WATER T~MPERATURE 
1952 ~HESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRJI~E IX, I APRIL 1~51--19 APRIL 1951 
CHES BAY lNSl JATA REP 9 
CHtSAPEAKt ~AY, CHL~RJNATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDkUGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, PHUS~HATES, TURbiDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1953 CHtSAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
~INAL HAKtlOK REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX F- TEMPERATURE AND 
SALINITY DATA 
VOLUMe 4. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
CHE>APEAKE tlAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC 
klVC.~, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
l95J CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
JAME~ RIVeR WI~TER CRUISE 6-11 MAR 1952 
CHE~ hAY INST DATA REP 13 
LUR~eNT~ l~ATERi, JATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
T~MPEKATURE, WEATHER DATA 
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1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HAKdOR REPORT IN~HURE SURVEY PRO~RAM. APPtNOIA 8-2 -CORt DATA INSIDE 
BAY 
VOLUME 9. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEU(HENTS 
19~3 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPUKT IN~HURE SURVEY PROGRAM. A~PENJIA 8-2 -CORE OATA INSIDE 
BAY 
VOLUME ~. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, UN-SITE .DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE tlAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HAR~OR RePORT INSHORE SURVEY P~OGKAM. APPENDIX d-L - CORE DATA 
SUPPLeMENTARY CORES JN ~AY SHELF 
VOLUME 15. CHES BAY IN~T REF ~3-7 
CHESAPEAKf BAY, ON-~IT~ DATA CGLLECTIONS, S~DIMENTS 
1953 CHES,PEAKE ~~y INSTITUTE 
FINAL HAKUUM REPGKT INSHORE SURV~Y P~OGKAM. APPtNUIX B-2 - CURE UATA BAY 
SHELF SOUTH LINe 
VOLUME 14. CHES bAY INST REF ?3-7 
CHE~APEAKE ~AY, ON-~ITE JATA ~ULLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPUKT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX 8-~ -CORe DATA 
INSIDE BAY 
VOLUME 5. LHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, UN-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHtSAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPLRT INSHORE SURVEY PRCG~M. APPENDIX B-2 -CORE DATA INSIDe 
BAY 
VOLUME o. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY, ON-51TE OATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
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19~3 CHE5APEAKE ~AY IN5TITUTE FP~Al HARBUK Rt:PukT IN:)HORE SURVEV PROGRAJ\. APPENDIX B-l - CORE DATA BAY 
SHelf NOkTH LINE 
VOLUME IL, ~HES tiAY IN~T R~F 53-7 
CHESA~EAKt HAY 1 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
195~ CHESAPeAKE SAY INSTITUTE 
PINEY POINT STUDY, Ll MAY 1952--2~ MAY 1952 
CHE~ dAY JNST DATA REP 14 LHc~A~~AKt tlAY, CURRE~TS (wATER), POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
TLMPERATU~l, ~EATHtK DATA, WINOS 
~~~3 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARdUR ktPURT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX 6-2- CORE DATA 
EXPLORAT0KY SHELF CUKES 
VULUM~ lb. ChES SAY IN5T KEF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKe oAY, ON-~ITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
19~j CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HAKdLK K[PURT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 - CORE DATA BAY 
SHtL~ CF~T~R LINE 
VOLUME ll. CH~S 6AY INST REF 53-7 
CHESaPt~~E BAY, UN-SITE UATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
195j CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBUk RtPOkT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX 6-2 - CORE DATA 
li'~Siuc cAY 
VOLJME 1~. CHES oAY IN5T REF 53-7 
CHc~APEAK[ cAY, U~-SIT~ DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
19~3 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE fi,~Al HARBuR REPURT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX 6-2 -CORE DATA INSIDE 
~AY 
VULUME 1. LHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
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1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARbOR REPORT IN5HOkE SURVEY PROGRAM- APPENDIX B-2 - CURE DATA OLD 
POINT COMFORT 
VOLUME 11. CHES BAY INST kEF 53-7 
CHESAPEAKf BAY~ CORE OklLLING, CORES, DATA COLlECTIONS, ~ED1MENTS 1 HAMPTON 
ROADS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE bAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE XII, 15 JULY--6 AUGUST 1~52 
CHES BAY lNST DATA kEP 18 
CH~SAPtAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY 
RIVEK, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WAlEk TcMPE~ATUkE: 
1955 CHESAPEAKE oAY INSTITUTE 
JAMES RIVER WINTEi< CKUISt £ 1 13-17 FEB 1~5J 
CHES dAY INST DATA RtP 25 
HYDRULUGIL uArA, JAMES 
"'EAlHEi< iJATA, wiNDS 
CURRENTS lwATERl, DAJ~ COLLECTIUNS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VI~GINIA, wATER 
TEMPERATUKE 1 WEATHER DATA 
1956 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BLU~ CRAB SURVEY, I. 5 JUNE--11 JUNE 1~SJ, 11. 1b JUN~--ld JU~E 1953, 111. 
21 JULY--25 JULY ,~,3 
CHES BAY IN5T DATA REP 27 
CHESAPEAK~ HAY, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDi<OLOGlC DATA, SALiNiTY, VI~GINiA, ~ATtR 
TEMPERATUKE, WEATHCK DATA, WINO~ 
1951 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
YORK RIVtR CRUISE £~ JULY-1 AUGUST 1954 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 3u 
CURKENT5 IWATEi<l, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATUKE 1 YUR~ RIVER 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXIV, 22 AUGUST--~ SEPTEMBER 1960 
CHES HAY INST DATA KEP 44 
CHESAPEAKt SAY, HYDROGEN 10~ CONCENTRAT!UN 1 HYDRULLGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
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l~o2 CHE5APEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
dAY C~JiSE Xix, • NUVEMdER--11 DECEMBER 1958 
~HES GAY INST DATA REP 39 
CrltSAPERKc ~AY, ChUPTANK RIVER, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, kMP?AHA~~UCK RIVER, 5AL1NITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
~~~~ ~H~SAPE~KE dAY INSTITUTE 
bAr CRUISE ~V:llr 6 AUGU~T--22 AUGUST 1958 
CH~S ~AY INST DATA KEP 3d 
CCJbAPEAKt ~AY, HYORUGcN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
~~~~~ T~MPEk~IUk~ 
1962 CH~S~?t~KE BAY INSTITUTE 
~~y CKJI~c XXVIII, 24 JULY--7 AUGUST 1~62 
CHE~ 0AY IN~T DATA RE? 4d 
~H~SAP~AKc 3AY, HYJ~JGEh IUN C~NCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
wATEk TEMPCk~TUKE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
9AY CRUI5c XXIII, 27 APKIL--17 MAY 1960 
CH2S dAY IN5T DATA KEP 43 
CHESAPEAK~ dAY, HYDRO~EN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
~AfER TEMPERAT~RE 
196l CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
~AY CRuiSE XXI, 6 JULY--17 JULY 1959 
LHES 8AY INSI DATA REP 41 
CHE~APtAKE oAY, HYOKOGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
h4fF.N TEM?LKATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
bAY CRUISE XXV, 2l NDVEMBER--5 DECEMBER 1960 
CHcS 0AY INST DATA REP 45 
CHf~APEAKt ~AY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, 
WAftK TtMPeRATURE 
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1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
TEI~PERATUKE ANU SALIN! lY DATA CULL ECTED IN itlE CHeSAPEAKe <>AY AND 
TRIBUTA~Y ~STUARIES DJkiNG TH~ PERIOD 1 fEd. l95b TO 9 FE6. 195b 
CHES BAY INST DAIA xtP 49 
CHESAPEAK~ aAY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPEKATU~E 
19&l CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRU!S~ XX!l 1 3 N~VtMbER--16 DECEMBER 195~ 
CHES BAY INST UATA KEP 42 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDKUG~N !GN CONCE~TRATIO~, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITI, 
WATER TEMPEKAfUkE 
19~2 CH~SlPEA~E ~AY INSTITUTE 
BA~ CRU!S~ XXVI!, 1g JULY--1 AUGUST 1961 
CriES BAY lN~T JA;A K2P 47 
CH~SAPEAKE ~AY, HYUK~~~N ION CUNC~~TRATlUN 1 HYURJLUGIC DATA, SALINlfY, 
WATER TEMP~HATUKE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CKUI~E XXVI, 27 FEBKUARY--7 APRIL 1961 
CHES BAY INST DATA ~EP 4u 
CHESAP~AK~ dAY, HYD~OGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYuROLUGIC UATA, SALINITY, 
~AlEN TEMP~~ATUR£ 
1962 CHESAPEAKE bAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRU!5i: XV, 11 St:PHMBi:k--20 SEPH:MdER 1957 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 34 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, HYUKDGRAPHY, HYDKOLGGIC DATA, SALINITY, WAlEk TEMPERATURE, 
WEATHER DATA, kodr,DS 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRU!St XX, 23 MAKCH--!9 APRIL 1959 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 40 
CHESA?EAKE BAY, HYD~OGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDRULOG1C DATA, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
77 
19~2 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XVI, 23 JANUARY--7 FEBRUARY 1958 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 35 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, HYDRO~RAPHY, HYDROlOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
wEATHER DATA, WINUS 
1963 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CKUISE XXIX, MARCH 11-19, 1963. BAY CRUISE XXX, JULY 30--SEPTEMBER 11r 
1~&1. bAY CRUISE XXXI, OCTOBER 21-24, 1963 
CHES BAY INST DATA kEP 50 
CHcSAPEA~E BAY, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT 
RIVER, SALINITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1969 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
THE PAMUNK~Y AND MATTAPONI RIVER CRUSIE.SPRING- 1961 
CHES BAY INST SPtC REP 15 
CURRENT~ (~ATERI, MATIAPuNI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
l9T3 CHESAPEAKE BAY RESEARCH COUNCIL 
THt EFflCTS OF HURRICANE AGNES ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND ORGANISMS OF 
CHESAPEAKE dAY 
CH£S BAY INST CONTRIB 181, NATUR RESOURCES.I~SJ CONTRIB 529r VIMS SRAMSOE 
29 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIE5, FLOU05, HISTORIC FlOOD, 
HURRICANES 
1948 CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAl lABORATORY 
efFECTS OF UNDERWAIER EXPLOSIONS ON OYSTERS, CRASS, AND FISH 
CHES BIOl LAB PUBLICATION 70 
CRAdS, EXPLOSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, BlUE CRAB 
N*U* CHESAPEAKE CORPORATION 
HYDROSTATIC, CHEMICAL, TOXICITY, AND BIOLOGICAL SURVEY RELATING TO OYSTER 
CULTURE IN ~ORK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 1937-1938-19J9 
WEST POINT, VA 
~IULOGY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
UY~T~KS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
78 
1955 CHESAPEAKE CORPORATION 
A REPORT TO VIRGINIA STATE wATER CONTROL BOARD ON THE PROGRESS MAUE IN THE 
REDJCTIUN OF Mill EFFLUENTS ••• 
WEST POINT, VA 
EfflUENTS, OYSTER INDUSTRYr PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, ~ATER QUALITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VOLUME 1-A PROPOSAL FOR RES APPLIED TO NAT NEEDS 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, fUTUKE PLANNING IPROJECTEO), MANAGEMENT, PROJECT PlANNI~G, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1972 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY VULUME Ill 
P. 96-12~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH AND DEVElOPMENT, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGI~IA 
1973 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CUNSORJIUH, INC 
ANNUAL TECHNICAl REPORT 1972-1973. V. I SUMMARIES, wETlANDS, SHORtllNES 
AND SHALLOwS AND EMISSIONS AND ADDITIONS 
AUTHOR ICRC PUu ~J V. 11 
EASTERN SHJRE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFfLUENTS, 
MANAGEMENT, PROJECTS, REVllW~, SHORES, WASTE ~ATER (PQLLUTIONir WATER 
QUAliTY, WETLANDS 
1914 CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
ANNUAL TECHNICAL REPORT, 1973-1974. WASTE WATER, TH~ BIOlOGICAl EFFECTS Of 
THE ADUITION Of CERTAIN WASTE ~ATEk CONSTITUENTS TO THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ESTUARY 
AUTHOR ICRC PUB 43, XIV) 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EFFECTS, 
FISH, HYDROGEN SUlFIDE, METALS, OYSJEhS, PHOSPHORUS, SEDIMENTS, SEWAGE 
EFFlUENTS, WASTE wATER (POLLUTION) 
79 
19/4 CHcSA?tAKE KESEARCH CONSORTIUM, iNC 
AN~~AL ltCHNlCAL REPORT, 1973-1974. ~ASTE ~ATEK, PLANKTON STUDIES IN THE 
LU~EK CHESAPEAKE bA¥ 
AUTHOH (LKC PUB 43, V. XVI 
SGufrlEA~TtKN PLANNl~G OI~TR!CT, VA, BIOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INDICATORS, 
PLA~~TGN, ~~IMAKY P~G0ULT1VITY, SE•AGE EFFLUENTS, ZOOPLANKTaN 
1974 CHESAPEAKE KESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
AN'luAL TELtiNICAL KE:P:JKT, 1973-1974. WETLANDS-EDGES, SURVEY OF STATE: 
CCASlAL MANAGEMtNT LA~S 
AUTHOR (CKC PUB 43, V. Vlll 
0Kt0GING, LANv USt, LtGAL ASPE:CTS, MANAGEMENT, SURVEYS, VIRGINIA, 
~ETLANUS, COASTAL ZONE 
1974 CHtSAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC· 
ANNUAL TECHNICAL REPO~T, !973-1974. ~ASTE WATER, FIELD STUDIES OF WASTE 
ANJ OISPbKSION CHAKACTERlSTICS UF THE ELIZABETH RIVER 
AUTHOR !CRC PUB 4~, V. XVII 
SO~TH~ASTERN PLA~NING OISTRICT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, CHESAPEAKE &AY, ELIZABETH 
RIVtR, FNVIRONMENTAL ~FFE~JS, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SEw~GE 
lREAlMENI, WATER ~UALITY CONTROL 
1974 CHESAPEAKE RESEA~CH CONSORTIUM, INC 
ANN~AL TECHNICAL REPURT, 1973-1974. SUMMARIES, WETLANDS-EDGES PROGRAM AND 
~A~TE HATe~ PR~GRAM 
A~THU~ (CRC P~B 4~, V. ll 
Au~IKACTS, EASTtKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, PROGRAMS, 
~N~ilCTS, WASTe ~ATER (POLLUTION), ~ETLANDS 
1914 CHc~APEAKE RE~EARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
ANNUAL TtCHNICAl REPORT, 19/3-1974. A SU~VEY FOR THE USE Of REMOTE SENSING 
IN rtiE CHtSAP£:AKE: BAY REGION 
AUTrlOR ICRC PUB 43, V. XX) 
lNVIi<ONr1ENTAL t.iUAllTY, EASH:RN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, APPLICATION 
~tTHUU~, CHESAP[AKt BAY, PROJECTS, REMOTE SENSING, RESEARCH EUUIPMENT 
80 
1914 CHESAPEAKE RtSEAKCH CuNSORT!UM, INCORPOKATEU 
SYMPOSIUM ABSTRACTS JN THE EFFECTS OF TROPICAL STORM AuNES ON THE 
CHtSAPtAKE oAY ESTUAKINE SYSTtM, MAY 6-l, !974 
CHES kES CONSORT, INC PUBL 27 
ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, tSTUAKlNE ENV!RU~MENT, HISTORIC FLUDD, STOR"S 
l94d CHESAPE:AKE-~UT0MAC STUDY COMMISSION 
REPUHT LN Fi~H ANU SHE:LL~ISH IN THE CHtSAP~AKE ~AY ANU POTOMAC RIVER ~IJH 
MECOMME~OATIJNS fOR TH~IK FUTUR~ MANAG~MENT 
CHE~A~EAKE-POTUMAL STUDY CGMM, P.1-6ti 
CHESAPlAKl 3AY, FISH, FISH~K!~S, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH 
1948 CHESAPEAKE-PUTJMAC STUDY CuMMISSIUN 
REPORT ON FI~H AND Srl~Llfi~H IN TH~ CHESAPEA~t ~AY AND PUTGMAC RIVER ~lTH 
RECUMMcNOATIONS fuR TH~IR ~UTURE MANAGEMENT 
CHESA~cAKE 3AY, GklUGING, fiSH POPULATIUNS, FIShEKIES, LEGI~LATIGN, 
MA~AGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVtR, SHELLFISH 
194o CHESAPEAKE-POTOMAC STUUY COMMISSION 
REPORT 0~ FISH ANU SHELLFISH IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND PUIOMAC RIVER WITH 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THEIK ~UTURE MANAGEMENT 
btiP. 
CHESAPlAKl BAY, FISH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVcK, SrlELLFISH, 
UNAVAILABLe FOR REVI£ri 
1912 CHIA SN ET Al 
THERMAL EFFECTS OF THE SURRY NUCEAR PUwER PLANT ON THE JAMES RIVER, 
VIKG!NIA. PART 11. RESULTS UF MONITORING PHYSICAL PAKAMETE~S OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT ~KIOK 10 PLANT UPcKATION 
VIMS SRAMSUE 21 
ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVfK, NUCLEAR PO~ER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTIO~, VIRGINIA 
1947 CHIPMAN IliA 
SEASONAL CHANGES IN THE FATTENING OF OY~TEKS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, CONV ADOkESS 19~1, Ztl-32 
OYSTERS, PIANKATANK KIVE:R, VIRGINIA, YUHK RIVER, GLY~OGEN 
81 
1975 CHITTENDEN ME JR 
DYNAMICS OF AMERICAN SHAD, AlOSA SAPIDISSIMA, RUNS IN THE DElAWARE RIVER 
U. S. NAT MAR FISH SER FISHERY BULl 13(31 487-494 
AGE, AMEKICAN SHAD, ANAO~OMOUS FISH, OELA.ARE RIVERo SllE, SPAWNING 
197b CHITTENDEN ME JR 
PRESENT ANU HISTORICAL SPAWNING GROUNDS AND NURSERIES Of AMERICAN 
SHAO ••• lN THE OcLAWAKE RIVER 
US NAT MAK FI~H SER, FISH BULL 74(2) 343-352 
AMt~ICAN SHAD, UELA~AkE RIVER, FISH BEHAVIOR, SPAWNING 
1972 CHITTENDEN ME JR, VAN ENGEl WA 
EFFECT uF A TICKLER CHAIN ANO TOW DURATION ON TRAWL CATCHES OF THE BLUE 
CRAB, CALLINECTE~ SAPIUUS 
AME~ FISH SOL, JRANS 101(41,732-734 (VlMS CONTRIS 4451 
CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, TRAwLING, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVEK, SLUE CRAB 
197J CHRISTENSEN OJ 
PREY PREFERENCE OF STYLOCHUS ELLIPTICUS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PKOC bJ, 35-38 
BARNACLE~, CHESAPtAKE BAY, OYSTERS, PREDATION, WORMS, TREO AVUN RIVER 
19b4 CHRISTY fT 
THE EXPLOITATION OF A COMMON PROPERTY RESOURCE-THE MARYLAND OYSTER 
INOUSTkY 
UNIV MICHIGAN DISS 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY 1 ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
PUdLIC LANDS, RESQURCE ~EVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1919 CHURCHILL EP 
CKAij INDUSTRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BUR FISH DOC 86B 
BOATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRA6 INDUSTRY, lABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARINE AIR 
MASSES, VIRGINIA 
bl 
N*D* CHURCHILL EP JR 
THE CONSERVATION OF THE bLUE CRAB Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, CONSERVATION, CRAB iNDUST~Y, CRAbS, LEGISLATIUN, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, BLUE CRAB 
1919 CHURCHILL EP JR 
LIFE HISTORY Of THE BLUE CRAB 
US BUR FISH BULL 11917-19ldl 3&, 91-lZd 
CRAdS, GROwTH STAGES, LIFE HISTUkY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION 
1919 CHURCHill EP, GUTSELL JS 
PRELIMINARY REPUMT ON THt I~VESTIGATION OF THE OYSTERS Of ¥UR~ RIVER 
US BUR FI~H MS KEP 
EFFLUENTS, UYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PULP WASTES, VlkG1NIA, YORK RI~ER 
197b CITIZENS PROG FOR THE CHES BAY, INC 
WATER UUALITY GOALS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY - •HAT ARE THEY AND HOW CAN THEY SE 
ACHIEVED? 197b ANNUAL MEETING 
CPCB, VPI AND SU, 1~7b 
EASTEHN SHURE PLANNl~G UISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEA~E ~AY, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, 
MARYLAND, NUTRIENTS, OIL, PLANNING, WATER ~UALITY, WATEK ~UALITY CONTROL 
197b CITIZENS PROG FOR THE CHES BAY, INC 
~ILL Of RIGHTS AND RESPONSI~ILITIES 
CPC~, VPI AND SU, 1976 
EASTERN SHUKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLO~Y, 
PRESERVATION, RESOURCES 
1950 CLARK CB 
THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, VOL II 
LE~IS HISTORICAL PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, HISTORY, MARYlAND, VIRGINIA 
1950 CLARK CB 
THE EASTERN SHORE Of MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, VOL 
lE•IS HISTORICAL PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, HISTORY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
83 
1967 CLAti.K J 
FISH ANO MAN, CONfLICT IN THE ATLANTIC ESTUARIES 
AM LITTOti.~L SGC, SPEC PUB 5, 78 P 
MluuLt PE~INSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ATLANTIC OCEAN, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, CGNSEkVAliON, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FISHING, 
NATURAL RlS0URLES, ~JOuLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
l\149 C.LAKK JE 
INTER-STATE RELATIONS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHERIES 
MU ouA«U NATUk KE:SOURCES, NOV 10, l'14<J. 31P. 
CHESA~EhKE oAY, flSHcRIE:S, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1974 CLARK LJ ET AL 
SUMMARY AND CUN~LuSIO~S - NUTRIENT TRANSPORT AND ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE 
LJ~Ek SUS~UE:HANNA RIVER BASIN 
E:PA, ANNAPOLIS rllLO OFFICe. ItCH REP 60 
CHESAPtA~E ~AY, NUTklE~TS, SU~QUEHANNA RIVER, WATER QUALITY 
1972 CLARK LJ, JA~URSKI NA 
NUTki~NT TRANSPORT AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN BUDGET STUDIES IN THE POTOMAC 
ESTUAf(Y 
U.S. tNVIkON PROTECT AGENCY, ANNAPOLIS flELO OFFICE, REGION 111, TECH REP 
37 
ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NITMuG~N CYCLE, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1912 CLARK wb, HILLER BL 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY Of THE COASTAL PLAIN PkOVINCE Of VIRGINIA ••• 
VA GEOL SuKV oULL 4 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EARTH MATERIALS, bEOLOGIC 
fU><.'-IATluNS, GEGLOl.Y, GE:OMOP.PHOLOGY, MINERAL INDUSTRY, PALEOI\ITULOGYr 
S~JIMENTAKY PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
lilt!.! CLARKE SF 
New AND INTERESTING HYDROIOS f.RUM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
dGSTuN SOC NATUR HIST HEM 3141,135-142 
iit.'<fHIC fAUNA, CLASSIFIC.ATION, HYDROZOA, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, 
VI.{GINIA 
d4 
1959 CLEMMER GH 
A QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF SHORE FISHES OF THE LOnER YOkK MIVER UURING THE 
SUMI'IER OF 1 <j59 
VIMS NAT SCI FOuND REP 
DlSTRidUTIUN PATTERNS, ~ISH, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YDR~ RIVER, ~ElNING 
1959 CLINE CH, FISHER LJ 
FLUSHING TIME AND DISPERSION Of CONTAMINANTS IN TIDAL WATERS rilTH 
APPLICATION TO THE JAMES ft!VER 
US NAVY HYilROGR Of-FICE, UNPUBLISHED REP 
UIFFUS[Or;, Ul~PEKSIO,;, FLOw CHAKAClEklSTICS, JAHiS klVtR, VIRGINIA, WAH:R 
POLL UTI ON 
1960 CLINE ~H, MALONEY WE 
FIELD ~EPOKT, JAMES RlVtK DYE D!SPEKSAL TEST~ 
US NAVY HYUKOGR UFrllEr UNPUBLISHED MS 
DYE KEL~AS~S, JAMES RIVER, VlkGINIAr ~ASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
1'148 CLINE JH, STO~ HH 
THE JAMES RIVER PKUJECT OF THt VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF ~CltNCE 
VA ~ILDLIFE 9Ulrl5-17,.:>2 
FUTURE PLAN~ING (PRuJELTEUl, JAMES RIVE~, RIVtR oASIN DEVELUPMENT, 
VIKGINIA 
196ij CLOVIS JF 
THE VEGETATION OF SMITH ISLAND, VIRGINIA 
CASTANEA 33, 11:>-lLI 
CHESA~lAKE ~AY, EASIERN SHURE IVA-MU), MARSH PLANTS, PLANTS, VEGETATION, 
VI~GINIA, tlARKif:k ISLANDS 
19b8 COCH NK 
GEOLOGY OF THE BENNS CHURCH, SMITHFIELD, wlNDSOk, ANO CHUCKATUCK 
QUADKANGLES, VIRGINIA 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES, RtP Of INVEST 17 
DEPOSITION ISED1MtNTSl, GEULOGIL INVESTIGATlUNS, G~~MGRPHOL8GY, JAMES 
RIVEK, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
i15 
1'J /1 COCH i'IK 
GEJLOGY Of THE NEWPORT NEWS SOUTH AND BOWERS HILL QUADRANGLES, VIRGINIA 
VA JIV MINERAL RtSOURCES REP INVEST 28 
GEULLGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
1973 CUCUROS G ET AL 
MERCURY CUNCENTRAIIONS IN fiSH, PLANKTON ANO HATER FROM THREE WESTERN 
ESTt.JA«lES 
J FISH BIUL 5(6) ,c..4l-b47 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, FISH, HEAVY METALS, MERCURY, 
NORTH CAROLINA, ~LANKTOI'l 
19~6 COFIELD T 
TROUBLE UN THE CHESAPEAKE 
~HE5APtAKE ~AY, COMMERLIAL FISH, SPORT FISH, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 
1972 COHEN SM, MCERL~AN AJ 
ADOENDU~ TU A CKUS~ REFERENCED INDEX TO CURRENT 11971-1972) BIOLOGICAL AND 
BIOLOGY RlL.TEU KfS~A~CH UN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VA lNST MAR SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA IVIHS CONTRIB 448Al 
SUUTHEASTEKN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ~IOLDGY, CHESA~EAKE 
clAY 
1972 COHEN SM, MCERLEAN AJ 
A C~OSS-REFEKENCED INDEX TO CURRENT 11971-19721 BIOLOGICAL AND 
BIOLOGY-RELATED REStAMCH ON CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS CONTRld 44tl 
B!dLIObRA~HlES, BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
1962 COLE CF 
PllPt.JLA T ION ANALYSES UF THE DARTERS, ETHEOSTOMA OLHS TEO I OLMSTED I AND E 0 
AT~OMACULATUM, FROM STREAMS IN JIDE~ATER VIRGINIA 
VIM~ NAT SCI FOUND TEACHERS REP 
OlSTKl~t.JTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1967 COLE CF 
A STUDY OF THE EASTERN JOHNNY GARTER, ETHEOSTOMA OLMSTED! STORtR 
ITELEOSTEI, PERCIOAEI 
CHES SCI 8(1),2ij-51 IVIMS CONTRIB 2411 
DISTRitlUTION PATTEkN5, fiSH POPULATIONS, FI5H TAXONOMY, PERCHES 
1951 COLEMAN ED 
THE GREAT FRESH OF 1771 
VA CAVALCADE 1121,20-22 
FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVtR, VIRGINIA 
1880 COLLINS F 
O~SERVATIONS IN THE DENSITY OF THE ~ATERS OF IHE CHESAPEA~E ~AY AND ITS 
PRINCIPAL ESTUARIES 
U.S. COA~T AND GEOU St.JRV REP FOR 1ti77, APPENDIX 14, 9~P. 
CHESA~EAKt BAY, Dt~~lTYt UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
193v COLLINS wU ET AL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER UF SURFACE wATERS OF VIRGINIA-PktLIM KE~T 
VA DlV OF wATER kESUURCES AND POW~K BULL l 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JANtS g{VtR, S~UIMENT LOAU, SuRfACE WATERS, VIR~INIA, 
19j2 COLLINS WD ET AL 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 
VA UIV UF ~ATER RESOURCES AND POwEk ~ULL 3 
CHEMICAL ANALYSI~, UISGHAR~t (WATEklt SEDIMENT LOAD, SURfACE WATEKS, 
VIRGINIA, HATlR TEMPERATURE 
1963 COLONIAL BEACH PLANNING COMM 
INDUSTRIAL OPPORTUNITIES 
VA DlV OF INDUSTRIAL UEV AND PLANNING 
WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, INDU~TRIES, 
LAND DEVELOPMENT, LAND USE, VIRGINIA 
iH 
196~ COLONIAL ~EACH PLANNING CUMM 
MAJJK ~TKtcT ANO HIGHwAY SUMMARY 
1/A tllll lfi.LJUSTKIAL DE:V AND PLANI'IING 
NOKT~EMN NE~K PLANNI~G DISTKICT, 1/Ao LAND USEr PLANI'IING, POLLUTANT 
lL.l~~T!F!CATIUNr 1/l~GINIA 
1971 COLONIAL !:lEACH ~LANNING COMM 
STATE UF THE TOnN. COLONIAL BEACH COMPKEHENSIIIE PLAN. 1/. l 
AUTHOR 
wESTMORELAND COUNTY, liAr NORTHERN I'IECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
LAND USE, PLANNING, PU~ULATION, 1/IKGINIA 
1~74 COLONIAL bEACH PLANNING COMM AND 1/A Dll/ OF STATE PLANNING AND 
LU~MUNITY AFFAIK~ 
ZU~ING DKJINANLt FO~ THE TOWN OF COLONIAL dEACH 
AUTHOK 
wi:STMQ~E:LANU CuUNTY, VA, NOKTHE:RN NECK PLANNING OISTRICT, 1/Ao LAND U~E, 
PLANNING, KEGULATIUN, VIRGINIA 
1~74 COLONIAL rlEACH PLANNING COMM AND 1/A Dill OF STATE PLANI'IING AND 
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
PULILY AND PLANNING GUIDE rUR THE TOWN OF COLUNIAL oEACH, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOk 
WcSfMUKELAND CCU~TY, 1/A, NUkTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA 
19::.[ COLONY WM 
OEVCLUPING A MASTER PLAN FOR SEWERS AND WASTE WATER DIS~OSAL IN THE 
WA::iHINGTilN ME:TkUPOLlTAN -AREA 
INTER~IATI: C~MM ON.THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-l2, 1961, AT 
LULUNIAL ~EACH, 1/A, P.29-37 
CH!:'SAPlAKE ilAY, PUTUMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWI:RS, wASTE WATER 
DISPOSAL, WAlEK MANAGEMEI'IT !APPLIED!, WATER UUALITY 
1913 COLVO~ORESSE:S JA . 
VA~IATIONS IN MAJOR CATIONS AND CERTAIN HEAVY METALS IN THE SERUM OF THE 
uLU~ CKAd, CALLIN~CTES SAPIUUS 
VI~~ lti~~IS (COLL WILLIAM AND MARYI 
lALCIUM, CH[SAPEAKE BAY, COPPtR, HEAVY METALS, MAGNESIUM, POTASSIUM, 
~ALlfi.ITY, SUOIUM, ZINL, BLUE CRAB 
iltl 
1974 COLVUCORESStS JA ET AL 
VARIATIONS IN SE~UM CUN~TITUENTS UF THE ~LUE CHAd, CALLINECTES SAP!DuS, 
MAJUK CATIONS 
COMP blOCHEM PHYSIUL 4~A, 7!:17-803 11/IMS CONTKid 55Sl 
CALCIUM, CHESAPEAKE SAl, PAMUN~EY killER, POTA~SJu~, ~EASUNAL, SODIUM, 
VIRGINIA, YOKK RiVEKr bLUt CRA~ 
1970 COLWELL RR 
COMPUTER STUDIES OF MICROORGANISMS ASSOCIATED wiTH INIIE~TEoRATE ANIMALS IN 
THE CHESAPEAKE bAY AND ISOLATION Or Vlt!RIO PARAHAEMGLYTICUS F~O~ THE ULUi 
CRAt> ••• 
FOOO-DKUGS FROM THE SEA, PNOL 1~69, P.175-!92 
BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE oAY, CuMPUTEKS, ~ICKOURGAfi.ISMS, dLuE CRAd 
1972 COLWELL RR 
BACTERIA, YEASTS, VIRUSES ANU KELATEO MICKUORGANISH~ OF THE CrlESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SCI l31SUPPLI 1 5b9-S70 
BACTERIA, CHESAP~~KI: bAY, DISTNIBUTIUN, MICRIJOKGA:~ISMS, viRUSES, YEASTS 
!945 CONANT R 
AN ANNUTAlEO CHELK LIST OF THE A~PHIBIANS A~U KEPTILlS OF TrlE 0EL-MAK-VA 
PENINSULA 
NATUR H!ST SOC UI:LAwAKE, 9P. 
AMPHIBIANS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, DELAwARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, MARYLA~O, 
RI:?TILcS, 1/IRGINIA, UNAVAILA~LE FOR REVIEw 
1968 CONES H 
SELECTIIIITY IN FOSSIL PRESERVATION AS SHOWN bY A COMPAKISON GF FOSSIL ANU 
MUDI:RN bARNACLE POPULATIONS 
CHES SCI 9l!l,bl-&2 IVIMS CONTRIB 2721 
ANIMAL POPULATIU~S, t!AKNACLES, PALI:uNTULUGYt PRESERVATION, 1/IRGINIA, YUKK 
RIVER 
1969 CONES HN JR 
STROBILATION OF CHkYSAORA QUINUUECIRRHA POLYPS IN THE LAt>URATORY 
II A J SC I 2 0 t 1 o- 1!1 I II I M 5 CON T K I 8 2 9 1l 
GROWTH STAG~S, JtLLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLE~, I/IKG1NIA, YUKK kli/EK, 
SC YPHtJZOA 
!19 
19b~ CONES HN JR, HAVEN OS 
DIST~ !BUT IOii OF l.HKYSAORA I.IUIN,jUECIRRHA IN THE YORK RIVER 
CHES SCI 10, 75-84 IVINS CONTRIB 3131 
~ALT TULtRANCE, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRibUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SC Vf'HuZLlA 
1957 C0NNOR JG, SCHROEDER ME 
CHEMICAL A~D i'HYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE ~jATERS OF VIRGINIA 1946-1951 
VA DIV Uf ~ATlR RESOURCES tiULl 20 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISCHARGE IWATERI, SEDIMENT LOAU, SURfACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, wATeR f~MPE~ATURE 
1972 CONTRACTOR ON, WIGGERT JM 
NUMERICAL ~TUDIES GF UNSTEADY FlOW IN THE JAMES RIVER 
VA PULYTI::CH IN~T. wATEK RESOURCES RES CENTER. BULL 51 
CU"PUTER~, FLOOU kUUTING, HYDRAULICS, JAMES RIVI::R, LOW FLO~, NUMERICAL 
ANALYSIS, uPEN CHANNel FLOw, RI::SERV~IR STAGES, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 
197o COOK TM, GOLDMAN CK 
bACTtKIOLOGY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY SURFACE WATERS 
C HE S SC 1 1 7 ( ll 4v-4 'i 
SUuTHEASTERN ~lA~NlNG DISTRICT, VA, BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEASONAL 
DISTKiilUTlUN, WAlEK TEMPERATURE 
1974 COOKE CA 
AN EXPEKIMENTAL STUDY Of HABITAT SELECTION BY JUVENILES OF SIX SPECIES OF 
SCIAEN!DS ~OuND IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIM~ THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND HARYI 
ANAOkUMOUS fiSH, F.!SH PDPULATIONS, HABITATS, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
1973 COOK!: E 
CHANGt IN FISHING- PROBLEMS OF FAMILY RECRUITMENT IN A COUNTY OF 
TRAJITIONAL MARITIME ORIENTATION 
MIUJLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT COMMISSION, Z7 P 
~111THf:WS CuUNTYr VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr ECONOMICS, 
I l~HING, HISTORY, INDUSTRIES, OCCUPATIONS, VIRGINIA 
90 
19b2 COOMANS HE 
THE MAR!Nt MOLLUSK FAUNA Of THE VIRGINIAN AREA AS A BASIS FUR OEFI~lNG 
ZOOGEOGRAPHICAL PKOVINCES 
BEAUFORTIA 9t 83-104 
MOLLUSKS, VIRGINIA, 
1971 COOPI::R E 
PHILAUELPHIA FIRM TO PLAN JAMES 
RICHMOND TIMES-DISPATCH. JUNE lb, 1971. A-1, 
JAMES RIVER, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1972 CORBETT MK 
VIRUSES UF AQUATIC PLANTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE SAY 
CHES SCI 1j(SUPPLI,SB6-Sd7 
AQUATIC PLANT~, CHI::SAPEAKE ~AY, VIRUSES 
1930 CORSON JJ i~D 
UYSTER INDuSTRY G~ VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND NEWS LtAOEk, JANUAkY 9-16, 1930 
CO~MI::RCIAL FISHING, OYSTE~ !NDU~TRY, VIkGIN!A, 
1876 CORYELL M 
DlATOHAClOUS SANDS OF KICHMGND, VIRGINIA 
AMER INST MINING ENG TKANS 4 1 230-2~2 
DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, JAMES KlVER, SANDS, VIRGINIA 
1973 COSTELLO TJ ET AL 
LARVAL CULTuRE OF THE CALICO SCALlOP, ARGOPECTEN GibBUS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 63, 72-76 IV!MS CONT~IB 47cil 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGEr MGRPHOLOGY, SCALLOPS, SPAWNING, MAKICULTURE 
1966 COUCH JA ET Al 
SPORULATION OF MINCH!NIA NELSONI ••• IN CRASSOSTREA VlRG!NICA IGMELINI 
SCIENCE 1531374JI,1529-1531 
MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
91 
l9bd COUCH JAr R05tNF!ELU A 
(~!LUUTIULO~Y OF ~INCHINIA COSTALIS AND HINCHINIA NELSONI IN OYSTERS 
I~T~UUu~~D INTU CHINCOTEAGUe dAYr VIRGINIA 
NAT SHELLfiSH ASS, PKJC 5Br 51-59 
Cl<bAf'l:M~ BAY, f:ASHKN SHut\E (VA-1'10), EPilOOTIOLO(,'I', HOtHALITY, MSX, 
~YSTEKS, P~KASITISM, VIRGINIA 
1'-lod COULTER JB 
MftKJNE ~HIPPING INDUSTRY EFFECTS AND IMPACTS 0~ THE CHESAPEAKt BAY 
IN viJVh<NuK' S CUI\iFtRf:~>CE ON CHESAPEAKE tiAY, wYE INSTr SEPT 12-13, 
P.IL/-1.;.; 
CHtSAPEA~E dAY, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHIPS, SOLID wA~Tf:Sr WASTE DISPOSAL 
1940 COVEY SE 
HA,,J-GRU~N OYSTERS 
EXP~ESS MiSSENGfk 23(12lr4-~ 
UY5Tti INUU~TKY, LY$TERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, 
MA~ICULTUKt 
1974 Cr.WAN FBM 
OBSERVATIONS ON EXT~ARENAL EXCRETION BY ORBITAL GLANDS ANU OSMOREGULATION 
IN MALACLEMYS TERRAPIN 
CUMP ~IOCHEM PHYSIOL 4oi3A),4S~-500 
RePTILES, SALT TULtRANC~, TURTLES, WEIGHT 
1930 COWLES KP 
A BIULUGICAL STUDY OF THE OFFSHORE WATERS Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US tlUR ~1511, 4&, FISH DOC lOn, P.271-3ol 
AQuATIC ANIMALS, (HESAP£AKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
Plli'ULAT l[j;,S, PLANKTON, PLANT POPULATIONS 
1~4b COWLES RP, BRAMBf:L CE 
THE OISTKI~UTION OF THE PROTOZOA IN THE PLANKTON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
IHEIK KtLAfiUN TO SALINITY 
M;AL RCC 9o, 564 
ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEAKE BAYr DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, SALINITY, 
U~~VAILAULE FUK KEVlEW 
1972 COX E 
RECKEATIONAL USES 
kEMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONfr NAT Af:KUN SPACE ADMIN nALLOP~ STAr 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, PARK$, PLANNING, K~CREATIGN, R~MOTE SENSING 
1974 CRAWfORD CC ET AL 
THE UTILilATIUN Uf OI~SULVED FREE AMINO ACIDS dY ESTUAKINE MICRLUKvA~ISHS 
ECOLOGY 7'131 551-?o3 lV!MS CONTRIB 465) 
AMINO AC1U5, dACTERIA, CHf:MISTKYr eSTUARINE EHVI~OhMENT, NuiTH CAROLINA, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1907 CRISP OJ 
CHEMICAL fACTORS INDUCING SETTLEMENT IN CKASSilSfKEA Vl~viNICA IGMELIN) 
J ANI~ tCOL 3b, 3~~-jj5 IV!MS CONTRIB 261) 
ATTRACTANTS, LAkVAL GROriTH ~fAGE, GYSTEKSr CYSTER SETTING 
1972 CROCKETT C~ 
CLIMATOLOGICAL SUMMARIES fUM SELECTED STATIONS IN VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECH INST, ~ATEK KESUURCtS R~S CENTtK dULL ~3 
CLIMATIC DATA, DATA COLLf:CTIGNS, VIRGINIA, 
1947 CkONIN LE 
ANATOMY AND HISTOLOGY Uf THE MALE REPROUUCTIVE SYSTEM OF CALLINE~TES 
SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
J MORPHOL oli2),2U~-239 
GONADS, MOiPHCLOGY, RtPRUOUCTIUNr tiLUE CRAtl, SCYPHOZOA 
19H CRONIN LE 
HOW CAN WE COUNT SCREWDRIVERS OR OYSTER DRILLS 
ATLANTIC ESTUARINE KES Sue, OCT 2r i95b, 4P. 
OYSTER DR1LLS, UNAVAILAtiLt fUR kEVIEW 
93 
1'-lbl CRONIN LE 
T~c CONUITION OF CHE~APEAKE BAY 
NORTH AM~R ~ILDLIFE AND NATUR RESOURCES CONF, TRANS 32, 137-150 ICUNTRIB 
31~, ~~TUK K[$0UKLES INST, UNIV MDI 
CKAd l~OUSTRY, E5TUARit5r OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
POLLUTAI-ITS, ktCREAT IJN, SHIPS, "AHR QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1<J6!l LRDNIN LE 
ThE ~IOLUGY UF THE CHESAPEAKe BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONF~KENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~YE INST, SEPT 12-13, P.75-BO 
BENThOS, ~HcSAP~AKc bAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, NEKTON, PLANKTON 
196il CRONIN LE 
THe ~~~ACT OF THtRMAL RELEASES ALONG THE EAST COAST ON SHELLFISH 
UNIV MD NATUR kESUUKCES INST REF bd-66 
CHtSA~LAKE dAY, lLECTRIL POwER PROOUCTlON, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED 
~AT2~ 1 MARYLAN~, NilkTriEAST u.s., NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOUTHEAST U.S., 
THtKMAL PGLLUTION, V!RGI~lA 
!970 CRONIN LE 
THE IMPACTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARe CANAL ON THE ECOLOGY OF THE 
f<EGION 
UNIV MD NATUR RESUuKCES IN~T REF 70-20 
CANALS, CHESAPeAKE HAY, ~COLOGif\L IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + D 
CANAL 
1971 CRONIN Lt 
IV, PREVENTION AND MONITERING--PULLUTION PREVENTION 
ROY SUC LU~DUN, PkOC bU(L 177, 439-450 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 4571 
tillMAN PUPULAT ION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOLID iJiA:.TES, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
~ASTE ~ATER TREATMENT 
1972 CRONIN LE 
KEMUTE SENSING AND EXTRACTABLE BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 
KEM~fE SENSING OF fHE CHESAPEAKE BAY. CONFo NASA IJiALLOPS STAt VA., SCI AND 
TECH INFORM OFFICE. NAT AERON AND SPACE ADMIN 
ACUATIL PLANTS, CENSUS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, 
SIIELLI-lSH, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
94 
1957 CRONIN LE ET AL 
A PARTIAL biBLIOGRAPHY Of THE GENUS CALLINECTES 
VIMS SPtC SCI REP 6 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, BLUE CRAB 
1972 CRONIN LE ET AL 
PREFACE 
CHES SCI 131SUPPL),S1-S3 ILONTRIB 502, NATUK RESOuRCES INST, UNIV MDI 
IVIMS CONTRIB 4941 
BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT 
1971 CRONIN WB 
VOLUMETRIC, AREAL, AND TIDAL STATISTICS OF THt CHESAPEAKE BAY eSTUARY AND 
ITS TRibUTARIES 
CHES BAY INST SPEC ReP 20 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, MARYLAND, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, TIOtS, VIRGINIA, 
VOLUMETRIC ANALY~IS 
1974 CROONEMUERGHS RE 
HtAVY METAL CONCENTRATIONS IN THE CLAM RANGIA CU~EATA FROM THE 
RAP~AHANNOCK AND JAMtS R!VERS 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAl 
CLAMS, HtAVY METALS, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, kATER 
POLLUTION 
1966 CULLER EO 
REAL PROPERTY- RIPARIAN RIGHTS 
UNIV RICHMOND LAW NUTES 2 1 2~7-261 
ELIZABETH RIVE~, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA 
1916 CUMMING HS 
INVESTIGATION OF THE POLLUTION OF THE TIDAL WATERS OF MAkYlAND AND 
VIRGINIA, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SHElLFISH-6~AkiNG A~EAS 
PU6LIC HEALTH ~ULL 77 
CHE~APEAKE BAY, EFFLUENTS, MARYlAND, PULP wASTES, TIUAL wATERS, VIR~INIA 
95 
19lb CUMMING HS 
I~VESTIGATIUN OF THE POLLUTION AND SANITARY CONDITIONS OF THE POTOMAC 
WATEKSHED ~ITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SELF PURIFICATION AND THE SANITARY 
CONDITION OF SHELLFISH ••• 
US PUti HEALTH ~~kV HYGIENE BUll 104 
CHESAPEAKE tiAY, POTOMAC RIVER, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, 
wATER ~UALITY, U~AVAILASLE FOR REVIEW 
1919 CUNNINGHAM o 
NOTES UN OCCURRENCE OF TINTINNUS SERRATUS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ELISHA MITCHELL SCI SOC J 35, 12-14 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, PLANKTON, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTION 
1973 CUSHING EM ET AL 
WATER k~~uURCES 0~ THE DELMARVA PENINSULA 
u. s. GOV PR OFF IG~OL SURVEY PROF PAP 822), 58 P 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, 
GROUNDwATER, MAPS, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WAT~R RESOURCES 
1945 CUSHMAN JA, CEDERSTROM OJ 
AN UPPER EOCENE FORAMINIFERAL FAUNA fROM DEEP WELLS IN YORK COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SURV BULL b7 
CHICKAHUMINY RIVER, COASTAL PLAINS, FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1971 DABNEY V 
VIRGINIA, THE NEW DOMINION 
DOUaLEUAY AND CO, INC. GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK 
GOVeRNMeNTS, HISTOKY, VIRGINIA, 
1891 DARTON NH 
MESOZOIC AND CENOZOIC FORMATIONS OF EASTERN VIRGINIA AND MARYLAND 
GEOL SOC AMER BULL 2, 431-.50 
ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
MARYlAND, MESOZOIC ERA, VIRGINIA 
9b 
1893 DARTON NH 
CENOZOIC HISTUKY OF EASTERN VIRGINIA AND MARYLAND 
GEOL SOC AMER oULL 5, 24 
CENOZOIC ERA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, GEOLOGIC FJRHATIONS, 
GEOLOGY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1894 DARTON NH 
OUTLINE OF C~NOZOIC HISTORY OF A PORTION OF THE HJOOLE ATLANTIC SLOPE 
J GEOL 2, 568-587 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, 
MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1911 DARTON NH 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, AND VICINITY 
US GEOL SURV BUll 483 
CLAYS, DIATOMACEOUS EARTH, EARTH MATERIALS, ECONOMICS, ~EOLOGJC 
FORMATIONS, GRANITES, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
19b1 DAUGHERTY FH JR 
MARINE BIOLOGICAL FUULING IN THE APPROACHES TO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US NAT HYDROGR TECH REP 96 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FOULING 
1969 DAUGHERTY SJ 
ASPECTS OF THE ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY, AND HOST-PARASITE RELATIONSHIP OF 
LOXOTHYLACUS PANOPEJ ISACCULINIOAEI IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIM$ THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARYI 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, JAMES RIVER, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1969 DAUGHERTY SJ, VAN ENGEL WA 
RECORD OF HUTCHINSONIELLA MACRACANTHA SANDERS, 1955 ICEPHALOCARIDA) IN 
VIRGINIA 
CRUSTACEANA 16111r107-10B IVIMS CONTRIB 2961 
AMPHIPODA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE 
(VA-MDI, VIRGINIA, WACHAPREAGUErVA 
97 
I'IU IJAV!E::> TT 
lffECT uf E~VIRUNME:NTAL GRADIENTS IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK KIVEK ESTUARY ON THE 
MULLUSL~N fAUNA 
GtJL SUC AMER, ME~ lj>, P.Zoj-2~0 
l>l STRioc:TI UN, o'll)LLU~r<.S, MOKPHOLOGY, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
l ~'t't OJ\ VIS CC 
0:-. F(!U" ~Pb .. lt5 OF COPEPOLlA NEW TO CHESAPEAKE BAY, niTH A DESCRIPTION OF A 
~~w VA~IbiY UF PAKALALANU~ ~kASSIROSTRIS OAHL 
LHES diOL LAd PuuL 61 
CHESAPEA~~ ~AY, LU~~POUS, MORPHOLOGY, SYSTeMATICS 
I'Jo5 UAV!S CC 
A ~TUOY uf THE HATCHING PROCESS IN AQUATIC INVEKIE:BRATES XX THE BLUE CRAB 
LALLINE:CIES SJ\PIUUS KATHdUN XXI TH~ NEMEKTEAN ~ARCINONEMERTES CAKCINOPHlLA 
(t-.JELLIKEkl 
CH!:S SCI ol4l,~ul-2Lltl 
HAiCHI~G, JAMt~ RIVER, NEM~~TEANS, REPROOUCIION, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER, 
[lLUE Ci<Ao 
l\14L DAVIS HJ 
A ~~UGkAM U~ VISUAL EDUCATION FOR CONSERVATION OF TIDEWATER FISHERIES 
VA J t:lUC j(,(L) ,76-77 IVIMS CONTRiti 121 
lONSE~VATION, EDUCATION, fiSHEklES 1 MANAGEMENT, TIDAL WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1~66 OAVIS J 
INVcSTlGATIUN OF POTENTIAL fOR EXPANSION OF THE INDUSTRIAL FISHERY OF THE 
MIU-ATLANI IC liiGHT 
VIM'i MS 
CGMME~CIAL FISH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, DISTRIBUTION, fiSHERIES, MIODLE 
ATLANTI(.. !liGHT, . . 
19b1 DAVIS J 
ANALlkiiMDuS FISH PROJECT, BIOLOGY AND UTILIZATION OF ANAOROMOUS ALOSIDS 
VIM~ ~~. 1~67--TO DATE 
ALOSIO>, ANAOROMOUS FISH, DISSOLVED OXVGEN, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, 
98 
196d DAVIS J 
POTENTIAL FOR AN INDUSTRIAL TRAWL FISHERY IN CHESAP~AKE diGHT 
VA J SCI 19, 177 tVIMS CONTRIB l73) 
COMMER~IAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRAriO~ PAllE~NS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTIQN, TRAwliNG 
1970 DAVIS J 
EXPLO~I~G FGR SCHOOLING PELAGIC FISHES IN MIOJLE ATLANTIC uiGHT 
CD~~ FISH KEV 32131rll-24 lVIMS CO~TRid j371 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, OISTRI~UTION PATTERNS, FISH, FiSH PuPULAIIONS, MluOLE 
ATLANIIC aiGHT, SEINING 
19 72 DAVIS J 
SEASONAL AVAILABILITY ANJ OISTKIBUTION OF BE~THIC FISMES OF CHESAPEAKE 
BIGHT 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
tiENTHIC FAUNA, UISTR!BUTION, FINFISH INJUST~Y, FISH PGPULATIUNS, 
FISHERIE~, SEA~ONAL OJSTRI~UTIGNr MIDDLE ArLANTI~ olbHT, 
1973 DAVIS J 
SPAWNING SITES AND NUKS!:RIES Of FISH!:S OF THE GENUS ALUSA IN VIRGINIA 
ABSTRACT IN U.S. MAK FISH SEKV MIUDLE AILANIIC COASTAL FISH CENTER TECH 
PUdl 1, P.140-l41 
CHESAPEAKE ~AYr FISH HATCHERIES, FISH PUPULATIUNS, SPA~~ING, VIM~INIA 
1~76 DAVIS J EI AL 
PLANS FOK MANAGEMENT Of THE FISHERIES OF THE IIUAL POTOMAC RIVEK 
VA INST MAR S(..l, GLOUCESTER POINT, VA IVIMS SKAMSOE 1171 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING UISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, FIN~ISH INDUSTRY, 
FI~HERIES, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIV!:k, SH!:LLFISH 
1964 DAVIS J, JOSEPH Eti 
SOUTHEkN RECORD OF SEBASTES MARINOS, OCEAN PERCH 
CHES SCI 5(4),212 IVIMS CONTRIB 165) 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH PUPULATIUNS, 
MARINE FISH, PEKCHES, VIRGINIA 
196<> OAVI) kK 
PLANNI~~ A wATE~ QUALITY MANA~EHENT SYST~H. THE CASE OF THE POTOMAC 
lSicJAkY 
JUH~~ H~P~IN~ UNIV ~ATEK ~~S 
CHc:)APcA"i: oAY, ESTcJAtdE:S, .~AI•AGEMlNT, PLANNING, POTOMAC ~IVEtl., WATER 
WUALIIY LG~T~UL, UNAVAILAJLE ~OR REVIE~ 
l91:d IJAVI S kt<. 
THt KANG~ df Ct!Oil.E lr< wAT~tl. MANAGEMENT, A STUDY Of DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN 
T~t~ POTGMAC ~~TUAkY 
Jl111NS <1ui-tdo\::. Ui,lv f'o(cSS, iJALTIMORE, MD 
CHtSAPEAKt oAY, LCST-ocNEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, 
~~~~K ~0ALITY, ~ATck RESOURCES 
l~b~ DAVIS ~V Er Al 
l~cATMc~T CF UUCK ~A~lES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON THE WATER ~UALITY IN THE 
~A?~AHA~~UCK ~IVER, UKBANNA, VIRGINIA 
VA ~T~T~ oAT[k CU~TKUL UUAKD, RICHMOND, VA 
ANI~AL oL~TES l•lLUL!Ftl, FARM LAGOONS, FARM WASTES, POULTRY, RAPPAHANNOCK 
Kl\fc1{ 0 Ylo<Gl:'IIA, wASTE lKcATMENT 
lY5/ DAVIS WS 
UVA ~KOUu~TIUN 0~ AMERICAN SHAD IN ATLANTIC COAST RIVERS 
U.S. FISH ANO ~ILULIFE SERV, RES REP 49 
AMERICAN SnAJ, FI~H tGGS 1 NURTrlEAST U.S., POTOMAC RIVEK, SOUTHEAST U.S., 
195Y DAY CG 
CHESAPEAKE- LIGHTSHIP, P.-65-92. IN DAY, CG. OCI::ANOGkAPHIC OBSERVAT IUNSr 
~~~1, tA~T COAST Of THE UNITED STATES 
U.~. riSH AND WILDLIFE SERVo SPEC SCI REP 282 
SALINITY, wATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLt ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
1'1~<J Do\Y CG 
CHE>APtAKE LIGHTSHIP, P.~2-89. IN DAY, CG. OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS, 
I~Sd, ~A~T COAST OF THE UNITED-STATES 
u.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV 1 SPEC SCI REP lltl 
SALINITY, ~ATER ltMPERATUKE, MIUOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
100 
197~ UEALTcKIS JT 
THE RfCENT HISTORY Uf WACHAPREAGUE !~lET, VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL wiLLIAM ANU MARY! 
CHESAPcA~t ~AY, EA~TcKN SHURE IVA-MDI, GEOLC~Y, SEGIMEhT Ul~TklBUIION, 
~EDIMENT TRANSPORT, VIRGINIA, ~ACHAPREAGUE 1 VA 
1972 DEANGELIS kM, HOOGE WT 
PRELIMINARY CLI~ATIC OATA KEPOKT HURRICA~t AG~ES JUNE 1~-~3 1 1~/L 
NAT JCEANUGK ATMOS AUMIN TECH McM EDS NCC-1 
CHESAPlAK[ bAY, FLOOD UAMA~E, HUR~ICANtS, JAM~S KIVER, ktMOTE SENSIN~, 
SUSJUEHANNA RIVEK, wtATHEk DATA 
19~3 DEAR W II 
FISriE~~tN UFF THE CAPES 
U.S. NAVAL INS!, PK!lC ol(10) 1 ll2o-1133 
CHESA~EAKE ~Ay, CGMMEKLI~L FISHING, CCNTINtNTAL SrlbLF, ~INFISH INOuSTkY 1 
FISHERIES, LABUK, VIRGINIA, MIDOLE ATLANTIC JIGHT 
IY48 OEARMON lA JR 
SAMPLING TECHNIY0E uN THE OVARY OF THE: STKIPtD BASS (ROCCU$ SAXATILUS 
wAL dAUM l 
VA POLYTECH INST MS THESIS 
FISH EGGS, SAMPLING, STKIPEO 8ASS 1 VIRGINIA, UNAVAILA~LE ~UK K~VIE• 
1944 DEASON HJ 
STATEMENT CONCERNING THI: PROtlLEMS IJF CONSERVATION AND MAN~GEMtNT OF TH~ 
~LUE CRAd RESOUKCE OF THt CHESAPEA~t bAY 
PRtSENTEIJ AT THE ATLANTIC STATES MAR FISH CQMM, iJALTIMOR£ 1 M0, 19 OCT 
1944 1 tiP. MIMEOGK 
CHESAPEA~E OAY, CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, dLUE CKAa, UNAVAILABLE FGK 
REVIEW 
1970 OEGAST R 
THE DVSTtkMEN OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
INT MAR PUSL CO, CAMDEN, MAINE 
~OATS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAtlUR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
14/l DEGAST R 
THt <JYHtt--~EN OF THE CHESAPE:AII.E 
L\.EANS '<IL1,41-47 
101 
tilJAf'>, LAo0"' UY:>TEt<. ll'<iJUSTRVo VIRGINIA, 
l9td D::Itlll S 
PKLDAT~~y tltHAVluR OF STYLUCHUS ELLIPTICUS ON OYSTEKS AND BARNACLES 
Vl~3 ~AT SCI FGUI'<D kEP 
bAK•ACU'~, t-!iuD riAL>ITS, OYSHRS, PLATYHELMII'<THES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
bo4 UE Hlt:L S 
COM~A~AflVE STUDIE~ UF THE RESPONSES OF OIFfiRENT POPULATIONS UF 
C.KA~St,STi;EA Vli<i~l'lliCi' Til LUND!TIOI'<S OF OSMOTIC STRESS 
VI i:b NA 1 SLI fUUi;U Kt P 
CHESAPEAKE GA~, tASTERN SHURE lVA-MDl, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OSMOTIC 
~~EjSUK~, GYSTE~S, Y0~K RIV~R 
1974 OE~tlERRY, ~EALON AND DAVIS 
KIN~ GtURGE LUUNTY, VIRGINIA, WATER AND SEWERAGE STUUY. FINAL REPORT 
Kl~.:.; GI::O CO 
KING urukGE LUUNTY, VA, RAUCO PLANI'<ING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING 
(P~UJt~JI::O), MAPS, StWtkAGE, VIKGII'<IAr WATtK OtMANU 
1475 OEWBEKKY, NEALON AND DAVIS 
KING GEORGE C.OUNIY. WATER RESOURCES STUDY 
KING GEO C.O 
II.ING Gtu~GE LUUNTY, VA, RAOCO PLAI'<NING DISTRICT, VA, FINANCING, 
GRU0NUWAllR, PO~ULATIUN, SUKFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPI'L Y, wELLS 
1911 DIAZ RJ 
HFECTS Uf THERMAL SHOCK ON LAR.YAE OF THE OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
(G.~[LII'.l 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAl 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, OYSTERS, THERMAL STRESS 
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19 7 2 01 AZ RJ 
EFFECTS UF BRitf TEMPERATURE INCREASES ON LARVAE OF THE AMERILAI'< OY~TcR 
(C~ASSOSTREA VIRGINICAI 
J FISH ~E~ BO LAI'<AOA >O, Y9l-993 IVIMS CONTRI~ 5j6) 
GKOwTH KATES, LARVAE, MORTALITY, OYSTtKSt WATER TEMPE~ATURE:, OYSTER 
SETT ll'<G 
1975 DIAZ RJ 
E:fFECTS OF BRIEF TEMPtRATURE: INCREASES ON LARVAE Of HULINIA LATERALIS 
(MOLLUSCA BIVALVIA) 
J FISHEKitS RES JO CAN 3~llU) ld70-lb7i lVIMS CONTKIB 6951 
EFFECTS, VIRGll'<IA, wATE:R TtMP~KATURE, YORK. RIVER, ZLO~LAI'<K.TON 
1971 DIETZ MA 
AN ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDY OF STROBILATION IN CHKYSAOkA QUIN~UtCIKRhA WITH 
SPECIAL REFE:Rti•C.t TO NEUROSECRETION 
VIMS THtSIS (COLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
JELLYFISH, SCYPHUZOA, NLRVE CELLS 
1968 DILL AT 
CHESA~I::AKE--PIUNEER PAPERMAKER--A HISTUKY OF THE COMPANY ANO ITS 
COM.~UN I TY 
UNIV PRESS Of VA, CHAKLOTTESVILLE, VA 
HlSTOKY, PULP A~u PA~Ek INUUSTKY, VIRGiNIA, YORK RIVER 
1966 DILLON WA 
PROVISIONAL LIST OF PARASITES OCCURRING ON FUNDULUS SPP. 
VA J SCI 17, ~1-~1 (VIHS CONTRIB 2041 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ~ISH PAKASITtS, KILLifiSHES, LABUt<.ATURY ANI~AL~, MAKIN[ 
FISH, TREMATODES 
1966 DILLON WA, ZWERNER OE 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BIOLOGY OF THE SACCULINID PARASITt LOXOTHYLACUS 
PANOPAEI IGISSLEK, l8d41 BOSCHMA, 1928 
AMER HICROSCOP SOC, TRANS B513J,407-414 (VIM~ CONTRIB 2131 
CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, I'ARASITISH, MORPHOLOGY, PORES, SVSTEMATILS, VlkGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
l~l7 DIKZULAITIS JJ, STEVENS GC 
~ATck MESUU~LES Uf VI~G!NIA 
VA GEOL SUKV BULL jl 
[JISl.HAKGt 1~.:.1[,\), STKtAMFLOw, SUBSURFACE WATERS, SURFACE WATERS, 
VI~~~~~~. wATEK K~~~UKCtS, ~ATER RESOURCES DEVELUPM~NT 
1969 DLUGI R 
~KUJECT, ~UMMER 1~o9 ISTROBIL!ZATIUN OF CHRYSAORA IN THE PRESENCE OF 
ICLJIII;t-J 
VIM~ N4T SCI FUUNU KEP 
iOJINc MAUIJISUTUPtS, JeLLYFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SCVPHGZOA 
1944 DORER R~ CT AL 
AN AN~ui~Tlu LI~T Uf THE MOSQUITOES OF VIRGINIA 
MOS~UITU NE~S ~, 4d-~0 
OISTRinUT!JN, MOS~UITutS, SYST~MATICS, VIRGINIA, 
1'>76 DOUMLELE: DG 
PM!~ARY PKUUUCTION ANU PLANT COMMUNITV STRUCTURE IN A TIDAL FRESH~ATER 
MARSH 
VIMS THE~!S ICOLL OF WM AND MAHVI 
FRESHWATER ~A~~HtS, PLANTS, PKDOUCTIVITV, VIRGINIA, 
19o0 DOVll ~ 
LARVAL DeVELOPMENT CF THE OYST~H TuADFlSH, OPSANUS TAU 
CHES SCI 113 AND 4) 1 1tl7-l95 ICONJRIB 163, MAHVLANO OEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MOl 
CHESAP~AKt oAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
MOi<.PHULOGY 
1947 DOZIER HL 
SALINITY AS A FACTOR IN ATLANTIC COAST TIDEWATER MUSKRAT PRODUCTION 
NORTH AMtk ~ILOLlfE CONF, TRANS 12, 398-420 
OI~Th!8UTION, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS~ SALINITY 
104 
1948 DOZIER HL 
ESTIMATING MUSKRAT PUPULATIONS BV HOUSE LOUNTS 
NORTH AMER WILULlrE CONF, TRANS 1J, 37l-3~2 
DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, ~OPULATION 
1971 DRESSEL OM 
THE. EFFECTS Of THfRMAL SHOCK AND CHLORINE ON THE ESTU~MINE COPEPOD 4CART14 
TONS A 
VIM~ THESIS IUNIV VAl 
BIOASSAY, CHLUKINE, CUPtPUOS, TEMPERATURE, THERM4L STRESS 
1972 DRESSEL DM ET AL 
VITAL STAINING TO SIJKT DEAU AND LIVE COPEf'OOS 
CriES SCI iJI2l,14~-15~ IVIM5 CUNTR!B 44~1 
Blu4SSAY, CUPEPOOS, lOOPLAN~TUN 
1973 OUDLEY JE 
ObSERVATIONS ON 1HE REPRODUCTION, EARLY LARVAL DEVELOPMENT, ANU CJLQNY 
ASTUGENY UF CONUPtUM TENUISSIMUM (LANUI 
CHES SCI 1414J,2l0-L7d IVIMS CCNTK!b 5491 
BRYOZOA, tME>RYUN!L GMUwTH STAGE, GROijTH KATES, J;;VtKTEBRATE:S, LAt\VAL 
GRO~TH STAG~, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1973 DUDLEY JE 
A NOTE LIN THE TAXONOMY OF THREE Mi:MBRANIPUk.INt EC TOPkUCTS FKUM CHtSAPtAK.E 
BAY 
CHES SCI l4(4),~o2-285 IVIMS CONTR!B 548) 
BIOLOGY, 6HYOZUA, CHESAPeAKE BAY, SYSTEMATICS 
1973 DUGGAN WP 
GRD~TH ANO SURVIVAL OF THE tiAY SCALLOP, ARGOP~CTEN lKRADIANS, AT VARIOUS 
LOCATIONS IN THE wATER COLUMN AND AT VARIOUS OENSITIES 
NAT SHELLFI~H ASS, PROC o3, bd-71 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DENSITY, EASTERN SHuRE IVA-MDI, GKOWTH KATE~, HABITATS, 
MORTALITY, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, MARlCULTUKE 
105 
1975 DuGGAN WP 
i<fACliON:> OF THE BAY SCALLOP, ARGOPECTEN lRKAOIANS, TO GRADUAL REDUCTIONS 
U, ~ALINITY 
Crlc> ~CI 16(4) 2b4-2Ho IVIMS CONTKlB 6101 
tHd•Wil;K, S.'IL!Nin, S.:ALLJPS 
1~66 OUhE tw ET AL 
CYCLING JF Tk~CE tLEHENTS IN lHE ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT 
CHb SCI 7, 1-lll 
CATCH, E:STlJARlb 
1ililo DUKE:HART JP 
lKANS~[ft LF SOfT-ShELL TERRAPIN FROM THE OHIO TO THE POTOMAC RIVER 
U.S. ~~~H CUMM BULL fUR 1od4, •• 143 
CHESA~EA~( ~AY, PCTUMAC KIVEK, TURTLES 
1974 DUNCAN Ti\ 
BENTHIC INFAUNAL COMMUNITY FGRMATIGN IN DREDGED A~EAS IN HAMPTON ROADS, 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS THbSIS IUNIV VAl 
fl~'lTHO~, CHf.SAPt:A~E ~AY, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, O~EDGING, SEUIMENTS, 
HAr·V T .;~ KUAO:; 
l96d DUPAUL WD 
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON SALINITY-INOUCEU CHANGES IN THE FREE AMINO 
ACID PUUL OF MYA AkENARIA 
VP1:> THESIS (CULL WILLIAM AND MARY! 
AMINO ACIU~, tliUCHEMISTkY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
~Gil.~ KIVER 
1972 DUPAUL WD 
MECHANISMS 0~ ISOSMETRIC INTRACELLULAR REGULATION IN MARINE MOLLUSCS 
VIM:> UISS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
AMINO ACiuS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, MOLLUSKS, RADIOACTIVITY 
106 
1973 DUPAUL WO, MCEACHKAN JO 
AGE AND GRU~TH OF THE SUTTEKFISH, PEPRILUS TRICANTHUS, IN THE LO~EK YO~~ 
RIVEi< 
CHES SCI 14131,20~-207 IVIMS CONTKIB 5301 
AGING loiOLQGICALlr FISH POPULATIONS, Gi<OWTH RATES, VIRGINIA, YukK RIVER 
1970 DUPAUL WD, WE~B KL 
THE EffECT OF TEMPERATURE ON SALINITY-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE FREE AMINO 
ACID POOL Of MYA AkENAkiA 
COM~ oiOCHEM ~HYSIOL 32, 785-601 IVIMS CUNTRitl 3311 
AMINU ACIUS, DIOLHEHISTRY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VIKGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, 
YORK i<IVE:R 
1971 DUPAUL wD, wESB KL 
FREE AMINO ACID ACCUMULATION IN ISOLATED GILL TISSUE uF MYA A~ENA~IA 
ARCH INT PHYSIOL BlUCHEM 79, ~L7-Jj6 IVIM~ LO~T~Io 376) 
AMINO ACIUS, BIUA~SAY, biUCH~MISTRY, MDLLU~~~, SUfT CLAM 
1974 DUPAUL WO, wEdB KL 
SALINITY-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE ALANINE AND A~PARTIC AMINOTRANSFERAS~ 
ACTIVITY IN lHKEE: MARINE biVALV~ MULLUS~S 
ARCrl !NT PtiYS!UL EJ BIUCHIM 82, Bll-d22 (VlMS CONTklS b54J 
CHEMISTRY, MULLU~KS, SALINITY 
1973 DUPUY Jl 
SOME PHYSILAL AND NUTRITIONAL FACTORS WHICH A~FECT THE GKUWTH ANU ~ElTING 
OF THE LA~VAE Of THE: OY~TER, "Ci<ASSOSTREA VIRGINICA" IN lHE LAHOKATORY 
IN - PHYSIOL lCOL Uf tST OkbANISMS, VERNBERG, ••• (VlMS LB 5J2l 
OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING, UNAVAILAdLE FOR KEVIE~ 
197l DUPUY JL, RIVKIN S 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF LABORATORY TECHNIQUES FOR THE PKOOUCTION OF CULTCH-FREE 
SPAT OF THE OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
CHES SCI 1JI1lr4~-52 IVIHS CONTRIB 3941 
HATCHING, LARVAE, UYSTER INDUST~Y, OYSTERS, SPAWNING 
107 
19~6 OU"U~ ~H, LANGSEIN wS 
.~TE~ ~U•LITY GF TH~ PCTO~AC RIVE~ ESTUARY AT ~ASHlkGTON, D.C. 
u.~. ·:;EuL ;,..,~v CIKL 5L'7-A 1 'iP. 
~HLS~~tA~t ~AY, u!SIR!CT Uf COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER ~UALITY, 
U~~~MILAol~ FOR h~V~~~ 
1972 EA~ES ~f Ill 
~EKU~ [>l~kASE 1 LACTATE OEHVUROGENASE, AND TETRAZOLIUH OXIDASE 
POLY~~KPHIS~> I~ THt LLUPEIOAE 
V! 1> THcS !.> .. (Lull n lLLIAM Ar<O MAR VI 
~l~~!Jt3 1 ~MEKIL•N SHAD, ATLANTIC MENHADEN, ELECTROPHURfSIS, ENZYMES, FISH 
PUPuLATIG~~. ~tkMlNG~, JAMES KlVEK 1 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YU~K 
kl'/Ei-. 
192 .. EARLE: S 
THt CrltS~P~~KE dAY COUNT~¥ 
THu~S~~-llLIS C~. a~LTIMOR~, MD 
CHt:SA~cA"[ t>.:.Y, EA>TEr<N SHURE (VA-MDI, HISTG.<Y, MARYLAND, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
1932 EA~U: S 
A J(OW TU THE CHESAPEA.<.E CRAB INDUSTRY 
HO CCNS[kV J(3) 1 9-LO 
CHcoA~EAKf. oAlo CKA~ INDUSTKY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
RE II IE~ 
19:>l EAi'.LE S 
THf FISH(KH:S Of CHESAPEAKE bAY 
Mlc,~ FISH SOC 62, 43-49 
Ct~E:>APEAKE !:lAY, FISHERIE'S, HISTORY, MANAGEMENT 
1~7) EASTeRN SHURE OF VIRGINIA RESOURCE, CONSERVATION ANO DEVELOPMENT 
CUUNCIL, ACCOMAC, VA 
tASTERN ~HOKE OF VIRGINIA - RESOURCE CONSERVATION ANO DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
AUT-ti!R 
~ASTE~N SHU~E PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, 
l(;J:o'J,'IIC~, LANU HANAl,;EMENT, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
~E~lUKCE DEVEL0PMENT, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
lOCi 
1974 Ef!ERHART RC 
PRESSURES ON THE EDGtS Uf CHESAPEAKE BAY - 1~73 
CHES RES CONSORT, INC PUB 26 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, tNV!RONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, MANAGEMENT, PER~ITS, PROJECT PLANNIN~, SHlRE PKUTtCT!GN, SHORES 
1965 EBLE Af 
EilllYME HISTOCHEi1ISTr<Y Of THE NGRMAL OYSTE.=<., CiUSSOSTREA 'flRGI!'.ICA, A 
PRELIMINARY KEPOKT 
VIMS ~s 
ENZYMES, GLJNADS, OYSTERS 
194l EGLER FE 
CHEC~LIST Uf THE FEKNS AND fLG~ERING PLANTS uf THE S~ASHu~t: STATe ~AKK, 
CAPE HcNKY, VIRGINIA 
MI,~HiGk PUBL, Nb, YO~.<. SlATE: COLLEGE OF FORt:STRY, SYRACJSt. 75P. 
DISTKI8UTIUNo ~tKN~, PLANTS, ~EASHORES, VIRGI~IA, 
1971 ELDER RB 
THE EFFECT OF RuN-Uff fROM HURRICA~E CAMILLE ON THE CGNTINtNI~L SHeLf 
~ATERS uF THE CHL~APt:AKt: 61GHT 
VlMS THESIS ICOLL ~ILLIAM AND MARY! 
DiSCHARGE (wATtkl, H0~kiCANES 1 JAM~S kiVEK 1 ~UkFACE kU~u~F, VI~GINIA, YGKK 
RIVER 
1962 ELDRIDGE PJ 
THE SUMMER FLOUNUtR, PARALILHTHYS Dt:NTATA, IN THE VIRGINIA ~INT~R Tr<A~l 
FISHEkY 
VIMS THESIS (CULL williAM AND MARY) 
AGI~G (lliOLUG!CALl, CHESAPeAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH. DISTKI8UTIGN, FISH 
PUPJLATIGNS, FISHERIES, GR0WTH RATES, SPAwNING, HAMPTON ~UAOS 
197l ELK! NS P 
EkO OF A MYTH 
VA ~ILULIFE 311121,6-10 
OISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, VIR~INIA 
10'1 
UUJ ELL! UT J 
HISTUKICAL ~KEfCHES uF TH~ ••• DIST~ICT OF COLUMBIA, WITH ••• A DESCRIPTION Of 
THE K(Vl~ PCTOMAC 1 115 fiSH AND ~ILDFO~L, ETC 
I. ASH H;G 1(.)~., U. (.., P. l-~~4 
l.HC>APtAKt: bAY, fbrl, HISTUtl.Y, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
r.~Tu<hJ~L, UN<>Iii-IILAbLE: F!Jtl. l<t:VIEw 
1476 ~LllOTT AJ 
t. SfU!JY Uf THE tFFECT OF METEOROLOGICAL FOKCING ON THE CIRCULATION IN THE 
PU TUMA(. t: S T U4K Y 
CHt:::. oAY li•>T, JQH,IS HUPKINS UNIV SPEC REP NO 56 
CHESAPtAKl JAY, ~LU~ CHAKALTER!ST!CS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1976 ELLIOTT AJ 
A ;'<llr1E:RJCAL MUIJEL LF THE INTERNAL CIRCULATION IN A I:IRANCH!NG TIDAl 
ESTUARY 
CHE:> uAY INST SPeC KEP NU ~4 
CJK(..ULAllON, tSTUAidES, i"'JOt:L STUDIES, SALINITY, TIDAL WATERS 
1976 ELLIGTT AJ, HE:NDKIX TE 
l~TtNS!Vt Uo~EkVATIUNS OF THE CIRCULATION IN THE POTOMAC ESTUAKY 
CHE:S ;>AY ! NST, JlJHNS tiUPKII'<S U!';!V S~EC REP NO 55 
CHESAPtAKt dAY, LIHCULAllUN, ESTUARIES, PUTOMAC RIVtR 
19oo ELLILITT HA 
Dl~fkiUUTIUN UF RECENT OSTkACODA IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
CH£:5 SCI 7, Zll3-207 I VIMS CONTRIB 2361 
I:IRACKISH .ATE:k, NUTRIENTS, OSTRACODS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, "ATER LIRCULAT'IUN 
19i>d E:LL!S SP 
DtVt:LOPMENT Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SHOREliNE ANO ISlANDS FOR RECREATION 
IN Gl•IIEI<NUR'S CONF UN CHES BAY, WYE INST 1 SEPTEMBER 12-Uo P.l09-ll3 
I:IUATING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ISLANDS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION 
rACILIIII:S 
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1965 ELLISON k ET AL 
DISTKIBUTIUN OF RECENT FOKAMINifE~A IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK KIVER ESTU4KY 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 47 
DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTKIBUTION, ESTUARIES, F0tl.AMINIFERA 1 RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEOIME:NTS, V!KG!NIA 
1972 ELLISON RL 
AMMOBACULlT~S, FUkAMINIFE~AL PKOPRIETUR UF CHtSAPtAKE BAY ESTUARIES 
GEUL SOC AMEk, MEM l~J, P.24/-262 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, UISTR!BUT!ON, FORAMINIFERA, PATUXENT RIVER, kAPPAH~NNOCK 
RIVtK 
1970 ELLISON RL, NICHOLS MM 
ESTUARINE FORAMI~!FEKA FROM THE RAP~AHANNOC~ RIVE~, VIRGINIA 
CUSHMAN FOUND FJR FURAMIN!FERAL RE:S 1 CJNTRI8 lllll,1-l7 IVIMS CGNTRII:I 
244) 
BENTHIC fAUNA, FOHAM!N!FEKA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK 1 VIRGINIA 
1965 EL~ER HJ 
CHESAPEAKE dAY CkccL CE:NSUS, 1962 
NATUK RE:>OURCES IN~T, UNIV MU, kEF 65-17 
CHESAPEAKE uAY, CKEEL C~NSUS, FISH POPULATIONS, SPOKT FISHING 
1965 ELSER HJ 
EI-FtCT UF A WARMEO-wAlEk DISCHARGE UN A;~GLING IN THE POTOMAC RIVEK, 
MAKYLANO, 1'16l-b2 
P~OGR FISH-CULT 21121,79-86 
CHESAPfAKE: I:IAY, tLELfKIC POwERPLANTS, FISH POPULAI!UNS, FISHING, POIOMAC 
RIVER, THERMAL WATEK 
1931 EMilREY AT 
WATERS OF THE STATE 
RICHMOND, ULD UUM!NION PRESS 
BEDS UNDER WATEK, LEGAL ASPeCTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, PUBliC LANDS, KlPAKIAN 
RIGHTS, SHORES, VIRGINIA, 
l'i h ENGELKEN K 
S~LVI~G THE JELLYFISH PUZZLE 
~L~~~~ ll~lrbU-6~ 
JtLLYFISH, ~tA NlTTLcS 
1~51 E~(;Lc JB, dtAVcN GF 
111 
A KcP~KI UN THE LUN~ITION OF THE POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER BARS 
LilES tilJL LAu K£F NU S 1-50 1 6P 
c 
LIIESAf't'-Kl tMY, tJYSTE:K~, I'OTUMAC KIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1962 ~NGLE JB, kUSlNFltLD A 
PKUGKESS 1,~ UYSTtK MORTALITY STUDIES 
GULF CA~l~ ~ISH INSI, PkUC 15, ~OV 1962, P.ll6-124 
(l!c~t•l'tAt-..E i:!A¥, Mll.kuJKGMdSMS, MukTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITJSH 
1924 EKLANSON EW 
THE FLu~A OF THt PENINSULA Of VIRGINIA 
MICHIGAN ACAu SCI, A~TS AND LETTER~, PAP 4, 115-1d2 
OI~TMiuUTI0~, JAMtS kiVlk, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK KIVER 
1969 ESAU KL 
IAdAI\jiJA!': UF PARRAMORE ISLAND ANO THe LOWER OELHARVA Pf:NINSULA 
VI~S NAT S(l FUUNO TEACHEKS kEP' 
CLASSIFICATION, UISTRldUTION PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-HOI, ENTOMOLOGY, 
u,sEC,T .;tHAVIUK, INSECTS, SYSTEMATICS 
1953 ESCHME:YEK RW 
THt STKIPtD BASS 
Mu CUNSbRV 30111,22-24 
f I ~H ~UPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
19o4 EVANS FR, THOMPSON JC JR 
PS~UUCCUHNILEMBIDAE N FAH, A ~YMENOSTOME CILIATE FAMILY CONTAINING ONE 
GfNUS, PSfUUUCUHNILEMdUS N G, WITH THREE NEW SPECIES 
J I'KOTrlZOCJL ll Ul ,344-352 ( VIMS CONTKIB 1731 
MCRf'l1fJLOGY, PROTUlUAr SYSTEMATICS. VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVERo CILIATES 
1943 EVANS GL 
STOKY OF SEA-RAC 
VA COMMONwEALTH lOr 3 PAGES 
112 
OYSTER INUUSTKY, OYSTEkS, VlkGlNIA, YOKK RIVEK, OYSTER SETTI~G, 
MARICULTUkf. 
1946 EVANS PW 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SJFT CKAB INDUSTRY 
U.S. FISH AND WILuLIFE SERV LEAFL 1o4 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, C~Ab IND0STRY, BLUE CRAB, MULliNG 
1966 EVELAND K 
SOME HETHOUS FOR THE IUENTIFJCATION OF dlVALVE LARVAE 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUNU REP 
CLASSIFICATION, LAkVAE, SHE:LLFI5H, VIRGINIA, YORK klVEK 
1904 EVEKMANN BW 
FlSHEkiES uF VI~GINIA, P.517-540. I~ EVEKMANN, a~. STATISTICS 0~ TH~ 
FISHERIES OF lHt MIUULE ATLANTIL SIATE:S 
U.S. FISH CUMM REP fuR 19JL, V.2ti, 433-540 
CATCH, tCONOMIC~, FINFISH INUUSTKY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
1910 EVERHANN dW, HILUc~KAND SF 
ON A COLLECTION UF FISHE~ fROM THE LOWER POTOMAC, THE E:NlMANCE Of 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ANU FRUH ~TKEAMS FLLWING INTO THESE WATE~S 
BIOL SOC ~ASHINGTGN, PKOC ~3, 1j1-1b4 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, D!STRibUTIUN, FISH POPULATION~, MUbJALK tiAV 1 PUTOMAC 
RIVE~, YURK RIVEK, HAMPTON kOADS 
1946 E:VERSTINE CN 
THE COMPACT OF 1785 
MD LEGISLATIVE COUNC, RES DIV, RES REP 26 
BOUNDARIES ISUKFACESJ, bOUNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPE:AKE BAY, EASTERN S~URE 
IVA-MDI, HISTORY, Lf:GAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, MARYLANU, POTOMAC KIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
113 
1951 cvE~STI~c c~ 
LYSTER LULliVATION I~ THE POTOMAC RIVER 
MD LEGISLAT LOUNLIL 1 R~S REP 30 1 1-15 
LHESA~tA~E ~AY, ~Y~l[RS, POfOMAC KIVER 1 UNAVAILA8LE FOR REVIEW 
1 '1i><i FJ\AS R;; 
CO~SnLIOATIUN CHAKACTEklSTICS OF SOME YO~K RIVE~ SEDIMtNTS 
Vl~3 ~AT SLI fUUNU T~ACrlERS REP 
u;.~S''L ILJAT luC., IL,'< E:XLHANGE, SEDIME~TS, SILTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1 '-17 2 ~AAS KW 
MASS PhYSICAL AND E:NG!~E~RING PROPERTIES Of SOME YbRK RIVER SEDIMENTS 
GEGL Siil. tH;tR, ~EM U:l, P.;;;;/-347 IVIMS CONTRIB 3<Jll 
MASj, PHY~ICAL PRGPtKlle~, SEUIMENTS, SHEAR STRENGTH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
19 73 FAAS RW 
StLl!ME~TATIJNAL REGIMES OF THE YORK RIVER, SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA, AS SHOWN 
BY MAS~ PKUPEKTIES 
CHb SLI l'tl3l dbl-lti7 (VIM!:> CONT~IB 5411 
£STUARilS, StOIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SOIL MECHANICS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
kl VEi< 
1973 FAAS Kioi 
MAS~ PRuPE:~TY VARIABILITY OF SOME ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS 
SEDIMENT GlOL 10(3) 1 205-21) 
MAS~, StUIMcNTS, SHEAR STRENGTH, VAR!AdiL!TY 1 VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
197l FANG CS ET AL 
HY;Ji\OGRAPHY AND HYOROOYNAMICS Of VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. 111. STUDIES Of THE 
DISTKIBuTIUN OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPER TIDAL 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIV~R . 
VIMS !>KAHSUE 25 
DI~SdlVEU UXYGE:N, HYDROOYNAHICS 1 HYDROGRAPHY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINilY, VIRGINIA, WATeR QUALITY 
114 
1972 FA~G CS ET AL 
PHYSICAL AND GEULGGICAL STUDIES Uf THE PROPOSED BKIUGE-TUNNEL CRUS51NG Of 
HAMPTON ROADS N~AR CKANEY ISLA~U 
VIMS SRAMSuE 24 
CHESAPtAKE BAY, CU~RENTS (WATERI 1 DREDGING, HYDRAULIC MODELS, ~AMES RIVEKt 
TIOAL tFFECTS, TUNNEL HYDRAULICS, TUN~ELING, TUN~~LSi HAMPTON kUA0S 
1972 fANG CS ET AL 
GROUNDWATER FLOW IN A SANDY TIDAL bEACH. 2. TWO-DikENSIUNAL FINITE ~L~MtNT 
ANALYSIS 
WATE~ kESOURCES kES tit 121-128 IVIMS CONTKIB 4251 
BEACHES, GROUNDWATER MOVEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
1'175 FANG CS [T AL 
AN ESTUARINE THERMAL MONITORING PkU~RAM 
P~OG IN ASTRnNAUTICS AND AE:RDNAUTILS, V 36, NY, 1975, PP 241-257 IVIMS 
CO'IITRII:l 6051 
PENINSULA PLANNING DI~TMICT 1 VA, CHESAPEAKE BAV, JAMES RIVER, MONITORING, 
NUCLEA~ PO~E~ PLANIS, THERMAL wATEk 
1975 FANG CS ET AL 
A SURFACe CIRCULATION STUDY IN MIDDLE ELIZABETH RIVER. APPENDIX I. PRINTS 
UF UkiGINAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
VA INSi MAR SLI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA 
SOUTHEASTE~N PLANNING DISTRILT 1 VA, ClRCULATIUNr ELIZAtitTH RIV[k, 
PHOTOGRAPHY, SUKfACE WATE~S, VIRGINIA 
1975 FANG CS, NEILSON B 
STUDIES FOR A PROPOSED NANSEMOND RIVE~ SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT 
VIMS SRAMSUE: 86 
CIRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATEkl 1 MODtL STUDIES, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
T~EATMENT, SHELLFISH, TiDES, WATER POLLUTION, WATER ~UALlTY 
1969 FARLEY CA 
PROBABLE NEOPLASTIC DISEASE Of THE HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM IN OYSrERS, 
CRA~SOSTREA VlRGlNICA AND CRASSDST~EA GIGAS 
NATL CANC~R INST MONOGK 31, P.541-555 
DISEASES, MORTALITY, OYSTEKS, HISTOLOGILAL INVESriGATlONS 
115 
l'16d f'AK"AGUT f'k 
A ~E~U~~AISSANCE ~TUUY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CLE~KI~GH00St ~~R f~U SCI AND TECH INFORM, SPRINGFIELD, VA 
AwU~TIC ~c[JS, tiEACHES, GEUGkAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
(J[VcL:;i'~U,T, 5H£LLf'ISHr wA~If: ~ATEf<. TREATMENT, "ATEk IJUALITY, Wf:TLANDS, 
wl:jrt~"ILLI"'G 
1965 FA~~AGUT RN 
Pr<iJX!MATl CQ~-\I'Ii:':.ITI;m Uf- CHES~PEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB ICALLINECTES SAPIOUSI 
J FUi!D SCI _jQ 1 Sj~-::>-.4 
biUCHEMISTKY, CH~MICA~ A/ljALYSIS, Cf<.ABS, VIRGINIA, 
1<,:)j f-A~f<.AK U 
OLD V!K~l~IA HOU~ES, THE MOBJACK BAY COUNTRY 
i:.G;'IAr.lA lieit!KS, NE.n YORI\ 
C~cSAP[Ao\t oAY, HAu!IATS, HISTORY, MObJAC~ BAY, YOI\K MIVtR 
19?7 FAfU<.Atl. tF 
OLD V!KGI~IA HOUSE~ ALONG THE JAMES 
hr'IANlA d0UKS, N~w YUKI\ 
HAdlTATS, HISTUkY, JAMES tl.IVEK, VIRGINIA 
1965 FAUNCE JL 
Ef-FECT Of- ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY UN THE AMINO ACIDS Of BALANUS IMPROVISUS 
!JARwiN 
VI~~ THESIS ICOLL wiLLIAM ANU MARY) 
AMJ,<Q AC!U!>, BARNACLES, JAMI::S klVER, SALINIT'I', VIRGINIA 
l<;';l FblEKAL SECUKITY AGI::NCY 
P0rUMAC KIVEk BASIN, A CUUf'EKATIVE STATE-FEDERAL REPORT UN WATER 
P(ILLUT !UN 
u.s. PUBLIC HEALTH SERY, ~ATER POLLUT SER 28, VARIOUS PAGES 
Ch[,AP[AKt ~AY, POTOMAC 1\IVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
ll6 
1951 FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 
NORTH ATLANTIC Uf<.AINAGE tiASINS, A COOPERATIVE STATE-ftUtRAL RtPORT uN 
WATER POLLUTION 
U.S. PUHLIC HEALTH Sf:RV, WATEK POLLUT SER lOr 1-1j/ 
CHESAPtAKE BAY, SUSIJUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1951 FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 
SOUTHEAST OkAINAGE BASI~S, A COOPERATIVE STATE-FEUEKAL ~EPOKT GN WATER 
POLLUTION 
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERV, ~ATEK PULLUT SER 13, 1-Ljo 
CHESAPEAKE jAY, JAMES kiVEkr wATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLt FOR REVIEW 
1931 FEDEkiGHI H 
SALINITY DEATH-POINTS OF THE UYSTEK DMILL SNAIL, UhLSAL~INX CINtRtA SAY 
ECOLOGY 12121,346-j53 
GASTROPODS, MUI\TALIJY, NORTH CAROLINA, OYSTER OKILLS, SALINITY, HAMPTON 
ROADS 
193:> FEDERIGHI H 
STUDIES ON THE OYSTER DkiLL IUROSALPINX CINEREA, SAYI 
U~ oUR FISH BULL ~7, d?-115 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DI>T~IBUTION, FOOO HA~ITS, LI~E HISTGkY STUJIES, OYSTER 
DRILLS, Ktf'~OUUCTIUN, HAMPTON f<.uADS 
1967 FEELEY JB 
THE DISTHlbUTIUN AND ECOLOGY OF THE t;A1~MARIJEA IC~USTACtA. AMPHIPllOAI 01· 
THE LOwEK CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES 
VIMS THESIS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
AMPHII'ODA, CHESAPEAKE tiAY, DISTkltiUTION PATTEkNS, ECOLOGICAL OISTMitlUTION, 
JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKEY KIVEK, RAPPAHANNOCK tl.IVER, SALINITY, YORK KIVEK 
1971 FEELEY JB, ~ASS ML 
THE DISTKI8UTION AND ECOLOGY OF THE GAMMARIOEA ICKUSTACEA AMPHIPUDAl UF 
THE LU~ER CHESAPeAKE ESTUAf<.IES 
VIMS SPt:C PAP l 
AMPHIPOOA, CHESAPtAKE bAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ECOLOt;ICAL DIST~ItiUTIUNt 
JAMES RIVER, PAMUNKf-Y RIVER, RAPPAhANNoCK RIVEK, YUK~ MIV£1\ 
117 
1 '1bd FE HUN JH 
UPTAK~ ANO RELEASt UF GLYCINE C14 IN THE LARVAE OF THE OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA 
VIR,; II>; I C A 
VI~S N~T SCI FOU~D TEACHEKS REP 
Af'd;>.; ACilJS, LAkVAE, UYSTI:RS 
1'15J f't!LO GE 
A~ ECOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF SHORE FISHES OF THE LOWER YORK RIVER 
VIMS ~AT ~~I FUU~J KEP 
uiSTKLl<J1ION PATit~.NS, FISH, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
1973 F~ISTER C, KARwEIT M 
DATA ~ANK INVENTORY. VOLUME II--CHESAPEAKE BAY, EDITION 1, 1949 THROUGH 
1910 
Nfl S AD-'foi-1tl4 
Cti,{YSUPHYTA, UATA CULLECT!UNS, DATA STOKAGE AND RETRIEVAL, HYDROLOGIC 
UA TA, !iCEANUGRAPHY 
l94J ~ELLERS CR, HAKRIS SG 
CA~NED ATLANTIC CRAB MEAT, A NEW AM~RICAN FOOD 
INu AND ENG CHEM 32, ~'1L-597 
CMAd I~DU~TkY, FuUOS, PUULIC HEALTh, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
1'157 FENG SY 
ECULUGIC~L AND EPJDEHIOLOG1CAL STUDIES OF NEMATOPSIS O~TREARUM, A 
SPU~ULOAN PARASITt 0~ THE UYSTER ••• JN LOWER CHESAP~AKE dAY AND ITS 
TRI~UTARIES 
VIMS THb~IS (COLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
ANIMAL PAkA:>ITES, .LHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, 
Pi<.tJTfJZOA, YORK. RIV~R 
1'158 FENG SY 
UdSERVATIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND ELIMINATION OF SPORES OF NEHATOPSIS 
OSTREAKUM IN OYSTERS 
~AT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 48119581 0 162-173 IVIHS CONTRIB 881 
ANIMAL PAKASITES, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, PROTOZOA, SPORES, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVt~TIGATIONS 
lltl 
1949 FERGUSON EF, JONES ER 
A SURVEY OF THE SHOKELINE FAUNA OF THE NOKFOLK PENINSULA 
AMER MIOLANO NATUR 41, 43o-446 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLA~SIFICATIUN, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, VI~GINIA 
1970 FERGUSON GE, GUY HP 
STR~AM SEUIMENT, AN ENVIKUNMENTAL PROBLEM 
J OF SUIL AND iiATER CONSERV ~~11>1 ,L!J-.121 
CONSTRUCTION, CU~TS, cKUSION CuNTRUL, JAMES RIVER, KIVER oA~INS, KUAU 
CONSTRUCTION, SEUIMENT ~UNTKUL, SEDIMENT TRANSPOKT, UktlANIZATIUN, VIRGINIA 
1935 FERNALD ML 
MIDSUMMER VASCULAR PLANTS OF 50UTH~ASTERN VIRGINIA 
RHOOOkA 37, 37o-41~, 423-454 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIk~INIAt UNAVAILAbLE FOR REYIEW 
193o FERNALD ML 
PLANTS FKUM TH~ OUT~R COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
RHOUCRA 3o, 376-404, 414-4~2 
COASTAL PLAINS, PLANT~, Vlk~INIAt UNAVAILABLE FCk ktVIEw 
1937 FERNALD ML 
LOCAL PLANTS OF THE INNER LUASTAL PLAIN OF 50UTHtASTERN VIRGINIA 
RHODORA 3'1, 321-Jo5, 375-415, 433-457, 465-4'11 
COASTAL PLAINS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILAbLE FOR ktVItW 
1Htl FERNALD ML 
NOTEWORTHY PLANTS OF SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
RHODORA 40, 364-485 ICONTRib 123 GRAY HERtl, HARVARD UNIVI 
CLASSIFICATIUNo PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
193.9 fE RNALD ML 
LAST SURVIVORS IN THE FLORA OF TIDEWATER VIRGINIA 
RHODORA 41, 465-574 ICUNTRIB 128 GRAY HtRd, HARVARD UNIVI 
CLASSIFICATION, HISTORY, JAMES RIV~R, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
119 
19·>0 t'ERNALO ML 
A .:c.>fU«Y lJI- ,,!JOI T 101-15. TJ THE FLURA OF Vlt!.GINIA 
i\itUi.Hco<A o,.!, ..> j ~-'db, 419-4-Jd, !;;03- 521 
uiSTo<I~UTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOK KEVIEW 
1'141 F~!{\IALD ML 
ANUIH~K LLNTUKY OF ADOITIJNS TO THE FLORA OF VIKGINIA 
Kt•U.)CKA •d, 4d:>-~?.), )5\l-63ll, 635-6!:>7 
OJSf,<l"UIIiH,, t'LANL), VlKGlf\/IA, UNAVAlLAllLt fOR REVIEW 
I<J .. l FERi•ALD HL 
SEIIt~TH CE~fUkY Uf ADDITIONS TO THt FLORA OF VIRGINIA 
RiiJO;if~;\ 't4, 3td-4o.J:.i, 416-4>2, 457-4/9 
PLANTS, VI~GI~I~, UNAVAllA<ilE FOR REVIEW 
1'l:i-l f!ULEK I•B 
VlM~INIA'S ~YSTEN INDUSTRY 
VA RECi.:R:.J dll iLl ,10,l.>,l5 1 3/,39 
tUTU~E ~LANNING lPROJtCTEDJ, HISTORY, JAMES RIVEK, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, . 
19/u Fl~HDciN M Ef Al 
I SLILATIUi< UF VItlH.IU ?ARAHAEMUU'TICUS FROM THt: PROCESSED MEAT OF CHESAPEAKE 
tiAY t>LUi: CRABS 
API'LI~U MICRUbiOL 2ll{L) 1 176-l76 
BACTERIA, f'!JCDS, ISOLATION, BLUt: CRAB 
1972 FISHER JS ET AL 
MATHFMATILAL SIMULATION OF TIDAL TIME AVERAGES OF SALINITY AND VELOCITY 
P~UFILES IN ESTUARIES 
~AS~ INST TeCH, KALPH M PAKSONS LAB REP 151 
COMPUTER ~UUELS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES KIVER, MATHEMATICAL 
l-4l•Ut:L:>, VJ~GINIA 
llO 
1945 FLACK HE 
TlDE~ATEK FISHING LAWS OF MARYLAND ANU VIRGINIA, COMPARATIVE ANALY~lS AS 
OF DECEMi:IER, 1945 
MD LEGISLAT CUU~CIL RES DIV 1-16 
CHESAt>EAII.f BAY, FISHERIES, LEG15.LATION, MARYLAND, Vli<GINIA, UliAIIAILAtlLL 
FOR REVIE:W 
1935 FLADUNG EB 
COoB ISLANJ AND THt BLACK SKIMME:k 
MU NATUR HlST SOC BULL ~(111,6o-7ll 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, tASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, VIRGINIA, Uf\/AVAILAI:ILE FUR kEVIE:W 
l97u FLEMER OA 
PRI~A~Y Pi<OUUCTIUN IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 11, 117-129 ICUNTR 417, LHLS diOL LAB, NATUR R~SJURCES lNST, MJ 
Uf'jJ VI 
CHESAPEAKE DAY, CHLOROPHYLL, PHOTO~YNTHESIS, PRIMARY PRODUCTiviTY 
1'1 72 FLEMER DA 
CURRENT STATUS Of' KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING THE CAUSE Af\/D BIOLOGICAL EffECTS Uf 
EUTROPHICATION IN CHESAPE:AKE dAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S144-S1~~ ICONTKIB jlb, NATUK RE:~UUKCES INSl, UNIV MUJ 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, [UikQPh!CATION, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON 
1968 FLEMER DA ET AL 
BiuLOGICAL EFfECTS OF St'UIL DISPOSAL IN CHESAPtAKE BAY 
A~ER SOC CIVIL ENG, SANIT ENG UIV J 94ISA4I,bdJ-7U6 
BENTrlUS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, o.JREOGING, MARINE fiSH, PLANKTON, PRODUCIIVITY, 
SP U ll 01 SPOSAL 
1966 FLEMER OA, nOOLCOTT WS 
FOOD HA~ITS AND UIST~IbUTION OF THE FISHES OF TUC~AHUE CREE~, VA., ~ITH 
SPECIAL EMPHASIS UN THE BLUEGILL ••• 
CHES SCI 7, 75-B>I 
FOOu HABITS, JAMES RIVER, SPORT FISH, VIRGINIA 
121 
19ou FLYGEK V 
SIKA UEER UN ISLANDS IN MAKYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
J MAMMOL 41(11,140 ICHlS ~IUL LAB CONTRia 124) 
Cttb~.'EAI<.E: ~AY, UU:R, OIHkiilUT ION, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1944 FOUTNER li 
k!VbR~ G~ THE EASTERN SHOkE 
IIOEWATt4 PUOL, CA~aKIDGE 1 MD 
CHtSAI'lAKE <.JAY, [A~T[;H~ SHURE IVA-MOl, HISTORY 
1<;37 fOSTER MD 
CHtMILAL l.iiARACTb< OF TtiE GROUND WATERS OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC COASTAL 
PLAIN 
~ASH ACAD SCI J 27 1 405-412 
A~UI~EK LHA~ACitkiSTICS, ATLANTIC CGASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
(,kUUNDWAl~H, hAT~K wELLS, MIDDLE: ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1964 FOTHERir.GHAM N 
TH[ SLIP~tK LIMPET CHEPIDULA CONVEXA, ITS ECOLOGY AND LIFE HISTORY IN AN 
ESTUAKINl EEL-GRASS COMMUNITY 
ViMS ~Ai SCI FOUND REP 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, Ol~TRI8UTION PATTERNS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
EEL GKAS~, GASTRuPUOS, LIF~ HISTORY STUDIES, VIRGINIA, YuKK RIVER 
1963 FOURNIER RO 
NUTkiENT LIMITATION OF PRIMARY PRODUCTION IN THE YGkK RIVER, VA 
VIM~ THE~lS (~OLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
~HYTIJPLANKTUN, PRIMARY PROUUCTIVITY 1 STATISllCAL METHODS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
k!V[K 
1966 FOURNIER RO 
SOME li'IPLICATIONS OF NUTRIENT .ENRICHMENT ON DIFFERENT TEMPORAL STAGES OF A 
PHYTUPLANKfUN COMMUNITY 
LHf> SCI II llo11-l'J IVIMS CONTRIB 2021 
BIULOGJLAL ~~..oMMUNlliES, HYOROGRAPH ANALYSIS, NUTRIE:NTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
PMIJOUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
122 
1918 FOOjLER Hn 
FISHES FRO~ THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES AND VIRGINIA 
MICH UNIV, MUS ZUOL, OCCAS PAP 5bo 1~ PP. 
CHESAP~AKE BAY, UELAwARE:, Dl~T~IBuliON, FISH POPULATIONS, HAKYLANO, 
VI~GINIA 
1925 FOWLER HW 
RECORDS OF AMPHibiANS AND REPTIL~S FOR DELAwARE, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA. 
I II. VIR(, IN I A 
CUPEIA 14o, o5-o7 
AMPHIBIANS, DISTkiBUTION, REPTILES, VIRGINIA, 
1945 FO.,LER HW 
VIRGir.IA 
lr. A STUDY UF THE FISHES GF THE SOUTHERN PIEDMONT Ar.O LJASTAL PLAir., A~AO 
f<ATUk SCI PHILAU~LPHIA, MUNOGR 7o 73-Bo 
DISTRIBUTIJN, FISh PJ~ULATIONS, VIRGINIA, 
1972 FRAZIER JM 
CURRENT STATUS OF KNOWLEDGE OF TH~ BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS Of HEAVY METALS IN 
THE CHESAPE:A~E ~AY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S1~9-Sl5~ 
BIOTA, CHeSAPEAKE 6AY, HeAVY MeTALS 
1944 FREY DG 
OYSTER CONSERVATION PRO~LEMS ON THE PUTUMAC RIVER 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS CONV AvJKESS 1 ATLANTIC CITY, N.J., JUNE 1944 
CHESAPEAKE: ~AY, MANAGEM[NT 1 OYSTERS, PGfGMAC klVEK 
1946 FREY DG 
OYSTER BAkS Of THE POTOMAC RIVER 
U.S. FISH ANU WJLOLIFE SERV, SPEC SCI REP 32, 1-93 IMIMEuGRl 
BEDS UNDER wATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTIUN, OYSlEKS, POTOMAC RIVER 
l~ou FR~Y JR 
SUM~lK-~PA~~ING OF THE ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
VIMS NAT SCI FCUNU KEP 
ATLANTIC MtNHAUEN, SPAWNING, VI~GINIA, YO~K RIVER, LENGTH-FKEQUENCY 
OISIKidUTIUN~ 
1476 FKIEMHAN ~M, ANJRtWS JD 
o:~URhtNLt uF HiMAIUPUlETIC NEOPLASMS IN VIRGINIA OYSTERS ICRASSOSTREA 
VI~GlNILAI 
J NAT CANCEK INST ~6121 jl~-324 
U!SE~~E~, MORTALITY, UYSIE~S, VIRGINIA, 
1961 F~lS~!E CM 
YOUNG dLACK DkuM, PuGJNlAS CROMIS, IN TIDAL FRESH AND BRACKISH WATERS, 
ESPE~IALLY IN THE ~HESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE dAY AR~AS 
CHES SCI Lll-LI 1 ~4-1JJ 
CHtSAPlAKE oAY 1 Ol5TKI5UilON 1 ORUMS, FISH POPULATIUNS, JAMES RIVER, 
PATUXENT ~IVER 1 PUluMAC KlVER 1 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1961 ~RISBIE CM 
YOUNG HLALK UNUM, POGUNIAS CKOMISt IN TIDAL FRESH AND BRACKISH WATERS, 
ES~ECIALLY IN THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE BAY AREAS 
tHE~ ~CI 2(1 ANO 2J,94-1UU ICONTRIB 180, MAMYLANU OEP MES AND EDUC, 
SOLUMUhS, rlOl 
CHESAPtA~E ~AY, DISTRIBUTION, FiSH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE 
FlSHfS, PAlUXENT NIVER, POTOMAC RlVEk, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVtM, DELA~AKE BAY 
1463 FRISBIE CM, RITCHIE DE JR 
SPuRT FISHING SURVEY OF'THE LOWER POTOMAC ESTUARY, 1959-1961 
CHES SCI 4, 175-191 ICONTKIB 250 1 NATUR RESOURCES lNST, HU UNIVI 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, PGTUMAC RIVER, SPORT FISHING 
1969 FRYE J 
CHESAPEAKE DAY BASIN POLLUTION IS COSTING FISHERMEN $3 KILLION 
NAIL FISHERMEN 491131, 115, YEARBOOK 1969 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISHERIES, WATER POLLUTION 
124 
1972 FRYE J 
MARINAS CAUSING VA. OYSTER oARS TO bE CLOSED 
NAT FISH~RMEN 521121,24-A (APRIL, 1~721 
CONDEMNATION, GKEAT WILOMICO RIVER, VA, MARINAS, ilYSTER IN~USTRY, 
VIRGINIA, 
1973 FRYE J 
CAN THE OSPREY SURVIVE? 
YACHTING 133(51,90-~1,116-117 
8l~JS, CONSERVATION, ~ATERFUWL, OSPREYS 
1974 FRYE J 
OYSTER OR~DGE DEV~LOPED 8Y VIM$ STAFF 
NAT fiSHtKMAN 541101,2-C 
FISHERIES, FlSHJ~G GEAR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1974 GABRIELE V 
W AND M BlULUGlST CONCtRNED ABOUT DECREASE IN USPKEYS 
DAILY PRESS, NE~POkT NE~S, VA, SUNDAY, APRIL 21, 1~74, P. fJ 
CHESAP~AKE BAY, tASTEMN SHUKE IVA-MD), rlARYLANJ, VIKblNlA, ~ATEkFU~L, 
OSPREYS 
1944 GALTSOFF PS 
PROBLEMS UF REHA~ILITATION UF CHESAPEAKE BAY OYST~k RESuUKLtS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS CONY AOORtSS, ATLANTI~ CITY, N.J., JUNE 1944 
BEOS UNDEk WATtR, LHESA~EAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
1938 GALTSOFF PS ET AL 
PRELIMINARY KtPURT UN THE CAUSE OF THE DECLINE OF THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF 
THE YORK KJVER, VA, AND THE EFFtCTS Of PULP-MILL POLLUTION ON OYSTERS 
US BUR FISH INVEST REP i7 
ANIMAL PAIHOLOGY, UYST~R INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PIANKATANK RIVtK 1 PULLUTAN!S 1 
PULP ~ASTES, VIRGINIA, YUKK RIVER 
125 
lC,47 GALTSOFF PS ET AL 
ECULV;JC.,l At;lJ f'IIYSIOLOGil.AL STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF !:iULFATE PULP HILL 
•A>I~~ C~ GYST~k~ IN THE Y~KK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
uS FISH A~U WILDLift SERV FISH BULL 51, 43 
A~IMAL PAKA~ITE~, ANIMAL PATHOL~GY, CUR~ENTS I~ATERI, OYSTERS, 
PHYIDPLAN~TUN, PIA~~ATAN~ RIVER, POLLUTANTS, PULP hASTES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
r.I Vf:~. 
1901 GANNETT H 
PRO~ILE~ GF klVERS IN THE UNITED STATES 
U~ l>C:IlL SU•W .,t.TtP.-SUPi'LY ANO lkRIG PAP 44 
PRUFllcS, Kl'vEk~, UNITED STATES 
1~75 GANNETT, FLEMING, CURDORY AND CARPENTER, INC 
YUK~ RlVEk ~ASft~ATER TREATME~T ~LANT, SUMMARY R~POkT, JUNE 1975 
ALITHiJk 
Ya~~ CUGNTY, ~A, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTKlCT, VA, FACILITIES, MAPS, 
PUPJLAflON, VlKGINIA, ~AST~ ~ATEK TREATMENT, WATER ~UALlTY 
l<J?l GAKONE:R EP 
BlJLUG!CAL LUMINESCENCE IN FOUR PLANKTON GROUPS. PROTOZOA, CTENOPHORA, 
CNiuAkiA, CKUSTACEA 
VIMS HS 
BIJ~ASS, CKU~TACEANS, CTENOPHORES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, CNlUARlA 
l<J74 GARDNER Go AND PRITCHARD OW 
VERIFICATION AND USE UF A NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE 
CANAL 
lHtS ~AY INST TECH REP ~7 
CHE~APEA~E SAY, MLDE:L STUDIES, C + D CANAL 
1943 GARUNER J 
MULLUSCA fROM THE MIOCENE AND LOWER PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAKOLINA. PT 1-PELECYPODA 
U:> GlOL SURV PROF PAP 199-A 
CHfSAPEMc I:IA¥, 1-!0LLUSKS, NORTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, 
TEKTlAkY PeRIGO, VIRGINIA 
126 
1948 GARDNER J 
MOLLUSCA FROM THE MIOCENE AND LO~EK PLIOCENE OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH 
CAROLINA. PI 2-SCAPHOPGDA AND GASTROPODA 
US GtUL SuRV PROF PAP 1~9-B 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, GA~TKUPOUS, MOLLU:>KS, NuRTH CMOLINA, PALEONrDLUGY, 
TERTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
l9bd GAVLINSKI EM 
GROwTH OF CRASSOSTREA VIRGlNICA IN ANTIBIOTIC TREATED CULTURES 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
ANTIBIOTILS IPESliCIOESI, GRO~TH RATES, LARVAL GKOWTH STAGE, OYSTERS 
1950 GAZIN CL, COLLINS RL 
REMAINS DF LANU ANIMALS FROM THE MIOCENE GF THE CHE~APEA~E tlAY REGION 
SMlTHSU~IAN MlSC CULL ll612J,l-2l 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, MIUCENE EPOCH, FOS51LS, UNAVAILAoLE FOR RfVIEft 
1972 GEkLACH AC, ~RAY JR 
PROGRAHS OF URBAN UEVELGPMENT AND GKO~TH 
REMOTE SENSING UF lHE: CHES bAY. CONF, NAT AE:RON SPACE AuMlN WALLJPS STA, 
VA. SCI ANU TECH !NFOMM UFF!CE 
A~MIAL PHUTOGRAi'HY, CITIES, REMOTE SENSING, UKdANlZATlON 
1965 GEYER JC ET AL 
A RESEAkCH PROGRAM fUM THE POTOMAC klVER 
POTOMAC ESTUARY STUDY PLANNING COHM, BALTIMORE, MO. l43P. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RESEARCH ANU DtVELOPMENT, UNAVAILAbLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1973 GlllBUNS E 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY--WHY IT ~ON'T OlE 
CHES REP, JUNE AND JULY (ALSO 1972, ORG GAKO AND FAKM 19, 104-71 
CHESAPtAKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PLANTS· 
127 
Ho'J u lllSUN DG 
klP~OUUCTIV( SEASONALITY ANU KtLATED BEHAVIOK IN THE HARSH P~R1WINKLE, 
LITTO~INA IRKUKATA SAY IGASTKUPOOA. PROS06RANCHIATAI 
VI.~S Tttl~IS (l..JLL "ILLIAM AND MAKYI 
Ard•'\AL L>Lrt,.Vlljl\ 1 GASTRUPOUS, GONADS, PLA;\IKTON, REPKODUCTIONt SPAwNING, 
VlK~I~IA 1 YUk~ RIVE~ 
196~ Glr:sSON TG 
iJfNIHU'dC i·IJRMIINIFERA ANU PALEOECOLOGY OF THE MIOCENE DEPOSITS OF THE 
MIDJLE ATLANTIC L0A~TAL PLAIN 
P K Ir,C t T Ul'; D I~ S 
ATL4NTIC l.UASTAL ~LAIN, FUKAMINIFEKA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTULUGY, 
STkATlc."APiiY, MlUuLl ATLANTIC o!GHT 
1911 GIBSON VR 
Vt~fi(AL Ol~TRitlUTIU~ GF ESTUARINE PHYTOPLANKTON IN TH~ SUKFACE MICROLAYER 
AND AT UN~ METEK, ANU fLUCTUATIONS IN A8UNDANCE CAUSED 8Y SUKFACE 
AU~UKPT!0N OF MONOMOLECULAk FILMS 
VIMS Thl~l~ IU~IV VAl 
i'LJUJCIC>.L CUM•'tUf~ITitS, CtiESAPEAKE tlAY 1 MONOMOLECULAR FILMS, OIL WASTES, 
PHYL.,'LAi;KHJN, Yi..iRK RIVE~ 
1973 GILLMER TC 
SAILING CANOES OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
~AIL, AUGUSTI1~7J),~7-b0 
BUA:s, CHESAPEAKE oAY, 
1~Tb GIVENS Fo JR 
SHUKtLINt EKOSION CONTROL ON VIRGINIA'S RIVERS AND t;AYS 
SHiJRf: A~!O tlcACH 441 ll 2:>-30 
f.<<JSIUN Ct,NTROL 1 SHORES, VIRGINIA, 
196d GLOUCESTER CO PLANNING COMH AND VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY 
A~FAIRS 
fUTUKE LAND USE PLANt GLOUCESfER COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AU THUK, l1 P 
GL.JUCE~TtK COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNJNG DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
FUTUKt PLANNING IPROJECTEU), LANU USE, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
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1975 GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VA, t;D Of SUPEKVISORS 
GLOUCESTEK COUNTY EKOSIUN AND SEDIMENT CGNTKQL HANDbOOK, A PKUP~SAL 
AUTHOR 
GLOUCESTER COUNIY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ERUS!ON 
CONTROL, PLANNING, SEDIMENT CONT~OL 1 VIRGINIA 
N*D* GLUUCESTEK HISTUKICAL COMMITTEE, EDS 
SIX PEKIUOS I~ THE HI~TOKY Uf GLOUCESTER CGUNTY 
HISTORY, VIRGINIA, 
1954 GLUDE J6 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE EFFECT UF A MAkYLA~D SOFT CLAM UKEUGE ON THE dUTTOM 
U.~. fiSH AND WILDLIFE SE~V. 4P. UNPUbL M~ 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CLAM INDUSTRY, UkEOGING, FI~HING GtAR 
1941 GOELLNER Kt 
REPORT ON THE CkA~ INVESTIGATIUNS, LOwER CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~UMMEK 1 1941 
CHES BIUL LAB, UNPUdL MS 
CHE;APEAKE BAY, C~AdS, VIRGINIA, uNAVAILAbLE FOR ReVIEw 
1974 GOLDSMITH V 
LITERATU~t SURVEY UF PREVIOUS rlOM~, VIRGINIA bEACH COASTAL CUMPART~tNT, 
SOUTHtASTERN VIRGINIA 
VIMS SKAMSOE 72 
bldLIOGKAPHI~S, GEOLOGY, SEUIMlNTATIONo VIRGINIA, 
1975 GOLDSMITH V 
SHORELINE WAVES, ANOTHER ENERGY CRISIS 
THE COASTAL SOCIEIY, 1~1 ANN CONF, ARLINGTON, VA, NGV 1 1975 IVIMS CUNTRI8 
134) 
8ATHYMcTKY, ENERGY TRANSF~K, EROSION CONTROL, MODEL STU01ES, Mtf~ALTI~N 
(loAfER WAVE~)), WAVES (WATERI 
19/J GOLUSM1TH V [I AL 
THE CAUSb GF NUN-uN!FOf<.o'l I<AVI: ENEK.GY DISTRIBUTl.:JN OVEI< THE SHELF AND 
ALUNv Tr11: Sf!IJKI:L IN I: 
~~~T vlGL uASSI~ AwU!TAINE, MEM 7, 16~-170 IVIMS CONTKIB 55Sl 
olAiHYM!:TKY, Cur,TL·;[NIAL SHI:LF, ENEKGY TRANSFER., SHURES 1 wAVES IWATERI 1 
M!JJLE AILANTIL BIGHT 
1~/J GJLDS~ITH V ~~ Al 
THi INFLUcNC~ GF WAVES ON THE URIGIN AND OEVELUPMENT OF THE OFFSET COASTAL 
INLET~ u~ THE OtLMAKVA PENINSULA 
~NO I'H I:STJAKINl Ct;Nt-, o"'Y>'TLE tlEACH, SC, OCT 15-1b, 1913 IVIMS CONTRIB 
579) 
EASTEkN SHOk[ PLANNING DISTkiCT, VA, BATHYMETKY, tNERGY TKANSFER, 
VlKGl.',ll•, ~AVES l~>AfE;.\), .;ARRIER ISLANDS 
1974 GOLUSMITH V ~TAL 
WAVE Ll!M~f~ ~uutL Ot THE MID-ATLANTIC SHELF AND SHORELINE 1VIRGINIAN 
SEAl. ;1'~LJ!:L 1llcV[LLt>M£t.f, SHI:LI' GEOMOKPHOLOGY, AND PkELIMINARY RI:SULTS 
NASA !VIM~ SrlAMSuE 3d) NASA ~P-35~, 14b P 
EA~~~~~ SHU~t PLANNI~G DISTRICJ, VA 1 BATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
GEW1Cr<i'HO.t:JGY, o'1f•UcL STUDIES, wAVt!> (O.ATEK.J 1 MIDDLE: ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1974 GULOSMITH V, (.ULUNELL JM 
RESULTS OF OCEAt. WAVE-CONTI~ENTAL SHEll' INTERACTION 
PROC 14TH CUASTAL ENG CGNF, COPENHAGEN, DENMARK, JUNE l974.(VIMS CONTRIB 
5'/ll 
EA~TERN SHORt PLA~N!NG DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, I:NERGY TRAN~FER, 
Rt~~ALTiuN l~ATEk ~AVESJ, wAVES (WATER), MIDDLE ATLANTIC aiGHT 
1940 GOLIJ'STEIN LL 
THE M<lki'HLLOGY AND hiSTOLOGY Of·THE VIRGINIA OYSTER, OSTREA VIRGINICA 
GMELIN 
UN!V RICHMOND THESIS 
UYSTEKS, HISTULUGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, ANGIOSPERMS 
130 
191.2 GOLUd BM 
DIURNAL STUDIES AT A STATION ON AN uRBAN ESTUARY IN NUkFOLK, VIRGINIA 
OLD DOMINION UNIV THESIS 
CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DIURNAL DISTKIBUTIGN, ESTUARINE 
ENVIKuNMtNTo LIGHT PENI:l.KATIUN, PHYTOPLANKTON, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, 
VIRGINIA, RATI:K TI:MPI:KATURE 
1971 GOODEll HG ET Al 
THE PUTENTIAL OF REMOTI: SE~SING AS A DATA BASE FO~ STATE AGENCIES--lrlt 
VI;{GINIA MODEL 
UNIV VA, CHAI<LOTTE5VILL~ 1 VA INAJ TECH INF~KM SEKV PUbLICATiuN PS l00~901 
DECISION MAKI~~. PLAN~I~G, RI:MOTt 5f~SING 1 KtSOU~Lt ALLGLAIIJN, STAT!: 
GOVERNMENTS, VlkGINIA, 
1%6 GOODw W BK 
HEAVY MINERALS 01' JAMES KIVER SANDS 
VIMS NAT SLI fOU~U KE~ 
JAMES klVE~, SANDS, SEDIMtNl DISTRIBUTION, SEUIMtN1~ 1 VIRGINIA 
1954 GUOOit~lN OK 
EXPLOK!t.G THE 'fALLS' 01' THE JAMES 
VA WILDLIFE l~l91,ld-20 
BOATING, JAMES RIVI:K, VIRGINIA 
1956 GOODWIN OK, WOOO JT 
DISTRIBuTION OF PUlSUNOUS 5NAKES ON THE YORK-JAMt~ PE~INSULA. A 
ZOOGEOGRAPHIC MYS1ERY 
VA J SCi 71 1l .11-21 
DISTRI~UTION, JAMES RIVEK., SNAKES, VIRGINIA, YORK MIVEk 
1969 GURDON CM 
THE APPAMtNT INFLUENCE OF SA(INITY ON THE DISTRidUTION OF BARNACLE 5PiC!E5 
IN CHESAP~AKI: BAY ICIRRIPtOIAI 
CRU5TACEANA 16, 13~-142 
BARNALLES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, D!STHIBUT~ON PATTERNS, SALINITY 
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1C,fl GU!>NER KL 
Gv!;Jf. TC! llJENT lfiCATIUN OF MAKINE AND ESTUARINE lNVI::RTEBkATES, CAPI:: 
HAITI~A~ Tu THE cAY Uf FUNDY 
ft[LE,-l~T~KSLIENt~, NEW YOKK 
INVEhiEbKATES, ~YSIEMAT!CS 
1955 GOTT:-IANN J 
V!K~INI~ AI MIU-CENTUkY 
HI i•«Y ti.JL I A:'lcl CU 1 1\;E;i YORK 
AG~ICULIU~t, FOKE~I«Y, GEilGkAPHICAL REGIONS, HISTORY, INOUSTR!ES, MINING, 
NATURAL ~tSOUkC~3 1 VIKGINIA, 
1'171:> GRAHAM f- JR 
f'GTU~AC, TH~ NATION'S RIVEK 
J. d. Ll~PI~COTT Cu, PHILA, 1Ld P 
~IJUL~ ~tNI,.SULA ~LANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, NATURAL 
f<l~·jLoc<Cb3o PliiJTuGo\A~HV, t'GTU11AC Rlvl:i<, PKESEKI/ATION 
196.! Gi<AIH GC 
THE CHAETGGNATHA OF THE INNEK CONTINENTAL SHELF WATEKS OFF VIRGINIA, THEIR 
TAXGNOMY, AUUNDAN~E 1 AND UEPENUtNCE ON PHYSICAL FACTORS OF THE 
t NV II{IJNMtl\ I 
VPIS l11l:::,IS !CULL WILLIAM ANU MAKYJ 
CHIIUUG~;.qr1S, CHcSAPEAI\E flAY, CONTINENTAL SHELf, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL 
II( 3 Tr< I nUll uN 
1 96 3 GR /IN T GC 
INVt~TIGAI IONS OF INNER CONTINENTAL SHELF WATERS OFF LOWER CHESAPEAKE tlAY. 
PANT IV. UESCMIPTIONS Of THE CHAETOGNATHA AND A KEY TO THI::IR 
lill:ClTIFICATION 
CHtS SCI 4(3),10/-119 IV!~$ CONT~IB 145l 
CHIIEIOGNIIIH~, CHESAf'tAKE ~AY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, DATA COLLECTIONS, 
PHYTUPLANKIUN 
1961 GRANT GC 
11'1AJt<lio'bLl3 fiSH PROJECT, ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS OF STRIPED BASS 
p;;,.>JLI\fiDt>.S ANu DESCKIPTION OF THE FISHERY OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNt'Ui!L I ~liEU PROGR REP, Vlt~S, 1967--TO DATE 
AN.l•J"IJ'IOU!> FISH, Jf<MES RIVE~, KAPPAHANNUCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIKGIN!A, 
YUKI\ KIVU< 
1'771 GRANT GC 
FEASIBILITY UF INCREASING STRIPED SASS PU?ULATIONS bY STUCKING JF u~UEK 
UTILIZED NURSERY GROUNDS 
VIMS MANUSCK!PT 
ANAO~OMO~~ FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH STOLK!~G, .MORTALITY, SPA~NING, 
STRIPED BMSS, V!KGINIAo 
197 2 GKANT GC 
TENTAT!V~ OUTLINE FOR INVENTOKY OF PLANKTONIC CHAETOGNATHS, !>AGITTA 
ELEGANS (AKKOWWURMJ 
CHES SCI l3lSUPPLi,Sl84-S1B5 IVIMS CONT~Ia 4Bdl 
CHAHOGNATHS, CHI::!>APt:AKE bAY, OISTI<-!BUTIU"' LENGTH, f'LA,~KTi.JN 1 POPULAT!iJN 
OYNA'"IICS, WORMS 
1974 GRANT GC 
THE AGE COMPOSITION UF STRIPED dASS CATCHES I~ VlkGINIA i<IVEkS, l~ol-1971 
AND A bESLKIPTION uf THt FJSHE~Y - . , 
FISHERY ~Ull 7Llll 1 193-19~ 
AGIN~ !BiulUGICALl, CATCH, ~!NFI~H INDUST~Y, FISH PLPULATJG~S, fJSH~KI~~. 
JA~ES K!VtK, RAPPAHANNOCK KIVER, ~TRIPED uASS, VIi<GINIA, YOkK kiVEM 
1914 GRANT GC 
THE AGE COMPOSITION OF STRIPED dASS CATCHES IN VIRGINIA f<IVERS, l~ol-19ll• 
AND A UESCK!PTION OF THE fiSHERY 
U.S. NAT MAR I-ISH StRv, FISH dUll 72(11, 193-199 lVIMS CUNT~Itl ~'NI 
FISH f>Ot'UlAlluNS, F!SHtkltS, JAMES kiVEMo RAt'f'ArlA;,Ni.JC" RIVEK 1 STK..jNTluM 
kADIOISuTOt'ES, VIRGINIA, YukK RIVEk 
197u GRANT GC ET AL 
AGE CUMPUSITION AND ~AGNITUuE OF STRIPED BAS!> WINTER GILL-NtT CATCHES IN 
THE RAPPAHAI~NuCK RIVER, 196/-1970 
SllUTHEASTERN AS!> GA~E H~H (;lJ"iM, 24TH CGNF PKQC, 659-667 !VIM$ CLlNTI{Jo 
3'J9) 
CATCH, CUMMERCIAL FISHING, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, ST~IP£0 oASS, VIRGINIA 
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l~(J uh4~T GC tT AL 
P•~LI~I~A~Y KlSULT~ ~MUM STRIPED ~ASS TAGGING IN VlkGlNIA, 196&-1969 
2),{') .\~,;,u Cr]J,f ~uUI!H:;,STbU'I 1\SS GAM!: ANu fiSH CUMM, l'kUC jl<j69J, 558-570 
{ V 1 A.:) ~--~i\i T :{ 1 c 3::>UI 
t-1 :,•< •'•n'ul.lll r~;,~, JAi1E~ MIV~i<, KAPPAHANNOCK RiVEi<, SEASONAL 01 STRiiWTION, 
~T:dP1·u ;;.~.)'), TA•..,L,j,··,;,;, Vlr{GINIA, YUkK tUVEK 
lcJod ,,J.<Af'd ~c.;, JG~t:l-'rl EB 
V.WI\t<ld IV~ ST"b•GTH ~If THI:' 196u YEAR CLASS JF STKIPI:'U iiASS ••• IN THitEE 
Vle.~l'.l., r<!VL~~ 
;u .\ ·J'<U ._.,,;~ SL.UH:cASTEKN ASS GAME ANO FISH COMM, PKOC (1Yb8J, )01-509 
(VIM~ C~~f~lti L·,0) 
lATC~, J.\M~~ KIVL~, t<APPAHANNUCK. KIVER, STRIPED l:IASS, VIRGI~IA, YOKK KIVER 
l'i6/ (;KAY i{[) 
!HE ~r.\l[,Ji·••\L l'iAT[:;<.,.,AY, A HISTilRY OF THE CHt:SAi'EAKE AND DELAwARE CANAL, 
17o~-lY"5 
U~l~ ILLI\ulS ~hES~, U~dANA, ILL 
CA~AL>t LHESA?~.\K~ ~AY, HISTORY, INLAND IIATEk~AVS, C • ~ CANAL 
l\173 G«fU, J;.; 
kU~AL .ATlK u~ES, 1~~0-1960-1970, CHESAPEAKE ~AY SlUUY AkEA 
l~.~. t;t·iJ A~K, UPPEk UAKriY, PA 
AL>KIC.ULTUr~i:, CitlS4i'E/,r\E: 'dAY, UELAWARE, r)OMESTIC ,.ATER, LIVESTOCK, 
.~A•<YLA;'•!>, •<'JKAL ";'£"~' VIRr.,INIAi .,;AfER RESOURCES 
-l'h~ GKEI:N K 
A ~lUrlY L.l' THI:: RELATIONSHII' BETWEEN DACTYLOMETRA f.IUIN~UECIMKHA AND 
MNI::'~[·Ji>~l~ LEIDYl,.Ai'lD rHE LATTER TO OSTKEA VI~GINILA LARVAE 
'VI~S ~AI >CI ~LUNU KEP 
LTI:"H'I'IIrlr\t.~, lA~VAl':, OYSTERS, PREDATION, SEA NElTLtS 
~~~T GMfGURY RH Ef AL 
tlAi.-fEI<li.iL'JGICAL ~TUOIES OF HARVESTING AND PROCESSING OF OYSTERS IN 
VI K.;[ 'II•\ 
~.,/If ~ltlLLI'[SI1 ASS, PRIJC 46, 30-43 
•i/\Lii•dA, FUflOS, OY::,IEK INOUSTkY, VlRGIN.lA, 
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1961 GRIFFiTH kE 
PHYTGI'LAi'lKTON dF CHESAPEAKE l:IAY 
CONTK!l:l 17~, CHES ~IUL LA~, SOLOMONS, MD IILLUSJ 
AQUATIC MICRUUi<GA~ISAS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PrlVIU~LANKTU~, ~YSTtMATICS 
173~ GRONUVIUS JF 
FLUKA VIK~I~ICA EXHI~ENS PLANTAS ~UAS V.C. JOHA~NL~ CLAYTUN I~ VlRGINI4 
O~SE~VAVIT ATyUt COLLEGIT 
CLASSifiC~TIO~, PLANT~, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
19H G~OVE R NC 
THE FLuUJS IJF MA~I..H 1~36. I'A~.T 3. f'UTO:~AC, JA•1t'S, Ai•u Ur't'EK UrHU i<[\1[.{5 
U.S. GcUL SURV WATth-~UPPLY PAP ~vU 
CHESAPEAK( bAY, fL0005, JAMeS kiV~K, PUTJMAI.. t<III~K, KAPPAHANNuLK i{JVfM, 
kUNOFf, STkEAM~lUn, STRIP~U UASS, YUKK ~IVtK 
1~J6 GROV~I< MC, ~ULSTER RH 
HYu~u~RAf'HY Uf VIKGINIA 
VA GEDL SUKV BULL :; 
OI<AINAGE, JAME~ t<lV~K, RIVEN dASINSt VI.{GINIA 
l9Uj GRUVER NC, HOYT JC 
RE~OKT UF PNOGN~~~ uF STREAM MEASURtMcNTS FUK THE CALENUA~ YEA~ 19J4 
U.S. GEOL SURV WATtk-SuPPLY AND IRkiG PAP 12o 
HYr)KQGRA~HV, JAN!:~ FIVtk, NORTH CAI<l.LINA, I'ATAPSCO idi!EM,i~D, POT(J,IAC 
KIVcK, f<UNiJFF, ~T"tAI',flfiioi, ~TRIPtO ~ASS, SUSQUErlA.<Nt. KIJc,(, ~O!DdLE 
ATLANliC ~IGHT 
1906 GROVI::K NC, HUYT JC 
k!:PORT OF PMOGKI::~S JF STKEAM MEASUREMENTS FOR THE CALtNDAK YtAR 1~0~ 
U.S. GtOL SU~V kATEk-SUPPLY ANU lkRIG PAP 161 (ALSO U.S rlJUSI:: 0~ 
RI:I'NI:Sf:NT, 59TH CONGkESS, 1ST SESS, OUC 7511 
I..HtSAI'EAKt ~AY, GUNI'OwDI::R RIVER,MUt HVUKOGRAPHY, JAME::, KlVER, PATAI'SI..O 
~IVEK,MO, PilTuMA(. RIVEk, RUNGFF, ~TKcAM GAGES, STREAMFLOw, ~USjUtHANNA 
RIVER 
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1 1Jt~u GU.\1\l. KSl;N tt.i 
<Jt'l L11Ll·'J ~A>:o·'LII\(; !IIITEK.VALS IN T!OAL E:>TUARIES 
.\'1:·.-< S;;l. <-IVIL [;,1, P.'\Q(. 'lllSA-2ltlU3-125 
(.nL~t.l't:M.<.< ,,;,y, J.'TL·iiZATluN, POT:JMAC K.IVEK, 5AMPLING, "ATER QUALITY, 
,;.;Tt.>< •<L.~·-Uo<Lt~ inVf:Ltli'MENT 
L'-i~'l G 1 JTht:l~ F 
T '1E:. PtJ T u:""'i1~L. 
kiN~HAftl A~U CO, ~l~ YO~K. 436P. 
Lt-tf ~Af't'AI(!:: L>AY, t'lJICn'lf,C •<IVtk, UNAVAILABLE FOR KEVIEW 
19~U GUTHt:!M F 
PLA~~~~u ~0~ THt: ~Ulu~E IN THE PUTOMAC ~IVER BASIN 
!1\I~•~TAIL CU~~~S~!J~ U~ IHr POTOMAC KIV~K. BASIN, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Lfti:').if'cAt.L ..,,,y, C.Lif'i~ti<.VATIUI\i, PULLUTION AiJ.Ali:MENT, l'lHOf'IAL. RIVER, wATEK 
MA~~0t~tNT IAP~L!lUl, ~AI[K ~ULLUTION CONTkOL 
1963 GUY h~ ET AL 
A ~Ku(;kA'" fllK S"ll1M[Nf CONTROL IN THE WASHINGTON METKUPOLITAN ><t:GION 
INf(kSIATf LuM~ ~N THE ~UiuMAC K!Vt:K BASIIII, ~ASHINGTON, U.C. 
dlt:SO:.t>i:AKc JAY, L!~Tkl\.1 OF CuLU:-iiJ.IAt POTOMAC hiVEK, Sl:IJIMI:NTATlllN, 
~f.lJl·1Ei;lS, ~ATE,, I~<HIIG[Mf:o'H IAPPLIE:Dl 
·1'1':iJ u,.;ATH~lEY Jll 
T 11f. C. I< I LKAH(Ji~li'n' 
VA "ILuL!Fc llll01,5-7,12 
LHlc.Ki\i1i . ."·4I•'<Y odvh:, di~TlJRY, VIRGINIA 
!951 (,,_Aft<r<1EY JH 
IH( M•<lTAt'flNI 
Vt. "ILDLIFE UUI,I!l-20 
HISTUKYt ;~,\JIAPONI KIVU<, VIRGINIA 
i<,r:,"{ li~CK JT 
~,,,;~h<ul:O KIVER SYSTEM OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
i,l •.II. ',fJL AMEK dULL 6d 1 t>l/-IHO 
thJi(t·IHJLt <>liH'HY~ICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLEISTOCENE E:PGCH, SEDIMENTARY 
f' I r K c.l.UGY 
l3b 
1971 HAEFNE~ PA JM 
Alii APPROACH Tu 5HEDOING BLUE CRABS CALL I~ECTES 5APIOUS 1'~ A ><t'CIKCULAH!l 
SEAriATtK ~YSTtM 
AME~ lCUL 11(4ltill IVIMS CONTkiB 40~) 
R<CtRt.ULATEU ~ATEK, VlkGINI,, YOK.K ~IVt~, SLUE Ct<A&, MULliNG 
1973 HAEFNER PA J~ 
LENGTH-ftEiuHT K.tLATIONSHIP OF IHE SA~O SHRIMP, CRANGUN SE~TEMSPINOSA 
LHE5 SCI 14121,141-143 IVIMS CONTKIB 526) 
CHE~APEAKE dAY, LENI..TH, ~HrtiMP, VIRGINIA, ~EIGHT 
1976 HAEFNER PA JR 
SEAS~NAL OISTkluUTION ANU ABUNDANCE UF SANU SH~IMP CRANGu~ ~t~T~ASP!NOSA 
IN THE YOKK ~IVf~-CHtSAPEAKl bAY ESTUARY 
CHE~ SCI 171ll 1~1-134 (VIM~ LUNTKIB /531 
f:A~Tt!\N SHO><E PLANNIIIIG UISTKICT, Vi<, C.HlSAPl:AI\f nAY, POPULAT!dlll, 
kt?~UUU(.TIONo ~tASG~AL OISTKI6UTION 1 SHRIMP, •Alt:K TEMPEKATUKI:, YUR.K kiVEk 
1976 HAEfNER PA JR 
OISTkldUTION, kE~ORDUCTION ANU MOULTING Uf: THE ROCK ChAb, CAIIIC.lK lkKUKATUS 
SAY, 1917, IN THE MIJ-ATLANT IC tliGhT 
J NAT HIST 10141 ~17-3'17 IVIMS LONTRIB od91 
CkAt:lS, lJbTKillUTiuf'<, RI::PI~uUUCTl!Jr,, MIOOLE ATLANTI\. b!GnT, 
1973 HAEFNER PA J~ ET AL 
kOCK CKAti, A POTENTIAL ~fW RESOURCE 
VIM~ ~AK Mt~OUKCES AuV ~EK 7 
CHE5APLAKl dAY, LKAd I~UUST><Y, CRAB~, NATUKAL RESOUKLtS, VI~G[iii(A 
1~75 HAE:FNER ~A Jk, VAN ENGEL WA 
AS~ECT~ Of MCLTINu, GRUWTH, AND SURVIVAL OF MALt ROCK ~kAB~, CANCEK 
I~KUKATU5, IN CHfSAPEAKE BAY 
CHES ~Cl 16(4) '53-265 IVIMS CONTRIB 6691 
EASTLI<N SHUKl PLANNii~G OISTRH .. T, VA, CHtSAPEAf(.E tlAY, CRAoS, GROwTH ~TAG!:!>, 
5ALl~ITYt WATtk TEMPE:KATUK~ 
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1~o4 H~EfN~~ PA 1 SHUST~R C 
LtNvTH IN~kiMt~TS UU~IN~ TERMINAL MGLT OF THE FEMALE BLUE CRAB, 
CALLI~L~Tt~ SA~IU~~ I~ UIF~tKEhT SALINITV ENVIkONM~NTS 
(.Hf~ >·-1 :>l.>ldl't-ilo 
L-A.;:i, br'.:.Jnfl, ~TAvt::~, SALINITY, MOLTING 
l\UJ Hi\ILHT FJ 
ll~tS ~NU LU~KENTS IN CHtSAPEAKE tlAY AND TRidUTARIES 
lb C()A~I .,:JLJ uLGt) SU'{Vr SPtC PUilliCATION 1b2 
CtH.;Ai"'LAI<.E BAY, LlJ"Kt-NTS I"ATEfU, TIUESt TRlilUTAKltS 
1 9oJ t1A ILLER. S,\ 
A ~UA~IIfATIV~ ~TUUY J~ THE RELATIONSHIP UF TURBIDITY TO OYSTER FECES A~D 
P ~ tJtluff_Cl· ~ i'K:wu(. T r;_;;, UNrlEk NA TUkAL CtJNOl T IONS 
V Ph '·<id S(.[ FCtJr-.tJ t<[P 
~I JU!;P.:~I T [tjN, 1-Lt:j I,.; ;;.\TES, JAMES RIVEK, UYSTENS, TURillDITY. VIRGINIA 
1'Jb9 >iAIGLER SA 
J~~ING M~C.riANISM UF PULYDOKA WEBSTER! INHABITING CRASSOSTREA 1/IRGINlCA 
A,.,(t< lOf.:L 'J, t>Zl-oZil IVIMS CONTklil 323) 
Ltll;;,~lAKt: bAY, Llf'c. rliSlUf<.Y STUD!£~, POLYCHAETE:>, L +I) CANAL 
1971 HAU;ES ML 
TH~ RlJLl uF CHI'MICAL STIMULI IN THE PRE-SPAwNING BEHAVIOR OF THE STRIPED 
Hl~NNY, LHA~MuUI:S uUSQUIANUS 
Vlt~> THt.~lS (CIJL.L "ILLIA.'1 AND MAKYl 
CH[t•il<.IIL t(~-'<CTIUe.tS, FISH I'UI'ULATIUNS, FISH kEt'KODUCTlON, SPAWNING 
.1'J51 HALE NC 
Vlkfdi\IA VlNTUkER 
MlCt!H~Nu, UltTl PRESS 
ilbTUt<Y, 'ii!<GINIA, UNAVAILAblE-FOR REVIEW 
I 'iod HALl' IN WG 
MAMINl ~11IPI'ING INDUSTRY 
p., .;o~~f,.;t!t<'S C!JNfi:RENCE ON CHESAPEAKE IJAY, wYE INST, SEPT 12-13, P.ll3-39 
\..llh•\1'[1\t<.L t>AY, ELUNUM!C IMPACT, POKT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1972 HAMILTON DH JR 
POLYCHAETE~ OF THE CHtSAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 1jiSU~PLJ,S11~-S117 ICONTkiB 510, NATUR KESUUKCE~ INST, UNIV MDI 
ANNELIDS, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, PULYCHAETES, ~ONMS 
1973 HAMlLTUN DH JN, YURCHYK J 
BIOMASS CHANACTEKISTICS CF THE ASCIO!AN ~OL~ULA MANHAlltN~IS IUEKAil 
CHE~ SCI 1'tlllrb7-ob (CUNTKI~ 5~1, NATUK NES0UK~ES INST, UNIV MD, C.HE~ 
BIJL LAB, 5UL0MUN5r MOl 
HENTHIC FAUNA, UIUMASS, CHESAPtAKE BAY, 
1942 HAMMEl< KC 
THE HU~ING INSTINCT UF THE CHESAPEAKE SHAD, ALOSA SAPIJISSIMA hiLSJ~, AS 
f<.EIIcALEU dY A STUIJY flf THEIR SCALE!> 
UNlv MD THE:.IS 
AGING (81uLUGICALlr A~EKICAN SHAD, LHESAPtAKt dAY, OISTRiuuTION, 
MIGRATlJN, ~PA~~iNG, TKibuT~klt:Sr VIRGINIA, Fi:.H SCALES 
1949 HAMME~ RC ET AL 
THE (MPC:RlANLE ut- CATCH i<t:LONUS IN THE MANAGI:MENT OF IHI: fi5:1E;{!LS Uf 
VIRGINIA ••• 
KEP UY A ~UBCOMM TO TH~ FISH RES COMM CF THE AU\/ CUU~C 0H THE VA EC~N 
CATCH, FI~HEKI~S, MANAGEMtNT, ~TATl~TICS, VI~GINIA, 
1971 HAMMOND AL 
NSF PRODS SCIENTISTS TU COURUINATE BAY KESlA~CH, ijUT ACAD~MIC ~IVALRitS 
SNAG bAilLY NElOED :.TUOIES 
SCIENCE 11L, o£7-o30 
CHbAP~At<.E BAY, INTCl<-AGENLY COOPEkATION, MULTIPLE-PUKPOSi: PKOJt:CTS, 
PHOJECI PLAN~ING, ~ESEARLH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSifi~S 
1971 HAMPTON RUAOS MARITIME ASSOCIATION 
CONTINGENCY PLAN ~UR PKI:VENTIO~, CONTAINMENT, ANO CLEANUP OF OIL ANJ 
HALARDOUS MATERIALS FOR THE HAMPTON RGAUS AkEA 
NOKFOLK, VA 
CHESAP~AKE tlAYo UIL-wATER INTERFACES, POLLUTION ABATtMt:NJ, POLLUTANTS, 
WATER QUALITY ACT, WAlEK QUALITY CIJNTkOL, HAMt'TUN k(,ADS 
139 
1965 HANKS RW 
EffECT OF METALLIC ALUMINUM PARTICLES ON OYSTERS ANO CLAMS 
CHE~ SCI b, 146-14~ 
ALUMINUM, CLAMS, OYSTERS 
1966 HM~KS RW 
THE SOfT-SHEll CLAM 
u.s. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, ClRC 162 
CrltSAPEAKE dAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAM~, FISHERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
NU~THEAST U.S., SOFT CLAM 
l'16d HANKS ~W 
B~NTH!C COMMUNITY FORMATION IN A NEW MARINE ENVIRONMENT 
LHES SCI ~(3) 1 163-172 
bENTHl~ FAUNA, biOMASS, GROWTH RATES, MA~INE ANIMALS, PONDS 
196 a HANSeN H 
G~ULUGY Gf THE EASTERN SHORE 
MU LUNSEkV 45, 4-8 
EA~TEkN SHURE IVA-MDi, GEOLOGY 
1946 HANSEN PA 
bACTEKIULOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ON OYSTER GROUNDS OF THE HAMPTON RUAOS AREA 
NAT SHELL~ISH ASS CONV ADDKESS 1 NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 5-7, 1946 
.BACTERIA, BEDS U~U~R WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATER 
POLLUTION, HAMPTON RUAUS 
1942 HARD Wl 
UVARIA~ GROWTH AND OVULATION IN THE MATURE BLUE CRAB, LALLINECTES SAPlDUS 
RA l:ibUN 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 46 
GONADS, SPAwNING, BLUE CRAB, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
140 
1972 HARUY JD 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR· INVENTORY OF AMPHibiANS, HYLA CINEREA (GREEN TREE 
FROG I 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPLl,S1S6-S190 ICONTRlB 519, NATUR RESOURCES lNST, U~IV MDI 
AMPHIBIANS, CHESAP~AKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, REPRODUCTION 
1962 HARDY JD JR 
COMMENTS ON THE ATLANTIC RIDLEY TURTLE, LEPlDOCHHYS OllVACEA KEMP!, IN 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 3131,217-220 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION, TURTLES 
1964 HAil.UY JD JR 
A NEW FkOG, KANA PALUSTRIS MANSUETilt SUBSP. NOV., FROM THE ATLANTIC 
COASTAL i'LA!N 
CHE~ SCI 511 AND 2),91-100 ICUNTRIB 259, NATUk RESOuRCES lNST, UNIV MD, 
CHES BIOL LAS, SOLOMONS, MDI 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DlSTRidUTION, FROGS, SYSTEMATICS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
197l HARDY JU JR 
REPTILES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
CHES SCI 131SUPPll,~1LB-Sl34 
CHtSAPEAKl BAY, kEPT!LES 
1 9 1 L HA HOY J D J R 
AMPHIBIANS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGICN 
CHES SCI 1JISUPPLl,S123-S1L8 ICONTRIB 513, NATUR RESOUil.CE:S INST, UNIV MOl 
AMPHibiANS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
1957 HARGIS WJ JR 
.A RAP[l) LIVE-SEXING TECHNIQUE fOR UROSALPINX CINEREA AND E:UPLEUKA CAUOATA, 
WITH NOTES ON PREVIOUS METHODS 
LIMNOL OCEANOGR 2111,41-42 IVIMS CONTKIB 671 
ANIMAL PARASITES, GASTROPODS, GONAOS, OYSTER DRILLS 
141 
l~5U HARGIS WJ JR 
THE FISH PARASITE ARGULUS LATICAUDA AS A FORTUITOUS HUMAN EPIZOON 
J PARASITOL 44, 45 IVIHS CONTRIB 77) 
COPEI'UO~, FISH PAKA)I TES 
1960 HARGIS ~J JR 
RES~ARCH FuR THE OYSTER INDUSTRY AT VFL 
VIMS MS 
JAMeS KIVER, OYSTeR DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
I~6l HARGIS wJ JR 
klStAKCH UN THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
WATtk MANAGEMENt 1N THE I'UTOMAC ESTUARY, 38-44 IVIMS CONTRHI 107) 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, CuNSERvATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLilUl . 
19&2 HARGIS WJ JR 
HISTORY AND CURRENT STATUS JAMES RIVER NAVIGATION PROJECT 
V HIS Sk.AMSuE 2 
CHANNELING, HISTORY, JAhES RIVER, RIVER BEDS, VIRGINIA 
1962 HARGIS WJ JR 
CUKRENT ~NG~LEDGE ON THE HYDROGRAPHY AND BIOLOGY OF THE ESTUARINE PO~TION 
OF JAMf.S RIVeR 
VIMS MS AND VIMS SRAMSOE j 
BIULUGICAL COMMUNITIES, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER 
INTERfACES, VIRGINIA 
1962 HARGIS WJ JR 
A. STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND DREDGE SPOIL DISPOSAL ON THE MARINE 
£NV IRONMENT 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
~fNTHOS, CHANNELING, DREDGING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINIA, SPOIL 
U I SPOSAL 
1'<2 
1963 HARGIS WJ JR 
VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
AMER lOOL 3131 1 315-j17 
CHESAI'tAKE ~AY, RE~EARCH FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
1963 HARGIS WJ JR 
JAMES RIVER bASIN--GREAT NATUKAL RESOURCE 
VIMS MS 
JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
1964 HARGIS WJ JR 
WHAT A MODEL WILL DO 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA 
1964 HARGIS WJ JR 
fACTORS PERTAINING TO DECISION ON wHETHER OR NOT TO MAKE MODEL STUDY 
VIMS MANUSCKIPT 
JAMES RIVER, MODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA 
1964 HARGIS WJ JR 
THE MARIN[ RESOURCES Of VIR~INIA, THEIR DEVELOPMENT, USE AND PRESERVATION 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
ECONOMICS, NATURAL RESOURCES, STATISTICS, VIRGINIA, 
1965 HARGIS WJ JR 
MULTIOISCIPLINARY RESEARCH ON AN ESTUARINE ENGINEERING PROJECT 
VIMS MS, ALSO VA PULYTECH INST WATER RESOURCES RES CtNTER bUll 2, 4~-66 
ECONOMIC FEASlulliTY, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1965 HARGIS WJ JR 
THE 1963 CHESAPEAKE BAY FISH MORTALITIES WITH NOTES ON OTHER 1963 
CHESAPEAKE BAY MORTALITIES !NOTES ON 1964 FISH KILLS ARE ALSO INCLUJEOl 
VIMS SRAMSOE 5 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, PARASITISM, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SESTON 
143 
1966 flAKGIS WJ JR 
INVESTIGATION OF UYSTER LAKVAE AND SPAT AND CERTAIN IMPORTANT 
ENVIKGNMEHTAL f~LJU~S IN AN HORIZONTALLY STRATIFIED ESTUARY 
VI'1S MS 
~SIUAKIE~, HYDRAULIC HOOELS, JAMES RIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, STRATIFICATION, 
VIRGINI_A 
IS&6 HARGIS WJ JR 
fiNAL REPURT ON RESULTS OF OPERATION JAMES RIVER 
V1.'1S :ikAMSUE -,. 
CHA~NEL IMP~OVEMENT, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED!, 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, WAT~R RESOURCES 
DEVtLOPMEr>T 
1963 HARGIS WJ JR 
UTILIZATION OF ~HYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN MARINE WATER RESOURCES 
KE~EARCH, PLANNING ANU MANAGEMENT 
VIMS MS, 1 S~PT 1967--
ELUNOMIL PKEDILTJON, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
VIRuiNIA, WAlEK ktSUURCES DEVELOPMENT 
196d HARGIS WJ JR 
OCEANUGKAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
VA FnRwAKD b(ll,B-22 
JAMES NIVEK, OCEANOGRAPHY, VIRGCNIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1971 HARGIS WJ JR 
JAMES RIVER PAPERS 
VIMS M5 
CHANNeLING, DISCHARGE I~ATER), ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EROSION 
CONTROL, fUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDJ, JAMES RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
1~71 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH UN CHESAPEAKE SA~ AND cbNTIGUOUS WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
0~ THe VIRGINIAN SEA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 4~ 
CHESAPEAKE HAY, JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, 
PIWJI:-LT PLANNING, PROJt:CTS, YORK RIVER 
· .. 144 
1971 HARGIS WJ,JR 
RESOURCE PROBLEMS AND RESEARCH PROJECTS OF THE TIDAL JAMES 
VI MS MANUSCRIPT 
BEACH EROSION, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA, ~ASTE DISPOSAL 
1972 HARGIS WJ JR 
SOLUTION TO CONFLICT IN THE COASTAL ZONE, P.37-b5 
COASTAL lONE POLLUT MANAGE SYMP, PROC lVlMS CONTRIB 49dl 
MANAGEMENT, COASTAL lONE 
1972 HARGIS WJ JR 
197L EDITION RESEARCH ON CHESAPEAKE BAY AND CUNTIGUUU~ WATERS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE HIGHT OF THE VIRGINIAN SEA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 66 
CHESAP~AKE BAY, JAMES RIVEN, MANAGEMENT, MULTIPL~-PURPUSt PROJECTS, 
PROJECT PLANNING, YORK RivER 
1972 HARGIS WJ JR 
ENGINEeRING wORKS AND THE TIDAL CHESAPEAKE 
REMOT~ SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AERUN SPACE ADMIN ~ALLO~S STA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICt IVIMS CONTRIB 469) 
CANAL~, UAMS, DRtDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC POwERPLA~TS 1 
ENGINEERING, EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, KEMOTE SENSING 
1975 HARGIS WJ JR 
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN MARINE SCIENCE AT lHE VIRGINIA INSTITUTE UF MARINE 
SCIENCE 
MARINE TECHNOL SOC J 9111 1 5-8 
PROJECTS, VIRGINIA, 
1975 HARGIS WJ JR 
THE VIRGINIA INSTITUTE .OF MARINE SCIENCE. VIRGINIA'S OFFICIAL HARINE 
SCIENCE, ENGINEERING ANO ADVISORY PROGRAM 
VI MS MS 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FACILITIES, RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT, 
VIRGINIA 
145 
1957 HAkGIS WJ JR ET AL 
SOME Ef~ECTS OF HIGH-FkEQUENCY X-RAYS ON THE OYSTER DRILL UROSALPINX 
ClNEREA 
~AT SHELLFISH ASS, PkuC 47, 83-102 IVIMS CONTRIB 75) 
GA>fKuPUUS, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, VIRGINIA, X-RAYS, YORK RIVER 
1971 HARGIS WJ JRr LYNCH MP 
VIRGINIA STATe AGENCIES CONCERNED WITH COASTAL ZONE PLANNING, MANAGEMENT, 
UK SCI~NTIFIC AND iNG!NEEKlNG ACTIVITIES. 2ND EDITION 
VIAS ~KAMSUE 14 
ADHINIST~ATIVE AGENCIES, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, STATE GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
19o1 HARGIS wJ Jkr MACKENZIE CL JR 
SlXUAL d~HAVIOK L,f THE UYSTER OR!LLS--EUPLEURA CAUDATA AND UROSALPINX 
CINER~A 
NAUTILUS 1~, 7-16 IV!MS ~UNTRid 100) 
ANIMAL 6tHAVlUR, ANIMAL PARASITES, GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, REPRODUCTION 
1970 HARGIS wJ, JR 
VlR~lNlA ~TATE TELHNICAL SERVICES PROJECT 8-2 FINAL REPORT 
VI~S M~ 
PUoL!CATlLNS, TECHNULUGY, VIRGINIA, PUBLIC RELATIONS 
1915 HAKLAND HARTHOLOMEW AND ASSOC 
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS AND NATURAL RESOURCES IN KING WILLIAM COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA. Pk~LIMINARY REPORT 
KING ~M CO PLANNING DISTRICT COMM, 6 P 
KIN~ WILLIAM COUNTY, VA 1 MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, GEOLOGY, 
NAtuRAL RESOURCE~, SOILS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
1971 HARLESTON KR 
THE rfcOING OF CORNSTARCH TO CLAMS AND MUSSELS 
VIMS THESI~ IUNIV VAl 
CLAMS, MUSSELS, NUTRITION, STARCH, GLYCOGEN 
146 
1590 HARRIOT T 
A BRIEFE AND TRUE RErORT OF THE NEW FOUND LAND Of VIRGiNIA 
REPRINT BY OOVER PUBLICATIONS, INC. NEW YORK. 1~72 
HISTORY, NATURAL kESOUKCES, VIRGINIA, 
1885 HARRIS G 
REPORT UPuN THE SHAD AND HERRING FISHERIES Of THE POTOMAC RIVER fOR 1b~5 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL ~. l9l 
A~ERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1886 HARRIS G 
REPORT UPON THE SHAD ANO HERRl~G FISHERIES OF THE POTOMAC RIVER FOR Lo84 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL FOR lb84r 4 1 2~1 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HER~INGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1886 HARRIS G 
REPORT UPUN THE SHAD AND HERRING FISHERIES JF THE POTOMAC RivER FOR 1Sd3 
U.S. FISH CUMM BULL FOK 18~4, 4r 13 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHtSAPEA~E BAY, FISHERIES, HE~RINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1887 HARRIS G 
REPORT UPON THE SHAD ANU HERRING FISHERIES OF THE POTOMAC RIVER FOR 1866 
U.S. FlSH COMM BULL FOR l~bb, 6, 202 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1972 HARRISON PW, BOON JU Ill 
BEACH-WATER-TABLE AND BEACH-PROFILE MEASURING EQUIVMENT 
SHORE ANU BEACH 4011),~6-32 (VlMS CUNTRib 4471 
BEACHES, c~UtPMENT, ~ATER TABLE 
1965 HARRISON PW, WASS ML 
FREQUENCIES OF INFAUNAL INVERTEBRATES RELATED TO WATER CONTENT OF 
CHESAPEAKE BAY SEDIMENTS 
SOUTHEASTERN GEUL 6(4),177-181 (VlMS CONTRIB 186) 
CLAMS, UATA COLLECTIONS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS, GASTROPODS, POLYCHAETE$, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVeR, 
SEDIMENTS, STATISTICAL MODELS, VIRGINIA 
147 
1~72 HARRISON SC 
THE ~~DIMENTS ANU SEDIMENTARY PROCESSES Of THE HOLOCENE TIDAL FLAT 
CuMPLEX, DELMARVA PENINSULA, VIRGINIA 
COASTAL STUD IN~T, LOUISIANA STATE UNIV, TECH REP 112 
CHE~AP~AKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1962 HAKRISON W 
PLEISTOCENE RECORD IN TH~ SUBSURFACE Of THE NORFOLK AREA, VIRGINIA 
VA ACAD SCI GUID~oOUK FuR FIELD TRIPS, NORFOLK MEETING-1962, 37-61 
BO~cHOLE uEUPHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, MIOC~NE EPOCH, 
PLEISTOCbNE EPOCH, SEDIMENTS 
1963 HARKISON W 
DIFFUSION IN A LOW-VELOCITY, INSHORE TIDAL CURRENT OFF VIRGINIA BEACH, 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 40 
COKRENT~ I~AT~Rl, TIUAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, 
1969 HARRISON W 
EMPIRICAL E~UATIONS FOR FORESHORE CHANGES OVER A TIDAL CYCLE 
MAR G~OL 7, ~29-551 IVIMS CUNTRIB 304) 
BeACH EROSION, MATHEMATICAL STUDIES, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, 
1970 HARRISON W 
PREuiCTION OF ~EACH CHANGES 
PROGRESS IN GEOGRAPHY, VOL 2t P.209-235 !VIMS CONTRJB 341) 
BEACHES, ~cuiMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
1963 HARKISUN W AND MALLOY RJ 
RECDNNAl~SANCE GEOLOGICAL ECHO PROFILER IGEPI SURVEY IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
AMER GEOPHYSICAL UNION, TRANS 44, P.68 
ABSTRACTS, CHESAPEA~E BAY, GEOLOGY, GEOPHYSICS, PROFILES, YORK RIVER 
1964 HARRISON W ET AL 
NeARSHORE AND NON-TIDAL CURRENTS, VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA 
u.s. AKMY COASTAL ENG RES CENTER TECH HEHO 5 IVIMS CONTRIB 1431 
CURRENTS !WAlEk), OYE RELEASES, HYDROLOGY, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA, 
148 
1964 HARRISON W ET AL 
SEDIMENTS Of LO•ER CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH EMPHASIS ON MASS PROPERTIES 
J SEDIMENT PETROL 3414),727-755 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BENTHOS, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, StOIMENTS 
1965 HARRISON W ET AL 
POSSiblE LATE PLtiSTUCENE UPLIFT, CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
J GEOL 73, 201-22~ IVIMS CONTRIB 136) 
BORtHOLE GEOPHYSICS, CHESA~EAKE BAY, ELilABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, 
PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, S~DIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SUS~UEHANNA RIVE~, YORK RIVER 
1965 HARRISON W ET AL 
POSSIBLE LATE PLtlSTOCtNE UPLIFT CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
J GEOL 73121,201-22~ (VIMS CONTRIB 138) 
BORES, CHtSAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, 
SEDIMENTATION, VlKG!NIA 
1971 HARRISON W ET AL 
INVESTIGATION OF THE WATER TA~LE IN A TIDAL BEACH 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 60 
bEACHES, CuMPUTtR MODELS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, GROUNO~ATER MOVEMENT, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAL EFFECTS, •ATER TABLE 
1971 HARRISO~ W ET AL 
GROUNDwATER FLOW IN A SANDY TIDAL bEACH. 1. UNE-Ol~ENSIUNAL FINITE ELEMENT 
ANALYSIS 
WATER RESOURCES RES 7, 1313-1322 IVIMS CONTRIB 3921 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, TIOAL EFFECTS, WATER TA~LE 
1971 HARRISON W, FANG CS 
HYDROGKA~HY AND HYDRODYNAMICS Of VIRGINIA ESTUARIES. I. OXYGEN BALANCE AND 
DYE-TRACER STUDIES AT THE CONFLUENCE Of THE YORK, PAMUNKEY ••• 
VIMS SRAMSOE 11 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DYE RELEASES, HYOKOGRAPH ANALYSIS, 
MATHEMATICAL MOUtLS, OXYGEN DEMAND, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
149 
1~b7 HA~RISON ~, RICHARDS AM JR 
PLATE-LuAu TEST~ uN SANDY MARINE SEDIMENTS, LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY. MARINE 
I..EU TECHNI JUE 
I~T RtS CUNr ON MAR GEUTECHNI~UE, PROC. RICHARDS AF, EDITOR. ILLINOIS 
UN IV 
GEJLuGY, MEASUME~tNT, SEDIMENT-~ATER INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, STRENGTH, 
VI.<GINIA, 
196( HA~RISUN WP ET AL 
ClRCULATiuN Of SHtLF WATERS Off THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT ••• JUNE 1963-
l!ECE;~BEI\ 1'itA 
tNVIKJN SCI SERV AiJMIN, WASH UC, Pf<UF PAP 3 IVIMS CONTRld 21!11 
SUJTHEASTEKN PLANNING UISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, S~INITY, SEASONAL 
l!I~TAiduTiuN, SPAwNING, WATER CIRCULATION, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIUOLE 
A TL ANT I L b I GH I 
1975 HAkTIGAN JP 
LANU MANAGEMENT IN A MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL WATERSHED, A CASE STUDY OF 
NORTH~RN VIRGI~IA'S FUUR MILE RUN 
57 TH ANN CGNr, PLANNING '75, ••• AM INST OF PLANNERS, SAN ANTONIO, TX, 35 
p 
~URTHEkN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTKICT, FLOOD CONTROL, LAND MANAGEMENT, LAND 
USc, MATHEMATICAL MUUELS, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, RATER RESOuRCES, WATERSHED 
MANAGEMeNT, hATEMSHcO PROTECT. AND FLOOO PREV. 
1976 HARTIGAN JP 
LOCAL INVJLVEMENT IN REGIONAL WATER RESOURCES PLANNING, THE fOUR MILE RUN 
WATE~SHEU MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
I'll& CUNF UN LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL MGIH, RICHMOND, VAt NOV 4-S, 1976, 22 P 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA,.~ATE~ RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, RATEMSHED MANAGEMENT 
1971 HARTWHL E 
WHEREWITH VIRGINIA'S WETLANDS 
AMtK NATJK 2u, 59-b1 
AUMINI~TRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, W£TLANDS 
ISO 
1965 HARVILL AM JR 
THE VEGETATION Of PARRAMORE ISLAND, VIRGINIA 
CASTANEA 30, 22b-2L!I IVIMS CONTRIB 199J 
EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDI, PLANTS, VEGETATION, iiARRIER ISLAND:. 
1965 HARVILL AM JR 
PLANTS fROM THE PENINSULA OF VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI 16(3),243-247 
JAMES RIVER, PLANTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1966 HARVILL AM JR 
RANGE EXTENSIONS UN THE MIDDLE PENNINSULA OF VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI 17, 143-141> 
HISTORY, PLANT~, RAPPAHANNOLK RIVER, TREES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
193!1 HASLER AD 
PULP 1'1ILL POLLUTIGi, IN YORK RIVER, VA., AND ITS CIJNNECTIUN odTH THE 
OECLINt OF THE OYSTtR INDUSTRY 
GAMMA ALPHA REC LU(21 0 44-45 
OYSTER INDUSTKY, OYSTE~S, PULP AND PAPtR INDUSTRY, PULP WASTtS, VIRGINIA, 
~ATEK POLLUTION, YORK kiVEK 
1972 HATHAWAY JC 
REGIONAL CLAY MINERAL FACIES IN ESTUARIES ANU CONTINENTAL MARGIN Of THE 
UNITED STATES tASI COAST 
GEOL SOC AHEM, MfM 1J3, P.293-316 
CLAY MINERALS, CONTINENTAL MARGIN, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, UNITED STATES 
1973 HAULHAN CA, GENTRY PN (EDSJ 
LAND USE CONTROLS IN WETLANDS AREAS 
SEMINAR PROC ••• !IY MARSHALL-wYTHE INST, COLL OF WM ANO MARY AND VA INST MAR 
SCI 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING UlSTRICTt VA, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, VlKGI~IA, 
WETLANDS, COASTAL ZONE 
151 
1%l HAVEN D 
SEASONAL LYCLE Of CONDITION INDEX OF OYSTERS IN THE YORK AND RAPPAHANNOCK 
kiVER:> 
~AT SHELLFISH ASSOC, PROC 5111960),42-66 IVIMS CONTRIB 104) 
OYSTER INuvSTRYt lJYSIERl., t>ARASITISI-I, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1966 HAVEN 0 
EfFECTS ul- THE TREAIMI::NT Ul- AN OYSTER SED WITH POLYSTREAM AND SEVIN 
(HE~ ~CI 7(4l,l7~-l6B (VIMS CONTRIB 2301 
HtuS UNUEk WATER, B~NTHUS, CHESAP~AKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, 
GASTROPOD~, LETHAL LIMIT, OYSTER DRILLS, OYSTERS, PESTICIDES, 
hACHAPF<t!\G'JE,VA 
1970 HAVEN D 
OY~TER MEATS QUALITY INDEX (fROM PUBLIC ROCKS) MARCH 1970 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 2131o1-4 
JAMES RIVtR, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
l'HO HAVEN 0 
AP~IL 1970 OYSTER MEATl. QUALITY INDEX (FROM PUBLIC ROCKSl 
VIMS MAR RESuUKC~ INFORM ~ULL 2141,4-7 
JAMES RIVtR, DYST~RS, RAPt>AHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1970 HAVEN D 
JULY 197v OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INDEX (FROM PUBLIC ROCKSl 
VIM5 MAR RE:SOURCE I-NFORM' BULL 218),7-10 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RlVERt CONDITION 
INDEX 
I'J7U HAVEN 0 
JUNE 1970 OYSTER HEATS QUALITY-INDEX (fROM PUBLIC ROCKS) 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 2(61,7-10 
JAMES RIVEK, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
152 
1957 HAVEN O, ANDREwS JO 
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF VENUS MERCENARIA, VENUS CAMPECHIENSIS, AND THEIR 
HYBRIDS IN SJSPENDEO TRAYS AND ON NATURAL ~OTTOMS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 47119~7),43-4~ IVIMS CONTRIB 74) 
CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, ~ORTALITY, HY~RIDS 
1972 HAVEN O, GARTEN D 
SHELL BAGS FOR CATCHING OYSTER SPAT 
VIMS MAR RESOURCES AOV SER 6 
CULTIVATIUNt OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING, MARICULTURE 
1970 HAVEN D, KENDALL P 
SURVEY OF OYSTER A~O CLAM WORK BOATS IN VIRGINIA AND THE POTOMAC, 19 MAY 
1970 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 2151,6-6 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOC~ RIVER, YORK RIVEK 
1949 HAVEN OS 
BLACK OYSTERS ON THE POTOMAC 
VIMS MS 
BEDS UNDER ~ATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, PUTOMAC RIVER 
1952 HAVEN OS 
TRIP ON CRA~ DREDGE 60AT TO INVESTIGATE POSSI~LE MORTALITY OF Y00NG FISH 
VI MS HS 
DREDGING, FISH, FISHING GEAR, INVERtEBRATES, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, 
1957 HAVEN OS 
DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH, AND AVAILABILITY Of ~UVENILE CROAKER, MICROPOGON 
UNDULATUS, IN VIRGINIA 
ECOLOGY 3B, ~8-97 IVIMS CONTRIB 6BI 
CROAKtR, uJSTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA, 
153 
19:5~ HAVEN US 
~fFcCTS uf PEA C~A~S, PINNOTHERES OSTREUM ON OYSTERS CRASSOSTREA 
VI:'" I 'I I C A 
NAT ~H~LLFISH ASS, P~OC 4~, 29-49 IVIMS CONTRitl Bbl 
C~.'U>r uY~IE:K l"<DUST><Y, .JYSTEt<S, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1'.1~9 HAV~N US 
MIG~ATIUN OF THE CK~AKcK, MICROPOGON UNDULATUS 
COP~! A Ill, 25-30 IVIMS CONTRib till 
LUMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKEK, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION 
PATTERNS, IAuGI~G 
1961 HAVEN US 
~U~ASIA~ nATE~ M!LFOIL IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAV AND THE POTOMAC RIVEK ••• 
I~ !NTlKSIATE COMM ~N THE P~TQMAC RIVE~ BASIN, l9bl ANNU FALL MEETING, 
SEPT LI-LZ, AT LCLO~IAL d~ACH, VA. IV!MS CUNT~IB lOBI 
A~UAIIC ~feu CGNTkOL, A~UATIC WEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HERdiCIDES, POTOMAC 
RIVEt< 
1464 HAVEN OS 
CONCENTRAT !UN UF SUSPENDED RADIOACTIVE WASTES INTO tWTTOM DEPOSITS 
VPIS I-'S 
BIOJEP!l~IT Ill~, Cht:SAPEAKE oAYr CLAY MINERALS, RADIOACTIVE wASTES, 
StOIMt~lATION, YCkK KIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
1965 HAVEN OS 
SUPPLEME~TAL FE[U!NG OF OYSTERS WITH STARCH 
CHES SCI &, 4~-51 (VIMS CONTRIB l6bl 
FOODS, C:YS!EkS, SHELLFISH; STARCH 
1967 HAV~N OS 
lHl PHYSIOlnGICAL RESPONSE OF OYSTERS TO SEVERAL POLYMERIC MATERIAlS AND 
THeiR U~KIVATIVES 
Vl1'1S MS 
PHYSIOLOGY, GKUWIH KATES, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
154 
196~ HAVEN OS 
LEVELS OF THE HEHBICID~ OIUUAT IN T~O ESTUARINE MOLLUSCS ANJ IN THE WAlEk 
AND MUD 
VA J SCI ~0, 51-53 IVIMS CONTRIB 3081 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DI~UAT, HEKb!CIUES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC K(Vtk, SOFT ClAM 
1976 HAVEN OS ET AL 
A SURVEY IN THE LAFAYETTE KIVER FOK OYSTEkS, ClAMS, AND SHELL IN THt 
VICINITY OF THE PROPOSED GRANdY STkEET uRIOGE 
VA INST MAR SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA 
NORFOLK, VA, SGUTH~~STEKN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, dRIDGE CONSTkUCTION, 
CLAMS, ENVIRONMeNTAL EFFE~TS, OYSTEKS, POPULATION, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1970 HAVEN OS, KE~OALL P 
SU~VEY OF OYSTE~ AND CLAM WORK BOATS IN VIRGINIA AND THE POTOMAC, 21 MARCH 
1970 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM LlULL 2131,5-9 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, CLAM INUU~TKY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTct<S, 
POTOMAC RIVER, KAPPAHANNUC~ RIVER, YORK RIVE~ 
l9b5 HAVEN OS, MGKALES-ALAMU R 
APPARATUS fUk HULUIN.> INDIVIDUAL OYSTERS UNDER EliUAL WAlE.{ FLOWS 
LIMNOL UCE:ANOGt< liJ, ~0~-606 (VIMS CONTKio 1961 
flOW CONTROl, FLU~ RATES, LAbORATORY EWUIPME~T, OYSTERS 
l9bb HAVtN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
USE OF fLuUKESCENT PA~TJCLES TO Tt<ACE OYSTER BIODEPOSITS IN MARINE 
SEDIMENTS 
CONS PE.{M INT EXPlOR MER, J ~0(2),267-269 (VIMS CuNTRid 1~4) 
~IOOEPOSITION, DYE RELEASES, OYSTERS, SEDIMENTS 
l9b6 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
ASPECTS OF tliUOEPoSITION BY OYSTERS AND OTHER INVERTEBRATE fiLlER FEEDEt<S 
LIMNUL OCEANUGR il(4),4b7-498 IVIMS CONT~IB 2271 
BIOOEPOSITIUN, INVEI<TEbKATES, OYSTERS 
155 
1968 HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
OCCURKf~LE ANO TRAN~PORT OF FAECAL PELLETS IN SUSPENSION IN A TIDAL 
ESTuARY 
SEuiMENT GEOL 2, 141-151 (VlMS CONTRIB 264) 
ANIMAL WA~TES IWILULIFEJ, BlODEPOSITIONo JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
SUSPENDED LUAU, VIRGINIA 
1~/J HAVEN OS, MORALES-ALAMO R 
F!Lf~ATION Uf PARTICLES FKOM SUSPENSION BY THE AMERICAN OYSTER CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINI~A 
BIOL BULL 139, 24d-l64 IVIMS CONTRIB 3561 
FILTRAfluNo FUGU HABITS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1972 HAVEN OS, MOKALES-ALAMO R 
BIOUEPU~ITIUN AS A FACTOR IN SEDIMENTATION OF FINE SUSPENDED SOLIDS IN 
ESTUARieS 
GEOL SOC AMER, MEM l3t, P.lZl-130 IVIMS CONTRIB 3751 
BIQOEPIJSITI0N, SEDIMENTATION, SUSPENDED LOAD, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1969 HAVEN OS, WHITCOMB JP 
TREATMENT OF SHELL nlTH POLYSTREAM TO INCREASE SURVIVAL OF OYSTERS 
ICKASSO~TREA VIRGI~ICAI IN VIRGINIA 
VIHS SPEC SCI REP ~4 
MORTALITY, OYSTtR DRILLS, OYST~RS, PESTICIDES, VIRGINIA, OYSTER SETTING 
1975 HAYES, SEAY, MATTE~N AND MATTERN 
WATER SUPPLY MASTER PLAN. SPOTSYLVANIA-FREDERICKSbURG-STAFFORD REGIONAL 
AHEA 
CITY OF fkEDEKICKS&URG, STAFFORD AND SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTIES 
RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, PROJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, 
WATER UtMAND, WATER STORAGE, WATER SUPPLYo WATER TREATM~NT 
1d83 HEALY R 
STRIPED BASS IN PIANKATANK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
U.). FISH COMM BULL FOR 1882, 2t 75-76 
PIANKATANK RIVER, SPAwNING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, 
156 
N*D* HEANEY OJ 
RECREATION-OPEN SPACE - A PLAN FOR OPPORTUNITY 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, 54 P 
RADCO PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, FUTURE PLA~~ING (PROJECTED), LAND USE, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
1940 HECK NH 
EARTH~UAKE PRO~LEMS OF THE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAiN 
SEISMOL SOC AMER BULL 30, 109-113 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTHYUAKES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1965 HEINLE DR 
A SCREEN FuR EXCLUDING JELLYFISH AND CTENOPHORES FROM CLARKE-BUMPUS 
PLANKTON SAMPLES 
CHES SCI o(4),23l-Z32 
CTENOPHORES, EQUIPMfNT, JELLYFISH, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
1972 H~INLE DR 
FREE-LIVING COPEPODA UF THE CHtSAPEAKE dAY 
CHE5 SCI 131SUPPL1 1 Sl17-S119 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, CuPEPODS, ZOOPLANKTON 
1972 HEINLE DR 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY Of ZOOPLANKTON ORGANISMS, ACARTIA TONSA 
ICOPEPUDI 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,Sl7b-Sl7b 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PGPULATIO~ DYNAMICS, 
REP~ODUCTION, lOOPLANKTON 
1971 HEINLE OR, HAMILTON DH 
SUMMARY OF OOCUMtNTS RELATED TO RESEARCH NEEDS ON CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BIOL LAB, MO UNIV CREF 71-251 
BI~LIUGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE bAY, PLANNING 
157 
1o7d rtt:!Nki(.H OJ 
M~~JLJIL fUKMATIUN I~ VI~GINIA 
A.'1b< li>ST '·liNIN,, £·~0 TkANS 6r 227-274 
(i,AL>, tLL.!I,()MIC~, ~t::CJLUGIC FQk,'IATIOr-.s, MESOZOIC ckAr PALEONTOLOGY, 
> f .<.AT I<~"Af'H¥ 
1'112 ltELLtl( AN 
,.,~f- APPLICATIU•\iS l)F RHIUTE SENSING IN ATMOSPHERIC MUNilOt<ING PRuGRAMS 
Rt~GTl SENSING 0~ THe CHES bAY. CDNf, NAT AEkON SPACE ADMIN wALLOPS STAr 
VA. \CI A·~U TCCH IM OKM GFFICE 
;<JK PicLLuliUN, UAlA P~OCES~ING, REMOTE SENSING. 
19~7 HEMPHILL ~E ET AL 
CAVAL!E:R C:Jc1M0Nr<EAL TH, HISTURY AND GGVERNMENT OF VIRGINIA 
f>'.CGRAW-IIILL GUOK LU, INC 
Gl,V~K~·~~~TS, t1!ST~kY, V[KGINIA, 
lgb4 lt~NDKICKS EL 
Lu~P!LATJUN UF KfCuKDS DE SURFACE WATERS OF THE UNITED STATES, OCTOBER 
lg5J TO >tPTEMbtR 14b0. PART 1-8. NORTH ATLANTIC SLOPE BASINS, NE~ YORK TO 
YukK RIVb< 
0.~. Gi~i.L SU~V ~ATEk-SUPPLY PAP 1722 
C"i:SM'LAKi: GAY, MAKYLAi\0, STkEAMFLOt., STRIPEi.l E:ASS, SUKfA~E I>IATERSr 
VIRGINIA 
197~ HtNNY CJ ET AL 
TH~ 1~7• DlSTid~TIUN AND ABUNDANCE OF BREEDING OSPREYS IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
!lAY 
CHES SC.! 1513) 1 1.<5-.lB 
HMEEOING, CHESAPEAKe BAY, DISTRii:lUTION, WATERFOwL, OSPREYS 
1g71 HUHH KA 
AtLANTIC MENHADEN IBREVUORTIA TYRANNUSI RESOURCE AND fiSHERY--ANALYSIS OF 
ut·CL INE 
NAl n~E4N!(. ATMDS ADMIN, NAT MAR FISH SERV, SPEC SCJ REP--FISH SER 642 
AlLANTIC MENHADEN, CATCH, LHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH 
PUPiJLI\T [Ut.S, FISHERif::S, MIDDLE ATLANTIC biGHT 
1~8 
1972 HEkLOG Hw JR 
THE CHtSAPEAKE ~A¥ AREA IN THE YEAR 2u0u 
PAP uELIVlkED AT THE MlETING Of CITIZENS' PRJGRAM FUR THE CHtS dA¥, 
FkEDEK!CKSllURG, VA. JUNE 21, l972 
AIK I'ULLUTION 1 CHESAPeAKE i:lAY, INCOME, PUPULAT!UN, nATtil. .;;uALITY 
1974 HERZOG HW Jk 
THE ECONOMICS OF KEGJONAL ~ATER QUALITY MANAGiMENT lA CASE STUDY OF RIVEN 
WATER QUALITY IN THE CHESAPEAKE ~AY REGION) 
UNiv MU PHO UISS . 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONU~ICS, FUTURE PLANNING (~ROJE~TtUJ, MANAGtMENT, M~DEL 
STU01E~, PATUXENT RIVER, ftAT~R QUALITY, WAft~ QUALITY CONTKJL 
1~bb HETLING LJ, U'CON~ELL KL 
A STUDY GF TIDAL JISPEKSION IN THE POTOMAC RlVtK 
hATEK KE:SUUKCES KES ll41 1 H~S-841 
C~ESAP[A~E ~AY, LUkKtNTS (WATf::kl, DENSITY CURRENTS, DYE RtLEASES 1 
ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RivER, ~EwAGE DiSPOSAL, wATtR ~ULLUTIUN 
1974 HEUYELMANS M 
EASTtKN NU-GUODSr P.95-104 
IN H~UYELMAN~ Mr THE NIVER KILLEKS. HAMRISdUkG, ~A. STACKPOLE dOOKS 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, fEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC ~IVEK 1 ~[wAGE TK~AIMENT, 
WATEK PULLUTIUN, WMTE~ ~UALITY 1 ~ATtRSHED MANAGLMENl 
1959 HEWATT WG 
A PRELIMINARY CHeCK LIST OF THE INVERTtBRATE ~AUNA Gf MARI~E ANU oRACKISH 
WATERS OF VikGJNIA 
Y!MS MS 
ANNELIDS, ARTHROFUOS, BRYOZOA, ECHINUUtRMS, ENTOPROCTA, INVtRTtBRATcS, 
MOLLUSKS, NEMER!EANS, PLATYHclHINTHf::S, VIRGINIA, 
1954 HEwATT wG, AN0REwS JD 
OYSTER MORTALITY SfuUIES IN VlkGINIA. 1. MOMTALITIES OF OYSTERS IN TRAYS 
AT GLOUCESTER POINT, YORK RIVER 
TtXAS J SCI 6(21ol~l-13J IV1MS CONTRIB 491 
MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DlSTRIBUTiuN, SHELlfiSH, VIKGINIAr YUR~ 
RIVER, OYSTER 5ETTING 
1~5o HEwATT WG, ANO~E~S JO 
TEHPEKAIU~t CONTKOL EXPERIMENTS ON THE FUNGUS DISEASE, OERMQCYSTIOIUM 
Ma•JNU~, OF UYST~RS 
NAT SliELLfiSii ASS, P~u(. 46, 129-133 IVIMS CONTRIB o21 
UE~M~CY~TlUiuM, ~UN~I, JaMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SlilLL~I~H, VIRGINIA 
1~56 HERATT WG, ANDRt~S JD 
Tt4~[~AT0Kt CUNTkDL EXPERIMENTS ON THE FUNGUS DISEASE, DERMOCYSTIDIOM 
MA~I '<U>~ 1 ;;F UY>ItkS 
NAI SHtllf ISH ASS, PROC 'tbr 129-133 ( VIMS CONTRIB 621 
UtR~GCY,TiOlu~, fUNGI, JAM~S RIVER, MORTALITY, DYSTEkS, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SHELLFISh, VIRGINIA 
196'• HICKS SO 
TIUAL ~AVe CHAkatT~~I~TICS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHE> SCI 5, I03-113 
CHESAPt~Kt dAY, TIDAL WATERS, TIDES, WAVES IWATERl 
19&9 HIOU H 
TH~ FEA~ItiiLITY OF OYSTER HATCHERIES IN THE UELAWARt-CHESAPEAKE dAY 
KEG! ur; 
CONF UN AkTlFICIAL PKOPAGATIGN OF COMMERCIALLY VALUABL SHELLFISH--OYSTERS, 
PKUL ~CT L2-LJ 1~b~ ICHES ~AY LAB CONTKIB 3961 
A~UICULIU~E, CHESAPEA~E BAY, MORTALITY, OYSTER INOU~TRY, 0YSTER5, DELAWARE 
BAY 
19&~ HIOU H bl AL 
OYSTER HATCHERIES FUR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
NATUK Kf>OURCES INST SPEC REP 2 ICONTRI~ 3~21 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, LARVAE, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SPAWNING 
1974 liiOU H ET AL 
THERMAL TOLERANCE Uf OYSTER LARVAE, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA GMELIN, AS 
RtLAT~D TO POWER PLANT OPERATIONS 
PRIJ.: NAT SHELLFISH ASSUC MO, 64; 102-110 
lAST~~N ~HOkE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAE, OYSTERS, 
!>LANNING, POWER PLANTS, THERHAL CAPACITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
160 
1969 HIGGINS EAT 
A FLORISTIC ANU ECOLOGICAL SURVEY 0~ ASSATEAGUE ISLAND, VIRGINIA-MARYLAND 
M.S. THE~!~, UNIV MD 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, MAKYLANU, PLANTS, 
VIRGINIA . 
1972 HIGGINS RP 
KINOkHYNCiiA Uf THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI l31~UPPLl,S1u5-SlOo 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHE~APtAKE oAY, INVERTEbRATES, WORMS 
197l HIGGINS RP 
TAROIGKADA OF THE CHESAPEAKE dAY 
CHES SCI l31SUPPLI,Sl0J-S104 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY, INVERT~dRATES 
l97l HIGGINS RP 
PRIAPULIOA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPf'LI 1 SlU2-Sl03 
HE~THIC FAUNA, LHtSA~EAKE oAY, INVEkTESRATES 
l'i6d HIGMAN 0 
AN ECULOGJCALLY AN~uTAIEO CHEC~LIST Gf THE VASCULAR FLOkA Of THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CENTER FOk FIELD ~UTANY, WITH KEYS 
~MITHSUNIAN INST, WASHINGTON, D.C. L32P. 
CHESAPEAKt dAY, tCuLUGY, PLANTS, UNAVAILAdLE FUR REVIE~ 
1972 HIGMAN 0 
EMERGENT VASCULAR PLANTS Uf CHESAPEAKE BAY ~ETLANOS 
CHES SCI 1JISUPPLI 1 ~d9-S93 
AQUATIC PLANTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARSH PLANTS, ~ETLANOS 
1927 HILDEBRAND ANU SCHROEDER 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. BUR FISH BULL 43 PART 1r P.35l-353 
BRACKISH-hATER FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINt FISH 
l'U I HI LulciRANO Ai'<J SCHROEDER 
FISH~S Uf CHE:S4PfAKE BAY 
161 
U.S. dUk ~ISH BULL 43 PART l, P.339-340 
URACKISH-~ATER fiSH, DIST~IdUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1~21 riiLOEdR~ND AND SCHROEDER 
fiSHtS Uf LHESAPEAKE d4Y 
U.S. ~u~ fiSH dULL 43 PART 1, P.339-340 
bKAL~I~H-~ATE~ FISH 1 OISTKidUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILOEBRANU AND SCHROEDtR 
FISHES 0~ CHt~APtA~t dAY 
U.S. !lUi< fISH t;ULL 4J PART 1 1 P.337-33S 
URACKISH-~~TEK FISH, DISTRinUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
~ISH~S Of CHESAPLAKE dAY 
U.~. BU~ ~~~H ijULL 4J P4KT 1 1 P.332-335 
bKN~~~~h-wATEk fl~h 1 U!STKIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE fiSH 
1927 HILDEa~ANO ANU SCHROEDER 
FiSHES Of CHESAP(AK~ SAY 
U.j. BU~ FISH BULL 43 PAKT l, P.3li-312 
DI~TKI~UTION, ~ISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILO[~MAND AND SCHROEDER 
FISHES OF CHESAP~A~E BAY 
U.~. oUR FISH BULL 43 PART 1, P.309-311 
DISTKIBUIION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILJ~~RANO AND SCHROEDER 
fiSHES Ot CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.~. dUM tiSH BULL 43 PART 1, P.30B-309 
UISTKIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND AND S~HROE:DER 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKe ~AY 
162 
U.S. dUR fiSH UULL 4~ PART l, P.30o-308 
UISTRibUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINe FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
FISHES OF CHESAPeAKE dAY 
U.S. BUR fiSH dUll 4j PART 1, P.261-26u 
DISTRIBUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINt FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHRO~DER 
FISHES 0~ CHESAPtAKE BAY 
U.S. BUR fiSH BULL 4J PART 1, P.2~7-261 
UISTRidUTIUN, riSH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILUEtiRANG ANU ~CHKOEUEM 
FISHE~ Of CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
U.S. dUM fiSH ~Ull 43 PART 1, P.256-257 
DISTRIBUTION, F!~H TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
fl~HES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. uUR Fi~H BULL 4J PART 1, P.209-2l0 
DI~TRIBUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
192T HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
FISHES Uf CHESAPEAKE dAY 
U.S. oUR FISH dULL 43 PART 1, P.255-256 
DISTMitlUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND AND SCHROEDER 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
u.s. BUK FISH BULL 43 PART 1, P.231-234 
BLUEFISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FiSH, SPURT FISH 
192f HILU[t.IKAND AND SCHKOEDER 
FISHbS UF LHE5APEAK~ BAY 
lb3 
U.~. ~U~ fiSH bULL 43 PART 1, P.Z0~-209 
DI~T~It.IUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, MAK!Nt FISH 
1,_,27 HILOEBKAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
fi~Ht~ OF CHtSAP~AKE BAY 
US tlUR FISH ~ULL 43, PART 1 1 29b-299 
bKACKISH-~ATE~ FISH, CHESAPtAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXtlNC,,1y, ~~UTTEU SEA TKuUT 
l9l7 HILDEdRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHeS OF CHtSAPEA~E BAY 
US dU~ FISH bULL 43, PART 1 1 300-305 
bRACKI~H-AATtR FISH, ChESAPEAKt BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXGI';I;M~, Gi<I:Y ~£A T;WUT 
1927 HILDEbRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE~ OF CHESAPEAK~ ~AY 
US i:IU~ fiSH tiULL 43, PART l, 305-312 
CHESAPEAKf dAY, ulSTRIBUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
I~Zl HILDEdRANO SF, SCHMUEOtR WC 
F!SiitS Ul' CticSAPtAKE: dAY 
US BUK fiSH GULL <+3, PART 1 1 12-11 
CHeSAPEAKE BAY, OISTRI~UTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEbRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
r!SHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US dUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 129-130 
CATFISHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HlLuEdRANO Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAP~AKE BAY 
US oUR FISH BULL 43, PAkT 1, 151-152 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDE~~AND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
lb4 
US BU~ FISH ~ULL 43, PAKT 1, 44-54 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DlSTRIBUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, HARINE FISH, SHARKS 
1927 HILOEtiRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUM FISH BULL 43, PAKT 1, 312-31b 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHtSAPEAKt BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXO~OMY, MARINE 
FISH 
192/ HlLDEtlRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES UF CHESAPEAKE dAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 316-317 
CHESAPEAKE 8AY, DISTM!&UTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHKUEOtR WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BUll 4.l, I'AKT 1, 317-3ll 
CHESAPeAKE oAY, DISTklbUTION, fiSH TAXUNUMY, MA~INE FISH, SPUKT FISH 
1~27 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPtAKE dAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1 1 321-322 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, Dl~Ttl.IBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEdRAND SF, SCHROEDER kC 
FISHES Or CHtSAPEAKE BAY 
US tlUR Fl SH BULL 43, PAK T l, 322-328 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, DISTKlBUTIUN, FISH TAXONO~Y, MARIN~ FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PAkT 1, 328-329 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTR!tlUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBkA~D ~r, SCHROEDER ~C 
fi~HES Gr CHESAPtAKE dAY 
165 
US .JUK !ISH BULL 4:1, t'A~.T 1., 329-353 
UKA~~ISH-hAfER rlSH, CHESAPEA~~ BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
rhrl 
191.7 HILUltlRAND Sf, SCHROEDER ~C 
f I StiES OF CHESAPEA~f llAY 
US LIUt{ I-ISH BULL 43, PAKT 1, 102-105 
A~40KOMGuS FISH, ATLANTIL MtNHAOEN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
Ol~T~I~uTI~~. Fl~H IAXG~OMV, H~~RINGS 
1921 HILO~BKAND Sf, SCHRUEUcR wC 
FISHES Uf ~HESAPEAKt bAY 
US clU"- FbH tllJLL 43, t'Ai<T I, 147-151 
bKACKISh-wATtK FISH, ~HtSAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
F I S!i 
19i7 HILUESKAND ~F, SCHROEDER WC 
f!~HE~ OF CrlESAP~AKE tlAY 
US oUK FISH ~ULL 43, PART 1, 199-200 
CHES~PEAKt BAY, DISTKIBUTlON, FlSH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1921 HILUE~ti.AND SF, SCHRJEOER ~C 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE tlAY 
US BUK FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 234-236 
CHE~ArEAKE BAY, COBIA, DlSlRitiUTION 1 FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH, SPORT 
FI~H 
1~21 HILDEBKAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U~ BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 93~100 
A~t~ICAN SHAD, ANADKOHOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
Ol~T~I~UTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HllDtbRAND SF, SCHROEDER wC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
166 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 353-354 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE fiSH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Or CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 4j, PART 1, 354-355 
CHESAP~AKt BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER ~C 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE dAY 
US ~UR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 42-43 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, C~ESAP~AKE SAY, DISTRIBUTION 
1921 HILDEBRAND SF; ~CHROEUEk wC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEA~E BAY 
US BUi< FISH bULL 43, PAkT 1, I97-19'> 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIST~IBUTiON, FISH TAXONOMY, MA~INE FISH 
1927 HILDcSRAND SF, SCHROEDER ~C 
FISHES UF CHESAPEAKt BAY 
US BUR fiSH BULL 4J, PAKT 1, 78-tiO 
bRACKISH-~ATtR FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHtS UF CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, l27-U9 
BRACKISH-~ATEK FI~H, CHESAPEAKE llAY, DISTRIIlUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
fISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PAkT 1, 152-154 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHtSAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH 
1927 H1LDEtikANO 5F, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHE5 OF CHESAPtAKt BAY 
lb7 
U5 BUK FISH BULL 43 1 PAKT 1, 164-17& 
HkACKI~H-wATEK F!Srl, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAKONOMY, 
fLATfiSH, MARINE fiSH 
1927 HILDEBRAND ~F, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Uf .CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH tiULL 43~ PART 1, 283-287 
tlRACKISH-ftATEk FISH, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, CROAKER, 
DISTRitiUTIO~, fiSH TAXUNUMY 
19l7 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
F!~HES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43 1 PAkT 1, 178-187 
BRACKISH-~ATtK FI~H, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, STICKLEBACK~ 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAP[AKt BAY 
US BUR fiSH BULL 43 1 PART lt 253-268 
CHESAPEAKe dAY, DISTKIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILD~BRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
F!SHE~ OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, ~ART 1, 89-93 
ALEWIVES, CHESAPEAKt BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
HERKINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U~ BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 43-44 
ANAORUMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, LAMPREYS, MARINE FISH 
1~l1 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
~I;HES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U~ rlUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 130-131 
CHt>AP£AKE BAY, OISTRIBUTIUN 1 FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
loB 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART lt 108-111 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROtDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 216-234 
CHESAP~AKE dAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FJSH, SPORT FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE dAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 271-276 
BRACKISH-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, OISTKidUTIO~, FISH 
TAXUNOMY, SPOT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, b5-B9 
ANAOROMOUS FISHr bLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, (QMHERCIAL FISH, 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONUMY, HERRINGS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER w: 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUK FISH BULL 43, PART 1t 2,0-253 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SEA BASSES 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART 1 1 210-216 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, UISTRI6UTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 238-244 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, FRESH"ATtR FISH, SUNFISHES 
1~L7 HILU~SRAND SF, 5CHROEDER WC 
ti5HES UF CHESAP~AK~ dAY 
1b9 
US JUR FISH BULL 4jt ~ART 1, 71-18 
Rk~C~ISH-~ATEk Fl~H, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
FktSHwATtR FISH, GAkS 
1~27 HILU~dRANU SF, SCHRUtDER WC 
f I SoH·; [lF CHE ~.,Pt~-<I<.E JAY 
US oUR FISH dULL 4~, PAMT l, b1-115 
At>.AUK!Jo·HJuS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CGMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH 
TAXUNOMYt HERRIN~!) 
1927 HILDEdKAND SF, SCHRO~OER WC 
FISHES GF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US dUR FISH BULL 4j, PART 1 1 192-197 
BRACKISH-~ATtR fiSH, CHE~APEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
F I Srl, 'IULLE TS 
192f HILDtBKANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FIStiES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULl 43, PART lt 211-30~ 
BRACKISH-~ATEM FISH, CHESAPEA.<.E BAYo COMMERCIAL fiSH, OISTRl&UTION, FISH 
T AX01'<0MY 
1927 HlLUESRANO SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Uf CHESAPeAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH dULL 43, PART l, 132-134 
CHESAPEAK[ BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH, PIKE, TROUT 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC · 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1 1 120-127 
CAKP, CHE5APEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHWATER FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US dUR FISH BULL 43, PART 1, 145-147 
BRACKISH-wATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHKOEOER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
170 
US dUK FISH BULL 43 1 PART 1 1 2b9-271 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, DISTRIBUTluN, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH dULL 43 1 PART 1, 2b9 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, OISTRIBUTIUN 1 FISH TAXUNOMY, MAKINE FISH 
19~7 HILDESKANU SF, SCHROEDeR WC 
FISHES uF CHESAPEAKE SAY 
US SUR FISH BULL .} 1 PART 11 244-241 
BRACKISH-wATE~ Fl~H, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CO~ME~ClAL FISH, J1STRIB0TION, FISH 
TAX8NOMY :PORT F~SH, WHIT~ PEMCH 
1927 HILDEBRAND s~, SCHROEU~R WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US ilUR FISH dULL ~J,· PAHT 11 200-210 
CHESAPtAKE BAY, DI~T~IHUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MAM!Nt FISH 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPtAKE BAY 
US BUK FISH BULL 43 1 PART 1 1 261-2b~ 
CHE~APEAKt BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MA~INE FISH, 
SCUP 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH BULL 43, PART 11 241-24~ 
ANADROMOUS FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMEKCIAL FISH, DISTKidJTION, FISH 
TAXONOMY, SPORT FISH, STRIPED BASS 
1927 HILDEBRAND SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR FISH BULL 43 0 PART 1, 55-12 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE fiSH, SKATES 
1~27 HlluEBKA~O Sf, SCHROEDeR WC 
FISHE5 OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
171 
US KUR ~ISH BULL 43, PAKT lr 187-192 
H~AC~ISH-ftATEK FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, MARINE 
FISH, SILVERSIOLS 
1~2/ HILDEBRAND Sf, SCHROEDER WC 
FI~HcS OF CHE~AP£AKt BA~ 
US oUk FISH dUll 4j, PAKT 1, 236-238 
CHESAPtAK( HAY, OI~T~IeUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHMATER FISH 
1927 HllO~BKANU SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES CF CHtSAPrAK~ BAY 
US duM· FISH BUll 43, PAKT 1, 111-120 
CHtjAPlAKE dAY, OISTKIBUTIUN, FISH TAXONOMY, FRESHwATER FISH, SUCKERS 
1927 HILDEBRAN~ SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US SUK FISH bUll 4~, ~ART 1, 8-32 
CHESAPEAKE uAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, MARINE FISH 
1927 HILDEuRANO SF, SCHROEDtR WC 
FISHES Or CHeSAPEAKE BAY 
US BUR fiSH ~Ull 41, PART 1, 134-145 
l:lRACKISH-WATER FISH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH TAXONOMY, 
KILLIFISHES 
1927 HILDEo~AND SF, SCHRUED~R WC 
FISHES Or CHESAPtAKE l:lAY 
U.S. BUR FISH BUll 43 PANT 1 
HRACKISH-WAIER FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH 
TAXONOMY, MARINE FISH 
1'>44 HILL NA 
CHESAPEAKE CRUISE 
Gl::llRGt w. KING PRINTING CO., BALTIMORE, HO. 356P. 
bO~TING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
l72 
1959 HILU: KR 
CHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS AND PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES OF THE YURK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
BIOMASS, CHeMiCAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRIMARY PKODUCTIVITY, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
l9b4 HILLMAN RE 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE Of INTRASPECIFIC GENETIC DIFFERENCeS IN THE 
EASTERN OYSTER, CKASSUSTREA VIKGINICA 
SYST ZOOL 13111 ,lL-18 
CHROMATOGRAPHY, GENETICS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1965 HILLMAN RE 
CHRO~ATOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF ALLOPATRIC POPULATIONS CF THE EASTEkN OYSTER 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
CHES SCI bl£),115-116 ICONTKIB 279, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
l:liOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
AMINO ACIDS, CHRUMO~UMES, OYSTEHS, PEPJIOES 
1975 HIPPERT Jl 
ROBERT l:lUKGESS, PHOTUGRAPHEk, kECORDER OF THE BAY 
NAT FISHERMAN 55(l3l 67 
SOUTHtASTEKN PLA~~i~G OISTK1CT, VA, BOATS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, HI~TONY, 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
1963 HIRES RI ET AL 
ATLAS OF THE DISTKIBUTJON UF DISSOLVED OXYGEN AND PH IN CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
1949-1961 
CHES BAY INST GRAPHICAL SUM REP 3 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, MA?PING 
1968 HillMAN ASSOCIATES, INC 
PROPOSAL FOR AN ANALYSIS OF LEGAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE DEVELOPMENT .AND 
MANAGEMENT OF CHfSAPEAKE BAY RESOUkCES 
CHESAPEAKE l:lAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL kESOURCES, UNAVAILAI:lLE 
FOR REVIEW 
173 
1975 HUAGMAN wJ ET AL 
BIULOGY AND MANAGEMeNT OF RIVER HERRING AND SHAD IN VIRGINIA 
VI~~ GRA~T REP, A~AQKOMUUS FISH PROJECT 1974 
AM~MICAN SHAD, ANADMOMOUS FISH, CATCH, CULTURES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
hEM~!NGS 1 ~UPULAT!ON DYNAMI~S, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
19bd HOtlOIE JE ET AL 
Ai~INO AClll FLUX IN AN ESTUARY 
SC!tNLE 1~~. 146~-1464 IV!MS CONTR!B 2671 
AMINU AC!US, AJUAT!C BACTEKIA, ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1975 HOdB~ CH ET AL 
SHO.<El11'<t SITUATllJN REPORT. JAMES CITY COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA INST MAR SCI lVIMS SKAMSOE Bl AND CKC REP 151 
SHORELlhE ERu~lON, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VAi PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAG[M[NT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
1974 HORBS CH Ill ET AL 
SHO~ELINl ~ITUATION REPORT NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA 
VA IN~T MAK SCI, GLUUCc~TER PT, VA IVIMS SRAMSOE 55 AND CKC REP lOi 
SHORELINE EROSION, NeWPORT NEWS, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTK!Cr, VA, 
MANAG~MENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECKEATION DEMAND, VIRGINIA 
1975 HOBBS CH III ET Al 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT, STAFFORD COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA INST MAK SCI ICRC REP 13 AND VIMS SRAMSOE 791 55 P 
SHO~ELINE EROSION, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CHESAPfAKE aAY, LAND USt, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
1975 HOBBS CH Ill ET Al 
SHU~ELINE SITUATION REPORT, MATAEWS COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VI~~~ SRAMSOE 77 
ERuSION, MAR~HES, WETLANDS, COASTAL lONE 
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1975 HOBBS CHIll ET AL 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT ACCOMACK COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA INST MAR SCI, GLOUCESTeR PT, VA IVIMS SRAMSOE ~0 AND CRC REP 141 
SHORELINE ERU~ION, ACCOMACK COUNTY, VA, ~ASTERN SHUKE PLAN~ING DISTRICT, 
VA, MANAGE~ENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION O~MANU, VIRGINIA 
1975 HOBBS CH III ET AL 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT CITY OF HAMPTON, VIRGINIA 
VA INST MAR SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA IVIMS SRAMSOE 76 ANQ CRC REP 111 
SHJKELINE ERUSION, HA~PTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, ktCREATION UEMANU, VIRGINIA 
1975 HOBBS CHIll ET AL 
SHORELINE SITUATIU~; RtPURT. NEW KENT, KING ~ILLlAM, AND KING AND ~OEEN 
COUNT! ES 
VA INST MAR SCI IVIMS ~RAHSOE 99 AND CRC KEP 441 
SHORELINt tROSION, ~lNG AND ~UEEN COUNTY, VA, KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, NEW 
KENT COUNTY, VA, MIODLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, k!CHMUND REGIONAL 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, RECREATION UEMANO, 
VIRGINIA 
N*D* HOBBS CH, COMP 
COLlECTION OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS Of VIRGINIA, 1~37--
SOU~CES INCLUDE US GEOl SUkV, NASA, US DEP AGMIC, VA HIGHwAY OEP, US COAST 
AND GEUD SURV AND US AIR fORCE 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, 
1952 HOBBS HH JR, MASSMANN wH 
RIVER SHRIMP, MACROoKACHIUM UHIONE ISMITHI,IN VlKGINlA 
VA J SCI 3, 206-207 IVIMS CONTRIB 401 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, JAMES RIVER, SHELLFISH, SHRIMP, VIRGINIA 
1969 HOENER FK 
THE RELATIONSHIP UF THE DISTRIBUTION OF FRESHWATER FISH TU SALINITY IN THE 
JAMES, YORK, AND RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER ESTUARIES 
VIHS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FKESHwATtR FISH, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, SEINING 
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196.2 HOESE HO 
STUUIES ON OYSTER SCAVENGERS AND THElk RELATION TO THE FUNGUS 
O~R~OCYSTIOIUM MARINUM 
NAT ~HELLFI~H ASS, P~UC 5J, 161-174 IVIMS CONTKIB 162) 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, CRABS, OEKMOCYSTIDIU~, MARINE FUNGI, OYSTERS, SCAVENGERS 
196.2 HOESE HD 
wiNTEK MOKTALIT!ES OF OY~TERS ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA, 1959 TO 
l'i61 
VPIS MS 
JAMES RIVER, MOKTALITY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, WINTER 
191>2 HOESE HU 
A NATURALLY UCCUKRIN~ INHIBITOR POSSIBLY LIMITING DERHOCYSTIDlUH HARINUM 
DISTRI~UIIUN IN VIKGINlA 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, UERMUCYSTIDIUM 1 DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
FUNGI, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA 
1962 HOESE HD 
SHARK~ AND RAYS OF VIRGINIA'S SEASIDE BAYS 
CHE~ SLI 3, lbu-17L IVIMS CONTRIB 1181 
CHESAPcA~E ~AY, EASTeRN SHORE (~A-MDI, JOINTS (CONNECTIONS), MARINE FISH, 
RAY5 1 SHARKS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
1963 HOESE HD 
SALT TOLERANCE OF THE EASTERN MUDMINNDW, UMBRA PYGMAEA 
COPEIA I, 1&:>-166 IVIMS CONTRIB 1261 
CHESAPEA~E ~AY, fiSH POPULATIONS, FRESH~ATER FISH, SALT TOLERANCE, 
VIRc;INIA 
1972 HOFFER FB 
BI~LIU~RAPHY UF VIRGINIA GEOLOGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES 1950-1959 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES INFORH CIRC 19 
1J I tiL IUGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, HINER~LOGY 1 NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, 
176 
196 3 HOFFMAN KA 
ACCESSORY GLANDS AND THEIR DUCTS IN THE REPKOOUCTIVE SYSTEM OF THE MALE 
TOAOF 1 SH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 30-31 
bENTHIC FA~NA, CHESAPEAKE bAY, MAKINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
196 3 HOFF MAN RA 
GONADS, SPERMATIC DUCTS, AND SPERMATOGENESIS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM OF 
HALE TOADFISH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 21-29 ICONTRia 225, NATUR RESOURCES IN~T, MD UNIVI 
&E~THIC FAUNA, BREEDING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARINE FISH, KEPRUDUCTION 
194<1 HOFFMAN RL 
REPOKT UN CHEMICAL CONTROL UF UYSTER DRILLS 
VIMS MS 
COPPER SULFATE, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, PESTICIDES 
194~ HOFFMAN RL 
REPORT ON CHEMICAL CONTROL uF OYSTER O~ILLS 
VIM$ MANUSCRIPT 
COPPER SULFATE, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, PESTICIDES 
1966 HOGARTH WT, ~UOLCOTT WS 
MOUNTAIN STRIPEbACK OARTEK, PERCINA NOTOGRAMMA MUNTUOSA, N SSP fROM uPPER 
JAMES RIVEk,VA 
CHtS SCI 7, 101-109 
FISH PHY~IOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, VARIABILITY, VIRGINIA 
1971 HOLDEN C 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 172, 825-H27 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, MA~YLANO, NULLEAR 
POWER PLANTS, SHELLFI~H, THERMAl POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, ~ATER POLLUTION 
197 2 HOLDEN C 
AGNES IMPERILS CHESAPEAKE BIVALVES 
SCIENCE 177140441,149 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORIC FLOOD, MOLLUSKS, SALINITY, SHELLFISH 
177 
1~4d HOLLIS EH, ~OKER CM 
A TKEMATUOE PARASITt Or THE GENUS CLINOSTOMUM NEW TO THE SHAD, ALOSSA 
SAPIDISSIMA 
J P~~~~ITUL 34(6),4~3-4~5 
AM~KICAN SHAD, CHESAPEA~E BAY, FISH PARASITES, MARYLAND, TREMATODES, 
VIKGINIA 
1'172 HULM EE 
CERTAINTIES AND UNCeRTAINTIES IN E~ONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AS THEY RELATE TO 
THe FUTUhE OF THL CHeSAPEAKE BAY 
WASrllNGTIJN ACAIJ SCI, J 6<'121,202-£06 
CHESAPEAKe JAY, cCIJNUMI~S, INDUSTI{IES, POPULATION 
1893 110LMES WH 
DlSTRioUTIUN OF STONE IMPLEMENTS IN THE TIDEWATER COUNTRY 
AMEK ANTKOPOL 6(1),1-14 
CHESAPLAKE tiAY, HISTURY, MARYLAND, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, ROCKS, 
Vli<GINIA 
1891 HOLMeS "H 
STONE IMPLEMENTS OF THE POTOMAC-CHESAPEAKE TIDEWATER PROVINCE 
U.S. bUK AMEK EIH~UL, ANNU kEP 18~3-94, Y.i5, 3-152 
CHE~APEAKE tlAY, UlSTRioUTIUN, t~UlPMENT, POTOMAC RIVER 
1972 HOLTER MR 
TECHNICAL KEYNOTE ADOKESS ON REMOTE SENSING 
RtMUTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONr, NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN WALLOPS STA, 
VA. SCI A,;i) TECH INFORM OFFICE 
AEKIAL PHUTUGKAPHY, CROP'S 9 INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, 
SATtlLITtS IARTifiCIALl, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, WATER TR~ATMENT 
1941 HOPKINS SH 
DISTINGui~HING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ZOEA SEEN IN PLANKTON TOWS 
VIMS MS 
CRUSTACEANS, LARVAE, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, lOOPLANKTON 
178 
1943 HOPKINS SH 
THE EXTERNAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE FIRST AND SECO~O lOEAL STAGES OF THE BLUE 
CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDU~ kATH8UN 
AMEK MICROSCUP SOC TRANS 6£, 85-90 IVIMS CONTI{IB 101 
~HESAPEAKE BAY, HATCHI~G, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MURPHOLJGYo BLUE CR~B, 
MOLTING 
1944 HOPKINS SH 
THE eXTEKNAL MORPHOLOGY OF THIRIJ AND FOURTH lOEAL STAGES OF THE ~LUE LI{A6, 
CALLINECTES SAPIOUS RATHtiUN 
BIUL ~ULL B7(2lol4S-l52 IVIMS LONTRIB 201 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGe, MURPHULUGYr ~LUE CI{AB 
1946 HOPKINS SH 
CMA~S ARt AoUNDANT IN BAY THIS YEAR 
VIMS MS 
CATCH. CHESAPEAKe dAY. CRAB INDUSTRY, CRAdS 
1946 HOPKINS SH 
EARLY HI~TOMY UF THE CRAB INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES 
V!.~S MANUSCKIPT 
,UCIICI:::u 111\lfTCn CTATLC::: 
...)111-L...LI & ..0111' Vl'l .. I '-U' .,.)I""'' L...O 
1947 HOPKINS SH 
PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF LITERATURE ON POLYUOKA 
VIMS MANU~CRIPT 
ANNELIDS, tiiOLUGY, OISTMidUTION, WORMS 
1941 HOPKINS SH 
THE NEMEI<TEAN CARCINUMERTES AS AN INDICATOR UF THE SPAwNI.'IIG HISTOi<Y OF THE 
HOST, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
J PAkASITUL 331li,146-1'U IVIMS CONTkiB £61 
CRABS, NEMERTEANS, SPAwNIN~, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
11'J 
1'1ol Ht:Pi<.IN\ ~~~ 
Kff'Ukl Ul< WLJKI<. l!l!Nl AND Oti~LKVATIUN~ MADE AUGUST 7- Sf:PTEHtH:K 5 1 19&1o UN 
IHt IA~Tli<N ~ftOKl. 
VI M'l M~ 
Cttt··>.\1'1-Ar-1 t.IAY, lASTEi<N SHORt: IVA-MUI 1 MARINE ANIMALS, VIRGINIA 
l':lbl ftUPi<.IN~ ~H 
D I STR lill.d IUN Uf- ~PlCI ES OF l.LIUNA lt!UIUNG SPUN6EI ON THE E:ASTERN SHORE: UF 
VIKt,INIII 11'< IH:LAlllJN Iii SALINITY 
CHl'> '>LI j, 1£1-U<t 
HfNitill. h\UNA, LA~T[-;lN SHilk[ IVA-MUI, Ptl.E:DATION, SALINITY, TURIHOITY 
1'11.9 HOPKINS SH, ANDREWS JO 
KANGIA l.llNftdA GN TilL IA~f COAST. THOUSAND MILE RANGt: EXTENSION, OR 
RI'SUI<GHR.[7 
SC.IENCL l/,7, Ubil·-tl69 IVIMS CONTI\IIi H41 
Cllf.SAPI Ai\1: tlAV, LLAM~, OISTRII\UIION, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST 
U.:;., VIKGINIA 
19~1 HOPKINS TC Jll, tlUKT WV 
INSHUKI. SUIWf-Y I'Kiil>KAM INTEKIM REPORT Ill 
UH:'; tiAY I NSf, JUili'lS HllPKINS UNIV, REf 51-8 
UAIHYIHfi>.MUGMAPHS, CHtSAPEAKE liAY, OISTRIBUTION, SALINITY, SEASONAL, 
H Mo>[KA TUK E 
1':1'•0 HOTCHKI;,s N 
RANc.l EXHNSIIJN~ Of MARSH ANO AQUATIC. PLANTS 
1\llUUUK A 4L, ZU-2Z 
A<.JIJAIIC PLANT!>, Ol~lRIBUT.ION, HARSH PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
197 .I lfllw.ELLS GP 
THt LHI:SAPEAKE BAY STUDY 
MAl< TI:CH SOL J 7151,33-3~ 
Clll~III'FAKl tJAY, ENVIRUNMi:NTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, RESEARCH AND 
OtV[LlJPM~NT, VIKi>INIA 
PIO 
196u Hlli:HA M 
Rl:MIJVAL ltl' 1'1-:11 tkAtiS fROM LIVE OY:OTI:RS 
VIM~ NAI S~l fOUND REP 
C.RD.:JS, U~>HR~, 1-'AKASIIISM, VIH.hiNIA, VUHI\ KIVlR 
19 14 HUGGETT RJ 
A STUIJY lt~ THE l.HEMICIIL FAn ANI.l TH~ BlliLUGICI\L tUN>Hillt-NCC> IJI· J·~d. c. FltH 
OIL SPILL~ IN '>lMINAIURAL L<.OSYSIEM~ 
V 1115 GRIINI PHIJI'lJSIIL 
ECULUGILIIL IMPACI, LCUSYSI~MS, tNVIRUNMI:NTAL lfFECT~, llfLV WATER 
19 1l liUG'>t Tl 1>. J E T A l 
MEIH.UI<Y IN SEUIIHNI> FRliM THil~E Vllll>INIA ESIUARII ', 
LH['> :,(..( 12141 0 lUU-·Zlll. I VIMS CONTIUll 4lll 
ESTUIIkllS, HlAVY M!.TALS, J<\MI:~ Kll/1.1<, MI::RCURY, !!Alt.>, Sf.DIME!<T:, </lkt_;!'l(l<, 
VORr<. KIVli< 
1'174 liUt;GI::TI RJ lf AL 
A KLPOi<l flN litE t..U•ii.ENTRATIUN, UISIHIIlUIIIJN l•Nil JMPI\LT IH· (..I:RTAIN IHAC~ 
MI::TIIL~ Fl<lll1 oEIIIIL~. TiHATMENI I'LANT:O UN Iii!.. LHI::';t,r>I:MI: UAY 
CHt> KE> LONSIIKI l'dll Jl (VIM'> LUNTKIB o..:ttAI 
lASTFKN >HUKI. PLIINNINt; lliSIKILT, 1/A, LHE~III'EIIi<.F DAY, HANII~I.MLNT, liY~TI::RS, 
Sbi/IGI:: HFLULNI~, ::.HIAl.l IH(IIIMI::NT, TliACE I.Lcto~Uil:> 
1975 HUGGETT RJ ET AL 
OISTKIUUTIUN IJI LOPPEK ANU liNL IN UYSIEKS !VW :;[iJIMI:I-ll~ ~ROM THR~l 
COASTAL PLAIN fSTUAI<IES 
PRilL SYMP MIN~I<IIL tYCLINf. IN 0.. L. 1-LU:.tSTEM~, l\Ut,U~TII, r;A, I'H4. I:>WA 
SYMP SI::R, 7405U IVII<IS tUNTKIIl 6Jll 
l:ASTFHN oftllRI: PlANNING IJI>J~.ILT, VA, CH[SAPI:AII.[ U"Yr Llii'Piit, ;JI~TillfllJfllJN, 
NORTH CAKOLINA, UYSTERS, i<AI-'PAHANNO(K RIV[R, SEUIMlNT~, ZINC 
1966 Hllll NG S NC 
MARINI: OSTRACODA fROM WESTt:RN NUKJH ATLANTIC OCEAN lJff TH~ VIRGINIA LUAST 
CHES SCI 1111,40-56 IVIMS CONIKIB I'Jll 
ATLANTIC OC.EAN, LftESAI'(AKl tillY, DATA C.OllEC.TllJN:>, OISTKIBUTION PATTI:KJ~>, 
OlVt:RSIFil.ATIUN, USTRAC.OOS, SYSTEMATICS, 1/IKGINIA 
181 
19o2 HUMM HJ 
MARINE ALGAE OF VIRGINIA AS A SUURCF OF AGAR AND AGAROIDS 
VIMS SHC SCI REP J7 
CH~SAPeA~E BAY, CLASSIFICATION, DISTKIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
~lA,UNE ALGAE 
1962 HUMM HJ 
BIBLIUuRAPHIC DATA USEFUL IN THE STUDY OF MARINE ALGAE 
VI1~S SPE:l. SCI f(EP 29 
BJ6LiuGRAPHJtS, CYANOPHYTA, DIATOMS, MAKINE ALGAE 
19b:l HUMM HJ 
DICTYOTA UICHJTUMA IN VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI, Nt:w SEK, l4(3),1U\I-lll IVIMS CONTKitl 1191 
CHo~Ai'EAK!: 8AY, DISTRIIlliTION, EASTEKN SHORE IVA-MDI, MARINE ALGAE, PLANT 
POPULATIONS, VIRGINIA 
19bil HUNTEK JH 
RtSEARlH AND DEVELOPMeNT FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL--VIRGINIA, 19&8 
VI~GlNIA GOVtRNUKS OFFICE, DIV INDUSTRIAL DEVELOP, RICHMOND, VA 
EMPLOYMENT, ~ACILITIES, LABORATORIES, RESEARCH AND DEVelOPMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES. UNIVEk~ITIES, VIRGINIA, 
1975 HUNTER JR 
A METHOD Of VELOCITY FIELD INTERPOLATION APPLICABLE TO STRATIFIED 
ESTUAKIE~ 
CHES uAY INST, JUHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 45 
M4THEM4TICAL MOUELS, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, VELOCITY, WATER CIRCULATION 
1975 HUNTER JR 
A tiNE-DIMENSIONAL DYNAMIC AND KINEMATIC NUMERICAL HODEL SUITABLE FOR 
CANALS AND ESTUARIES • 
CHeS BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 47 
CANALS, CUMPUIER MODELS, ESTUARIES 
1976 HUTCHINSON B 
VECTOR - VIRGINIA BEACH 
182 
THE SALT ~ATER SPORTSMAN 3719156-59 
VIRGINIA oEACH, VA, SOUTHeASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FISHING, TOURISM, 
VIRGINIA 
1972 HYDROSPHERIC CONSULTANTS 
A TRACER STUDY UF THE tFFLUE:NT FROM THE PROPOSED CArliN PuiNT CREEK 
TREATMENT PLANT 
BALTIMORE, MD, PREPAKEU FOR GLENDAle ASS OF HAUPPAUGE, N.Y. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CGLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, MARYLANU, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
POTOMAC RIVeR, SeWAGE TREATMENT, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, •ATEk POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY 
1972 HYER PV 
REPEATABILITY IN ESTUARINE HYDRAULIC MODEL 
AMER SU~ Uf CIVIL ENG, PKOC, J HYDKAUL DIV 9o(HY4),o~l-64j IVIMS CONTRI8 
418) 
ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, FKJUDE NUM8Ek 1 HYDRAULIC MJDELS. HYDRAULICS, JAMES 
RIVEK, MODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA 
1971 HYEK PV ET AL 
HYDROGRAPHY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA ESTUAKIES. II. STUDIES UF THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY ANO DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN THE UPPEK YORK SYSTEM 
VIM~ SkAMSOE 13 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DI~SOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, HYOkuGRAPHY, MAlHEMATICAL 
MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIKGINIA, YURK KlVER 
1972 HYER PV EJ Al 
DATA REPORT, OPERATION YOKK RIVER, 1969 
VIMS DATA REP 9 
DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1973 HYLAND Jl 
ACUTE TOXICITY OF 'NO 6 FUEL OIL TO INTERTIDAL ORGANISMS IN THE LO~EK YORK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIHS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
AMPHIPODA, GASTROPODS, OIL WASTES, POLYCHAETE$, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
183 
1od1 lt-<GEKSOLL E 
A ~~PCKT CN THE OYSTER INDU5TRY OF THE UNITED STATES 
US Ubi' OF THE !NT ERIOR 
CHbAI'EAKf liAY, COMMERCIAL F!SHINi,;, DREDGING, JAMES RIVEa, OYSTER 
I~LJUSTRY, uNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
h*J* INTEKSTAT~ CGMMISSLON ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
THE PuTUMAC- PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER 
BfTHf~OA, MD 
CHESA~tAK[ dAY, LAND USE, PUTUHAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WATER 
R~S0URCES, wATER SUPPLW 
~~~5 INTERSTATE COMMISSION UN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
A ~fi'ORT UN THE CUNUITIONS EXISTING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
WA~HINGTUN, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKe ~AY, NATuRAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
lAI'PLIEDl, nATEk POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1~46 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
AN APP~AISAL UF LAND AND WATER RESOURCES IN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
WASHli;GTDN, O.C. 
CH~SAI'EAKE dAY, LAt-<0 RESOURCES, LAND USE, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
1946 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
FIFTH ANNUAL REPUKT OF THE INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER, 
JULY l, 1~4~ THROUGH JUNE 30, 1946 
wASHINGTON, O.C. 
CHESAPEAKt tlAY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, LEGAL ASPECTS, MARYLAND, POTOMAC 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, WAIER MA~AGtMENT IAPPL!EOI, WATER POLLUTION 
1947 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
A PROGRAM FOR POLLUTION AtlATEMENT 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
CHESAI'tAKE oAY, POLLUTION ABATEM~NT, POTOHAC RIVER, WATER HANAGEHENT 
(Af'PLIEUI 
184 
1947 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
WASTE TREATMENT GUIDE 
wASHINGTON, U.C. 
INJUSTRIAL WASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE TREATMENT, SLUUGE, WASTE 
DISPOSAL, wATER POLLUTION, WAlEk POLLUTION CONTROL 
1950 INTERSTATE COMMISSION UN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
REPORT ON INUUSTRIAL WASTES IN THE POTOMAC RIVER oAS!N 
wASHINGTON, D.C. 
CHESAP~AKE dAY, INDUSTRIAL ~ASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER MANAGEMENT 
IAP~LIEDl, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1958 INTERSTATe COMMISSION UN THE POTOMAC RIVER ~ASIN 
TEAMWORK ON THE POTOMAC, A RePORT ON THE ACTIVITIES Of THE INTERSTATE 
COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER ~ASIN 
WASHINGTO~, D.C. 
CHE~APEAKt tlAY, POTOMAC RIVER, WAT~R MANAGEMENT IAI'PLIEUl, wATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
1~59 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
TIDEwATER POTOMAC. CLEAN WATER ••• I\EY TO THE FUTURE 
INTERSTATE COMM ON THe P0TOMAC RIVER BASIN, 6 PAGES 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, cCJNOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, ~OPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RECREATION, SOIL EKOSIUN, WATER POLLUTION 
1961 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE PUTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
WATER MANAGEMENT IN THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
PAPERS PKEStNTED Ll-22 SEPTEMBER, AT COLONIAL SEACH, VA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PUTOMAC R!VtK, SEUIMENTAriON, wATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED), 
WATER QUALITY 
1963 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER ~ASIN 
A POTOMAC REPORT FOK THE CALENDAR YEAR 1963 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
POLLUTION CONTROL, wATER ~UALITY 
185 
l~b4 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER SASIN 
THE INTERSTATE COMMISSION UN THE PUTOMAC RIVER BASIN, ITS POLICY AND 
PI<U~KAM 
OIASHINGTON, D.C. 
CHESAP~AKE dAY, CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, 
WA HR I<[ SOURCES 
1~~5 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
PUTU~AC Nu PARADISE fOK PLEASUKE CRAFT 
Nbi~LE TTEK 2113),! AND 3-4 
UD4Tl:'IG, Crii:SAPEAt<.t !lAY, POTOMAC RIVEI<, RECREATION 
196~ INTEk~TAT~ COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
POTOMAC RIVER wATE~ QUALITY NETWOR,, COMPILATION OF DATA, WATER YEAR 1969 
;,ASHP~C.TUN, D.C. 
CHESAPEAKt uAY, ~FFLUENTS, POTOMAC RIVfR~ WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), 
WATEI< <JUALITY 
197J JNT~RSTATE COMMISSION UN THE POTOMAC RIVER aASlN 
POTOMAC KIVEI< rlAIER QUALITY NETWORK 
AUTHOR, lOci P 
COMPUTER PRUGKAMS, MAKYLAN0 1 PENNSYLVANIA, POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER SASIN 
CnMMISSIG~S, STATISTICS, VII<GINIA, WATER QUAL!TY, ~ES! V!KG!N!A 
19/l INTEKSTATE COMMISSION UN THE POTOMAC RIVER aASIN 
THE PUTUMAC, 1971 
AUTHOR, 2U P (1971 ANN I<EPJ 
RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, PUTUMAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WATEI< RESOURCES 
1973 INTERSTATE COHHISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
TH~ POTOMAC, PUTTING THE PIECE~ TOGETHER 
AUTHOI<, ~4 P 11973 ANN REP) 
RADCU PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, LAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN COHHISSIONS, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
REStJUkCES 
186 
1972 !kVINGTON PLANNING COMM 
THE IRVINGTON COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
VA OIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMJNITY AfFAIRS 
LANCASTER CU0NTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISJRICTo VA, LAND USE, MAPSo 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1971 IRVINGTON, VA TOwN COUNCIL 
ZONING UKDINANCE, TU~N OF IRVINGTON, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISIRILT, VA, LAND uSE, 
PLANNING, VIKG!NIA, ZONING. 
196~ ISAACSON PA 
MUO!Fl~ATIONS OF IHE CHESAPEAKE BAY COMMERCIAL CRAB POT 
VIMS THeSIS (CULL rl!LLIAM ANO MAKYl 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CRA~ INDUSTRY, ~ISHING GEAR, YORK RIVER 
1963 1 SAACSON PA 
LeNGTH-WEIGHT R~LATICNSHIP ANO STOMACH CONTENTS OF THE S~ELLF!Srl 
ISPHEKOIDES MACULATUSI IN THE YGRK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
U.S. FISH AND WILOLIFE SERV, COMM FISH REV 2~(9),~-7 
FISH POPULATIONS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FRE~UENCY OISTRI~UTIONS 
1963 ISAACSON PA 
MUOIFICATIUNS Of CHESAPEAKE BAY COMMERCIAL CKAB POT 
U.S. fiSH ANO wiLDLIFE SERV, CUMM FISH REV L~(1),12-1o 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CkA~ INUUSIKY, ~ISHING GEAR, YO~K klVEK 
1974 ITZKO~ITZ M 
THE EFFtCTS OF UTHER FISH UN THE REPRODUCTIVE BEHAVIOR OF HALE CYPRINUDON 
VARIEGATUS (PISCES. CYPRINUOONTIDAEl 
BEHAVIOR, AN INl J OF CUMP ETHOL 6b, 1-2 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FiSH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING 
lil7 
1961 JAO.SUN NE 
~ATcR QUALITY IN THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
INl~RSTAlE COMM ON THE ~OTO~AC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, l9blr AT 
CUL0NIAL &tACH, VA, P.2~-2b 
LHE>~PEA~~ ~AY, POTU~AC RIVER, ~AT~R MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEOl, WATER 
PULLUfiUh, ~~T~K QUALIIY 
1'17l JACOBS F 
ACuff: TliXll.fTY OF UNtlltACHEll KRAFT MILL EfFlUENT IUKMEI TO THE OPOSSUM 
SHRIMP, NEOMYSIS AMeRICANA SMITH 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAl 
EfFLUENTS, P~MUN~EY RIV~K, PULP WASTES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
MYSIDS 
1974 JACOBS F, GRANT GC 
AC0TE TOXICITY OF UNdLE4CrlEO KRAfT Mill EFFLUENT IU~MEI TO THE OPOSSUM 
SHRIMP, NtOMYS!S AMtkiCANA SMITH 
WATtK Kt~cAkl.H d(7l,~3~-445 IVIMS CONTRIB blll 
t\IOASSAY, CKUSTACE~NS, EF~LUENTS, PUlP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP ~ASTES, 
SH«IMP, To.qCI rY 
193~ JAMES GW JR 
~HELL FISii I~<DUSTkY "OFF THE ROCKS" BY RETURNING TO THE ROCKS 
RILHMONO TIM~S-Ul~PATCH MAG, SUNDAY, MARCH 12, P.d-9 
EC0NLJM1l-~, IJYSTlR INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
1971 JAWUR~Kl NA ET Al 
A IIA Hk KE 50\JI<.CE-WA HR SUPPlY STUilY OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
U~ ENVIRON PROTI:CT A,GENCY; 11ATER QUALITY OFfiCE TECH REP 35 
t\ACIEK!A, DIS~OLVEU OXYGI:N, INDUSTRIAL ~ATER, MATHEMATICAL MODElS, 
NUTKIENT~, ~ULLUTANTS, PKODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, 
WAlEk <JUAL!TY 
1972 JAWORSKI NA ET Al 
UPPER PUTOMAC ESTUARY EUTROPHICATION CONTROL REQUIREMeNTS 
U.S. ENVIKUN PkUTECT AGENCY TEC~REP 53, ANNAPOLIS fiELD OffiCE, 
ANNAPULIS, Mil 
CHtSAPtAKE t\AY, EUTROPHiCATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE 
IKEAlMENT, WATER PULLUT!ON, WATER UUAllTY 
Ulb 
1972 JAWORSKI NA ET AL 
NUTRIENT MANAGEMeNT IN THE POTUMAC ESTUARY, P.2~b-273 
IN G.E. LIKENS IEOJ. NUTRltNTS AND tUTROPHICATIUN, THE LIHITING-NUT~IENT 
CUNTkOVE~SY. AMER SOC LlMNOL UC~ANOGR SPEC SY~P VOL 1 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENT~, POTOMAC KIVEK, ~ASTE ~ATEK TKEAIM~NT, nATEk POLLUTION CUNT~DL, 
WAlEK QUALIJV 
1972 JENKINS OW 
AGRICULTUKE ANLJ FORESTRY-IOtNTlflCAT!ON, VIGUR, ANLJ DISEASE 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHESAPeAKE BAY. CONF, NASA nALLU~~ STA, VA., SCI AND 
TECH INFDKM 0F~ICE, NAT AEkON ANO SPACE ADMIN 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, AGK!CULTUkE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUPS, fOkeSTkY, PLANT 
DISEASES, RtMUTE SENSING 
197& JENKINS RE ET AL 
AN ICHTHYOLOGIST LUOKS AT VIRGINIA 
VA ~ILULIFE 3717) 20-2£ 
FRESHWATER FISH, VIRGINIA, 
1970 JeNKINS RE, lORACH T 
ZOOGEOG~APHY AND C~A~ACTERS OF THE AMERICAN CYPRINID FI~H NOTROP!S 
81 FRENAT0S 
CHES SCI 11 !3l.l74-ld2 
DISTRIBUTION, fiSH POPULATIONS, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, 
19b5 JENNINGS RR 
AN EVALUATION OF ~ATER QUALITY IN THE EASTERN dKANCH Of THt tLIZABETH 
RIVER 
VA WATER CONTROl BOAKil 
ELIZABETH RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1972 JENNY H, GOODMAN J IEDSl 
A STUOY OF THE S0CIO-~CONOMIC fACTOkS RElAJING TO THE GUIER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF OF THe MID-ATLANTIC COAST. V. 7 lAND AND WATtk U~E 
U. DEL, COLL MAR STUD, 125 P 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING OIST~ICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CHEMICAL WASTES, 
CONSERVATION, lANU USE, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SEkAGE, ~ATtR UTILIZATION, 
ZONING, MIDDlE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
189 
1~12 Jl~NY M, ~OU~MAN J (cD5l 
A STUDY Of THe ;,IJUU-ECIJNUMIC FACTORS RELATING TO THE OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SH~LF 0~ THE MIO-AILANTIC COAST. V. I SUMMARY 
U. U[L, t;ULL MAR STUiJ, lll'i P 
EA~TtKN SHG~t ~LANNING JiSTKICTr VA, ECONOMIC IMPACT, HISTORY, PLANNING, 
SOCIAL IMPACT, MI~~LE ATLANTIC tiiGHT 
1912 JENNY M, GOODMAN J lEDSI 
A STUD~ UF THE SUCI0-ECUNUMIC FACTDKS RELATING TO THE OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHEL~ ••• v. 4 THE IH~ACT UF OUTER CONTINENTAL SHElf RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT ON 
MIOJLE ATLANTIC iNDUST~IAL ••• 
u. ,JcL, ••• 
INDJSTRIAL DtVELUPMtNT, EASTERN SHURE PLANNING OISTMICTo VA 1 COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, EC0~0MIC IM~ACT, ~MPLUYMENT, MINERAL INDUSTRY, RECREATION, SOCIAL 
IMPA~T, T0U~ISM, MIUJLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1912 JtNNY M, GOODMAN J IE05l 
A STUDY OF THE SOCIU-E~UNUMIC FACTORS RELATING TO THE OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHtLI- L:F THE '~!~-ATLANTIC COAST. V. d diBLIOGRAPHY AND CONTACT LOG 
U. utLr CULL MAR STUU, jl ~ 
I::AST[I\N ~ltO«E PLA~i'd,,G DISTRICT, VA, IJIBLIOGRAPHIES, M!DllLE:· ATLANTIC SIGHT 
1'172 JENNY M, GOODMAN J (EOSl 
A STUDY OF THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC fACTORS RELATING TO THE OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF uF THE: MID-ATLANTIC COAST. V. 2 TARGET AREAS 
U. l.lrL, CULL HAt< ~TUD, 18<1 P 
Al~OMA~~ LOUNTY, VA, EASTtkN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON 
CUU~TY, VA, NEWPORT NE~S, VA, hURFOLK, VA 1 D~LAWARE, INDUSTRIES, LAND USE, 
NOKJH CAKOLINA, PUPULATIUN DYNAMICS, RECREATION, MIDDLE ATLAhTIC SIGHT 
1972 JENNY Mr GOUUMAN J IEOSI 
A ~TUOY Of THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC fACTORS RELATING TO THE OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELf UF THE HIO-ATLANTlC COAST. V. 9 ENERGY EXCHANGES 
U. OtL, CULL MAR STUD, 2S P 
EASTERN SHONE PLANNING DISTR!CT 1 VA 1 ENERGY, INDUSTRIAL PLANTS, OIL 
I~DUSTRY, TKANSPUKTATION 1 USE RATES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
190 
1972 JENNY :-1, GOODMAN J I EUSI 
A STUDY 0~ THE SUCIG-ELONOMIC FACTUMS RELATiNG TO THE OUTEk CUNTI~ENTAL 
SHELf OF THe MID-ATLANTIC CUAST. V. ~ DEMUGKA~HY 
U. DEL, COLL MA;{ STUD, oo~ P 
EA5TEkN 5HURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA 1 ECONOMIC !~PACT, EDUCATION, LA~OR 
SUPPLY, POPULATION DVN~MICS, RECR~ATION, SOCIAL IMPACT, MIDDLE ATLA~TIC 
BIGHT 
1972 JENNY M, GOODMAN J (EDSI 
A STUDY GF THE ~uCID-ECUNOMIC ~ACTLRS KELATIN~ TG TH~ OUTEN CONTINENTAL 
5HfLr Of THE MID-ATLANTIC COAST. v. 3 PETROLEUM- TKANSPGKTATION, 
PRODUCTIGN, KEFINI~G AND PETMUChfMICAL~ ••• 
U. DEL 
EASTERN SHORE PLAN~ING DISTKICT, VA, ~CONUMIC IMPACT, OIL INDUSTRY, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, Ti\ANSPURTA: ION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC i:\IL>hT 
191.2 JENNY M, GOUG.'~;.N J IED~I 
A STUDY Or THE SJCiU-ECONOMIC FACTOKS RELATI~G TO THE UUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELf OF THE MIO-ATLANfiC LUAST. V. b R~CREATILN 
u. D~L, CULL MAR STUO, ~3J P 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMtNT, ~ASTERN SHORE PLANNING DI~!KICT 1 VA, COMMERCIAL 
FISHING, ECO~OMIC !~PACT, KECREATIU~ UEMANU, TUUMISM, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
n rr .. T rfluA.J.corc 
UI.\JTII f ...,.._,,.,,._"'-'"-
1976 JEN5~N AC 
OFfSHORE UIL AND fiSHERY RESOURCES 
NEW YURK fi~H AND GAME J. 231ll l3b-l4d 
FISHEKIES, NATURAL KE:SDURCES, OIL, MIDDLE ATLANTIC DIGHT 1 
1970 JfNSEN LD 
COOLING WATER STUDIES fUR EDISON ELECTRIC INST, INTERIM REPUKT SITE 12 1 
JAMES KIVER CH~STEKFIELD STA, VLPCO 
JOHNS HOPKINS Dt~ UF GcOGK AND ENVIRON ENG 
COOLING WATER, ECOLOGICAL Ol~TRitiUTION, JAHES KIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
CHEMISTRY, WAlEK UUALITY 
1 '} 1 
197l JtN~ON LD 
INDuSTRIAL wASTE POLLUTION 
REMUil SENSING OF THE LHESAPEAKE bAY. CONF, NAT AEKON SPACE ADMIN WALLOPS 
~TA, VA. ~CI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
8ACI~~l,, 8~NTHUS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY ~ATER, ORGANIC 
COM~~UNUS, ~GLLUTANTS, Rt~OTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER ~UALITY 
19 73 J OH1\j$QN AC 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT IN VIRGINIA, 1973 
Ml T.~E CQ,<,P 
EASTERN SHO~E PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, STATE 
~UH!SJ!CTIO~, VIRGINIA 
1961 JUHNSON C 
SILT CO:'<TidlL 
INTEK>TATE Cllr1N fJ,~ THE POTOMAC RIV~R BASIN, PKOC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
LOLONIAL dEALH, VA, P.51-5J 
CHeSAP~A~[ KAY, PUTUMAC KIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMtNTS, SILTING, 
WAlEK MANA~EMENT IAPPLIEJI 
19b'l JOHNSON GH 
GUIUEBOD~ TO THE GEOLOGY OF THE LOWER VORK-JAMES PENINSULA AND SOUTH BANK 
Of THE JAMES RIVER 
CULL ~<ILLIAM MW /'lAKY, OEP GEOL GUIUEilOOK l 
GEOLUG!L f-URMATIONS, GEOLOGY, GED'MURPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, STRATIGRAPHY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK KIVfR 
1972 JOHNSON GH 
GEOLOGY OF THE YORKTOwN, POQUOSON WEST, AND POQUOSON EAST QUADRANGLES, 
VIRGINIA . 
VA O!V MIN~RAL RESOURCES REP INVEST 30 
GEOLOGIC fORMATIONS, GE:OLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA. YOKK RIVE:R 
19H JOHNSON JC 
ASSATEAGUE ISLAND, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
CU~MITTlc TO PRESERVE ASSATEAGU~ 
tA>H:Kl'< SHCJKE PlANNING DISTRICT, VA. SE:ACH EROSION, EASTERN SHORE CVA-HOt, 
MAKYLANO, KECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
192 
1'>75 JOHNSON JC 
ASSATEAGuE, JEwEl OF THt EAST COAST 
NAT PA~KS AND CONSERV MAG 49111,4-9 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), ISLANDS, MAk)LAND, SHORtS, VIRGINIA 
1971 JOHNSCN MF 
THE GENERA CARPHEPHuRUS, MIKANIA AND KUHNIA IEUPATOkiEAE-ASTERACEAE) IN 
VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI 22, 38-41 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANT GROUPINGS, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
1975 JOHNSON RK, KUO TSY 
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF STRIPED BASS IMORONE SAXATILISl EGGS IN THE 
CH~SAPEAKE ANU DELAWA~l CANAL 
CHES SLJ lolll 3~-55 ICTR tNVIRON AND ESTUA~INE STUD, U MD, CONTRIB 6DOI 
EAST~RN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ANADKUMUuS FISH, ~HESAPEA~E SAY, 
DI>TKibUTION, FI~H fGG~, LARVAE, SPA~NING, STKI~EJ DASS, C + 0 CANAl 
1973 JuHNSON S.S 
BOUGUER GRAVITY, N~~THEASTERN VIRGINIA AND THE EASTERN SHOR~ PENINSULA 
VA IJIV MIN RE~ (RH' JF INVESTIG 321 41:1 P 
EASTERN SHURE PLAN~ING JISTKICT, VA, NORTHERN V!KGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 
RAUCO PLANNING UIST"-ICT, VA, NORTH~kN NECK PLANNING UISTRICT, VA, MIDDLE 
PENINSULA PLANNINu OiSTRICT, VA, RILHMONO REGIONAL PLANNING UISIRICT, VA, 
GEULUGY, GRAVITY ~TJviE~, MAPS, VIRGINIA 
1976 JORDAN R ET AL 
VEPCO SURRY POWER PLANT STUDY. RIVER BIOTA AND PHYTOPLANKTON ENTRAINM~NT 
SEC liONS. PROGRESS REP, JAN 1976 
VIMS, GLOUCESTER POINT, VA 
BIOTA, DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES kiVEK, POWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA, 
1972 JURDAN RA ET AL 
THE ENV!KONMENTAL AND BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITY OF THE lOWEK YORK KIVE~, 
VIRGINIA. A LITERATURE REVIEW 
VA INST MAR SCI, GLOUCESTER PT, VA 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE !lAY, FISH, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, YORK RIVERo ZOOPlANKTON 
193 
1961 JOSI:PH 1:8 
AN ALBI~O CU~NOSE RAY 1 KHINUPTERA BUNASUS IMITCHlLLj FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COP~lA 4 1 4dL-4BJ IVIMS CONTRiti 1031 
CHESAPFAK£: LIAY, OISTRitlUTIUN 1 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), RAYS, VIRGINIA, 
MUTATIIJN, AUllr•bM 
1962 JOSEPH Ei3 
INJUSTRIAL OR SCKAP-FISH CATCH FROM POUND NETS IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY -
1960 
VIMS SPEC SCI KEP 35 
CATCH, LHI:SAPI:AKE oAY 1 FISH POPULATIONS, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1971 JO!>tPH EB 
A ~ULTIUISCIPLINARY STUDY OF THE SCYPHOZOAN JELLYFISHES OF LOWER 
CHESAPtAKI: dAY 
VI HS ,'15 
PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, MORTALITY, 
PHYLLGENY, VI~GI~IA, SCYPHOZOA 
1972 JOSEPH Ell 
THe !>lATUS OF THE SC!AENID STOCKS OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC COAST 
CHES 5~1 l312l,d7-100 IVIMS CONTRIB 4271 
CATCH, COMMEKC!AL F!SH, DRUMS. FISH POPULATIONS 
1973 JOSEPH EB 
ANALYSIS OF A NUR~ERY GROUND 
AU~TRACT IN U.S. MAR FISH SERV MIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAL FISH CENTER TECH 
PUllL l, P.11B-121 
CHESAI'EAKE iiAY, EASJERN SHORE IVA-MD), FISH HAJCHI:RIES, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
19oU JOSEPH Etl ET Al 
INVESTIGATIONS Of INNER CONTINENTAL SHELF WATERS OFF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
PART I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND HYDROGRAPHY 
CHES SCI 113,41 155-167 IVIHS CONTRIB 951 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, HYDROGRAPHY, 
NlRITIC, ~ALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
194 
1964 JOSEPH EB ET AL 
THE PELAGIC EGGS AND EARLY LARVAL STAGES OF THE BLACK DRUM FRO~ 
CHESAPEAKE 
CUPEIA 121 1 425-434 IVINS CONTRIB 1~61 
CHtSAPEA~E 8AY 1 DRUMS, FISH EGGS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, ~AKINE FISH 1 
SEASONAL DISTRidUTION, SPAWNING, VlkGINIA 
19o4 JOSEPH EB ET AL 
SPA~NING OF THE CU81A, RACHYCENTRON CANADUM, IN THE CHtSAPEAKE BAY A~EA, 
WITH OBSERVATION~ OF JUVENILE ~PECIHENS 
CHES SCI 5, 67-71 IVIMS CONTR!b 1571 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CObiA, EGGS, JUVeNILE FISHES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTIGN 1 
SPA~IIIING 
1965 JOSePH EB, DAVIS J 
A PRELIMINARY AS~E~~MENT OF THE RIVtk HERRING STUCKS UF LO~~k CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 51 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE o~Y, DIST~IBUTION PATTEHIIIS, FINFISH IND0ST~Y, FISH 
POPULATIONS, FISH[k!~S, HEkHINGS, YORK RIVER 
1966 JOSEPH El3 1 SAKSENA VP 
DETERMINATION Of SAL[NlTY IULERANCES i~ MUMMiCHOG ifU~DUl0S HETEROCLll0S) 
LARVAE OBTAINED ~KOM HORMONE-IIIIDUCI:U SPAWNING 
CHES SCI 714), 1<tj-l97 IVIMS CONTR!tl 2J<ll 
FISH, LARVAL GkU~TH STAGE, LETHAL LIMIT, SALIIIIITY, SPA~~ING, VIRGINIA, 
YOR~ IU VEK 
1964 JOSEPH EB, VERNICK SH 
AN ABNORMALITY ASSOCIATED WITH LARVAL .MORTALITY Of TH£: NAKED GOBY 1 
GUBIOSOMA BOSCI ILACEPEOEl 
COPEIA 111 1 £36-237 IVIMS CUNTRIB 1511 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, HUHTAL!TY 
1959 JUNe FC, REINTJES JW 
AGE AND SIZE COMPOSITION OF THE MENHADEN CATCH ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST Of 
THE UNITED STATES, 19~2-55 ••• 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SEHV, SPEC SCI REP 317 
ATLANTIC MENHADEIII, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST 
U.S., SOUTHEAST U.S., leNGTH-FREQUENCY D!STRitlUTIONS 
195 
1913 JUNG CR JR 
~MPLOYMENT AND HOUSING IN VIRGINIA'S UR~AN CORRIDOR 
A R~PORT PREPAk~U FOR VA ELECTRIC AND POWER CO 
E~PLUYM~hl 1 UkHA~ SUCIOLUGY 1 VIRGINIA, UNAVAILA~LE fOR REVIEW 
1~74 KALTER RJ ET AL 
AILANIIL OUTER CU~TINENTAL SHELF ENERGY RESOURCES, AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
CO~N~LL U~IV 1 DEPT AGRIC ECON 
SOUTHEASTERN PLA~NING DISTRICT, VAr ATLANTIC OCEAN, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
ECJNUMIC~, NATURAL GAS, NATURAL RESOURCES, Ollr RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
MID0L~ ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1912 KAMMEReR JC El AL 
STREAMFLOW AND GRUUNO-~ATER CONDITIONS - AGNES 
US G~uL SURV, NATtR ~ESOURCES REV 
CHESAPEAKe dAY, fLOUuS, GKUUNDwATER, HISTORIC FLOOD, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVEK 1 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STREAMFLO~, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA 
196~ KAPPAUN OF 
A dKIEF ECJLuGY of THE ULVA-ENTEROMORPHA COMMUNITY AT GLOUCESTER POINT 
DUKING THE SUMMER OF 196, 
VI~~ NAT SCI FOUND REP 
Al~AE, ~CULUGY, fNVIRUNMENTAl eFFECTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1957 KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL ANU PHYSICAL CHARACTER Of SURFACE WATERS OF VIRGINIA 1954-1956 
VA OIV UF WATER RESOURCES BUll 22 
CHEMICAL ANALY~I~, DISCHARGE IWATERir SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATEN TEM~ERATUkt 
1972 KARWEIT M, FEISTER C 
DATA DANK INVENTORY. VOL. 1. CHESAPEAKE SAY TRIBUTARIES. EDITION lr 1949 
THROUGH 1969 
DATA BANK REP 1 
CHESAPeAKE BAY, CHLOROPHYLl, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, 
PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, WATER TEM~ERATURE 
196 
1972 KAlAMA F 
DEVELOPHE~T AND MORPHOLOGY OF A CHYTRID ISJLATED FROM 8RVOP~IS PLUMOSA 
CAN J euT 50131,4~~-505 IVIHS CONTRIB 4361 
AQUATIC FUNGI, elECTRON MICROSCOPY, MICR08IOLUGY, MOkPHULOGY, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
1972 KAlAMA F 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF THKAUSTOCHYTRIUM SP ZUOSPORtS. 1. KINETOSOME 
ARCH MIKROBIOL 63 1 17~-18U IVIMS CGNTRIU ~441 
AQUAl IC ~UNGI 1 EltLTRU~ HICRUSCOPY, ZOOSPORES 
1972 KAlAMA FY 
ULTRASTRUCTURE AND PHOTOTAXIS OF THl ZOOSPORES OF PHLYCTOCHYTRIUM SP, AN 
ESTUARINE CHYTRIO 
J GEN ~ICRO~IOL 71 1 ,;5-~56 IVIMS CONTRIB 4591 
AQUATIC FUNGI, ELECTRON MICRUSCOPYr ZOOSPORE~ 
1972 KAlAMA FY 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF THRAUSTOCHYTRIUM SP ZOOSPORES. II. STRIATeD INCLUSIONS 
J ULTRASTRUCTURE RES 41, 60-66 IVIMS CONTHI8 466) 
ELECTRON MICROSLUPY, MARINE fUNGI, ZOOSPORES 
1974 KAlAMA FY 
THE ULIRASTHUCTUKE OF NUCLEAR DIVI~!ON IN THHAUSTOCHVTRIUM SP. 
PROTOPLASMA d2, 155-11~ 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, FUNGI, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION 
1972 KAlAMA FY, SCHORNSTEIN Kl 
HERPeS-TYPE VIRUS PARTICLES ASSOCIATED WITH A FUNGUS 
SCIENCE 177, 696-691 IVIMS CONTRIB 4711 
AQUATIC FUNGI, VIRGINIA, VIRUSES, YORK RIVER, ZOOSPORES 
1961 KEANE CM 
RECREATION POTENTIALS ON THE NORTHERN NECK 
INTERSTATE COHM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, AT COLONIAL 
BEACH, VA, P.64-67 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
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1973 KEEr;tY M 
tJii;,;iibHSTRY OF tSTUARINE ECOSYSTEM wiTH EMPHASIS ON HEAVY METALS ANO 
ShELLFISH 
~0 wAlE~ KlSOlJ~CES ~~S CENTER, COLLEGE PARK, TECH REP 15. 7P. 
tli,JCHEMISTH.Y, ECUSYSTEM~, ESTUAH.IES, HEAVY MEDIA SEPARATION, SHEllfiSH, 
U~AVAILAdLt FUH. R~VIE~ 
19/1 i<.EITH Jl 
suaSTRATE SELECT1U~ 1~ CAPKELLID AMPHIPOOS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, wiTH 
E'11'riASiS J" CAP~lLLA CALIFGKNICA SIMPSON AND CAPRELLA EQU1LIBRA SAY 
(A r'1i' HI POilA I 
PACifiC $~I -'5 1 i67-3'1't 
ALGAt, A'1PHIPUOA, u~YUZOA, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, PORIFERA, 
VIKGINIA, YJKK RIVER 
1 9b5 "ELLGGG K 
fUSS!L MA~!NE MAMMALS F~UM THE MIOCENE CALVERT FORMATION Of MARYLAND AND 
Vlk~!NIA, PARIS ! A~O -' 
U5 NAT ~U> oULL 247 
CHESA~tA~~ HAY, FURAMINlfEKA, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, ~IOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
!96o KtLUJG.O R 
FOSSIL MA~INE MAMMALS FROM THE MIOCENE CALVERT FORMATION OF MARYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA, PAKIS 3 ANO 't 
U~ '"AI MUS uULL 247 
CHESAPtA~E SAY, FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
19b8 KELLOGG K 
FO~SIL ~AKINE MAMMAL~ FROM THE MIOCENE CALVERT fORMATION.Of MARYLAND AND 
V!KG!NIA, PARTS ~-8 
US NAT MUS bULL L47 
CHESAPtA~E tJAY, fORAMINifERA, MAMMALS, MARYLAND, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1971 KELLY DB 
THf V!KGINIA FLUDD OF 1969 
VA u!V UF WATER RESOURCES INfORM BULL 505 
fLOUu UAMAGE, FLOODS, HISTORIC flOOD, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, RIVER 
BASINS, RUNOFF, VIRGINIA 
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1972 KELLY FL 
CITILEN PARTICIPAT10N IN PROTECTING BAY wETLANDS 
CHES BAY fUUND 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, MARSHES, wETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
195tl KI:LLY >IN 
PRODUCTIUN uf fiSHERY PRUOUCTS IN SELECTED AREAS JF VlkGI~!A, MARYLAND AND 
NORTH CAROLINA AS REPGklElJ TO HAMPTON FISHERY MAkKET NtWS OFFICE 
U.S. FISH AND WllOLirE SERV, MARKET ~EwS SERV, P.1-£0 
CHESAPEAi<.E tlAY, fl5HEKIE~, MARYLANU, NUKTH CAROLINA, VI~GINIA 
1972 KEMERER TF 
BARKltk lSLANlJ ORIGIN A~O MIGRATION NEAR NACHAP~EAGvc, VIKGINIA 
W~~T VIRGINIA UNIV ~~ THeSIS 
CHESAPtAKE 6AY, EA~IERN SHuRE IVA-MD), SEDIMENT TkANSPu~T, SEDIMENTATION, 
Vl~GINIA, wALHAPREAGUE,VA, bARKIEK ISLA~DS 
1950 KEMP HA 
SOLVING POLLUTION PROBLEMS IN THE POTOMAC RIVER bASIN 
INTERSTATE CUMM UN TrlE PUTUMAC k!VtK BASIN, WASHINGTON, ~.C. 
CHESAPEA~t BAY, POLLUTION AdATtMENT, POTOMAC MlVEK, SE~AGE TkEATME~T, 
WASTE DISPOSAL, WAlEK MANAGEMtNT (APPLltJ), wAT~K PGLLUIIUN, wATEH. ~UAL!TY 
1975 KENDALL AW JK, KEINTJE5 JW 
GEOGRAPHIL AND HYU~UGKAPHIC DISTRIBUTION UF ATLANTIC MENHADEN EGGS AND 
LARvAE ALONG THE MlOULc ATLANTIC COAST fROM RV DOLPhiN CkUI~tS, l9b5-bo 
U.S. NAT MAR FISH Stil., f-ISHERY HULL 13lll H7 
ATLANIIC ME~HAOEN, Dl~TK!dUTIUN, EGGS, LAHVAt, ~!DOLE ATLANTIC dlGHT, 
1964 KENK VC 
A NE~ CRAB HOST OF THE GREGAHINE NtMATUPSIS OSTREARUH 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PHUC 5511964) 1 87-88 IVIHS CONTRitl 206) 
CRAtJS, OY~TERS, PAHASITISM, PROTOZOA 
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1969 KENNEDY VS ET AL 
LAdORAT!IkY STUDIE!> ON TEMPEKATUKE E.t-FECTS ON ESTUARINE ANIMALS 
U~IV MD N5TUK KESUuKCES INST REF 69-13 
iJENTH:JS, i:STUAKicS, FISH I'OI'ULATlONS, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SEA 
NETILES, SrlELLtiSH, ~ATEK TEMPERATURE 
19/4 KENNEDY VS ET AL 
TEMPlRAIUR~-TIME ~tLATIUNSHIPS FOR SURVIVAL OF EMBRYOS AND LARVAE OF 
MULINIA LAIERALIS (M0LLUSCA. BIVALVIA) 
MAR BIUL 24, 137-14~ IV!MS CONTR!b 5311 
CHESA~EAKE ~AY, LASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, LARVAE, 
M(JLLUSK~, MORTALITY, wALHAPREAGUE,VA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1974 KENNEDY VS tT AL 
MERCENAKIA ~fRCt~AKIA (MOLLUSCA BIVALVIAl"TEMPERATURt-TIHE RELATIONSHIPS 
fOK SUKVIVAL OF EMuRYOS AND LARVAE 
US NAT MAK FISH ~E~, FISH HULL 7214) 1160-1166 IVIMS CONTRIB 5521 
CLAMS, ~LECTRIC POWEKPLANTS, LARVAE, MORTALITY, TEMPERArURE, THERMAL 
"AJCK,.T!ME 
1964 KENNEY NT 
CHE:>APt:AKE CllUNT RY 
NAT G~OGK MAG llb, l7U-4ll 
CHESAPtAKt uAY, RECREATION, UNAVAILABLE fOR REVIEW 
195~ KENT KE, PKITCHARO OW 
A TEST OF MIXING LENGTH THEORIES IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAK KtS 1B, 62-/2 
O~NS!TY CuRRENTS, E~TUARI~S, JAMES RIVER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SALINITY, 
VeLOCITY, VIRGINIA 
1971 KENYON DE ET AL 
THE ROLE OF AGRICULTURE-AGRIBUSINESS IN THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF 
VI~GINIA'S EASTERN SHORE ••• 
VA PULYTECH INST AND STATE UNIV OEP AGRIC ECON 
AGKICULTUKE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EAS!ERN SHORE (VA-MDJ, ECONOMICS, VIRGINIA 
zoo 
1972 KERBY JH 
FEASIBILITY OF ARTIFICIAL I'ROPAGATIGN AND INTRODUCTION OF HYdRIDS OF THE 
MORJNE COMPLEX INTO ESTUAHIN~ ENVIRONMENTS, ~ITH A MERISTIC AND 
MURPHOMETR!C DESCRIPTION Of THE HYBRIDS 
VIMj DISS IUNIV VAl 
BASS, CHROMO~OMES, FISH POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA, HYBRIDS, OSTEOLOGY 
1971 KERoY JH ET AL 
OCCURRfNCE ANO GROWTH UF STRIPED BASS-WHITE bASS HYbKIDS IN THE 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK, VIRGINIA 
AMER FISH SUC, TKANS lOU, 7d7-790 IVIMS CUNTkl~ 3701 
RAPPAHANNOCK KIVtK, ~TKIPEO bASS, VIRGINIA, HYBRIDS, WHITE BASS 
1966 KER~IN JA 
CLASSIFICATION AND STRUCTURE OF THE TIDAL MARSHES Of THE POROPOTANK RIVER, 
VIKGINIA 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARYl 
B!ULGGICAL COMMUNITIES, ECOLOGY, MARSH PLANT~, VIRGINIA, YUKK RIVER, 
ANGIOSPERMS, POKUPUTANK RIVeR 
1971 KERWIN JA 
ATLANTIC SHORE SALT MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
ATLANTIC NATUR 26, ll-74 
MARSH PLANTS, SALT MARSHES, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, ~ATERFUWL 
1971 KEKWIN JA 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FIDDLER CKAB IUCA MlNAXI IN RELATION TO MARSH PLANTS 
WITHIN A VIRGINIA ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 12, 1BU-ld3 IVIMS CONTRIB 3961 
CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, YURK RIVER 
1912 KERWIN JA 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SALT MARSH SNAIL IMELAMPUS BIOENTATUS SAYI IN RELATION 
TO MARSH PLANTS IN THE PORUPOTANK RIVER AREA, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 1312),150-153 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GASTKOPODS, HARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER, PORUPOTANK RIVER 
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1971 ~ERWIN JA, PEDIGO RA 
SYN~CULLLY OF A VIRGINIA SALT MARSH 
CHES ~Cl 1~, 1~5-130 IVIMS CUNTR!d 3971 
LHt5APlAKt dAY, tLOLOG!CAL O!STRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, HOBJACK BAY, PLANT 
Pu~JLAIIONS, ~All MAKSHES 
19S5 KeTCHUM dH, KEEN OJ 
THE ACCUMULATI8N UF ~IVER WATER OVER THE CONTINENTAL SHELF BeTWEEN CAPE 
COJ ANU CHESAPEAKt eAY 
PAP M~K d!UL DCEAN~Gk OE~P SEA RES, SUPPL TO VOL 3, 346-357 
CH~SAPEa~E aAY, LGNTINENTAL ~HELF, DISCHARGE (WATER), FRESHWATER, 
NORTHeAST U.S., ~IVER FLO~, SALINITY, SEASONAL OI~TRIBUT!ON, VIRGINIA 
1~6~ KILMARNOCK, VA TOWN COUNCIL 
Zu~!NG UkOINANCE, ~lLMARNUCK, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTE~ COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt LAND USE, 
PLANNING, kELULATION, VIKGINIAt ZONING 
1961 KING A8 
A COMPARATIVe ANALYSIS OF NINE SELECTED BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
IN THIRTeEN VIRGINIA CITIES, 1956-1960 
COLL wiLLIAM AND MAkY, ~ILLIAHSSURG, VA 
CITieS, ECUNUMICS, VIRGINIA, 
1973 KING WM CO OFFICE Of THE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL MANAGEMENT PLAN, KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOK, J4 P 
KIN~ WILLIAM COUNTY, VA,·MIODLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
FINANCING, HYDROLOG·Y, LANDfiLLS, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, SOLID 
WASTES, TKANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
1966 KINGSTON N 
STUDIES IN LARVAL MONOGENEA. II 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
~ISH PARASIIES, LARVAE, PARASITISM, TREMATODES 
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1969 KINGSTON N ET ALL 
STUDIES ON LARVAL MUNOGENEA OF FISHtS FROM THE CHESAPEAKE dAY AREA 
J PARASITOL 5~, ~44-55o IVIMS CUNTRIB 305) 
FISH PARASITES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, TR~MATOUES, VlkGINIA, VURK RIV~R 
1!!9j KIRKWOOD fC 
A LIST CF THt BIRDS OF MARYLAND 
MD ACAD SCI TRANS 11N.S.),Z41-382 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIeW 
1972 KLAFTER RD, GI~SON JD 
A SYSTEMS APPMOALH TO ~ATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
INST 0~ eNVIRONS~:, PROC lB, 466-474 
JAMES RIVEk, PLAN~ING, RESOURCE ALLOCATIUN, SYSTEM~ ANALYSIS, VI~LINIA, 
~ATER QU~LITY CCNT~CL 
1972 KLEPPEK JC 
A KEPUKT ON THE PMJTOTYPE DATA COLLECTED IN THE PUTGMAC RIVER FOR THE 
CHESAPEAKE oAY MODlL STUDY 
CHES SAY INST SPEC REP 25 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CUKRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, MOUEL STuUIES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SALINITY, VeLOCITY 
1951 KLINGEL GC 
THE BAY 
CORNWALL PRESS, CDkN~ALL, N.Y. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JtlLYFI::.H, NATUkAL RESOURCES, !>All MAKSHES, ioATERFU.1L, 
WILDLIFE 
1955 KLINGEL GC 
ONE HUNDREU HOURS BENEATH THE CHESAPEAKE 
NAT GEOG HAG 107, bdl-696 
AQUATIC LIFE, CHESAPEAKE SAY, SLUBA DIVING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1960 KLINGMAN CJ 
KEPORT UN HISTOLOGY AND HISTOCHEMISTRY OF UROSALPINX C!NERAEA 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
GASTROPODS, OYSTER DRILLS, HORPHOLUGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
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1959 r<.LING,~AN J 
Kt~uKl LN ~kELIMINAKY STUDIES ON REPRODUCTIVE SYSTtM OF UKOSALPINX 
Cl NcKtA 
VI~~ NAT ~CI FuUNO REP 
Gl'•~l\0), llYSTEK OKILLS, ~ORPHULUGY, REPRODUCTION 
1960 KNECHTEL MM, HOSTERMAN JW 
BLOATINL CLAY IN MIUCENE STRATA Of MARYLAND, NEW JtRSEY, AND VIRGINIA 
U.S. GtOL SUKV PkuF PAP ~00-b, P. b59-il62 
LHl)APEAr<.E BAY, CLAYS, O~La~ARE 1 JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC KIVER, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVEK 
1~/l KOHLENSTEIN LC 
SY51EMS FCK STUKAGE, RETRIEVAL, AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
CHES ~CI LJ!SUPPLI,S1~7-5Lod . 
tllOTA, CH~SAP[AK~ dAY, COMPUTERS, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND 
RETKIEVAL, INFlJRMAT IUN KETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
l96B KOLtSSAk MA 
THE STAIUS UF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY AI';D MODEL 
IN GUV[I'.I';liK'S CONF UN CHE:S oAY, WYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13, P.115-l24 
CHESAPtA~~ dAY, riYURAULlC MUOELS, INTER-AGENCY COUP~RATIDN, WATER 
RESUUKLt) UcVtLOPMENT 
1970 KOO TSY 
THE Sf"-IPEU BASS FISHEKY IN THE ATLANTIC STATES 
CHE~ SCJ 11121,73-93 !CUNTRIB 416, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MARYLAND! 
CATCH, CUMMtRCIAL FI!>H, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHEIUES, FISHING GEAR, 
SEASONAL OISTRitlUTION, STklPED BASS 
197u KRAEUTER J, HAVEN OS 
FfLAL PELLETS OF COMMON INVERTEBRATES OF LOWER YORK RIVER AND LOWER 
LHESAP~AKt oAY, VIRGINIA 
Cttb SCI 11!31,159-173 CVIHS CONJRIB 3541 
lliU;Jt:PiJSlT IIJN, CHE!>APEAKE BAY, Di"STRISUTION, INVERTEBRATES, MORPHOLOGY,. 
YOKK RIV~K 
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1966 KKAEUTtR JN 
DESCRIPTluNS OF FECAL PELLETS OF SOME COMMON lNVEKTtoRATES IN THE LOwER 
YORK ~IVER AND LO~ER CHESAPEAKE ilAY, VIRGINIA 
VlMS THtSIS (COLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
BlOuEPOSITIQN, CHtSAPEAKE oAY, INVERTtoRATES, Y8RK RIVER, HAMPTON KUADS 
1969 KRANTZ GE ET AL 
VIBRIO PARAHAEMULVTICUS FROM THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIOUS IN 
CHt:SAPf.AKE ilAY 
SCIENCE l64(388~l,l286-12d7 
A~IMAL PATHOLOGY, BALTERIA, CKABS 
1969 KRANTZ GE ET AL 
ISOLATION Of VI~RIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FKOM THE oLUE CRA~ LALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 164, l286-lld7 
BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, SLUE CKAB 
1970 KKAUSS Rw tT AL 
ChE:CK LIST, PLANT O.PECIES UF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY llCCUKRIN.; wiTHIN THE HIGH 
TIUE LIMITS GF THE dAY AND ITS TRidUTARitS 
BOT DEP, UNIV MU, (OLLtGE PAKK, MD 
ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fUNGI, MARYLAND, PAMUNI<.EY KIVER, PATUX~~T K!VEK, 
PHYTOPLANr<.TUN, PLANTS, VI~GINIA, YCKK RIVER 
1973 KUU AY, FANG CS 
A MATHEMATICAL MUD~l FUR SALINITY II';TRUSIUN 
COASTAL ENG CONF, PROC 13, JULY 10-!4, 1~72, VANCUUVEKt S.C., CANADA, 
P.2275-22d9 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINE ~ATER 
INTKUSION, SALINITY, VIKGINIAt YORK RIVtR 
1973 KUO AY, FANG CS 
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL fOR SALINITY INTRUSION 
COASTAL ENG CONF, PROC 13, JULY 10-14, 1972, VANCOUVER, D.C., CANADA, 
P.2275-2289 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, SALINE WATER 
INTRUSION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1971 KUSHINS LJ, MANGUM CP 
K~SPUNSES TU LOri OXYGEN CONDITIONS IN TWO SPECIES Of THE MUO SNAIL 
NA::>SAKIUS 
CU~~ ~IGCHEM PHYSIOL J9A, 421-435 
OXV~t~ ~E~UlRE~E~TS, KtSP!RATlON, SNAILS 
l95d LADO EC 
C~4PARAT!Vt STUDY UF MERISTIC VARIATION IN THE AMEkiCAN EEL !ANGUILLA 
ROSTKATAl AND AILANTI~ A~CHOVY lANCHOA MITCHILLII 
VIMS IHtSIS ICGLL wiLLIAM AND MARY) 
eEL~, fi~H PH¥~1CLuGY, fiSH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, RAP~AHANNOCK RIVER, 
VARIABILITY, ~IKGIN!Ar YURK RIVER 
1972 LAIRD ~ ET AL 
DOCUMENTS kt'LATED TO MANAGEMENT OF THE CO'ASTAL ZONE - AN Ai'<NOTATED 
l:ll.lL I OuKAPHY 
VA INST MAK SCI ( SRAMSUE 2.'JJ 7b P 
BIBLIUGKAPH!ES, E~uNUMIC$, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, COASTAL ZONE 
1913 LA!t<.D CE 
THE EFFfCIS OF INTRINSIC AND ENVIKONMENTAL FACTORS ON THE OXYGEN 
CO;,SU.'H'TION IIF THE i1LUE CKAu, C.ALLINECTES SAPIDUS KATHtlUN 
VIM~ IH[SI~ (Cull WILLIAM AND MARYl 
OXYGEN R~wUIKEMENTS, ~LUE CRAB 
1976 LAIRD CE ET AL 
OCCuRRENCE UF lwU GALATHEID CRUSTACEANS, MUNIDA FORCEPS AND MUNIDOPSIS 
BEKMUDEZI, IN THE CHf:)APEAKE BIGHT OF THE WESTERN N. ATLANTIC OCEAN 
US NAT HAM FISH SER, FIS~ BULL 74(2)462-463IVIHS CONTRIB 7171 
EASTERN SHORE PlANNiNG DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SLOPEr CKUSTACEANS, 
Dl~T~ltiUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC HIGHT 
1~/o LAIKO CE, HAEFNER PA JR 
fF~ECTS D~ INTRINSIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN 
TH~ dLUE CKA~, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
J EXP MAK uiOL AND ECOL 22121171-176 CVIMS CONTRIB 7381 
~ASTEKN SHOKE PLANNING ~!STRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, 
YtlKo\ kl VtK, LlLUE CRAll 
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1972 LAKE CA 
DISSOLUTION RATES OF SILICA SOURCES IN SEA ~ATEK 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARYl 
COMPUTER PROGKAMS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVtO SOLIDS, SEA WAlEK, SILICA 
1972 LAKE JL 
A CUMPARI~ON UF THE CHLORINATED HYOROCAKdON CONTENT OF SURFACE ANU 
SU~SURFACE ~AMPLES IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIM$ THeSIS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARYJ 
DDT, PESTICIDES, POLLUTANT ID~NTIFICATION, VIRGINIA, wATER PULLUT!JN, YJR~ 
RIVER 
1947 LAMA~ WL, WHETSTONt ~W 
CHEMICAL CHAkACTER GF SURFACE WATERS UF VIRGINIA 1~45-1~46 
VA OIV OF ~ATtR K~SUUKCES AND PO~tk HULL a 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JlSChA~GE (WATER), SEJIMENT LUAU, SURFACE ~ATE~S, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TtMPERATUKt 
1974 LANCASTER CO, VA 8D OF SUPERVISORS 
SUBDIVISION CONTROL uRUINA~CE FUR LANCASTER COu~TY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
LANCASIER COUNTY, VA, NOKTHEkN NECK PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, LANG 
OFVELOPMENT: LANU US~: PLANN!NGi REGULAfiUNj VIRGINIA 
1971 LANCASTER COUNTY PLANNING CUMM AND VA DIV Of STAlE PLANNING AND 
COMMUNITY AFFAIR~ 
COMPREHtNSIVE PLAN, LANCAST~R COUNT~, VIKGINIA 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING JISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, RECREAliON, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
197~ LANCASTER COUNTY, VA 
PROPOSED ZONING ORUINANCE, LANCASTER COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNlNG, 
VIRGINIA, ZONING 
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19/5 LANCASTER CUUNTY, VA, BO OF SUPERVISORS 
EKUiiUN A~O SED1MlNT CONT.OL HANDBOOK FOR THE COUNTY OF LANCASTER 
AUTrlCK 
LANC~~TEK COUNTY, VA, NUKTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CONSERVATION, 
ERUSIUN CUNTMUL, LANU USE, L~GISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1951 LANDAU H, GALT50FF PS 
01~T~I~UTIUN UF htMATOPSIS INFECTION ON THE OYSTER GROUNDS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE dAY ANU IN GTHER ~ATERS Of THE ATLANTIC AND GULF STATES 
TEXAS J SCI U5ll ll .ll?-130 
ANI~AL PA~ASITES, ~HESAPtAKE &AY, OISTRldUTION, HARYLANO, OYSTERS, 
TK1duTAMlt$, UNITtU ~TATES, VIkG1NIA 
1~1d LANG MA 
VOLU~E CONT~OL IN HYPOTONIC SALINE BY MUSCLES Of THE BLUE CRAB, 
CALL!NECTES SAPIUUS RATHilUN 
PHO THtSIS UNIV MU UISS AtiSTR l9ll01o389lti 
CRAciS, SALINITY, Hl~TOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1469 LANG MA, GAINER H 
ISOSMOTIC I~T[RCELLULAR REGULATION AS A MECHANISM OF VOLUME CONTROL IN 
LRAtl MUSCLE FloEkS 
CUMP tiiOCH~M AND PHYSIOL 30, 445-456 
AMINO ACIDS, CRA~S, SALINITY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1971 LANIER JA Ill 
CATFISH MANAGEMENT IN THE JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIM~ THESIS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARYI 
BIU'IA~S, CATFISHES, .DISTK"IBUTION PATTERNS, FISH MANAGEMENT, JAMES RIVER, 
MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1YI>6 LAPIUUS K 
THE FILTKATION Of YEAST SUSPENSIONS BY OYSTERS 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
fOlli) liAlJI TS, OYSTERS, VIRGINIAt YEASTS, YORK RIVER 
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1973 LAROCHE JL, DAVIS J 
AGE, GKO~TH, ANO KcPROOUCTiON UF THE NORTHERN PUfFEk, SPHOEROIDES 
MACULATUS 1114),95~-~63 
AGING l~IOLOGICAL), CHESAPEAKE tiAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROwTH KATES, 
PUFFER, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA 
1974 LARSEN Pf 
A REMOTELY OPERATED SHALLOw wATER BENTHIC SUCTION SAMPLER 
CHES SCI l513ltl76-lltl IVIMS CONTI<Itl 59ll 
BENTHOS, SAMPLING 
1~62 LARSON JS, ABBOTT JM 
A MIO-wiNTEK CENSUS OF AMERiCAN ~ALU EAGLES IN THE CHESAPEAKE oAY KEGION, 
1962 
CHES SCI 3(jJ,2ll-213 lCONTkiB 213, NATUR kE~uuRCES INST, UNIV MO. 
ANNAPOLIS, MOl 
~IROS, CHESAPtAKE ~AY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1971J LASSON KL 
HISTORICAL PERSPlCTJVE, EXTKACTEO fROM CHESAPEAKE bAY IN LEGAL 
PERSPECTIVE 
MD UNI~, NATUk RESOURCES INST 
CHESAP~AKt oAY, HISTOkY, LEGAL ASPECTS, U~AVA!LA~LE FOR REVIEw 
1799 LATRO~E ~J 
MEMOIR ON SANDHILLS OF CAPE HENMY, VIRGINIA 
AMEK PHIL SOC, TRANS 4o .. 39-443 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, VIRGINIA, 
1956 LATROBE FC 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CGOK~OOK 
HORN-SHAFER PUBL 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, fOUOS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1967 LAWLER AI< 
UODINIUM LYPRINODDNTUM N SP, A PARASITIC DINOFLAGEllATE ON GILLS Of 
CYPKI~GDU~TIUAE Of VIKGINIA 
LHE:. SLI o( ll ,&7-6d IVIMS LONTRIB 2351 
Ut.;:Jf-LAG~LLATE:!>, fiSH PARA~IH:S, KILLIFISHES, PARASITISM, VIRGINIA, YORK 
k!VtR 
1'>68 LA~LER AR 
M:,; HU~T RECORD FUk THE PAK.ASIT!C DINOFLAGELLATE OOOINIUM CYPK.INOOONTUM 
LArlLER, 1•<>7 
CHES SCI '-114) ,.c6; !VI!'IS CONTRIB 2<>21 
ANIMAL PAkASITE~, UINUFLAGELLATES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl 
1'1b'J LAWLER AR 
OCCUMMt~CE i.JF THE POLYCLAO CURONADENA MUTAB!l!S (VERRILL, 18731 IN 
VIRGII<.i!A 
ChES ~CI 10, o~-67 IVIMS CONTRid 30ll 
OIST~IHUTiuN, QYSI~kS, PLATYHELMINTHES, VIRGINIA, 
1971 LAWLER AR 
LOUGtU~kAPHY ANU HOST-SPECIFICITY OF THE SUPtRFAHILY CAPSALUIDEA PRICE, 
1936 (J~UNuGENEA. MCNOPISTHUC.OTYLEAI 
VIMS DISS IL0ll ~ILLIAM ANU MARYI 
DISTR!uUTION, fiSH PAkAS!TES, PARASITISM, PHYLOGENY 
19(2 LAWLER AR, MUSICK JA 
SAND BcALH HIBERNATION oY A NORTHERN DIAMONDBACK TERRAPIN, HALACLEMYS 
TEKRAPIN TEKRAPIN ISCHUEPFFI 
COPE!>\ l\il.212l dts'>-390 IViMS CONTRIB 4201 
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, TU~TLES 1 VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
197j LAWLER AR, VAN ENGEL WA 
TRIPLE REGENeRATION OF THE FIFTH PEREIOPOO Of A BLUE CRAB, CAlliNECTES 
SAl' I JUS I< AT HBUN 
(HE> SCI l'tl21 ,144-145 
MURP~WLOGY, llLUE CRAB 
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1974 LAZAKUS J 
MAKSHES HOLD BuTANIST'S INTEREST 
RICHMOND TiMES Dl~PATCH, THURS, SEPT 19, 1~74, P.C-1o 
MAPPING, MAKSHES, SUKVE~S, WETLANDS 
1960 LEAR OW 
SJORMY FERMENTERS AND COLIFORM tiACTERIA IN THE SOFT-SHELLED CLAM MVA 
ARENARIA AND ITS HAtl!TAT 
CHES SCI 1111 ,_jb-4U (CONTR.Itl 135, MARYLAND DtP RtS AND t:()U(., SuLOM<J\S, 
MOl 
~ACTERIA, CLAMS, CJLIFUkMS, POLLUTANT IJENTIFICATION, SEOIMENT-ftATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIMeNTS, WATER PULLUTION, ,;ATER TcMPtkATUKt 
1963 LEE Cf ET AL 
MECHAN!ll~G THE dLJt CkAd INDUSTKY. PANT II. MEASUkES ~OR IMMEDIATE R~LIEf 
THROUGH wORKER SPeCIALIZATION 
U.S. FISH AND wiLDLIFE SERVo CUMM FISH RtV 25181,1-5 
CRA6 INDUSTRY, fiSHeklcS, LAoOR, 3LUE CRAtl 
1963 LEE CF ET AL 
MeCHANiZING THt ~LUt CRAB INDUSTRY. PART I. SURVeY Of PROCES~I~G PLANTS 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, CUMM FISH KtV 25(/),l-10 
CRAB INOUSTKY, FISHERIES, BLUE CRAtl 
1964 LEE CF ET AL 
MECHANIZING THe SLUE CRAB INDUSTRY. PART 111. STRENGTHE~ING THE l~OUSTRY'S 
ECONOMIC POSITION 
U.S. FISH AND ~ILOLIFE SERV 1 COMM FISH REV 26(1),1-7 
CRA~ INDUSTK¥ 1 ECONOMICS, FISHeRIES, BLUE CRAS 
1962 LEE Cf, SANFORD F8 
SOFT-CKA8 INDUSTRY 
U.S. FISH AND wiLDLIFE SeRV, CUMH FISH REV 2411l,10-12 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, CRAti INDUSTRY, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MUit FISHERIES, SOUTHeAST 
u.s. 
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1~&3 LEE Cf, SANfCRO f~ 
GYSfE~ INUUST~Y Uf CHESAPEAKE HAY, SOUTH ATLANTIC, AND GULF OF MEXICO 
US FISH A~O ~lLDllFE ~~RV, CUMM FISH REV 2~(31,8-17 
CHESAPl~~~ oAY, Fl~rlERIES, GULFS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOUTHEAST u.s. 
1~64 LEE CF, SANFURu FB 
tKA~ JNUUSTRY Of CHESAPEAKE HAY AND THE SOUTH -- AN INDUSTRY IN 
fRA~~ITIU~ 
U.S. fiSH A~O riiLULIFE SERVo CUMM FISH REV 261121,1-12 
CHAd INDU>TkY, FISH~KIE$ 1 SOUTHEAST U.S., BLUE CRAH 
1471 LEt CH, HARLEMAN ORF 
UNE-OIME~SIUNAL, KEAL-T!Mt MODEL FUR ESTUARINE WATER QUALITY PREDICTION 
~kiTTeN~~~ THE F~O~~AL ~ATEK ~UALITY AOMINI5TRATION. US ENVIRON PROTECT 
AGENCY 
CHESAP~AKE ~AY, OELA~AKE, OYE ~ELEASES, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, 
MAlliE~ATICAL MUDLL~, PUTuMAC RIVER, SALINE WATER lhTRUSION, WATER QUALITY 
19/l LEE DS 
LISr UF THE AMPHidiANS AND REPTILE5 Of ASSATEAGUE ISLAND 
MD rlfRPETuL SUC bULL d(4l,9U-95 
AM~HI~IANS, DISTRidUTIOh 1 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, REPTILES 
1975 LEENDERTSE JJ, LIU SK 
A THREE DlM[NS!ONAi MODEL FUR ESTUARIES AND COASTAL SEAS. V. II. ASPECTS 
OF CUMPUT,TIUN . 
RAN0 COkP KEP K 1764 O~RT 
tHESAPlAkt dAY, E~TUARIES, FLOW PROFILES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NUMERICAL 
ANALY~IS 
19~8 LEETCH 6 
WHAT ARt WE GOING TO DO ABOUT ~OCKFISH 
MD LEAGUE SPORTSMEN RALLY SHEET 611),8 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BA~S. UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1953 LEETCH 8 
fiSH KILL IN LU~ER POTOMAC WAS THOUGHT TU Be CAUSED BY UNUERWATER 
EXPLOSIONS Uff DAHLGREN PROVING GROUNDS 
WASHINGTON EVENING STAR, JUNE 3, 1953 
CHESAPEAKl BAY, EXPLOSIONS, fiSH POPULATIONS, MURT~LITY, POTOMAC KIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FOK REVIE~ 
1963 LEON KA 
EFFECTS UF HIGH-ENERGY X-RAYS UN THE REPRODUCTION Uf UROSALPINX CINEREA 
VIM~ THESIS !CULL ~ILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, LYSTER D~ILLS, REPRODUCTION, X-KAY~ 
1973 LEONARD S 
LARVAE OF CITHARICHTHYS AND ETRGPU5 IN THE CHES~PEAKE diGHT 
ABSTRACT IN U.S. NAT MAR FISH SEKV MIDDLE ATLANTIC CUASfAL FISH CENTER 
TECH PUdL 1, P. 67-ob 
A~STRACTS, OISTRI~~TION, fiSH POPULATIONS, LA~VAE, MIUOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
1971 LEONARD 56 
LARVAE OF THE fOURSPOT fLOUNDER, HIPPOGLUSSINA O~LONGA ••• FROM THE 
CHE~APtAKE BIGHT, wESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MIDULt ATLANTIC 8IGHI, 
1971 LEONARD S8 
LARVAE AND YOUNG OF THE WESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 8UTHID FLATFI~HES ETROPUS 
MICROSTOMUS lGILLI AND CITHAkiCHTHYS ARCTIFRONS GOUDE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BIGHT 
VIM$ DISS ICOLL WILLIAM ANU MARYI 
fiSH POPULATIONS, fLATFISH, JUVENILE GRUWTH STAGE, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC biGHT, OSTEOLOGY 
1974 LEUSCHNER WA ET AL 
THE 1972 VIRGINIA OUTDOOR RECREATION INVENTORY 
VPI AND SU, BLACKSBURG, VA 
SOUTHEA~ERN PLANNI~G DISTKICT, VA, RECREATION FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
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1976 L~WIS EG, HAEFN~~ PA JR 
OXY~EN CuNSUMPTION OF THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS ~ATHdUN, FROM 
PKuECUYSIS TO POSTECDYSIS 
COHP BIUCHEM PHYSIOL 5•A, ~5-60 IVIMS CONTRIB 6901 
CONSUMPTIVE USt, JXYG~N, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
1'157 LEWIS RM 
COMPARATIVE STUDY Of POPULATIONS OF THE STRIPED BASS 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV SPEC SCI REP 204 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH PUPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1961 LEWIS RM 
COMPARISuN OF THREE TAGS ON STRIPED BASS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
CHES SCI 2, 3-8 
CHESAPEAKt BAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
1961 LILLAIW JH 
THE VIRGINIA TIDAL RIVERBANK EROSION SURVEY 
INTEKSTATE COMM ON TH~ POT~MAC RIVER BASIN, PKOC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLONIAL dcACH, VA, P.54-61 
BtACH ENUSIUN, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1974 LIMBRICK V 
THE SALEM CHURCH PROJECT AND THE KILLING OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK 
RICHMOND MERCURY MAY d, 1974 1 2(351 1 6-9 
OAMS, FLOOU CONTROL, RAPP~HANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER REQUIREMENTS 
1976 LIN AL 1 ZUBKDFF PL 
MALATE DEHYDROGENASE ISOZYMES OF DIFFERENT STAGES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
JELLYFISH 
B IUL BULL 150, 268-278 IV IMS CONTR 16 7 3 71 
EASTERN SHORE PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH 
STAGES, JeLLYFISH, SCYPHOZOA 
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1974 LINDSAY JA 
THE OCCURK~NCE OF A GULf OF ME:XICO CYCLOPOID f.UPEPOD, HALICYCLOPS FO~H:Rl 
WILSON, IN THE DELAWAKE RIVER ESTUARY ~ITH COMMEHTS ON MORPHOLOGICAL 
VARIATIONS . 
CRuSTACEANA 271Lll84-l88 
COPEPODS, DELAWA~E RIVE~, DISTRI~UTIUN, MORPHOLOGY 
1976 LINDSAY JA, MORAN RL 
RELATIONSHIPS Of PAKASITIC. ISOPUDS LIRUNECA uVALIS AND ULENCIRA 
PRAEGUSTATOR TO MARINE FISH HOSTS OF DELAwARE BAY 
TRANS AM FISH SOC 105(ZJ 321-332 
BLuEFISH, DELAWARE RIVER, FISH PARASITES, ISOPOOS, PARA~ITISM, FEEDING 
1959 LI NDUSKA J P 
WATERFOWL ANO THE POTOMAC ~IVER 
MD CONSERV 36, 4-8 
CHESAPEAKe SAY, OUCKS I~ILDlr ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MIGRATION, POTOMAC 
RIVER, WATERfOWL 
1973 ll PPSON AJ 
ENVIRONMENTAL MAPPING IN THE MARYLAND PU~tR PLANT SITING PROGRAM 
MO DEP NATUR KESUURCES, RECORD UF THE MARYLA~U PGWt~ PLANT SITING ACT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOrHC IMPACT, ELECTKI!. POWER PKUUUCTION, I::NVIkONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, MAPPING, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1936 LITTLEFORD RA 
A STUDY OF THE LIFE HISTORY OF OACTYLOMETKA QUINQUEC.IRRHA 1 L. AGASSIZ, AND 
THE TAXONOMIC VALIDITY Of THIS SPECIES 
PHD THESIS, UNIV MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, LIFE HISTOKY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, SEA 
NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, SCYPHOZOA 
1939 LITTLEFORD RA 
THE LIFE f.YCLE Of DACTYLOMETRA QUINQUECIRRHA, L. AGASSIZ IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
BIOL BULL 77(3J,36d-381 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRio 311 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIE~, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
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1Y~7 LITTLEfORD RA 
STuJIES 0~ PASTEURIZATION 0~ CRAB MEAT 
UNIV MO SEAFOOD PKUCESSING LA~ BULL 2 
CHAd INJu~TKYr FuUU~, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
1957 LITTLEFORD RA 
REfURf COOKI~G OF BLUE CRABS 
U~IV MU StA~UOU PRuCESSI~G LAB BULL 1 
CRAtl INilUSfi'.Y, Ft:uU3r HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
1942 LOCHHEAD MS ET AL 
HATLHI~G UF THE ~LUE LRAB, CALllNECTES SAPIOuS RATHBUN 
SCIENCE ~~(l4b7-,J~~ (VlMS LONTRiti bl 
EGSS, H~TCHING, BLUE CHAd 
1~42 LOCHHEAD MS, NE~COMbE CL 
METHODS UF HAfCHING EG~S OF THE BLUE CRAB 
VA J SCI J, 76-oo l VIMS CONTRIB 9) 
lHE~APcA~E BAY, EGGS, HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
197J LOCKE LN ET AL 
AN DUfbREAK OF FOwL CHOLERA I~ WATERFOWL ON THE CHeSAPEAKE BAY 
J WILDLIFe DISEASE 6(4),404-407 
CHESAPEAKE HAY, Dl~TRIBUTION, WATERFOWL, WINTER 
IIJ7;:, LOCKYER JN 
UYSf~R dEUS OF fHE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
t-<ATURr 1bo 653 
Uc0S UNOEK wATER, CHESAPEA~E BAY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1929 LOOEWICK ·JE 
Wllllll-USING INDuSTRIES OF VIRGlNIA 
VA POLYHCti INST BULL 23(11 
FO~ESTRY, INDUSTRIES, LUMBERING, VIRGINIA, 
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1973 LOEB MJ 
THE EFFECT OF LIGHT ON STROBILATION IN THE CHES,PEAKE dAY SEA ~tiTLE 
CHRYSAORA UUINUUECIRRHA 
MAR BIOL 20(2),144-147 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, LARVAL &KO~TH STA&Er LIGHT INTEN3ITY, ~EA NEfTLE~, 
TEM~tRAfUREr SCYPHuZuA 
1974 LUEB MJ 
STROBILATION IN THE CHrSAPEAKE BAY SEA NEfTLE CHRYSAORA UUINUuECIKKHA-
Ill. DISSOCIATION UF THE NELK-INOUCI~G FACTOR FMUM STKu8lLATlNG POLYPS 
COMP BIOCHEM AND PHYSIOL 49(3Al,423-432 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEA NETTLES~ SCYPHOZOA 
1973 LOEB MJ, tiLANUUET RS 
FEEDING dtHAVIOR IN POLYPS OF THE LHESA~EAKE BAY SeA NETTLE, CHKYSAURA 
QUINQUEC!t<RHA lOESCJI{, 1o'ttll 
BlllL BULL 145(1) ,l50-l5il 
AMINO ALIO~, CHEoAPEAKc BAY, SEA NETTLES, FEEDING 
1974 LOESCH JG 
A SEWUENfiAL SAMPLING PLAN FOR HARD CLAMS IN LO~ER CHESAPtAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 15!31,1~4-11~ IVIMS CCNTRIB 595) 
CLAMS, DRtOGING, fi~HING GtARr SAMPLING 
1973 LOESCH JG, HAVlN OS 
ESTlMATES OF HARU CLAM ABUNDANCE FROM HYiJKAullC ESCALATOR SAMPLb 3Y THE: 
LESLIE MtTHOO 
CHES SCI 1413l,L1~-216 IVIMS CONTRIB 5041 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, VIRGINIA 
1973 LOESCH JG, HAVEN OS 
ESTIMATED GROWTH FUNCTIONS AND SIZE-AGE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE HARD CLAM, 
MERCENARIA MERCENARIA, IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VI:LIGER 16111,76-81 IVIMS CONTRIB 4971 
CLAMS, GROWTH KATES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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l97J lUETTERLE LE 
THe VASCULAK FLOKA uF JAMESTOWN ISLAND, JAMES CITY COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
COLL ~ILLIAM ANU MARY THESIS 
ECOLOGICAL ulSTRlbUTlONr ISLANDS, JAMES RIVER, MARSH PLANTS, VEGETATION, 
VIRGINIA 
1'lB LONGEST Jw 
INVESIIGATIGN U~ THE PUBLIC AND PRI~ATE I~TERESJS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AREA 
MD 0NlV, riAT~K RESOU~CcS RES CENTER, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
CHESA~tAKE BAY, lSTUAKIES, MANAGEME~T, KEGIME 
1924 LUNN E 
CONSERVATION OF THE PRODUCTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD FEU ~GMEN'S LLUdS, CENTRAL IBALTIHOREI DISTRICT, P.l-26 
CHc5APcAKc oAY, CONSckVATIUN, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAilABlE 
FOK REV !U; 
1965 LUOSANOFF VL 
THE AM~kllAN UK EAST~RN OYSTER 
U.S. f-ISH ~NO WILDLIFE SERV, CIRC 205 
CHESAP[AKt ~AY, LIF~ HISTORY STUUIESr NORTHEAST U.S., OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, ~~EUATION, REPKUDUCTION 
1-JJj LUPINSKY H 
THE EFFE~lS OF TEMPERATURE ON THE RATE OF RESPIRATION OF liTTORINA 
I n..<QRAT A 
MIJ UN!V MS THESIS, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
GASTMU~OOS, MESPIRATIONr WAfER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
197£ LOVE COL WJ 
CHtSAPtAKE SAY STUDY 
R£.11oJH SEI•SING OF THE CHES BAY. CONf, NAT AERON SPACE: ADMIN WAllOPS STA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OffiCE 
CHESAPtAKt ~AY, HYDRAULIC MODELS, SURVEYS 
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1972 LOVE WJ 
HYDRODYNAMIC CHANGtS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62(2),116-121 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, HYDROUY~AMICS, ~ANAGEMENT 
1967 LOVELAC~ TE ET AL 
BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA IN CHeSAPEAKe 8AY 
8ACTERIOL PROC 1~6/ 1 46 IABSTRACTI 
BACTERIA, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, INVEKT£bRATES 1 OYSTERS 
1928 LUCE RH 
SURVEY OF THE OYSTER BARS OF THE LOWtR PUTUMA~ RIVER 
6TH ANNU REP, MD CONSEKV DtPr P.l27-l4o 
BEDS UNDER wATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, uYSTERS, POfOMAC RIVEK, OYST~R ~ElTING 
1931 LUCE RH 
POTOMAC RIVER UYSfcR AND FISH SURVEY 
MD CONSERV DEP. 5~P. 
CHESAPEAKE rlAY, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTtRS 1 PuTJHAC klVlR 
197D LUDWICK JC 
SAND loiAVES AND TIDAl CHANNELS IN THE ENTRANCE TO CHESAPtAKE BAY 
OlD DOH!N!UN UNIV, INST Uf UCEAi>OGR T£CH KtP 1 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, SAND wAVE~, S~DIME~T TkANSPQRT, TIDAL tFFtCTS 
1972 LUDwiCK JC 
MIGRATION OF TIDAL SAND WAVES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY E~TRAN~E, P.~77-410 
IN O. SWifT ET AL. SHELF StD!M(NT TRANSPORT. ST~UUUSBUKG, PA. DOwDEN, 
HUTCHINSON AND ROSS INC 
CHtSAPEAKE BAY, SAND WAVES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, VIRGINIA 
1913 LUDWICK JC 
TIDAl CURRENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, AND SAND bANKS IN CHESAPEAKt BAY 
ENTRANCE, VIRGINIA 
OlD DOMINION UNIV TECH REP 16 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS (loiATERI, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDAl WATER5 1 
VIRGINIA 
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lY 13 LUO.,!CK JC 
TIDAL CU~ktNTS ANO liG-ZAG SAND SHOALS IN A WIDE ESTUARY ENTRANCE 
OLD OUHINION UNIV !NSf OF OCEANOGR TECH REP 7 
CHAN~~LS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, CURRENTS IWATEK), PROFILES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
SHOALS, TillES 
1'>74 LUDwiCK JC 
TIDAL CUKkcNTS AND liG-lAG SAND SHOALS IN A WIDE ESTUARY ENTRANCE 
GEGL SGC AMER SULL ti~I5J,717-726 
CHiSAPtAKE bAY, CUKkENTS (WATER!, ESTUARIES, SANO BARS, SEDIMENT 
TRA~SPOkT, SEDIMENTATION, SHOALS, SHORES, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
1975 LUDwiCK JC El Al 
FIELD PcKFOKMANCc OF PERMEABLE BREAKWATER 
~KOC AM SOC CIVIL ENG, J WATERWAYS, HARBORS ANO COASTAL ENG DIV 10114) 
3~7-36d 
SUUThEASTtRN PLANNING DISTRICT. VA, BEACH EROSION, BREAKWAfERS, COASTAL 
STRuCTUKl~, SHORE PROTECTION, VIRGINIA, ~AVES !WATER! 
19b9. LUD~IGSUN JO 
CHESAPE;~II.E BAY 
OCE:ANS Ll) l, 7-16 
CHESAPEAII.~ BAY, HISTORY, WATER POLLUTIONo WATER RESOURCES 
1974 LUNl J, HUGGETT RJ 
JAMES KIVE~ SEDIMENT STUDY, OPERATION AGNES, FINAL REPORT 
VIM:; Ut<PUuL !SHED M-ANUSCRIPT !GRANT REPJ 
HISTORIC FLOOU, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1~71 LYCLKO><SKI JM 
AGE AND GRU~TH OF THE NORTHERN PUFFER, SPHOEROIDES HACULATUS !BLOCH AND 
oCHNf IOEIU 
VIMS TH~SIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
AGING IBlULi.JGICALI, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, Gl.INADSo GROWTH 
KATeS, PUFFER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNINGo YORK RIVERo LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
DI~TKIBUflONS 
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1965 LYNCH MP 
EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SALINITY UN FRtE AMINO ACIDS OF CRAS~OSTREA 
VIRGitHCA 
VIM~ THESIS ICOLL WilliAM AND MARYI 
AMINO ACIDS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, 
VlkGI~IA, YORK KIVck 
1972 LYNCH MP 
VARIATIONS IN SOME SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE dlUE CKAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS 
VIMS OISS ICOLL ><ILLIAM AND MARY) 
AMINO ACIDS, BIOCHtMISTkY, BIOINDICATOkS, CARdOHYDKATES, CHLORIDES, JAMES 
RIVER, OSMOTIC PRESSURE, PROTEINS, RAPPAHANNOCK KIVER, VIKGINIA, blUE CRAb 
1974 LYNCH MP 
THE USE u~ PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICATORS OF ~TRESS IN MAKINE INVEkTfoRATES AS A 
TOOL FUR MAKINE POLLUTION MONITORING 
MAR TECH SUC, ANN ~ONF PROC 10, do1-8901VIMS CONTRIB b25l 
EASTERN SHORE PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, PHYSIOLOGICAL 
ECOLOGY, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, STRESS ANALY~IS, SERUM PRUfclNS, BLUE 
CRAo 
1974 LYNCH MP 
DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGIE:S fUR MANAGEMENT OF MARINE: AND ESTUARINE 
SANCTUARIES IN THE UNilEU STATES OF AMERICA 
PROC 1ST !NT CONG ECUL, WAGENINGEN, NETHERLANDS, l3b-139 !VIM~ CONTKIB 
606) 
ESTUARIES, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, PRESERVATION 
1973 LYNCH MP ET AL 
VARIATIONS IN SERUM CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIUUS, 
CHLORIDE AND OSMOTIC CONCENTRATION 
COMP BIOCHEM PHYSIUL 44A 0 11~-734 IVIHS CONTRIB 454) 
CHLORIDES, CRUSTACtANS, SEASONAL OISTklBUTION, VIKGINIA, ~LUE CRAB, 
USHOREGULAT I ON 
1970 LYNCH MP, HARRISON W 
SEDIMENTATION CAUSED BY A TUBE-BUILDING AMPHIPOD 
J SEDIMENT PETROL MARCH 1970, 43~-436 IVIMS CONTRIB 3141 
AHPHIPOUA, BENTHIC FAUNA, BlODEPOSITlON, VlRulNIA, YORK KIVER 
2ll 
IY73 LYNCH MP, ft~~ti KL 
VA~IATIUNS IN ~ERUM CONSTITUENTS UF THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECT~S SAPIDUS, 
ICTAL SckUM PROTEIN 
C<MP JIGLtH:I'I Pt1YSiiJL 44A, UH-124<; IVIMS CONTKIB 464) 
LM~STACEANS, PROTEINS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
1966 LY\CH MP, ~CuD L 
EFFECTS OF tNVIMUNMENTAL SALINITY UN FREE AMINO ACIDS UF CRASSOSTkEA 
VIRGINICI\ G;~E:LIN 
COMP diJ~HtM PHYSIUL 19 1 763-790 (VlMS CO~TKIB 2221 
AMINO ACIDS, JM;E~ f<!V~K, OYSTERS, PHYSlOLOGlLAL ECOLOGY, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
l93il LYI'<N f.V 
SPUKT FISHING IN CH~SAPEAKE BAY ••• 
Ui'<PudLISHEJ HS, ENGCH PKATT FKEE LIBRARY, BALTIMORE, MO., 9 PAGES 
BldLIO~kAPHIES, CH~SA~EAKE bAY, SPORT FISHING 
l95J MACGReGOR JS 
S~~E HYURGGKAPHIC CUNU!TIONS FOUND IN ~INTER IN LU~ER CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
THE!~ POSSidLE EFFECTS ON THE BLUE CRAB ••• 
VI~S fH~SIS (CGLL ~ILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHtSAPtAKt bAY, C~AB~, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB 
195d MACKENZIE CL JR 
GROWTH ANU ~EPROUU~TION 8F tUPLEURA CAUDATA (SAY) IN THE YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIM~ THtS!S ICGll ~ILLIAM AND MARY) 
GRU~TH STAGES, LifE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER DRILLS, PREDATION, 
REP~CUUCTION, VlkGINIA, YORK RIVER 
19&1 MAlKENllc CL JR 
L.R<MTH ANli REI'RUDUCT ION OF THE OYSTER DRILL EUPLEURA CAUDATA IN THE YORK 
K!VtR, VIRGINIA 
ECOLIJl;y 4.<, 317-33b 
LIF~ Hl>lC~Y STUUIES, UYSTtR DRILLS, PREDATION, REPRODUCTION, VIRGINIA, 
y(,{t<. ftiVtK 
22l 
l96a MACKIERNAN GB 
SEASONAL OISTR16UT!ON OF DINOFLAGELLATES IN TrlE LO~EK YURK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
DINOFLAGELLATE~, DISTRJa~T!UN, PrlYTOPLANKTLN, SEASONAL UlSTRlbUliON, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1946 MACKIN JG 
A STUDY uF OYSTER STRIKE ON THE SEASIDE OF VIKGINlA 
V!MS CONTR!o 25 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EA~TERN SHUKE (VA-MD), VIRGIN!•, DYSTE~ ~lTTIN~ 
1945 MACKIN JG, ~ENZEL RW 
RES~AKCH SEEKS L< EXPANU M:V. Fl SHERY 
LOMMON~EALTH l21;J,7-10,1o (VIMS CGI'<TRI3 ld) 
F!SHEKIES, LIFE H!STOKY ~TUOlES, MUSSfLS, T!OAL ~Al~kS, VIKGINIA, 
191'>8 MAC0Mi3ER RG 
CONDITIONAL AREAS--A TIME FUR DECISION 
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERV 1 SHELLfiSH SANITATION TECH KtP 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISHERIES, NUKTHEAST U.S., PUdLIC HtALTH, ~HELLFISH, 
VIRGH;IA 
1973 MAIRS RL, CLARK OK 
REMOTE SENSING OF E~TUAR!NE CIRCULATION DYNAMICS 
AMER SOC PHUTOGRAM 1 J (PHOTOGRAM ENG) 3~(~),9~7-~3b 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, ~1RLULATION 1 CURRENTS (~ATE~), UYE KELEAStS, 
ESTUARIES, NORTH ~AROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE StNS!NG 
1974 MALES KM 
DESIGN OF PROTOTYPE MASS MEDIA PROGRAMS FUR TESTING IN THE LO~ER JAME~ 
RIVER dASIN COMPREHENSIVE WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT STU0Y 
u.s. DEl' INTERIOR, OFFICE OF WATER RESOuRCES RES 
COMMUNICATION, JAMES RIVER, PLANNING, VIRGINIA, wATER QUALITY CONTRJL, 
WATER RESOURCES, PUBLIC OPINIONS 
223 
195j MALKIN OS 
BIU~T~ATiukAPHIC STUDY OF MIOCENE OSTRACODA OF NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND, AND 
VIRGINIA 
J PALEiJNTOL 27, lbl-799 
ATLAtHIC l.OASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCHo OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
~TRI\TIG><>l~ltY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1959 MALONEY J 
CH~SAPtAKt ODYSSEY. AN 16-FT SAILBOAT FOLLOWS THE COURSE OF CAPT JOHN 
SMITH AROUND THIS SPACIOUS BAY OF HISTORY, COMMERCE:, SEA FOOD, ANO 
NAUTICAL LUKE 
NAT Gt:UGR 
CHC~APiA~~ BAY, HISTORY, UNAVAilABLE FOR REVIEW 
195a "'ALUNEY I<E 
STUDY Of THE TYPES, SEASONS OF ATTACHMENT, ~iD GROWTH OF FOULING ORGANISMS 
IN TH~ APP~UACHE~ TO NURFULK, VIRGINIA 
U~ NAT HYuRuGR OfFICe T~CH REP 47 
bENTHIC FAUNA, CHt~APEAKE BAY, FOULING, SEASONAL DISTRiaUTION 
1969 MANGUM CP 
LOW TEMPERATURE bLOCKAGE OF THE FEEDING RESPONSE IN BOREAL AND TEMPERATE 
ZO·~E POLYCHAETE> 
CHE5 SLI 10, !>4-t.S 
PULVCHAETES, IEMPERATU~E CONTROL, VIRGINIA, WORMS, YORK RIVER 
1~72 MANGUM CP, AMENDE LH 
BLOOD OSMOTIC CONCENTRATION Of blUE CRABS ICALLINECTES SAPIOUS RATHBUN) 
FOUND IN hl.tSH WATER 
CHES SCI l3(4),3lb-320 
BIO~SSAY, DISTRibUTION, FRESHWATER, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
195'.1 MAr<NING JH 
COMMERCIAL AND BIOLOGICAL USES pF THE MARYLAND SOFT CLAM DREDGE 
GULF AND CARibBEAN FISH INST, PROC 12 1 bl-67 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 1311 
LLAH INDUSTRY, CLAMS, OkEDGING, FISHING GEAR 
224 
l96B HANNING JH 
BAY FISHERIES RESOURCES 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONF UN CHES bAY, WYE INST, SEPTEM~ER 12-lJ, P.9l-l01 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL ~ISHING, CRAB INDUSTRY, u~~TER 
INDUSTRY 
1960 HANNING JH, MCINTO~H KA 
EVALUATION OF A METHOU OF ~EDUCING THE PO~Ek!NG REwUlkEME:NTS OF 
SOFT-SHELLED CLAM DREDGING 
CHES SCI 1111,12-20 ICONTR!d l3j, MARYLAND OEP RES AND EUUC, SOLOMONS, 
MDI 
CLAM INDUSTRY, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR, SHIPS 
1954 MANNING JH, WHALEY HH 
OlST~lBUTION UF OYSTER LARVAE AND SPAT IN RtLATIUN 10 SOME ENVIRON~~NTAL 
FACTOKS IN A liDAL E~TUARY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PKJC 45, 5b-65 ICHES BIOL LAB LUNTRid 1051 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRioUliGN, POTOMAC RIVo~, SAINT MARY'S KIVc~, OYSTER 
SETT lNG 
1928 MANSFIELD WC 
NE~ FOSSIL MOLLUSKS F~OH THE MIOCEN~ OF VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA, WITH 
A BRIEF OUTLINE CF THE DIVISIONS OF THE CHESA~EAKE GROUP 
US NAT MUS P~OC 74, ARTICLE 14 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHE~APEAKE 6AY 1 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE 
EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, NOKTH CAROLINA, PALEONTOLGGY, STKA11GRAPHY 1 VIRGINIA 
19b7 HANSUETI AJ, HARUY JD JR 
DEVELOPHtNT OF FISHES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION, AN ATLAS OF EGG, 
LARVAL, AND JUVENILE STAGES. PART I 
NATUR kESOURCES INST, UNIV MD IPOHT CITY P~ESS 1 dALTIMORE, MDI 
CARP, CATFISHtS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GAKS 1 
HERRINGS, JUVENILE FISHES, lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, SUCKERS 
1955 HANSUETI R 
THE SEA NETTLE, CHESAPEAKE BAY'S TROUBLESOME SUMMER JELLYFISH 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 1~13) 1 1-2 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JEllYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES 
22!i 
1~5;l MANSUETI R 
THC DEVELUJ'i~Et.T Of- ANAL SPINES AND SOFT-RAYS IN YOUNG STRIPED !lASS, kOCCUS 
SAXA TILlS 
CHES UIUL LAd CONTRI~ 113 
FISH PCPULATIONS, GKO~TH STAGES, STRIPED BASS 
1963 MANSUETI R 
SYMJ!Ul IC BEHAVIUK B~TWEtN SMALL FISHES AND JELLYFISHES, WITH NEW DATA ON 
THAT BETrltEN TH~ STRUMATEIU, PEPRILUS ALEPIDOTUS AND THE SCYPHDMEDUSA, 
CH~YSAOKA UUIN~UECIRKHA 
COPt!A I9td, 40-iJU 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, ~EA NETTLES, SYM510SlS 1 SCYPHOZOA 
195d MAN~UETI R, ~UkPHY G 
ill!lLllGY AND MANAGt.'IEo'H POTOMAC RIVER FIN-FISHERIES 
MD JEP R~~ [OUC k~F 58-22 
LATCH, LH~SAPEAKE tlAr, COMMERCIAL FISH, fiNfiSH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
MANAGEM~NT 1 PUTUMAL RIVER 
1955 ~ANSUETI RJ 
IMPURTANT POTOMAC KlVEK FISHES RECORDED FROM MARINE AND FRESH WATERS 
BETWEEN PUINJ LUOKOU1 1 ST. MARY!$ COUNTY, AND LITTLE FALL~, MONTGOMERY 
CliUNTY ••• <;I Til A t>ItlllOGRAPHY... . 
MD JEP KlS AND EDUL MS 
ilLJL[IJGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
19?6 MANSUETI RJ 
TtKMITtS Uf THE ~EA 
SK!PP~M MAG lb(91o27 AND 31 AND 32 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1957 MANSUETI RJ 
MAKYLANU AND V IRGIN!A BIOLOGISTS COOPERATE ON BAYOIIDE FISH-TRAIIIILING TRIP 
MU TIUtWATEK NEWS 13(91 1 3 
CllbAPf.A;<,t: llAY, UISTRIBUT ION, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, TRAWLING 
19~tl MANSUETI RJ 
THE HICKORY SHAD UNMASK~O 
NATURE ':i11ll ,351-j54 
2.26 
FISH POPULATIONS, U:MVAILA~LE FUR REVIEw 
1960 lo\ANSUE T l RJ 
RESTRICTIO" QF VtRY YOUNG RED UKU:-1, SC!AENui>~ OCELLATA, JL; StiALLUw 
ESTUARINt rlATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY DUKING LATE AUT~MN 
CHES SCI 113 AND 41 1 207-210 (CONTRI~ 1&/, MARYLAND OLP KES ANU EOUC, 
SOLUMONS, MOl 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DRUMS, FISH I'UPULAT!ONS, SEASONAL DISIRlbUTlON 
1961 MANSUETI RJ 
WATERF!JI'IL PREDAT I;..;N BY. AND i<tCURDS CF THE GREAT HLACK-oACKEO t,ULL IN 
CHESAP~AK~ BAY DUKIN~ ~INT~R ANU SPKING 
CHES SCI 211 At.D 2l,1UZ-104 ICUNTRib ldL, MAKYLANU UEP KES ANJ EUUC, 
SOLOI-10NS, MD) 
CHESAPEAKE !lAY, GULLS, P~EDATION, SEASUNAL UISTKidUliUN, ~ATEi<F0wL 
1961 MANSUETI RJ 
E~FECTS UF CIVILIZATION ON STRIPED BASS AND OTHER ESTUAKIN~ olOTA IN 
CHESAPEAKE UAY At.U TKIBUTARIES 
GULF ANO LARRldEAN FISH INST, 14TH ANNU PROC, P.llv-13o 
BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE UA¥ 1 DKEUGING 1 EXPLOSIONS, Fl~H POPULATIONS, lNUUSTKIAL 
WASTES, MOKTALIIY, STRIPEU 8ASS 1 WATER ?ULLUT!ON 
1961 MANSUET! RJ ET AL 
THE STRIPED BASS SPOKT FISHEKY SURVEY 1N THE LO~ER POTOMAC 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTUMAC RlVEK BASIN, PKOC SfP! 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLONIAL btA~H, VA, P.45-47 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH PuPULATlONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC R!VtR, SPORT FI5HlNG, 
STRIPED BASS 
1953 MANSUETI RJ, SCHELTEMA RS 
SUMMARY Of fiSH COLLECTIONS MADE IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA OF MARYLAND 
AND VlkGlNIA QUI{lNG OCTOBER, 19~3 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MD, flt:LO SUMMARY 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, PHYLOGENY, LENGTH-FRE~U~NCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS . 
1~7l MARCELLUS K, WASS M 
GLOUCESTER COUNTY COASTAL ZONE 
VPI:> SRAMSiJt 26 
22 7 
COM~ERCIAL FISHihG, EROSION, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, MARSHES, RECREATION, 
WEJLA~O~, CUASTAL ZONE 
1972 MARCELLUS KL 
LUAST~L wtTLANOS Of VIRGINIA 
VIMS SKAMSOE 2.7 
SHALLO~ ~ATER, SHURE P~UTECTION, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
1973 MARCELLUS KL ET AL 
LGSAL MANAGt~ENT UF ~ETLANUS, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
VIMS SKA'ISOE 3~ 
MARSH MA~AGEMtNT, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
19/2. ''1ARCUS b) 
NOTES ON SOME OPISTHO~RANCH GASTROPODS FROM THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
LHb SCI 13(4) 1 jQQ-317 
CHESAPeAKe dAY, UiSTRlBUTION 1 GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
196!1 MARKLE OF 
THE SUMMER FtlUO HAiHTS OF YOUNG-OF-THE-YEAR STRIPED 8ASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS 
(wAUJAUMl 1 IN THkEE VIRGINIA RIVERS, 1967 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
fUuO HA81T~, JAMlS kiVER, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA, YORK 
Rl VE R 
1';75 MARKLE OF 
YUUNG ~ITCH FLOUNDER, GLYPTO CEPHALUS CYNOGLOSSUSr ON THE SLOPE OFF 
VI•~GINIA 
J, FISH RFS tiD CN 321dll~47-1450 IVIMS CONTRI8 684) 
~OUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, FISH, LIFE HISTORY 
Slo:JIES, !>f>AWNING, VIRGINIA, MIQDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
228 
1976 MARKLE OF 
PRELIMihAKY STUDIES ON THE SYSTEMATICS UF DEEP-SEA ALEPOCEPHALOIUEA 
(PISCES SALMCNIFORMESI 
VIMS OISS ICOLL UF WM AND MARY) 
DEEP WATtR 1 FISH, SYSTEMAllCS 
1916 MARKLE OF 
THE SEASONALITY OF AVAILABILITY AND MOVEMENTS OF FISHES IN THE CHANNEL OF 
THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHb SCI lHll 5u-55 (VIMS COIH"-IB 732l 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~ISH POPULATIONS, 
FISH TYPtS, ~EASUNAL OlSTRioUT!UN, YOR~ RIVER 
1970 MARKLE UF, GRA~T GC 
THE SUMMER FOUD HAdiTS OF YOUNG-OF-THE YEAR STRIPEU uASS IN THREE VIRGINIA 
Rl VE RS 
CHES SCI 11, 50-54 (VIMS CUNTRI8 3211 
FOOU HABITS, JAMES KIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIP~U oASS, VlkGINIA 1 YGRK 
R l VER 
1974 MARKLE OF, MUSICK JA 
BENTHIC-SLOPE FISHtS FUUNU AT 90UM UEPTH ALONG A TRANSECT IN THE WeSTERN 
N. ATLANTIC OCEAN 
MAR BIOL 2.6, 225-<Jj lVIMS CONTRitl cOOl 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH POPULATIONS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC Ul~HT 1 
1974 HARKS CH 1 CARGO OG 
FIELD TESTS OF A dUtlBLE SCREEN SEA NETTLE BARRIER 
MAR TECH SUC, J bi3),3J-3~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JeLLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SUHHEk 
1966 HARKS JW ET AL 
WATER QUALITY SURVEY Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE VICINITY OF SANDY POINT 
CHES TECH SUPf>OKT LAB OATA REP lJ 
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN OEHANO, CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
229 
l9o8 MAKKS Jw, VILLA 0 JR 
NJTKI~NT UATA UN SEDIMENT SAMPLES OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CH~~ TECH SUPPORT LAa, DATA REP 11 
iluffUM SEIJIME~HS, l.HtMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC 
KIVEK, SAAPLING 
1882 MA~QUETTE GR 
EXTRAU~DINAKY FLOODS IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
U.S. FISH CJ~M BULL I, i58 
CHcSAPtAKE oAY, FLUDOS, HISTORIC FLOOD, POTOMAC RIVER 
1950 MA~R RA JR, MOKGAN JM JR 
BldL!UukA~HY--~ATtk ~ESUURCtS OF VIRGINIA AND RELATED TOPICS 
ADV CGUNC UN THE VA iCON 
~IuL!UGRA?HitS, CHE~AP~AKE BAY, VIRGINIA, WATER RES~URCES 
1953 MARRIOTT JL 
ObSERVATION ON THE IN5HORE DISTRIBUTION, SEASONAL ABUNDANCE ANO ~!OLOGY OF 
~HK[H~ I~ THt CH~SAPEAKE SAY kiTH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE GENUS 
I'ALAEMCt'<ETCS 
UN!V MU THESIS, 32 P. 
BIUUJGY, CHESAPEAK~ BAY, ECULOGY. LIFE HISTORY STUOIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEA 
ICE, SHRIMP, SPA,.NING 
1970 MAKSH GA 
SEASONAL STUDY Uf ZOSTERA EPIBIOTA IN THE YORK RIVER, VA. 
VIMS OISS !CULL WILLIAM ~NO MARY) 
CHESAPEAKt ~AY, EEL GRASS, PlANT POPULATIONS, SEASONAL OISTRitlUTIONo YORK 
k!VER 
1973 MARSH GA 
lftr: llJSllRA tPIFAUNA COMMUNITY IN THE YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHt:S >CI l4!21,<H-97 IVIMS CONTRIB 5201 
UI~TRI~UT!ON, INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
230 
1976 MARSH GA 
ECOLOGY Of THE GASTROPOD EPIFAUNA OF EELGRASS IN A VIRGINIA E5TUARY 
CHES 5CI 17111 lb~-ld7 IVIMS CONTRib 7031 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECOLOGY, EEL G~A5S, GA5TRUPODS, 
MOLLUSKS, SEASONAL UISTkldUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVtR 
1966 MARSHALL HG 
DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON FROM A SINGLE SlATIUN AT lHE MOUTH 
OF THE JAMES RIVtR 
OHIO J OF SCI 66, 253-255 
DIURNAL DISTRIBUTIJN, JAM~S RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, VlkGINIA 
1966 MAkSHALL HG 
THE DI5TkiBUTION Of- PHYTOPLANKTON AlONG A 140 MILE TRA;<SECT IN THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VA J SCI 17, 105-ll~ 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, SA~PLI~G 
1961 MARSHALL HG 
PLANKTON IN JAMES RIVER ESTUARY,VIRGINIA. 2. PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE 
ELilAtlETH RIVER 
VA J SCI ld, 105-109 
ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DlSTKioUTION, 
VIRGINIA . 
1969 MARSHALL HG 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON I~ THE ELIZABETH RIVER, 
VIRGIIHA 
VA J SCI 20, 37-39 
ELIZABtTH KIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAl DISTRIBUTIGN, VlriGINIA 
1948 MARSHALL N 
REPORT ON PAST AND CURRENT FISHERIES RESEARCH ACTIVITIES DIRECTLY RELATING 
TO VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 3 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE tlA¥, FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
l.H 
1 '149 MARSHALL N 
A oUMMAK) ~TATEMENT Of THE STATUS Of OUR KNOWLEDG~ Of THE MARINE flSHERl~S 
UF v IRGI i'.l A 
VlM~ ~~lc SCI KEP 4 
oA~~. ct.TLH, CHC:SA.f'EAKE oAY, CRAJS, flSH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, SPORT FISH 
i95::J MARSHALL I·J 
MAHINt FISHES ANU INVcKTE~RATES 
IN VA AtAJ 0f SCI, JAMES k1VER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 139-150 
!Vl~S LU~T~Iti 31) 
A~AJR0MUUS FISH, CATCH, ORAINAGE SYSTEMS, FISH TAXONOMY, JAM~S RIVER, 
l,y;fb~.s, r<UU<. JAS!NS, VIRGUHA 
1954 MAKSHALL tJ 
Crl~NGES IN THE PHY~IUGRAPHY UF OYSTER BARS IN THE JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VA J 4;F SCI ,, 173-181 (V I;~S CUNTRiii 521 
8EJS u~OEK WAlEK, JAM~S RlVEH 1 UYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1967 MA~T[N, LliFFOkD ANll ASSUC 
ENGIN~tr<'S REPORT, IHK~E RE~!:RVOIR STUDIES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
TKl:lUTAklES 
SU~C(Jt•:MlTHE f(iR WAfEK lMPUUNOM.ENT AND LAND ACQUISITION 
RAUCU ~lANNING UlSTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION, OAMSITES, IMPUU~DMENTS, 
HAPPAHANNJLK RIV~r<, KESE~VUIRS, VIRGINIA, WATER ~TLRAGE, WATER SUPPLY 
191J i~A~T !N, CL lfFOKD A.ND ASSOC 
fNGINtEK'S LLMPRE~ENSIVE PLAN, WAlEk ANO SE~ERAGE FACILITIES, KING ~ILLIAM 
COUNTY 
AUIIHH, CHAKLOTTESVILLE, VA 
~~~u ~ILL!AM COUNTY, VA, MlllOLE PENINSUlA PLANNING DlSTKICTo VA, 
ECUN~MlCS, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), LAND USE, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULAilGN, S~~ERAGE, UTILITIES, VIRGINIA, ~ATER UllLllATIDN 
1~7l MAkYLAND ACADEMY UF SCIENCES 
Ar>.NIJAL ><t~llRT Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COOLING WATER STUDIES GROUP 
i'iJ~EK PLANT 51 T lNG PROGHAM, MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES 
LHtSAPEAK~ ~AY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RlVEk, PROJECT PLANNING, 
Tll~i<H-"L POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
232 
1974 MARYLAND ALAUEMf OF SCIENCES 
ENVIHUN~ENTAl HEStARCH GUIOANCt COMMITTEE 
ANNUAL REPORT 
ECJNUMlCS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, lARVAE, PO~Ek PLANTS, ~ATER QUALITY, 
ZO:.JPLAi~KTON 
1944 MARYLAND JEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY, MINES A~J ~ATE~ RESOURCES 
SUM~ARY OF RECORDS Of SURFACE ~ATERS UF MARYL~NO A~D THE P0TJMAC RlvEK 
BASIN ld9£-1943 
MD DEP GE0L, MIN~S AND ~ATER ~E~OURCES BULL L 
CHESAP~A~E HAY~ DISCHARGE (~AT[K), GAGING STATIJNS, GU~P~hDER {JiE~,~D, 
PATAPSCU RlVEK,MO, PATUXENT ~IVER, P0TOMAC RIVEN, ~GUTH kiV£~ 1 MO, 
ST~EAMFLO~, SUS~UEHAN~A ~lVtr<, WICOMICO klVE~oMJ 
194o MAi<.YLAND DEPARTM!:NT lll' RESI':ARCH A:~D EDUCATION 
EFFECTS OF UNDE~nATEK EAPLOSIUN~ UN 0YST!:~5, C~AbS A~D FISH, A PK~LIMINARY 
REPORT 
CHES olUL LAB PUdL 70 
BIOTA, ~RABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
197£ MAKYlAND DE~ARTMENT OF STATE PLANNING 
INTEGRITY UF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COMPR PLANNING ASSISTAN~!: PKUJ MJ P-92, BALTIMORE, MD 
CHESAPEA~E BAY, ECOLOGY, PLANNING, TRANS~OHTMTIGN, ~ATER ~U~LllY, ~ATEK 
SUPPLY 
197L MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF STATE PLANNING 
MARYLAND CritSAPEAKE BAY STUDY 
CUMPR PLAN~ING ASSISTANCE PKOJ MD P-8/ 1 BALTlMURE, MU 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, lCOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, PlANNING, TKAN~POkTATION, WATER 
QUALITY, WATER SUP~LY 
197L MARYLAND DIV OF STATE PLANNING 
INTEGRITY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AUTHOR !PUB lB4J, 52 P 
ENVIKUNMENTAL UUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKt 
BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL kESOUKCtS, PLANN.NG 1 PUPULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, WATER SUPPLY 
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1876 MASON J 
HECOKD UF SHAO HATCHING OPERATIONS CONDUCTED AT FREESTONE, VIRGINIA, ON 
THE PUTUMA~ ~!VER FROM MAY Ij, 1875 TO MAt 25, 1815, AN ACCOUNT Of U.S. 
F-ISH COMM!SS!Uflj 
MD FISH LUMM REP 56 
AME~ICAN S~AD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH HATCHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
fC~ xEVIHI 
l96d MASON LW !N.S.l 
~RO~ING OYSTERS IN MSX AREAS 
VIMS ~AR i<.ESU0kCES AOV SER 1 
uEOS UND~K ~ATEK, M~X, OY~TcRS, VIRGINIA, 
1~69 MASON LW, BIGGS FC 
JAMES RIVEK HYDRAULIC MODEL, MULTIPURPOSE MARINE RESEARCH TOOL FOR 
SCIENCE, GOV~KNMENT AND INDUSTRY 
VIM$ MAK KESOUkClS AuV SER 2 
DIMENSIDNS, rlYORAULil MODELS, JAMES RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1<l9J '1ASrJ).I OT 
THE AKCHAEULOGY UF THE POTOMAC TIDE-WATER REGION 
U.S. NAT MUS, PKUC LZ, 367-370 
CHESAP~AKE dAY, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER 
1976 MASUN WT, fLYNN KC IEDSJ 
THE PUTUMAC ESTUARY. dlUlOGICAL RESOURCES, TRENUS AND OPTIONS 
INTERSTATL CGMMISSibN UN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN TECH PUB 76-Z IVIMS 
CG;H1\lf> o'JI, o'J6, 780) 
ern;A, ~H~SAPEAKf uAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL 
EF~ECTS, tSTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS, 
SEW~GE TKEATMENT, WASTE WATER (POLLUTION) 
1951 MASSMANN WH 
CII•\RACTER!:>TICS OF SPAWNING AREAS OF SHAO ••• IN SOME VIRGINIA STREAMS 
AME~ FISH SQC TRANS Ul, 7H-~3 IVIHS CONTRIB 391 
AL ;;:, I OS, AME:k 1 CAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS F 1 SH, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
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1952 MASSMANN WH 
A PRELIMJ~~jAK~ STUDY OF SHAD, ALUSA SAPIDISSI~A lwiLSONI SPAWNI~G IN SO~E 
VIRGINIA i<.IVERS 
VIMS THESIS ICULL wlLLJAM AND MAKYl 
ALOSIDS, AMERICAN SHAD, JAMES RIVEk, MATTAPONI Klv£R, PAMUN~tY RI~ER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA 
1952 MASSMANN WH 
CHECK LIST UF MARINE FISHES COLLECTED ON TH~ tlEACH IN fRONT Of THE 
VIRGINIA FISHEKIES LAdOKATORY, GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA 
VI MS MS . 
FISH POPULATIONS, MAkiNE FISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RiVER 
1953 MASSMANN liH 
RELATIVE ABUNDANt~ OF YOUNG FISHES IN VIRGINIA ESTuA~IES 
N AMER WILDL!~E Cc;,;F TKANS, 18( 19531 1 436-449 I~ IMS CUNTKil> 4o) 
COMMERCIAL fiSH, DISTKIBUTIUN, ESTUARIES, JUVENILE ~!SHES, VIRGINIA, 
1954 MASSMANN WH 
MARINE FISHES IN FRESH AND bRACKISH WATERS OF VIRGINIA RIVERS 
ECOLOGY 3~, 75-78 !VIMS CONTRIB 471 
DiSTK!BUTiuN, ESTUARIE~, MARIN~ FISH, VIRGINIA, 
1957 MASSMANN WH 
NEW AND RECENT RECORDS FOR fiSHES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COPEIA 121, 156-157 IVIMS LONTRIB 711 
OISTRIBUTION, FISH PJPULATIONS, MARINE FISH 
195~ MASSMANN WH 
A CHECK LIST OF FISHES OF THE VIRGINIA WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY ANU ITS 
TIUAL TRiijUfARIES 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC MIVE:R, ~APPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, YORK RIVER 
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1460 MASSMANN I<IH 
Aihl IT I"NAL RECUt< OS Ft;R NEW fISHES IN CHESAPEAKE SAY 
COPLIA Ill. 7J (VIMS CONTRld "OJ 
CHC:SAP[.AI\[ !:lAY, lllSlRitlUTIOi,, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH 
1961. MA~SMAi•N Wtt 
A POTOMAC ~IVE~ SHAD FISHERY, 1814-1824 
CHI:~ SCI 2(1 ANJ ~l,76-u1 IVIMS CONTRIB 9dl 
AMERICA~ ~ttAD, LHtSAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
1C,62 14ASSMA"'N l.rl 
WATI:~ TEM~~KATUKE~, SALINITIES, ANU FISHES COLLECTED DURING TRAWL SURVEYS 
Of CHLSAPLA~E oAY ANO YUR~ AND PAMUNKEY KlVEKS, 1~56-1~59 
VlMS SPtC 5Cl KEP 27 
CHeSAPEAKE dAY, DISTKI80TIUN, UN-SITE DATA COLlECTilJNS, PAMUNKEY KIVER, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, YOkK RIVER 
l963 MASSi>-ANf, WH 
SUMMl~ FCUU UF JUVENILE AMERICAN SHAD IN VIRGINIA WATERS 
CHES SCI 4, lb7-17l (VIMS CONTKiil 1521 
A~~~ICAU SHAU, ~UUO HAoliS, JUVENILE FISHES, VIRGINIA, 
19(d MASSHANN WH 
A CHECI\ LIST UF FISHeS OF THE VIRGINIA WATERS Of CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
TIUAL TMIBUTAKIES. StClJND REVISION 
V lt~S MS 
(.Ht5APtAKF: iJAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
f!VfK, YUK~ R!Vtk 
I 'J& 3 MASSMANN WH 
AG~ AND SIZE COMPOSITION OF WEAKFISH, CYNOSCIUN REGALIS 1 FROM POUND NETS 
IN CHlSAPt4KE DAY, VIRGINIA 1954-1958 
Chc~ SCI 4lll,4l-5i IV!MS CONTRIB 128) 
LHtSAPf·AKt IJAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPUlATIONS, 
F l511fKit:s, GiH:Y SEA TROUT, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVEN, 
LFN~IH-fKlWUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
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1963 MASSMANN WH 
SURFACE TRAwl SURVEYS TO DcTfRMINc THE ABUNOA~CE Of JUVENILE AMtkiCAN SHAD 
(ALOSA SAPIDISSIMAI IN THi PAMUNKEY AND MATTAPONI kiVEkS, 19~2-l9~u 
VIMS SPEC SCI ktP 46 
IIMERICAN SHAD, OISTi<IBUTlDNt FISH PlJPULATiONS, JUVtl>liLI: FISHE~, MATTAPuNJ 
RIVER, PAHUNKEY kiVI:k, lKAwLIN&, VlkGINIA 
1963 f1ASSMANN \o<H 
ANNULUS FORMATION ON THE SCIILES OF ~EAKF!SH, CYNOSCIGN t<tGALIS, GF 
CHESAPEAKI: BA'Y 
CHES SCI 4111,54-56 IVIMS CONTklB 1291 
AGING loiOLOGICALio ~HESAPEAKE 8AY, FISH POPULATIONS, G~tY SEA TROUT, 
VIRGINIA, FISH SCALES 
t971 MASSMANN WH 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AN ESTUARY ON THE BIOLOGY OF A~UATIC JRGA~ISMS OF THE 
MIOOLE ATLANTIC kE~ION 
A SYMP ON THE ~ILL SIGNIFiCANCE OF ESTUARIES. SPG~T fiSH l~ST. DGUGLAS PA, 
STROUN RH, EDITORS. P. 9o-l09 
BIULUGY 1 CHtSAPEA~E BAY, DREdGING, ESTUARIES, MAKYLANU, VIRGINIA, ~ATEK 
QUALITY, WllULI~E 
1952 MASSMANN WH ET AL 
A BIOLOGICAL SURVEY UF THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 6 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CUHMtRCIAL FISHING, EFFLUENTS, FISHtRIES, KAPPAHA~NuC~ 
RIVER, SPORT FiSHING 
1952 MASSMANN WH ET AL 
A SURFACE TRAWl FUR SAMPLING YOUNG FISHES IN TJUAL RIVERS 
N AMER ~ILOL!Fl CONf, TRANS 17119521,3oo-3~2 lVlMS GONTKIB 4LI 
FISHIN~, FISHING GEAR, SAMPLING, TRAwLING 
1954 MASSMANN ~H ET AL 
POSTLARVAE ANO YOUNG OF THe MENHADEN ••• IN dRACKISH AND F~ESH ~liTERS uF 
VIRGINIA 
COPEIA 1954111, 19-23 IVIHS CONTRIB 45) 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES, LAKVA~, VIRGINIA 
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1~5~ MASSMANN kH ET AL 
Dl~fRIBUTl0N A~O AoUNDANCE OF GRAY WEAKFISH IN THE YORK RIVER SYSTEM, 
VII<GINIA 
~ AMEII. WILDLIFE CGNF, TRANS Zlll95hl 1 361-3b9 IVIMS CUNTRIB dll 
COM~EKC!AL FISHING, DISTKldUTION, GREY SEA TROUT, MIGRATION, PAMUNKEY 
MIVEK, TMAWLING, Vl~GINIA 1 YORK RIVER 
1962 MASSMANN ~H ET AL 
FISHES A~U FISH LARVAE COLLECTED FROM ATLANTIC PLANKTON CKUlSES Of· RV 
PATHF!~D~~, MAkCH l9b1 - MARCH 1Y62 
VIMS S~tC SCI REP lj 
CHESAPEAKE t>AY, FISH PGPULAfiONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE:, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
PLANKTU," SAo~I'L!NG, YURK RIVER . 
1962 MASSMANN WH ET AL 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN LARVAE IN VIRGINIA COASTAL WATERS 
CHES SCI j(l),4L-4S (VlMS CONTkiB 105) 
ATLANTIC MtNHAUENr LHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUiiDN, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, 
FISH EGG>, FISH POPULATIONS, LAKVAE, MARINE fiSH, VIRGINIA 
1963 MASSMANN WH ET AL 
DISTRI!lUTIGN 0~ LARVAE Of THE NA~ED G06Y, GOBIOSOMA BOSCI, I~ THE YORK 
RIVER . 
CHE5 SCI ~131r120-l25 IVIMS CONTRIB l461 
OI~TRI~UTION, FISrl POPULATIONS, lARVAl GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, PAMUNKEY 
Rlv[l<, SPAWNING, VlKGlN!Ar YORK RIVER 
19;6 MASSMANN Writ BAILEY RS 
SHAD IN VlKGINIA WATERS 
VA ~ILUL!FE l714i,5-7,23 IVIMS CONTRIB 601 
AMERICAN )HAU, ANADKOMOUS FISH, VIRGINIA, 
1956 MASSMANN WHo BAILEY RS 
VIRGINIA'S ANADROMOUS FISHES 
VA WILDLIFE, APRIL IVIMS MSI 
ANAUROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION PATTERNS, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
2311 
1952 MASSMANN WH, LAD~ EC 
VAKIATION IN NUMd~~S OF FISHES SEINED llEFOME AND.~FTER A STOKM 
COPEIA 11), 40 IVIMS CONTRIB 371 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, RAPPAHANNOCK R!V~R, VIRGINiA, SEINING 
1Y57 MASSMANi~ WH 1 PACHECO AL 
SHAD CATCHES AND WATER TEMPERATUR~S IN VlkGIN!A 
J WILDLIFE MANAGE 2113),351-352 (VIMS CONTR!d 721 
ALOSlOS, AMERICAN ShAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, VIKGINIA, wATER TcMPERATUR~, YOR~ 
RIVER 
1960 MASSMANN wH, PACHECO AL 
DISAPPEARANCE OF YOUNG ATLANTIC CROAKERS FROM THE YORK klVtR, VIRGINIA 
AMER FISH SOC TRANS d9 1 15~-159 IVIMS COkTRI~ ~11 
CROAKER, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMtS RIVER, VIRGINIA, YOkK KIVEK 
1961 MASSMANN wH, PACHECO AL 
MOVEMENTS OF STklPED BASS TAGGED IN VIRGINIA ~ATERS ~f CH~SAPEAK~ bAY 
CHES SCI 2, 37-44 (VIMS CONTR!~ 971 . 
FISH MIGRATION, JAMES kiVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED dASS, TAGGING, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1965 MASTRO AM 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE PREDATORY BEHAVIOR OF STYLOCHUS cLLlPTlCUS IG!KAkOl 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REI' 
OYSTERS, PLATYHELMINTHES, PREDATION, VIRGINIA, YORK kiVER 
1930 MATHEWS EB, NELSON WA 
REPORT ON THE MARt<.lNG OF THE BOUNDARY LINE ALONG THE PuTOI .. AC RIVER IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE ~WARD OF 1877 
WAVERLY PRES5 INC, BALTIMORE, MD 
BOUNDARIES (SURFACES), BOUNDARY Dl SPUT ES, CHESAPEAKE ilAY, HISTORY, _LEGAL 
ASPECT~, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
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l9o9 MATHIESON A, FULLEK SW 
A PHtLlMihARY INVtSTIGATION OF THE BENTHONIC MARINE ALGAE OF THE 
LHcS~P[A~c ilAt REGION 
RHJDURA /1 1 ~l4-534 
BlNTHIC ~L~~A, ~HESA?EAKE dAV, MARINE ALGAE, PATUXENT RIVER 
!97o M~URER 0 ET AL 
BENTHIC FAUNAL ASStM~LAGES OFF THE DELMARVA PENINSULA 
rSfUAKINE ANU COASTAL MAR SCI 4(21 163-171 
t:ASfEtl.o~ Sii0Kc PLANNING JISTI<ICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DISfKlbUTIU~, INV~kTEBkAfES, SEASONAL OISTRidUTION, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
AlLANTI\. '-liGHT 
N*D* MAY EC 
HAKVcSTIN~ OYSTE1<S IN VIRGINIA 
T"AVEL MAG 
hiSTORY, uY~TEk INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SILTING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1964 MCCAIN JC 
CAPRELLIUA~ (CRUSTACEA, AMPHIPODAJ OF VA. AND A PARTIAL REVISION Of 
MAYER'~ VARitTIES Of CAPRELLA ACUTifRONS LATREILLE 
VI~S THE~IS (CULL WIL(IAM AND MARYJ 
AMPHIPOOA, JAMf~ RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
1~&5 M~CAIN JC,SR 
CA~~ELLIOAt ICROSTACEA-AMPHIPOOAJ Of VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI &, 190-l9b "(VIMS CONTRio 191) 
AMPitlP!JOA, VII<GINIA 1 
1914 MCCARTHY JJ ET AL 
SIGNIFICANCE UF NANUPLANKTON IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARY AND PROBLEMS 
AS~0LIAT£0 WlfH THE MEASUREMENT OF NANOPLANKTON PRODUCTIVITY 
MAi< HIOL £ 1.(1) 1 7-16 
~IOMASS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, NANNOPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA 
C.uLLI:ClliJN~, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PROOUCTIV-lTVo SAHPLlNG, VIRGINIA 
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1963 MCCAUL WE 
RHYNCHLCOELA, NEMERTEANS FROM MAKINE A~D ESTUARINE ~ATE~S GF ~IKGINIA 
J ELISHA MITCHELL SCI SOC 7YI21 1 lll-124 IVIMS CONTRltl 14v) 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY, CLASSIFICATION, Dl~THIBUT!ON, ~ASTERN ~rlJRE IVA-MDl 1 
HAd!TATS, NEMEi<TEANS, PHYLOGEN-V, SVSr!:MATILS 1 YOr<K RIVtR 
1961 MCCOMAS JR 
WAlEK QUALIIY IN THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
INTERSTATE COMM UN TH~ POTOMAC KIVtk BASIN, PROC SEPT ~1-LL 1 1~&1 1 AT 
COLONIAL BEACH, VA, P.27-Zo 
CHESAPEAKt dAY, PGTU~AC RIVER, SEwAGE DISPOSAL, ~Al~R MANAGEME~T 
(APPLIED!, WATER UUALITY 
1965 •'ICCONNELL J 
A COMPARATIVE GRO~'~ STUJY IN STERILE ANU aACTE~llEO LULTJMES OF THl 
MARINE ALGA, DUNALJ~LLA TERTIOLECTA 
VIMS NAT SCI fOuND EP 
BACTERJA, OIATuMS, AKl~E ALGAE, PLANKTON 
1BB5 MCDONALD M 
REPORT UN THE POLLUJIQN OF THE POTOMAC i<IVER dY Trlt UI~CHAkGE Of WASTE 
PRODUCTS FROM GA~ HANUFACTUHE 
U.S. fiSH COMM dULL 5 1 1~5-126 
CHESAPEAKE ~Ar, lNUU~TRIAL ~ASTES, POTOMAC HIV~M, ~AfER POLLUTION 
1 885 MCDONALD M 
EfFECT OF WASTE PRODUCTS FROM PAGE'S AMMONIACAL ~ORKS UPON YOuNG SHAD fRY 
U.S. FISH COMM tlULL 5, 3lj-314 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHtSAPEAKE tiAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL ~ASTES, 
~ORTALITV, POTOMAC NIVEN, ~ASTE DISPOSAL, wATER POLLUTION 
1 B85 MCDONALD M 
REPORT Of SHAD PkOPAGATION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER DURING THE SEA~llN Uf 1685 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL ~. 36~-38, 
AMERICAN 5HAO, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SPAWNING 
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1il<l7 MCDONALD M 
DISTRI~UTION 0~ SHAD FRY DURING 1886 
U.S. FISH COMM bULL FOR ltl86, 6, 302 
AME~ILAN ~HAD, UISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE fiSHES, UNITED 
sr ArEs 
188/ MCDO•~Alll M 
R~PUkl UN DlSTkl~UTiON U~ FISH AND EGGS ~y THE u.s. FISH COMMISSION FOR 
TH~ 5 EASOI'< OF l ilo0>-86 
U.S. FISH CDMM BULL FOR loBe, 6, )ij5-394 
DIST~IdUTION, ~ISH EGGS, fiSH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
I <Hi 7 MCOUNALD M 
REPORT OF SHAD DISTRibUTION FOR lB86 
U.S. FI~H CUMN dULL FOk 1<><l6, 6, 427-432 
AME~ICAN SH~U, DISTRidUTIUN, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
1ild7 MCDONALD M 
k[PC~T OF SHAD PRGPAGATION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER DURING THE SEASON OF 1il86 
U.S. fiSH LUMM BULL FOk 18H6, 6, 436-438 
AMEKICAN SHAD, ~HESAPEAKE ~AY, FISH HATCH~RIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC 
i<l VtK, SPA,,r;ING 
18d 7 MlOC,'lALD M 
THE FISHeRIES Of CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS TRIBUTARIES 
IN THE fiSHERIES AND FISHING INDUSTRIES OF THE u.s. BY G.d. GOUDE, SEC. 5, 
637-<.54 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, fiSHERIES, HISTORY, JA~ES RIVER, MARYLAND, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAP~AHANNGCK RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1<13-/ MLUUNALD M 
VIRGINIA AND ITS FISHERIES 
IN THE rlSHERIES AND FISHING INDUSTRIES OF THE U.S. BY G.B. GOODE, SEC. 2, 
P.44'J-473 
LATCH, ~INFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
RAPPAHANNUCK RIVER, SHEllFISH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1956 MCDONALD TJ 1 STURGEON MA 
SAND BY-PASSING AT A VIRGINIA TIDAL INLET 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENG, PROC, PAP 976 
~EACH EROSION, VIRGINIA, 
1968 MCEACHRAN JD 
AGE AND GRO~TH OF THE STRIPeD SEAROBIN 
VIHS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM ANU MARYl 
AGING IBIULUGICAL), CONllNENTAl SHELF, OISTkiBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
GONADS, SPA~NING, MIDDLE ATLANTIC biGHT, LENGTH-FREWUEN~Y DISTRibUTIONS, 
SEAROiliNS 
1970 MCEACHRAN JJ 
EGG CAPSULES AN8 REPRODUCTIVE BICLGGY Of THE SKATE kAJA GAkMANI IPISCES, 
RAJIUAEl . 
COPEIA Ill, 197-199 IVIMS CONTRIB 3151 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, FISH EGGS, LARVAL G~OWTH STAGe, HA~IN~ FISH, 
REPRODUCTION, SKATES, MIDDLE ATLANIIC niGHT, 
1973 MCEACHRAN JD 
BIOLOGY OF SEVtN SPECIES UF SKATES !PISCES, RAJIDAeJ 
VIMS DISS (CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
DISTRiilUTION, FISH bEHAVIOR, FISH POPUlATIONS, FOOD HAillTS, ~KATES 
1970 MCEACHRAN JO, DAVIS J 
AGE AND GROWTH UF THE STRIPED SEAROiliN 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 9912),343-3~2 IVIMS CONTRIB 31~1 
AGING liliULOGICALl, GROWTH RATES, MARINE fiSH, SEASUNAl DISTRI&UTION, 
SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, SEAROBINS 
1975 MCEACHRAN JD, MUSICK JA 
OISTRIBUTION AND RELATIVE AbUNDANCE Of SEVEN SPECIES OF SKATES 
U.S. NAT MAR FISH SER, FISHERY BULL 73111 110-136 IVIMS CUNTRIB o~1l 
DISTRIBUTION, SKATES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC SIGHT, 
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1912 i~CEkLEAN Aj 
LlJ,,CLUSIONS Af'<O KELOI'IMf:NilATIONS 
CHfS SCI 131SUPPLI 1 S8-S16 !CONTRIB ~04 NATUR RESOURCES lf'<STo UNIV MDI IREF 
72-1H, OLEANOGR LIMI'<OL PROGRAM, SMITHSONIAN INSTl IVIMS CONTRIB 47~1 
HENTHUS, biUTA, CH~SAP~AKE ~AY 1 UATA ~TURAGE AND RETRIEVAL, POPULATION 
UYN4MICS . 
l~TZ MCERLEAN 4J ET AL 
SUMMAMY OF EXI~TING CO~DITIUNS OF ThE diOTA OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CI!ES SCI IHSuPPL),S5~-S63 tCUNTRIB 5u6, NATUR RESOURLES INST, UNIV HOI 
(REF 7L-10 1 UCEANUGk LIMNOL PRUGRAM, SMITHSONIAN INSTI 
BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE HAY, 
1972 MCFRLEAN AJ ET Al 
DI~CUSSILN OF THE SIAfUS OF KNO~LEDGE CONCERNING SAMPLING VARIAT!DN, 
PHYSiGLLGIC TOLERANCES AND POSSIBLE CHANGE C~ITERIA FOR BAY ORGANI5MS 
CHES SCI UISUPPLl ,S42-S54 
AQUATIC POPULATION~, ai0TA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, SAMPLING 
1~70 MCERLEAN AJ, HOWARD J 
PHuTG~kA~HIC METHOD FuK SURVEYING LLAM POPULATIONS 
NAT >HELLFISH ASS, PROC 6!, 91-9~ INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 43~1 
LLA'I::. 1 l'tiliTUGkAPHY, SAMPLING 
19/c MCEMLEAN AJ, KtRBY C 
DISCUSSION OF TAXA ANO SP.ECIAL EFFECTS SUMMARIES 
CHES SCI lj(SUPPLI,S64-Sb6 ICUNTRIB 507, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNlV HOI 
CkE~ IL-1E, OCEANLGR LIMNOL PROGRAM, SHITHSUNIAN !NSTJ 
BIOlA, LHtSAPtAKE BAY, 
19/~ MCEKLEAN AJ 1 KERBY C 
HIUTA Lf THE CHESAPEAKE BAY--INTRODUCTION 
CH~~ SLI lj(SUP?LI,S4-S7 ICONTRIS 503, NATUR ReSOURCES INST, UNIV MDI !REF 
72-LA, OClANUGK LIMNOL ~ROGRAH, SMITHSONIAN INSTl 
8IUTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
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1953 MCGAkY JW 1 KINSMAN B 
A ~IBLIUGkAPHY OF THE CHESAPEAKE 6AY AREA 
CHES uAY INST INSHUKE SUkV PROGRAM lf'<TErtiM REP 1~ 
BldLIOGRA?HIE~, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HY0kGGRAPHY 1 HYUROLGGY, MUkPHOLOGY 
1~38 MCGAUHEY PH 
HYUROLOGY OF VIRGINIA. PT. 1-ANI'<UAL RAINFALL AND STREAM FLOW STUJIES ~lTH 
AN INTRUUUCT10N TO STATISTICAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
VA POLYTECH INST BULL 31161 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, KAJNFALL, STATISTICAL METHODS, ~TktAMFLUWr VIKGINIA 1 
1950 MCGAUHEY PH 
ENGINEERING 
IN VA ACAO OF SCI, JAMES RIVEK BASIN, PAST, PkESENT AND fUTUKEt P. 
637-651 
OAM5, ENGINEERING, HVO~GEL~CTKIC PL~NTS 1 INuJ~TMiaL wAT~R, JAMES klVtk, 
NA~IGATION, PULP a~D PAPER INDUSTRY, VI~~INIA 
1940 MCGAUHEY PH, SNYDER HB 1 JR 
HYDRCLUGY Gf VIKGi~IA. PT Z-FLOOD STUDIES, STORMS THAT HA~E CAUSEu ~ftEAT 
flOODS, GktAT KAINFALLS 
VA POLYTECH INST ~ULL J311UI 
fLOUUS, HYDKULUGIL DATA, KAINFALL 1 STORMS, VIRGINIA, 
19J5 MCGAVOCK CB JR 
DESCRIPTIONS Of THt MAJORITY Of THE PELECYPODS OF THE YOkKTO~N FOkHATION 
OF VIRGIN!A 
UNI V VA THESIS 
GEJLOGI~ FUKHATIONS, JAMES KIVtR, MOLLUS~S, ?ALEONTUL0GY, ::.TRATIGRAPHY, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RiVER 
1952 MCHUGH JL 
THE MANAGEMENT OF VIRGINIA'S SEAFOOD RESOURCES 
VA ~ILDLIFE 12(9),10-12,23 IVIM5 CONTRid Jbl 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENJ, RtSf:ARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PE~SONNEL, 
VIRGINIA, 
Z45 
l9j2 MCHUGH JL 
hOISE-PKUOUCING ORGANISMS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHlS SAY INST INTERIM REP, 13 (IN PARTJ IVIMS HSl 
ANIMAL aEHAVIUK, ANIMAL SOUNDS, AQUATIC ANIMALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
1'156 ~ICHUGH JL 
THE VIRGINIA FISHtdiES LA~ORATORY 
AMb< IIIIST ~IOL SCI, !lUll 6111.14-1~ (VIMS CONTRIB 58) 
REScA;<CH FALILITic~t :>LIEiHlFIC PERSONNEL, VIRGINIA, 
1956 MCHUGH JL 
TKA~PING OY~TcR DRILLS IN VIRGINIA. 11. THE TIME FACTOR IN RELATION TO THE 
CATCH PER TK.AP 
NAT SHbLLFISH ASS, PRUC 46, 155-1btl IVIMS CONTRI6 641 
BEDS UNDEK WATER, GASTKUPOD~, OYSTEk DRILLS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
TRAPPING 
1957 MCHUGH JL 
TRA~Pl~b UYSTEM D~ILLS IN VIRGINIA. Ill. THE CATCH PER TRAP IN RELATION TO 
CGNJITIO~ ~f BAIT 
NAT ~HELLFJSH AS~, PkOC 47, 83-102 IVIMS CDNTRIB 76J 
GASI~WPL0~, LYST~R DKILLSr OYSI~RS, TkAPP!NG 
1'158 MCHUGH JL 
ANALYSIS OF VIRGINIA FINFISH RESEARCH PROGRAM 
VIMS MS 
CuMMEkLIAL FISH, FlNFISH INDUSTRY, FISH, MANAGEMENT, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, 
1'J5'i MCHUGH JL 
CAN WE MA~AGE OUK ATLANTIC COASTAL FISHERY RESOURCES? 
TkANS AM fiSH SOC Bti, 105-110 IVIMS CONTRIB 85) 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, f!SH~RIES, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES 
l ~59 MCHUGH JL 
DAILY MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM WATER TEMPERATURES, GLOUCESTER POINfo YlRGINIA, 
MAY <'dr 1952 TO DECEMBER 31, 1958, INCLUSIVE 
VI~~ SP(l SCI REP 16 
OATI COLLELTIUNS, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER· 
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1960 MCHUGH JL 
THE POUND-NET FISHERY IN VIRGINIA. PART L- SPECIES COMPOSITION UF 
LANDINGS REPORTED AS MeNHADEN 
COMMERCIAL FISH REV 22121,1-16 IVIMS CONTRIH d1l 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPEA~E 8•Y, COMMERCIAL fiSH, FISH POPULATION~, 
FISHERIES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1967 MCHUGH JL 
ESTUARINE NEKTON 
AMER ASS ADV SCI, ESTUARIES, P.~81-620 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, eSTUARIES, fiSH, JAMES RIVER, NEKTU~, YOKK RIVER 
19&8 MCHUGH JL 
FISHERIE~ OF CHES. ?cAKE SAY 
IN GUVtR~IJR'~ CON; CN CHES SAY, WYE INST, SI::PTEMBEk 12-13, f'. US-lou 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE ~Ar, COMMERCIAL fiSHING, FISHEKIES, SPO~T FISH 
1953 MCHUGH JL ET Ac 
PROPOSED RESEAKCH OUTLINE FOR A COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATIU~ UF THE MIGRATURY 
FI~H STOCKS OF THE CHESA~~AKE bAY ANU THE NORTH CAROLINA ~UUNDS 
VIMS MS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGkATIUN, FISHERitSr LIFt Hl~TURY ~TUDIES, 
MANAGEMENT, NUKTH CAM0LINA 
1'159 MCHUGH JL ET AL 
LENGTH, WliGHl, AND AGE COMPOSITION UF THE MENHADEN CATCH IN VIRGINIA 
WATERS 
LIMNOL UCEANOGR 4121,145-162 IVIMS CONTR!B &41 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, fiSHERIES, MIGRATION, 
SPA~NING, VIRGINIA, LtNGTH-fkEQUENCY DISTRidUfiONS 
1954 MCHUGH JL, ANUREWS JD 
COMPUTATION OF OYSTER YIELDS IN VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI KEP 7 
CATCH, GROWTH KATES, MORTALITY, 0\'SfER INDUSTKY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, Yo.JRK 
RIVER 
24-7 
195:> M(.HUGH JL, A~UREwS JD 
COMPUTATIUN OF OYSTER YIELDS IN VIRGINIA 
NAT ~HELL~ISH ASS, PROC 4-511~54-lo217-239 lVIHS CONTRIB 55J 
CATCH, GRO~TH RAT~S, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
195& MCHUvH JL, ANDREWS JO 
PRESENT STATUS OF THt RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER FOR OYSTER CULTURE 
VIMj SPEC SCI REP 14 
CHESAPEAK~ tlAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1~5~ MCHUGH JL, ANDREWS JD 
STATU~ Of PULL1.JT ION AND OYSTER CUL lURE IN THE YORK RIVER 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 15 
DER~UCYSTIDIUM, MA~INE FUNGI, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, POLLUTANTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, O~STtK SETTING 
1~57 MCHUGH JL, dALLEY RS 
HISTUkY LF VIRGINIA'S COMMERCIAL FISHERIES- NEGLECTED HISTORICAL RECORDS 
THRUw LIGHT UN TGDAY 1 S PROBLEMS 
VA J SCI ~, 42-u4 (VIMS CONTRIB 701 
CuM~ERCIAL FISHING, CRAbS, HISTORY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, 
1953 MCHUGH Jl, LAUO EC 
THE: UNPKEUICTABLE dLUE CRAB FISHERY 
NAT FISHEkMAN YiAkBODK 1953, 127-12~ IVIMS CONTRIB 4-4-J 
CRA~S, ~ISHtRIES, SHELLFJSH, BLUE CRAB 
1952 MCHUGH Jl, MARBLE RL 
THr VIRGINIA FISHERIES LABORATORY 
COMMONwEALTH 1BL121r30-32 IVIMS CONTRIB 361 
RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, VIRGINIA, 
19'>7 MCHUGH JL, VAN ENGEL wA 
STATUS Uf THE HLUE CRAB FISHERY IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIM5 SPlC SCI REP 13 
(.ii(~APfAK£: HAY, COMMERCIAL f'ISHING, CRABS 
24-ll 
1974- MCINTYRE wG 
INVESTIGATION OF SURFACE FILMS- CHESAPEA~E tlAY ENTRANCE 
ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY S~N EPA-~70-Z-73-0~9 
CHESAPEA~t BAY, CHLORINATED HYDRuCARBON PESTI<.IOES, LIPID~, OIL wASTES, 
OILY WAT~~. PHYTOPLANKTON, RE~UTE SENSING, VIK&INIAo ~ATER PULLUTIO~ 
19o& MCJUNKIN FE, ~ALKER ~R 
"ATEf< kESuuRCES Uf VIRGINIA, AN INVENTORY OF PRINTED INFORMATION AND DATA 
VA POLYTECH INST. ~ATEM RESOURCES RES CENTER. 6ULL 1 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA, "ATEk RESOURCES 
1951 MCKEE PW 
••• PDLUTIUN CONTROL ON POTOMAC 
MD ~PURTSMAN 91111,1 AND 3 
CHESAPEAKE HAY, PuluMAC RIVER, wATER POLLUTIU~ CONTkOL, UNAVAILABLE FuR 
REVIEw 
1972 MCKE~E:N TO 
HUMAN WASTES AND lriE CHESAPEA~£ BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAD SLl, J &£121,157-161 
CHESAPEA~E dAY, INDUSTRIAL ~ASTtS, KUNOFF, SEUIM~NTATICN, SE~AGE DISPOSAL, 
SE~AGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTIUN, ~ATEK QUALITY 
1974 MCLAIN P 
TANGO AT TANGIER 
SALTWATER SPORTS~AN 351111,2&-27, 4-8-51 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SPURT fiSHING, TANGIER SOUND, VIRGINIA 
1956 MCLEAN JD JR 
FORAMINIFERA Of THE YORKTOwN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA, ~ITH 
NOTES ON THE ASSOCIATED MOLLUSKS 
BULL AMER PALEONTOL 3& 0 25~-J94 
FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVERo MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1957 MCLEAN JO JR 
OST~ACOOA OF THE YORKTOWN FORMATION IN THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA OF 
VIRGINIA ••• 
BULL AM~R PALEONTOL 3ti, 57-103 
GEULQGIC FORMATIONS, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
ST~ATIGRAPrlV, VIRGINIA, YuRK RIVER 
1966 MCLEAN JD JR 
HIJCENE AND PLEISTUCENt FORAMINIFERA AND OSTRACODA OF SOUTHEASTERN 
Vlil.GINIA 
VA OIV MINERAL RtSOURCES REP OF INVEST 9 
CHESAPEAKe tiAY, FukAMINJFERA, JAMES RIVER, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, 
PALEUII<TUll~SY, PLUSTOLENE EPOCH, STRATIGRAPHY, YORK RIVER 
1959 MCMAHON JW 
MCNuGENETlC TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES 
VIMS THESIS (CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHESAPEAKE aAY, ~I~H PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1963 MCH,\H[J;' Jw 
MUN~GENEfl~ TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY Fl~HES. PART 1. THE 
SUPERFAMJL ItS C:APSALOIDA PKICE,.l<JJo AND DICLIDOPHOROIDA PRICE, 1936 
CHES SCI 4, 1~1-160 (VIMS CONTRI6 1531 
CHESAPEAK~ dAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1964 MCMAHON JW 
MONOGENETIC TKEMATbDES FRUM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FIS~ES. PART 2. THE 
SUPERFAMILY OICLIUOPHOROIDEA 
CH(i SCI 5, 1l<t-133 tVIMS CONTRIB 1611 
lHtSAPEAKc dAY, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1'753 MCNALLY T 
fiSH KILLS OBSERVED OFF GIBSON ISLANDt SPARROWS POINT, AND LOWER POTOMAC 
RIVtR ARI':A 
DALTIMLRE EVENING SUN, JUNE 7, 1953 
LHESA~tAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
FuR R[Vlf:W 
250 
1961 MCWILLIAMS WJ 
THE COMPACTS AND THE RIVER 
INTERSTATE COMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PRO~ SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLONIAL BEACH, VA, P.?-21 
CHESAPEAKt 6AV 1 HISTORY, LEGAL ASPE~TS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
19B HEANLEY B 
THE GREAT DI~MAL SWAMP 
AUOUSON NATURALIST SOCIETY OF THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC STATES, INC 
ECOLOGY, VIRGINIA, UIS~Al SwAMP (NC-VAJ 
1963 MEANLEY Bt WEBd JS 
NESTING ECOLOGY ANu REP~UUUCTIVE KATE uF TnE KED-WINGED olACKBIRD IN TIOAL 
MARSHES OF THE UPPE~ CHESAPtAKt BAY REGION 
CHES SCI 4(ll,90-10U 
BIROS, BREEDING, CH~SAPEAKE dAY, NESTING, REPMuDUCTiuN 
1972 MEISBURGER EP 
GEOMORPHOLOGY AND SEDIMENTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE dAY ENTRA••CE 
U.S. ARMY COASTAL tNG RES CENTER TECH MEMO JB 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CURES, GEuMUKPHULOGY, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1968 MENDELSSOHN lA 
COMPARISON OF SESSILE FOULING ORGANISMS ON NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL 
SUBSTRATA LOCATEU IN THE INTERTIDAL AND SUBLITTORAl ZONE~, DURING JULY ANO 
AUGUST OF 1968 ••• 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
FOULING, SESSILE ALGAe, UROCHURDATES, VIRGINlAr YORK RIVER 
1976 MENDELSSOHN lA, MARCELLUS KL 
ANGIOSPERM PRODUCTION OF THREE VIRGINIA MAKSHES IN VARIOUS SALINITY AND 
SOIL NUTRIENT REGIMES 
CHES SCI 17111 1,-23 IVIHS CONTRIB 6741 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HARSH PLANTS, MAR~HES, 
NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SALINITY, ANGIOSPERMS 
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1967 MtNGE81ER WLJ WOOD L 
k£S~IRATOkY ENLVMtS IN MANTLE HOMOGENATE$ Of CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA ANO THE 
fffECTS uf MINCHINIA NELSON! IMSXI ••• 
l.G'IP tlluCHEM PHYSIUL 21(:)1,611-617 IVIHS CONTRIS l391 
Afo{(ltJIC CLNDITIONS, DINOfLAGELLATES, ENlYHES, HSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
1969 MENGEBIER Wlr ~000 L 
fH~ EfFtCTS 8F MINCHINIA NELSON! INFECTION ON ENZYME LEVELS IN CRASSUSTREA 
VIRGtNILA. 11. SEK~M PHOSPHUHEXOSE ISOMERASE 
CO~~ ~IDCHEM PHYSIUL L9, Lb5-L70 IVIMS CONTRIS 2911 
PHYSlciluGY, E!•lHlES, MSX, UKGAr.IC COMPOUNDS, OYSTERS 
1943 i1ENlEL R,; 
EtFURTS TO FIND SMALL CKABS 
VIM~ 1~S· 
CkA~S, DISTo{IBUTION, VI~GINIA, YOR~ RIVER 
1943 MENZEL Kr1 
NGTES ~N THE biOLOGY AND COMMERCIAl FISHE~Y OF THE CATFISH Of THE JAMES 
RIVER, VIRvlNIA 
VIMS THESIS !CUll ~ILLIAM AND MARYI 
CATFI~HES, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1944 MENZEL RW 
ALdiNO CATFISH IN VIRGINIA 
COPEIA 1~44, 124 IVIMS CONTRIS 191 
CAlriSHES, DISTKidUTIUN PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI RIVER, 
PAMUN~EY KIVEK, VIRGINIA, ALBINISM 
1~41 MERRIMAN 0 
STUOI~S UN THE STRIPED BASS IRUCCUS SAXATiliSI Of THE ATLANTIC COAST 
U.S. fiSH AND WILDLIFE SERV, FISH BULL 501351,1-77 
CHESAPEA~E dAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, fiSH PARASITES, fOOD HAbiTS, 
GR~wTH KATES, LifE HISTORY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
Z52 
1976 MERRINER JV tT AL 
SEASONALITY, ABUNDANCE, AND DIVERSITY Of fiSH~S IN lHE PIANKATANK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 11970-19711 
CHES SCI 17141 23<1-245 IVIMS CONTRIB 6'1<11 
RICHMOND KEGIONAL PLANNING OISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKt ~AY, DIVERStfiCATIUNr 
fiSti MIGkAT ION, I'ISH fYPtS, PIANKATANK RIVER 
N*D* MERRINER JV, DOYLE RT 
PICTORIAL GUIDE TO SOME COMMON MAKINE ANU ESTUARINE fiSHES Of COMMERCIAL 
AND SPUKT IMPORTANCt 
VIMS MS, 25 P 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, KEPONE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH TAXuNOMY 
1974 MERRINER JV, HOAG~AN wJ 
COM~lETION KEPOkT, ANAOKOMOUS ~ISH PROJECT. FEA~IBILITY Of INCREASED 
~TRIPEO ~ASS POPULATIONS BY STOCKIN~ UF UNDERUTILILED NUKStKY GRuUNUS 
VIMS PRUJ~CT fA-VA-AfS 6 
ANADRUMOU~ ~ISH, f'SH HATCHERI~S, FISH STOCKING, STRIPED BASS 
1972 MEKRINER JV, HOGMAN WJ 
ANAJKUMOUS FISH PROJECT. ANNUAl PROGRESS REPORT. -FEASibiLITY UF 
INCREA~ING STRIPED ~ASS POPULATIONS BY SJJCKING Uf UNDEKuTILIZEU NUKSERY 
GROUND~ 
VIMS MS 
ANAUKUMOUS FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAwNING, 
STRIPED SASS, TAGGING, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-Fkt~UENLY 
OISTRlilUTIUNS 
1972 MERRINER JV, WILSON WL 
JAW UEFOKHITY ICRDSS-BITEI OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN, BREVOUKTIA TYRANNuS, FROM 
VIRGINIA 
C HE S SCI 1 3, 62 (VIM S CON T RIB 417 l 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, OSTEOLOGY, UcFOKMITIES 
1973 MEY~R HL 
RETENTION AND ESCAPEMENT CHARACTERISTICS Of POUND NETS AS A FUNCTION OF 
POUND-HEAD MESH ~IZE 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND HARYI 
CHESAPtAKE BAY, fi~HING GEAR, GILL NET~, NETS 
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19l5 MICHAEL JA 
A R~PUKT GN THE P~OTUTYPE CURkENT VELOCITY AND SALINITY DATA COLLECTED IN 
TH~ MlUULE ANU LOwER CHESAPEAKE BAY FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY MODEL STUDY 
CHES ~Ar INST, JUHN~ HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC ~EP 41 
PbN!NSULA PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CUKRENTS (~ATERI, DATA 
lCLLECTIUt.S, MAPS, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
1880 MICHELS J 
RICHMuND UIATOMACEOUS EARTH 
SCIENCE INYI 1, ~2<: 
OIATOi-IALEUUS EARTH, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
19/5 MIDDLE PEt.INSULA PlANNING DIST COMM 
CONCLUSIGNS UF THt PRELIMINARY GROUNDWATER STUDY - GLOUCESTER AREA 
AUTHOR, 4 P 
GL8UC~STEK COUNTY, VA, MIDDlE PENINSUlA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHlORIDES, 
GRUuNUWATER, VIRGIN!~ 
1953 MIDDLETON AP 
TOdACCU COA~T, A ~AKITlME HiSTORY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE COLONIAL ERA 
MAKl~lK; MUSE~M, NEwPORT NE~S, VA 
CHeSAPEAKE tiAY, HISTORY, CUMMERCE 
1953 MIDDLETON AP 
TUBACCU CUAST--A MARITIME HISTORY Of CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE COLONIAL 
PERIOD 
MAR!Nt:K5' MUSf:UM, NEwPORT NEwS, VA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY 
1967 MIERS ES 
THt DRO~NEO RIVER, THE STORY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY, AN ESSAY 
THE lUKTIS PAPtR CO., NEWARK, DELAWARE 
lHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1969 MIHURSKY JA 
ON USING INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC WASTES IN A~UACULTURE 
AGR ENG, NOV 1969, 667-6b9 INATUR RESOURCES INST CGNTRIB 3951 
AQU!CULTURE, ECONOMICS, F1SH, PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLfiSH, THEKMAl POlLUTION, 
WASTE UlSPUSAL 
N*U* MILES RL 
WHY WE CULTIVATE AND GROW GYSTERS 
JH MILES AND CU, INC. NORfOLK, VA 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, JAMES RIVER, MObJACK BAY, UYSTER INOUSTkY 
1971 M!LLAR AE JR ~T AL 
CLEAN ~ATER--AFFLUENCf, INfLUENCE, EFFLUENTS 
ASEE-NASA LANGLEY ~ES CENTER ANO OLD DOMINION U~IV 
AOMINISTRATIV~ DELJSJUNS, JAMES RIV~k, LEGAL ASPECJS, VIKGINIA, WAff:K 
MANAGEM~~T (APPLicJ}, ~ATER UUALITY CUNTRUL 
1975 MILLER Rt ET ~L 
COMPOSITION ANU SEASO~AL ABUNDANCE UF THE ~LUE CKA~, CALLINECTES 5APIDUS 
RATHilUN, IN THE Crif:SA;>EAo<.E AND DELAwARE ~ANAL AND ADJACENT wATERS 
CHES SCI lblll27-311CTK ENV AND EST STUU, U MD, CONTRIB 5g91 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEA~E ~AY, POPULATION, SEASONAL 
OlSTKI5UTiuN, BLUE L~Atl, DELAWARE BAY, C + 0 CANAL 
1971 MIRI JA 
SOME PROBLEMS OF WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN VIRGINIA - A PRELIMINARY 
EXAMINATIUN 
OEP GOVt:RNMENT, CULL ~ILLIAM AND MARY, WILLlAMStlURG, VA 
LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, WAlEK DEMAND, ~ATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLlEDI 
1959 MITCHELL M 
QUALITATI»E STUDY UF SAND ORGANISMS AT VIRGINIA FISHERIES LABORATORY 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND TEACHERS REP 
AQUATIC ANIMAL~, BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION 
1~69 MOENS Pti, P~RKINS FO 
CH~~MJS~Hl NUMBER UF A SMALL PROTIST--ACCURAJ~ DETERMINATION 
~CIEI~CI:· 166, 12b~-U·H IVIMS CONTRIB 310J 
CHROMOS0M~S, ~RUlULOA 
l96d MONCURE R, NICHOLS M 
LHA~ACT~RI~TlLS UF SEUIMENTS IN THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
VI~~ 5PlC SCI REP 53 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC PROP~RTIES, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1972 MO~TGOMERY JR 
D~TERMI~ATIUN ~F NUTKI~NT LtVELS AND PROPOSEU PREDICTIVE MODELS FOR 
PHJSPHATt IN THE LA~AYtTTE RIVER, NURFULKt VIRGINIA 
!lLL> UOMJ'-lifJN UNIV THESIS 
UISSULVED OAYGEN, tSTUAR!NE ENV!kUNMENT,· EUTROPHICATION, NITRATES, 
NITRIIES, NUTK!tNTS, ~HOSPHATES, VIRGINIA, 
1975 HOOKE CJ, dORTON DT 
MOVEMENTS OF STR!PtU dA5S 1 MURONE SAXATILIS, TAGGED IN MA~YLAND WATERS OF 
CHESAPEAKt tiAY 
AM FISH ~OC TRANS 104(4)703-709 
SOUTHEAST~RN PLANNING DISIKILT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MIGRATION PATTERNS, 
MCVEMENI, SEASoNAL UISTRIHUTJON, SPAW~ING, ST~IPEU BASS, TAGGING 
1910 HOOKE Hf 
CONDITION AND EXTENT Uf THE OYSTER BEDS OF JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
US dUR fl~H DOC 729 . 
bEJS UNDER ~ATER, CATCH, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1974 MOORE KA 
CARJON TRANSPORT IN TWO YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA TIDAL MARSHES 
VIM5 THESIS IUNIV VAl 
CAK~UN, MARSHES, TIDAL EFFECTS, TIDAL HARSHESt VIRGINIA, WETLANDS, YORK 
RIVER 
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1975 HOORE KA 
STAFFORU COUNTY TlUAL HARSH INVENTORY 
VIMS SkAMSOE 62, 44 P 
STAFFORD COUNTY, VAt RAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAPS, 
HARSH PLA~TS, TIDAL MARSHES, WETLANuS 
1976 ,~UORE KA 
GLOUCESTER COUNTY TIDAL MARSH l~VENTORY 
VA INST MAR SCI IVIHS SR~MSOE 641 104 P 
GlOUCESTEk COUNTY, VA, MIDULE PENI~SULA PLAI'iNI~G DISTRiCT, VA, CrlESAPEAKE 
BAY, MAPS, MARSH PLANTS, TIDAL MARSHES, ~ETLANDS 
1974 MORALES-ALAMO R, HAVEN OS 
ATYPICAL MUUTH SHAPE uf POLYPS Of THE JELLYFISH, AURELI4 AUK!TA, fROM 
CHESAPtAKE dAY, DELAWARE BAY, AND GUlf uf MtXICO 
CHES SCI 1~(11,22-29 IVIMS CUNTRiti 5661 
CHESAPtAKE dAY, GULFS, JELLYFISH, VIRGINIA, YOR' RIVfRt S~YPHOlOA, 
DELAwARE BAY 
1969 MORuAN RP II, STRUSS R~ 
DESTRUCTluN UF PHYTOPLANKTON IN THt COOLING wATER SUPPLY Uf A STEAM 
ELECTRIC STATION 
CHES SCI J.J, 16,-171 (CUNTRIB 3'19, NATUR i<.ESOURCES INST 1 UNIV MOl 
COOLING WATER, E:U:CTRIC PO .. ERPLAiHS, PHOTOSYNlHESISt PHYTUPLANKTON, 
THEKMAL POLLUTION 
1976 MOR~AN RP II, ULANOWICZ Nl 
THE FREQUENCY OF MUSCLt PRUTEI~ POLYMORPHISM IN ME~IOIA MEN!DIA 
(ATHERINIDAEI ALONG THE ATLANTIC ~UAST 
COPEIA 1976 £, 356-360 ICTR ENV AND EST STUD, U MD, CUNTRIB 6321 
CHESAPEAKt BAY, MOKPHOLUGY, SILVERSIDE:S 
1947 MORSE DC 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN PLANKTON POPULATION, PATUXENT 
RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBLICATION 65,1-31 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYD~OGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ZDGPLANKTON 
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i962 ~luLFuRO RA_ 
DIATU~~ FRJM VIMGINIA TIDAL WATERS 
VI~S SP~C SCI REP JO 
UI>IKIUUTION, PHYTOPLANKTU~, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
l'Jid ,1ULFUi<D RA 
Th[ N~T PHYTO~LANKTUN TAK~N IN VIR~INIA TIDAL WATERS, JANUARY -DECEMBER 
1'762 
VIMS ~~EC SCI ~E:P 43 
ChE~APt~~[ ~AY, PA~UNKEY RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, YORK RIVER 
196~ Mulf-ORD RA 
DISTRl~UTlU~ UF THE DINUFLAGE:LLATE GENUS CERATIUM IN THE TIDAL AND 
(iff~HOKt .,ATE:RS Of- VIRGI"liA 
LHE> ~CI 4L:'),d4-d" (·Jio·IS l.ONTidB 1371 
LHESAPE:AK~ ~AY, 0ATA CuLLECTIONS, DINOFLAGELLATE~, DISTRIBUTION, 
PHYfGPLA~~TC~, ~ALINITY, ~ATE:K TtMPEKATUk~ 
1964 MULFO.~D RA 
I~VESIIGATIONS 0~ INNER CONTINENTAL SHELF WATERS OFF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
PART V. SEA~ONALITY UF ThE UlATUM GENUS CHAETOCEROS 
LIMNDL uCEAr-Jl'GK <;(_j),JtJ5-3'1u (VIMS CONTRIB 14ol 
ATLMJi IC iJCCMi, UIESMI:AKE i3AY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, CYCLING NUTRIENTS, DATA 
CULLt~Tiu~S, UIATOM~, S~ASONAL ulSTKIBUTIUN, VIR~INIA 
I <J 71 MULFORD RA 
AN ANNUAL PLAN~TON CYCLE ON THE POTOMAC RIVER IN THE VICINITY OF THE 
MURGANTG•N STtAM ELECTRIC STATION 
ALAu NATUk SCI SPE~ SCI lEP 40. 21P. 
CHi::SAI'EA"t: BAY, ELECTRIC POWER PKOOUCTION, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER 
PLANTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
197 2 MULFORD RA 
PHYTOPLANKTUN OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
LHES SCI UISUPPU,S74-S75 
LllhAPtAK.E dAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTitiBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
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1971 MULFORD RA, NORCROSS JJ 
SPECI~S CDMPUSITI~N aND AtlUNDANCE Of NET PHYTOPLANKTON IN VIR~INIAN 
COASTAL WATE:r<S 
CHES SCI 12, 1't2-1~5 I VIMS CONTRIB 3931 
PHYTOPLANKION, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
1965 MULfORD RA, ROBERTS MH JR 
KEY TO SOME OF THE MARINE UIATOM ~ENERA IN VIRGINIA WATERS 
VIM~ cUUC SEN 12 
CLASSifiCATION, DIATOMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, SYSTtMATICS, VIR~INIA, 
1970 MUNDAY WG JR ~T AL 
Oil SLICK MOTION ~EAK CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTKANC~ 
WAlEK Kt~UURCES BULL 6(6),ti79-H84 IVIMS CO~T~IB j§7) 
CHESAPEAK~ dA~, Cu~ftENTS I~ATEKl, JILY ~ATER, PJLLUT~NTS, SURFACE wATEKS, 
WINOS 
1972 MUNSON TO, HUG~ETT RJ 
CURRENT STATUS 0~ kE~EARCH ON THE BIOLJGICAL EFFECT~ Of PESTICIDE:S IN 
CHESAi'EAKE BAY 
CHE~ S~l 131SUPPLl,Sl54-SI56 IVIMS CONTK18 4ool 
lliOTA, CHi:::.APi::.KE tiAY, PI:STlCIDtS 
1972 MURKAY AND DISCHINGEK, ENGINEEkS 
PRELIMINAKY REPOkT - WAlEK AND SE~lKAG~ NEEDS. GLOUCE~TEK SANITARY 
DISTRICT NO. 1, ~luUCESTER COUNTY, VlkGINIA 
AUTHOK, HAMPTON, VA, 9 P 
GlOUCEST~R COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FINANCING, MAPS, POPULATION, ~E~ER~, VIR~INIA, ~ATEK 
DeMAND 
1959 MURTHY GK ET AL 
ZINC-65 IN F-OODS 
SCIENCE l30133B4lrl255-1256 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, FOODS, OYSTERS• RADIOACTIVITY, ZINC 
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I'J/4 MUSII..K JA 
5100Y nF THE R~PkO~UCTIVE BIOLOGY, BEHAVIOR ANU POPULATION DYNAMICS Of 
BLACK SEA BAS~ (LtNTROPKISTIS STRIATAl 
Vlc1S Gi\ANI KEP 
F!~rl ~EHAVIuk, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
1969 MUSICK JA, MLEACMKAN JD 
THE SUUAL~ID SrlAkK ~CHINORHINUS BKUCUS OFF VIRGINIA 
COPEIA Ill, £05-~uo IVIMS CONTRIB 282) 
CHE~APEAKE uAY, UIST~I~uTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MORPHOLOGY, SHARKS, 
VIRGINIA 
1972 MUSICK JA, MCEALHRAN JO 
AUTUMN Ai''<U wlilltk LCLuki<.ENLE OF DECAPOD CRUSH :EANS IN CHESAPEAKE t!IGHT, 
U. ~.A. 
CkUSTACEANA 2l 1 190-200 IVIMS CONTRIB 4141 
LRU~TALEANS, SAMPL!~G, SEASUNAL OISTRidUTION 
19/2 MUSICK JA, WILEY ML 
fiSrltS Df THE LHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHcS SCI lj(SUPPLl,Slll-SI£2 ICONTRIB 512, NATUR KESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
IVI~S LuNTkld 4d~) 
CHESAPEA~E uA¥, fiSH POPULATIONS 
1963 NAGABHUSHANAM R 
PkELIMINAKY REPORT UN THE CYTOCHEMI~AL STUDY OF IHE NEUROSECRETCRY CELLS 
IN TM[ VISCEkAL GANGLIA OF THE OYSTER CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
SCI AND CUL lURE 29, :.06-507 IVIMS CONTRIB 1 74) 
PHY~IULOGY, CYTOLOGICAL ~TUOIES, OYSTERS 
1964 NAGABHUSHANAM R 
EFFECT OF REMOVAL OF NEURO-SECRETORY CELLS ON SPAWNING IN THE MUSSEL. 
M~OIOLUS UEMISSUS (MOLLUSCA, LAMELLIBRANCHIATAI 
CUKK SLI 3~171,21~-216 IVIHS CONTRIB 179) 
PHYSIULiJGY, MUSSELS, SPAOINING, VIRGINIA• YORK RIVER 
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1964 NAGABHUSHANAH R 
NEUi\OSECRETORY CHANGES IN THE NEKVOUS SYSTEM UF THE OYSTER, CkASSuSlktA 
VIRGINICA, INOUClD BY VARIOUS EXPEklMENTAL CDNUITIUNS 
INDIAN J EXP BIOL 2llltl-~ IVIMS CONTklti loOl 
MOKTALITY, OYSTERS, SPA~NING, HISTGLGGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1965 NAGABHUSHANAM R, SAROJIN R 
THE INFLUENCE uF LUW SALINITY UPON THE OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN THE HERMIT 
CRAb, PAGURUS LONGICAKPUS SAY 
SCI AND CULT 31111,43-44 
CRABS, UXYGEN kE~ulKEMENT5, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
1963 NAGABHUSHANAM R, SAROJINI S 
kESISTANCE OF THE MUD SNAIL, NASSARIUM OBSOLETUS, TO HIGH TEM~ERATUR~S 
INDIA~ J EXP BIOL 1131,160-iol IVIMS CONTKIB 1761 
GASTROPODS, LETHAL LIMIT, MAK!NE ANIMALS, SNAILS, VIRGINIA, ~ATE~ 
TEMP~RATUKE, YOR~ KIVEk 
1963 NAGABHUSHANAM Rt SAROJINI S 
EFFECT DF LU~ SALINITY ON OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN THE PRA~N PALAEMONETES 
VULGARIS 
INDIAN J EXP BIOL 1(4),231-£32 IVIMS CONTR!d 1//) 
PHYSIOLOGY, MAkiNt ANIMALS, OXYGEN KEijUIR~MENTS, SALINITY, SH~IMP, 
VIRGINIA, YORK KIVEK 
1963 NAGAGHUSHNAM R 
SOME Ot!SERVATIONS UN THE NEUROSECRETION IN THE BIVALVE MOLLUSC, 
BRANLHIDONTES RECURVUS (RAFINESQUEl 
ANAl SOL UF INOlA J 12121,54-~6 IVIMS CONTRiil 178) 
JAMES KIVER, MOLLUSKS, MUSSEL~, VIRGINIA 
1971 NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY 
JAMES RIVER-JAMESTO~N ISLAND TO RILHHOND 
CHART NO. 530 ANU 531 
CHARTS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
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1971 NATIONAL UCEAN SJKVEY 
JA~ES KIVE~-NEwP0KT NEWS TU JAMESTOWN ISLAND 
CHAf'.T NO. ~~'-J 
CHA~TS, JAMES RIVtR, VIRGINIA 
1971 ~ATiuNAL PARK SERVICE 
~ALE''1 CHi.JKCH PRU~£CT 1 RAPPAHAN1iUCt<. RIVER, VIRGINIA - RECREATION APPENDIX 
U~ ~)fp !NT, tlUK GUTL!Li;JK RECKt:ATION 
CONTKOL ~TkUCTUKES, FLUOU CUNTKGL, HYOKOELECTKIC POWER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIV~,..., rU:l.I<.EAI!Ui'l, Vli{ldi\llA 
. 1967 NATIONAL PLANNING ASSUCIATIUN 
SUM~AKY 1 l~ONOMIL BAS~ STUOY, CHESAPEAKE bAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
wASHINGTUt<, D.C. 
CHESA?EA~l dAY, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, POP~LATION DYNAMICS 
1'17<> NEILSOi' tlJ 
wATtR wUALITY IN THE SMALL COASTAL &ASINS. A REPORT TO THE HAMPTON ROADS 
wAfER QUALITY AGENCY 
YA INSTIT MAR SCI, GLOUCESTER PT 1 VA 
PtNINSULA PLANNING OISTRICT 1 VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
LHESA~lA~E BAY, MAPS, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, StWAGE, WATEK CIRCULATION, 
WATEK ~i.JALITY 1 HAMPTON ROADS 
1963 NELP WB ET AL 
TGTAL ~UOY RAOIOACTIVITY AND THE LALK OF EXCRETION UF CO-oO VITAMIN 612 BY 
l"IIE AGllJMcKULAK OYSTER TOADFISH OPSANUS TAU 
CH~S SLI ~l41 1 lY2-lY4 (CUNTRI8 251 1 NATUK RESOURCE~ INST, UNIV MO, 
SOLUi10r-.S, MD l 
CHtSAPla~E ~AY, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FlSH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
KAUIUALTIVITY, VITAMIN B 
l9b0 NELSON BW 
tlAY M!Nt:KALOGY OF THE BOTTOM SEOIMENTS 1 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER~ VIRGINIA 
IN S~lN~FUKU A lED). CLAY AND CLAY MINERALS. 7TH NAT CONF ON CLAY AND CLAY 
MINERALS, PKOC 1Y5tl, PERGAMON PRESS, N.Y. P.l35-147 
CLAY MINERALS, MINERALOGY, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER• SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
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1963 NELSON tlW 
CLAY MINERAL DIAGENESIS IN TH~ ~APPAHANNOCK ESTUARY, AN EXPLANATION 
IN INGERSON E lEDl. CLAY AND CLAY MINERALS. liTH NAT CONF ON CLAYS AND 
CLAY MINeRALS, PRuL 1~6~, PtKGAMON PRESS, N.Y. P.L10 lAdSTI 
CLAY HINckALS, DIAGENESIS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE~~ StDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1972 NELSJN BW 
81UGEGCHEMJCAL VARIAdLES IN dUTTUM SEDIMENTS OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
ESTUAkY 
Gt:UL SGC AMEK, MEM 133 1 P.417-45l 
BATHYMETRY, CHEMICAL PRO~ERTJES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEH, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1972"N~LSON J, CULnELL ~K 
META~ULISM OF M~KLuKY CJMPOUNUS BY tiACTEKIA IN CHESAPiA~E tlAY 
l NT CUNGK MAR C:~.~ .. ---: 0:; AND FUUL! NG P~.U:": ~~·:') '1H TELHNUL SCC PROC. 
BACTERIA, CHESAPEA: ~ a~Y, HEAVY METALS, MCRCU~Y, U~kVA!LA6Lt fOK KtVl~W 
1940 NELSON JR 
TRAY CULTUf'.E OF OY~TERS IN THE YORK RIVER VIRGINIA 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS CJ~J ADDKESS, NE~ HAVEN, CONN, AUGUST l, 1~40 
OYSTERS, VIKGINIA 1 YJ~K RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
194J NEStliT KA 
HOw SHAD CAN BE bROUGHT oACr<. IN CHt:SAPEAt<E BAY AND II.URlll CAK.ULINA 
MD CUNSERV 11111,1-~, 24 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPt:AKE BAY, O!SikiBUTION, FISH HATCHtkiES, FISH 
POPULAIIUNS, FISHERitS, MANAGEMtNT, /I.UKTH CAROLINA 
1936 NEWCOMtlE CL 
VALIDITY UF CONCENTRIC RIN~~ UF MYA ARENARIA. l. FOR OtTERMINING AGE 
NATURE 137119361 (CHt:S tliUL LAtJ CUNTRIB 3ol 
CLAMS, GKO~TH KATES 
1940 NEWCOMBE CL 
REPORTS FKOM RECIPIENTS OF GRANTS FK.OM THE PENKOSE FUND 
AMEK PHIL SOC YEARBOOK, 222-227 
BIOLOGICAL PROPEMTIE~, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OXYGEN, PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES 
lb3 
1941 NEWCOMBE CL 
THE CULTIVATION OF MUSS~LS IN VIRGINIA 
NAf SHFLLfiSH A~S CONV ADURESS, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J., JUNE 5, 1941 
CHE~APtA~t dAY, EA~TERN SHORt IVA-MUJ, MUSSELS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
MARILULTUkE 
1941 NlwCOMBE CL 
LUNSERVIN~ UUR SALT-~ATER FISHERIES 
COMMJNWtA<.TH 8112l,l-1u IVIMS CONTRIB 5l 
CONSERVATION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDAL 
WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1943 NEwCOMclE CL 
THE BlULUGY ANU CONSERVATION OF THt BLUE CRAB 
VIMS EDUL St:R 3 
CONS~RVAliON, GROwTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MIGRATION, BLUE CRAB 
194j NEWCOMUE CL 
VIR~lNIA SH~LLFISHERY EXPANSION PROGRAM 
ATLANTIC riSHEKMAN, JULY, P.l2 
FISHERieS, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
1945 NEWCOMBE CL 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS Of CRAB STUDIES BY THE VIRGINIA FISHERIES LABORATORY 
PkESENTFU BEFORE THE CRAB PANEL OF THE ATLANTIC STATES MARINE fiSHERIES 
COMMISSION 
VIM~ MANU~Co<IPT 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, VIRGINIA 
193b NEWCOMBE CL ET AL 
PRELIMINARY REPORT DN RESPIRATORY STUDIES OF LITTORINA IRRORATA, L. 
NATURE 137(193ol ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 351 
GASTROPODS, RESPIRATION, SNAILS, TEMPERATURE 
2b4 
1938 NEWCO~BE LL Er AL 
VARIATIONS IN GRG~TH INDICtS OF VENUS MEKLENAKIA L. fKO~ wiDELY SEPAMAIEil 
ENVIRONMENTS UF TH~ AfLA~TiC CUAST 
CANADIAN J RES 1b 1 1-5 !~HtS ~!UL LAB CDNT~l8 l5l 
CHESAPtAKt BAY, LLAM5, ~Ru~TH RATES, MOLLUS~S, UNITED STATt~ 
l9j9 N~~COMBF (L ET AL 
STuDIES ON THE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY UF E~TUARINE ~ATLRS IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
SEARS f~UND, J MAlt RES 2tL},87-ll6 !~H~S BIOL LA~ ~ON!~!S 2ll 
BATHYMETKY, CHESAPEA~E BAY, ESIUARIES 1 HYU~O~RAPHY, PHYSICS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, wATER CHEMISTRY 
1941 NEWCOMBE CL, GRAY EH 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONSERVATION UF THE CHESAPEAKE bLUE CRAb, CALLIN~Clt~ 
SAPIDUS RATHclUN 
VA J SCI 2!~!,1-L (VI"'S CO!'JTRIB 2! 
CHESAPEA~~ ~AY, CC~S~RVATION, CONTINENTAL SHEL~, MGRTALITY, VIRGINIA, &LUE 
CRAB, MOLTING . 
1939 NEwCOMUE CL, ~ANG AG 
THE DISTKIUUTIUN OF PHGSPHATES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER PHILOS SUC, P~OC, Bl, 393-420 ICHES BIOL LA~ CONTRiti lbl 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DISTRIBUTION, PHOSPHATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1945 NEWCOMBE CL, MENlEL RW 
FUTURE OF THE VIRGINIA OYSTER INDUSTRY 
COMMONwEALTH 1~14!,1-11 IVIMS CONTRIB 22) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1959 NEWMAN J 
OBSERVATIONS OF HABITAT AND UNIQUE HABITS OF FAUNA COLLECTED AND-OR 
OBSERV[O AT VIRGINIA FISHERIES LA~ORATORY, SU~MER 1Y59 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUNO TEACHERS RtP 
ANIMAL oEHAVIOR, AQUATIC ANIMALS, DISTRIBUTION, HAbiTATS 
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1970 r<l:wMAN ~1w 
A PUSSidLE NEOPLASTIC BLJUU DISEASE OF BLUE CRABS 
COM~AKAfiVE L~UKEMIA RESEARCH 1969 BIBL HAEHAT NO 36 RH DUTCHER, ED P648. 
~AkGE~.~ASELr MUEkCHEN, PARIS, NEW YOKK 
A~IMAL PATHGLU~Y, SUlrlTt LI~UORS, BLUE CRAB 
19od NE~MAN WSr MUNSART CA 
HUL OCtNc GtOL OGY Of THE wACflAPREAGUE LAGOON, EAST ERN SHORE PEN INSULA, 
VIR~ I Nl1i 
MA~ GtuL 6, 81-105 
CHES~PEA~E 3Ar, EASTEKN SHORE IVA-MOl, GEOLOGY, LAGOONS, VIRGINIA, 
WA~H~P~f:AVUE,VA 
1965 N~rlMAN wS, RUSNAK GA 
HULJCtN[ t~EMCENCE JF THE EAST~RN SHORE bF VIRGINIA 
SCIENCf (4a, 1~64-146b VIMS CONTRIB #159 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, tA~TtKN SHORE IVA-MD), GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIME, 
SEUIMENb, VI-'GINIA, WACHAPf<EAGUE,VA 
1972 NICHOLS M fT AL 
Ef~cCTIVtNESS Of SE~UENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHY FOK COASTAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
VI MS MS 
CHESAPtAK~ cAY, CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS IWATERl, JAMES RIVER, 
PLANKTu~, REMOfE SENSING, SUSPtNOEU LOAD 
1962 NICHOL::> MM 
BI!lll(JGKAPHY (JF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND GEOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF 
I..HESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS S~EC SCI REP 14 
BIBLIUGkAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OCEANOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
1965 NICHOLS MM 
BAY OBSEKVATIONS - HYDROGRAPHY, CRUISES OF NOVEMBER 21, 19bl AND NOVEMBER 
21.l, 196L 
VIMS DATA REP l 
CftESAPFAKE BAY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DENSITY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
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1912 NICHOLS MM 
HYDRAULIC MODELING OF AN ENVIKUNMENTAL IMPACT. fHE JAMES ESTUANY CASE 
MAR TECH SUC CONF, FE~ 14-15, 1972. ~ASH, DC IVIMS CONTRid ~571 
CHANNELING, tSTUAkiES, HYJKAULIC MODELS, JA~ES RIVER, uYSTEkS, VIRGINIA 
1972 NICHOLS MM 
SHELf SEDIMENlS OFF CHESAPEAKE BAY. I. GENERAL LITHULUGY AND COMPOSITIO~ 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 4o 
CHESAPEA~E SAY, CONTINENTAL SHtLF, LITHIFICATION, ~EDIMENTS, TOPOGRAPHY 
1972 NICHOLS MM 
E:ffE(;T (!F iNCREASING tJEI'TH ON SALINITY IN THE JAMb RIVEK ESTuAr<Y 
GEUL SOC AMER, MEM 1j~, P.571-56~ IVIMS CGNTMin 3o2) 
CHANN~LS, JAMES RIV~~. MODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, VIKGINIA 
1972 NICHULS ,\IM 
SEDIMENTS OF THE JAMES RIVEM ESTUARY, VIRGINIA 
GEOL SOC AMERr MEM 1J3, P.1D9-212 IVIMS CONTKIB 384) 
BATHYMETRY, JAMES KIVEK, SlDIMENl TRANSPOKT, StJIMtNTATION, S~DIMENT~, 
SUSPENOtU LUAU, VI~GINIA 
1974 NICHOLS MH 
FORAMINI~EMA IN ESTUARINE CLASSIFICATION 
COASTAL ELOLCGILAL SYSTtMS OF THE UNITED STATES, ED BY HT UDUM, P ~5-116 
IVIMS CO~T~IB D591 
BIUINDICAfORS, OISTkiBUTIJN, tNERGY BUDGET, ESTUARI~E ENVIRONMENT, 
FORAI'IINIFEKA 
1~67 NICHuLS MH, ELLISON RL 
SEDIMcNTAkY PATTEK~S OF MICROFAUNA IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
AMER ASS ADV SCI, ESTUARIES, P.283-2d6 IVIHS CONTklb L231 
ESTUARIES, RAPPAHAN~UC~ RIV~K, SEI.liMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA 
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19&4 NICHOLS MM, LYNCH MP 
5HELF udSERVATIONS- HYDROGRAPHY CRUISES Of JANUARY 22-<5, JULY 15-19, 
1963 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 48 
dATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
MIJUL[ ATLANTIC ~IGHT, 
1972 NICHOLS MM, MAHLON K 
TIM~ SENSING AND ANALY~IS Of COASTAL WATERS 
!NT SYMP ON REMOT~ SENSING OF tNVIRON 1 PROC 8 IVIMS CONTRI~ 4931 
PLAN~TuN, REMOT~ SENSING, SUSPENDED LOAD, COASTAL ZONE 
1969 NICHOLS MM 1 NORTON W 
FORAMINIFERAL POPULATIONS IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
PALAEOGEOGR, PALAEULLIMATOL, PALAEOELOL 6, 197-213 IVIMS CONTRI~ 3491 
AQUATIC ~JPULATieNS, d~NTHIC FAUNA, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, 
VIRGINIA 
1967 NICHOLS MM 1 POOR G 
SEUIMENT TRA~~POKT IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENG P~OC 93l~W4lo83-95 IVIMS CONTRI8 2311 
RAPPAHANNUCK KIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, VIRGINIA 
197J NICHULS MM 1 THOMPSON G 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE TURBIDITY MAXIMUM IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
VIMS MS 
CU~RENTS I~ATERI, tSTUARJES, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEk 1 SALINITY, SEDIMENT 
TRANSPORT~ SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY, VIRGINIA 
1960 NICHOLS PR 
HOMING TENDENCY UF AMERICAN SHAD, ALOSA SAPIDISSIMA, IN THE YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
CH[S SCI 113-4),200-201 
AMtRICAN SHAD, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY. 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1963 NICHOLS PR, MASSMANN WH 
ABUNDANCE, AGE, AND FECUNDITY OF SHAD, YORK RIVER, VA, 19~3-59 
US FISH ~ILULIFE SERV, FISH 8ULL 63lll,l7~-lb7 IVIMS CONTRI8 1301 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, ~ISHEKIES, ~ISHING GEAR, 
MIGRATION, TAGGING, VIRGINIA, YOi<.K I<IVER 
1967 NICHOLS PR, MILLER RV 
SEASONAL MJVEMENTS OF STRIPED ~ASS ROCCUS SAXATILIS IWALBAUM) TAGGED AND 
RELEASED IN THE POTOMAC RIVER~ MO., IN 1959-61 
CHES SCI d, 102-124 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, fiSH MIGRATION, FISH ~OPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL 
OISTKI8UTION, STRIPED oASS, TAGGING 
1972 NICHOLSON WR 
FISHING PRESSURt AND ITS ll'tFLUENCE ON MONDAY CATCHES Of ATLANTIC MENHADEt~ 
IN THt CHESAPEAKE bAY PURSE SEINE flSHE~Y 
CHES SCI 13131 ;215-lld 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CHESAPtAKE ijAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES 
1972 NICHOLSON WR 
POPULATION STRUCfUKE ANU MOVEMENTS Of ATLANTIC MENHAOtN, BREVOORTIA 
TYRANNU5, AS INFERRED FROM BACK-CALCULATED LtNGTH FREQUENCIES 
CHES SCI 13131 1 161-174 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, OISTRI8UTION PATTERNS, FISH POPUlATIONS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
1967 NIEMEYER VB 
A GUIDE TJ THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE MARINE PLANTS AND INVERTEBRATE 
ANIMALS OF TIDEWATE~ VIRGINIA 
VIMS EDUC SER 13 
CLAS;IFICATION 1 INVtRTEbRATES, MARINE ANIMALS, MARINE PLANTS, 
PHYTOPLAN~TUN, Vl~GINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
194> NILES ll 
THE JAMES FROM THE IRON GATE TO THE SEA 
NEW YORK, FARRAR ANO RINEHART 
HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
26'J 
1961 NORCROSS JJ ET AL 
INVESTiG~TluNS UF INNER CONTINENTAL SHELF WATERS OfF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
PA~T 11. SAND LANCE LARVAE, AMMODYTES AMERICANUS 
CHcS SCI 2(1-2),4~-5~ (VIMS CONTRIB 96) 
CHESAPEAK~ dAY, CUNTINEhTAL SHELF, OISTNIBUTIUN, FISH REPRODUCTION, LARVAL 
~KU~TH ~IAGt, MAKINE fiSH, VIRGINIA 
1~74 NORCROSS JJ ET AL 
OE:VELUP,'IENT fiF YCUNG BLUEFISH (POJ'1ATOMUS SALTATRIXI AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
EGGS ANO YUUNG I" v!KGINIAN COASTAL WATERS 
TRANS AM f(SH SOC 103(3)477-497 (VIMS CONTRIB 62&1 
EASTEKN SHGkE PLAN~I"'G DISTKICT, VA, BLUEFISH, OISTRI~UTION, GROWTH 
STAGES, LARVAE, S~LINITY, ~PA~NING, WATER TEMPERATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
lHGHT 
1976 NORRIS TF 
ST4TEMENT rOK MANAGEMENT, ASSATEAGUE ISLAND NATIONAL SEASHORE 
u. S. OtPT INTEKI~R, NAT PARK SERVICE, BERLIN, MD 
EAST~KN ~HG~E PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, iSLANDS, LAND 
MANAGEMENT, LE~ISLAflON, MANAGEMENT, NATIONAL SEASHORES, PRESERVATION, 
VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
l'J70 NORTHcKN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, NORTHEkN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT 
AUTHOR 
NURTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND USE, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION. RECREATION fACILITIES 0 SEWERAGE, 
VIRGINIA, wATER RESOURCES 
1971 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT 
TOWN UF KILMARNOCK. VIRGINIA. INTERIM WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
R. STUART ROYER AND ASSOC, RICHMONDo VA 
LANCASTER COUNTYo VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRlCTo VA, PLANNINGo 
POPULATION, SEWERAGE, VIRGINIA 0 WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1972 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT COHH 
R[PURT UN CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL AREAS 0 JULY 15, 1972 
AUTHOR 
NUKTHEKN NECK PLAN~ING DISTRICT 0 VAo ENVIRONMENT 0 ESTUARIES, LONG-TERM 
PLANNING, PARKS, PLANNINbo PRESERVATION. VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
270 
1973 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OIST~ICT COMM 
METROPOLITAN REGIONAL kATER WUALlTY MANAGEMENT PLAN FOk NORTHERN NECK 
PLANNING DISTRICT NO. 17 
OM MART 10. AND ASSOC, INC, WMBURG, VA 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTkiCT, VA, FINANCING, MANAGEMENI, PLANNING, 
SEwAGE Dl~POSAL, VIRGINIA, kATER WUALITY 
1976 NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT COMMISSION 
SHELLFISH PRODUCTION PROJECT 
AUTHOR 
NORTHERN ~ECK PLANNING DI~Tk!CT, VA, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OY~TERS, PLANNING, 
SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SHtLLFISH, VIKGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
19/6 NORTHtRN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT 
TIDES INN PRELIMIN~:y D~SIGN wASTEWATER TREATMENT fACILITY 
G. w~ CLIFFORD AND AS5UC, INC, FREDERIC~SHUMG, VA 
LANCASTEK COUNTY, ~~, NURTHERN NEL~ PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
~ooATEK TREATMENT 
1961 NORTHERN NECK KEGIONAL PLANNING ANu ECONGMIC OEV CUMM 
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE TkAOE SUMMA~Y 
AUTHOR 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MARKETING, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1961 NORTHERN NECK REGIONAL PLANNING AND ECONOMIC OEV CUMM 
EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME SUMMARY 
AUTHOR 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMENT, INCOME ANALY~IS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1962 NORTHERN NECK REGIONAL PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEV COMM 
COMMUNITY FACILITIES SUMMARY 
AUTHOR . 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRICT 0 VA, EDUCATION, fACiliTIESo PlANNING, 
SEWAGE • VI RGl N lA 
271 
1~62 NORTHERN NECK REGIONAL PLANNING AND ECONOMIC OEV COMM 
uEO~. PROVISIONAL OVtKALL ECONuMIC UEVELOPHENT PROGRAM 
AUTHOK, LOTTSoURG, VA 
AGKI~uLTUKE, NU~THERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
LABUk, PR~GKAMS, UNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA, ~ATER RESOURCES 
1969 NORTHERN NECK REGIONAL PLANNING AND ECONOMIC OEV COMM 
NEUCO. M)i<THERN NEC,<. DtVELUPMENT COMMISSION. V I AND V II 
MARTIN, CLI~FnRO AND ASSOC, STAFFO~D, VA 
NOKfHERN NELK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ~CONOMICSr LAND USEr PLANNING, 
PUPULATIUN, SEwAGf DISPOSAL, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
1975 NORTHERN VA PLANNING OIST COMM 
PHA5E I ~ATER QUALITY MANAGtMENT PLAN FOR NORTHERN VIRGINIA, V. I, llr 
II I 
AUTHOK 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, EROSION, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATION, ~OTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
IPOLLUTIONlr WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1975 NURTHERN VA PLANNING OIST COMM 
HYJKOLOGY REPORT, fUUR Milt RUN ~ATERSHED RUNOFF CONTROL PROGRAM 
WAT RES ENGINEERS, INC, SPRINGFIELD, VAr 115 P 
NUKTHEk~ VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER MODELS, FLOODING, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, LAND U~[, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, RAINFALL-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS, 
VIRGINIA, WATERSHED PROTECT. AND FLOOD PREV. 
1976 NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT COMM 
THE ~RuAO RUN WATE~SHED - A COMPUTERIZED ECOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
AUTHOR, 15'1 P 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, ECOLOGY, HODEL 
STUDIES, ?LANNING, VIRGINIA, ~ATERSHEDS !BASINS) 
197u NURTHUHBERLAND COUNTY SO Of SUPERVISORS, HEATHSVILLE, VA 
PRELIMINARY REPORT, SEkERAGE FACILITIES, REEDVILLE, VIRGINIA 
MARTIN, ~LifFORO AND ASSOC, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DESIGN 
OAT~, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WASTE TREATMENT 
272. 
1972. NORTHUMBE~LANO COUNTY BO OF SUPERVISQRS, HEATHSVILLE, VA 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT, WATER "URKS FACILITIESr REEDVILLE SANITARY DISTRICT, 
NORTHUMdERLAND COUNTY, VA 
D. M. MARTIN AND ASSOCr WILLIAMSBURG, VA 
NORTH~MBEMLANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING UISTRICT, VA, 
FACILITIES, FEASIBILITY STUDIES, PLANNING, S~wERAGEr VIRGINIA, ~AT£R 
1972 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY PLANNING LOMM AND VA DIV Of STATE PLANNING AND 
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
COMPREHEN~IVE PLAN, NOkTHUHoERLAND COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTKICT, VA, PLANNING, 
KECREATIG~ FACILITIES, TKANSPURTATIGN, VIRGINIA 
1~74 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA 
lUNING OKDINANC~, NURTHUM~ERLAND COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
NOKTHUMBERLAND CUU~TY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
1972 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNlY, VA ~0 Of SUPERVISORS 
SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE, NOKTHUMtlERLAND COUNTY, VA 
AUTHOR 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VAr NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRI~T, VA, LAND 
DEVELUPMENT, LAND USE, PLANNING, ~EGULATION, VIRGINIA 
1974 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA tiD uF SUPERVISORS 
EROSION AND SEUlMlNT CONTROL HANDBUUK FOR THt COUNTY OF NORTHUMdERLAND 
AUTHOR • 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VAr 
CONSERVATION, EROSIQN CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLAllONr PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1974 NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA 80 OF SUPERVISORS 
PRELIMINARY R~POkT, REEDVILL~ AREA, SEWAGE ~ORKS PROJE~T, NORTHUMBERLAND 
COUNTY r VA 
O. M. MART IN AND AS SOC, INC, TOANO, VA 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OISTRIClr VAr DESIGN 
STANDARDS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS~ FACILITIES, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, 
St~ERAGE, VIRGINIA 
213 
1'173 NUkTLm O; 
GiSTk!SUTIGN UF FSkAMINI~ERIUA IN AN ESTUARINE MARSH SYSTEM 
VI'IS ftlbiS IUNIV VAl 
fli~T~.J(,JTi!j,'~, cSTlJAKI·~E Er•VIKONMENT, FORAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVi:R, MARSH 
PL~~IS, ~AR~rlES, VIRGINIA 
lStv") i·,njh.Tlll~ W 
OIST~IHUTIUN VAK!ATIO~~ OF ESTUARINE tiENTHUNIC FURIMINIFERA IN A CH~NGING 
E·':V I kLJN,•!tNT 
VI .'IS "~ 
H~~THIL FAuNA, O~GUGHTS, ESTUAKINE: eNVIRONMENT, FUkAMINIFERA, JAMES RIVER, 
SALIN~ h~TEK INTKUSIJ~, VIKGINIA 
1'>1>9 NORTON r. 
JAM~S ~lvL~ FUKAMINIFERA 
Vl~·1S iJ~IA r<.f..P i.J 
f,H~"ll•\lff:K;\, J>IMi:S kiVU<, VIRGINIA 
196d u'dK!EN t~ 
MULIIPLt 8A~ SY~TEMS IN CMESAPEAKE BAY 
VI~S fHtSI~ (LuLL wiLLIAM AND MARY! 
CH[~APEA~f ~AY, DEPO~ITION I~EUIMENTSJ, SAND dARS, SEDIMENTATION 
l9ju O'NEILL H 
TH~ ~;\.~UNK~ '( 
VA wiLUL!Ft ll(ill,10-12 
HISTOK¥, PAMUNKEY KlVEK, VIRGINIA 
19o9 IJAKES o'IJ 
PNEJATIUN uF THE POLYPS OF THE JELLYFISH CHYSAORA WUINQUECIRRHA ANO 
AUKf:LIA AUKITA 
Vl~3 ~AT ~CI FOUND kEP 
JELLYFISH, ~ORTALITY, PKEDATION, SEA NETTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SLYPHULUA 
274 
1~7L OAKES MJ, HAVEN US 
SOME PKEUATOkS UF ~OLYPS Of CHRY5AOkA ~UIN~UECIRRHA (SCYPHUlOA, 
SE,'1AEOSTOMEAEJ IN THE: CHESAPE:AKE tiAY 
VA J SCI ZL, 45-•6 (VIMS CONTR!H 3o3J 
Ci1fSAPtAKL oAY, J(LLYH SH, MORTAL! TY, Pf<EOATIUN, StA ;>ETTLtS, SCYP11:JlUA 
1963 OA~S RQ JR, COCH NK 
PLEISTOCENE ~EA LEVELS, SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
SCIENCE l4J, 979-~H3 
GEULOGIC FORMATIONS, JAMtS kiVEK, PLEISTOCENE: E~UCM, ~EA LtVtL, VIRGINIA, 
1963 OCUN~<!:K DJ 
PRELIMINAKY REPORT ON ANALYSIS OF THE U~~ER JAMES NIVER dY ANALOG 
COMPUTATION TECHNIQUES 
VA STAT~ wATc~ CU~iM dUAkU 
B!JCHEMICAL OXYG~N OEMA~U, LOMPUT[N MODELS, DISSULVE:U OAYGEN, 
HYJKGUYNA>liCS, JI'.;·\ES Kl'/Efo:, VIK(>!~H.:., wATEK "'u-"LIH ~,.,:.,·.rrl.GL 
l 'J60 UCOM~JR OJ 
PRIVATE KE~OKf ON ~00 A~SIMILATION LAPACITY Of THE LG~ER JAMtj K!VtR, 
VIRGINIA 
VA STATE WATER Cu~fk ~OARJ 
diJCHE:MlLAL OXYGEN UtMA~J, UISSULVEU UXY~EN, HYJrl.OUYNAM!tS, JA"ES KIV~k, 
VIRGINIA, WAT~K uUALIIY CuNTRUL 
196 3 UCONNUR OJ 
REPORT ON ASSIMILATIQN CAPACITY OF THE UPPEK JA~E~ RIViR 
VA STATe WATER CUNTrl. HOAKD 
BI!JCHEMIC.AL OXYGEN Oii'IANU, DISSOLVED OXY.;EN, JAi1ES kiVI:R, Vltl..;IN!A, "ATER 
QU.\L I TY CONTROL 
1964 OCONNOR OJ 
PRELIMINAKY OUTLINE OF A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS Uf THE JAMES RIVER 
VA STATE ~ATER CuNTR BOARD 
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN OEMANO, OISSULVED OXYG~N, JAMES kiV~K, VIRGINIA, WAT~rt 
QUALITY CONTROL 
275 
1976 OESTKEICH JS 
KAPPAHANNOC~ AREA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION. 1976 STATISTICAL YEARBOOK 
KAu~U PLA~NING U!STKICT, B3 P 
kAOCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYM~NTo GOVERNMENTS, LANG USE, 
NAIJKAL kL~UURCES, POPULATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
19~j OGLESI:lY RT 
MFLATIV~ AND SEASONAL DISTRII:lUTION Of FISH IN 'SCRAP' SAMPLES FROM YORK 
kiVEM POUNJ NETS 
VJMS MS 
FISH P~PULATIONS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1955 OGLE:St\Y RT 
AGE AND LENGTH Of MENHADEN ••• IN THE WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~!TH 
CUMMENTS ON THE RATE OF GROhTH 
VIMS THESIS (COLL WILLIAM AND MARYI 
ATLANTIC MENHAOEN 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, GROwTH RATES 
1941 OLD MC 
THE TA~ONUMY AND DISTRll:lUTIUN OF THE BORING SPONGES ICLIDNIDAEI ALONG THE 
ATLANTIC LUAST GN NORTH AMERICA 
CHE~ BIOL LA~ PUI:lL 44 
CIIESAPEAt<.E dAY, DI:.TRit>UTION 1 GASTMOPODS 1 SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
19"/L OLMON JE 
IODINE METABOLISM IN SESSILE STAGES OF CHESAPEAKE tiAY SEMAEOSTDME 
JELLYFISH 
VIM3 THESIS ICDLL ~ILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JELLYF!S~, METABOLISM, YORK RIVER, SCYPHOZOA 
1976 OLNEY JE, GRANT GC 
EARLY PLANKTONIC LARVAE OF THE BLACK CREEK TONGUEFlSH, SYHPHURUS PLAGIUSA 
(PISCES, CYNOGLOSSIDAEI 1 IN THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
LHE~ SCI 17141 229-237 IVlMS CONTR16 7871 
RICHMUNU REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH, LARVAE, 
SlASLJNAL OISTKltiUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
276 
1941 OLSON ii.A 
A RAPID R~SPONSE THERMOCOUPLE OF HIGH SENSiTIVITY FOR THE DETERMINATION Of 
TEMPERATURE STRATIFICATION IN NATURAL WATERS 
CHES diOL LAB PU~L 4J 
MEASUREMENT, ON-SIIE DATA COLLECTICNS, THERMOMETER~, WATtR TEMPERATJRE 
1916 ORTH R 
THE DEMISE AND RECOVERY OF EELGRASS, ZOSTERA MARINA, IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, VIRGINIA 
AQUATIC BUTANY 2(21 141-159 IVIMS CUNTRio 731) 
DAMAGES, EEL GRASS, VIRGINIA, 
1971 OKTH RJ 
OBSE:RVATluNS ON THE PLANKTONIC LARVAE OF POLYOOKA LIGNI ~EaSTER 
IPOLYCHAETA, SPIUNIOAEI IN THE YOR~ RIV~K, Vl~GINIA 
CHF.S SCI U, 121-124 IVIMS CONTRIB 3781 
BENTHIC FAUNA, LAKVAE 1 PLAN~TON, POLYCHaETE$, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1971 ORTH RJ 
BENTHIC INFAUNA Of EELGRASS, ZOSTERA MARINA, ~tO$ 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAl 
AQUATIC PLANTS, E~l G~ASS, HABITATS, VIRGINIA, YOR~ RIVER 
1973 ORTH RJ 
BENTHIC INFAUNA UF EELGRASS, ZOSTERA MARINA, dcOS 
CHES SCI l41~1,2~8-2o9 (V!MS CQNTRIB 5611 
AQUATIC PLANTS, CHtSAPE:AKE oAY, eASTERN SHORt (VA-MDI, Eel GRASSo 
HABITATS, YORK RIVER 
1972 GRZECH MA 
THE LONG-TERM MODEL OF SALINITY INTRUSION INTO THE ESTUARINE RIVERS 
VIM;, THtSIS !COLL WILLIAM AND MARYI 
ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, 
TIDES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVEK 
2.77 
l'U2 OSHURN RC 
ok y,JZUA f K')'1 l..Ht::SAPEAKE BAY 
W•l J J SL-1 ~2 ( ~l, 4<tl-446 ANiJ 1 PLATE 
HkYJ/uA, CH~SAP[A~l dAY, OISTKIBUTIGN, INVERTEBRATE~, ~YSTEMATICS 
t·.,~,, UStlUkN RC 
A :;uRVlY ,,f THE tlRYCili..iA OF CHESAP~AKE oAY 
CHE:S c>IUL LAti Oj 
uMrJZOA, LHlSAPEAKE ~AY, UiSTRidUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
1975 OSWALT NR ET AL 
fl,u,;MILf KU:-< lul.AL FLOLO-CONTKOL PkOJECTo ALEXANDRIA AND ARliNGTON COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA- IIY"AULIC MtJLltl INVE:ST!GATION 
u. •• ~KMY EN~!NL(K riATtRWAYS EXPERIME~T STATION, VICKSBURG, MISS, TECH 
k~i' 1'-lS-L'i 
AL~XAhUH!A, VA, AkLlN~TGN l.UUNTY 1 VA 1 NOKTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, 
, CHA'<NEL~ 1 1-LilUO CUNTRC•L, li'rOKALILIC MCJOELS, VIRGINIA 
L97<: :lTT h) 
MALKU~LGA~ UF lHE CH~SAPEAKE BAY 
Uli:> SCI l;I(~UPPll,~tl.:>-So't (VIMS CUI'.TRI3 4tl3l 
ALGAE, CHESaPEAK~ ~AY, DISTRISUT!UN 
1'173 OTT fO 
THE MAkiNf ALGAE Ul- VlkGINIA AND MARYLAND INCLUDING THE CHESAPeAKE BAY 
Ai;t::A 
kHUO~RA 7~1o02lo25b-29b !VIMS CONTMIB 429) 
CHcSAPt::AK[ SAY, MAkiNE ALGAE, MARYLAND, ViRGINIA 
1913 OTwEll WS 
OPTIMUM AG~, TEMPERATURE, AND SALINITY FOR ESTUARINE STOCKiNG OF JUVENILE 
STRIPeD BASS, MURONE SAXATiliS 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAl 
fiSH POPULATIONS, JUVE:NILE FISHES, SALINITY, STRiPED BASS, VIRGINiA, WATER 
l r .~PlRATUKE 
194& OVERCASH AE 
THE USE UF MEASUREMENT TO DETERMINE THE CO~DlTIO~ UF OYSTtMS IN VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS (CJLl WILLIA~ ANO MARY) 
MEASUK~MENT 1 UYST~RS, kAPPAHAN~UCK RIVER, VIRuiNIA, YURK ~IVERr CUNOITIUN 
INDEX 
1972 OVERSTREET RM 
DIGENETIC TREMATODES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13!SUPPLl,S106-51U7 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 ~ISH PAMASITES, PARASITISM, TKE~ATOUES 
1975 CheN OW Ef Al 
SHORELINE ~ITUATIUN REPORT ISLE OF hiGHT COUNIYr VI~GINIA 
VA INST MAK SLI, GLUUCESTER PT, VA IVIMS SRAM~CE ~7 •ND CKC KEP <t&l 
SHORELINE E~USIUN, lSLt GF WIGHT CGUNTY 1 VA, SUUTHtA~IE~N PlANNING 
DISTR!LT 1 VA, MANAGEMENT, MAPS, PLANNING, ~ECK~AIIUN OE~AND, VI~GINIA 
1972 OWENS Atl 
BRYOPIIYTES AND LICMLNS UF THE CHESAPEAKE tiAY 
LHE~ SCI 13(SUPPLI,~d~-S36 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, LICHEN~, MOSSES 
1'15~ PACHECU AL 
THE ANATOMY OF THE lAT~KAL liNE SYSTEM AND A UE~ONSTRATIU~ Of THE CANAL~ 
AND POKES IN ARMCUKED fi~H, PKIONOTUS EVOLANS 
VIMS 1-\S 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, F15H POPJlATIONS 1 FISH TAXONOMY, NEkVt CELL5 1 SEAMOBINS 
1957 PACHECO Al 
THE: LENGTH ANU AGE COHPOSITIUN UF SPOT, lEIOSTOMUS XANTHUKUS, IN THE POUND 
NET FISHEKY OF LUWEK CHESAPtAKE BAY 
VIM~ THE51S ICOll WLLLIAM ANU MARY) 
AGING IBIU~UGICAll, CHESAPEAKE oAY, GROwTH RATES, SPOT, YORK RIVER, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY OlSTRIUUTIONS 
279 
1'162 I'A~H£:CO AL 
MUV~MENIS UF SPUT, L~!OSTOMUS XANTHURUS, IN THE LOWER CH~SAPEAK£: BAY 
LH(S >Cl 3l4l,2~b-257 (VIMS CONTRIB 124) 
CO~~~KCIAL FISH, QIST~I~UTIUN, FISH POPULATIONS, MIGRATION, RAPPAHANNOCK 
kl\llR, St'Ul, TAGG!f•Gt VIRGINIA, YORK RlVbt 
1'1<>2 PACHECO AL 
AGE AND GRO~TH uF SPOT IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY, WITH NOTES ON DISTRIBUTION 
AND AdUNDANCE OF JUVENILtS IN THE YORK RIVER SYSTEM 
CHES Sl.l 3( ll.lo-<:!l lVIMS CONTI<.IB 1091 
AGING loiDLOGICALI, CHESAPtAKE bAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, GROWTH RATES, MARINE 
FISH, S~URT FI>HING, SPOT, YOkK RIVER, LENGTH-FRE~UENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1'167 f'AUIER CM 
BIULUGILAL ASP~CTS OF WAlEK SUPPLY AND TREATMENT IN VIRGINIA wiTH 
PAkTILULAR REFERENCE TO ALGAE 
VA J Sll lcJ( ll ,b-12 
ALGA[, VIRGINIA, ~ATER SUPPLY, ~ATER TREATMENT 
1974 PAPtRNA I, ZWERNER DE 
KUOUA LEREdRALIS SP. N. IMYXOSPORIDEA, CHLOROMYXIDAEl FROH THE STRIPED 
~ASS, MURUNE SAXATILIS l~ALBAUM) 
J PRUTOZOUL 21(1),15-19 
CHtSAPEA~t ~AY, FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED 
BA~S, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1974 PAPERNA I, ZwEKNER DE 
MASSIVE LEETCH INFESTATION ON A WHITE CATfiSH IICTALURUS CATUS). A 
t11STUPATHULOGICAL CONSIOERATIDN 
HELMIIHOL SOC ~ASHINGTON, PROC 41111,64-67 IVIMS CONTRIB 5511 
CATFISHES, FISH PARASITES, fiSH POPULATIONS, LEECHES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1976 PAPtRNA I, ZWERNcR DE 
I'ARASITtS AND DISEASES Of STRIPED BASS, MORONE SAXATILIS IWALBAUM), FROM 
THE LOwER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
J FISH ~IOL 9131 267-281 IVIMS CONTRIB 766) 
SOUTHtASTEKN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, FISH 
OI,EASES, ~ORTALITY, PARASITISM, PATHOLOGY, STRIPED BASS 
280 
1976 PAPERNA I, ZwERNER OE 
STUDIES ON ERGASILUS LABRACIS KKOY£:R lCYCLOPIOEA EKGASILIDAEl PARASITIC ON 
STRIPED BASS, MURUNE SAXATILI~, FROM THE LUWEK CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
DISTR!~ ••• 
CAN J ZDOL ~4(4)449-462 lV!MS CONTKIB 7471 
NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 6AY, CUPEPODS, FISH 
PARASITES, LIFE CYCLES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL OIST~IBUT!ON 
1974 PARKER GC ET AL 
THEKMAL EFFECTS OF THE SURRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ON TH~ JAME~ RIVER, 
VIRGINIA. PART IV. hESULTS OF MONITC~ING PHYSICAL PAKAMET~KS DURING THE 
FIRST YEAR OF OP~~ATION 
VIMS SRAMSOE 51 
ELECTRIC POwER PR00UCTION, HEATED WATER, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR PO~ER 
PLANTS, THEKMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1907 PARKER HN ET AL 
THE POTOMAC RIVER uASIN 
U.S. GEUL SURV WAT'~-SUPPLY PAP 19£ 
LHESAPEAKE dAY, FISH, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVEK, RAINFALL, 
STREAMfLOI<, WAH:k ~\JLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1972 PATRICK R 
THE POTENTIAL OF VAKIUUS TYPES OF THERMAL EFFECTS GN CHESAPEAKE dAY 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J o2(2l,l40-144 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POwER PLANTS, THtRMAL 
POLLUTIUN, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1961 PATTEN BC 
NANNOPLANKTON RECORDS OBTAINED FROM CHESAPEAKE dAY CRUISES OF RV 
PATHFINDER ANO KV OBSERVER, JANUARY 1960 - JANUARY 1961 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP £1 
CHESAPEAKt ~AY, CKUISES, DATA COLL~CTIUNS, PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YORK RIVER 
1961 PATTEN BC 
DIVERSITY OF SURFACE NANNOPLANKTON COMMUNITIES SAMPLED ON CHESAPEAKE dAY 
CRUISES OF RV PATHFIND~R AND RV OdSERVER, JANUARY 196u - JANUARY l9bl 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP l3 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHESAP~AKE BAY, PLANKTON, YORK RIVEK 
l'i!;l PATTEt-; BC 
LG~~~T!T!VE EXCLUSIU~ 
Zol 
SC!~~LE lJ~(3~'JOJ,l~OO-l60l IVIMS CONTt<.IB lOb) 
:.lr.HAV iuf•, CUI-1i'L TIT I LIN, MATHE MAT !CAL STUDIES 
l9ol ~ArT~N llC 
PH[LIMINAKY M~THuJ FOR ESTIMATING STABILITY IN PLANKTON 
Sdi:;,Ci: LH(3'to~ltllllL1-lllll IVIMS lONTRIB 'J4) 
Q,\TI\ C!.LllCTLJNS, r'HYfUi'LANKTUN 1 ::>TAblLIT'fo VIRGINIA, YORK t<.IVER 
l9bL PATT~N llC 
SY~JPTIC lUMPAHISUN OF SESTUN LOADS IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK, YORK AND JAMES 
RIVcKS 
vI" s 115 
CHc~ICAL ~NALY~JS, JAMES RIVEKo RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, S~STO~, VIRGINIA, YORK 
K!Vtil, 
l'Jol PATTEN BC 
IM~KOVEU MtTHOD FGK ESTIMATING STABILITY IN PLANKTON 
LIMNUL OCtANOGR 71il 1 2o6-266 IVIMS LONTRll:l 1141 
MAIHt~ATICAL MGD[LS, ~LaNKTON, STABILITY 
l<Jb2 PATfUi BC 
PHYTOPLAN~TUN UIVERSITY IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA, JUNE 1960-
JUI<E 1'1<>! 
VIMS SPeC ;CJ ~EP 38 
BIULUGILAL COMMUNITIES, PHYTOPLANKTON, VIRGINIA, YOkK RIVER 
1962 PATTeN BC 
DARK AND LIGHT BOTTLE STUDIES IN THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE REGION, SUMMER 1961 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 3~ 
CHESAPcA~E oAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
R~SPIHATIUN, WAfER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
282 
1963 PATHN BC 
INFORMATION PROCESSING BEHAVIOR OF A NATURAL PLANKTON COMMUNITY 
AME~ BIUL TEACHER l517),4o'J-501 IVIMS CONTRI3 l4il 
BIOMASS, CHLOROPHYLL, DISTRIBUTION, PHOTUSYNTrlESJS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
STATISTICAL METHOUS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
19o3 PATTEN 8C 
THE INFORMATION CUNC~PT IN ~CULOGY 1 SOME ASPECTS Uf INFuRMATIUN-GAThERING 
BEHAVIOR IN PLANKTON 
VIMS CONTKitl 1.20 
BIUMAS>, CHLOROPHYLL, COMMUNITY DEV~LOPMENT 1 OISTKIBUTIUN, ENERGY 
CONVERSION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PROUUCTIVITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
SHANNON~ THEOREUM 10 
1963 PATTEN l:lC 
PLANKTON, OPTIMUM ''!VERSifY STRUCTURE OF A SUo'IMtR Cf!I'1M0NITY 
SCIENCE !~013~b~l,~94-H9~ IVIMS CO~TRII:l 1331 
UlSTRIBUTIGN, UIV~~SIFJC~T!ON, thEKGY ~UOG~f, MATHEMATiCAL M00ELS, 
PHYTOPLAhKTON, PHJCUCTIVITY, ST~dlLITY, VIKGI~IA 1 YLKK KIVER 
1965 PATTEN ilC 
COMMUNITY URGANilATION ANO ENERGY ~ELATlONSHIP~ IN PLANKTON 
U.S. NAT LAo, OAK RliJGE, T~~N, Ut<.~L-3634 (VIMS CUNTKII:l 1~51 
ANALOG MODEL~, UIV~kSlF1CATIU~, LAHURATOkY TESTS, MATHtMATICAL MUOELS, 
METHGD~LuGY, PHYTOPLANKTON, PKUiJUCTIVITY, SEASONAL UI~TRidUTION, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER, CALORIMETkY 
1'J66 PATTEN BC 
THE BIOCOENETIC PROCESS IN AN ESTUARINE PHYTOPLANKTGN COMMUNITY 
U.S. NAT LAB, OAK kiO~E, TENN, UMNL-3946 IVIMS CONTRitl loOI 
CHLOROPHYLL, OIVERSIFICAfiON, ECOSYSTEMS, HYDRoGRAPhY, LABORATORY TESTS, 
NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLAN~TON, PRODUCTIVITY, SESTON 
1960 PATTEN BC ET AL 
SOLAR RADIATION, GLOUCESJER POINT, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 1/ 
DATA COLLECTIONS, SOLAR RADIATION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1Y6J PATT~N BC ET AL 
OAKK ANu LIGHT ~OTTLE 5TUOIES IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA, JUNE 1961 
- AUGU~T 1%2. 
VI~S SP~C SCI REP 45 
LHLJKI~E, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, E~UJPMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, RADIATION, 
KES~IKATI~N, VIKGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1Y63 PATTEN SC ET AL 
AN ANNUAL PHYTOPLANKTON CYCLE IN THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 4(ll,l-2J (VIM:> CONTR!tl 1271 
CHESAPtAK~ dAY, CYCLI~G NUTRIENTS, DATA COLLECTIONS, DIATOMS, 
DINOFLAGELLATES, DiSTKidUTION, PHYTOPLANKTON, POPULATION, YORK RIVER 
1Yuj PATTEN BC ET AL 
SU5PENUED PARTICULATE MATERIAl IN THE LOWER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS :>PEC SCI KEP 44 
DATA LOLLCCTIUNS, ENERGY BUDGET, SEDIMENT LOAO, SESTON, SUSPENSION, 
VIRGINIA, Ylli<K RIVER 
l9b4 PATTEN BC ET AL 
SUM£ EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DARK ANO LIGHT BOTTLES 
CONS INl EXPLOK MER, J 2dl31,335-353 IVIMS CONTRIB 1471 
AUuATIC PkOOULTIVITY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EQUIPMENT, 
METHOOOLU~Y, RESPIRATION 
196& PATTEN BC ET AL 
VtKTILAL OISTKIBUTION AND SINKING CHARACTERISTICS Of SESTON IN THE LOWER 
YURK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 7, 20-2~ (NIMS tONTKlB 2091 
FLUCTUATION, INORGANIC COMPOUNDS, METHODOLOGY, ORGANIC MATTER, 
PHYTOPLANKTON, ~E~TON, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1Y6b PATTEN BC, CHABOT BF 
FAtTO~IAL PRODOCTlVlTV EXPERIMENTS IN A SHALLOW ESTUARY--CHARACTERISTICS 
OF KESPUNSE SURFACES 
CHE~ SLI 7, 117-136 lVIHS CONTRIB 2241 
ESTUARIES, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, RESPIRATION, SAMPLING, 
VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2!14 
1961 PATTEN SC, lACEY JR 
DISTRIBUTION OF AMMONIA NITKOGEN IN THE LOwER YORK RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPE~ 5CI REP 25 
AMMONIA, DATA COLlfCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITRATES, STATIONS, VI~GINJA, 
YORK RIVEK 
1961 PATTEN tlC, WARIN~ER JE 
SUMMARY UF DATA FROM PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS IN THE YUkK RIV~R, VIRGINIA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 2.2 . 
CHLOROPHYLL, DATA COLLECTIONS, NUTKIENTS, PkOOUCTIVITYo VIRGINIA, YOKK 
RIVER 
1961 PATTEN BC, wARINNER JE 
HVUKOGRAPrliC, NUTKIE~T, CHLOROPHYLL, SESTON AND CELL-COUNT DATA FROM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CKUI~ES OF R-V PATHFINDER AND R-V ObSERVER 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP >Q 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, CHLOROPHYLL, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, NUTRIENTS, 
PHYTOPLANKTuN, SAM~LING, SESTON, YORK RIVER 
187B PATTERSON CP 
INVESTIGATIONS OF T~E OYSTER BEDS IN TANGIER AND POCOMOKE SOUNDS AND PARTS 
Of THE CHESAPEAKE SiY CONDUCTED DURING PORTION~ OF YEAKS 1d7tl ANO 1d79 
MD COMM FISH REP lol~, P.106-2.19 
BEDS UND~k ~ATtR, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHOkE IVA-MDI, UYSTEkS, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
19j1 PEARSON JC 
SPORT FISHING IN CHESAPEAKE SAY 
U.S. FISH AND wiLDLIFE SERV, ClkC 1, 1-19 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH POt'uLATlONS, SPORT FISH, SPORT FISHING 
1933 PEARSON JC 
HUVEMENTS OF STRIPED BASS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD FISH 2Lo 15-17 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH MIGRATION, STRIPED SASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
235 
lY4l PEARSON JC 
THt YUU~G U~ SU~t MAKINE FISHES TAKEN IN LO~EK CHESAPEAKE 6AV, VIRGINIA, 
wiTH St'rl.IAL RtFtRb'<CE TO THE GRAY SEA TROUT CVNOSCION REGALIS l6lllCHl 
U.>. Fl>r; "''D liiLULIFE ::.i::RVr FISH BULL 3o, 101-102 
l.~E,APtN~~ oAY, I I~H PilPULATIUNS, GREY SEA TKUUT, LARVAE, MARINE FISH, 
Vl~GI~IA, ZJuPLA~~TUN 
1';42 PEAK>ON JC 
DECLIN~ I~ A~U~DAhLi:: OF THE blUE CKABr CALLINECT[S SAPIOAS, IN CHESAPEAKE 
bAY UUR!N~ 1~40 1 AND 1~41, WITH SUGGESTED CONSERVATION MEASUR~S . 
U> i!SH AND wiLDLIFE SPEC SCI HEP 1b 
CHlShPFAKl ~AY 1 O!~fRibUfiUN 1 FISHEKIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, blUE CRAB 
1942 PtAKSON JC 
ThE FISH ANU ~ISHE~I~S UF COLONIAL VIRGiNIA 
~ILLIAM ~~u ~A~Y ~UA~T HIST MAG, 2NO SEK 22(3),213-20 1 2214),353-60, 1943 
2i<D StR <'.H ll d-7, .!liZ I ,130-~, 2il31,27d-84r 23141.43,-9, 1->44 3RD SER 
1Ul.Ih-d3 
FI~H POPULATION>, F!SHthiES, HISTORY, VIRGINIA, 
l94d Pf:AKSON JC 
FLUCIUATIUNS IN THE AdUNDANCE UF THE HLUE CRAB IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US fiSH ANu ~ILDLI~E SERV hES REP 14 
CHt,A~tA~l ~AY, UISTRIHUIION, ~ISHE~IES, JAMES KIVER, LIFE HISTORY 
STU01tS 1 tlLUE CkAd 
1~7~ PEAKSON JG, wAKD fp 
A NE~ K[CURO OF THE tlUWFIN 1 AMIA CALVA LINNAEUS, IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE 
tiAY 
LHES SCI 1j(4),323-32~ 
CHESAPtAKt tiAY, tiSH POPULATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MO 
1973 PEDDICORD RK 
GRU-.TH AND CONUI T ION OF RANG lA CUNEATA IN THE JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VIMS U!SS IUNIV VAl 
CLAMS, GRO~TH RATES, JAMES RIVER, OSMOSIS, SALINITY, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, 
LUND! T I UN INDEX 
2do 
1971 PE~INSULA PLAhNlNG UlSTkll.T CCMMISSIJN 
INTERIM METKOPOLITAN-~EGIONAL .;ATER QUALifY MANAGEMi::NT PLAN 
HA:-IPTON, VA 
CHESAPtAKi:: BAY, PLLLUTIUN A8ATEMENT 1 VIRGINIA, liATER CUNT~OL, ~ATER 
POLLUTION, ~ATEi POLLUTIO~ CO~TKOL 
1975 PEOPLES MH ET AL 
SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT. MIDDLi::SEX COUNT¥, VIRGI~IA 
VA INST MAR SCI, GLUUCtSTi::k PI, VA lVIMS SRANSGE lOU AND ~KC REP 4dl 
SHORELINE E~USIO~, MIDDLESEX CUUNTY, Vh, MIDUL~ PE~INSULA PLAN~ING 
DISTRICT, VA, MANAbEMENT, MAPS, PLANNI~G, ~ECKEATI~h OtMAND, VIRGINIA 
l96d PERKINS FU 
FINE STRULfURE UF lOUSPURES FROM LAdYRINTHJMYXA SP PARA~ITiliNG THE CLAM 
MACiJMA tlALTHICA 
CHES SCI 9(3) 1 19~-LOJ IVIMS CONTRIB 27Jl 
ANIMAL PARASITES, ~LAAS 1 ELECTRON MICKUSCOPY, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, 
ZUOSi>'JRtS 
1968 PERKINS FO 
FINi:: STRUCTURE GF iH~ QYSTEK PAJHOGEN MINCHINIA NELSON! (HAPLOSPDRIUA, 
HAPLOSPORID!lOAtl 
J INVERTEtlRAfE PATHUL 10, 2d7-l05 IVIMS CONTKid 2o9l 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, M~X, OYSTEkS, PATHUL0GY, HISTULO~l~Al INVESflbAIIONS 
196'J PERKINS FO 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF VEGETATIVE STAGtS IN LABYRINTHOMYXA MARINA 
IDERMOCYSIIUIUM MARINUM), A COMMERCIALLY SIGNIFICANT OYSTER PATHOG~N 
J INVERTEbRATE PATHUL B, l'J'i-.12~ l VIMS CONTIUd 2':i9l 
DERMOCYSTIOIUMr OYSTERS, PATHULOGY 
1969 PERKINS FO 
ELECTRON ~ICROSCOPE STUDIES Of SPORULATION IN THE OYSTER PATHOGEN, 
MINCHINJA COSTALIS !SPOROZOA, HAPLOSPORIUAI 
J PARASJIOL 55, &97-920 IVIMS CONTRIB 3071 
ANIMAL PARASITES, ELi::CTRuN MICROSCOPY, JAMES RIVER, MICKOOKGANISMS, 
OYSTERS, SPORES, VIRGINIA 
287 
IS7J PERKINS FO 
~UKMATIGN OF CEN!RI~LE AND CENTRIOLE-LIKE STRUCTURES DURING MEIOSIS AND 
MITO>IS I~> LAoYKINTHULA SP IRHIZOPOUEA, LABYRINTHULIOAio AN ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPE ~JUDY 
J CtLL SCI bl3lo629-b53 IVIHS CONTRIB 3241 
EL~CT~IJN MICkOSCOPY, ~RO~TH STAGES, PROTOZOA, REPRODUCTION 
1971 PEKKINS FO 
~PORULATIUN IN THE TREMATODE HYPERPARASITE UROSPORIOIUH CRESCENS DE TURK, 
19-J IHAPLOSPORIDA: HAPLOSPORIOIIDAEI- AN ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDY 
J PARASITOL 5711),9-23 IVIMS CONTRIB 2261 
CHESA~EAKE BAY, EASTEKN SHORE IVA-HOI, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PARASITISM, 
MO~PHOLOGY, P~uTuZOA, SPOR~S, TREMATODES, WACHAPREAGUE,VA 
197l PERKINS FO 
STUUI~S uf MARINE COCCOID fUNGI AND PROTOZOA uF THE LOwE~ CHESAPEAKE SAY, 
V!KGINIA 
VI~S MS 
CHESA~~AKE BAY, OISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1973 PEKKINS FO 
CdSERVATIUNS UF THRAUSTOCHYTRIACEOUS IPHYCUHYCETESI AND LABYRINTHULIO 
IKHllOPUUtAl eCTOPLASMIC NETS ON NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL SUdSTRATES ••• 
CAN J ~OT 51121,485-491 IVIMS CONTRIS 5021 
CULTURES, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ~~CTRON MICROSCOPY, PROTOZOA 
1973 PERKINS FO 
A NEW SPE:IES OF MARINE LABYRINTHULIO LABYRINTHULOIOES YORKENSIS 
GEN.NOV.SPEC.NOV. ~ CYTOLOGY AND FINE STRUCTURE 
ARCrl MIKROBIOL 90, 1-17 IV!HS CONTRIB 5031 
CULTURtS, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, 
STRUCTURE 
1976 PERKINS FO 
DERMUCYST!UIUH HARINUH INFECTION IN OYSTERS 
MAR FISH REV 3BI101 19-21 (MfR PAP 12071 (VIMS CONTRIB 7201 
D~RMOCY~TIOIUH, INFECTION, LIFE CYCLES, OYSTE~S, PATHOLOGY 
288 
1970 PEkKINS fO ET AL 
THE ULTRASTRUCTURE OF MUSCLE CONTRACTION IN THE JELLYFISH ICHRYSAORA 
QUINQUECIRRHAI FISHING TENTACLE 
TEHE CONGR INT HICRO>~OP ELECTRONIQUEr GRENOBLE FRr P.777-778 IVIHS 
CONTRIB 43Bl 
PHYSIULUGY, JELLYFISH, SCYPHOZOA 
1971 PERKINS FO ET AL 
THE ULTRASTRUCTUKE OF FISHING TENTACLE MUSCLE IN THE JELLYfiSH CHRYSAORA 
QUIN~UECIRRHA--A COMPARISON OF CONTkACTED AND RELAXEU STATES 
J ULTRASTRUCTURE RES 35, 431-450 (VIMS CONTRIS 3141 
JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, STRUCTURE, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SCYPHOlOA 
1969 PERKINS FO, AMON JP 
ZOOSPORULATION IN LAbYklNTHULA SP, AN ELECTRON HICRGSCOP~ STUDY 
J PROTOZOOL 1bll1,235-257 (VIHS CONTRIB 3u91 
ELECTRON MICKUSCOPY, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PROTOZOA, 
ZOOSPORES 
1971 PERKINS FO, CASTAGNA M 
UlTRASTRUCTURE OF THE NEBENKORPER OR "SECONDARY NUCLEUS" OF THE PARASITIC 
AMOEBA PARAMOEBA ~ERNICIOSA IAMOEBIDA, PARAMGEBI0Atl 
J INVERTESKATE PaTHGL illiltlij6-l9J (VIMS CONTKIB 3691 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDlt PARA~!TISH, 
PHYLOGENY, PHYSICGCHEM!CAL PROPERTIES, MORPHOLOGY, ~YST~MATICS, VIRGiNIA 
1969 PERKINSON wJ ET AL 
THE CHESAPEAKE AT bAY 
REPRINTED FROM THE BALTIMORE EVENING SUN 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER USERS 
1959 PERLMUTTER A 
CHANGES IN THE POPULATIONS OF FISHES ANO IN THEIR FISHERIES IN THE MIDDlE 
ATLANTIC AND CHESAPEAKE REGIONS, 1930 TO 1955 
NEW YORK ACAD SCI TRANS, SER 2, 21(6),484-496 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CUMHERCIAL fiSHING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
HIDOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
Zll9 
191'> l'[TlRS OJ 
THE ENTCCYTHfklU OSTRACOD FAUNA UF THE JAMES AN~ YORK RIVER BASINS WITH A 
UfSC~l~TI~~ uF A Nc~ MEMBER Of THE GENUS E~TOCYTHER~ 
VPI KE> DIV dULL 93 
IJI::>TrdtlUTitJt·;, JAMt:, ~IVEK, GSTt>ACUOS, SPECIFICATIONS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1~72 P~llLENMEY~k HT 
lHL ~FFECT~ uF THt MARYLAND HYDRAULIC CLAM DREDGE ON POPULATIONS OF THE 
~l;f-f-SHtL~ CLi\;·1 1 MYil ilktNAt\IA 
MO DEP ~ATUK rES~UKL~S, ANNAPOLIS, MD AND NOAA, NAT MAR FISH SEKV, 
"'\SHlt';GTG;>;, UC 
LHE::)APLA~t uhY, LLAMS, OKEOGING, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, 
SHELLFI >H 
1972 PFITLENM[YtK HT 
Mt>LLU~c..S ur HH: CHcS;\PeAKE BAY 
lH~~ ~Ll lJ(SU~PLl,~107-Sll5 ICUNTRIB 509, NATUR R~SOURCES INST, UNIV MD, 
Clit~ t1iLL LAb, SuLU,"ILli~S, r1Jl 
CHlSA~-'c"KE tiAY, ,'lt•LLU:iK!>, SHELLFISH 
1972 PfiTZE~MEYck HT 
Tl;\JfATIVc OUTLINf:: fOR INVENTORY OF MOLLUSCS, MYA ARENARIA (SOFT-SHELL 
CLM•Il 
CH~; SLI 1 3( ~L.;I'PL) 1 SUJ2-Slt!4 
Clit~•\l'fAKC uAY, Ul::OTKIBUTION, lfFE HISTORY STUDIES, MOllUSKS, POPULATION 
lJYN-'~lL> 
19b3 PFITLENMEYEk HT, URDBELK KG 
i;HHHIL SUKVt:Y FOR .POPUL'ATIONS OF SOFT-SHEllEO CLAMS, HYA ARENARIA, IN THE 
LU~tA PUT~MAC KIVER, MAkYLANO 
CHE:; SLI <t(Ll,o7-74 ICONTRIB 232 0 NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, SOLOMONS, 
MU) 
tltPHHIC t-AuNA, CHI::SAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, POTOMAC RIVER 
19b4 PFITLENMEYEk HT, UROBECK KG 
THF IJCCURRtNC~ OF THE BRACKISH WATER CLAM, RANGIA CUNEATA, IN THE POTOMAC 
R I VEK, MARYLAND 
CHl~ ::.Cl ~(41,209-215 !CONTAIB 273 1 NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
tl!LIL LAtl, 50LOMONS, MOl 
LHtSAPtAKE uAY, CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER 
290 
19&0 PFITZENMEYEk HT, SHUSTER CN JR 
A PAKTIAL oi~LIOGRAPHY Uf IHE SUFI SHELL CLAM, MYA ARENAkiA l. 
CHES oiGL LAo CONTRI8 123 
~18LIUGKAPHIES, CLAMS 
196,) PHARK RF 
DIATOMACEOUS SEDIMENTS IN VIRGINIA 
VA MIN~KALS 11, 2~-11 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIATO~ACEOUS EARTH, SEOIMENTAKY 
PETROLQGY, VIRGINIA 
1972 PHE!FFER TH 
HtAVY METALS ANALYStS GF dGTTUM SEDIMENT IN TrlE PGT0M~~ RIVtK f~TUARY 
U.S. ENVIRON PRUif:LT ~GENCY, ~NNAPOLIS FIELD JFFICf:, REGIU~ Ill, TECH kEP 
49 
CHESAPEAKE HAY, CORES, HeAVY METALS, PUTUMAC RIV~~. SEDIMENTS 
1972 PHEIFFER TH cl Al 
WATEK ~UALITY CONOIIIONS IN THf:: CrlESAPEA~E eAY SYSTEM 
US ENVIKUN PRCTELr AGENCY, ANNAPOLIS FIELD G~FICE TeCH KEP 55 
t!ACTEKIA, CHESAPtA~E BAr, UISSULVtO OXYGEN, HEAVY ~ETAL5, MANAGEMENT, 
NUTKIENTS, PESTI:;~:S, ::OJkfACE ~AT~K5, ~IRGINIA, ~Al~K ~UALITY 
1878 PHILIPS B 
HERKIN~, SHAD AND EELS IN THE POTOMAC 
FOREST AND STKEAM 1U, 46£ 
AME~ICAN SHAO, CHESAPEAKE t!AYo EELS, fiSH POPULATIONS, HEKKINGS, PUTJMAC 
RIVER, UNAVAILAoLE FOR Rt~IE~ 
1972 PHILLIPS C 
LITTLE-KNUWN FISHES Uf THE POTOMAC RIVER 
DRUM AND CROAKER 13111, 20 
CHESAPEAK¥ BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
291 
1966 PieRSON SK 
THt ErfECTS OF VARIOUS DIETS ON THE LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF PAGURUS 
LUNGI~AKPUS, INCLUDING SOME OBSERVATIONS ON FEEDING METHODS OF THE LARVAE 
VI~S NAJ ~CI FOUND KEP 
~KA~S, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, FEEDING 
1974 PLEASANTS J ET AL 
VIRGINIA A~u THt OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF - PROBLEMS, POSSIBILITIES, AND 
POSTUR~ 
VA INST MA~ SCI, 93 P 
AIR PULLUTION, ~ORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
ORILLIN~, CCUNOMIC IM~ACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLORATION, LEGAL 
A~PfCTS, NATURAL ~A5, OIL, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
1971 PLEASANTS Jo 
SPECIAL PURPOSE AREAS IN VIRGINIA'S COASTAL ZONE 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 61 
MANAGEMENT, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZONE 
1~71 PLEASANTS JB 
THE TIDAL JAMES--A REVIEW 
V lt~S SI<AMSOE Ul 
ECONOMIC IMPACT, ECONOMIC PREDICTION, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, PROJECTS, 
VIKGI~IA, wATEI< ~UALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1972 PLEASANTS JB 
lHE MAMINE ENVIRONMENT AND I<ESOURCES RESEARCH AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
MtKI<MS 
MAN TECH SOC, PROC ~972 lVIMS CONTRIB 4371 
UATA COLLECTIONS, UATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH 
FACILITIES 
197l PLEASANTS JB 
THE ECUNOI'IlC HISTORY OF THE FISHERIES OF THE EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS MAI\lUSCRIPT 
CHE5APEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, 
VIRGINIA 
292 
1951 POLLAK MJ 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPOKT NO. 3 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC 
INVESTIGATIONS, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1957 POLLAK MJ 
AXIAL SLOPE OF SEA LEVEL IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER GEOPHYS UNION, TKANS 3&111,62-64 ICH~S dAY IN5T CONTRIB 271 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, SEA LEVEL, SLOPES, TIDES 
1960 POLLAK MJ 
WIND SET-UP AND SHEAR-STRESS COEFFICIENT IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
J GEUPHYS RES b51101,33B3-3389 ICHES BAY 1N5T CONTRIB 521 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, SHeAR STRESS, WINDS 
196J PORE A 
CHESAPEAKE BAY HURI<ICANE SURGES 
CHES SCI 1, 17o-ld6 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY, HUKI<ICANES, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, TlUAL EFFECTS 
1965 PORE NA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY EXTRATRDP!CAL ~TORM SURGES 
CHES SCI 6131, 17L-1B2 
CHESA~EAKE dAY, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, STORMS, HAMPTON ROADS 
1974 POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 
AMENDMENT NO. 4. DOUGLAS POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION, ENVIRONMENTAL 
REPORI. DOCKET NOS. 50-44d AND 50-449, AMENDMENT INSTRUCTION SHE~T 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ELECTRIC POWEK PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS, POTOMAC RlVEK, POWER PLANTS 
1970 POWER G 
CHESAPEAKE BAY IN LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
US FED WATER POLLUT CONTR ADMIN NO. 1 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE 
JURISDICTION 
L93 
1454 I'OW~KS MC 
LLAY UIAGENESIS I~ THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
S~I~EfORD A, PLUMMER NV (EDSI. CLAY ANU CLAY MINERALS. NAT CONF ON CLAYS 
ANU LLAY MINlRALS, ~NO, LOLUM81A MISSOURI, 1953, P.6H-HO 
LHE~-PEAKE ~AY, ~LAY "INtKAL~, CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, GEOCHEMISTKY, JAMES 
k!VtK, I'ATUXti>T l<IVt:K, SeDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAU 
1~53 PuWEKS MC, KI~SMAN 8 
SHELL ACCUMULATIONS IN UNDER~ATER SEDIMENTS AND THEIR RELATION TO THE 
THICKNESS UF THt TKACTIUN LONE 
J StJIME~T PETKUL l~l4l,lL'i-L34 (CHES 8AY INST CONTkl8 91 
CHESAPb-<'t tlAY, CL.~T l"EI,TAL SHELF, LORES, SANDS, SEDIMENTS 
1912 Pr{E~TISS LW 
THE CUkPS UF ~~Gl~EE~S LHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY 
~AiHl~GTU~ aCAD ~Cl, J 6l(l),!90-195 
LH~SAPEhKt ~AY, HYCKAULIL MODELS, MANAGEMENT, ~ESEAKCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
19:.5 PKE~IUN fM 
DISTNlrlUTIU~ 0F FISH IN THE JAMES RIVER VIRGINIA WITH EMPHASIS UN MEMBERS 
0~ THE GtNU~ ALUSA 
VI~S NAT ~CI ~UUND REP 
ALlrilVES, AMtKICA~ SrlAO, ANADROMOU~ FISH, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH 
PnPULATiul';~, HERRINGS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1967 PRICE KS JR 
COPULATORY 8EHAVIOR IN THE CLEARNOSE SKATE, RAJA EGLANTERIA, IN LOWER 
CHrc)Af't·AKE tlAY 
LOP~ lA 4, u54-855 IUNIV UELAWARE MAR LAB CONTRIB ~5) 
BEIDELLITE, FISH, kEPRODUCTIUN, SKATES 
1951 PRITLHARD OW 
DATA REPORT, OPERATION OYSTER SPAT 1 AND 2 
CHtS HAY INST DATA REP 7 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS !WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, JAH~S RIVER, 
V!KGINIA, wATER TEMPERATU~E 
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1951 PRITCHARD OW 
THE PHYSICAL HYDROGRAPHY OF ESTUARIES AND SUMt APPLICATIONS TO BIULuGILAL 
PRDdLEMS 
16Trl NURTH AMtkiCAN WlLDLlrt CONF, TRANS, joo-J76 
CRABS, CRDA~ER, tuKRENTS (WATER), tSTUARltS, FISH, DYSTE~S 
I95Z PRITCHARD OW 
REVIEW OF OUR PRtSENT KNOWLEDGE Of THE DYNAMICS ANO FLUSHING OF ESTUAKIES 
CHES BAY INST TECH kE~ 4 
ESTUARIES, SALINE ~ATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACES 
195Z PRITCHARD Ow 
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE, CIRCULATION, A~D MIXING I~ A CCASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
CHES dAY INST TECH ·~p 3 
ESTUAKIES, JAMiS klVEN, ~ALINE WATER-Fl<E~HWATE~ INTEkfALES, SALINE wATER 
INTRUSIO~, VIRGIN!~ 
1952 PRITCHARD OW 
SALINITY DISTRIBUTION AND CIRCULATION IN THE CHtSAPtAKE BAY ESTUARI~E 
SYSTEI~ 
J MAk KlS 11, luo-l.U ICHES t\AY INST CONTKiil 6) 
ESTUAkltS, ~ALINITY, VIRGINIA, 
1952 PRITCHARD OW 
ESTUAKINE HYDROGRAPHY 
IN H.E. LANDSBERG, ED. ADVANCES IN GEOPHYSICS. VOLUME 1. ACADEMIC PRESS, 
19 5L 
ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, UNAVAILA8LE FON REVIEW 
1953 PRITCHARD OW 
UISTRI8Uf!ON OF OYSTER LARVAE IN RElATIG~ TO HYDROGRAPHIC CONDITlO~S 
GULF AND LARIBB FISH INST 5, 1.d-132 
CURRENTS IWATEK), DISTR!8UTIUN, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES KIVER, LARVAE, OYSTERS, 
SALINITY, VIRGINIA, wAT~K CIRCULATION 
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1954 PRITCHARD OW 
STuDY OF THE SALT ~ALANCE IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J MAR R~S 13 1 133-144 ICHES BAY lNST CONTRIB 16) 
ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALT BALANCE, VIRGINIA 
1956 PRITCHARD OW 
DYNAMIC ST~UCTUKt OF A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
J ~~R RES 1~, 33-42 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 241 
CD~IOLIS FURCt, ~STUARIES, HYDROLOGIC E~UATION, JAMtS RIVER, PHYSICAL 
O~EAN0b~APrlY 1 SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
196d PRITCHARD D~ 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE BAY 
I~ GOVERNOR'S CJNF UN CHES BAY, WYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13, P.49-74 
CHESAPEAKe dAY, CIRCuLATION, EFFLUENTS, "NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEWAGE 
EFrLUENrs, SE~AGt TReATMENT 
1971 PRITCHARD OW 
CHESAPEAKE AND UELA~AKE CANAL AFFECTS ENVIRONMENT 
AMErt SOC CIVIL ENG NAT wATEK RES ENG MEETING, PHOENIX, ARIZONA. 26P. 
CANALS, ChESAPEA~E BAY, ENVIRUNMENTAL EFFECTS, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE 
FUk REVIEW 
1972 PRITCHARD OW 
ESTUARINE TUR~IDIT¥, FLUSHING, SALINITY, AND CIRCULATION 
REMOTE SENSING Of THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AEKON SPACE AOHIN WALLOPS STA, 
VA. SCI ANO TECH INFORM OFFICE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ESTUARIES, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, TURBIDITY 
1951 PRITCHARD OW, BURT WV 
AN INEXPENSIVE AND RAPID TECHNI~UE FOR OBTAINING CURRENT PROFILES IN 
ESTUARINE WATERS 
ChES BAY lNST TECH REP 1 
CUKKENT METERS, ESTUARIES 
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1974 PRITCHARD Ow, GARDNER GB 
HYDROG~APHY OF TrlE CHESAPEA~E AND DELA~ARE CANAL 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, CHES tiAY INST TECH REP ~5 
CHeSAPEAKE ~AY, HYDKOGKAPHY, SALINITY, VELOCITY, RATER TEMPEKATU~E, C + D 
CANAL 
1953 PRITCHARD OW, KENT RE 
REDUCTION ANU ANALYSIS ~~ DATA FROM JAMES RIVER OPERATION ~Y~TER SPAT 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 6 
DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, STAJISTICSo SURVEYS, VIRGINIA 
1956 PRITCHARD D~, KENT RE 
METHOu FOR DETERMINING MEAN LONGITUDINAL VELOCITIES IN A COASTAL PLAIN 
ESTUARY 
J MAR RES 15, ij1-91 ICHES SAY INST CONTKIB 26) 
CUKRENTS I~ATERl, oSTUA~lES, HYOKULCGIC eUUATIUN, JAMES RIVER, PHVSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
1972 PRITCHARD WM, CHOPRA KP 
EFFECT OF AIR PULLUIIUN ON URBAN VISIBILITY STATISTICS 
IN PREPRINT VULUMt OF THE CONF ON URBAN ENVIRON AND lND CON~ ON 
BIOMETfOKOL AT PniLAt PA, AMER METtOROK ~DC IVIMS CONTRiu 47j) 
AIR POLLUTION, ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS, CHESAPEAKE &AY, uRBANIZATION, 
VIRGINIA, HAMPTON MOAUS 
1970 PROW JW 
STUDY OF GEOGRAPHY IN VIRGINIA 
COLL WILLIAM AND MAR¥, RES PAP 
EDUCATION, GEUGRAPHICAL REGIONS, VIRGINIA, 
1931 PRYTHERCH HF 
REPORT OF THE INVESTIGATION ON THE MORTALITY OF OYSTERS AND DECLINE OF 
OYSTER PRODUCTION IN VA NATERS 
US BUR FISH UNPUBLISHED REP 
JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INOUSTR¥ 1 VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1~15 PU~CELL TW III 
PHYf0PLANKTON ~PELIES COMPOSITION IN THE LAFAYETTE RIVER ESTUARY, NORFOLK, 
VI~GINIA 1 1~/l-l~ll 
V~ J >L I ~6141 l't7-152 
~Uk~OLK, VA, SGUTHENSIEKN PLANNIN~ OIST~ICT, VA, DIATOMS, PHYTUPLAhKTGN, 
Pu.-'LJl.AT!i!f\ 1 vbG!I'dA 
I'll<> PURDY WG 
Pd·lM4" PL.:.NKTCN AND ENVIRllNMENTAL FACTOi<.S 
I~ H.o. CJMMING, I~VESTIG.TION llf ThE POLLUTION AND SANITARY CONDITION OF 
THo PtJT[JMAL n<~Ti:KSrlEO 
U.S. PUS hiALTh SEi<.V HYGIENE LAS BULL 1041130-191), 16-53 
CHE>APtAKE aAY, PLANKTON, POTOMAC kiVER, ~ATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
KEviEW 
1950 PYLe ~W, CkO~IN LE 
THE GFNt~AL ANATGM¥ 0F THE tllUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIOU~ RATHBUN 
CHES JILL L~B, SOLUMUNS 1 MO, PUBLICATIGN ~7 
LkAdS, AN~IOSPEKM~ 
l975 QUENSON JF 
THE EFf~CT U~ LO~ UXYGEN LEVELS UN THE FILTRATION EFFICIENCY AND PUMPING 
KATE Cif CKA>SUSTKi:A VIRGINICA 
VI~S THESIS ICOLL~Gi: OF ~M AND MARY! 
FILTKATILN 1 OXYGEN UEMA~D, OY~TERS 
1933 RADCLIFFE L 
~ATEK FA~MING AS EXEMPLIFIED BY THE OYSTER INDUSTRY 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 63,,154-157 
CHESAPE:.<.E BAY, OY:iTER INDUSTRY, MAR!CULJURE 
1%4 RAUER cK 
G~iUt: TO F SS!L OLLECTING IN VIRGINIA 
VA u!V ;;,p, <'i<L k SOU:(CES, Hif'GRM CIRC 7 
~Y~lLM~liC , VIR I~fA, FOSSILS 
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1960 RAMSEY S 
THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF VIRGINIA AFTER 1865 
VIMS MANUSCKIPT 
FISHEkiES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
1947 RANDOLPH OR 
THE JAMES--VIRGINIA'S RIVER 
VA WILDLIFE 8181 1 3-5 
FLOOD CONTROL, JAM~S RIVER, VIKGINIA, WATER RESOURCES D£VELOPMENT 
1'147 RANEY EC 
NOCOMIS NESTS USED BY UTHER CYPRINID FISHE~ IN VIR~INIA 
ZOOLOGICA 32121 ,t :'>-132 
OISTRI3uTiuN, HS .. o'<J~ULATILI.~, F!~f: :<c:'.<C..Jc:~TIC:... \•lf<GJ,HA 1 
1950 RA,';EY EC 
FRESHWATER FISHES 
IN VA ACAU OF SCI, JAMES R!VEk BASIN, PAST, PKESENT AND FUJUKE, P. 
151-194 
FISH PUPULAT!o..li;O,, c::;:; lAXt.:NCMY, rRcs·;w:.T':il. F!S'1 1 JAMES KIVER 1 Vl><·.>iNlA 
1952 RMI~Y EC 
THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE STRIPED BASS, RQCCuS SAXATILis (WALBAU~I 
BINGHAM OCEANUGK CULL BULL 14(11 1 5-97 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, DISTRIBUTION, fiSH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD 
HABITS, GROwTH RAllS, LIFE HISTORY STUDI~S, RcPRUJULTIUN, STKIPED BASS, 
UNI fED STATES 
1~57 RAN!:Y EC 
SUdPOPULATIONS Uf THE STRIPED 3ASS KOCCUS SAXATILIS (WALdAUMl 1 IN 
TRIBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U> FISH AND wiLDLifE 5tKV SPEC SCI REP 2Ud, P d5-1ul 
CHE;APEAKE dAY, DISTRIUUTION, FISH PUPULATIUNS, STK!Pru dASS, T~ldUTARlES, 
VIRGINIA 
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1954 MANEY EC ET AL 
MIGMATUMY PATTtRN AND RACIAL STRUCTURE OF ATLANTIC COAST STRIPED SASS 
N A~EM wiLDLIFE CONF, TRANS 19, 376-96 
C~tSAPtAKE ~AY, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED SASS, TAGGING, 
UNITED STATES 
1~53 RANEY EC, DE SYLVA OP 
RACIAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS IWALBAUMI 
J riiLULIFt MANAGE 1714),495-509 
LHESAPEA~E oAY, DISTkltiUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, STRIPED BASSo YORK RIVER 
1953 RANEY EC, MASSMANN nH 
THE fiSHES Of THE TIUtWATER SECTION Of THE PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
WASH ACAD SCI J 4311LI 1 424-432 IVIMS CONTRIB 4dl 
DISTKloUllON PATTERNS, fiSH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
1967 RANK PH ET AL 
DIRECTIONAL WAVE SPECTRA MEASUREMENTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BENEATH THE 
BAY oMIOGE 
STEvENS INST TECH, HOBOKEN, NJ, FINAL REP 1204 
tlRIDGES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA 
196d RAPPAHANNOCK AREA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 
ENGINEER'~ COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, WATER AND SEWERAGE fACILITIES - CAROLINE 
COUNTY, KING GEOkGE COUNTY, SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, STAFFORD COUNTY. v. I AND 
II 
MARTIN, CLIFFORD A~D ••• 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FACILITIES, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), 
SE"ERAGE, VIRGINIA, WATER DEMAND, WATER SUPPLY 
1BB6 RAVENEL WOC 
REPORT Of OPERATIONS AT SAINT JEROME STATION fOR 1864 
U.S. FISH COMM REP 12, 209-214 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
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1964 RAWLS CK 
AQUATIC PLANT NUISANCES 
INTERSTATE COMMON PDTOMAC RIVER BASLN PROC, ~ASH, D.C. 1964111 1 ~1-56 
AQUATIC PLANTS, A~UATIC WEEDSo CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTLMAC RIVEN, U~AVAILABLE 
FOM REVIEW 
1965 RAWLS CK 
TOXICITY TO CERTAIN ESTUARINE ANIMALS IN FIELU TESTS OF SELECTED 
HERdiC lUES 
SO nEED CONF, PROC 18, 574-~75 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLAMS, fiSH, HERBICIDES, MARYLAND, UYSTERS, TOXICITY, 
2,40, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
1965 RAWLS CK 
FIELD TESTS Of HERBICIDE TOXICITY TO CERTAIN ESTUARINE ANIMALS 
CHES SCI 6, 150-161 ICUNTRio 2~0, NATU~ RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
AQUATIC PLANTS, C~~SAPEAKE BAY, HERBICIDES, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 2 1 40 
1961 RAYNER AC 
THE FEDERAL ROLE IN SHORE EROSION CONTROL 
INTERSTATE COHM ON THE POTU~AC RIVER BASIN, PROC SE~T 21-22, AT COLONIAL 
BEACH, VAt P.62-6} 
BEACH EROSION, fEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECT5, LEGISLATION 
N*D* REtlMAN RJ 
THE NEXT CHALLENGE- CREATING CONTEMPORARY COMMUNITIES 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, 79 P 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING lPRUJECTEOI, LAND 
USE, MAPS, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
1956 REED CF 
HYLA CINEREA IN MARYLAND, DELAWARE, AND VIRGINIA, WITH NOTES ON TAXONOMIC 
STATUS OF HYLA CINEREA EVITTATA 
J nASH ACAO SCI 46110l,j28-332 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, fROGS, MARYLAND, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
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191~ RtEU JR J~, SIMMONS GM JR 
AN iCOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION Of THE LOWER NORTH ANNA AND UPPER PAMUNKEV 
KIV[i< SYSTI::M 
~~~PARI:~ ~0~ J.U. RISTRGPH, ENVIRONMI::NTAL CONTROL, VA ELECTRIC AND POWER 
(.f! 
fl~Cl~IC Pu~ER PKD0UCTION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, PAMUNKEV RIVER, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
1976 REES CP 
SANJ G~AlN ~IZE Oi~TRldUTION IN TUb~S OF SABELLARIA VULGARIS VERRILL 
CtiES SLl 1711) 59-61 
!{ftFS, TUtli:'S, WU<'-,'\S, UELAioiARE BAY 
19't3 REGAN HL 
~URPHOLOGlCAL 0b~FMVATIONS ON GLYCOGEN IN THE LIVER OF THE BLUE CRAB 
ICALLI~E~TE~ SAP!OUSJ 
MS ThE~!>, CATHOLIC JNIV Of AMERICA, ~ASHINGTUN, DC 
ChES~?tAKE HAY, MGKPHOLOGY, BLUE CKAB, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, 
GLYCOGtN 
1955 Kf lU GK JK 
THE PUUNu-~cT FISHERY IN VIRGINIA. PART I. HISTORY, GEAR DESCRIPTION AND 
CATCH 
L0MMEKC!AL FISH ktV 1715),1-15 IVIMS CONTRIB 57) 
CATCH, ~ISrlERIES, FISHING GEAR, ~ETS 
1951 RtNN CE, GARRITT DE 
E~~I::CT~ OF THERMAL STRATIFICATION UPON MIXING OF DUPONT SPRUANCE PLANT 
WA~lES Ul SCiiARGED I-NTO THE JAMES Rl VER 
OFP ~ANITARY ENG AND WATER RESOURCES, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
~AME~ RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA, WASTE DISPOSAL 
19~"1 REYNOLDS BD 
INDIAN~ OF VIRGINIA 350 YEARS AGO 
VA J SCI t>l 1 l ,J-18 
HISIURY, VlRGINIA, 
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1970 RHODES RG 
RELATIUN OF TEMPERATURE TO UEVELOPMI::NT UF THE MACROTHALLUS Of DESMUTRILHUM 
UNDULATUM 
J ~HYCOL bo 312-314 IVIMS CONTRIB 35~) 
bENTHIC FLUKA, EASTlkN SHORE (VA-MDI, LIFE HISTO~Y STUDIES, MARINE ALGAE, 
SEASONAL DISTRibUTION 
1970 RHODES RG 
SEASONAL OCCURRENCE OF MARINE ALGAE ON AN OYSTER REEF IN bURTON'S bAY, 
VIRGiiHA 
CHES SLI 11111,61-71 IVIMS CONTRid 339) 
BENTHIC ~LORA, LHESAPI::AKI:: BAY, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDI, MARINE ALGAE, 
SEASONAL UISTRISUTION, VIRGINIA 
1972 RHODES RG 
STUDieS ON THE BIOLOGY OF BROwN ALbAE ON THE ATLANTIC COA~T Uf Vl~GINIA. 
[. PUMTEKINEMA FU:·•!AiiLE IPURTE:RI wAE:Ri" 
J PHYCL!L dlll,117-_l'1 (VIM~ CUNTMIB 432) 
CHESAPEAKE: l!.).'/ 1 E: fHN SHuRE IVA-MU), MAKIN!: ALG"Er MUKPHGLOGY, Vltl.GINIA 
1976 RHODES RG 
ADDITIONS TU THE ~'JnN A~GAL FLORA OF THE ATLANTIC LUAST Jf VIKGINIA 
CHES SCI 17131177-lb1 !VIM~ CONTKIB 6941 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, ALGAE, SYSTEMATIC~, VIRGINIA 
1973 RHODES RG, CONNELL MU 
THE BIOLOGY OF BROwN ALGAE GN THE ATLANTIC COAST OF VIRGINIA. 11. 
PETALUNIA FASCIA AND SCYTOSIPHUN LOMENTARIA 
CHES SCI 14131 1 211-21~ IVIMS CONTKlb 534) 
ALGAE, BIOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
1971 RHODES SF 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE SILVER PERCH 16AIRDIELLA CHRY~URAI 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY! 
AGING (BIOLOGICAL), GROWTH MATES, JAMES RIVEK 1 PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, LENGTH-FR~QUENCY OISTRIBUTiuNS 
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1971 ~~iOOE:i SF 
AGE AN~ GROWTH OF THE SILVER PERCH IBAIRDIELLA CHRYSURAI 
VI~> THtSJS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARYI 
AGING IBIULuGICALlo GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVERo PERCHES, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVEK, Vl~Gl~IA 1 Y0RK RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1970 RICE NEt POWELL WA 
OoSEMVATIONS ON THKEE SPECIES OF JELLYFISHES FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH 
SPLCIAL REFERENCE TO THEIR TOXINS 
BIOL tlULL U'!, l!l0-1d7 
CHtSAP~AKt dAY, INVERTEBRATES, JELLYFISH, STINGING NETTLES, TOXINS 
1948 IHCH LG 
l~V~STIGATION OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF STREAM 
POLLUTION IN THE JAMES RIVER AT BIG ISLAND, VA 
VA POLYTtCH INST THESIS 
BENTHDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JAME~ RIVER, PLANKTON, PULP WASTES, Vli\GlNlAo 
wATEr< f'uLLUTION 
1%2 RICHARDS CE 
A ~URVE:Y OF SALT-~ATER SPORT FISHING IN VIRGINIA, 1955-1960 
CHES SCI 3141,,23-23~ (VIMS CONTRIB 1231 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, SPORT FISH, 
Vl~GINIA, 
1%2 RICHARDS CE 
SALT ~ATlR SPORT FISHING IN VIRGINIA 
VA ~ILDLifE 2JI61ol0-12 
FISHING, FISHING GEAR, SPURT FISH, SPORT FISHING, VIRGINIA, 
l96J RICHARDS CE 
FIRST RECORD OF FOUR FISHES FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY, AND OBSERVATIONS Of OTHER 
FISHES DUKING 1962 
CU~EIA 131, 584-585 IVIMS CONTKIB 1391 
CHlSAPEAKt 8AY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS 
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1965 RICHARDS CE -
AVAILABILITY PATTERNS OF MARINE FISHES CAUGHT BY CHARTER BOATS OPERATING 
OFF VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE, 19~5-1962 
CHES SCI 6 1 96-lOH IVIMS CONTRIB 1641 
CATCH, EASTERN SHO~E IVA-MD), ~PORT FISHING 
1967 RICHARDS CE 
AGE, GROwTH AND FECU~DITY OF THE COBIA, RACHYCENTRGN CANADUM 1 FADM 
CHESAPEAKE: bAY Af'<O ADJACENT MID-ATLANTIC WATERS 
AMEN FISH SOC TRANS 96(31oJ4J-350 IVIMS CONTRib ~j2J 
AGING (BlOLOGICALlo COBIA, OISTAIBUTIGN, FECUNDITY, FISH PUPGLATIONS, 
GRO~TH KATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1967 RICHARDS CE 
ANALOG COMPUTER TECHNIQUES FOR AGE-GkO~TH STUDltS Of FISHES 
SOUTHeASTERN ASS GAME AND FISH COMM, 21ST CONF PROC, L7J-L7o IVIMS CONTRIS 
2741 
ANALOG COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, FISH, GRO~TH STAG~S 
1970 RICHARDS CE 
A FIRST ReCORD OF KYPHUSUS INCISOR !CUVIEkl FUR CHESAPEAKE SAY, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI lillJ ,6& , .'I !"'S CONTW.l8 .i26l 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, Dl~TKIBUTICN, FISH f'OPULATIO~S, MARINE FU~Gl, VIRGINIA 
1973 RICHARUS CE 
AGE, GKO~TH AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE BLACK DRUM IPOGONIAS CROM!Sl IN 
VIRGINIA 
AMEK fiSH SOC TRANS 10L(3),~84-590 IVIMS CONTKIB 4911 
AGING IBIOLUGICALio DISTRIBUTION, DKUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH KATES, 
VIRGINIA, 
1967 RICHARDS CE, BAILEY RL 
OCCURHENCE Of FUNDULUS LUCIAE, SPOTFIN KILLIFISH, ON THE SEASIDE Of 
VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE 
CHES SCI 8131,204-205 (VIMS CONTRIB 256) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTKIBUTION PATTERNS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI 1 FISH 
POPULATIONS, GONADS, KILLIFISHES, VIRGINIA 1 ~ACHAPkEAGUEoVA 
30!> 
1970 RICHARD~ CE, CASTAGN~ M 
MAKI~t fiSHES Of ViRGiNIA'S EASTERN SHORE (INLET AND MARSH, SEASIDE 
WATf:KSI 
~HtS SCI 11t 235-248 IVIMS CONTRIB 364) 
EA~ftk~ SHOKE IVA-MD), FISH MIGRATION, MARINE FISH 
1976 RICHARDS CE, CASTAGNA M 
DISTRiouriON, GROWTH, ANO PREDATION Of JUVENILE WHITE MULLET IMUGIL 
CUKcMAI lN OCEANSIDE WATEKS OF VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE 
CHES SCI 17141 30<!-309 IVIMS CONTRIB 7141 
RICrlMUND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), fiSH MIGRATION, GROwTH RATES, MULLETS 
1966 RICHARDS Hb 
PLEISTOCENE PtLtCYPODA OF VIRGINIA 
VA M I N~RALS 12 1 18-.<4 
MOLLO~KS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOC.ENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA, 
1967 RICHARDS HG 
PLEI~IUCtNt GASTROPODA OF VIRGINIA 
VA MINERALS 13 1 15-19 
GASfkOPODS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA, 
1972 RICHARDS HG, CAMPBELL l 
AUDITIONAL PlEiSTOCENE MOLLUSCS IN VIRGINIA 
VA MiNERALS 18 1 9-13 
MOLLUSKS, PALEONTULUGYt PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA, 
1974 RICHARDSON SL 
EGGS AND LARVAE Of THE OPHICHTHID EEL, PISODONOPHJS CRUENTifERo FROM THE 
CHESAPEAKE tilGHT, WESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
CHE~ SCI 15131,151-!81 IVIHS CONTRIB 6121 
EELS, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
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1968 RICHMOND COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION AND VA DIV OF STATE PLANNING A~D 
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
RICHMOND COuNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
AUTHOR 
RICHMOND ~OUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND US~, 
PLANNING, VIRGINiA 
1974 RICHMOND COUNTY, VA BO Of SUPERVISORS 
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CO~TROL HANDBOOK fOR THE COUNTY Of RICHMGNO 
AUTHOR 
RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATION, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1930 RICHMOND NEWS LEADER 
THE OYSTER iNOUSTKY OF VIRGiNIA 
A SERIES Of ARTIC.LES APPEARING IN THE RICHMOND NEwS l£Au~K, JANUARY 9-16, 
1930 1 RICHMUNO, VA 
FISHEkiFS, FOODS, LIFE HISTOkY STUDIES, MANA~EMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
OYSTERS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
1973 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT COMMISSION 
AN ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY - THE RICHMOND REGION 
AUTHOR, 60 P 
RICHHUND REGIONAL PLANNING UISTRICT, VA, MAPS, NATUKAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
1973 RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT COMMISSION 
REGIONAL GkOwTH - THE RICHMOND REGION 
AUTHOR, 60 P 
RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1924 RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. COMMITTEE ON DOCK, RIVER AND HARSOR 
REPORT OF 'INVEST I GAT ION WITH Rf:FERENCE TO IMPROViNG THE JAMES Rl VER 
TECH ADV CORP, NEW YORK CITY. PART 1 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE SAY, JAM($ RIVER, HAMPTON 
ROADS, COMMERCE 
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l'i71 K!i\ALUO KG 
Ai\~LYSIS UF MURUNE SAXATILIS AND MONONE AMERICANUS SPA~NING AND NURSERY 
AK~· I~ THE YUKK-PAMuNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
VI~~ THt~l~ !CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
t·,•~S, PAMue.r-fr RllitR 1 SPA~NING, STRIPE:U BASSr VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH, YORK 
kiVti', 
l'i6? KITCHIE OE 
StX iH:IER,'IINATIO>' Of- LIVE STRIPED bASS, RUCCUS SAXATILIS (WALBAUM), I:IY 
I:IIOPSY !Ct;HtH\JUc 
CHf~ ~Cl b(3),l41-14j ICONTkiB 28tl, NATUK NESUURCES INSTr UNIV MDr CHES 
bi·)L LAil, SuLrjHU"J$ 1 Mr.ll 
~ISH PnYS!ULUuY, uONAOS, STI<IPED BASS 
1Y7u RlTCHlt DE Jt< 
~VALUATIUN OF GONADAL biOPSY TECHNIQUE IN STRIPED BASS dASED ON TAGGED 
f-ISH KtTUKNS 
CH2S SCI 11 1 ~lU-llS (CUNTRI8 430, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
lrlt>AP[A~~ ~AYr GuNAD> 1 STRIPED bASS, TAGGI~~. HlST8LOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
bl.l RITCH!£ !lE JR, KOU TSY 
MUV~M 0 NIS J~ JUV~NIL~ STklPED BASS IN TH~ ESTUAt<Y AS D~TtRMINED BY TAGGING 
~.;,J fl.ECAPT'J;{E 
AHSTKACf IN u.~. M~K FISH SEKV ~IDDLE: ATLANTIC COASTAL FISH CENTER lECH 
PU;ll 1, U4-!L~ 
A0~TI<A~Ti, ulSTfl.I~UTIQ~, fiSH MIGKAT!ON, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED dASS, 
T .::..uG I~~~G 
1973 RIVeS SR JR 
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE TIDE IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
CHC:S o.4Y INST TECH REP 80 
t.11~SA<'f'AKE uAYr MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, TIDES, WAVES IWATERl 
H32 RU~i::I<TS JK 
Lfii'I[K YlJKK-JAMES PENINSULA 
VA GEUL SUKV BULL 37 
G~ULOG!C INVESTIGATIONS, GEOMORPHOLOGY, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENTARY 
PcTkULiiGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
30tl 
1942 ROBERTS JK 
AN;.OTATED GEOLOGICAL oli!LIUGKAPHY UF VIRGINIA 
UNIV VA Bl~LIOGI< SER 2 
BIBLIOGNAPHIES, ~IOGRAPHIE!;, GEOLOGY, Hl!iTURV, Vlt<GINIA, 
196d RCBER T S MH 
LAKVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THt DECAPOD EUCERAMUS PRAELUNGUS IN LASUkATJRY 
cuuu.-E 
CHES SCI ~12J,l21-1JO IVIMS CONTRIB 27dl 
CRUSTACEANS, LAkVAL GROnTH STAGE, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, YUKK RIVER, 
ZOUPL ANK To;~ 
196~ t<GBEKTS MH JR 
FUNCTIONAL MORPHuLOGY OF THE MOUTH PARTS OF PAGU~US LONGILARPuS SAY 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL wiLLIAM AND MARYJ 
CRAdS, MOKPHULUGY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, ~tEOlNG 
196d ROBERTS MH JK 
FUNCTIUNAL MU.-~HOLOGY OF ~OUTH PARTS OF THE rltMM!T LKABS, ~AGUkUS 
LONG!CARPUS AND PAGU~US PJLLlCAil.l~ 
CHES SCI 'i, 9-ZJ IVIMS CONTKI~ 271) 
CRAdS, MOkPHULOGY, FtEO!NG 
1969 ROBERTS MH JK 
LARVAL OEV~LUPMtNT OF PA~URUS LONGICARPUS SAY IN LAB~R4TO~Y CULTURE 
VIMS DISS ICOLL ~ILLIAM ANU MAKYJ 
Cfl.ABS, ECOLOGY, LAkV~L GROwTH STAGE, SALINITY 
1969 ROBERTS MH JR 
LAI<VAL DEVELUPMENT U~ BATHYNECTES SUPE~dA (LJSTAl REAREU IN lHE 
LABORATORY 
BIOL BULL 137, 338-3~1 IVIMS CONTRIB 31bl 
LRA~Sr CRUSTACEANS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOJ, GROWTH STAGE~, LARVAL GROwTH 
STAGE 
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19/0 RJutRTS MH JR 
LARVAL 0EVELO~ME~T. OF PAGURUS LONGICARPUS SAY REARED IN THE LABORATORY. I. 
DESCRIPTION OF LARVAL INSTARS 
~IOL dULL ll~lll 1 18&-202 lVIMS CONTRIB 342! 
CRAoS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGEr SYSTEMATICS 
1971 RO~tKTS MH JR 
LAKVAL JcVELOPMENT uF PAGUKUS LONGICARPUS SAY REARED IN THE LABORATORY. 
II. eFFECTS 0~ RtDUCEU SALINITY ON LARVAL DEVELOPMENT 
BIOL ~ULL l4Ulll,l04-ll6 IVIMS CONTRIB 3681 
CkAdS, LARVAL vRUwTH STAGE, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, ZOOPLANKTON 
1971 ROBERTS MH JR 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF PAGURUS LONGICARPUS SAY REARED IN THE LABORATORY. 
IV. A~~tCTS GF THt ~COLOGY Uf THE MfGALbPA 
81~L BULL 14ll1l,l62-l66 IVIMS CONTRIB 3811 
CMAj), ECULUGY, GMu,.TH ST-.GES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORTALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
l~ll KObE:RTS MH JR 
LA~VAL UtVELOPMENl UF PAGURUS LONGICARPUS SAY REARED IN THE LABORATORY. 
Ill. ocHAVlU~AL KtSPONSE:S TO SALINITY DISCONTINUITIES 
illuL ilULL 140, 48~-501 (VIMS COI';TKI8 3illJ 
AN1MAL b~HAVIOR, ~KABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LETHAL LIMIT, SALINITY, SALT 
T UL ERANCE, lOUPL ANK TUN 
1~75 ROBERTS MH JR ET AL 
ACJft TuXICITY uf CHLORINE TO SELECTED ESTUARINE SPECIES 
J ~lSHERicS RES BD CAN JZI12l 2525-2528 IVIMS CONTKIB 7001 
CHLJRINcr MARINe A~IMAL~, TOXICITY 
1933 ROBEKTSON RL 
OBSERVATIONS UN THE GROWTH STAGES IN THE COMMON BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS ~AIHoUN kiTH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT 
Ul';l ~ MD THESIS 
CHESAPEAKe oAY, CLASSIFICATION, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GKOkTH STAGE, LIFE 
HISIUKY STUUIES, BLUE CRAB 
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196d ROBI~SON PF, SCHWARTZ FJ 
TOXICITY OF THE NuRTHERN PUFFER, SPHAEROIDES MACULATUS, IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY AND ITS ENVIRONS 
CHES SCI 9(£),136-143 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FISH POPULATIONS, PUFFER, TOXICITY 
1945 ROGERS MR 
DISTRIBUTION Uf THE FUNGUS LAGENIDIUM CALLINECTES COUCH AND llS EFFECT ON 
EGGS OF THE BLUE LRAu 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL wiLLIAM AND MARYI 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CRABS, FUNGI, VIRGINIA, YOk~ RIVER, bLUE CRAB 
1948 ROGERS-TALBERT ~ 
THE fUNGUS LAGENIDIUM CALLINECTES COUCH 11~42! ON tGGS OF THE BLUE CRAB IN 
CHtSAPEAKE: BAY 
BIOL BULL ~51£),21~-zzB IVIMS CONTRIB 2Bl 
tGGS, FUNGI, PARkSifi$M, ULUE ~KAB 
1921 ROOSEVELT T 
LETTER TO THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY, AUGUST 19, 1921 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OIL ~ASTE:S, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, YO~K RIVER 
1910 ROPES JW 
MARYLANO SURF CLAM LANDINGS INCREASE 
COMM FISH NeWS 3(41 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, SU~F CLAM 
1976 ROSEN PS 
THE MOKPHOLOGY AND PROCESS~S Of THE VIRGINIA CHESAPEAKE uAY SHORELINE 
VIMS OISS ICOLL UF wM AND MARY) 
SHORELINE EROSION, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE ~AYr 
EROSION, MARSHES, PHOTOGRAPHY, MORPHOLOGY, SHOKE-LINE COVER 
1969 ROSENFIELD A ET AL 
COMPARISON Of THE FINE STRUCTURE Of SPURES OF THREE SPE~IES OF MINCHINIA 
IHAPLOSPORIDA, HAPLOSPORIOIIOAEI 
J PARASITOL 55r 921-941 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SPORES 
H1 
lo<l4 KOlHROCK JT 
VAC~T~~~ Lk~lSl~G I~ CHtSAPEAK~ AND DELAWARE BAYS 
J.>l. LI~PP,LflTT AND CO., PHILAOELPHIA, PA, 262P. 
U~AVA!LAnL~ fJK KEV!~W 
I9U ROUSe P JR 
R~LL, CHcSAPtAKE, ~ULL 
NGKFUL~ LJU~TY HlSTUKICAL SOCIETY OF NORFOLK 
CHtjNPE:A~E: oAr, HISJUi{Y, JAMES RIVER, SHIPS, VIKGINIA, HAMPTON kOADS 
1972 KOY Rrl 
CHESAPtA~E P.lSEAKCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
~ASHINGTON ACAD Sll, J 62(2),109-111 
CHc5APtA~E: uAY, MANA~EMENT, PLANKTON, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1~7J ROY VM ET AL 
ABUNUII:.U: liF ,~A;<JNE PHYTOPLANKTON IN SU~FACE FILHS, A METHOD OF SAMPLING 
SVHP UN HYD~G6lul, PKOC 1910, 37l-3ti0 IVIMS CONTRIB 34BJ 
A~UATIL P~UUUCTIVITY, PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
191~ RUcDIGfR FE, EAKLE S 
JOINT KEPOKT OF lNGI~EER~ UN RE-LOCATING AND RE-MARKING MARYLAND-VIRGINIA 
flOUNDAK ¥ L li~l:: A1.. i<OS :> TANGIER AN1J POCUt~OKE SOUNUS 
lHCJ'-IA) "'''· ~V"~'S 1-'RINTING CO, BALTIMORf:, MD 
BOU~UA~IL~ JSURFACESI, BOuNDARY DISPUTES, CHESAPEAKE BAY• EASTERN SHORE 
IVA-MDI, LE~AL A)PtCTS, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA 
1BB RUFFIN E 
GYPSEGUS I::AKTH OF JAMES RIVER 
FA~~~K'S ~EGISTER 1 1 207-211 
FERIILIZEkS, JAMES RIVEk, MARL, VIRGINIA 
1962 RUHLE JL 
GUI~cl>llllK To THE COASTAL PlAIN OF VIRGINIA NORTH Of THE JAMES RIVER 
VA DIV MINERAL RESuURCES INFORM CikC b 
ATLANTI~ ~OASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOlOGY• 
GI::UMUMPHULUGY, JAMES KIVEk, STRATIGRAPHY• VIRGINIA 
312 
1962 RUHLE: JL 
SELECTED TERTIARY FOSSIL LOCALITIES OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA M!NE:KALS 8(3),2-9 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEOLOGIC FOKMATIUNS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
TE~TIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
1965 RUHLE JL 
GEOLOGIC LITERATURE Of THE: COA~TAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA, lloJ-1962 
VA DIV Ml~ERAL RESOUKCE5 INFORM CikC 9 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE oAY, G~OLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1961 RUNYAN S 
E:ARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE LLINGFISH, GOoiESUX STRUMUSuS COPE 
CHtS SCI 213 AND 41 1 113-141 ICUNTRIB 17d, HARYLANO DEP K~S AND EJUC, 
SOLOMONS, MDI (JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV THESIS) 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, tMd~YUNIL GROWTH STAGE, FISH ~G~S, FISH POPULATIONS, 
LARVAL GkOWTH STN~~. HORPHULO~Y 
1964 RUTH~RFO~D C 
EFFECTS OF COPPEK SULFATE UN SPOTo LEIUSTUMUS XANIHUKUS 
VlMS IHE~IS !CULL ~ILLIAM AND MARY! 
!JI')o\SSAY, CUMMf:RC!AL f!SH, COPPER SULFATE, SPOT, Vl«L.lNIA, YO~~ RIIIER 
1974 r\UZECKI EP 
HYGdOGRAPHY ANU H~DRUDYNAMICS OF VIRGINIA tSTUARIES 
VI MS SKAMSOE 6S 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURKENTS (WATER!, HYDRODYNAMICS, HYDROGRAPHY, MOBJACK oAY, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, ~ALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA 
1974 RUZcCKI EP , AYRES R 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENTS NEAR PIER 12 NORFOLK NAVY dASE UN 2b JUNE AND 1~ 
:>EPTEMBER 19"13 
VIM~ DATA REP 11 
CURRENTS IWATERl, ELIZABETH KlVER, SAliNITY, SE~IMENTS, VIRGINIA. riATE~ 
TEMPERATURE . 
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1~/l RUZECKI EP ET AL 
OCEANlJ..;KAPHIC DATA COLLE:CTED IN THE BIGHT Of THE VIRGINIAN SEA FROM 1966 
THKOUGH 1'1b':l 
VIM~ LlATA REP 1:1 
UATA CULLECTIU~S, UCEANOGKAPHY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
1975 kYAN OD 
FALLS OF THE JAMES 
WM ~YRu P~tSS, ~ILHMOND, VA 
E:CIJLUGY, GEllGKAPHICAL RcGlUNS, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
l9S6 KYA"J EP 
OB~cRVATIU~S ON IHE LIFE H15TORIES AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE XANTHIDAE 
(MUD CRA~Sl OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AME~ MIULANU NATUk ~6, 13~ 
CHt~AP~AKE SAY, LKAgs, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MARYLAND, 
TI'(IUUTA~HS, VIKGINIA 
1952 RYAN JU 
THE SEDIMtNTS Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV PHD 01SS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, SEUIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE fOK REVIEW 
19~3 RYAN JD 
SfDIM~NTS Uf CHESAPEAKE BAY 
OEP GEUL, ~INES AND WATER RESOURCES, STATE OF MARYLAND, BULL 12 
ATLANTIC C~ASTAL PLAIN, BANK EROSION, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, EROSION. SEDIMENT 
DISTRibUTION. SEDIMENT TRANSPORT. SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 
1880 RYDER JA 
ON THE OCCUR!l.ENCE OF FREIA PRODUCTS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER NATUR 14, 133 
CHESAPEAKE I:IAY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1883 RYDER JA 
PRELIMI~ARY NOTICE OF THE DEVELOPMENT ·ANU 8REEUIN~ HABITS OF THE PUTUMAC 
CATFISH, AMEIUkUS ALBIDUS ILESUcURl, GILL 
U.S. FISH COMM ~ULL 31151,225-230 
CATfiSHtS, CHeSAPEAKE I:IAY, FI5H POPULATIONS, fiSH RtPRULlUCTION, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDieS, PUTUMAC KIVER 
18 !H RYDER JA 
THE OYSTER PROBLEM SOLVED 
FOREST ANU STRtAM 21, 90 
OYSTERS, UNAVAILA3LE FOk REVIEW 
1960 SAtlOL JW 
THE MICMOFAUNA OF THE YORKTO~N FORMATION FROH JAMES KIVER, SURRW COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
BULL AMEK PALEONTOL 41, £11-24~ 
FOKAI'HNIFERA, GELJLUGIC FUkMAT!ONS, 1JAMES KIVEll., MIOC.ENt EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, 
OSTRACODS, PALEO~TuLJGY, ~TkATIG~APHY, VIRGINIA 
1972 SAK~ENA VP, JuSEPH Etl 
UISSOLVEU UXYGEN R~UUlkEME~TS Of NE~LY-HATCHEO LAKVAE Uf THE STRIPED 
BLENNY ICHASMUDES ~u~~UIA~USJ, THE NAKED GCoY IGO~IUSO~A dOS~I) ••• 
LHE~ SCI 13111,23-lo IVIMS LO~TKio 40ol 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, FISH PCPULATIONS, LAil.VAt, Vlk~INIA, YURK RIVER 
1917 SALE Jw, SKINNER WW 
THE VERTICAL DISTRlijUTIUN UF DISSOLVED OXYGEN ANO THE PRECIPITATION BY 
SALT WATER IN CERTAIN TIDAL AREAS 
FRANKLIN INST J i84IDECl,d37-d4b 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRECIPITATION INTENSITY, SALINE ~AltR, VERTICAL 
MIGRATIGN, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1945 SANDHOLZER LA 
THE EFFtCT uf DDT UPON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB (CALLINEC.TES SAPIDUSJ 
FISH MARKET NEWS 7111),2-4 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, DOT, PESTICIDES, BLUE CRAtl, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1'172 SANlJlt-Er<. PA 
L[~luUPA LAr<.VAt ILRUSTAClA, OECAPODA, ALBUNEIDAEI ~kOM VIRGINIA PLANKTON 
lLl~HA M!T~HELL ~Cl SUC, J dd(4),220-2l5 (VIMS CONTMIB •O~I 
CH~iA~t~Kt BAY, CkAu~, LA~VAE, PLANKTON, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
19 U SANJIH:K PA 
v><U•III _;f- YuUi\v OYSTi::R CKAil~, P!NNOTHERES OSTKEUII SAY, REARED IN THE 
L~i:St:kAf;:KY 
CHb SCI I>(~),.:Ll-Ln 1Vl1'15 CONTRIB 451:!1 
ANI~AL PAKA~ITES, LKAdS, GKUWTH RATtS 
I'J72 SAI\;UIFER PA 
MUK?HULiJ(;y MJD ~CULOGY OF LHESAPEA~E BAY DECAPOD CRUSTACEAN LARVAE 
VI~~ DISS !UNIV VA) . 
CHl~~PtA~t ~AY, CLASSIFICATION, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, 
PAMJ~~EY kiVl~, MLRPHULUGY, WUR~ RIVER 
I'd> SANUit-ER PA 
Dbfr<.li>ul liJ,, ANO A[l<.Ji'<DANCE uF DECAPOD CRUSTACEAN LAIWAE IN THt: YORK RIVER 
tSTUAKY A"J ~OJALENT LO~EK CHESAPEAKE BAYr VIRGINIA, 196d-1969 
LHb oL! i4('o) ,L35-£5l (VH1S CONTRib 5441 
LHtSAPtAKE dAY, LkUSTALlANS, DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, LARVAL GROATH 
STAG<, PAMUN~tY kiVc~, V!MGINIA, YGKK RIVER, ZOOPLANKTON 
1'17~ SANDIHk PA 
MUO SHKIMP ICALLIA~ASSAI LARVAE !CRUSTACEA, DECAPODA, CALLIANASSIOAEI FROM 
VIKGINIA ~LANKTON 
LHE5 ~Ll 14(31,1~9-159 lVIMS CONTRIB 523) 
LH[~APLA"t uAY, CKUSTACEANS, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, MORPHULUG't, SHRIMP, 
V IRGI Nl A, LLJOPLAN~ TUN 
19/J SANDIFER PA 
LARvAE J~ THf. ~URROWING SHRIMP, UPOGEBIA AFFINIS, (CRUSTACEA, DECAPOOA, 
UPUGbliiUAEl HHJM VIRGINIA PLANKTON 
LH~S ;~1 1412),98-104 IVIHS CONTRIB 522) 
LHE~APfA"t UAY 1 LARVAE, PLANKTON, SHRIMP, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
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1975 SANDIFER PA 
THE ROLE OF PELAGIC LAKVAt IN KECRUITMtNT TO POPULATIONS OF ADULT DECAPOD 
CRUSTACtA~S IN TH~ YUKK KIVtK ESTUARY AND ADJaCENT LUWER CHES BAY, VA 
t5TUAR ANU COA~TAL MAK SCI J(Jl 2o9-219 IVIMS CONTK!B 679} 
PENINSULA ~LANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, CkAbS, ESTUARINE 
ENJIKO~~~NT, LARVAE, P0PULATION DYNAMICS, SH~IMP 1 YGKK kiVER 
1970 SANDIFER PA, VAN ENGEL ~A 
MODIOLUS OEMISSUSr A NEw HOST FUR THE OYSTER CRAll PINNOTHERES OSTRlUM IN 
VIRGINIA 
VELIGeK 1~, 145-146 IVIMS CONTRid 347) 
CRAtiS, HO~TS, MU~StLS, P4RASlllSM, VIRGINIA, 
1971 SANDifEK PA, VAN ENGEL ~A 
LARVAL D~VtLUPMENT OF THE SPIDEK CkAd, LldiNIA DUtiiA H. MILNE ED~AkDS 
!BRALHYUKA, MAJIDA~, ?15INAt) 1 REAR(O IN LAbORATOr<.Y CULTUKE 
CHES S~l Uo 1tl-:o· lVIMS CUNTRIB 3bll 
L~AdS, LA~VAL GRG~TH ~TAGE, PLAN~TON 1 MOLTING 
1972 SANO!FEK PA 1 VAN tNGEL ~A 
LARVAL STAG~S Gf ~HE SPIDER CR~a, ANASIMUS LhTUS RATHBUN, 16~• !dRACHYUKA, 
MAJIUAE, lNACHINAEl uoTAlN~O IN THE LABOKATGRY 
CkUSTACtANA 2j(2lrl41-1)1 (VIMS CONTRib 'o4ll 
GRAdS, CKUSTACEt,;,), LARVAL GRdwTH STAGE, SY~TEMATH.S 
1944 SANDOZ M ET AL 
FUNGU5 INFECTION OF EGGS UF TH~ BLUE CRAil CALLINECTES SAPIOUS KATHdUN 
SCIENCE Y91~~oj),l24-12) IVIMS CONTKIB 11l 
EGGS, FUNGI, BLUE ~RAd 
1944 SANDOZ M, HOPKINS SH 
ZOEAL LAkVAE Of THt ULUE CKAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS kATHuUN 
WASH ACAlJ SCI J 3•, 13L-l]:; IVIMS CONTK!b l3l 
CRA~S, HATCHING, LAr<.VAL ~RU~TH STAGE, SALINITY, wATtR TEMPERATURE, BLUt 
CRA~ 
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1947 SANUOZ M, HOP~INS SH 
EAKLY LifE HISTORY OF THE OYSTER CRAB, PINNOTHERES OSTREUH CSAYl 
Blul bULL ~j()),£50-256 IVIMS CONTRIB 271 
CMAt~S, fUNGI, LARVAL ~ROWTH STAGEr OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
1944 SANDOZ M, ROGERS R 
THE EFFECT OF E~VIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON HATCHING, MOULTING, AND SURVIVAL OF 
ZOEA LARVAE OF THE dLUE CHAo, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
ECUUJGY ":>(21,216-.Uo IVIMS CONTRIB 1bl 
HATCHING, LAKVAL ~KO~TH STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
1'113 SANF-ORU S 
UN~~RGKOUNU WATER MESOURC~S OF THE COASTAL PLAIN PROVINCE OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL ~URV bULL 5 
ATLANIIC CUA~TAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROUNO~ATER, SUBSURFACE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATEK hELLS 
1972 SASKENA VP, JOSEPH Eti 
DlS~uLVEU OXYGEN KEQUIK~MENTS Of NEwLY-HATCHED LARVAE OF THE STRIPED 
BLENNY (CHA~MODE5 dO~~UIANUSJ, THE NAKED GObY IGOBIOSOMA dOSCIJ ••• 
CHtS SCI 1J(l),2j-£o IVIMS CONTRlb 4081 
DISSULVEU UAYGEN, LARVAL GKOnTH STAGE, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, 
YORK Kl VI::R 
1969· SA;.YER TK 
PRELIMINARY STUDY OF THE EPIZOOTIOLOGY AND HOST-PARASITE RELATIONSHIP OF 
PARAMOEHA S~. IN THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
NAT SHtLLFISH ASS, PROC 59o b0-64 
CHESAPE:AKt iJAY, CRABS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MORTALITY, PARASITISM, 
PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, AMOEBAE 
1975 SAWYE:R TK 
MARINE AMOEBAE FROM SURFACE WATERS OF CHINCOTEAGUE 8AYo VIRGINIA - TWO NEW 
GtNERA ANU NINE NEW SPECIES WITHIN THE FAMILIES MAYORELLIDAE, 
FLAdtLLULIOAE, AND STEREO-MYXIDAE 
TRANS AM MICROS SOC 94111 71-92 
NURIHERN VIKGINJA PLANNING DISTRICT, CHESAPEAKE SAY, DIVERSIFICATION, 
MARINE M-H:k>kftGAN-l-~5-,- SY.SlEIH&S, ·AMOEBAE- · 
31!:1 
1971 SCHIEMER Ew, SCHUbEl JR 
A~ IMPROVED VEHICLE FOR TOwiNG A UISPL~CEMENT TYPE SOUND SOURCE fOR 
CONTINUOUS SEISMIC PKOFILING 
MAR GEOPHYS RES 1t 352-353 
INSTRUMENTATIUH, PROFILES, UNAVAILAblE FOi REVIE~ 
1972 SCHOOLEY AH 
wHITECAP SUPPRESSION bY CLOUD SHADOwS UN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
~MAR RES 30131,31~-316 
CHESAPEAKE HAY, CLOUDS, POTOMAC RIVER, WAVES lnAlERI 
1951 SCHROEUER ME, KAPUSTKA SF 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE WATER~ OF VIRGINIA 1951-1954 
VA DIV Of wATER RESOURC~5 bULL.£1 
CHEMICAL ANALYSJ~, UISCHAkGt (WATER!, SEDIMENT LUAU, SURFACE WATtRS, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATEk ~~~~EMATUR~ 
1971 SCHUBEL JR 
CONCLUDING KEMARKS wiTH A FEW COMMENTS ON A ~ONTINUGUS SEISMIC PROFILING 
STUDY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, P.XIV-1 TO XIV-5 
IN J.R. SCHUdEL, THE ESTUARINE ENVIkUNMENTo AM~R ~EOL IN~T, WASH, D.C. 
INSTkUMI::NTATIUNr PROFILES, UNAVAILABLE FOR R~VIE~ 
1912 SCHUBEL JR 
THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CONDITIONS OF CHESAPEAKE tJAY--AN EVALUATION 
CHES BAY INSTr JOHN~ HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 21 
CHESAPEA~~ BAY, UISSOLVED OXYGtN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, StDIMENTATION, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL ~ATER 
1970 SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
SUSPENOI::D SEDIMENT UATA SUMMARY, AUGUST 196~ - JULY 19lu (MOUTH OF SAY TO 
HEAD Ot- BAYl 
CHES bAY INST SPEC REP 18 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEliMEIHS, SUSPENDED lOAD 
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1974 SCHUuEL JR ~~ AL 
SUc·H: OuSEHVATIUNS GF THE SIZES AND SETTLING VELOCITIES Of FISH EGGS 
CHE~ 0~Y I~ST, JLHNS HL~K!NS U~IVr SPEC REP 37, REF 74-~ 
AL~~IVtS, ~M~KI~A~ SHAU, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, S~TTLING 
VFLULIIY, ST"I~tO bASS, ~HITE PEKCH 
1974 SCHUbEL JR [T AL 
PRELI~l~AKY iJBSEKVATIJNS UF THE SIZES AND SETTLING VELOCITIES Of THE EGGS 
Uf SU~E ~HESAPtA~E SAY FISHES 
CHtS uAY !NST, Juh~S HUPKINS UN!V, SPEC REP 36, REF 74-4 
ALt~IVf~, AMERICAN ~HAO, CHtSAPEAKE ~AY, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING 
Vt:L:Jl.ITY, "HITE Pti<CH 
1~76 S~HUBEL JR El AL 
TH~KMAL EfFECTS cf PJwER PLANT ENTHA!NM~NT UN SURVIVAL UF FISH EGGS AND 
LARVAE - A LABORATORY ASSES~M~NT 
C~ES dAY I~ST, JGHN~ HUPKINS UNIVr SPEC REP 52 
MIODLE PE~INSULA PLANNING UISTAICT 1 VA, BLUEBACK HERRING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
fiSH eGG~, HtATcO ~ATEA, LARVAE, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, STRIPED BASS 
1912 SCHUHEL JR, AULD AH 
lHEKMAL lff~CTS Lf A MUOEL POWEK PLANT ON THE HATCHING SUCCESS OF ALEWIFE 
IALUSA PSlUOUHARENUUSI EGGS 
CHES oAY INST SPtC KtP 28 
ALEolv~S, ELlCTKIC POAEK PRUDUCilUN, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
~ISH P~PULATIU~~, MUUEL STUUIES 1 ~UkTALITY, PO~EK PLANTS, T~ERHAL 
POLLUTION, Thbd'IAL riATEk 
191~ SCHU~EL JR, O~UHO A 
COMMENTS uN THE U!SPEKSAL OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT ACROSS THE CONTINENTAL 
!>HELVES 
IN Sril~T tT Al ltD~l. SHELF SEUIMENT TRANSPORT. STROUDSBURG, PA. OO~DEN, 
HUTCHINSON ANO ~O!>S, INC. P.333-346 
CHb>APtAKt uAY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, 
SUS~ENUEO LOAD, VIRGINIA 
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1973 SCHUBERT JS, MACLEUD NH 
DIGITAL ANALYSIS Lf PUTUMAL RIVER BASIN tRTS IMAGERY, SEUIMENTATIUN LtVELS 
AT THE PUTOMAC-ANACUSTIA CuNFLUENLE ••• 
NAT AEkUN SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP 327, PAPER E-13 1 65~-o64 
ANACUSTIA k!VEK, CHESAPEAKE HAY, PUTUMAC R!VEK, StulMENTAIION, STRIP HINES 
1973 SCHULTZ GA 
ANC!NUS H. MILNE EDWARDS IN THE NEW WORLD !ISOPODA, FLAdELL!FtRAI 
CRUSTACEAhA 25(jJ 1 L65-275 
CHESAPEAKt bAY, CKUSTA~tANS, DISTRIBUTION, !SUPOJS 1 UNITED STATES, 
VIRGINIA, OELAwAHt HAY 
196 7 SCHUL Tl LJ;!, ASHBY W 
AN ANALYSIS UF AN ATTEMPT TO CONTROL BEACH ERJS!ON IN CH~SAPcAKE 8AY 1 AT 
SCIENTISTS CLIFFS, CALVERT CUUNTY, ~ARYLANO 
CHb SCI U('<lrL37-L5L 
BEACH eRGS!ON, BEACHES, S~DIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
1971 SCHULTZ LP, CAM~U UG 
THE StA NETTLE OF CH~SAPEAKt BAY 
MD NATUK ktSOURCtS INST EOUC SER 93 
BIOLJGY, CHESAPEAK~ 8AY, JtLLYflSH, PEST CONIRUL 1 SlA NETTLES 
1961 SCHWARTZ FJ 
A BloLIOuHAPHY, EFFECTS OF tXTEHNAL FORCES ON AQUATIC oRGANISMS 
CHES oiOL LAB CUNTRitl 16H 
BIBLIUGRAPHIES, blOT~, tLECTK!ClTY, ELECT~ON!CS, EAPLGSIONS, LIGHT, 
MAGNETIC STUO!ES, H~KIAL1TY, KAUIATION 1 SUUNU ~AVtS 
1963 SCH~AiU Z FJ 
THE BARRELflSH FkOM CHlSAPEAKE BAY AND THE HIDDLt ATLANflC BIGHT, ~ITH 
COMMENTS ON ITS ZOUGEUGKAPHY 
CHES SCI 4(3(,147-l4Y !CGNTRIB 2ld 1 NATUR RESOURCES IN~T 1 UNIV MOl 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE FISH, HIDULE ATLANTIC biGHT 
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19t.4 ~CHwARTZ FJ 
EFFECTS wf ~I~Tt~ wATER CONDITIONS ON FIFTEEN SPECIES OF CAPTIVE MARINE 
1'1 SHES 
AMcK MI~LAND NATUK 7112),434-444 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 2461 
(HESAP~A~t ~AY, fiSH PUPJLATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
wATlH T~MPEKATURE, ~INTER 
1471 SC.HWARTZ FJ 
~IOLUGY Of MICROGOGIUS THALASSINUS IPICES. GDBIIDAE), A SPONGE-INHABITING 
GOdY ~F CHcS~PEAKE dAY, nlTH RANGE EXTENSIONS OF TWO GOaY ASSOCIATES 
CHES SCI U, 1:io 
bfrlMVIOk, CHE~AP~A~E HAY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, 
PATuXt~T KIVEK, PORIFERA, MAPPAHANNGCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
l9o0 SCHwARTZ FJ, CARGO DG 
RECENT Kt~UkDS UF TH~ XANTHID CRAB, PANOPEUS HERBST!, f~OM MARYLAND AND 
VIRGirHA ~ATERS 
CHES SCI ltJ ANO 41 r20l-203 ICONTRIB 164, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MOl 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CRAB~, DISTRIBUTION 
l%2 SCOTT .-IW 
THE AQUATIC PHYCOMYCETOUS FLORA OF MARINE AND dRACKISH WATER~ IN THE 
VICI~ITY UF GLUUCl~IER POINT, V{RGINIA 
VIM5 >PEC SCI REP 36 
aRAC~ISH WATtR, FUNGI, MAK!NE FUNGI, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1949 SCKUGGS PL 
CLEANING THE JAMES 
kEPRINTEu FROM THE lYNCHBURG NE~S, APRil 3, 1949 
DA~~. FL8UU CONTROL, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
1911 SEITZ RC 
TE"PERATURE AND SALINITY DISTRIBUTIONS IN VERTICAL SECTIONS ALONG THE 
LUN~ITUDINAL AXIS AND ACROSS THE ENTKANCE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY (APRIL 
l4<>d Til MAKC.H 1909) 
CHES BAY INST GRAPHICAL SUM REP 5 
·cH{'>iirt"AK.l "uAY, SAi."Ir;jJty, WATER TEMPERATURE 
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1972 SEITZ RC 
A CONDUCTIVITY-TEMPERATURE-DEPTH ICTDl RECORDER AND TWELVE SEMI-CONTINUOUS 
PROFILE~ UF TEMPeRATURE AND SALINITY 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP L9 
CHESAPtAKE bAY, CONDuCTIVITY, UEPTH, E~UIPMENT, HYOkuGRAPHYr POTOMAC 
RIVER, ~ALINITY, TEMPEKATUKE 
1972 SELIGER H 
INTERDISCIPLINARY RtSEARCH IN CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62(2),19o-~Ol 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, KESEAKCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RHODE RIVER 
1974 SELIGER HH ET AL 
DINJFLAGELLATE ACCUMULATIONS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CON~ ON TOA!C DINO~LAG~LLATE BLOOMS, bOSTON, NOV, 1~74, 181-205 
NG~THERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT\ BACTE~IA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
DINOFLAGELLATES, FISHKILL, GROwTH RATES, PHYTGPL~NKTON 
1928 SETTE UE 
fiSHERIES OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, 1~25 
IN FISHtKY INDUSTRIES IN THE UNITED STATES, l92ti. BY OSCAR E. SETTE. U. S. 
FISH COMM REP FOR 1~21, 463-4d3 
CATCH, CHESAP~AKE oAY, FIN~ISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
VIRGINIA 
1950 SETTE DE 
BIOLOGY OF THE ATLANTIC MACKEREL ISCOMBER SCOMdRUSl OF NORTH AMERICA 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV FISH BULL 51 
BIOLOGY, DIURNAL OISTRI~UTION, MIGRATION, SCHOOLS (FISH! 
1925 SETTE OE, AND FIEDLER KF 
A SURVEY OF THE CONDITION OF THE CRAB FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. BUR F'l SH. 36P. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CkAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE fOR 
REVIEW 
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192o SETTE Ot, AND ~IEDLE~ KF 
A SUKV~Y OF THl CONDITION OF THE CKAB FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, 1925 
Fl>d Ai'<U llYSTER K~POKH:K "II 11 ro-B, 12 
CHESAP~AKt oAY, CkAB INUUSTKYr flSHEklESo SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
KE:VIEW 
1'1i>'J HTTLI: FH 
SURVEY A~U A~ALYSIS UF CHANGES EFFECTED BY MAN ON TIDAL ~ETLANDS OF 
VIRGINIA, 19>~-l~b'J 
VA PULYTLCH INST THESIS 
EST0AK!lS, LANU UEV~LOPMENT, TIDAL MARSHES, VIRGINIA, 
195J SEXTOr, M 
THE HALUPHYTtS UF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
HS TttES!S, CATHOLIC. UNIV, WASHINGTON, DC 
CHE5APL~~l ~AY, DlSTKitl0TlONo HALOPHYTES, MARSH PLANTS, PLANTS 
l~7Z SHANUS wE, MATHeS K 
TNt FUlUk~ Uf CHESAPEAK~ BAY 
SlcRKA ~LUd DULL, APkiL 1972r 5-10 
CHtSAPEAKl dAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, RESOURCE 
UEVtln~MlNT, wETLANDS 
1969 SHA~HOLTZ Ml 
AN~JAL K~POKT ufPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
VA UeP H~ALfH, KI~HMONU, VA 
AGMINISIKATIVE AGENCIES, ~TATISTICS 
1970 SHANHOLTZ MI 
ANNUAL KEPDKT 1970 
VA u~P HLALTH, K!CHMOND, VA 
ADMINI>IkATIVE AGENCIES, STATISTICS 
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1974 SHANHOLTZ HI 
DtVELUPMEi'<T VERSUS SHELLFISH- STATEMENTS PKESENTEU TO THE GUVEKNOR'S 
COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
VA STATE HeALTH COMMISSION 
EASTtRN SHURE PLANNIN~ DISTkiCT, VA, CLAMS, MANAGEMENT, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS, 
POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SehAGE, VIRGINIA, COASTAL ZON~ 
1976 SHAPLEY D 
SQUALL IN CHESAPEAKE, MARINE INSTITUTE RAMMED BY JU~K CHAKGE 
SCIENCE 193 (42571 9ti1-'Jti2 
EASTeRN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, KEPUNE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, INST!TUT!ONS 1 
LEGAL ASPeCTS, VIRGINIA 
1974 SHARMA NP, CONNeR MC 
ECONOMIC kELATlONSHlPS AMONG BUSINESS SECTO~S - EASTERN SHG~E, VIRGINIA 
VP!, ktS UIV dULl db 
EA~TtkN SHUKI: PLANNING UI~TKICT, VA, EASTERN SHO~E (VA-MOj, ECONOMICS, 
INPuT-OUTPUT Ai'<ALYSJS, V!KGINIA 
196~ SHAW .m 
OYSTeR SETTING IN TWO ADJACENT TKldUTARIES Uf CHESAPEAKe oAY 
AMcR FISH SOC, TRANS 'J~, 309-314 
CHE~APEAKE aAY, OVSTEK INDU~TRV, OYSTER SETTI~G 
1967 SHAw WN, GRIFFITH GT 
EFfECTS OF PULYSTREAM AND ORILLEX LN OY~TER SETTING IN CHtSAPEAK[ BAY AND 
CHINCOTEAGUE tlAY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 57(1967),17-23 
CHEMICALS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTERS, OYSTER StTTING 
1966 SHAW wN, HEkRILL AS 
SETTING ANO GROWTH OF THE AMERICAN OYSTER, CRASSOSTKEA VI~GINICA, ON 
NAVIGATION BUOYS IN THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PKOC 5b(l966) 1 67-72 
BUuYS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS 
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1~71 SHEARER CA 
A ~TuUY 0~ THE ECOLOGY, TAXONOMY, AND PHYSIOLOGY Of SOME WOOD-INHABITING 
ASCOMYCETES AND Fu~Gl IMPEKFECTI FROM THE PATUXENT RIVER 
PHU DISS, UNIV MU, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
UNAVAILABL~ FOR REVIEw 
1972 SHEARER CA 
TfNTATIVt OUTLINE rOR INVENTORY OF DIVISION MYCOTA, CORULLUSPURA PULCHELLA 
!FUNGUS) 
CHE~ SCI 1JISUPPL),SL7L-S17L 
CHE~APEAK~ oAY, OISTRI~UTION, fUNGI, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1972 SHEARER CA 
~UN~l ur THE CHESAPEAKE tlAY 
CHtS SCI 131SUPPL),~7L-S72 
CHEjAPEAKE bAY, Ul~TKIBUTION, FUNGI 
1973 SHEARER CA 
FUN~l Of THE ~HESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS TRIBUTARIES. 11. THE GENUS 
CUNIOSCYPHA 
MYCJLOGIA o51Ll,128-136 
CHESAPEAKf 8AY, FuNGI, MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY 
197~ SHEARLS EA ET AL 
THERMAL eFFECTS OF THE SURRY NUCLEAR PONER PLANT ON THE JAMES RIVER, 
VIRGINIA. PART Ill. RESULTS Of MONITORING PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE 
tNVIRUNMtNT PRIOR TU PLANT OPERATION 
VIMS SRAMSuE 33 
ELECTRIC POriER PRuDUCTION, HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, TH~KMAL POLLUT(ON, VIRGINIA 
1973 SHERIDAN PF 
UPTAKE, METABOLISM, AND DISTRIBUTION OF DOT IN ORGANS OF THE BLUE CRAB, 
CALllNECTt~ SAPIDUS 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAl 
DOT, M~TAoOLISM, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 8LUE CRAB 
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1975 SHERIDAN Pf 
UPTAKE, METABGLISHo AND DISTRIBUTION Of OuT IN ORGANS UF THE BLUE CRAB, 
CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
CHES SCI 16111 20-26. VIMS THESIS (U VAl IVIMS CONTRIB 65ol 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DDT, METABOLISM, PESTICIDES, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVERo BLUE CRAB 
1974 SHERK JA ET AL 
EFFECTS OF SUSPENDED AND DEPOSITED SEDIMENTS UN ESTUARINE ORGANISMS. PHASE 
II 
MD UNIV NAT RESOURCES INST ~EF NO 74-LO 
EFFECTS, ESTUARINE EN~IRONMENT, FISH, PHYTOPLANKTON, SEDIMENTS, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
1972 SHERK JA JR 
CURRENT STATUS 0~ THE KNO~LEOGE OF tHE BIOLOGICAL E~FECTS OF SUSPENDED AND 
CEPOSITEU SEDIMENTS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13ISUPPLI,~137-~l44 ICONTR18 515, NATUR ~ESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
BIOTA, CHESAPtAKE tiAY, tCOLOGICAL IMPACT, StDIHENT DISCHARGE, 
SEDIMENTATION, SUSPENDED LUAD 
1973 SHERROD HF IEDI 
ENVIRONMENT LAW REVIEW - 1973 
CLARK BOARDMAN COMPANY, LTu, NEN YORK, NY 
ENVIRONMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNITED STATES 
1973 SHERWOOD AW 
UNDE~STANDlNG THE CrlESAPEAKE, A LAYMAN'S GUIDE 
TIDEWATER PUBLISHERS, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
BIOLUGY, CHESAPtAKE BAY, DREDGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLO~Y, MANAGEMeNT 
1973 SHIDELER GL, MC~RATH OG 
EVALUATION. OF SUtiMARINE STRAIN-GAGE SYSTEMS FOR MONITORING COASTAL 
SEDIMENT MIGRATION 
OLD DOMINION UNIV TECH REP 11 
INSTRUMENTATION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, STRAIN GAGES, VIRGINIA, 
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19o7 SH!DLEk JK, MACINTYRE WG 
HYD~OGKAPHIC UATA COLLECTION FOR 'OPERATION JAMES RIVER-1964' 
Vl.1~ DAIA f{l::f> 5 
CU~~ENT~ I~ATERJ, DATA COLLECTIONS, DEPTH, HYD~OGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, 
SALINITY, VIMGINIA, ~ATEK TEMP~KATURE, ~IND VELOCITY 
l94il SHIFFLETT E 
EOCENE STKAllukAPHV AND FJKAMINIFERA OF THE AQUIA FORMATION 
Mu DE~ GtDL, MINES AND WATE~ RESOURCES BUll 3 
CHE5APEAKE dAY, FORAMINIFERA, MARYLAND, ST~ATIGRAPHY, SYSTEMATICS, 
VIRGINIA 
19H SHOTTON lR 
810LCGY UF THE RUCK CRAb, CANCER IRRORATUS ~AY, IN THE COASTAL WATERS OF 
V!KGIN!A 
VIMS THESIS IUNIV VAl 
BIOLOGY, LrlESAPtAKE BAY, CRA~S, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GRO~TH STAGES, 
SEASONAL DISTkloUT!UN, VIRGINIA, MOLTING 
1970 SHURTLeFF BP 
SEEING CHESAPEAKE WILDS 
!NT MAR PUBLISHING Cu, CAMDEN, MAINE 
CHE~APtAKE tlAY, PHOTOGRAPHY, SCENERY, WILDLIFE 
1963 SHUSTEK CN JK ET Al 
A CUMMtNTARY ON CLAW DEfORMITIES IN THE BLUE CRAB 
ESTUARINE BULL 712 AND ~1,15-23 IVIHS CUNTRIB 1341 
~LUE CRA~, GLYCOGEN 
1911 SiELING FW 
ECUNOMIC VALUE OF RESEARCH IN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, AN EXPOSITION OF 
DIRtCT ECUNUM!C BENEFITS TO MANAGEMENT FROM RESEARCH 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC b1, 15-19 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
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1969 SIELING Fw ET Al 
DISTRI~UTIUN OF SOME MICROPARASITES IN OYSTERS FROM CHESAPEAKE dAY, 
19o3-l<J6d 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 59 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, MICKUUKGANISMS, MSI, OYSTERS, P~~ASITISM 
1974 SILBERHDRN GM ET Al 
GUIDELINES FUR ACTIVITIES AFFECTING VIRGINIA WETLANDS 
COASTAL wETLANDS OF VIRGINIA INTERIM REP NO 3 IVIMS SRAMSDE ~ol 
CLASSIFICATION, CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, ~ETLANUS 
1968 SILVER MA, SHlNK nO 
TEMPERATURE DtPENOENCE OF GLUCOSE CUNCENTKATIUN IN T0ADFISH BLOOD 
C HE S SC I 9 I 11 ,1-tl 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, fiSH PHYSIOLOGY, TEMPERATuRE, tiLOOu VAluES 
1968 SIMMONDS w 
VUR' RIVEK 'RED W~!EM' 
VI MS MS 
DINOFLAGELLATES, G:STRibUTION, PLANKTON, RED TIDE, VIRGINIA, YORK KIVER 
1972 SIMMONS GM J~ 
A PKE-lMPDUNDMtNT STUDY OF THE NORTH ANNA MIV~M, VIRGINIA 
VPI, ~AT t\ESOUKCES KESEAKCH CTK, BULL 55, 76 P 
RAOCO PLANNING UI~TRI~T, VA, ~NVIRONMENTAL EFrECTS, IM~OUNUMENTS, NUCLEAk 
POWER PLANTS, KESERVU!KS, VIRGINIA, WATER JUALITY 
1971 SIMMONS GH JR, WINfiELD A 
A FEASIBILITY STUDY uSING CONSERVATION WEdBING AS AN ARTIFICIAL SuBSTRATE 
IN MACRDtlENTHIC STUDIES 
VA J SCI :a, 52-59 
AQUATIC INSECTS, ~ENTHIC FAUNA, INDICATORS, LAND DEVELOPMENT, SAMPLING 
1970 SIMPrON PS, SIMPSON JH JR 
TORN LAND 
JP BELL CD. LYNCHBURG, VA 
FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOODING, FLOOOPROOFING, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES, JAMES 
RIVEK, VIRGINIA 
1968 SINDER~ANN CJ 
UYST~K MORTALIT tS ~!TH PAKTICULAR REFERENCE TG CHESAPEAKE ~AY AND THE 
ATL~~T!C COAST ~ ~~RTh AMERICA 
US FISH A~D ~IL Llfi StKV SPEC SC! REP FISH 569 
CHE,APtA~~ GAt, OE~~OCY~TIOIUM, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
l9bd SINU~~~ANN CJ, KRANTL ~E 
t:RYTHKtiCYTi: ANT IGE:i<S A.'oD i<ATURAL !SGAGGLUTININS OF ThE AMERICAN EEL 
ANGJILLA KU~TRAfA rRJM CHESAPEAK~ oAY 
C.HE:i SCI ~Ul ,'i4-'ib 
Bl~ASSAY, CHtS~P~AKt ~ay, EtLS, ~ISH ?GPULAT~ONS 
1971 SINGH JJ ET AL 
RAJIOACTIVITY ~f ~HALE VEkTEB~A FUSSILS FOUND IN CHESAPEAKE AREA 
VA J SCI 22, 12..) 
kAuJ·,,ACTJVi:: UAfL\t.., KADIUACTlVIT·r 
!96d SINNUT! A, TIBBITTS GC 
GRUJND-~AIER KE~OUkCi::S UF ACCOMACK AND NORTHAMPTON COUNTIES, VIRGINIA 
VA !)J V '~iN Kb {i11N kES REP 9) 113 P 
tA~IEkN SHOKE PLANNING UISTRILf, VA, GE8LOGY, GROUNDWATER, MAPS, NATURAL 
RES~URC~S, VIRGINIA 
l95U SiNi<UJT A, •HETSTONE Gh 
UCCURR~NCE OF FLuJRIOi: IN THE GROUND WATERS OF THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
At1tlt CHt'M :itJC: VA SECT bULl 28, 45-70 
AQUIF~k CHAKA:TEMISTICS, ATLANTIC CUASTAl PLAJN 1 CHESAPtAKE BAY, 
fLUJKIDES, ~KUU~OWATEK, YIRGINIA 
1962 SINNOTT A, WHETSTONE GW 
FLUUkiOE IN W~LL WATtRS Of THE VIRGINIA COASTAL PLAIN 
VA M I N E KA L S 8 Oi i , 4-1 1 
A~Ull~~ CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
~lUUKIUES, GkOUNDWATEH, VIRGINiA, ~ATER WEllS 
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1919 SKINNER ww, SALE Jw 
CHEMICAL INVESTIGATION Of PULP MILL EFFLUENT, WEST POINT, VA AND Of THE 
YORK RIVEK fROM WEST POINT, VA TO CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
US tlUR FISH REP 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, EFFLUENTS, PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, PULP WASTES, 
VIKGIN!A, YORK RIVlK 
1951 SLAVIK ~. UHLER FM 
THE POTOMAC 8A~IN. 3. WHERE ARt THE DUCKS? 
ATLANTIC i<ATUK 6(41 1 143-150 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, UKtOGING, DUCK~ (wiLDJ, MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SEDIMENTATION, ~ILTI~G, WATtk POLLUTION, ~ATE~FOwL 
1952 SLAVIK W, UHL~~ ~M 
WHERE ARE THE DUCKS? 
IN TH~ PGIUMAC VAL~tY, HISTORY AND PROSPECT 
AUDO~O~ SG~, 0.C., INC, Poi3-3l 
CHESAPEA~E dAY, DL.\S (w!LDI 1 POTOMAC MlVE~, nATERFGMlo 0NAVAILA~lt FOk 
RE 'J lEW 
1972 SMALl El:l 
FREE-LIVING PROTUZUA UF THE CHlSAP[A(E BAY EXCLUSIVE Uf f&KANlNlfE.•~ A~D 
THE FLAGfllATES 
CHES SCI 13lSUPPLI,S~b-SY7 
CHESAPEAKE tiAY, PRUTUZUA 
1892 SH ITH HM 
~OTES UN A COLLECTION OF fiSHES FRUH JHE LOWER POTOMAC RIVtK, MARYLAND 
U.S. FISH COMM bULL FUR ltl9U, V.lO, 63-72 
CHtSAP~AKE SAY, DJSTRitlUTIUN, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
1893 SMITH HM 
POTOMAC Rl~EK, P.lH0-!83. IN SMITH, HM. REPORT UN THt INQUIRY REGARDING 
THE METHODS AND STATISTICS OF THE FISHERI~S 
U.S. FISH COMM REP 1889-1~91, lH-204 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMtRCIAl fiSH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC KIVER, SHELLFISH 
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Ul9l $MIT H HM 
LO~ER CHt~A~~AKE bAY, P.1d4-194. IN SMITH, HM. REPORT ON THE INQUIRY 
kE~AROING THE McTHuOS AND 5TATI~TlCS OF THE fiSHERIES 
U.~. FISH CUMM REP 188~-18~1, 173-204 
CHtSAPEA~t oAY, ~OMMERCIAL fiSH, fiNfiSH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER 
Hiuu>Tf.-Y, SHf:LLJ:-1 SH, VIRGINIA 
1a9-J SMITH HM 
STUOif:S Uf YOUNG SHAD IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
u.S. FISH COMM kEP ld~o, do-89 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE bAY, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, POTOMAC 
R!VtK 
l8'i9 SMITH HM, SEAN SA 
L!Sf uf fiSHES KhO~N ro INHABIT THE WATERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND 
VICINITY 
U.S. rl~H COMM oULL fOR lo~u, V.ld, 179-187 
CHtSAPEA~E oAY, DISTKICf OF COLUMBIA, FISH POPULATIONS, MARYLAND, POTOMAC 
klVE>{, VIRGINIA 
1~1b SMITH HW 
~HAU AND ALtWIFt INDUSTRY OF CHESAPEAKE SAY AND TRIBUTARIES 
IN ~EP OF THE LOMM FISH 191o, DOC o36, 1-114 
ALtWIVtS, AMtKILAN SHAD, CHESAP~AKE BAY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, 
UNAVAILA~LL FOR REVIEW 
1906 SMITH J 
THt GtNEkALL HISTORIE 0~ VIRGI~IA, NEW ENGLAND, AND THE SUMMER ISLES, 
IOGEJHER wiTH THE TRUE T~AVELS 1 ADVENTURES, AND OBSERVATIONS AND A 
GRAMMER 
2 VOLUMES, PAGES 1-39~ AND 1-330 
LHE~APEAKE BAY, HISTORY, NORTHEAST U.S., VIRGINIA 
1~~0 SMITH JO 
llKGANIC CHEMISTRY 
IN VA ACAO OF SCI, JAMES RIVER BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, P. 
olS-63~ 
CHlMI~fKY, EFFLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, JAMES RIVER, ORGANIC WASTES, 
Vlf<(;INIA 
1950 SMITH RS 
REPORT OF A WATER QUALITY SUKVEY OF HAMPTON ROADS SHELLFISH AREAS. OCT 11, 
1949 TO fES 21, 19~0 
US ~USLIC HEALTH SEKV. DIV OF ENG. VA DEP Of HEALTH 
CHESAPEAKE ~AYt CHLORINATION, JAMES RIVER, SEwAGE BACTERIA, SEWAGE 
DISPOSAL, SEWAGE E~fLUENTS, TIDAL EFFECTS, HAMPTON RDAOS 
1952 SMITH RS 
A ~ATER ~UALITY SURVEY OF HAMPTON ROADS SHELLFISH AKEAS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, CUNV A0URESS 1952, 1~1-134 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, CHLUKINATION, OYSTER I~DUSTRY, SEwAGE OI~POSAL, SHELLFISH, 
WATtM POLLUTIUN, WATER ~UALITY, HAMPTON ROADS 
1965 SMITH WG 
STUuY UF THE SCUP ••• tlA~Eu ON DATA OdTAINED FKOM CATCHES OF THE 1963-64 
~INTER T~AWL FISHtKY 
VIMS THESIS ICOLl WILLIAM AND MARYl 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, COMMERCIAL FISHl~G, SCUP 1 TRAWLING 
1~6d ~MITH wG, NL;: .. :ROSS JJ 
THE STATUS OF SLU~ ISTENuTUMUS CHRYSOPS) IN WINTER TKA~L FISHERY 
CHES SCI 914l,lu7-116 IVIMS CONTKIB 2821 
CATCH, CHESAPEAKE 3AY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIE~, MARINE FISH, SCUP, 
SfASUNAL Dl5TRI8UilUN 1 LtNGTH-FRE~UENLY DlSTklBUTIUNS, HAMPTON RJAOS 
1~69 SMITH wL 
SPATIAL OI~TRISUTION Of SOME OF THE FISHES Of COBHAM SAY, JAMES RIVEK, 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS NAT Sll FOUND TEACHERS REP 
DlSJRISUTIUN PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVtR, VIRGINIA 
1974 SMITHSONIAN INST, CTR FOR NATURAL AREAS ECOLOGY PROGRAM 
NATURAL AREAS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION, ECOLOGICAL ~RIORITIES 
AUTHOR 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, ECOLQGY 
19b~ SMllH~ONIAN INSTITUTION 
SMITHS•JNIAN uFFIC.t OF ECOLOGY 
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1~b~ ANNU KtP, SM!lHSUNIAN INST, ~ASHINGTON, OC 
~HtSAPtA~~ dAY 1 tCULCGY 1 RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT 
194J SNII'Ft:N Ew 
COddlE~ FKUM THE PLEISTOCENE TERRACES OF THE LOWER YORK-JAMES PENINSULA 
VA J SCI l, 2<>5-2<>8 
BACK R!V~R,VA 1 PtTRC.LOGY 1 PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, TERRACES IGEOLOGICAL), 
VIRGINIA 
1'-b5 SUtlERS OG 
!HE IMPLICATIONS OF SEDIMENT POLLUTION ON WATER RECREATION I~ THE UPPER 
t'UTUMAL. E~TUARY 
MO UNIV MS lHESIS 
CHEjAPEAKc oAY, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
Rt:VIE~ 
19o4 SUNGOAHL JH 
Dl~TkloUTION ANU SIZE DIFFERENTIAL OF HERRING IN THE YORK AND JAMES IUVER.:> 
AND TKltlUTAklt~ ANU DISTRIBUTION Of SHORE FISHES OF THE JAMES RIVER AND 
Tk!BUTAKII::S 
VIMS NAT ~~I FUUND REP 
ALE~IVI::S, ANADRUMUU~ FISH 1 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER, D!STRltJUTION PATTERNS, FISH 
POt'ULAT!UNS, HtkRINGS, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PAMUNKEY RIVER, 
VIR~INIA, ~~INING 
1969 SORGE EV 
THE STATUS Uf TH~R~AL OI~CHARGES EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
CHES SCI lQ(j AND 41 1 131-138 
COULIN~ WATER, NUCLEAR POwER PLANTS, THER~AL POLLUTION, "ATER POLLUTION 
1969 SOUTH WO 
INVtSTIGATIUN OF THE EFFECT OF MILL WASTE ON WATER QUALITY IN THE PA~UNKEY 
AND YURK R 1 VE:RS 
THE CHES CORP UF VA, WEST POINT, VA 
DIURNAL D!STkiBUTION 1 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PULP WASTES, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
AS>!MILATIVE CAPACITY, WATER UUALITY CONTROLo YORK RIVER 
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19/2 SOUTHwiCK CH 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF AQUATIC VEGETATION, MYRIOPHYLLUM 
SPICATUM (EURASIAN wATERMlLfOlLl 
CHES SCI l31SUPPLloS174-S17o 
AQUATIC wf£0~, CHE5A~EAKE tlAY, DISTRI~UTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
POPULATION OtNAMIC~ 
1974 SOVICH JS 
NEAR SHOKE INFLUENCE OF A NATURAL TIDAL INLET 
VIMS TH~S!S ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY! 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CURRENTS (~ATERI, tASTERN SHURE (VA-MD), INLETS 
(WATERwAYS!, TIDAL EFfECTS, VIRGINIA, ~ACHAPREAGUE,VA 
1950 SPANGLER Wtl, PETERSON JJ 
GEULOGY OF ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN IN NE~ JERSEY, DELA~ARE, MARYLAND, AND 
Vlil.GINIA 
A~ER A:>S PETROL GEOL, BULL ~4111 1 1-99 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, MARYLAND, 
STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
1968 SPARKS RM 
INDUSTRIAL ANU URBAN ACTIVITIES 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON ~HESAPEAKE dAY, WYE INST, S~PT 1~-13 1 
Pol03-l0 1 
CHESAPI::AKE tiAY, INDUSTNIES 1 URBANIZATION 
1943 SPENCE SR 
THE LIFE HISTORY UF THE BLUE CRAd UF THE CHESAPEAKE 
SOUTHI::KN fiSHERMAN 3 1 14-16 1 37 
CHESAPI::AKI:: dAY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEH 
1969 SPENCER RS, ROGERS WS 
THE MIOCENE-PLEISTOCENE UNCONFORMITY IN NORFOLK COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VA J SCI 20, 19-21 
EllZABET~ RIVER, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PLEISTUCEN~ ~POCH, 
VIRGINIA 
1'171 :,P'<AGUE V 
015EASES Of OYSTERS 
335 
ANNV Rtv uF MICRO~IUL 25 ICUNTRIB 451, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV HOI 
ANIMAL PAKA51TcS, ANIMAL PATHOLuGY, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
[969 SPRAGUe V ET AL 
UELKtASE I~ INCIUcNCE OF MINCHINIA NELSON! IN OYSTERS ACCOMPANYING 
kfUULTION uf ~ALINITY IN THE LABORATORY 
NAI SHE:LU 15~i ASS, PI<OC 59, L.-1-26 
ANI~AL POPULATIONS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISEASES, MARYLAND, MOBJACK BAY, 
MOKIALITY, MSX, OYSTlH.S, PATUXENT RIVER, VlKGINIA 
196~ SPRAGUE V tl AL 
A NE~ S~ECIES UF PARAMOEdA IAMOEBIOA, PARAMOEd!OAEl PARASITIC IN THE CRAB, 
CALLINECTES SAPIUU~ 
J I:WEt<T PATHOL itt, 167-174 
LKAtlS, AMOEBAE 
1~66 SPKAGUE V, BECKETT RL 
A OISEA~~ OF BLUE CRABS (CALLINECTES SAPIDUSl IN MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
J INVEkTtbKATE PATHUL d, Ldl-289 
CHESAPlAK~ dAY, DISEASES, MAH.YLANO, VIRGIN!Ar BLUE CRAB, AMOEBAE 
l'i 11 SPRAGUE V, LOUCH JA 
AN AN~uTATEU LIST uf PROTOZOAN PARASITES, HYPERPARASITE$, AND COMMENSALS 
Of u~CAPOU CRUSTACEA 
J ~~UTUZGOL 18131,526-537 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CRUSTACEANS, PROTOZOA, SYM~IOSIS 
1971 ST. PIEH.RE RA 
AGE, GROwTH, ANO MORTALITY OF THE WHITE PERCH ••• IN THE JAMES AND YORK 
RIVeRS, VIRGINIA 
VI~S fHESIS IUNIV VAl 
AGING !BIULUGlCALl, GROWTH RATES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITE 
PERCH, YORK RIVER 
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1972 ST PlfRRE RA, DAVIS J 
A&E, GROWTH, ANU MORTALITY UF THE WHITE PEkCH, MORuNE AMERICANA, IN THE 
JAMES AND YORK RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI 1314l,Z/~-L61 IVIMS CONTRIB 2871 
AGING ltiiuLUGICAL), GKO~TH KAlES, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, VIRGINIA, WHITE 
PERCH, YORK RIVER 
1913 HANARD WG 
NOTES ON A JOURNEY UN THE JAMES TOGETHER WITH A GUIDE TO OLD JAMESTOWN 
COMP!LEU FUK ASS FUR PRESERV OF VA ANTI~UITI~S. RICHMOND, VA 
HISTORY, JAMES hiVEK, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VIKG!NIA 
1968 STANLEY EM, NORCROSS JJ 
CIRCULATION UF THE SH~LF WATERS OFF THE CHESAPEA~E biGHT 
MAR TECH SOC, DELAwARE VALLEY SECTiuN, SYM~ OCEAN ~CI ANO lN6 UF TH£ 
ATLA~TIC SHELF, TRANS 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, CORI<ENTS IWATERI, kUNuFF, lEMPERATUI<E, ~!NOS, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC biGHT 
1969 STEBtiiNS LC 
THE CULTURING OF THE HARD CLAM, MERCENAKIA MERCENARIA, ANO THE BAY 
SCALLUP, AE~UIPECTcN IR~AOIANS 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUNU REP 
CLAMS, CULTURES, GROWTH RATES, SCALLOPS, VIRGINIA, tORK RIVER, MARICULTURE 
19o3 STEENIS JHr STOTTS VD 
PROGRESS REPORT UN DISTRioUTION AND CONTROL OF EURA~IAN WATERMllFOIL IN 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION, 1962 
SO WEED CONF, PROCr MOBILE, ALA. 16, 341-34L 
A~UATIC WEED CUNlRUL, AQUATIC wEEDS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1970 STEERING COMMITTEE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COOLING WATER STUDIES GROUP 
REPORT ON RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AND PROPOSALS 
POwER PLANT SiTING PROGRAM, MD OEP NATUK RESOURCES 
CHESAPEAKE. bAY, JAMES RIVER, MARYLAND, PUTOMAC RIVE!<, PROJECT PLANNING, 
THERMAL PO.LLUT ION, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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l9o:s :.TENMARK R 
PALEOCLIMATIC IMPLICATIONS OF MICROFAUNAL VARIATIONS IN T~O JAMES RIVER 
MA«SHES 
VIMS NAT SCI FOU~U REP 
f(Jo<:.MU;[Fl:KA, JAMt:S K!Vt::R, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, VIRGINIA 
1932 STEPHE~SUN LW ET AL 
LHEjAPEAK!:: tiAY «EGlON 
!NT GEGL l:ONGRESS, 16TH SESSION IUS GOVERNMENT PRINTING OfFICE) 
CHE~APEA~E JAY, GLOLkAPHICAL REGIONS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS 
1920 STEVENS EH 
SuiL SURVeY Of ALCGMAC AND NORTHAMPTON COUNTIES, VIRGINIA 
u.S. Dt:PI ALrdC 1 ilUR l.:F SOILS, 62 P 
EASTeRN SHOKE PLANNl~G DISTKICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, CLIMATIC DATA, MAPS, 
SOIL SURVtYS, VIKGINIA 
1'>16 STEVENS GC 
SUKFACE WATtR SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEUL SURV BULL 10 
DISCHARGE MEASUK!::MENT 1 STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1B97 STEVENSON CH 
THE RESTRICTED INLAND RANGE OF SHAD OUE TO ARTIFICIAL OBSTRUCTIONS AND ITS 
EFFECT UN NATURAL REPRLOUCTION 
US FISH CUMM BULL 17, 265-271 
AMERICAN ~HAO, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTRIBUTION, REPRODUCTION, TRIBUTARIES, 
UNIIEU ~TATES, VIRGINIA 
1899 srEVEN~ON CH 
THE SHAD FISHERIE~ OF VIRGINIA, P.176-l92. IN THE SHAD FISHERIES OF THE 
ATLANTIC COAST OF THE UNITED STATES 
U.S. FISH COMM RtP 1B98 0 101-269 
AMtK!CAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, 
MUBJACK oA~, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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1929 STEWART BCD 
DIGESTIVE ENZYMES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEA NETTLE CHRYSAORA ~ulN~UECIKRHA 
IDESORl, WITH EMPHASIS ON THE ACID ANO THE ALKALINE PHOSPHATAStS 
MO UNIV PHD DISS 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, ENZYMES, PHO~PHATES, SEA NETTLES, ~CYPHOZUA 
1946 STEWART RE: 
BIROS Of THE bAYS AND ESTUARIES 
wOOD THRUSH 21~lol2-1J 
SAYS, BIRO~, CHt::SAPEAKE: tiAY, DISTRIBUTION, UISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
ESTUARIES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, wATERFOwl 
1949 SHWART RE 
BIROS OF THE MARSHES 
WOOD THRUSH 41JJ 1 9~-~9 
BIROS, ~HESAPEA~E boY, D~LAWARE, DrSTRidUTION 1 MARSHES, MAKYLA~D, 
VIRGINIA, ~ATERFOwL 
195a STEWART RE 
DlSTRiuUTION OF THE dlACK DUCK 
U.S. FISH AND wiLDLIFE SEKV CIRC 51 0 1-d 
DISTRIBUTION, UUC~S IWILDl, ~ATtRFOklo UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 STEWART RE 
WATERFOWL OF THE CHtSAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl 1 S1J4-S137 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATERFO~L 
1973 STOFAN PE 
SURFACE PHYTOPLANKTON COMMUNITY STRUCTURE OF MOBJACK BAY AND YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIMS OISS .ICOLL wiLLIAM ANO MARY) 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, MOBJACK BAY, PHYTOPLANKTON, YORK 
RIVER 
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l96J ~TOTTS WL, DAVIS DE 
tiLAC~ uuC~ IN THe CHeSAPEAKE BAY OF MARYLAND -- BREEDING BEHAVIOR AND 
HIOLCJGY 
lHt~ SCI 1 1 127-154 
HKlEOI~G, CHESA~~AKE ~AY, DUCKS l~ILOl, tASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI 
1'169 STOTTS VD 
HA~ITAI AND HKEEDI~G ECOLOGY - EAST-CENTRAL UNITED STATES 
IN P. uA~SK.c. dl~~K DULK-EVALUATION 1 MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH, A SYMPOSIUM. 
AIL nATt~~GftL CUUN AN~ hiLULIFt MANAGEMENT INST 
~kcEJlNG, JUCKS l~ILOJ, UNITED STATES, wATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOK REVIEW 
1939 :>TU..; Mrl 
R~FLECII~~ U~ P~UVE~A~CE IN HEAVY MINERALS Of JAMES RlVER, VIRGINIA 
J SEDlilhJI i'ETROL '1 1 tl6-'Jl JAM~S RIV~K, Ml~tkALUGY, PROVENANCE, SEUI~ENTARY PETROLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1 '15J s rm. r·IH 
C.E:ULCGY 
IN VA aCAU JF SCI, JAMES KIVEK BASIN, PAST, PRESlNT AND FUTURE, P. 
43?-441 
GEOL001C FOKMATIO~S, GE~LOGY, JAMES RIVE~, R1VER SYSTEMS, VIKGINIA, 
~AftRSH~U::, (6A§lNSl 
1942 STRICKLAND JC 
CULTIVATiuN OF MICROORGANISMS AS FOOD FOR CRAB LARVAE 
VIM~ MS 
CkAdS, F~UO HABITS, LARVAE, MICROORGANISMS, PLANKTON 
1'146 STRICKLAND JC 
A ~JLIUKt METHOD FOR CERTAIN MARINE ALGAE 
SCIENCE luJI2665l,ll2-113 lVIHS CONTRlB 241 
MARINE ALGAE, PHYTOPLANKTON, MARICULTURE 
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1963 STROUP ED, LYNN RJ 
ATLAS OF SALINITY AND TrMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
1952-19b1 
CHES aAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIW, BALTIMORE, MD, G~APHICAL SUMMA~Y RiP l, 
R!:f 63-1 
CHeSAPeAKE BAY, MAPPING, SALINITY, wATER TEMPeRATURE 
19b6 STROUP EO, hUUU JH 
ATLAS OF lHt OISTRioUTION OF TURBIDITY, PHOSPHATE, AND CHLOROPHYLL IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 1949-1951 
CHES oAY INST, JGhNS HO~KINS UN1V, ANNAPOLIS, MD, GkAPHICAL SUI1MAK~ REP 4 1 
REF 66-1 
CHE~APEAKl BAY, CHLL~OPHYLL 1 lNLETS I~ATl~WAYSl 1 MAPPIN~, PrlOSPHATES, 
SALINITY, SAMPLING, TuRBIDITY, WATtk T~MPEkATURt 
1931 SUNOf<UP E 
POTOMAC KIVEK OYSTER AND FISH SURVEYS 
MD CONSlKV OEP, H:i; 4 1 P.1-d 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FINfi~H INUUSTkY, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTER INDU~TKY, 
POTOMAC RIVER, U~AVAILA~LE FOR REVIEW 
1944 SURBER Epj 
THi PkOdAbLE EFFtC:S OF THt CONSTRUCTION Of THt SALEM CHURCH DAM ON FISrlES 
IN IHt RAPPAHANNOC~ kiVER 
REP 10 U.S. CORPS t~G ~~ THE AUTHOR FKOM U.S. FISH ~ILDLIFE StKV 1 
KEAKNEY::,VILLE, wt~~ WA 
DAMS, FISH POPULATIONS, KAPPAHANNUCK RlVER 1 t<ESERVUIRS 1 WIRGINIA 
1966 SUTHERLAND EK 
A wATeK ~uAL1TY STUDY UF THE CHICKAHOHINY RIVER 
VA wATER CUNTKUL tiUAKU 
CHlCKAHUMINY KlVER, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, JAMES K1VEK. LIMNULUGY, VIRGINIA, 
WATER QUALITY 
1976 SUTTON CH ET AL 
DETAlLED BATHYMETRY OF SELECTED AREAS OF THE lNNER CONTINENTAL SHELF UF 
THE VIRGINIAN SEA - SOUTHEAST VIRGINIA. VIRGINIA SEACH, AND wACHAPKfAGUE, 
VA . 
VIM~ SRAMSOE 69 
BAJHYMETRY, CHESAPtAKE BAY, COASTS, CONTINENTAL SHELF, HAPS, viRGINIA 
341 
196d ~UTTUR RE ET AL 
THE Lfl~lt-IEr<LIAL FISHING ANO SEAFOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRIES OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
dAY ARtA 
u:Hv MJ AG;{ EXP SrA 
LHcSAPEA~t ~AY, fiSH, FI~HtMIES, FOODS, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
lNuUSlt-\lAL f!Sf' 
1972 So1ARTL kC 
ai0LUSICAL CK!lt~lA UF ENVIRUNMENTAL CHANGE IN THE CHESAPEAKE BA¥ 
CHES SCI 1j(SUP~Llr~l7-S41 (V1MS CONTRIB 4801 
31(JASSAY 1 oluli<o CH!:~APE:>."E SAY, LETHAL LIMIT, TDXICIT¥ 
1Y7Z SWAKTZ RC 
A PRELIMINARY UtSIGN Of AN INfORMATION sTORAGE SYSTEM FOR BIOLOGICAL 
CULLECT IJ;, lJATA 
Crtt:S oCl l31SUPI-'li,S19l-S1'17 IVIMS CUNft\ltl 4921 
~IJLUGY, o!UTA, CHcSA~cAKE bAY, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND 
RtTKIE~AL, !NFURMAT!uN RETRIEVAL, SY5TEMATICS 
1972 SwAKT l RC 
POSTLAKVAL GKUwTH AND RtPRUUUCTlVE BIOLOGY OF THE XANTHIO CRAB, NEOPANOPE 
T EXANA SAY 1 
V [.'lS OI SS ICL:LL w llllliM AND ~~ARYl 
ANIMAL uEHAYIOk 1 CKABS, ~HOwTH ~TAGES, REPROlJUCTlON, SPA~NlNG, VIRGINIA, 
YORK KIVlk, MULTING 
l'J7o SwARTZ RC 
AGONISTIC AND SEXUAL BEtiAVlUR OF THE XANTHIU CRAB, NEOPANOPE SAYI 
CrlES SCI 17111 24-34 (VIMS CONTRIB b64l 
BEHAVIOK, C~A6S, kEPRODUCTlON, VIRGINIA 
196d SWARTZ RC, VAN ENGEL WA 
LENGTH, wEIGHT, ANU GIRTH RELATIONS IN THE TOAOFISH, OPSANUS TAU 
CH!:S SCI 9141,24'>-253 (VIMS CONTRIB 2791 
FISH, GKUwTH RATES, LENGTH, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
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l'H 7 SWEM EG 
A olijLIUGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA, PART 2 
VA STATE LIBR BULL 10, 1-1404 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, VIRGINIA, 
1972 SWI~T OJP ET AL 
ANATOMY OF A SHORE FACE KlUGe SYSTEM, FALSE CAPE, VIRGINIA 
MAR GEOL 12 1 59-&4 
ijATHYMETRY, CONTINENTAL SHELF, MARINE GEOLOGY, MIDULE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1961 SYKE~ JE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CGUPtkATIVE ST~IPED BASS PkUGRAM 
CHES SCI 2, 1-2 
CHESAPEAKE cAY, FISH POPuLATIONS, STRIPED JASS, TA661NG 
1965 SYMROSKI BA 
A PROGRES~ REPURT u~ PHuTUTACTiC STUDIES uF CRASSuSTREA VIRGINICA GMtLIN 
LARVAE 
VIMS NAT SCI FGUNO ~lP 
DIURNAL DISTRibUTION, LARVAE, LIGHT, OYSTERS, VEKT!CAL MIGKATION 
1~75 TAFT JL ET AL 
UPTAKE ANlJ k!:LEASt UF PHOSPhORuS SY PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE CHESAPEAKE bAY 
ESTUARY, USA 
MAR ~IUL .Hill Ll-32 ICHES BAY INST, JuHNS HUt'!i.lNS u, CONTRIB 2131 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, t'HUSPHURUS, 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
1976 TAFT JL, TAYLOR WR 
PHOSPHORUS DISTRIBUTION IN THE CHESAPEAKE SAY 
CHES SCI 17(2) 67-7~ 
NORTHEkN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, CHESAPEAKE tiAY, OlSTRitlUTION, 
PHO~PHOMUS~ TKOPHIC LEVEL 
190~ TALtlOT H 
PuTOMAL ~ASS 
AMEK fl~H ~OC TRA~S 34, 124-131 
343 
CH~SAPEAKE dAY, fi~H POPULATIONS, POTOMA' RIVER, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE 
F~K R~VI~W 
1~69 TALBOT JJ 
THE IMPuKTANCE Cf SPIDER CKA6S IN THE MARINE FOULING COMMUNITY WITH A 
SPECIAL ~UMPAKISLN Of StS~ILE ORGANISMS FOUND ON LIBINIA DURING THE SUMMER 
OF 1~&~ 
VIM~ ~AT SCI FOUND REP 
CKA~S, fOULING, Sc~~ILE ALGAe, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1962 TAN [C 
STUDIE~ ON OSMO~C AND ION!' REGULATION IN THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES 
SAPIOUS RATHBUN 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL ~ILLIAM AND MARYJ 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, u~MCSIS, SALT TOLERANCE, YORK RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
l9b6 TAN EC, VAN ENGEL WA 
OSMORrGULATIUN IN THE ADULT BLUE CKAB, CALLINECTES SAPIOUS RATHBUN 
~HE~ SCI 7 1 30-3~ IVIMS CONTRIB 2111 
CkABS 1 SALT TULERANCE, BLUE CRAB, OSMOREGULATION 
1970 TAYLOR WR 
PLANKTON ECOLOGY PROJECT STATION DATA, AESOP CRUISES, 1-12, APRIL 19b9 TO 
MARCH 1970 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 16, REF 70-b 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, 
SAMPLING 
1967 TAYLOR WRo HUGHES JE 
PRIMA~Y PRODUCTIVITY IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY DURING THE SUMMER OF 1964 
CHES tiAY INST TECH REP 34, 67-l 
ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DIURNAL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLA~TONo PRIMARY 
PKOOUCTIVITY, SAMPLING 
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1972 TEN~YSON PS ET AL 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY diBLIOGRAPHY, VOLUME II. VIRGINIA ~ATERS 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 63 
~ldLIOGRAPHlES, CHESAPEAKE dAY, CO~TINENTAL SHELF, JAMES RIVEK, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK KIVEK 
1973 TERRETTA RT 
RELATIVE GROWTH, REPRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE RUCK CRAB, CANCER 
IRRQRATUS, IN CHESAPEAKE dAY DURING THE WINTE~ 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY! 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAbS, ~ROwTH RATES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA 
1961 TERRY RM 
INVESTIGATIONS OF INNER CONTINENTAL SHELf WATc~S UFF LOwE~ CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
PA~T Ill. THE PHOKOLOOIO STAGE OF THE TUNICATt DuLICLUM NATIUNALIS 
CHE) SCI 211-21 1 60-64 IVIMS CONTRitl Y9l 
CHESAPEA~t BAY, CONTINE~TAL ~HELf, GRO~TH STAGES, LIFE HISTUk¥ STUDIES, 
REP~ODUCTION, Uku~HORDATES, VI~GINIA 
1974 THOMANN KV ci AL 
PRELIMINARY MUDEL Of POTOMAC ESTUARY PHYTOPLANKTON 
J ENYIRU~ ENG DJV, AMER SuC CIVIL ENG 10DIEE31o6~~-71~ 
CHESAPEAKE UAY, =~vi~ONMENTAL t~GINEERING, ~STuARitS, MODEL STUDIES, 
NITROGEN, NUfKIENI~, PHOSPHURUS, ~HYTOPLANKTON, ~OTukAC ~lVER 
1963 THOMPSON JC JR 
THE GENFRIC SIGNIFICANCE OF THE tlUCCAL INFRACILIATURE IN THE FAMILY 
TETRAHYMENIOAE AND A P~OPOSEU NEW uENUS AND SPECIES, PARATETRAHYMtNA 
WASSI 
VA J SCI, NEW SER 14131,126-1~5 IVIMS CONT~Jti 1311 
BENTHIC FAUNA, DATA COLLECTIONS, PRuTOZOA, VIRGINIA, YO~K RIVER 
1964 THOMPSON JC JR 
A REDESCRIPTION OF URONEMA MARINUM 1 AND A PROPOSED NEW FAMILY 
URONEMATIOAE 
VA J SCI; NEW SEk 1~(21,BQ-87 IVlMS CONTRJB 1491 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MUI, MORPHOLOGY, 
PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, VJ~GINIA 
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1~6& THOMPSON JC jR 
GLAULONEMA T~IHYMENE N. G., N. SP., A HYMENOSTOME CILIATE FROM THE 
VIRGI,~IA COAST 
J P~UTUZOOL 13(3) 1 3~3-395 IVIHS CONTRIB 2081 
tHt~A~cA~t ~AY, tASTeRN SHORE IVA-MD), MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, 
VIRGINIA, ~ALHAPKEAGUE,VA 
19&6 THOMPSON JC JR 
PSEUUOCOHNILEMBUS MARINUS N. SP., A HYMENOSTOME CILIATE FROM THE VIRGINIA 
LUAST 
J ?ROIDZOGL 1313) 1 463-465 I~IMS CDNTKIB 2121 
CH~SAPEAKt dAY, iASIERN SH0RE IVA-MOl, MORPHOLOGY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS, 
viRGINIA, wACHAPkEAGUE,VA 
1966 THOMPSON JC JR 
PUTAMACUS PuTTS! N.G., N. SP., A HYMENOSTOME CiliATE FROM THE POTOMAC 
kiVEK 
J PKUfOZUGL 13(31,4~9-4~2 
~HESAPtAKE SAY, MURPHOLOGY 1 POTOMAC RIVEk, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
1967 THOM~50N JC JR 
PARAURU~EMA VIKGINIANUM N. G., N. SP., A MARINE HYMENOSTOME CILIATE 
J PKUiuLUOL 141~),731-734 IVIHS CONTRIB l54) 
LHESAPEA~t tiAY, EASTEkN SHUKE IVA-MOI 1 PRE-IMPOUNDMENT. PROTOZOA, 
ShTEMAliCS, 'I lt<GINIA, IIIACHAPREAGUE ,VA 
1966 THOMP~UN MH, FARRAGUT RN 
AMINO ACID LOMPUSJTION DF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
~AP IUUS 
LIJMP BIOCHE'I ANO PHYSIOL 17 1 1065-1078 
AMI~O ALIOS, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRASS, VIRGINIA, 
19u5 THUMSON EM 
IUENTI~ILATION Of THE BIVALVE LARVAE OCCURRING IN THE YORK RIVER AT 
GLOUCt~TcR POINT, VIRGINIA, SUMMER OF 1965 
VlMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
CLAS~IFILATION, LARVAE, SEASONAL OI~TRI~U~ION 1 SHELLfiSH, SPAWNING, 
VI"RGIN"IA·,· ·YtJkK· RfVER · 
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1967 THORNBOROUGH JR, MENGESIER wl 
DIRECT STIMULATION OF RESPIRATORY ENZ1ME ACTIVITJ b1 CRUSTACEAN EYE~TALK 
EXTRACT 
COMP BIOC.HEM PHYSIOL 20111,3~1-353 IVIMS CONTKIB 2601 
CRUSTACEANS, ENZYMES, OYSTERS, RESPikATIUN 
1911 TIDESTROM I 
THE TYPHAE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
RHOOORA 131156),241-243 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISTNidUTIUN, MARSH PLANTS, MARYLAND, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1913 TIDESTROM I 
NOTES 0~ THE FLORA CF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA. 1. 
RHODORA 15, 101-106 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, O!STRioUTIUN, MARYLAND, PLANTS, VlkGINIA 
1914 TIDESTROM I 
~OTES ON THE FLORA OF MARYLA~D AND VIRGINIA, II. 
RHOUORA lo(I92J,201-20~ 
CHESAPEAKE 8AY, Ul~TRI8UTIGN, MARYLAND. PLANTS, SYSTeMATICS, VIRGINIA 
1975 TIDEWATER SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT DIRECTORS 
TIDEWATER 501L A~O WATEK CON~EkVATION DISTRICT LONG kANGE PROGRAM 
AUTHOk 
MJUOLE PeNINSULA PLANNING DISTKICT, VA, CUNSERVATIOh, NATURAL RESOURLES, 
VIRGINIA 
1942 TILLER RE 
I~DICATIONS U~ COMPENSATORY GROWTH IN THE STRIPED BASS (ROCCUS SAXATILIS 
WALBAUM) AS REVEALED BY A STUDY OF THE SCALES 
UNIV MD THESIS 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, 
LENGTH-fRE~UENLY OISTRIBUTiuNS, FISH SCALES 
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1943 llLLtK R~ 
l~uiCATIUN~ OF COMPE~5ATORY GROWTH IN THE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS 
WAL~AU~, AS ~EVEALEU BY A STUDY OF THE SCALES 
CHl~ ~IUL LAB PUBL 57 
CHESAPtAKE ~AY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATE~, STRIPED BASS, 
LEN~TH-FREQUE~LY DI~TRISUTIONS, FISH SCALES 
1~72 TI~~tR BL, LtARSUN RJ 
AN IMPKUVtO ~KECOCK PROCESS FUR BLUE CRAB ICALLINECTES SAPIDUSI 
CHE~ ~CI l314),~3L-333 
FOOUS, BLUE CRA6 
1941 TITLOw P 
CHE>APEA~E CUKP. USES RACK CULTURE fOR OYSTERS 
ATLANTIC r!SH~RMAN ~2111,&,20 
OYSTEK INUUSTRY, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
18~9 JUDO W 
JAHE~ RIV~K VlkGINIA WATER-POWER DEVELOPMENT 
E1EC ~UKLD J3, ~/3-575 
DAMS, HYOKUELECTKIC PLANTS, HYDKOELECT~IC POWER, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
19o8 TURLHIN LM 
SUME tFFcCT~ OF COMbiSTREP-SELECTED BACTERIA ON THE LARVAE OF CRASSUSTREA 
VIRGINICA 
VIMS NAT SCI tOUND REP 
bACfEKIA, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, LARVAE, OYSTERS 
1~7Z TORMEY JH 
THf PUKI UF HAMPTON ROADS 
MIL lN~ &414191,1~1-153 
CHAN~lLING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, HARBORS, JAMES RIVER, HAMPTON ROADS 
1972 TOWN OF COLONIAL BEACH, VA 
INTEKIM nATER YUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN, MONROE BAY AREA 
MARTIN, CLIFFORD AND ASSOC, STAFFORD, VA 
wE5TMURcLANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA. FINANCING, 
~LAN~l~G, SEWERA~t, VIRGINIA, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY 
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1972 TOWN OF WARSA" PLANNING COMM AND VA UIV Of STATE PLANNING AND 
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR ~ARSAW, VA 
VA OIV STATE PLANNINv AND CUM~U~ITY AFFAIRS 
RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NOkTHERN NECK PLANNiNG DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, LAND 
USE, PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
1901 TOwNSEND CH 
STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF THE MIOULE ATLANTIC STATES 
U.S. FISH COMM REP fUR 1~00, V.l&, 1~5-310 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CGMMtkCIAL FISH, DELAwARE, fiSHERIES, MARYLAND, SHELLFISH, 
VIR~INIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC biGHT 
1931 TREADnELL AL 
THREE Ntw SPECIES OF PULYCHAETOUS ANNELIDS FKUM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. NAT MUS, PKOC 7911},1-~ 
ANNELIDS, CHE>APEA~t BAY, ~~LVCHAETES, SYST~MATICS 
1885 TRELEASE W 
OBSERVATIONS ON SEVERAL ZCOGLOEAE AND K~LATED FOk~S, PIGMENTED BACTERIA 
JOHNS HOPKIN~ ONIV STUD 810L LAB 3(4l,l93-21o 
AQUATIC BACTERIA, UNAVAILABLE fOR kEVIEW 
1948 TRF.SSELT E 
THE FOOD OF JUVENILE LEIOSTQMUS XANTHUKUS AND RUCCUS SAXATILIS TA~EN IN 
THE YORK RIVER 
VIMS MS 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, fiSH, fiSH POPULATIONS, fOUD HABITS, ORGANIC 
LOADING, SPOT, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1950 TRESSELT EF 
SPA~NING GROUNDS OF THE STRIPED BASS OR RUCK, KOCCUS SAXATILIS I"ALBAUHl, 
IN VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS !CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHICKAHOMI~Y RIVER, ESTUAKIES, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMJNKEY 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA 
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1952 TRESSI:LT EF 
~PAwNING GkUUNUS OF THt STRIPED BASS OR ROCK, ROCCUS SAXATILlS lwALbAUH), 
Ill. VIRGINIA 
BIN~HAM ULEANUGR CULL BULL 14(1Jo 98-110 IVIMS CONTRIB 41) 
CHICKAHOMINY HIVE~, ESTUA~II:S, JAMES RIVER, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY 
kiVtK, KAPPAHANNu~K RIVtk, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, VIRGINIA 
19b7 TRIDENT ENGINEEkiNG ASSOCIATES, INC 
MEPOMT ON ~HASE UN~ - ~HESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
Pk~PArtED rUM THI: MARINE SCIENCES COUNCIL, wASHINGTON, D.C 
CHESAPtAKl BAY, FI~HEKIES, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLAN~ING, u~oANILAT!uN, wA5TE wATER DISPOSAL, wATER QUALITY 
l~bd TRIDENT ENGINEeRING ASSOCIATES, INC 
Rt~URI ON PHASE THREt - CH~SAPEAKE bAY tASE STUDY 
PKEPAR~U FU~ THE MAKINI: S~IENCES COUNCIL, WASHl~GTU~, D.C. 
LHESAPEA~E dAY, ~0UEL STUOit~r NAVIGATION, RELREATION, SEDIMENTATION, 
wATEK PiiLLUTIOoi, V.t'TLANDS 
lY6d TM!OENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 
CrlESAPEAKt dAY LASE ~TUDY 
ANNAP~LIS, MD ICLEARlNGHOUSt FOR FEU SCI ANU TECH INFORM NO PB 179-844) 
AUuAII~ PLAII.T~, otA~rl tKOSION, CHESA~EA~E HA¥, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, 
u~BANIZATlu~, wATt~ POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1974 TROUP dN ET AL 
UXIOATION tFFECT UN THE ANALYSIS OF !RUN IN THE INTERSTITIAL WATER OF 
KECENT ANO~IC SEDIMENTS 
NATURE 24~, 237-23~ 
ANALYTICAL TECHNI~UES, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CONNATE WATER, IRON, NITROGEN, 
OXIiJATIUN, SAMPLING, :.EDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION SOUK(;ES 
1931 TRUITT RV 
R£CtNT IJYSTER RESEARCHES ON CHESAPEAKE BAY IN MARYLAND 
CHI:S BlUL LAd CONTRIB 3 
~EUS UNDEK WATER, CHESAPEAKE SAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1951 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL MEPORT 1951 
MD DEP RES AND EUUC, I:DUC SER 29 
350 
CRAdS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCE~, UY~TERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, wEATHER 
1937 TRUITT RV, VlADYKCV VD 
STRIPED BASS INVESTIGATIUNS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 6b(l9J6l,L2~-22b ICHES BIUL LAB CONTRIS 7) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT 
FISH, STRIPED HAS~ 
1915 TSAI C 
EFFECTS ~F SEWAGE 
ll IE MATURE 
TKEATMtNT PLANT tFFLUENTS ON FISH, A REVIEW 0~ 
CHES RES CONSOKT, 
6371 
~~~ PUB 3b (U MD, CTR ENVIKON ~ND ESTUA~ STUD CONTRIB 
t 
EFFECTS, EFFlUENTS, -ISH, FRESHwATeR FISH, MANAGEMENT, MAKINE FISH, 
REVIEwS, SEwAGE T~E~ MtNT 
1970 TSINENIDES NC 
MORTALITY RATES AND POPULATION SIZE OF THE AL["IFE ALO~A PSEODOHARENGUS 
(WILSON) IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK ANU POTOMAC RIVeRS 
VIMS THESIS ICULL wiLLIAM AND MARYl 
AlEwiVES, ALUSIUS, CAT~h, LHESAPEA~E BAY, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK KIVER 
19/0 TUBIASH HS ET AL 
MARINE VIBRIOS A~SUCIATI:D WITH BACILLARY NECKOSI~, A DI~EASE OF LAKVAL AND 
JUVENILE BIVALV[ MOLlUSKS 
J ilACTERIOL 1031 ll r21l-272 
CLAMS, DISEASts, MAKINE BACTERIA, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
1842 TUOMEY"M 
DISCOVERY OF A CHAMBERED UNIVALVE FOSSIL IN THE EOCENE TERTIARY UF JAM~S 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
AMER J SCI 43, 11:17 
JAMES RIVEK 1 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD, VIRGINIA 
351 
l'ib<> TURGEON DO 
GUIJE TO ESTUAKINE AND INSHORE BIVALVES OF VIRGINIA 
VIMS THESIS (CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CHeSAPeAKe BAY, CLAS~lflCATIUN, MOLLUSKS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
l'ioB TURGEON Kl<o 
EFFtClS UF ~MALL QUANTITIES OF CORNSTARCH AND DEXTROSE ON THE OYSTER, 
CkA~SU~TRtA VIKGINICA (GMELINI 
VI~~ THc~IS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARYI 
BIOASSAY, CHE5AP~AKE dAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS 
l9o7 TUTHILL DF ET AL 
THE tfFcLl$ Of SlUIHENT ~OLLUTION UN WATER RECREATION IN THE UPPER POTOMAC 
t:STUAt'<Y 
MO UNIV JEP AGR cCUN ~lSC PUBL 653, 62P. 
LHE~APFAKE dAY, ~OTUMAL RIVER, RECREATIO~, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE fOR 
RI'VIcW 
l'i34 TYRRELL wH 
UNKNO~N fiSH IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD NATUK HIST SOC BULL 41111,67 
CHES~PcAKl oAY, FISH POPULATIONS, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1~67 U S ARMY CORPS UF ENG ANU VA INST MAR SCI 
A STUDY UF THE EffEUS Of DREDGING AND UREUGE SPOIL DISPOSAL ON TrlE MARINE 
E:NV I KllNMU; T 
AUTHOR IVIMS ~kAMS~E dl 
SlJUfHt.ASTtRN ~LANNING DISTRICT, VA, CH~SAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, 
lNVIRUNMENlAL cfff~TS, PRUJ~CT BENEFITS 
1975 U $ GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WATER RESOURCES OIV 
WATER KESuUKCES DATA FOR VIRGINIA, 1975 
AUTHOR, Hb P. 
MIDDLE ~£NINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VAt DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, 
GROUNDwATER, HYDROLOGY, MAPS, SEDIMENTS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
leVelS, WATlR UUALITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
35£ 
N*D* U. S. ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EXISTING CUNDITIUNS REPORT APPENDIX C. THE BAY PROCESSES 
ANU RESOURCES, V. 1 AND L 
AUTHOR 
SHORELINE £kOSION, RAUCO ~LANNING DISTKICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FLOJOING, HURRICANES, NATUKAL RESOURCES, NAVIGATION, WEEDS, WILDLIFE 
N*D* U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EXISTING CONDITIONS REPORT, APPENDIX A. THE ~EOPLE AND THE 
ECONOMY 
AUTrlOK 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, cCUNOMICS, HISTORY, 
INDUSTRIES, NATUKAL RESOURCES, PO~ULATION, SOCIAL ASPECTS 
N*D* U. S. ARMY LOkPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE HAY, EXI~TING CONDITIONS REPORT. APPENDIX D- MAP FULIO 
AUTHOR 
SHURELINE EROSION, KA~CO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHE~APEAKE bAY, 
GkUUNUWAT~K, LAND USE, MA~S, NAVIGATIUN, KEL~EATIUN, ~AT~K SUPPLY, WEEDS, 
I< ILDLif'E 
N*D* U. S. ARMY CUKPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAP~AK( BAr ~XI~TING CO~UITIUNS REPORT, APPENDIX d. THE LAND RESUU~CE~ 
AND USc, V. 1 AND L 
AUTHOR 
RADCU PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE UAY, G~ULOGY, GKUUND~AIEK, 
HYDKOLUGY, LAND USE, RECREATION, SlDIHENTATION, SOILS, WATER UUALITY, 
WATER SUPPLY 
1970 U. S. AkMr LURPS Of ENGINEeRS 
FLOOD PLAIN INFUkMATION, CUASTAL f'LUUDING. fOWN UF CAPe CHARLES, VIRGINIA 
AUTHUK, 3o ~ 
EASTERN SHURE PLANhiNG DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON CUUNTY, VA, FLOOD 
FUKECASTING, FLOOD PLAIN luNING, FLOODS, FUfUR~ PLANNING IP~UJECTEOI, 
HURRICANeS, MA~S, STORMS, VIRGINIA 
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1970 U. S. ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE bAY PLAN OF STUDY 
AUTHOR 
SUuTHEASTEKN PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fEDERAl JURISDICTION, 
HYDKAUllC MODELS, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1971 U. S. AKMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
PUdLIC I!EARJNG, ATLANTIC COAST UF MARYLAND AND ASSATEAGUE ISLAND, VIRGINIA 
STUDY 
AUTHOR 
ABUTMENTS, ACCOMACK L0UNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BEACH 
EKUSlDN, ERG~IGN CGNTKUl, HURRICANES, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
~!GriT 
1913 U. S. ARMY CORP~ UF ENGINEERS 
wATER RESOURCES D~VtlOPMENT IN VIRGINIA 
AUTHUKr 71. P 
EA~TERN ~HUKE PLANNI~G UlSTKICTr VA, FLOOD PLAINS, MANAGEMENT, PROJECTS, 
RIVeN bA~lNS, VIKGINIA, wATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1975 U. S. ARMY CORPS OF tNGINEERS 
FLUDD INSuRANCE STUDY, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA !UNINCORPORATED 
AkEASJ 
AUTHOK 
lASTEKN SHURE: PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA,· flOOD PLAIN 
INSUKANCl, FLDUDI~G, INSURANCE, MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA 
1967 U.S. ARMY CORPS UF.ENGINEERS, NORFOLK, VA 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, A~UATIC WEED CONTROL, BEACH EROSION, 
f:NI/IRUNMf:NlAL EffECTS, FLOOD CONTROL, PROJECT PLANNING, PROJECT PUKPOSES, 
PROJECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1~13 U. S. ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS, NORFOLK, VA 
CHINCOTf:At>uE INLET NAVIGATION PROJECT, ACCOHACK COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
EAST ERN 5KBRE PLAN!qJNG DISTRICT; V'Ai ·N'AVTGABLE WATERS, NAVIGATION, 
VIRGINIA 
354 
1975 U. S. ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS, NOKfOlK DISTRICT 
fLOOD PlAIN INFORMATION, PAMUNKEY RIVER, HANO~ER CuUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
HANOVER COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNIN~ DISTRICT, VA, FLUODING, 
FlOODS, PAMUNK~Y RIVER, VIRGINIA 
197J U. S. DEPT Of INTERIOR. dUR OF LAND MGMT 
THE POTOMAC - A MODEL ESTUARY 
AUTHOR, 116 P 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE dAY, CONSERVATION, DISTRICT Of 
COLUMBIA, MANAGtMENT, NATURAl RESOURCES, PUTUMAC RIVER, RtCK.EATIUN 
1968 u. S. DEPT &F INTERIOR. FEDERAL INTtRDEPARTMENTAL TASK FORCE ON THE 
POTOMAC 
LAND, PEOPLE, AND RECREATION IN THE POTOMAC RIVER tiASI~. FINAL K~PURT Of 
THE i<f:LKEATIDN AND lANDSCAPE ~Ub-TAStl. i-tlRCE, PKOJcCT PUTW1AC 
38. p 
RADLO PLAhNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CONSERVATION, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, RIVEN bASINS 
1~6J U. S. DEPT UF I~TiRIUR, BUR Of OUTDOOR RECREATION 
ASSATEAGUE ISLAND ANU VICINITY, A STUDY Of Rf:CREATIGN VALU~S AND POTENTIAL 
USE 
AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING OlSTKICT, VA, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, ECONOMIC 
IMPACT, FUTURE PLANNING IPKOJECTFDl, PUBLIC BENEFITS, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 
SIZE, VIR~INIA, ~AT~R SUPPLY 
1976 U. S. EPA, ANNAPOLIS fiElu OFFICE, REGION Ill 
DISTRioUTIUN Of METALS IN f:lllABETH RIVER SEDIMtNTS 
AUTHOR (TECH REP oll 
SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CORES, EliZABETH RIVER, METALS, 
SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1975 U. S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SEkVICE, BOSTON, MASS 
PROPOSED SHORELINE PKOTE:CTION PRuJECT AI TANGIER ISLAND 
AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AIRPORTS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
ENVIRONMENTAl EFFECTS, EROSION, EROSION CONTROL, SHURE PRUTECTION, TANGltR 
SOUND, VIKGINIA 
l~6d J.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS. 
Rt~~KT Uh N4VlGATIJh ~lUDY 1 DELAWARE BAY- CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERWAY IN 
OELAriAKl, MA~YL~hJ A~D VIRGINIA 
UFfiC~ UF INE Ul~TKICT EhGINEER, NGKTH ATLANTIC OIV, PHILADELPH1Ar PA 
CANAL~, CNE~A~lA~t oAY, D~LAWARc, EASTERN SHURE (VA-HUJ, INLAND WATERWAYS, 
~AKYLANu, NAVIGAbLt ~Al£RS, VIRGINIA, DELAWARE BAY 
1Vb6 u.s. FEUtKAL RATER PULLUTIUN CONTROL ADMINISTRATION 
JAMES k!VE~ fLU~ ADJUSTED TU 1966 HYOROGRAPH 
F~P~A UI~PEK~IUN ~TUUit~, ~AMES RIVER HUDEL VICKSBURG 
HYJKUGKAPH~, JAMES KIVEK, MuUEL STUDIES, RIVER fLU~, VIRGINIA 
l~o7 U.S. FE~tKAL nATtk POLLUTION CONT~OL AOMINISTRATION 
W~TtR ~UALITY A~U PULLUTIUN LUhTKOL STUOy, PATUXENT RIVE~ BASIN 
~d-SKdP w~nh!N~ UGCUMENT lj 
C.HcSAt'c,:.l\l oAY, PAL,XEc'T RIVE~, POLLUTION ABATEMeNT, ~ATER POLLUTLON 
CUNT K<JL 
1~6/ U.j. FEDE~AL ~ATcR ?ULLUTIU~ CONTROL ADMINISTRATION 
IM~ED!Ai~ ~ATE~ POLLUTION LU~TROL Nt£05 1 THE EASTERN SHORt OF DELAWARE, 
MAKYLANU A:~U Vli(Gl~iA 
C~->ftdP wORKING UuCUMENT 20 
CH~>AP~A~l dAY, OELArlAK£ 1 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt MARYLAND, POLLUTION 
AoATE~U,,T, Vli<.Gl<-i!A, .;AH:K t'OLLI<TlUN CONTROL 
l~oo LJ.S. f-EDeRAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADMINI~TRATION 
JAAES ~IVEK FLU~ I,UUU CfS 
fW~CA D!SPtKSICN ~TUDlES~ JAMES RIVER MODEL, VICKSBURG 
JMitS I<IVLR, NOUEL ·STUDIES, RIVEI< FLOW, VIRGINIA 
l~ou U.~. F~OtRAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADHJNISTRATION 
JAMES ~IVEk FLOW 3200 CFS 
F~PCA DISPtKSiuN ~TUDIES JAMES RIVER MODEL VICKSBURG 
JAMES K!VLK, MGOEL STUDIES, RIVER FLOW, VIRGINIA 
1876 UHU:J< PR 
THE tDIDLE CRAB OF MARYLAND, ETC 
FIELD ANU fORREST 21~1,73-76 
CHESAPEAKE oAYr GRO~TH STAG~~. MARYLAND, SPA~NING, VIRGINIA, BLUE GRAD 
1879 UHLER PR 
LIST UF ANIMALS OBSERVED AT fURl ~OOLr VA. 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, STUD diOL LAB SE~S, lB17-ld7D, NU. 1, 13 PAGtS 
BIOTA, c;;E:SAP~AKE bAY, UISTRI<:!UTION, VIKGINIA 
197b ULANOwiCZ RE 
MODELIN~ THE CHeSAPEAKE ~AY AND TRIBUTARIES. A ~YNCPSIS 
CHES SCI !7(21 114-ln 
EASTERN SHORE PLANN!~G DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEA~E dAY, HYO~AULIC MODELS, 
HOOEL ~TUUIES, wATER ~UALIJY 
1~74 ULANOWICZ Rt, N~ILSON bJ 
SEG~tNTAJi~N OF ~nc~~P[M~E oAY, A RtP~E~E~TATIVE EXt~Ll~E 
CH~S RE~ CONSUKJ t'UB 30 IVIMS CUNTRld 6L6) 
MI~0LE P~N!NSULA ~LANNING OISTniCT, VA, CHESA?EA~E dAY, CLASSI~ICATIUN, 
OAIA TKAN~MJS~IuN, ELIZAoETH RIVER, tUTUAt PLANNING IPROJECTEOI, 
MANAGEMeNT, PATUXENT ~IVtK 1 StwA~c lKEATMENI 
1930 UNITED STATES AKMY COKP~ Of ENGINEERS 
PAMONKEY RIV~R, VI~GINIA, YORK RIVtR SYST~M 
US HOUS~ UF i<.E?K~SENT DCC ~4 
FLUOD ~ONTROL 1 NAV!GA~LE ~ATERS, PAMUNKEY KIVtK, RU~Uff, STREAMfLO~, 
VlkGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1~34 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF E~GINEERS 
REPORT LJt THE buA~D OF Ei~GllloH:KS FiJK RIVERS A~U HAR&iJR,j t.Jil REVIEW OF 
kEP~RTS HERETOFORE SUdMITTEO ON MATTAPONI RIVEK, VA, wiTH ILLuSTRATION 
US HOUSE OF k[PRESENT DOC 47 
HAR80R~, MATTAPONI RIVER, NAVIGABLE ~ATERS, VIRGINIA, CUMMEkCE 
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193~ UNIT~D STATeS ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
EXTcNSIU~ Of HYDkUlOGICAl DATA CONTAINED IN HOUSE DuCUMENT NO 54, 71ST 
CONGRESS, ·2ND ~ES~ION, A R~PORT ON THE PA~UNKEY RIVER, VA IYORK RIVER 
SY:>TEMI 
HYO~UlOGIC UATA, PAMUNKEY RIVERo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1~5a UNITED ~TATES ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
HU~KICANE SU~VEY, ~HESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC AND RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERS, 
APf>KA I SAL IH'PUK T 
LffiLE Lf THE DISTRICT ENGINEER, WASH UlSTRlCT, ~ASH, D.C. UNPUBl MS. 7P. 
CHESAPEAKE o~Y, HURklCA~ES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR R~VIb; 
l~bl UNITED STAT~S ARMY CORPS UF ENGINEERS 
ECONOMIC ilASt SUKVEY IJF THE POTuMAC RlVE.R SERVICE AREA 
loASHINGTt..JN, D.C. 
CHtSAPtA~E oAY, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
1~61 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
CHESAP~AKE 5AY FISHIN~ HARBORS ECONOMIC STUUY, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
~OAKD UF ENv FUR RIVERS ANU HARbORS. WASH, DC 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, OYSTER 
INUt..JSTRY, VIRGINIA 
1~62 UNITED SlATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
REVIEW REPU~T ON JAMES RiVER, VIRGINIA 
12 VOL$) NORFOLK, CORPS OF ENG REP 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, COST AllOCATION, ESTIMATED COSTS, JAMES RIVER, 
NAVIGABlE RIVERS, PROJECT rEASitllliTY, VIRGINIA 
1962 UNiTED STATES ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
LYNNHAVEN INLET, BAY AND CONNECTING WATERS 0 VIRGINIA 
ti7TH CONGRESS, 20 SESSION, HOUSE DOC 580 
CANAL~, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECONOMIC FEASIIIILITY, NAVIGABLE 
WAfERS, SHfLLFISH, VIRGINIA 
a . ~ -
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1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC kiVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME 1 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE tiAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOU 
PROTECTION, ICEU LAKES, POTOMAC RIVER, WAlE~ ~UALITY CONTKOL, ~ATER 
RESOURC~S, WATER RESOURCES UEVELUPMENT, wATEK SUPPLY 
1963 UNITED STATES AKMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVEk dASlN REPORT, VOLUME 11 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE 8AY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PlANNING (PROJECTED), POTOMAC 
RIVER, kESEKVUIRS, ~ATER RESUURCES, WAlEk SUPPLY 
19oJ UNITED STATtS ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME IX 
BALTIMORE UI~TRICT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, FtOEKAL JURISUICTION, 
FUTURE PLANNING IPRUJECTt0), POTOMAC RlVEK, WATER kESuUkCES 
1963 UNITED STATeS AKMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER ~ASIN REPORT, VOLUME V 
BALTIMORE UISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE aAY, FEDERAL Jt..JRISUICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER ~t..JALITY 
CONTROL, ~ATER RESUUKLES, WATER ~UPPLY, wATER USERS 
l9o3 UNITED STATES ARMY CURPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC KlVEK ilASIN REPORT, VOLUME Ill 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJ~CTEDI, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, PUTOHAC RIVER, WATER Qt..JALITY CONTROL, ~ATER RESOURCES, 
WATER SUPPLY, PUBLIC UPINIUNS 
1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEtRS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME IV 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAP~AKE BAY, ENGINEERING, FEDERAl JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
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1Yo3 UNIT~0 STATES A~MY CDKPS OF ENGINEERS 
PllT~JMAC ,q vf:k i>ASit. KtPGRT, VOLUME VI I 
~ALTIMCR~ DISTRICT 
LH~~APEAK~ dAY, FEO~RAL JUMI~DICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, 
~EJIMENTULUGY, ~ATtR K~SUUKCES, WATER SUPPLY 
1Y63 U~dTf;lJ STATES AR"'Y COKPS OF ENGINEERS 
PGTJMAC klV~K bA~IN KEPOKT 1 VOLUME VI 
bALTIMUK~ lJISTklCT 
AGKICULTUKt 1 CHl~APtAKE i>AY, fEUERAL JUMISOICTION 1 POTOMAC RIVERo WATER 
RE~JUkCL~, ,;AT~~ SUI'PLY, nATEK USERS 
1963 UNIT[0 STAlLS ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEER~ 
PCTJMA~ KIVtK oA;IN KEPOKT 1 VOLUME VIII 
BALTIMJKl 0l~TRICT 
ChtSAPtA~E dAY, rcJc~AL JUKI~DlCTION, FISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC 
RIVE~, ~[CK~ATIO~, ~IL0llrE 
19o5 UNITEU STATES ARMY COKPS uf ENGINEERS 
ChANNEL 10 Nt~PUKT NtwS ANU NORFOLK HAM~OK, VIRGINIA 
u.::>. CUN.;Rt~S, lSI ;,E:>:., HOUSE DOCUMENT 143 
CHANt.EL ~~~kUVEMtNT, CHANNELS, FEOEKAL JURISDICTION, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
196~ UNITED STATE~ AKMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
~LOOD I'LAIN lNfOKMATION- JAMES RIVER AT RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
NOKFULK, VA 
DATA CULL£LT!ONS, Et.GINEEKit.G, FLOOD CONTROL, FLOOD PLAIN~, JAMES RIVER, 
MAPS, MA~IMuM PRUbA8LE F~OUO, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, VIRGINIA, WATERSHEDS 
ltii\SINSI, ZOt.ING 
1966 UNITEU STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGI~EERS 
£FftCTS Uf A PKUPOSED 3~-FOOT CHANNEL TO RICHMOND ON CURRENTS AND 
SALINITllS OVER THE 5EED OY~TEk BEDS IN JAMES RIVER 
U~ AMMY ENG kATEKWAYS EXP STA. VICKSBURG, HISS 
HEUS UNDlR wATER, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
JAMeS KIVEK, MUDtL STUDIES, OYSTER~, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, VIRGINIA 
360 
1967 UNITED STAT~S ARMY COKPS uF ENGINEERS 
CHE~APEA~£ BAY STUDY ADVISGKY GROUP 
1ST MEETING, 27 ~EPT~MBER 1967 1 BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
196d UNITEU STATtS ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAP~AKE BAY STUDY ADVISUKY GROUP 
2NO MEETING, 27 MAKCH 1968 1 ~ALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAPtAKE BAY 1 MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
1970 UNITED STATtS ARMY COKPS OF ENGINEtRS 
CHESAPtA~E BAY ~TuOY AUVISOKY GROUP 
3RU MeETING, Y DEL~~bER 1970, UALTIMURE DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, MANAG~MENT, PLANNING 
1970 UNITED ~TAT~~ ARMY LORPS UF tNGINEERS 
REVIE~ Of REPORTS iN rURK ANO PAMUNKEY KIVERS, VIRGINIA 
NO:<FOLK DISTRICT 
ADMINI~TRAT!VE UEL!~IJNS, LHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, CGST-oENtFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGAdLE KlVERS, PAMJN~EY KIVtk, VIKGINIA, YORK KIVEK 
1970 UNITEU STAllS AKMY CORPS 0~ ENGINEERS 
FLOOD PLAIN INFORMATION, KAPPAHANNGC~ RIVER, FREUERlCKSoURG, SPOTSYLVA~IA 
AND STAFFORD COUNTIES, VIKG!N!A 
NORFULK UISTRILT 
DAMS, D~SIGN FLOUO, FLUOO CO~TRUL, FLOOD PLAINS, RAPPAHANNOC~ RIVER, 
REGIONAL FLUUO, VIRGINIA 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
NATIONAL SHOKELINt STUDY. REGIOt.AL INVENTUMY REPORT. NORTH ATLANTIC 
REGION. VOLUME II 
BEACH EMOSION, BEACHES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTS, HA~AGEMENT, SHURE 
PROTeCTION, UNITtU STATES, VIRGINIA 
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1~71 UNI!Eu STATeS ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
ENVIRL~MENTAL STATEMENT--CHESAPEAKE SAY HYDRAULIC MODEL, MATAPEAKE, 
MARYLAND 
bALTIMOkE OISTRILT 
LHE~APcA~E oAY, ECULUGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL Ef~ECTS, HYDRAULIC 
MUu~L~, P~UJtCf FEASidlliTY 
1971 UNITED ~TATE~ ARMY CO~PS OF ENGINEERS 
FLIJOU PLAJN IN~GRMATIUN JAMtS RIVER EAGLE ROCK TO LICK'RUN BOTETOURT 
LGUNTY VlkG1NIA 
NG~fUL~ UISTK!CT. NUkfOL~, VA 
FLUUU LU~TKUL, fLG0D DAMAGE, FLOODS, FLOW CONTROL, JAMES RiVER, VIRGINIA 
1971 UNITED STATtS ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
NATIONAl SHOKELINE STUD~. REGIONAL INVENTORY REPORT •. NORTH ATLANTIC 
KLGluN. VULUME I 
bEACH Ek0SIUN, 6EACHES, CHESAPEAKE uAY, COASTS, MANAGEMENT, SHORE 
PRUTt~TlUN, UNITED ~TAT~S, VIRGINIA 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS UF ENGINEERS 
FLOUD PLAIN INFURMATION--TU~N OF WACHAPREAGUE, viRGINIA 
NORFOLK UISTRICT 
EASTEKN ~HOKE IVA-MD), HISTORIC FLOOD 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FIN4L ENVIRONMENTAl STATEMENT, TASKINAS CREEK, JAMES CITY COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA 
NURfULK DISTRICT 
DREDGING, tN~IRONMENTAl ~FFECTS, RECREATION FACILITIES, VIKGINIAt YORK 
RIVER 
1~71 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHE~APEAKE bAY STUDY ADVISORY GROUP 
4TH MEETING, 27 MAY 1971, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAP~AKE BAY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
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1972 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
TROPICAL 5TORM AGNES 
wASH, DC 
FluDD DAMA~E, FLOODING, FLOODS, HISTORIC ~LOOD, STORMS, UNITED STATES 
1972 UNITED ~TATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
STUDY UN THE PROPOSED DEEPENING AND wiDENING UF TH~ JAM[S RivER NAviGATION 
CHANNEL 
NORFOLK DISTRICT. NORFOLK, VA 
CHANNEL iMPROVEMENT, CHANNLLING, CHANNELS, CDST-oENtfiT ANALY~IS, JAMES 
RlvtR, NAVIGABLE RivERS, VIRGINIA 
1972 UNITED STATeS ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
REVIE~ UF REPORTS ~N YORK AND PAMJhKEY RIVE~S, VI~GINIA 
NORFOL~ UJSTRICT ' 
ADMINI~TKATIVt DtCISIUNS, CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, CU~T-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
NAVIGABLE ~ATERS, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1973 UNITED STATE~ ARMY CUKPS OF ENGINEERS 
INTERIM kEPURT. ATLANTIC CGAST UEt? wATER PORT FACILITIES STUDY, EASTPORT, 
MAINE TU HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA 
PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DKiUGING, ECONUMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PURT AUTHURITIE~, 
SHIPS, TKAN~PURTATIUN, HAMPTON ROADS, uELA~ARE bAY 
1973 UNITED STATES AkMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FINAL tNVIRONM~NTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, THIMBLE SHOAL LHANNEL (MAINTENANCE 
DREDGING) 
NORFOLK DISTRICT 
BENTHOS, CHANNELING, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAl EFFECTS, 
SEDIMENTATION, TUk61DITY, VIRGINIA, SPUil DISPOSAL 
1973 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FLOOD PlAIN INFORMATION, JAMES RIVER, HOWARDSVILLE TO 5CUTTSviLLE, 
ALBEMARLE COUNTY, viRGINIA 
NORFOLK DISTRICT 
FLOOD DAMAGE, FLOOD PLAINS, FLUDD PROTECTION, FLOODING, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA. 
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1~73 UNITtO STATES ~KMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAK~ ~AY STUDY AUVIS0RY GROUP MEETING 
&TH MeETING, 30 GCTLti[R 1~73, ANNA~ULIS, HD, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
CHESAP~h~c ~AY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
1973 UNITEU STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
~NVIRONM[NTAL STATEME~T (DRAFT) JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA (MAINTENANCE 
Uf<EDGINGJ 
I'<LRFOLK DISTRICT 
OKFUGII'<G, JAMtS RIVER, ~RDJECT PLANNING, VIRGINIA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1973 UNITrU STATtS A~MY CURPS OF ENGINEERS 
ENVII<:lr<Mt"<TAL STATEMENT (lJt-\AFTl WATE:RloiAY ON THE COAST Of VIRGINIA 
(MAINTENAN~l DReDGING) 
1-.GRFOLK LJISTKICT 
CHcSAPLA~E uAY, DKEDGINGo EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDJ, PKOJECT PLANNING, 
VIK~INIA, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1973 UNITtU STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
Et-.VlkUhMLNTAL STATEME~I (DRAFT) NORFOLK HARdOR, VIRGINIA (MAINTENANCE 
DREJGINGJ 
NUKfOLK DISTRICT 
UktiJGING, clllAoETH KIVEk, JAMES RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, VIKGINIA, SPUIL 
DISPOSAL 
1913 UNITlD STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
REVIEW OF klPURTS ON HAMPTON KOAOS AND THE HAKBORS Of NORFOLK AND NEWPORT 
Ntw5, CuLLtCTJON ANU REMOVAL OF DRIFT 
NORFOLK DI~TRICT, NORFOLK, VA 
LHtSAP~AKE ~AY, ELilABElH RIVEK~ HARBORS, WASTE DISPOSAL, HAMPTON ROADS 
19/L Ul'<lltD STATES ARMY ENGINEER INSTITUTE FOR WATER RESOURCES 
u.s. Ut~PwATER PORT STUDY. VOL 1. SUMMARY AND CONClUSIONS 
US ARMY ENG INST WATER RESOURCES REP 72-8 
~UN~TRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
THANSPURTATIUN, UNITED STATES 
364 
l97l UNITED STATeS ARMY ENGINEER INSTITUTE FOR WATeR RESOURCeS 
u.s. DEEPkATER PORT STUUY. VOL 2. COMMUOITf ST0UitS AND P~OJ~CTIONS 
US ARMY ENG INST WATER RESOURCES REP 72-ij 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL E~FECTS, EX~ORT, IM~ORT, 
INDUSTRI~S, ~ORT AuTHORITI~S, UNITED STATES 
1972 UNITED STATES ARMY ENGINEER I~STITUTE FOR WAlEK RESOuRCES 
U.~. D~EPWATER PuRT STUUY. VOL 4. THE ENVIRONMeNTAL AND ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS 
OF DEEPwATER PORTS 
US ARMY INSl WATER RESOURCES REP 72-8 
ECOLOGICAL IM~ACT, ENVIRONMtNTAL EFFECTS, TOURISM, UNITED STATES 
197l UNITED STATES ARMY ENGJNE~R INSTITUTE FOR ~Art~ HESUUK~ES 
u.s. O~EPwATEK POMT STUUY. VOL 3. PHYSICAL COAST AhU PORT CHARACTERISTICS, 
AN~ SELECTEU DEEPwATEK ~OKT ALTERNATIVES 
US ARMY ENG INST WATER RESOURCES REP 72-d 
CONSTRUCTION CU~TS, UEEP ~AJER, ENVIRONMENTAL EfFECTS, PG~T AUTHORITIES, 
UNITED STATES 
19bd UhiTED STATE~ BUKEAU Of SPORT FISHEKIES ANJ WILDLIFE 
fiSH AND wiLDLIFE kESUUKCES AS KELATED TO WATER ~OLLUTION CHESAPEAKE d'Y 
AND TR!dUTAR!E~ (EXCEPT SUS~UEHANNA KIVtR 8AS1Nl 
FOR FED ~ATER POLLUT CUNTR ADMIN 
CHESAPEAKE tlAY, FISi1, FISHb<!ES, JAMES ri.IVER, NATUil.AL KESUURCES, POTOMAC 
RIVEK, RAPPAHANNO~K KlVck, SHcLLF1SHo WATER PULLuJJON, YORK RIVER 
N*U* UNITeD STATES COAST AND GEUUETIC SURVEY 
CUKRENT UIAGRAM - CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. COAST AND GEoDETIC SURV, wASHINGTON, D.C., Cuk~ENT DIAGRAM NO l -
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CURRENTS lwATEkl, uNAVAILABlE FOR REVIEw 
1915 UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEf 
AI~ AND WATER J~MPERATURES, HYDROMETER READINGS, TURdiDITVr ETC., AT 
VARIOUS STATIONS ~ROM THE CHAIN 8RIDGE TO THE MOUTH Of THE PUTQMAC ~IVER 
AUG 1ij73--DEC 1~14. JAN--MAY 1915 
AIR TEMPERATURE, CHESAPEAKE BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURBIDITY, 
WATER TEMP~RATURE, UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEw 
365 
194/ UNITeD STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
SECONO-UROEK LEV~LING, GLOUCESTER AREA, VA 
MS 
B~~CH MAR~S, TIDES, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1930 UNITEU STATtS CONGRESS 
JA;~ES kl VEK, VA 
71ST CUNGR, LD ~ESS HJUSE DOC 314 !INCLUDES 8 HAPS1 
CHANNtL IM~KGVEMENl, J~MES RIVER, RIVER dASIN DEVELOPMENT, SJRVEYS, 
VIRGINIA 
1946 UNITED STATES CONGRESS 
JAMES RIVEK, VA 
80TH CONGk, 1ST SESS HOUSE OUC 207 !INCLUDES MAP! 
E~UNuMICS, FLOOD CDNTKOL, JAMES RIVER, RiVER SASIN DEVELOPMENT, SURVEYS, 
Vlt<GINIA 
1~63 UNITED STATE~ DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
POLLUIIUN-CAUSEU FISH KILLS IN 1~63 
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH StRV PUdL 847 
CHE~AP~AKl uAY, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, UNITED STATES, VIRGINIA, 
t.ATER POLLUTION 
196d UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT Of THE INTERIOR 
FISH ANU wiLULIF£ RESOURCES AS RELATED TU wATER POLLUTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AND Tt{loUTARicS 
US FI~H AND t.lLDLIFE SERV, BUR SPORT FISH AND WILDLIFE, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
CHESAPtAKt ~AY, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFELTS, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED!, wATER 
POLLUTION, WATER WUALITY. CONTKOL 
1970 UNITED STATES DEPARTMfiiiT OF THE INTERIOf(, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, 
NATIONAL CAPITAL PARKS 
CONf-PuLLOT OF THE INTERSTATE WATERS OF THE POTOMAC RIVER I~ASHINGTON 
METRuP AREAl DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-MD-VA, PROC II 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, MAKYLANO, PLANNING, POTOKAC RlVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER 
TREATMENT, wATER QUALITY 
366 
1970 UNITED STATES OEPAKTHENT OF THE INTERIOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, 
NATIONAL CAPITAL PARKS 
CONF-POLLUT OF THE INTERSTATE ~ATEKS OF THE PuTOMAC RIVER (~ASHINGTUN 
MtTROP AREAl DISTRICT OF COLUMtliA-MO-VA, PRUC 1 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, MARYLAND, PLANNING, PUTUMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE ~ATER 
TREATMENf, ~ATER YUALITY . 
1970 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, MARYLAND ANU VIRGINIA 
IN NAT ESTUARY STUDY. VOL 3. FISH AND ~ILOLIFE SERV, P.6~-lll 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, WATER CONStMVATIUN, WATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIED!, ~ATER RESuUKCES GEVtLOPMENT 
1971 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
A t<E-EVALUATIUN UF THt PO~EK, wATER SUPPLY, WATER ~UALITY, ~ECREATION ••• oF 
THE AUTHOKilcU S~LEM CHURCH RESERVU)R PKUJECT 
BUR UUlDOUR kECKEAIIuN 
ELECTRIC PU~ER DEMAND, GROUNDWATER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RECREATION DEMAND, 
VIRGINIA, WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 
1970 UNITED STATiS cNVlkONM~NTAL P~DTECTION AGENCY 
SURVEY RESULTS Uf THE CHESAPEAKE tlAY INPUT STUDY l~o9-l970 
US ENVikG~ PROTeCT AGENCY ~EGlON Ill ANNAPOLIS FiELU OFFICE DATA KEP 31 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAKYLAhD, TKiaUTAKIES, VIRbiNIA, ~AlER QUALITY 
l9b8 UNITED STATES FEDERAL t.ATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION 
CLEAN t.ATER ••• FUK THE NATION'S ESTUARIES 
PROC OF THE MD-D.C. MEeTING. VOL l AND 2 
CHESAPEAKt ~AY, ESTUARIES, WATeR POLLUTION, "ATER ~UALITY CONTROL 
1950 UNITED STATES Fl5H AND WILULIFE SERVICE 
FISHERY STATISTICS OF THE UNITEU STATES, l~d0-1947 
STAT DIGEST 21, SECT 15 1 P.Z~D-285 
FISHERIES, STATISTICS, UNlTEO STATES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
367 
l9j6 UNITEu STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
INVENTORY ~F PEKMMNtNT WATER Of MAJOR SIGNIFICANCE TO WATERFOWL IN THE 
STAft Of MARYLAND 
uFFICl Of KIV~k BA~IN SlUUIE5, ATLA~TA, GA. 7P. 
REGIUNAL ~LOOU 1 ~ATER~O~L, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
19~7 UNITED STAllS FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. OFFICE OF RIVER BASIN 
STUUifS REG!UN 4 
PRtLIM KtP l~ THt Cu~SIOEREU NAVIGATION CHANNEL IMPf<UVtMENTS, JAMES RIVER 
VA, IN KtLATIUN TO riSH ANO WlLULI~E RESOURCES 
CHA~Ntl li~PKUVi:Ml~T, E:COLUGICAL IMPACT, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WILDLIFE 
Cl.i.~StRVAT I ON 
l9J~ UNIT~D STATE~ GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
THE ~ULLUTIUN GF STKEAMS oY ~ULPHITE PULP nASTE, A STUDY OF POSSIBLE 
KEMEUIE~ 
US GEUL SUkV ~AfEK-SU?PLY PAP 226 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, JAMES KIVEK 1 POTOMAC RIVER, PULP WASTES, WATER POLLUTION 
192o UNITlO STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SUkFACt wATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES 1923. PART 11. SOUTH ATLANTIC 
SLOPE AND cASTEKN GULF UF MEXICO ~ASINS 
US GEUL SUkV wATER-SUPPLY PAP 562 
JAMES kiVE:K, SURFACE wAlE~s, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY 
1930 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES 1926. PART II. SOUTH ATLANTIC 
~LUPf ANU EASTERN GULF QF MEXICO BASINS 
US GtUL SuKV wATER•SUPPLY PAP 622 
JAMtS RIVtK, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES, wATER SUPPLY, DISMAL SwAMP 
tM.-VAI 
l~jl UNITED STAlES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
COLONIAL NATIUNAL MONUMENT 
JUPllGR MAP 
MA~S, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
36b 
l93o U~ITED STAftS GEOLOGI~AL SURVEY 
STU~IES OF RELATION5 UF RAINFALL A~U RUN-OFF IN THE UNITED STATES 
U5 GEOL SURV wATER-SUPPLY PAP 172 
JAMES KIV~R, PRECIPITATION (ATMOSPHERIC), RAI~FALL 1 RAINF~Ll-RUNOFF 
kELATIONSHlPS, f<IV~R BASI,;~, SURFACE RUNJFf, 5US~o~UEHA~NA rl.IVb\ 1 UNITEU STATES . 
19~7 U~ITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES 1935. PART 2. SOUTH ATLA~TIC 
SLOPE AND EASTERN GULF Or MEXICO ~A~I~S 
US GEUL SURV wATER-SUPPLY P~P 7d2 
JAMES kiVErl., SUKFACE ~AT~R~, U~ITED STATES, ~ATE~ SUPPLY, DISMAL S~AMP 
( NC-VAI 
1943 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
STREAM FLOW RECORUS (PKOVl~!uNALI FOR RICHMG~D, JAMES RIVeR AND KI~HMONO, 
JAMES KIVEK ANU KANAwHA CANAL 
WATER KESOUkCtS ~KAN~H. 1~43-1956 
UISCHA~GE MEA~UR~M~NT, JAME:S kiVErl. 1 STK~AMFLL.iw 1 VIRGINIA 
1943 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SfKEAM FLOw RECUkUS IPRUVISIU~ALl FUR CA~TERSVILLE, JAM~$ RIVER 
WATEk kt>UURCES BR~NCH. 1943-1960 
DISLHARGt MEASUREMENT, JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLU~, VIKblNIA 
1943 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
~TKEAM FLOw RECLROS (PROVISIUNALI FOK BEULAHVILLE, MATTAPONI kiVErl. 
kATtK KESUURCE~ oRANCH. 1~43-l~bO 
UI~LHAKGE MEASUKlMcNT, MATTAPONI RIVEk, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLUW, VlRGINIA 
1~43 UNITED STAlES GEULU~ICAL SURVEY 
STREAM FLDn kcCUkDS !PROVISIONAL) fUR HANOVE:rt, PAMU~KtY RIVER 
WATER RESOURCES BRANCH. l94j-1960 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, PAMUNKEY RIVtR, ~TkEAM GAGES, STReAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
3o9 
1957 UNITED STAffS GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
GEJLOG¥ A~D GKUUNOWATcR KE~OURCES Of THE YORK-JAMES PENINSULA, VIRGINIA 
U~ GEOL SUKV wATL~-SuPPL¥ PAP 1~o1 
GE!llllGil. FUI<MATiui•S, ulOLOGY, GROUIIIDWATER, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
UUALI!f, YOKK RIVEK 
1~59 UNITEO STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
STREAM OISCHA~Gt ENTEI<lNG CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U~ GEOL SURV (MJ~ThLY kELEASESI 
CHtSAPEA~E tiAY, Ul~LHAKGE (WATER), STREAMFLOW, TRIBUTARIES 
19o0 UNITEU STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVtY 
COMPILATION ~F KcCOKD~ OF ~URFACE WATERS OF THE UNITED STATES THROuGH 
SEPTEMdEk 19~0. PAKT 1-~. ~OI<TH ATLAIIITIC SLOPE BASINS, Ntw YORK TO YORK 
RIVER 
US GEOL SURV wATtK-SUPPLY PAP 1302 
OISCHARGt MEAS0kEMEIIIT, GAGING STATIONS, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES 
19o1 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SUKFACE hAlER KELUROS uF VIRGINIA 
WATER RESOURCES 8KANCH. 1961-1964 
SUKFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
1965 UNITEO STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WE~f POIII.T 
T(JPOGK MAP 
MAPS, TUPUGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
PO<JuOSON wEST 
TOPUGk MAP 
MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
19o5 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
ACHILLES 
TOPOGR MAP 
MAPS, TOPOGKAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
HO 
19o5 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
GRESS ITT 
TOPOGR MAP 
HAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGIIIIIA, YORK RIVER 
19o5 UNITEU STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WILLIAMStlURG 
TOPOGR MAP 
MAPS, TOPOGI<APHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1965 UNITED STATES GEULUGICAL SURVEY 
YORKTOWN 
TOPUGR MAP 
MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
GLOUCESTER 
TOPOGR HAP 
MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VlkGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1965 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
CLAY BANK 
TuPUGR MAP 
HAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
19o5 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
TOANO 
TOPOGR MAP 
HAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
1967 UNIT~D STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
ESTIMATED STREAM DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US GEOL SURV MONTHLY RELEASE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISCHARGE IWATERI 1 HARYLAN0 1 PENNSYLVANIA, SALT tlALANCE, 
VIRGINIA 
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1969 U~IT~D STAT~S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, ~ATER RESOURCES DIVISION 
Vlfi.GINIA ,;ATEK KtSUUfi.CE~ SUMMARY (MONTHLY RELEASE! 
U~ GEUL SUfi.V 1~ CUUP~~AT!ON NITH VA DIV OF WATER RESOURCES 
Gk0UNU,;£TEK, fi.ESE~v~!RS, STREAMFLU~, VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1969 UNITED STATE~ GEULOGILAL SURVEY 
WAI~R RES~UKLES UATA FUR VIRGINIA - 1965-1969 
WATtK kbSuURCtS UIV 
D!SCrlARGt MEASUKtMENT, GA~ING STATIONS, SURFACE wATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER 
QUALITY, ~ATEK S~~PLY 
1970 UNiftU STATES GEOLCGICAL SURVEY 
~ATER KESUURCES ~ATA fLR VIRGINIA 
PkE~AK~O IN CUUPtRATION wiTH THE STATE Of VIRGINIA 
SURFACt ~ATtk~, VIKGINIA 1 wATEk WUALITYo WAlEK RESOURCES 
197J UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVeY 
SURfACE wAlE;( SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATtS 1961-65. PART 2. SOUTH ATLANTIC 
SLUPt A~u EASTERN GULf OF M~XICU 6ASINS 
U5 GEUL SUKV ~AJE;(-SUPPLY PAP 1904 
CH!CKAHfh'1lt<Y KIVb< 1 JA11ES kiiiEk, SU;(FACE WATERS, VlkGINIAo WATER SUPPLY, 
DI~~AL ~oAMP INC-VAl 
1971 UNITlO STAT~S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER Rt~UUKCES DATA FUk VIRGINIA 
PREPAktD IN COOPERATION ~ITH THt SlATE OF VIRGINIA 
GKUUNO~ATtM, SURfACE ~ATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER WUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
1972 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOUKLES DATA FOR VIKGINIA• PART 1. SURFACE WATER RECORDS, 2. WATER 
QUALITY RECORDS, 3. GROUND WATER RECORDS 
GKllUNDWATtR, VIRGINIA, WAlEK QUAL I TY• WATER RESOURCES 
1~71 U~!TED STAlES NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AUHINISTRATION 
KEMUTt SENSING OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CU~F HELD AT WALLOPS STATION, VA., NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP 294 
CHtSAPrA~E tiAY, ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, 
kEMOTE ~l~~ING, SEASHORES 
312 
1960 UNITED STATES NATIONAL MAklNE FISH~RIES SERVICE 
VIRGINIA LANDINGS 
!MONTHLY KELEAStl 
CATCH, CHf5APEAKE dAY, COMMERCIAL FISH 0 MARKET VALU~, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1971 UNITED STATES NATIONAL OCtAN SURVEY 
PAMUNKEY ANu MATTAPONI kiVEKS 
CHAKT NO 49b 
CHARTS, MATTAPONI KIVEK, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1~71 UNITED STATES NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY 
YUR~ RIVER-YORKTOwN TO wEST PT 
CHART NO 495 
CHAfi.TS, VIfi.GINIA, YORK RIVER 
1~71 UNIT~D STATtS NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY 
YO;(K RIV~R-YOKKTUnN AND VICINITY 
CHAKT NO 4<,i2 
CHARTS, VIKGINIA, YUR~ RIVER 
1971 UNITED STATt~ NATIONAL UCEAN SURVEY 
YORK RIVtR--YUR~TOw~ TO ~tST PT 
CHART 495 
CHARTS, VIKGINIA, YURK kiVER 
1937 UNITED STATES NATIONAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE, WATER RESOURCES COMM 
DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE REPORT fOR THe CHESAPtAKE SAY DKAINAGE BASINS, 
13. JAMES 
u.s. GUV'T PRINTING OFF. P.2~-3b 
DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, fLOOD CONTKOL, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, SOIL 
CONSERVATION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, MAlEK QUALITY CONTROL, ~ATER 
RESOURCES, WATEK SUPPLY 
373 
1Y37 uNllcO STATE~ NATIONAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE, HATER RESOURCES COHH 
DRAINAGE HASIN COMMITTEE REPORT FUR THE CHESAPEAKE BA¥ DRAINAGE BASINS, 
12. LU~ER CHESAPEAKE 
u.s. ~OV'l PRlNTl~G OFF. P.24-2B 
CHc~APtAKt bAY, UKAINAGE DISTRICTS, HYDROGRAPHY, LAND USE, SOIL 
CGNS~MVAfiON, VlkGINIA, ~ATEk CONSERVATION, ~ATER ~uALITY CONTROL, HATER 
RE :>'.lURCE ~, ~A f EK SUPPLY 
193( UNITED STATES NATURAL RESOURCES COH~ISSION 
DRAINAGE dASIN CCMMITTtE REPORT 13, JAMES. IN, DRAINAGE BASIN CUHMITTEE 
REPJRf ~uK THE CHE~APtAKE HAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
U.S. GUV~KNMENT PKINTING OFF!C~ 
JAMES RIVEN, PLANNING, VlKGlNIA, HATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS 
(bASINS I 
1931 UNITED STATtS NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DkAINAGE bASIN COMMITTEE REPO~T 12, LOWER CHESAPEAKE. IN: DRAINAGE BASIN 
COMMITTEE REPUKT FUR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
U.S. GUVERNM~NT PRINTING OffiCE 
PLANNING, kAPPAHANNO~K RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, 
WILTS, YUKK RIVEk 
193f UNITED STATES NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE REPORT 10, UPPER CHESAPEAKt. IN: DRAINAGE BASIN 
CUMMITTlE REPUKT fUR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
US GOVT PRINTING O~F!Ct 
CHESAPlAKE dAY, SuSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS 
!BASINS) 
1937 UNITED STATES NATURAL RESOURCES COHKISSION 
DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE REPORT 11, POTOMAC. IN: DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE 
REPORT ~OK THE CHESAPEAKE BA¥ DRAINAGE BASINS 
US GOVT PRINTING OFFICE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, 
~ATERSHEOS !BASINS) 
374 
N*U* UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
SUd-BASIN TABULATION OF RIVER MILE INDEXES. JAMES, YORK, AND RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER BASINS 
CHES dAY-SuSQUEHANNA RIVER oASINS PROJECT, REGION Ill (UNPUBLISHED REPI 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, KIVER oASINS, RIVfRS, VIRGINIA, YURK 
RIVER 
1970 UNIV MARYLAND. NAT R~SOURCES INSTil 
ASSATEAGUE ECOLOGICAL STUDIES, ~INAL REPORT. PART Ill. SUGGESTIONS FOR 
LAND USE AND PARK MANAG~MENT 
(NAT RESOURCES lNSTIT, CUNTRIB 4461 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, tASTERN SHO~E IVA-HOI, 
ECOLOGY, LAND USl, MANA,EMENT, MA~YLANO, NATIONAL SEA5H0RES, VIR,INIA, 
HATER POLLUTION, ~OASTAL lONE 
1970 UNIV MARYLAND. NAT RESOURCES INSTil 
ASSATEAGUE ECOLOGICAL STUDIES, FINAL REPORT, PART 11. ENVIRONMENTAL 
THREATS 
(NAT RESOURCES INSTil, CONTKIB 4461 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTEKN SHORE (VA-MOI, 
ECOLOGY, LAND US~, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL SEASHuRtS, VIKGINIA, 
WATER POLLUTION, COASTAL lUNE 
1970 UNIV MARYLAND. NAT RESOURCES INSTil 
ASSATEAGUE ECOLUGICAL STUDIES, FINAL REPORT, i'T 1, tNVlkONMENTAL 
INfORMATION 
INAT RESOURCES INSTil, CONTRIB 4461 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-HOI, 
ECULUGY, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, MARYLAND, NATIONAL S~ASHURES, VIRGINIA, 
HATER POLLUTION, COASTAL ZONE 
1968 UNIVERSITY Of VIRGINIA, DEPARTMENT Of CITY PLANNING 
LOWER JAMES RIVER ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE STUDY 
CHARLOTTE~VlLLE, VIRGINIA 
JAMES RIVER, RIVER BASIN uEVELOPMENTt VIRGINIA 
375 
19ul US DEPT COMM. ELUN OEV AOHIN, TECH ASSIST PROJ 
ECcH!JMIC EVALUAllON Of TO:.JRISM POTENTIALS, NORTHERN NECK, VA. V I 
MAR~ETihG SIUOY, V II f~ASIBILITY STUDY 
PRO~RA~ ~EStARCH, NY 
NuRTHERN N[L~ PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, RECREATION 
fACILITic~, TUURISM, VIRGINIA 
l96d VA 8UK OF UUTDOO~ RECREATION, RICHMOND, VA 
VIRGINIA'S dARk!Ek ISLANDS 
AUTHGK 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
NATURAL hESUUkCES, ~iCktATJON, RESOURCES, VIKbiNIA, BARRIER ISLANDS 
!96d VA RUR Or OUTJOOR RECREATION, RICHMPND, VA 
VIRGINIA'S dAKRitR ISLANDS - APPENDIX 
A UTHOK 
EAST~~N SHURE PLANNING UISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), 
NATuRAL R~>OUkCE~, RECkEATION, RE~OURCES, VIRGINIA, WATER YEAR 
1470 VA COMH OF OUTDOOR KECKEATION 
Trlt IIIRGINIA !lUTUOuk PLAN, 1910. V. Ill ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS, POLICIES, AND 
RESPuNSI~ILITIES - uF ftDERAL, STAT~ AND PRIVATE AGENCIES CONCERNED WITH 
OUTDOUK RECREATION ••• 
AUTHOR 
EA~TEKN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ENVIRONMENT, EXPANSIONi LEGISLATION, 
LOCAL !;LVERNMcNTS, KEC.REATIUN, STATE GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA 
1973 VA COMM OF UUTOUOR RECREATION 
VIRGINIA OUTDOOR REC.REATION DEMAND SURVEY 
AUTHOR 
tAST~KN >HORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION 
FACILITieS, VIRGINIA 
1974 V•\ CuMM Of OUTDOOR RECREATION 
THE VIRGINIA OUTDOORS PLAN, 1974 
AUTHOR, 192 P 
tNVIRONM~hTAL QUALITY, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VAo fiNANCING, 
LA<'..l RESOURCES, LAND USE, LONG-TERH PLANNING, RECREATION DEMAND, 
RtCRtATIUN FACILITIES, VIRGINIA 
376 
1976 VA DEPT Of PLANNING AND aUDGET. ECUN ~ESEAHCH SECT 
ESSEX CUUNTY, PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC tiASE ANALYSIS 
AUTHOR, j_2 P 
AGRICULTURt, E~SEX COUNTY, VA, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
EMPLOYMENT, FISHERIES, INCOME, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
1963 VA DIV INDUSTRIAL OEV AND PLANNING 
ECONOMIC DATA, NO~THUMBERLANO COUNTY, VA 
AUTHOR 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNI~G DISTRICT, VA, ECUNOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1962 VA DIV OF INDUSTRIAL Otv AND PLANNING 
ECONOMIC DATA, klCHMOND COUhTY, VA 
AUTrlOR 
RICHMUNO COUNTY, VA, NGRTH~kN NeCK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1962 VA Dill OF IN~uSTRIAL DEV AND PLANNING 
ECONOMIC DATA, ~ESoMORtLANU COUNTY 
AUTHOR 
WESTMORELAND CUUNT1, VA, NOKTHtRN NECK PLANNING OISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNING, VIK~INIA 
1967 VA OIV Of PLANNING 
ECONOMIC UATA SUMMARY, RICHMOND COUNTY, TOwN Of ~ARSAW 
AUTHOR 
AGRIGULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NuRTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
EC.ONUMICS, EOUC.ATIUN, INDUSTRIES, LABOR SUPPLY, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
TRANSPURTATION, VlkbiNIA 
1967 VA DIV Of PLANNING 
ECONOMIC UATA SUMMARY, WESTMORELAND COUNTY 
AUTHOR 
AGRICULTURE, RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECDNOMICS,,EDULATION, INDUSTRIES, LAdOK SUPPLY, PLANNING, P0PULATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
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1963 VA DIV OF PLANNING 
NLKTHE~N NECK AKEA 1 PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
AUTrlOK 
AG~ICJLTUxc, NLRTHEKN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, 
PLANNING, POPULATIUN, TOURISM, UNEMPLOYMENT, VIRGINIA 
lY6ti VA DIV UF STATE ?LANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
tCUNUMIC DATA SUMMARY, LANCASTER COUNTY 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTER CUU~TY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMf'LUYMENl, LAbOR ~Uf'PLY, NATUKAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RECKtATIU~, TRA~SPURT~TION, VIRGINIA 
lY6d VA DIV UF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
KILMARNOCK LUMPktHENSIVE PLAN 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTER COUNTY, VA, ND~THERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNl~G, KECRtATlLN FACILITIES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
1969 VA DIV CF STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
lUNING OKu!NANLE, TOWN OF CHINCOTEAGUE, VIRGINIA 
AUTHUo<, 4'i f' 
ACCOMACK CUUNTY, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
1910 VA OIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
lUNING UKDIN•NCE, TO~N UF WARSAW, VA 
AUTHOR 
RICHMOND CUUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, 
PLANNlN~, VIRGINIA,_ZONI~ 
1972 VA DIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
DATA ~UMMARY, NORTHUMSERLAND COUNTY 
AUTHOR 
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
LAoOR >UPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PlANNING, POPULATION, RtCREATION, 
TRANSPOKIAliUNt VIRGINIA 
37b 
1972 VA DIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMAKY, ACCOMACK COUNTY 
AUTHOR, 37 P 
ACCOMACK COUNT¥, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
INCOME, LAtiOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL ~ESUURCES, PJPULATION, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
1973 VA DIV OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, HAMPTON CITY 
AUTHOR 
HAMPTON, VA, PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, fHPLOYMENT, 
INCOME, LABOR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
1973 VA DIV OF ST.HE PLANNING AND CUHMUf'liTY AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, CITY JF VIRG!~IA oEALH 
AUTHOR 
VIRGINIA bEACH, VA, ~OUTHEASTERN PLANNING OISTRILT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMb~T, INCUMt, LABUk SUPPLY, NATURAL R~SUU~CES, PLANNING, PJPULAT!ON, 
RECREAT:JN, lRANSPG~TAliUN, VIRGINIA 
1973 VA DlV UF STATE PLANNING ANU COMMUNITY AfFAIRS 
DATA SUMHARY, CHESAf'EAKE CITY 
AUT HOi\ 
CHESAPEAKe, VA, ~UUTHEASTtRN PLANNING DISTNILT, ~A, EUuCATIUN, EMPLOYMlNTo 
INCOME, LA~OR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, RECREATION, 
TRAN~POKTATION, VIRGINIA 
1974 VA DIV OF STAT~ PlANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS AND U. S. DEPT COMM, 
ECON DEV ADMIN 
MULTI-PUKPU~E FACT FINDING AND PRE-PLANNING STUDY. EASTERN SHORE Uf 
VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, AGRICULTURE, COMMERCIAL FISHING, 
EASTERN SHURE IVA-MDI, FISHERIES, SPORT FISHING, TOURISM, VIRGINIA 
319 
19/4 VA DIV uf ~lATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AffAIRS 
OAf-' SUMMAKY, ISLt UF .. l.>HT COUNTY 
AUTHCK 
ISLE UF wiGHT COUNTY, VA, SOUTHEASTtRN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYM£NT, lNCUM£, LAdUR SUPPLY, NATURAL RESOUKCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
REC~~ATIGN, TKANSPuRTATION, VIRGINIA 
1974 VA UIV Of STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
DATA ~UMMAKY, JAM~~ CITY COUNTY AND CITY OF ~ILLIAMSI3URG 
AUTHUR 
JAMi~ CITY COUNTY, VA, PENINSULA ~LANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDULATION 1 
EMPLOYMtNT, INLUME, LABU~ SUPPLY, NATUKAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, POPULATION, 
RfC>{fAT!Cd;, TRANSPORTAT10,'1 7 VIKGINIA 
197~ VA DIV uf STATE rLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA ~UMMAKY, GUULHLAND COUNTY 
AUTtiLKo 41 P 
LUJCHLANU COUNTY, VA, ~ICtiMGNU REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EOuCATIO~, tMPLUYMENT, LA~OR ~UPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATJRAL RESOURCES, 
PuP0LATIU~, kEL~lATIUN 1 TRANSPO~TATION 1 VIRGINIA 
19oB VA UlV OF wATER RESOUHCES 
POIJMAC-SHENANDLAH NIVeR BA~IN, CUMPKEHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN V. 
I-VI 
AUT•iOk (PLANNING BULL 201 1 .<0!1, 209, 210 7 211, 2121 
MIUULE ~ENIN~ULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, MAPS, MeTEOROLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, SURFACE 
~AT~RS, VIKGINIA, WAlEK RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
197l VA UIV Of ~ATER RESUUKCES 
GROUND ~ATER Of THE ACCOMAC-ONANCOCK AREA 
AUTHOR (~ULL 37 PI 
ALCUMACK CUUNT't, VA, EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING 
(P><IlJECTEIJ), GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
RE SUUHCE S 
3130 
1970 VA OIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AffAIR5 
PROJECTluNS AND ECONOMIC dASt ANALYSIS, ft<ANKLIN, SOUTHAMPTON AREA 
AUTHOK, 20 P 
SOUTHAMPTON COUNTI, VA, FRANKLIN, VA, ~OUTH~ASTE~~ ~Ln~N!NG Dl~TKI~T, VAt 
ECUNOMILS 1 PLANNING, VlkGINIA 
1971 VA DIV STATE PLANNING ANU COMM AffAIRS 
PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BA~E ANALYSIS, NORFOLK, VIHGINIA dEACH, 
PORTSMOUTH MtTHOPOLITAN AKEA ••• 
AUTHOR, 25 ? 
NOKFOLK 1 VA, POKTSMOUTH, WA, VlKGINlA dEACH 1 VA, &GUTHEA&TEkN PLAN~ING 
DISIKICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNI~G, VIKGINIA 
1972 VA DIV STATe PLANNING AND LOMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
A STUDY OF VIRGINIA'~ CRITICAL ENVlkUNMENTAL ~KtAS, SEPI~~dEK, 1~7l 
AUTHOR 
ENVIRONMtNTAL QUALITY, MIUDLt PeNINSULA PLANNING JISTKICT, VA, NATURAL 
KESJUKLt~, VIRGINIA 
1972 VA UIV STATE PL~NNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, LUUOOUN COUNTY 
AUTHOR, 41 P 
LOUUOUN COUNTY, VA, NORTHeRN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTKICT, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYM~~T, LAduH SUPPLY, LOCAL GUVEHNMENTS, NATURAL KcSOU~CES, 
POPULATION, RECi<I:Ai ;0:1, TKANS~Ci{JATION, VIK.>INIA 
1972 VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
PROJECTION~ AND ECONOMIC tlA~E ANALYSIS, PETEKS~UHG, CCLUNIAL H~IGHTS, 
HOPEWELL METROPOLITAN AKtA ••• 
AUTHOR, 24 P 
COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, CRATER PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECuNJMICS, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA 
.1972 VA DIV STATE PLANNING ANO CUMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMAtW, CAROLINE COUNTY 
AUTHOR, 35 P 
CAROLINE CDUNTY, VA, RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVeRNMENTS, NATURAL RcSUUHCES, 
POPULATION, KECREATIGN, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
381 
1~72 VA DIV STAl~ PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
PROJECTIONS AND eCUNOMIC dASE ANALYSIS, RICHMOND METROPOLITAN AREA 
AUTHOR, 31 P 
KICHMLNO, VA, R1CHMGNO REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, vA, ECONOMICS, 
PLANNINv, VIRGI~IA 
1972 VA OIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIKS 
OATA SUMM~RY, S~uTSYLVANIA AND STArFORD COUNTIES, AND FREDERICKSBURG CITY 
AUTrlOK, 70 P 
rKEOEKICKS5URG, VA, ~~OTSYLVA~IA COUNTY, VA, STAFFORD COUNTY, VA, RAOCO 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ~CONUMICS, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, lOCAl 
GUVE"-N•"'tNTS, r>ATUKAL KI::SUUKCES, RECREATIUN, TRANSPORTATlUN, VIRGINIA 
197j VA DIV STATE PLANNING ANU COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMA~Y, GKEENVILL~ COUNTY, AND EM~ORIA 
AUTHUR, 51 P 
CKATrR PLANNING DI~TKILT, VA, GREENVILLE COUNTY, VAr ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLUYMLNT, LABUK SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAl RESOURCES, 
PUPULATIUN, KeCREATIU~, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
1973 VA UIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, THe CITY OF ALEXANDRIA 
AUTHOR, 4ll f' 
ALEXANUKIA, VA, NORTHERN VIRGINIA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EM~LUYM~NT, L~a~R SUPPLY, LUCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PUPULATIUN 1 kECREATIUN 1 TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
1973 VA OIV STATE PlANNlNG AND COMM AFFAIRS 
PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC uASE ANALYSIS, FREDERICKSBURG, SPOTSYLVANIA, 
STAFFORD AREA 
AUTHOR, Ll:l P 
FREUERILK~dURG, VAo SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA, STAFFURO COUNTY, VA, RAOCO 
PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, PlANNING, VIRGINIA 
1973 VA OIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AffAIRS 
OATA SUMMARY, HeNRICO COUNTY 
AUTHOR, 40 P 
ht~KICO COUNTY, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAl PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, I::MPLOYMJ;NJ 1 . LAEIOR .SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, ReCREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
382 
1973 VA OIV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, THE CllY OF COLONIAL HEIGHTS 
AUTHOK, 34 P 
COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING OISTR!CT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMeNT, LABOR SUPPLY, lOCAl GOVERNMENTS, NATuRAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECtl.EATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
1913 VA D!V STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, RICHMOND CITY 
AUTHOR, 40 P 
RICHMOND, VA, RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, eMPLOYMENT, lAbOtl. SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVI::RNMENT$, N4TURAL RESOURCeS, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, Vltl.GINIA 
1974 VA DlV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
PROJECTIONS ANU fCU~OMIC tiA~E ANALYSIS, KING GEORGe COUNTY 
AUTHOR, 1t> P 
KING G~ORGE COUNTY, VA, RAOCO PLANNfNG DISTRICT; VA, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, 
VIRGINIA 
1974 VA DIV STATE PLANNING AND CUMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, POkHATAN COUNT~ 
AUTHOR, 36 P . 
POwHATAN COUNTY, VAr RICHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LAbOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GUVI::RNMeNTS, ~ATURAL RESOURCES, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TKANSPORTATIUN, VIRGINIA 
1975 VA DIV STATe PLANNING AND COMM AFFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, CIIY OF SUFFOLK 
AUTHOR, 44 P 
SUFFOLK, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICTo VA 1 ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, LAdOR SUPPLY, lOCAl GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOUKCES 1 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
1975 VA OlV STATE PLANNING AND COMM AfFAIRS 
DATA SUMMARY, RICHMOND COUNTY 
AUTHOR, 41 P 
RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHEKN NECK PlANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, LABOR SUPPLY, lOCAl GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCFS, 
POPULATION, RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
383 
1975 VA OIV STAT~ PLAN~ING AND COMM AfFAIRS 
DATA SUMMA~Y, SOUTHAMPTuN COUNTY, FRANKLIN CITY 
AUTHOK 61 P 
SIJcJTHAMi'TiJN CI;UNTY 1 VA, FRAt-.KllN1 VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
ECJNU~!CS, EMPLUWM~NT 1 LAaOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PO~ULAT!ON, kECR~ATI~N, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA 
I975 VA DIV STAT~ PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS, ECON RES SECT 
POPULATIC~ PKUJECT!~NS - VIKGINlA CUUNTI~S AND CITIES, 1980-2000 
AUTHOK 
~ASTERN SHORE PLANNIN~ DISlkiCT, VA, CITIES, ECONOMICS, FUTURE PLANNING 
(PROJECTED), GkOwlH KAl~S 1 PLANNING, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
195d VA EL~CTRIC AND POWER CO, AREA D~V QEPT 
INOUSJRIAL S!Tt SURVEY, LANCASTER, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTEK COUNTY, VA, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING 
UISfR!CT, VA, COMMUNITY D~V~LOPMENT, ECONOMICS, ~RO~TH RATES, INDUSTRIES, 
MAP~, PLANNING, VIR~IN!A 
1~58 VA ELECTRIC AND POWE~ CO, AREA DEV DEPT 
INUUSIRIAL ~liE SURVEY, ~ESTMORELAND COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
~~SfMORcLAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHER~ NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CENSUS, 
ECONCM!CS, GROwTH RATES, INDUSTRIES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
~~~~ VA ELECTRIC AND POnER CO, AREA DEV DEPT AND WARSAW, VA CHAMBER OF 
COMHE~CE 
INOUSTK!AL SITE SURVEY, RICHMOND COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AU TliOR 
KICrlMUNO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EMPLOYMENT, 
INUUSTRIES, MAPS, MARKETING, NATURAL RESOURCES, POPULATION, VIRGINIA 
l9bo VA ELECTRIC AND POWER CO, AREA DEV DEPT 
THl NORTHERN NECK OF VIRGINIA, AN ECONOMIC STUDY 
AUTHOR 
NuKTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, FINANCING, 
lNDu~fklt5, KECRE:ATIUN FACILITIES, TAXES, TRANSPORTATION, VIRGINIA, WATER 
I<~~JUf(CES 
384 
1972 VA ELECTRIC AND POWER CO, AREA OEV DEPT 
CAROLINE COUNTY, VIRGINIA •. AN ECU~OMit STUDY 
AUTHOK . 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, CAROLINE COUNTY, VA 1 RADCO PLANNING OISTRICT, VA 1 
ECONOMICS, GOVERNMENTS, HANPO~ER 1 MAPS, TOPOGRAPHY, TkANSPORlAT!ON, 
UTILITIES, VIRUINIA, ZONING 
1974 VA ELECTRIC AND POWEk CO, AREA DEV OEPT 
MIUULE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, ECONOMIC STUDIES 
AUTHOR 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLAN~ING DISTRICT, VA, ECONOMICS, 
LAdOR SUPPLY, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1972 VA EMPLOYMENT COMM, MANPOWER k~SOURCES UIV 
MANPOWER RESUURCtS REPOkT Of wf~TMOkELAND ~OUNTY. JA~UAKY THkU MARCH 1~72 
AUTHOR 
WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NURTHE~N NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYMENT, HUMAN RESUUKCES, LAbOR SUPPLY, MA~POWEKr MAPS, POPULATION, 
REC~EATION, TRANSPURTATIQN, VIRuiNIA 
1972 VA EMPLOYMENT COMM, MANPOWER RESOURCES DIV 
MANPUWtR RESOURCES OF NORTHUM~ERLANU COUNTY. OCTOBER THRU DECEMBER 1971 
AUTHOR 
NORTHUMBERLAND ~uUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING U!STRICl, VA, EDUCATION, 
EMPLOYM~NT, HUMA~ Ki~OURCES, LAtiOK SUPPLY, MANPO~tK, MAPS, POPULAliON, 
kECREATIUN, TRANSPORTATIO~, VIRGINIA 
1976 VA INST MAR SCI 
AN A~SESSMENT Of tSTUARINE AND NEARSHORE MARINE ENVIRONMENTS 
VIMS (SRAMSOE ~3 REVI 
AS~ESSMtNTS, ELUNOMIC 1MPALT, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT, 
RECREATION DEMAND, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, STRESS, wATER CONSERVATION, WAT[R 
RE:SOUKCES 
1974 VA MAR RES COMM 
LAWS OF VIRGINIA RELATING TO WETLANDS AND SUBAQUEOUS WATERS 
AUTHOR, 27:P 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LEGAL ASPECTS, REGULATION, VI~GINIA, 
WETLANDS 
197~ VA MA~ RE~ COMM 
wlTLANu~ GUIDELINES 
AUTHU~, 47 P 
385 
~N~I~UNMt~TAL ~UALITY, EAST~RN SHOKE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CONSERVATION, 
LEviSLATIUN, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, MARSH PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WETLANDS 
19b~ VA STAlE DEPT Or HEALTH. BUREAU OF SOLID wASTE AND VECTOR CONTROL 
SGLIU •ASTE PLAN, wESTMUKtLAND COUNTY, TOWN OF MUNTRU~S, TOWN OF C~LONIAL 
bEACH 
AuTHOR 
ht>TMOKELAND COUNTY, VA, NURTHEKN N~CK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PL~NNINu, ~OLIO ~ASTES, VIKGIN!A 
196~ VA STATE DEPT OF HEALTH. BUREAU OF_SOLI~ WASTE AND VECTOR CONTROL 
>0Llu WA~TE PLAN, klCHMONU COUNTY, TOWN OF WARSA~ 
AU!HOR 
klCHMGND COUNTY, VA, NOKfHEAN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, >OLIO ~ASTlS, VIKGINIA 
1969 VA >TATE DEPT OF HEALTH. BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE AND VECTOR CONTROL 
SULiu ftASTE PLAN, LANCASTER COUNTY, TO~N OF I~VINGTON, TU~N OF KILMARNOCK, 
!OWN OF nHI!E STONE 
AUTHOR 
LANCASTtR CQUNTY, ~A, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
?LANNING, SULI0 WASTES, VIRGIN!~ 
IY6~ VA STATE DEPT OF HEALTH. BUREAU OF SOLID wASTE AND VECTOR CONTROL 
SOLID WASTE PLAN, NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY 
AUTHOR . 
NORTHuM~ERLANO COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING OIST~ICT, VA, DISPOSAL, 
PLANNING, SOLID WASTES, VIRGINIA 
19bl VA STATE wATER CONTROL dO 
RECORD OF HEARING REGARDING STANDARDS OF QUALITY TO 8E ESTABLISHED ON THE 
RAPPAHANNLCK klVER BASIN IN THE COUNTIES Of SPOTSYLVANIA, STAFFORD, KING 
GEOKGc, wESTMORELAND, RICHMOND, ••• 
AUTHOR 
KAJCO PLANNING DISTHICT, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MIDDLE 
PENINSULA PLANNING O!STHICT, VA 1 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINIA, WATER 
QU~L!TY 
386 
1971 VA STATE WATER CONT~OL 80 
PUBLIC, LEASED, AND CONDEMNED SHELLFISH GROWING AREAS IN THE COMMONwtALTH 
OF VIRGINIA 
AUTHOK 
EASTERN SHORt PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, DISCHAR~E lwATERl, MAPS, RE~IONAL 
ANALYSIS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WAT~K POLLUTIUN, WAlEk POLLUTION SOURCE$, 
WATER YUALITY 
1972 VA STATE ~ATER CUNTKUL bO 
YORK RIV~K tiASIN. PHASE I ADDENDUM, STATE RIVER ~ASIN WATER YUALI!Y PLAN 
AUTHOR (PLANNING BULL 2651 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, PLANNING, KIVfR BASINS, VIRGINIA, WASTE 
TREATMENT, WAlEK MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDJ, wATER JUALITY CONT~UL, ~ATfR 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, YORK RIVER 
1973 VA STATE WATER CUNTKOL BD 
METROPOLITAN REGIONAL WAT~R JUALITY,HANAGEHENT PLAN, PLANNING DISTKICT 18, 
YURK RIVER ~ASIN, V. Ill 
G. ~. CLIFFUF0 AND ASSOC, INC, FKEDEKICKSdUKGr VA, 59 P 
AGRICULTURE, MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DI~TKILT, ~A, cCONUMIC~, GEOLOGY, 
GROUNO~ATEK, RECkEATIUNo RIVER ~A~INS, STREAMS, SURFACE W•TE~~, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
1973 VA STATE WATER CONTROL BD 
METROPOLITAN RE~IONAL WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN, PLANNI~G DISTRICT l~, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIV~R bASIN. V. I 
GILBERT ~ CLIFFORD A~O A~SOC, INC, FREUERICK~BURG, VA, 3b P 
MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, tCUNUMICS, hiSTORY, MANAGEMENT, 
RAP~AHANNUCK RIVER, RIVtk BASINS, STREAMS, VIRGINIA, WATtR QUALITY 
1973 VA STATE WATER CONTROL BD 
GROUND WATER IN VIRGINIA - ~UALITY AND WITHDRAwALS 
AUTHOR (bASIC DATA BULL 3Bl 1 177 P 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GROUNDwATER, VIRGINIA 
3!37 
1971 VA 5TAT~ ~ATE~ CUNT~UL BO 
M~T~OPOL!TAN ~~G!GNAL ~ATtK WUALITY MANAGEMENT PLANt PLANNING DISTRICT 16. 
~~aLL '0ASTAL K!VEK dASI~S ANU CHE~APEAKE BAY- H. P. U., V. II 
G. ~. CLifFUKU A~U ASSUC, !NCo FREOERICKSBU~G, VA 
MIJUL~ PtN!NSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE SAY, ECONOMICS, 
G~ULuGY, G~UuNO~ATEK, ~IVER BASINS, STREAMS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
1974 VA ~TATE WAlEK CUNTROL BO 
SU~V~Y Uf NEeDS fUK MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT fACILITIES 
AUTrlOK (ilA~IC LJATA i:lULL 'd) tl& P 
EA~TtkN SHUKE PLANNI~b DISTRICT, VA, CONSTRUCTION COSTS, FACILITIES, 
MUNICIPAL ,.;A~HS, t'LANNI,,G, 5E10Al.E TKEATHENT, Vlll.G!NIA, wASTE wATER 
TRt-" HH:NT 
1974 VA STATE wATER CONT!l.OL tiD 
wATER QUALITY STANDARDS 
AUTHOk, 10J P. 
MI00LE P~NINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, MAPS, POLLUTANTS, RIVERS, 
VI~GINIA, wATtk ~UALITY 
1~75 VA ~TATE rlATtR CONTROL BO 
~ATE~ QUALITY I~VENTOKY, 3051BI REPORT, VIRGINIA. 1975 REPORT TO EPA 
AOM!NI~TRAIUR ANU CONGRESS 
AUTrlOk llh~O i:lULl ~0~1 • 
RAUCO ~LANNING U!STK!CT, VA, ASSESSMENTS, COST ANALYSIS, RIVER BASINS, 
RIV~KS 1 STREAMS, VIKGINIA 1 ~ATEK POLLUTION CONTROL, ~ATEk QUALITY 
197~ VA STATE WATER CUNT~OL BO 
HETKUPUll TAN KEGIONAL wATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE MIDDLE 
PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT 
AU THt.lR, 101! P 
HIUOLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CLIMATOLOGY, CONSERVATION, 
ECUNOMICS, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, HAPS, POPULATION, VIRGINIA, WASTE ~ATER 
DI.'>PdSAL, wATER QUAL! TV 
38& 
1975 VA STATE WATtK CuNTRUL bO 
SUMMARY M~TRUPGLITAN-KtGIUNAL WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLANS FUR THE ~TATE 
OF VIRGII~!A 
AUTHOR (PLANNING BULL 400) 93 P 
RADCU PLA~N!NG DISTRICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, PQPULATION 1 VlkGIN!A, 
WASTE wATEK TRtATHENT, WAlEK QUALITY 
1976 VA STATE WATER CUNTRUL tiD 
PLAN SUMMARY, YOkK RIVER tiAS!N, WATER ~UALITY M~NAl.EMENT PLA~, SELTION 
303(~) PLAN 
AUTHUK, 34 P 
RADCO PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, INDUSTRIAL "ASTES, MANAGEME1H 1 MUNICIPAL 
WASTES, PLAN~!NG, PuLLUTANTS, RIVER tiASINS, VIRGINIA, wATEK QUALITY, YORK 
RIVER 
1976 VA STATE WATeR CU~TKUl BD 
GROUND~ATE~ 1~76. ANNUAL ~EPDRT TO THE GOV~RNOK ANU GtNERAL ASSEM8LY U~ 
THE GROUNDWATER ACT OF 1~73 ANU KELATEO MATTE~S 
AUTHOI\, 1ti P 
MIDOLE PENINSULA PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, Gk0JN0AATEk 1 HMNAGEHENT, VIRGINIA 
1976 VA STATE wATeR CONTROL BD 
SMALL LUA~TAL RIVER dAS!NS AND CHESAPEAKE i:lAY. VA EASTERN SHURE PUKTION. 
PAKT II APPENDICES 
AUTHOk (PLANNING ~ULL L~3 A1 PT Ill 
EASTERN SHUKE PLANNING O!STKICT, JA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, M-"~S, RIVER BASINS, 
STATISTIC~, V!RGI~!A, wASTE TREATMENT, WATER ~UAL!TY 
1976 VA ~TATE WATE~ LUNlROL 50 
SMALL COASTAL KIVtK BA~INS AND CHESAPtAKE BAY. VIKG!N!A tASTERN SHOKE 
PORTION. PAKT I WATtR ~UALITY MANAGEMtNT PLAN 
AUTHOR, 330 P !PLANNING i:lULL L53 A, PT 1l 
EASTEKN SHOKE PLANNING OlSlKICT, VA, ~HtSAP~AKE dA~, FINANCING, LAND USE, 
MANAGEMENT, MAPS, POPULATION, RIVER tiAS!NS, VIRGINIA, ~ASTE ASSIMILATIVE 
CAPACITY, WATER UUALITY 
389 
l~7S WA STATE ~ATER CONTROL BOARD 
GKUUNU~AT~k LJ~UITIUNS IN THE EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA 
AUTH(;K (I'LANr-.lhG dULL 45) 
lA~~~~~ ~HOKE PLANNIN~ DISTRICT, VA, AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNOWAT~~, 
MAl'S, Kt~~UKC~ D~VELOPHtNT, VIRGINIA 
1 '>lb VALCARLl J J 
A MATHEMATICAL MODeL UF LHINCUTEAGUE BAY, VIRGINIA 
V!MS IHtS!S (LULL UF wM AND MARY), 167 P 
EASTl~N ~HUKE PLANNING U!STKICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE 8AY, CIRCULATION, COMPUTER 
Pf<u"RAI-1>, UISPtK~Ju-., ESTUARIES, HYDRODYNAMICS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, WATER 
UUALJ TY 
1947 WAN EN~EL WA 
THE ErrECT uF OUT SPRAYING IN THE LANGLEY-MESSICK AREA, 1947 
VlMS MS 
LRAdS, DDT, JAME~ RIVER, MukTALITY, PESTICIDE TOXILITY, VIRGINIA 
194d VAN ENGEL ~A 
R~VIEh OF THE EFFeCTS OF DDT ON THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIOUS 
VI MS ."15 
CKAdS, DDT, LcfHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDE TOXICITY, BLUE CRAB 
19413 VAN ENGEL wA 
RtFERENLtS ~EARING ON THE HYORUGRAPHY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
Tklt;UTARIES 
VIMS SPb.: SCI REP Z 
UIBLIUGRA~HIES, CHESAPEA'E BAY, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVE~, POTOMAC RIVER, 
YfJKK KIVU< 
19Sv VAN ENGEL ~A 
ktCuRDS Or THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB FISHER¥ 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 5 
CAfCH, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
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1958 VAN ENGEL WA 
THE BLU~ CRAB AND ITS FISHERY IN CH~SAPEAKE BAY 
COMMERCIAL FISH REV 20ibl 0 6-17 IVIMS CONTKIB 791 
CRA~S, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, MIGRATION, REPROuUCTION, BLUE CRAB 
19bL VAN ENGEL WA 
THE BLUE CRAB AND ITS ~JSHERY IN CHESAPEAKE ~AY. PART 2 - T~PES OF GEAR 
FOK HARD CRAB fiSHING 
COMMlkliAL FISH REV ~419) 0 1-10 IVIMS CUNTRIB 1211 
CHESAPtAKc dAY, CKAB INUUSTkY, F!SH~Rl~S, FISHlN~ GEAR, BLUE CkAB 
1971 VAN ENGEL WA 
PKGPOSEO MANUAL OF GilOD MANUFACTURING P~ACTICES FOR THE SANITARY CO~TROL 
Of BLUE Ci--AB MEAT ;'::JJUCT ION 
VIMS MANU>CRIPT 
CkAd INUu>TK¥, FOOOS, PUdLIC HEALTH, BLUE CRAB 
1966 VAN ENGEL WA ET AL 
LOXOTHYLACUS PANOPA~I ••• AN !NTKOOJCEO PARASlf~ ON A XANTHIU CRAB IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY . 
CRUSTALEANA 10( ll, lll-11.2 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CHESAPEA~E BAY, CkABS, CkUSTACtANS, SHELLFI~H 
1968 VAN ENGEL WA, JOSEPH EB 
CHARACTERIZATIUN OF COA>TAL AND ESTUARINE FISH NURSERY GROUNDS AS NATURAL 
COMMUN!TitS 
VIMS MS 
fiSH POPULATIONS, SPAWNING 
1965 VAN ENGEL WA, TAN EC 
INVESTIGATjUNS Or INNER CONTINtNTAL SHELF WATERS O~F LOWeR CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
PART VI. THE COPEPODS 
CHES SCI 6(3),18~-159 IVIMS CONTRIB 1831 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, CONTINENTAL SHtLf, ~OPEPODS, SEASONAL u!STR!BUTION, 
VIRGINIA, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
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1~6i VAN ENGEL WA 1 WUJCIK FJ 
lAl~H ~~J VALUE uF THE CHES~PtAKE BAY nLUE lRAB, 1880-1960 
Vl"h UATA kU' 2. 
CA£CH, lrl~~APEMKt dAY, CRAB INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
l96j VAN ENGEL ~A, ~UJCI~ FJ 
CAI~H ~NU VALU~ Lf VAKILUS AMERICAN CRUSTACEANS, 1929-1960 
v l·~ ~ DAr A "tr' 4 
CATCH, L"U>TACtANS, flSHtRitS 
196S VAN ENGEL WA 1 ~UJCIK FJ 
LICENSE KE~JKUS OF TH~ HLUt CRAb FISHERIES, VIRGINIA AND MARYLAND, 
Vl '<> UATA kEP 3 
LHESA~EAKc ~AY, CkA~ INDUSTkY, MAKYLAND; VlkGINIA, SLUE CRAB 
1972 VAN VALKENSURG SD 
NA~~O~LAN~TUN OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHt~ >CI 13(SUP?llr512-~/4 (LUNTMJil 508, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
CHtSAPtAKE SAY, CI~TkiSuTIUN, NANNOPLANKTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
196d VAN ~INKLE W JK 
PAkf l. ~FFECT u~ ENVIRONMENTAL"FACJORS UN BYSSAL THREAD FORMATION. PART 
II. MtLHANICAL PKLPcKTIE§ ••• PART Ill. MORPHULUGICAL CONSIJERATlONS 
VIMS NAT >Cl FUUND TEACHERS KEP 
MECHANICAL PKOPERlltS 1 MUSStlS, PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES, MORPHOLOGY, 
SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, ~ALHAPREAGUE,VA, YORK RIVER 
1910 VAN WINKLE W JR 
lFFtCf OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON SYSSAL THREAD FORMATION 
MAR ijiQi 7121,143-146 lVlMS CONTRIB 352) 
MUSSEL~, PHYSICOCH~MICAL PROPERTIES, SHEllFISH, VIRGINIA, ~ACHAPREAGUE,VA, 
YQ,<r<. RIVLK 
1972 VAN ~INKLE W JR 
ClLIARY ACTIVITY AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF EXCISED BIVALVE GILL TISSUE 
CUMP oiOCHtM PHYSIOL 42A, 473-485 IVlMS CONTRIB 406) 
LLAMS, MU~SELS, OXYGEN REUUIREHENTS 1 OYSTERS, SALINITY 
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1962 VANCE CR 
EASTEKN SHOkE OF VIRGINIA. LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY 
U. 5. GUV PR OFF 187 TH CONG, 2 NO, HOUSE UOC 5991 
ABUTMENTS, ~ASTfKN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, FLOOD PROTECTION, 
FLOUOING, HURRICANES, STOKMS, VIKGINIA 
1964 VAUGHN Mn, JUNES AW 
dACTEKlLLOGICAL SURVEY UF _AN OYSTEK b~D IN TANGlE~ SOUND, MAKYLANU 
LHES SCI 5(41,167-171 
BACTERIA, CHESAPEA~t BAY, lOLIFuRMS, EriZOOTIULUGY, UY>TERS, TANGIER SUUND 
l'i55 VEll CJ 
REPORT GN SELF-PURifiCATION CAPACITIES LO~ER JAMc~ MIVt~ HOPEwELL, VA 
NAT COUNC FJk STREAM IMPkuVtMtNT, SLHUUL UF PU~LIC HEALTH, UNlV MI~HI~AN, 
UNPUilLISHED MS 
JAMES RIVtk, ScLF-PUKIFICATJON, VIMGINIA, ~A~T~ AS~IMILATIVc ~A?ACliV 
1950 VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, JAMES RIVEK PROJECT CUM~ITTEE 
JAMES kiV[K BASIN, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTUKE 
KICHMONU, VA ACAO .CI 
ANIMAL P~PuLATlONS, CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HISTUKY, JA~ES K(V~K, RECktATiuN, RIVEK BASIN UtVEL0~MENTo TkANSPUKTATIUN, 
VIRGINIA 
1951 VIRGINIA AOVISUKY lEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
THE SEA~OGO STATUTE~ AND THE REHABILITATIUN OF THE StA~JJJ INUUSTRY 
RICHMOND, REP Of TH~ CUUNC 
BEDS UNULK WATER, JAMES RIVER, LEASES, LEGAL ASPE~TS, OY~TEK INDUSTRY, 
PUijLJC LANDS, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIRGINIA BOAKD OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC OEVELOP~ENT 
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE GUVERNOR ••• QN THE STATUS Of VIRGlNIA'> WATER 
RESOURCES 1'169-70 
RICHMOND, REP OF THE BOARU 
~LOuD DAMAGE, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLICY 
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1B~4 VIKGINIA ~OARO OF PUBLIC WORKS 
Rtr~KT ~f THt PKINCIPAL ENGINEER Of THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS, ON THE 
~U~JECT GF THE SUKVEY OF JAMES AND KANA~HA RIVERS ••• 
KICriMUND, ~uLIN A~0 NilhLAN 
CA~~L;, c~TIMATtU Cu>TS, fUTURe PLANNING !PKJJECTEOl, JAMES RIVER, 
I'~Ai!;,AlltJl, SUKVtYS, VIKGINIA 
N*J* VIR~INIA CGMM!SSION OF FISHERIES 
A O!Gt~f CF THE ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE COMMISSIONEkS OF FISHERIES OF 
Vl~GINIA AS ?EKIAI~S TG THt YORK RIVER 
OY~TlR l~UUSTkY 1 GY~TtRS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1&7~ VIRGINIA COMMISSION OF FISHERIES 
AN~UAL Kc~OKl OF lHE FISH CUM~ISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA FOR THE 
YEAR 1675 
KlCHMOi>!O, VA 
FISH PUPULATIONS, FI~HERIES, SURFACE WATERS, VI~GIN!A, 
181~ VIRGINIA COMMISSION Of FISHERIES 
AN~UAL KlPuKT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF FISHERIES OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA 
FUR THt YEAR lo7~ 
kiCHr'oOND, VA 
fl~H POPULATIONS, FISHtRIE~, JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHAN~GCK AIVEM, VIRGINIA 
ltidl VIRGINiA COMMISSION OF FISHERIES 
ANNUAL kEPOKl OF THE COMMISSIONER OF FISHERIES, l8b2 
RICHMONJ, VA 
F I ~li POPULATJGNS, FISHERIES, SUkFACE WATERS, VIRGiNIA, 
l~b~ VIRGINIA COMMISSION OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
¥G~K kiVER ~TATE PARK ACUUISITION TO BEGIN 
VA JUTDOOR~ 1121,7 
RfC~EATIU~, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVeR 
1970 VIRGINIA COMMISSION OF OUTOOOk RECR~ATIUN 
VIRGINIA'S SCENIC KIVERS 
REPRINTEO FRUM THE VA OUTDOORS PLAN, l9b9, VA'S COMPR PLA~ fUR OUTQOGK 
KECKEATION 
RECREATION, KIVEkS, SCENIC EASEMENT$, VIRGINIA, 
1970 VIRGINIA COMMISSION OF OUTDOOR RECMEATION 
JAMES RIVER PROJECT GeTS CUR APPROVAL 
VA OUTDOORS l!b),4 
JAMES RIVER, REC~~AT!ON, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIRGINIA COMMISSION OF OUTDOGK RECReATION 
JAMES MIVi~ PARK UPENS, FIRST ~TEP AT ~ETTI~G TO RIVEk 
VA tlUTOOOKo l(b),l,4 
JAMES RIVER, PAKK~, KECKEATiCN, VIKGINIA 
l9bi VIRGINIA COMMlSSICN TO oTUDY MATTERS PERTAINING TO lHE JAMES RIVEK 
DEEPENING THE JAMfS RIVER CHANNEL. k~PCRT ••• TU THE GUVfKNOK AND GENERAL 
ASSEMillY uF VIRGINiA 
RICHMUNU, bY THE ~~AMUNWEALTH 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENl, JkEOGING, JA~ES RIVeR, VIRGINIA 
1~71 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT GF AG~ICULTURE ANU COMMERCE 
RULES ANU KEGULATIUNS FOK ENFOR~EMENT UF THE VIRGINIA PESTICIDE LAW 
DIV REGULATORY SEKV, KICHMUNU, VA 
ANIMAL CONTROL, ARSENIC COMPUU~DS, AVICIDES, URUSH CONTROL, CHLORINATED 
H¥DROCARUUN PcSTICIUES, JUT, OltlDkiN, LEGAL A~PtCTS, Pe~TICIOES, 
VIRGINIA, 
1971 VlkGINIA DEPARTMENT 0~ AGRILULTURE ANU COMMERCE 
THE 1971 VIRGINIA PE~TILIUE STUDY 
PURSUANT TO HOUSE JUINT RESOLUTION 51 
ENVIRUNMENTAL EFFeCTS, FUNGICIDES, HEAVY METALS, H~R~ICIDE~, INSECT 
CONTROL, LETHAL LIMIT, PESTICIDES, TOXICITY, VIRGINIA, 
N~0~ VIK~INIA OtPARTMENl OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
SALT ~ATEK ~POKT FISHIN~ IN VIRGINIA 
KICrlMUNiJ, VA 
fiStHNt;, :.>'OKT FISHING, VIRGINIA, 
1~71 VIRGINIA D~PARTMENT GF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
COMPUTlk >'KJGKAMMING ANU MATH MODELING IN WATER RESOURCES PLANNING 
VA JIV OF nATEk R~:.uURCES INFORM ~ULL ~0~ 
CO~~UT~K P~OGRAM~, FLGW MEASUREMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PLANNING, 
SALI~ITY, VIRGINIA, ~ATtR KESUURCES, YORK RIVER 
1~5o VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT Of HEALTH 
SHELLFISH ~ANITATION IN VIRGINIA 
VA rlfALTH oULL lllll, SEK 2 
OYSfE~S, SrlELLFISH, ~lkGINIA, 
197U VI~GINIA DEPARTMENT Of HEALTH 
RULES AND KEGULATIONS FOR THE ~ANITARY CONTROL Of THE PICKING, PACKING AND 
MARKETING u~ CRAB MEAT rOk HUMAN CONSUMPTION AND MANUAL 
CHAd~, LEGISLATIO~, PUULIC hEALTH, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, 
I972 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT Of HIGHWAYS 
l-uo4 COKKIDOR LLCATION STUDY . 
RICrtMlJND, VA 
Bki0GE CO~~tRUCTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, TUNNELING, TUNNELS, 
HAMPTON ROAOS 
1925 VIMGINIA. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
PRELIMINARY SURVEY Of THE JAMES RIVER HARBOR 
RICHMOND, dY THE DEP 
CHANNtL IMPROVEMENT, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, HARBORS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA 
197J VIRGINIA DIVISION Of MINERAL RESOURCES 
GEOLO~IC STUDIES, COASTAL PLAIN Of VIRGINIA 
VA UIV MINERAL RESOURCES BULL 83 !PARTS 1 AND 21 
COASTAL PLAINS, bEOLOGY, VIRbiNIA 1 
3"6 
1973 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF MINERAL RESOURCES 
GEOLOGIC STUDIE~, ~OASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES BULL ~3 IPAkT 31 
COASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY, VIR~INIA, 
1948 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF THE JAMES RIVER 
RICH;10ND, BY THE lH V 
FLUOO PROTECTION, fUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEDI, JAMtS RIVER, RESERVOIRS, 
VIRGINIA, wATER RESOURCES UtVELOPMENT 
1967 VIR~INIA DIVISION OF PLANNING 
PROJECTIONS ANU tCONUMIC cASE ANALYSIS - NEwPORT NEWS-HAM~TON METROPOLITAN 
AREA IINCLUOI~G THE CITY UF WILLIAMSBU~G AND TrtE COUNTIES OF JAMES CITY 
AND YUKKl 
RICHMOND, VA 
ECONUMICS, tMPLOYME~T, HUMAN RESOURCES, LUCAL GOVERNMENTS, POPULATION 
DYNAMIL~, REGIONAL ANALYSIS, STATI:.TICS, YIRGINIA, 
1967 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF PLANNING AND COMMUNITY A~FAIRS 
NO~FOLK-PORTSMUUIH METROPOLITAN AREA PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC BASE 
ANALY~IS 
RICHMOND, VA 
ECUNOMIC PMED!CTiuN, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRbiNIA, 
1968 VIRGINIA DIVISION Of PLANNING 
GLOUCESTER COUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONOMIC ~ASE ANALYSIS 
RICrlMOND, VA 
ECONOMIC PMEDICTIUN, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIR~INIA 1 
1967 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
RICHHONO METROPOLITAN AKEA PROJeCTIONS AND BASE ANALYSI~ 
RICHMOND, VA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
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l9o7 VIKGINIA OIVISION OF STATE ~LANNING AND COMMUNITY AfFAIRS 
Ptf~RS~0KG-rlCPE~ELL-C0LUN!AL HEIGrlTS MtTNOPULlTAN AREA PNuJELTIONS ANO 
f~JNnMIL dA~E ANALYSIS 
klLHMUt:C, VA 
cl<1·<G:~!C f>,<clJILTilJNr !:MPU;YME;-.r, PUI'ULAT[Oc; OYNA;'oiC5., VIRGINIA, 
l'ioo VIRGINIA DIVISitlN 0~ :.TATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ECuNOMIC UATA SUMMAKY-ACCOMAL~ COUNTY 
f<!Crl;"\[]i'<D, VA 
LHE~~~~~~~ oAY, E'STE~N SHU~E (VA-MDlo ECONOMIC Pk~UICTION, EMPLOYME~T, 
PU~ULATIU~ DYi'<AMIC~, VlkGINIA 
b0d VI,\GINIA DIV15l[L~ uF STATE PLANNING ANO (.OMMUNITY AffAIKS 
ECJNDMIC JATA SUMMAKY--i'<ORTHAMPTUN LOUNJY 
K!Ch:~!'-ou, VA 
LHE~APt~K~ dAY, •A~T2KN SHuKE IVA-M~), ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EM~LUYMENT, 
PUPJLATIG~ JYNAM!LS, VIRGINIA 
~~~i VIRGINIA UIVISlON OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
ISLe Uf wiGHT LUUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECONUMIC tlASE ANALYSIS 
f.. l~.,rl~LJ~"I.)' VA 
tLU~UMIC PKEOILTluN, ~MPLOYMtNT, PCPULATION DYNA~ICS, VIMGINJA, 
1971 VIRGINiA DlVISIUN UF STATE PLANNING ANO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
CRANEY l~LANU STUDY 
KlLHMOt<D, VA 
A~CESS kUUTESr CHARTS, FUTURE ~LANNING IPROJECTEDl 1 HISTORY, LEGISLATION, 
MAPS, PHYSICAL PkUP~RTI~S, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1915 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
VIKGINIA LOCAL ANO KEGlONAL PLANNING 1915 
AUIHOk, 34 P 
klCHMOND REGIONAL PLANNING UISTRICT 1 VA 1 LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. PLANNING, 
VI RG 1 ~<I A, ZONING 
1944 VIKGINIA OIVISION Of WAlEK RESUUNLES 
SURfACE ~ATER SUPPLY OF VIRGINIA, JAMES RIVEK BASIN 192.7-19~2. 
VA U!V WAlEK ~tSUUKLES ANU ~OwEN BULL ~ 
DISCHAKGc MEASUREMENT, O~AINAG~, J~HES MIVE~, STKEAMFLO~, SURtALE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
1952 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF riATER RESOURCES 
SURFACE WATER SU~f>LY OF VIKGI~IA, JAMES RIVEK dAS!N, I9~2-1950 
VA JIV UF hAT~R KESUUKLES 8ULL 13 
OISCHAkGE MEASUR~MtNT, OKA!NAGE, JAMES KIVE~, ST~EAMfLUw, SuRFACE riATE~S, 
VIRGUdA 
~~~7 VIRGINIA UIVISIJN Uf ~ATER RESOURCeS 
SUKFAC~ ~ATER SUP~LV UF 11KGINIA 1 JAMES KJV~~ BA~IN ~~~~-i~55 
VA 011 ,,,:.r ~R ;(ESL~.cCES ANLi PUWlK 5ULL 11 
DI~LHAMGE MEASUkE~c~l, UkAlNAGE 1 JAMeS ~IV~~. STREAM~LGW 1 SURFACE ~ATEkS, 
VIRGINIA 
I96v VIRGINIA OIV!)ION OF WAlEK RE~OURCES 
CHEMICAL LHAkACTE!. ~f SUkFA~E ~~TEKS OF VlkG!NlA AUG l~~ti- ~EB 1~&0 
VA DIV WATER RE~GUnLES oULL 23 
CHEMICAL A~ALY~IS 1 Ul~CHARGE lrlATERl, SEDI~ENT LUAD, ~URfACE wAlfkS, 
V l KG IN I At wA Tf:k TU1PEKATURc 
1961 VlKGI~IA DIVISION UF WATER RESoURCES 
SUKFACE wATER ~U~PLY UF VlKGINIA 1 JAMES K!VER BASIN 19~&-1960 
VA JIV WAlEk RESOURCES AND POwER BULL 27 
DISCHARGE MEASuKtMENT, OKAINAGE 1 JAMES RIVER, STREAMFLOw, SURFALE WATERS, 
VIRGINIA 
1969 VIRGINIA UIVISION uF WATER RESOURCES 
NOTES UN ~lRGINIA WATER LA~S AND AGENCIES 
VA DIV OF WATER RESOUKCES INFORM bULL ~Ul 
GKUUNUWATER, LEGISLATION, STATE JUKISU!CTION, SURfACE ~ATERS 1 VIRGINIA, 
3',19 
1~6~ VIRGINIA OIVISIUN Of ~ATEK RESOURCES 
FLO~ CHA~A~TERI~TICS OF VIR~INIA STREAMS 
VA UIV G~ wATE~ RESU~RCES SASIC DATA BULL 33 
CHoS~PtAKE BAY, O!SCHAR~E MEASUREMENT, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAHUNKEY RIVER, 
PUTUMAL KIVER, K~PPAHAN~UCK RIVER, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA 
19o~ VIRGINIA DIVISION OF wATER RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVtK aASI~ CU~PkEHE~SIVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN. VOL 1-INTRODUCTION 
KICHMUND (ITS PLANNING dULL 2131 
FUIUKt PLANNINb (PKOJECTEOI, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
K~~OUKCES JtVtLUPMtNT 
1~&9 VIRGINIA UIVI~IDN OF WATER RESOURCES 
NUTES 0~ ~kJ0hD WATEK l~ VIRGINIA 
VA OIV 0~ w4TiK KESUURCES INFORM auLL 502 
GRUU~DWATEK, HYOKGL00IC CYCLE, LEGJ~lATlON, STATE JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA, 
1970 VIR&I~IA DIVISION OF wATER RESOURCES 
WAfER htSUUKCES LtUISLATIVE CUNCERNS GF THE tiGARD UF CONSERVATION AND 
fCUNOMIC ~EVELOPMENT, COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
kiCHMUNU, VA 
ltGI~LATIUN, ST~TE JURI~OICTION, WATER UEMAND, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), 
hATtKShEDS (tiASihSI 
1~10 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
RAPt'AHANNIJCK RIVEK dASlNr COMPRt:HENSlVE WATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNI~G uULL Ll~ 
AG~lLULTu~E, ECU~OMICS, LONG-TERM PLANNING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK, 
R~~REAliUN, RIVER BASINS; SURFACE ~ATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPHENT 
19/U VIRGINIA UIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
YliJ<.K KIVEK lJA~lN-COMPREHENSIVE WATEK RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING tlULL 227 
CLIMATIC UATA, flU~ CHARACTERISTICS, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS, 
LONG-TERN PLANNING, KIVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF, VIRGINIA, YuRK KIVER 
400 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF wATER RESOURCES 
YOKK RIVER ~ASIN-COHPREHENSIVE wATER RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 226 
AGKICULTUKt, ECONOMICS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, RECKEATJON, TRANSPURTATIO~, VIRGINJAo YUKK RlVtK 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION Of WATER RESOURCES 
YORK RIVER 6ASIN-CUMPREHENSIVE ~ATtN RESOURCES PLAN 
PLANNING BULL 225 
AGRICULTUKEr ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC PU~ER PRODUCTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
(PkOJECTEOI, GtOLU~Y, GkOU~OwATER, MINERALOGY, RECKtATiuN, ~UKfACE WATEKS, 
VIRGI~IA, YUkK RIVtK 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF ~ATEk RESOURCES 
JAMES klVER bASIN CuMPkEHENSIVE WATER RESJUkCtS PLA~. VOL 3-HrUROLUGIC 
ANALYSIS 
RICHMOND (JTS PLANNING ~ULL 21~1 
CHEtHCAL A~ALYSJS, ..;;{A!NAGt: PATTERNS ll>hiLOGICI, GRUUf'..DwATU,, fiYORULOGIC 
DATA, JAMES RIVEK, MtTtURULG~ICAL DATA, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESOUkC~S UtVtL0P~t~T 
1970 VIRGINIA DIVISION OF WATEK KESOURCES 
FLO~ CHARACTERISTIC~ uF VIRGINIA STKEAMS 
VA DIV UF WATER kE~uUKCES oASIC DATA BULL 34 
DISCHAkGE MtASUREME~T, JAMES kiVEk, STKtAMfLU~, VIRGINIA, 
1910 VIRGINIA DIVISION Of riATER RESOURCES 
JAMES KIVER BA~IN CU~~REHENSIVE WATER MESOURCES PLAN. VOL 2-ECONOMIC BASE 
S TUOY 
RICHMOND IITS PLANNING BULL 2141 
AGkiCULTUKt, ECuNUMJC PKEDICTIO~, HUMAN POPULATIUNr JAMES KIVER, 
REC~EATION, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, WAlEK RESUUR~ES UEVELOPMENT 
1971 VIRGINIA UIVISIUN OF WATER RESOURCES 
INDEX OF T"E SURFACE ~ATERS OF VIRGINIA 
VA OJV OF WATER RESOURCES 
SURFALE WATERS, VIR~INIA, 
401 
1959 VIKGI~IA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 
SEAFUUO ~OK SAL~ 
VEP~OV!AN, fEB-MAKo P.1b-17 
UY~T~~ I~JUSTKY, VIRGINIA, 
1~72 VIk~INIA ELECTRIC AND PO~ER COMPANY 
FINAL ENVIkUMMtNTAL STATE~ENT RELATED TO OPERATION Of SURRY POWER STATION. 
UNIT l 
UUCK~T 50-ZdJ. US ATO~IC ENERGY COMM. DIRECTORATE OF LICENSING 
AQUATIC Lift, ~H~MICAL WASTES, CUULING wATER, COST-SENEFIT ANALYSIS, 
E~V!RONME~IAL EFF~CTS, JA~E~ KIVER, PO~ER PLANTS, PUBLIC UTILITIES, 
kAOlUALllV~ WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
1~71 VIRGINIA EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL TASK FORCE 
REPUKT Of TASK fuRL[ UN ERO~IUN ANU SEDIMENTATION CGNTROL 
VA GOVEKNOKS LUUNC ON THE ~NVIRONM~NT 
E~~SIUN LU~TKUL, L~GAL ASPELTS, SEDIMENTATION, URBANIZATION, VIRGINIA, 
1916 VIKGINIA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SUKFACE ~ATcR SUPPLY UF VIRGINIA 
VA GEUL Su~v oull 10 
DISCrlAKGE MeASUReMENT, STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
l94Z VIKGINIA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
EOCENE Uf VIRGINIA 
VA GEOL SUKV uULl ~7 
GEOLOGIC fUKMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
l94l VIRGINIA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
EOCeNE Uf VIRGINIA 
VA GEUL SUKV BULL 57 
Gt~LUGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, VIRGINIA, 
1971 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
THt STATt OF VIRGINIA'S ENVIRONMENT 
AIK POLLUTION, EROSION CONTROL, MINE WASTES, MUNICIPAL WASTESo SEWAGE 
TkLATMtNT, STATE GOVERNMENTS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
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1967 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
ECONOMIC DATA SUMMARY--CHARLES CITY COUNTY 
DIV PLANNI~G, RICHMOND, VA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMILS, VIRGINIA, 
1967 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
NEwPORT N~~S-HAMPTUN METROPOLITAN AREA PKOJELTIONS AND ECONOMIC tiASt 
ANALYSIS 
DIV OF PLANNING. KICHMUNO, VA 
CHE~APEA~E BAY, ECUNUMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
VIRGINIA, HAMPTON ROADS 
l9bd VIRGINIA GOVERNOKS OFFICE 
NORTHERN NEC~ AREA P~OJcCTIUNS AND ECONOMIC bASE ANALYSIS 
DIV OF PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTI~N, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
1968 VIRGINIA GOVERNORS OFFICE 
GLOUCESTeR COUNTY ~KOJECTiuNS AND ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
DIV PLANNING, RICHMONU, VA 
ELQNDMIL PKEOILTlUN. EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
196d VIRGINIA GUVEMNU~S OfFICE 
SURRY COUNTY PROJECTIONS AND ECUNUM1C BASE ANALYSIS 
OIV PLANNING, RICHMOND, VA 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, EMPLOYMENT, PLPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, 
N*D* VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER PRODUCING SECTION OF JAMES RIVER, VA 
VIMS MS 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMeS RIVER, MA~S, OYSTERS, VIKGINIA 
N*D* VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
FISHING PROBLEMS, lOR WHERE ARE THE FISH?) 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH, FISH HARVEST, FISHERIES, FISHING, SPORT FISHING 
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N*~* VIRGiniA INSliTUT~ UF MARINE SCIENCE 
KEYj TO VIKGIN!A INVERTEBRATES 
V!HS HS 
CLA55lf1LATION, UI~TRIBUTIUN, INVERTEBRATES 
l~4l VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
HYJRUGKAPH!C DATA 
l94l--TO DATe 
CHE~APEAKE oAY, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC OATAr VIRGINIA 
1944 VlRvlNIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
PKEL!MlNARY R~PORT UN CRA8 INVESTIGATIONS IN VA WATERS CONDUCTED BY THE VA 
FlSHEKlES LA~OKATCKY SUuM!TTED TO MK JOHN C PEARSON OF THE FISH AND 
wiLDLIFE SERVICE 
VIM~ MS 
CHE~APEAKt ~AY, CRABS, DI~TKIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MO~JACK BAY, 
YURK RIVeR 
1952 VIRGINIA I~STITUTt OF MARINE SCIENCE 
IN~HURE SUKVEY PKUGKAM kEPDkT 13--HIOLUMINESCENCE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY ••• 
CHES ~AY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVo KEF 52-17 
biOLUMINESCENCE, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CTENOPHORES, DINOFLAGELLATES, SCYPHOZOA 
195~ VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
flSHfKIE~ RESEARLH EXPANDING 
VIM~ MANUSCRIPT 
.INF ISH INUUSTRY, FISHE~IES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, 
1963 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
UIGtSf OF MATERIAL PROVIDED TO THE JAMES RIVER STUDY COMMISSION 
VIMS MS 
C•lST-dENEFIT ANALYSIS, DREDGING, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, JAMES RIVEK, 
LUNG-TERM PLANNING~ PROJECT FEASIBILITY, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
404 
19b4 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
HYDROGRAPHIC CRUISE SCHEDULE uP~RAT!ON JAMES RIVER 
VIMS MS 
CRUISES, JAMES RIVER, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
1964 VIRGINIA INSIITUTE OF HARI~E SCIENCE 
JAMES kiVER HODEL D~TA 
VIMS MS 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CURRENTS !WATERJ, DATA CULL~CTIONSr HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES 
RIVER, SALINITY, VIRGINIA, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA 
196d VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SLIENCE 
GRU~!NG OYSTERS IN MSX AREAS 
VIMS MAR RESOURCES ADV SER 1 
MSX, OYSTE~ 1NDUST~r, VIRGINIA, 
1969 VIRGINIA !NSTITUT~ UF MAKINE SCIENCE 
OY~TER KILL iN U~~cR YGRK K!VEK 
VIM3 MAK RESOURCE 1NFUKM ~ULL 1(31 1 1 
HUK~!CANES, MukTAl TV, UYSTtRSo SALINITY, VIRGINIA, YOKK RIVER 
1969 VIRGINIA lNSiiTUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JAMES RIVER OYSTE~~ ESCAP~ rLJOO DAMAGE 
VIMS MAR KESOURCt INFORM BULL 1!~),1 
FLOODING, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVtR, OYSTERS, VIRGIN(A 
I9b~ VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
CULTCHLES~ SEED OYSTERS 
VIHS MAR RESOURCES AOV SER J 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, 
l9b9 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JAMES RIVER HYDRAULIC MODEL-- MULTI-PURPOSE MARINE RESEARCH TOOL FOR 
SCIENCE, GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY 
VIMS MAR ~ESDURCES AOV SER 2 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, MATeR RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
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1970 VIRGINIA l~STITUTE Of MARINE SCIENCE 
HAKO CLAM CULTURe METHOD DEVELOPED AT VIMS 
VIM5 MAR RESOURCES ADV SeR 4 
HEJ5 U~DEk wATEK, lLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, DUSTS 
1910 Vlk~INIA INST!TUT~ Of MARINE SCIENCE 
SURVEY !~ UVSTEM A~O CLAM ~ORK BOATS IN VIRGINIA AND THE POTOMAC DECEMBER 
1'ol6':i 
VIM~ MAR KESUURCE INFORM BULL 211l,B-11 
CHESAPEAKE DAY, lLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, 
POTJMAC KIVtM, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
197J VIK~INIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTeR HEATS QuALITY INDEX, NOVEMBER 1970 
VIMS MAR RESUUR~E INfORM BULL 2116),3-5. 
JAMES RIV~R, UYSTEKS 1 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
197U VIRGINIA INSTITUTE Of MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER MEATS ~UALITY il'lDEX FOR FEBRUARY 1970 (LISTED BY RIVER, PROCEEDING 
UPSTREAM) 
VIHS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 2121,13-15 
JAMES RIVeR, OYSTLRS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
I NUEX 
19/0 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE Of MARINE SCIENCE 
OCTOBER OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INDEX 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFOR~ BULL ~114),4-6 
JAMES RIVER, OY~TERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
JAMES, YORK, AND RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER SYSTEMS. OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INDEX 
IRE~CRTEO HERE FOR THE FIRST TIME) 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 2(1) 1 1-4 
JAMES RIVER, OY~TERS 1 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
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1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE Of MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER SPArFALL ON SHELLSTRINGS IN VIRGINIA RIVERS, ANNUAL SUMMARY fOR 
1970 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL ~1151,1-11 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, GREAT niCOMICO RIVER, VAt JAMES RIVER, M08JACK BAY, 
NANSEMONO RIVER, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER, OYSTER 
SETT lNG 
1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER HEATS QUALITY INDEX, AUGUST 1970 
VIHS MAR RESOURCE INFORM dULL 21101 0 8-11 
JAMES RIVER, OY~!ERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, V!RGII'l!A, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
SALINITY-TEMPERATURE REPORT. JAMES,, YORK, AND RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER ~Y~TEMS 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM bULL 2111 1 5-7 
JAMES RIVEK, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEk, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, wATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1970 VIRGINIA INSl:l :otiE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
SALINITY-TEMPERATURE 
VIHS MAR RESOURCE i~fORM BULL 2161 1 11-13 
JAMES RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA, ~ATER 
TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1970 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
ANNUAL SURVEY OF PUoLIC OYSTER GROUNDS IN VIRGINIA, 1969-1970 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL Ll~l 1 2-12 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVtR, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
1970 VIRG~NIA INSTITUTE OF MARINI: SCIENCE 
INVESTIGATION Of SURFACE FILMS- CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE. STATUS REPORT-
FIRST YEAR'S RESEARCH 
VIHS MANUSCRIPT 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, OIL WASTES, OILY WATER, REMOTE SENSING, VIRGINIA, WATER 
POLLUTION 
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1911 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE Of MARIN~ SCIENCE 
OYSTER M~ATS QUALITY INUEX 
VIMS ~AR RcS~UR~E INFORM BULL Jl13l,2-4 
JAME~ RIVtK 1 0YSllK~, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVE~, .VlRGlNlAt Y~K RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1971 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
UY~TcM MtATS QUALITY INDEX 
V!MS MAK KESUURCE INFORM BULL 3(19),1-3 
JAMES RIVeR, OYSTtR~, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVtR, VIRGINIA, YORK RlVtRr CONDITION 
INDEX 
1971 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INUEX 
VlMS MAR RtSUURCE INFORM dULL 31d),2-3 
JAMES RIVtK, UYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVERo CONDITION 
INDEX 
1971 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSftK MtAfS ~UALITY INUEX 
VIMS MAK KtSUURCE INFORM BULL 31181 1 12-14 
JAMES RIVER, UYSTcRS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1971 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
SUMMARY UF RECENT, ONGOING AND FUTURE STUDIES CONDUCTED IN THE OLIGOHALINE 
SECTION Uf THE JAMES RIVER ESTUARY 
VIMS MS 
~IULOGILAL TREATMrNT, ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, POWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1971 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER SPATFALL ON SHELL BAGS IN VIRGINIA RIVERS 
VIMS MAK RESOURCE INFORM BULL 3(51 0 1-6 
JAME~ RIV~R, PIANKATANK RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, 
OYSfER SElliNG 
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1971 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER SPATFALL UN SHELLSTKI~GS IN V!KGINIA RIVERS, NOVEMBER 1971 
VIMS MAR RESUURCE lN~ORM 8ULL 3(ldl,l-12 
CHESAPEAKE bAY, GREAT wiCOMICO RIVER, VA, JAMES RIVER, MOBJACK BAY, 
PIANKATANK RIVER, KAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1971 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER MEATS QUALITY INUEX 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM oULL 31151,2-3 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER, CONDITION 
INDEX 
1972 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MA~INE SCIENCE 
SURVEY OF PUBLIC OYSTER G~OUNUS IN VIRGINIA 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 4(5) 0 1-3 
~EOS UNO~R wATER, COKROTOHAN RIVER, EAST RIVtK, VA, GREAT wiCOMICO NIVER, 
VA, JAMeS RIVER, OYSTERS, PIAN~ATA~~ RIVER, KAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVEk 
1972 VIRGINIA INSTiTUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
RESEARCH ON CHESAPEA~E ~AY AND CONTIGUOUS WATERS OF THE CHESAP~AKE BIGHT 
OF THE VIRGINIAN SEA, 197£ EDITION 
VIM~ SPEC SCI REP 66 
SldLIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE BAY, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL, 
VIRGINIA 
1972 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
STUDY OF CHANNEL S~DIHENTS. bALTIMORE HARBOR, NORFOLK HARBOR, YORK 
ENTRANCE CHANNEL 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
CHANNELS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CORES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
1973 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
A POST-OPERATIONAL STUDY uF THE JAMeS RIVER IN THE VICINITY uF HUu POINT 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
BIOTA, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, JAMES RIVER, MORTALITY, 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, ZOOPLANKTON 
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197• Vl~GINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
SEA GRANT ANNUAL REPORT 1971-
(VIMS ~kAMSOE 36, 43, 65, util 
PROJECT~, VIRGINIA, 
1973 VIKbiNIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
ASIATIC LLAM FOUND IN UPPER JAMES RIVER 
VIM> MAR kt~OOKCE~ INFORM BULL 515lo1 
CLAMS, FOULING, INVA~ION, JAMES RIVERo VIRGINIA 
1973 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYSTER MtAT VALUES CONTINUE TO DROP IN JAMES 
VI~S MAR kESUURCtS INFOKM ~Ull 5(5),3 
JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNUC~ RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVERo CONDITION 
INUEX . 
1973 VIRGINIA IN~liTUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
1~1Z ANNUAL SUMMARY. OYSTER SPATFALL ON SHELLSTRINGS IN VIRGINIA 
VIM> MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL. SPEC REP 
RIVER SYSTeMS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, uYSTER SETTING 
1973 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
OYStER MEAT QUALITY HITS SEASUNAi LUW IN JAMES 
VIMS MAR R~SUUR~E INFORM BULL 5(41o4 
JAMES R!VEK, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERo VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER, CONUITION INDEX 
1973 ~IRGINIA INSTITUTE Of MARINE SCIENCE 
YORKTOWN POWER STATION ECOLOGICAL STUDY PHASE II TECHNICAL REPORT 
VIMS MS 
BENTHOS; eCOLOGICAL IMPACT, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, PLANKTON, 
POWER PLANTS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, YORK RIVER 
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1974 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
RESEARCH UN CHESAPEAKE tiAY AND CONTIGUOUS WATERS Or THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
Of THE VIRGINIAN SEA 
VIM~ SPEC SCI KEP 69 
BI~LlOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEAKE uAY, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SCIENTIFIC PeRSONNEL, 
VIRGINIA, MluOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1966 VIRGINIA LEAGUE Of ~OMEN VOTERS 
JAMES RIVER BASIN--A PRUbRESS REPORT 
JAMES RIVtR BASIN lNTERLtAGUE CUMM 
JAMES kiVck, RIVeR uASINS, VIRGINIA 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
CITY OF NJRFOLK LANUFILL, LAMBERTS POINT 
NEWPORT NE~S, MINUTE~ OF MEEfJNGS OF THE COMM, 2uJAN, 25FEB, 25MAK, 
23SEPT ' 
BULKHEAU·LJNt, ELIZAdETH RIVER, JAMES RIVEK, LA~UFILL~, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
~IRGINIA 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
REQUEST OF ~ITY OF RICHMOND TO DUMP RA~ SE~A~E INTO JAMtS RIVER 
NE~POKT N~wS, MINUTES Ur MtETINGS UF THE CUMM-- 23S~PT 
JAMES RIVER, Sl~AGE Ol$~u~ALo VIRGINIA 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOUR~ES COMMISSION 
HURRICANE CAMILLE E~FECTS IN ESTUARINE AREAS 
NE~PORT NEWS, MINUTES OF MEETINGS OF THE ~OMM--26AUG, 2~SEPT 
FLOOD uAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1969 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
APPOMATTOX RIVER ~ATER IMPuUNUMENT 
NEWPORT NEWS, MINUTES UF MEETINGS OF THE COMH-- 24 JUNE 
APPOMATTOX RIVER, DAMS, IMPOUNDED ~ATERS, JAMES RIV~R, RESERVOIRS; 
VIRGINIA 
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1~6~ VIKGINIA MARINE R~SOURCES COMMISSION 
DRE~Gt ANu fiLL PROJeCTS JAMES RIVER 
Nc~PuRT NewS, MINUTeS OF MEETINGS UF THE COMM, 24JU~E, 22JULY 
UkE~GING, JAMES kiV~K, LAN~FILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, VIRGINIA 
1~6~ VIRGINIA MARINe RESOURCES COMMISSION 
OY~TER ANu SEED UY~TtK INDUSTRY JAMES RIVER 
NEw~LRT ~~~S, MINUTt~ Uf MEeTINGS Uf THE COMM-- ZdJAN, 22APR, 23SEPT 
JAME~ ~IV~R, MANAGtMENT, OV~TER INDUSTRi, VIRGINIA 
197u VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
OKEUGING UF FILL fOR HAMPTON ROADS 6R!DGc-TUNNEL 
NE~PURT NEw~, M!NUTiS Of MEtTINGS GF THE COMM, 2HAPR 
BRIJGE ~ONSTRULTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS 
1~7u VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
~Kc~G!NG ANU UtVELGPM~NT IN CHICKAHUMINY RIVER 
NE•PONT NE~S, MINUT~~ OF MEETINGS OF THE COMM-- 2HAPR, 26MAYo 28JULY, 
23StP T 
CHI~~AHUM!NY RIVE~, URtOGING, JAMES RIVER, LAND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, 
~ETLAC..US 
l97J VIRGINIA MAKINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
ERECTI~h G~ MUUR!NG DOLPHIN, HAMPTON ~AR 
NE•PJkl N~~S, MINUTES UF MEETINGS OF THE CDMMo 270CT, Z4NOV 
UuC~~, JAMES k!Vtk, NAVIGABLE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
1910 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
fiLLING ~EHINU BULKHEAD LINE IN ELIZABETH RIVER 
NbiPlli<T NEwS, MINUTES OF Mi:ETINGS Of THE COMM--· 26APR, 270CT 
BULKHEAU LINE, ElllAtiETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, LANDFILLS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, 
VJ;<GINIA 
1~70 VIRGiNIA MAR!NE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DISPOSAl Uf SPOIL IN CONNECTION wiTH MARINA IMPROVEMENT, FISHERMAN'S 
CKEEK, LITTLE CREEK, CHE.SAPEAKE BA'I' 
MINUTeS Of MEETINGS, 27 QCTO~ER, 24 NOVEMBER 
CHtSAPEAKE BAY, DREDGING, MARINAS, SPOIL BANKS 
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1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCeS COMMISSION 
DREDGING OF CHANNEL IN ~USHY PARK CREEK (RAPPAHANNOCK klVERl 
MINUTES OF MEETINGS, 27 JANUARY, 23 JULY 
DREDGING, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEK, RIPARIAN KIGHT~, VIRGINIA 
1470 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOURCE~ COMMISSION 
NORTH ANNA DAM PROJECT 
MINUTES Of MEETINGS, 24 MAKCH 
DAMS, HYDROELECTRIC PO~EK, PAMUNKEY RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE RESOUkCES COMMISSION 
EXTENSION UF FENCES ~tLO~ MEAN LU~ kATER, UCEANVIE~, ~URFUL~, VIRGINIA 
Ml~UTE~ uF MEETINGS, 28 APRIL, 23 JULY 
BEACHES, CHESAPEA~E BAY, ~ECREATION FACILITIES, RIPARIAN ~IGHTS 
197J VIRGINIA MARI~E RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC LAft Uti-3U9 (l9o4 CUM fiSH RE5 AND DEV ACT) FUNDS 
MINUTtS OF MEETING', lU APKIL 
CLAMS, FINANCING, )I>TERS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1970 VIRGINIA MARINE ~ESOURCES COMMISSION 
DESIGNATION OF NATIJRAL UYSTE.R ROCK IN NOMINI AND CUi<kiUMAN BAY, 
WESTMORELAND COUN~( 
MINUTES OF MEETING~, LS JUNE, 2B JULY 
BEDS UNOER ~ATtR, CHESAPEAKE SAY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OY5TER5, POTOMAC RIVER 
1~72 VIRGINIA MAkiNE RESOURCES COMMISSION 
SEVENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPUKT Of TH~ MARINE RESOURCES LOMMIS~ION FJR Trl~ 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1972 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FI~H, CUNSERVATIUN, CRABS, FISHE~IES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
SPORT fi~H!NG, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, wATER POLLUTION 
1967 VIRGINIA MARINE ReSOURCES STUDY COMHISSlON 
MARINE RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA--THEIR USE, CONSERVATION ANU OtVELOPMENf. 
REPORT TO.THE GOVERNOR AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY Of VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND, VA DEP PURCHASES AND SUPPLY 
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS, CONSERVATION, FISHING, Ki:5EAKCH FACILITIES, 
VIRGINIA, WATEK RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
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1~71 viRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
~ATtk RESOURCES KE~lARCH IN VIRGl~lA - ANNUAL REPORT FOR FISCAL lEAR 1971 
V4 PCLYTECH I~ST. wATER ~ESOURCES CENTER. BULL 46 
EUTR~PHICATiilNr MAk~HES, MINE WASTES, PESTICIDE REMOVAL, POLLUTANTS, 
Rt~EARCH ANO OEwtLUPMENT 1 VIRGINIA, WAT~R QUALITY, WATER TREATMENT 
19/1 VIRGINIA PORT AUTHORITY 
THE PORT~ uf V1KGINIA 1971, FOREIGN TRADE ANN~AL REPORT AND GUIDE TO PORT 
SEKVILE~ 
HAKdUKS, PORT AUTHO~ITIES, VIRGINIA, COMMERC~ 
1~71 VI~GINIA POKT AUTHORITY 
1~70-1~71 ANNUAL KEPORT 
HARd~~S, Pukl AUTHUkiTIESr VIRGINIA, CO~MERCE 
1'135 VlkGINIA STATE PLANNING BOARD 
TtNTATIV~ KEPOkT OF THE VIRGINIA STATE PLANNING BOARD ON PART 4. NATURAL 
KE SJUK(.ES 
(.UMMERCIAL FISHING, fiSHERIES, FORESTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA, WATER 
RESOURCE~ 
1937 VIRGINIA STATE PLANNING BO~RO 
TENTATIVE REPORT Of THE VIRGINIA STATE PLANNING bOARD. PART 18. STUDIES OF 
THE DRAINAGE BASINS IN VIRGINIA 
O~AI~AGE DISTRICTS, RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT, RIV~R BASINS, VIRGINIA, 
WATERSHEDS IUASINS) 
1951 VIRGINIA STATE wATER CONTROL BOARD 
LOwER JAM~S RIVER POLLUTION STUOYt CITY POINT TO THE CHICKAHDMINY, AUG 
b-SEPT o,l~51o PRELIMINARY REPORT 
WATER CONTROL BOARO (MlMEOGR REP) 
~~FLUENTS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, JAKES RIVER, VlRGlNlAt WASTE ASSIMILATIVE 
CAPACITY, ~ATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
414 
1967 VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD 
RECORD OF HEARING k~GAROING STANDARDS Uf QUALITY TO Ht ESTABLISHED ON THE 
JAMES RIVEK ••• CHESAPEAKt BAY AND TRIBUTARIES ••• 
PUilL !CATION WQ-Z'J . 
CHESAPtAKE BAY, ~AMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER ~UALITY, WATER QUALITY 
CONTROL 
1967 VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL bOARD 
RECORD OF HEARING REGARDING STANDARDS Of ~~ALITY TO dE E~TABLISHED FOR THE 
JAMES RIVER BASI~ ••• 
PUdLICATION WQ-Zb 
JAMES RIVck, VIKGlNIAo WATER QUALITY, ~ATtR QUALITY CCNTROL 
1970 VIRGINIA STATe WATER CONTROL BOARD 
A COMPREHENSIVE POLLUTION AtlAT~MENT PkOGRAM FUR THE OCCOQUAN wATERSHED 
I~TERIM REPORT bY ~~TGALF ANU EOUYo INC 
LANG USE, POLLUTION AbATEMENTi SE~~GE: V!~GINIA! WATlK ~UALITY, WATER 
~UALITY CGNTKULr n4TEK SUPPLY 
1970 VIRGINIA STATE ~ATER CONTKOL dOARO 
19o~ OCCUwUAN RES~RVOIR ~TUUY 
A REPORT BY METLALF ANU EODVr INC 
HYOROLOGVr RESERVU.MS, SEwAbE TREATMENT, STREAMFLOW, VIRGINIA, 
1971 VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARO 
STATE ;,ATER CONTKUL LAW, THE REGULATORY STATUTE PEkTAINING TO THE 
ABATEMENT AND PReVENTION Or WAT~R POLLUTION ••• 
COUE OF VA, 
LEGISLATION, POLLUTION ABATEM~NT, VIRGINIA, WATER CUNJKOL, ~ATER 
POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
1971 VIRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD 
STATE WATER CUNTkOL LAW, THE REGULATOKY STATUTE ~EKTAINING TU THE 
ABATEMENT,AND PRtVENTION UF WATER POLLUTION ••• 
CODE OF VA, TITLE 6l.1 
LEGISLATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, VIRGINIA, WAlEK CONTkOL 1 WAlEK 
POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
415 
19/L VIRGINIA STATE ~AlER CONTROL HOARD 
TH~ VI~GI~IA fLOOD Of 1972 
VA WAlcK -1( ll tl-l 
~LUOU UAMAGE, fLGOUING 1 HURRICANES, RIVERS, VIRGINIA, 
1972 VIRGINIA STAlE WAT~R CONTRUL HOARD 
WHE~E IT'S~~ IN THE JAMES RIVER STUDY,WHAT IT'S ALL AdDUT AND HOW IT'S 
GOING TU dt OONE' 
JAMES RIVEK LOHPR ~ATER ~UALITY MANAGE STUDY NEWSLETTER 1(11 
DATA COLLECTIONS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, FINANCING, JAMES RIVER, 
PKJJECT ucNeFITS, PRuJECT PuRPOSES, VIRGINiA 
1972 VIKGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD 
STAT~ hiVER dASI~ ~AT~R WUALITY PLAN, JAMES RIVER bASIN-PHASE I-ADDENDUM 
PLANNING dULL 269. ~ICHMONU,VA . 
JA~tS KlVtR, RIVE~ 6QSINS 1 VIRGINIA, ~ASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
1974 VlkGINIA STATE ~ATEK CONTROL BOARD 
8~L~S 0~ THE BUlKD ANU STANUARU~ FOR WATER ~ELLS 
k1Lt1MJN0 1 VA. TH~ GKOUNU.;AlER ACT OF b73 1 CHAPTER 3.4, TITLE 62.1o 1950 
CuUl Ut- VlRGll\llA 
STAT~ JUkiSUICTIO~, VIRGINIA, riATEk CONTROL, WATER R~SOURCES 
l9oJ VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY dUREAU OF POPULATION AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH 
SOCIII-t:CONUt~IC CHAkALTEklSTICS OF THE wEST POINT, VIRGINIA AREA 
CHARLUTT~SVILLE, VA 
lCUNUMICSr LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
197b VIR~INIA. KORAL WATER AND WASTEWATER RESOURCE HGMT TASK FORCE 
PLAN UF ALTION FOR RURAL WATER AND WASTEWATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
COM~U~~tALIH OF VA, 17 P 
RAUCO PLANNI~~ DISTRICT, VA, JURISDICTION, VIRGINIA, wATER MANAGEMENT 
(APPLI~Dlr WATEN ~ESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
416 
19/U VIRKAR RA, WEbb KL 
fREE AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF THE SOFT-SHELL CLA~ MYA ARENA~IA IN 
RELATION TO SALINITY Of THE MEDIUM 
COMP BIOCHEM ~HYSIOL 32(4l,775-7H3 CVIMS CONT~Io 3~01 
AMINO ACID~, CHROMATOGRAPHY, CLAMS, SALINITY, VI~GINIA, YORK RIVER 
1927 VISSCHER JP 
NATURE AND EXTENT OF FOULIN& OF SHIPS' SOTTOHS 
US BUR fiSH BULL 4~ 1 193-252 
FOULING, SHIPS 
1937 VLADYKOV VO, wALLACE DH 
IS THE STKIPEO tiASS lkuCCU~ LINEATUSI UF CHeSAPEAKE oAY A MIGRATORY ~ISH? 
AMER FISH SOC, TRA~S 67!19~7J,67-tl6 (CHES dl~L LAd CONTRlti ldl . 
CHESAPEAKe dAY, f-l~H ,'IIGKATION, FISH PUPULATlU'iS, ~TKll-'tO <lASS, TAGGING 
1937 VLADYKOV VU, wALLACE OH 
POPULATIONS OF THE SHAD IALUSA SAPIOISSIMAl ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST 
REGION 
AMck FISH SUC, TRANS b7(1937l,~2-66 lCHES BIOL LAd CUNTRio 17) 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHi:SAPEA.<.E oAY, FISH PUPULAT(O,iS 1 MURPHliLGGY, UNITED STAT!::::. 
l95l VLADYKOV VD, wALLACE OH 
STUUIES Of THE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXAl!LIS lwALbAUMl, wiTH SPiCIAL 
REFEKENCE TU THE CHESAPEAKt BAY REGION DURING 1~36-193tl 
BINGHAM OCEANOGR LOLL, BULL 14(1),132-177 
CHESAPEAKE tiAY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, GROhTH KATES, SPORT FISHING, iTR!PcO BASS 
19b3 VOGEL JW 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON THE PHOTOTACTIC RESPONSE UF THE MARINE ISOPUU 1 
LIGIA EXOTICA IROUXl 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
ANIMAL bEHAVIOR, I~OPOOS, LIGHT INTENSITY, MOTIVATION, VIRGINIA, YORK 
RIVER 
417 
1971 VOGEL I<M 
THt ulULUGY ANU A kEuc~LI<IPTION OF THE OPlSTHOBRANCH MOLLUSK HERMAEA 
C~UC!ATA GUULU 1 F~CM CH~SAPEAKE BAY 
VELIGER 14(2) 1 155-157 
lliUuJGY, CHESt.PcA"E BAY, ~IULLUSr(S, MORPHOLOGY 
i'JlJ Vlj-.,EL KM, :iCHULTZ LP 
LAMGUA ~UPiLLA, NE~ GtNUS AND NEW SPECIES OF NUDIBRANCH FROM CHESAPEAKE 
BAY ANu TrlE GcNtKIC STATUS Of OKENIA MEN~E, IDALIA LEUCKART AND !DALLA 
DfbTt:D 
VELIGcK L:'(4ldilo-3'U 
CHtSAPtAKt dAY, GASTI<UPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
197~ ~ALKEK JU ET AL 
~IJUcGKAUATION uF ~ETKOLEUM t!Y CHEShPE~KE BAY SEDIMENT BACTE~IA 
LA~ J MllKOdiuL ~<(3) 4L3-42b 
P~NI\SULA PL~N~l~G D!STRI~r, VA, BACTERIA, 8lODEGRADATIDNo CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
UIL 
19~1 11AlKEK RH 
THE JAMES 
VA ri!LULIFE 1211),19-22 
HISTU~Y, JAME~ RIVEK 1 VIRGINIA 
l'>t>d WALKER WR 
WATE~ KE50URL~S RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA 
VA PtiL YTECH [NST. WAlER RESOU~CES RES CENTER. BULL 18 
PRUJELlS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOU~CES DEVELOPMENT 
19&8 WALKEK WR 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INTERESTS IN THE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES OF 
VI~GINIA 
VA POLYTECH INST, WATER RESOU~CES RES CENTER BULL 17 
Rt5EARCH ANU DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH FACILITIES, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
DfVtLOPMENT 
41t! 
1971 WALKER WR 
FLOOD DAMAGE ABATEMENT STUUY FOR VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTECH INST WATER RESOURCES RES CENTeR aULL 10 
CHESAPEA~E !lAY, FLOJD UAMAGE, fLOUDPRUOFING 1 LEGISLATION, RIVER SASI~S~. 
VIRGINIA 
1972 WALKER wR 
WATER RESOURCES KESEARCH IN VIKGINIA- 1'169-71 
VA POLYTECH INST, wATEK Kt~OUkCES KES CENTER BULL 4~ 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA, wATER kcSUURCES uEVtLUPMENT 
19&8 WALKER wK, COX WE 
WATEK RtSOuRLtS LAwS fOR VIRGINIA 
VA POLYTcCH INST, wArtk RESOURCES RES CENTER ~ULL ~ 
LEGAL ASPECTS, KIPAKIAN RibrlTS, VIKGI~IA 1 WATtK RIGHTS 
1976 WALKER wR, COX WE 
RECOMMENDATIONS fJR IMPROVING hATER RESOUKCES M~NAGEMENT IN VIRGINIA 
VA ~ATER RESUURC~S KES CTR, VPI, SPtC ~tPT l 
VI~GINIA, WATER POLICY 
1971 WALSH HM 
THE OUTLAW GUNNER 
TIDEwATER PUBLISHE~S, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HUNTING, riATtRFOWL 
1960 WALSH RE 
GUNNING THE CHESAPEAKE, DUCK AND GOOSE SHOUTING ON THE EASTERN SHORE 
TIDEWATER PUBLISHEKS, CAMBKIOGE, MU . 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DUCKS IWILOI, EASTERN SHURE IVA-MOl, GEESE (WILDJ 
1895 WARD LF 
THE POTOMAC FORMATION 
US GEOL SURV 15TH ANNU REP, 313-397 
ATLANTIC ~OASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGiC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLANTS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, MIODLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
41\1 
1o20 wARDEN Uti 
OESCKIPTl01~ STATISTIQI.!E HISTORIQUE ET POLITIQUE DES ETATS-UNIS DE 
L 1 AMtkiY0~ StPTt~TKIONALE ••• 
PA~I~, CHtL ET GRAVItR, S VOL. 
Fl~tiEKitS, HISTORY, PliTUMAC RIVER, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FUR REVIEW 
19H WAKORUP W 
M~JtL Ltv!SLATIUN FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF SUBAQUEOUS HARD MINERAL 
RESOURCtS ~!THIN VlKGINIA WATERS 
VIMS THESIS !CULL ~ILLIAM ANO MAKYI 
LEGAL ASPtCTS, M!NtRALOGY, MODEL STUDIES, VIRGINIA, WATER RESOURCES 
1\147 WAR~IELD EA JR ET AL 
REI'URT ON OYSH:K t'K03U:MS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
TlJEWATc~ fiSH OEI' Rt~ TU GOVERNOR AND GENERAL ASSEM~LY, FEB 19, 1~47, 15 
PP. 
CHESAPEAKt dAY, DI~TkiBUTlON, MAMMALS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER 
~ElTING 
1962 WARINNER JE 
AUSO~PTIUN UF ~ADIONUCLIOES UN CLAY MINERALS 
VIMS fHESIS (LOLL WILLIAM AND MARYI 
AOSURPTIO~, CHESAPEAKE SAY, CLAY MINERALS, OEPOSITION ISEDIMENTSlr 
RAJlOACTII/lTY, YORK RIVER ' 
196\1 WARINNEk JE ET AL 
DISTRIBUTION GF JUVENILE RIVER HERRING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
SUUTHtASTERN ASS &AME AND FiSH COHM, 23RD ANNU PROt 1969, 384-388 IVIMS 
CONfkiB >211 
ALt~lVES, BLUEBACK HEKR!NG 1 CHESAPEAKE SAYr DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SAMPLit.G 
1966 WARINNER JE, BREHMER Ml 
THE ~FFcCTS OF THERMAL EFFLUENTS ON MARINE ORGANISMS 
AIR AND wATER POLLUT !NT J lOr 277-289 (VIMS CONTRIB 1711 
BtNTHIC FAUNA, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTSr PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PKODUCTIVITY, THERMAL WATER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
420 
1963 ~ARK JW, KELLER FJ 
PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SEDIMENT SOURCES AND TRANSPORT IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
BASIN 
INTERSTATE COMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, ~ASHINGTON, O.C., TECH BULL 
11 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DI~CHARGE, SEOIMENT OlSTRitiUTIO~, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
19b9 WAKlEN SM 
ADDITIONAL RECORDS OF PUGHEADEU ATLANTIC MENHADEN, BkEVOOKTIA TYRANNUS 
CHES SCI 10, 67-6tl 
ANIMAL PATHULUGYr ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
1971 WARNEK WW 
MOKE PLtNTIE UF FOWLES 
ATLANTIC NATUR 26, 99-107 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, wATER BIROS, WATERFOWL 
1975 ~AMSAW, VA TOwN COUNCIL AND RICHMOND COUNTY, VA bJ OF SUPERVISORS 
SUBDIVISION OROINANCE FuK TU~N OF ~ARSAw, VldGlNlA 
AUTHOR 
RICHMOND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DlSTKlCT, VA, LAND 
DEVELOPMENT, LAND USt, PLANNING, VIKGINIA 
1963 WASS ML 
NE~ SI'ECl~S UF HERMIT CKABS IDECAPODA, PAGURIDAEI FROM THE wESTtRN 
ATLANTIC 
CRUSTACcANA 6(21 133-157 IVJMS CONTkiB l32l 
CRAoS, SYSTEMATICS 
1965 WASS ML 
CHECK LIST OF THE MAKINE INVERTEBRATES OF VldGINIA. THIRD REV 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 24 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSIFICATION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
GASTRUPOOS, INVERTEBRATES, VIRGINIA 
42l 
l967 WAS5 ML 
tilOLOGICAL ANU PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF INDICATOR ORGANISMS AND COMMUNITIES. 
SECTIUN 11--JNUICATOR~ OF POLLUTION 
PCLLUT ~NO MAk £COL, CONF PROC, 271-283 IVIMS CONTRIB 2201 
BENTHIC FAuNA, I.~OICATUI<S, OYSTERS, POLYCHAETE$, WATER POLLUTION EFFECTS 
l'IU ~ASS ML 
A CHECK LIST Or TH~ 51UTA OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH INCLUSIONS FROM THE 
uPPeR UAY ANU THE VIRGINIAN SEA 
VIM~ SPtC SCI REP 6~ 
BIOTA, B!Ku;, CHE~APEA~E bAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, MAMMALS, 
PLANTS, PROTuZOA 
1974 WASS ML ET AL 
~ATcR wUALlTY CRITEI<IA ANO THE BIOTA OF CHESAPEAKE BAY. THE EXISTING 
CU~OIT18~S KE?uKl UN THE BIOTA UF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY - A CONTINUATION 
CHES KES CONSOKl, IN~ PUa 411VIMS SRAMSGE ~0, NR~ CONTKIB 6381 
MIODLE PE~INSULA PLA~NING DISTRICT, VA, BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CHLORINE, 
EEL GkAS~, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, LIFE HISTOR¥ STUDIES, MANAGEMENT, OIL, 
OY~TERS, wATER ~UALITY 
1969 hASS ML, WRIGHl TD 
COASlAL wETLANDS Of VIRGINIA 
VI•~~ SRAMSUE l3 
EROSIJN, HABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, HARSH MANAGEMENT, HARSH PLANTS, TIDAL 
MAK5HES, VIRGINIA, ~ETLANDS 
1942 WATROUS JJ 
NEUROMUSCULAR EFFECTS OF THE NEMATOCYST 
NtTTLE, ~HRYSAOkA QUINQUECIRRHA 
GEORGETU~N UNIV PHD OISS 
CHESAPEAKE uAY, SEA NETTLES, TOXINS 
1973 WATSON D 
MARYLAND POLLUTION SURVEYED 
TOXIN FROM THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEA 
' 
WASHINGTON POST, WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 4, 1973, SECT A7 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, POLLUTANT lOENTIFICATION, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE 
FOK KEIIIEW 
422 
1897 WATSON TL 
A diBLIOGRAPHY OF THE GEOLOGICAL, MINERALOGICAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL 
LITERATURE OF THE STATE UF VIRGINIA 
BULL AMEk PALEONTOL 2171 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINE~ALOGY, PALEONTOLOGY, VIRGI~IA, 
1972 WEBB KL ET AL 
fREE AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF SCYPHOZOAN POLYPS UF AUKELIA AuRITA, 
CHRYSAOkA ~UIN~UECIKRHA AND CYANEA CAPILLATA AT VARIOUS SALINITIES 
CO~P BIOCHEM PHYSIOL 4j8 1 6j3-663 IVIMS CONTKIB 4o21 
AMINO ACIDS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, JELLYFISH, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, 
SCYPHOZOA . 
1967 WEBB KL, WOOD L 
IMPROVED TECHNI~UES FOR ANALYSIS Of FREE AMINO ACID~ IN StA~ATER 
IN AUTOMATION IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY, T~CHNICUN SYMPOSIA FOR 1966, V.l, 
P.4~0-444. WHITE PLAINS, N.Y., MEOdAD INC IVIMS CONTkld ZJ71 
AMINO ACIDS, SEA ~hTEI<, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
19&9 WEISER CE 
PREDATION UN JUVEN!LE kiVER HERRING AND SHAD IALUSAl BY CATFISH AND OTHER 
FISHES 
VIMS NAT SCI FuUNO ~EP 
ALt~IVES, AMERICAN SHAD, CATFISHES, FOOD HAtiiTS, HckkiNGS, JAMES RIVER, 
JuVENILE FISHES, PKEDATION, VIRGINIA 
l976 WEISHAR LL 
AN EXAMINATION Or SHOALING WAVE PARAMETERS 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL OF WM AND MARYI, 84 P 
VIKGINIA titACH, VA, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHi, ~AVES lwATERI 
1959 WELLS JH 
A STUDY DF PRUDUCTIVITY IN THE ESTUARINE ENVl~ONMENT 
VIMS NAT SCI FOUND REP 
ABIOTIC ENVIRONMENT, AQUAiiC PRODUCTIVITY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, 
NUTRIENTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
423 
1929 wtLLS RC ET AL 
SALINITY OF THE wATtR uF CHESAPEAKE ~AY 
US GEuL SvKV PROF ~AP l54-C 
CH~SAPEA~E oAY, SALINITY 
l972 >itr\NEK CA 
ASP[Cl~ CF THE ~IOLOGY AND SYSTEMATICS OF THE AMERICAN EEL, ANGUILA 
RuSTRATA ILESUEKl 
VIMS fHtSIS (CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
BIOLOGY, CHESAPEAKE ~AY, EELS, FECUNDITY, FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, 
RAPPAHAhhUCK RIVEN, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
197? 1-<ENNE:R CA 
THe JCCURRENCt OF ~LVENS Of SYNAPHOBRAN~HUS AFFINIS ON THE CONTINENTAL 
SLUPE GfF NORTH CAROLINA 
U S ~AT MAN FISH SEN FISHERY dULL 13(3)bd7-b9l (VlMS CONTRIS b52j 
SUUTHEASTtNN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, CATCH, CONTINENTAL SLOPE, EELS, FOOD 
H~BITS, JUVENILE FISHtS 1 MORPHOLOGY, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
l\i76 ~jENNER CA 
ASPtCTS OF THE tliOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY OF THE SNAKE EEL, PISUDONOPHIS 
CRUtNIIfEK, (PISCES, OPHICHTHIUAEl 
J fiSh RES BD CAN Jjl4l 6~6-665 I~IMS CONTRI~ 745) 
NORTHt~N NECK PLANNING DISTRICT# VA, BIOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, EELS, 
LIFE HISfUKY STUUitS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1974 WENNER CA, MUSICK JA 
FECUNDITY AND GONAD OBS~RVATIONS OF THE AMERICAN EEL, ANGUILLA ROSTRATA, 
MIGRATING FKOM CHESAPEA~E BAY, VIRGINIA 
J FISH RES tlO LANADA 31, l3tl7-139l IVIHS CONTRIB 6271 
CH~SAP~AKE BAY, EELS, FECUNDITY, FISH MIGRATION, GONADS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
1975 WENNER CA, MUSICK JA 
FOUO HAtliTS AND SEASONAL ABUNDANCE OF THE AMERICAN EEL, ANGUILLA ROSTRATA, 
FROM THE LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHLS SCI lbl1lb2-6b IVIHS CONTRIB 6571 
EASTERN SHURE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRACKISH WATER, CHESAPEAKE SAY, EELS, 
fOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVERo RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TeMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
424 
1930 wENTWORTH CK 
SAND AND GRAVEL RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF VIRGINIA 
VA GEDL SURV BULL 32 
ATLANTIC CoASTAL PLAIN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GRAVELS, SANDS, STRATIGRAPHY, 
VIRGINIA 
l94tl WERNER HJ. 
THE MORPHOLOGY ANO THE HISTOLOGY OF THE ALIMENTARY TRACT UF LITTORINA 
IRiWRATA SAY 
MD UNIV PHD DISS. 77P. 
GASTNUPUD~, MUkPHOLUGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1974 ~ESTMORELAND COUNTY ~LANNING CUMM 
WESTMORELAND COUNTY COMPREheNSIVe PLAN 
AUTHOR 
WESTMORELAND CUU~TY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT, HIGHWAYS, LAND USE, PLANNING, V!KGINIA 
1974 WESTMORELAND CuUNTY, VA BU OF SUPEkVISUKS 
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL HANDBOOK FUR THE COuNTY OF ~ESTMURlLANO 
AUTHOK 
WESTMORELAND COU~TY, VA, NORTHERN NEC~ PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, 
CONSERVATION, EROSION CONTROL, LAND USE, LEGISLATIGr\, PLANNING, VIRGINIA 
1974 WESTMORELAND CUUNTY, VA BD OF SUPERVISORS 
ZONING ORDINANCE OF ~ESTMOkELANu COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
AUTHOR 
MESTMORELAND COUNTY, VA, NORTHERN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, LAND uSE, 
PLANNING, REGULATION, VIRGINIA, ZONING 
1976 WESTON RF 
RAPPAHANNOCK AREA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, AREAWIDE wASTE TREATMENT 
MANAGEMENT PLAN. INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATeR TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS 
RADCO P. D. 
RADCO PLANNING OlSTRICT, VA, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), INDUSTRIAL 
WASTES, MANAGEMENT, VIRGINIA, WASTe WATER TREATMENT 
425 
1976 WESTON RF 
YO~K KIVLR BASIN, dASIN ~ATEk QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN. V. ~-A 
VA ~TATe WAleK CONTROL GO (PLANNING BULL 22~-Al 
~AJCU ~LANNING JISTMICT, VA, LAND USE, MANAGEMENT, POPULATION, RIVER 
BASINS, VIKGINIA 1 ~ASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY, WATER QUALITY, YORK Rl~ER 
l~lo wESTJN .<.f' 
RAPPMIA•'<'H;CK AMEA DtVLLOPMENT COM;HS::.ION, AREAWIDE liASTE TREATMENT 
MANAGE~E~T PLAN. EffLUENT liMITATIONS 
K.A~CO P·. D. 
KAUC0 PLANN!~G OI~TRICT, VA, EfFLUENTS, ~I.<.GINIA, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER 
JUALITY 
1941 WETMUKE PW 
BLOOD P•K4~1TES OF BIKDS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND PATUXENT RESEARCH 
kEFUGE VlCil'JlTY 
J PAf<.A>lTOL 2/(5J,:H'>-3'H 
rllKJS, C.HESAPEAK~ dAY, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT Qf COLUM~IA, PARASITISM, 
PATUXENT KIVEK 
lY~Z WHALEY HH, HOPKINS TC 
ATLA~ UF THE ~ALINITY AN~ TEMPEkATURE DISTRIBUTIUN OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES bAY INST GkAPHICAL SUM REP l 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MAPPING, SALINIJY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1955" WHALEY HH, P.<.!TCHARD OW 
PkOJEC. T TUNNEL 
CHES oAY lNST TUNNEL REP 1-7, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BRI~GE CONSTRUCTION, JA~ES RIVER, SEDIMENTS, TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION, VIRGINIA 
1966 WHALEY RC ET AL 
DATA SUMMARY POTOMAC Rl~ER NUTRIENT CRUISES 1965-1966 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP ll 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
426 
l9o8 WHALEY RC, TAYLO~ wR 
A PLANKTON SURVEY Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY USING A CONTINUOUS UNDERWAY 
SAMPLING SYSTEM 
CriES dAY IN~T TECH REP 36, REF 68-4 
ALGAE, CHESAPEAKE dAY, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, DinOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, 
SALI~ITY, SAMPLING, ~ATEK TEMPERATURE 
194'1 WHARTON J 
THE TURBULENT OYSTER TKAUE IN VIRGINIA 
THE COMMONWEALTH lo(j),13-15,34-35 
CHESAPEAKE ilAY, JAMES RIVER, UYSl ER INOUSTkY, POTOMAC RL~ER, VlkGWIA .· 
1949 WHARTON J 
THE CHESAPEAKE SAY C.RAu INDUSTRY 
U.S. FISH AND WILOLIFE SERV FISH LtAFL jj8, 1-13 
CHESAPEAK~ BAY, ~ftAd lNOU::.TRY, FJSHEkiES, Fl~rl!NG ~EAk 
1951 WHARTON J 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK 
VA WILDLIFE 12(5loiY-20,24 
HISTUKY, RAPPAHANNOCK klVcR, VIRGINIA 
197::1 WHE:ATLEY HG 
THIS IS MY ISLAND, TANGIER 
NAT GEOGk 144(5),7Uv-725 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, HISTORY, LABOR, RECkEATIUN, VIRGINIA 
1959 WHEATLEY JJ ET AL 
ECONOMIC IMPLICAl IUNS OF THE YORK RIVEk UYSTEK INDU~TRY 
UNIV VA 
BEDS UNDER WATER, ECONOMIC IMPACT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, VIRGlNIA, YOKK RIVER 
1970 WHEATON FW 
AN ENG!NtERING STUDY Of THE CHESAPEAKE dAY AREA OYSTER INDu'TRY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PKUC 60119/0),75-bl 
AUTOMATION, FOODS, LABOR, OYSTEK INDUSTRY 
427 
19~2 wHcT~TONE G~, MCAVOY KL 
CHeMICAL CHAKACTc~ UF ~U~fACE WATE~S OF VIRGINIA 1~4b-l948 
VA OIV 0~ ~ATEK KcSUUMCES ~ULL 11 
CHEHI~~L ANALY~IS, O!SCHAKGE I~ATEKI, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT LOAD, SURFACE 
wATERS, VIRGINIA, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1972 WHITE cG 
A PHYSICAL H¥0ROGRAPHIC STUDY UF THE LAFAYETTE RIVER 
OLO UOM!NION UN!V THESIS 
CU~KENTS IWATERI, DENSITY, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICAL 
PRU~ERT!ES, SALINITY, TIDES, VIRGINIA, 
1911 WIEMcYER SN 
REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS OF POTOMAC RIVER USPREYS--1970 
CHES SCI 12141,2/d-ZSO 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, 1-'UIOMAC Rl VtR, Rf:PRODUCT ION, OSPREYS 
1'165 WILLIAMS AB 
MARINE D~CAPOD CRUSTACEANS UF THE CAROLINAS 
uS FISH AN0 wiLDLIFE SERV FISH oULL 65(1) 
CKA~~. LuoSTEKS, SHRIMP 
1972 wiLLIAMS Ad 
Of.CAPOD CRUSTACEANS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI 1 S119-S121 
CHcSAPLAKt oAY, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, SHRIMP 
19Jj WILLIAMS AND HEINTZ MAP CORP 
B8ATING ATLAS OF l!UEWATER VIRGINIA 
wASHiiiiGTON, DC 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, NAVIGABLE WATERS, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIV~K, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1973 wiLLIAMS GP~ GUY HP 
EROSIONAL AND DEPOSITIONAL ASPECTS Of HURRICANE CAMILLE IN VIRGINIA, 1969 
U.S. GcDL SURV PROf PAP 804 
UEPU~ITlu~ ISEU!MENTSI, EROSION, GEOMORPHOLOGY, HISTORIC FLOOD, 
HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, 
428 
1972 WILLIAMS J 
PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL CRISIS INOICATORS--ARE THE~E ANY? 
WASHINGTON ACAD ~CI, J bll21 1 l74-l83 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN !0~ CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, 
SALINITY, TIUAL wATERS, .-AH:R TEMPEI<ATUME 
1959 WILLIAMS JE 
A QUANTITATIVE STUUY OF THE lOSTERA MARINA PJPULAT!LN Df THE YORK RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
VIM$ NAT SCI FOUND REP 
AQUATIC PLANTS, DI~TRIBuTION PATTERNS, EEL GR~SS, VIRGINIA, YURK RIVER 
1973 WILLIAMSON AN 
A TELHNlijUE FUR lNTERPRlTATION OF MULTI~PECTRAL REM8TE SENSOR DATA 
NTI S-N-'73-31312 
CHESAPEAKE oAY, COMPUTER PkOGkAMS, OATA COLLECTIONS, DATA PROCESSING, PATH 
Of POLLUTANTS, REMJTE SENSING, SATELLITES (ARTIFICIAL), SULAK KADiATION, 
TURBIDIT~, WATEK ~UAL!TY 
1975 WILLIAMSON FSJ ET AL 
CLASSIFICATION U~ riETLANDS VEGETATION USING SMALL SCALE COLOR INFRARED 
IMAGERY 
SMITH~UNIAN INST, CHES BAY CTR FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUD, EOGE~ATER, MD 
AERIAL PHOTDbRAPHY, CHESAPFAKE 5AY, CLA~SIFICATION, MARSH MA~AGcMENT, 
VEGETATIUN, WETLA;;:;s 
1972 WILLIAMSON FSL 
BIOLOGY AND THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J b2(2},88-102 
BIOLOGY, BIOTA, CHE~APEAKE BAY 1 MANAGEMENT 
1973 WILLIS WM 
PHYCOSOC!OLOGY OF THE ESTUARINE EULITTOKAL Of SMITH ISLAND, VIRGINIA. A 
QUANTITATIVE APPROACH TU SEASONAL PERIODICITY 
OLD DOMINION UNIV, MS THESIS 
EASTERN SHORE PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, ALGAE, NORTHAMPTON CU~NTY, VA, 
BENTHIC fl.;ORA, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, SEASONAL OISTRIBUTION, VlkGINIAo 
BARRIER ISLANDS 
429 
1972 ldLLKICH M 
TH~ ENERGY - ENVIRONMENT CONFLICT, SITING ELECTRIC POWER FACILITIES 
VA LA~ ~EV ~8(l) 1 25b-336 
~LECTklC PU~EK PKUOUCTIUNo ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LEGAL ASPECTS, PO~ER 
PLANT~, VIKGINIA, 
1932 WILSON CB 
THE COPEPOD CKUSTACEANS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. NAT M0~, PKUC d0(2915J,1-54 
CHt~APtAKE ~AY, CUPEPOD~, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, 
SEASONAL OI~Tki~UT!ON, SYSTEMATICS 
1ts83 tilLSON Etl 
OtlSERVAT!UN~ UF THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT STAGES OF SOME POLYCHAETOUS 
ANNELIDS 
STUD d!UL LAB, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 2r 211-299 
ANNELIDS, GROWTH STAGES, POLYCHAETE$, wORMS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
19o4 WIL!>ON M 
lNVESTIGAT!UNS Of PuSSlbLE biOCHEMICAL DIFFE~ENCES IN DIFFERENT 
POPULATIONS OF UROSALPINX CINEREA 
VIMS NAT S~l FOUND REP 
BIUCHEMI~TRY, CHROMATOGRAPHY, ELECTROPHORESIS, OYSTER DRILLS, VIRGINIA, 
WACHA~kfAGUE,VA 1 YORK RIVE~ 
1'149 WILSON MS 
A NEw SPE~IES OF CUPEPOD OF THE GENUS CORYCAEUS FROH THE NORTH AMERICAN 
COAST 
U.S. NAT MUS, PROC -99t3z'391,321-326 
CHE>APEA~t BAY, COPEPUUS, DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
1970 \of!LSON RE 
A STUDY OF THE OISPERSluN AND flUSHING OF WATER-BORNE MATERIALS IN THE 
NORTHWEST BRANCH OF BALTIMORE HARBOR ••• 
CHES oAY !NST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVr TECH REP b4, REF 70-3 
DYE RELEASES, HARBORS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, WASTE ASSIMILATIVE CAPACITY 
430 
1962 WILSON I<L 
GEAR DATA REPORT FKOM ATLANTIC PLANKTON CRUISE FOR THE RV PATHFINDER, 
MARCH 1961 - MARCH 1962 
VIMS SP[C SCI REP 32 
CHESAPEAKE tiAY, EQUIPMENT, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PLANKTON, SAMPLING, YUKK RIVER 
1929 "ILSTACH P 
TIDE"ATER VIRGINIA 
BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, HISTDKY,. JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNGCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK KlVEk 
1 93 7 W 1 L STACK P 
POTOMAC LANDINGS 
TUDOR PUbL CO, N.Y. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FIS~E~I~S, POTOMAC ~IVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1972 wiNDSOR JG JR 
FATTY ACIDS AND HYDRUCARSONS IN THE SUKFACf ~ATERS UF THE YORK ~IVER 
V!MS THESIS ICOLL -lLLlAM AND MARYI 
CHEMICAL ANALY~IS, ~I?IUS, OIL-wATER lNTEKFACES, SU~FACt ftATEHS, VJKGINIA, 
YORK RIVER 
1973 WINGET RR ET AL 
THE FEASIBILITY OF LLO~EO SYSTEM HARICULTURE, PRELIMINARY EXPER!~ENTS WITH 
C.KAtl MOLTING 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 63, So-92 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRABS, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING, MAK!CULTURE, HAMPTON ROAUS 
18B1 W!NSL0ft F 
DETERIORATION OF AMERICAN OYSTER BEDS 
POP SCI MONTHLY 2D, 29-43 1 145-146 
BEDS UNUER WATER, OYSTER INUUSTRYr OYSTERS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE fOk 
REVIEw 
431 
18<!2 "INSLOw F 
REPJRI UN lrlE uYSTE~ dEUS Of THE JAHES RIVER, VIRGINIA, AND OF TANGIER AND 
PUCU~UKL SOUNDS, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
AP~CN 11, U.S. CUAST AND GEODETIC SURV REP 1881, WASHINGTON, D.C. 87P. 
Btu:> UNuEK ~AltK, CHESAPEAKE BAY, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
UNAVAILAdLE FUR REVIEW 
18d3 I;INSLOW f-
CHESA~EA~~ uYST~R oEDS 
SCIENCE 2, ~4J-44j 
bEuS u~U~K wATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
197& ,n:•STON JE 
EXPEKI~ENTAL CULTURE UF THE ESTUARINE ECTOPROCT CONOPEUM TENUISSIMUH FROM 
CHtSAPEAKE oAY 
BIUL dULL l?U, 3ld-335 
NCKTHEKN NECK PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BRYOZOA, CHESAPEAKE dAYt DIETS, 
GRLJ~TH RAIES, MUKPHuLUGY 
1~26 WOLrc JJ El AL 
A~ INVlSTIGATIUN ur THE MICROPLANKTON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
lLISHA MITCrlELL SCI SOC, J, 42,25-~4 
CHE3APEAK~ dAY, DIATUMS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, MARYLAND, PLANKTUN, 
PROTOZOA, VIKGINIA 
196d WLJLMAN MG 
lHE CHESAPEAKE BAY--GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 
IN GUVlRNOR'S CONF ON CHES BAY, WYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13, P.7-48 
LHbAPEAK~ ~AY, H~STOKY·, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTATION RATES, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
191>8 WONG RSP 
AGE AND GRU~TH OF THE NORTHERN SEAROBINt PRIDNOTUS CAROLINUS lllNWAEOSI 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL ~ILLIAM AND MARYI 
AGING IBIULUGICALI, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GROWTH RATES, MARINE FISH, 
REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, YORK RIVER, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, 
StAROBINS 
432 
1962 WOOD JL, ANDREWS JD 
HAPLOSPORIDIUM CUSTALE (SPOROZOA! ASSOCIATED WITH A DISEASE OF VIRGINIA 
OYSTERS 
SCIENCE 136135171,/10-711 IVIMS CONTRIB 1021 
EASTE~N SHO~E IVA-MD), MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SPORES 
1951 iWOD JT 
HELICELLA CAPERATA iMONTAGUl IN YOKKTOwN, VIRGINIA 
NAUTILIS 6414) ,141-1~2 
OISTRI~UTION, SNAILS, VIKGINIA, YORK RIVEK 
1954 wOOD JT 
THE DISTRitlUTIO~ OF POISONOUS SNAKES IN VIRGINIA 
VA J Sl.l 5(j),l~i-1o7 
DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES, VIKGINIA, 
1954 wOOD JT, GOOD~IN OK 
OijSERVATIONS UN THE SUMMER dEHAVIO~ ANU MORTALITY uF BOX TURTLES IN 
EASTERN VIKGINIA 
VA J SCI_5, bD-b4 
ANIMAL dEHAVIOR, J~MES RIVER, MORTALITY, SUMMER, TURTLES, VIRGINIA, YORK 
Rl VER 
1952 WOOD JT, aiLKINSON RH 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE EGG MASSES OF SPOTTtO SALAMANOtkS 1 AMdYSTOMA MACULATUH 
ISHAol, IN THE WILLIAMSBURG AREA 
VA J SCI 3111,68-70 
COASTAL PLAINS, DISTRiijUTION, EGGS, LARVAE, SALAMANDERS, VIRGINIA, 
196b wOOD L 
DETERHINATIUN OF FREE AMINO ACIDS IN SEAWATER 
IN AUTOMATION IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY. TECHNICON CHROMATOGRAPHY COKI', 
ARDSLEY, NV. P. 652-bS~ IVIMS CONTkiB lJll 
AMINO ACIDS, ION EXCHANGE, SEA WATER 
'o33 
19oB WOOD L 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS Of PREY SELECTION BY THE MARINE 
GA~TKUPOD UKOSALPINK CINEREA !PROSOBRANCHIA. MURICIDAEI 
MALACOLOGIA b(jJ 1 L67-320 (VIMS CONTRIB 2291 
GASTROPUUS, LYSTE~ ORILLS, MUKPHOLDGYo P~EOATION, SYSTEMATICS 
1971 WUUU L1 HARGIS wJ JR 
TRANSPORT 0~ d!VALVE LARVAE IN A TIDAL ESTUARY 
EU~O~E MAR 810L ~YHP, FOURTH, 29-'o4 IVIMS CONTRIH 32Bl 
CUR~ENTS I~AT~RI 1 JAMES KIVER 1 LAR~AE, OYSTERS, TIDAL EFFECTS, VIRGINIA 
l9o5 WOOD L, ROBeRTS SA 
DIFfEK~NTIATIO~ Uf EFFECTS OF TWO PESTICIDES UPON UROSALPINX CINEREA SAY 
FROM The tASTERN SHORE 0~ VIRGINIA 
NAT SHELLFI~H ASS, PRUL 541l9b31,75-85 iVIHS CONTRIB 16JI 
dE~S U~OE~ "Altk, GASTKUPOUS, MORTALITY, OYST~R DRILLS, PESTICIDES 
1~66 WOOD L, ~Eb~ KL 
UtTERMiNATION OF FKEE AMINO ACIDS IN OCEANIC AND ESTUARINE WATERS 
AtlSTkACTS OF PAPERS, 20 INTERNATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC CONGRESS, P. 397-39B 
(VIMS CUNTkl~ 2141 
AMINO t.CIUS, 10~ EXCHANGE, SEA WATER 
1885 WOUD WM 
JRA~S~LANTING LOBSTERS TO THE CHESAPEAKE- EXPERIMENTS UPON THE 
TEMPERATURE THEY CAN ENDURE 
U.S. FISH LOMM BULL 5 1 31-32 
CHESAPtAKE BAY, LOBST~RS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
I 68& WOOD >IM 
KEPURT OF A TRIP MADE BY THE FISH HAWK TO THE LOWER PART OF CHESAPEAKE 
bAY, TO ASCERTAIN THE CHARACTER OF THE FISHERIES FOR SHAD, HERRINGS, 
ETC., ••• 
U.S. FiSH COMM BULL FOR lSti'o, 4, 199-200 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESAPEAKE BAY, fiSH POPULATIONS, fiSHERIES, HERRINGS, 
M08JACK bAY, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
'oH 
1959 ~DODSON B JR 
A STUDY OF THE CHLOROPHYTA UF THE JAMES RIVEN BASIN, VIRGINIA. 1. 
COLLECTIO~ POINTS AND SPECIES LIST 
VA J SCl 10(21 1 70-82 
ALGAE, CHLOROPHYTA, CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION 1 JAMES RIVER, RIVE~ 
BASINS, ~YSTtMATICS, VIRGINIA 
19o0 ~DODSON i3R 
A STUDY UF THE CHLOROPHYTA ~F THE JAHE~ RIVEK BASIN, VIRGINIA. 11. 
ECOLOGY 
VA J SCI 1111),27-36 
ALGAE, ChLOROPHYTA, ECOLOGY, JAMES ~IVEK 1 RIVER BASINS, VIRGINIA 
197b WOODSON BR, AFZAL M 
THE TAXO~OMY AND ECULuGY OF ALGAE IN THE APPO~ATfDX RIVER, CHESTERFIELD 
COUNTY, VIRGINIA 
VIRGIN lA J SCI 27 ( 11 5-'i 
ALGAE, APPOMATTOX KIVER, CLAS~IFICATIDN, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, 
VIRGINIA, 
1975 WOOUWARD-CLYOE CONSULTANTS 
HILl-ATLANTIC RtGIUNAL STUDY - AN ASSESS.~ENT OF THE uNSHOkE EFFECTS OF 
OFFSHOkE UIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT 
AUTHOR 
~ASJERN SHURE PLANNING UISTKILT, VA, ATLANTIC COASTAL ~LAIN, CONTiNENTAL 
SHtLF, ECONOMIC IMPACT, MANAGEMENT, OIL, VIRGINIA, MlDOLt AlLANTIC BIGHT, 
COASTAL lUNE 
19o2 ~WOLCOTT ~S 
INFRASPECIFIC VARIATION IN THE >IHITE PERCH, ROCCUS AMERICANUS (GMEL1NI 
CHES SCI 3(ll,~4-l13 
BASS, CHESAPEAKE bAY, DISTRibUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, TRIBUTARIES, 
VIRGINIA, ~HITE PERCH 
191l WORLEY 0 
MUSKIES GO WILD ON THE JAMES 
VA WILDLIFE 32, 6-7,21 
FRESHWATER FISH, JAMES RIVER, SPORT FISHING, VIRGINIA 
435 
1~16 ~RIGHT wR, P~RKER CE 
A VJLU~tTKIC TEMPEKATURE-SALINITY CENSUS FOR TH~ MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
LIMNUL A~J UL~ANUG 21141 563-571 
~ALINITY, SEA~GNAL OISTRidUTIO~, ~ATER, WATER TEMPEKATURE, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGrlT, 
1'iol WULFF BL 
INT~KTIOAL ZONATION UF MARINE ALGAE AT GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA 
VIMS TriESIS {CULL wiLLIAM AND MAKYI 
~ENTHIC FLURA, DI~TRI9UJION PATTERNS, MARINE ALGAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1~69 ~ULFF BL, WEBS KL 
INfEKTIOAL Z~NATIUN UF MARINE ALGAE AT GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA 
CHES SCI lLI( ll ,2<;-j~ (VJMS CCNTRIB 3031 
BU<THIC fl'~"A' D!ST~IC>UT!ON PATTERNS, M-ARINE ALGAE, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
l'IIO <ULFF EMT 
TAXiJI\IJMY M•U DISTI<.IBUT ION OF WESTERN ATLANTIC BITTIUH (GASTROPODA. 
~-1ESo.JG.\Sl RrJPDOA) 
Vl~S TH~~JS !CULL •ILLIAH AND MARYI 
O!STRibUllU~, GASlKJ?UDS, SYSTtMAT1CS 
1970 YEATr~AN HC 
CU?EPUUS FRuM CHESAPEAKE BAY INCLUDING ASTEROCHERES JEANYEATMANAE N. SP. 
AMER MICkUSCUP SOC, TRANS 89 1 27-38 IVIMS CONTRIB 3181 
CHtSAPcAKc ~AY, COPtPOO~, CRUSTACEANS, INVERTEBRATES 
1941 YINGLING F 
NAR!TilS Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MU NATUR HIST SOC, BULL 11131,51-56 
CH~SAPtAKE ~AY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
1948 YINGLING F 
~UEER FISH OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
MO NAIUk 1S(3) 1 53-56 
CHE~AroAKE dAY, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
436 
1934 YINGLING FC 
FDUK YUEER FISH OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD NATUR HIST SOL ~ULL 4(;),26-~B 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, FI5rl POPULATIONS, UNAVAILAolE FOR REVIEW 
1946 YINGLING FC 
QUEER FISH OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
MD NATUR L~AFLET 151,1-4 
CHESAPEAKE dAY, FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILAdlE FOR KEVIEri 
1962 YOUNG OK 
CHEMISTRY OF CHESAPEAKE ~AY SEDIMeNTS 
VIMS THESIS ALSO CHES SCI 9(4),254-260 IVIMS CO~TKIB 2dJI IN 1968 
CHE~ICAL ANALY~IS, CHESAPEAKE dAY, GEOCHEMISTRY, PETROLOGY, SlDIMENTATIDN 
RATES, SEc>IMENTS 
1972 YOUNG FC 
IKACE ELEMENT A~Nc/SIS BY PKOTON-fNDUCEO X-KAY EXCITaTION 
~ASHINGTUN ACAD •~1, J 62121,153-156 
CHtSAPEAKE BAY, . ILLUTANT lo.JENTIFICATIUN, TRACE ELEMENTS, X-RAYS 
l9j2 YOUNG GK 
REPORT UN JAMES •\l:E~, VA, IN ACCUKOANCE wiTH HOUSE UOC 308, &9TH CDNGK, 
1ST SESS 
VOL 1 +14 APP. NURFDLK, US ENG OFFICE 
ECONOMIC~, FLOOD CONfKDL, FUTURE PLANNING (PKUJECTEDI, I~KIGATIUN, JAMES 
RIVER, NAVIGATION, RIVER dASINS, VIRGINIA 
1910 ZACHARY A 
SURVIVAL AND ACTIVITY OF THE OYSTER DRILL, UROSALPINX CINEMA ISAYJ, UNUER 
CONDITIONS OF FLUCTUATING SALINITY 
VIMS THESIS (CULL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY, VIKGINIA 
437 
1973 ZACHARY A 
SU~VIVAL A~U ACTIVITY OF THE OYSTER DRILL UROSALPINX CINEREA UNDER 
LONJITIUNS OF fLUCTUATING SALINITY 
MA~ 810L 22 1 4~-52 lVIMS CONTRIB 5431 
GASTK0~GD3r JAMES KIVE~, MORTALITY, OYSTER DRILLS, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
197o ZACHARY A 
PHY~IULOGY AND ECOLOGY OF BACTERIOPHAGES OF· THE MARINE 8ACTERIUM BENECKEA 
NATRltGEN~ - SALINITY 
APPL E~VlRONMENTAL M!CROBIOL 31131 415-422 IVIHS CONTRid 7361 
BACTERIA, BACTERIOPHAGE, PARASITISM, YORK RIVER 
1966 ZANEVELO JS 
THt MARI~c ALGAE Of THE AMERICAN COAST BETWEEN CAPE MAY, N.J. AND CAPE 
HATTEKA:,, N.C. l 
BOT MAK <; ( .3-41 ,1 vl-128 
CHESAPtAKc BAY, DELA~ARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ALGAE, MARYLAND, NORTH 
CAROLINA, VlKGl~IA 
19o5 LANEVELD JS, BARNES wD 
R~PKODUCTIVE PtRIODlCITIES OF SOME BENTHIC ALGAE IN LOwER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHt:S SC! 6, !7->2 
ALG~t, ~ENTHIC FLORA, CHESAPEAKE BAY, REPRODUCTION 
1914 ZANEVELD JS, WILLIS WM 
THE MARI~E ALGAE OF THE AMERICAN COAST BETwEEN CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY, AND 
C~PE HATTERAS, NORTH CAROLINA 
BOT MAR 17, 65-81 
CHESAPEAKE BAYo C~NTINENTAL SHELF, DELA~AKE, DlSTRIBUTlDN, MARINE ALGAE, 
MARYLAND, ~uRTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, HIDOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1~76 ZANEVELO JS, WILLIS WM 
THE MARINE ALGAE UF THE AMERICAN COAST BETWEEN CAPE HAY, NEW JERSEY AND 
CAPE HATTERAS, NORTH CAROLINA. Ill PHAEOPHYCOPHYTA 
BUT MAR 19(1) 33-46 
ALGAE, SOUTHEASTERN PLANNING DISTRICT, VA, BENTHIC FAUNA, DISTRIBUTION, 
SYSTEMATICS, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
43& 
1976 ZANKEL KL ET AL 
SIZE AND DISTRibUTION OF THE 1975 STRIPED BASS SPA~~ING STOCK IN THE 
POTOMAC RIVER 
POTOMAC RIV FISHERIES PROGkAM REP SER REF NO PRFP-76-2 
CHESAPEAKe BAY, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAwNI~G, STRIPED bASS 
1971 ZORACH T 
TAXONOMIC STATUS OF THE SUoSPECIES UF THE TESSELLATED DARTER, ETHEOSTUMA 
OLMSTED! STORER, IN SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA 
LHES SCI l1141,254-L63 
D!STR!BUTIUN PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA, 
19 72 ZUBKOFF PL 
CONTROL MEASUKES FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY JELLYFISHES 
VlMS MS 
PHYSIOLOGY, BIOC~~MISTRY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ECOLOGY, JELLYFISH, MORTALIT¥, 
MORPHOLOGY, SeA ~~TTLE~, SCYPHOZOA 
1970 ZWEIFEL RG 
DlSTRitiUTION AND HATING CALL UF THE TREEFROG, H¥LA CHRYS05CEL1S 1 AT THE 
NORTHEASTERN ED6E OF ITS RANGE 
CHES SCI 1112),94-97 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, DELAWARE, FROGS, MARYLAND, MORPHOLOGY, VIKGINIA 
1971 ZWERNER DE, LAWLER AR 
SOME PARASITES OF ~HESAPEAKE BAY FAUNA 
VlHS HS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLASSiflCATIUN, PARASITISM 
